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HE

Holy Eucharist

is

the most precious treasure of the

When

Catholic Church.

our Divine Lord, sitting byJacob's well, asked the Samaritan woman to give him
to drink from the waters of the well, he took occasion
to

give.

speak to her of another water of life which he would
"Ah " said he yearning not for her salvation alone,

—

!

but for that of millions besides
the gift of

God and who he

if

know

thou didst

that saith to thee, give

is

me

to

have asked of him, and he

drink, thou perhaps wouldst

would have given

— "ah!

thee, living water.

Whoever

drinketh of

water shall thirst again but he that shall drink of the
water that I will give shall not thirst forever." Jokn, iv. 13,
What is this living and life-giving water of which our
14.

this

:

Divine Lord speaks

which the soul

?

It is

the

Holy Eucharist, the

well-

God's grace can satisfy its
desires to the full.
They who drink from it drink from the fountain-head
of all grace, and, replenished by those life giving draughts, they grow day
by day in holiness of life, till in the end they pass from hence to a life of
spring of

life,

at

athirst for

everlasting glory with Christ.

At another time Jesus, having fed five thousand people with five loaves
?.nd two fishes, was followed next day by an immense crowd, expecting he
would feed them again with the bread which perisheth whereupon he took
occasion to discourse to them of the bread of life which perisheth not.
"Labor not," said he, "for the meat which perisheth, but for that which
endureth unto life everlasting, which the Son of Man will give you." John,
vi. 27.
"This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that if any
;
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n

man eat of it he may
down from heaven,

not die."

What

lb., 50.

is

this

bread " which cometh

any man eat of it he may not die ? " Our
Lord tells us in the words immediately following— "I am the living bread
which came down from heaven. If any man eat of this bread, he shall
live forever, and the bread that I will give is my flesh for the life of the
"Amen, amen, I say unto you, except ye eat the
world." lb., 51, 52.
flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you shall not have life in
you.
He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath everlasting
life: and I will raise him up on the last day."
lb., 54, 55.
Well did our
Lord redeem his word of promise. The bread of life here spoken of he
gave on the eve of his death, when he instituted the Holy Eucharist,
leaving his own most precious body and blood as a legacy of his love to
" And, whilst they were at supper,
his followers for all time to come.
Jesus took bread, and blessed, and broke, and gave to his disciples, and
said: Take ye and eat; This is my body.
And, taking the chalice he
gave thanks and gave to them, saying Drink ye all of this. For, this
is my blood of the New Testament, which shall be shed for many unto
that

if

:

:

the remission of sins."— J/^//., xxvi. 26-28.

Thus has our Lord

of his all-bounteous goodness provided for our souls

a heavenly food, wherewith they may be nourished unto life everlasting.
For our mortal bodies he provided ample and suitable nourishment,
making all nature tributary to man, to whom he gave power over every

—the

and the birds of the air, and the beasts
of the field so that not a blade of grass springs from the earth but what
he quickens into life for the support of his creature man. Having thus
provided for the perishable body, he provides for the godlike, spiritual,
immortal soul, a divine, a spiritual, and immortal food, even his own
most precious body and blood, present in the adorable Eucharist. And, as
the body cannot grow or live without being supplied with food meet for
living thing

fishes of the sea,

;

sustenance, so neither can the soul

its

spiritual

life,

Hfe in the

Man
By

but must languish and

Holy

and drink

Eucharist.

his blood,

unless

"Except ye
shall not

in holiness

we

finally interrupted

pledge of a

still

Lord

in this

and broken

closer union with

or maintain

Son of

eat of the flesh of the

have

life

in

you."

John,

we

body and

are

vi.

present world, which union, so

ofl"

him

by
in

sin, is

its

partake of the bread of

worthily partaking of the blessed Eucharist,

closely united with our

not

you

die,

grow

51.

soul
it

be

the forerunner and the

— of

the world to come-

future

body as well as the soul will participate. Since
the material food taken into our bodies and incornorated with the subimmortality, in which the
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Stance becomes one with them, the body and blood of the Lord, when we
partake of them, are sacramentally incorporated with the substance of our
bodies, so that Christ

becomes the bone of our bone and the

flesh of

our

and we may with truth be called in the language of St. Cyril of Jerusalem xP'-^^'-O'P^P^^ "carriers of Christ," and " concorporeal," having the
same body with Him. Wondrous union this of the body and blood of
Christ with our mortal bodies, plainly indicated by our Lord when he
Very
said, " My flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is drink indeed."
remarkable are the words of St. Cyril of Jerusalem on this same subject:
**
Therefore with fullest assurance let us partake of (them) as the body
and blood of Christ for in the form of bread is given to thee his body,
and in the form of wine his blood that thou by partaking of the body
and blood of Christ mayst be made of the same body and the same blood
with him.
For thus too we become carriers of Christ, because his body
and blood are diffused through our members thus it is, that according to
flesh,

:

;

:

the blessed Peter,

Mystag.,
More

we become

partakers of the divi'^e nature."

Catech.

iv.

wonderful than that of the body,

is

the union of the soul with

Christ in the Sacrament of the Eucharist, whereby the Christian advances

day by day, as by so many steps of a ladder, from grace to grace, and
from virtue to virtue, and " from glory to glory," " unto the measure of
the age of the fulness of Christ" {Eph., iv. 13) imitating, though it be at
a great distance, the example of him, of whom it is written, that " he advanced in wisdom, and age, and grace with God and man." Luke, ii. 52.
The union of soul and body with our Lord in the blessed Eucharist, if
preserved to the end of life, is the prelude to, and the cause of, our union
with him forever in the glory of his heavenly kingdom, when we shall see
"
him not as now, " through a glass in a dark manner, but face to face
us

in

— not

hidden under the sacramental forms, but revealed to
the fulness of his unclouded glory.
Nor is it the soul only that will

{Eph.,

xiii.

12)

see the glory of the Lord, but also the body.

Perish

in

the grave the

poor body will, but not forever. It had the seeds of immortality planted
in it, because during life it was nourished with the body and blood of
Christ, and it is not fit that the body which had been nourished with the
body and blood of Christ should perish forever in the grave. It will not
so perish

:

it

will

rise to

immortal

life.

together, and they will be covered once

the breath of

with

new

The dry bones
more with

be breathed into the body, and the body endued
be reunited to its companion soul, that both together

life will

life will

flesh,

be gathered
and once again

will
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may

enter into the glory of the Lord, which

heard," and which

—

it

"eye hath not

seen, nor ear

man

to conceive."

hath not "entered into the heart of

and the hope of the Christian which we
make profession of in the Apostles' Creed: " I believe in the resurrection
of the body and the life everlasting." Behold the faith and the hope which
The Holy Eucharist it was, which from
rest upon the Holy Eucharist.
age to age, and in all ages, imparted life to the Church, giving zeal to the
Apostles to extend the kingdom of Christ to the ends of the earth, giving
courage to the Martyrs to die for his name, giving endurance to the ConCor.,

I

9.

ii.

Behold the

faith

fessors to maintain his cause in the face of the world, giving chastity to

upon earth, giving sanctity to Christianii in every rank and state to live up to the holy law of God.
Does
temporal affliction weigh heavily upon your spirit? Come to Jesus in the
sacrament, and he will make everything light and easy to bear.
Do you
mourn for the loss of some dear departed one ? Seek your Lord in the
Holy Communion, and in him you will find a true comforter for your
sorrow-stricken soul.
Are you compassed round about with the temptaHere is the helmet of salvation and the shield of
tions of the enemy ?
faith wherewith to resist "the fiery darts of the most wicked one."
Eph., vi. 16. Does pain rack the limbs of your body? In this balm of
life you will find an assuager of your pain far more soothing than all the
balm of Gilead. Are the shadows of death deepening around you ? Is
the grave about to close over your mortal remains ?
Receive your Lord
into your bosom, and then you may exclaim with St. Paul: "O death!
where is thy victory ? O death! where is thy sting?" i Cor., x.v. 55.
All through life's journey the Holy Eucharist is our food, our strength,
the Virgins to lead the

life

of angels

—

—

our

When

life.

the battle of the Christian

of youth are more or less developed, at that

son gets strength and courage

in th.Q first

cumb

manhood on

begins,

critical

if

he

the passions

period the

young

per-

Covtmunioit, to fight against the

to old age, the Christian soldier,

to his enemies,

when

In the long warfare continued through the

world, the flesh, and the devil.

period of

life

will successfully fight

if

he

will

not suc-

the battles of the Lord,

takes care often and often to recruit his strength hy frequeiit Communion.

And,

in

the great final struggle,

when he has

to look death in the face,

he

strengthened by the Holy Viaticiim, and being so strengthened, he defeats the enemy's last and most desperate efforts, and passes safely through

is

death to

life

eternal.

It is after

with the Prophet Elias.

the Angel of

God

As

in

was
him by

a manner with us Christians as once

the strength of the food brought to

it

the Prophet " walked forty days and forty nights unto
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mount of God, Horeb

Kings, xix. 8), so the Christian fortified
by the bread of Angels pursues his way through the wilderness of this life
without fainting, and passes safely through the many perils which beset
the

'*

(III.

journey he happily reaches the true mount
of God, higher and holier than Horeb, Heaven itself.
And, all are bidden to the Eucharistic banquet by the Divine Master of
From out the tabernacle our Lord lovingly stretches forth his
the feast.
his path,

till

at the

end of

his

O

and drink, and be in" Come to me all you that labor and are burdened,
ebriated."
Cant., v.
and I will refresh you." Matt., xi. 28. Is it possible that any one should
be found not to hearken to this loving invitation ? Alas it is but too
arms, saying to us every one: "Eat,

friends,

i.

!

true.

Some

there are

who never come

Lord

to the table of the

:

others

come, but come too seldom others again come who had better stay away,
because when they do come it is to profane the holiest of things. With
respect to the first class of persons,, thanks to God, their number in Ireland
Too many there are who, under divers pretexts,
is very small indeed.
approach the table of the Lord so seldom that they seem not to know the
:

gift of

in
it

God, or

at least not to prize

the presence of our

could be said, that

Lord
in

in

it

as Christians having a lively faith

the Sacrament of his love.

Would

to

God

these our days there were none to profane the

body and blood of our Lord by receiving them unworthily. But, seeing
that in the time of the Apostles themselves there were those who, according to the testimony of St. Paul, ate and drank " damnation to themselves,
not discerning the body of the Lord" (I. Cor., xi. 29,) who would be bold
enough to assert that in a degenerate age such as ours, when faith is so
much on the wane and charity has waxed so cold, there are not unworthy
communions, as there were then, and in such number too as to draw down
Who can say but that in many and many inthe judgments of God?
stances, temporal calamities, epidemics, premature deaths, are the chastise-

ments

God

inflicts

nowadays

as in the days of St.
guilty of the
**

for the profanation of the holy mystery, just

Paulhe

same dreadful

sin

?

May

therefore are there m.any infirm

sleep" the sleep of death?
But, be the

—

I.

chastisements upon those
not be true now as then, that

inflicted similar

Cor.,

it

and weak " among
xi.

us,

"

and many

30.

number of unworthy communions what

may, be it small,
or be it great, one thing is certain, that Christians can never love or reverence our Lord in the holy Sacrament as much as they ought.
To
spread this reverential love of the Lord in the blessed Eucharist, especially
in the hearts of the simple faithful, has been the object of the pious Au-
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thor in writing this

mend

little

unpretending book, which

to our faithful people.

be of use

in

the hands of every class and description

little,

of persons.

All without exception, the

—

all will

Whoever

find in

it

unpretending,

it is

it

less so

much

more

if it

is

know better

come

will

partake of

to

it

it

is^

instructed and those that are

to edify them,

much

to profit their souls.

attends to the pious instructions, with which

will

strongly recom-

If

not but that

will

and

we

its

pages abound,

the gift of God, the most precious of

all

his gifts,

devoutly, will therefore share plentifully in the streams

of grace which spring up unto

life

everlasting, of

which

it

is

the fountain-

book to love our Lord more
ardently in the blessed Eucharist, to receive him more frequently, to approach him with better dispositions, to visit him oftener in the churches,
to assist at Mass more frequently and more devoutly and when such
pious practices prevail in any parish or locality, they are sure to draw
down the blessings of Heaven upon the heads of the people. This little
head.

Gentle and simple

will learn

from

this

;

"The Dove of the
spirit of piety among the

book, aptly styled

Tabernacle,"

diffuse such a

people, and

is

well calculated to

will,

with God's bless-

an amount of good far exceeding its bulk or pretensions.
wish God-speed to The Dove of the Tabernacle.

ing, effect

fore

we

*h

There-

PATRICK LEAHY,
Archbishop of Cashel,

Thurles, Jan,

28, 1873.
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Taking your beads
bless yourself,

Then
and

I

recite,

in

your right hand, by the medal or cross,

and

by way

say,

"

/;/

name of

the

the Father," &c.

of introduction, the Creed,

i

Pater, 3 Aves,

Gloria; after which, you go on with the meditation of

the mysteries, and the recitation of the decades, as follows

%\xs\

:

%^\^i\\\ P^xjstenj.

THE MESSAGE OF THE ANGEL;
In this mystery

we contemplate how the blessed Virgin Mary

received from the Archangel Gabriel the

news

that she should

conceive and bring forth into the world our Lord Jesus Christ.

Oh, the tender pity of our God, who might have saved us by sendbut chose rather to come himself, and

ing an angel to

redeem

to die for our

salvation

men, where

that return of love

mercy

?

Christ,

is

Holy Mother

us,
!

of

But, alas

God, so

who became thy son

obtain for us the grace to love

Then

say on your beads

i

of the divine Mother,,

!

where

we owe
full

is

the gratitude of

to a

God

so full of

always of love

to

Jesus

that he might deliver us from hell,

him

also with

all cKir

Pater, 10 Aves, and

and to obtain

i

heart.

honor
God.

Gloria, in

this holy love of
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THE VISITATION.
In this mystery

we contemplate how

having learned that

St. Elizabeth,

the blessed Virgin Mary,

her cousin, was with child, set

out immediately to visit her, and remained with her three months.

The

visit of

Mary was the source

Happy, indeed,

is

every soul which

of grace to this

Mary deigns

pray, then, to our dear Lady, that she will
souls, to sanctify

Pray

now

whole family.

to visit

be pleafjed to

!

Let uH
visit

our

and save them.

to this intention,

i

PaUr, lo Avts and

I

Gloria on your

beads.
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THE BIRTH OF OUR LORD.
In this mystery
forth our

we contemplate how

Redeemer,

at midnight, in the stable of

tween two animals of the
iarrived,

Mary was

was unable

When

stall.

Mary brought
Bethlehem, be-

the time of her delivery

Bethlehem, but being very poor,

in the city of

to procure

shelter in a cave,

the Virgin

any lodging, so that she was obliged to take

which was used as a stable

for cattle,

and there

she gave birth to the Son of God, and laid him on a bed of straw
in the

manger.

It

pleased our Lord Jesus Christ to

come

into

the world in the form of a babe, and in a manger, in order that
sinners might have
then, that

we

more confidence

are, let us

to approach him.

Sinners,

take courage, and beseech the blessed

Virgin to obtain for us a true and unchanging confidence in the

mercy

of her Son, our

I

Redeemer.

Pater, lo Aves, and

i

Gloria on the beads.
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THE PRESENTATION
In this mystery

IN

we contemplate how,

of our Lord, the blessed Virgin, that she

Son

ihe purification, offered her divine

him

in the

fied,

arms

of the

aged Simeon.

THE TEMPLE.
forty days after the birth

might

fulfil

the precept of

in the temple,

Mary had no need

because she was always free from stain

;

and placed
to be puri-

but in order to obey

the law, and, through humility,she went to be purified, and to appear
sullied, like

other women.

was not ashamed
shall

we

Since, then, Mary,

to appear as

we

so pure,

she needed to be purified,

if

ever be ashamed to confess our sins

blessed Virgin while

who was

,''

how

Let us pray to the

recite this next decade, that she will help

us always to overcome every repugnance to confess our sins.

I

Pater, lo Aves, and

i

Gloria,

on the beads.
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THE FINDING
In this mystery

IN

W^v^sUxx^.

THE TEMPLE.

we contemplate how Mary, having

lost

her Son,

sought for him during three days, and found him again the third

The

day, disputing in the midst of the doctors.

and

St. Joseph,

with them the

having gone

little

to

many

Mary never

temple.

For three days,

the temple, took

On

then, they sought

him

sighs and tears, and found
lost

at last in

the

the grace of her Son, but only his pres-

him with

ence, and, nevertheless, she sought after

much

visit

child Jesus, then only twelve years old.

their return, they lost him.
after him, with

Jerusalem to

blessed Virgin

tears.

Oh,

how

greater reason the sinner has to search for Jesus Christ, and

many

that with

tears,

when he has

lost

his grace

seeks for him in this way, will find him surely.

many poor

to the blessed Virgin for so
Christj that she

Recite

i

Pater,

may

obtain for

lo Aves, and

sinners

Let us pray, then,

who have

them a true sorrow for
i

Whoever

!

their sins.

Gloria, on the beads;

conclude with the following prayer

lost Jesus

and then

:

PRAYER.
O God

!

whose only begotten Son, by

his

life,

death and resur-

rection, has

purchased for us the rewards of eternal

we beseech

thee, that while

we meditate upon

:

grant,

these mysteries in

the most holy Rosary of the Blessed Virgin Mary,

we may

what they contain, and obtain what they promise

same Christ our Lord.

life

:

imitate

through the

Amen.
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In the

name

of the Father, &c.

The

Creed,

i

Pater, 3 Aves,

i

Gloria.

%xx^\ ^0rr0tafHl ^igstjerig*
THE AGONY
In the

first

THE GARDEN.

IN

sorrowful mystery,

we contemplate how Jesus Christ

sweat drops of blood, when praying in the Garden of Olives.

Our Lord was
of Olives that, as
*^

My

soul

flicted

is

seized with such great sadness in the

he

said, it

was enough

sojivwful, even unto deaths

Jesus Christ so

much

in the

garden

.''

away

to take

Garden
his

What was it, then, afWhat was it made him

was the sight

sweat those drops of blood?

It

caused him this cruel agony.

Let us unite our sorrow with

of Jesus Christ.

of our sins that

Let us beseech the Blessed Virgin

us such a true and lasting sorrow for our sins, that

more give our Saviour any cause

Then say on your beads

i

to

weep

life.

thait

to obtain for

we may never

for us.

Pater, 10 Aves, and

i

Gloria.
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THE SCOURGING AT THE
In the second sorrowful mystery,

was cruelly scourged
the revelation
blows.

the house of Pilate,, where, according to

to St.

that

;

is

more than 6,000
sacred Body became

Bridget, he received

to say,

one continual wound from head to

according to the prophecy of Isaias, " Attd

Jiim as

it

were a

was pleased

leper.''

The

to suffer this

men

for^the sins of

we have

thoicght

doctors assure us that Jesus Christ

punishment, especially to satisfy

Alas

against chastity.

of sinners are the scourges
let

we contemplate how Jesus

This scourging was so cruel that his

like a leper's
foot,

make

in

PILLAR.

!

alas

!

the impurities

which made our Saviour

suffer.

Oh,

us pray to the Blessed Virgin to deliver us from this vice,

which makes
Recite

hell so full,

i

and to aid us

Pater, 10 Aves, and

i

in the

Gloria,

time of temptation.

on the beads.
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THE CROWNING WITH THORNS.
In the third sorrowful mystery,

we contemplate how Jesus

was crowned with thorns, and treated
having been scourged, he was made to
put a reed in his hand

like a

sit

mock

Christ

upon a stone step

to represent a sceptrd, a

After

king.
;

they

rag upon his

shoulders for a royal mantle, and on his head, in place of a crown,

make them
"Hail! King

a wreath of thorns, which they struck with canes to

The

penetrate.

of the

Jewsy and

soldiers then insulted him, saying,

confess, out scarcely risen

home from

Sinners do the same; for they

buffeted him.

from the feet of

the church to give Jesus Christ

Let us beseech the Blessed Virgin
die sooner than ever offend our

I

Pater, lO

Aves and

their confessor, they

new blows on the

to obtain for us that

go

face.

we may

Lord any more.
i

Gloria, on the beads.
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THE CARRYING OF THE

CROSS.

bear the cross upon his shoulders.

we contemplate how Jesus
death by Pilate, was made to
With great affection, Jesus

embraced

our

In the fourth
Christ, having

sorrowful

mystery,

been condemned

to

this cross, to satisfy for

sins.

It is

therefore just

that we, in our turn, to satisfy for the offences which

given him, should embrace the crosses which
us pray

Mary

to

us.

Let

obtain for us a holy spirit of resignation, and

patience under every
I

God sends

we have

trial.

Pater, lo Aves, and

i

Gloria, on the beads.
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THE CRUCIFIXION OF OUR LORD.
In the

fifth

sorrowful mystery,

having come to the

hill of

where he died

cross,

afflicted

Mother.

Cavalry, was stripped, and nailed to the

for love of us, in the presence of

to

image

him

Now,

:

let

I

thee,

my

Jesus, because thou

us pray that afflicted Mother

Mary

it,

let

Pater, lo Aves, and

suf-

us say

hast died for me.

to obtain for us the

grace to think often of the dying love of Jesus Christ for
\

his

Let us keep by us always some beau-

of Jesus crucified, and, often looking at

love

Mary,

Consider what a bitter death our Saviour

fered to purchase our love.
tiful

we contemplate how Jesus Christ,

us.

Gloria, on the beads;

and then conclude
with the same /7'<rj/,?r given at the end of the Joyful Mysteries.
i
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i^In the name of the Father, &c.

The

Creed,

i

Pater, 3 Aves, and

i

Gloria.

If irst Oiiloriaus ^xjskrij.

THE RESURRECTION OF OUR LORD.
In the

first

we contemplate how,

glorious mystery,

after his death, Jesus rose again

the third day

triumphant and glorious to die no

Consider the glory of our Redeemer when he arose from

more.

the sepulchre, after having vanquished Satan and delivered the

human

race,

which that tyrant held

in

bondage.

Oh, how great

is

the folly of the sinner, who, having been delivered once from the

power

of the devil, is willing to

wretched gain, or lor
pray the Virgin
that

Llie

Mary

become

his slave again for

passing pleasures of this world.

to unite us so closely

we may never again by

by love

a mortal sin

some

Let us

to Jesus Christ,

become the

slave of

Lucifer.

Say on your beads

for this intention,
'

Gloria,

i

Pater, 10 Avcs, and

i

'
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THE ASCENSION OF OUR LORD INTO HEAVEN.
we contemplate how Jesus
resurrection, ascended into Heaven in

In the second glorious mystery,
Christ, forty days after his

triumph, in the sight of his mother, and of his disciples.

Before

Jesus Christ died for us. Paradise was closed against us
his

death, Jesus has opened

what a

pity, that after

this Paradise, this

should renounce
pleasure, for a

it

for all those

our Saviour has suffered so

happy kingdom

it,

for us, so

and give themselves up

mere nothing.

much

who

Ah!

to obtain

foolish sinners

to hell, for a worthless

how

to

miserable are the goods

and how great the delight which God

world to come to those
I

many

love him.

but by

Let us beseech our dear Lady

obtain for us the light to see clearly
of this world,

who

:

offers in the

love him.

Pater, lo Aves, and

i

Gloria, on the beads.
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THE MISSION OF THE HOLY GHOST.
we contemplate how Jesus Christ,
Father, sent down the Holy Ghost

In the third glorious mystery,
seated at the right hand of his
to the

chamber where the apostles with the Virgin Mary, were

Before receiving the Holy Ghost, the apostles were so

sembled.

feeble, so cold in the love of

God, that at the time of Jesus' passion

one betrayed him, another denied him, and

But as soon as they had
so

much

as-

all

all

abandoned him.

received the Holy Ghost, they were

inflamed with love, that they gave up their lives gener-

ously for Jesus Christ.

St.

Augustine

He who loves God

not labor.''

Holy Ghost the

I

no

"He who

affliction

loves does

under crosses, but

Let us ask of Mary to obtain for us from the

rejoices rather.

of this life will

feels

says,

gift of his divine love,

seem sweet

for

then,

all

the crosses

to us.

Pater, 10 Aves, and

i'

Gloria, on the beads.
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THE ASSUMPTION OF OUR BLESSED LADY.
In

the fourth

glorious

mystery,

we contemplate how Mary,

twelve years after the resurrection of Jesus Christ, departed this
life,

and was carried up by angels to heaven.

was

peace and consolation, because her

full of

holy.

The death

Our death will not be

subject of alarm.

But

if

like hers, for

life

sins,

ourselves to the service of Mary, then that good

so

many

moment,

as she has

let

us ask her

I

now

to assist us in the

Pater, lo Aves, and

had been

all

and consecrate

Mother

will suc-

done already

to

Let us place ourselves, then,

of her faithful servants.

under her protection, with the firm purpose

and

Mary

our sins wiE be then a

we abandon our

cor and comfort us in that last

of

I

Gloria,

to

amend our

lives,

hour of our death.

on the beads.
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THE CORONATION OF OUR BLESSED LADY.
In the

fifth

glorious mystery,

we contemplate how Mary was

crowned by her divine Son, and we contemplate her glory among
the saints.

When Mary was crowned

in

heaven by the hand

God, she was appointed also to be our advocate

:

of

for this reason,

Amadeus says, that she prays for us incessantly. It is true
that Mary prays for all men, but she prays especially for those who
St.

have recourse confidently to her intercession.
to say over

and over again with

God, pray to Jesus for us
of the

Rosary,

let

;

St. Philip

and while we

Neri

i

:

love, then,

Mary, Mother

o'

recite this last decade

us repeat with fervor those words of the holy

Church, Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray fonts
Recite

Let us

Pater lo Aves, and

clude, as before, at the

i

!

Gloria, on the beads,

end

and then con-

of the Joyful Mysteries.
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Universal Expectation of the Blessed Virgin and the Messias.

N

those ancient times which go back to the Very

fancy of

the world,

when our

first

in^

parents, terrified

and trembfing, heard beneath the majestic shades of

Eden* the thundering voice of Jehovah, who condemned them to exile, to' labor, and to death, in

—

punishment of their mad disobedience, a mysterious
prophecy, in which the goodness of the Creator was visible, even
amid the vengeance of an irritated God, came to revive the dejected minds of those two frail creatures, who had sinned
through pride, like Lucifer. A daughter of Eve, a woman with
masculine courage, was to crush the head of the serpent beneath
that woman
her feet, and regenerate forever a guilty race
was Mary.
From that time it was a tradition among the generations before the deluge, that a woman would come to repair the evil which
This consoling tradition, which revived the hopes
the woman had done.
of a fallen race, was not effaced from the memory of men at the
:

*

The word Eden, with

—

among the Hebrews, is the name of the terrestrial
Hebrew it signifies a place of delights in Arabic, a

the Arabs as well as

Paradise, and ot the Paradise of the elect.

In

place suitable for feeding flocks.
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VIRGIN,

time of their great dispersion in the plains of Sennaar they carried with
them, beyond the mountains and seas, this sweet and distant hope, with
the worship established by Noe, and the wreck of sciences and art saved
from the deluge.* Later on, when the primitive religion came to be
weakened, and the ancient traditions were enveloped in clouds, that one of
the Blessed Virgin and the Messias resisted, almost alone, the action of
;

time, and rose above the ruins of the old creeds,
the fables of polytheism,

—

—

they were, in

lost, as

which grows on the

like that evergreen shrub

what was once Babylon the Great.f

ruins of

Indeed,

we

if

traverse the different regions of the globe,

we

it

search

from north to south, from west to east, the religious annals of nations, we
shall find the promised Virgin, and her divine parturition, to be the foundation of almost every theogony.

it

In Thibet, in Japan, and in one part of the eastern peninsula of India^
is the god Fo, who, to save mankind, becomes incarnate in the womb

young woman betrothed

of a

to a king, the

nymph Lhamoghiuprul,

the

and most holy of women.
In China, the Emperor Hoang-Ti is reckoned among the So7zs of Heaven^
whose mother conceived by the light of a flash of lightning. Another
Emperor, Yao, contemporary with the deluge, had for his mother a virgin,
rendered fruitful by a ray of light from a star.
Yu, the head of the first
Chinese dynasty, owed his life to a pearl, J that emblem of light all over

most

beautiful

—

*

It is certain that

the race of primitive men, which

was wild, but not

with the arts analogous to their wants and pleasures.

groups of men, but

we

see

them

and follow the course of the

referred, according to Bailly, to

has perished, and from
tion.

Lalande,

who

is

whom some

Adam

stars.

a people before the deluge, of

The

afraid that this assertion should prove too

and ancient dwellers among

the Egyptians

;

much

of Athele

is

who

but the Hebrews,

but one solitary tree found amidst the ruins of Babylon

on purpose that
of Hilla.

the
I

It is

same kind
"

The

— (See Josephus, Antiq.

according to them this tree existed in the ancient

:

their prophet,

city,

at Bassora.

it

memory

as neighbors, contem-

AH, son-in-law of Mahomet, might

;

this question,

first

knowledge

of the Jews.)

the Persians give

it

the

name

and was miraculously preserved,.
tie his

horse to

it

after the battle

an evergreen shrub, and so scarce in those countries that only one more

is

found of

— (Rich's Memoirs.)

pearl," says Chardin, " has everywhere a distinctive

Tartars call

all

favor of the sacred books,

in

the Egyptians, have a claim to arbitrate upon

of astronomy to traditions saved from the deluge.

There

little

history of as-

whom

decide for Bailly against his opponent, by informing us that the Egyptians owed their

t

form

remains of astronomical science have escaped the general revolu-

attributes the origin of this science to
poraries,

Scarcely do the children of

establish public worship, manufacture tents, build cities, forge iron^

cast bronze, invent musical instruments,

tronomy must be

savage, were early acquainted

mardjatm, a globe of

light

;

name;

in

the East, the Turks an i

the Persians, rnarvid^ produce of light."
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MOTHER OF GOD.
the East,

—which

fell

from heaven

8

womb

to the chaste

oi a

young

virgin.

Heou-Tsi, the head of the dynasty of the Tcheous, was born without

who

prejudice to the virginity of his mother,

when she was

at

prayer; and brought him forth without

and without defilement,

in

where oxen and lambs
The popular goddess of the celestial em-

eration one day
effort

conceived him by divine op-

warmed him with

their breath.*

a deserted cave,

Schinmou, conceived by simple contact of a water-flower her son,
brought up beneath the poor roof of a fisherman, became a great man,
and worked miracles.
The Lamas say that Buddha was born of the virgin Maha-Mahai.
Sommonokhodom, the prince, legislator, and god of Siam, in like manner
owes his birth to a virgin, rendered fruitful by the rays of the sun. LaoTseu becomes incarnate in the womb of a virgin, black, maj^vellous, and
The zodiacal Isis of the Egyptians is a virgin-mother.
beautiful as jasper.
*
That of the Druids is to bring forth the future Saviour.f
The Brahmins teach that when a god takes flesh, he is born in the womb
pire,

:

by divine operation thus Juggernath, the mutilated saviour of
the world, J and Chrichna, born in a grotto, where angels and shepherds
come to adore him in his cradle, have each a virgin for their mother.
The Babylonian woman, Dogno, sees in a dream a bright messenger from
Oromazes, who lays magnificent garments at her feet a heavenly light
of a virgin

;

;

falls

upon the countenance

as the

*

Day-Star.

We find

in the

of the sleeping female,

who became

Zerdhucht, Zoroaster, or rather Ebrahim-Zer-Ateucht,§

Chi-King two

beautiful odes

on

this

marvellous birth of Heou-Tsi

glazes and paraphrases of the learned on these verses agree in explaining them in a

the resemblance of the divine parturition of

Ho-Sou, " destroys the integrity of

Yuen brought
would display

his

Mary

still

more

striking

power, and show

:

by miracle, he was to be

+ "

Hinc Druidse statuam

filius ille

bom

way which makes-

— " Every one at

his bi.'th,"

how much

says

Kiang-

This was because Hien (Heaven)

the Holy one differs from men."

— " Having

ceived by the operation of Tien," says another commentator, Tsou-Tsong-Po, "
life

and the

mother, and causes her the most cruel sufferings.

forth her son without suffering injury or pain.
its

beautiful

been con-

who gave him

his.

without prejudice to his mother's virginity."

in intimis penetralibus erexerunt,

prodituras erat (nempe generis

humani Redemptor)."

Isidi

seu virgini dedicantes, ex qua.

— (Elias

schedius, de Diis Germanis,

cap. 13.)
\ Jug&^J^nath,

the seventh incarnation of Brahma,

out feet "^id without hands.

world, in order to save
§

it."

—

"

He

lost

is

represented

them," say the Brahmins,

in

the shape of a pyramid, with-

" because he

wanted to carry the

(See Kircher.)

Zer-Atteucht signifies "washed with silver:" this surname was given to Zoroaster, because,

say the Ghebers, he proved his mission to a Sabean prince,

bath of melted

silver.

— (See Tavernier,

t. ii.

who

persecuted him, by plunging into

p. 92.)
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the famous prophet of the Magi,

The

Nemroud,* informed by

tyrant

the fruit of

is

an infant, not yet
the pregnant women

his astrologers that

born, threatens his gods and his throne, causes
in his dominions to be put to death

this nocturnal vision.

all

Zerdhucht, nevertheless,

:

is

saved by

The Macenicans, who

the ingenuity and prudence of his mother.f

dwell

on the borders of the Lake Zarayas, relate that at a very
remote period a woman of rare beauty became a mother, and remained
her son, after working extraordinary miracles, raised himself
still a virgin
in the air one day in presence of his disciples, and transformed himself
in Paraguay,

;

into a sun.J

Let

the scattered fragments of these mutilated creeds be collected

all

and we

together,

shall reconstruct, in

almost

The

the Blessed Virgin and of Christ.

all

its

the history of

details,

Blessed Virgin, notwithstanding

the royal blood which circulates in her veins,

of an obscure condition,

is

mother of Zoroaster like her also, she receives the visit of an
angel bearing a message from heaven. The tyrant Nemroud, who was the
worst of a number of very wicked princes, may pass for the type of Herod,
like the

;

Nemroud,

This

whom

Tavernier

calls

Neubrout,

is,

as

some

say,

i^ccording to others, the tyrant Zhohac, of the Persians, king of the
'r>,ljjned

immediately after

According

the deluge.

Nimrod, the famous hunter.;

first

to the author of

who

dynasty of the princes

Mefathi aloloum, Nemroud

would be the same as Caicaous, the second king of the second dynasty of Persia, called the Caianides.
The Persian historians give him a reign of nearly two centuries, which is certainly rather long.

Some nake

lim

drawn by

of those

mention

foui

iri

was he that

1 he Jews

first

burning furnace

legends of Persia, that

Abraham, the

a

chest

the ancient Oriental authors

make

some
it

fell

was shaken by

it

down

again upon

even to

its

foun-

Nemroud had Zerdhucht, whom they confound with Abraaccording to others, Nemroud was by religion a Sabean, and

;

father

fire.

— (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale,

and stock of

their people, this persecution of

honor of which the Persians give to Zerdhucht, their lawgiver.
dition of the Jews,

time, he

in

this

established the worship of

claim for

whom

After wandering about in the air

violently, say the ancient

into a

the strange fancy to ascend to heaven

monstrous birds called kerkes, of

According to the Persians,

ham, thrown
it

who had

wicked man,

their romances.

a mountain so
dation.

a

St.

Jerom

which declared that Abraham had been cast into the

deans, because he would not adore

it.

— (Hieron., Qusest.

in Genes.)

relates

fire

t.

iii.

p. 32.)

Nemroud, the

an ancient

tra-

by order of the Chal-

Certain Jewish rabbins,

much

more modern, confirm this tradition R. Chain ben Adda relates that Abraham, having met with a
young girl who carried an idol about her, broke it to pieces a complaint was immediately laid before
Nemroud, who required Abraham to adore fire. The patriarch answered very sensibly, that it
^vould be more natural to adore water, which extinguishes fire, the clouds which produce the water
Nemroud,
the wind which collects the clouds, and man, who is a being more perfect than the wird.
:

;

enraged at

this bold

t See Tavenier,
X

answer, ordered

Abraham

to

be cast into^the

fire,

which spared him.

loc. vit.

See Muratori.
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as resolutely seeks the

GOD,

death of the young Magian as the sanguinary

spouse of Mariamne seeks the destruction of the infant Jesus both let
Born of a virgin who conceives him during fervent
their prey escape.
;

and brings him forth without defilement and without pain, in a
poor stable, like the first-born of the noble and pious Kiang-Yuen, our dil^ine Saviour lives in the midst of the poor classes, like the son of the Chinese goddess angels and shepherds come to pay him homage, as waa
prayer,

;

done to Chrichna, on the very night of his birth then, after stilling the
tempests, walking on the waters, casting out devils, and raising the dead
to life, he achieves his triumphant ascension in presence of five hundred
;

whose eyes, all dazzled, lose sight of him
related by the savage hordes of Paraguay.

disciples,

as

very strange that these marvellous legends, which have not

It is surely

been taken

from the gospel

ancient, should form,

Can

of God.

a cloud, precisely

in

facts,

when connected

since

they are incontestably more

together, the actual

truth then spring from error

Must we

these curious resemblances?

of the school of Voltaire, and a few

say,

?

What

are

we

Son

of the

life

to think of

with the sneering philosophers

German

visionaries of rather

more

borrowed these fables from the various
creeds of Asia ?
But, not to speak of the jealous care with which the
books reputed divine were in those times concealed in the impenetrable
not to speak of the profound horror, which
obscurity of the sanctuaries,
the Jews professed of idolatrous legends, and their disdainful contempt for
how should poor men of the lower class, whose
the learning of foreigners,

modern

date,

that the apostles

—
—

whole knovv'ledge

\y?ls

limited to steering a bark over the waters of the

Lake of Gennesareth, and whose nets were still dripping with its fresh
waters when they were promoted to the apostleship,
how should labor-

—

ious artisans, obliged to

work

for their daily bread in the midst of their

preaching, have turned over the sacred books of the Hindoos, Chinese,
Bactrians,

Simon

Phoenicians, and Persians?

What

likelihood was there that.

Peter, the sons of Zebedee, or that austere disciple of

Gamaliel
who said boldly at Corinth, the rich and learned Greek city, " I judged
not myself to know anything among you, but Jesus Christ
and him
crucified " should have snatched from idolatry, which they were sent to
destroy, some few of its old shreds, to join them on fraudulently to the
life of Christ, so simple and so grand.
Again, if the question were only
of borrowing from the mythic legends of nations bordering on Palestine,
such, for example, as the Egyptians and Phoenicians,
however unjust,
the accusation, it would have had at least some color of probability but
:

!

—

—

_,
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no

these

!

points which

i!)rilliant

VIRGIN,

go forth from the

womb

of the darkness

Uke so many little stars, the glory of the Son of the
Virgin, come from places the most remote and least known of the earth.
To say nothing of that Gaul, with its impenetrable forests, which conof idolatry to form,

cealed, at the western extremity of Europe, its mysterious doctrines

under
of the Great Indies, so imperfectly known under
the shade of oaks
Tiberius of that Serica, with its towers of porcelain, whose far-distant provhow could the apostles
inces did not tempt even the greedy Romans,*
have communicated with far-distant America, separated from the old continent by its green girdle of waves, and lost like a pearl amidst the waters ?
But I will suppose that the apostles had no matter how a knowledge
I go
of these ancient myths scattered over every part of the globe.
;

;

—

—

—

further

:

I

admit, setting aside the native simplicity, the blood-sealed

testi=

—

mony, the exalted sanctity of these divine men I admit that, carried
away, as Rousseau says, by the ardent glory of their Master, it did occur
to their thoughts, for a moment, to embroider the texture of the gospel
with certain fabulous circumstances even so, the thing would have been
beyond their power. With what face, for example, could they have attributed to that Herod whom all Jerusalem had known, whose glorious
(and tragical reign every one knew by heart, an atrocious deed revived,
without the least probability, of some unknown king of Persia, who, perhaps, never had any existence but in the imagination of the reveries of
If the massacre of the innocents had been a story fabricated or
the Magi ?
copied by the apostles, can any one believe that the Bethlehemites, having
such means of knowing what passed in the holy city, the lofty towers of
which they saw in the horizon, would not have strongly protested against
that those subtle Pharisees, who had sought to
this audacious falsehood
ensnare Jesus himself in nis speech, would have let it pass current without refutation or that the Herodians would have endured with patience to
have so black a stain falsely imprinted upon the renown of a prince of
whom they had almost made a god,t and who had loaded them with riches
and honors ?
;

;

;

* ft
Seres,

was

m

the reign oi /^^justus that the

whom we now

call

the Chinese

:

Roman

people received the

first

embassy from tht

the ambassadors declared that they had been three years on

their journey,

t

The

that he
is

flatterers of Herod I., dazzled with the grandeur and magnificence of that prince, maintained
was the Messias. This it was that gave rise to the sect of the Herodians, of whom so much

said in the gospel,

and

whom

the pagans knew, since Persius and his scholiast

the time of Nero, the birthday of

King Herod was celebrated by

tell

us, that

his followers with the

nity as the Sabbath.
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was because the thing was too well proved, too
it was
public, too recent as yet to leave the field open to contradictions
because, at two hours' journey from Jerusalem, were the mothers of
those martyrs who had paid with their young lives for the honor of having
been born at the same time with Christ it was because whole villages
had seen the murderous steel glitter, and heard the cries of death it
If all

were

silent,

it

;

;

;

was because, at the first attempt to charge the Christians with falsehood, a
whole population wouiJ have started up to exclaim, " But we ourselves
were there " *
It is the same wiih the divine parturition of Mary, with the visit of the
shepherds sent by the angels, the glorious resurrection, and, in fine, with
all the prodigies which signalized the coming of Christ.
The apostles
wrote even in the lifetime of those who had figured in the scenes which they
related, and, before they consigned to writing those prodigies of the
Messias, they had boldly preached them in the very temple of Jehovah,
before that immense multitude of Hebrews from every province, who repaired thither to sacrifice, or to bring in the first-fruits
which would
have composed the most dangerous audience in the world for them if they
had spoken falsely.
So far from fearing contradictions, which would not have been wanting
!

;

Peter speaks to this numerous assemblage like a

in case of imposture, St.

man
still

sure of the adhesion of

them

all

who

recent recollections of those

he

;

is

not afraid to appeal to the

hear him

;

he affirms those miracles

which marked the mission of the Son of Mary with the seal of the divinity, even before the great council of the nation, which contributed its utmost to the crucifixion of Jesus. And the senators of Israel, terrified and
furious, ordered St. Peter and St. John to be scourged, to compel them to
keen silence but they do not deny the Talmud owns it those prodi-

—

;

* "Neither
Strauss.

Josephus

nor

the

"Macrobius, who lived

massacre ordered by Herod."

in

rabbins

—

speak

of

the fourth century,

the
is

massacre

the only one

of

who

the
says a

Innocents,"

says

word about the

whence Celsus derived some

of

the facts injurious to Christianity which he has interspersed in his writings, speak positively, of

it»

and

Strauss

is

mistaken

:

the Toldos,

how Bossuet answers those who deny the gospel fact, and
Where now are they," says he, " who, to secure their taith,
would have it that the profane historians of the time ought to have made mention of this cruelty oJ
Herod as well as of others ? As if our faith ought to depend on what the affected negligence or
policy of the historians of the world made them say, or leave unsaid, in their histories
Let us leav6
all such feeble ideas
human views alone would have sufficed to prevent the Evangelist from bringing
this fact is in the

Talmud.

never was answer more decisive

See

:

"

,

!

;

-discredit

upon

his holy gospel,

by recording therein a

fact so public, if
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which they stupidly attribute to magic. Accordingly, they do not
say to the apostles, when dragged before them by the keepers of the tem-

gies,

ple,

"

You

are dreamers or liars."

They

say to them, with an agitation

which sufficiently proves their secret fears, " Hold your peace
would
you have the people stone us?" To which these two men, simple in
heart, but great in soul, resolutely answer, " We will not hold our peace
God commands us to speak, and it is better to obey him than man." Im!

\

posture

is

not thus fearless.

After examining the acts, the character, and position of the apostles, every
impartial man will be forced to admit that they were neither deceivers,

nor deceived, and that they are no way concerned in those coincidences
which are remarked between the gospel facts and the traditions of ancient

more or

nations,

But

then,

less

how

mixed up with

are these

analogies to be explained

chance, an accidental occurrence
It

d

fables.
?

Is

it

a

game

of

?

has not happened by chance that the mystery of the Incarnation of

God

in the chaste

belief in

Asia

bear in their

holy

tiful,

;

;

womb

it is

wombs

of a Virgin

is

one of the fundamental points of

not merely accidental that the privileged

women who

emanation of the divinity are always pure, beauthat they have names glorious and full of mystery, which
this

signify in all the ancient tongues, beauty expected, virgin immaculate, faith--

ful virgi?i, felicity of the htiman race, polar star ; and that they are so like
each other, that one would say that they were moulded after some remote
pattern, concealed from us by the night of time.
In fine, it is not by

mere chance that a ray of light unites the divine nature with the human.
These opinions, where we recognize the stamp of the primitive times,,
The antediluvian patrievidently go back to the infancy of the world.
archs,

— that chain of

aged men who lived

as

long as the cedars,

— seeking

form an idea of that woman, blessed among all others, whose miraculous maternity was to save the human race, figured her to themselves under the features of Eve before her fall they gave to her a majestic and
sacred beauty, w^hich could create no other sentiment in the souls of the
to

;

children of

men

than that of religious veneration

with a

soft,

mysterious, chaste, and veiled light, the rising of which

star,

;

they

made

her a lovely

was to precede that of the Sun of Justice.
The means by which God causes fecundity to descend into her virginal
vvomb. acfree in a striking: manner amono; the different nations of the world.
Take a view of all the ancient religions, you will see in them a sacrei fire.
Now fire was, among the Persians, the terrestrial emblem of the sui;, and
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—the glorious tent

heaven.^'

The Hebrews, who shared

acknowledged the divine presence
Dr Schekina, in the luminous cloud which hovered between the cherubim
and believed that God was clothed with light as with
of the propitiatory
It
a garment, when he manifested himself to men on solemn occasions.
was the opinion of the synagogue, and the tradition of the temple said,
that in the midst of the bush of wild roses, which burnt without being consumed on Mount Horeb, where Moses, that great shepherd of men, was
feeding at the time the Arabian flocks of his father-in-law, a very beautiful
and
face was distinguished, resembling nothing that we see here below
that this celestial figure, which was brighter than a flame and more brilliant than lightning, was undoubtedly the image of the eternal God.f
After this, it is not difficult to understand the grounds of the opinion,
generally spread, that a luminous ray was to bring fecundity to the womb
of the Virgin reparatrix, who was the expectation of nations.
this belief,

;

;

With

this graceful tradition of a

pure virgin admitted to

celestial nuptials,

by mystery impenetrable, was connected the tradition of a
God Saviour, born of her womb, who was to suffer and die for the salvaThis tradition was not perpetuated, like the other, by
tion of the world. J
means of brilliant and poetical images, but by terror, which resists in a
different way from poetry all attempts to efface it.
The bloody sacrifice,
which we find established, from the most distant times, among almost all
surrounded

had no other object than to preserve among men the remembrance
of the promise of the immolation of Calvary it is easy to prove it.
Worship, that manifestation of love, that homage of gratitude, which
Adam and Eve were bound to pay to God immediately after the benefit
nations,

:

of their creation, consisted,

no doubt,

Eden

in

of innocent prayers and

But when, ungrateful as they were
they had broken the precept of easy observance, which the Lord had imposed upon them as a sweet yoke, and solely to make them sensible that
offerings of fruits

and flowers alone.§

they had a Master,

*

The

—when they had

Persians suppose that the throne of

!

lost,

God

is in

with the immortalizing

the sun, says

fruits of

Hanway, and hence

their ven-

eration for that luminary.
t Philo, Life of
X

This tradition

Selecta

quasdam

i Porphyr.,

Moses.
is

found

in the

sacred books of China.

— (See

vestigia prascipuorum Chnstianse relig^onis

de Abst.,

the

work of F. Premare,

dogmatum ex

lib. iL
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tahsman against death, f and they descended from'
the charming slopes of Eden to a land bristling with brambles and thorns,
they
of which they were obliged to open the virgin soil for their support,
added to the wild fruits and flowers, produced by the land of exile, the
the tree of

life,* their

—

Adam, who

This deserves attention.

firstlings of their flocks.

to perfec-

and exalted, in which the Lord had
planted the germ of every virtue and every science, could not be without
His fatal complacency towards Eve exhibits him to us as lovhumanity.
ing even to weakness, and thereby susceptible in the highest degree of
How came it then into his mind that the
soft and benevolent affections.
Creator could be pleased with the violent death of his creature, and that
tion of

form added

a soul intelligent

an act of destruction could be an act of piety ?
The immolation of animals, which has not the smallest connection with
the vows and prayers of man, and which the exclusively vegetable diet of
the primitive patriarchs left without any other object but murder, must

have stirred up in the head of the human race a thousand feelings of natFor a long time these poor creatures, deprived of
ural repugnance.
reason, but capable of attachment, had composed in Eden the court of the

*

God

could attach to plants certain natural virtues with reference to our bodies, and

believe that the fruit of the tree of

life

t

Man was

t. i.

easy

to-

had the power of renewing the body by an aliment so well

proportioned and so efficacious, that by making use of
sur les Myst.,

it is

it,

men would

not have died.

— (Bossuet, Elev.

p. 231.)

way as

never immortal in this world in the same

the pure

spirits, for

a body formed

from dust must naturally return to dust; he was so by a favor unexampled, and granted conditionally,

which exalted him and maintained him

tality

here below was never acquired by

the dissolution of

manifested in favor of our

first

mortal man, the tree of

—a plant

life

parent.

right of birth

will of the

God

human

Adam

No

one,

I

every terrestrial body must perish by

planted, in the delightful garden

of heavenly origin, which

To

where he had placed

this mysterious tree

into his miserable coating of clay.

imagine, will

call in

question that

God

was

will

had the property of rebelling death,

was attached the

— (Aug., Qusest. Vet.

and man

et

acted upon his just right

man and

his posterity

;

without the tree of

life,

and perishable creature, subject to the laws which govern created bodies

it is

plain that poison

kills.

must follow the condition

wrong we
favor, when
;

Again become mortal,
to

which

are mortal by our nature

their father
;

he has

the subject of such favor tears

not cruelty,

it

is

left

Adam

had

fell

Nov. Test.,

in

banishing

of

he was no longer anything better than a

frail

is

such divine

from the earthly Paradise after his disobedience; but banishment involved the sentence

death upon

him,

:

race; afar from this protecting tree, death recovered his prey,

back from the height of heaven
q. 19, p. 450.)

;

Creator opposes this

as the laurel, according to the ancients, repels lightning.

immortality of the

Immor-

a position very superior to his proper sphere.

man by

a special

parts, unless

its

in

begot children

fallen.

us such as

.

when

the antidote

fails.

like himself: the childrep

God did the human race na
we were. To withdraw a gratvitous

In this

up with his own hands the deed which confers

justice.
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monarch then he sat with them at the same table, slept on the
moss of the same bank, quenched his thirst at the same fountain, and his
prayer ascended to heaven at sunrise and sunset together with the warbling of the birds, who seemed also to be singing their morning or evening
hymn. These companions of his happy life, involved in his misfortune,
shared in his banishment :* some, yielding to savage instinct, which had
not declared itself in Paradise, fled into the depths of deserts and the hidden
caves of mountains, whence they soon declared war unto death against
others, inoffensive and gentle creatures, settled round
their old master
solitary

;

;

about the grotto of their lord, to

whom

they offered their milk, their labor,

and charm
away his sufferings. Well, it was among the ranks, not over numerous,
of these humble friends, who had remained faithful to him in his distress,
it was in the throat of the
that Adam chose and marked out his victims
heifer which exhausted its udder to feed him, of the dove which took shelter in his bosom when the vulture hovered in the air, of the lamb which
left its flowery pasture to come and lick his hand, that he had the heart
Ah when man, unskilled as yet in killing, stretched
to plunge the knife.
at his feet a poor creature, gentle and timid, which struggled in a tide of
blood amidst the chokings of agony, he must have stood pale and dismayed, like the assassin after his first murder
This thought came not
from him it was not an act of choice, but of painful obedience. Who imposed it ? He alone to whom it belongs to dispose of life and death God.
Adam committed a fault so enormous by its aggravating circumstances
their. fleeces,

and their melodious concerts, to

satisfy his wants,

;

!

!

;

—

and

*

dis'istrous

We know

consequences, that to express

not exactly the time which

Adam and Eve

its full

remained

in the earthly

abode must have been of some duration, and thus Milton understood
his character of a poet, but as a profound orientalist.

that

Adam

learned to distinguish and

earth, all the fishes

which swim

in

call

we

If

by their names

the waters

;

all

enormity, the

it,

recollect,

Paradise

According

this half

day

of

to the opinion of the

Paradise

is

moreover, that

the birds of the

This space of time

in

the beasts of the

air, all

is

;

Eden

this

for

what

was not the

for several cen;

but

one day of Para-

too long, according to our ideas.

It is

com-

closely connected, in Genesis, with the expulsion of his

creation,

which would

fix

This term, though rather short, would have sufficed

authority over the animals subject to his sceptre,

bonds of

was

Arabs and rabbins, he remained there only half a day

monly believed that Cain, whose birth is
parents, was bom in the year 13 of the
twelve years.

it

that there he learned the virtue of plants, and

equivalent, according to them, to five hundf-ed years

dise answers to a thousand years.

yet this

;

whom we do not quote here in

God thought proper to teach him of the course of the stars, we shall conclude that
work of one day. The Persians and Chinese make the first man dwell in Paradise
turies.

Hebrew

and

to attach

for the first

him

habit.
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tradition relates that the sun

him

in his strength, at the

VIRGIN,

was darkened with horror.*

time when he

knew

Satan attacked

nothing, as yet, but good

most beautiful abode of the earth, under the recent impression of
the immense benefit of his creation, free, happy, tranquil, immortal, and
in the

capable of resisting

was

that he

if

he had only pleased.

From

this high

into the frightful abyss of disobedience

fell

position

it

and ingratitude.

The justice of God demanded a punishment proportioned to the offence
man was condemned to die a double death and there was no hope for the
human race, if a divine Being, predestined before the birth of time to the
Work of our redemption, had not undertaken to satisfy for us all. From

:

;

that time he was called the Messias, and revealed as a Saviour at that very

moment when

the voice of God, "that voice which breaketh

down

the

pronounced the sentence of the three guilty ones. " Because thou
hast done this," said God to the serpent seducer, who proudly lifted up his
head from our ruin, " the seed of the woman, that is, a fruit produced from
cedars,"

her, shall bruise thy head."

God, moved by the repentance of our
revealed to them by an angel that a just man should be born

The Hebrew
first

parents,

to them,

who

tradition adds that

should destroy the pernicious effects of the fruit of the tree of

knowledge,f by means of a voluntary oblation, and that he should be the
On the other
salvation of those who should place their hope in him.f
hand, the Arabian traditions inform us that God, who is indignant and
merciful, was pleased to make known to man the mode of imploring his
This worship, revealed by God, was certainly sacrifice, a cerepardon.
mony at once commemorative, expiatory, and symbolical, by which man
confessed that he had deserved death, and by substituting innocent victims
in his stead, recalled perpetually to his

remembrance the great victim of

Calvary.
*

sm of Eve, at the sight of which, according to the Jews, the sun withdrew
fits light, that the Jewish women are special! / commanded to light lamps, which burn in every house
during the night of the Sabbath. " It is jusi." say the Hebrew doctors, "that the women should reIt is in

memory

of the

kindle the torch which they have extmguished, and that they should be burdened with this punish-

ment
t It

in expiation of their sin."
is

generally supposed

Persians,

— (Basnage,

among

Christians, that the tree of

on the contrary, maintain that

Eichhorn makes
rounds the

fall

^«man body

it

liv. vii. c. 13.)

this fatal tree

a species of manchineel.

"

was a

knowledge was an apple-tree
fig-tree.

Making due deduction from

In our days, the

;

the

German

the marvellous which sur-

of man," says the rationalist writer, "the fact remains that the constitution of the

was, at

first, xfitiate/i

by the use

of

a poisonous fruiU"

— (Eichhom's Argeschichie.)
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all

upon

mercy

a thought of the divine

;

human
since

it

nations that tradition of the Messias, without which

of redemption

would have been

a benefit lost.

God

matures his counsels in the course of ages, for a thousand years are
with him as one day but man is eager to obtain, for man endures but a
It appears that Eve had concluded, from the words of the
short time.
;

mother of this Redeemer promised to her,
and that in this thought she showed transports of extraordinary joy in
bringing forth Cain,* whom she took for her Saviour. Undeceived by the
perverse inclinations which he showed, she transferred her hopes to Abel,
that so much beloved son, whose name recalls to mind the mourning and
but in vain, for the gates which angels
tears of his mother ;f then to Seth
guarded with fiery swords opened to her no more. J The just of the race
of Seth, those pure and contemplative men, whom the Scripture calls the
sons of God, and whom the Assyrian legends Q.2S\.ge7iu, flattered themselves
a long time with the same hope, for the Jewish tradition represents them
to us as wandering about the heights bordering on the garden of Eden,§
the gigantic cedars of which they admired with sighs, and where they
angel, that she should be the

;

||

* Cain

is

called Cabel

proper name.

wards,

by

The surname

— (Savary, in a note to

t Abel, wiiich the

first

which threw the family of
left

nifies

by

his death

mourning.

the Arabic authors

See Basnage,

§

The Arabic

Adam

name, which naeans the

first, is

may have been

given to him after-

In

fact, it

puts us in mind of that sorrowful event

and properly

signifies, says

Savary {loco

Josephus, in like manner, says that the

name

consider this beautiful site

citato^, "

of

He

Abel sig-

4.)

25.

traditions place the terrestrial Paradise in that beautiful valley of

its fertility, justify

perhaps his

according to them, only the surname of that youthful

into mourning,

the oriental poets designate by the
beauty,

is,

type of Jesus Christ.

a mother in tears."

liv. vi. c.

this

of the Koran.)

c. 5

— (Antiq. Jud., p.

\

;

of Cain, which signifies traitor,

Arabs write Habel,

shepherd who was the

has

all

name

Damascus which

Emerald of the Desert. Its admirable situatioH, itsthis idea
and a learned commentator on Genesis has not hesitated t&
as that of the garden of Eden, although the names of the Euphrates and:
of the

;

the Tigris indicate a rather different situation.

In support of this Arabic tradition there is shown, at
Damascus, a high mountain of white marble, overshadowed by beautiful
a cavern, which is looked upon as the dwelling of Adam, Abel, and Cain there

half-a-day's journey from
trees,
is

where there

is

;

also seen the sepulchre of Abel,

tricide

was committed

780; F. Pacifique,

is

in his

which

is

much

respected by the Turks

—

:

the place where the fra-

marked by four columns, (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque
Commentaires surla Bible.)
,

Orientale, pp. 772

and

The great cedars of Eden have remained traditionally in the memory of the Hebrews, who haTC
made the terrestrial Paradise their paradise. In most of their epitaphs we read these words " 1 le
has gone down into the garden of Eden, to those who are among the cedars." (Basnage, t. v, >
\

—

—

wi.i
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one of their just ones would enable them again
to enter.
But it was not the name of a virgin of the primitive times which
was written in the immutable decrees of the Eternal and the earth, yet
trembling under the divine malediction, stood in need of being washed as
by the ablutions of a baptism, before the feet of Him who was to bring
good tidings on the mountains should leave upon them their sacred imflattered themselves that

;

pression.

When

the earth had absorbed the waters of the deluge, and the winds

had dried

it

up, the

new

family of mankind, which revived under favor-

able promises, were eager to re-establish the worship practised

Noe

added to

it

by Enos.

the seven precepts which bear his name, without forget-

ting those historical and religious traditions which his long existence before

He

the flood had enabled him to collect.
the earth, of his rebellion, his

fall,

man being formed

told of

his future restoration, for

of

which the

world would be indebted to the miraculous parturition of a new Eve. At
the sight of the bloody sacrifices offered for the unexpiated fault of their
first fathers, he taught his descendants to lift up their eyes to a more august victim, seated at the right hand of Jehovah in the starry heights of
heaven, a victim of which the oblation of heifers and lambs was but the

—

figure.*

The

nations at

are constantly
tars at the

first

met with

which

faithfully preserved these primitive notions,

They

as the foundation of all creeds. f

built al-

confluence of rivers, in the shade of forests, on the summits of

mountains, on the shores of the green ocean, and on the sandy downs

where the wormwood expands its leaves to the winds of the desert. The
soft moonlight from the beginning lighted those rustic temples, which had
no other boundaries than the horizon, no other ceiling than the sky with

* " The old law bears throughout the character of blood and death, as a figure of the
established

fThe

and confirmed by the blood of Jesus Christ."

Indians, Chinese, Peruvians,

the earth.

and Hurons, acknowledge that the

The Brahmins, who make enchanting

tree the fruit of

which would confer immortality,

that the evil genius

— (Bossuet, Elev. sur

Ahriman seduced our

first

pictures of their

if it

to eat of

Woman

deceived at the foot of a tree, of the anger of God, and of the

among

the Iroquois.

beauty

sugar

:

The Tartars

attribute our

the Thibetans, to the fault of

;

fall

Lorgues,

in

p. 428.)

man was formed from
(paradise), place in

it.

first fratricide,

to a plant as sweet as honey,

was a

it

a

relate
of the

tradition

and of marvellous

having tasted the dangerous plant schimcB, sweet and white as

was revealed by this fruit. The tradition o'' the woman
Mexico, &c. (See Le Christ devant la Siecle, by M. Roselly de

the knowledge of their state of nudity

and the serpent was equally known

t. i.

The Persians
form of a snake. The history

were allowed

parents under the

first

choream

les Myst.,

new law

—

c. 9.)
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all its Stars.

that far distant period,
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God was

worthily adored, and with

and so simple, that they evidently

ideas so exact, so sublime, so uniform,

could be traced up to himself.
Nevertheless, an element of superstitious terror,

—founded upon the

ter-

and recent remembrance of the drowning of the globe, a remembrance visible, traces of which are found in most of the religious festivals

rible

of antiquity,*

—

like a principle of destruction, crept into the post-diluvian

Herded together on the elevated

and the
mountains of Armenia, the descendants of Noe had long refused, with an
obstinacy which the authority of Noe himself had been unable to conquer,
so much did they dread a second delto go down again into the plain
uge
In vain did the rainbow display in the cloud as if to remove all
its soft and benign colors, where the green
fear from the children of men
of the emerald united with the blue of the sapphire this happy prognosworship.

plains of Caucasus,

;

—

!

—

;

tic,

this beautiful

ish,

a terror

sign of

God

appeased, diminished, but could not ban-

which had taken deep root

This gigantic

monument

of

human

:

the tower of Babel

the proof.

is

pride concealed beneath

insolent

its

was as a fortress of refuge
against the occurrence of a new deluge, which that race, which began aldefiance an

immense amount

ready to be corrupt,

felt

that

it

of fear.

Noe

to disperse,

the confusion

—when

they saw

was to the sworn clemency of the Lord,
they were only the more disposed to be alari>od

their precaution, offensive as

—

And when

again deserved.

of tongues forced the descendants of

turn to their confusion,

It

it

afresh.
It

must be owned,

as

some excuse

for them, that the earth presented at

that time a spectacle but little encouraging

;

the whole

economy

of crea-

was in confusion. The rivers, straying out of thei. courses, formed
immense fens of water and putrid marshes f in the vast plains which before the deluge were rendered full of animation by the graceful tents of
the shepherds.
The cedars lay extended along the sea-shores, whilst the
spoils of the ocean were found on the summits of high mountains eternally covered with snow.
Nothing was seen on all sides but towers levelled
tion

* See Boulanger, Antiq. devoilee,
t History has preserved us proofs of this displacement of rivers after the deluge.

Strabo, b.
country,

ii.,

that the Araxes, which waters Armenia,

when

was

without any

outlet,

read in

and inundated the

Jason, the chief of the Argonauts, opened a subterranean channel, by which

Araxes flowed into the Caspian Sea.

In the celebrated

says that the waters, which formerly rose up to heaven,

and made the

still

We

plains

which they overflowed incapable of

Chou-King
still

of Confucius, the

bathed the

cultivation.

the

Emperor Yao

feet of the highest

mountains

— CFreret, Chron. des Chinois. lere

partie.)
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VIRGIN,

with the turf,* and towns silent and in ruins. The ploughshare everywhere struck against bones and rubbish. The vengeance of provoked

heaven had weighed heavily upon the human race, in a manner so overwhelming, that man, whose heart was still beating with fear at the remembrance of the perils which he had encountered, felt more disposed to dread
his sovereign Master with great fear, than to love him with confiding affeche was afraid of God
tion
He distrusted his promises and his goodness.
Like the shipwrecked man who is drowning, he sought eagerly around him
for something to help him, which might interpose and conjure in the hour
:

!

of need that sacred, but terrible wrath.

and

ful

divine,

whose tender love

for

Noe had spoken of a Being powermen was infinite, who was to plead

and take their crimes upon himself but
who was this anxiously desired Mediator, this powerful friend ? He was
no longer known. The descendants of Sem thought they had found him
in the stars which charmed their solitary vigils, and which they supposed
to be animated by celestial intelligences ;f they intreated those intelligences to protect them, and lighted fires on the heights of mountains in
their cause before the Eternal,

;

,

their honor. J

This was the origin of Sabeanism, which degenerated into idolatry,
when the reprobate race of Cham, attaching themselves to the material object, adored fire, water, earth, agitated air
and, insolently deriding the
;

worship practised by Noe,

who knew nothing

of images, consecrated stat-

ues of silver to the moon, and statues of gold to the sun.§

*

The tower

of Babel, so near to the great deluge,

they had employed in

it

brick and bitumen.

resembled the ancient and famous tower of
of gentle ascent,

which rose

may give some

idea of antediluvian architecture

as everything leads us to believe, this

If,

Bel, at Babylon,

spirally to the platform,

was surrounded by a

it

and gave

this edifice the

immense tower

staircase outside,

appearance of seven

towers heaped up, one upon another.
t It is

a very ancient belief in the East, that the stars are living creatures

fallen into this error,

were

holy.

—

4, p. 194, et
J

to

(Philo.,

Philo said that the stars

who had never done any harm, and were incapable of any. According to
knew God who made them, knew themselves, and their actions are always good

de Mundi Opificio. de Gigant., de Somniis

de Fundam.

legis, c. 3, § 11.)

The modern

Maimonides, More nevochim,

;

Persians

still

According to R. Bechai, the Sabeans did not adore the sun

thank God

stars,

for the torch

which

which he lighted up

they besought the angels

— (R. Bechai, Comm.
§

their people.

the Jewish doctors had

intelligent creatures,

Maimonides, the stars

and

which was of much older origin than

;

in

The

in

whom God

Genes.,

France are called

c.

1.)

fires of St.

for

them

in the

;

pt.

sacrifice to the angel of the

they only lighted

heavens

;

fires

on the

ii.

c.

moon,
eartTi

and when they looked at the

has placed there, to move them to be favorable to them.

The fires

still

lighted in almost every country in Europe, and

John, are remnants of Sabeanism.

ancient Arabs, descended from

Cham, despised Noe because he did not

serve images
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As

time went on,

loaded with

rites

darkness thickened

the

the worship of the true

;

It

;

systems were
was gradually mixed up

religious

God

with that of the stars and the elements the invention of hieroglyphics
completed the confusion and the few truths which escaped the subver;

;

sion of religious belief were mysteriously hidden in the recesses of idola-

trous sanctuaries, like sepulchral lamps, which burn only for the dead.

They were withdrawn

assiduously from the multitude,*

who

lavished their

and animals, a
still more degrading worship, and which ended by placing their vices and
Then it was that impostors, speculating upon human
passions in heaven.
credulity, confounded or purposely broke the thread of patriarchal traditions which already hung so loosely together, and audaciously substituting remembrance for hOpe, assembled around the cradles of their
fabulous kings, their false prophets and powerless divinities, the wonders
of the Incarnation of the Word, and the primitive revelations of his exalted and tragical destiny.
Thus, we maintain, those analogies are explained which at first appear
senseless adorations

on

stones, trees, rivers, mountains,

incomprehensible.

All the nations of polytheism, however, did not take the mystery of the
Messias for an accomplished
Christian era,

Virgin

The

Druids, immediately before the

erected, in the dark forests of Gaul,

still

"who was

who had

fact.

to bring forth."

an altar to the

The Chinese, taught by Confucius,

himself found this oracle in ancient traditions, expected the

Holy One,

born of a virgin and Son of God, who was to die for the salvation of the world," f in the western regions of Asia, and sent after him, by
a solemn embassy, less than half a century after the death of the ManGod. The Magi, on the faith of Zerdhucht, studied the constellations to
"

they consecrated statues of silver to the moon, and statues of gold to the sun

metals and climates

among

the stars

;

are devoted to them, and to the images consecrated to them.
iii.

c. ii. p.

423.)

God who formed the universe,
The books of Nuraa, Vvritten upon

known to the people.
his tomb many ages after

— (Maimonides, More nevochim,

his death,

were

says that he

is

forbidden to

secretly burnt as

dangerous

lous

as immortal

According

man,

will

and

make him

The Brah^
Divinity, make the

to polytheism.

if certain travellers are to be believed, have a sublime idea of the
Hindoos nevertheless adore the most hideous idols that ever existed. The true

t

pt.

the bark of the birch-tree, and found in

mins, who,

men

they divided the

'

* Plato, speaking of the

treated

;

they believed that they have great influence over things which

religion alone

has

rational creatures.

to the ancient sages of China, says the learned Schmitt, the

renew the world, change the manners, expiate the

with grief and opprobrium, and open the gates of heaven,

Holy One, the miraca-

sins of the world, die overwhelmed

— (See Redempt. du genre humain.)
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which was to guide them to the cradle of
Christ.* The Brahmins sighed after the avatar\ of him who was to " purify the world from sin," and prayed for him to Wichnou, as they laid upon
find there the star of Jacob,

his altar, sparkling

with precious stones, odoriferous tufts of

The proud

orite plant of the Indian god.

basil,

the fav-

sons of Romulus, those idola-

who had created whole legions of gods, read in
Cumean Sibyl, contemporary with Achilles and Hec-

by pre-eminence,

ters

those books of the

so jealously and politically guarded, " the virgin, the divine child, the

tor,

adoration of the shepherds, the serpent vanquished, and the golden age

In

restored to the earth."

towards the time of the Messias,

fine,

nations of the East were in expectation of a future Saviour

who thought

langer,

better of

on

it

general this expectation was, illogically

all

the

and Boudeath-bed, after showing how

his
calls

it

;

an universal chimera.

But what were these pale glimmerings, too weak to dissipate the darkness of idolatry, compared with the stream of light which illuminated the
elect people of

God

?

We

are struck with

this chain^ of prophecy, the first link of

the world, while the

last is

which hangs on to the infancv of

tomb of Christ. § The threat
includes, as we have already observed,

fastened to the

of Jehovah to the infernal serpent

the

astonishment at the sight of

of the oracles relating to the Messias.

first

the Jewish traditions confirm

it,

We

that this oracle was

have also

more

said,

particularly

when they were

explained, in the sequel, to the exiles of Eden,

and

recon-

Noe, who was constituted by God heir
of the faith,^ transmitted these revelations to Sem
and Sem, whose long
life nearly equalled those of his ancestors, might have repeated them to
ciled to

heaven by repentance.

||

;

Magi the birth of the
Messias, born of a virgin he added that, at the time of his birth an unknown star would appear,
which would conduct them to his cradle, and he commanded them to carry him presents. Sharislani, a Mussulman author, relates in like manner a prophecy of Zerdhucht, relating to a great
prophet who should reform the world, as well in the matter of religion as in that of justice, and to
* Abulfarage (Historia Dynastiarum) says that Zerdhucht foretold to the
;

whom

the princes and kings of the earth should be subject.

^Avatar, the fabulous incarnation of a Hindoo
X

An

'

unanimous testimony

is

of the greatest weight," says Bernardine de St. Pierre, " for there

cannot be upon the earth an universal error."
§It

is

divinity.

— (Etudes de

la

Nature, etude

viii. p.

398.)

a tradition taught in the synagogue, and admitted as true by the Church, that

prophets, without one exception, prophesied solely for the time of the Messias.

—

(St. Cypr.

Idol.)
\

Basnage,

TT

t.

iv. liv. vii.

Epist. Sts P. ad Hebr.

ii.
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Then it was that a mysterious benediction,
the father of the faithful.
which comprised the promise of the Messias, announced that the blessed
germ promised to Eve should be also the germ and offset of Abraham.
The primitive traditions are soon succeeded by the grand prophecy of

The dying patriarch, who has beheld in spirit the condition
twelve tribes when they shall have been in Palestine, announces

Jacob.

of

the

to

assembled round his death-bed, that Juda has been chosen,
among all his brethren, to be the stock of the kings of Israel, and the
father of that Shiloh so often promised, who is to be the King of kings,
his sons,

and the Lord of

The coming

lords.

of Christ

is

designated in a precise

manner he shall spring up from the midst of the ruins
when the schebet (the sceptre, the legislative authority)
:

hands of the stranger.*
The prophet saved from the waters,

who was

and consign to writing the history of the

—

first

of his country,

be in the

shall

divinely called to collect

ages and ancient traditions

which was still fresh among
does not fail to lend the support of his imposing testimony
the nations,
" The Lord thy God," said he, speaking to the
to the prophecy of Jacob
people of God, " will raise up to thee a prophet of thy nation, and of thy
him thou shalt hear. And he that will not hear
brethren, like unto me
his words which he shall speak in my name, I will be the revenger." f
of the

human

race,

—

memory

traditions, the

of

:

:

* Christians apply this revelation of Jacob to the Messias, and prove from

myst have come long

ago, since for

fices abolished, their political existence extinct

of their nation,
nations.

To

and that

in all the places

this to

from

it

In

it.

tradict

maintain that, even

would be that
fine,

;

if

;

this

where they are dispersed they submit

signifies the

is

would endure

till

:

"Juda

shall

authority, nor without scribes of the sons of her children,

the Jews assign the

first

word

schebet,

his

and they

set out

coming, who was to deliver them from

in the

till

Thus

their ancient

that hope of a

books con-

;

the Messias shall come."

Jonathan, to

reverence almost
;

the Paraphrase

the most ancient, most authentic, and most respectable

commentaries among them supply victorious arms wherewith

place far above that of Moses.

But

among the disciples of Hillel, and whom they
same way by principality, and Shiloh by Messias

of Jerusalem also adopts this opinion.

Hence comes

;

that could be concluded

place

as Moses, translates schebet in the

t

laws of foreign

Talmud and this is how the Paranot be without some one invested with supreme

understood of the Messias

phrase of Onkelos explains this passage

whom

to the

rod which chastises the slave

this -oracle did refer to the Messias, all

their chastisement

prophecy

Jews that he

that they no longer possess a territory, nor princes

they deny that the word Shiloh can be translated Messias.

them

to the

elude the force of this argument, the Jews maintain nowadays, that the

which we translate by sceptre, equally
from

it

eighteen centuries their tribes have been intermixed, their sacri-

to

combat them.

new law which the Jews expect with the Messias, a law which they
The law which man studies in this world is but vanity," say their

"

doctors, "in comparison with that of Moses."

— (Medrasch-Rabba,

in Eccl. xi. 8.)
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VIRGIN,

the synagogue always understood this very clear text as referring

without hesitation, to our divine
Redeemer when he says to Nathanael, "We have found him of whom
Moses in the law and the prophets did write, Jesus the son of Joseph of

to the Messias

Philip applies

St.

:

it,

Nazareth."

Towards the end of the mission of Moses, and whilst Israel were still
encamped in the desert, Balaam, whose curses a Moabite prince had bargained for in the Valley of Willows,* came in his turn to confirm the expectation of the Messias, and to designate in a clear and precise manner
Standing upon the rocky summit of Phothe great epoch of his coming.
gor, surrounded by victims slain for a sacrifice of hatred, in sight of the
accursed lake and the barren mountains of Arabia, the soothsayer from
the banks of the Euphrates, moved by the spirit of God, perceives, as
with the eye of a dream, f a wonderful vision

;

expressions,

his

inter-

rupted by solemn pauses, are thrown out without order and without art

upon the winds

of the mountains, like fragments of

versation held in a low tone with powers invisible

not now.

I

shall

behold him, but not near.

:

some
"

I

m3''sterious con-

shall see him,

but

A star shall rise out of Jacob,

and a sceptre shall spring up from Israel, and shall strike the chiefs of
Moab." Incoherent words are followed by a magnificent but gloomy picture
of the conquests of the kingly people.

Rome

prophetic vision exhibits

then

it is

that Christ

is

not without purpose that the

at the highest point of its colossal

to visit the earth, and immolate himself for

The prophet

the disgraceful tree.

It is

power
us upon

paints this epoch of blood in strong

one would say that cities and empires yet unborn present themselves to him on the mirage of the desert.
He beholds the fleet of the
Caesars leaving the ports of Italy, and directing its prows, favored by victory, towards the flat shores of the Syrians; he sees the ruin of that
Judea which is not to be in existence till long after, and where the people of God as yet possess nothing but a few sepulchres which they can
call their own
in fine, he follows with his eye the fall of the Roman
colors

;

;

*

The

plain of Babylon, intersected

abounded

in willows.

t If vve did

made would
seers of

sky

;

Juda

not

know

Hence

sufi&ciently indicate
;

rivers

and

canals,

called in Scripture the

that the prophecy of
it.

Balaam

is

and on that account very marshy,,

"Valley of Willows."

very ancient, the very

manner

in

which

Balaam, the Chaldean astrologer, does not prophesy

like

it

is-

the

he requires a vast horizon, whence he perceives at once the earth, the sea, and the

he expresses himself

when he

it is

by

like a

speaks, and which

man who

relates to himself the things that

make the strongest impression upon him.

what resembles what the Scotch highlanders

call

he sees at the moment

This kind of prophecy some--

second sight.
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hundred years before the birth of the sons of Ilia, and when
wild goats of Latium are browsing peacefully upon the shrubby de-

eagle, seven
tlie

clivities of

the seven

hills.

Ages roll on, and other ages after them, without any other promises
from Jehovah but the oracles relating to the Messias are confided to traIsrael
dition, which retains them faithfully, or deposited in the sacred law.
maintains an obscure contest, but one incessant and furious, against those
idolatrous nations which surround and press upon his tribes at times he
gives way to that strange propensity which draws him into idolatry, and
then the fatal sword of the Amorrhite and the Moabite is unconsciously
drawn in the Lord's cause, and avenges unintentionally the injury done
But during these varied fortunes, the people do
to the God of Jacob.
not forget the coming of Christ they live in the faith of the Messias in
Institutions,
default of new revelations, their very life becomes prophetic.
political and religious, local customs, and private manners all tend to the
same object, all flow from the same source, all are connected with the
It was the coming
generation of the Saviour, born of a virgin of Juda.
of the Messias, which the prophet Samuel came to pray for on his knees,
in the holy of holies, before the Sckekzna, his bright and divine emblem
;

;

;

;

;

who

as did also the high priests,

the temple of Solomon.
that law of
shall

raise

It is

succeeded one after another, later on, in

with the expectation of the Messias that

Deuteronomy is connected, which provides that the brother
up an heir to his brother who has died without children, that

name may be preserved in Israel. It is that lost hope of being related
one day, more or less remotely, to that heavenly envoy, which causes
that young and meek virgin of Galaad to lament on the mountain of
his

who

no other regret to the blood-stained sepulchre
where her father's race has become extinct.* It is to this belief, so general among the Hebrews, that the Thecuite woman alludes, when denouncing to King David the secret plot which was contriving against her sole
surviving son she poetizes her fears as a mother, and at the same time a
Jewish matron, by that touching sentence, " My lord, they seek to quench
my spark which is left
Judea,

carries with her

;

!

*

Some rabbins maintain

to perpetual celibacy.

This assertion

is

was not

but merely condemned
" That
contradicted by that text of Scripture which says

that the daughter of Jephte

sacrificed,

:

from year to year the daughters of Israel assemble together, and lament the daughter of Jephte, the
Galaadite, for four days."

— (Judges

xi.

40.)

People do not mourn for a person

Josephus also affirms the immolation of the daughter of Jephte.

—

(Ant. Jud.,
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Nothing but the present incredulity of the Jews could equal
the faith of their ancestors.

The

depth

in

great concern of those naen of ancient

times was the coming of the Messias

;

those

who

died at a period

still

so

which the divine promises were to be accomplished,
died in the firm persuasion that they would be one day fulfilled on the
threshold of eternity they hailed that hope from afar off, as Moses, the
great prophet, hailed, with a sigh, that " land of milk and honey " which
remote from that

in

;

Lord closed against him.

the

From

the time of David, and under the kings his children, the thread of

prophecy

is

joined again, and the mystery of the Virgin and the Messias

more than ever declared by predictions magnificent and

is

clearer than

Ihe sun.

The holy

king,

whom

the

God

of Israel had preferred to the race of

Mary, and the extraordinary birth of the Son
of God,
Thy birth, says he, not defiled, like that of the children of men,
shall be pure as the morning dew.
Then, lifting up his eyes on high, he be-^
Saul, sees the virginity of

holds

Him whom God

seated on the right

heavens and the

has given him for his son according to the

flesh,

hand of Jehovah, on a throne more durable than the

stars.

In the earlier prophecies, the Blessed Virgin, though always pointed-

was nevertheless a little in the shade, and, so to speak, in the background of the picture but from the days of David, the radiant form of
Mary no longer presents features so irregular, and she who was to cause
the blood of Abraham, of Jacob, and of Jesse the Just to flow in the veins
of the God-Man, is delineated more exactly.
David had spoken of her
virginal parturition.
Solomon delighted in tracing her image with sweet
strokes of the pencil, which leave far behind the graceful descriptions of
the peris of the East, those smiling and airy divinities which cross the
dreams of the shepherd of Arabia. He sees her rising up in the midst of
the daughters of Juda, " as a lily among thorns " her eyes are sweet and
soft, "like those of doves;" from her lips, red "as a scarlet lace," proceeds a voice pure and melodious, like the sound of harps exciting Israel
to the combat
her step is light " as the smoke of perfumes," and her
beauty rivals in splendor "the rising moon."
Her tastes are simple and
full of poetry
she loves to stray in the fresh valleys, " where the vines
are in blossom," and the figs appear in knots, like emeralds, on the leafless branches
her eyes perceive the red buds of the pomegranate, the
tree of Paradise,* and she delights in listening to the plaintive strain of
out,

;

;

;

;

;

*

The

orientals give the

pomegranate the name of "

fruit

of Paradise."
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withdraws from the sight of all, and
hides herself in her dwelling, like the dove, " which makes its nest in the
She is chosen for a mystical hymen, in preference to
clefts of the rock."
the virgins and queens of all nations a crown is promised to her by
Him " whom her soul loveth," and the happy band which unites her to

and

Silent

the turtle.

retired, she

;

her royal spouse "

is

stronger than death." *

on Mount Carmel, to obtain the end of that long
drought which for three years parches the earth and dries up the springs,
discovers the promised Virgin, under the form of a transparent cloud,
which rises from the bosom of the waters to announce the return of rain.
The blessings of the people hail this favorable augury,f and the prophet,
in prayer

Elias,

who

Queen

penetrates into divine things, builds an oratory to the future

of Heaven. J

Isaias declares to the

house of David, whose

Achab,
beaten down by
chief,

trembles under the threats of the stranger, " like a forest
a tempest," that God will give an encouraging sign of the future condi-

Judea

tion of

conceive

—a

she

;§

"A

future to be yet long and glorious.
shall

bring

forth a son,

and

his

name

virgin shall

be called

shall

* All the holy fathers notice that the " Canticle of Canticles " is only a continued allegory of the

Mother of God.
t

When

rain

they sing, they are

Voyage en
I

The

full

Virgini pariturcB.

;

they assemble in the streets,

O God

!

O

blessed

"
!

— (Volney,

Mount Carmel was

who was

dedicated by him to the Virgin

This chapel was called Semnceum, which means a place conse-

who can be no

other than Mary, the

Carmel, succession du Saint Prophete,

Empress of heaven and

earth.

—

(Hist,

du

c. 31.)

This great oracle of Isaias has been the subject of a long and perplexing dispute between the

The

Jews and the Christians.
to

the people

of agitation, and cry out as loud as they can, "

oratory which Elias erected on

crated to an empress,

§

among

Syrie.)

to bring forth,

Mont

Palestine, there is general joy

falls in

rabbins,

who have commented on

the text since Jesus Christ, anxious

change the nature of the proofs which condemn them, and obscure the words of the prophet,

have contended that the word halma, which

woman, although

together

;

;

they

Hebrew
by virgin. The

found in the

the Septuagint has translated

futed this objection.

deserve credit

is

it

"

number, and

their

fathers

before Jesus Christ

union render them

far

;

c. i.)

St.

Jerom, the most profound

more worthy of

commentators of Scripture, pronounces, as he

Hebrew scholar of all

credit than the

that halma, wherever the

—

(St.

the interpreters and

says, without fear of contradiction

many

they were

Jews of our days, who have maliciously corrupted rnany places of the holy Scriptures."
Chrys., Serm. 4,

young

have triumphantly reJohn Chrysostom, " are they who most

The seventy interpreters," says St.
made their version more than a century

their time, their

merely a

text, signifies

Joan.

all

the

from the Jews,

word occurs in the divine Scriptures, signifies exclusively a virgin in all
her innocence, and nowhere a married woman.
(Comm. St. Hieron. in Is., lib. iii.) Luther, who
made so deplorable use of really great learning, cries out with the fury and vehemence for which he
" If any Jew or Hebraist can show me that halma signifies in any place «
is so well known

—

:
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Em7na7iuel, that

is,

God

with

This

us.

child,

miraculously given to the

from the stock of Jesse, a flower sprung from his
root.*
He shall be called God, the Mighty, the Father of the world to
He shall stand for an ensign of people, him
come, the Prince of peace.
the Gentiles shall beseech, and his sepulchre shall be glorious."
The mystery of the Messias was entirely unveiled to the prophets
some of them see Bethlehem rendered illustrious by his birth others
foretell his triumphant entry into Jerusalem, and even describe the peaceThey see him enter the
/ul and slow-paced animal on which he rides.

earth, shall be an offset

;

;

temple, that sacred priest according to the order of Melchisedech

know

the

number

they

;

of pieces of silver which the butchers of the synagogue

drop into the hand of the base wretch who sells his master to them ;f
they see the punishment of slaves, the draught of gall offered to the agony

will

of a God, and the robe,

rude soldiers

woven by the hands

of a Mother, cast lots for by

they hear the nails which tear the bleeding

;

driven with a harsh, rough sound into the accursed wood.

flesh,

and are

And

then the

scene changes, like those pictures of Raphael, where the subject begun

upon the earth is continued beyond the clouds. The Man of Sorrows, the
humble Messias, whom his own relations have treated with scorn, whom
his own people have not known, looks down from the highest heavens upon his prostrate enemies all the nations of the earth remember their
The nations rally at the standard of
God, forgotten for so many ages
the cross, and the empire of Christ shall have no bounds but those of the
world.
Nothing is wanting to the completion of the prophecies Jacob
has determined the coming of the Shiloh at that precise moment when the
Jews shall cease to be governed by their own laws, which implies the
ruin of a state Balaam adds that this ruin will be the work of a people
come from Italy, and the satrap Daniel reckons up precisely the weeks
:

!

:

;

which are to elapse to that time.
woman

of any kind, *nd not a virgin, he shall have from me one hundred florins, if please God I
can find them." (CEuvres de Luther, t. viii. p. 129.) Mahomet himself has borne testimony to the

—

virginity of the

Mother of God.

have sent of our
{Koran, Surate

spirit into her,

"

And Mary,

daughter of Imram,

who

has kept her virginity

and she has believed the words of her Lord and

t

66.)

was the son of Obed and father of David. His memory is
among the Hebrews, who regard him as an accomplished just one.

This passage,

in

which God himself states the exact number of pieces of

compact, bears the impress of bitter and terrible irony.
statuary, a goodly price that

fZach.

xi.

and we

his Scriptures."

* Jesse, called also Isai,
tion

;

I

was priced

at

"And

by them.. And

I

silver

the Lord said to

me

in

high venera-

of this infamous
:

Cast

it

to the

took the thirty pieces of silver," &c.

13.")
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" All that happens in the world has

who now remains

genius has said,
"

his tent.

When

the sun

is

25
sign before

its

as a

it,"

man

of

so solitary and so formidable beneath

about to

rise,

the horizon

is

tinted with a

thousand colors, and the east appears all on fire. When the tempest
comes, a dull murmur is heard on the shore, and the waves are agitated
The figures of the Old Testament, as the fathers
as if by themselves."
of the Church acknowledge, are the signs which announce the rising of
the

Sun of Justice and

belongs power
of

of the Star of the Sea.

men by

the hands of

the earnest of a happiness preferable to that which our

Eden

joyed in
the earth

;

Son of God,
She is the tree

Christ, the

to Mary, grace and merciful goodness.

;

replanted in the abodes of

life

To

;

God
first

himself,

and

parents en-

the dove of the ark which brings the olive branch to

the fountain sealed up, the waters of which have not been de-

by anything impure the fleece which receives the dew from heaven ;
in fine, the frail and odoriferous bush of wild roses through which Moses
perceived the Deity the bush, which so far from being consumed by
fire, which destroys all things, was in some measure preserved by it, and
lost neither leaf nor flower from contact with the heavenly flame.*
Like that enchanting figure which an antique painter formerly composed, by borrowing a thousand scattered traits from the most beautiful
women of Greece, the chaste spouse of the Holy Ghost repeated in her
single person all that the most celebrated women of the old law had offered to the admiration of their contemporaries.
Beautiful as Rachel and
Sarah, she knew how to unite the prudence of Abigail with the courageous resolution of Esther.
Susanna, chaste as the flower of which she
bore the name ;f Judith, whose crown of lilies was stained with the blood
of Holophernes ;J Axa, whose hand was the prize for a conquered city
and that mother, so great and so unfortunate, who saw -all her sons die
filed

;

—

* Philo,
applies

it

manner

who has made

this

remark, and

who

discovers in this burning bush a mysterious allegory^

erroneously to the Jewish nation by forced resemblances.

Josephus,

who sought

in like

Those wild roses, emblematical of
chaste virgins who diffuse their modest perfume in solitude, and whom the contact of the Divinity
causes to shine without prejudice to the holy purity of their white and delicate blossom, are the most
striking image of Mary, that mystical Rose of the new law.
t

to

understand this mystery, has succeeded no better.

The name

The

of Susanna signifies

lily.

— (Favyn,

ii.

2.)

power of neutralizing enchantments and averting dangers;
"Judith bound her forehead," say the rabbins, "with a wreath of lilies, that she might make her wa>>
X

ancients attributed to lilies the

into the tent of

Holophernes without fear."— (Comm.

RR.

in Judith.)
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—were but

VIRGIN.

images of her who was to unite in herself all
the perfections of woman and angel.
After an expectation of four thousand years, the time marked out by
so many prophecies arrives at last
the shadows of the old law disappear,
and Mary arises in the horizon of Judea, like the star which is the harfor the law,

faint

;

binger of day.
*

^
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The Immaculate

WOMAN

Conception.

destined from

all

of saving the world by deifying our nature,

contain in her chaste

end of

all

means
and to

eternity to be the

womb Him

whose "tabernacle

is

the sun, and

who bows

—a woman

expected from the creation of the globe,

revealed by

God

himself in Paradise, and the avowed

the holy generations

other from the

the heavens beneath his feet,"

who have succeeded one

after the

days of the patriarchs,* can be no ordinary

must have prerogatives superior to humanity.
The pious belief in the immaculate conception of Mary flows
from this feeling of reverence. Descendants of an unfortunate
head,
degraded by our rebellious father, disgraced by the
sentence which condemns him instead of receiving from him
of grace, we have received from him the death of sin, and, by
creature and

—

the

life

we are condemned before we are born. This misery,
inherent in the human race, cursed as one man in its origin, is common to
all, and the
Scripture has made no exception .in favor of any child of

a fearful destiny,

Adam

;

but the

piety of the faithful could not bear the idea that the

* According to St. Augustin, the progeny to which

and

Jesus Christ

in

Mary, to

whom

all

tne patriarchs aspire

alone their fecundity could extend.
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Mother of God should be subject to the disgraceful condemnation which
marks us with the seal of hell in the wombs of our mothers they have
been persuaded that the Sovereign Judge must have suspended the general effect of his severe law in favor of her who came into the world for
MO other purpose than to contribute to the accomplishment of the most
secret, most incomprehensible of the counsels of God
the incarnation of
;

—

Notwithstanding the silence of the gospel, it has been generally believed that the Virgin, with a view to her divine maternity, was
held back, as it were, on the brink of the abyss which the fatal disobedience of our first parents opened under our feet, and that her conception
was immaculate as her life.
This belief, which the Greeks borrowed from Palestine, and adopted
with enthusiasm,* led to the institution of the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception, which was celebrated with great pomp at Constantinople as
early as the sixth century.f
In the West, on the other hand, this doctrine
met with opponents, and powerful ones for St. Anselm, St. Bernard, St.
Bonaventure, St. Thomas of Aquin, Albert the Great, and many other
learned and wise personages, all great theologians, and what is more, very
devout to Mary, maintained that she had been conceived in sin, and subject to the general law, J although shortly after she had been entirely purified from it, by a special and surpassing favor, which began her glorious
state of Mother of God.
But the belief in the immaculate conception of the holy Virgin prethe Messias.

;

he, "

nature in

if

all

herself that she shall attain to the
at the

humble Mary, who

is

We

;

to bring forth the blessed germ, not

by the virtue of the Most High."
*

who is the Lord of ages, it is not that she flatters
Son of God by her own power alone the extent of her power stops

her efforts tends to Jesus Christ,

—

(St.

Augustin,

read in the Menologies, so ancient

forth their belief in the mystery of the

5,

in the

by the power of her forefathers, but

contr. Jul. 9.)

use of the Greeks, these words, which clearly set

immaculate conception

:

—" By a particular providence, the Lord

was pleased that the Blessed Virgin should be as pure, from the first moment of her life, as it became her who was to become worthy to conceive and bring forth Jesus Christ, the Word made
flesh."

f St.

.

Andrew

of Crete

»

makes mention of

which had been composed by

St.

this

Feast of the Immaculate Conception, the

office

of

Sabbas, to which St. Germanus, Patriarch of Constantinople, added

an antiphon.
J

The

adversaries of the immaculate conception glory in reckoning in their ranks St. Anselna, St.

Thomas, Albert the Great, &c. Great as these names are, we must
not allow ourselves to be dazzled by them for by comparing these doctors with themselves, we find
that they positively maintained opinions hoth/or and against, which shows that their opinion was
Bernard,

St.

Bonaventure,

St.

;

not. decided

on

this point, or else that they

had strange

distractions.
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end over the opinion of the great doctors of the middle
what the eagfles of the schools had not seen was discovered to the
aores
The writings of the apostles and doctors were turned over
unlearned.
what they have bequeathed to us from age to age concerning the
afresh
grandeurs of Mary, was more scrupulously examined, and this research
caused strong light to fall on this obscure point of the history of the
vailed in the
:

;

Mother of Christ.
And, in fact, when we go back

we already see the title
Mary.* The apostle St. Andrew,

to the apostles,

of most holy and immaculate applied to

quoted by the Babylonian Abdias, expresses himself in these terms
"

As

the

second

The

first

Adam
saints

:

Adam

was made of the earth before it was cursed, so the
was formed of virgin earth which was never cursed."
and martyrs who lived in the third century, St. Hippoly-

tus,f Origen,J St. Dionysius of Alexandria,§ give to the holy Virgin the
qualification of

"pure" and "immaculate."

St.

Cyprian

is
||

more

pre-

and says plainly that " there is a very great difference between the
rest of mortals and the Virgin, and that all she has in common with them
is their nature, and not their fault."
In the fourth century, St. Ambrose, who compares the Virgin to "a
straight and shining stem, where there was never found the knot of
original, or the bark of actual sin " T St. John Chrysostom,** who proclaims her "most "holy, immaculate, blessed above all creatures;" St.
Jerom,ff who poetically makes her " the cloud of the day which nevei
knew darkness;" St. Basil, JJ whose footsteps the defenders of the immaculate conception have always gloried in following,
have never varied
as to that purity of the lily which applies so well to the queen of angels.
In the fifth century, St. Augustin §§ cannot bear that even the name of
cise,

;

—

* St.
t St.
X

Orig.

§ St.
II

IF

James the Great and
Hipp, in an oration "

Hom.

St.

Mark,

On

the Consummation of the World."

in their Liturgies.

in St. Matt.

Dion, in an epistle mentioned in the Biblioth. des PP.

St. Cypr.,

"Virgo

de Nat, Virg.

in

qua nee nodus

originalis,

nee cortex actualis culpae

fuit."

(St.

Ambr., de

Inst.

Virg., c. V.)

** St.
J. Chrysostom, in his Liturgy.
ft Commentaries of St. Jerom on Ps. Ixxvii.

Virgo, quae pulchre dicitur nubes diei,
X\ St. Basil, in his

§§ It

"

Deduxit eos in nube diei: nubes
quia non fuit in tenebris, sed semper in luce."

est beata

Liturgy.

must be observed that

St.

Augustin was then defending the doctrine of original sin

against the Pelagians.
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Mary should be mentioned when

any question of sin and St
Peter Chrysologus * affirms that " all have been saved in the Virgin."
St. Fulgentius, who lived at the beginning of the sixth century, says
that the " holy Virgin was entirely excepted from the primeval sentence."f
"It is wrong," says St. Ildefonsus,J Archbishop of Toledo, who flourished in the same century, "to seek to subject the Mother of God to
the laws of nature it is manifest that she was free from original sin, and
St. John Damascen,§ speakthat she removed the malediction of Eve."
ing expressly of her conception, says that she was "pure and immaculate^
In the ninth century, Theophanes, Abbot of Grandchamp in the tenth, St.
towards the middle of the eleventh, Yvo,|
Fulbert, Bishop of Chartres
one of the most shining lights of that time, and a little later, St. Bruno,^
founder of the Carthusians, are evidently in favor of the immaculate conthere

is

;

;

;

;

ception of the Blessed Virgin.

Islamism

the immaculate conception, and the

itself declares for

commentators on the Koran have adopted,
those Catholic divines

who have

in their

Arab

way, the opinion of

declared themselves for that doctrine.

Every descendant of Adam," says Cottada, " from the moment of his
coming into the world, is touched in the side by Satan Jesus and Mary,
however, must be excepted, for God placed a veil between them and
Satan, which preserved them from his fatal contact."
These testimonies in favor of the Immaculate Conception of Mary become more feeble and less abundant in the twelfth and thirteenth centufew authors of note wrote then in this sense, and many men eminent
ries
for their learning and sanctity maintained the contrary opinion. To make
up for this, the Feast of the Conception of the Virgin was established in
several kingdoms.
William the Conqueror established this feast in Normandy as early as1074 and from the reign of Henry I., his son, King of England and
"

:

;

;

* St. Peter Chrysol.,
t St. Fulg.,

de Annunciat, Serm.

Serm. de laudibus Mariae.

140.

— Serm, de duab. nat. Jesu Christi.

book De Virginit. Mariae.
Damascen, De Nativ. Mariae., Or. la.
The two holy bishops of Chartres, Fulbert and Yvo, declared themselves in favor of
the Immaculate Conception. Yvo maintained it in the pulpit, and Fulbert says in his
Paraphrase on the Angelical Salutation to the Virgin, " Ave, Maria, electa et insignis inter
filias, quae immaculata semper extitisti ab exordio tuae creationis, quia paritura eras Creatorem
X St.

Ildefonsus, in his

§ St. J.
II

totius sanctitatis."

1

St.

Bruno, in his explanation of these words of Ps.

ci.,

"

Dominus de

ccelo in terram aspexit,"

which he applies to the Blessed Virgin.
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Normandy,

of

" It

emnity.

was

was celebrated

it

at
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Rouen with

extraordinary

instituted," say the aj^cient chroniclers,

of the holy apparition

made

sol-

"

to an abbot worthy of credit,

on account
who had en-

countered the perils of the sea during a tempest." An old history of the
antiquities of Rouen adds, that "from the very time of the institution of
the feast, an association was founded of the most respectable personages
of the town,

who

elect every year

still

one of their number to be the prince

of the confraternity, who, holding the /?/;jj/, or platform for

languages, gives excellent and valuable prizes to those

and appropriately

all

speakers, in

who most

all

elegantly,

have celebrated the praise of the Virgin
Mary on the subject of her holy conception, by hymns, odes, sonnets, ballads, royal songs, &c.*
Thus the Virgin, full of grace, presided over the revival of poetry, and
her immaculate conception furnished pious subjects for the country of the
faithfully,

shall

minstrels.

From Normandy

the Feast of the Conception of the Virgin

came

amongst the English. The first council of Oxford, held by Stephen
Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury, in the year 1222, places it in the

number

of

holidays kept without servile work.

1288, a bishop of Paris,

able

sum

Renoul de Hombiere,

by

his will a consider-

Holy

Virgin, which was

left

to found the office of this Feast of the

introduced at the same time in the Lyonnais.

In France, in the year

In

fine,

a manuscript mar-

tyrology of the thirteenth century, found in the library of the Dominicans

marks the Feast of the Conception of Our Lady, on the 8th
of December; "which shows plainly enough," say the learned Benedictines who have read this ancient MS., "that this feast was already celebrated almost everywhere in the Church in the time of St. Dominic."
The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception had been banished from
the pulpits and schools for a long space of time, when certain divines who
had been convinced that this belief came down from the highest and
purest sources of Christianity, undertook to revive it.
The Franciscans,
who first began to make public profession of it by writing f and word of
mouth, supported it by reasons so strong and convincing that not only
the mass of the faithful, but the most learned bodies in Europe, adhered to
of Dijon,

* Anll^uites et Sing^larltes de la ville de
t MontVc^ucon,

who

Rouen, by N. Taillepied, D, D.

travelled through Italy about the year 1698, having paid a visit at Pavla to ths

librziry

of the Chevalier Beleridus, renowned for his piety, was

mense

collection of

books was

entirely

composed of

much

treatises written

of the immaculate conception.
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The Sorbonne, which was then

with enthusiasm.

it

ment of

VIRGIN,
called the "firma*

and piety in the Church of God," ordained that all who should be promoted to the degree of doctor should engage upon oath to maintain this religious belief.* This was done successively by the universities of Mentz, Cologne, Valentia, Alcala, Coimbra,
Salamanca, and Naples.
Among those religious orders who did honor to France for so many
centuries, the Dominicans alone, or nearly alone, showed themselves hostile to the pious doctrine of the immaculate conception
but the learned
Benedictines, who are held in veneration by the Protestants themselves
science, the support of truth

;

immense

for their

scientific labors

;

the Carthusians, the Carmelites, the

Order of St. Augustin, of Cluny, of Citeaux, of the Premonstratensians,
and a multitude of others, whom it would be tedious to enumerate here,
adhered with enlightened piety, ardent zeal, and profound conviction to
the doctrine of the immaculate conception.
Councils have been favorable to this belief. That of Basle, in its session of 27th of September, 1429, says that "the doctrine which teaches
that the glorious Virgin Mary was conceived without sin is a pious docconformable to the worship of the Church, to Catholic faith, to right
reason, and to Holy Scripture. "f
The Council of Avignon confirmed, in
trine,

* The decree of the Sorbonne

is

as follows

:

—" We decree and

declare that no one shall be admit-

ted in future into our faculty without promising on oath to defend

" Statuentes ut

maculate conception,"

nemo

simili

was

that her soul

for

life

difficult

question on the conception of the

Mother of God, and on the commencement of her

some

time, or at least for

this doctrine of the im-

juramento, profiteatur."

" There has arisen in this holy council (that of Basle) a

glorious Virgin Mary,

his

deinceps huic nostro coUegio adscribatur, nisi se hujus

doctrine assertorem semper pro viribus futurum,
f

all

some moments,

maintaining, on the contrary, that the love which God had

sanctification

;

some saying

actually subject to original sin

for her

extended to the

first

;

others

moment

of

Most High, who himself established her, and the Son, who formed her to be
that Jesus Christ redeemed
his mother upon earth, loaded her with singular and extraordinary graces
her in a superior and quite peculiar manner, by preserving her from the original stain, and sanctifying

her creation

;

that the

;

her in the

iirst

moment

authorities which, for several years,
this holy council

Having therefore examined discreetly the reasons and
have been alleged on one side and the other, in the public acts of

of her conception.

—having moreover given

being weighed and maturely considered,

attention to

we

many

other things on the

same

subject

—

all

decide and declare that the doctrine which teaches that

the glorious Virgin Mary, Mother of God, by a special favor, and by a prevenient and operative grace,

was never subject to original sin, but that she was always holy, immaculate, and exempt from all sin,
original and actual we declare that the doctrine which teaches all this is a pious doctrine, conformable to the worship of the Church, to the Catholic faith, to right reason, and to the Holy Scripture
;

and

that as such

it

ought to be approved, held, and followed by

all

Catholics, so that

it
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1457, the decree of the Council of Basle; and in their session of 1564,*
the Fathers of the Council of Trent declared that in the decree which they

had^made in 1546, on original sin, they had never intended to include the
blessed and immaculate Mother of God.
Notwithstanding the prudent reserve which the Holy See prescribed to
itself in an affair where famous doctors and illustrious divines appeared on
both sides, it could not help making it appear to which side its sympathies
From the year 1483, Pope Sixtus IV. had expressly forbidden
leaned.
any disputation in pulpits and schools upon the conception of Our Lady.f
This might be taken for a simple act of neutrality if this pontiff had not
approved of the office of the Conception, composed by a religious of Verona, and granted an indulgence of a hundred days to all who should assist at it. J
The successors of this great pope uniformly trod in the path
which he had struck out and followed. In 1506, Cardinal Ximenes established in Spain, with the consent of

Pope

Julius

a confraternity of

II.,

The same pope confirmed by a brief dated 1 7th of September, 151 1, an Order of religious women, founded under the same title
by Innocent VIII.§ In the hymns which Zachary, Bishop of Gordia,
composed by order of Leo X. and Clement VII., it is said that Our Lady
the Conception.

In 1569 Pope Pious V. granted permission to the Franciscans to celebrate the Office of the Immaculate Conception, attaching to it the same indulgences as to the feast of the Blessed

was created

in a state of grace.

Paul V., by a bull in the year 16 16, forbid any one to mainin public lectures, the contrary opinion to that of the immaculate

Sacrament.
tain,

Renewing, moreover, the

lawful for any one henceforth to preach or teach the contrary.

of the Feast of the Ploly Conception, which, by an ancient and laudable custom,

eighth day of December, both at
celebrated on the
teries,

same

and communities

canticles of praise

and

Rome and

day, under the

name

The

* " Declarat hsec sancta synodus

peccato originali agitur, beatam et

will

celebrated on the

and ordain that

of the Conception of the Virgin, in

of the Catholic religion,
joy."

we

in other churches,

is

all

institution

this feast

be

churches, monas-

and that the faithful express themselves upon

it

in

council attaches even indulgences to this solemnity.

non

esse intentionis suae comprehendere in

Immaculatam

Dei genitricem."

hoc decreto, ubi de

— (Concil. Trid. Sess.

v. 1 546.)

t See the Constitution of Sixtus IV., which begins by " Grave nimis."
X

See the CcBistitution of Sixtus IV., beginning with "

Cum

prseexcelsa

.

.

.

Extrav. Cora-

mun."
I In this

Order of the Immaculate Conception, each

sister

mystery by these words, which are by no means ambiguous
service of Jesus Christ our Lord,
ise,"

consecrated herself expressly to this
:

"

I,

Sister

and of the Immaculate Conception of

&c.
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conception; and Gregory XV., in 1622, extended this prohibition even
It only remained for
to private discourses and particular conversations.

Rome

and this was done by
Alexander VII. in 166 1. It results from this conduct of the Holy See
that all its sympathies are on the side of the doctrine of the immaculate
Nevertheless, it would not condemn the contrary opinion,
conception.
doubtless out of regard for high and holy names.
the popes to celebrate this feast in

One

itself,

immense weight, the great voice

voice of

heard in this cause

;

of Bossuet, has been

the buckler of religion has been nobly held

the Blessed Virgin.

"

The opinion

up before

of the immaculate conception," says

he, " has

an indescribable power to persuade pious souls.
Next to the
articles of faith, I see hardly anything more certain.
Hence I am not
surprised that this school of divines of Paris should oblige all her children

For

to defend this doctrine.

up her

my own

part, I

am

delighted in these days

After having been fed with her milk, I willingly submit to her decrees, and the more so as they are, as it appears to
me, the will of the Church she has a most honorable opinion of the conception of Mary she does not oblige us to believe it to have been immacnlate, but she gives us to understand that such belief is pleasing to her.

to follow

intentions.

:

;

which she commands, in which we make known our obedience
there are others which she insinuates, where we may testify our
affection.
It becomes our piety, if we are true children of the Church
not only to obey the commandments, but to bend to the smallest signs of
the will of a mother so good and so sacred." *
Devotion to the immaculate conception of the Virgin was popular in
Western Europe from the middle ages that is certain and since then it
has made immense progress
but be it said, without offence to France
and Italy those two nations so eminently devout to the Virgin Spain
has shown the greatest zeal and ardor in the propagation of this doctrine.
The church of Spain, protesting against the pretensions of the church of
Normandy, which claims the institution of the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception of Our Lad}^ in the West, professes to have celebrated it in
the seventh century ;f what is certain is, that in 1394, Don John I. of
Arragon, who instituted it, by his royal authority, in the several
provinces of Spain which had shaken off the yoke of Islamism, affirms that
i/here are things
;

—

;

:

—

—

—

Bossuet, On the Conception.
\

^h.

La
;

Iglesia

Espanola fu6

la

cuya festa tuvo lugar en

Festiv. Ecles.

t. i.

primera que celebro
ella

desde

el siglo

la

Inmaculada Concepcion de

septimo."

— (El

la santisima Vir-

maestro Villados, en

pat. 2.)
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We

of his predecessors had celebrated this feast before him.*

many

shall

not decide between the two churches but if the church of Spain has only
doubtful claims to the institution of this feast of Mary, which was called
;

France and England the Feast of the Normans, she cannot be denied
the honor of having been the first to erect churches and altars under the
As early as the
title of the Mystery of the Immaculate Conception.
in

Mexico placed the splendid

year 1525, the Spaniards of

cathedral of

Puebla de los Angelos under the invocation of the immaculate Virgin,
whose holy image glittered with precious stones upon an altar of massive
silver, surrounded by a forest of elegant columns, with plinths and capi-

The

of burnished gold.

tals

Mexico erected an

faithful of

and

altar

a.

statue to her in their metropolitan church with true Peruvian magnifi-

A little later,

cence.

*

The

" We,

following

Don

the Mexican cathedrals of Merida, Maracaibo and

the decree of

is

Don Juan

Juan, by the grace of

I.

God King

,

Of Arragon

:

of Arragon and Valentia, &c.

—Why are

some persons-

astonished that the Blessed Mary, Mother of God, should have been conceived w^ithout original sin,
while
Tho,
ft

we doubt

not that

St.

John Baptist was

sanctified in his mother's

womb

coming from the highest heaven, and from the throne of the most Holy

the blessed

womb

of a virgin ?

What

graces do

we

vho gave birth to him by the splendid prodigy of her
foves her,

he must have surrounded her conception, her

by that same God,,

Trinity,

was made

think the Lord could refuse to the

Loving

fruitful virginity?

his

woman

mother as he

and the other phases of her

nativity,

flesh

with'

life,

the mo6t glorious privileges.
*'

Why

call in

question the conception of a virgin so privileged, and of whom the Catholic faith

obliges us to believe grandeurs

and wonders which we cannot

greater subject of admiration for

all

admire

Is

}

it

not a much-

Christians to see that a creature has given birth to her Creator,

and that she became a mother without ceasing
suffice to

sufficiently

praise this glorious Virgin,

whom

to

be a virgin?

How

then shall the

human mind

the Almighty predestined to possess, without the least

eorruption, the advantages of the divine maternity, conjointly with the glory of the purest virginity

and

to

be exalted above

all

the prophets,

all

the saints, and

all

the choirs of angels, as their queen

Gould there then have been wanting any purity and any grace to that excellent Virgin

moment

whom
Lord

the angel of the Lord sent from heaven spoke these words

is

with thee

hold their peace

:

;

blessed art thou

let

those

who have

among women

!

'

:

Mary,

Hail,

Let then those

them, because

of

all

it

it

was

fitting that

could be imagined.

to contain in her

all

womb

—her

of gp"ace

!

to

the

thus improperly

nothing but vain and frivolous arguments to propose against

ashamed

to publish

she should be endowed with so great purity, that next to that of God,

It is

things should have been,

beginning and before

full

who speak

the immaculate conception, so privileged and so pure, of the Blessed Virgin, be

none like

in the first

of her conception, so that the stain of original sin might have been imputed to her
'

?'

indeed

fitting that

and should be

ever,

she

who had for

her Son the Creator and Father'

most pure and most

perfect,

having from the

by an eternal decree of God, been chosen among all creatures
Him whom the whole world and the whole immensity of the heavens
ages,

cannot contain.
"

But we,

whom among

many graces and

all

Catholic

kings

have received from

benefits without having deserved them,

we

this

Mother of Mercies

sO'

firmly believe that the Conception^
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Nabana, were founded under the invocation of the immaculate Virgin,
and Peru did not remain behind. This striking adherence to the doctrine
of the conception without sin was yet not sufficient for the zeal of the
in 1618 the Viceroy of Naples,
.people subject to the dominion of Spain
his court and army, made a vow, in the Church of Our Lady the Great,
to believe and defend the immaculate conception of the Virgin.
memorial column, surmounted by a magnificent statue of Our Lady, with
the symbolical signs of her victory over original sin, was erected in testimony of this public engagement thus chivalrously contracted.
;

A

of this Blessed Virgin, in whose

womb

the Son of

God vouchsafed

to

be made man, was

entirely holy

^nd immaculate.
" Thus we honor with a pure heart the mystery of this immaculate and blessed conception of the
most holy Virgin, Mother of God and we, and all those of the royal family, celebrate the festival of
;

dt every year with solemnity in the same

memory have

celebrated

it,

manner

as our

having had established for

it

most

predecessors of glorious

illustrious

Wherefore we

a perpetual confraternity.

ordain that this Feast of the Immaculate Conception shall be celebrated annually forever, with great

and

.solemnity

kingdoms of our obedience, by

respect, in all the

ligious or secular, priests or others, of
it

not be lawful, and

shall

we even

the Catholic faithful, whether re-

all

whatever state or condition they may be

forbid all preachers,

and

and that henceforth

;

who publicly lecture on the
way whatever might prejuconception but, on the contrary, we

all

those

gospel, to say anything, to publish and advance anything, which in any

dice or be injurious to the purity and sanctity of this blessed

;

and other persons who have had opposite opinions

>ordain that preachers

since the Catholic faith does not place us in any necessity of maintaining

opinion

:

and that others who hold our holy and salutary opinion

their discourses,

and eagerly

testify their

has care

of our souls, the secure haven of

By

confidence in her.

happens

in future that

edition soever

from

us, let

may

ing, of our

shall

cf)ntrary

in their heart shall publish

it

in

Most High,

—

Queen of Heaven, the gate of Paradise
she who
anchor
of
hope
of
all
salvation, and the
sinners who have
is

the

tenor of these presents

;

we

expressly establish, in perpetuity, that

if it

any preacher, or any other person among our subjects, of what state or con-

be, does not observe this ordinance, without

him be banished from

his

convent or house

;

any necessity

and while he remains

for

any other decree

in this

contrary opin-

Willing also and order-

knowledge and mature deliberation, under pain of incurring our anger and indignation

and each of our

who

strict silence,

and professing the

him depart as our enemy from the whole extent of our kingdoms.

ion, let

all

he

the

keep

devotion by celebrating, by the praises of the

who

the glory and honor of his holy Mother,

shall

officers,

who

are on this side

and beyond the

sea, those

who

are there

now and

be there hereafter, to keep and cause to be kept with great diligence and respect our

present edict, as soon as they shall have cognizance thereof; and that each, in his district, shall

and with sound of trumpet in all the usual places, so
that no one may plead ignorance of it and that the devotion of the immaculate conception of the
Imost Blessed Virgin, which Christians have long cherished in their hearts, may more and more in.
cause

it

to be published correctly, solemnly,
;

crease

;

mouths.

which

is

and that those peoph

of

In testimony of which
attached to them.

an opposite opinion may no more

we command

— Given at Valentia,

in future

be heard to open

theit

these presents to be expedited, authorized by our seal.

on the 2nd of February, the day on which we

brate the Feast of the Purification of this most holy Virgin, in the

year of

Our Lord

eighth of our reign."
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which has always particularly signalized itself in
chis devotion, has so thoroughly adopted it, that not a single preacher
mounts the pulpit without prefacing his sermon with a profession of faith
in the conception without stain,* and that it has been introduced even
into the familiar forms of speech pronounced when people meet.f

The Spanish

nation,

philosophy violently

1771, while the destructive blast of

Finally, in

shook the belief of Christians in France and several other countries of
Europe, the King of Spain, Charles III., instituted an order in honor of
the Virgin conceived without sin, and solemnly declared her, with the
concurrence of the Cortes, and a brief from the Holy See, " Universal
Patrona de Espana h Indias."t
In France, in spite of the licentiousness and infidelity which the flood
of revolutions left behind

it

as

it

subsided, this belief gains ground, and

The

penetrates even to the most secluded hamlets.

diocese of Paris

is

which
flourishes beneath the protecting shade of its archbishops,§ and which is
confirmed by the supernatural things related of the miraculous medal struck
in honor of the mystery of the immaculate conception.
especially distinguished for its zeal in

embracing

this pious belief,

the tradition of the apostles, the favorable disposition of the Church,

If

adherence of universities and religious

authority of councils, the

the

and nations, the dedication of temples and
altars, the foundation of offices, the institution of confraternities and of
royal orders may be taken into account in a controversy which has astonished the very pagans, the cause of the immaculate conception of Mary,
orders, the assent of kings

||

* "

Alabado sea

el

santisimo Sacramento del altar, y la inmaculada concepcion de la Virgen Maria,

concebida sin pecado original en

el

primer instante de su ser natural."

going into a Spanish house, the

t In

day," are these, "

Ave Maria purisima

pronounce, before they wish " Good
the masters of the house immediately answer, " Sin pecado

first
;"

words which

visitors

concebida, santisima."
J

" Por la devocion que desde nuestra infancia

hemos

inmaculada concepcion, desea nos poner bajo

la

tenido k Maria santisima en su misterio de

los divinos auspicios

Neuva Orden, y mandamos que sea reconocida en

la

(Leg. 12,

t. iii. lib. vi.,

§ " C'est

un

fait

le

que nous sommes jaloux de constater,

H

"

et

"

por patrona

nous desirons que

monde Catholique

:

la

connaissance en par-

dans notre diocese cette devotion a jet©

avec un merveilleux progres."— (See the

on occasion of the consecration of the Church of Notre

What

then

!

?"— (St.

Mandement

Dame

Aug.,

lib. iv.

what then

!

a bishop

do you subject the birth of Marj'

Op. imperf.)
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of the Archbishop of

de Lorette.)

" exclaimed Julian the Pelagian, addressing himself to

the universality of original sin, "
devil

protectora

terhps des racines de plus en plus profondes, et les malheurs sont encore venus I'affermir,

I'accroitre, et I'^tendre

Paris,

celestial

Noviss., Rec.)

vicnne jusqu'aux lieux les plus recuMs du

avec

ella

de esta

who maintained

to the

empire of the

38
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SO long before the tribunal of Catholic opinion, appears to us to be

won

and we do not believe that it would be rash to suppose that God, preserving his divine Mother from the original stain, may have said to her.
as Assuerus said to Esther, " This law is not made for thee, but for all
^others."

Addition by the Translator.

[The foregoing chapter was written by the author before the ever memorable 8th of December, 1854, when it was solemnly defined by the infallible authority of the Catholic Church, that "it is a dogma of faith
that the most Blessed Virgin Mary, in the first instant of her conception,
by a singular privilege and grace of God, in virtue of the merits of Jesus
Christ, the Saviour of the human race, was preserved exempt from ail
stain of original sin."]
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Birth of Mary.

OWARDS the decline

of the reHgion

and

affairs

of the

marked out by the prophets, and
when the regal sceptre was in the hands of a stranger,
according to the grand prediction of Jacob, there was
at Nazareth, a town of lower Galilee, not far distant
from Mount Carmel, a just man, named Joachim,* of the
tribe of Juda, and of the race of David f through Nathan
who, according to the opinion of St. Augustin, was
his wife
of the priestly tribe J was called Ann, a name which sigHebrews,

at the time

—

nifies in

*

One

—

Hebrew gracious.^

of Mary's

historians,

Christopher

de

Castro,

has

—

found

—after

and other fathers of the Church ^that the father
of Mary had two names, Heli and Joachim. The Arabs and Mussulmans
know him by that of Amram, son of Matheus, and distinguish him from another Amram,
the rabbins,

Hilary,

St.

father of Mary, the sister of Moses.

— (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale,

t. ii.)

According to the Proto-gospel of St. James and the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary,
Joachim was of the race of David. Justin, who flourished only fifty years after the death of St.
John the apostle, who was born in Palestine, and who had been able to collect the traditions
yet recent, says, in like manner, that Mary descended in a right line from King David.
t

\ St.

§

August.,

De concensu

The Mahometans,

Evangel.

inheritors of the

Arab

traditions,

knew the
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They were both

Jehovah, and walked in his commandments with a perfect heart;* but the Lord seemed to have turned
away from them the light of his countenance, for one great blessing was
wanting to their life they were without children, which made them sad,
just before

:

because

was a reproach.

in Israel sterility

who

Joachim,

loved his wife for her wonderful meekness and eminent

would not add to her rnisfortune by giving her a bill of divorce,
which the law at that time granted so easily ;t he kept her in his house,
and this pious couple, humbly resigned to the divine decrees, passed their
days in labor, prayer, and almsdeeds.
So many virtues could not fail of their reward after twenty years of
barrenness, Ann conceived, as it were by miracle, and brought forth that'
blessed creature who was more perfect, more holy, and more pleasing in
virtues,

:

Lord than

the eyes of the

all

the elect put together.

was about the beginning of the month of TisriX which is the first
of the civil year of the Jews, while the smoke of holocausts ascended to
It

heaven

for the expiation of the sins of the people, that the predestined

Virgin was born

was

silent

who was

and unknown,

to repair the primeval transgression. §
like that of her divine

Virgin under her proper name, which

Nakhor, and the wife of Amram.

Ann and

* St.

is

Hannah she

Son

;

Her birth

her parents were

was, according to them, the daughter of

;

— (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale,

t. ii.)

Joachim were publicly honored in the Church in the early ages. St. John
Damascen highly eulogizes their virtues. The Emperor Justinian I. had a Church built at
Constantinople under the invocation of St. Ann, about the year 550. The body of the saint
was brought, it is said, from Palestine to Constantinople in 710. (See Godescard, t. v. p. 319.)
Luther was very devout to St. Ann before his heresy it was to that saint that he promised to
embrace the monastic state, before the corpse of one of his comrades, who was just killed by
St.

—

;

lightning before his eyes.

was the Pharisees who had introduced this abuse of divorce, so strongly condemned by
our Lord (St. Matt. xix. 8) they taught that a wife might be put away for the most trifling
causes for example, for having over-dressed the meat for her master of the household, or merely
for not being handsome enough. This was the opinion of Hillel and Akiba.
(Basn., liv. vii. c.
t Tt

:

;

—

22.)
\

The 8th

born

in

of September, according to the teaching of the Church.

the year of

on a Saturday,
734

:

at daybreak.

this opinion

—Baronius

Rome 733, twenty-one years before the common era, on the

is

makes Mary

8th of September,

Le Nain de Tillemont says that the Virgin was born

in

the year

most followed.

what the Turks relate of the birth of the Blessed Virgii^— The wife of Amram
(Joachim) said to God, " O Lord, I have consecrated to thee by y0w the fruit of my womb
receive it with goodness, O thou who knowest and understandest-^all things." When she had
^Brought forth, she added, " O Lord, I have brought a daughter into the world I have named
§

This

is

;
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LIBERIUSa
Reigned 353-366,

^T.

BONIFACE
Keigned

ADRIAN

I»

ALEXANDER

IV*

608-614,

V. (Peter. Philargo^
Jie^ea 1400-1410.
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JULIUS

STXTUS

IV. (Francis de la Rovera.)
Bom July a, 1414. Eeigned 1471-1484.

3-EO X.

(Jolin

:Baza Cecemba 11, 1475.

de Medids.^
Be^goedUlS-lSSl.

IT.

(Julian

EoraDecember

PAUL m.

15, 1443.

de

la Rovera.")

Edgned J503-d513.

(Alexander Fapnese.^

Bora February 2Sj 1468. Ifeigned 1^4-1549.
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SIXTHS

V.

3Jom Decemljer 15,

PAUL

(Felix Peretti.;
1521.

Reigned 1585-1590.

V. (Camillo Borghese.)

Born September

17, 1552.

Reigned 1605-1621.

CLEMENT

VIII. (Hippolyte Aldobrandini
Bom Pebruaiy 24, 1535. KeJgned 159^-1605.

CLEMENT
Bom
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Xir, (La\Arrenee<.Corsini?)

April

16, 1653.

Reigned

1730-1740.

BKNEDIOT XIV.

(Prosper Lamtoea:n;iTiL)
Bom March. 31, 1675. Itelgned 1740-1?58.

CLHMENT

XTV. (La-wTenee GanganeHi;)
Bomnos. Eelg&ed 1769-1774

CI.2MENT XHX
£om Maich 16^

PIUS

(Charles RezzoniocxJ

1693.

Heigned 1758-1769.

(Zdhn Angelo BrasclrU
Bom 1117. Eeigned 1775-na9.

VT.
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PIUS

VII.

(Gregory Chiaramonti;;

Bom August 14,

1743.

Eeigned 1800-1833.

LEO

XIII.

Iforn Marcli

(Joachim Peeci.)
2. 1810.

Elected Pope, Febraar7 SOth, 1878.

JOHN, CARDINAL, McCLOSKEY,
BomJflordi

10, 1810.

Created Cardinal, Mat(db 15, 1875.
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Rt. Rev.

MICHAEL

O'FARRELL,

J.
Bishop of Trenton, N. J.

Moat. Rev. JOHN" M.

Most Hev.

JAMES

HENBr^ D.D
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Archbishop of Baltimore, Md
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Ht. Rev.
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FRANCIS McNEIRNY,

Bishop of Albany, N.
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Rev. WBT.

HENRY ELDER^ D. D*.

}3ishQp of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Most Hev.

PATRICK A. FEEHAN,
Archbishop of Chicago,
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of the people, although descended from a long succession of kings, and
this mystical Rose, which St.
led, to all appearances, an obscure life
:

John saw later on, clothed with the sun as with radiant garments, was to
expand to the burning wind of adversity, upon a stem poor and despoiled."*
The cradle of the Queen of angels was neither ornamented with gold,
nor covered with Egyptian counterpanes richly embroidered, nor perfumed with spikenard, myrrh, and aloes, like those of the Hebrew princes;
composed of flexible twigs, and swathing bands of coarse linen
it was
compressed the little arms which were one day so tenderly to nurse the
Saviour of the world. The children of kings, while still wrapped up in
their swaddling clothes of purple, see the great men of the state bow
The woman who
their heads before them, and say to them, My Lord
was the Spouse and the Mother of God, gave her first smile to some poor
!

women among

the people,

who perhaps

said sorrowfully to each other, as

they thought of the unfortunate and despised condition to which

condemned them, Here

men had

one slave more
In Israel, they gave the child on the ninth day after its birth, in the
midst of the assembled family, the name which it was to bear among men
the daughter of Joachim received from her father the name of Miriam
(Mary), which is translated from the Syriac by lady, sovereign mistress,
and which signifies in Hebrew, star of the sea.
"And, surely," says St. Bernard, "the Mother of God could not have
a name more appropriate, nor one more expressive of her high dignity.
Mary is, in fact, that beautiful and brilliant star which shines upon the
vast and stormy sea of the world."
This divine name conceals within itself a powerful charm, and one of
such marvellous sweetness, that we have but to pronounce it, and the
" The name
heart is moved only to write it, and the style is adorned.
of Mary," says St. Anthony of Padua, "is sweeter to the lips than a
honeycomb, more flattering to the ear than a sweet song, more delicious
is

!

:

'

;

to the heart than the purest jo7."t
her Miriam (Mary),
preserve

I

place her under thy protection, her and her posterity, that thou mayest

them from the

artifices of Satan."

— (The Koran, ch.

3.)

had foretold it saying, " There shall come forth a rod out of the trunk of Jesse "
for this word trunk, in the Hebrew expression, as St. Jerom observes (on Is. c. ii.), signifies a
trunk without branches and without leaves, to denote, continues this holy doctor, that the
august Mary was to be born of the race of David, when that family should have lost its splendor,
and should have fallen away from it entirely.
* Isaias

t "

Nomen

Anthony

;

:

of

Virgiiiis Mariae,

mel

in ore.

melos

in aure,

jubilum in corde," says poetically

Padua.
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Jewish woman was sol
emnly purified at the temple where she brought her first-born child. In
conformity with the law of Moses, she then offered to the Lord a lamb,

Eighty days

after the birth of a daughter, the

or two turtle-doves

;

the two turtle-doves were the sacred offering of the

poor they were that of the spouse of Joachim.
But the gratitude of the pious mother went beyond the customary sacrifice
the worthy rival of Anna, the wife of Elcana, she offered to the
Lord a victim more pure, a dove more innocent than those which had just
fallen gasping and bleeding under the knife of the sacrificing priest
she
had no votive crown of most pure gold to hang up on the partition wall
of the temple
she laid at the feet of the Most High the crown of her
old age^ the infant with which He had blessed her life
and she solemnly
engaged to bring her daughter again to the temple, and consecrate her
there to the service of the holy place, as soon as her young reason should
be able to distinguish good and evil. The father of Mary ratified this
vow, which then became of obligation.
:

:

:

''^'

:

—

When

;

the ceremony was finished, the couple returned to their native

province,

—that

province barren of great men, from which Israel was far

—

from expecting a prophet,;]; and re-entered their humble dwelling, ever
open to the needy and the stranger. There it was that the child of benediction became, from her early years, the delight of her family, and rose
up like one of those lilies of which Jesus proclaims the beauty, and
which, as St. Bernard poetically says, have the odor of hope habens odorem spei. According to the custom of the women of her nation, Ann
would feed her daughter at her own breast.
Mary's reason, like the daylight of the favored regions of the sun, had
Her
scarcely any twilight, and shone forth from the most tender age»
*

Macch.

lib. iv.

the first, iieder, was a simple vow, after
There were two sorts of vows among the Jews
which what had been vowed to the Lord might be redeemed (such was that of Ann, the mother
of Mary) the second, cherem, was a vow of indispensable obligation, by which all right to the
thing promised was given up absolutely and irrevocably. Every Israelite might thus vow what
belonged to him, houses, lands, beasts, children, slaves, &c., and the things devoted could
'

:

;

—

—

neither be sold nor redeemed, at any price whatever.
%

"

Can any good come out

Christ.

"

of Nazareth

" asked Nathanael of those

Because this place was small and contemptible," says St. John

only this place, but the whole of Galilee."
§ In Judea,

m

?

women

— (Serm.

ix. in St.

who spoke

to

ChrysOstom, "

him

of

and not

Matt.)

did not often give up suckling their children

;

we reckon but

the whole Scripture—the nurses of Rebecca, Miphiboseth, and Joas

,

it

three nurses

must be observed,

moreover, that Rebecca was a stranger, and that the others were princes.
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GOD.

of her discourse, at a period of Hfe

when

other children enjoy as yet but a mere physical existence, led her parents

judge that the hour of separation was come; and when Joachim had
offered to the Lord, for the third time from the birth of his daughter, the
first-fruits of the harvest, and produce of the small inheritance of his
fathers, the pair, grateful and resigned, took the road to Jerusalem, to
to

deposit, in the sacred enclosure of the temple, the treasure

Holy One

of Israel had given them.
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Presentation.

Cison proudly rolled

equinoctial storms,*

its

red waters, swelled by the

and the great mountains of Gali-

began to be covered with snow, when the parents
of Mary began their journey to Jerusalem.
We are
ignorant of the motive which induced them to leave
their native province during the rainy season. Perhaps

lee

it

was the

desire to assist at the great solemniiies of the

perhaps they merely regulated their departure
by the epoch of the service of Zachary, whose priestly functions called him to the temple only at regular times, f
Obliged to make a journey of several days, during the
inclement season, with a child quite young, the prudent
and pious travellers did not make their way towards the
Dedication

*The Cison

is

a small

river,

;

which runs between Nazareth and Mount Carmel;

and impoverished during the summer, like
considerable during the rainy season.

were drowned
t

in this

all

insignificant
it

becomes

army

of Jabin,

the streams of water of Palestine,

The troops

of Sisara, the general of the

overflowed river in the attempt to force a passage.

According to the order established by David, the

priests

were divided into twenty-four
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holy city by the wild and rocky road which winds across the arid flats,
the foaming torrents, and the deep ravines of the mountains of Samaria
They descended by the shrubby
there winter ruled with all his frosts.
slopes of Carmel, into the charming and

fertile

plains which stretch out

between the mountains of Palestine and the coasts of Syria, a land happy
and forward, the temperature of which is so mild that the orange-trees
blossom there in the heart of winter, and the flowers of May expand in
After leaving behind them the rich pastures
the month of December."^
where formerly rose the tents of Issachar, a tribe of shepherd astronomers,t whom the burning breath of the Lord's anger had dispersed, like
a handful of light straw, even to the wild and mountainous regions of
Media; after having admired, as they passed, the hills covered with
palm, banana, and pomegranate-trees, which once formed the smiling ina fine and warlike race, famous for
heritance of the sons of Joseph
the travellers from Galilee went
their skill in shooting with the bow
along by the side of the narrow stream of the Gaas, the willows of
which love the bank passed through the groves of Ramatha, a beautiand reached at
ful town, like a cameo fallen into a basket of roses
There the
length the borders of the ancient territory of the Jebusites.
no more flowers, no more verdure,
aspect of everything was changed
no more odoriferous breeze wafting afar the sweet scent of the lemontree
barren rocks, deep ravines where the wind forced its way with
lugubrious moanings; abrupt and bare mountains, resounding with the

—

—

;

—

;

;

:

;

classes, or turns,

each of which served

its

Each

week.

class

was subdivided into seven

parts,

which had each their week in turn to officiate each part of this subdivision had that portion
of the service whic-h was assigned to him by lot. (i Paralip. c. xxiv.) Zachary was of the turn
;

—

or service of Abia.
*

— (Prid., Hist, of the Jews.)

Volney saw orange-trees bearing

fruit

and flowers

in

the open

air, in

the

month

of January,

on the coasts of Syria, "With us," he says, "nature has divided the seasons by months
there, one may say that they are separated only by hours.
If we are annoyed at Tripoli
by the heats of July, six hours' march transports us upon the neighboring mountains to the
temperature of March. On the other hand, are we incommoded with the frost of December,
in the midst of the mountains, one day's march brings us back to the shore among the flowers
of May."

Jerom assures us that the children of Issachar were the learned men who calculated
times, and set down the feasts. (Hieron., Quaest. in i Paralip. 112, p. 1390, et in Genes. 49.) This
t St.

—

tradition

is

conformable to that of the rabbins,

who

affirm that those of the tribe of Issachar

applied themselves assiduously to this knowledge of

—

astronomy. (Maimon., in Kiddosch.
hachodesh, et Zachuth, in Juchasin.)
In fine, the Scripture authorize* this tradition, since it
relates that the children of Issachar were expert in the science of the times, so as to order what
Israel should do.
(i Paralip. xii
32.)

—
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hoarse cries of the eagle

and most

desolate,

The

:

sterile

VIRGIN,

a word, the grandest, most melancholy, most
land that could be seen.
in

caravan had followed, for some time, a stony path tracked
along the flat of an arid mountain, when Joachim, stopping on a sudden at
an abrupt turn, stretched out his arms towards the south with a movelittle

ment of

religious enthusiasm

mixed with

The

national pride.

object

which he thus pointed out to the notice of his companions was worth remarking, for nothing more magnificent or more extraordinary existed at
that time in Asia.

It

was a

city of thirty-three stadia

in

circumference,

ruby of Beloutchistan a town of marble, cedar,
and gold, its splendor having something in it sad, wild, and suspicious,
which denoted an uneasy authority, permanent fears of some foreign
power, and a state of things full of contrasts.
There were seen in it
enormous towers, magnificent as palaces, and palaces fortified like
Its temple, glittering with gold, which shone brilliantly upon
citadels.
the narrow flat surface of the highest of its mountains, like the orb of the
full moon when it skirts the snowy summits of Libanus,* was a fortress
almost impregnable, which kept the holy people of the J^ord in awe while
the tower Antonia, from the top of its four elegant turrets of poHshed
marble kept an over-shadowing and continued watch over the court of
A triple enclosure of walls of enormous stones, in which
the temple.
were encrusted ninety forts, bound the sides of this city, which was surrounded by dark valleys of dizzying depths and rocks, inaccessible.
This proud and warlike city, which seemed to have been transported by
magic from the fabulous regions of Ginnistan,t beneath the cloudless sky
of Palestine this paradise of the Jews {Ghangh-dix-houchf), so poetically
enclosed

in stone, like a

;

;

;

*

The

exterior front of the temple

as soon as daylight appeared,

it

was

was entirely covered with plates of gold, so thick that

as dazzling as the rays of the rising sun.

As

for the other

where there was no gold, the stones of them were so white, that this superb mass of
building looked at a distance like a mountain covered with snow. Qosephus, de Bello, lib.
sides,

—

V. c. 13.)

t"

Extrema rupis abrupta

;

et turres, ubi

centenos vicenosque attollebantur

;

mons

juvisset, in sexaginta pedes, inter devexa, in

mira specie, ac procul intuentibus pares."

— (Tacit.,

Hist,

lib. V.)
\

of

Ginnistan, which the marvellous traditions of the Assyrians and Arabs place at the foot

Mount

Caucasus, and on the borders of the Caspian Sea, was the abode of the Peris

a beautiful and fabulous race, which

much

resembles that of bur

fairies.

These powerful

beings, born before the deluge, disposed of the elements,

and created everything that could
city, which they had carefully fortified, to defend it from
the attacks of the Dives, who were wicked and formidable genii, was of marble, gold, rubies,
and diamonds.
afford

them

pleasure.

Their capital
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the city of David

and of
this Jerusalem, which, in its abject slavery, all the East
the Machabees
still salutes with the antique name which the father of Mary then gave it
el Cods / (the Holy.)
regretted

;

;

—

The

parents of the Virgin entered the capital of Judea by the gate of

Rama, upon which fell the shadow of a tower,* so high that from its flat
top were seen Mount Carmel, the Great Sea, and the Mountains of Arabia.
The green standard of Judas Machabeus was still flying there with its

who surrounded

no lono-er understood it for they were Thracians, Galatians, Germans, and the fair
children of Gaul, whom Herod, who feared the Jews and depended upon
foreigners, took into his pay, and who were detested at Jerusalem almost
religious device

;

but the soldiers

it

;

as

much as himself.
The travellers next

winding and gloomy streets,
lined with heavy square houses, without windows, with terrace roofs,
which stood in melancholy lines, like citadels and they stopped in the
eastern part of the city before a house of modest appearance, which
tradition points out as the dwelling of St. Ann.f
After a purification of seven days, according to the custom of those
who came to sacrifice in the temple, J Joachim provided himself with the
lamb which he was to offer to the Lord, clothed himself in white, § collected together some of his relations and friends whom he had in Jerusalem, and ascended at the head of them to the temple with as much ardor
as he wotild have gone up to the assault of a place in battle.^
This temple of the God of hosts, where the Virgin then presented herself, like the dove of the ark with the olive branch, had undergone numerous vicissitudes.
One of the ancestors of Mary, the wise son of King
followed

certain

;

*

The tower Psephina.

t

A monastery has been

into a

mosque.

Under

Paris a Jerusalem,

t. ii.

erectea over this house of St.

the Christian kings

it

Ann

;

monastery has been turned
(See Itin. de
religious women.

this

was inhabited by

—

p. 211.)

was not merely necessary to be presented in the temple with the victim the law required that the person should remain outside for seven full days, and be solemnly purified on
the third and seventh day with ashes and hyssop: that done, they might sacrifice. (Philo,
Tract, de Sacrific, c. 3.)
\ It

:

—

§

According to the rabbins, the

clothed in white garments.
II

This was of obligation

sacrifice

— (Basn.,

;

was of no

avail

when he who

it

was not

much

ardor as

offered

liv. ix. c. 4.)

the Hebrews were to go up to the temple with as

an assault ; they found this pretext in the 55th Psalm, where David said that he
Avent to the house of God as to a strong city. (See Basn., Htst. des Juifs, liv. vii. c. 17.)
a soldier

to

—
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David, had

made

it

the

wonder of the East.

He had lavished

about

it

the

gold of Ophir, the perfumes of Saba, the cedar of Libanus, the brass
which the fleets of Tyre that queen of the seas, whose merchants were
princes
had gone in quest of to barbarous regions, and silver, so common at that time that it had become of little value but this splendor had
passed away like a vision of the night, thanks to the burning avarice of

—

—

;

Egypt and Chaldea.

Despoiled twenty times over, but always re-established with magnificence, it had risen again from its ruins under Zorobabel, who had rebuilt it, sword in hand, in spite of the efforts of a

the people of

multitude of jealous nations.

Nevertheless, the second temple, notwith-

unheard-of richness, was every way inferior to the other in
It was in vain that the Jews poured out
grandeur as well as in holiness.
standing

its

there with a liberal hand the strength of the corn and the blood of the vine ;
that streams of gold arriving from all points of the horizon came to feed

pagan kings, confessing the awful
sanctity of the God of Israel, sent thither the most magnificent offerings.*
Nothing of all this could supply for the absence of the ark, with which
had disappeared the tables of the law that is to say, the will of God,
written by himself by the glare of the lightning on Mount Sinai the rod of
the almond-tree which had miraculously blossomed the most ancient title
of the sons of Aaron to the office of high priesthood and the manna of
the desert, which, by the miracle of its long preservation, confirmed so
many ancient prodigies wrought for the deliverance of Israel. These
precious things were lost, as well as the sacred fire, which the breezes of
the holy mountain alone could enkindle on the brazen grate of the altar
of holocausts and the oil of unction, composed by Moses, whence the
priests and kings derive their noble title of the anointed of the Lord.
What was still more to be regretted, was that the Schekina, that white
cloud which attested the divine presence, had never shown itself in the
second temple, and that even the stones of the rational, that last and brilL
This i%
iant oracle of the God of hosts, had lost their prophetic lustre.f

incessantly

sacred treasury

its

;

that

—

;

;

;

;

* In

Josephus

may be

seen the detailed description of the magnificent table of massive

gold incrusted with precious stones, and the no less splendid vessels which

Philadelphus gave to the temple
their gifts,
thither,

in

almost

all

the princes of Asia had

Ptolemy
it

with

and about the time of the Presentation of the Virgin, the Empress Livia sent
her own name and in the name of Augustus, magnificent vessels of gold.-—

(Josephus, de Bello,
t

;

enriched

God employed

foretell victory

;

lib.

ii.

c.

17

;

Philo, ad Cajum.)

the precious stones which the high priest wore upon the rational to

for,

before the

a light, that the people

army took the

knew thereby

field,

there shone forth from

them so

bright

that his sovereign Majesty was present, and ready
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the hearts of the sons of Aaron with bitterness,

filled

when they com-

pared the house of Zorobabel with the temple of the son of David this
made the doctors of the law say that the fulfilment of the celebrated
prophecy of Aggeus was hopeless, unless the Messias himself should ap;

pear bodily

in

the second temple.

After passing that magnificent gate of Corinthian brass, which twenty
Levites could hardly close at night, and which opened of

itself

four years

before the destruction of Jerusalem, to the great consternation of the dei-

whom

cidal people

this

gloomy presage

filled

with terror,*

Mary and her

parents found themselves in a vast enclosure paved with black and white

and surrounded by tall porticoes, which in time of war served as
ramparts.f A crowd of strangers and people of the nation, whose brilliant
costumes of opposite colors reminded one of an immense parterre of tulips,
were walking and conversing in this forum of Jerusalem, which was not
reputed sacred, and which was called the Court of the Gentiles, because
idolaters could not advance farther under pain of death.J
At some distance from the crowd, under the porch of Solomon, the
haughty aristocracy of Israel, clothed in purple and scarlet, or wearing
those long Babylonian robes embroidered with flowers of gold, were waiting for the hour of prayer, keeping aloof from the foreigners with a
haughty reserve, considerably mingled with contempt. Joachim, who
was equal to the princes of his nation in nobility of race, although he had
stones,

not their wealth, directed his steps that way, sure of being well received
for those Jews, so disdainful towards the Gentiles, § loved each other as
brethren, especially when they belonged to the same lineage. Scarcely had

they perceived them, when a number of illustrious ladies, warriors and
great lords of the family of David advanced to meet them, and after the
customary salutations, they joined the family from Galilee, as if to form
an honorable train of attendants for Mary.||
The fathers who relate this
to assist

them

hundred

years.

* Joseph.,
X

;

but when

—

I

began to write

(Fl. Joseph.,

de Bello,

Joseph., de Bello,

Ant. Jud.,

this,

lib, iii. c. 8.)

t Tacit.,

lib. vi.
lib. v.

the rational had ceased to give this light for two
Historiarum,

lib. v.

et vi.

Basnage remarks that at the time of Jesus Christ the Jews regarded the Gentiles as dogs,
and hated them mortally. " If the idolaters drown themselves, the doctors taught, they must
§

not be pulled out of the water, nor succored the only favor that can be done them is not to
plunge them deeper into the water, down the precipice, or in the well, if they have fallen in."
;

(Basn.,
"
II

liv. v. c. 25.)

Primarios quoque Hierosolymitas viros et mulieres interfuisse huic deductioni, succinen-

tibus universis angelis."

—

(Isid.

de Thess.)
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VIRGIN,

circumstance, have piously believed that these great personages, the flower
of the Jewish nobility, were not found there by mere chance, but that

God, who would provide a triumphal entry into his temple for the future
Mother of the Messias, had divinely inspired them with the resolution to

come

thithei',

From

the midst of the Court of the Gentiles arose two other enclosures

both sacred

— which composed the temple.

Seen from below, this majestic and splendid edifice presented a quadrangular mass of building, the
walls of which, white as alabaster, were pierced with ten superb gates,
covered with thick plates of silver and gold. As the temple, properly so
called, crowned the summit of Mount Moria,
a site appropriate for the
habitation of the God of the hills,
the ground was a continued ascent,
and the walls were completely surrounded by marble steps, which somewhat diminished their height.
After ascending the steps of the temple, the group already purified, ia
the midst of whom was that blessed child who was to be consecrated to^
God, stopped for a moment on the small platform of Chel.* There the
Pharisees displayed their tephilim,\ and wound round their foreheads,,
bowed down, t a lappet of their taled, of white and fine wool,§ ornamented
with purple pomegranates, and little cords of the color of the hyacinth.
The brave captains of Herod half concealed their shining cuirasses beneath
their long mantles, and the daughters of Sion enveloped themselves more

—

—

closely in the folds of their veils of purple, sky-blue, or Syrian gauze,

with flowers of gold, out of respect for the holy angels
of guarding the sanctuary.

who had

the charge

This done, they entered the temple by the

||

The Chel was a space of ten cubits between the Court of the Gentiles and that of the
women.
t The tephilim were small pieces of parchment on which were written, with ink made on purpose, four sentences of Scripture the Jews wore them at the bend of the left arm, and in the
middle of the forehead. These tephilim ox phylacteries, were much in use at the time of Jesus;
Christ, for they made of them marks of distinction, which drew upon them his reproaches.
*

;

(Basnage, Hist. Juifs,

liv. vii. c. 17.)

\ The Pharisees walked always with their heads down, to affect a more humble countenance
and sometimes even with their eyes shut, to avoid seeing what might prove a temptation thus
it very often happened that in passing through the streets they ran their heads against the walls.
:

— (Basn.,

liv. iii. c. 3.)

temple to make their prayer;
round their necks, others covered their heads with it this latter custom was the

§ Taled, a sort of square cloak

some wound it
most general.

—

II

which the Jews wore

in the

;

(Basn.,

t.

v. liv. vii. c. 17.)

Ideo debet mulier potestatem habere supra caput propter angelos.

—

(i

Ep. S. Pauli ad

Corinth., ch. xi. v. 10.)
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—that one which poured streams

most beautiful of all,
liquid gold when the Romans, unable to
it by means of fire.*
oriental gate, the

force

it

by the

aid of iron,

of

opened

our cold northern regions, vast edifices are requisite to protect us
from the injuries of the weather thus we have immense cathedrals, capable of containing whole populations; but in ancient Asia the temples
were most exclusively for the use of the priests the people used to pray
In

;

:

In Israel the engdah, or sacred assembly,

outside.

court of the

women

women, whom

:

the second division

was so

the severity of the old law

was usually held

in

the

called because the Jewish

made

like to slaves,

could not

advance farther. Separated from their children and their husbands, who
remained in the area of the court, or under the arcades of the peristyle
during the ceremonies of religion, they prayed separately in upper galleries, with their heads humbly bent towards the house of Jehovah, of
which they could see at some distance the magnificent roof of cedar, bristling all over with pinnacles of gold.f
The ceremony of the Presentation certainly took place in the court of
the women, and not in the actual interior of the sanctuary, where some
authors have located it.
The gate of Nicanor,
It began by a sacrifice.
silently rolling on its brazen hinges to let the victim pass in, showed a
perspective view of the farthest space, quite like a marvellous vision of
that Eden so much regretted, whose golden palaces, overshadowed by
lofty cedars, were the habitations of the Just, as the Pharisees taught.J
Through the marble columns of a superb portico, from the top of which
hung down the gigantic branches and pendant clusters of a golden vine,
was discovered an edifice which seemed at first sight to be of massive
gold, so strong was the glare which was cast by so many dazzling plates
covering its facade of a hundred cubits beneath the pure and powerful
light of the sun of Asia.
An incredible number of votive offerings, where
* Josephus relates, that

when

Titus ordered

closure of the temple, the gold and silver ran

(De Bello,
t

very numerous

defiling
X

down from them

like

second en-

water from a fountain.

had been taken
at Jerusalem,

in

order to prevent the pigeons and doves, which

from resting

in their flight

on the roof of the temple, and

it.

Thfe Jews believed that the souls of the saints go into the garden of Eden, the entrance of

which

is

forbidden to the living by the angel of death.

tion of this locality,

waters.
of

to be set to the gates of the

c. 23.)

precaution

This

ivere

fire

heat

cold.

—

are magnificent in the descrip-

where they place palaces built of precious stones, and

In hell, on the contrary, a river of

md

They

fire falls

upon the damned, who

(Maimonides, Menasses, &c.)
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pomegranates, vine-leaves formed of emeralds, topazes, carbuncles, and rubies, according to their colors, were intermingled,
were fastened to the temple by golden cords and when the rushing
wind of the mountains began to blow, they might have been taken for
ears of wheat,

lilies,

;

was

real flowers, such

their exquisite

workmanship and

perfect imitation.

were seen banners shot through with arrows, and
stained with idolatrous blood, which the Asmonean princes, heroes of imperishable memory, had won from the Greeks of Syria in the glorious
wars of independence, and consecrated with their priestly and warrior
hands to the God of hosts. Herod, a cruel prince, but a valiant captain,
had added to them the standards lately taken in his fortunate expeditions
and the sight of these trophies of arms filled with
against the Arabs
patriotic pride and warlike ardor those Hebrew hearts who cared so little
for death, when they had to fight for what was dearer to them than gold,
the temple
their families, or their Hfe
The priests and Levites assembled in the last compartment received
from the hands of Joachim the victim of prosperity j^ These ministers of
the living God had not their foreheads bound with laurel or green smallage,
a kind of mitre of a round shape, of very
like the priests of the idols
thick linen cloth, a linen tunic, long, white, and without folds, fastened
with a broad girdle, embroidered with hyacinth and purple, composed the
priestly costume, which was worn only in the temple.
One of the priests
took the lamb, and after a short invocation of the God of Jacob, slew it,
turning its head towards the north the blood, which flowed into a brazen
When these first
vessel, was poured out here and there around the altar.
rites were terminated, the priest laid out upon a golden plate a portion of
the flesh of the victim, still quivering, and part of the entrails, which the
Levites had carefully washed in the fountain-court he wrapped up the
oblation in a double covering of fat, covered it with incense, threw upon it
the salt of the covenant, then, ascending barefooted the gentle rise which
led up to the platform of the brazen altar, he there deposited the offering
upon the billets of wood, perfectly sound and stripped of their bark, which
fed the sacred fire.
The rest of the victim, except the breast and the right
shoulder, which belonged to the priests, was returned to the husband of
St. Ann, that he might make a feast with it for his friends and relatives,

At

different distances

;

—

!

;

;

;

according
'

to the

custom.f

Whether a favor was asked

of God, or he

was thanked

for

one obtained,

it

was called "3

isacrifice of prosperity,"

tThis

feast,

reputed sacred, might be kept for two days together; but th^ law expressbi
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sounds of the trumpets of the priests were dying- away along
the porticoes, and the sacrifice was still burning on the brazen altar, when
a priest came down into the court of the women to conclude the cereAnn, followed by Joachim, carrying Mary in her arms, came
monial.
forward with a veil over her head, towards the minister of the Most High,
and if we may believe an Arab tradition which Mahomet himself has recorded in the Koran, she presented to him the young handmaid of the
last

Lord, saying, with a voice

God

present which

The

has

priest accepted,

mothers

fruitful,

of emotion, "

full

come

I

to offer

you the

*

made me."
in the name

who makes

of God,

womb

the

of

the precious deposit which gratitude confided to him, and

company ;t then stretching out his
hands over the assembly, which bowed down over the pontifical benediction,t " O Israel," said he, " may the Lord direct his light towards thee
may he make thee to prosper in everything, and grant thee peace " A.
canticle of thanksgiving, harmoniously accompanied by the harps of the
blessed Joachim as well as his pious

!

priests,

terminated the Presentation of the Virgin.

Such was the ceremony which took place, in the latter days of November, in the holy temple of Sion.
Men, who usually stop at the surface,
beheld nothing but a young child, very beautiful and wonderfully fervent,,
consecrated by her mother to that God who had granted her to her prayers and tears but the angels of heaven, who hovered over the sanctuary,
discovered in that weak and gentle creature the Virgin of Isaias, the
;

forbade anything to be reserved from

it

for the third day,

morsel to the poor, for two reasons, says Philo

God,

who

is

in his nature liberal,

to hinder avarice, which

is

(Philo, Tract, de Sacrif.

c. 2.)

* According to a

was

the

first,

tradition,

priests,

when

St.

it

must be given even to the

last,

because, as the victim belonged ta-

the needy should partake of

a vice of slaves, from creeping

Mahometan

she presented her to the

it

:

his will that

and

in,

Ann had

it

;

the second,

and dishonoring a holy practice.
given birth to the Blessed Virgin,

saying these words, which are also found in the Koran

:

Behold the offering which I make you." Hossein.
" Kih es an Khodii," which means, " For it
paraphrase,
Vaez adds to these words in his Persian
"

Dhouncon hadih

is

a present which

God
t

is

to come."

alnedhirat," that

God

has

is,

made me,"

"

or, still

— (D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orient,

more

t. ii.

literally, "

For

it is

from

this present that.

p. 620.)

The Lord give thee seed of this
And they went to their own home." (i Kings,

Heli blessed Elcana and his wife, and he said to Elcana, "

woman,

thou hast lent to the Lord.

for the loan

—

—

See F. Croiset upon this ceremony. (Exercises de Piete, t. xviii. p. 48.)
While
the pontiff gave the blessing, the people were obliged to place their hands ovet
t
their eyes and hide their faces, because it was not lawful to behold the hands of the priest
the Jews imagined that God was behind the pontiff, and looked upon them through his
outstretched hands they did not dare to lift up their eyes to him, "for no one can see God
and live," (Basn., liv. vii. c. 15.)
i.

20,)

;

—
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spouse of

VIRGIN,

whom Solomon had

Eve who came

to impart to

sung the mystical espousals, the celestial
a fail'en race the hope of a glorious immor-

Penetrated with joy to see at length the aurora shine forth of the

tality.

day of the Messias, " they united," say certain ancient authors,* " with
this feast of earth, and covering the young descendant of David with
their white wings, they scattered under her feet the odoriferous flowers of
Paradise, and celebrated her entry into the temple with melodious concerts."

What

passed then

in

the soul of Mary, in that soul sweetly expanded

to the breath of the sanctifying Spirit,

and

light

By what

?

sacred

ties

where

all

was peace, pure

did she unite herself to Him,

love,

who had

many nations ? This
we may reasonably believe

preferred her to the virgins and queens of so
secret

between herself and God

;

but

never was oblation more favorably received
och, St. Epiphanius of Salamis, St.

and

is

a

that

Evodius of AntiAndrew of Crete, and a multitude of
;

St.

Latin fathers, agree in considering the consecration of the Virgin as the

most pleasing

act of religion in the sight of

God which man had

hitherto

performed.

The name

of the priest

who

received the Blessed Virgin

among

the

number of daughters of the Lord is not known St. Germanus, patriarch
of Constantinople, and George of Nicomedia, incline to the belief that it
was the father of St. John the Baptist the ties of relationship which
;

:

connected Zachary with the family of Joachim, the high rank which he
then occupied in the priesthood,! and the tender affection which Mary
cherished for him and for Elizabeth, impart to this supposition a high de-

gree of probability.

Be

may, the blessed daughter of Joachim was solemnly admitted into the number of the almas, or young virgins, who were brought
up under the sacred shadow of the altar.
That Mary spent her best years in the temple is proved by apostolic
tradition, by the writings of the fathers, and the opinion of the Church,
who is not used to sanction doubtful facts J nevertheless certain herethis as

it

;

* St.
t

Andrew

The Jews

was the son
%

of Crete, and St. George of Nicomedia.

believed that St. John Baptist was

of a high priest.

—

(St. J. Chrysost.,

much

Serm.

greater than Jesus Christ, because k*

12, in

Matt.)

In 1373, Philip de Maziere, a French nobleman, chancellor of the King of Cyprus,

the court of Charles V., and related to

him that

in the East,

came to

where he had lived a long time,

the Feast of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin was annually celebrated, in memory of hei"
havingj been presented in the temple at the age of three years. Philip added, " I reflected that this
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have allowed themselves to treat this circumstance as fabulous, and
some Catholic authors themselves have considered it an obscure point,
concealed beneath the veil of olden times, which it was very difficult to

tics

clear up.

The

denials of the former surprise us but

cumspection of the others

is

strange indeed

tion possessed a character of authenticity,

was the

for

;

it

but the

cir-

ever a Christian tradi-

if

is

little,

this.

St.

Evodius,

who

an epistle entitled Ltimen, which Nicephorus has
glorious circumstance of the infancy of the Virgin,

first to relate, in

preserved for

us, this

Mother of God.
which both Jews and

flourished at the very time of the apostles and of the

He was

bishop of Antioch, a town of Syria, to
Christians resorted and the temple where the newly-formed
;

lowed, with profound veneration, the traces of the Son of
divine Mother,

still

subsisted in

all its

This

glory.

faithful fol-

God and

tradition,

his

which came

from the church of Jerusalem, 2. church composed of the first disciples
of Jesus Christ, among whom were found a number of relatives of the
was consecrated very early by a religious
Virgin and of St. Joseph,
memorial; a demonstrative proof in the eyes of Protestants themselves.*

—

and especially St. Jerom, who
lived in the midst of the sites of our redemption, and where the traditions
were yet recent, have recorded it, and held it to be true. This traditionary belief may therefore be ranked in the number of the best established
In

fine,

the greater

number of the

fathers,!

facts of history.

known

the Western church, and

when

was ambassador from the King
of Cyprus to the pope, I spoke to him about this festival, and presented him the office of it
he had it carefully examined by the cardinals, prelates, and doctors of theology, and permitted the feast to be celebrated." The Greeks kept it early under the title of the " Entrance
of the Blessed Virgin into the Temple :" mention is made of it in their most ancient mar-

great feast was not

in

I

tyrologies.

Gibbon himself could not help acknowledging the authenticity of the religious traditions in
" They (the Christians) fixed, by unquestionable tradition, the scene of each memorPalestine.
*

able event"

(c. xxiii.)

:

an avowal of considerable weight

in the

mouth

of a writer so well in-

iormed as the English historian, and a man at the same time so little disposed in favor of
ion.
According to M. de Chateaubriand, if there is anything well proved upon earth, it

religis

the

authenticity of the Christian traditions at Jerusalem.
t St.

Epiphanius, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. Gregory of Nazianzum, St. Germanus, patriarch of

Constantinople, George of Nicomedia, St.

John Damascen, &c.
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Mary

N

in

the Temple.

the fortified enclosure of the temple, on that site

where the Christians erected an oratory, of which the
companions in arms of Godfrey made a church with a
gilded cupola, under the invocation of the

Blessed

Mary,* which the brave Knights Templars often took
delight in ornamenting with spoils of the Saracens,
arose that part of the religious edifice which had been consecrated to the virgins who were dedicated to the Lord it was
thither that Zachary led his young relative.!
:

The mosque of Omar (e/ Aksa) represents to the Christians the ancient temple
Solomon el Sakhra (the rock) is built on the place where Mary lived from the

*

of

;

age of three years

till

her espousal with Joseph.

This place was at that time an

appendage to the temple of Solomon, as el Sakhra is now to the mosque of
Omar. Before the crusades el Sakhra was only a chapel the Franks added to it
When the conquerors
a church, which they surmounted with a gilt cupola.
;

threw down the great cross which glittered on the cupola of the Sakhra, the cries of
joy of the Mussulmans, and the cries of grief of the Christians, were so great, says an Arab
author, that it seemed as if the world was going to be destroyed. (Correspondence d'Orient t.

—

v.)

According

to

Schonah, there arose a great tumult in the

city,

which Saladin was obliged

to suppress in person.

Germanus affirms that it was Zachary who undertook to place the Virgin in the temple.
The Arab traditions relate, in like manner, that God gave the Virgin in charge of Zachary,
ouacafalha Zacharia.
The Koran, in the Surate which treats of the family of Amram,
adds to this fact a marvellous legend picked up among the Christian tribes in the
t St.
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was only a temporary virtue, and had soon
to give place to conjugal virtues, it was not without privileges and without
and
honor. Jehovah loved the prayers of chaste children, of pure virgins
it was a virgin, and not a queen, whom he had chosen to bring about the redemption of the human race. Thus, when the seers of Juda unfolded to the
Although

virginity in Israel

;

elect,

but

oft chastised people,

their victories, they
tears, to personify

the prophetic picture of their miseries, or

always introduced

provinces and

cities.

in

it

a virgin, either smiling or in

In the wars of extermination,

in

which the broadsword of the Hebrews cut down the women, children, and
and the high priest, who was
old men of Moab, the virgins were spared
forbidden by a severe law to pay funeral honors to the friend whom he
had loved as his own soul, and even to the prince of his people, might assist
without being defiled at the funeral of his sister if she had died a virgin.*
The virgins, or almas, took part in the ceremonies of the Hebrew worWe see them, under the guidship before that worship had a temple.
ance of Mary, the sister of Moses, celebrate with dances and canticles the
passage of the Red Sea.f These dancing choirs of young women, transplanted from Egypt into the desert, continued a long time among the
Hebrews. The virgins of Silo, who seem to have been, in the time of the
;

Judges, more especially consecrated to the service of Adonia than the
other daughters of Israel, were dancing to the song of canticles and the

from the holy place, during a feast of
This serious event
the Lord, when the Benjaminites carried them off.
did not put an end to this custom, which ceased only at the disastrous
epoch when the ark was lost and the first temple destroyed. J

sound of harps,

desert.

It

at a short distance

says that Zachary,

who went from time

to time to visit his

young

relative,

never did

so without finding near her a quantity of the finest fruits of the Holy Land, and always out of

him at length to inquire of Mary whence all these fine fruits came. Mary
Hou men and Allah iarzoe man iascha begair hissa." (All that you see comes from
God, who provides what he pleases, without count or number.) (D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque

season, which obliged

answered, "

—

Orientale,

t. ii.

* Levit. xxi.
t

art.

Miriam.)

3.

Mary and her young companions

(les

almas) sung canticles at the passage of the

Red

Sea,

—

accompanying themselves with timbrels. (R. sal. Yarhhi. Exod, xv.)
\ These sacred dances, which brought to mind the passage of the Red Sea, and which were
accompanied with hymns of praise, were considered among the Jews as a practice of so great
" The sacred dance of the devout
piety, that we find them even among the severe therapeuts.
therapeuts," says Philo, " was composed of two choirs, one of men, the other of women, the
union of both was very harmonious and real music, because nothing was heard but very fine
words, and the grave and decorous dancers had no other object than the honor and service of
the God of Israel." (Philo, de Vita cont.)

—

—
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All the almas

were probably admissible to these sacred choirs, when
their reputation was not tarnished with any stain
but among them a
chosen portion are distinguished, who are grouped about the altar, with
greater fervor and perseverance. While the ark of God was still encamped
in tents, the women who watched and prayed at the door of the tabernacle
offered to God the brazen mirrors which they had brought from Egypt.
They were doubtless pious widows, who had refused to form new engagements in order to attend more uninterruptedly to heavenly things, and
almas devoted by their parents to the service of the sanctuary, who had
been placed under the protection of these virtuous women. St. Jerom
thus understands this passage of Exodus.
As the vow of parents could generally be redeemed, and as the redemption, fixed at a moderate sum,"^ was always effected at the end of a few
" I have
years,f these temporary vows were called a loan to the Lord.J
lent him to the Lord," said Anna, when she took her little Simon to Silo.§
;

After the return from the captivity, the influence of the Persians,

who

banished women from their religious solemnities, told upon the institution
of the almas ; they ceased to form, in some degree, a body in the state, and
to take an ostensible part in the ceremonies of worship. Under the pontiff
kings they lived in seclusion, and their days passed in so profound a retreat,
||

when they ran

dismay to the high priest Onias, at the time when
the sacrilegious attempt of Heliodorus threw all Jerusalem into commotion, the Jewish historians considered the fact so unusual and wonderful
that

that they recorded

There were
*

Moses had

The

in

it

in their annals.

then, whatever

some may have

said, certain

virgins at-

ransom of this vow, by an express law, at a sum of fifty sides at most.
weighed four Attic drachms, and was worth about fifteen pence of English

fixed the

side of silver

money.
t

The

children, in this sort of bondage, retained their rights to the paternal inheritance,

and

—

ransom themselves if their parents did not redeem them. (L'Abbe Guenee.) Josephus
(Ant. lib. iv.) remarks that men and women who, after consecrating themselves voluntarily to
the ministry, wished to break their vows, paid to the priests a certain sum, and that those who
were unable to pay placed themselves at the discretion of the priest.

-could

X F.

Croiset, Exerc. de Peite,

§ Id circo et ego
\

commodavi eum Domino.

At Bombay, the descendants

come

of the Persians

have a temple consecrated to

crowds upon the platform, with their

brilliant

salute the rising of the sun, or to offer their

homage

in

Their wives do not appear at that time

before him.

water from the wells.

IMacch.

i.

— (Buckingham, Picture of

fire.

They

white costumes and colored turbans, to
to his last rays,
;

it is

the hour

by humbly prostrating
when they go to fetch

India.)

2.
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tached to the service of the second temple at the time of the presentation
the institutions of the primitive Christians attest it,* and St.
of Mary
;

Ambrose,
affirmed
ple

St.

it.

What

?

her

Jerom, and before them the proto-gospel of St. James, have
But what passed during the abode of the Virgin in the temwere, at this interesting time of her
of

practices

devotion?

Epiphanius,

who

this

A traditionary

authentic documents.
St.

On

life,

her tastes, her habits,

of the

life

Mother of God, which

lived in 390, considered then

doubt entered into those

but

details,

remains but few

subject, there

it is

as very ancient,

The gospel

lost.

no

of the infancy

of the Virgin, and of St. Jerom, though both inform us of the admission of

Mary among

the daughters of the Lord, confine their indications almost

To

entirely to this fact.

fill

up

this

God

vacant space of a history which

have been pleased to envelop in clouds, we have nothing more
than a few uncertain lines, some mutilated pages of the fathers, of which
it is difficult, even by putting them carefully together in order, to make a

seems

to

No

satisfactory outline.

matter

who joins
and who patiently

Indian artisan,

like the

;

to^

engether a broken piece of cloth, thread by thread,
deavors to join the ends again by unravelling, tying together, and letting
his shuttle glide with infinite precautions

we

easily broken,

shall

along

this

woof, worn out and

apply laboriously to the w^ork, and collect together

web of the life of the Virgin, to reunite
With the persevering patience of Banian,

the scattered shreds of the precious
the tissue,

we

if it

be practicable.

shall endeavor, not to

make up

a conjectural

affair,

which our profound

respect for our subject would forbid, but to give,

by the help of the best
authorities and a long study of the manners of the Hebrews, the most precise idea, and that approaching as near as possible to the truth, of the
almost cloistered

Some

life

of

Mary in

the temple.

old legendary writers have delighted in surrounding the early

childhood of the Virgin with a number of prodigies

:

we

pass over in

which are not sufficiently proved but
what we ought to call attention to, is an inaccurate assertion, or rather an
inadmissible one, which has been adopted confidently and without examination by some holy personages and religious writers.!
From the Vir-

silence these marvellous events,

* It

is

Hebrew

known

;

that the primitive Christians, particulariy those of Jerusalem,

origin, preserved

some

institutions of the old law

;

of this

number was

who were

of

that of virgins

and widows, who are found attached to the primitive churches to exercise various good works
in use by the sex.
(See Fleury, Mceurs des Israelites et des Chretiens, p. 115.)

—

i St.

Andrew

of Crete,

George of Nicomedia, &c.
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having always been sanctity itself, which no one disputes, it has been'
inferred that she must have been placed in the most sanctified part of the
temple, that is, in the Holy of Holies, which is materially untrue.
The
Holy of Holies, that impenetrable sanctuary of the God of hosts, was
closed against the whole of the Hebrew priesthood, except the high priest,
who went into it only once a year, after a number of fasts, vigils, and
gin's

He

purifications.

did not present himself there without being enveloped

a thick cloud of perfumes, which interposed between him and the Divinity, " whom no mortal could see without dying," says the Scripture
in

he remained there only a few minutes, during which the people,
prostrate with their faces to the ground, uttered loud sighs, for fear that he
should there die.
He himself afterwards gave a great feast to his friends,
in fine,

rejoice

to

with them for having escaped a danger so pressing and

formidable.*

be possible that Mary was brought
up in
local traditions of Jerusalem protest no
less loudly than common sense against this opinion, thrown out at hazard
the Sakhra, which was originally a Christian church, built on the site of
the apartments of the Virgin, is a distinct appendage of the mosque of
Omar, and is not enclosed within that edifice yet the mosque of Omar
i3 built on the very place where the temple stood.

any one judge if
the Holy of Holies
The

After

this, let

it

!

:

;

adopted this opinion but,,
unwilling to reject it altogether, he has attempted a sort of compromise.
According to him, the Mother of God was not brought up in the Holy
of Holies, but the priests, struck with her admirable virtues, permitted
her to go and pray there from time to time. The Jesuit father has forgotten several things in adopting this mezzotermine : first, that woman,
among the Hebrews, was a being reputed unclean, likened to a slave,
and hardly bound to pray at all ;t one who was banished to an enclosure
which she could not pass beyond, and that the interior of the temple was
a forbidden place to her, even if she were a prophetess or the daughter
F. Croiset, in his Exercises de Pi^te, has not

* Prideaux.
t

Basnage, Histoire des

The impurity

of the

Juifs, liv. v. c. i6.

woman, according

to the rabbins, dates from the seduction of

the serpent, and cannot be expiated but at the coming of their Messias.
gatory upon her as upon

man

;

she

;

Prayer

is

Eve by

not so obli-

not even bound to the greater part of the positive
say, in their morning prayer, " Blessed be thou, O Lord,

is

commandments ; in fine, the Jews still
King of the universe, for not having made me be born a woman." The woman in her humiliation says, on her part, with sorrowful resignation, " Blessed be thou, O Lord, who hast made
me what thou hast pleased."— (Basnage, Hi-st. des Juifs, liv. vii. c. lo, p. 169.)
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Secondly, that the priests could not grant to

of a king.

Mary a

privilege

which they did not enjoy themselves, and that, moreover, it would have
been exposing her to certain death.* Lastly, even supposing none of
these prejudices and fears to have existed among the priests of Jehovah,
they would not have suffered any one, on any account, to go into the
Holy of Holies, considering that it was important to withhold from the
people the knowledge of the disappearance of the ark, which had been
lost in some obscure cavern of the mountains of Judea ever since the days
of Jeremias.f
This second version, therefore, is no more admissible than the first.
The education which Mary received in the temple was as carefully provided as was compatible with the knowledge of the time and the manners
of the Hebrews it turned principally on domestic work, from which the
wife and daughter of Augustus Csesar did not think themselves exempt
in their imperial palace, and in the midst of the luxuries of Rome.J
Brought up in the strict observance of the laws of Moses, and conforming to the customs of her nation, Mary rose at the song of the bird, at
the hour " when the bad angels are silent, and when prayers are heard
most favorably."§ She dressed herself with extreme decency, out of respect for the glory of God, who penetrates everywhere, and beholds the
actions of man, even in the darkest night; then she thanked the Lord
for having added another day to her days, and having preserved her during her sleep from the snares of the evil spirit.
Her toilet was not long,
;

||

The sanctuary is a place so holy," says Philo, " that there is no one among us but the
high priest alone who is allowed to enter it, and that only once in the year, after a soiemn fast,
to burn perfumes there in honor of God, and humbly to beg of him that this year may be happy
* "

to

all

one

mankind.

If

any one, not only

of

the

common

people of

our nation, but even

go in thither, or if the high priest himself weiit in twice
3. year, or more than once on the day when he is allowed to do so, it would cost him his life,
without any possibility of saving him, so strictly has Moses, our legislator, commanded us to
of the chief priests, dared to

reverence this place and render
t

will

The Jews
have

it

it

inaccessible."

— (Philo, ad Cadjum,

c. i6.)

are not agreed as to the fate of the ark after the ruin of their

that Jeremias hid

it

first

people

a cavern in the mountains, the entrance to which

in

;

some
had

it

never been possible to find again others say that the holy King Josias, admonished by
Holda, the prophetess, that the temple would be destroyed soon after his death, had this
;

precious deposit placed in a subterranean vault which Solomon had had constructed.

Augustus never wore any other garments but those woven by his wife or
Alexander the Great, by his mother and his sisters.
J

§

Basnage,

liv. vii. c. xvii. p.

I

Basnage,

/oco citato.

309.
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and there was no refinement about
nor gold chains

" inlaid

she wore neither pearl bracelets

;

with silver," nor purple tunics, like the daughters

of the princes of her race.
like

it

VIRGIN,

A robe

of hyacinth blue, of soft and velvet-

appearance, like that flower of the

field

—

—a white tunic

confined by

a plain girdle, with the ends hanging free a long veil with its folds inartificially but gracefully arranged, and so formed as quickly and comand, lastly, shoes to match the robe, composed
pletely to cover the face

—

the oriental costume of Mary.*

After the customary ablutions, the Virgin, her companions, and the

pious

women who were

responsible to the priests and to

God

for this sacred

proceeded to the tribune surrounded with balconies,! where the
almas seated themselves in the place of honor.J The sun was beginning
to gild with his early rays the distant mountains of Arabia, the eagle was
soaring in the cloud, the sacrifice burned upon the brazen altar to the
sound of the morning trumpets, and Mary, with her head bowed down
under her veil, after repeating the eighteen prayers of Esdras, besought
of God, with all Israel, the Christ so long promised to the earth, and so
" O God
may thy name be glorified and sanctified in
slow to come.
let
this world, which thou hast created according to thy good pleasure
thy kingdom come: may redemption flourish, and may the Messias come
deposit,

!

;

speedily."§

The Annunciades

Genoa wore in the sixteenth century the costume of the "Blessed
Virgin, that is to say, white below, and sky-blue above, that such a habit might cause a continual
remembrance of her. The slippers of the choir nuns in like manner are covered with leather of
sky-blue color.
(Rule of the Annunciades of Genoa, c. 2.) M. de Lamartine found in those
Eastern regions, where everything seems unchangeable, the costume of Mary in that of the
women of Nazareth. " They wear," says the traveller poet, " a long tunic of sky-blue, fastened
by a white girdle, the ends of which hang down to the ground the full folds of a white tunic
gracefully fall over the blue." M. de Lamartine traces back this costume to the times of
Abraham and Isaac, and there is nothing improbable in this supposition. We see but a
*

of

—

;

very slight difference between the costumes adopted in the sixteenth century from the traditions of Italy,

and that which the French

t In the feast of the

went
X

all

traveller

found

drawing of the waters, the

in the very places themselves.

men were

placed above the galleries, which

round the peristyle of the women.

Origen, St. Basil, St. Gregory of Nyssa, and St. Cyril have preserved to us the tradition

which assigns to the virgins of the temple an honorable and separate place
of the women.
§

This prayer, which

preserved, and as

it is

is

called Kaddisch,

is

the most ancient of

read in the Chaldaic tongue,

it

is

all

in the peristyle

those which the Jews have

believed to be one of the, prayers

—

which had been made after the return from Babylon, (Basn., liv. vii. c. 17. p. 314.) Prideaux
affirms that it was used long before our Lord's time, and that the apostles often offered it with
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"Amen! amen!"

Then they

sung the concluding verses of that beautiful psalm attributed to the
prophets Aggeus and Zacharias
"The Lord looseth them that are fettered: the Lord enllghteneth the
blind.

"
"

The Lord lifteth up them that are cast down the Lord loveth the just.
The Lord keepeth the strangers he will support the fatherless and
:

:

widow and the ways of sinners he will destroy.
" The Lord shall reign for ever
thy God, O Sion, unto generation

the

;

:

and generation."*

The

reading of the schema f and the blessing of the priest concluded this
public prayer, which was made at night and morning.
After

fulfilling this first religious

duty with indescribable fervor,

and her young companions resumed their accustomed occupations.

Mary
Some

turned swiftly with their active fingers spindles of cedar or ithel,§ others

worked

and gold upon the veil of the temple, or the
while groups, bending forward over a Sidonian

in purple, hyacinth,

rich girdles of the priests

;

loom, were employed in executing the varied designs of that magnificent

women

deserved the praises of all Israel, and
The Virgin surpassed all the
which Homer himself has extolled.
daughters of her people in these beautiful works, so highly appreciated by
the ancients. St. Epiphanius informs us that she excelled in embroidery
and in the art of working in wool, fine linen, and gold ;1I the Proto-Gospel
tapestry for which the valiant

||

the people in the synagogues.
to answer

Amen

It

was recited often

in the service,

and the assembly were obliged

several times.

* Leo of Modena.

Maimonides.

Leo of Modena, c. ii, p. 29. By the schema is understood jhree different sections of
Deuteronomy and Numbers. It is a kind of profession of faith which is recited night and
morning, by which they confess that there is but one God, who delivered his people out of
t

Egypt.
X It is certain that the Blessed Virgin must have assisted very often at the public prayers of
morning and evening these prayers were considered more efficacious than others, and there
are even Hebrew doctors who maintain that God hears none but these.
:

§

The

ebony
Ij

T

:

ithel is
it is

See the

a species of acacia, which grows in Arabia

it is

of a fine black,

and resembles

thought to be the setim wood of Moses.
Iliad, lib. vi.

In the middle ages, in

memory

of the Virgin

themselves under the banner of the Annunciation.
silk stuffs

;

had

for their patroness

heavy with magnificent embroidery.

Our Lady

working

in linen, the

weavers had placed

The manufacturers

the Rich,

of gold brocade and
and bore her image on their banner,

—(Alex. Monteil, Hist, des Frangais des divers
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of St. James exhibits her to us seated before a spindle of woo. dyed purple,

"the

which turned round under her light hands like the quivering leaf of
aspen-tree;* and the Christians of the East have perpetuated the

traditionary opinion of her unrivalled

sium,t by giving the

name

skill in

spinning the flax of Pelu-

of the Virgins thread to those

webs of dazzling

whiteness, and texture almost vaporous, which hover over the deep valleys
in the
first

damp mornings

faithful,

Queen

in

The

and pure wives of the
remembrance of these domestic occupations, which the
of autumn.

serious

of Angels did not disdain, never failed to consecrate to her a distaff

surrounded with little bands of purple, and supplied with spotless wool. J
But the talents and knowledge of the Virgin were not confined to this.
St. Ambrose attributes to her a perfect understanding of the sacred books,
and St. Anselm maintains that she knew perfectly that ancient Hebrew,
the language of the terrestrial Paradise, § in which God traced with his
potent finger, on very thick precious stones, the ten precepts of the Decalogue.
Whether Mary, by studying the idiom of Anna and Debora, had
been initiated, during her solitary vigils, in the sublime conceptions of the
seers of Israel, or whether she received from that sanctifying spirit, who
||

had so richly endowed her, a breath of poetical inspiration similar to those
harmonious breezes which lightly touched the Eolian harp of King David,1I
still we cannot deny that the young prophetess, who gave to the new law
its most beautiful canticle, must have known the sweetest and most sublime inspirations of genius.
Certainly, the woman who composed the
The church

had early consecrated this memorial by numbering among its
treasures the spindles of Mary. These spindles were sent afterwards to the Empress Pulcheria,
who placed them in the church of Hodegos, at Constantinople.
t The vestments which the high priests wore in the morning were, says the Misnah, of fine
linen of Pelusium, a town of Egypt, where the flax was exquisite.
\ This custom still exists in some villages of the north and west of France.
§ According to the rabbins and commentators on the Bible, the language of the terrestrial
Paradise was the ancient Hebrew.
Hebrew tradition.
(Basn., liv. vi. c. i6.) According to some oriental authors, the
tables of the law were of red rubies or carbuncles
but the most common opinion among
the Arabs and Mussulmans is that they were emeralds, in the inside of which the characters were so cut as to be legible on every side.
(D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientale, t.
*

II

of Jerusalem

—

;

—

11.)

T Accoiding

to an ancient Jewish tradition, David had a harp which played at night

a particular breeze blew.

when

Basnage ridiculed these strings which sound of themselves at the

night breeze, and openly treats this assertion as an absurdity.

The

invention, or rather the

re-discovery of the Eolian harps, the magic sounds of which enchant the parks of the English,

has justified the rabbins.
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Magnificat was no young girl of the ignorant common people, as some
Protestant authors have not been afraid to say, and she combined with
unequalled sanctity talents of the highest order.
Nevertheless this brilliant side of her intelligence was hardly perceived, so adroit was she in
concealing it beneath her evangelical modesty.
Knowing the delicate
duties and true interests of her sex, she avoided display with extreme care,
and passed along without noise, like a silent star, that pursues its course
through the clouds. The rich treasures of her mind and heart have been
but rarely and imperfectly revealed to the earth they were the roses of
Yemen, which the young Arab girl conceals beneath her veil> and the
softened perfume of which is hardly perceived.
An ancient poet said with servility of Augustus that he was himself the
work of several ages, and that, since the days of the creation, all the industry of nature had been put in request to produce him.
What was an
hyperbole carried to an absurd length in speaking of the sanguinary nephew
of Caesar, becomes a truth demonstrated when applied to the Virgin.
Mary is the masterpiece of nature, the flower of the old generations, and
Never had the earth seen, never will the earth see,
the wonder of ages.
so many perfections combined in a simple daughter of men. All was
grace, holiness, grandeur in this blessed creature
conceived in the friendship of God, sanctified before her birth, she knew not those passions which
disorder the soul, and sin which corrupts the heart.
Attracted towards
good by a sweet and natural inclination, by favor of her Immaculate
Conception, her pure and innocent actions were like those coats of snow
which are silently heaped upon the lofty summits of the mountains, add'
ing purity to purity, and whiteness to whiteness, till a dazzling cone is
raised, on which the light darts playfully, and which forces man to turn
away his eyes, like the sun. It has not been given to any second creature
;

:

Judge of men Jesus Christ alone
surpassed her, but Jesus Christ is the Son of God.
Mary entered the temple of God, like one of those spotless victims which
Beautiful, young, nobly
the Spirit of the Lord had shown to Malachy.
born, and qualified to aspire to every position among a people who often
placed beauty upon the throne,* she attached herself to the corners of the
altar by a vow of virginity.
By this vow, unheard of before, Mary broke
to present such a

life

to the sovereign

;

—

* " It

form

;

is

neither climate, nor diet, nor bodily exercise which forms the beauty of the

it is

Beauty of
Etudes de la

the moral sentiment of virtue, which cannot subsist without religion.

countenance

is

Nature, ^tude

the true physiognomy of the soul."

— (Bernardin de Saint Pierre,

lo.)
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down

VIRGIN,

the fence which separated the old law from the new,

and plunged so
deeply into the sea of the evangelical virtues, that it might be said that she
had already sounded almost all its depths when her divine Son came to
reveal it to the children of men.
God does not change his ways abruptly he announces, he prepares
long before, the great events which are to change the face of the earth a
precursor was needed for the Messias, and he found him in the person of
a preliminary was requisite to the new law, and
St. John the Baptist
the virtues of Mary were to the gospel what a cool and cheerful dawn is
;

:

;

to a fine day.
St.

Epiphanius, quoted by Nicephorus, has

of the Virgin
tions
ly

now

;

this

and manuscripts which we no longer possess,

effaced,

is

the on-

us.

Virgin, according to this bishop,

her height was a

us a charming portrait:

sketched in the fourth century, from tradi-

portrait,

one which has come down to

The

left

was not

tall

of stature, though

above the middle size her color, slightly darkened
like that of the Sulamite, by the sun of her country, had the rich tint of
ripe ears of corn
her hair was light, her eyes lively, the pupil being
rather of an olive color, her eyebrows perfectly arched, and of the finest
black her nose, remarkably perfect, was aquiline her lips rosy the
shape of her face a fine oval her hands and fingers long.
All the fathers eagerly attest, with one accord, the admirable beauty of
the Virgin St. Denis, the Areopagite, who had seen the divine Mary, assures us that she was a dazzling beauty, and that he should have adored heras a goddess, if he had not known tnat there is but one God.
But it was not to this assemblage of natural perfections that Mary owed
St. Ambrose
the power of her beauty it emanated from a higher source.
understood it well, when he said that this attractive covering was but a
transparent veil which let all the virtues be seen through it, and that her
soul, the most noble and purest that ever was, next to the soul of Jesus
The natural beauty of Mary^
Christ, was entirely revealed in her look.
was but the remote reflection of her intellectual and imperishable beauties
she was the most beautiful of women, because she was the most chaste
and most holy of the daughters of Eve.*
little

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

*

We know that

couch

women

country

girl of

David, Solomon, and the other kings of Juda, often placed upon their royal

of obscure condition

the

little

;

the celebrated Sulamite of Solomon was,

village of Sulam, situated at a short distance

said,

a young

from Jerusalem,

In the

it is

time of Mary, Herod the Great had espoused Marianne, the daughter of a plain sacrificing priest,

on account

of her beauty.
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a palace of pearl-colored shell for the pearl of the Green

Sea * but it is the pearl, and not its brilliant shell, which is set in gold,
and with which the diadems of kings are incrusted. The fathers were not
here mistaken and accordingly, in what they have left us about the person of Mary, they have devoted a considerable part to moral beauties,
We are about to collect
the only ones which are not the food of worms.
the little precious stones which they have scattered over their writings, to
compose with them a mosaic which may exhibit a second portrait of her
who was, says St. Sophronius, " the garden of pleasure of the Lord." f
;

;

The
good,

greatest propriety reigned in

all

the actions of the Virgin

;

she was

compassionate, and never tired of hearing the long com-

affable,

She spoke

always to the purpose, and never
Her voice was sweet, penetrating, and her
did an untruth defile her lips.
words had something unctuous and consoling, which shed calm over the
plaints of the afflicted.

She was the

soul.

first in

little,

watchings, the most exact in

fulfilling

the di-

vine law, the most profound in humility, the most perfect in every virtue.

She was never seen in anger she never offended, afflicted, or railed at any
one.
She was an enemy to pomp, simple in her attire, simple in her
manners, and never had a thought of displaying her beauty, her ancient
Her presence
nobility, or the rich treasures of her mind and heart.
seemed to sanctify all around it, and the sight of her banished the thought
Her politeness was no vain formality, made up of
of the things of earth.
words of falsehood it was an expansion of universal benevolence which
came from the soul. In fine, her look already discovered the Mother of
" She would ask of
mercy the Virgin of whom it has since been said
;

:

—

God

:

forgiveness even for Lucifer,

Though very

if

Lucifer himself asked for forgiveness."

scantily provided with riches,

Mary was

liberal to

the

young maiden alms often dropped unperceived into that
chest which was fixed to one of the columns of the peristyle, into which
St. Ambrose
Jesus at a later period saw the widow's mite fall.
makes known to us the pure and sacred source from which Mary derived

poor, and her

she deprived herself of everything, granting only to nature
what she could not withhold from it without dying, and seemed to live, like
the grasshoppers, upon air and dew.J
Her fasts, which were frequent
her alms

;

* Bahr-al-Akkdhar, a

name

of the Persian Gulf.

Vere Virgo erat hortus deliciarum in quo consita sunt universa fiomm genera
menta virtutum." (Sophron., Serm. de Ass.)
t "

—

I

The

Homer,

ancients believed that grasshoppers lived on air and dew.
in the third

book

of the Iliad

:
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and rigorous, were

manner

in like

But the fasts
the north, which last only

beneficial to the poor.

of the Blessed Virgin were not like our fasts

in

morning, and are confined to the privation of certain kinds of food
they were an abstinence from everything, which began in the evening at
All this time
sunset, and ended the next day at the rising of the stars.*
for a

;

Mary denied

and her heart she imposed upon herself the hardest work, the most disagreeable works of mercy,
put on her poorest garments, slept on the ground, and did not allow herself, during these days of mortification and tears, which were often prolonged for weeks together, anything but a slender repast, composed of
bread baked in the embers, bitter herbs, and a cup of water from the founHer meditations were frequent, and her prayer so recoltain of Siloe.f
lected, so attentive, so profound, that her soul seemed to dissolve in adoThe roaring of the tempest and the noise of
ration before the Eternal.
the thunder, which used to make Caesar take refuge in the subterranean
herself

that could gratify her taste

all

vaults of his palace, J did not reach the ear of the

;

young

girl

;

completely

her religious duties, her soul was at the feet of the great Author of the universe, beyond the limits of the world and the region of
" Never," says St. Ambrose, " was any one gifted with a more
storms.

absorbed

sublime

in

of contemplation

gift

;

her mind, always

in

agreement with her

Him, whom she loved more ardently than all the
seraphim together her whole life was but one continual exercise of the
purest love of her God, and when the sun came to weigh down her eyelids,
her heart still watched and prayed."§
heart, never lost sight of
;

....

TeTTlyeaaL eocKdreg oirs Kad' vKijv

AevSpio)

l<peC,6fievoL

bna

T^sipcoeaaav lelai.

" Like grasshoppers, which, perched
little

"

dew."

TETTi^;)

"

Grasshoppers feed only on dew."

Does he not feed on dew,
"

"

On

this

upon the

Dum thymo

like the

trees, sent forth

a sweet sound, after sipping a

— (Theocritus, Idyl 4

grasshopper?

pascentur apes,

dum

"

And

:

npuKag aiTi^erac

iirj

Virgil

baTzrip 6

:

rore cicadae."

While bees are fed on thyme, while grasshoppers on dew."

account Callimachus has called dew

Trpulov

Temyog

eldap

" the

food of

the grass-

hopper."
*

The Jews

did not consider that day as a fast on which the sun did not set.

t Basnage, liv. vii. c. 18; Fleury,
{

Augustus,

if

we may

Moeurs des

Israelites, p. 104.

believe Suetonius, was afraid of thunder and lightning with a weak-

ness scarcely excusable in a

woman.

At the

least appearance of a storm,

he went and hid

himself under deep vaults, where the noise of the thunder and the flashes of lightning could

not penetrate.
§ St. Ambr.,

De Virg.,

lib.

ii.
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Such were the virtues, such were the occupations of Mary in the temshe shone there among her youthful companions like a rich diamond,
ple
which, set among other precious stones, eclipses them all by its brilliancy.
Thus it happened that old men who had grown gray in the priesthood
never passed by her without blessing her, and considered her as the richest ornament of the holy house.
;
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Mary an Orphan.

T

must be owned, though

be a strange thing, that
the history of the virgin is barren of facts and full of
interruptions
one might compare it to the majestic
ruins of some ancient city of the desert.
Here, gigantic pillars, whose bases are as immovable as those
of the mountains; there, porticoes, which the Arab,
it

:

fond of marvellous tales, proclaims as the work of the genii
farther on, temples buried in sand, which the imagination can

up again and then at intervals a plain of sand, bare
and barren, which has. not a single blade of grass for the camel
who, it would seem,
Instead of the apostles,
of the Bedouin.
were too much taken up with the grand person of Christ to think
the fathers have introduced us to the virof his earthly family,
tues of St. Ann we have entered after them beneath her humble roof; we have been witnesses of her vows, of her fervent prayers, of
still

build

;

—

—

:

the joys of her late maternity, of the effusion of her gratitude

;

but here

breaks continually, and the
rest of St. Ann's life is almost entirely matter of conjecture. This mother,
who had obtained her blessed daughter after so many fasts and prayers,
who had surrounded her childhood with so much love, who had brought her
the thread of tradition becomes so loose that

in

it

her arms to the Lord,* and deposited her with tears

* St. Alphonsus,

Le Glorie

in his

sanctuary.

di Maria, Disc. 3, p. 59.
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—

upon the scene but for a moment, and then it is to die.
not to be supposed that the spouse of Joachim remained nine

aga'iw
is

it

71

The
God

years without seeing Mary again.
where children consecrated to the

not have been forbidden to mothers
ligious rights

nations declare

all

;

:

exterior buildings of the temple,

of Israel were brought up, could

a mother has also sacred and re-

them

and moreover, the

inviolable,

Scripture informs us that Anna, the wife of Elcana, freely visited her son

on solemn days, and that she never failed to bring a tunic woven
with her own hands to the young prophet whom she had lent to the Lord.
Anna had had after the birth of Samuel several children, whom she beheld growing up under her eyes like young olive-trees, and who shared
Silo,

,at

with the

little

Ann

servant of the tabernacle her maternal solicitude: St.

had none but Mary

;*

the

sum

of her happiness, the hope of her old age,

the source of her joy on earth, were

all

centred in her.

It is not, then, to

be doubted that, in company with her spouse, she came to see her every
time that her piety led her to the temple, and that she also sat up, by the
light of her lamp at home, or by the white light of the moon,f to weave
the virginal robes of her child.
It

believed that St.

is

after the presentation

settled

in

jfinally

Ann and

St.

Joachim returned to their home

some years before they
Joachim, who was not an artisan, like

of Mary, and dwelt there

Jerusalem.

Joseph, apparently cultivated the small property inherited from his forefathers, and enjoyed that happy mediocrity which has always been the

ambition of sages, great men, and poets,

in their

moments

of grumbling

Churches have been erected at Sephoris, Nazareth, and Jerusalem, on sites which formed part of his patrimony but the vineyard
or field of his fathers must have been in the environs of Sephoris this
was the cause of his returning to lower Galilee. Joachim was a true Ishe went up to the temple at
raelite, much attached to the law of Moses

at fortune.J

;

;

;

*

Some have given Ann another

Virgin

;

this tradition has

daughter,

tThe Jewish women spun
of her.

—

years before the Blessed

summer by moonlight, since the Jewish docwhen the women who spun by moonlight spoke
spinning by moonlight still continues in many

together during the

husband to repudiate his wife
(Sotah c. 6, p. 250.) This custom of

tors authorized a
ill

named Mary, born twenty

not been received by the Church.

southern countries.
J

citizen,"

of

Gregory of Nyssa, the father of the Blessed Virgin was an " honorable
of signal piety, and much fearing God. F. de Valverde assures us, on the testimony

According to

some

St.

fathers of the Church, that enjoying easy circumstances,

part of their savings to the temple

and the other to the

Ann and Joachim gave

ontf

—

t. i

distressed.

p. 46.)
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the solemn festivals with his wife and

all

some of

his relations, after the

custom of the Hebrews, and it is to be supposed that the desire of seeing
his daughter increased his attraction for the ceremonies of divine worship.
With what joy did his good and pious partner take her travelling veil to
journey to the holy city How long did those tracks which she saw winding across the rhountains and plains appear to travel over
She reached
by sight, she gained twenty times over in thought, before she arrived at
them in reality, the bushes of nopals, the tufts of rose-bay, the masses of
green oaks or sycamores which arose at intervals upon her journey for
when each of these points were gained, she was the nearer to her daughter,
!

!

;

ner daughter, the

gift of the

Lord, the child of miracle, she

whom

an angel

had proclaimed the glory of Israel
With what emotion must she have
hailed, from the bottom of the valley, that tower of Antonia which arose,
splendid and menacing, on its base of polished marble,* to protect the
house of prayer and how much must the sight of the temple, which contained her child and her God, have affected that tender and holy soul
When the evening was come, and the trumpets of the priests called the
people to the ceremony,! Ann hastened to adore God, and cast her eyes
upon her daughter, whom she had not seen for whole months. The court,
which had no ceiling but the sky, mingled the dazzling light of its chande!

!

liers I

with the flickering light of the stars

;

thousands of lights intersected

each other beneath the portions adorned with fresh garlands ;§ and the
princes of the priests passed through the crowd with their splendid ornaments, brought from the borders of India by the caravans of Palmyra.
From time to time, the insulated harmonies of harps seemed to accompany the low shrill sound, like the confused noise of the waves, IT which a
||

Antonia might be considered as the citadel of the temple it had been anciently the palace of the Asmonian princes. The rock on which it was seated was inaccessible
on every side, and fifty cubits high. Herod had had it cased with marble from the foot to the
*

The tower

of

;

summit, «o that no one might be able to go up or down

^nd de Bello,

The

lib.

ii.

it.

— (Joseph., Ant. Jud.,

lib.

xv.

c. 14,

c. 16.)

Jews always began in the evening.
high. The light which they diffused was
J These chandeliers were of gold, and fifty cubits
seen, say the rabbins, who were born to exaggerate, to an incredible distance from Jerusalem,
and even in the towns the houses were so well lighted that, without the help of their lamps, the
cooks could pick out the different kinds of grain for their soups. (Talmud, tract Succa.,
t

religious festivals of the

—

fol. 3.)

§
II

—

These green garlands were put on during the Feast of Tabernacles. Basn., liv. vii. c. r6.
The dresses which the priests wore in the evening on solemn feasts came from India, and

were very expensive.
IT

We know that

— (Basn.,

liv. vii. c. 15.)

the Jews and Arabs pray aloud.
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at their prayers,

who had come from

the

bend their knees before
Amidst this immense conthe only altar of the God of their fathers.*
course of believers, national and foreign, Ann, who prayed fervently,
raised her head but for a moment: it was when Mary and her young
companions were passing along, white and veiled, with lamps in their
banks of

Nile, the Euphrates,

and the Tiber,

to

hands, like the wise virgins of the gospel.

When

was

Ann, after having blessed and embraced
Mary, took the road of the mountains again with Joachim she departed
from Jerusalem with slow steps, without daring to look back, and carried
with her happiness and recollections to last her all the time till the next
the feast

over,

;

festival.

When

age and labor had worn out the strength of Joachim, and he was
no longer able to cultivate his paternal land by himself, he thought of
coming to live near to his daughter the holy couple finally quitted lower
Galilee, and came to live at Jerusalem, in a quarter near the temple.
Ann
had then arrived at the summit of her wishes she could serve the Lord in
his holy house, and see Mary often.
How many times, during the fme
summer evenings, while turning her spindle on the terrace roof of her
house, must she have let it slip out of her motionless fingers, while her
maternal looks were thoughtfully fixed on the gold and cedar roof of the
temple? "Where a man's treasure is," says the Scripture, "there is his
;

:

heart."
St.

Ann

could have shortened the term of this painful absence, as the

law of Moses would have accepted her compensation. She did not desire
it
her gratitude towards God spoke more powerfully than her maternal
tenderness and when the voice of religion was heard the cry of nature
was appeased.
:

;

The

when
her young

Virgin had lived nearly nine years secluded in the temple, f

dark cloud came to sadden the sweet and serene sky of
her beloved father, Joachim, the just man, fell seriously ill, and soon
life
the symptoms of approaching dissolution were apparent.
Alarmed at his
situation, his relatives and friends hastened to afford him a thousand testi-

the

first

;

While the temple existed, the Jews made it a particular point of devotion to repair thither.
More than eleven hundred thousand persons perished at the destruction of Jerusalem undef
Titus, because they were assembled for the feast of the Passover, when it was besieged.-^
*

(Joseph., lib.

vii. c. 17.)

t F. Croisset,

Exercises de Pi^te,

t.

xviii. p. 59.
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monies of affection and sympathy;
union

among

for there

VIRGIN,

reigned a great and laudable

The dying man

the families of Juda.

benignantly smiled

upon his friends and relations like Jacob, he had long been a sojourner
upon the earth, and it mattered but little to him that the wind came and
overturned his tabernacle, for beyond this planet of earth, he beheld in
spirit the happy regions where he was going to repose in the bosom of
Abraham.
When the gradual exhaustion of his strength had given the aged man to
understand that life was departing from him, he made aloud, in presence
of all, the confession of his sins, after the manner of the Hebrews,* and
offered up his death to the sovereign Judge in expiation of the faults inherent in our nature, from which the most just are not exempt. This duty
fulfilled, Joachim asked for his daughter, to give her his blessing.
Mary
came ;t her ardent prayers for the preservation of the author of her days
had not been heard tht jealous God was pleased to dissolve by degrees
the terrestrial attachments of the spouse whom he had chosen for himself,
that she might no longer have any support upon earth but his.
Pious authors have been of opinion that at the moment when Joachim
;

:

stretched out his hands in the attitude of blessing over his child, a revela-

from above allowed him to see all at once the glorious destiny to
which Heaven called his daughter the joy of the elect was diffused over
he dropped his arms, bowed down his head, and died.
his venerable face
The house then resounded with wailings and shrill cries the women
struck their bosoms and tore their hair J the men covered their heads
while certain Jewish matrons,
with ashes and rent their garments
moved by a principle of devotion and charity, extended a thick veil over
the pale but serene countenance of the just man, whom it was no longer

tion

:

;

;

;

;

* Confession

among the Hebrews

is

of the highest antiquity

and a

;

the Jews

made

it

hour of
his book

at the

Aaron Ben-Berachia, in
entitled Maavar Jobbok, where he treats of the art of dying well, and of the manner of assisting
the dying, relates the manner of confessing sins, and the prayers of the agony. Abraham BenIsaac Laniado has also made a book entitled The Buckler of Abraham, a work esteemed by the
death, not only aloud, but but before ten persons

Jews, in which he treats of the confession of sins.

rabbin.

— (See also Basn.,

liv. vii. c. 24.)

was a custom which came down from the patriarchs, that children should receive the
blessing of their dying father Mary must have conformed to this custom her retirement in
the temple was not a monastic enclosure, and St. Joachim lived at that time in Jerusalem.
t It

:

;

Jerom remarks, that in his time, most of the Jews mangled their skin at the death of
near relations, and made themselves bald by tearing off their hair, which they sacrificec?

J St.

their

to death.
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thumb

world, and bent his

open, as a sign of being abandoned by

all

in his

hand, which they

earthly things.

After washing the body with water mixed with myrrh and the leaves of

dry roses, these pious

women wrapped

it

up

in

a linen winding-sheet,

which they bound round with bandages after the manner of Egypt.
Then, having opened all the doors and windows of the house,* they
lighted a brazen lamp with several lights near the corpse, the lamp of the
dead, which cast its mournful reflection over the funeral couch.
The next day a numerous train, in which were seen some flute-players,
stopped before the house of the dead. The relations made their way to
the upper chamber, where Joachim had been laid forth, and deposited the
corpse upon a litter,t which they took upon their shoulders. They passed
along the streets of Jerusalem, chanting funeral canticles, accompanied by
the soft and plaintive sound of flutes, and above which were heard the
loud lamentations of the mourners. Ann and Mary were present at the
funeral, and walked with their heads down, among the matrons of their
family, who shed streams of tears. §
The procession passed the sheep-gate, which afterwards, among the
Christians, bore the name of the Gate of the Virgin. When they had arrived
at the place of interment, the sound of flutes, the canticles, and lamentations ceased for a short time, and he who conducted the mourning made
" Blessed be God who formed thee, fed thee,
this address to the corpse
and has taken away thy life. O ye dead, he knows your number, and he
:

—

Dead bodies, among the Jews, defile and render unclean those who touch them. (Misnah,
Ordo puritatum.) " When the doors are shut, the house of the dead is regarded as a sepulchre,
.and consequently it is defiled; when the doors are open, on the contrary, the uncleanliness
*

depa'-ts."

— (Maimonides.)
who made a

whose daughter
he had raised to life. Maimonides says, that the poorest Jew is obliged to hire two flute
players and a female mourner for the funeral of his wife, and that the rich must increase the
number in proportion to their wealth. (See also Fleury, Manners of the Israelites, p. io6.)
1

Jesus Christ found minstrels

great rout at the door of a ruler

—

These funeral

I

who bury
teries

litters

dead

by night, the

Women

§

of

their

in

were used long before

coffins,

which are

a linen cloth only, which gives the jackals,

facility of disinterring corpses to

unknown to the Arabs,
who prowl about the ceme-

still

devour them.

and children assisted at the funerals of their husbands and

Nairn followed the corpse of her son

;

The

fathers.

The widow

Joseph conducted the obsequies of his father

Hebrews received the blessing of
their parents, closed their eyelids, and accompanied them to the field of repose, to gather them
to the bones of their forefathers. (Salvador, Hist, des Institutions de Moise et du peuple
this

custom

still

continues in Judea.

children of the

—

Hebreu,

t. ii.

p. 398.)

,
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one day raise you up again.

will

restores

A

it

"

Blessed be he

who

takes

away

and

life

*

!

small bag" of earth was laid upon the head of the dead man, then the

sepulchre was opened,

—a dark cave, which was

where the patriarch was going

living,^

members

the other

to sleep his last

Then

of his family.

house of the
sleep, waiting for

called the

cries arose

from

all

sides,

enough

wring the heart. Ann threw herself upon the mortal remains of her
spouse, to pay him the last adieu, and soon she was carried off in a state
of insensibility.
After consigning to the earth the sacred remains of the
just man, they rolled up to the entrance of the sepulchral cave an enormous stone, which no one must remove under pain of excommunication,.
The funeral cries began again, and the spectators, pulling up three several times a tuft of grass, and throwing it each time behind them, said in a
mournful tone, " They shall flourish as the grass of the field " These
rites terminated the obsequies of the descendant of the kings of Juda, the
father of Mary, the grandfather of Jesus Christ according to the flesh. J
The Blessed Virgin's heart was wounded by this first grief, which was
to

!

the prelude to so

many

versity reached her

others

it

;

was her apprenticeship

an the threshold of adolescence

not shrink back on her

way

;

she wept,

—
—

for

;

Ad-

to sorrow.

the noble child did

her soul, like that of her di-

was never dry or insensible, ^but she drained the bitter cup,
saying to God, '' O Jehovah, thy will be done " The mother and
daughter put on mourning after the manner of the Hebrews they were
clothed in a coarse camlet, tight, and without folds, which was called a
hair shirt
the head and feet bare, the face hidden in a fold of their robes,
vine Son,

!

;

;

*

Leo

f

The sepulchre should have been

trary,

of

the

Modena, Cont. des Juifs.

title of

Buxtorf, Syn. Hebr., p. 502.
called the house of the dead ; but they gave

house of the living, to indicate that the immortal soul

separation from the body: this denomination

The
24.)
them very narrow,

is

it,

lives after

still

attributed to the Pharisees.

on the con-

— (Basn.,

the

liv. vii. c,

They make the entrance to
the entrance sufficed to close them. They

rabbins give an exact description of these sepulchres.

left

set

up to
a great space empty, where the bearers went

it

in

its

place.

for usually a stone rolled

in

and deposited the

They hollowed out a certam number

end, in which they placed the bodies of each family.

coffin,

of niches in the sides

Tombs were

before they

and

greatly respected

at the
it

;

was

not allowed to pass over them by making an aqueduct or a high-road through them, nor to
go thither to cut wood, nor to lead flocks there to feed. They were placed on the high-roads,
in

order to excite the remembrance of those

dead.

— (Lightfoot, Cent. Chorogr.,

c. 100.)

who

passed by, and preserve the

In the gospel,

we

see that the

memory

tomb

of the

of Lazarus

was

a cave closed by a large stone.
X

Salom Ben-Virg£e,

Hist. Jud., p. 193

;

Leo

of

Modena, Cont.

relig.

des Juifs

:

Basn.,

c. 25.
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^keeping fast and abstinence,* they remained

on the ground for
seven days, giving way to tears with their relations, and praying for the
soul of the deceased.! When the seven days were passed, Ann had lamps
lighted in the synagogue where she requested prayers for her husband,
and added alms in proportion to her fortune. Mary, on her part, fasted
every week, on the day on which she had become an orphan, and prayed
every night and morning for the repose of her father's soul. These fasts
and prayers for the dead continued for the space of eleven months. J
" Welcome, O misfortune, if thou comest alone," say the Greeks. This
first affliction was followed by one still more poignant, and another
mourning soon came to be mingled with the mourning for Joachim.
Scarcely was the mortuary lamp extinguished in the sorrowful abode of
St. Ann when it became necessary to light it afresh
hardly were the
tears dried up which the Virgin had shed for one of the authors of her
days, when she had to deplore the loss of the other.§ One evening Mary,
accompanied by some of her relatives, went down from the temple to the
narrow and dark street where her mother dwelt. The red and feeble ray
of a lamp gleamed across one of the narrow trellised windows of the
humble dwelling. Before the threshold were grouped together in silence
those women, who even to this day throughout the East bewail the dead as
a means of earning their support like birds of evil omen which forebode
funerals, these unlucky creatures were on the lookout for some family in
tears, to come and hire their venal lamentations.]]
sitting-

;

;

;

Ann exerted her
mended her pathetically

failing strength

St.

father of the orphan,
* Fasting

to her kinsfolk, but

and

above

—beans, for example, or

;

which were mourning

lentils,

t

Wine was no

less

forbidden than meat.

Him who is the
Mary bent down in
to

— (Basn,,

is

Eggs were allowed,
the image of a man in afflicdiet.

liv. vii. c. 28.)

During the days of mourning they recited the forty-ninth psalm.

Juifs, p. 182.

recom-

they were obliged to be contented with certain

for the form of an egg, being round, and in the shape of a globe,
tion.

all

slept the sleep of the just.H

was very severe among the Jews

kinds of pulse

to bless her daughter,

—

(L.

de Mod., Cont. des

Lightfoot, in John, p. 1072.)

I

Basnage,

§

According to the best authorities,

liv. vii. c. 11, p. 182.

St.

Ann and

St.

Joachim died

at a short interval

one

from the other.
J

In the Levant

ing their living.

women
They

are hired to bewail the dead,

are paid so

their salary by uttering the
1

much

who have no

other means of earn-

per hour, and they exert themselves to earn

most piercing cries.— (Burckhardt, Voyage en Arabic,

t.

ii.

p.

39-)
1"

Grave historians affirm that the Virgin was present at the death of her mother, which
conformable to the manners of the Hebrews.

>quite
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mother her light hair mixed with the
seemed as if she would have brought her to

tears over the cold visage of her

gray hairs of the departed

:

it

;

again with her tears but the breath of God alone can reanimate the
dead
After the first burst of this sorrow, which was so justifiable, she

life

;

!

closed with her hands the eyelids of the saint, and gave her one long and

sorrowful embrace,

—the

last

adieu of her people.*

young orphan was silent, profound, and nobly endured.
Having no longer any other reliance upon earth but Providence, she took
refuge in the bosom of God thence, as from the recess of a tranquil bay,

The

grief of the

;

she heard the distant roaring of the storms of the world, and understood
the vanity of rank, of grandeur, of
all the vanity of the things of life
fortune, of beauty

—things

;

which

upon the course of the wintry

and pass away like the bubble
which itself disappears at the end

glitter

torrent,

of a season.

period of mourning, insulation, and ^oHtary meditations,

It is to this

vow of perpetual virthis vow was known to

that a certain historian has judiciously attached the

made by Mary;t

nowhere appears that
A-nn and Joachim, and without their consent it would not have been valid
It was after their death,
in the eyes of the law, either pivil or religious. J
then, that Mary chose the Lord for her portion, and consecrated herself
by vow to his service, without any Hmitation of time, says Bernardin de
Busto, and with the intention of never departing from the temple.
Like
the august head of her race, the Virgin found that "one day passed in
the tabernacles of the God of Israel was better than a thousand other
days," and she too would have preferred to be the last in the holy place,
ginity

rather than the

*

This custom

is

first in

;

for Philo, recording the lamentations of

makes him say that he

and give him the parting
t Descoutures,

the tents of Cedar.

very ancient

ture death of his son,

it

Vie de

shall not

Jacob for the prema-

have the consolation

" to close his eyes

kiss."

la Sainte Vierge, p. 27.

A young girl

might make vows among the Jews, and she could even make a vow of virginity but this vow was annulled by the authority of the father, because, being under the
father's power, she could not violate the power which nature gives. All vows made by a young
girl or a married woman, unknown to or contrary to the will of a father or a husband, were
null.
(Num. c. xxx.) Some rabbins, however, maintain that it was necessary that the father
or husband should annul them twenty-four hours after they came to know of them, in default of
which they held good. Basnage, liv. vii.)
I

;

—

—
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Marriage of the Virgin.

HETHER

Joachim on his death-bed had placed the
Virgin under the special protection of the priesthood whether the magistrates who took care of the
orphans had themselves chosen guardians for her in
the powerful family of Aaron, to which she belonged
on her mother's side whether the guardianship of
;

;

children devoted to the service of the temple belonged of right to

the Levites,
her days,

it

is

certain that after the death of the authors of

Mary had guardians

of the priestly race.

It is

proba-

and the Arab traditions affirm it, that the cares of this guardianship were especially confided to the pious spouse of Elizabeth,
to Zachary, who seemed designated by his high reputation for
virtue, and his title of near relative,* for these duties of guardble,

*

The

Jews, together with Celsus, Porphyrius, and Faustus, have taken this relationship as their

ground

for

oppose

this opinion

was of the tribe of Levi. The Catholic doctors
Mary was of the tribe of Juda, and of the family of David.

maintaining that the Blessed Virgin
:

they maintain that

Matthew teaches us that Jesus Christ is
but he can be the Son of David only through Mary,
In

fact,

asked

St.

how

it

can be that Mary, being of the

called the

since he

Son of David, according

had no father among men.

tribe of Juda, should
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The

ianship.*

VIRGIN,

eagerness which led the Blessed Virgin, two or three years

through J udea, to offer her services and congratulations
to the mother of St. John Baptist, and her prolonged stay in the mountains of Hebron, seem, in fact, to indicate a more intimate connection
than that of mere relationship the roof which sheltered Mary during so
long a visit could not have been, according to the etiquette so rigorously
observed among the Hebrews, any other than a roof as sacred as her
later,

to travel

all

;

paternal dwelling.

Whoever

the priests

may have been who were honored

with the guard-

Ann, they scrupulously acquitted themselves of the obligations imposed by their charge, and when

ianship of the blessed daughter of the saintly

the Virgin had attained her fifteenth year, they thought of giving her a

spouse worthy of her.

treme

affliction

;

This proposal of marriage threw

Mary

into ex-

that soul so elevated, so pure, so contemplative, had fore-

seen the gospel, and virginity appeared to her the most perfect, holy, and
desirable of

all

An

conditions.

ancient author, quoted by St. Gregory of

Nyssa, relates that she excused herself a long time, with great modesty,

from consenting to the determination announced to her

humbly entreated her family

to consent to her leading a

innocent, hidden, and free from

implored as a favor was

sterility,

who

— that

emnly accursed by the law of Moses
heiress, J

—that

is

to say, the total

life in

the temple,

except those of the Lord.

all ties,

request caused great surprise in those

and that she

;

disposed of her
is

What

lot.

to say, reproach,

—

Her
she

a state sol-

was the celibacy of an only
extinction of her father's name,
;f

it

—

thought considered almost impious among the Jews, who looked upon it
as a signal misfortune for their name not to be perpetuated in Israel.
As
to the vow of virginity, with which she had desired to bind herself for

was of the

tribe of Levi, St.

of Juda taking

a.

Augustin answers that there

wife of the tribe of Levi,

and

an

nothing impossible

in

a

man

of the tribe

that the Blessed Virgin, sprung from this marriage,

should be the relation of Elizabeth on her mother's side.
to contract

is

alliance with another tribe, regarded

It is

proved, moreover, that the prohibition

none but orphans who were heiresses of the

property of their fathers.
*

The Koran, where many Arab

took her under his protection.
t

traditions are found relating to

— (Koran,

Mary, says formally that Zachary

c. 3.)

Origen remarks that the law attached a curse to

sterility

;

for

it is

written, " Let

him who

shall

not leave of his race in Israel be accursed."
J

the

Mary was an
Messias was

heiress,

because

to spring, should

it

appears congruous that the descendants from David, whence

end by a

heir of the throne of David, should hereby

sole heiress,

who, becoming the mother of the eternal

crown and terminate

his race.

— (Oldha'^se.)
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she would not have dared to ground any claim upon that, because

it

might be annulled by a decision advised by her family. It is well known
that the woman was, " everywhere, and at all times," treated as a minor,
before the promulgation of that immortal code which gloriously raised
her from the malediction of servitude.
The entreaties of the Virgin found therefore but

sympathy among
the priests of Jehovah they had not attained to such virtues and to
these men of penetration and science, the angelical and all-holy soul of
Mary was a book closed with seven seals of brass. Her thought, which
was in advance of the age in which she lived, and opposed to the ancient
prejudices of her nation, remained not understood, and all that she could
•allege, to save herself from embracing a state contrary to her dearest vows,
little

;

availed her nothing.

:

How

himself was against her

indeed could she have convinced, since

God

who would

bear

Her marriage with

?

a just man,

from the importunities of the
young Hebrews, who might have asked her hand even in the temple, aS^
St. Augustin remarks,* and protect her and her divine Son in the hour o!^
danger, entered into the secret views of Providence.
It was the onlj
means of concealing the mystery of the Incarnation from the malevolent
investigations of a perverse world, who would have taken advantage of
the prodigy to indulge in abominable conjectures, and would perhaps
have carried their false zeal so far as to stone the mother of our Saviour,
as they wanted afterwards to stone the sinful woman in the gospel ;f for
the Hebrews never reckoned mercy in the number of the virtues of their
choice, and God himself reproaches them, by the mouth of his prophets,
with having a heart as ha^rd as adamant.
witness to the purity of her

To

life,

free her

these reasons, powerful, but hidden in the impenetrable obscurity

of the counsels of God, was added another reason derived from the source
of antediluvian traditions and national pride, which, of

itself,

would have

chance of success to the timid opposition of the Virgin.
Perpetual chastity, which Christians have made the queen of virtues, was lit-

left

but

little

tle better

many

not at
bitious

who

lived for so

A young flower of the stem

Ham-

was
liberty to decline the yoke of hymen; she owed a son to the ampiety of her family, who would not have renounced, for all the

* St. Aug.,
St-

the disciples of Moses,

ages in the anxious expectation of the King-Messias (Melech

aschiak).

•f

among

than nonsense

De Sancta

Virg.,

John Chrysost., Serm.

of Jesse, a daughter of David,

c. 4.

3, in

Matth.
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hope of one day reckoning in the numThis hope which had supber of their members the Hberator of Israel.
ported the Jews when the Chaldeans, ^nounted on horses swifter than eagles^
had violently broken down the ramparts which encircled Sion, and transplanted her people to the borders of the Euphrates had been newly
tempered into a fierce desire of vengeance, since the Romans had held dominion in Asia. The Hebrews hoped soon to see the day when the eagles
would fly before the emerald-colored standard,* and when the motto of
the Macchabees f would wave victorious above that of the senate of Rome,
Never had the accomplishment of the oracles relating to the Messias appeared so near, and the moment was not auspicious for obtaining the favor which the chaste young daughter implored.
According to the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, and the Proto-gospel
treasures of the Great King, the

—

—

of St. James, the guardians of the Blessed Virgin, without regard to her

repugnance and representations, assembled together her nearest relatives,
all being of the race of David and the tribe of Juda, like herself,J in order to proceed to the choice of the spouse whom they forced upon her.
Among those who might aspire to her hand, were found a number of young
some handsome and brave, others owners of fertile fields, vineIsraelites,
yards, flocks, and groves of olive-trees.
The captains of Juda would
have added to the portion of Mary part of the spoils and slaves taken in
their battles the Nabals of her tribe would have covered her with stuffs
from India wrought with gold and purple of Tyre twice dyed while the
sons of commerce who trafficked in the emeralds of Egypt, the turquoises
of Iran, and pearls of the Persian gulf, would have laid at her feet chains

—

;

;

of precious stones, valuable bracelets, ear-rings of value equal to the ran-

som

of a prince

—

But these

servitude of the weaker sex.

the balance and found light.

in

and

in fine, all the magni'ficent

brilliant insignia of the

illustrious parties

were weighed

Disdaining the advantages of youth,

beauty, high rank, fortune, and the glory of arms, the priests

who were

and the ancients of her house, fixed
their choice upon a man advanced in age,§ a decayed patrician, whose

guardians of the Blessed Virgin,

*

The banner

of Juda

t This motto of the

was green.

Macchabees contained these words

camocha baehin, Jehovah f
^.

Every heiress

marry a
in

man

own

:

"

Who

is

like to thee,

O Eternal ? Mi

"

to a property,

of her

— (Don Calmet.)

and not daughters

family

and

tribe,

in

general, as the Vulgate says,

and not her nearest

relation, as

was bound

io

Montesquieu has said

order that inheritances might not be transferred from one tribe to another,
§

The Proto-gospel

of St. James,

c. 2,

and the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary,

c. 8,

books of which
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fortune had been absorbed by the political revolutions and religious wars
of Judea, as a drop of rain

is

swallowed up

in

the sea, leaving him only

arms for labor this man of low condition, though of
great family, who was a widower,* according to the Proto-gospel of St.
James, and a bachelor according to St. Jerom, whose opinion has prevailed in the Church, was Joseph, the carpenter of Nazareth.
When we reflect on the rare beauty of Mary, the education which she had
his tools

and

his

;

received in the temple, the great alliances of her family, her position as

an heiress, which made her,

among

the Jews,

—

—who

portioned their wives,

and received hardly anything from them,f a desirable and even brilliant
match, we might well be astonished at this family decision, if the fathers
had not assured us that Joseph was chosen by lot, and by the express
manifestation of the divine

An

will. J

ancient tradition, recorded in the

Proto-gospel of St. James, and mentioned by St. Jerom, relates that the
candidates, after having prayed to

Him who presides over the lots,

over-night in the temple each one his rod of almond-tree

;

deposited

and that the next

day the dry and dead branch of Joseph, the son of Jacob, the son of

the contents have been approved, for the most part, even by the fathers of the Church, merely say
that he

was already

Pezron,

fifty

;

old.

St.

Epiphanius gives Joseph eighty years at the time of his marriage

and the Histoire divine de

la Vierge, of

tion of St. Epiphanius does not bear examination

Hebrews, which forbids the alliance of a young
the most disgraceful.

— (Basn.,

liv. vii.

c. 21,

it is,

;

woman

Mary d'Ag^ada,

St.

;

F.

supposi-

moreover, solemnly refuted by the law of the
with an old man, and classes

Hist, des Inst,

de Moise.)

Joseph would have been willing to do a thing condemned by the law.

d'Agrada to

The

thirty-three.

it

with things

Neither the high priests nor

The age

Joseph does not agree with the opinion of the fathers

:

attributed by

Mary

there remains that of F.

Pezron, which appears the most probable.
* Several fathers have thought that St. Joseph V5as a v^idower

when he was espoused to the Blessed
The Proto-gospel of St. James, and the Gospel of the Nativity of the Virgin, assure us
that he was a widower St. Epiphanius says that he had four sons and two daughters St. Hippolytus of Thebes calls his first wife Salome Origen, Eusebius, St. Ambrose, and many other fathers
have adopted the same opinion. Nevertheless, this opinion is the least followed, and it is commonly
believed that St. Joseph had lived in virginity.
This is the opinion of St. Jerom, who expressly says,
"
writing against Helvidius
We do not anywhere read that he had any other wife than Mary aliam
eum uxorem hahuisse non scribitur." St. Augustin leaves the question undecided but St. Peter
Damian affirms that the whole Church believes that St. Joseph, who passed for the father of our
Virgin.

;

;

:

:

:

;

Saviour,
t

was a Virgin

At the time

for her attire.

like

Mary.

of contracting marriage, the wife received from her relations only things necessary
It

was the husband who furnished the dowry,

— (Salvador, Institutions

de Moise,

t,

c, I.)

ii.

X

de

Evangel, de Nativ. Mar.,
S.

Nat.

;

Niceph.,

lib.

ii.

c.

7

;

Protev. Jac,

c.

8

;

Hier. in

Dam

c. 7.
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Mathan, was found green and

in blossom, like that

The

firmed the priesthood to the sons of Aaron.

mel

testifies that at

which had before conhistory of

Mount

Car-

the sight of this prodigy, which destroyed his hopes,

belonging to one of the most powerful families of Judea, and the possessor of a great fortune, broke his rod with every sign
of despair, and ran to shut himself up in one of the caves of Carmel

a

young

patrician,

with the disciples of Elias.*

When

the choice of the guardians was determined,

it

was announced

and this admirable young woman, accustomed to elegant occupations, brought up in the midst of the perfumes, melodious strains, and
to Mary,

not hesitate to devote herself to
employments, and painful cares,

fairy magnificence of the holy house, did

a life of obscurity, to low and common
with the humble artisan presented to her by her relations.
spiration,

it is said,

had made known to her that

this just

A divine in-

man would

her no more than a protector, a father, a guardian of her chastity

more did she

desire

faithful to the

The Lord had heard

?

vow which

her prayer

she had made, he gave her,

;

be to

what

;f

by leaving her
over and above,

the merit of obedience.

The marriage proposed between Joseph and Mary must have caused
some surprise at Nazareth and at Jerusalem for there was but little cor;

respondence in the age, fortune, and condition of the future pair.
It
would be a mistake, however, to suppose that this union, which appears

—

was considered in Jewish society a society of
Without
simple and primitive habits as any flagrant, ill-sorted alliance.
holding any distinguished rank in the state, the profession of an artisan
was neither abject nor degrading in Israel. J We see in the genealogy of
the tribe of Juda one family of workers in fine linen, and another of potand the Scripture has handed down to
ters, whose memory is in honor
We know that St. Paul,
'^nsterity the names of Beseleel and Hiram.
so strangely incompatible,

—

;

* This

young pretender

to the Virgin,

who

celebrated for his sanctity, and a Christian,
t

Vie de

I

Artisans are

la Sainte Vierge,

still

is

said to have been

— (See

by Descoutures,

p.

Hist,

49

;

A

master artisan

with a merchant of the second class

own."

more

;

he

may take

is

much

quite on a

t. ii.

afterwards

12.)

" In

t.

i.

p. 71,

Palestine and in Syria," says

respected as they were in the middle
level there, in

rank and consideration,

a wife of the respectable families of the

influence in his locality than a merchant

— (Burckh., Voyage en Arabic,

c.

Vie de Jesus Christ, by F, Valverde,

Burckhardt, " the companies of artisans are almost as

generally

du Carmel,

held in distinguished estimation in Judea.

ages in France and Germany.

named Agabus, became

whose fortune

is

city,

and has

three times as great a^ his

p. 139.)
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brought up to the study of the law, the famous Pharisee doctor Hillel,
and after them a great number of doctors, who, in the emphatic language
of the rabbins, "sowed light amidst the holy nation," applied themselves
to mechanic arts of a kind the least brilliant, and were not ashamed.
Nay, more every Israelite was an artisan for every father of a family,
whatever might have been his social position, was bound to make his son
learn a trade, unless, said the law, he wished to make a robber of
:

;

him.^

The Jews, whose patrimony was locked up

hands of foreigners,
had no alternative, while waiting for the grand epoch which was to re-establish their fortunes, but to expatriate themselves, or to live in a poor way
in the

by the labor of their hands, in the bosom of their native mountains. Those
who were led by the love of their country to adopt this latter expedient
did not act in any way contrary to their dignity, and remained well fitted
Israel had no castes, like Egypt and India
for any sort of employment.
its religious belief and its descent from the
all its pride arose from
" To be descended from Abraham according to the flesh," says
patriarchs.
the eagle of Meaux, " was a distinction which naturally raised them above
;

all

In

others."

the lowest of the

fact,

Hebrews considered himself

a prince

comparison with strangers.f
Still there were among the Jews, as among the Arabs, some tribes more
illustrious and certain houses more noble than others
the tribe of Juda,

in

;

which bore the national standard at the head of the thousands of Israel in
the day of battle, and from which the sceptre was not to depart till the
coming of the Messias, had always had the pre-eminence and the family
of David was the first and most honored among the families of Juda. Now
Joseph, though poor, was of the race of David the blood of twenty kings
flowed in his veins, and it was Zorobabel, one of his ancestors, who brought
back the people of God from the land of exile. From that time the glory
of his house had gradually become obscured
his family had become confounded with the people, like those of Moses and Samuel but his illustrious origin was known
in our days, the lowest of the Abassides, who
;

;

;

;

:

* Every

pares
this

man who

them

for

an

employment

does not give his children a profession, says the school of the Pharisees, pre-

is

'r

Be not a burthen

not suitable for me.

that of a copyist of books

a baker."

"

evil life.

;

to

any one

Rabbi Johanan had

another Johanan made sandals

— (Talmud, Tract. Kidouschim. Pessarh, Aboth

;

never say,

I

am

a

man

of a quality.

learnt the trade of a skinner.
;

Nahum

and Rabbi Juda knew the trada

Soto.)

In losing their nationality^ the Jews did not lose this opinion, which they
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vegetate in the heart of the Hedsjaz, are no less respected as the descendants of Aaron-el-Raschid, and no Arab family would disdain to contract

an alliance with them.
The holy daughter of Joachim did not then lower herself as much as
might be supposed by marrying the carpenter. But if we take a higher
view of this union, which at first seems so ill-assorted, we shall discover
that

it

was

God

in reality a noble alliance.

Virgin after

his

own

heart, a

did not give as a spouse to the

man whose whole

merit consisted in his

fields,

—things which often change masters, and
man than the garments which he puts
man, —the most perfect of
works.
The

his vineyards, his sides of gold,

no more inherent in the rich
night he gave her a just

are
at

;

Lord
eye

is

his

not taken with the vain baubles which dazzle the vulgar

ranks are equal

all

off

among poor

creatures,

who

in his

;

creep about the dust for

a moment, to become in a short time the food of worms.

Man

"

judges

by those things which appear," says the Scripture, "but the Lord regardeth
the heart." If God chose the humble Joseph for the spouse of the Queen
of angels, for the adoptive father of the Messias, it was because he possessed
treasures of grace and sanctity, enough to excite the envy of the celestial
intelligences
it was because his virtues had made him the first of his
nation, and because he was placed much higher than Caesar in the book of
The Virgin was not confided to the
life, those heraldic annals of eternity.
most powerful, but to the most worthy thus the ark, which the princes
and valiant men of Israel did not dare to approach, for fear of being struck
dead, drew down the benedictions of heaven upon the house of a simple
Levite, under whose poor roof it was sheltered.
The espousals of Mary were celebrated with all the simplicity of ancient
times.
Joseph, in presence of the guardians and a few witnesses, presented
her with a piece of silver, the value of which is not known,* saying to her,
" If thou consentest to be my bride, accept this pledge." Mary, by accepting this gift, was solemnly engaged, and a sentence of divorce alone could
from that day restore her liberty. The scribes drew up the contract it
was short, and but little interlarded with technical terms.f The husband
;

;

;

/

* Hillel

and Schammay disputed warmly about the value of

tioned in the Talmud, without being able to

t

The

following

is

the

literal

come

to

this piece

an agreement.

Benjamin, son of
month
I promise
of Moses and of Israel.
.

.

.

money

— (Basn.,

at espousals,

liv. vii. c.

men-

21.)

form of Hebrew marriage-contracts, which has come down from the

most remote times, and which Joseph and Mary must have used
the

of

said to Rachel, daughter of
to

honor thee, to provide

:

— " In
'

the year.

Become my

.

.

.the.

wife,

.

.

.day ot

under the law

for thy support, thy food, thy clothing,
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promised to honor his wife, to provide for her support, her food, her clothing, according to the custom of Hebrew husbands, and settled upon her a
dowry of two hundred zuses (fifty crowns), a portion alike for the daughter
of a prince as for the daughter of the people, but to which they were f^'ee
to add anything in proportion to their fortune.

dowry upon

all

that he possessed,

and even upon

After having secured this

which the law
her death,* Joseph

his mantle,

him to recover till after
which Mary also added her signature.

nevertheless did not allow

signed the contract, to

benediction to the praise of

God

A

short

terminated this ceremony, which must

precede that of marriage by several months.

The

nuptials of the Blessed Virgin were celebrated at Jerusalem, and the

persons of the highest quality of her family

with that splendor which

is

made

it

a duty to appear at

it

peculiar to the East, and which travellers from

Europe never mention without admiration and astonishment, even the

common

people displaying on these occasions a degree of luxury abso-

unheard of.f Not to invite all their relations on so solemn an
occasion would have been refusing to follow the ancient customs of their
forefathers,
a thing impossible to suppose in that traditionary nation,
which was as immutable in its customs as in its religious practices, as was
said in all truth by the Jew Philo to the Emperor Caius it would have been
wanting, moreover, in all the proprieties of Hebrew society, and the
presence of Mary at the marriage of Cana proves, on the contrary, that she
conformed to them.
One fine day in winter,! at the time when the new moon rose slowly
lutely

—

;

Hebrew husbands, who honor
once
(the sum adjudged by the

according to the custom of
fitting.

I

give thee at

ment, clothes, and whatever shall be necessary
the nations of the world.'

their wives

law),

and support them as

and promise

it is

be-

thee, besides nourish*

for thee, conjugal friendship, a thing

common

Rachel consented to become the wife of Benjamin, who, of his

full

to all

con-

form a dowry in proportion to his own fortune, adds to the portion above-named the sum of
"— (Institut. de Moise.)

sent, to

* Basn.,

liv. vii. c.

21.

Europe we have no idea of the luxurious display made on similar occasions in the East,"
says F. de Geramb, in his Pelerinage k Jerusalem " the nuptial dresses of almost all wives is of red
t " In

:

velvet embroidered with gold

they add to it decorations of diamonds, fine pearls, &c." M. de
Lamartine was equally astonished at the splendid costumes, and the profusion of precious stones displayed by the women of Syria at the weddings of their fellow countrywomen.
I

;

In the middle of the sixteenth century, the Church permitted this feast to be kept

brated on the 226. of January, the day on which
celebrated.

The

city of

ders on the 24th of the

Arras keeps

this feast

it is

it is

cela-

Mary and Joseph was
23d of January, and some churches in Flan*

said that the marriage of

on the

;

same month.
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behind the mountains,* a long procession of women richly adorned was
seen proceeding towards the habitation of Mary the torcnes of resmous
;

borne by a number of slaves, made brilliant their golden girdles, their
pe-^rl net-work, the diadems of precious stones which they wore on their
fir,

foreheads, and the diamonds of their Persian tiaras.f

These daughters

up the use of paint, which was known as early as the
time of Jezabel their eyebrows and eyelashes were dyed black, and the
Introtips of their fingers were red, like the berry of the eglantine. J
duced into the interior apartment, where the young and holy betrothed
one was in company with certain pious matrons, who were her relations,,
they blessed God, who gave her a protector in the person of her spouse,
and complimented her upon her marriage, in the joy of which they came
of Sion had kept
;

to participate.

Belonging to Jewish society, where all the details of the dress of young
brides was a biblical reminiscence with which it was not lawful to dispense, Mary was obliged to submit for a short time to the requirements
of oriental luxury, though this luxury had no charms for her.
Gold,
pearls, rich tissue, are not in themselves things to be condemned
it is
the thoughts of pride and vanity to which they give rise in weak heads
and light minds, which are bad.
Beneath garments heavy with embroidery and adorned with precious stones, Queen Bathildes was more humble
than the women clad in coarse cloth with whom she lived in seclusion
after her glorious regency
the chroniclers of the time have informed us
of this with candor and simplicity.
Therefore, avoiding any show of negligence in her dress, which would
have been taken very ill, since custom required of the married couple, as
;

;

well as of their g^uests, a dress suitable to the occasion

the wedding garment

would inform

us,

even

if

all

—

as the gospel of

the East, both ancient

—

and modern, did not concur in the same the young descendant of the
kings of Juda was obliged to wear, on this occasion, rich and suitable
costume, and authentic relics prove in fact that so it vvas.§
* All days

were not chosen

new moon was
'Basn.,

J

There are

is

the time oi w:?

days of the week.—

21.)

This plant

This tunic

in preference to the other

:

iii.

is

stain the tips of their fingers with alkanna, lausonia

mermzi

very plentiful in the Island of Cyprus.

two tunics of the Blessed Virgin, the mate-rial of which is very precious.
Mingreha covered with flowers embroidered with the needle on a nankeen ground.

in existence

Chardin saw one

ls

and a Wednesday

Throughout the East, the w^omen

(Linn.)
§

usually fixed upon,

liv. vii. c,

t Isaias, c,

alike for celebrating the marriages of the Israelites

in

eight

Roman palms

long by four wide

;

the neck

is

narrow, the sleeves a palm long

kept in the Church of Copis.
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which was preserved

robe,

was sent
informs us, was of
The ground was of
and gold it is now

whence

memory

a precious treasure in

to Constantinople, about the year 461, as

it

from

a texture precious

Palestine,

Nicephorus

design and ornaments.

its

the color of nankeen, with flowers blue, white, violet,

the sacred relic of Chartres.*

:

In

as

89

of the ancient times and patriarchal manners of her fathers,

she wore, like Rebecca, ear-rings and bracelets of gold, the modest and
indispensable present which Joseph was to send a few days before the

ceremony,f and to which the wealthy Hebrews added necklaces of pearls
and magnificent sets of diamonds. Instead of an indented crown of gold, J
w^nich was worn by the brides of the opulent classes, there was placed
upon the Hght hair and tresses § of Mary a simple garland of myrtle; in
the spring time roses would have been added to it;|| her nuptial veil covered her from head to foot, and floated around her like a cloud.
canopy of precious materials awaited the future spouse outside four
young Israelites bore it.** Mary had to p^ace herself under it between
two matrons, one of whom, who stood on her right, represented her
mother the other was perhaps that Mary of Cleophas, whom some others
have made the elder daughter of St. Anne, but who was only sister-in-

A

;

;

* This tunic

was given by Charles the Bald

are attributed to
t

The

to the

Church of Chartres,

in

877

numerous miracles

:

it.

Christians of

Damascus have kept up

this

custom.

Some

days before the nuptial

festival,

the bridegroom sends to his bride a pair of bracelets of gold, or set with diamonds, according to the
fortune of the future spouse, a piece of stuff embroidered with gold, and i6o piastres for the expenses
©t the
X

bath and the nuptial feast.^(Corresp. d'Orient,

The crown

myrtle and

Among
"

tion.

roses.

The

— (Basn.,

—

(Basn.,

in the

shape of a tower,

like that of Cybele,

IT

**

liv. vii, c.

These

The

Egypt.

women was

independent of the empire of

Jehovah himself curled the hair of Eve, when he united her to

liv. vii. c.

01

21.)

female hair-dressers were called in to dress the hair of young married

tradi-

women, because,

Adam

in Paradise."

21, p. 393.)

Crowns of myrtle and

—(Basn.,

liv. vi. c,

the Hebrews, not even the dress of the

said the rabbins,

11

was usually of gold, and made

custom was abolished during the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, but they kept up the crowns

this

§

of the bride

lettre 147.)

21

;

roses were

Misnah.

worn by

the

young betrothed women of the common people.

Tit. Sotah, c. 9, sect. 14.)

nuptial veils, embroidered with gold

and

regulation of this nuptial pomp, which

Niebuhr thus describes an Egyptian

silver,

are

in

still

use in Syria.

comes down from the

marriage — " The
:

earliest times, is

bride, covered

still

found in

from head to

foot,

women who conduct her beneath a canopy borne by four men. Several slaves go
some of whom play on the tambourine, others carry fly flappers, others sprinkle her with
scented waters. She is followed by a number of women, and by musicians riding upon asses. The
procession takes place in the night some slaves carry torches." (Niebuhr, Voyage en Arable, t. i.)
walks between two
before,

;

—
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kw

of the Blessed Virgin.*

VIRGIN,

After them walked, to the sound of timbrels,

and harps, playing in unisonf airs of grave and simple melody,
which, perhaps, were the same as those of the choirs of music of King
David the entire nuptial procession waving, in token of joy, branches of
myrtle and palm. J The bridegroom, with his brow adorned with a singular crown, transparent as crystal, and peculiar to his people, § advanced in
the midst of a crowd of friends, who sung an epithalamium in imitation of
the Canticle of Canticles of Solomon, that magnificent and mysterious
nuptial song, the sublime metaphors of which have a hidden and divine
signification.
They celebrated the beauty of the new bride, whose " looks
were like young palm-branches, and stature graceful and upright, like the
branches of the erac, teeth white as a flock of sheep which come up from
the washing, eyes mild, like the eyes of doves which sit beside the plentiful streams
they said that the sweet odor of her good name was like
the perfumes which exhaled from her garments that she was the lily of
young virgins, and the object of the praise of women." Then, passing on
to the eulogy of the bridegroom, they extolled his form, " majestic and
imposing as Libanus, the sweetness of his voice, the urbanity of his manners ;" and they added, " that he was distinguished from the crowd of
men, even as the cedar is distinguished among all trees." Then, coming
to more general and elevated considerations, they said that the spouse
should be to his wife as "the nosegay of myrrh which she wears over her
heart ;" that she should pass through life leaning upon him, with no more
because
care for other men than if she was passing through the desert
" jealousy is as inflexible as death, and the lamps thereof are lamps of fire
and flames." They added that tender affection was a thing so precious between married persons, that " the wealthiest man in the world, if he gave
all his riches for it, ought still to consider that he had given nothing."
flutes,

;

;

;

;

M. Pignot, a consilentious historian who made numerous researches on this subject,
woman was the wife of Cleophas, the brother of St. Joseph, and consequently sistp*-- in-law

* According to
this holy

to the Blessed Virgin.

— (See Recherches historiques sur

la

personne de J6sus Christ

et celle

de Marie;,

p. 2/,9.)

t

The music

of the Orientals

any studied modulation

:

all

is

of a very different kind from ours

;

it is

grave and simple, without

the instruments play in unison, unless one or other should take a fancy to

perform a continued bass by repeating incessantly the same note.

— (Niebuhr,

t. i.

p. 136,)

X

See Fleury, Moeurs des

§

This crown, which contained, say the Jewish doctors, a mysterious lesson, was composed of

—

sait

was transparent hke crystal, and they traced various figures upon it with sul'
(Codex. MS. apud Wagenseil in Mismam, Tit. Sotah, adult, de uxore suspect., c. 9, sect. 14.)

and sulphur; the
phur.

Israelites.

salt
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young men who closed the procession formed
the same kind as the sacred dance which was originally associ-

From time
dances of

to time, the

ated with religious festivals,* or they uttered, in token of rejoicing, those
shrill

and prolonged

cries

which are

still

in use

among

the Arabs,f and

which a modern traveller, who lately went all over Syria, compares to
those loud cries which the vine-dressers of the south of France utter from
to hill during the vintage.

hill

poor,

who

All in the procession scattered

among

the

loaded them with blessings, a quantity of small pieces of silverj

bearing a figure, either of a vine-leaf, or of three ears of wheat, which

The women

were the emblem of Judea.§

way

that

of Israel, in groups along the

the wedding couple passed, strewed palm branches under their

and from time to time they stopped the bride to sprinkle essence of
Mary was to have also her own day of triumph in
roses upon her attire.
feet,

||

Jerusalem.

When

they arrived at the house where the wedding was to be celebrated,

the friends of the bridegroom and the companions of the bride cried out
in chorus, " Blessed is he that cometh "
Joseph, covered with his taled,
!

and Mary with her veil, were seated under the canopy side by side; Mary
took the right because the psalmist has said, " Thy wife is on thy right
hand,"^ and turned towards the south.** The spouse placed a ring on the
finger of his partner,f f " Behold, thou art my wife, according to the rite of
Moses and of Israel." He took off his taled and covered his wife with it,
in imitation of what passed at the marriage of Ruth, who said to Boaz,
" Spread thy coverlet over thy servant."
near relative poured wine into
JJ
a cup, tasted it, and then presented it to the bridegroom and bride, blessing
God for having created man and woman, and instituted marriage. While
the married couple put the sacred nuptial cup to their lips, they sung to
the God of Israel a canticle containing six benedictions. After this, Joseph

A

Dancing-, which at

''^.

first

was intended

the religious festivals of antiquity

all

;

it

was mixed up with
was, no doubt, of antediluvian origin, and must even have

to imitate the

movements of the

stars,

preceded the invention of musical instruments.
t See Niebahr, loco citato.
X

Basn.,

§

Some

liv. vii. c.

of these Jewish coins have been found of the time of the Macchabees and of

do not bear the
I

21.

effigy of

any prince, but only of ears of wheat and vine

This custom was borrowed from Egypt,

T

many

others.

Ps. xlv. 10.

** Basn.,

liv, vii. c.

21.

tt It is said thlit this ring is at Perosa,
IJ

like

Herod tbey

leaves.

where

it is

carefully preserved.

See Buxtorf.
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VIRGIN,

.

poured out the rest of the wine as a sign of bounty, and handfuls of wheat
then a young child broke the cup in pieces.'^
as a symbol of abundance
The whole assembly surrounding the new married couple with torches,,
blessed the Lord, and went forward into the dining-room, where they proceeded according to a very ancient Bishop of Brescia,f who derives this
Hebrew tradition from the time of Jesus Christ to nominate a king of the
feast, taken from the priestly race, who was to preside over the viands and
the wine, and to oblige the guests to behave with all that decorum required
by religion and propriety. Joseph and Mary rose also but, before they
followed their company, there were exchanged between them some secret;
words in presence of heaven and the stars, which declare the glory of the
Most High. J "Thou shalt be as my mother," said the patriarch to the
Blessed Virgin, "and I will respect thee even as the altar of Jehovah."
From that moment they were no longer, in the eye of the religious law,,
any more than brother and sister in marriage, although their union might
:

—

—

;

be fully maintained.

The

among which

festivities,

figured the religious

lasted seven days, as in the time of the patriarchs
tials

;

ceremony of

sacrifice,

week of the nupof a number of their

the

being expired, Joseph and Mary, under the escort

who formed around them a brilliant cavalcade, went again on
way to Galilee. The little caravan went forward to the sound of

relations,

their

cymbals, and was not interrupted

till

near the fountain of Anathoth,||

where those of Jerusalem took leave of the bride and bridegroom, with
tears in their eyes, blessings in their mouths, and their hands laid solemnly
* Basn.,

liv. vxi. c.

21

;

Institut.

t Gaudent., Serm. 9. B. P.,
J St.

Thomas

is

t, ii.

of opinion that

de Moise,

liv. vii. c. i,

p. 38.
it

was immediately

Joseph and the Blessed Virgin made a vow of
§

This vow of continency

p. 336.

in marriage,

after the celebration of their

virginity,

marriage that

St.

by mutual consent

which has given occasion

to so

many impious sacrasms toamong the Hebrews only it

was not a thing unheard of
was a vow dictated by passion and anger, while that of the two holy spouses was suggested by piety.
If a husband said to his wife, " Thou art as my mother," it was no longer lawful for him to consider
her but as such in marriage and still more when he had introduced into his vow the altar of Jehovah,,
The wives sometimes did the same thing and although these vows
the temple, or the sacrifice.
were not much approved, because they hardly ever came but at the end of fits of anger and curses,,
they were not less obliged religiously to fulfil them when they were made.
(Basn., liv. vii. c. 19, p.
352 Leo of Modena, Ceremon. et. cont. des Juifs, c. 4.)
the philosophes of the school of Voltaire,

;

;

;

—

;

I

when he did not
continues among the

All the relations escorted the bride on horseback to the house of her husband,

live at too

Arabs.

great a distance from the place of their feasting

We

;

this

custom

still

have made the nuptial caravan separate at Anathoth, a small

Jerusalem, because

it

is

the

first

town«'five leagues fromt

halting place.
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The Nazareans continued

their hearts.

93
their journey

they crossed

;

the mountains of Samaria, where the eagle from the height of his nest be-

held them pass, indifferent to their presence.
self to the travellers,

and

its

with

its

evergreen groves,

Sichem next presented
its

majestic edifices rising above the foliage.

it-

streams of limpid water,

They

left

behind them

where the ruins of the schismatical temple were observable, the disgraceful rival of the house of holiness, which
John Hircanus delivered to the avenging flames, and which was to be
replaced later on by a church dedicated to Mary herself then the high
summits of Mount Hebal then Sebaste, which reared its new palaces
under the protection of Augustus, and which Herod delighted servilely to
embellish, as the only altar where he could sacrifice to the genius of Rome.
Towards the middle of the second day's journey they distinguished
Mount Thabor, whose verdant head was traced upon the pale silvery sky
of Galilee and beyond it the high tops of Libanus, which hid their
Garizim, with

its

red-tinted sides,

;

;

:

pointed tops of stone, covered with eternal snows, in the clouds.
the

woody

slopes of

Hermon, where the goats browsed upon

From

the tender

shoots of the shrubs, they descended into the delightful plain, which was
displayed like an

immense basket

of flowers, between hills covered with

green oaks, myrtles, plots of vineyards, and magnificent woods of olivetrees.
Fields of barley, wheat, clover, and doura in full verdure, gently
waving with the breeze, warmed by the approach of a spring more speedy

and genial than that of our v/estern regions, A pure and golden light
favored this fertile land, where a "igorous vegetation was unfolding itself,
and blue waters, which the summer would soon dry up, ran in silvery
ribands in this new Eden.
Here and there opulent villages appeared beneath high colonnades of palm-trees, and then, at different distances, on
the rugged crest of a rock, a solitary fortress of soldiers, still national and
entrusted with a mission entirely protective, measured their Damascus
sabres only with nocturnal depredators, or the Arabs of the desert.
This
valley, with its charming freshness, and enclosed within a dark border of
high mountains, was the valley of Esdrelon, at the extremity of which
appeared a little city, seated with* picturesque effect on the back of a hill,
and which shone like a flower amidst the neighboring hamlets this smiling and beautiful town was Nazareth, the native town of the Virgin, the
:

cradle of Christ *
!

*

The

philosophes of the last century studiously labored to depreciate Palestine

which they have given of

it still

;

the impression

remains, and the state of poverty and depopulation of that country.
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Mary ^uld not behold

Doubtless,

where she had

again without emotion that city

opened her eyes to the

first

She had

light.

quite a child for the splendid walls of the temple

left it

when

she returned to

;

it

young, accomplished, and a virgin on her return even as on her

beautiful,

departure.

The

stopped at the house of St. Ann, an ancient and mysterious dwelling, partly hollowed out of the rock, like the prophetic grottoes
travellers

become more holy than the
temple of Jerusalem, the very house of Jehovah.* The women of Nazareth greeted with blessings the arrival of the young bride, who advanced
of ancient times, and which was shortly to

which hardly breathes beneath the sabre of the Mussulmans, has often made them appear right
Yet

the eyes of superficial readers.

is

it

certain that with the exception of the environs of Jeru-

Moses

salem, the sterility of which has never been denied, the promised land of

and

that country,

two descriptions of

the soil

;

It

at once rich

is

which

rivulets,

heats of

kinds

all

abounding

light,

summer dry them

The

not serve to compare

fall

an

artist,

and make up

it

Thus every

it.

part

of the land
is

is

cultivated,

such, that

and no

it

invites

its

as fifteen thousand souls."

with,

—

(Joseph., de Bello,

modern

Galilee

is

The

soil

the footsteps of a

Galilee

is

an Eden

;

and

olive-

when

to labor

the

who

seen unpro-

lib,

earth and heaven,

* " There are

is

it

was

" If

c. 2.)

one

France would

Nazareth, as in the environs of
soil.

Nature
it

is

there

has been

in the time of Jesus Christ.

For

wanting; neither the accidental advantages of the land of
Garizim and the

more sublime than Hermon and Thabor, nor are the blue shores of Ascalon
odoriferous borders of the

Lake of

Tiberias,

where the

air vanishes

beneath

of Galilee presents to us everywhere history and miracles, traces of heroes and

God

;

and we

feel

as

we contemplate

inhabited, so

commingled there interminably."

still

ii.

an abridged picture of the Holy Land, and when

nothing

was the country which the God-man

is

is

traveller in his turn, "

butT Agro Romano ; round about

day and night aspects, we understand what

uore solemn than the

that

men

land

tract of

everywhere the same brightness, the same formation of the

is

of Olives are not

the light.

proof of

produce, and

for that of the torrents,

Judea, nor the bright solitudes of Palestine, nor the green fecundity of Samaria.

Mount

in

from the mountains, by a great number of springs and

The goodness

up.

many

sublime, like the gospel.

seen under

between them,

in pasturages, fitted for all sorts of

desired to give an idea of the aspect of Galilee," says a

there

will give

inhabitants are robust and warlike, the towns numerous, and so populous that the

smallest can reckon as

Rome,

We

there are to be seen particularly large plantations of vines

;

afford a constant supply of water,

^re the least disposed to
ductive.

and

watered by torrents, which

is

found in

to the Canaanites.

Galilee, written at the distance of eighteen centuries

covered with trees of
trees.

is still

"Galilee," says Flavius Josephus, "is divided into upper and lower, both very fer-

this assertion.
tile

which formerly belonged

especially in the part

in

Galilee from the heights of Thabor, that

much

it

are religious recollections, the wonders ol

— (Corresp. d'Orient,

t.

v.)

found at Nazareth," says F. de Geramb, " some houses

like that of St.

Joseph,

to say, small, low, and communicating with a cave hollowed out of the side of a mountain."
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modestly, and veiled like the Rebecca of Isaac
of the congratulations of those

who had

Ann

;

and Mary,

in the midst

witnessed her birth, entered this

peaceful paternal habitation, which seemed

odor of the virtues of

95

still

and Joachim.
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perfumed with the sweet

_a^gX^^_^^
1

^t~S^^

"^^X^*~^

The

T

Annunciation.

imagine the tranquil and blessed life
which the married couple led during the first months
of their chaste union the peace of God reigned in
their humble dwelling, and work divided their time
easy to

is

;

with prayer, which made
ing

it.

it

less laborious

After an ancient custom, which

still

by

sanctify-

subsists

among

the Arabs and in a great part of the East, Joseph exercised
"^
his trade in a different place from that where Mary lived.

His workshop, where Jesus himself worked, was a low room
of ten or twelve feet square

;

a stone seat outside offered rest to

the passer-by, or the traveller, which was protected from the

burning rays of the sun by a kind of awning of twisted palm-

was that the laborious workman formed his
Sometimes he built under
ploughs, his yokes, and rustic carts.
own inspection the huts of the valley sometimes his arms, yet strong,
leaves.f

his

There

it

;

* This house of St. Joseph

that of St. Ann.

The

place

is

is

a hundred and thirty or a hundred and forty paces from

still

pointed out, under the

This shop had been transformed into a large church
of it; but there remains a chapel

where the holy

;

name

of the workshop of Joseph.

the Turks have destroyed one part

sacrifice of the

mass

is

daily offered.—

(Pelerinage a Jerusalem, par le P. de Ger^mb.)
t

These shops are

Arabie,

still

the

same

all

over the Levant.

— (See

Burckhardt Voyace en

t. i.)
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down the tall sycamores and black turpentine-trees of Moun-t Carmel.*
The pay which he received for so much fatigue was but small, and this

cut

he shared with the poor.
His gentle and holy companion was not

little

idle

on her

side

gifted with

;

and wise, without regret for the past, with*
out illusions for the future, viewing the world such as it is, and her own
position in its true light, she piously conformed herself to it, and desired

mind enlightened,

a

to

its

fulfil

moment

judicious,

sacred

obligations with

religious

From

exactitude.

the

that she took possession of the house of her mother, she put

poverty as a garment of honor sent her from God, and became what

on
it

behooved her to be in the obscure condition to which Providence had reduced her a young and simple daughter of the people. All the brilliant
and fancy works belonging to the elegancies of life were at once laid
aside, and replaced by the fatiguing cares and monotonous occupations of
a poor household, where the mistress of the house had neither slaves noi
servants.
The delicate hands of Mary, accustomed to handle silken
tissues, platted with leaves of the date-palm, or rushes pulled from th^
banks of the Jordan, the matting which covered the rough floor of hei
dwelling her spindle was covered with coarse flax she had to grind th&
grains of wheat, barley, and doura,f the coarse and yellow flour of which
she kneaded into round and thin cakes.
Covered with her white veil,

—

;

;

* St. Justin, martyr (Dialog,

cum

Tryphone), records that Jesus Christ helped his adopted

making yokes and ploughs. St. Ambrose
Joseph worked at felling and cutting out trees,

Luc,

father in

(in

St.

at building houses,

lib.

iii.

assures us that

2)

and

other' such

work.

The

were invented were hand-mills. In Egypt, Arabia, Palestine, and
€ven in Greece, they were turned by women. There is still shown in Mecca, in a fine
house, which is believed to have been that of Khadidje, a hollow place, where it is said
t

first

mills that

that Fatima, surnamed "the Brilliant," daughter of Mahomet, and wife of Ali, turned her

own

when she was grown

— (See

Voyage en Arable.) The
wives of the Arab sheiks have still this painful occupation allotted to them. Under the
reign of the sons of Clovis, St. Radegundes, Queen of France, ground herself, in imitation of the Blessed Virgin, ail the corn that she consumed during Lent.
(Le Grand
hand-mill

up.

Burckhardt,

—

d'Aussy,

Hist,

Mithridates.
is

cited

It

privee
is

that fine

translation:— "You

your arms

des

Frangais.)

The

invention

of

water-mills

certain that they were in existence in his time.

Among

epigram of Antipater of Thessalonica, of which the

women who have been

hitherto employed

in

attributed

is

to

other proofs,

following

is

grinding our corn,

a
let

and sleep without care the birds will no longer proclaim with
their songs the break of day for you. Ceres has commanded the Naiads to do your work
they obey, and quickly turn a wheel which rapidly moves by itself the heavy millstones.'
The Romans did not bring water-mills to perfection until Constantine had abol»^ed
rest henceforth,

;

slavery.
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VIRGIN,

with an antique urn upon her head,* she went to draw water at a fountain at a little distance,f like the wives of the patriarchs, or to wash her*
blue robes in the running water of the brooks, like the princesses of

Jesus Christ, witness of the laborious habits of this valiant

sometimes alludes to them

Mary

of

We

in his parables

;

Homer.
woman,

and these simple occupations

are preserved in the gospel narrative, like a sea-weed in amber.

see, in fact,

the industrious

woman

putting leaven into three measures

of meal, J carefully sweeping her floor to recover something lost,§ and
economically mending an old garment.
When Jesus seeks a comparison,
||

recommend

to

who

carefully cleans " both the inside

suspect that his thought

widow

"

who

from the remembrance of her
and outside of the cup " ^ and we

purity of heart, he draws

is

of

it

;

Mary when he

praises the offering of the

gives not of her abundance, but of her indigence."

Thus

the poet of Chios represents to us Justice under the features of his mother,

a poor

woman

of the people, weighing exactly the wool which she

is

going to spin for the support of herself and her son, and remaining upright
and just towards the rich, in the midst of deep misery.
At the approach of night,** when the birds seek a shelter beneath the
foliage,

hands,

Mary placed upon
little

a neat polished table, the

work

of Joseph's

loaves of barley and doura, savory dates, butter, and cheese,

dry fruits and herbs, which composed the frugal banquet of the descend-

These dishes, simply prepared, were the
chief food of the ancient Hebrews,
a sober race, who knew how to be
contented with bread and water when necessity required it.ff As to the

ant of the princes of

Israel.

—

These urns are enormous earthen vessels, of a height out of all proportion. The women
of Nazareth carry them on their heads, and beneath so great a \veight, sometimes even
with an infant in their arms, they walk with an activity quite astonishing. (F. de Geramb,
*

—

t. ii.

p. 239.)

Mary. Tradition relates that
the divine Mother of Jesus went habitually to draw the water which she required, and to
be convinced that it must have been so, it would suffice to consider that water is extremely
rare at Nazareth. The road which leads to this fountain, where the pious mother of
Constantine had had fine basins and reservoirs constructed, is bordered with nopals and
fruit-trees.
(F. de Geramb, loco citato^
t

This fountain

is

called in the country the fountain of

—

\ St.

Luke

§Ibid.,
I

T

xiii.

21,

and

St.

Matt.

and

St.

Matt. xxv. 25.

xiii.

34.

V. 36.

Ibid., XV. 8.
St.

** In
(Fleury,

Luke

xi.

Israel,

39,

those

Moeurs des

who

kept

Israelites.)

regular

The

work and pretty late.
meal of Joseph and Mary was about six o'clock in

hours

principal

eat

after

their

the evening.
\\ Fleury,

Moeurs des

Israel., p. 61.
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on so little that ancient authors, fond of the marvellous
she was fed by angels.

Virgin, she lived
believed that

When

Joseph, fatigued with the labors of the day, returned at sunset to

low apartment, he found his young companion hastening to offer
him, by turns, warm water, which she had heated to wash his feet, and cold
clear water from the fountain, in a vessel pure from all unclean contact,*
That grave and simple man, with his
for the ablutions before the repast.
fine patriarchal countenance, where every passion was silent that angelical
his little

;

young female
•

all

eager to serve him with the solicitude of a dear daughter,

formed a group worthy of the golden age.f
Meantime, the hour marked out by the Eternal in his divine counsels
for the Incarnation of his Christ had arrived.
The angel Gabriel, one of
the four J who are always before the face of the Lord, received a mysterious mission, which removed him for a short time from the kingdom of

Clothed in one of those beautiful coverings of dense air, with
which the pure spirits are surrounded when they would be perceptible to
the gross senses of the children of men,§ the angel left behind him the
heaven.

golden palaces and the emerald walls of the heavenly Jerusalem, the gates
of which are twelve pearls, and spread his vast white wings, ^ with his
||

brow

all

radiant with benignant joy

men

;

for the holy angels are as glad at the

bad angels are at their ruin and sufferings.
After traversing the immeasurable deserts of the sky, of which the stars
are the oasis, the angel who had foretold to Daniel the coming of the Messias, and who came to act for the accomplishment of that grand promise of
God, directed his course, with the rapidity of thought, towards our little

happiness of

as the

There was among the Jews a multitude of precautions to be taken for the purity t)f the vessels in,
which they drew water, and in which they prepared their food not only did they take care that they
t

;

had not belonged

to strangers, but they carried their scruples

stances rendered them unclean.
t

An

ancient author

saria Joseph

;"

and

much

farther, tor a

thousand circum-

—(Misnah, Ordo, Puritatum.)

makes the Virgin

say, "

this is in perfect conformity

Non dedignabar parare et
with the customs

still

ministrare quse erant neces-

existing.

There are four angels who are hardly ever seen upon earth," say the rabbins, " because they
are always round about the throne of God these angels are, Michael, who is on the right ; Gabriel^
"
who is on the left Uriel, who is before God and Raphael, who is behind him
I

"

:

;

§ St.
8

Thomas

Apocal.

;

of Aquin, Quaest. Univ. de creat. Spirit., Art. 6.

c. xxi, v. 2i.

7 The Jews

represent the angels with wings, as do the Christians.

Ind forty pairs of wings to the angel Gabriel,
Nsaven upon earth.

The Koran

gires a hundred

and says that he took but one hour

—(Legend of Mahomet.)
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VIRGIN,

which his piercing eje discovered at an immense distance, in the
and
state of a nebulous star, which next shone with a feeble milky light
which finally took the rotundity and tranquil light of the moon, whose
planet,

;

phases

it

has.

As he approached

this little globe,

—which

man

has proudly divided

which he bestirs himself, with insane
the angel
ardor, to pick up a few bits of gold, which he makes his god,
began to distinguish expanses of blue and shining water, surmounted with
dark points like small submarine rocks these were our oceans and our
high mountains.
The towns were not yet visible, nor men they are so
small
But at last, the earth, which had at first presented itself under a
microscopic form, was gradually enlarged into vast countries covered with
kingdoms, divided by deserts, and planted with forests. Arrived directly
over Palestine, the angel from on high directed his look, as a benediction,
down upon the beautiful town of Nazareth, and descending softly from
into zones and hemispheres,

and

in

—

:

;

!

came down gracefully, like a fine swan,
wings, upon the holy and poor liouse of Joseph,

the clouds like the falling stars, he

on

his flight folding his

who had

that carpenter of Galilee,

The sun was
would soon

kings for his ancestors.

declining towards the lofty promontory of Carmel, and

set in the horizon of the sea of Syria,

when the angel presented

himself in the modest oratory of the Blessed Virgin.*

As

a faithful ob-

server of the religious customs of her people, Mary, with her head turned

temple,f was then making her evening prayer to
" Hail, full of grace," said the celestial envoy, bow-

in the direction of the

God

the

of Jacob. J
ing his radiant head

;

" the

Lord

is

women."
Mary felt an involuntary trembling

with thee

;

blessed art thou

at this marvellous apparition.

haps, like Moses, she feared that she should see God, and die

Ambrose

as St.

* It

IS

Per-

perhaps,

thought, her virginal purity was alarmed at the sight of

son of heaven,

this'

;

among

who

entered, like the rays of light, into that solitary

commoriiy thought that the

visit

of the angel to the Blessed Virgin took place towards the

evening.
t

The

when they pray it is what they call
the Mahometans towards Mecca, the

people of the East turn to a certain point in the heavens

the Kebla.

The Jews

turn towards the temple of Jerusalem,

;

Sabeans towards the south, and the Ghebers towards the rising sun.
{

The Jews prayed three times in the day in the morning, at sunrise in the
when they offered sacrifice and in the evening, at sunset. According to
;

o'clock,

ham

established

{Basn.,

;

;

morning prayer

;

Isaac, that of the afternoon

;

afternoon, at three

the rabbins, Abra-

and Jacob, that of the evening.

liv. vii.c. 17.)
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was the respectful attitude and
the magnificent eulogy of the angel which disconcerted her humility.
Whatever may have been the cause, the Evangelist relates that she was'
troubled at his saying, and thought with herself what manner of salutation
•ell

this

;

perhaps

it

should be, seeking, but in vain, to understand the object of this

tonishing

The

visit,

angel,

and the hidden meaning of

who

as-

this mysterious salutation.

perceived her trouble, said to her mildly, " Fear not,

Mary, for thou hast found grace with God. Behold, thou shalt conceive
in thy womb, and shalt bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name
He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the Most High,
Jesus.
and the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of David his father and
he shall reign in the house of Jacob forever, and of his kingdom there shall
be no end." At these words, which would have transported any other but
Mary with immoderate joy, the chaste and prudent young woman thought
of nothing but her pure white crown of virginity, which she desired to
preserve at any cost, and asked how she could reconcile this magnificent
prediction with the vow of virginity with which her life was linked.*
The modesty of a young woman is a thing so sacred in the sight of angels, that Gabriel, to remove all apprehension from Mary on that head,
was not afraid to unveil a part of the mystery of the Incarnation. "The
power of the Most High shall overshadow thee," said he, " and the Holy
that shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God."f
Then, according to the custom of the messengers of Jehovah, he would give her a
sign which should confirm his words
"And behold," continued the angel, "thy cousin Elizabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age
and this is the sixth month with her that is called barren because no
word shall be impossible with God."
:

:

;

* Calvin, the proud heresiarch,

whq had

Servetus burned, while he himself preached up toleration,

has dared to caluminate the Virgin, taking his text from this answer, to accuse her of unbelief.

Augustin had answered him long before.

"

doubts not," said he, "

The Yirgm

de oraculo ; she only desires to be informed as to the manner
plished."

St.

John Chrysostom adds, "that

in

St.

non guasz z'ncredzda

which the miracle

is

to

be accom-

this question is the effect of respectful admiration,

and

not of vain curiosity."
t

This gospel narrative has been received by

relates
his

th^e

Mussulmans themselves.

the interview of the Blessed Virgin and the angel — " The angel said

Word

:

to thee,

and

know not man.

shall

—

to

is

in this world, and in
Most High he shall make his word heard by men from the cradle
be of the number of the just. My Lord, replied Mary, how shall I have a son ? I

he shall be called Jesus, the Messias, the Son of Mary, great

the other, and the Confidant of the
to old age,

how the Koran
Mary, God announces

This

It shall

that a thing should exist

;

—

be thus, replied the angel
}

he

says,

:

God forms

Be thou made, and

it is

creatures at his pleasure

made."

— (Koran,
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Sarah had laughed with incredulous laughter when an angel, in the
guise of a traveller, seated in the shade of the great oaks which covered
Mary,
her tent, had announced a son to her, aged and barren as she was.

whom

was announced a new prodigy, as Isaias declares, a thing without example under the sun, in fine, a virginal maternity, believed at once
to

him who exalted her
a submissive voice, " Behold the hand-

the divine promise, and, annihilating herself before

above all women, she replied, in
maid of the Lord, be it done to me according to thy word." At these
words the angel disappeared, and the Word was made flesh to dwell
among us.* Thus did the angel of light treat of our salvation with the
new eve, and the fault of the sinful Eve, who had conspired for our destruction with the infernal angel, was gloriously repaired
thus was a simple mortal exalted to the unequalled dignity of Mother of God, and being
both virgin and mother, she confounded, by a new miracle, the two most
opposite and sublime states of her sex. "Proceed no farther," says St. John
Chrysostom, "seek nothing beyond what is said, nor say. How did the
Holy Ghost effect this in the Virgin ?
Enquire not, therefore, but receive what is revealed, and search not curiously into what is hidden. "f
We have adopted the opinion of those doctors and theologians who
maintain that Joseph was legally the husband of Mary at the time of the
Incarnation yet this opinion is disputed, and among the authorities who
assert that Mary was not yet the wife, but only the betrothed of Joseph,
we find in the first rank the great St. John Chrysostom himself. J Nevertheless, according to the same father, Mary dwelt in the house of St.
Joseph at the time when the angel appeared to her. " For," says this illustrious sacred orator, " among the ancients it was the custom generally
to have the betrothed in the house, and this may be seen even now and
;

.

.

.

.

;

;

"^he

sons-in-law of

Lot

lived with him."f

Notwithstanding the profound veneration inspired by St. John Chrysostom, the Church has not adopted his opinion.
Moreover, the reference
to the sons-in-law of Lot, with which he would strengthen his opinion, is
badly chosen the Scripture nowhere says that they lived with Lot, and
:

everything leads us to think the contrary, since the patriarch was obliged
*

The mystery

of the incarnation

was accomplished on the 25th of March, on a Friday evening, ac

cording to F. Drexelius,
t St. J. Chrys.,
I

Descoutures

Serm.
is

4, in St.

wrong

Matt.

in placing St.

John Chrysostom

Joseph was legally the husband of Mary at the

moment

in the

ranks of those

of the Incarnation

:

who

maintain that

this writer,

general judicious, probably quoted him on trust.
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of his house in a moment of trouble and affright, while the most
hideous commotion was fomenting in the city, to speak to his sons-in-law that
were to have his daughters, to arise and get out of the place, because the Lord
would destroy the city. Supposing even that the young men betrothed to
Lot's daughters had formed a part of the family of this patriarch, whose
according to the
flocks covered the hills and valleys of a whole province,
manners of the times, these young men would have been nothing more on the
banks of the Jordan than what Jacob was later on in the Mesopotamia, active
and vigilant servants, day and night parched with heat and with frost *
We nowhere see that they had their betrothed spouses in their tents they
lived under the protection of the patriarch, being only his principal shepherds there is nothing in all this at variance with the manners of ancient
An orphan, left alone, and living under the roof of her betrothed,
Asia.
the Blessed Virgin, on the contrary, would have been in a position quite
generally received custom among the Hebrews could
exceptional.
alone have authorized such a supposition, and all that we find in their
code is a law expressly opposed to it.f St. Chrysostom, agreeing in this
to £-0 out

—

;

:

A

respect with the ancient theologians, himself informs us that

God

for a

long time covered with a thick veil the miraculous maternity of Mary, to
save her from a revolting suspicion, which would have been as dangerous
to the divinity of the Son, as to the respect which that whole world

owed

But marriage alone could cover with its honorable mantle the mystery of the Incarnation, for mere espousals could not suffice
for that purpose and then, if Joseph and Mary had been only affianced
at the time of the Incarnation of the Word, they would have been no
more four months later, since the Evangelist informs us that Mary, after the
Annunciation, went with haste to visit St. Elizabeth, and that it was not
till her return from her journey to Hebron, which had lasted three months,
that she was found with child,
an expression which indicates a situation
visible to all.
At this rate, the marriage of Mary would not have been
celebrated till her maternity had become evident, proved, undeniable
What would both families have thought of it ? What would have been
said by all Nazareth, who would have hastened to witness the ceremony?
To what outrageous reproaches would the pure virgin have been exposed,
among people where female honor was a thing so sacred as to be Infallibly avenged by murder ?
Would not the birth of Messias that birth
to the Mother.

;

—

!

—

* Gen. xxxi. 40.
t Misnah,

t.

iii,

de Sponsalibus.

Selden,

Uxor Hebraica.
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which was to be pure as the morning dew, according to the poetical ex
have been thereby tainted and defiled ? The Jews,
pression of David

—

Jews of Nazareth, who showed such hostility to Jesus
Christ, and called him the son of the carpenter, would they not have bitterIf they did not do
ly reproached him with the irregularity of his birth ?
so, it was because they had apparently no hold on that side.
These, no doubt, are the reasons which have induced a number of illustrious divines to pronounce in favor of the marriage, notwithstanding
the countenance which the opposite party found, in the words of St. Matthew, words which seem to favor the other interpretation, but which nevertheless do not convey a meaning precise enough to remove the difficulty.*
After all, the dispute never bore upon the principal point wife or betrothed, no one, among Christians, has ever doubted that the Mother of God
was the purest and most holy of virgins even the Mussulmans admit that
she was the spring and mine of purity.^
particularly the

:

;

*

The

verse which has divided the doctors

is this

Maria

:

" Christi autem generatio sic erat

:

cum

esset

Joseph, antequam
Those who dwell on the force of the words, say that the Virgin was only betrothed because the Greek verb, which is a translation of the Hebrew expression of St, Matthew, means

desponsata mater ejus

convenirent, inventa est in utero habeus de Spir^

itu Sancto.

and because there

iesponderi, to be promised

is

among

the Latins desponderi and nubere, so that St. Joseph had not yet

house

which they prove by those words of verse 20

tuam

;

:

quod enim in ea natum,

for

thy wife without

to

be translated thus

fsar, for

is

born in her

Is

its

must have been in conjugem tuam.

it

antagonists in the second chapter of

already married to Joseph, the Greek term

" Ut profiteretur

espoused
is

wife,

who

cum Maria
vras

to

v.'/:h

called vir ejus, her husbi

spouse, although she

— " Noli timere accipere Mariam conjugem

was

Take Mary

The

and almost

Luke

;

vn-taxvEi-adai,

for

all

opposite opinion, which

is

t

The

main-

theologians, finds wherewith to

notwithstanding that the Virgin was

which

signifies to be

promised, and says

;

"

and

in verse 19 of the first

and not her espoused.

tjd,

it is

If St.

chapter of St. Matthew, St. Joseph

Matthew calls

the Blessed Virgin sponsa,

not to say that she had not yet contracted marriage

;

it is

m.erely

show, as one of the fathers remarks, that she had no more intimacy with her husband than

had been only

But

desponsata sibi uxore prcegnante, to be enrolled with Mary, his

child

wife,

St.

"

:

born by the operation of the Holy Ghost."

tained by fathers, interpreters of considerable weight,

combat

:

de Spirtu Sancto est" which they explain thus

est,

what

we find
taken ihe Virgin home to his

another term to signify to be married, as

if

she

his betrothed.

purity of

Mary

is

so fully recognized by the Mussulmans, that Abou-Ishac, ambassador o*

Emperor of the Greeks, holding a conference with the patrsarch and
certain Greek bishops, on the subject of religion, the bishops reproached the Mussulmans with many
things which had been fornerly said by the Mussulmans themselves against Aischah, the widow of
the caliph at the court of the

among them, Abou-Ishac answered them that they
need not wonder at these dissensions, since among Christians opinions had been so divided on the
subject of the glorious Mary, mother of Jesus, "who may be called," said he, "the mim and foun^

their prophet,

which had

stirred

up

divisions

tain of all purity, genab ismet mealo kon offet."

— (D Herdelot,

Bibl. Orientale,

t. ii.

Pv 620.i
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The

Visitation.

EAN WHILE

Mary, informed by the angel of
the pregnancy of Elizabeth, resolved to go and
offer her affectionate congratulations to her vener-

was not, as heretics have dared to
say, that the Virgin wanted ocular demonstration of
the reality of this event, which was out of the ordiable relative.

nary laws of nature

It

;

she

knew

that nothing

is

impossible

God, and, moreover, could not suppose that a messenger
of heaven would bring her from the Most High words of
deception and falsehood.
She went, not to be made sure,
but because she was sure
she went with haste, because
charity, says St. Ambrose, admits neither delays nor hindrances and besides, good and kind as she was during her
whole life, she longed to carry to relations whose protection
had surrounded her childhood, and who had long looked upon her as their
daughter, some little of that sanctification and those heavenly graces which
flowed in her soul as inexhaustible Springs of living water, from the time
to

;

;

that she bore in her chaste

With

womb

the Creator of the world.

the consent of St. Joseph, whose simple but elevated soul was in

unison with her own, and

who had

but one heart and will with her,
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Nazareth in the season of roses, and went towards the mountains ol
The Scripture, which neglects details, and
Judea, where Zachary dwelt.
takes up the leading points of events, does not say whether the Virgin
had any companions in this journey some authors have thence inferred
that she performed it alone, which is not at all likely.
In fact, the distance from Nazareth to the town of Ain* is five days' march part of
Galilee, the hostile Samaria, and almost all the territory of Juda had to be
passed through.
Now the country is rugged with mountains, intersected
by torrents, and interspersed with deserts. f The roads, which the Romans
repaired at a later period, full of holes made by the heavy footsteps of
camels, and covered with loose stones, threatened the traveller at every
step with a fatal fall. When the evening came on, one must sleep in some
caravansary, where nothing was to be found but a small place without provisions, and furnished with a plain rush mat ;J for the primitive hospitality
had marked by its gradual decrease the different phases of advanced civilization among the Hebrews.
In such a state of things, is it to be presumed that a man full of days and experience, like Joseph, would willingly have exposed a young wife
beautiful, delicate, brought up retired
from the world, and confiding as innocence itself to dangers of all sorts,
to every kind of inconvenience which a solitary journey presented ? Such
an assertion contradicts the history of the people of God, and the manners of Asia ;§
a Jewish woman would never have trusted herself, without a
respectable escort, such a distance from her house.
If St. Joseph, as F. Croiset thinks, could not accompany Mary, it is
probable that the mother of God joined some of her relations who were
led by their piety to the holy city, with their husbands, or their servants,
and that thence she pursued her journey under some safe protection.
left

;

;

—

—

—

We

* Zachary lived at Ain, or Aen,
built

t

on the

site

two leagues to the south of Jerusalem.

St.

Helen had a church

of his house.

Although Judea was much more populous then than now, there

The

as to be incapable of cultivation.

still

remained

districts so

barren

gospel makes mention of deserts but a short distance from

towns where Jesus Christ went to pray.
X

"There

most of the
lers.

is

no inn

villages

in

any part of Syria and Palestine," says M. de Volney, "but the towns and

have a large building called Kervanserai, which serves as a shelter

These receptacles, always placed outside the walls of towns, are composed

which enclose a square court which serves as a place

for the beasts

:

for all travel-

of four arcades,

there are in these places neither

provisions nor furniture."
§

No one

travels alone in Syria

several travellers

want

exposed to the Arabs,

;

the people only go in troops and caravans

to proceed to the

like Sj'ria

and

same

Palestine.

place.

—

These

(Volney,

;

they have to wait

titJ

precautions are necessary in countries

Voyage en

Syrie.)
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always find her travelling thus in the midst of her own relatives, whether
she goes to Jerusalem for the great solemnities, or follows the preachings
of Jesus with the holy

"Though

life.

Ambrose,

St.

women

much more advanced

at a

period of her

she could have had no better guardian than herself," says

" she

never appeared abroad without being faithfully

es-

corted."*

When

she arrived at the priestly city where the Levite and his happy

wife dwelt,

Mary was

directed to their well-known house without allowing

any time to rest. Elizabeth, informed by one of her slaves of the
unexpected visit of her cousin, came to meet her with great signs of joy.
Seeing her approach, the young Virgin bowed, and laying her hand on
her heart, said, " Peace be with thee," hastening to be the first to offer a
Elizabeth stepped back a little the animated and friendly
salutation.f
expression of her countenance had given place to profound respect her
it was evident that something unusual and
features gradually brightened
prodigious was passing within her.
The simple formulary of politeness
which the Virgin had pronounced in her low and mild voice had overpowered her relation. All at once, the spirit of prophecy descended upon
Elizabeth, and she cried out, *' Blessed art thou among women, and blessed
And whence is this to me," she added, " that
is the fruit of thy womb.
the Mother of my Lord should come to me ? For behold, as soon as the
voice of thy salutation sounded in my ears, the infant in my womb leaped
for joy.
And blessed art thou that hast believed, because those things
shall be accomplished that were spoken to thee by the Lord."
The answer of Mary was the sublime, unpremeditated effusion of the
Magnificat, the first canticle of the New Testament, and the finest in the
herself

:

;

;

.sacred Scriptures

"

My

:

soul doth magnify the

Lord

:

my

and

spirit

hath rejoiced in

God

•my Saviour.
" Because he hath regarded the humility of his

handmaid

:

for behold

from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.
**
For he that is mighty hath done great things to me, and holy is his
mame.
" And his mercy is from generation to generation to them that fear him.

* St.
.t

Amb., de Virginibus, Hv.

ii.

This salutation, which Jesus Christ often used,

is still

that of

all

the East.

When

the Orientab

meet, after the ordinary salutation, " Peace be with you (salem alazcotn)," they lay their hand on theif
lieart.

This salutation was in use in the time of Abraham.

— (Savary, Note sur
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"

He

hath showed might in his arm

VIRGIN,

he has scattered the proud in the

:

conceit of their heart.
"

He

hath put

down

hath

the hungry with good things

the mighty from their seat, and hath exalted the

humble.
"

He

filled

:

and the

rich

he hath sent

empty away.
"

He

hath received Israel his servant, being mindful of his mercy.

"

As

he spoke to our fathers, to

Thus did the Virgin

discern

Abraham and

at

to his seed forever."

once, by a supernatural light, those

ancient prophecies and their perfect accomplishment, herself being a thou-

sand times more enlightened and more privileged than
" In this celebrated interview,

together.

tion," says St.

Ambrose,

"

and

in this

all

the prophets put

admirable conversa-

Mary and Elizabeth both prophesied by

Holy Ghost, with whom they were

filled,

and by the merits of

the

their in-

fants."

The Virgin sojourned
spent this long

visit at a

three

months

in the

country of the heathens, and

short distance from the city of Ain, in the hollow

of a shady and fertile valley, where Zachary had his country house.*

was then that the daughter of David,

dowed with genius
contemplate
sea,

herself also a prophetess,

It

and en-

equal to that of the illustrious head of her race, could

at leisure the starry heavens, the

which, at the horizon rolled

sonorous

forests,

and the vast

waves, whether loud or peaceful,, on

its

The Blessed Virgin

the blue resounding shores of Syria.

did not look

with indifference upon these magnificent scenes of creation. All the works
of nature spoke to her of their great Author, and came gently to warm her

The

which vanished from her sight
beyond the mountains of Arabia, the blue vaulted sky which is spread Hke
a tent above the habitations of men, gave her some idea of the immensity

soul after charming her eyes.

of

God

the Creator

;

plain

the golden harvests, the savory

tain spring, proclaimed to her his providence

;

fruits,

the cool

moun-

the voice of the tempests,

power the regular order of the heavens, his wisdom and the care
which He takes of the birds of heaven and the insects of the earth, his
his

;

;

goodness.

In these excursions in the country, she sometimes rested by the side of
a gushing fountain, the foam and noise of which she loved this springs
:

* This country house
serves

now

was

at a short distance from Ain, in a pleasant

as a garden to the village of Saint John.

the Visitation, a church, which, in our days,

is

There had been

no more than a heap of

and

fertile valley,

built in this place, in

ruins.
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day the name of "Mary."*
At the back of the elegant villa of the Hebrew priest extended one of
those gardens called a paradise by the Persians, the mode of laying out
which had been borrowed by the captives of Israel from the nations of
Cyrus and Semiramis there were seen the finest trees of Palestine and
called

Nephtoa in the time

of Josue, bears to

tliis

:

;

open spaces, the
sweet perfume of the orange-trees, the streams of water which ran beneath
the low bending branches of the willows, made its shades very charming.
There the sweet converse of Mary made Elizabeth forget her fears for an
event, the hope of which overpowered her with joy, but which her advanced age might render fatal. How religious must have been the conThe one young, artless, and ignorant of
versation of these two women
the other
€vil as Eve when she came forth from the hands of the Lord
both deeply
full of days, and rich in long experience of the things of life
the one bearing in her
pious, and objects of the complacency of Jehovah
womb, so long barren, a son who was to be " a prophet and more than a
prophet ;" the other, the blessed germ of the Most High, the chief and
the groups of flowers scattered irregularly about

the

!

;

;

;

liberator of Israel.

summer

In the fine

on the

evenings, <when the white light of the

was brought out beneath a large

foliage, there

fig-tree,

moon shone
or under the

green leafy branches of a thick vine,f the repast of the opulent family
the lamb fed in the deep valleys in the neighborhood of Bethlehem, the
kid of the aromatic mountains of Bethar, clean birds netted by the Israelcaught by the fishermen of Sidon, milk, butter, and
cheese, honeycombs and then, in baskets of palm-leaves, pomegranates,
figs, grapes from Galilee, with dates from Jericho, J which even figured on
ite fowler, shell-fish

;

the table of Caesar

;

there were also seen apricots from Armenia, plums

from Damascus, pistachio nuts from Aleppo, w^ater-melons from the banks
of the Nile, and that sweet cane from the marshes of Egypt, which Herodotus speaks of as an exquisite eatable

;

lastly,

the golden wine of Libanus,

and the perfumed wine of Cyprus, which the steward kept
*

This fountain has so great an abundance of waiter that

productive.

Tradition relates that

the time of Josue
t

;

it

now bears

The Hebrews were

Mary sometimes came

The

irrigates the

thither;

it

whole valley and renders

bore the

name

it

of Nephtoa in

that of the Fountain of the Virgin.

fond of taking their meals in gardens, under trees, and in arbors

natural, in hot countries, to seek air
X

it

in stone jars,§

and coolness.

— (Fleury, Moeurs des

;

for

it is

Israel., § xvii.)

dates of Syria and Judea are yellow and black, round, like apples, and very sweet.

Pliny

reckons forty-nine kinds of dates.
§

The Jews estabhshed

in the

Yemen

still

make use of

these jars.

Arable.)
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Mary, temperate as ever in the midst of this^
Fruabundance, was content with a little fruit and a cup of pure water.
gality with her was no forced virtue, or an abstinence merely of circumstance it was a virtue by choice.*
Some writers, to extol the humility of the Blessed Virgin, which needs
no extraneous commendation, have insisted that she rendered to Elizabeth
the office of a servant, and almost of a slave.
This is an evident inconsistency Elizabeth would never have allowed
a woman whom she herself had proclaimed the Mother of her Lord, and
whom she had highly extolled above all the daughters of Sion, to lower
The holy spouse of Zachary f could
herself in such manner before her.
By the consent of Christians and
not have wanted servants or slaves.
Jews, this family was distinguished, and the illustrious birth of St. John
Baptist even cast something like discredit upon that of Jesus Christ, bori>
of parents much less distinguished, and leading in poverty the common
circulated in rich

cups.

;

:

of the people.

iife

The

which the amiable and gentle Virgin profuselypaid to Elizabeth had nothing in them painful or servile they were those
delicate and forecasting attentions with wftich she would have waited upon
her own mother, if heaven had spared her to her and no doubt she often
imagined that she beheld again the authors of her days in that affectionate,,
devout, and venerable pair, who loved her with parental affection, and wha
showed towards her from the first interview, when her greatness was somarvellously revealed, a sentiment of admiration mingled with respect,
which Mary humbly endeavored to prevent, but which she did not succeed
attentions, therefore,

;

;

in destroying.

*

Her abstinence

of food.
t

—

did not appear to be a fast

(F. Valverde,

Vie de

J.

Christ,

t. i.

:

it

was rather a custom, as

it

were

them having

passed his

life

in the desert,

settled in Persia

after the captivity.

The Jews reckoned John

from Aaron and from David.

and was the son of a chief

The Mussulmans have

us

priest.

families"

was descended

Jesus Christ, on the other hand,

common

retained a high

C2\\/ahia ben Zacharia (John, the son of Zachary).

These ancient

Elizabeth

the Baptist far above Jesus, because he had

born of a poor woman, appeared to them as one of the
Matt., Serm. 12.)

make

p. 6.)

Zachary was descended from Abia, father of the eighth priestly family.
rare, several of

were, not to

people.

—

(S.

Joan. Chrysost. in

idea of St. John Baptist,

Saadi, in his

whom

they

Gulistan, makes mention of the

mosque of Damascus he said some prayers there,
John
and records those of a king of the Arabs, who came thither on a pilgrimage. "The Caliph Abdalsepulchre of

malek wanted
" and

it

Baptist, venerated in the

St.

to

was only

;

purchase this church out of the
after

their

refusal

offered them, that he took possession of

of four
it

by

hands of the Christians," says D'Herbelot,

thousand

force."

dinars, or

gold pistoles, which he had

— (Bibliotheque Orientale,

t. ii.)
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easy to understand, say the fathers,

is

drawn down by the

visit of

Mary upon
If the

her so affectionate a reception.

that belonged to him, even so far as to

Ill

how many

the priestly family

blessings were

who had

given

Obededom, and all
make the holy King David jealous,
Lord

blessed

for having had the ark of the covenant in his house for three months,

what graces must have been drawn down upon Zachary and all belonging to him by the three months' abode of Her of whom the ark of the
" The purity
covenant was but the figure, though so holy and awful
in which St. John always lived," says St. Ambrose, " was an effect of
that unction and that grace infused into his soul by the presence of the
!

Virgin."

We

know

not precisely whether the Mother of
Origen,

ing-in of Elizabeth.

God

assisted at the ly-

St Ambrose, and other grave

authors, an-

modern, declare for the affirmative, and this opinion is
very probable for it would have been at least very extraordinary, after
having spent so long a time with her relation, if Mary had abruptly left
her in the hour of danger, and without any reasonable motive for so unCustom required that all the
seasonable and precipitate a departure
matrons of the family should assemble round the new mother to rejoice
with her in her happiness the gospel informs us that they were not wanting to Elizabeth on this solemn occasion, and that the birth of St. John
Baptist drew a large concourse of kinsfolk and friends to the house of
his father.
It is alleged that virgins were not generally found at these
cient as well as
;

;

sort of gatherings, and this

we can

conceive

;

but

Mary was

married,

which required of her those duties which became her, and which she
could not omit without violating usages received from the time of the
patriarchs.
Some argue with as little reason, from the retired habits of
the Virgin, to the conclusion that even the noise of the festivities which
celebrated the birth of the precursor of Jesus Christ put her to flight like
a

Mary was

young dove suddenly alarmed.

quite able to reconcile her

small inclination for the world with that exquisite sense of propriety

at-

tributed to her by the fathers, and her tender solicitude for her mother's

niece

:

she must have remained beneath the roof of the priest until Eliza-

was out of danger
never failed
Dlessing the

and then, escaping from that admiration which
to excite, she left the mountains of Judea, after embracing

new

:•

Elias.*

<^

religious author observes that the blessed daughter of
hose theologians

who have embraced

upon that passage of

St.

Joachim had

hast-

the contrary opinion to that of Origen and St. Ambrose,

Luke which does not speak of the accouchement of Elizabeth
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diligence to visit her cousin, but that she departed slowly, and

all

with regret, from those cool valleys, the oaks of which had afforded
shelter to angels ;* perchance, like the sea-bird, she had a presentiment
as

if

of storms.
having brought the Blessed Virgin back into Gallilee.
tion

:

we

It

seemed

to us that this deserved considera-

therefore attentively examined the gospel of this evangelist

vinced us that this reason

we can

of this kind, and

up the preaching of

St.

is

not conclusive

;

for

it is

John

and announced

this

the custom of St.

quote two others of the same nature.
Baptist,

;

minute examination con-

Luke

For example,

his imprisonment, St.

to

make

after

transpositions

having followed

Luke speaks,

in the fol-

lowing verse, of the baptism of Jesus Christ, of the priority of which to the prison of the precursor,

and

his tragical death, there

Luke

expatiates

can be no doubt.

When

relating the adoration of the shepherds, St.

on the marvellous accounts which they gave of

hem, and of the astonishment which these

recitals

caused

;

their journey to the cave of Bethle-

after which, taking us

back without any

he speaks of their departure from the stable.
Ambrose, the probability of which strikes us at first

transition to the interrupted scene of the adoration,

This
sight.

is

what makes us adopt the doctrine of
F. Valverde,

who

St.

studied the holy fathers deeply,

did not leave her relations

till

is

equally of opinion that the Blessed Virgir

she had embraced and blessed the precursor of the Messias.

Mambre, which is only six furlongs from Hebron, there was still shown in the tim^
of St. Jerom, a tree of enormous growth, beneath which it was said that Abraham had received th?
wsit of the three angels who announced to him the birth of Isaac.
* In the vale of
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Virginal Pregnancy of Mary.

N

her return to Nazareth,

Mary

returned with ease to

humble occupations which she must have suspended in the more
elevated sphere which she had just quitted.
She became again the young housewife, active and dilligent,
who found time for work, time for prayer, time for reading
the sacred books, whose whole conversation was in heaven,
and who seemed to have applied to herself those beautiful
" All the glory of the king's
and sage words of the Psalmist
daughter is within." But meanwhile she advanced in her virginal pregnancy, and Joseph began to be full of anxious
the

life

of the people, and resumed the

:

thought.

A poignant

uncertainty, a painful perplexity, tortured the great and up-

At

he did not believe his eyes, and he
found it more reasonable to doubt the testimony of his senses, than the
purity of a woman who had always appeared to him a prodigy of candor
ana sanctity. But the condition of Mary became more and more visible

right soul of the patriarch.

first

;

was found with

which means that

Nazareth
was informed of it, and that Joseph's relations, in the innocence of their
hearts, offered him painful congratulations, which he was obliged to re-

s/ie

child, says the gospel,
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him

ceive without changing countenance, and which struck

According to the Proto-gospel of

at

once like

James, in the'
first transports of his grief, he prostrated himself before God with his
face on the ground, and all bathed in tears, crying out, " Who has betrayed me ? who has brought evil into my house ? " Then, yielding to
a flash of lightning.

St.

whom

young orphan

he had ever regarded as
the pearl and honor of her sex, he bitterly accused himself of not having
guarded her with sufficient care. " Alas " he said to himself, " my hishis tender affection for the

!

tory

Adam

that of

is

;

when he reposed with the

greatest confidence in

and happiness, behold on a sudden Satan deceived Eve with lying words, and seduced her."* When Joseph was sufficiently calm in
mind to reflect, he found himself in great perplexity.
According to the Jewish law, adultery was punished by death. When
a single one would suffice,
there were no witnesses,
and the woman
denied the crime laid to her charge, she was led, by order of the sanhedrim, to the eastern gate of the temple, and there, in the presence of all,,
after snatching off her veil, placing about her neck a cord brought from
Egypt, to put her in mind of the miracles which God had wrought in
that land, and covering her shoulders with her dishevelled hair, because
it was a disgrace for a Jewish woman to be seen with her hair in that
state, a priest pronouncing a terrible formulary of malediction, to which
she had to answer Amen, presented her with the famous cup of the watery
of jealousy, which were also called bitter waters, because they had the
This cup of malediction infallibly caused the
taste of wormwood.f
guilty wife to die, unless the husband himself had been guilty of infidelhis glory

—

—

for then the miracle did not take place, " because," say the doctors
of Israel, " it would not have been just that one of the guilty should be

ity

;

A

God

punished the other."J
husband of a violent temper would not have failed to drag Mary before the priests of the Lord, to
but Joseph, the
subject her to the formidable trial of the bitter waters
most moderate, as well as the most just of men, did not so much as think
absolved, while

;

of taking this extreme course.

Not being

able to retain

Mary under

his

both the law of honor and the law of Moses conspired to prevent him from so doing, he wished at least to take all possible precautions to prevent this painful separation from casting any shade upon her
roof, since

virtue,

—

for he

was a just man, and not willing publicly

* Protevang-. Jac, in the apocryph. of Fabric,
t Basn.,
X

liv. vii. c.

t. i.

to

expose her.

p. 97.

22.

Wagenseil, in Sotah,

p.

244.
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away," said Joseph mournfully to himself, " but before God,

will put her

and not before the judges, who would condemn her to die, and me to cast
the first stone at her ;* I will save her from the reproaches of her family
and the contempt of the world but how can I get clear of this labyrinth,
where dishonor and death present themselves at every outlet ?" And
the son of David remained plunged in extreme depression of mind.
The gloomy sadness of the just man, to whom God himself had entrusted her, could not escape Mary, and no doubt it cost her a great deal
to conceal from Joseph the glorious embassy of the angel
but how could
she unveil an event so unheard-of, so miraculous, as that of her divine
maternity, with no other proof than her own word ?
Persuaded with
reason that, to be believed, the mystery of the Incarnation must be revealed by supernatural means, and leaving to Him, who had wrought so
great things in her, the care of convincing Joseph of her innocence, " the
daughter of David," says the great Bishop of Meaux, " at the risk of seeing herself not only suspected and forsaken, but even lost and dishonored,
left all to God, and remained in peace."
The Eternal, from the height of his starry throne, looked down with
complacency upon the just man, whom he had subjected to this severe
trial,f before he raised him to the supreme honor of being his own representative upon earth, and the angels, with their eyes fixed on the holy
house of Nazareth, anxiously awaited the result of this close contest, in
which humanity, duty, and the noblest sentiments of the soul were engaged.
At last, the patriarch ended with an idea so generous and heroic,
that it places him almost on a level with the Queen of angels he resolved
to sacrifice his honor, the esteem which he had acquired by a spotless life,
the means of existence which gave him his daily bread, and the air of his
native land, so good to breathe when one is drawing near to the tomb, in
order to save the reputation of a wife, who did not even attempt to jusThere was
tify herself, and who was so cruelly accused by appearances.
but one way of parting with Mary without ruining her, for her famxily
would have been urgent for explanations which would have terminated
;

;

;

*
to

The Jewish law

be condemned.

required that the accuser should cast the

— (Voy.

Institut.

de Moise,

t. ii.

him

put to the trial

earlier the

all

whom

he had caused

could have spared Joseph
:

all this

pain, by

but his rirtue would not have been

him we should not have witnessed the victory of Joseph
passions, and the most righteous jealousy that was ever conceived,

which was prepared

would not have been

"God

mystery of the pregnancy of Mary

over the most un tameable of

stone at him

p. 65.)

t " Doubtless," says Bossuet (Elev. sur les Myst.),

revealing to

first

for

;

laid prostrate at the feet of virtue."
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and this was to banish nimself, to go and die afar off in the land
of exile, and to take upon his own head all the odium of such a desertion.
There are resignations as glorious as triumphs, and sufferings patiently
supported, which heaven rewards as munificently as martyrdom the unknown sacrifice of the spouse of the Virgin was of this number. To
reconcile together his duty and his humanity, he accepted by anticipation
the sad reproaches of being a husband without a heart, a father without
he accepted the
feeling, a man without conscience and without faith
contempt of his relations, the mortal hatred of the relatives of Mary, and
resolved to tear off with his own hand the crown of his good name to cast
it before the feet of that young woman, whose mysterious and inexplicable position filled his heart with sadness, and his life with bitterness.
St. John Chrysostom is never tired of admiring the fine and noble con" It was necessary," says this great saint, "that when
duct of St. Joseph.
grace was approaching, there should be many signs of this sublime dispensation.
For as the sun, though not yet showing its rays, still at a
fatally

:

;

;

distance

enlightens the greatest part of the earth, so also Christ,

when

about to issue from that womb, enlightened the whole world before his
Therefore, even before his birth, prophets exulted, women prophebirth.
Here, also, Joseph
sied, and John, not yet born, leaped in the womb.
exhibited great wisdom."

We

have here adopted the opinion of St. John Chrysostom in prefer
ence to that of St. Bernard, who supposes that Joseph himself discovered
the mystery of the birth of Jesus Christ, and that seeing Mary pregnant,
he did not doubt, from the profound veneration which he had for her, that
" He believed it," says the
she must be the miraculous Virgin of Isaias.
apostle of the crusades, " and it was with no other sentiment than one of
humility and respect,

— like

that which

made

St.

Peter afterwards say,

—

Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord,' that St. Joseph, who
was no less humble than St. Peter, also thought of departing from the
Virgin, not doubting that she bore in her sacred womb the Saviour of
mankind."
This interpretation, doubtless one of great piety, and worthy of one
who has been honored with the title of the devout chaplain of Mary, is
more in accordance with the ascetic notions of the middle ages than
agreeable to the manners of the ancient Hebrews, and must fall to the
ground before a careful examination of the text. In fact, the words of
'

the gospel are so clear, that no small ingenuity would be required to ob-

scure them.

It is

not that instinctive

movement

of religious

awe which
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which suggests to Joseph
the idea of forsaking Mary it is a thought of conscience and duty. " He
was a just man," say Bossuet, " and his justice did not allow him to remain in company with a wife whom he could not believe innocent for
merely to suspect what had happened by the operation of the Holy Ghost,
that was a miracle of which God had hitherto given no example, and
which could not come into any human mind."*
The words of the angel would have no sense, and would lead to a false
" Fear not," says the amconclusion, in the supposition of St. Bernard.
bassador of the Most High, " to take unto thee Mary, thy wife, for
that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost." Does Joseph object
his unworthiness, at the moment when he becomes certain that Mary
at a distance

a sacred object,

;

;

womb

Author of nature himself ? Does he lay before the
angel his scruples, which must be now more urgent than ever ? Does he
ask that this humble cup, which the celestial envoy presents him, may
He does nothing of all
pass from him to some more worthy mortal ?
bears in her

this; the

the

storms of the soul are appeased, and he

falls

into the profound

calm which follows great moral tempests.
It is
iliar

objected that the great oracles relating to the Messias were fam-

to Joseph as they were to

all

the Hebrews, that he must have

and that he ought
understood from the very first, considering the holiness of Mary,
bore in her womb the Saviour of the world. To understand the
cies which treated of the mystery of redemption was not so easily

that the time of the Messias

as

is

here supposed.

reign of the

was near

Whether

Emmanuel

at hand,

known
to ha;ve

that she

propheattained

the allegorical descriptions of the glorious

of Isaias had led the doctors of the

synagogue

into error, or whether the avaricious thoughts of the Jews could not rise

and reduced everything to temporal possessions, it is certain that the Hebrew people, "that people of a hard head," had got upon
He- who was sent from
a wrong track, and would not deviate from it.
God, the Desired of nations, was to be a lawgiver, a leader of war, a magnificent and formidable monarch, like Solomon.
The apostles themselves
were long under a mistake as to the humble and peaceful mission of " the
poor King who passed noiselessly along " we see them clinging to golden
dreams and kingdoms in prospect, even in sight of the deicide city, which
their Master was entering to die.
It was not without some difficulty that
our Lord brought them back to a spiritual sense, that he rectified their
above the

earth,

;

—

* Bossuet, Elev. sur les Myst.

t., ii.

p. 135.
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always ready to fall into the narrow compass ot material and palpable goods, where they were tossed about by the ambitious reveries of

ideas,

traditionary doctors and Pharisees.

then the apostles, those divine

If

much

difficulty in divesting

hood, they

who

men who founded

Christianity, had so

themselves of the prejudices of their child-

and
of himself, and

lived in the midst of the miracles of the Messias,

how could Joseph do this
The coarse garment of the artisan

in familiar intercourse with him,

but little
without succor from above ?
accorded with the purple of the kings of Juda, and the thing of all least
expected was to have a Messias born from the ranks of the common peoGalilee, moreover, was the last place which would have been thought
ple.
"

of.

Doth the

Christ

come out

to the disciples of Christ.

of Galilee?" said the doctors of the law

In fact the prophets had pointed out Bethle-

of Juda by name, Bethlehem, " the house of bread," as the birth-

hem

and the rabbinical commentators, improving upon
the prophets, distinguished even the quarter of the town where he was to
be born.* Joseph was too humble to suppose that his modest roof could
harbor so much greatness, and the silence of Mary left him nothing to
place of the Messias

:

conjecture.

As

to the project of sending back the Virgin to her family

**

out of pure

some learned theologians v/ould have it who adhere to the
opinion of St. Bernard, it would have been impracticable in a nation so
apt to take umbrage at everything that affected the honor of women.
Mary was an orphan, and so far dependent upon her kinsfolk, who were
not all of a peaceful temper, and some of whom had not approved of the
union of their young relative with the obscure Nazarean.
It is not likely
that they would have accepted the reasons of Joseph, and admitted, without more ample information, that the Virgin bore in her womb the King
Messias.
It is much more to be presumed that they would have denounced the husband before the tribunal of the ancients, to force him to
give the reasons which influenced his conduct for there was no longer any
respect," as

;

question of a simple divorce, but of the condition of the child of Mary,
a

young woman

eleven

who had

fair heiress of

*

of noble blood and badly married, according to those

entered themselves on the

(the

Messias)?

From

parents to be found (those of the Messias) ?

Talmud

to espouse the

young and

Joachim.

Whence comes he

CSee

lists

the royal city of Bethlehem, of Tuda.

Where are

\ii&

In the quarter Biral Harba ol Bethlskem '^uda,-^

of Jerusalem.)
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two grave facts either Joseph would have
kept silence, and then he would have been condemned to take back his
wife, with the prohibition never to separate from her,* or he would have
declared upon oath that the child which Mary bore was not his; and then
the child, disowned, became incapacitated for any employment his birth,
defiled in its source, shut him out from the assemblies of the nation, the
public schools, entering the temple, and the synagogues his posterity, paying for his disgrace, would not have been admitted to the privileges of
without an
the Hebrews till the tenth generation he became a Paria,
and the decree which would have
asylum, without rights without country,
condemned his mother to be stoned would have branded in the forehead,
But
both him and his descendants, with Cain's mark of reprobation.
things would not have come to this pass rather than submit to this stain
upon their royal genealogy, the proud descendants of David would have
Such examples are not rare, and
killed the Virgin with their own hands.

Thence would have

resulted

:

;

;

—

;

—

:

appear again even in our days of Judea, as well as in Arabia.
Joseph was too wise and too humane to place himself in either alternaand it happened, as it always does, that the more generous course
tive
He resolved then to leave his city, and the woman
v»ras also the better.
;

who

hymen had made

since their chaste

As

sweet and happy.

his life so

he was preparing for this sad separation, and sleeping with troubled sleep
upon his solitary couch, " The angel of the Lord appeared to him in his
sleep, saying

:

* Inst, de Moise,
t

Niebuhr

trymen

if

Joseph, son of David., fear not to take unto thee

t. ii.

Mary

thy

liv. vii.

relates, that " in

a coffee-house of Yemen, an Arab having asked one of his fellow coun-

he was not the father of a young

woman

lately

married in his

tribe,

the father,

who

sus-

pected some intention to ridicule in this question, and thought the honor of his family compromised,
cooly rose up, ran to his daughters house, and without uttering a

word plunged his cangzar in her
heart." F. de Geramb mentions an ancedote of the same kind
" The widow of a Catholic of
Bethlehem," says he, " was the object of a painful suspicion not knowing how to escape the ven:

—

;

geance of her relations, she took refuge

in the

herself under the sacred protection of the altar.

convent of the Fathers of the Holy Land, and placed

Her asylum was

discovered, the gates of the

mon-

young woman dragged, with her hair all dishevelled, into the public
market-place, amidst the shouts of the populace and the suppliant voices of the religious, who implored, in the name of a crucifiwl God, forgiveness and mercy for this unhappy creature, who pro
tested with tears that she was innocent.
She appealed in despair to her father and her brothers, adjured them in the most moving manner to save her from a cruel death they came forward sullenly
each held a dagger the poor creature shuddered and a moment after, the three daggers were buried in her breast, and the murderers, washing their hands in the blood of their respective daughter
and sister, congratulated themselves on having washed away the disgrace of their familv."
astery were forced, and the

:

;

;
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wife, for that
shall

which

conceived in her

is

bring forth a Son

;

and thou

is

Holy Ghost. And she
name Jesus for he shall

of the

shalt call his

;

save the people from their sins."

and the word of the angel, Joseph found himself
The honor which God had done him, in transferring to him his
changed.
own rights over his only Son, had not in the least affected his humility but
he had become father, he had become spouse, in heart, and his only
thought now was, to take care of Mary and her divine Infant.
St. John Chrysostom asked himself why the angel of the Lord appeared
in a dream to Joseph, and not manifestly, as he did to the shepherds, to
" He was," said he, answering himself, "a
Zachary, and to the Virgin.
man of wonderful faith, nor did he need such a vision. For the Virgin, to
whom so great a thing was announced, and much greater than to Zachary,
required a wonderful kind of vision even before the thing itself took place
and the shepherds, as being less refined, had need of more manifest vision.
After this dream

;

;

But

this

man

after the conception, being beset with

an

evil suspicion of

mind, and yet ready to be brought back easily to good hope, if any one
should appear to guide him in this matter, receives the revelation

See then what great things are done the philosophy of the man is exhibited, and what the angel declares so opportunely serves to confirm his
faith, and the word itself remains without suspicion, which shows that he
'*
suffered what every man might justly endure."^
;

* S. Joan. Chryso5t., Serm.

4, in S.

Matt.
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Birth of the Messias.

EANTIME,

the wicked empire^ had planted

eagles even to the extremities of the globe

Romans had taken

;

its

the

the oriental world as in a net;

the Samaritan trembled before them in the depth ot

and the most remote nation of Asia, the
peaceful Chinese, sent a solemn embassy to Caesar
to seek his powerful friendship.
Egypt and Syria were already no more than Roman provinces
Judea itself was
tributary, and the King of the Jews, purchasing with gold a
capricious protection, was but a crowned slave.
The time
was come the oracles relating to the Messias were about to
be accomplished the power of Rome was on the decline, as
Balaam had foretold, and according to the grand prophecy of
Jacob, the sceptre had departed from Juda for the phantom
of royalty which still hovered over the holy city was not even national.
It was then that an edict of Augustus Csesar was published in Judea, for
an enrolment to be made of the people subject to his sceptre. This enrolment, much more complete than that which had taken place in the sixth
his deserts,

;

;

;

:

consulship of the

nephew of

Julius Csesar,t comprised not only persons.

*

The Jews designated the Roman empire by

t

Augustus had three general enrolments

in

the na,me of " the wicket ^mpire."

every province of the empire

:

the

his sixth consulship with Agrippa, in the year 28 before the Christian era; the
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but property and the several kinds of land

was intended

:

it

VIRGIN,

was the

basis on which

it

ground the tax on servitude.*
The Roman governors were ordered to see the imperial edict executed,
each in his department. f Sextus Saturninus, governor of Syria, began
first with Phoenicia and Coelo-Syria, rich and populous cantons, which required long and patient labor that which, in our Europe, William the
Conqueror, a thousand years later, caused to be done, in order to draw
up that famous register so well known to the English, under the name of
" Domesday Book," can alone give an idea of it.
After having executed
the orders of Csesar in the Roman province, as well as in the kingdoms
and tetrarchies dependent upon it, at the end of three years from the date
to

;

of the decree,! they found themselves arrived at length at Bethlehem,
precisely at the

memorable epoch of the

birth of our Saviour.

Caesar and

had no other thought than of doing an administrative work, by
ascertaining the population and resources of the empire but God had
other designs, which they executed unconsciously by their merely human
views.
His son was to be born at Bethlehem of Juda, the humble country
of King David he had caused it to be foretold by his prophet, more than
seven hundred years before and now behold the whole world in commohis agents

;

;

;

tion to accomplish this prophecy.
It

appears that

faithful to ancient

usage, the Jews

still

had themselves

in-

the consulate of C. Marius Censorinus and C. Asinius Gallus, in the year 8 before the same era

under the consulate of Sextus Pompeius Nepos and Sextus Apuleius
Nepos, in the year 14 of the Christian era. It is of the second enrolment that St. Luke speaks
the decree which ordered it was made in the eighth year before the Christian era. (Sueton., in

and the third and

last,

—

Octav.

27.)

Augustus at that time had a work prepared which contained the description of the Roman
empire, and of those countries dependent upon it. Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dion Cassius make
mention of this book, and of all the separate descriptions which were drawn up in the provinces.
By the way in which they speak of it, it must have been something very complicated.
*

t

TertuUian assures us that

it

was Sextus Saturninus who had to do

it

for Syria, he being

president thereof.
J

The

three years which were taken

cannot raise any

up with

difficulty, for certainly it

this enrolment,

executed by the

Roman

prefect,

required no less time to draw up the register of Syria,

and Judea. Joab had consumed nearly ten months in making the simple,
and the census of Augustus^ at the birth
list of men capable of bearing arms in the ten tribes
of Jesus Christ, embraced many other details, as it extended not only to every individual, but to
William the Conqueror, who had a work something
all particulars of their landed possessions.
similarly compiled among the English, employed six whole years about it, although Domesda"
Pook contains neither Scotland, nor Irdland, nor Wales, nor the Channel Islands.
Coelo-Syria, Phoenicia,

;
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Bethlehem, his descendants regarded that little city as their natal town, and the nursery of
there it was, then, that they assembled to give in their names,
their house
and the state of their fortunes, in compliance with the edict of Csesar.
at

;

The autumn was coming

to an

end

;

the torrents rolled with a loud noise

the depths of the valleys, the north wind blew through the lofty tur-

in

and a sky laden with gray clouds announced the approach
One dull and gloomy morning, in the year of Rome 748,* a
of snows.
Nazarene was seen busily occupied with preparations for a journey, which
no doubt he was not at liberty to put off; for the time seemed ill-chosen,
and the young wife who accompanied him, and whom he seated carefully
on the quiet and gentle animal which is still preferred by the women of
At the saddle of the fine anithe East, was far advanced in pregnancy.
mal t ridden by the young woman of Galilee, was fastened a basket,
made of palm leaves, containing provisions for the journey: dates, figs,
and raisins, some thin cakes of barley meal, and an earthen vessel from
Ramla, to hold water from the spring or the cistern. A goat-skin bottle,
of Egyptian make, was hung on the opposite side.
The traveller threw
pentine-trees,

over his shoulder a wallet containing a bundle of clothes, girded his loins,
wrapped himself up in his cloak of goats' hair, and holding in one hand his

hooked stick, held with the other the bridle of the ass which carried the
young woman. Thus they quitted their poor dwelling, which was left to
itself, and passed down the narrow streets of Nazareth, amidst wishes- of a
good journey, and safe return to their kindred and neighbors, who exclaimed on all sides, " Go in peace " These travellers, who set out on a
journey in a cloudy morning, were the humble descendants of the great
kings of Juda Joseph and Mary who were going, by order of a pagan
and a stranger, to enrol their obscure names by the side of the most
illustrious names of the kingdom.
This journey, undertaken during the rigorous season, and across a
country like Palestine, must have been extremely painful to the Blessed
Virgin, in the situation in which she found herself; yet she made no complaint
this feeble and delicate young woman had a mind firm and courageous,— a great soul, which was not elevated with greatness, knew how to
!

—

—

;

Never was any date more disputed than that of the Birth of Jesus Christ. We adopt that
of the authors of I'Art de Verifier les Dates, which appears to us the best founded, and which
places the birth of our Saviour on the 25th of December, in the year of Rome 748. According
to Baronius, the day of our Saviour's birth was a Friday.
*

t

The

asses in Palestine are remarkably beautiful.
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possess

itself in joy,

— and

accepted misfortune.

in silence

Joseph, who'

moved along

pensive at her side, meditated on the ancient oracles, which
promised, four thousand years ago, a deliverer to his people as he
;

was

travelled on to Bethlehem, whither he

by the supreme

led

will of

a

" And thou,
Micheas
Bethlehem Ephrata, art a little one among the thousands of Juda out of
thee shall he come forth unto me that is to be the ruler in Israel."* Then,,
looking at his poor equipage and his humble companion, whose simple
outfit was suitable to her condition, he thought over in his mind the great
"And he shall grow up as a tender plant before him,,
oracles of Isaias
despised, and the most abject
and as a root out of a thirsty ground
ofmen."t And the patriarchs began to understand the designs of God
with regard to his Christ.
After a painful journey of five days, the travellers distinguished Bethlehem at a distance, the city of kings, seated on an eminence, amid smiling hills planted with vines, olive-groves, and woods of green oaks.
Camels carrying women wrapped in purple cloaks, and with their heads covered with white veils, Arab nakas, ridden at full galop by young horsemen splendidly clad, groups of old men upon beautiful white she-asses,
discoursing gravely, like the ancient judges of Israel,! were going up to
the city of David, which was already occupied by a multitude of Hebrews
who had arrived during the preceding days. Outside, but at a little distance from the city, a building arose of quadrangular form, the white
walls of which stood out from the pale green of the olive-trees which covWithered the hill one would have said it was a Persian caravansary.
in its open gate, a number of slaves and servants were seen going and
coming in its ample court it was the inn. Joseph, urging on the beast
on which the Virgin was mounted, made up to it, in the hope of arriving
in time to secure one of those small apartments which belong by right to
the first comer, and which were refused to no one ;§ but the caravansary

Roman, he thought of the words

of the prophet

:

;

:

:

.

.

.

.

:

:

* Mich. V.
X

t Is. liii. 2.

ii.

The horse was

used, especially

symbol of combats.
tiful.

sit in

§

The

Nothing

is

— (Judges

found

the Jews, by the warrior

judges, on the contrary, rode

Hence those words
judgment."

among

of the Bible

:

"

Speak

:

upon

;

it

was

also taken as the

asses of a species perfectly beau-

you that ride upon

fair asses,

and you that

v. lo.)

in the cells of the caravansary, or palace of caravans, but the four walls,

and sometimes scorpions. The keeper's business is merely to give the key and a mat
the traveller ought to have provided himself with the rest thus he should take his bed, his.
cooking apparatus, and even his provisions with him. (Volney, Voyage en Syrie.)
dust,

;

—
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overflowed with merchants and travellers there was not a place left at
a price of gold one might perhaps have been found, for the hotel-keeper
was a Jew, and a Jew of Bethlehem but Joseph had no gold.
;

;

:

patriarch returned sorrowful to Mary,

The

who

smiled upon him with

and again seizing the bridle of the poor animal, who was
drop with fatigue, he began to wander about the places and

resignation,

ready to
streets of the

little city,

hoping, but in vain, that

some

charitable Bethle-

No one offered
hemite would offer them a lodging for the love of God.
them anything. The night wind fell cold and piercing upon the young
who never

Virgin,

uttered a complaint, but

she could hardly keep

within

who became more and more

Joseph continued his
and alas more than once he saw the door
fruitless efforts in despair
which had been unfeelingly shut against him opened to some more wealthy
Self-interest, that ruling passion of the Jews, must have petristranger.
fied the soul of every one, for the situation of Mary to excite no compassion.
The night came on: the two, seeing themselves rejected by every
pale

:

life

;

her.

!

and despairing of obtaining a shelter in the city of their forefathers,
went out from Bethlehem without knowing whither to direct their steps,
and moved forward at hazard into the country, lighted by the expiring
glimmer of the twilight, and echoing with the cry of the jackals who
prowled about in search of their prey.
On the south, and at a short distance from the inhospitable city, a dark
cave appeared, which was hollowed out of the rock this cave, the mouth
of which looked towards the north, and which became narrower towards
the end, served the Bethlehemites as a common stable, and sometimes as
a refuge for the shepherds in stormy nights.
They both blessed heaven,
who had guided them to this rude shelter and Mary, leaning on the arm
of Joseph, went and sat down upon a bare piece of stone, which formed a
kind of narrow and inconvenient seat in a hollow part of the rock.
It was there, " in the fortification of the rock," as the prophet Isaias
had foretold,* at the moment when the rising of the mysterious constellation of the Virgin marked the hour of midnight, f that the alfna % of the
one,

;

;

* Justin appeals to the

on high
t " It

which

;

is

I

in those

prophecy of

Isaias for the birth of Jesus in the cave

the fortifications of rocks shall be his highness."
a fact independent

desire to

ages

draw from

when

— (Ch.

of all hypotheses," says Dupuis, "
it,

"

He

shall dwell

xxxiii. i6.)

independent of

all

consequences

that precisely at the hour of midnight, on the 25th of Decenber,

Christianity

horizon, and the ascendant of

:

made

its

appearance, the heavenly sign which rose in the

which presided

at the

opening of the new solar revolution was,

the Virgin of the Constellations.'''
X

The word alma, which

Isaias used, signifies in

Hebrew a

Virgfin in all
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grand prophecy of the Messias, in the midst of a solemn pause oi nature,
concealed by a luminous cloud, ^' brought into the world Him to whom
God himself had given birth, ''before the hills, "f and " whose generation
was from eternity." He appeared all at once, like the sunbeam parting
from the cloud, to the eyes of his astonished young mother, and came to
take possession of the throne of his poverty, while all the angels of God,
bending the knee before him, adored him under his human form. J This
virginal parturition was free from cries and pains
and not a single groan
disturbed the sacred silence of that night full of prodigies and mysteries.
Miraculously conceived, Jesus is born more miraculously.
God prepared for the world a grand and novel spectacle, when he caused
The palace which he destined for him was a dea poor king to be born.
serted stable
a fit shelter for him who as he advanced in years was to
say, " The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air nests
but the Son
Moses, proscribed from his
of man hath not where to lay his head."
birth, had at least a cradle of rushes, when his sister, the youthful Mary,
exposed him in the midst of the bulrushes and sacred lotus plants which
dip their leaves in the Nile at the close of day ;§ but Jesus, the divine
forsaken one, who came among us to suffer and die, had not even so much
magnificence as this he was laid in a manger, upon a handful of damp
;

—

;

:

straw providentially forgotten by some camel-driver of Egypt or Syria, in
haste to set out before daybreak.

God had

provided for the couch of his

only Son, even as he provides for the nests of the birds of heaven.

was necessary to cover this new Adam, whose members would have
been starved by the cold air, and whom modesty and necessity alike reMary made him out of her veil swaddling bands,
quired to be clothed.
with which she wrapped him up with her chaste hands then was the God
It

;

have already

said, in

note

§,

p.

23 of the

first

chapter, that this

word has given occasion to very

great controversies between Jews and Christians.
* Protevang., S. Jac, c. 17.

According to the opinion of the rabbins, the Messias was in the terrestrial Paradise by the
(Sohar Chadasch, f. 82, 4.) He existed even before the world.
side of our first parents.
(Nezach Israel, c. 35.) And before he became man, he was in the state of glory with God.
t

—

(Phil.

ii.

Thus, immediately before the time of Jesus Christ, the idea of a pre-existence of

6.)

the Messias existed in the superior theology of the Jews.
t

Heb.

The

i.

6

Psalm

;

xlvi. 7.

which was consecrated to the sun,
the Nile when the sun sets, and emerge from
§

lotus,

lulling to sleep.
lotus,

that

is,

They used

to say to

is

a water-plant, the leaves of which dip into

when he rises. This plant has the virtue of
those who made long journeys that they had eaten of the

they had forgotten their country.

it

— (Basn.,

liv. ix. c, 15.)
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newly born adored by her and her holy spouse, as Joseph of old, the finest type of Jesus Christ, had been before by his father and mother.
St. Basil, entering into the mysteries of fervor and rapture which passed
in the soul of the Virgin, exhibits her to us as if divided between the love
"
of the mother and the adoration of the saint. " What should I call thee ?
says she, addressing her Infant-God; "what should I call thee? .... a
mortal ?
but I conceived thee by divine operation ....
God ?
.

.

.

A

.

human body.

Ought
Ought I

.

.

.

.

come before thee with incense,
or to offer thee my breast ?
to lavish upon thee all the cares of
a tender mother, or to serve thee with my forehead bowed down to the
but thou hast a

dust

?

thee on

O

wonderful contrast

my

knees

!

Thou

to

The heavens

!

art

I

upon

earth,

are thy abode, and

and yet thou

I

nurse

art not separated

from the inhabitants of the celestial regions the heavens are with thee."
Thus were accomplished the grand oracles of MIcheas and Isaias
" And there were in the same country shepherds watching and keeping
the night-watches over their flock.
And behold, an angel of the Lord
stood by them, and the brightness of God shone round about them,
and they feared with a great fear. And the angel said to them
Fear not, for behold I bring you good tidings of great joy, that
shall be to all the people
for this day is born to you a Saviour, who is
:

:

:

;

Christ the Lord, in the city of David.

And

this shall

be a sign unto you

:

wrapped in swaddling-clothes, and laid in a manger.
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly
army, praising God, and saying Glory to God in the highest and on
EARTH PEACE TO MEN OF GOOD WILL." *

you

shall find the infant

:

;

* In a very pleasant plain, situated a quarter of a league to the north of the

town

of Bethle-

hem, is found the village of the shepherds, and in the depth of the valley the celebrated field
where these shepherds were tending their flocks during the night of the nativity. According to
grave authors, both sacred and profane, the appearance of the angels to the shepherds is not the
only prodigy which signalized the birth of the Infant-God. It is related, that during that sacred
night the vines of Engaddi blossomed, and that at Como the temple of Peace fell down on a
sudden, and the oracles of the demons were silent forever. The very birth of our Lord was a
sentence of banishment for those pagan divinities who had been till then permitted to give
oracles.
Milton, in an admirable poetic vein, thus describes, in one of his earliest pieces of
verse, the departure of those pretended divinities on the eve of the nativity
" The oracles are dumb,
No voice or hideous hum.
Runs through the arched roof in words deceiving.
Apollo from his shrine
Can no more divine.
:
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The

marvellous vision had disappeared, the heavenly songs had ceased,

and the shepherds, leaning forward upon

their knotty staves,

were

still

listening.

When

moaned alone

the night breezes

the valley, and there was only

in

seem

the sky a single white and shining spot, which might

be an
angel, the shepherds consulted together, and '' said one to another, Let us
go over to Bethlehem, and let us see this word that is come to pass, which
left in

With hollow shriek the steep

No

to

of Delphos leaving.

nightly trance, or breathed spell,

Inspires the pale-eyed priest from the prophetic cell.

" The lonely mountains

And

o'er,

the resounding shore,

A voice of weeping heard and loud
From haunted

spring and dale.

Edged with poplar

The

parting Genius

is

lament

pale.

with sighing sent

With flower-inwoven tresses torn.
The nymphs in twilight shade of tangled thickets mourn.
''

In consecrated earth

And on
The

the holy hearth.

Lars and Lemures

moan with midnight

plaint

;

In urns and altars round,

A drear and dying sound
Affrights the flamens at their service quaint

And

the chill marble seems to sweat,

While each peculiar power foregoes
"

his

wonted

seat.

Peor and Baalim
Forsake their temples dim.

With

that twice battered god of Palestine

And mooned

Ashtaroth,

Heavenis queen and mother both,

Now

sits

not girt with taper's holy shine

The Lybec Hammon
In vain the Tyrian maids their
"

And

wounded Thammuz moura.

Moloch fled.
shadows dread
all of blackest hue

sullen

Hath
His burning

shrinks his horn,

left in

idol

In vain with cymbal's ring,
,

They

call

the grisly king.

In dismal dance about the furnace blue

The
Isis

brutish gods of Nile as fast,

and Orus, and the dog Anubis, haste."
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Lord hath showed

to us."

Then

taking

1?9

in

baskets such humble pres-

made their way, by the bright light
At the sight of the stable they
of the stars, to the little city of David.
felt, like the disciples at Emmaus, that their hearts were burning, and they
said one to another, " Perhaps this is the place " for they knew that the
divine Infant who was born unto them had not seen the light beneath a
ents as their huts could supply, they

;

and that he was not laid in a sumptuous cradle for a throne the
They approached then with
angel had made no such announcement.
faith, with hope, with love, towards the place where they well deserved to
meet the promised Saviour, since they came to seek him there with upright intentions and pure souls.
Looking into the farthest recess of the cave, to ascertain whether they had
really come to the end of their nocturnal pilgrimage, these men of good-will
discovered Him who came to preach the gospel to the poor, and to abolish
the malediction of slavery, under the humble form of a little infant quietly
asleep in his manger.
The Virgin, bending over her new-born son, contemplated him with
above them, Joseph bent
affecting humility and profound tenderness
down his aged head before this adopted son, who was God a mild ray of
the moon shone upon this divine group, enclosed in the red recesses of the
rock: without, everything reposed under a fine starlight night.*
" Here must be the place," said the shepherds to each other and prosrich roof,

;

;

;

;

manger of the King of kings, they offered
to the poor and new-born God the mite and the homage of the poor.
Then they proceeded to relate the apparition of the angels, their ravish-

trating with respect before the

ing concerts, their words of hope, peace, and

Joseph admired and
wondered at this divine manifestation, and Mary, who heard in silence
this simple narrative, laid up every word of it in her heart.
When this
duty was performed, and their mission ended, the shepherds retired, glorifying God, and spread abroad in the mountains the wonders of that sacred
night.
Those who heard them, struck with a long fit of amazement, said
one to another, " Is it really possible ? Are we then in the time of Abraham, that angels should visit shepherds ?"
Perhaps it was these recitals, made in the evenings on the borders of
the woods, or in the depths of the ravines, while the camels drank together at the solitary spring, which led a tribe of Arabs to consider Mary

* "

The

l-ove.

Persians call Christmas night scheb jaldai, night bright and luminousr jy reason of

the descent of the angels."

— (D'Herbelot, Bibl. Orientale,

t. ii.

p. 294.)
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and the Infant as divinities. The sweet image of the Virgin holding her
Son on her knees, was painted on one of the pillars of the Caaba, and solemnly placed in the number of the three hundred and sixty divinities of the
In the time of Mahomet it was still to be seen, as the Arab
three Arabias.
After the massacre of the Holy Innocents, this brave
historians attest.*
tribe rose up to a man, uttered a long cry of vengeance, and without
being overawed by numbers, attacked Herod's son, though he was a vassal
2SiA protegd of the Romans.t
This authentic anecdote, so curious and generally unknown, comes to
the support of the supernatural fact recorded by St. Luke, a fact which
the deriding philosophers of the school of Voltaire, and the adepts of
if possible, still more pagan,
pantheism,
have not failed to banish to
The capricious devotion of these Arabs, who blended
the rank of fables.

—

—

idolatry with the worship of the true

God

before the preaching of the

gospel, can be accounted for only in connection with the

knowledge of the

miracles of the sacred night of the Nativity.

On

the eighth day after his birth, the

named

Son

of

God was

circumcised,

Jesus, in conformity with the order of his heavenly Father.

and

He

must have had a godfather, like all the Israelites, but we are completely
ignorant upon whom that honor fell.
As to the ceremony of the circumcision, which always took place under the auspices of Elias, who never
failed, said the Hebrews, to assist at it invisibly,! it took place, according
to St. Epiphanius, in the very cave in which Jesus was born, and St.
Bernard presumes, with sufficient probability, that St. Joseph was the
minister on the occasion.

Men

of the

common

people, docile to the

summons

of the angels,

had

* " El Azraki

adduces the ocular testimony of several respectable persons," says Burckhardt, " to prove a remarkable fact, of which, I believe, no mention has hitherto been made it
is that the figure of the Virgin Mary, with the young Aisa (Jesus) on her knees, was sculptured
:

as a divinity

Arable,
t

t.

i.

upon one

of the pillars nearest to the gate of Caaba."

— (Burckhardt, Voyage en

p. 221.)

This particular circumstance, which confirms the account of the Arab historian,

is

found

recorded in the Toldos, a Jewish book, very ancient, and written in a tone of furious animosity
against Christianity.

We

see there that

Herod the Great and

his son

had to sustain a war

who adored the image of Jesus and Mary his Mother. This
attempted to form alliances with several cities of Palestine, and particularly with that of
Hai. Now, as the Jews themselves place this event in the lifetime of Herod, it must have been

against the tribe of the desert,
tribe

prompted by the massacre

of the Innocents, as the

aged king survived only one year the birth

of our Saviour.
X

See Basn.,

liv. vii. c. 10.
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come

to adore the infant

God

in his

poor manger, and share with him their

black bread and the milk of their goats.

A

miracle of a higher character,

and of much greater renown, conducted shortly
the

way

first
;

it
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same cradle
the shepherds of Juda had led the
fruits of converted Gentiles
was now the turn of sages and kings.
after to the

:
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Adoration of the Mas:i.

N

course of

the

the

birth of Jesus Christ,
in the

autumn which preceded the
certain Chaldean Magi, learned

study of the courses of the

stars,

discovered a

which they recognized by
its extraordinary motion and other no less certain
signs, as that star of Jacob, long before predicted by Balaam,
which was to arise in their horizon at the time of the parturition
of the Virgin.
According to the ancient traditions of Iran, collected by Abulfarage, Zoroaster
the restorer of the science of
the Magi, a learned man, a great astronomer, and well versed,
moreover, in the theology of the Hebrews * announced under
the first successor of Cyrus, and a short time after the rebuilding of the temple, that a divine infant, called to change the faith
of the world, would be born of a virgin, pure and immaculate,
He added that a star unknown to
in the most western region of Asia.
their heavens would signalize this remarkable event, and that on its appearance the Magi would themselves bring presents to this young king.
Faithful and religious executors of the wishes of Zoroaster, three of the
most illustrious wise men of Babylon, f had no sooner remarked the star,
star of the first magnitude,

—

—

*

Some have made

Zoroaster a disciple of Jeremias

more probable that he was a
t
-of

Men

;

but their times do not correspond

;

it is

disciple of Daniel.

are not agreed as to the country of the

Arabia Felix, others from India, which

is

Magi some make them come from the

not at

;

all

probable.
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Leaving behind them the
than they sounded the cymbals of departure.
city of Seleucidse, with its elegant edifices of palm-tree wood,* and Baby-

where the wind of the desert, moaning over immense ruins, seemed
to tell to these silent wrecks the sinister oracles of the son of Amos, they
Beleft the country of date-palms, and took the sandy road of Palestine.
fore them, like the pillar of light which guided the fugitive cohorts of

lon,

Israel to the desert shores of the

Red

moved forward

Sea,

the star of the

This new star, free from those unchangeable laws which rule
the starry spheres, had no regular motion proper to itself sometimes it
advanced at the head of the caravan, always following a straight line in
the direction of the west sometimes it remained stationary above the
tents pitched for the night, and seemed gently poised on the bosom of the
Messias.

;

;

clouds, like an albatross asleep in

fields

of air

:

at

daybreak

it

gave the

had given the one to halt.f
At length, the lofty towers of Jerusalem appeared in the distance in the
midst of the bare and wild summits of her mountains the camels and the
mares were quenching their thirst at a cistern by the wayside, when the
Maji uttered a cry of surprise and affright the star had just hidden itself
in the heights of the sky like an intelligent creature aware of some imsignal for departure, as

it

;

;

pending danger. J

As much

disconcerted as the navigators of ancient times

its

destruction, Seleucia, situated at a short distance,

omers of antiquity.

may

Finally, these cities are to the east of Jerusalem,

informed, assures us that the

Magi

studied astrology.

reasonably; which proves that he^was

little

Caspar,,

In fact, Babylon, and after-

were the abode of the most celebrated astron-

from the borders of the Euphrates to Bethlehem.

travel

a bar-

The name

Persia for their country, and this opinion has seemed to us founded in truth.

Melchior, Balthazar, which are attributed to the Magi, are Babylonian,

when

and

Origen,

in

twenty days' march one

who was

learned and well-

Di'exellus ridicules Origen for this very un-

versed in the history of the East in olden times, where-

every astronomer was also an astrologer.
* Strabo,

lib. xvii.

t St. Joan. Chrysost., Serm. 6 in S. Matt.

— Chalcidius,

end of the third century, makes mention of this
ducted to the cradle of Jesus Christ.
subject

:

"

What was

At

his birth,

that star

out afterwards

?

St.

he declared a

star,

it

who

and of the sages of the East

new

star,

who, when put

among

X

whom

to death,

it

con-

darkened the old sun.

the stars, nor remained to

but a magnificent tongue of the heavens

— to

be pointed

declare the glory of

God, to proclaim with unusual brightness the unheard-of parturition of the Virgin."
Epiph.

lived at the-

Augustin, the doctor of doctors, speaks thus on this

which never appeared before

What was

a pagan philosopher,

— (Serm.

cci., in

iii.)

This

cistern, or well, situated

three Kings, or of the Star, in

on the road

memory

to Jerusalem,

still

bears the

name

of the Cistern of th&

of this event.
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rier of black clouds

concealed from them the polar

sulted together for a

moment.

Magi con-

the

star,

What was the meaning of the sudden disguide ? Were they then at the end of their

appearance of their brilliant
long journey, and should they set up the tent of abode ? That the infant
king whom they came to adore from the banks of the Tigris should be
'*
The God
found at Jerusalem, was a thing both possible and probable.
of Aeaz;en," they thought, " does not prolong his miracles in vain; they
cease when human agency suffices this is all in right order. What if the
We can very well without its aid, find him whom we
star has left us ?
seek in the capital of his dominions.
To discover the cradle of the young
King Messias, we have only to enter the first street strewed with green
boughs, perfumed with essence of roses, and carpeted with drapery of rich
colors embroidered with gold
the sound of the harps of the Hebrews,
:

;

songs of joy, will sufficiently indicate to us in what
direction to proceed."
Then urging on their animals, they passed the
gate of the enclosure, and entered the ancient Sion between two files of
their dances,

and

their

barbarian soldiers.

The

"

'

weakened and silent,
had no appearance of joy or festivity groups only formed here and there,
to see the travellers pass by, whom they recognized by their long white
robes, fastened by magnificent oriental girdles, and their bazubends^ enriched with precious stones, and, above all, by the manly beauty of their
features, as satraps of the king.
As they went along, the oriental
cavaliers, leaning down upon the necks of their dromxedaries, asked some
of the numerous spectators who crowded the way, where was the newborn King of the Jews, whose star they had seen in Babylon. The people of Jerusalem, looking at one another in amazement, knew not what
to answer to this inquiry
What king?
A King of the Jews
aspect of Jerusalem was sad

its

:

population,

;

!

.

.

.

.

They knew none but Herod, whom they abhorred from the bottom of
their souls, and who had no infant son.
The Magi, astonished on their
part that

all

whom

they interrogated should protest their ignorance, and

seeing moreover around them no signs of

festivity,

moved

in

consterna-

up the crowded street which led to the ancient palace of David and
pitched their tents in its ruinous and shaded courts.
Nevertheless, the appearance of these grandees of Persia, who travelled
very rarely at that time in the mountains of Judea, their startling ques-

tion

* Bazubends, antique bracelets of diamonds, turquoises,

above the elbow

:

the King of Persia and his sons

still

and pearls, which the satraps wore
wear the bazubends. (See Morier,

Voyctge en Perse et en Armenie.)
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dons, which astonished and intimidated at the same time a people
the vast system of espionage organized by

Herod

* held in fear,

whom

soon put

commotion the most seditious and restless city of the East. The
name of King Messias, pronounced by the Pharisees, ever on the alert to
make the aged monarch uneasy about the future fortunes of his house and
the duration of his own power, fell among the curious groups like a spark
upon thatch. The King Messias ? It was emancipation
It was conIt was the banner of Juda waving like a ruler
It was glory
quest
into

!

!

!

The Persian satraps passed for the first asover the vanquished world
trologers in the world ;t they had, no doubt, read in the stars the birth
of the Hebrew Goel.X The heir of the kings of Juda was about to re!

ascend the great throne of his ancestors, and drive from it the race of the
Herods, those half-Jews, who were the slaves of Rome
A low rumor,
like that which precedes the tempests of the ocean, soon circulated in the
houses, in the streets, on the public places never had the Jews of Jerusalem felt less disposed to conform to the royal edict, which forbade them
In vain did the fierce soldiers,
to meddle with any affairs but their own.^
!

;

Herod

ramparts and platforms of the towers the people were
"All
strong; they had no more fear, and they conspired in the street.
of

line the

;

Jerusalem was troubled," says the gospel, and it was soon the tyrant's
turn to be troubled also.
Herod at that time was living in his palace at Jerusalem, the gardens of

— of flowers, stocked with rare
and intersected with clear
themselves beneath the branches of an actual
streams, which
forest — could not avert his mind from the gloomy recollections and
which

birds,

full

lost

little

sinis-

II

ter anticipations

which rendered

life

an annoyance to him.

Informed by

the chief of his spies of the arrival of the Magi, and of their strange discourses, his broad forehead wrinkled with anxious thoughts, darkened

was visible to every one.
The trouble of the King of the Jews is easily understood and explained

like a

stormy sky, and

* See Josephus, Ant. Jud.,
t

The whole

his uneasiness

lib.

xv.

c. 15.

of the East at that time believed in astrology

satraps of Persia passed for the

first

;

and Philo informs us that the

astrologers in the world.

I

Gael (Saviour), one of the names by which the Hebrews designated the Messias.

§

Herod had

strictly

forbidden the Jews to talk of

together in family parties to

make

affairs of state

:

great feasts according to custom.

Jerusalem, and even over the high roads, immediately arrested those
edict

;

His

who

spies, scattered

about

disobeyed the king's

they were placed secretly, and sometimes in open day, in strongholds where they were

severely punished.
H

they could not even meet

— (Josephus, Antiq. Jud.,

Josephus, de Bello,

lib.

xv. c. 13.)

lib. v. c. 13.
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Herod was

his position.

of the people

;

VIRGIN,

neither the anointed of the Lord, nor the choice

a branch of laurel, gathered in the idolatrous precincts of

the Capitol, formed his tributary crown,

—a crown

of vassalage, entwined

had been paid for with heaps of gold abstracted from the savings of the rich and the indigence of the poor.
Hated
by the rich, whose heads he cut off at the first suspicion feared by his
the horror of the priests,
relatives, whose tombs he tragically filled up
whose privileges he had trampled under foot detested by the people for
his doubtful religion and his foreign extraction
he could only oppose his
courtiers, his assassins, his artists, and the opulent but small sect of Herodians, who were fascinaied with his magnificence, to the active, ardent and
openly declared hatred of the rest of the nation.
Often was the friend
of Caesar insulted to his face by his obstinate subjects the Pharisees, an
artful and powerful sect^ had refused with insult and derision to take the
oath of fidelity to him the Essenians, whose courage in battle rendered
them forrhidable, had followed the example of the Pharisees and the
young and ebullient disciples of the doctors of the law had recently thrown
down in open day, with their vengeful axes, the golden eagle which he
had placed above the gate of the temple to please the Romans.
On every side plots, secretly favored by his nearest and dearest relatives, were contrived in the dark against his life, and he was very near
falling, in the crowded theatre, beneath the poignards of certain young
high-minded men, who thought to do a deed of virtue and patriotism, by
tvith

thorns, every leaf of which

—

—
—
—

:

;

;

ridding the earth of a prince
this
all

who reigned

like a

madman.*

Attributing

unusual daring to the contempt inspired by his old age, he exhausted
the secrets of art to appear young again. f
He would fain have per-

suaded himself and others, that he was still that young and brilliant Herod
who surpassed the greater part of the Hebrews in gymnastic exercises
Herod, the bold rider, the expert hunter, the handsome and disdainful
monarch, who had despised the love of that celebrated Queen of Egypt
for whom Anthony had lost the empire of the world.
But, alas the silvery network which began to mix with the black hair of his sons,
their impatience to reign, the spirit of revolt and mutiny which crept in
among the people, and the insolence of the banditti who re-commenced
!

*

The people were

so far from applauding the discovery of this conspiracy, and rejoicing at

the safety of the king, that they seized the informer

and had him eaten up by dogs.
t

Herod painted

— (Ibid.,

in order to

— (Josephus, Ant.

Jud.,

who had
lib.

xv.

disclosed

it,

tore

him

in pieces,

c. ii.)

look younger than he was, and had his hair and beard dyed black.

lib. xvi. c. ii.)
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made him understand but too well that his
Tormented with suspicions, and distrustful even

their depredations in Galilee,

drew near its end.
of his spies, he wandered about, sometimes at night alone and in disguise,
in the streets and public places of his capital * there he heard with his
reig'n

;

own

muttered imprecations, the cruel reproaches, the bitter rail
which fell upon "the man without ancestors," the "Ascalonite," the

ears the

leries

" wild beast,"

who had

innocent wife,

killed his

— and

who had

—a

pearl of beauty, a

had his two sons by her
strangled, those two princes so sad, so handsome, so brave, whom the
people loved for the sake of the Asmonean heroes, their ancestors, and
their unfortunate mother.
The day after these nocturnal wanderings, was
a day of mourning and punishments none were spared. The executioner, after cutting off the heads of the highest, fell upon the lowest of the
rabble.
Thus on every side vows were made against the life of the prince
and each time that the reoort of his death was circulated, whether by
model of honor,

afterwards

:

;

chance or design,

in the distant provinces, the people, greedily seizing the

treacherous bait which flattered their hatred, hastened to light up bonfires
in

every direction, which

Herod

extinguished with blood.

—

Amidst these elements of Sivil discord, when a fever of insurrection
was sullenlv working its way into the army, and revolt, like a ripe truit,
seemed to invite the hand of the seditious, strangers of high bearing
arrive at Jerusalem, who inquire without any mystery or circumlocution,
for a new-born King of the Jews, whose star they have seen.
Herod is
astonished he anxiously calls up his recollections
the predictions fatal
to his dynasty which the Pharisees cause to be circulated -the oracles of
the ancient seers to which he has hitherto lent but a distracted and
secondary attention, come to his remembrance. This warrior Messias.
this prophet sprung from David, who is to carry his victorious ensigns
from west to east, begms to give him vague disquietude; it is not the God
who makes the aged king so full Oi thought, it is the prince. The more
he thinks upon it, the more this mysterious event seems to him connected
with one vast conspiracy tending to raise up a secret and rival power upon
the ruins of his own.
What then did he pour out like water the illustrious blood of the Macchabees, without any concern for the beating hearts
of his wife and children did he crush beneath the iron wheels of his des

—

;

;

—

—

!

;

*

He

often

mixed

at night, in disguise, with the populace, says Josephus, to

people had of him, and he punished without rnercy those
(Josephus, Ant. Jud.,

lib.

xv.

c.

who

know what

did not approve of

opinion the

what he did.—

13.)
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all

that offered

any resistance

;

lose his soul, his honor, the rest of

which his bleeding victims troubled his dreams* .... and
all this to what purpose?
to smoothen the way to the throne for the family of David If.'.. This sceptre so dearly purchased,
this sceptre, still
wet with the blood of hU own relatives, will be .then no more than a reed,
sterile and accursed, which the blast of death shall break over his tomb
.... He will have passed, like the meteor of a stormy night over this
his nights, in

—

—

whose ancient glory will brilliantly revive after him
people, who hated him with a hatred so strong, so deadly, so
land,

!

.

.

And

.

.

this

furious, that

even his favors could do nothing towards assuaging it, how will they surround with their love and sympathy the offspring of their ancient kings
And this last thought fell as bitter as wormwood upon the dark and desolate heart of the aged monarch
for in the midst of his acts of violence, he
felt the want of being loved, a strange want certainly, but perfectly real
!

;

in this exceptional being,

who seemed made up

and who had
the service of the most absorbing and
of contrasts,

employed very noble qualities in
most cruel passion which could lay waste the human soul ambition
"Be this child prince of the land or prophet of God," said Herod, after
a pause, "he must die; .... and die he shall, even though I were sure
to extinguish with this feeble spark all the glories which our seers dream
Athalia, that -clever woman, who knew how to reign,
of for future times.
forgot only one infant in his cradle in the massacre of the royal
That child deprived her of her throne and her life. I
family of Juda.
But where is this new-born king of the
will take care to forget nothing.
Jews concealed, who is proclaimed by the stars, and whom these insolent

—

satraps

come

to seek at the very gates of

the Shiloh foretold by Jacob

ity

No

astrologers?

matter,

?

my

palace

?

Can he be

in real-

These are perhaps mere reveries of the

we must make

sure."

A

few hours

after,

the

doctors of the law and the chief priests, assembled in council under the
iiresidency of Herod, heard this question, which appeared to
•

'losephus
f

Ai.t. Jud., libo v. c. 13.

We wonder at the alarm caused to Herod by an offshoot of the

aoi.

only lieiod

expectations.

them strange

t-iat persecutec*

Eusebius,

commanded

afte*-

t'

at noble family, out of hatred for

family of David
its

;

yet

it

was

ancient rights and glorious

Hepresippus, relates that, after the conquest of Jerusalem, Vespa-

David to be sought out and destroyed. Under Trajan, tha
persecution still continued. "^inaJ'y, Domitian had two descendants of that illustrious race
brought to Rome, whose grandfather wa« the apostle St. Jude. The emperor, after interrogating them, learning that they possessed no more than thirty-nine acres of land, which they
tiiiltivated with their own hands, sent them back to their own country, being made easy as tfl
their ambition by their poverty.
sian

th

post^^rlty of
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you know

in

what place the Messias

"
?

The answer, which was not expected, was unanimous: ''In Bethlehem
of Juda^ And the ancients of Israel, delighted to make the friend of
the Romans uneasy, did not fail to add that, as the last of the weeks of
was drawing near. These
indications, little calculated to give security, were not sufficient for Herod,
who wanted to know where to strike the blow he resolved to interrogate
the Magi, and to know, if possible, the precise time of the birth of the
child, calculated by that of the appearance of the star.
Too clever a politician to grant a public audience to the sages of Iran, which would have
given consistency to a rumor which it was his interest to stifle, the king
sent for them privately, and pressed them with questions as to the time of
the star's appearing to them. " He inquires," says St. John Chrysostom,
Daniel was near

its

end, the time for the Messias

:

**

not the time of the child, but of the

star,

lying in wait for his prey with

Informed of what he wished to know, the man of blood
" Go," said
dismissed the strangers in an affable and gracious manner.
he, " to Bethlehem, and search diligently after the child, and when you
have found him, bring me word again, that I also may come and adore

great diligence,"

him."

Now

the Magi, like

all

superior men, like

all

the sons of meditation and

and little inclined to suspect evil. They understood arbitrary conduct and cruelty in a prince, they did not underscience,

were good,

stand falsehood

was

;

sincere,

for the first thing that the kings of Persia

taught their

Accordingly they believed the false words
of the Idumean, and passing again beneath the elegant porticoes of this
palace, which vied in" magnificence with those of the great king, but which
had not in the midst of its bronzes and arcades the golden bell of the suppliants,'^ they left the Betzetha,! struck their tents, and traversed a second
time the holy city, to go to the presumed birthplace of the Messias.
As
children

*

The kings

to tell the truth.

of Persia administered justice in a

their heads a golden bell,

of the palace.

and to

this bell

Every time that the

t

The

it

to

They had above
which hung outside

patriarchal.

was attached a chain, the end of

bell rung, the officers of the prince left his apartments,

introduced before the great king the petitioners,

and the king rendered
by Terrick Hamilton.)

manner quite

who demanded

them on the spot with

quarter called Betzetha, or the

situated to the north of the temple

:

equity.

justice of the prince himself,

— (Antar, translated

new town, which Herod had joined

it

and

from the Arabic

to Jerusalem,

was

included the lower pool, the probatical pool, and the

palace of Herod.
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they passed by the walls of the new amphitheatre, enriched with trophies,
the extraordinary decoration of which was an inexhaustible subject of
sarcasms to the Pharisees, they met King Herod, surrounded by a forest of Thracian and German lances who was going- in the direction of

—

—

Jericho.*

The
left,

Persians

left

Jerusalem by the gate of Damascus

they entered upon valleys intersected with

They were about an

obliged to climb.

hills,

then taking the
which they were
;

hour's journey from the capital of

Judea, and were watering their camels at a cistern,

when

a brilliant light

appeared directly over them, and descended rapidly to them,
star.

The

"

The

star

!

our star

"
!

like a falling

cried out the slaves, transported with joy.

repeated their masters with the same rapturg and being
certain this time that they had entered on the right way, they resumed
*'

star

!

"

;

journey with fresh ardor.
They were about to enter the

their

David, when the star, lowering itat once over a cave, which had the ap-

city of

towards the south, stopped all
pearance of being a rustic stable, and descending as low as possible in the
The sight of this
air, rested, as it were, over the head of the infant God.
motionless star, -the softest rays of which fell in a luminous sheaf upon
filled the Magi with great faith, and
this cave hollowed out of the rock,
their faith indeed needed to be great to acknowledge the King Messiah,
in an infant destitute of everything, lodged in a poor place, laid in a manger, and whose mother, though beautiful and full of every grace, was evidently of a very obscure condition.
God, who would make the Jews ashamed of the hardness of their hearts,
by setting before them the religious eagerness and the docile faith of infidels, permitted that the extraordinary humiliation of the Holy Family
should not shake the firm belief of the Magi.
The worshippers of the sun, the Gentiles, whom the cross came to save,
as well as the children of promise, made their way into the sorry abode
of Christ with as much veneration as in their temples built over subterself

—

—

*

We have followed the authors who maintain that

Herod departed

for Jericho,

where he waS'

when the Magi journeyed to Bethlehem this agrees every way
with the account of the gospel for if Herod had been at Jerusalem at the time when the Persians returned, they would probably have seen him before the admonition of the angel, who did
not inform them of the designs of the king till the first night. The sickness of Herod, taking
for

some time

sick, at

the time

;

;

off his attention

from the Magi and the

into their country,

infant, left the

former at liberty to return peaceably

and the Holy Family time to return by the road to Nazareth.
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starry spheres revolved. *

According to the custom
of their people, they put some of the dust of that poor threshold on their
foreheads, and after taking off their rich sandals, they adored the new-born
Infant, as every son of the East at that time adored his gods and his
Then opening caskets of odoriferous wood, which contained the
masters.
presents intended for the Messias, they took out of them most pure gold,
found in the environs of Ninive the Great, and perfumes which were exchanged for fruits and pearls with the Arabs of the Yemen. These mysterious gifts had nothing carnal about them, like the offerings of the Jews.
The cradle of Him who came to abolish the sacrifices of the synagogue
was not to be sprinkled with blood therefore the Magi did not sacrifice
they presented him gold, as
to him lambs without spot, nor white heifers
to a prince of the earth, myrrh, and frankincense, as to a God;t then
touching the earth with their foreheads before Mary, whom they found
fair "as the moon, and humble as the flower of nenuphar,'' they invoked
upon her the benedictions of God, and wished that "the hand of woe
might never reach her."
This was the last scene of splendor in which the Blessed Virgin bore a
part.
The first period of her Hfe, like a sweet dream of Ginnistan, had
passed beneath roofs of cedar and gold, in the midst of sacred perfumes,
melodious chants, the sound of lyres and harps the second, full of wonders and mysteries, had placed her in correspondence with the inhabitants
of heaven and the princes of Asia; the third was about to open under
other auspices it was the turn of persecutions, troubles, and indescribable
ranean

where

fires,

;

;

;

;

sorrows.

And now

the Magi,

whom

nothing retained

In

Judea, prepared to leave

Bethlehem. They proposed, according to their promise, to go and find
the king in his palace of Jericho, to tell him where the Messias was but
the angel of the Lord admonished them, in a dream, of the dark designs
;

of that perfidious prince, and intimated to them the order to change their
route.
The children of Ormuzd returned their thanks to the " Master of
the sun and of the morning star," gave the honor of this nocturnal reveJa-

*

These spheres, composed of

circles of gold, cut

revolve brilliantly at the rising of the sun.

have a temple.

—

They

out like those of our armillary spheres,

are

still

seen at Oulam, where the Ghebers

(Rabbi Benjamin.)

Those verses of Juvencus, the most ancient of Christian poets whose works have come
down to us, on the presents of the kingly Magi, have been justly praised :—
" Aurum, thus, myrrham, regique, Deoque, hominique
t

Dona

ferunt.

•

«

•
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tion to their

good

genius, *

and meriting by

VIRGIN,

their perfect docility the gift

of faith which they received later on, f instead of going along the sterile
and dangerous borders of the accursed lake which reflects in its heavy and

stagnant waters the shadows of the reprobate cities, they turned the heads
of their camels towards the Great Sea, and imagined themselves in the

and covered with roses, bathed by the
Euphrates and the Bend-Emyr, while they were traversing the fine regions

plains planted with date-trees J

of Syria.
*

Of Ormuzd,

in

Zend, ahuro-mazdao (the very learned king), and of Ahriman, in Zend,

ahyro-maingus (the intelligent merchant), according to the Persian mythology, were born the

good and

evil genii to

diffusion of

whom

are attributed different functions in the universe, whether for the

good or the propagation

One

of evil.

of these

good

genii,

named

Serosch,

round the earth every night to watch for the security of the servants of Ormuzd.

Amschaspand-Named, and the Book

Very ancient authors affirm that the Magi received baptism from St. Thomas
that they suffered martyrdom. in India, where they preached the gospel.
•'

9,

The

palm-trees of Babylonia," says Diodorus Siculus, "bear exquisite dates

foot long,

some

;

;

it is

thought

they are half

yellow, others red, and others of a purple color, so that they are no less

agreeable to the sight than to the taste.

everywhere alike straight and smooth

Some

— (See the

of Kings of Firdousi.)

t

X

went

;

The trunk of the
but the head, or

tree

is

tuft, is

of an astonishing height,

and

not of the same form in

all.

some projects in bunches
on one side only, and
from the bark, which is open about midway
gives
them
the
ground,
the
figure of a lamp sustowards
weight
bending
them
down
their
pended others, in fine, divide their branches into two portions, and let them fall to the right and
palm-trees spread out their branches in a circle, and the fruit of
;

others bear their branches

;

to the left in perfect symmetry."

(Diodorus,

The
Mahomet

b.

following

ii.)

is

the description of the

They saw populous towns, plains
banks of the Euphrates, by a poet anterior to
abounding in flowing streams, date-trees, and warbling birds, and sweet-smelling flowers and
the country appeared like a blessing to enliven the sorrowing heart and the camels were graz:

"

;

;

ing and straying about the land and they were of various colors, like the flowers of a garden."
(Antar, translated from the Arabic, by Terrick Hamilton.) For the fields and gardens of
;

—

—

roses so

common

in ancient Persia, see Firdousi, the

Book

of Kings.
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Purification.

days after the birth of our Saviour, the Vir-

gin considered

it

her duty to repair to Jerusalem, to

obey the precept of Leviticus, which prescribed the
purification of mothers, and the ransom of the firstborn.
Doubtless this law did not oblige Mary for
if she had been a mother for our Redeemer, she had
remained a Virgin for herself, and her conception
without stain had been followed by a parturition without
" but she submitted voluntarily, for an example
defilement
to the world, to a penal law to which she was only so far
subject," says Bossuet, " as her virginal maternity was unknown."
Poorly equipped, and lost in the crowd on their first appearance
upon the dusty road of Ephrata, Joseph and Mary, who had not attracted any
notice, had not either left behind them those long recollections which pass
into traditions among nations.
It was different on their return to Jerusalem thanks, no doubt, to the miraculous recitals of the shepherds, and
the brilliant visit of the Magi.
At some distance from Bethlehem, Mary
;

:

;

rested beneath a turpentine-tree to give the breast to her divine Infant,

and

this tree,

virtue which effected,

common

had from that time a hidden
during sixteen centuries, a multitude of wonderful

according to the

belief,
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This, at least,

cures.

whom

to

this tree

is

was

VIRGIN,

by the Christians of Asia and the Turks,
two centuries ago, an object of veneration and

related

still,

a term of pilgrimage.*

After this

halt,

the

memory

of which

is

preserved, the holy spouses

where every Hebrew was bound to pray
This tumulus of primitive times, which was composed of
as he passed.
twelve great stones eaten by moss, upon each of which was read the name
of a tribe of Israel, had no epitaph but a white rose of Syria sweet and
frail emblem of the beauty of that young woman, who faded at the moment when she had just blossomed, like the flower spoken of by Job. As
they stopped to say the prayer for the dead over the revered dust of one of
the saints of their nation, the Virgin and Joseph little thought that the
plaintive cries of the dove, which the Scripture attributes to this fair Assyrand that the mother of Joseph and
ian, would so soon be applicable
Benjamin was the desolate type of mothers who would bewail, some days
afterwards, upon the mountains of Judea, their children massacred inarrived at the

tomb

of Rachel,f

;

;

stead of Jesus Christ.

On

leaving the valley of Rephaim, whose old oaks over-shadowed the

grassy tombs of the giants of the race of Enac, the Virgin perceived a

which

tree of forbidding aspect, the sight of

barren olive-tree, which spread

its

afflicted

her

It

heart.'

was a

pale foliage to the breezes of the night,

and the mournful noise of which resembled the moaning of some human
being.
As she passed under its melancholy branches, which no bird of
heaven enlivened with its song, Mary felt that sensation of poisonous cold
This tree, if the local
diffused by the fatal shade of the manchineel-tree.
tradition was not mistaken, was the " infamous " wood on which Christ
was nailed. J

Mary rested to gives Jesus the breast, was destroyed during the century
memory of the place where it was is still preserved.

* This tree, under which
jefore the
t

last,

According

but the
to the

Jewish doctors, Jacob buried his beloved wife on the road to Bethlehem, only

because his prophetic knowledge led him to discover that a portion of his descendants would follow
this

road as captives of the Assyrians, and because he wished that Rachel might mtercede for them

to Jehovah, as they passed before her tomb.

The

Protestants have declaimed strongly agamst the

Talmudists on account of this passage, which favors the intercession of the Virgin and of the samts.

This tomb of Rachel was

in

such veneration, that

duty to engrave their names on one of the stones

(Talm. de

Jer.)

We know that the

the tears shed by the Jewish
X

At the

women

:

all

the Jews

passed by

it

made

it

a religious

these enormous stones were twelve in number.

tears of Rachel, spoken of
after the

who

by Jeremias, were only a

massacre of the innocents.

distance of half a league from Jerusalem

is

—

(St.

Matt.

figure of

xi. 17, 18.)

found the monastery of the Holy Cross,
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moment when Joseph and Mary made

the very

way

their

into the

second inclosure, with the sjcles of silver for the ransom and the doves
for sacrifice, a holy old man, named Simeon,'"* to whom it had been divinely revealed that he should not die

till

he had seen Christ the Lord,

came into the portico by inspiration of the Spirit of God. At the sight of
discovering
the Holy Family, the eye of the just man became inspired
the King Messias beneath the poor swaddling-clothes of the people, he
took him from the arms of his mother, lifted him up to his face, and began
to contemplate him with emotion, while tears of joy rolled down his ven" Now," cried out the pious old man, raising up his streamerable cheeks.
;

ing eyes to heaven, "

now thou

dost dismiss thy servant,

ing to thy word, in peace; because

my

O

Lord, accord-

eyes have seen thy salvation,

which thou hast prepared before the face of all people a light to the revelation of the Gentiles, and the glory of thy people Israel." As he finished
these words, Simeon solemnly blessed the holy pair and then addressing
himself to Mary, after a mournful and grave silence, he added that this
-child, born for the ruin and resurrection of many in Israel, would be a
sign of contradiction to men, and that sorrow should pierce the soul of his
mother like the sharp point of a sword.
By this unexpected light, which shed a sombre gleam over the great
destiny of Christ, the ignominies, the sufferings, and agonies of the cross,
were disclosed at once to the Blessed Virgin. The inauspicious words of
Simeon, like a stormy wind, made her bend down her head, and her heart
was painfully oppressed.! But Mary knew how to accept, without complaint and without murmur, all that came to her from God
her pale lips
were placed upon this chalice of wormwood and gall she drained it even
to the dregs, and then said, sweetly, as she dried up her tears, " O Lord,
thy will be done " At that moment the daughter of Abraham was exalted above the head and father of her people
she, too, sacrificed her son
:

;

;

;

!

;

the church of this monastery

Jerusalem used to

now

make

is

*The Arabs

give

The

the gross of our Lord.

occupied by a marble-stone, which

where a lamp burns

the barren olive-tree, which the

men

of

place where the trunk of the olive-tree

was

is

shown the place where stood
is

at the

bottom of a small niche beneath the high

perpetually.

Simeon the

title

of

Siddk

(he

who

verifies),

because he bore witness to the com-

ing of the true Messias, in the person of Jesus, the Son of Mary,
to receive as such.
t " Mary,

lived a

my

moment

altar,

— (D'Herb. Biblioth. Orientale,

sovereign," says St.

Anselm on

with such sorrow, had not

God

t. iii.

whom

all

Mussulmans are obliged

p. 266.)

this subject, " I

cannot believe that you could have

strengthened you,

who

gives

life."
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VIRGIN,

upon the altar of the Lord, but she had the sad assurance that the sacrifice
would be accepted, and sAe was a Tnother!
She was still pondering in her mind these deep thoughts, when a prophetess came in, named Anna, the daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Aser,
who was far advanced in years. This holy widow departed not from the

—

temple, by fastings and prayers serving

God

of the divine Infant, she began to praise the

night and day.

Lord

At

the sight

aloud, and to speak of

him to those who looked
"

Not

for the redemption of Israel.
only," says St. Ambrose on this subject, " does the generation of

and prophets, and shepherds, but
Every age, and both sexes, and the miralso from the aged and the just.
Virgin brings forth, one that was barren beacles of events attest it.
comes a mother, the dumb speaks, Elizabeth prophesies, the Magian
adores, he who is shut up in the womb leaps for joy, the widow proclaims,

the

Lord

receive testimony

from

angels,

A

the just expects."

As

the farthest court of the temple was forbidden to Mary, and as the

infant,

on account of

his sex,

was to be offered there to the Lord, Joseph

himself carried him into the court of the first-born, asking himself at the
same time whether the scenes which had taken place at the entrance of

Jesus into the holy house would be renewed in the compartment of the
Hebrew priests. But nothing discovered the infant God in this privileged
part of the temple

;

everything there remained sad and frozen beneath the

young Sun of justice. A priest unknown to Joseph redesultory manner from the rough hands of the man of the

rising ray of the

ceived in a

whom

he regarded as the " off-scouring of the world,"* the timid
birds ordained by the law, and did not even deign to honor Christ with a
The love of gold that shameful idolatry, which hides its
single look.
people,

—

unacknowledged worship in the shade as long as it retains enough shame to
blush
had changed into hard stone the narrow, egotistical, and maligLeaving the monopoly of
nant heart f of the princes of the synagogue.
labor and privations to the simple Levites, whom they reduced to live upon
herbs and dried figs, J they passed by the poor man stretched noon their

—

* Prideaux, History of the Jews.

The Jewish doctors had then, and still have, a maxim which fills us with horror they hold that
he who does not nourish his hatred, and avenge himself, is unworthy of the name of rabbin. (Basn.,
t

:

—

liv. vi. c. 17.)

X

The luxury and

into the country to take the tithes in the granaries,
left

The
them to

avarice of the chief priests of Jerusalem were incredible.

the inferior priests to die of hunger.

At

and appropriate

pontiffs sent people

themselves, which

the least remonstrance the miserable Levites v/ere
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marble thresholds, and the traveller wounded in the mountain pathway,
turning their heads away with indifference in reality they loved neither
God nor men. And with this does our Lord, who himself instituted a
priesthood exclusively of charity, reproach them, with holy and piercing
Therefore, as Malachy had anirony, in the parable of the Samaritan.
;

nounced, "

God

their temple,

cursed their benedictions," and turned away his face from

which he was soon to deliver up to the sword and

Romans.
The presence

of the Messias,

who

fire

of the

inflamed the heart of the disciples at

Emmaus, even before they had recognized their Master in the breaking of
bread, beamed upon the soul of the Aaronites, as the ray of spring glisThat solemn moment, which suspended the sacred concerts round the throne of God, and fixed the eyes of
the heavenly host on a single point of the tmiverse, that moment announced by Aggeus, when the glory of the second temple effaced that of
the first, passed unperceived before the darkened eyes of the priests and
None of them recognized " the pure and never sullied oblation "
doctors.
which Malachy had predicted. The desired of nations. He whose way
had been prepared by angels, the great Redeemer so long promise and
expected, was there bodily present, in his holy house, and no one thought
to welcome him with palms, crying out upon the battlements of the templeand the roofs of Jerusalem, " Hosanna to the Son of David " They knew
well, says the gospel, how to prognosticate the approach of rain by the
clouds which gathered in the west they knew well how to forsee heat
when the south wind blew but these men, so skilful in drawing presagesfrom the different aspects of the sky, did not see " that the fig-tree of Solomon was about to put forth its figs,"* and the child of the people did not
lead them to presage the God.
O poverty, how excellent a disguise art
thou, even for the divine nature The true Christ was in the midst of
but he was poor, and his own received him not therefore have
his own
they remained without a Saviour for no Melech-Hamaschiak has come to^
justify their incredulous contempt for the divine Son of the Virgin, and
they are on this account reduced to say, with cold and despairing rage,
tens on the eternal snows of Ararat.

!

;

;

!

:

;

;

" Perish those

who

calculate the time of the Messias

accused of revolt and insubordination, and delivered up to the
cast forty of

them

!

Romans

into prison, out of complaisance to the doctors

"f

:

the governor Felix alone

and princes of the synagogxie.-—

(Josephus, Vita.)
* St.

Luc,

t Basn,,

c. 12, V.

liv. vi. c.

55 et 56, at

26.

Talmud,

c. xxii. v. 29, 30.

349.
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Meanwhile the

infant

God, who had recognized

as he passed

through

the streets of Jerusalem the sites of our redemption, counted his executioners in silence in this grave

who sung

to the harp

and glittering assemblage

hymns

of praise to the Eternal,

;

among

the choirs

Christ distinguished

the arrogant and malevolent voices which should cry out later on, " Cru"
crucify him
cify him
!

!

Race of Aaron, where

art

thou

now ?

The avenging

breath of

Crucified has scattered thee like chaff in every part of the globe

the

absorbed

;

which thou despisedst, the companions of thy exile no
But at that time, little troubled about that future
longer know thee
which was lowering over their heads, the Hebrew priests offered to the

in those masses

!

-God who rejected them the chosen victims of the great and of the common
people.
One of them took the doves from Joseph, mounted the general
ascent of the altar of holocausts, and offered to the Lord this poor and
simple

sacrifice.

"And

had performed all things according to the law of the
Luke, " they returned into Galilee to their own city, Naz-

after they

Lord," says

St.

areth."*
*

We

have followed the opinion of

making the Holy Family
St.
St.

Matthew
Luke,

shall

we

—who says

who

say

?

is silent

" says St.

St.

Luke.

St.

John Chrysostom, and some other

leave tor Nazareth after the Purification.

This

is

the only

authorities, in

way

to reconcile

nothing of the marvellous events of the Presentation in the temple

on the massacre of the Innocents, and the

John

Chrysostom, " that St.

flight into

Egypt,

"

;

but he waited

should have returned to Nazareth

till

What

then

Luke calls this the time, describing that which

preceded the descent into Egypt. For he did not lead them thither before the Purification,

should be in any way infringed

—with

lest the

law

the Purification should be accomplished, and they

and then they were

to

go down into Egypt."

Matt)
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Flight into Egypt.

Scarcely

had they returned into Lower Galilee, when
Joseph and Mary had to depart again for a long and
perilous journey, the end of which was the land of exile.
One night, " an angel of the Lord appeared in sleep to
^> Joseph, saying. Arise, and take the Child and his Mother,
and fly into Egypt and be there until I shall tell thee.
;

For

it

will

come

to pass that

At

destroy him."

Herod

will seek the Child to

these words, Joseph, affrighted, rises up,

adores the Lord, and runs to awaken Mary,

who was

sleeping

the sweet and gentle sleep of angels by the cradle of her infant.

The young mother

has quickly understood the necessity of

She looks upon her son
hastily gets together some provisions, some
full of anguish
swaddling clothes, some garments which they need in their
flight and then, preceded by Joseph, and carrying Jesus in her arms, she
departs from her native city, where all reposes in the brightness of the
this

prompt and

stealthy departure.

;

;

stars of night.

The prophecies of Simeon had soon been
born, when the persecution of a tyrant came to

verified.

Scarcely was he

seek Jesus in the cradle

mother, so pure, so young, so holy, was forced to fly during the
night, like a criminal, in company with a man with gray hairs, who could

and

his

oppose only patience and prayer to the spear of the Arab lying in ambush
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in tLe defiles of the

VIRGIN,

mountains, or to the murderous pursuit of the soldiers

and one would have said that God himself abandoned this holy
Family to its fate for, on intimating to Joseph the order to depart, his
messenger had not promised, as the angel Raphael formerly did to the
young traveller to Rages, to guard them from all evil during the journey.
The spouse of the Virgin understood that, the solemn time for the manifestation of Christ not being come, it was the will of God to preserve him
from the snares of Herod by means resulting from mere human prudence.
On Joseph then devolved all the care and honor of this difficult underon him, a man of the common people, poor and obscure, devolved
taking,
the care of overturning the plans, escaping the plots, and surprising the
suspicious vigilance of a distrustful tyrant, artful, and served by his emissaries as a despot in the East.
What would become of them and what
should they do, if they had any fatal encounter on the road to Jerusalem ?
The abrupt departure of the Magi had alarmed the suspicions of Herod,
and these suspicions were strengthened by the words of Anna and Simeon
secret inquiries, silent investigations, already began, and no one could tell
where the sanguinary prince would stop, who dropped gold in profusion
into the red hands of the murderer.
The more deeply Joseph pondered,
the more his thoughts brought up some horrible measure, the vague terMary, for her part, pale
ror of which stagnated the blood in his veins.
ahd silent as death, cast about her timid looks into the hollows of the valleys, the depths of the forests, or the long extent of the solitary windings
of the rocky and difficult path, which Joseph had chosen as the surest and
most secluded from the habitations of men. The moon lighted with its
soft and velvet beams this silent march, enveloped by a fine oriental night

Herod

of

:

;

—

;

in its azure veil.

"It was

still

the cold season,"* says St. Bonaventure, "and, in travers-

ing Palestine, the Holy Family had to choose the most rugged and desert
tracks.

Where

shall

they lodge during the nights

be able to choose during the
the journey
strength

shall

day, to rest a little

Towards

is

No

journey.

thej

from the fatigue

ot

they take the frugal repast, to recruit theii

silent

as

to a great part of this affecting and perillous

doubt the holy

the middle of February,

travellers

—a season

temperature, according to M. de Volney,

is

S. Bonav.,

De Vita

still

— (See

made long and

painful marches

cold in the mountains of the interior, where the

nearly the

contrary, were already as hot as in summer.
|-

What place shall

? "

f
Tradition

*

Where

?

?

same as our own.

p. 71,

note

f.)

Christi.
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across the mountains, taking advantage of the earliest hours of daylight,

and often

waiting, too, for the rising of the

moon

to proceed

on

their way.

As

long as they were passing through Galilee, the deep caverns which are
sunk in it, caverns of unknown windings, where it is easy to hide from all
observation, afforded

them a

place to stop and repose

:

but these dens with

hollow sides had their dangers too for numerous and predatory bands,
who had long defied all the forces of the kingdom, and who were emboldened to re-appear by the sickness of Herod,* chose them by preference for
;

The

their places of security.

one

fear of penetrating unconsciously into

of these resorts of assassins must have

made Joseph

hesitate

more than

once at the sheltering openings of these isolated caverns.
At length, after a thousand inconveniences of every kind, the Holy
Family had reached the environs of Jerusalem. Here precautions and
uneasiness were multiplied by reason of the imminence of danger the
fugitives no longer dared to come near towns, nor even populous villages,
where numbers of spies and informers had their eye upon strangers :f
they followed the bed of torrents, dived into deserted roads, or the damp
shade of woods, not daring to go far out of the way to renew their exhausted provisions, and suffering at once from fear, cold, and hunger.
They had passed by Anathoth, and were moving in the direction of
Ramla, to descend into the plains of Syria. Anxious to get out of a dangerous neighborhood, they had borrowed some hours of the night, when
they saw some armed men issue forth from a dark ravine, who stopped
their passage.
He who appeared to be the chief of this troop of banditti came forward from the hostile group to inspect the travellers.
Joseph
and Mary had stopped, and looked at each other with alarm Jesus was
asleep.
The robber, who had come to take blood and gold, looked with
astonishment at this old man, unarmed, just like a patriarch of olden times
at this young woman, covered with a veil, who seemed anxious to hide
her child from him in her heart, so closely did she press him painfully to
her breast.
"They are poor," said the robber to himself, " and travel by
night, like fugitives !"
He too, perhaps, had a son in the cradle perhaps
;

:

;

;

* These large armies, often
chiefs,

war
and
ii.

;

others were only a
killed those

c.

t

who gave Herod and

whom

two or three thousand

the

mere

Romans

full

they wished to get rid

of,

commanded by experienced
political aim, and made party

Some had a
who carried long daggers under

occupation.

collection of assassins,

strong, were

even in the streets of Jerusalem.

their cloaks,

— (De Bello,

lib.

5.)

Herod,

who brought

every part of Judea.

espionage to perfection in the East, covered the great roads with spies in

— (Josephus, Ant. Jud.,

lib.

xv.

c. 13.)
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the atmosphere of meekness and mercy which surrounded Jesus and Mary-

he lowered the point of his lance, and holding out a friendly hand to Joseph, he offered him a lodging for the night
in his fortress, suspended upon the corner of a rock, like the nests of birds

acted upon this ferocious soul

:

honestly made, was accepted with holy confidence,
and the roof of the robber afforded hospitality, on this occasion, as well

This

of prey.

offer,

Arab.*

as the tent of the

The next

day, towards noon, the

Holy Family

stopped at the extremity of a vast forest of palm-trees, nopals, and wild
lig-trees, which extends at a short distance from Ramla ;t a carpet of

and anemones received the Sovereign of
heaven and earth the heats of summer ruled in the plain, and the warbling of birds, the perfume of plants, the tufted shade of fig-trees, and the
distant bubbling of a spring, acted as a charm on the sleep of Christ.
After a short rest, the moments of which were counted, the travellers proceeded on their journey. Their motive for moving towards Bethlehem is
unknown tradition has preserved the memory of their passing by it, and
the Christians have erected an altar in the cave where Mary concealed
her infant,t while Joseph went up to the town, either to inquire for the
departure of a caravan, or to exchange the slow travelling beast which
had carried the Blessed Virgin for a camel. Whatever was the motive
which led Joseph and Mary to the crater of a volcano, there is no doubt
that they stayed there but a few hours, and that they made haste to reach
a maritime town of the Philisthines, to join the first caravan going to
everlasting flowers, narcissuses,
;

;

Egypt.

on the learned calculations of chronologists, who allow of no
interval in this long journey, the holy pair must have found a caravan on
the point of starting, on the coast of Syria.
This is the more probable, as
the vernal equinox was at hand, and every one would be anxious to anticiIf

*

we

The

rely

site

where the

the banditti are

whom

still visible,

this tradition

ever," says F.

local tradition

was

has placed this scene, and where the ruins of the fortress of

continues to be very ill-famed.

familiar,

Nau, with amusing

During the crusades, the Franks,
" It

had exalted the banditti chief

to

gravity, " that a lord of note

becomes a highway robber."

crusaders were better versed in history than F. Nau.

been added an embellishment, for which

we cannot

To

a feudal

this history,

lord.

:c

rare,

to

how-

The

which seems authentic, has

answer, asserting that the hospitable robber was

the good thief in person.
t

The spot

fixed

by

tradition as

ruins of a monastery are
I

This cave

is

still

one of the resting-places of the Holy Family is very charming
(Itineraire de Paris a Jerusarem, t. ii.)

seen there.

God

fell

the

—

called /^i? Grotto of the Virgin's Milk, because

milk of the Mother of

;

upon the rock, while she suckled the
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empire over the desert, and
makes its sea of sand as treacherous as the waves themselves.* Excepting the mortal apprehension of the enraged pursuit of Herod, the second
part of the journey of the Holy Family did not yield to the first in fatigue
or suffering or even in danger.
On quitting Gazza, the ruined towers of
which resounded with the dying sound of the waves, the travellers beheld
nothing before them but immense solitudes of sand, of a dreary aspect
and frightful barrenness, ploughed up by the hot wind of the desert, and

No

oppressed by a fiery sky.

its

vegetation, except a few thin patches of

growing here and there on the lonely plain no water except the
brackish spring where the Virgin and Joseph, who were weary, who were
poor, and whom no one cared for, could not quench their thirst till after
the rich merchants, their slaves, and camels had exhausted it, and there
remained of this poor muddy water barely enough to fill the hollow of
one's hand.
The farther they went from the frontiers of Syria, the more
did they feel thirst, and the springs were more scarce.
At times, they
heath,

;

discerned at a distance, in the middle of a boundless plain, a large blue

Genesareth

clear lake, like the lake of

the sky was reflected in

;

pid waters, in which a solitary date-palm beheld
of joy hailed this discovery

;

its

own

its

image.

lim-

A cry

they urged on the speed of the camels, and

Mary raised her drooping head, like
They were close upon this blessed

a rose of Jericho which foretells rain.f
lake,

and already slaking

their thirst

oh wretched fate a mocking demon transported the
lake some leagues farther on, and left nothing in its place but parched-up
in imagination

sand

*

;

but,

!

•
!

J

"The Arabs

makes may
oe compared to that received from the mouth of a large oven when the bread is drawn. These
winds prevail most frequently during the fifty days which comprise the equinoxes." (Volney, Voyage
the hot wind of the desert simoom, or poison-, the impression

call

it

—

en Syrie.)
t This rose, the cup of

which opens and shuts according

consulted as a barometer by the Arabs.
X

This

is

the

French made
parched with

— (The Viscount Marcellus,

phenomenon known by the name

in

of mirage.

in his

Voyage en

Orient,

t. ii.)

During the expedition which the

Egyp*- in 1798, the soldiers, traversing the arid desarts ot that burning country,

thirst,

were (Jjiw deceived by

this cruel illusion.

their eyes in the midst of these seas of sand,

itself to

to the variations of the atmosphere, is

Every prominent object which offered

appeared to them surrounded with water;

thus a hillock, which they perceived at a distance, seemed to them to rise out of the midst of a lake.

Dying with want they ran towards
mistake

Mirage.

:.

the lake had

fied,

it

;

but,

when

they arrived at the place

and appeared yet farther

itself,

off to their eager eyes.

they discovered their

— (See de Fellens,

Art. 6.3
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Another

made

region,

which

optical illusion,

is

often repeated in this dry and burning

assume gigantic proportions. Arab
flowing cloaks striped brown and white, and
dagger with a curved blade, which all the

travellers at a distance

horsemen, covered with their

armed with the djombie

—a

dwellers of the desert wear in their girdles
towers, and seemed to be

pressed Jesus

more

moving

in the

closely to her heart

—appeared

afar off as tall as

The Virgin

and
but the placid countenance of
air.

;

started,

Joseph calmed her fears, although she could not understand the phenomenon which gave rise to them.*
At the approach of evening, the song of the camel-drivers ceased.f the
leader of the caravan unfurled the flag which gives notice of the halt, and
all the travellers assembled round this signal of order.
An animated
scene soon followed this halting-time.
They unloaded the camels, who
were kneeling at the feet of their masters, their burdens were piled up
pyramidally they set up a row of round stakes, to which the beasts of
burden were to be tethered the rich travellers pitched their tents, and
;

;

the leader of the caravan placed sentinels to give notice of the approach
of the Bedouins, those pirates of the desert,

who

were, and are

still,

rob-

bers like Ishmael, and hospitable like

Abraham. Every merchant, after
taking his repast of dates and milk, composed himself to sleep in his tent
The slaves and the poor travellers,
of mohair till the rising of the moon.
in which number were the Son of God, his divine Mother, and Joseph,
sat upon a rush mat spread upon the ground, without any roof but the
sky, and felt the icy breeze of the night % upon their limbs, languid with
At times was heard a cry of alarm it
heat, and worn out with fatigue.
was the Arabs of the desert, prowling about the slumbering caravan
:

* "1

V.

ad occasion," says Niebuhr, "to remark a phenomenon which struck

but which, in time, became familiar to me.

me

from a distance, appeared to

as

raarching on the sand like ourselves.

tall

An Arab mounted

on a camel,

as a tower, and seemed to move

This optical

illusion

me as very singular;
whom I saw coming

in the air

;

yet he

was

proceeds from a stronger refraction of

the atmosphere, in these arid regions loaded with vapors of a different nature from those which
the air of temperate countries."
t It

is

— (Voyage en Arable,

an almost universal custom

by singing.

A

Mussulman

in

t. i.

p. 208.)

the East to enliven one another on the march, or at work,

pilgrim has given a very picturesque description of the nocturnal

of a caravan of Mecca, by the light of lantern* fixed upon the camels, and to
of the camel-drivers.

— (Voyage

themselves in Syria and Egypt.
\

d'Abdoul Kerim.)

The

camel-drivers

— (Correspondance d 'Orient,

Although the days are scorching

fill

t.

still

march

the measured singing

sing so^gs peculiar to

vi.)

in the desert at this season, the nights are very cold.

Sav.)
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disconcerted by the vigilance of the guards of the camp, they announced

by a volley of arrows, accompanied by the groans of the
wounded. Then the Virgin, who had made a rampart with her body
for her adored Son, raised up to heaven her eyes moist with tears, and
her forehead pale w^ith fear she knew but too well that her Jesus was
their departure

;

mortal as well as the least of the children of

When

moon

the

men

!

diffused her white light over that shadowless

and noise-

where the breezes of the solitude found not a blade of grass to
raise a sigh, they struck their tents, and the painful march began again, v/ith
all the inconveniences, sufferings, and terrors experienced the day before.
At length, they arrived at the extremity of this region of illusions and
silence.
Egypt, that ancient nursery of every light and every species of
less desert,

with

idolatry, presented itself to the travellers,
its

temples with tops of polished

resembling

islands,

covered with

and

vessels.

its

steel,"^

its

its

obelisks of rose granite,

colossal pyramids, its villages

providential river, bordered with reeds, and

This country appeared

richer,

more populous, and

more commercial than Judea but it was the land of exile on the other
side of the desert was their own country
The hearts of the exiles of Is
;

!

!

had remained there.
After a journey of a hundred and forty leagues,f the fugitives reached
Heliopolis, where their nation had founded a colony.
In that city arose
the temple of Jehovah, which Onias had built upon the plan of the holy
house.
The ornaments of this Egyptian temple were almost equal to those
rael

of the other

lamp of gold, sussupplied the place of the famous candlestick with

only, as a sign of inferiority, a massive

;

pended from the

ceiling,

seven branches at Jerusalem.

At

the gate of this city, the population of

which was in great measure composed of Egyptians and idolatrous Arabs,
was a majestic tree, of the mimosa species, to which the Arabs of the Yemen, established on the banks of the Nile, paid a kind of worship. J At
*

On

the

dome

was observed an immense
the rays of the luminary of heaven. There was a similar

of the sanctuary of the principal temple of Heliopolis

mirror of polished

steel,

which

reflected

one on the top of the hghthouse of Alexandria, and the images of ships were reflected in
-before they
t

appeared in the horizon.

See Barad.,

t. i.

c. 8.

—(Correspondance

d'Orient,

t.

v.

;

it

long

Letters de Savary.)

—The author of the Voyages de Jesus Christ reckons only a bundred leagues,

but perhaps he takes no account of the windings of the roads.

The Arabs, who had gradually forgotten
idols, each more monstrous than the other.

God of Abraham, adored at that time a nu^nber oj
" The date-tree," says Azraki, " was adored by the
tribe of Khozua^ and the Beni-Thekif worshipped a rock
a large tree named zai arouat wai adored
by the Koreisch, &c." The Persians scornfully designated the Arabs by the title of " adorers ol
I

the

;

stones."
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Holy Family, the fetiche tree slowly bent down its
shady branches, as if to offer the salam to the young Master of nature,
whom Mary carried in her arms;* and, if we may believe the historian

the approach of the

moment when

the

t^aliadius, at

under the
the idols of a neighboring

the divine travellers passed

granite arches of the gate of Heliopolis,

all

on their faces to the ground.f
Joseph and Mary only passed through the City of the Sun, and repaired
to Matarieh, a beautiful village shaded by sycamores, where the only
fountain of sweet water in Egypt is found.
There, in a dwelling like a
bee-hive, where the doves built their nests, the fugi :ive family reposed in
peace, far away from Herod.
This cruel prince, after waiting in vain for the Magi in his palace at
Jericho, his favorite residence, learned at length th it they had repassed
the frontiers of his kingdom, and that, without giving him an account of
their mission, they were gone back to the country of the Persians.
Pale
already from the slow fever which consumed him, the King of the Jews
became still paler with wrath. He was deceived at the very moment
when he was delighted at the thought of his unequalled cleverness in deceiving others deceived by these nncircumcised men, who, contrary to
all expectation, had found out his tortuous and wily policy
If the Magi
had not discovered the child to whom the star had conducted them, they
would have told him so on their return. They had then discovered his
secret retirement, and this was somewhere in Bethlehem or its environs,
since they had not carried their search any farther.
How was this dangerous child now to be distinguished frorri common children ? There was
but one last expedient left, one extreme measure to destroy him this was
But the people
to include him in one general massacre.
At this thought
the aged king mused for a moment then a wild and scornful smile passed
temple

fell

—

!

—

—

—

:

—

!

—

;

over his

who

kings
*

lips.

We

The people

dare everything

are indebted to

Sozomen

age of mockery, and which,

after

give

from
tnan,

who

Niebuhr,
it

the

it.

name

If this

is

for this event,

is

which

it

hardly f miracle.

requires
It is

to himself, against

some courage

tj

reproduce in this

certain that there exists in

and mimosas, which bends down

its

it

in such veneration that

mimosa, by a natural phenomenon, bends down
it

its

Arabia a

branches at the approach of

not suspected of credulity, found this tree in the Yemen, and the

of tree of hospitality, hold

much more must

t Palladius

Herod

!

all, is

tree of the species of the sensitives

man.

dare nothing, said

it is

/.i-abs,

who

not lawful to pluck a leaf

branches

at the

approach

of

have had cause to lower them at the approach of the Son of God.

not the only one

who

rel9<-es this

miracle

feonaventure, Lira, Dionysius the Carthusian, Testatus,

;

the martyr Dorotheus, St. Anselm,

Ludolphus, Bar radius, &c., attest

"manner.
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the men-children that were born in Bethlehem,

all

from two years old and under, according to
the time which he had diligently inquired of the wise men."*
According to a number of grave authors, f who have tradition and
probability on their side, the Holy Family remained seven years in Egypt.
There are still found traces of their dwelling there the spring where Mary
used to wash the infant's linen ;J the hill covered with bushes, where she
dried it in the sun the sycamore, in the shade of which she loved to sit
and

in all the borders thereof,

'

:

;

with her Son upon her knees,§ are

The

centuries.

there after the lapse of eighteen

still

knew

pilgrims of Europe and Asia

way

the

to them, and

them with honor. To every
the olden time is attached, hke the moss on

the descendants of the nation of Pharaoh treat

some

spot

damp

the

original legend of

wall of a religious ruin.
||

* This gospel

fact,

which the school of Voltaire has

called in question, is 'proved, not only

sacred books, but also by the testimony of Jews and Pagans.

Contra Celsum,

Orig.,
t

lib. xi. c.

58

;

Toldos Huldr,, pp.

— (Macrobius,

lib. xi. c. 4,

De

by our

Saturnal.;

12, 14, 20.)

See Tromdel, in Vit. Deip.; Zachariam, in Diss, ad Hist, Eccl.; Anselm

;

Cantual

;

Euseb.; St.

Thom.
%

This fountain

is still

called the

Virgin bathed the infant Jesus in
in this place

came

,

later on, the

Fountain of

In the earliest times of Christianity, the faithful built a church

it.

Mary

Fountain of
pilgrimages continue, but no vestiges remain
t. vi.

an ancient tradition records that the Blessed

Mussulmans constructed a mosque

to pray at the

resp. d'Or.,

Mary ;

there,

and the

maladies

for the cure of their

;

church or mosque.

either of

disciples of

the fountain

—

(Savary,

both creeds

is still
t. i.

there

p. 122

;

;

the

Cor-

p. 3.)

§ "

Not far from the mountain, I was taken into an enclosure planted with trees a Mussulman
who was our guide stopped us before a sycamore, and said to us. This is the tree of Jesus and
Mary. Vanslab, rector of Fontainebleau, informs us that the old sycamore fell down from old age
in 1058.
The cordeliers of Cairo piously preserved in their sacristy the last remains of this tree
there remained in the garden only a stump, whence, no doubt, came the tree which we saw.
General Kleber, after the victory of Heliopolis, would visit as a pilgrim the tree of the Holy Family
he
;

:

had written
either
II

his

name on

the bark of one of the branches

by time or by some envious hand."

The

following

is

:

— (Corresp. d Or.,

this

name has

t. vi.

since disappeared, effaced

lettre 141.)

one of those legends brought from the lands beyond the sea by one of our good

old French barons, the Seigneur d'Englure

:

we

give

it

with

all

the original grace of the good old

time— " When our Lady, the Mother of God, had passed over the deserts, and when she came to this
said place, she laid our
find

none

;

Lord down upon the ground, and went about

so she returned

full

had dug into the ground with
water.
infant

of sorrow to her dear infant,

his heels, so that there

So our Lady was very glad of

down

again,

and washed the

little

spread them out on the ground to dry
dried, there

this,

;

who

in search of water,

lay stretched

but could

upon the sand, who

sprung up a fountain of very good and sweet

and thanked our Lord

clothes of our

Lord

for

in the

it,

laid

her dear

water of this fountain, and then

and from the water which ran

grew from each drop a shrub, which shrubs

and our Lady

off these little clothes, as

yield balsam, &c."
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humble and laborious life, but at HeliopIt was necessary to find means
oils she beheld misery in all its aspects.
a difficult thing out of one's own country, and among a
of support,
people parcelled out in national and hereditary corporations, who were by
no means fond of strangers. As they were poor, observes St. Basil, it is
evident that they must have submitted to painful labor to procure the
Alas
had they always even these ? "Oftentimes,"
necessaries of life.
says Ludolph of Saxony, " did the child Jesus ask his mother for bread,
"
when she could give him nothing but her tears
Meanwhile, Herod had died of a horrible and nameless disease, after
Dwelling to
seeing himself devoured alive by the worms of the tomb.
his last breath upon the joy that the people would feel at the news of his
decease, he had with tears requested his sister Salome, a wicked woman,
Nazareth,

Mary had

led an

—

—

!

!

to have the flower of the Jewish nobility shot to death with arrows,

whom

he had imprisoned with this intention, that people might weep at his funeral whether they would or not.*
He was carried to his castle of Herodion in a golden litter, covered with scarlet and precious stones. His sons
and his army followed his bier with downcast looks, while the people,
having the happiness of deliverance before their eyes, cast upon him as
many maledictions as a cloud showers down drops of rain.
Admonished in a dream, by the angel of the Lord, of the death

Joseph returned with Mary and the child into the land
of Israel
"but hearing that Archelaus reigned in Judea in the room of
Herod, his father, he was afraid to go thither and being warned in sleep,
he turned aside into the quarters of Galilee."

of the

tyrant,
;

:

•••'

Josephus, Ant. Jud.,

lib. xvii. c. 8.

—The memory of

Herod remained

the princes of the people and the priests that they instituted a

feast,

in such

execration

among

which was celebrated on the

25th of September, out of joy that he was dead. " There is a feast on the 7th of Chisleu," says the
Jewish calendar, " on account of the death of Herod for he had hated the wise, and we rejoice be;

fore the

Lord when

the wicked depart out of this world."— (Basn.,
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t. i.

liv.

ii.

e. 8.)

^^^^^^^^iJS^

~^~^g)(^5~

Return from Egypt.

OW

sorrowful

is

exile

and how sweet to breathe

!

the air of our native land

The bread

!

of the

stranger, like that of the wicked, leaves grit in the

mouth and

bitterness in the heart

;

not of the sports of our childhood

;

no melodious notes
tute of that sweet and charming
birds has

;

his

streams

tell

the song of his

his scenes are desti-

attraction possessed

by the scenes of our own country
What must have been the joy of the two holy spouses
when they beheld again that land of Chanaan, whose grand
boundaries, soft outlines, universal harmony, and variety of
aspects contrasted so happily and so strikingly with the monotonous splendors of Egypt
Here a population rustic and
hardy, with a warlike turn, an open address, a worship grave
and pure there, slaves herded by castes, given to plunder,
mingling with their worship infamous practices, and exhausting their resources to erect temples to the ox Apis, the crocodile, and the sea-onion
One must be profoundly religious, as Joseph and Mary were one must
J^

!

!

;

!

—

Hebrews loved theirs, to understand the pious
and sweet impressions which the two Galilean spouses felt at the sight of
love one's country as the

the land of Jehovah and their beautiful city of Nazareth.
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After So long an absence, the Holy Family returned to their humble
hearth, amidst the congratulations, the astonishment, the eager inquiries
but
of their relations, who all vied with each other in entertaining them
;

desolation and bitter reverses soon succeeded to

all

The

this joy.

de-

was scarcely habitable the roof, dewas ornamented here and there with long

serted dwelling of the poor family

:

cayed and fallen-in in places,
grass, and had afforded free entrance into the interior to the wintry blast
and the beating rains of the equinoxes f the lower apartment was cold,

damp, and green wild pigeons made their nests in the mysterious and
hallowed cell where the Word was made flesh brambles shot up their
brown thorny garlands in the small court everything, in fine, in that old
dwelling, already gilded by ages, had assumed that ruinous and desolate
appearance which fastens upon deserted edifices as the seal of the master's
It was necessary to set about these urgent repairs
absence.
it was necessary to replace tools and furniture either unfit for use or altogether vanperhaps they had to repay a sum borrowed in Egypt to enable
ished
;

;

;

;

;

them
till

to return.

Then

was, no doubt, that they sold the paternal fields

it

Of

the year of jubilee.

all

that Joseph and

Mary

possessed before

had nothing left but the ruined house of Nazabut Jesus was there.
reth, the workshop of Joseph, and their own arms
Young as he was, Jesus took up the axe, and followed his aged father into the villages, where work was found for them ;t his work, proportioned
Easy cirto his age and strength, was never wanting to aid his mother.
cumstances had long disappeared but by dint of privations, working late
and early, and good courage, they provided for absolute necessity. Jesus,
Mary, and Joseph gave themselves up to hard labor, and He who could
their long journey, they

;

;

command

legions of angels never asked of God, for himself or those be-

longing to him, anything but daily bread.

happy family, who have been surnamed the
it is the course
terrestrial Trinity, has not come to the knowledge of men

The

interior life of this

:

of water lost

among

the grass

;

it

is

the holy of holies, with

its

cloud of

Nevertheless, by studying minutely and experfumes and its double veil.
amining one by one, and in all their aspects, the facts of the gospel, what
* ITie time of rains in Judea,
is

also the season for storms,

age en

is

that of the equinoxes, and especially of

which are accompanied

tiie

autumnal equinox

with violent shov/ers, or hail.

—

:

it

(Volney, Voy»

Syrie.)

tSt. Justin, martyr (Dialog,

yokes and ploughs.
author assures

us,

And

cum

Tryphone), relates that Jesus Christ helped his father to

Godescard,

t.

xiv. p. 436,

that in his time yokes were

Vie de

la Sainte Vierge, says,

"

A

very ancient

shown which our Saviour had made with

hands."
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what we do not know
and tiie public life of Jesus Christ casts certain brilliant lights upon his
hidden life, and that of the Blessed Virgin. We will endeavor to fill up
this void with all that reserve, and all that conscientious application, which
so grave a subject demands.
Jesus, in whom were hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge,* had no need of being taught by men therefore every supposition to the contrary is positively rejected by the Church.
St. John also,
m his gospel, informs us that the Jews in the time of Jesus Christ considered him as a young man without learning,f and the astonishment of
the Nazareans to see him so profoundly versed in sacred literature, sufficiently testifies that they had no knowledge of his having been, like St.
Paul, educated at "the feet of a master." The Talmudists and the Jewish
authors of the Toldos maintain, on the contrary, that a celebrated rabbin
but setting aside the
initiated Jesus in the mysteries of science and magic
second part of the assertion, which is absurd, and taking the matter only
from a mere human point of view, as the rationalists do, this is evidently
First, Jesus was neither a zealot, nor a man wedfalse, for two reasons.
ded to traditions and we see, all through the gospel, that he strongly disapproved of the narrow-minded views, captious distinctions, and low subSecondly, the rabbi Josue Pertleties of the doctors of the synagogue.
achia, whom they assign him as preceptor, had still to be born, since he

we know

leads us to surmise to a certain extent

;

;

;

;

flourished a century later.

To

place Jesus in the midst of the rabbins as a scholar,

illogical as to

attempt to support an oak by surrounding

would be
it

as

with reeds.

He

did not teach like them, says the evangelist, J and this it is easy to
conceive, for he derived his wisdom from himself and his teaching, still
;

from a natural point of view, seems to flow from a soul most elevated, most pure, and upright, and from a mind so vast and so uniformly
sound, that assuredly it had not been warped in the disputes of the schools.
Strauss .admits fhat all the wisdom and science of the time would not
have been able to form a man like Jesus Christ.
"If," says he, "Jesus
Christ had exhausted all the tuition of his time, it is no less true that none
of those elements sufficed, even by a great deal, to cause a revolution in
the world and the leaven indispensable for so great a work, could have
been derived only from the depths of his own soul."
His eloquence, like his morality, was his own. It was not the emphatic
taking

it

;

*S. Paul., Ep. ad Coloss.
J Matt.

c.

ii.

v. 9.

t S. Joan.- c. vii. v. 15.

vii. 29.
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exaggerations of the rabbins, nor the majestic, striking, and violently contrasted diction of the ancient prophets

it

;

was, as he himself said, a foun-

tain of living water, reflecting in its course the birds of heaven, the har-

This eloquence, perfectly simple,
and the flowers of the field
penetrated to the bottom of things, and was allied, without effort, to great
Each word was a precious seed of virtue every instruction
thoughts.
cast into the mysterious spaces of the future a long train of light, which
was to grow insensibly, and extend to the perfect day of the regeneration
of the w^orld. Even tbose who have audaciously denied his miracles, have
not been able to help acknowledging that his words were those of a God.*
Jesus was endowed with a soul profound and meditative, which needed
Confined during the day to
an ample space in which to extend itself.
manual labor, which absorbed all his time, he made up at night for his
obscure fatigue, and became again lawgiver and prophet in presence of
Standing upon an elevated platform, whence could be
the starry heaven.
seen the mountains and extensive woods of the land of Chanaan, he poured
forth his soul before the Author of nature, of whom he was the envoy, the
Son, and the equal. These communings, all alone with God, in the silence of the night, and the desert, and in silent thought, were one of the
habits of Jesus Christ we find many examples of them in the gospel
The model of men, the Word incarnate, would, no doubt, teach his followers to separate the pure gold of prayer from the monstrous alloy of ostentation and hypocrisy which the Pharisees of his time were accustomed to
mix up with it.
The Blessed Virgin, who was never importunate or exacting, made no
she knew that Jesus then sounded
sort of opposition to this retirement
the depths of the immeasurable abyss which opened beneath the feet of
the human race, and that the redemption of the world would be the fruit
of these silent meditations.
Respecting the labors of that mighty mind
which redoubled upon itself, and looking to the future glory which every
moment brought nearer and nearer; Mary already saw the heavens opened,
death vanquished, and the Messias rallying all nations beneath his standvests

;

;

;

"I own to you that the majesty of the Scriptures astonishes me," says Rousseau; "the
sanctity of the gospel speaks to my heart.
Look at the books of the philosophers, with all
their pomp, how small they are by the side of this
Can it be that a book at once so sublime
and simple could be the work of men ? Can it be that he whose history it relates could be
*

!

himself but a

meekness

!

man ?

sublimity in his
P-

Is

what purity

that the tone of an enthusiast, or of an ambitious sectarian

manners what affecting gracefulness in
what profound wisdom in his discourses

in his

maxims

!

his instructions

!
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But on a sudden the prophecy of the aged man in the temple
presented itself, darlv as a funeral bier, at the end of this enchanted perspective a cold chill ran through the veins of the poor mother, and her
heart, in which the love of Jesus had so large a share, melted in infinite
agony.
A secret voice cried out to her, "There must be an expiation of
blood
Christ must die " Then, humbly laying down the work to Vv^hich
she was condemned by her indigence,* the daughter of David came to
look after her Son she wanted to see him, to make sure, in a maternal
embrace, that he was still there, that he was still alive
When he saw her, Jesus cast down his pensive eye, which had been fixed
upon the stars his youthful forehead, contracted by a thought as vast as
the world, became again the smooth and shining forehead of the child.
Then Mary, shutting up in her heart her sinister fears, advised repose
after the long watch.
It was necessary to recruit his strength for the
following day
the walk would be fatiguing and the labor painful.
The Son of God followed his mortal mother in silence, for he loved
her, and was subject to her.
An extraordinary incident, which overpowered the soul of the Blessed
Virgin, marked the entrance of Jesus into the state of adolescence. Joseph
and Mary, religious observers of the law of their fathers, went up regularly
every year to Jerusalem, at the time of the Passover. This journey, which
they had performed stealthily, and lost in the crowd, as long as the son of
the enemy of God had occupied the throne of the Macchabees, had become easier since the exile of Archelaus, and the occupation of the country by the Romans. When Christ had reached his twelfth year, his parents,
freed from apprehension on account of Herod, took him w4th them to
Jerusalem.
They departed in a body from Nazareth and then, as they
ard

;

!

!

;

—

!

;

;

.

.

.

;

travelled along, the

Hebrew

pilgrims divided into small companies, accord-

ing to age, sex, and family relationship or intimacy.

Around

the Vigin were

Mary

of Cleophas, sister-in-law of Joseph

other Mary, designated in the gospel by the
the wife of Zebedee,

of altera

an-

Maria; Salome,

Bethsaida with her sons and her hus-

Joanna, the wife of Chus, and a number of Nazarenes of her famconnections and neighborhood. Joseph followed them at some dis-

band
ily

who came from

name

;

;

tance, conversing gravely with
his tribe.

Zebedee the fisherman, and the ancients of

Jesus walked amidst some young Galileans,

* Tertullian says, in the third century, that

second century, said that Mary was a

whom

the gospel,

Mary earned her livelihood by working and

woman who had

;

lived

Celsus, in th«

by the work of her hands.
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accorumg to the genius or the Hebrew tongue, has

who were

called his brethren,

and

his near relatives.*

Among

group of young men, who went before the rest, were distinguished the sons of Zebedee James, impetuous as the lake of Tiberias
on a stormy day John, younger even than Jesus, whose sweet countenance by the side of that of his brother, seemed to personify the lamb of
this

:

;

Isaias, living in

peace with the lion of Jordan.

whom

named

Next

to the fishermen of

on Boa^ierges (sons of thunder), were
the four sons of Alpheus James, who was Bishop of Jerusalem, an austere and grave youth, with long flowing hair, a pale face, and a cold and
Proud of being devoted as a Nazarene, he gave
mortified appearance.
himself airs of offensive superiority over him whom he then considered the
son of the carpenter. The virtues and imperfections inherent in the soil
were seen in his character an unshaken firmness, inclinations upright and
but at the same time a strong contempt for all that had not
religious
sprung from Abraham, and an excellent opinion of himself. Jude, Simon,
and Jose, the other sons of Alpheus, were youths of rough, simple, and
warlike appearance, already arrived at adolescence, and who looked upon
the son of the humble Mary as their inferior in every way a thing which
they had a difficulty in shaking off afterwards, as we see in the gospel f
And what of Jesus ? Jesus pretended to nothing, neither to devotion, nor
Austerity, nor wisdom, nor knowledge, because he possessed the plenitude
of all these things, and people usually affect what they have not.
Bethsaida,

Jesus

later

;

;

;

—

To

have seen him, simply attired as an Essenian, his long hair, of the
color of antique bronze, J parted over his dark forehead, and gracefully
flowing over his shoulders, one would have taken him for David, at the

moment when

the prophet Samuel saw

him come,

little,

timid,

and

in

the

There was, how-

dress of a simple shepherd, to receive the holy unction.

* St. Epiphanius and St. Bernard inform us that in these journeys, the

men went

\a

companies

separate from the woonen, and that St. Joseph and the Blessed Virgin were in different companies,

which was the reason why they did not
perceive

it

till

the evening,

when

all

feel

uneasy at

first

at the disappearance of Jesus,

the travellers assembled together.

Rieval, Serm. seu Tractatus de Jesu duodeni,

Dom

and did not

— (See also Aelred, abbot of

intra oct. Epiph.)

+ S. Joan Chrysost., Serm. 44.
I

The

rabbins have taken occasion from the color of the hair of Jesus, to give

declamations against him

;

but what

is

extraordinary

same reproaches as they do against David.
head

;

the soul of

Esau had passed

"

into him."

is,

He was

that they-utter against

red like

They have

Esau

;

he had

way
him

to malicious

precisely the

his blood

upon

his

forgotten nothing but the evil eye with

which they favored the prophet king.
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something more than in the eye
something
of his great ancestor, full as it was of poetry and inspiration
penetrating and divine was discovered in it, which laid bare the thought
and sounded the depths of the heart but Jesus veiled at that time the
ever, in the

brown, soft eye of

Christ,'^'

;

;

brilliancy of his look, as

Moses did

He

from the tabernacle.

his radiant

brow when he came

walked along, conversing

sensibly, but suiting

his conversation to his age,

with his young relatives according to the

whom

his apostles

he intended to

make

forth

flesh,

he discerned beneath their rude

;

exterior the weight and value of these rough diamonds,

to shine with so great brilliancy, and he loved

them

who were one day

in their future career.

His expectations were not disappointed these men, who, like the rest of
their nation, had had their dreams of gold and power in connection with
the Messias, at his voice cast off all their prejudices, both national and religious, to adopt a doctrine calumniated, the principles and promises of
which, like the maledictions of the old law, spoke of nothing but sufferThey bound themings to be endured, and persecutions to be undergone.
selves to him by chains so strong, that neither the princes of the earth, nor
cold, nor nakedness, nor famine, nor the sword, could separate them from
they walked in his footsteps, trampling courageously on the
his love
thorns which the world strewed in their path, and suffering themselves to
be treated like the refuse of the human race. They were not ashamed,
;

;

either of the

Why

Son

of man, or of his gospel, or of the foolishness of the cross /

and the apostles never
preached but from their own intimate conviction. These upright and
guileless hearts gave to their testimomy all that could render it credible
and sacred among men they abandoned everything, suffered everything,
forgave everything, and sealed with their blood the gospel of their divine
should they

It

?

for impostors to blush,

is

;

M aster, t
But

at the

time of which

we

are speaking, these heroic virtues were not

even yet expanded, and these youthful Galileans

* Niceph., Hist. EccL,

t. i.

p. 125.

little

His portrait of our Lord, traced

thought that they

after tradition, is the

most

come down to us. The Rev. Mr. Walsh, the author of quite a recent book
devoted to rare or unpublished monuments of the first age of Christianity, has just called our attention to a very curious medal, knowii as early as the fifth century.
The obverse represents the head
of our Lord, seen in profile
the hair is parted .after the manner of the Nazarites, smooth as far as

authentic which has

;

the ears, and flowing over the shoulders

bandsome as well as the
t

Pascal has said, "

I

bust, over

:

the beard thick, not long, but forked

which the tunic

falls in

willingly believes these histories,

;

the countenance

graceful folds.

whose witnesses expose themseb^es

death."
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should one day give their Hves in support of the divinity of their travelA
At the end of four days' journey, the pilgrims reached
ling companion.

i

immense concourse of foreign Jews flocked toThe family of Joseph and Mary assembled to eat the paschal
gether."^"
lamb, which the priests had the charge of immolating between the two
the

Holy

City, whither an

vesper hours,! in the court of the temple

;

added unleavened
ancient ceremony.

to this they

bread, wild lettuces, and whatever appertained to this

The days

of the feast being over, the relations of Christ assembled to re-

As

turn to their province.

they returned in the same order in which they

had come, the holy couple did not at first perceive that Jesus was missing.
Mary thought he was with Joseph, or with the two named James Joseph,
In
for his part, thought he was with his young relations, or with Mary.
the evening, the several companies assembled together, and the Blessed
Virgin sought, but in vain, for Jesus in the crowd of travellers who arno one knew what had become of
rived in succession at the caravansary
;

;

our Saviour.

The

grief of the

two holy spouses was

inexpressible.

**

The

Son of God " muttered Joseph, sorrowfully. " My
son " said the poor young mother, with a voice drowned with tears.
They sought him all night, they sought him all day, calling after him
deposit of heaven, the

!

!

along the road, calling out his name in the woods, looking anxiously

down

the precipices, sometimes fearing for his

sometimes for his liberThey re-enty, and not knowing what they should do if he was lost.
tered Jerusalem, ran to all their friends, and weary with going about the
quarters of that great city, they at last

Underneath the

made

life,

their

way

into the temple.

where the doctors of the law were, was a child,
who delighted the ancients of Israel by the depth of his understanding,
and the ^clearness of his answers to the most difficult questions they
gathered round him, and every one was in admiration at his precocious
and miraculous wisdom. " It is either Daniel or an angel," they said, at
" It is Jesus !" said the young
a little distance from the afflicted Virgin.
mother, pressing forward towards the place where the doctors were.
Then, coming up to the Messias with the expression of extreme tenderness,
which in a manner extinguished the last reflex of sorrow " My son," she
portico,

;

:

*

The

feast of the

thousand persons.

Passover collected together at Jerusalem as

— (De Bello,

lib. vii. c. 17.)

nation was not so contemptible as he believed
feast of the Pasch, there

was a lamb
t

That

is,

many

as two million five hundred

Cestus, wanting to persuade
it

to be,

were slain two hundred and

fifty-six

thousand

six

for each family.

from noon or one o'clock

till

sunset.

Nero that the Jewish

had the people numbered by

—(Basn.,

t. v. liv. vii. c. 2.)
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said sweetly,

"

why

hast thou done so to us

have sought thee sorrowing

The
terious.

Behold, thy father and

?

1

!"

was effaced before the God the answer was dry and mysHow is it that you sought me ? Did you not know that I

child
"

167

;

must be about

my

Father's business

?

"

The

holy couple kept silence

understand the meaning of the answer of the Messias.
his perfect submission
Jesus rose up and followed them to Nazareth
" And his mother kept all
to their will speedily effaced this slight cloud.
they did not at

first

;

these words in her heart.

grace with

God and

And

Jesus increased in wisdom and age, and

man."
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Mary

at the Preaching of Jesus.

HERE are two worlds in our history," as one of the fin«
est geniuses of

our age has

cross, the other before it."

said,

"the one beyond the

The

primitive world, fallen

into decrepitude at the time of the regenerating mission

of Jesus Christ, presented a strange spectacle, for the

The Arab and

burlesque lent a hand there to the horrible.

the Gaul, after having retained for ages the primitive idea

God, adored the acacia and the oak f the
Hindoo made a divinity of the Ganges, and sacrificed hu-

of the unity of

man

victims to Sactis, the goddess of death

that wisest of

all

;f

the Egyptian,

people, paid devout worship to garlic, to

the lotus, and almost every bulbous-rooted plant

known
*

The Pagan Gauls of the

sixth

and seventh centuries made gods of oak-trees

them

as

if

these trees participated in the honor which

t

seventh century

they could hear

was paid

Capitul. Caroli Magni,

lib.

i.

;

they burned torches

the enormous stonej which were near

to them.

tit.

;

—

(Hist, eccl^siastique

de Bretagne,

t.

64.)

See Picture of India, by Buckingham.

The sarcasm
^umina."— (Sat.
t

;

the un-

populations of young America adored the tiger, the

before these trees, and invoked

iv.,

;J

of Juvenal

is

well

known

:

"

O

sanctas gentes, quibus haec nascuntur in hortis

xv. v. 10.)
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and roaring cataracts ;* in fine, the Greeks and Romans,
by their own acknowledgment, filled their temples with demons,f and
these nations, so refined, so polished, who abounded in men of superior
genius, had deified vice in its most hideous shades, and peopled their
Olympus with robbers, adulterers, and murderers. Morals corresponded
with creeds corruption, rushing down like a vast torrent from the heights
Juda, which
of the seven imperial hills, inundated all the provinces.
had not escaped the contagion of vice any more than other countries,
grew depraved with frightful rapidity her religion no longer rested on
fundamental dogmas, but on an innumerable multitude of parasitical
superfoetations, and the reveries of her rabbins were enthroned on the
vulture, storms,

;

;

chair of Moses. J
In the midst of these deplorable abberrations,

what became of proud
reason, that queen of intelligences, who takes her own narrow horizon for
the boundaries of the universe, and places the gods upon the bed of
Procrustes ? Where did she hold her empire ? Where had she planted
her standard, while on every side breaches were made in her bulwarks ?
If she could without foreign aid reconquer the territory which she had lost,
.But she felt that the torrent would overflow
why did she not do so ?
her weak embankments, and unable to restrain it, she was content to obSupported by philosophy, she groaned over the inaniserve its ravages.
mate remains of the social body whose fall she had been unable to pre^
vent Christianity supervened, who said to the corpse, "Arise, and walk!"
... .And it was done according to her word.
From that day a new race, healed of all its evils, washed from all its defilements in the sacred piscina, assembled round the cross w^hich the Son of
.

.

.

:

* Garcilasso,

1. i.

t Prophyrius,

who

the objects of
evolent,

c,

2 et 12.

knew the foundations of polytheism, acknowledges t .at the demons were
worship among the Gentiles. " There are," says he, "spirits impure, deceitful, mal-

who would

so well

pass for gods and get themselves adored by

they snould do us mischief.

shows and games

Some, who are

the gloomy temper

;

lively

men

:

they must be appeased, lest

and joyous, allow themselves

of others requires the odor of

fat,

to

be propitiated by

and feeds on bloody

sacrifices."
I It is

a

maxim among

the footing of the written law, but on that of the
latter,

and reduce

all

was made with them on Mount Sinai, not on
oral law.
They annul the former to enthrone the

the Jews that the covenant

religion finally to tradition.

This corruption had risen to such a height among

the Jews, even in the time of our Lord, that he reproaches them, in St. Mark, with having destroyed

the

word

of

God by

text to water,

4ie

their traditions.

But

it is

and the Misnah, or Talmud,

Talmud is

much worse

In :he best

in these

wine

;

days

;

they compare the sacred

moreover, the written law

is salt,

pepper, cinnamon. &c.
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Mary had

VIRGIN,

God

planted on the regenerated earth, as the trophy of

over

heli.

This glorious revolution, which set charity on the throne, and placed
this ever-memorable event, which changed
all the virtues in her train,

—
the face of the world, and the echo of which
to the consummation of
— had Nazareth for

will

ages,

make
its

itself

heard even

starting-point

;

from

the hollow of that nameless rock flowed humble Christianity, " an obscure

drop of water unnoticed, where two sparrows could not have
slaked their thirst, which one ray of the sun might have dried up, and
which at this day, as the great ocean of minds, has filled up every abyss
of human wisdom, and bathed with its never-failing waters the past, the
present, and the future."*
We know nothing of the means which prepared this great fact, which
holds so high dominion over the history of modern times. From the time of
spring, a

his manifestation in the temple, the

Son

of

God

led a

life

templative, between his adoptive father and his mother.

hidden and con-

This period, lost

to the world, was doubtless that in which the Virgin passed her most
tranquil days.

It is

not

wintry torrent, that

it

when human
is

moves on in commotion, like a
the most happy it is when it resembles the
life

;

course of that water which meanders in a silvery thread

Mary, deprived indeed of

of the meadows.

and

all

all

among

the grass

the enjoyments of luxury,

the sweets of ease, but living with her Son, working for him,

studying his inclinations, seeing him at

him
making herself the first, the most
as the first fruits of his sacred harvest
humble, the most docile of his disciples, and bowing down her matured
reason before the superior reason and divinity of her Son, Mary must
If, at those times when Jesus revealed
then have been a happy Mother
to her the most profound sense of the prophecies, he met witn some passage which spoke of sufferings to be undergone, a dark cloud spread over
the chaste brow of the Virgin but soon her sweet and gracious counteall

times, offering herself to

;

!

;

The storm murmured as yet at a disHer Son was there
bark was moored in a tranquil bay.

nance recovered a
tance,

and their

little

serenity.

!

she hung upon his looks, his words, and his smallest actions.

was she

to spin and to
less coat, a

— her Son

him
weave

to serve

!

how

happily did she

sit

How

up whole nights

his tunics for labor, his holiday garments, that

masterpiece of ingenuity and patience, which later on

but at this time the " Lord had anointed his Christ with an
* M. de Lamartine, Voy. en Onent,
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A companion

•only."

morrow

l7l

of the spouse, the wise Virgin of the gospel "

left

to provide for itself," "

and the peace of God, which surpasseth all understanding, kept her heart and her mind."
Jesus was perfection itself, the omniscient, thrice holy, surpassing all
as God, he could be indebted for nothing to creain power and wisdom
She it was who initiated
tures, but as man he owed something to Mary.
him from his earliest infancy, in the humble virtues inherent in humanity,
and in her own simple and poetic tastes. That patient and unalterable
meekness which he knew how to unite with the firmness of a legislator
and a prophet that merciful compassion which tempered the indignation
of an irritated God, and rendered him. Himself, the model man, the accomplished just one, the support of sinful man that tenderness which
was all good, unaffected towards children, whom he loved to caress and
bless during his divine mission
a thousand imperceptible shades, a
thousand reflexes, half-absorbed in the large masses of light, which composed the mortal life of Jesus Christ, bear the impress of Mary. Thus
does heaven readily accept the aroma of flowers, though flowers are the
the

;

;

;

;

—

daughters of earth.*

cannot be doubted that Jesus returned the Virgin tenderness for tenderness, and solicitude for solicitude
a woman so noble in blood and heart
It

;

had certain claims upon all, and above all upon a Son, for the love of whom
she had imposed upon herself, in the spring-time of her age, so many priHe, who will take account in heaven of a
vations, labors and sacrifices.
cup of cold water given in his name, must have affectionately preserved the
memory of the obligations he was under to Mary and if we perceive in
the gospel that he sometimes spoke to his divine Mother less like her son
than her Lord, it was because at those times that he divested himself of his
;

earthly appendages, the more to glorify his Father, whose interests always
held the foremost place in his view.

The Virgin knew too

well the sacred

mission of her Son, to be uneasy at his words, which were sometimes

se-

young Galilean
whom she had fed with her milk, and the transformation was never slow
in coming
the human nature soon granted what the divine nature had

vere

;

she waited for the legislator to give place to the

;

refused.

At

the time

death came to decimate the

-of

* Nel vestire
tita,

.dia.

when Jesus had

il

Verbo d'umana carne non

attained his twenty-ninth year, the angel

Holy Family.
gli

diede ella (la Vergine) punto, o di potenza, o di san-

o di giustizia che egli (Gesu) gia da se solo non possedesse

—

(P.

Joseph, that patriarch of

;

ma

gli die

molto bensi di misericor-

Paolo Segneri, Magnificat spiegato.)
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ancient manners, whose submissive faith and simplicity of heart recalled

the remembrance of

Abraham and

the era of his tent,

—Joseph, whom

the

Holy Ghost himself has adorned with the beautiful name of "just," sweetly fell asleep in the bosom of the Lord, between his adopted Son and his
chaste spouse. Jesus and Mary wept over him, and made a mournful
vigil of the

dead over his cold remains

the lamentations of the poor family

;

:

the midnight breeze mingled with

more

the Nabals of Galilee died

sumptuously, though, as they lowered their heads to pass under the sunken
gate of the tomb, they had not the magnificent hopes of the carpenter of
Nazareth.

The funeral of the son of David was humble, like
Mary shed abundant tears over his funeral couch, and
conducted
obsequies

this

simple mourning.

What emperor

his fortune

the Son of

;

but

God

ever obtained the like

?

At length the time for preaching the
God destined from all eternity to be its

gospel approached, and He,

whom

high priest and apostle,

NazThere

left

banks of the Jordan, where John baptized.
must have been an affecting and solemn scene of adieu between the Virgin and her Son.
The public life of Jesus was about to commence.
Alone, poor, sprung from the people, without any resource but his courage, his patience, and that gift of miracles which he never used for his own
personal benefit, he went forth to confront an order of things, "not strong
areth, to repair to the

enough to

resist

him, but strong enough to cause his death." *

The

Vir-

gin could not help a feeling of alarm at seeing Jesus embark upon this

stormy sea of the Jewish world, where so many prophets, and so illustrious,
had been wrecked. She knew the insurmountable pride of the Pharisees,
the narrow and malignant fanaticism of the princes of the synagogue, the
sanguinary caprice of Herod Antipas she knew also the oracles relating
The daughter
to the Messias, which spoke of suffering and ignominy
of the kings of Juda, who was not of the race of the feeble, and who knew
that her Son was God, had not her soul the less wounded by this first separation, which seemed to her the prelude and image of a separation cruel in
a very different way.
She let Jesus depart with her heart bursting with
agony and when the sound of his footsteps grew fainter in the distance,
when she found herself alone entirely alone in that house where she had
;

!

.

.

.

.

;

—

spent so

many sweet

hours, between her

—

Son and her

spouse, she hid her

head in her hands, and remained silent and thoughtful, like the statue of
grief upon the stone of a mausoleum.
*

M. de Lamartine,

liv. citS.
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the Virgin learned with pro-

;

found admiration, but without surprise, the wonders of his baptism, during
which the Trinity had, in a manner, become palpable and revealed to men.
They told her of the white dove, extending his divine wings over the
Saviour, and that, at the same time, a voice from heaven proclaimed the
Son of the Most High. This joy, however, gave place to an extreme
anxiety, when she knew that Jesus, when scarcely come forth from the
waters of the Jordan, had penetrated into the deep and perillous defiles of

Quarantine^ to prepare himself for the work of
How
the salvation of the world, by fasting, meditation, and prayer.
much she must have suffered, when she thought how Jesus was wandering in a labyrinth of bare rocks, where the bird finds not a blade of moss
for its nest, or a wild berry to support its little life, where all is stones
What anguish did she feel when the tempest howled out of
and heat
Where was Jesus ? What was he doing, alone and unsheltered,
doors
on those high mountains of Jericho, where the steep paths, full of rolling
No means of savmg himself if
stones, wind among frightful precipices ? f
No help if during this fast, so
his foot slipped on the edge of an abyss
the high mountain of the

!

!

!

complete, so long, so

little

proportioned to the strength of nature, he

fell

These forty days were to Mary forty
maternal anxiety making of every minute thus passed an eternity
ages,
but Jesus returned to Nazareth, with his disciples, and his beloved presence
was to Mary like the breath of spring after the cold of winter.
through weakness on the way.

—

The

*

•

desert where Jesus Christ fasted during- forty days, which procured

Quarantine,

is

situated in the mountains of Jericho, at about a mile

bank of the Jordan.

east

The mountain

of the Quarantine

presenting a deep abyss, hollowed out of the base as

north

it

exhibits a succession of steep rocks,

way

only

from

this

the

name

ef the

town, and towards the

one of the highest on the north

to prevent access to

it

side,

from the west to the

;

which open in several places, and contain caves. The
mountain from the foot, is by a slope extremely

to reach the fourth part of the height of the

steep, covered with pebbles,
part,

if

is

it

which

roll

about under one's

you find a small path, very narrow, which ends

in

feet.

When

you have reached

this fourth

a small flight of steps, surrounded by horri-

ble precipices, to the top of

which you must climb, with the greatest danger, by means of a few

stones which project a

in certain places, to

little

and

if

these supports should

pice.

—

(Voyages de Jesus Christ, iime voyage.)

t

The

sacred retreat where the

after climbing
altar.

fail,

Some

up a path cut

you would

—

which you are obliged

spent forty days

A

recess has been

in the rock.

frescoes are to be seen there, almost effaced,
is

to cling

with feet and hands,

from the height of the rock down a

God-man

encloses this sort of chapel, which

out terror.

fall

lighted by a

is

a natural cave, which

made

in

one side of

it,

frightful preci-

is

as

which represented angels.

reached only
if to set

A

up an

thick wall

window, from which you cannot look down withr

(Ibid.)
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was that the marriage took place at Cana, in Galilee. The
married couple, who were related to the Blessed Virgin,* invited Mary,
Jesus and his disciples. All of them accepted this cordial invitation, and
the Virgin, ever good and obliging, took the lead in forwarding the preparations for this feast, where the national customs required a certain deThe assembled company was numerous, and the family
gree of splendor.
were poor the bridegroom had not calculated well, and the bottles of wine
were almost exhausted, when our Lord, who was pleased to elevate marriage to the rank of holy things, by purifying it by his holy presence, entered the banqueting-room, followed by Peter, Andrew, Philip, Nathanael,.
four young fisherman, whom he had impressed with confidence in his
The wine failed entirely in the middle of the repast, and Mary
character.
having been the first to perceive it upon a sign of distress given by the
new married couple, turned her head towards Jesus, who was seated near
her, and said to him significantly, "They have no wine."
Jesus answered in a low and emphatic voice, " Woman, what is it to me
and to thee ? My hour is not yet come." f
The Virgin, wishing to spare her relatives a humijiation which would
have filled them with confusion, did not consider this a refusal she
judged that, if the hour of manifestation was not come, Christ, notwithstanding his austere words, would anticipate it for her sake and with
that faith which would remove mountains, she said softly to the waiters,
*'
Whatsoever he shall say to you, do ye." Now there was set there six
water-pots of stone, according to the manner of purifying of the Jews
and by the command of Jesus, they were filled to the brim from a neighboring spring and this water was changed into delicious wine.
Thus it was that the Blessed Virgin had the first fruits of the miracles
of her divine Son, and that her intercession caused even the will of God
to bond in her favor.

Then

it

;

;

;

;.

;

The oriental tradition, which the Mahometans have received from the Christians, is that St..
Johr the Evangelist was the bridegroom of the marriage feast of Cana, and that, after witnessing
*

the miracle which Jesus Christ performed there, he
(D'Herbelot, Biblioth. Orientale,
opinion, which

The answer

t. ii.) ^

Baronius,

immediately
t.

i,

p.

io6.

left

his

Maid,

spouse to follow him.
(in

Joan.) also adopts

this,

we do not guarantee.

Holy Mother must have been, as we should say, asz'de the
gospel narrative gives us so to understand. It was impossible in the outset that Jesus Christ should
have made this enigmatical answer aloud to his mother; the guests, who were not in the secret,
T

of our Saviour to his

would have considered
their listening to

it

;

as something very harsh to Mary.

what the Blessed Virgin

It

is

evident that the waiters, by

said to them, were ignorant of the apparent refusal of

our Saviour.
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GOD.

Cana was soon followed by many

others,

which marked

che high and providential mission of our Saviour with the seal

At

vinity.

his voice the

storms were hushed,

the devils sunk back to their

human

of-

the Di-

infirmities disappeared,

gloomy kingdom, dead bodies came

forth

from the tomb, and, upon that corner of the earth where his blessed feet
trod, there was made a great healing of all sufferings of soul and body.*
They came to him from Sidon, Tyre, Idumea, and Arabia and crowds
of people, gathering together on his way, kissed the hem of his garments,
and humbly begged of him health and life, things which God alone
;

—

can give.

whom

Mary,

our Lord had not yet thought

fit

to associate with

him

in

and wandering life, heard these extraordinary accounts with a
Her alarm was well
j.oy mingled with trouble and an uneasy admiration.
founded for, if the people followed the Messias, loading him with benedictions, the Pharisees, the Scribes, and the princes of the synagogue began to be greatly scandalized worthy souls
at the conduct of the Son
of God.
He consoled and converted sinHe forgave sins blasphemy
ners degradation!
He healed the sick on the Sabbath-day; crying and
notorious impiety
His doctrine fell from his lips like a beneficent dew,
and not like stormy rain then he was not at all like the ancient prophets
He preached humility, the forgiveness of injuries, voluntary poverty, alms
given for God's sake, universal charity.
What novel doctrine was all
this
multitude of enemies arose up against him every time that he
preached, whether in the desert or in the cities.
He could not attack hyhis painful

;

—

!

—

!

;

;

!

;

—

A

!

without coming into collision with the Pharisees, or declaim

pocrisy

against avarice without alienating from himself the doctors of the law

;

the discontented, ever ready to contrive dark plots which broke out into

were scandalized at him for not preaching
sedition against Caesar
the Herodians accused him of aspiring to the
throne and the Sadducees could not endure that he should proclaim etermad* and sanguinary

revolts,
;

;

=>

A

Mussulman poet has depicted

cised over the maladies of the soul
belot

The

heart of the afflicted draws
soul recovers

" If the
" It is

its life

is

a translation from the French version of D'Her-

all its

mind of man can ever
which he

is

consolation from thy words.

and vigor from only hearing thy name pronounced.
rise to the

from thee that he derives his

tion with

A

the following

comnnand, which Jesus Christ exer-

:—

"The
*•

:

in graceful verses this

contemplation of the mysteries of the Divinity,

light to

know them, and

it is

thou

who

givest

him the

attrac-

penetrated."

Christian could not have explained himself

more

energetically, observes the learned orientalist.
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nal

These men, divided

life.

made

in views,

VIRGIN,

creeds,

and

political

interest^

a truce with their absurd antipathies out of hatred for the Galilean;

they girded themselves with the intention of injuring him, and pressed
forward against him to destroy him. Every word was a snare, every

Some

him unsparingly as an impostor and
the dense
a Samaritan ; others gently hinted that he was a madman
mass of the envious, tired of the praises which the people gave to this new
prophet, and unable to deny his miracles, disputed his claim to them, to
" If he casts out devils," said they, " it
give the honor of them to Satan.
in Beelzebub, principe dcemonioj^um,
is by Beelzebub, the prince of devils
These vague rumors alarmed Mary, and the bad spirit
ejicit dcBmoniar^
of her own neighborhood was little calculated to encourage her.
Of all
the cities of Galilee, Nazareth was the most unbelieving and hardened
smile was a treason.

treated

;

:

against the sacred

Word

;

of

all

the families of Nazareth, the family of

Jesus Christ was apparently the least disposed to accept him for the king-

As

ly Messias.

the divine parturition of the Virgin had never been re-

vealed to her relations, and as the miracles which had been displayed

during the infancy of the Lord had taken place in distant countries, they

saw nothing

in the

supposed son of Joseph but a young

Israelite

without

up among themselves, fed like themselves, more poorly
lodged, more simply clad, and living from day to day by very hard labor,
which connected him only with the lower classes. Christ, who would
learning, brought

ennoble poverty by taking

it

for his

own portion,

suffered the consequences

of the position which he had chosen.
''His brethren'' says St. John,
" did not believe in him."f The fame of the miracles which accompanied

the preaching of the gospel astonished these obstinate Nazareans, without
the power to convince them.

Knowing

was saluted throughout Galilee by the dangerous title of son of David, and that crowds of. two
or three thousand persons ran to hear him, they were afraid that these
rumerous assemblies would give umbrage to Herod Antipas, and that
*

The Methnevt-Manevi, speaking

Christ, expresses its opinion in

that

meet with success,

moon

that Jesus

and envious hatred of the Jews against Jesus
these terms against those attacks which are so commc«i against all
of the impotent

—attacks which

are, in the end, hurtful to those only

who make them.

"

The

sheds her light and the dog barks," says the Persian author, "but the barking of the dog does

not* hinder the

swim on

moon from

shining.

Sweepings are cast into the current of a

the surface of the water without stopping or disturbing

raises the

dead to

life,

plucking their beards."
t St. John, c.

and you

see,

it.

The

river,

and these ordures

Messias, on the one hand,

on the other, the Jews gnawed witn envy, biting their

— (Hussein-Vaez. D'Herbelot,

Bibl. Orient.)

vii. v. 5.
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they themselves might be molested on account of the young- prophet.
With this idea they said publicly that Jesus was insane, and swore that
Concealing this famthey would take him back to Nazareth well guarded.
conspiracy from Mary, they induced her to come with them to Caphar-

ily

naum, that they might approach him under the authority of her name.*
The Messias was preaching in the synagogue, in the midst of a crowd of
attentive and silent hearers, when the Nazareans arrived.
Displaying ostentatiously an authority which they were not sorry to magnify in the
sight of the multitude, as St. John Chrysostom remarks, they deliberately
•caused our Saviour to be informed that his brethren and his mother were
outside inquiring for him but Jesus reading the secret thoughts of his relations according to the flesh, and laying hold of this circumstance to extend the limits of the old law by adopting solemnly and without respect of
persons the whole family of mankind, made this admirable answer to the
indiscreet message of his relatives, " Who is my mother, and who are ray
brethren ? " Then casting his eyes over his numerous disciples, " My
mother and my brethren," he exclaimed, " are they who hear the word of
God, and do it." After this seve];.e reprimand, which the sons of Alpheus
may have understood, the Son of God went out immediately, says St.
John Chrysostom, "to pay his mother all the honor which propriety re;

quired of him,"

When

he had greeted Mary, and remained some time with her on the
sea-shore, our Saviour went up into a ship, whence he began to teach the
people.
The Virgin, hidden among the crowd, but profoundly attentive,
heard in religious silence the parable of the sower. The Nazareans, petrified

by the

eloquence and superhuman dignity of Jesus Christ,
surprise, if he really was the son of Mary
they ex-

irresistible

asked themselves,

in

:

perienced that sort of fascination which charms the serpent of the Ameri-

can savannahs, when he hears

woods

music which
attracts him.
They had come with the celerity of fear, with the eloquence
of egotism, with the arrogance of superiority, to turn Christ from his compromising and perillous mission, and they were so far disabled by his very
look as to be afraid to open their mouths in his presence. This is clearly
indicated by the text of St. Mark, who, after initiating us into their.hostile
intentions, does not give us anywhere to understand that they even dared
to speak to our Lord.

Some
*

St.

time after

Mark,

c.

iii.

this,

in

the depths of the

Jesus returned to Nazareth.

v. 21, 31, 32, 33, 34,

and

soft

Great was the joy

35.
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To

Son seated on the same mat on which
he sat in his childhood, eating the bread which he had broken as he blessed
it
to take him stealthily to the bedside of some poor sick person, whom
he restored to health, enjoining him secresy to see him powerful in words
and works, he who had so long been the man of silence and labor this
Accordingly God,
was too much happiness in the cup of her existence
of the Blessed Virgin.

see her

;

;

;

!

who afflicts those whom he

soon mixed with it a drop of gall. On the
Sabbath-day, the Son and the Mother went together to the synagogue. A
great concourse of people had assembled there to see and hear Jesus but
the eagerness of the Nazareans had not that character of confidence and reThere
spectful attention which Christ had so often met with elsewhere.
loves,

;

they were scandalized already at what the Son of Mary was to say and
do, and admirably disposed to stone him if opportunity offered.
There are countries decidedly hostile to all that does them honor, 2ven

upon the tomb of what they envy.
One of the ancients, however, handed to the Saviour of men the book
and Jesus, unrolling the parchment, read this pasof the prophet Isaias
" The Spirit of
sage, with simple gracefulness and marvellous dignity,
the Lord is upon me wherefore he hath anointed me to preach the gostill

the grass grows

—

;

:

he hath sent me to heal the contrite heart to preach deliverance to the captives, and sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that
are bruised, to preach the acceptable year of the Lord, and the day of reward." Having closed the book, he sat down, and speaking with that animated and natural eloquence which made so strong an impression upon
his hearers, he applied the oracle relating to the Messias to himself, and
taught, not like a disciple of the synagogue, but as the actual master of
low murmur ran through the assembly. Some were
the synagogue.
others, faithful
in admiration at the power and gracefulness of his words
to their system of contemptuous defamation, said aloud, " Is not this the
carpenter's son ? "
And Jesus, penetrating into their thoughts, and reading
as in an open book those false and envious hearts, hurled at them those
words, so true, which have become proverbial, " A prophet is not without
honor, save in his own country, and in his own house."
As he knew that
they had a mind to ask him for prodigies, like those of which Capharnaum
had been the theatre, he told them plainly that their unbelief had made
them unworthy of them, and that to obtain miracles, these must be solicited with faith.
Thence, in allusion to the propagation of his gospel, and
to that wild olive engrafted on the old trunk of the synagogue, which
symbolized the vocation of the Gentiles: " In truth I say to you, there
pel to the poor

;

;

A

:
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were many widows in the days of Elias in Israel, when heaven was shut
up three years and six months when there was a great famine throughout
all the land
and to none of them was Elias sent, but to a widow at
Sarepta of Sidon. And there were many lepers in Israel in the time of
Elias the prophet and none of them were cleansed but Naaman the Syrian."
These last words were the drop of water which makes the vessel run over.
:

:

:

Wounded

in their national pride, in their hereditary antipathies, in

their

synagogue were filled with anger
which called for blood, "And they rose up and thrust him out of their
city
and they brought him to the brow of the hill, whereon their city
was built, that they might cast him down headlong."
traditional expectations, all those of the

:

Seated

among the women

of the people in a latticed tribune, the Virgin

had observed, with anxiety mingled with fear, the increased progress of
the storm. Reading the sinister projects of the Nazareans in their haggard
eyes and furious gestures, she did not hesitate to brave danger to force a
passage to her Son
ran,

;

but her strength deceived her courage.

—they who had always

like a leaf,

them, as

if

light feet to shed

scarcely able to support herself,
in a

dream.

She

sees Jesus

blood

;

Those Jews
and Mary, trembling

walked

at a distance after

on the top of the steep rock which

overhangs a frightful precipice she hears afar off cries for death her
knees give way under her a mist spreads over her sight her voice expires in a sorrowful moaning
she falls, broken down like a blossomed
;

;

;

;

;

bough which the tempest has torn off in its course, and remains stretched
out with her face on the ground upon the hill.*
Meanwhile the wolves, furious in pursuit of the lamb, had been deceived in their expectations

the Son of

;

the hoiir of sacrifice had not yet struck for

Man, and no one could take

his life unless

ing this murderous crew with blindness, f

he gave

it.

Strik-

Jesus passed through the

Between the steep mountain from which the Jews had formed the design to cast down
Jesus Christ, and the town of Nazareth, "You perceive halfway," says F. de Geramb, " the ruins
of a monastery forLnerly inhabited by religious, and those of a very fine church, built by St.
Helen, and dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, under the name of Our Lady del Tremore (of terror).
According to some, Mary was already in this place when the Jews were dragging her son
towards the top of the mountain to throw him down from it. According to others, at the news
of the murderous project of these madmen, she had run thither in great haste, but had arrived
too late seized with terror, she could proceed no farther.' "
*

'

:

t

The

oldest heretics, opening the door to

modern

rationalism,

which decks

itself

old rags, without acknowledgment, insisted that our Lord had passed through, by
illusion

tion.

—

produced by a

(Adv. Marcion.,

fog, " illudere per caliginem."

out in the

means

of an

Tertullian strongly opposes this supposi-

4, 8.)
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midst of his enemies without being known by them, and took again the
road to Capharnaum, where his mother, Mary of Cleophas, and the sons
of Alpheus came to rejoin him.

After having preached the gospel in the environs of the beautiful lake
of Tiberias, the waves of which shine like

light,

and wrought the great

miracle of the multiplication of the loaves in the desert of Bethsaida. Jesus
re-ascended the Jordan with his disciples to go to Csesarea Philippi, the
ancient

Dan

of Nephtah, the

name

of which Philip, the son of Herod, had

changed and he visited as he passed the towns and villages situated on his way.
for Euthymius, * who relates this tradiIt was probably at this time
tionary fact, leaved the date undecided that the waters of the Jordan,
already sanctified, beheld an affecting ceremony.
Jesus, the Virgin, and
the apostles, directed their steps, one day at sunrise, towards this deeplyenclosed river, which runs through two lakes, says Tacitus, and rushes
Magnificent vegetation adorned its banks islets rising
into the third, f
here and there from its humid bosom, displayed themselves in the midst
of its gilded waves, like graceful baskets of verdure, fruits, and flowers
blue herons hovered over these flowery islets, where ringdoves and white
turtle doves still hung their nests of moss upon the branches of the wild
lately

;

—

—

;

The dew

pomegranate-trees.

sparkled upon the green branches of the

hke a shower of pale diamonds; and the rushes of the Jordan,
which sometimes conceal tigers, bent softly beneath the light breeze,
which moved the tops of the palm-trees, from which hung fine bunches of
dates of the color of coral. In the distance, on the opposite bank, troops
of gazelles were seen bounding on the declivities of high mountains, gray
and streaked with fire and in the sandy plain were flying along, on their
coursers fleet as the wind, some wild sons of the desert, armed with those
long lances of cane from the banks of the Euphrates, which they used
from the times near o the deluge, if we believe the legends of Persia. J
willows,

;

*

According to

St.

Euthymius, our Lord baptized only the Blessed Virgin and

in the fourth century, "
t"

Nee Jordanes pelago

tinetur."
J

—

(Taciti,

St. Peter,

who

Some,"
who
have written that Jesus Christ himself baptized the Virgin and Peter."

afterwards baptized the other apostles.

accipitur

Historiarum,

;

sed

"

unum

says this abbott,

flourished in Palestine

atque alterum lacum integer perfluit

lib. v.)

;

tertio re-

-

Reeds grow on the banks of the Euphrates which are almost equal to the bamboos of the
From the earliest times, the Arabs and Assyrians have made lances of them.- -(Fir-

Indies.

«dousi, the

Book of

Kings.)
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violet of the richest tint, or of delicate rose-color paler at the

edges, floated like flowers in the deep blue of the sky, and the nightingale

sycamores which overshadow the sacred river of
Palestine nature held a festival for the baptism of Mary.
The Virgin was dressed in white, according to the custom of the
Hebrews when they individually took part in any religious ceremony, and
she stood grave and profoundly recollected by the side of her Son and
Saviour they both went down into the river. Then, lifting up with his
divine hand the Oriental veil of his fair and holy Mother, Christ looked
upon her with his sweet and penetrating look of infinite tenderness then
he poured upon the Virgin's forehead the sacred water of regeneration,
and baptized her in the name of the Trinity, He who was himself one
of the Three Divine Persons.
It was then that the Blessed Virgin broke through her solitary habits to

was singing

in the

tall

:

:

;

follow her Son in his journeys.

She had served him

a foreign soil and in the land of her fathers

;

for thirty years,

on

she had worked for him,

wept over him, suffered for him, and adored him without ever failing,
night and morning in his cradle while he still slept there, as Albert the
Great informs us.
It w^as natural that following his persecuted fortunes,
she should leave the peaceful roof which had witnessed her birth to walk
in his blessed footsteps, while he preached the gospel to the Hebrews.
Amid the agitations of this life of trouble and alarm, the Virgin was admirable as ever.
Loving Jesus more than any mother ever loved her child,,
and alone able to carry this extreme love without sin to the farthest limits
of adoration, she never intruded her presence upon him to divert the
short and precious moments of his mission of regeneration in favor of her
own maternal tenderness never did she speak to him of her fatigues, fears,
sinister forebodings, or personal wants.
Mary was not only a holy dove
;

hiding in the clefts of a rock

and cradle

in her arms,

whom

Lord delighted

the

— a pure virgin

a heavenly guest

called to feed with her milk,
;

she was

a valiant

woman,

to place in turn in every situation of

order to leave to the daughters of

Eve an example

to follow,

life,

in

and a model

to imitate.
It

would not have been proper

for the

Mother of God

to follow Jesus-

throughout Judea therefore Mary of Cleophas, the
mother of James, Simon, Joseph, and Jude, commonly called the brothers
of the Lord
Salome, mother of the sons of Zebedee, whom the Lord
especially loved
Joanna, wife of the steward of the tetrarch, and several
rich women.,of Galilee, who had made themselves poor for Jesus Christ,
and

his apostles alone

;

;

;
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formed the companions of Mary. One among them, a Jewess, young,
rich, of noble birth and remarkable beauty, was most affectionately attenThis woman, whose heart, strong
tive to the divine mother of her Lord.
but assaulted by storms, like the waves of the Egean Sea, had burned
with a thousand impure flames in the sight of the world, and defied public
opinion with mockery and disdain, had come, submissive and penitent, to
lay down her proud head at the feet of Christ, and to beg of him whom
And
she confessed to be her God, the cure of the maladies of her soul.
the chaste love of the Lord had absorbed all her insane amours, all the
She had trampled
worldly attachments of the young lady of Magdalum.
under her feet her collars of pearls, her chains of gold and precious
sold her country house, situated among the rose-laurels which
stones
fringe the beautiful Sea of Galilee, and now, with no other ornament
than a dress of coarse cloth, and her fine black hair, with which she had
wiped the Lord's feet, the young patrician, rich in her alms-deeds, adorned
with new virtues, shed her penitent tears on the pure and compassionate
bosom of Mary. The immaculate Virgin had received in her arms and
pressed to her heart the grievous sinner, and cultivated in this soil, fertile
but long left waste, those flowers which expand for heaven.
;

After

many

sufferings,

many

entered Jerusalem, the fatal

terrors too long to relate,

city, in

company with Jesus

the Virgin

Christ, to celebrate

Lord kept with his disciples. She saw the
inhabitants of the city of kings come in crowds to meet the Son of David,
who came to them full of meekness, riding as the young princes of his
the last Passover which the

race formerly did, and receiving with benignity the simple honors which
this multitude, eager to

behold their prophet, spontaneously offered him

;

humble testimonies of gratitude and
him by his creatures. However small were

for Jesus Christ never rejected the

love which were offered to

these pledges of affection and gratitude, they were received with a divine

goodness the moment that they proceeded from the heart.
Magdalen, examining by turns her Lord and that multitude of people
who made the air resound with their hosannas, wept silently beneath her
veil
Mary, too, had her eyes moist with tears but her look was turned
;

to the north-west, in the direction of Calvary.
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Calvary.

HE

palms which the children of the Hebrews had cast
beneath the feet of Christ still strewed with their green
the echo of the valtufts the rugged road of Bethania
ley of cedars* still muttered the dying sounds of those
cries of triumph and joy, with which the daughters of
Sion had saluted the King who came to them /^oor, when
Jerusalem was deeply moved by a new event of great and
;

sad importance.

The princes

of the priests, the senators, and Pharisees sought

to get possession, even at the price of gold,

and without
shrinking from domestic treason, of a great criminal, who,
as they said, placed both religion and the state in danger.
This man must indeed have been very dangerous, since these
honorable personages had bound themselves to an extraordinary fast to lay hold of him,f and had indeed distributed on this occasion
some alms throughout the city with sound of trumpet. The Pharisees,
those conscientious Jews, who plundered none but the uncircumcised, and
who would have left their neighbor at the bottom of a pit on the sabbathday, though they would have speedily drawn out their ox or their ass, had
undertaken to spread among the people whom it is so easy to make im-

—

* Valley of Cedars, the ancient
t

This anecdote

is

name

of the valley of Josaphat.

found in the Toldos, published by Huldric,

p.

56 and 60.
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— frightful reports

and vague rumors, which
had thrown them into a kind of feverish anxiety, from which they could
not free themselves but by a fit of ferocity. Things being thus prepared,
a well-armed troop were seen, one evening, coming down from Mount
Moria, in which were some senators, and which was commanded by the
captain of the guards of the temple * the troop of servants of the princes
of the priests came after, and at the head of this battalion, which marched
on with a measured step by the light of those large lanterns which the
Asiatics fix upon long poles, to raise them up high, and of some resinous
torches, was a man with a low forehead, an irresolute look, and an abject
countenance, whose girdle was swelled out with gold robbed from the
poor,f to which he already added in imagination the thirty pieces of silver
which he was to earn, by delivering up to the princes of the synagogue
too Jewish to pay for his treason beforehand his master, his friend, his
For it was the son of David, the triumpher but a few days before,
God
Jesus of Nazareth, the great prophet of Galilee, at whose voice greedy
death gave up his prey, and whose commands the winds and the waves respected, whom the ruffians of the chief priests and the Pharisees were
going in search of upon the Mount of Olives, whither he retired at night
They had not dared to
after teaching in the temple, as St. Lukes relates.
arrest him in open daylight, because they feared some resistance on the
pression upon, and to deceive

;

—

!

part of that multitude of disciples

who came

to

hear him early in the

morning beneath the porch of Solomon.
The armed troop, headed by the Iscariot, crossed the ravine
<»

Vv^here

flows

the Cedron, that torrent of dark waters, J which witnessed the passage of
King David, when he fled with a handful of faithful servants from the rebels

* This oflSce

is

known by

be distinguished from the

the gospel, which often speaks of these captains of the temple,

Roman commandant, who

who must

kept guard with his cohort round this great

crowds, and those disorderly acts to which the multitude might give occasion.

edifice to prevent

These captains of the temple necessarily were Jews, and were taken from the priestly families ta
them were confided the care and the keys of the temple, to provide for the safety of the treasury and
;

the sacred vessels
the priests.
t "

—

;

by right of

(Basn.,

Then one

liv.

i.

in."

—

of his disciples, Judas Iscariot, he that

for the poor, but

(St.

John

liberty to enter into all the counsels

was about

hundred pence, and given to the poor

because he was a

thief,

of

to betray him, said.
?

Now

he said

Why

this,

was not

not because

and having the purse, carried what was put there-

xii. v. 4, 5, 6.)

The Cedron is a torrent which runs down
Mount of Olives. It was called Cedron, because
name signifies tenebrosus fuit.
J

had the

c. 4.)

this ointment sold for three

he cared

his birth this officer

the valley of Josaphat, between Jerusalem and the
it

has

its

course in deep and dark places
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While the soldiers of the temple followed,
silent and savage, along the banks of the torrent in which their torches
were reflected, in order to reach the heights of Gethsemane, and while the
night wind shook the dishevelled tops of the willows, which were soon to
a punishment too light
see Judas hanging upon one of their branches,
for such a traitor, but which is continually increased by the undying contempt of successive generations upon the globe, a sad and solemn scene
was passing in that garden of Olives where the worthless apostle went in
search of his master on purpose to destroy him.
After praying a long time on his face on the ground, and undergoing
that frightful agony which covered his divine forehead with a sweat of
blood, Christ had risen up with submissive resignation to the awful will
of his Father, and quite prepared to drink the chalice of bitterness to the
dregs.
He raised up his large, soft, and piercing eyes to the starry
heavens, the stars of which told that it was midnight, and high in which
shone the moon, that fair lamp of the firmament, whose useful light is
blessed by the children of Abraham in their prayers ;'^ she was then at the
lull, and cast a sheet of resplendent light upon that austere passage, where
the dark mountains stood out from the Hmpid blue of heaven.
Jerusalem,
half-drowned in shade, and splendidly lighted up in places, sent forth afar
the aromatic perfume of the rare plants of her gardens, and waved in the
breath of the breeze her clusters of palm-trees, out of which arose white
towers of marble.
The silence was profound on the side of the mountains,
but a slight murmur arose from the bottom of the valley
Jesus suddenly
started.
There they are, he thought, and he slowly moved towards the
place where he had left three of his apostles, whom he had chosen from
the pay of his son Absalom.

in

—

—

:

the rest to share his solitary night-watch.

all

made

breath of the wind which

Alas

!

—

fatigue, or the lulling

the gray foliage of the olive-trees rustle,

had gradually made these negligent sentinels

fall

asleep.

Jesus beheld

them asleep for a moment with a holy feeling of grief; he had announced
to them that his death was near, that the hour of peril was come, and they
*

The day

of the

new moon

is

a festival day for the Hebrews

work, and the devout fast the preceding day.

;

the

women

abstain from

After reciting a number of prayers in the

synagogue, they take a repast, at which they are very merry.

Three days after, the Jews
assemble on a platform, where they look steadfastly at the moon, and bless God by a long
prayer for having created

and for renewing it, to teach the Israelites that they ought to
become new creatures " O moon blessed be thy Creator, blessed be He who made thee " and
then they jump three times, as high as they can, and say to the moon,
As we leap towards
thee, without being able to touch thee, may our enemies rise up agamst us without reaching
."— (Basn., liv. vii. c. i6.)
^^s
:

it,

!

.'

"'

!

.

,

.
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were asleep

—they,

kinsmen, his friends, his chosen disciples, to all
appearance indifferent about his danger or his death
O the vanity
of benefits of ties of blood and friendship
They were awake
enough on Thabor at the hour of the glorious transfiguration, but they
his

!

!

and distress
A confused noise was heard in the hollow path which led up to the
and soon the glare of torches shone upon
little village of Gethsemane
Then Jesus, leaning over his apostles, who were still asleep,
the trees.
said to them in a low but deep voice, " Arise, let us go
Behold, he that
betrayeth me is at hand "
He had hardly pronounced these words, when
Judas and his band arrived. Coming up to Jesus, with boldness in his
eyes, and the smile of hypocrisy on his lips, he pointed him out to the
hostile troop who were in search of him, by giving him that sacrilegious
kiss which has taken his name.
It was the signal agreed upon.
Jesus
Christ received the traitor with kindness, and said to him with meekness
"
which pierced to the quick, " Friend, whereto art thou come ?
Whereto was he come ?
He was come to earn the thirty cicles of
Avarice, which is a cold and calculating passion,
silver of the synagogue.
commits ten times more crimes than violence, and much blacker crimes.
Judas had not time to answer this embarrassing question, for all the
Then anger arose
rest advancing, fell upon Jesus and laid hold on him.
the prince of the apostles he drew his sword,
in the heart of Ben-Cephas,
and struck with it one of the servants of the high priest but Jesus restraining that arm which was the only one raised in his defence, commanded that the sword should be returned to its scabbard. " How then
The Lamb of
shall the scriptures be fulfilled, that so it must be done ? "
God desired to be immolated for the sins of the world.
Then was heard in this enclosed spot mingled sounds of hurried footand a number of men were seen
steps, broken boughs, and cries of alarm.
leaping over the low wall, scarcely three feet high,^ which surrounded the
garden they were the disciples flying away
slept in the

hour of

trial

!

;

!

!

.

.

.

.

^'"

;

;

;

:

The

!

.

.

in

it is

by the

by this name that the prince of the apostles

is

the East.

The garden

mountain of that name, is surrounded by a wall three feet high its length is two hundred, paces, by a hundred and forty
broad„ There is a rock in it, forming a reddish-colored cave, where it is said the three apostles
(Voyage de Jesus Christ, 44 voyage.) Its name of Gethsemane is derived from the
fell asleep.
+

,

,

hostile troop, after binding Jesus like a criminal, returned

* Peter Ben-Cephas (Peter, son of Peter)

Known

.

of

Gethsemane or

of Olives, at the foot of the
;

—

ijoodness of the soil

;

in

Hebrew Gethsemane

signifies "fertile valley."
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the direction of the stone bridge which

in

Asmonean princes had thrown over the Cedron but the people of
Jerusalem, who had come out in crowds, already occupied it, and tradition
the

;

was dragged through

relates that Jesus

complished to the
the way.^

The

letter the

prophecy, "

which ac-

this

channel of water

He

shall drink of the torrent in

;

sacred footsteps of our Saviour, and the impression of

one of his knees, are marked in the bed and on the stone margin of Cedron at least this is asserted by the Christians of Jerusalem, who still show
them. After ascending the hill of Sion, they entered Jerusalem by the
Sterquilinian Gate, and repaired to Caiphas, the high priest, where the
The chief priests and scribes then
scribes and ancients were assembled.
asked Jesus if he was the Christ. " If I shall tell you," our Saviour meekly
"Art thou the Son of God ?" asked
answered, " you will not believe me."
Caiphas.
"I am," replied Jesus. ''He hath blasphemed!" cried the
" He is guilty of death " said thq
high priest, rending his garments.
scribes and Pharisees.
" Then did they spit in his face," and they struck him with their fists,
and gave him blows, while they cried out to him, in derision, " Prophesy,
;

!

who

Christ,

is it

that struck thee

?

During this time Peter, who had sworn to die rather than abandon him,
denied him thrice in the court of the high priest.
The next day, the chief priests and Pharisees dragged Jesus before
Pontius Pilate, who was supremely odious to them since the affair of the
imperial standards, which he had introduced by night into Jerusalem *
but as they hated the Son of God much more, and as the Romans alone
-could condemn him to death, f they were resigned to appear at the pretorium of this idolator, after taking the most minute precautions to avoid
exposing themselves to any unclean contact with his garments, his standards, and even his tribunal, which would have rendered them impure foi
;

the whole day.

After doing everything, therefore, to avoid so serious an

*

Josephis, Ant.

+

Before Judea had become subject to the Romans, the sanhedrim possessed the right of life
but those conquerers deprived them of that privilege. It was the custom of the

and death

Romans

Jujl., liv. xviii. c. 4.

;

to leave the conquered nations their temples

and their gods but in civil matters they
were obliged to follow the laws and orders of the republic. At the time when Jesus Christ was
condemned, the Romans were absolutely masters of temporal jurisdiction, and the authority of
the Jewish senate was limited to affairs purely ecclesiastical. The Talmudists recognized it, for
they acknowledged that the power of judging was taken away from the senate forty years before
the destruction of Jerusalem, that

is,

;

three years before the death of Jesus Christ.

— (Basn.

liv. vii. c. 4.)
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inconvenience, these scrupulous n\Qn accused Jesus of having perverted the

people by his doctrine, of having opposed their paying tribute to Caesar,
and, finally, of having taken the seditious title of the King of the Jews.

As many

falsehoods as words.

Pilate., convinced
Jesus met these false accusations only with silence.
of the profound wickedness of the accusers, and the perfect innocence of

he did not succeed. The Pharisees, skilful in raising popular tumults, worked up the people, who sediand
tiously demanded the death of the descendant of their ancient kings
the governor, who knew well how to appease the clamors of the Jews, in a
way perfectly oriental, when he chose to do so, was content tamely to defend against the madmen who wanted to force from him an unjust judgment, the innocent man whom he ought to have protected with firmness.
Wearied with their clamors, overcome by their persistence, the Roman,
washed his hands of the sentence which he pronounced.* After which,
no doubt with a view to excuse himself for his show of clemency towards
Jesus Christ, and to win back the hearts of the populace of Jerusalem,
whom he had recently had beaten by his lictors in a commotion, f on octhe accused, would have saved Jesus

;

;

*

The

decree pronounced by Pilate against our Lord

is

preserved at Jerusalem.

We give

it

—

^Jesum Nazarenum, subversorem
gentis, contemptorem Caesaris, it falsum K ssiam, ut majorum suae gentis testimonio probatum
est ducite ad communis supplicii locum, et cum ludibrio regiae magistatis in medio duorum
here, not as an authentic document, but as a local tradition

:

"Jesus of Nazareth, the subverter of the people, the
despiser of Caesar, and the false Messias, as it has been proved by the testimony of the ancients

latronum

afBgite.

I,

lictor,

expedi cruces.

of this nation, take ye to the

common

his royal majesty between two thieves.

place of punishment, and crucify

Go,

lictor,

him

in derision of

—

(Adricom., In

prepare the crosses."

descript, Jesu.)

undertook to build an aqueduct with the money of the sacred treasure, to bring water
to Jerusalem from a distance of two hundred furlongs. The people, violently irritated against
the Roman governor, whose intentions they discovered, assembled in large bodies of several
t Pilate

thousand men

in

the streets and the public squares of Jerusalem, which they

vociferations against Pilate, and there were

governor by gross insults

;

as

it

some

even, says Josephus,

who

always happens with people in commotion.

made

ring with

exasperated the
Pilate,

who was

made his own people take great bludgeons under their garments, and
surround the populace when the seditious after taking breath, recommenced their clamors and
insults, Pilate gave the signal to his men to lay on them, and they began to strike more than
not alarmed at a

little,

;

they were ordered to do, and without any distinction gave great blows with their cudgels as

who were

well-

These poor people, who were unarmed^
were thus inhumanly treated, adds Josephus, with compassionate sympathy for the Jewish outbreak some were killed, others wounded, and by this means was the tumult appeased. (Joseph..
to those

silent as to those

who made

a noise.

—

;

Ant. Jud.,

lib, xviii. c. 4.)
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casion of the sacred treasure, which he wanted

to

grasp largely, under

pretence of building an aqueduct which they did not want,

—he

had the

Son of David and Solomon scourged with rods, while the deicidal people
applauded, who had dared to take upon their own heads, and those of
their children, the terrible responsibility of his death.

livered

him

up, at the

same time admiring and lamenting over him,*

the insults of a soldiery
positive horror of them,

whom

had condescended to corrupt, that
;f

these zealots for the law of Moses,

who would

When

God

for they

knew how
kill

to

who had a
their own

the princes of the synagogue,

hatred might be the better served
the love of

This done, he de-

to hate strongly,

and divide Christ "for

!

Jesus had arrived at the court of the pretorium, they

made him

down on

a broken column, J and the whole cohort did their utmost to
disport themselves with him in the most atrocious and insolent manner.
sit

was the season when the dangerous rhamnus §

It

—which

long before had

thorny thickets the symbolical lamb for the sacrifice of
Abraham
was in full flower one of the soldiers ran to gather a branch
of it, and made a mock crown, the flowers of which were soon tinged with
his blood, and every thorn gave him a deep and insupportable wound.

entangled in
||

its

—

;

After stripping him like a
rag,

slave,

they threw over his shoulders a purple

they put a reed in his hand for a sceptre, and they saluted, with

ter sarcasms

and derisive genuflections, that mockery of

* Tiberias, in consequence of the accounts which

ienate to grant divine honors to Jesus Christ

;

came

to

him from Pontius

Tertullian relates

it

His

royalty.

Pilate,

bit-

proposed to the

as a well-known fact in his

Apology, which he presented to the senate in the name of the Church, and he would not have been
willing to

him.
t

weaken a cause so good as

— (Tertull. Apolog.

M. Salvador would

5

;

his

by things where

EccL

Euseb., Hist.

ii.

it

would have been so easy

to

coniound

2.)

fain exculpate his co-religionists,

heard-of outrages which Jesus received in the pretorium

by imputing
;

but

it is

to the

Roman

clear that the

soldiers Ihe un-

Romans

acted only

The following is the opinion of St. John Chrysostom on this subject
It is the Jews themselves who condemn Jesus to death, although they shelter
themselves under the name of Pilate.
They desire that his blood should fall upon themselves and
upon their children.' It is they alone who direct all these insults against him, who bind him, who
lead him away to Pilate, and who cause him to be dragged along so cruelly by the soldiers.
Pilate
by the instigation of the enemies of Jesus
:

—"

Christ.

'

had not ordered any of these things."
X

This

pillar,

— (Serm.

77, in Matt.)

of gray marble, being only two feet high,

is

at

Rome,

in

the church of St.

Praxedes,
§ Some separate thorns of this crown,
rhamnus spina Christi of Linnaeus.
I

St.

Jerom

Jesus Christ

(in

Philem.) says that the

in the possession of individuals, are

ram which Abraham saw

now

recognized as the

in the thorn-bush

was the

figure of

crowned with thorns.
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VIRGIN,

whole body was but one wound, for the scourges with sharp points had

made

red pieces of his flesh

spittle disfigured his face,

there from his

reach
scisne

The

!

where

wounded

clots of

chief priests, the
;

executions

in the hall of

dark blood settled

forehead, which his

with secret satisfaction

down

here and

fettered hands could not

and Pharisees, looked upon this
these honorable men regarded compassion
doctors,

!*

as baseness of soul

When

way

a long

fly off

the Pharisees thought that the idolatrous soldiers had degraded

Jesus in the eyes of the people enough to destroy the idea of his divinity,
the approach of the Sabbath obliging them to hurry, they took their

whom

Roman

governor gave up to them with reluctance, and,
after loading his bleeding and mangled shoulders with the enormous
weight of the cross, they urged on, with the staves of their lances, his
painful and slow march toward Calvary, where they were going to crucify
victim,

the

him.

Crowds of spectators
openly showed a savage

and stopped up the ways some
joy, and cried anathema upon the son of David
others pitied the fate of that youthful prophet, who had done nothing but
good to men, and whom men had forsaken and betrayed. But these
signs of barren sympathy made hardly any impression the good wept in
all those whom he had fed with five loaves in the desert, those
silence
whom he had healed, those whom he had loved were there, lost in the
crowd, and no voice protested against his punishment ;t that one among
the apostles who loved him most had cowardly denied him! the res'
with only one exception, had fled away and left him
lined the streets

:

;

;

;

!

* Basn.,

liv. vi. c.

The punishment

17.

and was not considered
it

disgraceful.

was of very ancient usage among the jews^
the Talmud, kings themselves were subjected to

of the whip

According to

"Tradition informs us," says Maimonldes, " that the king

on certain occasions.

may

not have

more than eighteen wives if he marries one above that number, let him be whipped. If he has
more horses than he has need of for the service of his chariot, let him be whipped. If he amasses
more gold and silver than he wants for the payment of his ministers, let him be whipped." (Mai;

—

monid., Halach. Malach.,
t

We

Cc 3.)

read in the Misnah that, in the time

when

the Jews were governed by their

own

laws,

when

a condemned person was conducted to the place of punishment, a herald of arms went before him,

on horseback, making

this proclamation,

can bring forward anything

was

in his defence

taken back, and two judges,

reasons which
far as five

it

— "Such a one

was attempted

let

condemned

him speak."

who walked one on each
to substantiate

times.— (Misnah, Tract, de Syned.,

Romans, could not

is

;

If

for

such a crime;

side of Jiim,

examined the

the prisoner might be led back

c. vi. p.

233.)

if

any one

any one came forward, the criminal

m

validity of the
this

manner as

Jesus Christ being condemned by the

avail himself of this national custom.
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As

he painfully passed down the long street which leaas to the Judiciary Gate, a woman made her way through the crowd: this woman, remarkably beautiful, and bearing in her mild and sweet countenance the
image of virtue, seemed wholly absorbed in unutterable grief; she suffered so

much

she was so pale

;

,

her eyes, which had shed

—a look of sorrow so holy upon

cast a look so

dead

of our Saviour

— that when they beheld her,
"

all

their tears,

wounds

the frightful

the daughters of Jerusalem
!

Poor Mother " She glided through the
people, who made room for her by an instinctive feeling of pity and sympathy.
Some of the Pharisees with hardened hearts called Jesus, bathed as
he was in perspiration, and ready to die with fatigue beneath the cross, by
she did not hear them
insulting names
the foreign soldiers who surrounded her Son made threatening signs to her she did not see them
but when a number of lances, with their points directed to her breast,
were thrust between her and Jesus, there came from her fixed and piercing eyes a lightning flash which revealed the blood of David, and her fine
and inspired head assumed such an expression of sorrowful grandeur, and
muttered with compassion,

;

:

;

:

cool contempt of death, that the soldiers, overcome, slowly lowered their

arms before the heroic and saintly woman. Savage as the life of the camp
had made them, they remembered their own mothers.
Mary turned her trembling steps toward our Saviour she fixed eyes
full of anguish on that humiliated form, dragging himself along, bleeding
and half clothed, beneath a heavy burden on that imposing, merciful,
and mild countenance, which she would have feared to ruffle by the slight
contact of her chaste lips, and which, now swollen, blue, covered with
filth and blood, scarcely retained any longer the image of the Creator.
She passed her hand in sorrow across his forehead, as if to make sure that
she was not the sport of some horrible hallucination.
Not a groan relieved
her oppressed heart, no gesture of despair initiated the spectators in the
mysteries of her agony they only thought she was going to die and indeed she would have died a thousand times during that solemn and heartrending pause, if He who tempers the wind to the shorn lamb had not
divinely supported her.
Jesus soon perceived that motionless and mute
figure, a few paces from him
bending down before her, his forehead
bowed beneath the burden of the cross, he pronounced the name of
" Mother !"
At that word, which sounded like a funeral knell in the ears
of the holy Virgin, a sharp pain pierced through her heart
she was seen
to stagger and turn pale then, sinking down, she fell at full length on
,

;

;

:

;

;

;
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those rough and reddened stones where Jesus had

he passed

left

traces of blood as

!*....

A young

Galilean with a dark and dejected countenance, and a

woman drowned

in tears,

made themselves

young

Mary thanks

a passage to

;

their attentions, the Virgin of sorrows recovered the use of her senses

to

and

the consciousness of that physical and moral martyrdom which no martyr,

Doubtless John and Magdalen
did everything to remove her from the scene of blood and death which
was preparing on Golgotha but their entreaties were useless and rising
according to the Fathers, ever equalled.

;

;

with

difficulty,

Mary began

side of Calvary

:

to climb, beneath a burning sun, the steepest

was the shortest way, and that which they had made

it

Jesus follow.!

They had reached

the fatal and hallowed place where the

Lamb

of

God

Heaven, by substituting himself for all other victims and loading himself with all our miseries.
There
was it that the great sacrifice was about to be offered, the efficacy of which
goes back on the one hand to the original transgression, and reaches on
the other in the night of future things, even to the consummation of ages.
This small rocky declivity was the new altar, whence the blood of Christ
was to flow in streams to wash away the sins of the world, and annul forever the compact of perdition, which delivered us over at our birth to the
But what had become of the sacred victim
Where
angels of the abyss.
did his executioners conceal him from the desolate eyes of his mother ?
Mary cast her anxious looks all over the bare mountain the people she
saw in expectation the crosses laid down upon the ground, and workmen

was about

to satisfy the justice of incensed

!

:

;

by the authority of St. Boniface and St. Anselm, relates that Jesus Christ
saluted his mother with these words "Salve, Mater!" As we find the Blessed Virgin again at
the foot of the cross, this tradition of the Fathers is very probable. " Faith is not opposed to
these traditions," says M. de Chateaubriand "they show how deeply the marvellous and sublime
history of the passion is graven in the memory of men. Eighteen centuries have rolled away
* Tradition, fortified

;

;

persecutions without end, revolutions without number, have been unable to efface or conceal
the trace of a mother coming to weep over her son." There was built, in memory of the

Our Lady
Mary, repulsed by the soldiers, met her

Blessed Virgin's swooning away, a church which was consecrated under the
of

Spasm.

Son

" It

was there," says

F. de

Geramb,

painfully dragging along the ignominious

" that

wood on which he was about

name

of

to die."

This way, which formerly led to Calvary, and by which our Saviour passed, no longer exists
it is covered with houses, in the midst of which is found a large pillar which marks the ninth
station.
The fanaticism of the Turks has delighted in making the approach to it disagreeable
t

by heaps of

filth in

order to keep the Christians away.

—

(F.

de Geramb,
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digging with perfect indifference the deep holes which were to receive the
three instruments of punishment .... And Jesus, where was he then ?
stripped of the last of his garHe appeared, but in what a condition
ments, without a shred to cover his discolored flesh and bleeding wounds,
!

— he who was so chaste

—

and pure
His executioners, dragging him ignominiously along, exposec/ him thus some time to the derision of the
people then the Just One laid himself down upon the cross, that bed o^
honor offered to him by the gratitude of men as the price of his immense
love
It was a spectacle too frightful to behold for those who loved him:
they dragged Mary some paces off, into a sort of natural grotto, where she
remained standing, white and cold as marble.* There came from without
!

—

;

!

a confused noise, like that of the bees of Engaddi, when the Israelite shepherd drives them out of the hollow of their oak trees. From time to time,
in the midst of this gloomy recitative, there arose all at once a tempest ot
shouts, cries of derision and frightful bursts of laughter: the populace ol

had ferocious

nations has ever

all

instincts,

but that of the Hebrews sur-

passed itself on this occasion.
In an interval of profound silence, employed, no doubt, in some new
barbarity which captivated the attention of the multitude, a stroke of the

hammer was

—a

upon the wood and the bruised
Magdalen, shuddering, pressed close to Mary, and the beloved diaflesh.
ciple leaned instinctively against the side of the grotto.
A second blow,
duller, more stifled, and more ill-omened, was again heard it was followed
by two or three others, falling at regular intervals, and then all was told.
" See, they are naihng him to the cross," coolly observed a Roman soldier.
John and Magdalen exchanged looks of desolation they were under a
sentiment like that which is felt in the midst of a nocturnal tempest, when
the cries of the shipwrecked, whom it is impossible to succor, are borne
on the waves, and are extinguished, one after another, at the bottom of
the waters.
But Mary .... a cold perspiration spread over her frame,
a convulsive trembling shook her limbs she too, poor feeble woman, had
just been crucified
for never did confessor, stretched upon the rack, —
never did martyr in the midst of flames, undergo in soul and body torheard,

dull stroke, falling

;

;

!

;

;

—

tures so dreadful.

They soon

distinguished the sharp friction of the cords on the pullies

Near the place where our Saviour was fastened to the cross by the hands of the executioners, IS seen a chapel dedicated to Our Lady of Dolors.
It was into this place that the Blessed
*

Virgin retired during the cruel preparations for the death of her Son.

—(F. de Geramb,

t. i.
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and the Son of Man, with his
face turned towards those western lands which had so long waited for the'
so
light, was planted like a standard in the sight of unbelieving nations
Then the reprobate people gave a hoarse and prolonged
it was written.
" Hail, King of the Jews
If God loves him, let him deliver
roar of joy
And the
If thou art the Son of God, O Nazarean, come down "
him
thief crucified on his left hand cursed him also, amid the chokings of his
agony the wretch did his utmost to be a Jew to the end. Jesus, maintaining with calm and sublime dignity his great character as prophet and
the cross

was slowly raised up

in

the

air,

:

:

!

!

!

;

God
new

Saviour, sealed in silence with his blood the exalted doctrines of the
law.

No

complaint, no reproach escaped him amid

the infamous

punishment which he underwent in the sight of a whole city he looked
down with mercy upon this people so far gone astray and, wishing to appease the divine justice in favor of those who crucified him, " Father, " he
said with his dying voice, "Father, forgive them, for they kiiow not what
;

;

they
"

doT

And

yet for eighteen centuries the Father has not forgiven them, and

they drag their punishment with them all over the earth, and all over the
earth the slave is obliged to stoop down to look them in the face." *
The Virgin had left the temporary asylum where she had taken refuge,

and walked with her head
a

little

cast

down towards

At

the place of execution.

distance from the tree of infamy, rough soldiers were casting lots for

the seamless robe which she had wrought with her

own

hands, f and were
making a noisy partition of those sacred garments which had wrought so

many

A

shudder passed over the features of Mary she
thought of the time when, rich in nothing but the love of Jesus, but free
from immediate cares, she used to work in the evenings at the texture of
this holiday tunic, and this thought gave her a desolating sorrow, for the
lightning flash which showed her in the past the sight of her days of happiness did but deepen the darkness of her misery.
She lifted up her eyes
to heaven, to seek thence, as she ever did, strength to suffer, and her look
met that of the crucified God. At that dreadful spectacle her languid feet
were fast fixed to the ground, and she remained petrified with so great

*

M. I'Abb^ de

t It is
X

miracles. J

The

la

slight

;

Mennais.

an ancient tradition that the Blessed Virgin had herself woven the tunic of her son.
cathedral of Treves possesses one of these sacred garments, and on

in the year 1845, the returns

its

being exhibited

of the police certified the presence in the city of twenty-five

thousand pilgrims.
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what she had
sorrowful dream a

horror, with so frightful a shock, that

felt

up to that time

—

frightful, but almost
appeared to her no more than a
'^
all was absorbed in the cross.
effaced vision
Jesus, casting on the Blessed Virgin a sweet and mysterious look,
seemed to say to her, as on the previous evening to his apostles, " Mother,
"
the hour is come
But what hour ?
The hour most memorable and fruitful in extraordinary events, of which
the sun's shadow had marked the passage since man had parcelled out the
duration of time to keep account of its passage; the hour when the Son
of God was about to triumph over the world, over death and hell, and
even the divine justice itself; the hour of the accomplishment of the
;

!

oracles, the abolition of the sacrifices, the reinstatement of

woman, the

freedom of the slave, and our eternal redemption. And the Virgin
thought she saw passing before her eyes the patriarchs, the righteous kings,
the prophets inspired of God, who bowed down before Christ, like the
sheaves of the sons of Jacob before the mysterious sheaf of Joseph, And
she thought she saw Moses and Aaron laying at the foot of the new tree
of life the ark of the covenant, the ephod, the rational, the plate of gold,
and the almond rod, the symbol of the Hebrew priesthood, the mission of
which was about to terminate then David, placing there his prophetic
harp by the side of the sword of Phinees, the sacred knife of Abraham,
and the brazen serpent. The priests and the victims, the rites and ordinances, the types and symbols, gathered about the cross, there awaited
their consummation
and the book with the seven seals of brass was laid
open at the feet of the Great High Priest according to the Order of Melchisedech, who took place of the Aaronites.
The old world, receding like
the waves, which slowly recoil upon themselves, gave place to other images.
Mary then thought she saw all the nations of the ear' h waiting at
;

;

the foot of the cross, there to receive

t'he

gospel.

stretched out their hands towards the Messias

;

Ethiopia and the islands

the desert, which began to

flourished like the rose ; the knowledge of God filled the earth, as
the great waters cover the sandy bed of the oceans and a thousand voices
r€]Q\Q.^,

;

seemed

to repeat in a

blessed be his
*

The

name

thousand barbarous idioms, " Christ has overcome,
"

!

and the doctors of the church place the sufferings of the Blessed Virgin on
Calvary above those of all the martyrs. " Virgo universos martyres tantum excedit quantum
sol ad reliqua astra," says St. Basil
and St. Anselm adds, " Quidquid crudelitatis infiictum est
corporibus martyrum, leve fuit aut potius nihil comparatione tuae passionis." (De Ex. Virg.,
fathers

"

;

—

c. 5.)
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The

noble and generous

woman

VIRGIN,

forgot for a short time the poignant

and united herself in sympathy with, the
triumph of the law of grace, and the great social regeneration but the
vision of glory was not long before it vanished, and sorrow re-entered at
every pore like Rachel, Mary wept over her firstborn, and would not be
sufferings which tortured her,

;

;

comforted

!

Meanwhile,

all

nature seemed to participate

in

the suffering of her

God;

the daylight gradually became obscured, and the decreasing light gave a
mournful tint to that vast and sterile region, so well suited for the crime

of which

dew

it

was the

theatre.

Every moment the darkness thickened

;

the

by the sudden interruption of the heat the eagles shrieked as
they resumed their nocturnal shelter the jackals howled on the banks of
the Cedron
and Calvary in itself so melancholy, took the appearance of
a huge catafalque of black marble.
The people, strongly impressed by
this unusual event, began to keep the silence of fear
and some few
voices, insulated and disdainful, the voices of the Pharisees and chiefs of
fell

;

;

;

;

the synagogue, alone continued to utter maledictions against Christ.

The

soon appeared through the dark crape which veiled the face
of the firmament, like funeral torches burning round a coffin, and cast a
fearful greenish light upon the theatre of the deicide, which gave the
masses of spectators standing in groups on the sides of Gihon the air of
an assembly of demons and spectres. They looked at each other and
turned pale.
too far plunged in
In vain did the scribes and Pharisees
stars

the waters of crime to attempt to regain the bank

prodigy to natural causes

;

the

—

—

strive to attribute this

more the absence of

the less did their reasons appear conclusive.

The

light

was prolonged,

old men, shaking their

gray heads, declared that they had never seen such an eclipse and the
learned men versed in the science of the Chaldeans maintained, on the
other hand, that no eclipse was either foreseen or possible in the actual
position of the moon.^
This eclipse, of three hours' duration, was one of the prodigies connected with the Messias, which were intended to mark the anger of Heaven
;

*

202d Olympiad, corresponding with the year 33 of our era, there
was the greatest eclipse of the sun ever seen, and that at the hour of noon the stars appeared in

Phlegon

the heavens

relates that in the

;

but astronomy demonstrating that there was no eclipse in that year, obliges us to

acknowledge that the cause of that darkness was wholly supernatural. ''We observed," says
St. Dionysius the Areopaghe
who was at that time at Heliopolis " that the moon came unexpectedly to interpose between the sun and the earth, although it was not the time for such a
conjunction in the natural order of those laws to which the heavenly bodies are subject, &c."-—

—

(Seventh Epistle to Polycarp.)
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when Christ should be put to death. The prophet Amos had said, "And
it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord God, that the sun shall
go down at mid-day, and I will make the earth dark in the day of light."
This darkness extended to Egypt, where at that time was St. Dionysius
Struck
the Areopagite, who was studying philosophy at Hermopolis.
with terror, the young Greek cried out, addressing himself to his preceptor Apollophanes, "

Either the world

is

coming

an

to

end, or the

God of

*

'

na tu re stcffers.
Amidst the general consternation, Jesus was occupied witn his faithful
friends, who had rallied round his cross in the hour of his ignominy.
Touched with the courage of John, and the profound sorrow which this
young and ardent disciple did not attempt to conceal, he would leave him
He could not bequeath to him a part of
a pledge of his divine affection.
his earthly goods, he who had not a stone whereon to lay his head, and
who was about to owe to the charity of a disciple even the loan of a tomb
his mother, who had
he had nothing left in the world but his mother
He solemnly bequeathed
never left him, and who was dying at his death.
her to his favorite disciple, as a pledge of those heavenly goods which he
Knowing how much he
reserved for him in the kingdom of his Father.
was loved by these two holy souls, he foresaw, with his adorable goodness, the dreadful isolation in which his death was about to leave them,
and would strengthen these two plants, devoid of support, by intertwin'

!

;

—

ing their separated branches.

By

which added a new and cherished interest to her
life, the Virgin must have understood that it was not granted her to follow
her Son to the tomb, and that she had not arriv^ed at the termination of
her pilgrimage on earth.
She resigned herself to the divine decrees out
of love for us, whom she adopted in the person of the holy apostle.
The
sacrifice of Mary almost equalled then, humanly speaking, that of Jesus
Christ.
He willingly consented to die and she to live
They were
two mighty hearts, inflamed with love for men, and which alone fully understood each other for their thoughts were not our thoughts, and the
gold of their virtues was without alloy.
The manner in which Jesus bequeathed Mary to the young fisherman
of Bethsaida was dignified and simple, like every act of his mortal life
" Woman, behold thy son " and to the beloved disciple, " Behold thy
this arr^angement,

;

!

.

.

.

.

;

r

;

mother."

* St. Dionysius, Seventh Epistle to Polycarp.
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he did not use a more tender name when speaking to his mother, it
was because he knew the power of the name which he thought proper to
omit, and because he would not reopen wounds already so pai^nful and
If

profound.
"

Afterwards, Jesus, knowing that

all

that the scriptures might be fulfilled, said
"

Now

things were

now

accomplished,

I thirst.

And

there was a vessel set there full of vinegar.

they put a

sponge full of vinegar about hyssop, and put it to his mouth."
Infamous wretches to the very end
Jesus having taken the vinegar, said, " It is consummated^ Then, willing to prove to the world that he died, not by the power of death, but by
!

a formal act of his

expired

At

!

.

that

.

.

will,

he uttered a loud

cry,

bowed down

his

head, and

.

moment

the idols of paganism shook

upon

their pedestals

;

the

Moses, which had shdne from only one point of the globe, and was
to shine only for a time, descended to the horizon of the valleys, and the
sun of the gospel, destined to give light to the world from one pole to the
star of

other,

and to endure

as

long as the world, arose

brilliantly'

from the

side

But God owed prodigies to the despised dignity of his
Son, and they were not delayed.
To the supernatural darkness, which
began to clear away, succeeded the horrible convulsions of an earthquake,
which overthrew twenty cities in Asia.* At the same time, the veil of
the temple was rent, the rocks were split, and many bodies of the saints,
which were in the sleep of death, arose and came into Jerusalem, where
of the aurora.

they caused fresh alarm

among

the people, already

filled

with' consterna^

tion.

Then

was that a wonderful reaction was effected in tavor of Jesus
the centurion and his soldiers, who had presided at the execution, cried
out with one voice that the prophet of Nazareth was certainly more than
man and that immense multitude of people, who had overwhelmed Christ
in his agonies with insults, shouts, and mockery, returned down the mountain striking their breasts, and repeating with terror, " Indeed this was
THE Son of God
it

;

!

In the midst of the cries of distress of the people,

knowing which way

woman

standing and completely

* Pliny and Strabo speak of this earthquake.
it

was

felt

even as

fled

without

Golgotha was rending
which gleamed on this

to direct their steps, and while

her rocky sides, there were seen, by the pale light

scene of horror, a

who

" It

was

unmoved

in the

midst

so violent," say both these authors, "that

far as Italy."
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This woman seemed inaccessible
of the convulsions and ruins of nature.
with her hands joined in the attitude of prayer, she
to the general alarm
was absorbed in the sorrowful contemplation of the crucified prophet.
;

And

the daughters of Jerusalem began again to shed tears, saying with

compassion, " Poor mother

"
!

Towards evening, the Pharisees, unwilling that the bodies should remain on the cross, lest the sanctity of the Sabbath, which would begin at
nightfall, should be violated, went to request of Pilate permission to take
them away. This permission being obtained, they set up ladders against
the gibbets, where the two crucified thieves were still in agonies, and after
rudely unfastening their feet and hands, they finished them by breaking
As to Jesus, as he was quite dead,^' a soldier contheir arms and legs.
tented himself with piercing his side with a lance, and the divine blood
which was to wash away the crimes of the world ran down in great drops
upon the earth. At some distance, two women covered with veils, one of
whom leaned upon the other in an attitude which betrayed the most heartrending

grief,

timidly beheld the proceedings of the

Roman

soldiers

:

they

were Mary and Magdalen, for Magdalen too was there and in the distance were perceived the other women from Galilee, who had left all to
devote themselves to Jesus, and who had not forsaken him in the hour of
punishment and ignominy. " Honor to them " says Abeilard, " for when
the disciples and apostles fled like cowards to the mountains, these weak
but courageous creatures accompanied Christ even to the foot of the cross,
;

!

and did not leave him till he was laid in the sepulchre
Then Joseph of Arimathea came up, a rich senator, who had obtainad
of Pontius Pilate the body of Jesus, of whom he was a disciple in secret,
He took him down from the cross,
to pay him the honors of sepulture.
and prepared to wrap him up in a winding-sheet of fine linen from Egypt,
!

* According to the Mussulmans, Jesus Christ

"

The Jews did not put Jesus Christ to
Mahomet; a phantom body deceived their barbarity; they did not crucify him; God
assumed him to himself." (Koran, c. 4.) The Mussulman tradition says, that when the judgment
is

not dead.

death," says

trumpet shall sound, Aisa (Jesus Christ)
all its

will

descend from heaven to the earth, and will announce to

inhabitants the great day of the last judgment

Mahomet

:

when

into heaven.

the dead shall

Burckhardt,

who

come

:

then he will

die,

and be buried at the side

forth from their graves, both shall arise together,

visited the great

oi

and ascend

mosque of Medina, where are the tombs of Mahomet,
stuffs and surrounded with

Aboubekir, and Omar, three tombs of black stone, covered with precious
magnificent ex votos, says that a vacant place has been
reception of Jesus after his death.

Above

this place

cent brocade cloth enriched with diamonds, which

left

by the side of Mahomet's tomb for the

and the tomb of Mahomet, was hung a magnifi-

was

stolen

by Sioud when he took Medina.
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which he had purchased
pale as death,

who

at Jerusalem,

VIRGIN,

when he beheld

at his feet a

woman

stretched out her arms with the most affecting and sub-

This woman, whose whole
body trembled and was convulsed with shudderings of agony, had no voice
left to articulate the request which seemed to move upon her lips, but there
was not, upon her face bathed in tears, a muscle which did not petition.
The senator, who recognized Mary, made a sign of sympathetic compassion, and laid upon her trembling knees the divine burden with which he
lime sorrow, to receive the crucified God.

had respectfully laden
herself

up

his shoulders.

Then

the Blessed Virgin could give

to the bitter joy of pressing to her suffering and bleeding heart

the disfigured body of her Son, and of applying her colorless lips to the

wounds which had been made by the
knees, bathed with her

moaned
lation

like a

wounded

were the

women

warm
dove.

nails of the cross.

bleeding feet

tears the

Magdalen on her
of her Lord, and

In the background of this picture of deso-

of Gahlee weeping.*

During

this time,

some of

Joseph's servants prepared the perfumes on the stone of unction,^ and others
opened the sepulchre hewn out of the rock, which was to receive the mortal
*

remains of the Son of God.
There are some authors who hold that these holy

women

saturated witn the precious blood of Jesus Christ, and that

it

has been in the possession of certain churches in France, as

picked up some of the earth quite

was by

St.

this

means that some of

Denis, and the Sainte-Chapelle,

it

of.

Paris.

t

The

srtone

of the anointing

preservation, to cover

it

is

at present in the chapel of Calvary

with white marble and surround

it

;

it

has been necessary, for

with an iron balustrade.
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Death of Mary.

RANQUILLITY

began to return, and the signs of the
wrath of heaven had ceased to alarm the Jews, who
had just shed the blood of our Saviour. Like all wild
animals, the executioners of Christ had for a moment
lost their savage instincts in the hour of peril.
Terrified at first at what they had done, they had feared that the
tottering rocks of Calvary would crush them in their fall,
and that the earth would make them go down alive into the
dark depths of

scheol',

but this remorse disappeared with

and they gradually returned to their spiteful
and malicious nature, as they saw the heavens become again

their terrors,

serene.

deny the prodigies which an Immense number
of people had seen with their eyes, and which were attested by the rent
sides of the mountains, the tombs scarcely covered over again, and the
veil of the temple in tatters, they attributed them to magic, and maintained
that this Jesus, so powerful in word and work, was only a son of Belial,
who had fascinated the people, and commanded the elements by means of
the ineffable name of the God of Israel, which he had stolen by surprise
Unable

to
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And

from the Holy of Holies.*

by

the people suffered themselves to be led

which their leaders cast before them
for there is no calumnious absurdity which does not find credulous ears to
welcome it, and nimble tongues to spread it abroad. Meantime a vigilant
guard, chosen from the satellites of the high priest, watched in arms around
the tomb
for Jesus had announced that he would rise again on the third
day; and the princes of the synagogue pretended to fear that his disciples
would take him away during the night.
The third day began to appear, and the east was scarcely tinged with
color, when several women from Galilee, bringing perfumes and aromatic
avi^ay

this ridiculous falsehood

;

;

embalm Jesus

manner of the kings of Juda,t appeared
upon the mountain of punishment, pensively making their way towards
the garden where the tomb of Christ was.
According to tradition, Mary
was with these holy women.;}; Her dejected countenance resembled a
marble laid prostrate by the stormy wind of adversity but her look did
plants, to

after the

;

not express merely sorrow

—

it

depicted expectation.

The

deicidal city

was slumbering, enveloped in the transparent vapors of the morning the
flowers had half opened their cups laden with dew, the birds were singing
in the humid branches of the wild fig-trees, and one would have said that
the sun scattered rubies over the blue vault of the firmament nature seemed
to have put on again with unusual joy, her brilliant robe of light, and
that scenery so grand, and yet so dark and sad, which surrounded Jerusalem, assumed a sweet and cheerful expression which it had never had tili
then, and which seemed to announce a glorious mystery which it would
keep secret.
;

;

On

a sudden, in the midst of this smiling scene, a shock

stone which closes the sepulchre

down

rolls

over as

if

is felt

;

the

moved by some mighty

dead on their faces on the ground and
the women, who did not desert Jesus upon the cross, turn pale themselveSj
and fall back, fearful of seeing those frightful prodigies renewed, which
accompanied the death of the Son of Man.

arm

;

the guards

See Basn.,

liv. vi,

t It is clear that

fall

pp. 27

and

half

;

28.

they wer^ going to

embalm Jesus

in

a new way; for Nicodemus had already

wrapped

it

up

This

is

the only passage of the author on which the

I

a note.

It is

in

bandages of myrrh.

contrary to

all

Translator

feels called

upon to

insert

probability, as well as to the general opinion of spiritual writers,

to suppose that the Blessed Mother, who so well knew the approaching resurrection of her
(livine Son, would have accompanied, and so far encouraged, those who came to embalm him
'.vithout

hope.
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But an angel, whose garments equalled in whiteness the mountain snow,
and whose gracious countenance shone like lightning, seats himself upon
the stone of the sepulchre, and encourages the servants of Jesus Christ.

"Fear not you," says a sweet voice, "for I know that ye seek Jesus of
Nazareth, who was crucified he is not here, for he is risen as he said.
Come and see the place where the Lord was laid." While the pious Galilean women entered with fear into the tomb, and were astonished at the
sight of the winding-sheet and bands perfumed with myrrh, which were
left at the entrance, the Virgin, whose face shone with accumulated joy,
was leaning against an aged olive-tree at some distance. A young man,
dressed in the ordinary costume of the people, was conversing with her in
a low voice. This young man was the " first born from among the dead,"
No one ever knew what
the glorious conquerer of hell, Jesus Christ*
but we may believe that Mary, whose
passed at this solemn interview
valiant soul had undergone the greatest possible paroxysm of grief, experienced at that time a degree of joy which we could not feel without
;

;

dying.

,

Our Lord, during

^

the forty days which followed his resurrection,

fre-

quently appeared to the apostles, and conversed with them of the things
concerning the kingdom of God, and the regeneration which would be

wrought in men by baptism. Pious authors have supposed that the Virgin was the most favored in these consoling apparitions, and that in them
she experienced a foretaste of the happiness of the

elect.

The

bitter

waters of her affliction were changed into fquntains of grace, and our

Saviour " fed her with the hidden

manna which he

reserves for those

who

keep patience according to his word."
At length the hour arrived when the divine decrees recalled Christ to
heaven his mission of redemption was fulfilled, and the apostles, whom
his resurrection had fully convinced of his divinity, had received from him
;

the

necessary instructions for converting the

nations to his admirable

gospel.

Ir

* St.

^^^he

middle of the fortieth day, he went out of Jerusalem with them.

Ambrose, who

lived in the fourth century, say that the Virgin

piness to see Jesus risen

;

this tradition in his verses.

The Arab
where

and the poet Sedulius, who flourished shortly

They both speak of

historians have preserved this tradition

from heaven

Mary

his mother,

this affecting interview

took place.

to console

was the

it
:

first

who had

the hap-

after St.

Ambrose, records

as of generally received belief

among Christians.

Ismae, the son of Ali, relates that Jesus descended

who wept

for him.

An

altar

had been erected on the

spcrt
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VIRGIN,

and proceeded towards the heights of Bethania. This direction was not
there was that mountain crowned with olive-trees,
taken accidentally
where our Saviour, withdrawing from the crowd, had often prayed to his
father at the hour when the silent moon shone with its opal light upon the
leaden waters of the Dead Sea, the green valley of the Jordan, and the
giant palm-trees of the plain of Jericho,
distant sites, which seemed toThere also was that celebrated garden
display themselves at her feet.
where Jesus had painfully experienced the first attacks of agony. It was
:

—

just that his glory should

commence

same places where

generous
sufferings had begun, and that those fields, those woods, those shady solitudes, which had so often been witnesses of his meditations and his
prayers, should receive the impress of the last steps he took before he reascended to heaven.
Arrived at the summit of that high mountain, whence he could discern
a great part of Judea, and salute with a farewell sign the spots which he
had made celebrated by his miracles and his death, our Saviour stopped
in an open space at a short distance from a wood of olive-trees, which
spread out their pale foliage to the burning noonday sun.
There, aftei
in the

his

by the nails of the cross, to his heavenly
Father, as if to recommend to him his infant Church, he lowered them
upon his mother and his disciples, as Jacob had done to the sons of Joseph
then he arose by his own power, and ascended slowly to heaven.
This
Durlast act of our Saviour put a worthy seal upon his divine mission.
ing his life, " he went about doing good " upon Calvary he prayed for
his executioners, and he ascended into heaven blessing the humble friends
whom he was leaving behind him upon earth. While he had his hands
still stretched out over his prostrate disciples, they saw him enter a white
cloud, which took him out of their sight
The Ascension of our Lord had not that dark and terrifying character
which chilled the people with fear in the days of old. The law of Moses
had been proclaimed with the sound of trumpets, the noise of thunder,
and ominous flashes of lightning Elias had been carried up to heaven in
a fiery chariot but the Saviour of the world was gently borne upon a light
cloud, with that serene and calm majesty which becomes the genius of the
gospel and the touching character of its Author.
lifting

up

his hands, still pierced

;

;

;

;

The

angels, those benevolent spirits

who

rejoice in the happiness of

men, figured also in that scene which unravelled the grand drama of Redemption. Their divine canticles had announced to the shepherds the
birth of the kingly Messias their voice had proclaimed his resurrection;
;
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words should come to confirm

his

glorious ascension.

As the

disciples

why

at

Jesus ascending into heaven,

suddenly appeared, and said to them, "
stand you looking up to heaven? This Jesus,

two men, clothed
of Galilee,

were steadfastly looking
in white,

taken up from you into heaven,

shall so

come

as

Ye men
who is

you have seen him going

into heaven."

The

the angels; but did the
see her divine

hovah

down their eyes, dazzled at the voice
Virgin cast down hers? Was it denied to her

apostles and disciples cast

Son

of
to

majestically take his place at the right hand of Je^

in the inaccessible light of the saints

Was

?

she really less favored

Stephen and the beloved disciple ? That is hardly to be pre^
sumed.
She who had been morally crucified with Jesus upon Calvary
deserved to be glorified with him it was ner right she had dearly paid
for it
Yes, Mary was entitled to look with her mortal eyes into that
peaceful and blessed region, the entrance of which Jesus had just opened
for us by his blood, and where he himself wipes away the tears of the just *
then the pearl gates of the heavenly Jerusalem f slowly closed upon the
victorious God, and the Virgin, separated for a short time from Him whom
she loved, found herself alone upon the earth, like a climbing plant upthan

St.

:

;

!

;

rooted.

Ten days

afterwards,

we

find

her again in prayer in the upper room,

where she received the Holy Ghost with the apostles.
Mary was the pillar of light v/hich guided the first steps of the infant
Church. To her the apostles attributed the numerous ears of corn which
they plucked from the rebellious field of the synagogue, to lay them up
in the granaries of the Householder.
She accepted this tribute in the
name of her Son with graceful humility, and she was seen constantly surrounded by the poor, the afflicted, and sinners for she always loved with
a love of predilection those to whom she could do good.
The evangelists
came to her to seek light the apostles, unction, courage, constancy and
;

;

the

afflicted, spiritual

of Justice had

;

consolations

;

all left

her w^ith benedictions

:

^/le

Son

on the blood-stained horizon of Golgotha but the Star
reflected its softest rays on the renovated world, and poured

set

;

of the Sea still
benign influence upon the cradle of Christianity.
The Virgin remained at Jerusalem till the terrible persecution, which
broke out against the Christians in the year 44 of our Lord, obliged her
* Apocal., cap.

xxi. v. 4.

t Ibid. v. 21.
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from

to depart

it

VIRGIN,

Her adopted son then cook her

with the apostles.

Ephesus, whither Magdalen would follow her.
Nothing has come down to us of the abode of Mary,
this void

is

at

Ephesus

;

to

but

by the incessant occupations of that period.

easily explained

After the resurrection of our Saviour, the apostles, occupied exclusively
with the propagation of the faith, considered as secondary matter all that

was not

directly

and prominently connected with that absorbing subject.

Full of their high mission, entirely devoted to the salvation of souls, they

number

so completely forgot themselves as to have hardly left us a small

documents 'on the evangelical labors which changed the face
of the globe
so that their history is more like some epitaph, sublime, but
almost effaced, which has neither beginning nor end. That the Mother of
of incomplete
;

Jesus shared the lot of the apostles

readily conceived

is

;

the latter years

were spent far away from Jerusalem, in a foreign country,
where her abode was not marked by any striking fact, offering only a
blank surface, which has left no lasting impression on the fugitive memNevertheless, the flourishing state of the Church of Ephesus^
ory of men.
its tender devotion to Mary, and the praises which St. Paul gives to its
of her

life

piety, sufficiently
;

indicate the fruitful care of the Virgin, and the divine

benedictions which followed her wherever she was.
left
is

some

little

of

its

perfume

in the air,

and

The Rose

of Jesse

this vestige, slight as

it

was,

a precious revelation of its passage.

The

coasts of Asia Minor, studded with opulent

cities, rich

in

wonder-

and bathed by a sea ploughed in every sense by a multitude of vessels, would have appeared to ordinary exiles a splendid compensation for the lofty and barren mountains of Palestine.
It is doubtful
if the Virgin of Nazareth judged thus
the footsteps of the Man-God had
not sanctified this enchanted ground, and the tombs of her forefathers were
not there
How often, seated beneath a plane tree on the shore of
that beautiful Icarian Sea, the waves of which expire at the feet of the
myrtles upon a narrow belt of sand, did Mary and Magdalen call up recollections of their native country, as they followed with their eyes some Greek
galley whose prow v^as turned towards Syria
The spotless snows of Libful vegetation,

:

!

.

.

.

.

!

anus, the blue tops of Carmel, the waters of the

vived in their conversations

;

Lake

of Tiberias, then re-

the sites of the absent country, embellished

by turns before them, and seemed to them a thousand
times preferable to that soft and smiling Ionia, w^hich was in fact to the
land of Jehovah what the lyre of Anacreon is to the harp of David.
It was during her abode at Ephesus, that the Virgin lost the faithful

by

distance, passed
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companion who, in imitation of Ruth, had left her country and her people
Magdalen died, and Mary wept for her, as
to follow her beyond the seas
Jesus had wept for Lazarus.*
Of all her ties of affection and relationship, there remained to the Virgin none but St. John, the good and amiable disciple to whom her dying
Son had bequeathed her she followed him, as it is believed, in his jourand it was, no doubt, in his conversations with the Queen of
neys
prophets that St. John completed the wonderful knowledge which he disAssisted by the lights of Her whom the Fathers have
plays in his gospel.
compared to the golden candlestick with seven branches, the young fisherman of Bethsaida penetrated farther than any one into the incomprehensible mystery of the increated essence of the Word, and his thought soared
up with a flight so bold into the mystic heights of heaven, that in comparison with him the other evangelists seem only to graze the earth.f
Meanwhile the sowers of Christ had scattered the good seed of the
the gospel harvest
jsacred word over all points of the Roman world
was green, and the workmen of the Householder labored earnestly in the
holy field.
Mary judged that her mission upon earth was accomplished,
and that the Church could henceforth support itself by its own strength.
Then, hke a wearied laborer in the harvest, who seeks shade and repose
in the middle of the day, she began to sigh for the fair shade of the tree
of life, which grows near the throne of the Lord, and for the living and
He who sounds the depths of the
sanctifying streams which water it.f
soul met this desire in the heart of his Mother, and the angel who stands
:

;

;

;

*

We

some Greek authors of the seventh and following centuries, that
Jesus Christ, St. Mary Magdalen accompanied the Virgin and St. John

read, in

cension of

that she died in that citv, and was buried there.

who

This also

is

after the as-

to Ephesus

the opinion of Modestus. Patri-

and St. Guillebaud. This
last in. the account of his journey to Jerusalem, says that he saw at Ephesus the tomb
of S»v Magdalen. The Emperor Leo, the philosopher, had the saint's relics translated from
Ephesus to Constantinople, and deposited them in the Church of St. Lazarus, about the year
Another tradition, supported by esteemed men of learning, would have it that St. Mary
899.
Magdalen ended her days in Provence we have adopted the .contrary opinion, beca-use it appeared to us the more probable, without, however, deciding the question.
arch of Jerusalem,

flourished in 920

;

of St. Gregory of Tours

;

t

The Abbot Rupert

possessed,

what the Holy

pleased to reveal to
that St.

(in Cant.) assures

Spirit,

us that the Blessed Virgin supplied, by the light she

who was

given by measure to the disciples, had not been

them and the holy Fathers

Luke received

;

all

agree that

it

was from the Blessed Virgin

divers marvellous and particular circumstances of the infancy of Jesus

Christ.
I

Apocal.,

c. xxii. v. i, 2.
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hand came to announce to the future Queen of Heaven that
her Son had graciously heard her.*
At this divine revelation, which was accompanied, according to Nicephorus, with that of the day and hour of her decease, the daughter of
at his right

Abraham

felt

the love of her absent country powerfully revive in her heart

—

she wished to behold again the lofty mountains of Judea, where the
recollections of redemption were still lively,
and to die in sight of Cal-

—

where Jesus had died. St. John, to whom her slightest desires had
ever been commands, immediately prepared to depart and return to Pales-

vary,

tine.

The Hebrew

embarked at Miletus, the famous port
of which was the resort of the galleys of Europe and Asia, which naviDuring their voyage on the Grecian seas, the Virgin
gated those seas.
and the Evangelist recognized as they passed, the island of Chios, the
people of which who long possessed the empire of the sea, were the first
to introduce the odious custom of purchasing slaves, a custom which the
gospel was gradually to abolish then Lesbos, the country of the lyric
poets, where the hymn to the Virgin most pure was to succeed the burning odes of Sappho, and the more manly songs of Alceus.
On seeing the
travellers probably

;

top of the temple of Esculapius rounding in the clouds, which attracted

an immense concourse of strangers to the island of Cos, the Mother of the
Saviour of men was reminded of her divine Son, who, during his sojourning upon earth, had employed his divine power in curing the sick on th^
spot,

and raising the dead

to life.f

Delos, the cradle of Apollo, Rhodes,

the birthplace of Jupiter, arose in turn from the midst of the waters, with

mountains and their antique temples, quite peopled with
gods, soon to be banished to the infernal regions by the God crucified on
Golgotha. At some distance from Cyprus, a black peak was distinguishable in the clouds, traced upon the velvet blue of heaven
it was the
mountain where the prophet Elias had erected, in ancient days, an altar
to the future Mother of our Saviour, and where his disciples were on the
point of placing themselves under her helping protection.
The next day,

their verdant

;

* Tradition relates that the Blessed Virgin received the

death by the ministry of an angel,
F. Croiset,

t.

who informed

announcement of her approaching

her of the day and hour.

— (Descout.,

The followers of Mahomet have preserved the memory of the miracles of Jesus
They maintain that the breath of our Lord, which they call " bad Messih " (the breath
t

the Messias), not only raised the dead, but could even give
Bibl. Or.,

t. i.

p.

235

;

xviii. p. 158.)

life

p. 365.)
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entered with oars a port of Syria, perhaps Sidon, which had

frequent commercial intercourse with Palestine, as the sacred books in-

form

us.

Mary rereturned into Israel, after an absence of several years.
tired to Mount Sion, at a short distance from the ruined and deserted pal-

They

ace of the ancient princes of her race, and into the house which had been
sanctified by the descent of the Holy Ghost.
St. John on his part went
in search of St. James, who "was related to the Blessed Virgin, and Bishop
of Jerusalem, to inform him, as well as the faithful who composed his al-

ready numerous Church, that the Mother of Jesus was come among them
to die.

The day and

the hour were

come

:

the saints of Jerusalem beheld again

daughter of David, still poor, still humble, still beautiful; for one
would have said that this admirable and holy creature escaped the destructive agency of time, and that, predestined from her birth to a comSerious,
plete and glorious immortality, nothing in her was to decay.*
but not ill, she received the apostles and disciples, seated on a small bed of
poor appearance, suitable to her costume as a woman of the common sort
of people, which she had never discontinued.
There was something so
the

solemn and affecting in her air, full of dignity and grandeur, that the
whole assembly melted into tears. Mary alone remained calm in that
ample and lofty chamber, where a crowd of old disciples and new Christians flocked in, alike eager to hear her and contemplate her.
The night had come on, and lamps with many branches seemed to cast,
with their white light, something mysterious and solemn upon this sad
and silent assembly. The apostles, deeply moved stood round about the
funeral couch.
St. Peter, who had so loved the Son of God during his life,
contemplated the Virgin with a feeling of sorrow, and his speaking look
seemed to say to the Bishop of Jerusalem, " How much she is like Jesus
Indeed the likeness was striking; f and the stooping posture of
Christ!"
Mary, which brought to mind that of our Saviour during the Last Supper,
completed it. St. James, who had received from the Jews themselves the
surname of " Just," and who knew how to control his emotions, suppressed
his tears the prince of the apostles, a man of openness and first impulse,
;

* St. Denis, an eye-witness of the death of the Blessed Virgin, affirms that at that

period of her

life

t Jesus Christ

was very much
i.

p.

1

she was

still

stooped a

advanced

wonderfully beautiful.

little,

like that of his

and

this

made him appear something

shorter

mother, particularly in the lower part of

it.

;

his

— (Nic.

countenance

Hist. Eccl.,

25.)
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VIRGIN,

St. John had hid his head in one of
and showed It
There was
the folds of his Grecian mantle, but his sobs betrayed him.
not in the whole assembly a heart which was not broken, or an eye which
was not moist. Mary, sharing in the general emotion, and forgetting the
splendors which awaited her on high, in order to wipe away the tears
which were shed on earth, began to speak, with a view to strengthen the
faith of her children, to revive their sacred hopes and inflame their
charity; she spoke to them, with unrivalled eloquence, those strong and
sublime things which we listen to breathless, which exalt man above himHer speech, so sweet that
self, and enable him to undertake everything.
the Scripture has poetically compared it to a honeycomb, became gradually powerful; the daughter of David and Solomon, the inspired prophetess who had pronounced, without premeditation, the triumphant hymn of
the " Magnificat," rose to consideration so sublime, that every one forgot,
But
in his delight, that death was at the end of this song of the swan.
Mary stretched out her protecting hands over
the fatal hour drew near.
the poor orphans whom she was about to leave, and raising up her fine
countenance to the stars which shone outside with serene majesty, she beheld the heavens opened and the Son of Man stretching out his arms toher from the bosom of a bright cloud.* At this prospect, a rosy tint diffused itself over her countenance, her eyes expressed all that maternal
love mingled with divine joy carried to its completion, and adoration arrived at the state of ecstasy can express, and her soul, leaving without the

was deeply

affected,

;

least effort her fair

and

bosom of God.f
Mary was no more,

—but her

* St.

virginal mortal envelope, softly

face,

sunk

into the

which had taken the expression of

a.

John Damascen.

Some

and among others St. Epiphanius, seem to doubt whether theMother of God really died, or whether she has remained immortal, having been taken up bodjr
and soul into heaven but the sentiment of the Church is that she really died according to the
condition of the body, and the Church plainly declares this in the prayer of the mass on the day
of the Assumption. The Blessed Virgin died in the night before the 15th of August. The year
T

of the ancient fathers,

;

—

of her death

is

very uncertain.

Eusebius

fixes it in

the year 48 of our era

him, Mary would have lived sixty-eight years; but Nicephorus
she ended her days in the year
of the

common

era.

Saviour came into

(lib. xi. c.

;

thus, according

ta

21) formally says that,

Rome, or45Then supposing that the Blessed Virgin was sixteen years old when our
the world, she would have lived sixty-one years. Hippolytus of Thebes
5

of the reign of Claudius, that

is,

in the year 798 of

assures us in his chronicle that the Blessed Virgin gave birth to our Saviour at the age of sixteen,

and died eleven years

after Jesus Christ.

According to the authors of the Art de vernier

Dates, the Virgin died at the age of sixty-six.
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GOD.

to behold, that

but for one day.

The lamp of the dead was lighted
the summer breezes made their way

;

all

the

windows were opened, and

apartment with the pale rays
of the stars.
It is said that a miraculous light filled the mortuary chamber at the moment when Mary had just drawn her last breath it was
perhaps the glory of God surrounding the spotless soul of the predestined
into the

;

When

Virgin.

heard at

first

the death of

Mary was no

longer doubtful, nothing was

but weeping and deep groaning

arose amid the silence of night

;

;

then,

funereal canticles

the angels accompanied them on their

golden harps,* and the echoes of the mouldering palace of David sorrowfully repeated them to the tombs of the kings of Juda.
The next day, the faithful brought, with holy profusion, the most pre-

and the finest stuffs for the burial of the Queen of Virgins.
She was embalmed, according to the custom of her people, but her blessed
remains exhaled an odor sweeter than the perfumed bandages in which
cious perfumes

they enveloped her.

The

funeral preparations being finished, they placed

Mother of God upon a portable litter full of aromatic ingredients rf
they covered her with a sumptuous veil, and the apostles bore her upon
the

The Christians of Jerusalem,
hymns and psalms, followed the

their shoulders into the valley of Josaphat.J

carrying lighted torches, and singing
funeral of

Mary

with sad and downcast looks.

Arrived at the place of sepulture, the mournful procession stopped.

By

the care of the holy

women

of Jerusalem, the

tomb was deprived of

unpleasant aspect, and the sepulchral cave appeared only like a cradle
There the apostles gently laid Mary, and as they laid her
of flowers.§

its

Of all

down, they wept.

the panegyrics pronounced on this circumstance,

* " All the heavenly host," says St. Jerom, "

and surrounded her with a

came to meet the Mother of God with

praises

and

and conducted her to the
Militiam ccelorum, cum suis agminibus. festive obviam venisse Genitrici Dei cum
throne.
laudibus et canticis, eamque ingenti lumine circumfulsisse et usque ad tronum perduxisse.'
canticles,

light of intense brilliancy,

'

t

The

coffins

among

could be easily carried

the Jews in the time of Mary, were a sort of
;

this litter

was

filled

with aromatical herbs.

made

so that the body

Josephus, describing the

was ornamented with precious stones, that
body reposed upon purple, that he had the diadem on his head, and that all his househoi J

fnterment of Herod the Great, says that his
his

litter,

followed his

litter

litter.

X

Metaphrastes affirms that the apostles bore the Virgin to the tomb on their should^is.

§

Greg. Tur.,

lib.

i.

de

Gl., c. 4.
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that of Hierothus

was the most remarkable.

gite,

who

VIRGIN.

St.

Dionysius the Arcopa-

describes this scene as an eye-witness, relates that in praising

was almost out of himself.*
For three days the apostles and the faithful watched and prayed near
the tomb, where sacred concerts of angels seemed to enchant the last
sleep of Mary.f
An apostle, returned from a far distant country, and who had not been
it was
present at the death of the Virgin, arrived in the meantime
Thomas, he who had put his hand to the wounds of his Master risen from
the Virgin, the orator

:

He

and to water with his tears
the cold remains of the privileged woman who had borne in her chaste
womb the sovereign Master of nature. Overcome by his entreaties and
his tears, the apostles removed that piece of stone which closed the enbut they found nothing but the flowers, scarcely
trance of the sepulchre
faded, upon which the corpse of Mary had rested, and her white windingThe most
sheet of fine linen from Egypt, which diffused a celestial odor.
pure body of the Immaculate Virgin was not the destined prey of the
worms of the coffin during her life, earth and heaven equally had part
after her death, heaven had taken all, and
in that admirable creature
the dead.

hastened to take a

last look,

;

:

;

glorified

'

all. J

These books of St. Dionysius, the Areopagite, have
been rejected by Protestants but they are no less authorized by an infinity of testimonies of
the most ancient Fathers and Doctors of the Church, by the third ecumenical council of Constantinople, and also by others.
*

Books

of the Divine Names.,

c.

iii.

;

t

Juvenal, Patriarch of Jerusalem,

who

lived in the fifth century, writing to the

Emperor

Marcian and the Empress Pulcheria, says that the apostles, relieving one another, spent the day
and night with the faithful at the tomb, mingling their canticles with those of the angels, who,
for three days, ceased not to
t

A very

make

the most heavenly

judicious remark of Godescard

comes

harmony heard by them.

in

support of the Assumption

:

it is

that

" neither the Latins, nor even the Greeks, so greedy after novelties,

and so easily persuaded in
the'matter of relics, histories and legends no people, in a word, no city, no church, has ever
boasted of possessing the mortal remains of the Blessed Virgin, nor any portion of her body.

—

Thus, without prescribing the belief of the corporal assumption of Mary into heaven, the church
sufficiently gives us to

understand the opinion to which she inclines."

4490
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LESSED indeed are the eyes that see the things which
we see. How many saints and holy men have desired
to witness the day which has

now dawned upon

the

world, and to hea^' the definition of Mary's most holy

What would have been the feelings of
Conception
our own St. Anselm, one of the most illustrious of Augustine's successors, and by whom the Feast of the Conception was introduced into England, had he been granted the
privilege vouchsafed to our present Metropolitan, of assisting at
the definition of that mystery, and at the solemn functions of its
And there is not one of our great Saints or Ponlast Festival
tiffs who would not have rejoiced, as on no other occasion, at
such a decision, and have considered the labors of a life well
But what was denied to
spent in hastening its accomplishment.
them has been granted to us and the notes of triumph and jubilation which lately filled the BasiHca of St. Peter, have scarcely
yet ceased to vibrate their strains having been taken up and re-echoed
Saints in heaven, and the faithful
in every part of the habitable globe.
on earth the holy souls in the state of temporary suffering and all who
appreciate in any degree the sublime dignity of God's Mother, and her
office in the blessed economy of Redemption, derive joy and consolation
!

!

;

;

;

;

from the event that we have

The

late decision

just celebrated.

has not been arrived at without the assistance and
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concurrence of the heads of the Church throughout the woild so that on
Galilean or even Anglican principles, It Is binding on the acceptance of
When it Is considered that the bishops of the Catholic Church,
Christians.
;

united in faith and communion, and in obedience to a common head
being also recognized as true Bishops even by those who are without the
fold

—amount to many hundreds, and

that the thirty or forty Prelates of

the Anglo-Irish Episcopate are divided amongst themselves, even as to
the most elementary truths of Christianity, whilst their episcopal character

denied

Is

all

the world over, and by every ancient Church

wonderful that any persons professing " Church principles
fer the

their

own

preconceived notions

(either their

;

it

seems

should pre-

But the truth

authority of the latter to that of the former.

that they do not submit to either,

"

—

is,

any farther than their views accord with
private judgment, In some form or other

own, or that of some other equally

fallible individual),

being

who are
which we have

of necessity the only real religious authority in the case of those

Such a spectacle, however, as that
without the Church.
now witnessed in the Holy City hundreds Of bishops meeting together
from all parts, to proclaim, as at Ephesus, without contest or question,

—

Mother

the glories of the great

of

God

—

is

surely calculated to

arrest

and to suggest a comparison with their own divided Episcopate in this corner of the world, deriving its jurisdiction from the state,
and with no pretensions to communion with the rest of Christendom.
The subject of the Immaculate Conception has been strangely misrepre-

their attention,

sented by the Protestant press, whose writers are unable to appreciate the
Nearly all of them
unearthly alms and objects of the Vicar of Christ.
regard the recent definition as the putting forth of a ?iew doctrine, and

making an addition

to the Faith, supposing also that the heads of the

(Jhurch have been occupied in the consideration of

its

truth

;

and yet the

our churches, and the authorized invoca.
Lady under that title, ought to have prevented such a mis-

fact of its public celebration in

tions of

Our

and have shown them that the Church was very far from regarding
And it will be recolthe Immaculate Conception as a doubtful doctrine.
lected that we have many Churches, not of very recent erection, dedicated to the Blessed Virgin, under the title of her Immaculate Conception.
take,

As

obvious that the same might
be said with equal truth of the definitions of Nicsea with regard to the
for the Church still possesses the powers she
Trinity and Incarnation
to

its

being an addition to the Faith,

it is

;

then exercised.

Even

their

own

ception of the Blessed Virgin

mutilated calendar

Mary

;

"

but

if
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be an object of celebration ? Those who, while professing to
honor the Blessed Virgin (which some Anglicans do), refuse to admit the
privilege of her sinless Conception, place her in a position inferior to that

could

It

of Eve (who was certainly created without contact with sin), whose evil
she came to repair, crushing the serpent's head, and bringing life into the
But the Protestant mind canworld, as our first mother brought death.
not divest itself of the impression that the doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception is some invention of Pius IX., or of Cardinal Wiseman, and so
open to the charge of novelty whilst Anglicans of respectable name and
;

position have not hesitated to brand

it

as "heretical" (which, indeed,

it

and inconsistent with a due appreciation of the
mystery of the Incarnation. Could they, however, be induced to reflect a
little more deeply upon that mystery, and what it involves (as set forth
in Mr. R. Wilberforce's recent learned work), it would be found that the
and that, so far from
belief is in itself most reasonable and congruous

would be

really novel),

if

;

being in the least degree inconsistent with the Incarnation,
grace and beauty to that and

all

it

gives a

new

other mysteries, and a fuller and deeper

meaning to the types and prophecies by which it was prefigured and foreBut there are some Anglicans who do not hesitate to admit this
told.
in private,

and we have heard of one who

the doctrine

The

this festival of the

even zealous

in

defence of

Protestant author of Justorum Semita, in his notice of

Anglican calendar, thus defends
:"-

which the day commemorates
strange to hear so

is

much made

do well to remember, that

if

— " Churchmen

of the Blessed

"

the higher mystery

(he says)

Mary and

a mysterious virtue could

who may

feel it

her history, would

go out of the very

hem of the Lord's robe, and so purifying as to heal the infirmity of her
who drew near to him in faith, how much more mysterious an influence
may have passed upon her of whose substance He condescended to be
made man, inasmuch
vinity
sin, it

from

was permitted to approach nearer to his Dithan any other creature. ... If she was preserved from all stain of
was no less by an act of his grace than if she had been cleansed

it

as she

as Christians ordinarily are.

.

.

.

And

is it

unreasonable to believe

that she was indeed so miraculously kept from the stain of sin,

when we

we may say so, God provided for the building of
how jealous he was lest anything impure
his temple at Jerusalem
But if we may reverently compare with
should come near it ?

reflect

how

carefully,

if

—

.

.

.

temple of stone the more precious temple of the
Lord's
Body, where his Divinity is eternally enshrined, how much greater
purity may he have required in her who was admitted to be the only
that
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and not finding that purity in her nafc
urally, may he not have bestowed it on her by doing that for her
which he does not for any other, because none other has been admitted
And he quotes the words of the
to the same nearness to himself ? " *
Protestant Bishop Hall,, who certainly never betrayed any " leaning to
Popery," but who in a moment of devotion spoke as follows in praise of
" How worthily is she honored of men whom the
the Blessed Virgin
Angel proclaimed beloved of God
O Blessed Mary, he cannot bless
thee, Ae cannot honor tk''e too muck, that deifies thee not [thus expressing
exactly, though unconsc' Dusly, both the doctrine and practice of the Catholic Church].
That wb'ch the Angel said of thee thou hast prophesied of
We believe the Angel and thee. All generations shall call thee
thyself.
Blessed, by the Fruit of whose womb all generations are blessed."
So far from this dextrine being open to the charge of novelty, it can be
traced to very early ^ges, especially in the Eastern Church, with which
some Protestants pr fess m^ach sympathy, and in which the feast appears
Bishop of Nicomedia, writing more than
to have been first observed.
a thousand years ago, mentions it as of aitcient date ; but its observance
was not rendered obligatory until the middle of the twelfth century. It is
supposed to have been introduced into England by St. Anselm, Arch=
bishop of Caaterbury, about the year 1150; and it was observed in ancient times With great devotion.
Its place in the Protestant calendar is a
proof that it must have retained a strong hold on the affections of the English
for among the many festivals which were abolished at the Reformation, neither the Feast of her Holy Conception, nor of the Nativity of
the Blessed Virgin, was included, though the Assumption, and Corpus
Christi, and many other important festivals, were altogether expunged.
St. Augustine, the great Doctor of the Church, writing fourteen centuries
ago, emphatically declares {De Nat. et Grat.) that he will not so much as
have the Blessed Virgin mentioned when there is any question of sin.
Assemani demonstrates from the marble calendar of Naples, engraved in
the ninth age, that this festival was then kept in that city, and that that
Church was the first in the West that adopted it from the Greek Church.
The question of the Immaculate Conception was warmly argued in the
University of Paris and in 1387, both the University and the Archbishop
condemned certain propositions in which this privilege was denied. The
fellow-worker with

himself,

:

!

!

A

;

;

*

See also Wordsworth Eccl. Sonnets, part

ii.

21.

But another Wordsworth has been de-

claiming against the Immaculate Conception lately, within the sacred walls of the Catholic

Abbey

of Westminster.
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Council of Basil, in 1429, declared the belief to be conformable to the
and in 1497 the
doctrine of the Church, and to be held by all Catholics
University of Paris decreed that no one should be admitted to the degree
of Doctor of Divinity who did not bind himself by oath to defend the docPope Sixtus IV., in 1483, commanded the feast to be kept as a
trine.
holiday, and granted certain indulgencies to those who assisted at the Mass
and Office. The Council of Trent declared that in its decree concerning
" the Immaculate Virgin."
orio-inal sin it was not its intention to include
Sixtus IV. and other Pontiffs forbade any one to censure the observance
of the festival, or to condemn the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception
and Alexander VII., in 1671, commended this devotion as pious, and tendmg to the glory of God and his Blessed Mother. Benedict XIII. granted
;

to the empire of Austria a weeki/ office, in honor of the Immaculate

We

ception.

have said enough to show that thk doctrine

case of the Blessed Virgin, the labes, or

sr^^^ ot

—that

Con-

in

the

orignial sin, was, at the-

moment

of conception, by grace presented (as in the case of St. John the

Baptist

it

was healed

after conception, but before birth)

—

is

at least

no

opinion in the Church, and no invention of living Pontiffs while the
extracts we have made will tend to show that it is neither unreasonable

new

;

nor incongruous and certainly not derogatory to the honor of Our Lord^
as some have supposed; but, on the contrary, is suggested by a considernot to say a necessary consequence of its due
ation of what is due to it
;

—

appreciation.
It is

impossible to realize sufficiently the greatness of the event which

has just taken place within the sacred walls of the Basilica of St. Peter.
The doctrine of Our Blessed Lady's sinless Conception has been declared

and henceforth no one can deny it without rejecting the authority of the Church herself, the " pillar and ground
of the truth," whose Prelates and Pastors we are commanded to hear and
Not, indeed, that the Catholic reader needs to be reminded of this,
obey.
for the doctrine has long been universally believed in the Churchy
fact
even when not explicitly declared to be included in the tradition of the

ah

article of the Catholic faith

;

;

faith,

as the unanimity of our Bishops, assembled from

world,

testifies.

When

the fundamental

dogmas

all

parts of the

of the Trinity and: Incar-

nation were defined at Nicaea, and other early councils, the decisions of

the Church were caused by, and directed against, certain forms of error,

which had, more or less, imperilled the faith of Catholics, and had thus
rendered necessary an exact definition of her belief. But in the present
case no such necessity existed nor was there any difference, of opinion
;
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amono-st Catholics as to the truth of the doctrine about to be defined.
And we are now precluded from entertaining such a feeling, even though
previously disposed to do so, by the unanimous voice of our chief Pastors
on the subject, and the infallible decree of the Vicar of Christ. But as a

every devout Catholic is full of joy on this occasion and we cannot
but thank God that we have been permitted to see what so many Saints
and holy persons have for ages desired to witness, but have died without
fact

;

They

now, however, join the Church Militant in her
devout thanksgivings and even the suffering souls in Purgatory have
rejoiced in the triumph and glory of the Empress of that holy land of sinless suffering, in which they are compelled to sojourn for a time.
The
the sight.

will

;

late decision has the concurrence, probably, of a

even the Greek Church, though
of the doctrine, being contained

in schism,

thousand Bishops,

adds her testimony

for

to the truth

her authorized services.* The only
•dissentients are a handful of prelates in these kingdoms and the British
colonies, whose claims are admitted by none but themselves, their jurisin

from Matthew Parker their
claim to be considered a teaching body being, moreover, sadly contradicted
by their want of unity amongst themselves in itself most conclusive evidence against them. But even Anglicanism is not without its witness on
diction derived from the state,

and

their orders

;

—

this occasion

some

;

of

its

best and most devotional writers having (as

we

have shown) admitted and defended this doctrine, the antiquity of which
is proved by the very service-books in their churches, as any one who will
open them may see. And thus even error and heresy are, in this case at
least, compelled to pay, in spite of themselves, involuntary homage to the
truth

;

whom

in the

same manner

Scripture

tells

us

that the evil spirits confessed

Our Lord, and

really " believe " as well as Christians.

* "God," says the Greek Church, "by a singular providence, caused the Most Blessed Virgin

moment of her existence, as it was fitting that she
should be who was to be the most pure Mother of Christ." (/« me7n. die XXV. Martzi^) The
Greek Clergy, so far from finding any fault with the recent decision of the Church, only complain that it was not put forth long ago, adding that in the East it has been believed as a true
doctrine, and included in the deposit of the faith, ab antiquo.
(Vide Caih. Standard, Jan. 27, p.

to be as perfectly pure,

Our own

from

the very first

Anselm, the thirty-fourth Prelate who has occupied the chair of Augustine,
writing nearly 800 years ago, says, " Was the wisdom of God unable to form a pure dwelling for
6.)

his Son,

St.

by preserving

it

from the

common

contagion

}

spotless in the midst of the surrounding devastation,

He could preserve Angels in Heaven
and was he then unable to preserve the

and the Queen of Angels from the common fall of men } " {De Concept. B.
M. V.) And to come'to more modern times, the great St. Alphonsus observes, that as "God
could grant to Eve the grace to come immaculate into the world, he would surely grant the favor
to Mary also." {Glories of Mary, Clapham ed. p. 249.)

Mother

of his Son,
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carry back our thoughts to the ages of eternity, before the

of creation had

work

commenced, and when the Most Holy Trinity existed

complacency and delight
even then, before sun or moon was created, Mary was predestined to be the
Mother of the Eternal Son, and at that early period God determined to
those gifts and graces which were required to make her a
fill her with all
" From the beginning and before
fitting habitation of so great a guest.
the world " was her predestination, and before men or angels were created,
the election of Mary took place in the Divine mind of the Eternal God.
And how did not the fathers and saints of the Old Law anticipate, and
Scripture is full of allusions to
long for the advent of Messiah's Mother
Thus the Psalmist celebrates the
her, no less than to her Divine Son.
the sun and centre of that goodly comglories of the " King's daughter"
pany of holy virgins who were to be brought to the King as well as
those of his Son and St. John, in the Apocalypse, beheld her in the
heavens the "Woman who brought forth the Man-child" clothed with
the sun, the moon beneath her feet, and her head encircled with a diadem
of stars.
She, indeed, was the harbinger and precursor of the Sun of Justice, and the mystery of her Immaculate Conception was the first dawn
of Redemption.
All other mysteries, whether of Jesus or of Mary, arise
" Her coming into
out of and flow from this, as the river from its source.
the world resembled the approach of the radiant morn, and being enveloped in the resplendency of the true sun, her very Conception was Immaculate.
The Sun of Justice sent his early coruscations before him to
beautify her rising, transfusing into her the abundance of his own light,
whereby were put to flight those powers of darkness to which Eve had
given entrance."* What he was by nature, she too was by grace and
there is, so to speak, a community of treasures between them.
Their likeness and similitude are the very basis and groundwork of our devotion to
Mary and were it not that their interests are common and indivisible, we
could never venture to apply to her those passages of Scripture which are
found in the offices of the Church, and the approved writings of her Saints,
and which in their primary and highest sense are applicable to the Eternal
Wisdom alone. But it is this identity of feeling and interests between
them, as well as her real participation in the very highest gifts and graces
which it was in the power of God to bestow, that is at once the justification and explanation of our use of the passages to which we allude.
alone, themselves the object of their ineffable

!

—

;

—

—
—

;

;

* St.

Thomas

of Valentia, in the

new

Office of the

Immaculate Conception.

•

-
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She possessed nothing in herself nothing but what she received from
God and it is therefore plain, that in praising her, we ultimately, and
chiefly, give glory to him who made her what she is, and to whose grace
and mercy alone, (purchased by the Incarnation and Death of her Divine
Son,) she owes, not merely the privilege of her Immaculate Conception,,
but all the glories which are exhibited in her life and character, from her
first existence in the womb until her Assumption into Heaven and her
;

triumphant Coronation.*

and foundation of

The mystery

of the Incarnation

is

the source

and even those which preceded it in the
order of time, as the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin, were
but the preparation for its accomplishment.
We have lately celebrated
the Festivals of Christmas, which commemorate, till time shall be nO'
more, that wondrous fact which has created, and on which depends, the
entire Sacramental system of the Church
to which every minutest ceremony of her ritual, and every devotional practice of her children, has reference, and owes its existence.
The Holy Eucharist itself is but the extension, so to speak, of the mystery of the Incarnation
and those who^
have in any degree realized the words verbum caro factum est, find little
difficulty in believing that He who became man for our sakes is also
offered in sacrifice for, and given to us, under the appearance of bread
and that in the Most Holy Sacrament he resides perpetually amongst
all

others

;

;

;

-;

us

:

Verbum

caro

panem verum

Verbo carnem

And why

is it

that the

Church

efficit.

so highly honors the Blessed Virgin, ex-

cept as the favored instrument of the Incarnation, and the channel of God's

graces to

men

;

Dei Genitrix being

the foundation of

all

Incarnate supposes

others

all

?

her

first

and most glorious

Christmas speaks of

God

Incarnate

matter to be in a manner hallowed, and

human

and

title,
;

God

made

ca-

and this is at once
the origin and the explanation of every rite and ceremony of the Catholic
ritual.
And throughout the entire year the great mystery of the Incarnation is honored and commemorated by the Church and her faithful
children.
The daily Angelus, thrice repeated, and the devout adorations
in the Creed and last Gospel of every Mass, are instances of this.
We do
not kneel at the Crucifixus, but at the Incarnatus est, and at the Verbum cava
pable of blessing, with the hallowing of

*

It is

flesh

;

not unworthy of remark that these latter mysteries, though universally believed and

celebrated in the East and in the West, have never yet been declared de fide.

occurs even in the Oxford and other Anglican Almanacs.
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Gospel of Christmas, which is repeated at the end of Mass throughout the year and on Christmas Day alone is the Holy Sacrifice thrice
offered by the same Priest.
But if the Incarnation is thus continually
honored by the Church, it is not less true that it is the object of the incessant attacks of heresy (insidious or open)
and from Arius to Luther,
as predicted by St. John, the mark of Antichrist has ever been the denying or impairing of the doctrine that God has " come in the flesh," and
in the

;

;

In
taken our nature upon him, of the substance of the Blessed Virgin.
the Church there is not a doctrine, a discipline, or a practice, which has

end and object, direct or indirect, the preservation or applicaGodtion of the wondrous fact which we commemorate at Christmas
man. But all forms of error, from that of the Galatians to those of Luther,
Calvin, and Crammer, and all other subsequent sects to which these have
given birth, all attempts of the secular power against the Church, from
the Roman emperors to Elizabeth and Victoria, are only devices of the
serpent to reverse the prophecy, that in this mystery " the Woman " should
" crush his head."
In England it has only just been made lawful
for the Clergy to administer even the Sacraments of the Church, and thus
apply to individuals the benefits of the Incarnation and we know that in
the lifetime of some of us a Catholic Bishop has been prosecuted for
Protestantism is the last, the subsaying Mass and giving Confirmation.
tlest, and perhaps the most pernicious form of error that has appeared
and
not for

its

—

—

;

;

the doctrines of the Anglo-Irish Establishment are

all

the more pernicious,

consequence of the disguise which it has assumed for, having borrowed
certain forms and ceremonies, words and formulas, from the Church, it is
capable of much greater success in its deception than other forms of Prot" It has been for her," says a recent writer, " to pretend to
estantism.
an Apostolical succession of Bishops,' to steal large fragments of old
Catholic prayers, to chant old Catholic hymns, to repeat old Catholic
creeds, and to ape the very exclusiveness of the Church.
She commands
the proudest of all races to admit with one breath the Athanasian Creed
and the Royal Supremacy, and bribes her victims to assent with a revenue
of ;^3, 000,000 sterling." But the nominal retention of the creeds of Athanasius and Nicsea has not secured the acceptance of the doctrine of the Incarnation by her members, who are for the most part simply ignorant of
the belief that the Divine and human natures are indissolubly united in
one Person and that of this Divine Person the Blessed Virgin is the real
and true Mother."^' It was this mystery which was the cause of the fall of
in

;

'

;

*

We have known

a respectable High Church Anglican express horror and astonishment at the
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Arius openly
denied the Divinity of Our Lord Protestantism, subtle and cunning, concealing its end and object, and pretending zeal for the honor of Our Lord,
has attacked the Incarnation more insidiously and effectually by reducing
Lucifer

;

and

it

will ever

be the great object of his attacks.
;

mere [ordinary] woman " (as some
of its writers do not hesitate to call her), and denying all those doctrines
But at Trent
and rites which were the result or growth of this mystery.
as at Nicge, and now at Rome, the Church has defended by her definitions

Mother

his Blessed

to the level of a "

and her anathemas the true doctrine
turies ago, she

condemned the

;

and, as at Ephesus, fourteen cen-

errors of Nestorius,

and by proclaiming the

Divine Maternity of Mary, effectually guarded the true doctrine of her

and irreverence, when
so many Christians refuse to honor the Mother of God, has she declared
the first in order of time, and the preparation
that other great mystery
for the former, being required for the honor of Our Lord himself
of her
Immaculate Conception. The glories of Mary (to quote the title of one
of Dr. Newman's discourses) are " for the sake of her Son," and they are
Son's Incarnation

;

so now, in this age of unbelief

—

—

The first
which so many

never entirely separated in the commemorations of the Church.
verse of the beautiful

hymn, Memento rerum Conditor,

Catholics recite daily in the Office of the Blessed Virgin, occurs also in

Hymn

the Vesper

of Christmas

:

Remember, O Creator, Lord,
That in the Virgin's sacred womb
Thou wast conceived, and of her flesh
Didst our mortality assurrte.

And on

all

Festivals of

Mary the hymns

ascription of praise to her Divine

Son

of the

Church conclude with an

:

Jesus, tibi sit gloria,

Qui natus es de Virgine.

As

Dr. Faber observed in one of his recent sermons, the honor or dis-

Our Lord's Sacred Humanity was now in heaven and others have been equally surprised at hearing it said that His dead Body upon the cross, or a single drop of His Blood at its foot,
were objects of divine worship and adoration. We have even heard a Puseyite divine reply to an
ultra-Protestant interrogator, who was arguing against the Real Presence, that " of course," our
Lord's Body in the Sepulchre was no object of adoration and probably many of them would be perplexed at the question, where was the Divinity when his Body and Soul were thus separated ? But
the most ordinarily instructed Catholic child would reply without hesitation, that neither was sepastatement, that

;

;

rated (or separable) from the Divinity

(whether in Heaven or on our

altars),

;

and that both the one and the

other,

wherever really present

were objects of Divinest worship and adoration.
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;

and we know from the

Reformation in this
countries, that the destruction of the images and altars of Mary quickly followed the profanawhile, on the other hand, those who cherish
tion of the Blessed Sacrament
devotion to Our Lord in the Holy Eucharist are also devout in proporAnd when he is exposed on the altar to the
tion to his Blessed Mother,
history

of

the

;

Holy Mother whom we invite to prehim, addressing her by all the titles with which the

adoration of the Faithful,
sent our prayers to

Church has taught us

it

is

his

to invoke her assistance, concluding with that of

her Immaculate Conception.

For many ages

had been the most earnest desire of the devout servants of Mary that the mystery of her Immaculate Conception should be
dogmatically defined by the Holy See and during the late pontificate of
Gregory XVI. petitions were presented from all parts of the Church to
it

;

hasten the dogmatical decision.

Our

present Holy Father, during his

residence at Gaeta, nearly six years ago, issued an Encyclical Letter, de-

be informed of the sentiments of the Catholic Episcopate and
he also appointed a council of twenty theologians to examine and report
upon the subject, with which was connected a particular council, composed of twenty-two eminent Cardinals. On his return to Rome, the
Holy Father appointed another board of theologians, selected from the
members of the first, under the presidency of the late Cardinal Fonari,
whose report, which was in favor of the definition, was approved by the parThe replies to the Pope's Encyclical
ticular congregation of Cardinals.
from the Bishops of the Catholic world were also, with four exceptions, in
favor of the definition, and not a single Bishop expressed an opinion opposed to the doctrine m question.
The Holy Father having determined that the time was now come for
pronouncing a dogmatical decision on the subject, invited to Rome a
number of Prelates from each country, to represent its Hierarchy. England was represented by His Eminence Cardinal Wiseman, Archbishop of
Westminster the Right Rev. Dr. Briggs, Bishop of Beverley Dr. Wareing, of Northampton
Dr. Brown, of Newport and Menevia Dr. Grant,,
of Southwark
Dr. Roskell, Bishop of Nottingham and the Right Rev,
Dr. Goss, Coadjutor of Liverpool.
As the great day approached, the attention of Catholics became more and more absorbed with the subject of
the anticipated definition, all eyes being fixed on Rome the Jerusalem of
Catholics
with a new and peculiar interest. She had just convoked a
senate of Pontiffs, in comparison with which the confused and agitated asrsiring to

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—
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semblies which

men have convened

are poor indeed.

Bishops arrived
and His Holiness received them with a truly sovereign

from all countries
magnificence entertaining them either in his own palace, or in the several
establishments, in which suitable residences had been prepared for them.
Thus apartments had been provided in the Quirinal, in the Palace of the
Consulta (where Cardinal Wiseman resided for several months), and in the
;

;

Canonica of St. Peter's, the edifice appropriated to the Canons of that BasilSo early as the 7th of November all the work was prepared. Never
ica.
had a doctrinal thesis been more thoroughly examined, or treated more
In the early part of November were placed in the hands of
maturely.
the Bishops the collection of letters written by the Prelates of every nation
to express their votes and attest the tradition of their Churches.
On four different days the Prelates met in the chamber of the Vatican,
under the presidency of Cardinals Brunelli, Caterini, and Santucci. The
eminent Cardinals met, after the discussions of the Bishops, in Secret
Consistories under the presidency of the Pope himself Already were

made in Rome to celebrate worthily
Novena had commenced in almost all the churches
preparations

the great event.

The

with redoubled fervor.

In the Church of Santi Apostoli, where the Holy Father himself was to
celebrate the Novena, the decorations were of a most costly nature.

Ara

In

where the pious association of prayers for the
dogmatic definition of the Immaculate Conception was established, the
songs of joy and triumph were reserved for a Triduo. In the Basilica of
St. Paul-without-the-Walls men were at work day and night preparing it
for consecration.
Each prelate was accompanied by one or two priests,
and, besides these, a great number of the clergy, both secular and regThe
ular, were led by their devotion to the Eternal City on that occasion.
number of foreign priests thus collected was probably from five to six
the Church of

Cceli,

hundred.

The Bishops held

concluded by
the most affecting and most glorious manifestation of attachment to the
Holy See. When the Bull has been read in its integrity, and when it was
their last conference

on the 24th.

It

by the explanations and
elucidations of the delegated Cardinals and Theologians, it was found
that there was in the assembly but one opinion
but one simple, identical
feeling.
The thought of the Holy Father was the thought of all the
Episcopate and one unanimous acclamation welcomed the decree, prepared by the Vicar of Jesus Christ, to manifest to the world the most
glorious privilege of the Queen of Virgins, and to establish upon a dogpossible

thus to comprehend

its

entire spirit

—

;
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hearts

filled all

;

tears of devotion

and tenderness flowed from

A
all

and the assembly separated most deeply impressed with the sweetest

;

emotion.

was the result of the reunion of the Bishops, we can well conjecture what were the reunions which the Sacred College held.
The same
deep love for Mary again burst forth the same attachment to her glorious
privilege
the same acclamation hailed the decree of her Immaculate Conception.
The unanimity and fervor of the Pastors of the Church on this
If such

—

—

Holy

occasion can only be attributed to an extraordinary impulse of the

whose

had been so solemnly and specially invoked. It
was the last session. The midday bell was heard and the august assenv
The illustrious Prelates had no sooner
bly knelt to recite the Angelus.
resumed their places when a shout of adhesion to the Holy Apostolic See
burst from every mouth
Petre, doce nos; confirma fr aires tuos, (O, Peter
"Fine, indeed," said a distinguished
teach us; confirm thy brethren.)
Italian Prelate, "is the assemblage of Bishops in this city.
The circumstance of it could not be more solemn or more sublime.
Much do we
hope from the protection of the Blessed Virgin, now so soon to receive so
beautiful a wreath of glory.
Let us all invoke her with the greatest faith
and love."
Spirit,

assistance

;

—

.

The
ber,

great event was accomplished on the

1854,

in the

.

morning of the 8th of Decem-

Basilica of the Vatican.

dogma

.

The Sovereign

Pontiff, Pius

which has been for ages the universal belief relative to the Immaculate Conception of the Most Holy Mary.
The dawn of that day, although on the previous evening rain fell in abundance, broke pure and serene as a beautiful morning in spring.
And
Rome, that, in consequence of her unbounded devotion to Mary, awaited
with more of anxiety than any other city the oracle of the Vatican, was in
motion from the first streaks of day, and manifested so early her joyfulness.
The citizens of all classes, joined by an immense concourse of
strangers who had hastened to Rome from all parts, proceeded towards
the Vatican.
All wished to be present at the solemn function, and to hear
the definition of this great and glorious mystery."^
Towards half-past eight o'clock all the Cardinals, Archbishops, and BishIX., defined as a

of faith, that

ops, arrayed in their Pontificals, assembled, with the several colleges of the
*

The

festival

was

likewise observed with the greatest solemnity and devotion

and no doubt throughout the

entire province of Westminster.

m

our

own

diocese,

Notwithstanding the absence of our

venerated Metropolitan and the Bishop of Sou<^hwark, even this benighted

city

which honors not be-
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And we

Prelacy, at the Sixtine Chapel.

saw

the Cardinals and Prelates, whose residence

is

in that

assembly not only

Rome, but Archbishops'

at

and Bishops from all parts of the world, from the several states of Italy,
from the Austrian states, from France, Belgium, England, Spain, and Portugal the Archbishops and Bishops of Holland, Greece, Bavaria, Prussia,
and other Germanic countries, and of others also who had crossed the
ocean, who came from China, from America, and even from the most re;

mote

parts of Oceanica,

hastening to the centre of Catholic unity,

all

tO'

bear the voice of the successor of Peter.

cause

knows not Mary, was not without a

it

on

Pontifical celebn^tion

this

mos^

joyful occasion

celebrant and preacher at the Oratory being the Right Rev. Dr. Morris, Bishop of Troy,

quently defended the doctrine, at that

Everywhere the greatest

amongst
to

us, vied

and

in

many

was manifested

zeal

with each other, though

promote and secure a

and Benediction,

moment being
in

no

in nearly all

do honor

spirit of jealousy, to

and

;

in

feeling-

to the occasion,

some the

First Vespers

daily during the Octave, the

was

also

The

Octave-day being observed
for

Cardinal Archbishop granted a plenary indulgence, on the usual conditions, on the

and on the Sunday within the Octave

Festival

and

sung

with solemnity, and devout Novenas or Triduums performed, or Retreats given, in preparation
the Feast.

elo-

There was High Mass, Vespers,,

an event.

our churches and chapels

who

the-

defined, from the attacks of our antagonists.

different schools (so to speak) of taste

fitting celebration of so great

them there was Benediction

of

and

;

;

ment an antiphon might be sung

;

and desired that

allusive to the

at Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-

Immaculate Conception.

His eminence's Pastoral

Letter announcing a dogmatic definition has been published by Messrs. Jones and Co.

At

James's Church, the sermon at the High Mass was preached by the Rev. Dr. Manning, whO'

St.

took for his text the words (Gen.

iii.)

— " She

The Reverend Preacher glanced

heel."

shall

crush thy head, and thou shalt

lie

in

wait for her'

comparing

at the principal festivals of the Christian year,

those of our Lord to the bright and burning glories of an eastern sun, and those of the Blessed-

Virgin to the pure and silvery light of an unclouded moon, calm

and

fragrance of the sweet night flowers, and awakening gentle and holy thoughts.

moment

very

by Christ's own Vicar, and

from the

lips of

the

He said

forth

tlte-

that at that

one-sixth of the Prelates of the Church were assisting at the offering of the unbloody-

Sacrifice

first

drawing

loving,

that, after the gospel

had been

read,

a decree would go forth

the Sovereign Pontiff by which the final seal would be put to a belief that, from the-

descent of the Holy Ghost, more than 1800 years ago had been cherished by Catholics, not as

weak point

of their doctrine, but as one inseparably connected with the mysteries of our

Re-

demption.

The

following " Little Rosary of

V. Incline unto

R.

O

Lord

!

my

aid,

make haste

Glory be to the Father.

After

this

and again

" is recited in

some of our Churches

:

God.

to help

As

an Our Father

the graces bestowed on

of the Son,

O

Mary Immaculate

it

me.

was.

is recited, in

honor of the Eternal Father, and in thanksgiving for all

Mary; and is followed by four
in honor of the Holy Ghost.

Hail Marys.

The same

is

repeated in honor

After each Hail Mary are added these words:
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the Sovereign Pontiff, having entered the chapel, had been

in-

vested with his Pontifical robes, the procession set out to descend by
the royal staircase into the Basilica of

the Vatican.

In the

first

rank

walked the Apostolic Preacher and the Confessor of the Pontifical household, followed by the Purveyors-General of the Religious Orders, by the
Papal Messengers, the Chaplains in Ordinary, the Pontifical Couriers,

and Assistant Chamberlains. Next came the Private Clerks, and the
Honorary Private Chaplains, the Consistorial Advocates, the State Chamberlains, and the Pontifical Precentors.
After them the Abbreviators of
the Briefs, the Votants of the Signature, the Ckrks of the Charrber, the
Auditors of Rota, and the Master of the Holy Hospital. Then followed
the Cross, borne by an Auditor of Rota, in the midst of Seven Prelates,
May

the Immaculate Conception of

ing verse

is

sung or recited

Mary be

ever praised.

'mid the thorns the

From

sin preserved

Did thee

O Virgin

his

Mother

Mary, thou

;

by him whose care
blest create.

v^'ert

Immaculate.

R. Pray for us to the Father, to whose Son thou didst give

O

God,

who by

\h^ follow-

lily fair,

Art thou, Virgin, Immaculate

"

M.'SLr^

:

As

V. In thy Conception,

After each fourth Hail

Let us pray.

birth.

the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin, didst prepare a worthy habitation for

thy Son, grant us by her intercession, faithfully to preserve our hearts and bodies immaculate for thee,

who didst preserve her from
To excite all Christians to

every stain.

Through the same," &c.

a great devotion to the Immaculate Conception, Pius VI., at the petition

of the Religious of St. Francis, by a Rescript dated the 21st November, 1793, granted an indulgence

of one hundred days to the faithful, each time they devoutly recite, with contrite heart, either of the
following aspirations

:

" Blessed be the Holy and Immaculate Conception of the Most Blessed Virgin

«/ Sancta

et

Jesus, conceived of the

O

Virgin Mary, thou wast Immaculate.

Holy Ghost, thou didst bring

There are also great indulgences

for observing the

Pray for us to the Father, whose Son

forth."

Novena before the

and the other principal Festivals of the Blessed Virgin.

soon be made a day of obligation,

Some

Catholics have

like the

commenced

who have

Immaculate Con-

Let us hope that the former

will

Assumption.

—

5".

Maria,

sine labe concepta, ora pro nobis ; or the

well-known aspiration on the medal of the Immaculate Conception
pray for us,

feast of the

the pious practice of adding an invocation having reference to

the Immaculate Conception, to the Hail Mary,

sin,

{Benedzcta

Immaculata Conceptio B. Marice Virginis), or

"In thy Conception,

ception,

Mary "

recourse to thee."

And

in

:

many Churches

"

O

Mary, conceived without

of this and other dioceses, the

devout practice has been introduced, of having Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament (as at

St.

Mary's, Chelsea, and the Oratory), or the Litany of Loretto, on Saturdays, in honor of Mary.

At

Southwark Cathedral the Litany is sung in processio?i, and there
where the at ove short Litany is also recited.

is

a discourse at Clapham Church*
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bearing candlesticks with lighted
the Latin Sub-Deacon, the
tiaries of

St. Peter's,

wax

tapers

;

following the Cross walked

Greek Deacon and Sub-Deacon, the Peniten-

the Bishops, Archbishops, and Cardinals.

Lastly,

under the canopy came the Sovereign Pontiff, immediately following
whom, before the Roman Magistracy, were the Vice-Camerlengo of the

Holy Church, the two Assistant Cardinal Deacons, and the Cardinal Deacon whose duty it was to assist the Pontiff in the celebration of the
Solemn Mass. Then followed the Dean of the Rota, the Auditor of the
Chamber, the Major Domo, the Master of the Chamber, the Regent of the
Chancellery, and the Apostolical Purveyors.

During the procession, the Litany of the Saints was chanted, which was
concluded

at the

moment when

the Pontiff entered the Basilica.

Holy Father went

the recital of the prescribed prayers, the

Most Holy Sacrament; from thence he proceeded,
the procession, to the Papal
Epistle side, he received the

altar,

homage

and from

his

still

After

to adore the

accompanied by

throne, placed at the

of the Cardinals, Archbishops, Bish-

and Penitentiaries. All the Archbishops present at the ceremony,
.and who were not yet assistants at the throne, were declared such by the
express will of the Sovereign Pontiff, and from that time the twelve Senior
Archbishops placed themselves around the throne during all the time
After the Office of Tierce had been intoned
that the ceremony lasted.
and finished, the Holy Father was arrayed in his vestments for the
Pontifical Mass, having for Assistant- Bishop His Eminence Cardinal
for Deacon, serving at the Mass,
Mattel, Sub-Dean of the Sacred College
His Eminence Cardinal Antonelli, Secretary of State and for Sub-Deacon,
Mgr. Serafini, Auditor of Rota.
After the Gospel, chanted successively in Latin and in Greek, His Eminence Cardinal Macchi, in his capacity of Dean of the Sacred College, accompanied by the Deans, Archbishops, and Bishops present at the august
ceremony, and also by the Archbishop of the Greek rite and the Archops,

;

;

bishop of the Armenian

rite,

presented himself at the foot of the throne

and addressed (in Latin) these words to the Sovereign Pontiff
"That which the Catholic Church, Most Holy Father, ardently desires
and calls for with all her heart, for a long time past is, that your supreme
and infallible judgment should pronounce on the Immaculate Conception
of the Most Holy Virgin Mary, Mother of God, a decision which may be
for her an increase of praise, of glory, and veneration.
In the name of
the Sacred College of Cardinals, of the Bishops of the Catholic world, and
of all the Faithful, we demand humbly and urgently that the universal
:
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wishes of the Church

may be accomphshed

in this solemnity of the

ception of the Blessed Virgin.

."At

the time, then,

when

Con-

,

the

august Sacrifice of the Altar shall be

offered in this temple consecrated to the Prince of the Apostles, and in the

midst of this solemn assembly of the Sacred College, the Bishops and the
people, deign.

Most Holy

Father, to raise your Apostolical Voice, and to

pronounce that dogmatic degree of the Immaculate Conception of Mary,
which will be a subject of joy for Heaven, and of the most lively gladness
for the earth."

The

Pontiff replied to these words that he received willingly the prayer

of the Sacred College, of the Episcopacy, and of the Faithful, but that in

was necessary to invoke first the assistance of the Holy
Immediately the Veni Creator was intoned, and the improvised
Ghost.
chant of that hymn was executed not only by the singers of the Papal
Chapel, but by all the people assembled.* Animated with the most ardent faith and love towards her whom all nations called blessed, each invoked the light of Heaven upon the Sovereign Pontiff, ready to give from
the Chair of Peter a decision which would spread throughout the whole
order to grant

it, it

earth, notwithstanding all diversities

and

of

language,

manners,

legislation,

climates.

After the singing of the hymn. His Hohness, in the midst of a profound
silence, read the decree in a loud voice, and with such deep emotion that

was frequently suspended by his tears. Every one who
assisted at this great act shared the emotion of the Pontiff.
" That it
In this Decree the Sovereign Pontiff has solemnly defined
IS A DOGMA OF FAITH, THAT THE MoST BlESSED ViRGIN MaRY FROM THE^
first instant of her conception, by a singular privilege and grace of
God, in virtue of the merits ofJesus Christ the Saviour of Mankind,
svAS preserved perfectly free from all stain of original SIN."f
Such is the solemn dogmatical definition for which the Holy Apostolic
See had received so many prayers, and consulted the entire Catholic
Episcof ate the definition which so many Bishops hastened to hear with
jov R/;jd have announced to the Faithful on returning to their respective

the reading of

it

:

;

di

-ceses.

\fter the reading of the Decree, the Cardinal
See the Cardinal Primate's recent Pastoral Letter (Jones
t Essere

domma

di fede,

che

la

&

Dean returned

to the foot

Co.)

Beatissima Vergine Maria nel primo istante della sua Concezione,

per singolare privilegio e grazia di Dio, in vertu dei meriti di Gesu Cristo, Salvatove
geriere. fu pres^ervata

immune da ogni macchia

dell'

della colpa originale."
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of the Throne, and returned thanks to the

Holy Father

by his
Apostolical authority, defined the dogma of the Immaculate Conception^
praying him to be pleased to publish the Bull relative to that dogmatic
definition.

The

Apostolical

Prothonotaries then presented

and the Promoter of the Faith, Mgr.
ial

advocate,

made

themselves

Frattini, in his capacity of Consistor,

entreaty that they should proceed to the drawing

of the deeds of the process verbal of that solemn act.
his consent,

for having,

up

His Holiness gave

and the Dean of the Apostolical Prothonotaries

said that

it

should be thus done.

Meanwhile, the cannon of the Castle of S. Angelo announced to the
whole city the promulgation of the Decree, and its multiplied salvos seemed
to wish to make the tidings of this great event reach the most distant
All the bells of the towers and steeples of Rome rung a full
countries.
peal, and the inhabitants, to manifest their joy, adorned their windows and
their balconies with tapestry and hungings.
After the Pontifical Mass, at which her Royal Highness the Princess of
Saxe Coburg, the diplomatic body, and the officers of the French army
were present the Secretary and the Special Councillors of the Extraordinary Congregation of the Immaculate Conception, and such a multitude as had never before been seen in the vastest temple of the world,
sung the Te Deum in thanksgiving for the definition. The Sovereign
Pontiff, who accompanied the voices of the Cardinals, Archbishops, and
Bishops, chanted a verse, to which the people replied by the following
verse.
The emotion was universal and most intense.
The Holy Father, carried upon the Seaia gestatoria, then proceeded pro^cessionally to the Chapel of Sixtus IV., commonly called the Chapel of
the Choir of the Most Reverend Chapter of the Vatican, and caused to
be solemnly crowned the image of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception
the crown being of gold enriched with precious stones.
His Holi'
ness then passed into the chapel called Delia Pieta to divest himself of
his Pontifical vestments
and the Holy Father received there the thanks
of the Very Rev. Father General of the Order of Friars Minors of the
Observance and of the Friars Minors Reformed, for having defined, in
reference to the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin, that which the
Franciscan Fathers have always taught.
His Holiness afterwards re;

;

;

turned to his apartments.

On

the evening of that glorious solemnity

cent spectacle.

Rome

presented a magnifi-

All the houses, from the palace of the nobleman to the

garret of the poor man, were resplendent with lights.
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had caused

to be illuminated the

dome
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of St. Peter's and the Palace of

the Capitol, where two orchestras performed until a very advanced hour

some choice pieces of music, which were much applauded by
the crowd.
The magistrates took care to prepare in their hall, in honor
of the Immaculate Conception, an academic rhinio^i, at which his Emiof the night

nence Cardinal Wiseman pronounced an elegant discourse in the presence
of a numerous concourse of Cardinals, Bishops, Prelates, and other illustrious personages.

Rome, upon

solemn day, manifested in the most striking manner
what is her devotion to the Most Holy Virgin and the Bishops, on returning to their dioceses, and in announcing to their people what they
have heard from the Vicar of Christ, could also tell them what honors
people render to the Blessed Virgin in the capital of the Cathohc world,
and if Rome on this occasion was beneath Ephesus, when, fourteen centuries ago, her great council defended and proclaimed the Divine Materthis

;

nity of

Mary.

Pius IX. presented to each of his brethren of the Sacred College and
tne Catholic Episcopate, in

memory

of the definition of the

dogma

of the

Immaculate Conception, a blessed medal, composed of the gold which
Australia had sent as a tribute to the Queen of Angels, and an engraving
to commemorate the proclamation of the decree of the 8th December.
The medal bears the words Honorificentia populi tut, on one side and on
;

the other the following inscription

:

DeiparcB Virgini, sine labe conceptce,

Pius IX., Pont. Max., ex auri Australii p^'imitiis sibi oblatis cudi jussit,
The engraving for each of the Cardinals,
VI. Id. Dec, MDCCCLIV.
Archbishops, and Bishops, is thus entitled
Cardinales S. R. E.,
:

PatriarchcB, Archiepiscopi, et Episcopiy

In Basilica Vatic and
Adstantes
PIO IX., Pont. Max.,

Dogmaticam Definitionem

De

Conceptione Immaculatd

Deiparce Virginis Maries
Pronunciati
Inter

Die

One

Missarum Solemnia,

VIII. Decembris, 1854.

of the princes of the Church, Cardinal Bonald, had been chosen to

be the mouthpiece of the Sacred College and of the Episcopate of the
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common

Catholic world, and to offer to the

Father of Christendom the

expression of the gratitude, respect, and love of the whole Church to declare their inviolable attachment to the Chair of Peter, and the docility
;

with which they

listen to its

Father that

the

all

infallible

decrees; and to assure the

Holy

Bishops would endeavor, with the grace of God, to

correspond to his pious and holy decrees, and to follow faithfully the advice which he had been inspired to give them through his care for the

Holy Church.

Happy

whom

was granted to hear the reply of the Pope to
who beheld Pius IX. once more pour forth his soul to his
this address
brethren, and manifest again and again his joy that he was chosen to acquire for Mary this completion of her greatness, and to express his hope
that the Holy Mother of God would be pleased to reward so much love
with a more abundant effusion of graces and blessings; adding, with
" We have done much for Mary, we have prayed
^ruly filial simplicity,
nuch, dealt and labored much to increase her glory we have done sothose to

it

;

—

;

much (though we should

not, perhaps, say this), that

we cannot

see

how

more can be done on earth to enhance the glory of our tender Mother
These words will never be forgotten
this glorious and powerful Queen."
by the Bishops who had the happiness of hearing the tones of faith and
love with which they were pronounced.
The Church of the Apostles was the privileged place chosen for the
promulgation of the decree with which the angels saluted Heaven, and
which the faithful proclaimed upon earth and it was just that the Church
of the Apostle of the Gentiles should be, in some degree, associated in
this honor, and that its unfinished aisles should witness a holy ceremony
whicn would forever engrave on the memory the triumph of Mary.
;

Thirty years ago, under another Pius,

The

Church of

Pius VII., that pious and learned monk,
trious church

ceeded him

had, like ours of to-day, suf--

Paul was destroyed by an
flames shed a melancholy light upon the death-bed of

fered exile and persecution, the
incendiary.

who

had so long

— Leo

St.

whom

the cloisters of this

illus-

The Sovereign Pontiffs vvho sucand Gregory XVI. all labored to-

sheltered.

XII., Pius VIII.,

—

wards the rebuilding of St. Paul's and the latter Pope, Hke Pius VII.
consecrated the altar of confession on the
a son of the Benedictine Order
5th of October, 1840, the anniversary of the Coronation of Leo XII., who
;

—

first

projected the rebuilding.

More happy

still,

Pius IX. has been en-

abled to consecrate the entire Church, and his Pontificate will, no doubt,

witness the conclusion of this gigantic labor; and under what blessed
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circumstances has he been permitted to do this

its

Queen

The morrow

of the

!

!

future generations will learn that

of the

!

day which will live in the history of the
most glorious, most happy days
Happy Church

grandest day of his reign

Church amongst

—a
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its

dedication

marked the

final

of Heaven, and that hundreds of Bishops from

of the earth, and from

all

nations,

all

triumph
corners

assembled round his Holiness on

this

grand solemnity.*
It is

needless to repeat the description already given of a function which

be remembered till the day of doom but we must speak of one or two incidents which greatly affected those who witnessed them. At half-past eight
in the morning, a sedan chair might be seen borne by the Papal servants
towards the Confession of St. Peter. They are reverently conducting to
the festival, a learned Bishop, who, when hastening to obey the summons of
the Holy Father, was attacked by illness, yet resolutely braved the fatigues
of a long journey, and the dangers of a stormy sea, fearing neither tempest nor death itself, on his way to place a jewel in the crown of the Queen
of Heaven, and to hear that dogma proclaimed which had been the obHe hears the desired oracle
ject of his fervent aspirations and prayers.
from the infallible mouth of Peter, speaking through Pius IX., and he retires happy and contented, ready for death, for he has witnessed the
He too has gained his victory.
triumph of his beloved Mother on earth.
On leaving the Church, he was accosted by one of his subjects, who ex" I too, am happy," replied the
pressed his pleasure at meeting him.
holy prelate, " I have seen what I so long desired, and I have come here
to die r
"Oh, no, my lord," replied the other, "The Blessed Virgin
" If Mary Immaculate will cure me I
will cure you "
shall revill

;

!

turn to

my

diocese

to

proclaim her power and goodness

;

but

I

can

would be well for me to die here." This Bishop
was a French prelate, Mgr. Bouvier, Bishop of Mans, who exposed himself
to the danger of dying at sea, or on the road through Italy, rather than be
wanting to the summons of the Sovereign Pontiff, and of the Blessed Virgin herself; and he died a few days after the dogmatic decision, his last
hours being consoled by the presence of the Sovereign Pontiff. Having
SMX\^\\\^ Nu^c dimittis ^\'Ci\]oy,\\^ went to offer his congratulations to
Mary at the foot of her Mediatorial Throne, and to sing the Divine praises
here,

rvell

die

for a

long eternity.

And who is
* It

may be

it

that other venerable prelate, clothed in white,

interesting to

who

advances,

mention that our own Cardinal Archbishop was one of the active

assistants at the Consecration of this Basilica.
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leaning on the arms of two other persons, and takes his seat in the miast

He

a Prince of the Church, beloved by
the poor, to whom, though himself poor, he is a protecting father
the

of the assembled Cardinals

?

is

;

friend of

Gregory XVL, whose

virtues are the

ornament of the whole

Sacred College. It is Cardinal Bianchi, who has come to the festival to
hear the reading of the decree which will crown his wishes to assist at the
triumph of the Queen of Heaven. And when the Vicar of Christ has
proclaimed the dogma so dear to his heart as a Religious and a Cardinali
he withdraws, supported by his two attendants, also repeating, doubtless,
in his heart, the canticle of holy Simeon.
The late illustrious Cardinal Fornari, who presided over the commission
appointed to investigate the subject of the Immaculate Conception, and
who manifested so much zeal in the cause, was not permitted to hear the
dogmatic definition, but was called away like Moses, just within sight, sa
to speak, of the accomplishment of his pious wishes. And the same may be
said of several other Princes of the Church.

" It

is

unnecessary to express,"

says the late Cardinal Lambruschini, in concluding his Dissertation on the
Immaculate Conception (which has just appeared in an English dress),
" what are the ardent wishes of our heart.
If, during the short space of
time which yet remains for us to

ways guided by the

light of the

live,

the

Holy Roman Apostolic See,

Holy Ghost, should judge

fit

al-

to define the

important question of the Immaculate Conception of Mary, how joyfully
then should we close our eyes in peace." But his devout wishes were not
to

be

gratified.

Whilst writing

we have

received information of the

—

Cardinals Simonetti,
deaths of three other aged Princes of the Church,
Pecci, and Romo, whose lives seem to have been prolonged in order that

Our own eminent
they might hear the proclamation of Mary's glory.
Cardinal Primate has been permitted this consolation; and we cannot
doubt that it has been a consolation to him, amidst the trials and anxieties
which are inseparable from his exalted office, and the malignancy of the
enemies of the Church. In his Pastoral Letter on this subject nearly six
years ago, quoting the Encyclical of the Holy Father addressed to the en" To no part of the Catholic
tire Catholic Hierarchy, His Eminence says
Church can this announcement and this call to prayer be more welcome
than to us, whose fathers so particularly held and promoted belief in this
mystery of Mary's Immaculate Conception, and gave to the Church the
:

—

Feast in which it is commemorated. Who then shall feel more anxious
than we to learn the decision of so great a point, the sure holding of which
by the affections, as well as by the constant belief of the faithful, has been
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already a source of so

many

more fervently than we
the Holy Father to the

that the Spirit of
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blessings to the Church

God may

right definition of so

Who

?

shall

pray

guide the counsels of

important a doctrine, which

interests the dearest feelings of the breast alive to the prerogatives of

solemn and most moving occurrence, when the
Church of God, not aroused from without by the assaults of heresy, not
alarmed within by the creeping spread of baneful error, but moved and
almost uplifted by the heaving and swelling piety of her own best children,
rises up to declare a dogma of faith, which needs not to be hedged wjth
anathemas to guard it, but lodges safely in the glad embrace of every
which bears not with it one drop of bitter condemnation,
Catholic heart
but sheds forth on every side a new fragrance and a new sweetness, over
Whilst
the surface and within the soul of the entire Catholic world. "^
those who are without are striving about the very Sacraments themselves
(which are openly denied amongst them, and with the sanction of authorthe chility), and contending for the most elementary truths of religion
dren of Peter's blessed fold are united in heart and doctrine, in mind and
and it is at such a
in judgment, in all that affects the unity of the faith
time that the Church adds a fresh defence to its outworks by the definition
of last Advent.
" O thou lamp most bright," exclaims St. Thomas of Valentia, whose
words occur in the new Office of the Immaculate Conception "to how
many didst thou bring joy when, glowing with the light of Deity, thou
wast conceived Immaculate in thy mother's womb. Thy Conception, O

Mary ?

It is

in truth a

;

—

;

—

—

Eminence says
" From early youth
T have grown up under the very shadow of the Apostolic Chair; week after week I have knelt
at the shrine of Peter and there sworn him fealty; I have served, as good masters, successive
Pontiffs, in their very households, and have been admitted to confidence, and if I dare say It,
friendship by them. The second altar at which I knelt, in the holy city, was that which marks
the spot whereon St. Peter cemented the foundations of his unfailing throne with his blood.
The firsi was that of our own glorious St. Thomas. There I returned thanks for the great
blessing of being admitted among his children. For two and twenty years I daily knelt before
the lively representation of his martyrdom; at that altar I partook ever of the bread of life;
* In a publication put forth nearly seven years ago, His

there for ths
cration.

him

will of

time

He was my

to give

shedding

first

me

celebrated the Divine Mysteries

patron, he

my

father,

he

my model.

;

at

it I

received the episcopal conse-

Daily have

I

prayed and do prav to

his spirit of fortitude, to fight the battles of the Church,

of blood.

And when withdrawn from the

the late Pontiff,

had crowned

I

:

I

sought the treasury of his

if

necessary unto the

symbols of his patronage, by the supreme
relics at Sens,

and obtained the mitre wb;ch

These words have acquired a fresh interest since the wnt«;r's
elevation to the Cardinalate, and to the first place in our new Hierarchy, which has obUiiued
for him the pallium of St. Augustine and St. Thomas.
his martyred head."
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Virgin Mother of God, was the herald of joy to the universal world.
With reason did the chief minstrel of the Divine nuptials, gazing from

upon thy rising, exclaim, Who is this that cometh forth as the aurora,
Well
fair as the moon, elect as the sun, terrible as an army in array ?'
did thy coming into the world, O Mary, resemble the approach of radiant
morn, for being enveloped in the resplendency of the true Sun, thou wast
Immaculate in thy Conception .... Thou art called fair as the moon,'
and with good reason, for of all luminaries the moon most resembles the
sun and thou, like her, lovely in thy brightness, and glowing amid the
thousand stars that encircle the throne of God, outshinest them all in the
Fair thou art as the moon, yea,
glorious and manifold purity of thy rays.
and much more fair, because thou art all fair, because thou art free from
Thou art elect as
the faintest shadow of either actual or original sin.
afar

*

'

;

*

The Sun, that is to say, Christ, the Creator of the natural sun,
thou among the thousands of
is elect among the thousands of mankind
womankind. Thou art terrible as an army in battle array.' For how
must the princes of darkness have trembled when they saw a Woman ad-

the Sun.'

—

'

vancing against them, conceived beyond all precedent immaculately, and
"
invested with powers never yet given to mortals
A colossal statue, representing the Immaculate Virgin, and in com!

memoration of the great event of last December, will be erected on the
Piazzi di Spagna, in front of the Palace of the Propaganda, to be cast in
bronze in the capital of Bavaria, so renowned for works of art.
It will be
placed on a magnificent antique column, which, to the great joy of the
city, has already been removed to the place where it is to be erected.
The entire monument, including the pedestal, will be about eighty feet in
height, and will overlook the Piazza di Spagna.
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The

Incarnation and Blessed Sacrament.

HE
life

Blessed Sacrament

is

the soul of the Church, the

of the priesthood, the centre of

our affections.

all

our love and

The Blessed Sacrament is

Jesus,

all

and

beginning and last
He created us he regenerated us anew in the
end.
waters of baptism he is our strength in youth, our support
He is our hfe in living, and our hope in dying
in old age.
in death he will be our Judge, and in Heaven we hope our
Jesus

is

our

all.

Jesus

is

our

first

;

;

reward.

Though
'^

tation

love began in the creation, the greatest manifes-

of the

love

of

God

to

man

is

contained in the

and Blessed SacraGod's love for man could go no further. All
ment.
God's love, power, and wisdom are centred in the Divine Babe and Host.
Were the Divine Babe and Divine Host better known, they would be better loved.
Did we but meditate on the infinite love and mercy of Jesus»
in the Incarnation and Blessed Eucharist, our cold hearts would warm into love for Jesus, and we would shudder at even the thought of offe^a^ding
sacred mysteries

of the Incarnation

Jesus.
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How

awfully solemn are the inspired

words

that express these

two sub-

lime mysteries

"The Word WAS MADE
" This

is

My
My

Flesh."

Body."
Blood."

"This is
" The Word was made Flesh !"
What more sacred words on the
All they convey
The food of holy thought
tongues of men or angels
By them we are reminded of
and meditation they bring to the mind
!

!

!

man's

fall,

the depth of the malice of his guilt, and the price paid

by the

him up again.
When Adam fell, God promised a Redeemer but what teaches the enormous guilt of even one mortal sin God in his wisdom delayed for the
May we all
long period of four thousand years to fulfil his promise.
During these long and dark
learn from this to hate and avoid mortal sin.
"
years, the patriarchs prayed, and the prophets sighed, that che " Just One
might come, the days of man's captivity be shortened, and the gates of
Paradise opened again. How they looked out for the Blessed Virgin,
the woman who was to crush the head of the serpent that seduced

Almighty

to raise

;

Eve

They

!

cried out in the

beautiful language

of the inspired text,

O

" Oh,
Lord, the Lamb, the ruler of the earth." ha. xvi. i
that thou wouldst break through the heavens, and come down."
Isa. Ixiv.
And again, they wept, sighed, and prayed, day and night, that " the
I.
"

Send

forth,

heavens would drop down their dew, and the clouds rain the Just, and
that the earth would be opened, and bud forth a Saviour."
Isa. xlv. 8.
**
Stir up thy might and come to save us."
Ps. Ixxix. 3.
God heard these holy prayers offered with tears and sighs. " The weeks

The Word was made flesh." How full of
mystery and mercy these sacred words
They tell us the Just One is
come the Lamb, the Ruler, is sent down the Saviour is budded forth.
They tell more. God's justice yields to his mercy he fulfils his prom-

of years were shortened."

"

!

;

;

;

ises

;

the doors of heaven, closed for four thousand years, are thrown open

;,

a ray of the glory of Paradise beams on the elect in Limbo angels weep
with joy that the vacant benches, forfeited by the fallen spirits, are to be
filled up
that more voices may swell the chorus to the greater glory of
;

;

God.

The

The Redeemer,

the Messiah

is

Incarnate.

Incarnation suggests other holy thoughts

to

the mind

—sweet

thoughts of the Mother of God. Jesus and Mary, the Son and Mother,
are never separated.
The woman so long expected, she who was to crush
the serpent's head, is born some years; she is still unknown amidst the
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maids of
is

blushing modesty and exalted sanctity are always

Israel, for

The wonder

hidden.

"A

a reality.

bring forth a son,

3

of ages, a Virgin Mother, foretold by the prophet,

virgin," said Isaias

who

vii.

"shall conceive, and shall

14,

be called God with us." And what a virgin
she has " found favor with God; " she is "blest
stain of sin ever sullied her pure soul.
"Thou art

shall

!

She is "full of grace;
amongst women." No
all fair, and there is no spot
"

Cant.

in thee."

iv.

"Thou

7.

art fair as the

moon, bright as the sun, terrible as an army set in array." Cant. vi. 9,
O Immaculate Conception Our days have witnessed its solemn definition.
thousand thanks to heaven high, that we can say with Catholic
and divine faith: Mary conceived without sin, pray for us! This, is a
!

A

singular privilege of the Blessed Virgin, that original sin never sullied her

Even

one instant she was never the enemy of God,
or under the dominion of the devil.
And all this in honor of the Incarimmaculate soul.

for

nation.

We

are not surprised that God,

by a

special privilege, preserved her

from original sin, and from the slightest actual sin, when we call to mind
that of the pure flesh of Mary was formed the sacred and adorable body
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.

To

prepare her for

this,

God

the choicest treasures of heaven,

capable

The

of,

time

to beautify
is

come.

all

and adorn her

The eye

Omnipotence lavished upion her

all

the gracet, that a pure creature

is

in his

soul.

of the adorable Trinity looks

complacency upon the beautified soul of Mary.

who

held counsel to

make man — "let us make man

The

down

with

adorable Trinity,

to our

image"

— holds

redeem man. The Father sends the Son. The
Holy Ghost co-operates. The Son is willing. From amidst the countless
millions of adoring spirits who surround the throne of God, one of the
brightest, the archangel Gabriel, is charged to bear a message of glad tidings to earth.
He obeys. With breathless, profound reverence he hears
the mystery.
Entrusted with the most solemn embassy ever given to a
counsel, so to speak, to

he wings his flight from heaven to earth. The palaces, the
The attention
courts of the great and noble, have no attraction for him.
The angel
of heaven is riveted upon one soul in the city of Nazareth.
He salutes her: " Hail, full of
finds the Virgin absorbed in holy prayer.
Luke i. 28.
grace, the Lord is with thee blessed art thou among women."
The timid, blushing Virgin is alarmed " she is troubled at his saying."
The angel comforts her: " Fear not, Mary for thou hast found grace
creature,

;

:

;

with God."

" Behold thou shalt conceive in thy

womb, and

shalt bring
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and thou shalt
now more puzzled.

virgin

vow

is

of perpetual chastity

name

his

call

forth a son,

Long

Jesus."

since she

— consecrated

had

Luke'i. z^, 31.
The
registered in heaven a

her soul and body to the Hving

God. She hesitates. What glory and honor to be the mother of God
But how violate her vow? " I know not man." To relieve her from all
" The Holy Ghost shall come upon
difficulty, the angel says to her
Luke'x. 35.
thee, and the power of the Most High shall overshadow thee."
The Virgin, assured that her vow of chastity would be respected, bows
and consents, saying " Behold the handmaid of the Lord be it done to
!

:

:

;

me according to thy word."
What a supreme moment
the

Son of God, equal

in all

!

Heaven opens wide

The Word

f

Eternal,

things to the Father, descends on earth.

A

formed out of the pure flesh of Mary
Immaculate the body and soul are united, and to this body and soul is
joined hypostatically the Word, the Eternal Son of God, thus forming
One Divine person and two distinct natures, all dwelling in the holy taberThis is the dignity, the
nacle of the chaste womb of the Blessed Virgin.
sanctity of the Mother of God. This is the beginning of man's redemption.
This is the awful and divine mystery "The Word was made flesh, and

human

soul

is

created

;

a body

is

;

—

dwelt amongst us
Father,

full

the glory, as

;

it

were, of the only-begotten of the

yokn

of grace and truth."

i.

14.

Solemn and holy are the words expressing the incarnation of the Son
of God but not less solemn and holy are the words expressing the conse"This is my body." "This is my
cration in the Blessed Sacrament.
The infinite SacriWhat thoughts they suggest to the mind
blood."
fice and holiest Sacrament of the New Law.
Jesus, the daily victim on
;

!

thousands of

altars.

Jesus, the daily

Food

of millions of souls.

ever living and loving in countless tabernacles.

Jesus,

Jesus in the viaticum,

wafting the departing souls to Paradise.

True, the tongues of
to speak, the

Son

of

men cannot

God

tell

to leave the bliss

human

and mercy that forced, so
of heaven, and ou earth to

that love

nor can the tongues of men or angels
express the love and mercy that bring down countless times this selfsame
God from heaven's glory, and on our altars clothe himself with the still

clothe himself with

more lowly form of bread

flesh

;

!

Adorable mysteries of the Incarnation and Eucharist
How like In
the Incarnation, Jesus took flesh in Mary's womb^ in the Eucharist, he
" Oh " cries out St. Augustine, " to be
takes flesh in the priest's hands.
!

!

!

venerated the dignity of priests,
Virgin, the

in

whose hands,

Son of God becomes incarnate."— 7;^
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Men

and angels

the Son of

God

will stand

in the

amazed

for

Incarnatiofi.

all

St.

5

eternity at the humiliations of

Paul says

(^Phil. xi. 6)

"

:

Who,

being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God,
In the Blessed
but debased himself by taking the form of a servant."
Sacrament our Divine Lord debased himself lower still for he takes not
;

the form of a " servant," but the more lowly form or species of bread.
the
in

Incarnation,

the

Divinity

concealed

is

the Blessed Sacrament, both the Divinity and

God

The Son

of

fines his

Immensity

in the smallest particle of the Sacred
:

—

My soul,

it

was for thy salvation

clothed himself with

human

;

Blessed Lord Jesus,

hence

I

Sess. xvi.

Well

!

poured

c. 2.

Word was made Flesh.
Son of God left heaven, and

flesh in

Mary's chaste

womb.

Wilt thou ever

?

not forget thy goodness, mercy, and
resolve to recite piously, three times every day, on bended

honor of the

I

will

The Angelus " (the Incarnation Hymn),
Word made Flesh. Good Jesus, grant me grace to keep

knees, at the sound of the
in

Host

that the Eternal

forget his goodness, mercy, and love

Jove

are hidden.

" In the Eucharist Jesus

was to bring thee to heaven that the

My

Humanity

Humanity

conceals the splendor of his glory and majesty, and con-

might the holy Council of Trent say
out all the riches of his love for men."

It

beneath the

In

bell, "

this holy resolution.
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Divine

Babe and Sacred Host

HE more we

meditate on the Divine mysteries of Jesus
the more we hate sin and love him.
Every moment
of his divine

life

suggests subjects for holy thought,

These most powerful motives are contained in the wonders of the Incarnation
and Blessed Sacrament. Let us continue the comparison
from the last chapter.
We have said the humiliations of our Divine Lord are not
and motives of holy

less in

love.

the Blessed Sacrament than in the Incarnation.

the Incarnation, the Eternal

Word

In

descended once, in one

In the Blessed
becoming man in Mary's womb.
Sacrament, the same Eternal Word descends not only once,

place,

—the number

—

have been
Not
said, and will be said, from the Last Supper to the end of the world
in one place only, but in every clime and every land, from the rising to the
" From the rising of the sun " (says the prophet Malachias
setting sun
but as often

is

countless

as masses

'

!

i.

lo),

and

"even to the going down,

my name

in everyplace there

is sacrifice,

Lord

of Hosts."

oblation, saith the

pendous mystery of Divine love

!

and there

is
is

great

among

offered to

O

the Gentiles;

my name

a clean

Divine Sacrifice of the Mass stuoffered daily on tens of thousands of altars
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making "great" the name of the Lord among the Gentiles, and giving inThe mass is the real " clean oblation "
finite glory to the Lord of Hosts.
foretold by the prophet.

The Son

of

same Son of
mortal, his

God become incarnate obeyed the Eternal Father. The
God present in the Eucharist obeys the voice of a simple

own

creature, a poor, weak, alas

avoid exclaiming,

O

infinite love of

!

imperfect priest

Who

!

Jesus in the Babe and Host

on the souls of men these divine mysteries, that

all

may know

!

can

imprint

thee and

love thee.

unknown and forgotten. " He came into the world, and the
world knew him not." Mary alone on earth knew the moment " the
Word was made Flesh " for as yet Joseph knew not the Virgin had conceived.
How like the Host The priest celebrates even when there is no
congregation the Word is made flesh in his hands the priest like Mary,
Jesus

is

;

!

;

;

is

the only adorer.

Where was accomplished
it

in a great city

?

the grand mystery of man's redemption

?

Was

In a splendid mansion

?

No.

In a gorgeous palace?

That everything might be in keeping with humility of the Handmaid of
the Lord, it was in the village of Nazareth obscure enough, and in a still
In this humble, modest dwelling, since aptly
more obscure cottage.
called "The Holy House," and to this day preserved with veneration at
Loretto, the archangel found the Holy Virgin absorbed in prayer, and announced to her the mystery of the Incarnation. "While all things were
in quiet silence, thy Almighty Word leapt down from heaven from thy
Such was the first dwelling of the Divine
IVzs., xviii. 15.
royal throne."
Babe in Mary's womb
How like the Divine Host on our altars Sometimes, no doubt, the
greatest genius of man, obeying the noblest aspiration of the soul, exhausts
and enriches
its powers in designing churches, altars, and tabernacles
them with the most precious of earthly gifts, as dwellings for the " Holy
of Holies." But how often is the home of the Sacred Host more humble
How often is Jesus born
than the " Holy House " of the Divine Babe
in the cot, in the bog, and on the mountain's side
O infinite love of
This touches every heart but to us,
Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament
the children of St. Patrick, it comes home more than to others. Shall we
or can we ever forget thy love in the Blessed Sacrament ?
It was Jesus
;

!

!

;

!

!

:

!

in the

Holy Eucharist

that kept alive the faith of our fathers in the dark

midnight of persecution. The heretic and the stranger razed to the ground
our churches, monasteries, and altars monuments of the faith and piety

—
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of our forefathers.
Jesus had no earthly home for his children to adore
him " He had not whereon to rest his head." The Lamb of God de:

upon

spised not their poverty, but breathed love

In the

his children.

mountain's fastnesses, in the bog, and in the forest, Jesus came down from
He forgot not
glory, the heavens his canopy, the rude rock his altar
!

He came to give
poor children in the dark hour of their sorrows.
them courage to fight the battles of their faith to steel their hearts against
the terrors of persecution and the seductions of the tempters. The Blessed
Eucharist fed the lamps of faith ever living in their souls, and gave them
strength and courage to live and die for Jesus to despise sorrows, sufferhis

;

;

ings, exile, nay,

death in

its

fiercest

shapes, for the faith of St. Patrick.

Divine love of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament in behalf of our forefathers,
who, strengthened by the Bread of Angels, transmitted to us the faith, as
pure as it fell from thy divine lips, we give thee thanks, O Jesus in the
!

Blessed Sacrament, and pray that the children of St. Patrick, at
abroad,

may

home and

be ever faithful like them.

In the Incarnation,

we have

said with St. Paul {Pkzl.,

ii.

7),

our Divine

"

emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being made in the
likeness of men, and in habit found as man."
In the Blessed Sacrament,
Jesus has emptied himself more still, if it admits of degrees, retaining not

Lord

the form, likeness, or habit of man, but the species of bread and wine

!

The Babe of Bethlehem has a winning attraction of love for the devout
soul. The long journey over a mountainous country, from Nazareth to
Bethlehem, fatigued Mary and Joseph. Wearied and exhausted they arno lodging for them, for the inns
They go from house to house, humbly begging shelter even

rive in the evening, but, alas

were all full.
for one night.

O

dear Jesus,

we too have

!

there

is

They are spurned at the doors, despised for their poverty.
will nobody receive thee and thy Mother?
Dear Lord,

often shut the doors of our hearts against thee, and expelled

thee thence by mortal sin

!

Accept now the lodgings of our

hearts,

with

their affections forever.

from the dwellings of men into a
cave made in a rock, the stable of the ass and ox and then, " While all
things were in deep silence, and the night was in the midst of her course,
thy Almighty Word came down from heaven from thy royal throne."
JVzsd., xviii. 14, 15. Then was born the Messiah, the "desired of the eternal hills."
Gen., xlix. 26. O humility, O poverty of the Son of God Allow
us, O Lord, to approach with reverence, and look with the eyes of faith on
the Divine Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, and laid in a manger.
Fatigued, but resigned,

Mary

retires

;

!
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The Babe

weak, but he

is

He

were made."

He

helpless

is

is
;

9

the Omnipotence hj "

whom

his very breath sustains,

as

it

things

all

produced

Mary's arms, yet planets and systems revolve in his
Immensity. Poor the heavens and the earth are full of the majesty of his
Without homage all the angels of God adore him. " Adore
glory.
creation

!

is

in

!

!

him,

you

all

him."

But

his angels."

I/ed.,

"

7.

For

all

the angels of

God

adore

6.

us return to the Blessed Sacrament.

let

eyes, that

i.

Ps., xcvi.

we may presume

to behold thee

;

O

Sanctify,

Lord, our

and whilst we contemplate

from being overwhelmed by thy glory. " He that
Prov.y xxv. 27.
searcher of majesty shall be overwhelmed by glory."

thee, save us

the Sacred

Host

more weakness, more

is

helplessness,

is

a

In

more poverty.

Immense is circumscribed to
narrower limits and the essentially Independent more subject to the will
We can only say with St Thomas of Villanova
of his own creatures
Here the

Eternal, too,

is

born

in

time

;

the

;

!

"O

:

Thou

strong wine of charity!

Almighty

Amid

is

all

become thy

O

captive.

hast conquered the Invincible; the
true' excess of charity

"
!

the humiliations and poverty of the crib or manger,

still

a

gleam of the glory of heaven, now and again, shone upon earth, to announce to the world the birth of the Messiah. Swift and willing messengers were despatched to convey the glad tidings.
The glory of
heaven with great brightness, shone round the holy shepherds. The heav" Fear not
for behold I bring you tidings
enly messenger said to them
of exceeding great joy.
This day is born to you a Saviour, who is Christ
the Lord, in the city of David.
And this shall be a sign to you
You
shall find the Child wrapped in swaddling clothes, and laid in a manger.
And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly army,
praising God and saying: Glory to God in the highest."
Luke, ii. 10, 11.
And again, the Almighty sent another messenger to the wise men of the
East, to announce the birth of the Redeemer.
The miraculous star conducted them, shone upon their path from the East, " until it came and
stood over where the Child was." Matt., ii. 9.
Well may "they rejoice
with exceeding great joy, and, falling down, adore him."
How different the Sacred Host To announce his birth, no gleam of
Heaven's glory shines round the altar, no angel sent to convey the glad
tidings
no heavenly army to sing, Glory be to God in the highest no
miraculous star to shed its beams on the Host.
By faith alone we " fall
down and adore him." Let us say, with St. Thomas of Aquin, " the
Blessed Sacrament is not only the greatest of all God's miracles, but an
:

;

:

!

;

;
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abridgment of
of the

all

the wonders he has ever wrought."

Son of God

are greater in the Blessed

The

humiliations

Sacrament than

in the In-

carnation.

My

thou nor an angel can conceive the sacredness of these
Divine Babe, Incarnation, Word-made-Flesh, Infant Jesus

soul, neither

holy words

:

;

or Sacred Host, Blessed Sacrament, Blessed Eucharist,

They

are so full of

ever nrofaned them

Jesus

!

my

awe and

love,

Holy Communion.

mystery and reverence.

Hast thou

?

Divine Redeemer

!

I

know

these words are too holy even

Who is not guilty of irreverence to thee ? How
tongue
To try to make reparation for my own
often art thou not blasphemed
irreverences, and for the blasphemies of the wicked, I resolve, as often as
Incarnation, Word-made-Flesh, Jesus,
I read or hear these sacred words
Sacred Host, Blessed Sacrament, Blessed Eucharist, Holy Communion,
to bow my head in reverence, and in my heart to make an act of
etc.
for an angel's

!

!

—

—

adoration and love.
Infant Babe

!

grant

me

help to keep this pious resolve.
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The Holy House

of Loretto.

E

beg our pious readers to excuse this chapter;
though the digression scarcely needs an apology, it
is s© connected with what we have been treating
the place and humiliation of the Incarnation.
A
few of the leading facts of the history of the Holy
___^
V^ House (for it is justly called by that name), where the
Word was made Flesh, and where Jesus and Mary lived for near

^

thirty years, cannot fail to interest the reader.

The judgments

of

God

fell

upon the unhappy
Our Divine Redeemer

thick and heavy

Jews, once the chosen people of heaven.

had foretold the subjugation of their country and the destruction
The Roman legions, under the comof their city and temple.
mand of Titus, the Emperor's son, fulfilled the predictions in the
year 72 a. d. While the whole country was overrun and devastated by the
Roman soldiers, God did not allow a profane finger to touch the " Holy

House

!

"

escaped the general destruction.

It

time to expose

it

to the veneration of the world.

reign of Constantine the Great.

God

waited for his

This time arrived in the

In the year 326,

St.

Helen, the

Em-

by the footsteps of the
The pagan statues of Venus and Jupiter were removed

peror's mother, visited the holy places sanctified

.Son of God.

own
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God

from Mount Calvary, and
finding of the True Cross.

rewarded her piety by a miracle in the
At Nazareth, St. Helen's soul was filled with

holy joy at finding the " Holy

House

"

exactly the same as

when Jesus
not to make

and Mary lived in it. She gave thanks to God, and resolved
She ordered the imperial ministers to construct
the least change in it.
round it a magnificent temple, on the fagade of which she got engraven on
" Hsec est Ara in qua primo
marble this short but expressive inscription
jactum est humanse salutis fundamentum." "This is the altar on which
was first placed the foundations of man's redemption."
The fame of the Holy House rapidly spread through Christendom, and
pious pilgrims, from the king to the peasant, from every country, hastened
:

to venerate the holy place.

King

Lord under
the banner of the Cross, and wearing the chains of the Confessor, made a
pious pilgrimage to Nazareth in the year 1252.
He arrived there on the
35th of March precisely, the Feast of the Annunciation.
In the garb of a.
St.

Louis,

of France, after fighting the battles of the

true penitent, covered with sackcloth, his eyes streaming with tears and
his heart filled

with emotion, this great saint entered the holy chamber

there heard mass, and received holy

communion from

bishop of Frescati, the Apostolic Legate.
visit are to

To

the hands of Odon,

this day,

memorials of

all

Palestine

Mussulman conquered the

into the hands of the Saracens; the

fell

Christian

;

the holy places, sanctified by the

sacred feet, or purpled by the blood of Jesus, were profaned by the

etan Turks.

But

as for twelve

against the profanation of
"

this

be seen at Loretto.

In the year 1291

Jew

Mahom-

God had guarded one spot
he preserved it now from the

hundred years
or Pagan, so

Turk and Mahometan. That
Word was made Flesh." God preserved it

insults

;:

of the

unheard-of, but well-authenticated prodigy

—

sacred spot

was

—where the

and how ? By the most,
a prodigy which, put again
;

and again by friends and foes through the crucible of historical criticism,
has come out unscathed.
God sent his angels, and transported the Holy
House from Nazareth to Dalmatia This wonderful translation took place
on the loth of May, 1291, in the Pontificate of Nicholas IV.
Dalmatia was not its final resting place. God had destined another land
to possess the precious treasure.
Hence, after a stay of three years and
seven months, it was seen, on a sudden, to ascend into the air, cross the
Adriatic Sea into Italy, and finally rested at Loretto. The people received
with joy the precious gift from heaven, and testified their faith and gratitude by the richest offerings to the shrme.
Pope Paul II. built round it a.
!
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and magnificent church, which was completed by the great Sixtus V.,
who ordered the following inscription to be engraven, in letters of gold on
black marble, on the fayade " Deiparse domus in qua Verbum Caro factum est." "The house of the Mother of God, in which the Word was
made Flesh." This is fresh to the present day.
Humility, to confound the pride of man, was the great lesson our DiEverything connected with his birth, life, and
vine Lord came to teach.
vcxoL

:

The home of his Incarnation is
Holy House is thirteen feet three inches,

death, preaches this great virtue.

keeping.

The

height of

tfhe

in
its

length twenty-nine feet four inches, and width twelve feet eight inches.

These are the dimensions of the modest dwelling of Jesus, Mary, and JosThqre you see to this day the little fireplace, and the little cups out
eph
of which the Blessed Virgin used to feed the infant Jesus in her arms
There is the altar on which the Apostles themselves used to offer the diOver the altar is the celebrated statue of the
vine sacrifice of the mass.
!

!

Blessed Virgin, with the Infant Jesus
statue, so well
est,

known

as "

Our Lady

in

her arms, of cedar wood.

of Loretto,"

or one of the oldest, in Christendom.

is

This

venerated as the old-

Tradition ascribes

it

to the

days of the Apostles. The Son and Mother were crowned with brilliant
diadems of gold and diamonds by the venerable Pontiff, Pius VII. The
Gold,
statues and shrine are loaded with votive offerings of Catholic faith.
silver, and precious stones of the richest description, decorate the sacred
objects.
The value of the sacred vessels (sacristie du tr^sor) is estimated
at two millions of francs.
It is not our object to describe the basilica in the centre of which the
Holy House rests. This magnificent church is enriched with privileges
and favors of no fewer than twenty-one Sovereign Pontiffs from Paul II.
down to our own holy and illustrious Pontiff, Pius IX, thus all bearing
testimony to the truth of the great historic fact. This basilica enjoys all
the privileges of the seven great ones of Rome.
There sit in their confessionals the Apostolic Penitentiaries, speaking most of the living languages
of Europe, to confess the clients of Mary from every clime and every land.
Who that have seen can ever forget ? Those pious Christians may have
journeyed some thousands of miles, through frost and snow, or under the
scorching heat of the sun.
See them the first time they enter they devoutly kiss the holy ground on which Jesus walked.
Witness the warm
tears in their eyes, the emotions of their hearts visible in their faces.
God
alone sees the secret working of supernatural grace in their souls, when
they received into their bosoms the Body and Blood of Jesus in the very

—

;

:
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How

what passes in the soul of
the holy priest, when, upon the very altar on which the Apostles, over
eighteen hundred years ago, celebrated the divine mysteries, he calls down
from heaven the very same " Word " that on that sacred spot " was made
Flesh " in Mary's womb
The thought is overpowering. O Sacred Host
O Divine Babe how sublime the mysteries of our holy faith
God thus miraculously preserved the place of the Incarnation. With
eq^ually zealous care he has guarded the altar where the first host was
consecrated, and where the first mass was celebrated by Jesus Christ himBoth were equally precious in the eyes of heaven. As Lorettoself.
possesses the Holy House, St. John of Lateran, Rome, guards the altar
spot where they were

first

formed.

tell

1=

!

!

!

of the Last Supper.

How

of admiration the Providence of

full

God!

During the

last two-

thousand years, empires and kingdoms rose and fell. Revolution after
revolution has swept away thrones and dynasties.
The mightiest structures which the genius of man has designed have crumbled and yielded to" The face of the earth has again and again been renewed."
time
But
whatever God watches over, no matter how fragile, no power of man can.
ever destroy.
Hence we may well conclude, that with the other holy
relics of the Incarnation and Passion, those touched by the virginal flesh
of the Incarnate God, or steeped in the blood of Redemption the Manger, the true Cross, the Nails, the Pillar, the Seamless Garment, the Crown
the " Holy House of
of Thorns, the Lance, the Towel of Veronica, etc.
Loretto " too will escape the fury of men, the wreck of ages, and last tothe end of time.

—

—

My
iaith,

soul

!

this

and

by God

similar miracles are intended

and make thee ever

to enliven thy

trust in the watchful care of Divine Providence,

a special manner to teach thee to reverence God's sanctuary, God's
church, which is " holy," for the Eternal Word comes down and dwells

and

in

Alas how often has God's church been profaned by the wicked
Hast thou thyself been
Is it always duly respected even by the good ?
ever guilty of any irreverence ?

there.

My

!

!

dearest Jesus

!

Thy

church, where thou dost ever dwell,

holy as the Sanctuary at Loretto.
sighs and tears, of

Year

after year,

some sanctuary profaned, some
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THE TABERNACLE.
taining the "
to

make

Holy

of Holies

reparation for

all,

"

desecrated.

and for

my own

I

15
adore thy patience.
irreverences,

I

To

try

resolve never

to be guilty, either in word, or look, or dress, or gesture, of anything un-

worthy of the sanctity of thy house, and always " to reverence thy
" Thy church, O Lord, is the house of God and gate of heavsanctuary."
en.'

—

6^^;^.,

xxviii. 17.

Divine Host

!

make me

faithful to this resolution.
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Th?» Hidden Life of our Lord Jesus Christ during His Thirty-three Years on
Earth in the Flesh, and " for all Days " in the Blessed Sacrament.

F we knew

Jesus better,

Every mystery of
Blessed

his

we would

divine

life

love

in

him more.

the

flesh,

or

new motives of love.
God made man, and every moment of his

Sacrament, contains

Jesus is
sacred life gives infinite glory to his Eternal Father,

and advances the salvation of souls. What holy thoughts, what
pious meditation, what strong motives to serve God, the present
chapter suggests the hidden life of Jesus in the Flesh and
Blessed Sacrament
Well might the inspired writer say " Verily, thou art a hidden God."
Is., xlv. 15.
The Son of God took flesh in Mary's chaste womb, and there
Mary alone on
remained, like any other child, for nine months.
earth knew of his presence.
She alone adored him. All heaven, the adorable Trinity, the choirs of angels, smiled on earth
earth re" He was in the world, and the world knew him not."
turned no thanks.

—

:

!

;

—John,

i.

10.

The

sighs

tears of the prophets are heard: "The
" The Lord," " the Lamb," " the
the Just."

and

heavens have rained down
Ruler," " the Messiah," expected for four thousand years,
St. Joseph at length hears the secret from an angel.
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Mary, adores "the Lord," "the Lamb."
mother's womb," at the presence of

St.

17

John "leaped

the Saviour.

St.

for joy in his

EHzabeth pro-

nounced Mary and the fruit of her womb "blessed." The shepherds
paid homage to the Babe in the manger, and the three wise men bowed
down and adored him. Of the many millions that then peopled the
" Verily
world, how few knew of the birth of the Redeemer of mankind
in thy birth thou art a hidden God."
The greater part of the life of Jesus, as well as his birth, was hidden
and concealed. Whilst yet an infant, Herod, far from adoring him, sought
" to destroy him."
An angel whispered to St. Joseph, "who arose and
took the Child and his mother by night, and retired into Egypt, and was
there until the death of Herod."
Matt., xi. 14.
How long they remained
in Egypt we know not for certain, as the Gospel is silent.
One thing is
certain
his life there was hidden and unknown.
!

—

After the death of Herod, God's holy angel again whispered to Joseph,
" to arise and take the Child and his mother, and go into the land of
Israel."— .^(2//.,

"

xi. 20.

He retired

and com-

into the quarters of Galilee,

Here he dwelt here " the
Child grew and waxed strong, full of wisdom and the grace of God was
Luke, xi. 40. We next hear of our Divine Lord at the age of
in him."
ing,

he dwelt in a city called Nazareth."

;

:

He

remained
days' sorrow and search,

twelve.

in
at

Jerusalem after his parents, who, after three
length " found him in the temple in the midst

them and asking them questions." Luke, xi. 46,
And the Gospel adds " He went down with them, and came to NazaNow, from the age of twelve to thirty^
reth, and was subject to them."
there is not as much as one word about our Divine Lord so during those
" He was
eighteen years, his life w^as hidden and unknown to the world.
in the world, and the world knew him not."
of the doctors, hearing

:

:

What

a subject of useful meditation for the pious soul

hidden and unknown to the world for thirty years
years Heaven was on earth, and still earth was not on

The

"

New

Jerusalem hath no need of sun or
glory of God hath enlightened it, and the Lamb
Ap., xxi.

23.

was hidden
of sin and

This glory of

God was on

moon

life

of Jesus^

During those
fire

long:

with Divine love.

to shine in

it,

for the

lamp thereof." John^
but the lamp of the Lamb

is

earth,

!

—the

the

and the world remained enveloped in the darkness
The "Way," the "Truth," the "Lite," "the true Light

in Nazareth,
error.

cometh into this world," was among men ;
but darkness did not comprehend the Light, and men sat still in the
shades of death, sin, and error.
During these thirty years, proud doctors
that enlighteneth every

man

that
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and cheating philosophers perverted mankind by their false systems and
Eternal truth was silent, for *' his hour was not yet come."
doctrines.
In his hidden life, our Divine Lord practised the lessons which he afterwards taught to the world, viz., "Not to do your justice before men to
When you give alms, let not thy right hand know
be seen by them.
what thy left hand doth. When you pray, enter into thy chamber, and
having shut the door, pray to thy Father in secret," etc. Matt., vi. This
teaching and this practice of Jesus Christ have been the model and sup-

nun

port of the anchorite in his cave, the

in her cell, the missioner in the

" You are dead," says St.
and the pious Christian in the world.
CoL, iii. 3.
May we
Paul, " and your life is hidden with Christ in God."
all love to imitate the hidden life of Jesus m the Flesh, and find our delight
in true piety, unknown to and concealed from the eyes of men.
desert,

But
truth,

And here we can say with
us return to the Blessed Sacrament.
Verily thou art a hidden God." " The Divinity," says St. Ber-

let
'*

Humanity is hidden,
we adore with amazement the

nard, "is hidden, the

the bowels of charity only ap-

pear."

thirty years of the hidden life

If

Jesus in the Flesh,
Blessed Sacram.ent ?

of

how count

the hidden

years

of

Jesus in

the

Begin with the last supper. Travel in spirit over Christendom. Count,
if you can, the churches, the tabernacles, the ciboriums, and the pixes of
the first century double the number for the second century; and so on
down to the nineteenth. Conceive, if you can, altogether, the countless
;

churches, altars, tabernacles, ciboriums, pixes,

etc.,

of nineteen centuries

and of centuries yet to come, in every clime and every land, from
the rising to the setting sun, where the " clean oblation " has been, is, and
will be offered to the " Lord of Hosts," and you begin to form some faint
During the
idea of the hidden life of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament
day how few adore and keep, so to speak, company with their Divine Lord
The churches are closed
silence reigns
during the night none at all.
ground the tabernacle. There is no human voice, no accent of love, no
look of praise, no sigh of reparation the angels' song alone ascends hepast,

!

;

;

;

Core the Lord.

During the thirty years at Nazareth, Jesus had at least Mary and Joseph
to adore him but in countless tabernacles, day and night during long ages,
" How lovely [we may add, how lonely] are thy
the Lamb has no adorers.
tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts !"
"The sparrow hath found herself a house,
and the turtle a nest for herself. Thy altars, O Lord of Hosts, my King
and my God." Ps., Ixxxiii. 3.
But if in these our days the love of God is
;
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many

in

.crtilled

breasts

;

and

if

VJ

/

and

ingratitude, indifference, heresy,

in-

abroad to insult Jesus in the Sacrament of his love, in these our
days, too, thanks to God, the Almighty has raised up in his Church, religious
orders of both sexes of the " Perpetual Adoration," who spend the day and

fidelity, stalk

the nieht before the tabernacle of their Saviour.

These are the consecrated spouses of the Lord these the incarnate angels of God, who not only during the day but during the night, when fatigued nature is reposing in silence, watch before the remonstrance, offering
their heart's love as holocausts of reparation to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
;

Holy doves

of the tabernacle

singing with the spirits above, singing with

!

virginal lips the chaste

hymn round

Hosts

of thy glory."

the earth

;

is full

power and

Lamb, " Holy, holy. Lord God of
" The Lamb that was slain is worthy

the

and wisdom, and strength, and glory, and
"Thou hast redeemed us to God in thy blood, out of every
benediction."
Apoc, v.
tribe, and tongue, and people, and nation."
to receive

If,

then, in the Blessed Sacrament, Jesus has

Mary and
his

divinity,

love

Joseph, to love him

good reason

still,

most

for the

faithful souls, iiK;e

part, all

over the world,

churches neglected, his altars lonely

slighted, his

is

;

some

did our Divine

With

!

Lord make the following touching complaint

to his servant. Blessed Margaret

Mary Alacoque,

as she

was kneeling

be-

Our Lord, disclosing to her his Sacred Heart, said
fore the tabernacle.
" Behold this Heart, which has loved men so much that it has spared

:

nothing, even to the exhausting and consuming

to testify

itself,

its

love

from the greater number but contempt, coldness, ingratitude, irreverence, and sacrilege, in the Sacrament of my love."
Blessed Lord the best of us are cold, ungrateful, and irreverent Accept,

and yet

in return,

I

receive

!

O

!

Lord, the reparation of thy devoted servants.

Let us often travel in
us kneel before every pyx and

round Christendom and in spirit let
tabernacle where Jesus is least honored and most abandoned let us first
offer to him the love and homage of our poor hearts
next let us in desire make an act of faith in and love to the Blessed Sacrament for every
soul that God ever created, and that for every moment of their existence
for poor pagans who have never heard of the name of Jesus, though redeemed by the Blood of the Heart of Jesus for infidels and heretics, who
insult Jesus
and for ourselves, perhaps the most ungrateful of all
Then
let us offer to the forgotten Jesus the united love of all holy souls on earth
lastly, let us ascend to heaven above, let us invite heaven to supply for
spirit

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

earth, let us offer to Jesus, in the blessed Sacrament, the love of all his
saints,

the love of

all his spirits,

from the lowest angel to the highest
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aph, and beyond
sire

more

—that

all,

the love of the Immaculate soul of

every

moment

Mary

One

!

de-

of our lives be an offering of this love of

earth and heaven to Jesus hidden in the sacrament of his love.

My
ment

soul

The hidden

life

of Jesus in the Flesh and Blessed Sacra-

to teach thee to love true piety, which seeks to be hidden

is

known

!

;

to despise

human

respect, vain glory,

and un-

and the esteem of men

;

to

regard nothing valuable but what is precious in the sight of God and
finally, to sanctify all thy thoughts, words, and actions, by the superr
;

natural and highest of

longer

I

who

live

—

it is

all

motives, the greater glory of God.

Jesus, Christ

§^^

who

lu t i

liveth in me."

Ga/.

" It

is

no

xi. 20.

tt

My

hidden Lord Jesus, for thy sake, I resolve never to do any act for
vain glory or the esteem of men, and to hide from the world, as far I can,
all my acts of piety and devotion, and to offer every morning, to the
greater glory of God, in union with Jesus,

all

the thoughts, words, an''

actions of the day.
Jesus,

my

God, keep for me, by your grace,
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Calvary and the Altar.

F men

would but think of Jesus, they would not
offend him they would love him.
His patience, his
mercy, his love, would soften the sinner's heart to
sorrow for the past, to love for the future. Every
mystery of the life of our Divine Lord reveals new
secrets of the goodness of God to man but the depths of love
and mercy contained in his passion and death are fathomless
Men and angels will gaze with amazement for all eternity on
The eternal Son of God a babe the
the Victim of Calvary.
" Word was made flesh "
the eternal Son of God crucified
" Bowing down his head he gave up the ghost."
If this great
mystery was engraven on the hearts of mankind, the empire of
Satan would totter to its foundation. We could not think of
Jesus bleeding, Jesus dying, without hating sin, and in hating sin, we be" There is nothing," says St. Augustine, " conduces more to
gin to love.
salvation than always to think what the God-man has suffered for us."
Could Jesus give more than his life for the salvation of mankind ? " Greater
;

;

!

—

man

f

—

down his life for his friends."
John, XV. 13. Jesus has done more, he laid down his life for his enemies
" Jesus Christ," says St. Paul, " died for us, even when we were sinners."

love than this no

man

hath, that a

lay

:

—Rom.,

V. 9.
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The

Passion of Christ

is

the soul of Christianity.

It is

the inexhaustible,

ocean that daily waters the Church of God, and imparts to her
and fertility, youth and beauty. It has been, and ever will be, the

infinite
life

constant meditation of the saints.

It

made them

"

saints.

He," says

St.

Bernard, ''who devoutly meditates on the life and death of Jesus Christ,
And again, the
finds there abundantly all things he stands in need of."

same

saint says

" Nothing

:

is

more

efficacious for curing the

wounds

of our conscience and purifying our souls, than continually to meditate
God suffers and dies for man
on the sufferings of Jesus Christ."
In

A

!

the garden of Gethsemani Jesus begins "to fear, and to be heavy," and
" My soul is sorrowful even unto death."
to be " sorrowful and sad."

—Matt.y

He

upon his face flat upon the ground. Anguish,
The blood is forced from
pain, and sorrow overwhelm the Redeemer.
his sacred heart through all the pores of his sacred body
in the words
of the Gospel, "his sweat became as drops of blood trickling down upon
Sweet Jesus! All this for man, poor, sinful, ungrateful
the ground."
man
An angel consoles thee. May we console thee by remembering
thy passion and loving thee.
We do not intend to follow Jesus through all the stages of his passion.
He was betrayed and sold. May we never betray and sell him again by
sin.
In Pilate's hall the virginal flesh and blood of Jesus purpled and besprinkled the floor and walls, and was trampled on by the soldiers.
May
we never scourge the virginal flesh of Jesus by the sins of our flesh or
by sacrilege trample upon his precious blood. Jesus upon his bleeding
shoulders carries the cross, laden with the sins of the whole human family,
to the summit of Calvary's hill, thereto consummate the sacrifice of man's
redemption.
The purple garment, which had stuck fast to the clotted
blood on his sacred back and shoulders, is violently torn off; the wounds
Exquisite pain
But no sigh,
are reopened, the blood spurts out anew.
the victim,
Placidly the Lamb lies upon the cross
no moan from Jesus
The savage executioners
with eyes fixed on heaven, lies upon the altar.
grasp the hand of the meek Jesus on its palm is placed the rough, blunt
lail
a strong arm, moved by a merciless heart, wields the hammer, stroke
after stroke
and the nail, cutting, or rather breaking, through the
ilesh, sinews, muscles, and bones of Jesus, is deeply bedded in the
wood of the cross
Dear Jesus, what exquisite suffering, what intense
pain, what racking torture
Well did the prophet ^ay, " They have dug
my hands and feet, they have numbered all my bones." " From the sole
6.
of the foot to the top of the head, there is no soundness in him." Isa.,
xxvi.

falls

;

!

;

!

:

!

:

:

!

!

!

i.
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For three hours the Son of God hangs upon the cross, amid the insults,
Sweet Jesus he looks
jeers, scoffs, and blasphemies of a wicked mob.
down upon them, and says, " I thirst." Yes, I thirst for the souls of my
This thirst was far more parching than that which dried up his
children.
divine lips and breast from the loss of blood.
Raising his dying eyes to heaven, he implores mercy for his execution" Father, forgive them, for they know nOt what they do."
Luke,
ers
xxiii. 34.
O mercy worthy of God
During these three hours the blood flows, drop by drop, from the bleedO supreme moment
ing wounds of Jesus the last drop is about to flow.
The expectation and promises of four thousand years are about to be fulthe human family to be redeemed the empire of hell to be defilled
The departed just
Supreme moment
stroyed, and heaven to be opened.
the countless millions of blessed
in prison count each instant by years
spirits are grouped round Calvary, counting every sigh, weeping (if indeed
!

:

!

!

;

;

!

;

an angel's cheek) v^ith their suffering, dying in God the
Holy Ghost is looking down the Father is well pleased with his only beg-otten Son.
The moment is come, the Sacred Heart opens wide, the last

tears can bathe

;

;

consummated." "Jesus, bowing down his head,
gave up the ghost " {^John, xix. 30), and mankind is redeemed
The eternal Son of God died upon the cross, in the most excruciating
torments, to redeem sinful man.
No wonder "the sun was darkened over
the whole earth."
Matt., xxvii., 45.
A God dies No wonder " the veil
of the temple was rent in two from the top even to the bottom, and the
earth quaked, and the rocks were rent."
"And the graves were opened
and many of the bodies of the saints that had slept arose." Matt., xxvii.
All nature was convulsed, and sympathized with the sufferings of
51, 52.
the Son of God.
drop issues

forth.

" It

is

!

!

;

In the passion of Jesus Christ

upon the brow

we

find everything.

When

despair

sits

of the sinner steeped in the deadly guilt of years, the pas-

sion of Jesus will turn despair into hope.

No

matter

how

deadly the dye

no matter how enormous the crimes and sins of our lives,
" He was wounded for our
there is always mercy in the Blood of Jesus.
iniquities, he was bruised for our sins."
Isa., v.
One tear of Jesus would
redeem the world, but he has shed his blood, nay even to the last drop.
May this precious blood flow upon our souls and cleanse every stain of
sin.
The passion of Jesus is a balm for the wounded heart. " I found
not," says St. Augustine, "in all my necessities a more efficacious remedy

of our guilt,

than the wounds of Christ."

And

Albertus

Magnus used

to say, "that a
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single tear, shed over our Lord's passion,

was better than

a year's

fast

on

bread and water, with watchings and disciplines." The passion of Jesus'
not only gives hope to the despairing, but softens the hardest hearts. When
the poor sinner, turning to God, kneels with faith at the foot of the

cross,,

the tear of sorrow glistens in his eye, his heart swells with contrition and

Yes, the blood of Jesus can thaw the coldest ice and burst

repentance.

At

the flintiest rock.

nature was

moved

the sufferings of the

Son

—the earth shook, the rocks

of

split,

God

even inanimate

the graves opened, the

temple was rent, the sun was darkened, the dead arose.
Shall,
then, the heart of man, for whom alone Jesus suffered and died, remain
unmoved, untouched ?

veil of the

At

the foot of the cross the poor sinner conceives not only hope and

Mary Magdalene

sorrow, but love for Jesus.

first

wept, then loved.

sorrow and love she twined her arms round the tree of the
Jesus, her love,

Can we

was dying.

Jesus,

when he

give

cross,

In

on which

us sorrow and love like hers.

and dies through love for us ?
" Wherefore, let us love God," says St. John (i John, iv. 19), " because
God first loved us." Jesus will accept our poor hearts, though they are
" Son, give me thy heart."
hardly worth giving him
Yes, suffering
Jesus accept our hearts and our souls with their affections and faculties
forever.
To use the words of St. Augustine {Conf., ii. 16): "What kindles, urges, inflames, and drives me on to love thee more than anything
else, is the most ignominious and bitter death, which thou, O good Jesus,
didst endure for the work of our redemption.
This alone, this altogether,
easily claims for itself all our life, all our labor, all our devotion, and
finally, all our love.
This, I say, best excites, most sweetly solicits, most
amply multiplies our devotion."
refuse to love Jesus

suffers

:

!

How many

more holy things

to be said of the passion

!

One

thing

more we cannot omit, the use of the Passion as intercessory prayer. It is
recommended by the Church in so many ways. She has put her stamp
upon it, by granting an indulgence of one hundred days to the following
" Eternal Father
aspirations
I offer thee the precious Blood of Jesus, in
:

!

my

and for the wants of holy Church." What a holy
thing to offer to God the Blood of Jesus for the conversion of poor sinners
In the Life of St. Gertrude we find our Lord himself taught her this pious
practice.
St. Mary Magdalene de Pazzi used to offer, fifty times a day,
the Blood of Jesus for the living and the dead.
What a great thing to
convert one sinner to Jesus!
Do you wish it ? Yes: then frequently
say Eternal Father I offer thee the precious Blood of Jesus, for the
satisfaction for

sins,

!

:

!
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and on the day of judgment you will find
O glorious
yourself to be the instrument of the conversion of many.
" He," says the
thing-, to win one soul to the Sacred Heart of Jesus
word of God, " who causeth a sinner to be converted from the error of his
way, shall save his soul from death, and shall cover a multitude 'of sins."

jffonversion of

poor sinners

;

!

—

James,

S^.

Y.

And

20.

again, "

They that instruct many

to justice, shal^

Let us repeat it: offer to
God the Blood of Jesus for poor sinners, and you will save your own soul,
and shine like a bril'iant star for all eternity. We have said something of
Daniel,

•shine as stars for all eternity."

Calvary

On

let

:

us turn to the

we have

Calvary, as

is

seen, a

In Sess.

xxil. ch. 2,

God

is

infinite

not the altar the exact same

Trent.

3.

altar.

giving infinite glory and making

But

xii.

atonement

Is

the victim,

to an infinite

Let us hear the

?

God

the priest, a

infallible

God.

Council of

the holy Council says: — " That same Christ

contained and immolated (on the altar)

in

an unbloody manner,

is

who once

manner on the altar of the cross." " For the
one and the same, the same now offering by the ministry of

offered himself in a bloody

victim

Is

who

priests,

then offered himself on the Cross."

In his Passion, Jesus was betrayed and sold by his

own

Yes,
the treason of his friend, the kiss of Judas, went straight to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. But In the Blessed Sacrament, how often Is not Jesus befriend.

trayed and sold by his friends, too, by sacrilegious communions, which,
like the kiss of Judas, directly

Mav God

wound

the Sacred Heart of the Saviour

banish sacrlleo-e from the Church of Tesus

The Jews

filled

with the

fell

spirit of hell,

!

could not bear the presence

of the Messiah, but In wild frantic rage cried out:

away with him

"
;

us and our children."
often In these our

" crucify

him,

But how often

own sad

"Away

with him,

His blood be upon
the history of the Church, how

crucify
In

!

days, has not the

him."

same

fell

spirit inspired like

rage and hatred against the same Messiah present on our altars ? Like
the cruel Jews, how often have not the more wicked and cruel heretic and
Infidel

cried

out against Jesus on the altar

:

"

Away

with him, away

with him."

Breathing this spirit of Satan, have not wicked men rushed into our
churches ?
Have they not entered the awful sanctuary where the majesty
of

God

Jesus

—

resides ?
Have they not broken open the tabernacles where dwells
the " Holy of Holies ?" and there have they not laid sacrilegious

—

hands on the Babe of Bethlehem Jesus In the Host ? Have they not
there, as far as in them lay, scourged and crucified again the Redeemer?
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Have they
Jews

not thrown into the flames, and trampled under foot, hke the
the flesh and blood of Jesus?

Dear Jesus

sweet
We believe in thee, and love thee, for these heretics and infiJesus
dels.
O patience and love of God God divided the waters of the Red
Sea to deliver his people. He sent a destroying angel to smite whole
^rmies of the enemies of Israel. A hand from heaven wrote on the walls
the death warrant of the king who dared to profane the sacred vessels of
God has saved, a thousand times over and over, his serthe temple.
But on the altar, as on the cross, there
vants from death in every shape.
is no invisible hand, no destroying angel to smite the enemies of Jesus.
Love has brought down Jesus into the flesh love brings him down daily
on countless altars and through love he will bear patiently, to the end
in Pilate's hall,

!

!

!

;

;

of time,

May fervent Catholics, by

blasphemies, and sacrileges.

all insults,

make reparation for all to the sacred Heart of Jesus.
how supreme the last moment of Jesus expiring on the

their return of love,

We
cross

have said

but the consecration at the adorable sacrifice of the mass, in the

;

eyes of
is

not less solemn and supreme

faith, is

mystically slain

The

ghost.

;

for there the

same

victim

down his head, gives up the
if we be allowed thus to speak,

the same Jesus, bowing

;

mysteries of the altar exqeed,

on the altar no angels are sent, as to the shepherds,
no miraculous star points to the sanctuary no
to announce his birth
On
earthquake, no eclipse, no convulsion of nature, proclaim his death.
the altar, faith alone tells " the Word is made Flesh," and " it is consumthose of Calvary

for

;

;

;

mated

"

—Jesus

is

born, Jesus dies,

all

nature

is silent.

Before the
what holy thoughts they inspire
there they have
cross and altar the saints have ever wept and prayed
shed tears of sorrow for their own past faults, and for the heavier sins of
their fellow-men.
There they have learned love and sacrifice for Jesus's
sake.
There, with hearts big and full to overflowing with the holy emotions of gratitude and sorrow, love and zeal, they have made the generous

Calvary and the altar

!

!

:

resolve to consecrate their lives to the service of their

Maker— to

prayer

and penance, labor and love thirsting for the opportunity to give their
May Jesus inspire
lives, and shed their blood, for their Divine Saviour.
;

our hearts with such holy thoughts.

My

soul

!

it

was

for thy salvation,

and that of

died and shed his precious Blood on Calvary.
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This sacred Blood is thy
all
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only hope.
tiful

Its

value

redemption"

My

Jesus

!

is

for all

dying-

as infinite as

God

27

himself.

In

it

there

is

— Catholic and unbeliever, pagan and Jew.

and

thirsting for souls,

I

"plen-

resolve to recite, frequently

every day, and for the salvation of souls, for thy sake alone, the followFirst:
ing aspirations:
"Eternal Father! I offer thee the precious

—

my

wants of Holy
Church." Secondly:
"Eternal Father! I offer thee the precious Blood
of Jesus for the conversion of pagans, heretics, and sinners."
Thirdly:
" Holy Virgin
I beg of thee to offer to God the precious Blood of Jesus,
to prevent, in some part of the world, a mortal sin from being committed
this day or this night."

Blood of Jesus

in

satisfaction

for

sins,

and

for the

I
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The Real

HUS

Presence.

Jesus in the flesh and Jesus In the Blessed
Sacrament has been our theme. Henceforward the
far,

Blessed Sacrament alone
our object
little

book

is

will

Though

be our subject.

devotion, and not controversy, and our

is

intended for the

faithful

alone

—

for the

Church of Christ, the sheep of the
one fold, " fed" by the one Infallible Shepherd, the Vicar
of Jesus Chifst still a few reflections on the truth of the
children of the one true

;

great
faith

dogma

and

of the Real Presence cannot

intensify our gratitude

and love

fail

to

to enliven our

God.

In this

age of bold infidelity, when the spirit of darkness stalks
abroad to insult our holy religion when wicked men, by
sophistry and false reasoning, try to sap the very foundation
of faith, and especially assail the doctrine of the Real Presence
the centre of all our love and all our affections
every Catholic should not only
glory in his religion, but be able to give an account of the faith that is in
him.
Hence in this chapter we give, or rather only touch, a few of the
;

—

—

proofs of the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist.

How
When

divine

and holv are

all

the doctrines of the Catholic

the philosopher analyzes the

trines of our holy faith,

he cannot

human
fail

to

Church

and examines the docrecognize one and the same

heart,
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same hand that mouldea the human
heart, and breathed into it the breath of Hfe, is the Divine Founder of the
She alone satisfies the reason of the mind as well as the
Catholic Church.
For instance, every man feels within himself a longfeelings of the heart.
In the Catholic Church alone this
ing for certainity in matters of faith.
desire is satisfied by the doctrine of Infallibility, which disperses doubt and
whilst the Protestant is " shifted about by every wind of
uncertainty

Maker

of both.

finds that the

;

doctrine."

Again, the Creator has filled the heart of man with loving affections for
family and friends and when the ties of family are severed by death, this
;

continued and increased towards the dear departed.
beautiful the doctrines of Purgatory and Communion of Saints

affection

How-

is

!

The.

and whisper a
prayer of relief for those in .pain.
Have we not all felt it ? How happy
the good child that follows fond parents beyond the grave, and helps them'
But more cruel than death, and colder
to the enjoyment of their God
Catholic can

lift

his

hands

in supplication to those in bliss,

!

than the grave

is

the Protestant doctrine.

It

snaps the connection between.

the living and the dead, and sternly forbids the children to help, or be;

But of all the
Real Presence of Christ on our altars
perfection of God's work the greatest

helped by, the departed.

;

—

articles of
is
if,

our holy religion, the

the most consoling.

It is the,

indeed, contrast be allowed^

manifestation of God's love for man.
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The

Doctrine of the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist.

HE doctrine
holy faith
in

is

Church on this article of our
the clearest and most precise terms

of the Catholic

defined in

the Council of Trent (Sess.

xi. can.

i,

2), viz.:

"That

in the

Sacrament of the most Holy Eucharist are contained, truly,
really and substantially, the body and blood, together with the
" That
soul and divinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ." And again
(by consecration) the whole substance of the bread is changed into his
body, and the whole substance of the wine into his blood." Such is the
while Protestants contend that Christ is present
clear Catholic doctrine
only in sign, or figure, or virtue or, in other words, they deny the corporal
:

;

;

presence of Christ in the Eucharist.

The
viz.,

proofs of the Catholic doctrine are deduced from various sources,

sacred Scripture, tradition, prescription, liturgies,

men have

written volumes on each of these subjects.

ject will allow us to

Learned
Our space and obetc., etc.

touch only on a few of these proofs.

argument from the sacred Scriptures we divide simply into two
parts
First, we will prove that Christ promised to give his real body
and blood for our food and drink secondly, that he fulfilled his promise,
and gave his real body and blood.
In the Old Testament, the promises are contained in types, figurtt,. ind
prophecies
in the New, they are expressed by Christ himself.
The
types and prophecies of the Old Testament foretold the mystery of the

Our

first

:

;

:

Blessed Eucharist, like that of the Incarnation.
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law," says St. Paul (^Heb., x.

i),

"had

but the shadow of the good things to come."
St. Irenseus tells us, that the tree of life planted by the hands of
in

God
The

the garden of Paradise was a figure of the Blessed Eucharist.

fruit of this tree

preserved the freshness and vigor of perpetual youth

banished the decay of old age as well as death.

It

was the

life

of our

first

So the Blessed Eucharist is the real tree of life, planted by
Christ in the garden of his Church, whose branches extend over the entire
earth whose shelter strengthens youth, and gives youth to old age and
whose sap (may I thus speak ?) preserves tne soul from everlasting death.
parents.

;

;

"

He

that eateth this bread shall live forever."

The

New

sacrifice of

Melchisedech points clearly to the great

sacrifice of the

" Melchisedech," says the holy Scripture {Gen., xiv. i8), "the

Law.

King of Salem, bringing forth bread and wine, for he was a priest of the
Most High God." Nine centuries later, the Royal Psalmist, singing the
" Thou art a priest
praises of the Messiah, addressed him in these words
:

forever, according to the order of Melchisedech."
sacrifice to

God

Ps., cix. 4.

Thus, this

of bread and wine was an evident type of the great Victim

of the Christian religion, offered under the appearance of bread and wine.

were evident figures of the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist and how powerfully they convey to our
minds the idea of the efficacy of the blood of redemption shed upon our
We learn from the xvi. chap. Levit, and also St. Paul to the
altars?
Hebrews, that the high-priest, carrying the blood of the victim, entered
alone once a year into the Holy of Holies, and there offered this blood to
Again, the

sacrifices of expiation
:

expiate the sins of the people.
Christian priest in the

Holy

How

vividly this brings to our

minds the

of Holies, offering, in expiation of the sins of

the world, the blood of Jesus Christ, typified by the blood of calves and

goats!

How

beautifully

Paul {Heb.,

13) expresses its efficacy!
" If the blood of goats and oxen sanctify such as are defiled, to the cleans-

ing of the flesh

Holy Ghost,

;

St.

how much more

shall

ix.

the blood of Christ, who, by the

offered himself unspotted unto

God, cleanse our conscience

from dead works, to serve the living God."
The manna in the desert was another striking figure of the real presence.
God in his mercy rained down this manna from heaven to Teed his
people, pressed by hunger and fatigue in their journey through the desert
to the land of promise.

On

this earth

we

are

all

travellers,

journeying,

through the desert of life to heaven, the land of promise. How often we
sit down fatigued, exhausted by spiritual hunger, about to faint on the
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but in the Blessed Eucharist we have the real manna from heaven,
the bread of angels," to give us strength, to cheer us on our journey to
" Your fathers," said the Redeemer
Paradise the land of promise.

way

;

—

{yohn,

vi.

" did eat

59),

manna

in the desert,

and are dead.

If

any man-

eat of this bread, he shall live forever."

Were not
"on a table

the " loaves of proposition " placed before the tabernacle,
of satin-wood overlaid with pure gold," eloquent figures of

the real presence of Jesus Christ in our tabernacles or ciboriums of silver

and gold

?

The Paschal Lamb
The very name of the Lamb of God on our
"Agnus paschse deputatur." This Lamb was "without blemaltars!
ish ;" his blood, sprinkled on the doors of the Hebrews, preserved them
!

from the sword of the destroying angel who smote the children of Egpyt.
How eloquently this speaks of the true Lamb of God, who takes away
the sins of the world! The Lamb, "unspotted and undefiled," whose
blood, sprinkled on the doors of our souls, preserves us from the angel of
everlasting deaf h.
Vi.

"

He

that eateth this bread shall live forever."

Joh:,

59.

What was

the "corn of the elect and the wine springing forth virgins"

of the prophet Zacharias (ix.
life

of the elect, and

fills

1

7)

but the Blessed Eucharist, which

the Church of Christ with virgin spouses

is

the

?

But how omit the testimony of Malachias (i. 10) ? How clearly, in the
far distant future, the prophet saw the Catholic priest saying mass at the
altar
God, by the mouth of his prophet, said " From the rising of the
sun even to the going down, my name is great among the Gentiles,
and in every place there is sacrifice, and there is offered to my name a
clean oblation
for my name is great among the Gentiles, saith the Lord
of Hosts."
Could anything be clearer? The Blessed Eucharist, or mass,
is the clean oblation offered to God in every clime and every land, from
the rising to the setting sun.
Thanks be to God for the true faith of Jesus:

!

:

Christ.

Thus

the Blessed Eucharist, like the Incarnation, was promised by

God

from the very beginning. Like the pencil of light in the far distant horizon,
it shone amidst darkness.
Centuries rolled by the pencil of light became
more clear and distinct, until, breaking through darkness, twilight, and
dawn, it shone in broad daylight in the meridian effulgence of the Gospel
" Behold, now thou speakest plainly, and speakest no<
of Jesus Christ.
:

—

proverbs."

John,

xvi. 29.
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Christ Himself Promised the Blessed Eucharist in the Gospel of St. John,

Chap, vl

^

N
gelist

the

part of this chapter,

first

the

gives

of

details

the

up to the 26th
history

of

verse, the

the great

Evan-

miracle

wherein our Divine Redeemer fed the five thousand with five
loaves and two fishes.
At the 26th verse, the Saviour addresses
the multitude, confirms their faith in him as God, promising another bread, having before his divine mind the Blessed Eucharist.

At

the 51st verse, he

"

am

I

them clearly what this bread shall be. He says
which came down from heaven. If any man eat

tells

the living bread,

and the bread that I will give is my
The Jews therefore strove among them-

of this bread, he shall live forever
flesh for the life of the world."
selves, saying

:

"

How

can this

:

man

give us his flesh to eat

?

Then Jesus

them
Amen, amen, I say unto you, except you eat the
the Son of Man, and drink his blood, you shall not have life

said to

He

:

blood

my

flesh,

abideth in me, and
liYC

This

in

of

you.

my blood, hath life everlasting, and
raise him up in the last day.
For my flesh is meat indeed, and my
is drink indeed.
He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood,

that eateth

I will

flesh

by the Father
is

I in
:

and drinketh

him.

As

the living Father hath sent me, and

so he that eateth me, the

the bread that

same

came down from heaven.

also shah live

Not

as

1

by me.

your fathers did

manna and are dead. He that eateth this bread shall live forever."
From these texts we prove that Christ meant real eating of his real flesh,

«at

and a real drinking of
words are to be taken

his real

blood

:

whilst Protestants contend that the

in a figurative or metaphorical sense.
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Now,

the phrase, to eat the flesh of a person, when used figuratively, had
a fixed, unvarying meaning among the people whom Jesus addressed. The

phrase occurs in four passages of the
and, besides,

m

Old Testament, and two of the New,

current even to this day in the Oriental languages.

is

Now,

means to injure or calum" While the wicked draw
For instance, the Psalmist says
niate him.
And holy Job says
near against me to eat my flesh." Ps., xxvii. 2.
" Why do you persecute me, and are not satisfied with (eating) my flesh ?
And so on with the other texts. Therefore, when our Lord
xix. 12.
used the words, he had no choice between the literal meaning and the
mixed metaphorical sense but this figurative meaning is absolutely abFor it would mean, unless you injure, calumniate, and offend me,
surd.
Hence it logically follows, that he used
you shall not have life in you
them in their clear literal sense of giving' his real body and blood for our
all

these passages, to eat the flesh of a person,
:

—

;

!

food and drink.

Add

Jews had an awful repugnance to drink the blood
even of a clean animal. If, then, the words in question were used figuratively by our Blessed Saviour, they would have conveyed to the minds of
whilst he could conhis hearers a most repugnnnt and revolting image
vey the same doctrine in simple, winning words or, if a figure was to be
used, a thousand other agreeable metaphors were at hand, which might
No human teacher, if only wise, would express himhave been adopted.
self in the manner which Protestants attribute to our Divine Lord. Hence
we must conclude, that our Lord used these expressions in their literal
sense, which is that of the Real Presence.
to this, that the

;

:

The

jyCurraurs

the oapharaailes.

of

understand the meaning of an author or speaker, we must consider
Now in the
the time and circumstances under which he wrote or spoke.
present instance we are singularly happy for all the circumstances supply
an argument so forcible, that we are persuaded it would be impossible for

To

;

a candid Protestant,

reasons before

who invokes

God on

the light of the

these circumstances, not to

Holy Ghost, and who
bow down and adore

Jesus Christ present in the Eucharist.

When

that I will give you is my flesh
" The Jews therefore strove
for the life of the world," the Gospel adds
among themselves, saying
can this man give us his flesh to eat ?"

our Lord had said

:

"

The bread

:

:

From

this

How

murmur, or interrogation,

it is

obvious that the Jews understood
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our Lord as using his words
to

them

:

"

I

you give us your

flesh

?

"

Christ said

in their plain literal signification.

my

give you

will

flesh to eat

Now comes

"
;

and they ask

the issue

:

Were

35

:

"

How

can

they right or were

understanding the words literally, so
And here blessed be
are Catholics right and Protestants are in error.
God there is not even a shadow of doubt. The divine lips of Jesus

they wrong?

If

they were right

in

—

—

Christ himself answer the question.

Before

we

remarks.

give our Lord's conclusive reply,

First

we have

:

we have

eleven passages in the

New

two
Testament where
to premise

the hearers of Christ erroneously took his figurative expressions in a
eral sense,

and

in

all

lit-

these eleven passages he corrects their mistake,

though in some of them no great error would result from the mistake.
For instance, Jesus said to his disciples (yokn -id. ii): "Lazarus, our
friend, sleepeth."
Taking the words in the literal meaning, they said:'
" Lord, if he sleepeth he will be well."
Jesus corrected the mistake, say" Lazarus is dead." Another example
ing
When our Lord said to Nicodemus " I say to thee, unless a man be born again, he cannot enter the
kingdom of God " Nicodemus, understanding the words literally, objected, saying: " How can a man be born when he is old?"
Jesus in" Amen, amen, I say to thee, unless a man
stantJy explains the words
be born again of water and the Holy Ghost, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God." John, iii. 3. So also in the other passages where our
Lord was misunderstood, he explained his meaning.
Secondly, we have three passages where our Lord's words were rightly
understood in their literal meaning, and where his hearers murmureJ and
objected.
In these, instead of explaining away the literal meaning, he re:

:

:

;

:

same thing in more emphatic terms. For instance, when our
Redeemer said to the Jews " Abraham, your father, rejoiced that he
might see my day he saw it and was glad " his hearers correctly took
" Thou art not yet
the words in their literal meaning, and murmured
fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham ? "
Jesus repeats his words
" Amen, amen, I say unto you, before Abraham
in more emphatic terms.
was made I am." John, viii. 56. It follows, then, that Christ's constant
practice was this
First when he spoke figuratively, and was understood
peats the

:

;

;

;

:

literally, in his

reply he always corrected the mistake.

when
murmured

Secondly,

he spoke literally, and his auditors, understanding him literally,
and objected, he repeated what gave offence in more emphatic language.
Now let us bear in mind these two canons in Christ's reply to the murmurs of the Capharnaites.
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Xhe
From what we have

XYcdeenier's i\eplij.

Jews understood our Lord's words literally,
and murmured. According to his constant practice, he would have corrected their mistake if he spoke figuratively. Did he correct them? or did
he confirm their manner of understanding his words ? Never was there
a more emphatic confirmation. In his answer, our Blessed Saviour repeats, no fewer than five times, the very same words, in emphatic confirmation of his doctrine " Amen, amen, I say unto you, except you eat
the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, you shall not have life
" He that eateth my
Could words be clearer? And again
in yoii."
My flesh is meat
flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath everlasting life."
" He that eateth my flesh and
indeed, and* my blood is drink indeed."
drinketh my blood, abideth in me, and I in him."
"He that eateth me,
the same shall live by me."
John, vi. Among the Jews there was no mis" Many, therefore, of his disciples hearing it,
take, for the Gospel adds
'*
went back, and
said
This saying is hard, and who can hear it ?
walked no more with him.'
There was, then, no error nothing to correct. Five times Jesus repeated that we must eat his flesh, and drink his blood and hence the argument is conclusive that in the Gospel of St. John the Redeemer promised
the Real Presence of his Body and Blood in the Blessed Eucharist. ,Now
i.
We have seen that the type, figures, and
to sum up these arguments,
prophecies of the Old Law clearly point to the Real Presence.
2. In the
Gospel of St. John, if our Lord spoke metaphorically, when he spoke of
eating his flesh, he should have used the words in the sense only which
from the established rules of speaking they bore. But this would be absurd hence he used them literally. 3. He would have selected the most
repulsive and revolting figure to convey his heavenly doctrine, which
would be unworthy of human, not to say Divine wisdom. 4. The Jews
understood him literally and so far from correcting their mistake, as was
his constant practice, five times he repeated and confirms his previous
said, the

:

:

'*'

:

:

.

.

:

;

;

;

words.

5.

The

Jews, even his

own

disciples, disgusted at these

confirmations, abandoned him — " walked with him no more,"

repeated

hard
sayings."
Each argument in itself is strong and cogent but all taken
together, iitust force irresistible convictio7z on the ca^idid mind of the promises
of the Real Presence. With St. Peter, we cry out: " Lord, to whom shall
we go ? Thou hast the words of eternal life." " We have believed and
have known that thou art the Christ, the Son of God." John, xi. 69.
;
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for "his

The Redeemer

Fulfilled his

Promise

HATEVER God
"he

:

Proved from the Words of

Institution.

has promised," says St. Paul {Rom.,

iv.

20),

We

have seen that the Redeemer
promised us his real body and blood. He has fulfilled his
promise for he is God, to whom nothing is impossiblCa Let
us briefly examine the proofs taken from the words of the instiis

tution.

able to perform."

The

history of the institution of the Blessed Eucharist

is

narrated in substantially the same words by the three Evangelists and St.

Matthew, (xxvi. 26) thus gives them " And whilst they were at
supper, Jesus took bread, and blessed, and broke and gave to his disciples,
and said "Take ye and eat this is my body. And taking the chalice,
he gave thanks and gave to them, saying Drink ye all of this.
For
this is my blood of the New Testament which shall be shed for many unto the remission of sins."
These words constitute the impregnable bulPaul.

St.

:

;

:

;

:

;

wark

of the Catholic doctrine.

The Council

of Trent (Sess.

viii.

cap. i)

teaches that they prove the real presence of Christ's body and blood in the

Holy

The holy Council

"After the blessing of the
bread and wine, he (the Redeemer) testifies in express and clear words,
that he gave them his own very Body and his own Blood."
The beautiful simplicity and clearness of the words of institution cannot
Christ says "This is my
fail to strike the mind of the candid reasoner.
bod)^
this is my blood."
The CathoHc, in loving gratitude, bows down,
and says " Yes, O Lord I believe it. It is your body. It is your blood.''
Whilst the Protestant replies " No, it is not your body it is not your
Eucharist.

says:

:

;

:

:

;
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blood

how

;

but only a figure of your body and blood

disrespectful

—

shall

Son

liever to the Eternal

I

say blasphemous

of God.

—

?

Hence our

!

is

How

"

^videatly false^

this reply of the unbe-*

argument

best

consists in

the bare repetition of these clear, sacred, and infallible words.

Intrenched

behind these words of our blessed Saviour, the CathoHc calmly awaits the
The Protestant must prove the words cannot be
attack of the enemy.
taken literally which nobody has ever yet done. Assuming the offen-

—

sive,

we

shall

prove that the words must be taken in their clear and

literal

meaning.
According to the admitted rules of hermeneutics, or interpretation, a
text is to be taken in its literal meaning, except, firstly, the literal sense
involves a repugnance or absurdity

own

;

or,

secondly, the words themselves,

meaning or convention (usus loquendi) imLearned Protestants admit these laws. Now in
ply or suggest a figure.
we are not forced to the
the texts Thi:s is my body this is my blood
figurative meaning by either of these two conditions.
In the first place,
there is no repugnance or impossibility in the -Real Presence.
This is a
either

from

their

natural

—

—

;

question of pure philosophy.

Philosophers of the

first

order, such as the

celebrated Leibnitz, a Protestant, and the Catholic Balmez, the glory of

the nineteenth century, have demonstrated that there
sibility in the

xix. 26.

With God

Real Presence.

The same

Christ

who

all

is

no

intrinsic

things are possible.

raised the dead to

life,

imposMatt.,

who changed water

into wine, can by his omnipotence transmute bread and wine into his

body

and blood. The Christian who believes the Trinity and Incarnation will
This is evident.
find no difficulty in the Blessed Eucharist.
Secondly, the words themselves, either from their own nature or conNot from their own nature for bread
vention, do not imply a figure.
Not from conneither is, never has been, a figure or sign of human flesh.
vention or common consent for there is not even a trace of it in the
Hence it rigidly follows, that our Saviour could not have
Scriptures.
uised the words in a figurative sense, but used them in their clear literal
meaning.
Add to this another powerful reason deduced from the occasion the
solemn occasion of our Lord's making his last will and testament. When
any man is dying, making his last will and testament, does he use figures
and metaphors ? Far from it.
He makes use of the simplest and clearest
words to express his meaning.
Now, our Blessed Lord was on the
eve of his passion, pouring out the treasures of his love, bequeathing to
all mankind the greatest legacy of love which Divine Wisdom could de;

;

—
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every clime and every land,
from generations to generations, to the end of time. At this solemn
moment, so much at stake, are we to suppose the God of infinite wisdom,
vise

legacy that regarded millions

in violation

of the rules of

expressed himself

common

in

human prudence,

sense and

obscure figurative language, thus confirming

in

whom, the following

day, he

was

shed

to

have

in error

even to
the last drop ?
No the contrary we are to expect and could words be
more simple than these: " This is my body; this is my blood " ? Yes,
O blessed Lord we believe that the Blessed Eucharist contains thy
adorable body and thy precious blood.
Overwhelmed by these conclusive arguments, our adversaries had reThey contended that our Lord was obliged
course to another objection.
to use the verb "to be" or "is," for " represent; " for, they said, in the
language in which he spoke there was no term to express " represent," or
This was a bold assertion and became for some time the
"signify," etc.
But Catholic divines studied
great argument of the Protestant pulpit.
the Syro-Chaldaic language in which our Saviour spoke, and found na
millions for

to

his blood,

;

;

!

fewer than forty-five words to express " signify," or " represent," in that

Never was defeat so

language.

Xhe
St.

signal, or victory so

xeslimonij

of

Si

apostles,

himself

!

Jjaul.

He

Paul came after our Blessed Saviour.

complete

confessed with the other

who received the doctrine from the Divine lips of Jesus Christ
As an inspired writer, his duty was to explain whatever might

appear obscure

in

our Lord's words.

Now what

does

St.

Paul say

?

He

gives the words of institution substantially the same as the three Evangelists (i

He

Cor.

xi.

23),

says (i Cor.

x.

by two convincing texts.
The cup of benediction which we bless, is it

and confirms
16)

:

"

this

not the partaking of the blood of Christ
is it

doctrine

?

And

not partaking of the body of the Lord?

"

the bread which

break,,

Here the Apostle calls the
body of the Lord. And-

wine the blood of Christ, and the bread the
again he says (i Cor. xi. 27):
"Therefore, whosoever
bread, or drink the chalice of the

we

Lord unworthily,

shall eat this

be guilty of the
that eateth and drinketh unshall

body and of the blood of the Lord." " He
worthily, eateth and drinketh judgment to himself; not discerning the
body of our Lord." Here, in painting the awful guilt of sacrilege, he
again calls the Holy Eucharist the body and blood of the Lord.
Hence,
St Paul, so far from explaining away the "hard sayings" of his Divine
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Master, several times repeats the same words, and confirms the doctrine
of the Real Presence of Jesus Christ in the adorable Sacrament.

Now

to

sum up

these various points, too briefly put.

seen that the words of institution are

Firstly,

we have

themselves clear and evident
secondly, that neither the matter nor words, nor any convention, require
or point to a figure thirdly, that our Lord was making his last will and
in

;

was bound therefore to use clear, plain and intelligible
language fourthly, that he had forty-five easy words to express the figlastly, that St. Paul, coming after our Divine Lord,
ure, did he wish it
several times repeats and confirms the same doctrine.
All these things,
taken together, prove to demonstration that the Redeemer fulfilled his
promise to give us his real body and blood and the candid Christian
must cry out with St. Thomas: "My Lord and my God." John xxi.
testament, and
;

;

;

28.*
*

For a

full

development of these arguments, the reader

Lectures on the Euckarist.
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is

referred to Cardinal

Wiseman's

The Real Presence Proved by

HE

Prescription and Tradition.

proofs of the doctrine of the real presence

deduced

from prescription and tradition are no less convincing than
We begin with prescription.
those from the sacred Scriptures.
We must necessarily be very brief. At the time of the so-calJed
Reformation, all Protestants admit that the Universal Church
both Western and Eastern believed the doctrine of the real
Now from this fact alone we prove the doctrine must have
presence.
been taught by Christ himself. The doctrine of the real presence includes
their principal
a sacrifice and sacrament of daily use among the faithful
The Protestant comes and says "This doctrine was not taught
worship.
Before
by, or practised in, the early Church, but introduced afterwards."
we give a direct reply to this falsehood, let us first remark that the asser-

—

—

:

blasphemous, involving our Saviour in contradiction for, to say
that at any time the Universal Church was in or taught error, is to assert
"to be with his
that Jesus Christ was faithless to his sacred promise

tion

is

;

—

Church all days, even to the end of the world." Matt,
that "the gates of hell should not prevail against her."
Who would not blush to assert that the Redeemer was
sacred promises

xxviii,

20

;

Matt. xvi.

and
18.

faithless to his-

?

But to return to the

The Universal Church

direct argument.

peace-

ably possessed the treasure of the doctrine of the real presence at the time
Then, on a sudden, heretics arose and asserted i
of the Reformation.
a change has taken place
This doctrine was not always believed
Now, evidently it is their duty, the ob%aerror has been introduced."
"

;
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imposed upon them, to prove when the change took place, when,
Have they done so ? No,
and by whom, the error was introduced.
never.
No Protestant has ever yet answered, nor ever will answer, these
They cannot produce a single page of history either sacred or
questions.
They cannot tell the names of
profane, that records this mighty change.
the impostors, in what country they lived, in what age they flourished.
tion

is

Add

to this the sensitive vigilance of the Sovereign Pontiffs, the bishops,

Church

Like faithful sentinels posted
on the watch-towers of the Church, at the very shadow of error or heresy
Councils were convoked, innovators
they sounded the tocsin of alarm.
condemned, and the brand of the heretic stamped upon their foreheads,
In ecclesiastical history, we
that the faithful might know and shun them.
have the name of every heresy that was broached from the dawn of Chris-

and the

pastors of the

tianity to the present day.

in every age.

Not only can we

the names of the heresi-

tell

country and age in which they lived, but we have the most
minute details of the disputes, and their condemnation by the Church of
God. And this in matters not only of faith, but even of discipline so

archs, the

;

vigilant at

all

times have been the guardians of the deposit of

notwithstanding

this,

no Protestant can

tell

faith.

when, where, or by

And
whom

the all-important doctrine of the real presence, constituting the daily wor-

Are we to believe that this great
was introduced
change took place, and that no alarm was raised, no vigilant pastor reAre we to believe that
claimed, no trace was left on the page of history
retired to rest one night, bepastors and people
the Universal Church
lieving in a figurative presence, and arose in the morning believing in a
real, and then conspired, one and all, to deceive posterity, and not leave
a single trace of the change in the records of history
Is not such an
hypothesis absurd and impossible ? Hence it follows that no such change
was ever made, no such error ever introduced. The doctrine the Church
taught and believed at the Reformation, the same she taught and believed
ill every age, from century to century, to the times of the Apostles, and
therefore received from the divine lips of Jesus Christ himself the holy

ship of the faithful,

!

!

—

—

!

doctrine of the Real Presence.
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The Real Presence Proved from

N

Tradition.

argument we acted on the defensive. We challenge(J
our adversaries to prove that a change took place in the teach,
ing of the Church regarding the real presence. They failed.
No Protestant has ever yet proved it. We now take the offensive, and prove that not only was *no change introduced, but show
from the clearest testimony of the fathers that the Church believed in
our

last

dogma

every age the holy

our

last

knows

argument

of the Real Presence.

—Tradition.

that there existed

This leads us to

The student of ecclesiastical
among the early Christians what

history well
is

called the

" Discipline of the Secret."

This discipline enjoined the most inviolable
secrecy about the mystery of the Blessed Eucharist, even to catechumens.
" If you ask a catechumen if he believes in the
St. Augustine says
:

Incarnation,

he would

make

the sign of the cross to

show

that he be-

you ask whether he believes in the Eucharist, he does not
know what you mean." Tract xi. in Joann. The object was to save this
august and awful mystery of love and reverence from the sneers and
lieves.

If

—

blasphemies of the pagans.

Still

we have

fathers in every age to attest

the doctrine.

We

have in the first century the testimony of St. Ignatius, Bishop of
Antioch, who sealed his faith with his blood in the Colosseum of Rome.

He

says {Eptst.

ad Smyrneum,

c. vii.)

:

"

They

(the heretics of his time)

from the Eucharist, because they do not confess the Eucharist to
be the flesh of our Saviour Jesus Christ, which suffered for our sins, and

abstain
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which the Father raised from the dead." What a glorious testimony to
Eighteen centuries have rolled by, burying in ruin the
our holy faith
mighty empire of Rome. To-day the Christian, with tears of gratitude,
kisses the cross planted on the very spot where the fearless martyr proAll have
fessed Christ before one hundred thousand pagan spectators.
passed away but the faith of St. Ignatius and of Rome in the real pres!

;

ence

still lives.

St. Cyril,

says

in the fourth century,

" Since Christ himself, therefore, said of the bread, this

:

who

Bishop of Jerusalem, who flourished

shall

dare doubt

it ?

And

since he

my

declares, this is

is

my

body,

blood,

who

doubt it, and say it is not his blood ? By his power in Cana of Galiand shall he not be thought worthy
lee, he once changed water into wine
of belief in changing wine into his blood ?
Wherefore, with full confidence, let us take the body and blood of Christ
for in the form or figure
of bread his body is given to us, and in the form or figure of wine his
blood is given to us.
Judge not by the senses, but let faith confirm you.
What appears bread is not bread, but the body of Christ what appears
to you wine, is not wine, but the blood of Christ."
Mttstag., cat. 4.
Let
us ask, could the doctrine be expressed in words more clear, plain, and
shall

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

simple
St.

?

Gregory, of Nyssa, also of the fourth century, says

in like

manner

rightly believe that bread,

which

"I, therefore,

:

sanctified

is

by the

Word

changed into the body of God the Word."
Or at. Cateck., c.
We might produce many passages from St. Cyril, of Alexandria.
xxxvii.
St. Chrysostom, etc., but these quotations sufficiently show what had been
the faith of the Eastern or Greek Church.
Let us now cite a few of the Latin fathers. St. Justin, of the second
" We do not take these gifts (the Holy Eucharist) as
century, says
common bread and wine, but we believe them to be the flesh and blood
of that Jesus Incarnate."
Apo. i. n. 66. Tertullian, of the third century,
" The bread which Christ took and distributed to his disciples, he
says
of God,

is

:

:

" The flesh
This is my body.' " And again
by saying
feeds on the body and blood of Christ, that the soul may be fattened with
God." Lib. de Resurrec, c. viii. St. Ambrose says {Lzb. de Iiiit.^ c. ix.)

made

his body,

'

:

:

:

"

When we

offer sacrifice,

"The body which we

Christ

consecrate

is

is

present,

Christ

of the Virgin.".

is
.

.

:

sacrificed.".

" It

is

.

.

.

truly the

which was crucified and buried." St. Augustine says, at
communion even " the very wicked eat the very flesh of Christ and drink
his blood."
Serm. Ixxi. de Verb. Dom. And again he says " Oh venerflesh of Christ,

'

:
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whose hands, as in the womb of Mary, the Son
In Ps. xxvii. We might quote St Irenaeus,
of God becomes incarnate."
able dignity of priests, in

of Lyons, St. Cyrian, of Carthage, St Jerome, and

many

others

passages produced evidently prove that the Latin fathers of the
turies believed, as

we now do

Although we have already gone

when he

cen-

far

i alhers.
beyond the

limits of

reads a few passages of the tradition of our

Church

!

St. Patrick, St.

how sweet

our forefathers gave up

The

first

our plan,

still

the heart of the Irish reader will dilate with gratitude to God,

—the Church of
Irish

but the

the real presence of Christ in the Eucharist.

xhe ^rish
we know

;

learning of

all

name

— nay, shed

modern

dear Irish Church

and countless

Brigid,

the very

own

!

dearer to us than

their blood.

life

;

for

which

•

scholars has brought to light

documents in proof of our holy
Real Presence.
First, we have

Thef

Irish saints.

many

valuable

and especially of the doctrine of the
a valuable manuscript called the Stowe
Missal, according to the best Irish scholars not later than the sixth cenIn this missal we find a mass for the dead, for the living, mass of
tury.
and the greater part of the canon is word for
apostles, mass of virgins
word the same as the Roman Missal we use to-day. Is this like Protestant
doctrine ? Thus the Irish priest, at God's altar, uses to-day the same
prayers as his sainted fathers used thirteen centuries ago
Secondly, we have another manuscript, called the Bobbio Missal, given
by our great Irish saint and apostle, St. Columbanus, who flourished in
In this missal the canon
the sixth century, to his Irish disciples in Italy.
of the mass is substantially the same as in the Roman,
The prayers
this book clearly prove the doctrine of the Blessed Eucharist.
Let us give
" By participating of whose
one example. Of our Divine Lord it says
flesh we are strengthened, and by drinking whose blood we are cleansed."
Could Catholic doctrine be expressed more clearly ? We will give but
one more illustration.
The lamented late Eugene O'Curry translated from the ancient Gaelic
a little treatise called " An Exposition of the Ceremonies of the Mass"
very un-Protestant name, no doubt
It belonged to the fifth or sixth century.
We find in it these remarkable words " Another division of that
pledge, which has been left with the Church to comfort her, is the body of
Christ and his blood, which are offered upon the altars of the Christians
faith,

;

!

m

:

—

!

:
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Mary

the body which was born of

the Immaculate Virgin, and which was

and which arose after three days
by the unbelieving Jews
from death, and sits upon the right hand of God the Father in heaven, in
Could any Caiholic bishop of this day express our
glory and dignity."
Who is not struck by these emphatic words
iholy faith in clearer terms ?
" The very body that was b&rn of the Immaculate Virgin, and was crucified
Sy the Mnbelievijtg Jews " ? How like the words of St. Augustine, of
Africa " Oh I venerable dignity ofpriests, in whose hands, as in the womb
In Ps. xxvii.
cof Mary, the Son of God becomes Incarnated
In the lives of our great national saints, we find clear proofs of the same
<:rucified

:

.

.

.

:

:

—

To

holy doctrine.

two

begin with

St. Patrick,

The

our illustrious Apostle.

daughters of King Leoghaire said to him

"

Give us the
that we may be freed from the

fair virgin

:

body and blood of Christ,
corruption of the flesh, and may see our Spouse, who is in heaven."
Then
St. Patrick celebrated mass, and both daughters of the King approached
the communion with great hope and perfect faith, and when they had
communicated they immediately rested in peace." Frobus, Tr. Th. p. 58.

i^acrifice

of the

'

Whsn

the hour of death approached, St. Patrick, like

this day, fortified his soul

read in his

life

:

"

When

all

his

children to

with the holy communion, or viaticum.

We

the hour of death approached, he received the

sacrament fram the Bishop Tassach

:

it

was

Victor he received the viaticum of eternal

admonition of the angel
Vita Trip.
St. Benignus,

at the

life."

—

the beloved disciple of St. Patrick, prepared for death thus:

"The man

of God, seeing that the time of his dissolution was at hand, sent for St.

and received most devoutly from his hand the earnest and pledge
of eternal happiness, the body of the Lord, and thus prepared himself for
Vita, c. xviii.
death, and for his entrance to his heavenly country."

Jarlath,

One more

illustration.

In the

we

life

of St. Brigid, the "

Mary

of Erin,"
before her death, " she

Immediately
received the body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the
living God, from the most pure hand of St. Nennidh, as she herself had
predicted."— TV^'i^i- Thaum. p. 559.
We might cite many other authorities from the most venerable tradition of
our Holy Irish Church, but the passages produced clearly prove the faith
of our forefathers in the real presence of Christ in the Holy Eucharist.
Will not the Irish heart exult in holy joy and thanksgiving to God, that
in the darkest midnight of persecution the lamp of faith still burned, and
that after centuries of unparalleled trials and sufferings, we to-day possess
the very same faith that fourteen hundred years ago St. Patrick preached

dear to every Irish heart,

tQ our fathers

read

:

?
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was the same as
that of St. Augustine in Africa, St. Cyril of Asia, St. Justin of Rome.
Indeed, so strong and clear are the testimonies of both the Greek and

Hence

it is

Latin fathers

clear that the faith of St. Patrick in Ireland

favor of the Catholic doctrine, that

in

didly confess that tradition

opposed

is

to them,

sacred Scriptures against the Fathers.

many

Protestants can-

and hence appeal

This confession

in plain

to the

terms

— that the written word of God
contradiction to his
notwithstanding the promises of Christ
unwritten Word — tradition

amounts

to this

is in

;

that,

and that the gates of hell should not prevail against her, for fifteen hundred years the Universal Church was enveloped in the midnight darkness of error and idolatry, until the light of
the Reformation dawned, and the light of the Gospel shone upon the immortal apostates, Luther, Calvin, Henry the Eighth, and other notorious
Surely such a Church could not be the
champions of Protestantism
chaste spouse of Jesus the Lamb, to sanctify and beautify which he shed
his precious blood
Proscription, therefore, and the tradition of the Church in every age,
are in accordance with the teaching of St. Paul on the dogma of the real
to be always with his Church,

!

!

presence.

words of

Paul confirmed the same doctrine contained

St.

institution,

narrated by the three Evangelists.

made by

Redeemer

in

the sacred

The words

of

Gospel of St.
All these
John, as also the figures and prophecies of the Old Testament.
taken together irresistibly force upon the candid mind the conviction of
the truth of the holy dogma, so clearly defined by the Council of Trent,
*'
that in the sacrament of the Most Holy Eucharist are contained, truly,
really, and substantially, the body and blood, together with the soul and
institution

fulfil

the

in the

our Lord Jesus Christ."

divinity, of

My

the promise

that thou " mayest live forever," and

be raised up on the
last day," Jesus Christ has given his body and blood for thy food and
drink.
Here on earth thou dost possess a treasure, than which heaven
soul

!

has nothing more precious or holy.
thine.
O sacred mystery O holy faith
itself

God

**

himself, Jesus Christ, is

!

My Jesus
of Life,"

!

ever present in the most holy sacrament

"Manna

my

Jesus " Tree
of Heaven," "Paschal Lamb," "Bread of Angels,"
;

I
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"

Wheat

of the elect, and

Wine

springing forth virgins

;"

in

gratitude for

—

one of thy sweetest and choicest blessings the grace of a firm faith in the
Real Presence I resolve, every day of my life to thank thee and,
secondly, daily to pray for final perseverance in this holy faith, and for
the conversion of heretics, that they too may love and believe in thee,
Sacred Heart of Jesus watch over my
Jesus, in the Holy Eucharist.
poor resolutions.

—

;

!
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The Adorable

HE

Sacrifice of the

Mass.

dogmatic proofs put forward

have,

we

are

fully

conscious,

with the points discussed.

warm and

the last chapter

but imperfectly dealt

Space obliged

or less, to sacrifice clearness.
fore remarked,

in

Devotion, as

not controversy,

is

more

us,

we

be-

our aim; to try

by the grace of God, love for Jesus
in the Blessed Sacrament in the hearts of those who believe.
We now come to the adorable sacrifice of the altar tha
Mass. Well may we distrust ourselves in presuming to
Let us -invoke
write about this "tremendous mystery."
God's help in proceeding with our humble task.
Sacrifice is an external act of supreme religious worship
In our hearts we adore and praise
given to God alone.
God but by sacrifice we pay external outward homage to the Deity.
We confess God the Sovereign Lord and Master of all creation of life
and of death. We profess our entire subjection to him, and total dependence on his gracious Providence. The light of reason and the laws of
nature engraven by God on the human heart, point out sacrifice as an essential part of the worship of the Supreme Being.
Hence we find that all
nations, however barbarous, adored the Deity, whether true or false, by
to

increase,

—

;

—
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In the true faith, from the beginning of the world to the end,

sacrifice.

has never ceased, and never shall cease.

sacrifice

Old Testament, the patriarchs worshiped the true God by sacWitness that of Abel {/^en. v.) of Noah {Gen. viii.) of Melchise-

In the
rifice.

;

;

dech (6^^;^. xiv.) of Abrahani {^Gen. xv.) as also of holy Job, David,
Solomon, and many others. The sacrifices of the old law consisted chiefly
of living creatures, such a^j lambs, oxen, goats, etc., and sometimes of inanimate things, such as fine flour, oil, cakes, etc., and the bread and wine
These sacrifices had no intrinsic value of themselves.
of Melchisedech.
St. Paul calls them " poor and weak elements," incapable of themselves of
;

;

" It

cancelling sin or conferring grace.

is

impossible that with the blood

of oxen and goats sins should be taken away.''
the Lord, eat the flesh of bullocks, or shall
*"*

With burnt

"Shall

x. 4.

said

I,

drink the blood of goats

be delighted."

offerings thou shalt not

They were but mere

I

Heb.

Ps. xlix. 13;

types and figures of the great sacrifice of the

i.

?

18.

New

Law, and from this alone they derived all their value and became pleasing
The yictims slain, and the blood offered on the altar, were types
to God.
of the bloody sacrifice of Jesus Christ on Mount Calvary, and of the unbloody one of Jesus on the
value, Jesus Christ,

was

slain

sacrifice as that of the cross.

his

;

mankind redeemed.
The mass what is the mass
!

On

altar.

?

blood offered up

truth,

and

2)

"

:

is

The same

Christ

is

in

offered in

atonement, and

all

the mass the same Jesus Christ.

atonement on the Cross and on the

a simple representation

reality of Calvary.

in

infinite

The mass, in one word, is the very same
The High Priest in the mass is the same

Jesus Christ; the Victim offered up

The same precious blood
altar.
The mass is not

Calvary the Victim of

The

;

it

is

the essence, the

Council of Trent says (Sess.

xxii. c.

contained and immolated [on the altar]

in

an

unbloody manner, who once offered himself in a bloody manner on the
" For the Victim is one and the same the same now
altar of the Cross."
offering himself by the ministry of priests, who then offered himself on
;

the Cross."

The

only difference

is

the manner of offering.

On the Cross,

Jesus oflered his blood, and actually died; on the altar the same Jesus
offers the same blood, and mystically dies
that is, his death is repre;

sented by the separate consecration of the bread and wine, which denotes
the separation of his sacred blood from his body.
The sacrifice of Cal-

vary

is

the infinite ocean of redemption

:

the sacrifice of the mass

the

In the

mass we have

The memory

of his passion

application of that of Calvary to the souls of men.

a standing memorial of the death of Christ.

is
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daily renewed,

The

Victim slain

sanctity of the
26),

and the merits of
is

of infinite value

High

his

51

blood are applied to our souls.

—Jesus Christ himself.

is

the

Priest Jesus Christ, who, as St. Paul says {Heb.

vii.

Infinite

"is holy, innocent, without spot, separated from sinners, and ele-

vated above the heavens

The mass

Trinity.

is

and

;''

infinite

glory

given to the adorable

is

the very soul of the Christian religion

sublime and august mystery of our holy
that can be performed on earth.

"

We

faith

the most

;

the most sacred function

;

must needs

confess," says the

Council of Trent, "that no other work can be performed by the faithful so
holy and divine as this tremendous mystery, wherein the life-giving Vic-

by which we were reconciled to the Father, is daily immolated on
Sess. xxii.
Would to God that we were all penetlie altar by priests."
tnted by these sacred words when we attend the celebration of the divine
tim,

—

mysteries

The great

sacrifice of the

the Last Supper,

bodj and

when

the

mass

will

end only with the end of

Redeemer celebrated the

first

At

time.

mass, "gave his

blood for the remission of sins," he ordained his disciples
priesi-.s of the New Testament, and commanded them and their lawful suc" Do this,"
cessors to the end of time to offer the same holy sacrifice.
his

Luke, xxii. 19. That is, as St.
Paul ex:plains it, to show forth his death till his second coming (i Cor. xi.
St. Paul again proves, in emphatic words, that the priesthood of
26).
Christ shall never end.
"The Lord hath sworn, and will not repent, thou

says Christ, "in remembrance of me."

art a priest forever according to the order of Melchisedech."

The
fice

Heb.

vii.

21.

prophet Malachi had foretold, long before St. Paul, that this sacri-

would

last forever.

He

says in words the most beautiful

:

"

I

have

no pleasire with you, saith the Lord of Hosts and I will not receive a
gift of yoir hands for from the rising of the sun even to the going down,
my name "s great among the Gentiles, and in every place there is sacrifice, and tAere is offered to my name a clean oblation
for my name is
;

:

:

great amorg the Gentiles, saith the Lord of Hosts."

which has neither

—

i.

10.

The

Protes-

nor victim, nor altar, nor oblation,
cannot pretend to fulfil this prophecy.
She has left the fold of Christ,
the bark of Peter, and is in the way of error.
But in the Catholic Church,
built upon ^e rock of Peter, whose fair face neither error, nor heresy,
nor old age has ever sullied; the Catholic Church, the virgin spouse of
Christ, ever ancient and ever new; in her ever have been, and ever shall
be, altar and sacrifice
in her, from the rising of the sun to the going
down thereof, t|ie Name of the Lord shall be great and on countless altars.
tant Churca,

priest,

:

;
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on behalf
fice

and millions of souls, the clean oblation of the
of the Mass shall be offered to the Lord of Hosts.
of millions

xhe Saials oa

sacri-

the JyCass.

pious reader to transcribe a few of the numberless sayings of God's servants, to show how they drank in sanctity at the fountain of salvation, and how sublime and exalted were their ideas of the
It will edify the

Augustine says, "that Jesus Christ, though
omnipotent, could give nothing more than his Body and Blood."
St.
Thomas of Aquin says, that the mass "is not only the greatest of all God'j
miracles, but it is an abridgment of all the wonders he has ever wrought/"
mysteries of the

altar.

St.

Bonaventure says " The mass is a compendium of all God's love, aiid
De Instit. c. ii. St. Francis of Sales calkd
of all his benefits to men."
the mass " a mystery which comprises the entire abyss of Divine lo\e."
"The holy sacrament of the altar
Philot. c. xiv.
St. Chrysostom says
Hence St. Liguori concluiles,
is the treasure of all God's benignity."
" that all the honors which angels by their homages, and men by their
virtues, penances, and martyrdoms, and other holy works, have ever ^iven
to God, could not give him as much glory as a single mass."
Selva. The
reader will excuse a long quotation from " The Hidden Treasure^'joi St.
Leonard of Port Maurice. He says " The mass is the sun of Christianity,
the soul of faith, the centre of the Catholic religion, the grand cbject of
in a word, it is the condensation
all her rites, ceremonies, and sacraments
of all that is good and beautiful in the Church of Christ." Again/ie says
*'
The mass is the miracle of miracles, the wonder of wonders." "O treasure
" The
inestimable
O treasure beyond all human comprehension
mass," he concludes, " is the sun of our holy religion, which diss'pates the
clouds and restores serenity to the heavens.
It is the celestial rainbow
that stills the tempest of divine justice.
For my part I am persjiaded that,
if it were not for the holy mass, the world would have long sinbe tottered
from its foundations, crushed beneath the enormous weight of jbs many accumulated iniquities. The mass is the ponderous and powerfijl supporter
on which the world rests which keeps it from falling into hojrid chaos."
p. xiii. " When the priest," says the hnitation of Christ, " cdebrates, he
honors God, rejoices the angels, edifies the Church, helps th^ living, obtains rest for the dead, and makes himself partaker of all thaj: is good."
St.

:

—

:

:

;

:

!''

!

—

—

c. V.

Such

I

is

the adorable sacrifice of the mass, as taught us
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If Christians

in their

souls

what

but meditated on these

teem, love, and reverence they would hold the holy mass

regard

it

And

round the throne of Jesus Christ

with this lively

My

They would never omit even one

opportunity of so

with what devotion, piety, reverence, and

join the angels
all

!

as the greatest blessing and privilege of their lives to be allowed

to assist at mass.

doing.

what esThey vould

faith teaches, in

!

May

awe they

woulv^

Jesus inspire us

faith.

nothing more valuable,
more holy, more divine, than the adorable sacrifice of the mass. To secure heaven for thee, Jesus on the altar, as on Calvary, is the High Priest
soul

!

divine faith teaches thee that there

and Victim shedding

his

blood

is

for the remission of

thy

sins.

f ^;Si0lttti0tt.
Victim on the altar the same as on Calvary infinite in
Divine Jesus
value and merits; believing what faith teaches regarding the "tremendous mysteries of the altar," I resolve, by thy holy grace, to value and esteem thy holy sacrifice in accordance with this divine faith and to have
!

;

;

the greatest confidence to obtain at

all

times of the Almighty Father,

through the merits of the adorable sacrifice of his Son in the mass, all
graces and blessings for myself and the Church of God. Almighty Father through the merits of Jesus on the altar grant me grace to keep my
!

resolution.
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Adorable Sacrifice of the Mass.

SECTION
The Four Ends

for

NLESS we

I.

which Every Mass

is

Said.

have a just idea of the mass, and a

faith in the

great mystery,

we

shall

never appreciate

the blessings of hearing mass, nor assist at

ought.

God

angelic Doctor teaches that

;

and

it

as

we owe

we
to

The mass adequately pays

four infinite debts.

the four
is

The

lively

for these four debts or

ends every mass

celebrated.

The
Supreme honor,

First

End.

homage, sovereign adoration, Infinite
How pay this
praise belong to the Majesty of Almighty God.
debt ? Of ourselves, what have we to offer ? What is all creation in the sight of the Omnipotent ? Poor miserable creatures
we depend on God for the very air we breathe. But in the
holy mass we have all.
The mass pays to God perfect homage sover
eign, infinite adoration.
Jesus Christ, the Eternal Word made Flesh, humbles himself to the Holy Trinity in the most profound manner by lying a
perfect

i

—
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Divinity imparts infinite value to each act and

humiliation of the Humanity, and both are concealed under the forms of

A God

bread and wine.

we pay

is

offered to

God

By
we

!

the holy sacrifice, there-

Almighty the first debt
owe.
Infinite goodness
St. Leonard exclaims
and let us repeat it over and
and love of Jesus
over again, since it never can be too deeply graven on our memories
"Certainly, certainly, by hearing holy mass with proper dispositions, we
And concludes
offer unto our God homage and honor that is infinite."
" O blind world, when wilt thou open thine eyes to a truth so grand, so
fore,

to the

—

!

:

important

?

"

See«»iid

Hidden Treasure,
End.

— The Mass

p.

1

9.

a Sacrifice of Infinite Thanksgiving.

The second debt we owe to God is to thank him, as he deserves, for all
The gifts of grace and nature, so lavbenefits he has bestowed upon us.
ishly showered upon us by the bountiful hand of God, are countless
the

—

gifts of

soul and body, senses, reason, health, nay,

life

itself

;

the graces

mercy to us;

of sacraments and sacrifices, his patience, providence, and

in

and death of Jesus made over, so to speak,
on us. How thank God as he deserves, and as we ought, for all these and
numberless other favors ? What have we to offer? Nothing of ourselves,
" What shall I render unto the Lord for all
but everything in the mass.
and seeing with prophetic
his benefits to me ? " cries the Royal Psalmist
a word, the merits of the

life

;

eyes the holy

sacrifice,

—that

answers

:

"

I

will take the chalice of the

Lord

'"

him the adorable sacrifice of the mass, which
is of infinite value, and by which I can thank God as he deserves for all
" Jesus Christ," says the Apostle
his countless favors and blessings.
{Heb. X. 4), " offered himself for us to God, to be an oblation and victim of
sweet odor." The Blessed Sacrament is emphatically called the Eucharist,
which means " thanksgiving." A holy writer concludes " O great and
most loving God would that each of us had countless tongues, to return
{Ps. cxv.)

is, I

will offer

:

!

thee infinite thanks for this inestimable treasure of the holy mass, with

which thou hast enriched

us."

The Third End.— The Mass

is

a Sacrifice of Infinite Atonement or

Satisfaction.

The third great debt we owe to God is to
Our sins
How countless and enormous
!

times in a day."

The just man
How many shall find

!

How

often

we

sinners

!

our sins.
falls seven

satisfy his justice for

"

their sins
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upon their heads
the very morning of life,

more numerous than the very
find their first mortal sin in

hairs

How many

!

shall

at the first full use

and year after year only added crime to crime, guilt to guilt.
And yet without true repentance there is no salvation. " Unless you do
penance," says the Redeemer, "you shall all likewise perish." Luke, xiii.
Where shall we find this repentance, this sorrow and pardon for our
3.
At the Cross and at. the altar. On Calvary Jesus Christ by his
sins?
death " blotted out the handwriting that was against us, fastening it to the
He satisfied the justice of his Father. All the merit of our reCross."
pentance flows from the death of the Redeemer.
On the altar, the very
same blood that was shed on Calvary is offered up. When instituting the
holy sacrifice, Jesus said " This is my blood of the New Testament,
which shall be shed for many unto the remission of sins." Matt, xxvi. 28.
On the altar is "the Lamb standing as it were slain." Jesus offers his
The guilt and enormity
death and blood for the salvation of the world.
The blood of Jesus is sufficient
-of our sins need not cast us into despair.
" With him is plentiful reto satisfy for the sins of a million of worlds.
" He," says St. John (I. ii. 2), " is the propitiation
demption." Ps. cxxix.
not only for ours, but for those of the whole world."
for our sins
Through the merits, therefore, of the holy sacrifice of the mass we are
sure to obtain from the Almighty true sorrow and repentance
" a meek
and contrite heart which God will not despise."
St. Chrysostom says
of reason

;

:

;

—

that the angels always pray for us, especially during the holy mass.

Augustine says

"

Whoever

mass devoutly
strength to avoid the commission of mortal sin, and
remission of

his venial sins."

"

O

shall

receive

great

shall likewise obtain

thrice holy mass," concludes St.

"

Fourth End.

The

hears

which ennobles us with the liberty of the Son of God, and
for all the penalties which our sins deserve."
p. 21.

Leonard,
satisfies

all

:

St.

—

—The Mass

fourth great debt

order to obtain of him

is

a Sacrifice of Infinite Supplication or Impetration.

we owe

all

to

God

is

to supplicate

graces and blessings

him constantly

we stand

in

need

of.

in

As

without God's preserving hand we could not exist one instant, and the
same Will that created us preserves us so, also, without God's holy
;

grace

we cannot perform one

supernatural act, nor conceive one

thought, nor advance one step on the road that leads to

life

good

everlasting.

John, xv. 5. And
" We are not sufficient to think anything of ourselves, as
St. Paul adds
•of ourselves, but our sufficiency is from God."
H. Cor., iii. 5.
"

Without me," says

Christ, "

you can do nothing."

:

—
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Oui wants, temporal and eternal,
many sins graces to sin no more
;

his friendship

;

are countless
;

:

graces to live in his love and die in

the grace of final perseverance.

the mass Jesus obtains

all

for us.

graces to repent of our

On

our

In the holy sacrifice of

altars,

where

and

his death

passion are represented and renewed, Jesus obtains of his father

all

graces

and blessings we need for soul and body. Jesus is the "beloved Son, in
whom the Father is well pleased " and " is heard on account of his own
reverence."
In the holy mass, Jesus himself is our advocate as well as our
He presents our wants and petitions to his Father, and with
High' Priest.
The Church
the petitions his precious blood as a price to obtain them.
ends every prayer, and asks everything, " through our Lord Jesus Christ/'
" He that spareth not even his own
because in Jesus we have everything.
Son, but delivered him up for us all, how hath he not also with him given
" Assuredly the Lord grants,
Rom. viii. St. Jerome says
as all things."
all the favors for which we petition him in the mass, provided they be
and, what is far more admirable, he very often grants us
suitable to us
that for which we do not petition him, provided we place no obstacle ta
"O thrice blessed mass!" adds St. Leonard, "thou
his holy designs."
;

:

;

—

mine of all our good." p. 28. We shall conclude this
section by a passage from the infallible decrees of the Council of Trent,
"The holy Synod teaches that this sacrifice (the mass) is truly
(c. ii.)
propitiatory, and by means thereof this is effected, that we obtain mercy
and find grace in seasonable aid. For the Lord, appeased by the oblation
thereof, and granting the grace and gift of penitence, forgives even heinous crimes and sins. Wherefore, not only for sins, punishments, satisfactions, and other necessities of the faithful who are living, but also for those
who are departed in Christ, and who are not yet fully purified, (mass) is
rightly offered, agreeably to a tradition of the Apostles.". Canon iii. de" If any one saith that the sacrifice of the mass is only a sacrifice of
fines
praise and of thanksgiving, or tnat it is a bare commemoration of the sacrifice consummated on the Cross, but not a propitiatory sacrifice, or that it
and that it ought not to be offered for the
profit him only who receives
living and the dead, for sins, pains, satisfactions, and other penalties let
him be anathema."

art the exhaustless

:

:

;

;

SECTION
How to

II.

Hear Mass Devoutly.

We

cannot hear mass devoutly unless we have a just idea of what the
mass is, and a lively faith in the divine mystery. Thus far this has been
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—

«

to enliven the faith of our pious reader, and fix the eyes of

our object
his soul on the

What

Lamb

bleeding and dying on Calvary and on the
of Divine mercy and love

infinite treasures

With

!

St.

altar.

Paul

we

must exclaim " O the depth of the riches, of the wisdom, and of the knowl"The Lamb that
edge of God!" Rom. xi. 23. And with St. John
is slain is worthy to receive power, and divinity, and wisdom, and strength,
and honor, and glory, and benediction. He hath redeemed us to God in
Apoc.
his blood, out of every tribe, and tongue, and people, and nation."
How can we give to the Lamb this honor and glory and benedicV. 12.
:

:

tion

By

?

hearing devoutly

all

the masses

we can

!

There are various methods of hearing mass devoutly. Each person is
left to his free choice to select the method most agreeable to his devout
that which he finds, from experience, best exinclinations and capacity
We suggest three, taken from pious writers,
cites him to fervor and piety.
that the reader may choose what best suits his devotion.

—

First

The

first

method

prayer-book

;

that

Method.

employ the whole time of mass in reading our
to accompany all the actions and prayers of the

to

is
is,

with the most profound attention, reciting suitable vocal prayers,

priest

uniting the fervor and attention of our souls with the accents of our

This

is

those
find

doubtless an excellent

who cannot

method

meditate, or

lips.

of hearing mass, and especially for

who know

not

how

to meditate, and

who

from experience that they become distracted when they take their

eyes off the prayer-book.

Second Method,

The second method

is,

to occupy the whole time of the mass in medi-

and pious affections of the soul. Those who observe this method
use no book, read nothing.
With eyes of faith they behold Jesus bleedThey spend the whole time
ing and dying on the altar, as on Calvary.
of the mass in devout contemplation, in interior recollection, in meditating
the sacred mysteries of our Blessed Lord's passion and death, and in acts
of sorrow for sin, love of God, and other pious affections.
They assist at
mass in the same spirit as the Blessed Virgin, St. John, St. Mary Magdalene, standing at the foot of the Cross.
They see Jesus dying for sin

tation

;

they weep over their

They

own

;

Jesus gives them the tears of true sorrow.

see Jesus dying through love

;

they love him
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They know that sin offends him
God alone sees and
Jesus more.

true charity.
to offend

thoughts and acts which divine grace operates
mass heard in this most holy manner.

they beg the grace never

;

counts the number of holy
in their souls

Third Method.

The
fice for-

third

method

«

to unite with the priest in offering the holy sacri-

Is

the four great ends for which every mass

pious writers say,

is,

if

is

This method,
most in accordance

said.

not the most perfect, at least

with the spirit of the Church and the ends of sacrifice.

teaches that the mass

during one

is

the most efficacious

we all owe him.
make a remark of

way

St.

of paying to"

Thomas
God the

four great debts

Let us here

Although

great importance.

it

is

true

that the priest alone, as the officiating minister, offers the holy sacrifice

—

—

he alone consecrates and celebrates still it is equally true that the sacrifice is offered for all and in the name of all.
The people present can and
ought to join the priest, and offer the mass for themselves and their intentions.
The priest reminds the congregation of this for after the offer" Pray, brethren, that mine and
tory he turns to the people and says
;

:

your

sacrifice

may be

pleasing to

God

the Father Omnipotent."

the mass, and ought to join with the priest

All, then,

God.
How, then, do this ? With God's holy grace it is very easy. Divide
the time of mass into four distinct periods, in order to be able to think on
In the first period, say from the
the four great ends of the holy sacrifice.
beginning of the Gospel, we can pay the first great debt. Acknowledging
the abyss of our own nothingness, having nothing worthy of heaven, we
can offer the mass, the Victim on the altar, the humiliations of Jesus, in
adoration, praise, homage, and supreme worship to the Almighty Father.
In the second period of time, which may be from the Gospel to the Canon,
we can pay the second great debt. We can call to mind the countless gifts,
graces, and blessings we have received from the hands of God during our
whole lives creation, redemption, preservation, the true faith, the sacraments and sacrifices of the true Church, preservation from hell, which our
sins deserved a thousand times, God's mercy and patience with us, his divine
share

in

in offering

it

to

—

Providence over us. How many the hidden graces we know nothing of!
Blessed be God a thousand times by all creatures, at every instant, that we
have the means to thank him as he deserves for all his infinite graces and
blessings.

We

offer

him

in

the mass the

Lamb

that

was

slain

from the
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beginning of the world.

The Almighty Father

satisfied

is

— our

debt

is

paid

which may be from the Canon to the Conseatonement for
cration, may be occupied in paying the third great debt
our sins. We call to mind our numberless sins sins of thought, word,
and deed, sins of omission, the sins of " our youth and our ignorances,"
" our hidden sins and the sins of others."
When we examine our souls in
the light of God's grace, what a mountain of sin rises up before the eyes
But where find atonement ? All the blood the martyrs ever
of the soul
shed could not of itself wash out one venial stain but one drop of the
blood of Jesus, shed on Calvary or the altar, is sufficient to atone for the
During mass, then, we can offer to the Etersins of a thousand worlds
nal Father the precious blood of Jesus for our sins, and through the merits of his passion and death, renewed on the altar, beg the tears of true sorrow and sincere repentance for our offences. Through the merits of the
blood of the Lamb, we shall obtain perfect contrition, true conversion
tiie contrite and humble heart which heaven never despises.
In the fourth period, which may be from the Consecration to the Communion or end of mass, we pay the last great debt, by supplicating the
Almighty for all the graces and blessings we need. We want everything,
and of ourselves we can get nothing; all must come through Jesus. We
want at every moment strength to conquer, not only the devil and the
world, but even ourselves.
Through the mass we can obtain all. In the
mass we offer to the Father his Divine Son, our Advocate and Mediator,
and by his merits we obtain pardon for the past and grace for the future.
We beg the grace of a holy life, happy death, and final perseverance.
We offer to the Almighty the blood of Jesus for the conversion of pagans,
heretics, infidels, and sinners.
We supplicate heaven for our holy Father
the Pope, for the wants of the Universal Church, and for our own dear
Irish Church
and, finally, we offer the superabundant merits of Christ
for the relief of those in pain
the poor suffering souls in purgatory.
When the priest communicates, all should communicate spiritually. The
advantages of spiritual communion we shall explain hereafter in a separ-

The

third period of time,

—

—

!

;

!

;

—

ate section.

Such are the three methods of hearing mass devoutly. Each person
can select what best suits his piety and capacity.
If all Catholics d iopted
any one of those ways, what treasures of graces they would draw down
from heaven on their souls
What pious thoughts the Holy Ghost himself would excite in their hearts
How holy would be their lives Sin.'*

!
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would be less frequcixL, our
churches would be thronged, virtue and piety would bloom, as in the primitive ages in the Church of God, and the Sacred Pleart of Jesus would

ners would be converted, sin and scandal

May

be consoled.

Jesus animate

all his

children with this holy

SECTION
ful

how

in the

explained, though imperfectly indeed, what the mass

mass devoutly, the reader

to hear

grievousness of the sin of those

We

III.

Holy Sacrifice. First Sin
Neglect of Mass on Sundays and Holidays.

Three Sins against the Love of Jesus

Having

spirit.

who

will

more

—Wilis,

and

clearly understand

the

insult Jesus in the sacrifice of his love.

speak not here of heretics or unbelievers.

They have not

the faith of

Let us pray that God's light may shine upon their souls and
give them faith.
But we speak of the cold, bad, ungrateful Catholics.
The mass is Jesus adoring, thanking, loving, and supplicating the Eternal
Father for men.
Is it possible that men could forget or neglect Jesus?
Yes, so it is.
Th' Church was obliged to command her children, under
pain of mortal sin, to assist at the divine mysteries at least on Sundays
and holidays
Some must do through fear what they ought to do througt>
love.
To hear mass devoutly on Sundays and holidays only, is indeed g
Still we know there are some
very small token of our love for Jesus.
thank God they are not numerous some cold, bad Catholics, who neglect the duty of hearing mass on the Lord's day.
Oh, ungrateful beings
you thereby offend God mortally you insult Jesus, instead of loving
him and this in the greatest manifestation of his love for you the adorable sacrifice of the mass.
This mortal sin which you commit by neglecting, through your own fault, to assist at mass on Sundays and holidays,
deserves eternal damnation.
If you went before God with that sin alone
on your souls, his divine justice would condemn you to the everlasting
torments of the damned in hell.
Ungrateful Christians ask pardon of
Jesus for Lhe past he will forgive you and resolve in the depth of your
souls never for the future to insult Jesus by neglecting to hear mass or
Christ.

!

—

;

—

;

!

;

;

the Lord's day.

—To be Late for Mass on Sundays

Second Sin

We

and Holidays.

We

not enough to go to the chapel.
are bound to be in time.
are bound under pain of mortal sin to be present at least at the Credo.
It is
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When we call to mind that Sunday is the Lord's day, that it
God in a special manner, that the Divine Goodness has given

belongs to
us

all

that

day to cease from and forget toil, to rest our fatigued limbs and wearied
bodies, that thus our souls may be free to think of God, to meditate on
his divine perfection, to enter into ourselves, to set our accounts in order,
to turn our minds from earth to heaven, and to secure for ourselves ever-

what a blessing must we not acknowlSunday is a day of peace and joy to the
edge the Lord's day to be
but the great worship of Sunday
soul
a day of prayer and worship
is the holy sacrifice of the mass, in which all join the priest, and the
infinite Victim of redemption is offered for all, and in the name of all,
lasting bliss

beyond the grave,

oh,

!

;

;

to the Eternal Father, for the four great ends of sacrifice.

great

work and duty

of Sunday.

Thank God,

fore the holy sacrifice begins our chapels are

shippers

who

This

is

the

known, for long becrowded by devout wor-

this is

recite the holy Rosary, the sweet canticle of praise to Jesus

and Mary, as a meet preparation for the great sacrifice of the Lamb of God
^pon the altar, which is the centre of all love and devotion. But the few
They disedify, disturb, and
Dad, careless Christians too late for mass
!

congregation at their silent prayers, they insult Jesus they
the very day the infisully their souls with the foul stain of mortal sin
distract the

;

;

God

gave them to save their souls they turn to their own
perdition.
May heaven give us all the grace never to offend our Blessed
Lord by being late for mass through our own fault, on the Sabbath day,

nite

mercy of

or on a holiday of obligation.

Third Sin

The good

—Wilful Irreverence and Distraction at the Holy Sacrifice.

on the Cross obtained pardon and immediate entry into
" Lord, remember me
paradise, because he asked mercy of Jesus dying
when thou shalt- come into thy kingdom. And Jesus said to him, Amen,
Luke, xxiii.
I say to thee, this day thou shalt be with me in Paradise."
Mary Magdalen clung to the Cross, and clasped it to her breast, ab42.
Such are the
sorbed in the one thought of Jesus bleeding and dying.
But how
holy thoughts that ought to occupy our attention during mass.
different the conduct of some cold, faithless Catholics
Unworthy Christians
who come to the holy mysteries decked out in the sinful finery of
a luxurious age whose whole aim and intention appear to be to attract
the sinful eye whose occupation consists in looking round the church,
remarking their neighbors' dress, or the fashions of the day. Whilst their
thief

:

i

!

;

;
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thoughtless prayer, their hearts are far away from God.

vary, the altar,

Jesus dying, finds no

room

Cal-

in their worldly minds.

If

work of God negligently," doubtless God's
signal malediction will fall upon those who sin and attract to sin, in the
sight of the angels, under the shadow of the altar.
The reader will excuse
a long passage very much to the point from St. Leonard of Port
" Will you ever again dare to hear mass sitting, whispering,
Maurice
they are " accursed

who do

the

:

looking idly about you, nay, sometimes even sleeping
self

with

reciting

tremendous duty
sublime

How

!

?

thoughtlessly

O

is it

a

;

contenting your-

few vocal prayers, heedless of the

stupid world, that does not estimate mysteries so

possible that any one can remain in the presence of

the altar with a distracted

mind and

dissipated heart, at a

moment when

the angels hover there trembling and astonished, absorbed in contemplat-

How few il^ere are who
ing the effects of such a stupendous work ? "
have not reason to accuse themselves, more or less, of this third sin against
How

few have always assisted
with that profound recollection and attention which the divine mysteries
Let us ask pardon of the Sacred Heart of Jesus for the past,
demand

the love of Jesus in the holy sacrifice

?

!

and resolve for the future never to wound
sort of irreverence in the house of God.

SECTION

this all-loving

Heart by any

IV.

Daily Mass.

To

hear

mass on

Sundays and holidays only, wfien we are obliged

under pain of mortal sin, speaks but little for our love for Jesus.
Daily
mass shows the piety and devotion of the fervent Catholic. In Catholic
countries, every church, whether in city, village or country, has its daily
mass nay, many, several masses, and the attendance is a sure test of the
Where fervor and piety reign, the churches are
piety of the people.
crowded, the altars surrounded by pious worshippers.
Where the faith
has grown cold, few surround the altar of God.
Thanks to heaven, in
faithful Ireland we have the happiness of having daily mass offered up,
not only in our great cities, but even in our small towns and villages.
The numbers that daily assist round the altar prove the living faith and

—

fervent piety of the children of St. Patrick.

For the glory of God, and

the consolation of the Sacred Heart of Jesus,
tenfold.

What

may

the

greater blessing could the goodness of

number

God

increase

bestow upon
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US here below, than to be allowed to join the angels in adoring

round the

opening and the Lamb of
God descending; to take part and the faithful do take part with God's
minister in offering daily to the Almighty the infinite Victim of Redemption
for ourselves, for the whole world, for the living and the dead ? St. Nilus,
disciple of St. John Chrysostom, relates {in Epist. ad Anast.') that when
the holy doctor was celebrating mass, he himself beheld legions upon
legions of angels, clothed in white robes, in profound meditation round the
Who would not love to join in their sweet song of praise to their
altar.
and our Divine Lord ? St. Chrysostom himself says {Lib. iii. de Sacerd.^
" Where the king is, there also is the court
the angels are present at the
sacrifice of the mass, and encompass the altar in honor of him who is
offered upon it " and adds " When you are before the altar, you ought
no longer think you are among men. Do you not perceive that there are
troops of angels and archangels that stand by you, and that tremble with
respect before the Sovereign Master of heaven and earth ? "
St. Gregory
altar

;

to see with the eyes of faith the heavens

—

—

:

;

;

also says

{De

Dial.,

:

lib. iv.)

:

"When

the priest

is

celebrating mass the

and heavens open, and multitudinous legions of angels come down
from heaven to assist at the Divine sacrifice." St. John {Apoc. xxi. 23)
tells us that "the new Jerusalem hath no need of the sun or moon to
for the glory of God hath enlightened it, and the Lamb is the
shine on it
lamp thereof." Daily in our chapels we have this same Lamb, who is the
and still some will not come to
glory, the light, the lamp of paradise
Our Blessed Lord tells us in the gospel his longing wish to
daily mass
" With desire I have desired
celebrate the first mass with his disciples
Luke xxii. 15. Have we the same ardent
to eat this pasch with you."
wish to hear his holy mass ? Do we make it our dehght to hear as many
masses as we can, and never to omit an opportunity of hearing one more ?
The repetition, so far from fatiguing, ought but increase our thirst for the
"courts of the Lord." There was but one sacrifice offered on Mount Calzary, and to the end of the world the heart of every fervent Christian will
long to have been present, and with Mary to stand by the Cross of Jesus
In like manner, were the holy sacriflnd sympathize with his sufferings.
fice of the mass offered but once a year in one place, would we not all desire to journey to that holy spot, to pour forth our hearts before our
Blessed Lord ?
But the love of Jesus has shortened the road, and has
brought salvation to our very doors. We have but a few miniites' walk
to the church, and there all, the poor as well as the rich, the young as
there they possess Calwell as the old, can enjoy this treasure of heaven
skies

;

;

!

:

:
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A

Jesus and redemption.

altar,

has

great saint

said:

possible to have no Calvary, one mass would suffice to reentire world

And

!

"

hearts are not on

fire

still

everybody does not come

with the love of Jesus

in

to daily

the holy sacrifice.

God

cannot find words strong enough to exhort the faithful to hear mass every day, and thereby to bring down the blessing of
God upon themselves and their family. During mass, they tell us, is the
saints of

"Assurtime to ask mercy for the past and perseverance for the future.
edly," says St. Jerome, "the Lord grants all the favors for which we peti-

Gregory says
(^Book of Dialog.)'. " It is most indubitably certain that whosoever hears
mass shall be preserved from many and many a danger, both foreseen and
unforeseen." To secure the protection of heaven, what a strong motive to
" If you are unwell, Jesus
St. Ambrose says
hear mass every morning
if you be in a burning fever, he is the fountain of
is your physician
water if you are loaded with iniquities, he is righteousness if you want
if you be in darkness,
if you want food, he is meat
help, he is strength
he is light if you be in danger of death, he is life if you desire heaven,
tion

him

in

the mass, provided they be suitable to us."

St.

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

he

is

way

the

Were

all

that leads to

it."

Christians persuaded of the value of the infinite treasure con-

tained in the holy sacrifice of the mass, our churches would be crowded

every morning
daily mass,
loiter

in

But some

;

but

it is

sad to witness the number

when they could do

who

neglect to hear

so without the least inconvenience.

They

the streets, or spend the precious time in sloth and indolence.
will

say:

"

We

have not time."

You have

not spare one half-hour out of the twenty-four

not time

How much

?

!

Can you

precious time

do you spend every day in idle, useless conversation ? Will you give
the whole day to your bodies, that shall one day rot, and can you not
It is not time,
spare one half-hour for your souls, that will never die ?
Remember that God has given
but a good will that is wanting to you.
time and life for one end only to serve him here, and possess him hereafter in glory.
The half-hour you spend at daily mass you will not regret
at the hour of your death and at the day of judgment.
To balance the
misspent time, you will then count up as precious moments all the masses
you had heard during your life.
We are speaking of a happy death the end for which God created us,
We find in the Hidden Treasure (p. 32) this
as well as the end of life.
" Whoever hears mass
striking passage, attributed to St. Augustine
devoutly shall be preserved from a sudden death, which is the most awful

—

—

;
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weapon with which
saint, "

here

is

divine justice punishes the sinner.

Lo

"
!

says the

the wonderful preservative against a sudden death

mass every day, but hear

it

with

all

;

hear

possible devotion."

Daily mass, then, preserves us from a sudden, unprovided death. The
devil cannot, during the day, surprise him who in the morning heard " the
Word was made Flesh." Every motive then, of charity towards ourselves,
as well as gratitude to God, induces us to hear
" Taste and see how sweet the Lord is." The more

we

drawn

mass every morning.
we love God, the more
Every soul that God sancti-

God's altar.
fies, he inspires with this ardent love and desire for the holy sacrifice of
The greatest delight of such souls is to hear, not only daily mass,
mass.
but as many masses as they can. They never omit an opportunity of
May heaven inspire us all with this holy love
hearing one mass more.
shall feel ourselves

to

and desire of mass.
When you hear, then, the bell announcing the morning sacrifice, think
you hear an angel's voice, the call of God inviting you to join in the most
holy function that can be performed, either on earth below or heaven above.
Shut not your ears, nor harden your hearts to God's sweet voice. Proceed to the church with recollection, devotion, nay, spiritual joy. With
the eyes of faith, see the choirs of angels and archangels singing hymns
round the Lamb. Wish and pray for Mary's heart to join them, and with
eyes fixed on the altar, and with the holy thoughts of Jesus bleeding, dying, and redeeming the world, join the priest in the holy sacrifice, " which
honors God, rejoices the angels, edifies the Church, helps the living, obtains rest for the dead, and make yourself a partaker in all things that are
good."

Imitation.

SECTION
Union with the Perpetual

Sacrifice of our

Besides hearing daily mass, there
practiced

by pious

souls

—to

V.

join in

Lord Jesus

Christ.

another devotion much loved and
the perpetual Sacrifice of our Lord

is

moment

of the day and of the night,

is

being

offered up in some part or other of the world.
This devotion
" Union with the perpetual Sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ."

is

called

Jesus Christ, which, at every

Not an

hour or moment of the day or night but masses are being celebrated in
some part of the world for according as the sun, in his daily course,
rises at different hours over various countries, he finds in each, priests
;
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Lord

so that the Sacrifice of our Divine

is

Jesus the Divine Victim, is unceasingly immolated on our
Subjoined is a table called the " Eucharistic clock."

terrupted.

Hours

of the

day in Ireland corresponding to

brated in the following countries

six o'clock in the

uninaltars.

morning when mass is cele-

:

Morn.
6

Europe

7

Africa

Spain, Portugal, Ireland.

:

5

Senegambia, St. Louis, The Canaries, Coral Isles.
South America Pernambuco, Olindo, San Salvador.
South America Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay. North America Newfoundland.
South America Bolivia, Chili, The Antilles, Martinique. North i?Lm erica
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick.
South America New Grenada, Peru, Cuba, Jamaica.
North America :
Canada, United States.
North America Missouri, Guatimala, East Mexico, New Brittany.
North America Mexico, Kocky Mountains.
North America California, Oregon.
North America CaUfornia, New Hanover, Oceanica, Mangareva.
Oceanica Isles of Pomoton, Tahiti, Sandwich, Cook's Island.
Oceanica Tonga Isles, WaUis, Eortuna.

Hours

of the night in Ireland corresponding to six o'clock in the moniing- in the following

8

:

:

9

:

1

10

:

:

:

11

:

12

:

1

:

2

:

3

:

4

:

:

countries

:

Even.
6

Oceanica

:

Oceanica

:

The Islands Kermandee, New Zealand, Auckland.
New Caledonia, The Hebrides, Caroline Isles.

Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Van Bieman's Land.
Oceanica Mid. Australia, Moluccas, Celebes. Asia Japan, Corea.
Oceanica Western Australia, Malasia. Asia China, Pekin, Tongking.
Asia
Siam, Malacca, Thibet.

Oceanica

8
9

:

:

10

:

:

:

:

12

Asia

:

Asia

:

Bengal, Patna, Madras, Madura, Pondicherry, Ceylon.
Malabar, Groa, Bombay, Agra, Lahore.

Indian Ocean

:

Seychelles Isles, Eeunion, Madagascar.

Asia Bagdad, Jerusalem, Syria.
Central Russia.

Africa

:

Asia Minor

4

Cape
Europe

lated

ment

;

Smyrna.

Europe

:

Zanzebar,

Europe

Abyssinia.

Poland, Russia, Turkey.

Africa

Egypt.

:

Natal.
Italy,

:

Algiers,

From

:

:

this table

France, Switzerland,

we

see that the Divine Victim

the perpetual Sacrifice

some

Belgium, England.

Africa

:

Tunis,

Gabon.

is

offered

up

at

is

unceasingly immo-

every hour and every mo-

part of the world
and thus are verified the words of the
prophet Malachi " From the rising of the sun to the going down thereof,
in

;

:

my name is great among the Gentiles
to my name a clean oblation." — ii.

;

and

in

every place there

is

offered

i.
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What

a holy practice, then, frequently during the day, and even

we awake from

God

sleep at night, to offer ourselves to

in

when

union with the

masses then being celebrated, thus presenting ourselves to the Eternal
Father in union with the Holy Sacrifice of the Body and Blood of the
Lord.
It is recorded in the life of the great Alfonso Albuquerque, conqueror
of the East Indies, that seeing himself and his fleet in imminent danger of
shipwreck because of a violent tempest, he took in his arms a tender child,
and holding him aloft between himself and heaven, exclaimed " O Lord
God was
for the sake of this sinless child, save us sinners from death."
appeased at the sight of the pure infant; the storm was stilled all were
So when the priest elevates the sacred host, let us oppose this
saved.
spotless Lamb to the thunders of divine vengeance about to fall on us for
our sins the innocent Jesus will calm the tempest of God's anger.
Let us conclude this chapter with a passage from Saint Leonard
" Would that I could ascend to the summit of the loftiest mountain, and
cry aloud, so that the whole world might hear me exclaiming
Foolish,
foolish people
what are ye doing ? Why will you not hasten to the
churches to assist at every mass celebrated therein ?
Let me on bended
knees, and with hands uplifted, implore all to make a firm resolution of
henceforth employing all possible diligence in assisting at mass." Hid:

!

;

;

:

!

.

.

.

den Treasure.

My

an angel's tongue could not sufficiently express the hidden
Mass is heaven on earth
treasure thou dost possess in the holy mass.
God himself. What wilt thou return to the Lord for all he has done for
thee

I'

?

soul

!

Make

the following resolutions

or thy greater glory,

to neglect

:

O Sacred Heart of Jesus

!

I

never
secondly, to hear

resolve

Mass of obligation on Sundays and hoHdays

;

:

first,

Mass with the greatest piety, devotion, and reverence thirdly, to assist
at daily Mass when possible, never to omit an opportunity of hearing one
Mass more and lastly, often to offer myself to the Almighty, in union
with the perpetual sacrifice of the Divine Lamb, immolated every moment
of the day and night in some part of the world.
Divine Victim of the al^
;

;

tar,

Jesus

my

Saviour, grant

me

grace to keep these holy resolutions.
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Holy Communion.

#.

The Love

of Jesus in Instituting the Blessed Sacrament.

ESUS is all love.
my mouth, music
fills

in

my

ear, jubilation in

*'

is

honey

my heart.

the soul with sweetness and spiritual joy."

in

Jesus

— Serm. xv.

He sweetens the bitour consolation in sorrow.
Jesus is everything to us our strength in
terness of life.
life, our hope in death, our possession in heaven.
When in
Jesus

'

" Jesus," says St. Bernard,

is

—

sorrow or pain, Jesus

is

our balm

;

when

in sin, he lifts us

he gently breathes hope when in joy,
when dying, we hope
it is Jesus that gladdens the heart
" to fall asleep in the Lord."
We have presumed to speak
of the love of Jesus in the holy sacbut how imperfectly
We now attempt to treat of a subject
rifice of the Mass.

up

;

when

in despair,

;

;

!

not less
the

lioly,

—the

—

love of Jesus in the holy sacrament of

altar.

How

express the love of Jesus in the holy

communion ?

*man by shedding his precious blood, even to the

last drop, did

To redeem
not satisfy
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To be

the love of Jesus.

more

No

altars

a perpetual sacrifice daily on a thousand and

was not enough

men

for the love

of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

him that he feeds and nourishes them
*'
Take ye and
with nothing- less than his own precious body and blood
"Drink ye all of this;
eat," says the Redeemer; "this is my body."
;

the souls of

are so dear to

!

this -is

my blood."

faith

" That in the Blessed Eucharist are contained, really, truly,

incomprehensible love of Jesus for man f
Let us meditate and think over and over again on this article of our holy
:

substantially, the

of our

we

infinite,

body and

Lord Jesus

Christ."

the blood, together with the soul

—Trent,

Sess.

receive into our poor breasts the

xiii. 1, 2.

God

and

and

divinity,

In the holy communion

that created us, the

God

that

redeemed us, the God that will judge us the very flesh that was born of
Mary, that was nailed to the cross, and that is now glorified in heaven. O
thanks to heaven for being a child of the one only true Church of Jesus
With good reason did the holy Council of Trent add (Sess. xiii.
Christ.
communion Christ poured forth all the 'treasc. 2): " That in the holy
ures of his love towards men." And well might St. Augustine say, that
" Jesus Christ, though an omnipotent God, has nothing more to give us.''
What more could he give us than himself? If we all reflect on this, how
ardently should we not love our blessed Lord!
;

Institution.

Every circumstance connected with the institution of the holy communFirst, it
ion shows a special mark of the tender love of Jesus for man.
was on the eve of his Passion. " Jesus," says St. John (ch. xiii. 1),
" knowing that his hour was come that he should pass out of this world to
his Father, having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them
unto the end."
When about to bid an everlasting adieu to those we love, our hearts melt
So
to tenderness, and we bestow our best gifts as proofs of our affection.
it

was with

Jesus.

The next day he was

to die

—

—

to bid farewell to those

he loved his holy mother and dear disciples, his tender heart was touched
sorrow and love filled his soul. He allowed " the beloved " and virgin
At this soldisciple, St. John, to recline his head on his divine bosom.
" With desire I have desired to eat this pasch
emn moment Jesus said
:

supreme moment the
Redeemer raised his eyes to heaven, " took the bread, and blessed, and
Take ye and eat. This is
broke, and gave to his disciples, and said
my body. And taking the chalice, Drink ye all of this. For this is my

with you before I

suffer."

Luke,

At

xxii. 15.

:
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be shed for 'many to the remission of
thus bequeathing to his friends a lasting legacy,
sins" (Matt, xxvi. 26)
which divine love alone could think of and bestow. St. Francis of Sales
concludes, '^ that in no other action can the Saviour be considered more
tender or more loving than in the institution of the Holy Eucharist in

blooc( of the testament, whlcli sliall
;

;

which

he, as

it

were, annihilates himself, and becomes one of us, the bone

of our bone, the flesh of our flesh."

A God

our food, a

God our

meat, a

With the prophet we may well exclaim: ''Whoever
heard of such a thing as this! Who ever saw anything like unto it?"
^'
It is an admirable work,"— Jsa., Ixvi. 8.

God

our drink!

Holy Communion under

The

the Appearance of Bread.

holy communion under the appearance of bread is
another proof of the tender love of Jesus for man. Had our Blessed Lord
given himself to us under the form of costly, rare food, the poor would be
institution of

banished from the holy table

Now,

gels.

the poor could not receive the bread of an-

the poor constitute the greater part of

the blood of Jesus.

of the

;

''

mankind redeemed by

The poor have been always

meek and humble Jesus.

''

the favorite children

Blessed are the poor in

spirit, for theirs is

kingdom of heaven." Matt. v. 3. " To preach the Gospel to the poor
ke hath sent me." The Redeemer practised what he taught. His holy
mother was the humble maid of Israel his reputed father, St. Joseph, an
humble artisan. When born, he had not whereon to lay his head. His
thirty-three years of life were spent in poverty, and in death his pillow was
the hard tree of the cross.
The life and death of Jesus furnish an example

the

;

poor to sanctify their poverty and sufferings. He loved the poor,.
B.nd hence he instituted the Blessed Eucharist under the form of bread,
which is cheap and found in all countries, that the poor as well as the

to help the

rich

may

partake of the table of the Lord.

tender mercy of Jesus,

thus enables the poor to feed on the bread of angels

who

!

BM^wm:^ a.
The Love

of Jesus in the

Holy Communion Manifested by
Promises, and Threats.

Invitations,

and

Let us now hear our Lord's sweet invitation to his heavenly banquet.
Long before the coming of Christ, the inspired writers saw in spirit the
Koly communion, and invited to the banquet, saying
Come, eat my
''

;
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And
bread, and drink the wine I hav-e mingled for you." Prov. ix. 5.
" Eat,
and be inebriated,
dearly beloved."
friends
again
Holy communion is the " cellar of wine," which inebriates
Cant. V. 1.

my

:

—

my

;

the soul, and dissolves her, so to speak, in the languishing love of the

Our blessed Redeemer renews

Canticles.

Come

these

loviug

invitations

ye that labor and are burthened, and I
Matt xi. 28. Yes, refresh you with meat and drink,
will refresh you."
my own body and blood. Jesus invites, nay, commands " Take ye and
We read in the Old Testament that King Aseat this is my body."
suerus, to manifest the riches and glory of his kingdom, made a great
feast, which lasted a hundred and four score days, and invited the
nobles of his realms to partake of it.
In the banquet of Holy Communion, Jesus Christ, the King of kings, manifests, not his glory and
majesty, but his mercy and love.
He invites not only the nobles, but
the poorest of his kingdom and the feast lasts not only a hundred and
four score days, but has lasted already near nineteen hundred years, and
'^
will last to the end of time.
Behold I am with you all days, even to
the consummation of the world." Matt, xxviii. 20
**

to me,"

he says,

'^

all

:

:

;

Promises.

The fond mother woos the child of her heart not only by invitations of
The love of the fondest mother for her
love, but by promises of reward.
child

is

nothing to the love of the Sacred Heart of Jesus for us his

chil-

holy table by promises of ''reward exceeding great," He says: ''If any man eat of this bread, he shall live
" He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath everforever."
and I will raise him up on the last day. My flesh is meat
lasting life
indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. Your fathers did eat manna, and
He that eateth this bread shall live forever." John vi. 52, etc^
are dead.
The goodness of Grod, infinite though it be, could promise nothing greater than the possession of himself for all eternity in paradise as the recompense of receiving worthily Holy Communion
Who will not love to approach frequently the table of the Lord 1 May we all one day enjoy the
promised " good things of the Lord in the land of the living."
dren.

Hence he

invites us to the

;

!

Threats.

As
some

in the case of the

Holy

Sacrifice of the Mass, there are

cold, ungrateful Christians,

who

assist at

of mortal sin speaks to their conscience, so

it
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The

munion.

love of Jesus in the

table of the Lord.
tlie

kingdom

These

threats,

little

the sweet invitations,

;

"

Except you eat the flesli of tlie
blood, you shall not have life in you."
Ihid.

of heaven.

son of Man, and drink his
52.

Holy Sacrament,

they will not approach the holy
These our Blessed Redeemer threatens to exclude for-

the amazing" promises,

ever from

move them

I'o

these promises, these sweet invitations,

from the love of the Sacred Heart of Jesus

all

proceed

to unite us to himself in the

Holy Sacrament.
Union with Jesus.

"All perfection," says St. Liguori, ''consists in union with God.''
Union with God means to have but one will with God, to will and to do
what God wills, and nothing else. This union with his Heavenly Father
our Blessed Lord practised and taught in life and death. " I descended from
heaven not to do my own will, but to do the will of him who sent me."
John vi. 38. When about to die, he prayed, " Father, if it be possible
let this chalice pass from me.
Yet, let not my will but thine be done."
Matt xxvi. And the prayer he taught us was, Thy will be done on

—

'

'

earth as

it is

in heaven."

to live in him,

and

and drinketh

to

Now

the

do his holy

Holy Communion
will.

He

says, "

unites us to Jesus,

He

that eateth

my

my

John vi. 57.
blood, abideth in me, and I in him."
St. Cyril of Alexandria says, " As two pieces of wax melted together be-

flesh

come

one, so

Holy Communion are similarly united with Jesus
13.
As the branch of the vine draws its sap and its

the

In Joan, c,
and verdure from the trunk

Christ."
life

we by

her

life,

to

which

united, so the soul

it is

receives

her vigor, her health, her youth, and her beauty from union

with Jesus Christ in the Holy Communion.

In her intense love and de-

be united to her Divine Lord in the Holy Sacrament blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque used to say, "I feel so great a desire to receive in
the Holy Communion the heart of my God and the God of my heart,
sire to

walk on burning coals, if it were necessary in order to communiwould cost me less pain than the privation of this sacred food."
Heaven inspire our souls with this love and desire.

that to
cate,

May

m€wmM Ml.
The Great

Effects of

Holy Communion.

sacraments confer grace, but of all. Holy Communion
most excellent. The other sacraments contain the gifts of God
All

tlie

;

is

the

Holy
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Communion God
ment produces

First Effect

For

himself.

The

precious effects which the Blessed Sacra-

in the souls of those

who

worthily receive

it

are manifold.

— Holy Communion Sometimes Remits even Mortal Sins.

instance, if the

attrite only, that is

communicant be unconsciously

having only

attrition for his sin,

in mortal

and

sin,

Holy Communion

in-

and restores the soul to the friendship of
her God.
St. Thomas, the great Doctor of the Church, says, "He who
communicates, when infected with mortal sin without being aware of it,
receives pardon because if he had not been sufficiently contrite at the
moment of absolution, by approaching the holy table with res})ect and
devotion, he will receive in the Blessed Eucharist the grace of charity,
which will perfect his contrition and remit his mortal sin."
fuses into the soul divine charity

;

Second Effect

The Council

— Holy Communion Remits Venial Sins.

of Trent says,

'^

The Blessed Eucharist is the antidote that
The Catechism of the same
Sess. xiii. 2.

—

delivers us from venial faults."
Council adds, " It is beyond all doubt, that the Eucharist remits
tirely effaces the

by

And

trifling faults called venial.

effacing them, all that she

committing them."

The very

had

lost

by

it

and en-

restores to the soul,

the heat of concupiscence in

best amongst us sin very often.

"

The

man falls seven times," says the Sacred Scripture. And again,
In
many things we all offend." James iii. 2. "If we say we have no sin,
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us." 1 John 6. Holy
Communion is the sovereign remedy against all, it blots out and effaces
''

just

—

i.

those daily faults, and preserves the soul in youth and beauty.

" This,"

Ambrose, "is the daily bread which is eaten for the curing of our
daily infirmities."
"Each time," adds the Saint, "that the Blood of Jesus
Christ is spilled, it flows for the remission of sins and since I am incessays

St.

;

santly sinning, I ought incessantly have recourse to this remedy.''

Venial

Holy Communion warms and increases
As corporal food restores to the body what it

sins cool the fervor of charity,

divine charity in the soul.
loses

by

natural heat and the exhaustion of the day, so the bread of angels

gives back to the soul what
cupiscence.

May we

it

loses

be worthy

by

daily faults and the heat of con-

to receive daily this living

serving Food.
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Third Effect

— Holy

Communion Remits
due to

The water
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the Temporal Punishment

Sin.

of baptism sends the soul straight to heaven

—remits

the

all

temporal as well as the eternal punishment due to sin.
Baptism of blood
or martyrdom united with charity entitles the soul to the immediate possession of paradise.*

Perfect contrition and perfect charity remits some-

times a part, sometimes the whole, of the temporal punishment due to

Now, Holy Communion

—fervent Communion—infuses

sin.

into the soul perfect

and charity, which cancel temporal punishment, and hence free the
soul, partly or altogether, from the pains of purgatory.
We know not the
amount of punishment in the other life our sins deserve. Our sins so
many and so manifold, sins in the very twilight of reason, sins in youth,
sins in manhood, sins in old age, sins in thought, sins against our neighbor, sins against ourselves.
How many sins every day, every month,
-every year!
How many in the course of our whole lives'? Count them
we cannot. Do not our iniquities surpass in number the very hairs of our
heads 1 And still, though they be pardoned by the mercy of God, the
punishment due to them must be expiated either in this life or in the next.
'Nothing defiled can ever enter the kingdom of heaven, the last farthing
must be paid, the last stain of sin must be washed out when the soul is
a thousand times whiter and purer than the very rays of the sun, then
and then only is she fit to behold the infinite glory of the eternal Son of
God
God of infinite sanctity, how can we poor sinners presume to be
worthy to see thee 1 Fervent frequent Communion will purify our souls,
pay the debt due of our sins, and fit us to see and enjoy God soon after
contrition

!

;

!

death.

May

Jesus grant

Fourth Effect

it.

— Holy Communion

Preserves the Soul from Mortal Sin.

"

The Blessed Eucharist," says the Council of Trent (Sess. xiv. c. 2),
"is an antidote by which we are preserved from mortal sin." As material
food preserves the body from death, so holy Communion is the life of the
" Your fathers," says our blessed Redeemer, " did eat manna and
soul.
" The bread
are dead, if any man eat of this bread he shall live forever."
that I will give you is my fiesh for the life of the world." As the pure
fountain refreshes the body by quenching the burning of thirst, so holy
Communion, the fountain of living waters, cools and extinguishes the
* " Injiiriam facit martyri qui orat pro martyre.''

who

prays for a martyr."

"He

does an injury to a martyr

Innocent the Third.
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" If

ardor of our passions.

any of you," says

St.

Bernard, " does not ex-

perience such frequent or such violent motions of anger, of envy, or of
lust, let

him give thanks

to the

body

which produces life in
no means," adds St. Gregory the

of the Lord,

"
Serm. in Ccena.
his soul."
Great, " more certain or more

There is
prompt to restrain the passions, to root out
bad habitS; to inflame us with the love of God, than frequent Communion."
He who has a wound," remarks St. Ambrose, '' seeks a remedy our
wound is sin, our remedy the heavenly and adorable Eucharist." Holy
Communion is that life-preserving tree planted in the garden of Paradise
holy Communion is the fountain of living waters flowing in the same
lovely garden they who eat of the fruit of that tree (the body of the
Lord), and who drink of the waters of that fountain (the blood of the
May
Lord), will be preserved from the death of the soul mortal sin.
the body and blood of Jesus preserve our souls to life everlasting.
*'

;

;

;

—

Communion Produces an Increase of Sanctifying
Heaven to us, and Inspires Courage and Strength

Fifth Effect— Holy

Insures

Grace,.

to Fulfil all Duties.

Holy Communion

God

as a sacrament,

by

virtue inherent in

it,

containing

an increase of sanctifying grace, of diThis is, in a word, the great and princivine charity, of the love of God.
Holy Communion insures heaven to us,
pal effect of this holy sacrament.
it gives us a right and pledge to the enjoyment of paradise.
We have for
this no less an authority than our blessed Redeemer himself, who says, "If
any man eat of this bread he shall live forever." And again, *' He that
eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath everlasting life, and I will
raise him up on the last day."
Writing on this subject St. Bernard exclaims, " Rejoice, ye spouses, be in transports of joy
You possess the
pledge, you hold the earnest of the spouse to whom you will be happily
united in the celestial country." Ours then is heaven with all its glory,
himself, infuses into the soul

paradise with all

its

joy,

worthy Communions.

God

himself with

all his

May

beauty,

if

we but make

heaven grant it.
Holy Communion inspires courage and strength for all sacrifices, courage to suffer, nay, to die for Christ. The Bread of Life gives strength to
bear with patience, and even with joy, poverty, sufferings, humiliations,
the most painful trials, the most cruel torments, and even martyrdom itself, for the love of God.
'' Nothing," says
St. Jerome, " streugthens the
soul so much as this bread of life " and St. Chrysostom says, " Let us retire from this sacred table like lions, full of ardor and terrible to the devils.**
;
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gives strength to the poor of Christ in their poverty,

privations of al^ kinds

What

of the Lord.

break the strongest

human

to lead in

Ask them, and they

?

f

bind the human heart to

ties that

an angel's

flesh

Ask her: she

the table

die for the suffering

''The bread of the
courage to

gives

home and country

soul with joy

this world, strength

courage, whether on the battle

life,

and

replies,

What

springing forth virgins."

adieu forever to

it is

and

gives strength to the tender maiden in the cloister to

field or in the fever hospital, to live

her Spouse

will tell j^ou

trials,

to

win

members of

elect,

and wine

the missioner to bid

souls

to

Jesus?

What

burning sands of Africa, or the wild
wastes of Siberia ? Ask him he replies, '' The body and blood of Jesus
in the holy sacrifice of the Mass."
''Even if I walk in the shadows of
death, I shall fear not, because thou art with me."
What gives power to
the priest of Jesus Christ to preserve himself unsullied amid the sins and
abominations of a wicked world I The body and blood of Jesus Christ.
fills

his

in

the
:

What gave

courage to the confessor to rejoice in his chains, and to the

martyr to meet death in its fiercest shapes with serene intrepidity ? The
bread of angels. Fortified, nourished, animated by the Real Presence of
Jesus in the Holy Communion, the dark dung "^on, the rack, the gibbet,
the amphitheatre, the red-hot gridiron, the bla^^ng pile, for them had
no terror. This heavenly manna took from the tiger his fierceness, cooled
tmspeaJcahle efthe heat of the furnace, blunted the edge of the sword.
of holy Communion.!
Besides these general

fects

how many others known only to the de" Give me a lover," says
vout communicant % how many to God alone %
In communing
St. Augustine, " and he will understand what I mean."
effects,

with her Lord, with Jesus in her heart, the holy soul finds tears of sorrow
for past sins, confidence for the future, burning love for

God, courage to
bear up with trials and adversities, fortitude to live, yea, and if necessary,
to die for Christ, and the peace and joy of a good conscience, which is a
" perpetual feast" a paradise on earth.
O the sweet, inexpressible effects

—

of

Holy Communion

!

May we

experience them in our souls.

all

Will not these holy effects induce us to frequent Communion, namely^
—1, remission of mortal sin 2, remission of venial sins; 3, remission of
;

the temporal punishment due to sin
increase of sanctifying grace

;

make any

;

sacrifice for Christ

pious communicanj; and to

vent

;

4,

preservation from mortal sin

6,

a pledge, aright to heaven

8,

countless secret effects

God

—

;

5,

courage to
known only to the
;

7,

will not all these induce us to frequent fer-

Communion f This leads us

to

our next chapter

—Frequent Com-

munion.
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We

shall

conclude this chapter

by

a passage from a letter of

St.

Cyprian,

Bishop of Carthage, to Pope Cornelius, both of the third century, to show
that in the early ages the Christians prepared for martyrdom by receiving
" Let those communicate," says St. Cyprian to the
holy Communion.

Pope,

''

who

are in the state of grace, so that those

exhort to martyrdom
bat,

may
is

by

the

and
the com-

invite

not be naked and without weapons in

but armed against the assault

and since the Eucharist

whom we

body and blood of Jesus

the shield of those

who

partake of

whom we

vide with the succor of this celestial food those

it,

let

Christ;

us pro-

wish to defend

against the attacks of the devil."

My
fested

and

soul

by

its

effects

thine,

!

!

what

infinite love of Jesus in the

holy Communion, ^ove mani-

by sweet invitations, by extraordinary promises
Holy Communion is thine, the body and blood of Jesus are

institution,

God and heaven

are thine.

Express thy gratitude in the following

resolution
—

My

loving Jesus in the holy

Communion

!

I

1"

resolve all the days of

my

and esteem, as the greatest gift of Heaven, thy body and
Dearest Lord,
blood, and daily to thank thee for this bread of angels.
keep for me by thy grace this my resolution.
life

to appreciate
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Frequent Communion.

The

Practice of the Primitive Christians.

What

is

and what is not Frequent

Communion.

N

the subject of frequent

prevails even

among

required for frequent

confusion

pious souls, arising from not clear-

ly understanding what

Communion.
quired for what

Communion much

and what is not, frequent
They often confound the dispositions reis

is,

not frequent

Communion

;

Communion

with those

as also the dispositions of

precept with those of counsel only. Thus many, from this
Hence a clear excause, are kept away from the boly table.
position of the teaciiing of the

Church on these points

will

benefit the devout reader.

The
The

Practice of the Primitive Christians.

Apostles, educated in the school of Jesus Christ himself, taught

This we learn from the
Christians to communicate every day.
Acts of the Apostles (ii. 46), " continuing daily with one accord in the temple,

the

first
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and breaking bread from bouse to house, they took tbeir meat with gladness and simplicity of heart." The best interpreters understand this of
holy Communion. St. Jerome and the earliest writers attest this fact, and
hence

St.

Thomas

concludes,

''

It is certain that in the early ages, all

who

mass received holy Communion."
The Congregation of the Council of Trent says, '' Formerly all who
assisted at the holy sacrifice participated in the holy mysteries
it is then
permitted to communicate every day, because, as the faithful sin every
day, they must be exhorted to have recourse every day to this remedy."
assisted at

;

Church
the Christians communicated every day, even those engaged in the married state." By this habit of daily communion the Christians were animated with courage to meet death, at all times and in its fierces" forms, for
'^

says

It is certain,"

St.

Francis of Sales,

''

that in the primitive

the faith.

This holy custom of daily communion prevailed for several centuries in
the Church.
Afterwards, when with increasing number the fervor of
Christians began to

—

wax

cold, all

were commanded

communicate every

to

Sunday. Benedict XIY., de Syn., lib. 6, c. i.
This law of weekly communion existed up to the eighth or ninth century.
The faithful began to grow more tepid, and neglected weekly communion ;
then the Church

made

three times a year
Syn., lib. 5,

In

c

—

a

new

law, obliging all to

at Christmas, Easter,

communicate

and Pentecost.

—Benedict XIV.,

-

i.

after ages the tepidity of the Christian

became

so great, that Innocent

the Third, in the Council of Lateran, in the year 1215, obliged
the most severe penalties, to communicate at least at Easter.

of the Church

is

at least

all,

under

The

spirit

ever the same, but fervor and piety had growju cold, and

so the discipline of the Church had to be relaxed.

The

Spirit of the Church.

Church has at all times encouraged and exhorted her children to
frequent Communion. We have seen that the Apostles, educated in the
school of the Redeemer, taught the primitive Christians to communicate
'I'he

daily.

The Council

of Trent, assisted

by

the

Holy

Ghost, about 1500j

years after the Apostles, taught the same doctrine to her children in the

words following: ''The sacred and holy Synod" (Sess. xxii., c. vi.)
*'
would fain indeed, that at each Mass the faithful who are present should
communicate, not only by

spiritual desire,

but also
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(in Sess.

xiii.,

chap.

viii. )

the holy

most touching appeal, exhorts the faitliful to frequent Communion '^ The holy synod, with true f\itherly affection, admonishes, exliorts, begs, and beseeches, through the bowels of the mercy of our God,
that all mindful of the exceeding love of our Lord Jesus Christ, who gave
his own soul as the price of our salvation, and gave us his own flesh to
eat, would believe and venerate those sacred mysteries of his body and
blood with such constancy and firmness of faith, with such devotion of
soul, with such piety and worship, as to be able frequently to receive that
superstantial bread, that it may be to them truly the life of the soul and
the perpetual health of their mind, and that, being invigorated by the
strength thereof, they may, after the journeying of this miserable pilgrimage, be able to arrive at their heavenly country, there to eat, without the
veil, that same bread of angels which they now eat under the sacred veils."
Let uv add a few of the testimonies of the teachers of the Church and
Fathers,
r^ope Innocent, in the year 1679 (decretum 12), in a decree to all Christendom, praises and approves of daily communion for persons in every state of life, provided they bring with them the proper dispositions.
Pope Benedict XIV. (BuUarium, tom. i. page 440), expresses
the ardent desire of seeing renewed in the Church the fervor and daily
Goiincil, in the
:

communion of the
4),

first

centuries.

Ambrose says

St.

" Receive the Eucharist every day

may become

useful to you."

de Sacr.

c.

day

it

says (Epist. ad Caesari), "It

is

if

St. Basil

(liber 5,

permitted, so that each

communicate every day, to participate of the body and blood of
In the
Jesus Christ." St. Jerome remarks (Com. in Ezechiel, c. 18),
Lord's Prayer we ask for the living bread descended from heaven, in order that we may merit to receive every day in this life that supersubstantial food, which we shall receive forever in the next." St. Bernard teaches
the same doctrine: he says, ''We have within us an inveterate ulcer, as
long as we are under the yoke of sin communion is the sovereign remedy
for curing it
receive it then every day, if you are deemed worthy by
''
your confessor." Sermo in Coena.
Eucharist," adds St. Augustine,
" is your daily bread, necessary for this life."
Homilia, 43, in Quinqua.
"In fine," concludes the Catechism of the Council of Trent (pars 2, num.
thou sinnest daily receive daily,' convey the senti63) " the words,
ments not alone of St. Augustine, but of all the fathers who have written
on the subject."
The reader will excuse a few citations from modern doctors of the Church,
and masters of spiritual life.
useful to

'^

;

;

—

'

—

:
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we may

by

and pious books be
has revived in the Church the holy and primitive habit of frequent communion. St. Thomas, the angel of the schools, says: "The virtue of the

Of

St.

Liguori

say, that

his theology

sacrament of the Eucharist is to give to man salvation; therefore it is
useful that we should participate in it every day, so as to partake each

day of its

fruits."

— Pars

" Let the pastors

iii.

quest. 80, art. 81.

St.

Charles Borromeo says:

and preachers frequently exhort the

Holy

tary practice of frequently receiving the

faithful to the salu-

by

Eucharist,

the example

and practice of the primitive Church, by the words and testimonies of the
holy fathers, and in fine, by the sentiments of the Council of Trent, which
wishes us to communicate each time that we assist at the holy sacrifice of
the mass."
Council iii. p. 74. The pious and learned Fenelon says
*'
Partake of this nourishment as often as it can profit you and should that
be every day, partake of it every day. The primitive Christians communicated every day these times are not less dangerous. Never was
this daily remedy so much wanted.
Communicate, then, as the apostles
made the primitive Christians that is, every day if permitted, and if
your confessor thinks it useful for the sanctification of your soul."
The saints practised what they preached, and hence we find that they

—

;

:

—

received holy

communion every

ine of Sienna,

St.

—

Witness

day.

Catherine of Genoa,

St.

St.

Gertrude,

Teresa, and

many

St.

Cather-

other saints.

Daily communion infused into their souls that angelic purity, that serene
joy amidst the greatest trials and austere penances, that heroic sanctity,
intimate union with

God, and constant

spirit

of prayer, that

made them

the great saints they were.

Frequent communion, then, was taught by the apostles, educated by
Jesus Christ himself taught by the fathers, brought up in the school of
the apostles
taught and practised by the saints of God in every age.
The Church may vary her laws and practices, but her doctrine is ever the
;

;

same

;

her teaching, like

God

himself,

is

the

same yesterday, to-day, and

forever.

What

By

is

Meant by Frequent Communion

communion

?

Church understand
communion every day, several days in a week, or at least more than once
a week.
St. Alphonsus Liguori, whose writings have been approved by
the Holy See, and who has been praised by Leo XIL for recommending
frequent

the approved writers of the

the frequent use of the sacraments,

is sufficient
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Now

point.

and again that communion
Let one passage suffice. The

this learned saint repeats again

once a week
saint says

83

not frequent communion.
''Monthly or weekly communion cannot be called frequent,
is

:

on account of the great coldness of these miserable times
to the ancient discipline of the Church,

it

;

for,

according

should be called rare rather

Hence, we can safely conclude, that
holy communion daily, several times a week, or twice a week, is frequent
communion and that holy communion once a week is not frequent com
munion.
than frequent."

Ilej^ly to Aristasio.

;

BE^WM^yf li.
The

Dispositions of Precept and Counsel for Frequent

Communion and

Weekly Communion.
In our preparation for holy communion, it is necessary to distinguish
what is of precept from what is only of counsel, in order that we may not
sin

by abuse

or lose the

of holy things

life

—irreverence towards the

of our souls

by keeping away from

precept obliges under pain of sin
violating a precept

we

offend

august sacrament
the holy table.

By

a counsel does not.

;

God

;

by

Now

offend God, but merit less grace.

A

neglecting or

neglecting a counsel

we do

not

there are dispositions of precept

and of counsel for frequent communion, and dispositions both of precept
and counsel for weekly communion too. It will increase the devotion of
the pious communicant clearly to understand them.
Dispositions of Precept for Frequent
St.

that
that

Augustine says (Serm.

viii.

de Verbo

Communion.

Dom.)

''Receive daily,

:

may be every day profitable to you, but live in such a manner
you may be worthy to receive every day." What are the disposiit

communion

In one word,,
they consist in this the frequent communicant must be exempt not only
from mortal sin, but from every affection for or attachment to deliberate
For this we have the highest authorities in the Church. The
venial sin.
learned Pope Benedict XIV. (Be Syn. lib. vii. cap. 12, n. 9), says " Contions required, or of precept, for frequent

?

—

:

communion

who, avoiding mortal sin, yet retain an affection for venial faults, of which they do not wish
" It is an error
St. Liguorisays (Praxis, clxix.)
to correct themselves."
fessors should not allow frequent

to those

•.

to grant frequent

communion, that

is,

several tinjes in the week, to those
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who commit

venial faults, for which they retain an affection, and of which

they do not wish
the saint, "

who

to

correct themselves."

"

As

for persons," continues

habitually commit deliberate venial sins, and in

whom no

amendment, or even desire of amendment, is visible, it would be well not
" Hence a perto permit them to communicate more than once a week."
son,"
we use still the very words of the saint (Spouse of Christ, p. 635)
''who commits deliberate venial sins, by telling wilful lies, by vanity

—

—

by

by inordinate attachments, or is guilty of
other similar faults, which he knows to be an obstacle to his advancement
in perfection, and who does not endeavor to correct these defects, especof dress,

feelings of dislike,

were against humility or obedience, that person cannot be permitted to communicate more than once a week." Therefore, it
follows that the frequent communicant must be exempt from every affection for or attachment to deliberate venial sins
he must try to avoid and
correct any venial fault which he had been in the habit of committing.
It may be asked, does it then follow that the frequent communicant
must avoid all venial sins % By no means. Exemption from venial sin,
and exemption from an affection to venial sin, are two distinct and different things.
The Council of Trent (sess. vi., cap. xxiii.) teaches, that it is
ially if these defects

—

impossible, without a special privilege of grace, to avoid

all

venial

sin.

Immaculate Sinless mother of God alone.
A holy soul may and will sometimes fall into venial faults, but she retains
no affection for them as long as she hates and detests them, and endeavors
On the other hand the
to correct and avoid them for the time to come.
soul has an affection for those venial faults which she continues to commit, into which she easily and frequently falls, without making any effort
to avoid or correct them.
St. Francis of Sales says, ''We can never be
perfectly exempt from venial sins, but we can very well avoid all affection
to venial sin.
Truly it is one thing to tell a lie once or twice, with full
deliberation, in a matter of little importance, and another thing to take
" Affection to
pleasure in lying, and to be attached to that kind of sin."
venial sin," continues the same saint, "is contrary to devotion; it weakens the strength of the soul, prevents divine consolations, opens the door

That

privilege belonged to the

to temptations, and, if

and

it

does not

kill

the soul,

it

renders

it

extremely in-

from venial sins these last happening
to a soul, and not there continuing long, do not injure it much
but should
the same venial sins remain in the soul, by the affection it feels for them,
they cause it to lose the grace of devotion." Such are the suitable dispo-

firm,

it is

in this that

it

differs

;

;
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theologians for frequent holy com-

munion.*
St. Lig-uori

allows one exception to this general rule.

He

says (Praxis,

sometimes good and desirable to allow frequent and
daily communion to those who are in danger of falling into mortal sin,
that they may receive grace and strength to resist the temptations."
And

num.

149),

''It is

That a certain nobleman was so habitually addicted to
a certain grievous and sensual sin, that he despaired of overcoi^iing his
bad habit. Having communicated every day for several weeks, according to the advice of his confessor, he was entirely delivered from the vice
which had tyrannized over him so long, and never afterwards committed
the saint' relates,

''

sin against the holy virtue of purity."

The Dispositions of Counsel

for

Frequent Communion.

"Nothing," says St. Jerome, '' ought to be more pure, more calm, more
adorned than that soul which prepares within it a dwelling for the Lord."
Jesus Christ is so holy that the dispositions to be desired are those wiiich
filled the soul of the Blessed Mother of God herself, when she knelt down
at the

holy

table.

The

better dispositions w^e bring to the altar, the more
" Holy things for the
receive from our Blessed Lord.

we
holy," and how holy ought the communicant be whose soul is daily fed
and nourished by the body and blood of Jesus Christ. The highest sancgraces

shall

tity is not

What

A

high enough for such a

are those dispositions

?

soul.

They

are

:

nervous fear of the smallest venial sins, not because they
deserve punishment, but because they offend so good a Grod. They who
love Grod ardently endeavor to avoid by all means in their power the
1.

sensitive,

slightest venial ofPence.

Mental prayer or meditation according to the capacity and state of
The soul that loves God loves to commune with God
life of each person.
In prayer the soul finds light and fervor, and other
in holy prayer.
graces which the Holy Ghost himself breathes into the heart.
3. Purity of intention, that is, not only in the morning, but frequently
during the day, to offer all our actions to the greater glory of God, to perform them solely to please him, and during each action to keep alive in
2.

our souls a sense of the presence of God by short ejaculations and aspirWithout faations, which can be multiplied by thousands every day.
tiguing the mind, they keep the soul ever in the presence of God.
* This is the sense in wliich I have called these dispositions

" dispositions of precept."
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Every day

4.

to practise

many

little

acts of humility, self-denial,

and moreover,

and

watch and obey the secret
These secret inspirations, these silent whispers from
inspirations of God.
heaven to the fervent soul, are many every day.
5. The hearing- of Mass, nay, of as many Masses as possible, every day^
daily fervent visits to Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, and lastly, tender
The following passages may
filial devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary.
appropriately conclude our remarks on the subject of frequent communion.
mortification of the senses

;

to

.

Devout Life), ''When a soul has attained a considerable degree of perfection, when she spends several hours
in the day in mental prayer, and has moreover conquered the greater
Francis of Sales says {Introd.

St.

may be allowed

part of her evil inclinations, she

And

St.

Thomas

says,

munion the fervor of

''

If

any one

Distin. 2, 9, 3,

Art

The

We
What

finds

by

communion every

to

day."

by daily Com-

experience that

and his reverence not dimincommunicate every day." In 4 Sent. 2r

his love is

ished, such a person ought to

to

increased,

—

1.

Disposition of Precept for

Weekly Communion.

have shown that weekly communion

is

not frequent

communion

are the necessary dispositions, or dispositions of precept, for

weekly

communion? We reply, exemption from mortal sin. In other words,
any person free from mortal sin can communicate worthily once a week.
Such is the teachings of the approved writers of the Church. Neither venial sins

nor affection to venial sins prevent weekly communion.

seen in the preceding section that Benedict XIV. {Syn.
whilst he forbids frequent

communion

to those

venial sins, does not forbid weekly, which

Saint Liguori repeats the same doctrine.
is,

n. 149),

who

''

is

who

We have

lib. 7, c. 12, n. 9),

retain an affection for

not frequent communion.

As for persons," he

habitually commit deliberate venial

says {Prax-

and in whom no
would not be well

sins,

amendment, or even desire of amendment is visible, it
to permit them to communicate more than once a week."
Therefore the
saint would permit holy Communion once a week to such persons?.
Again,
" My monitor will say that even in the
St. Liguori says (Reply to Arist.)
early ages of the Church, exemption from affection to venial sin was conI sa}^ it was not
sidered necessary for weekly communion.
for communion was forbidden only to those who had an affection to mortal sin."
It cannot be denied that the mere exemption from mortal sin is
Again,
:

;

*'

not a sufficient disposition for frequent

communion
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not frequent, or for weekly communion

;

otherwise,

be forbidden to comagain he says, *'It has al-

affection to venial sins should

municate even a few times in the year." And
ways appeared to me suitable and right to advise seculars who avoid
grievous

faults,

or

who commit them but

seldom,

communicate every week. In fact, it is proved by experience that
those who communicate every week never or rarely commit mortal sins.
Many persons who avoid mortal sin by communicating every week would
not have strength to do so if they communicated but once a month."
Father Scaramelli, whose work (Direcfoire Ascetique) is
Heply to Arist.
highly prized, says, " A confessor may and ought to grant weekly communion to souls whom he finds disposed for absolution such is the general sentiment of spiritual directors, and appears at present to be the prac^'Weekly Communion," says the learned Suarez,
tice of the Church."
*'
ought not to be omitted because of venial sins, for it is one of the great
fruits of the sacrament to preserve from falling into mortal sin."
We shall
give one passage from a living author, the learned and holy Mgr. De Sfegur of Paris. He says, *' I am spending my life in directing and hearing
Whilst on the other hand,
the confessions of children and young people.
with this holy practice, it becomes easy for them to avoid evil
If you can, my dear little child, communicate every Sunday and feast-day."
This pious prelate advises and recommends holy Communion once a week
to children who have made their first communion.
Those persons '^
^jCt us conclude in the words of the Council of Trent
(Sess. xiii. c. viii.), '' communicate sacramentally and spiritually (that iswith fruit), who so prove and dispose themselves as to approach the divine
"The wedding garment" is the state
table with the wedding garment."
It follows therefore, that neither
of grace, or exemption from mortal sin.
venial sins or affection to venial sins are an impediment to weekly Communion. The only condition required is exemption from mortal sin, so
that any soul, simply in the state of grace, can approach the holy table
worthily and with fruit once a week.
to

;

*'

:

m€wmMMi.
Preparation

for

Holy Communion.

Having shown from the best authorities the dispositions of precept for
sreekly communion, we add that the dispositions of counsel are the holiest
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communicant can bring

the

whatsoever

—whether

to the

frequent,

for

but all good dispositions
or weekly, or other communion,

holy table

;

whether of precept or of counsel, all such good dispositions in the communicant are to be obtained from God by a fervent preparation, which
will form the subject of the present section.
When we proved that for weekly communion exemption from mortal

from our desire that the communicant should
rest content with that disposition.
Our object was to promote the glory
of Grod and devotion to the Blessed Sacrament by encouraging weekly
communion, believing with St. Liguori that those who communicate
weekly will never or rarely offend Grod by mortal sin and also believing
that, to those who approach the holy table even once a week, the Holy
Ghost himself will communicate greater grace than mere freedom from
mortal sin. A fervent preparation will not fail to obtain from God holy
dispositions, proportioned to the fervor of the preparation
and hence we
sin

was

sufficient, it

was

far

—

;

implore of our readers seriously to meditate on the few reflections contained in this section.
his graces

upon the soul

Jesus Christ, in the Holy Eucharist, will confer
in proportion to

its

fervor in preparing to receive

Bonaventure says, " I believe that a person receives more grace
in one communion well made and with good preparation, than in many

him.

St.

made without

the

same preparation."

Seed does not fructify save in a well prepared soil, nor does holy communion produce its fruits in the garden of the soul, except it be well prepared.
The quantity of water we draw from a fountain is in proportion
to the size and capacity of the vessel
now the Blessed Eucharist is an
inexhaustible fountain of grace, and each communicant will drink in
graces in proportion to the holy dispositions of the soul.
Preparation then
for holy communion is of the last importance.
Preparation for holy communion is twofold remote and immediate. A few observations on each
will be acceptable to the pious reader.
;

—

Remote

Kemote preparation

Preparation.

consists in innocence in

the commission of mortal

life,

which,

if forfeited

by

must ordinarily be recovered by a good
confession before approaching the table of the Lord.
God demands of
each one before holy communion to examine, to search into his soul, to
" Let each one prove himself,"
see how he stands in-the sight of heaven.
says St. Paul, " and so let him eat of this bread and drink of this chalice."
sin,
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Let each one prove himself, and if his conscience upbraids him with mortal sin, let him recover the friendship of God by a
good confession otherwise he incurs the terrible guilt of sacrilege. The
enormity of the guilt of sacrilege must strike terror into the heart of any
•

Cor.

xi.

28.

!

Christian believing in the real presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist.

The

sacrilegious

communicant receives the God of

impure, corrupt, defiled,

filled

with unclean

all

sanctity into a soul

The food

spirits.

of

life

be-

comes the poison of death, nay everlasting death. St. Paul says (1 Cor.
xi. 29), " Whosoever shall eat this bread or drink the chalice of the Lord
unworthily, eateth and drinketh judgment to himself, not discerning the
body of the Lord." No words could describe more forcibly the sin of
sacrilege.

Sacrilege hardens the heart, steels the conscience, darkens the

mind, and brings despair and the wrath of

God upon

the soul.

Let one

example out of many sufS.ce- When did the fell spirit of hell possess Judas to commit the greatest crime ever perpetrated ? After receiving unworthily the body and blood of Jesus Christ. After making the first
sacrilegious communion, he gave Jesus the traitor's kiss, sold his Divine
Lord and Master for thirty pieces of silver. What nextf He hanged
himself in despair, and went down straight into hell.
Of this wretched
It had been better for him had he never been
man the Redeemer said
born."
St. Bonaventure
O sin of sacrilege, may we hate and fear thee
" Unworthy communion subjects us to sin and temptation, disposes
says
^

:

'

!

:

us to damnation, scandalizes our neighbor, darkens the
the wrath of God, abridges our temporal

To

life,

spirit, calls

down

and deprives us of special

communicant the following awful threats of
God's wrath are applied by the saints, ^' Pour forth thy indignation upon
them, add iniquity upon their iniquity, and let them not come unto thy
Let them be blotted out of the book of life, and with the just let
justice.
not their names be written." Ps. Ixviii. 25. Enough, no doubt, to inspire
us all with holy fear of unworthy communion, and to make us beseech
God to avert this damning sin from the children of his holy Church. A
serious remote preparation, including a good confession, will secure the
soul against the dreadful evil of an unworthy communion.
graces."

the sacrilegious

Immediate Preparation.

The remote preparation removes from the soul everything
or offensive to God: the immediate preparation decorates the
speak, with the ornaments of grace

meet

to

adorn

it

displeasing
soul, so to

for the reception of
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This immediate preparation conand ought to begin at least the evening

the Lord of holiness, the Divine Gruest.
in fervent acts of the soul,

sists

The

before coinmunion.

angelic St. Aloysius spent three days preparing

for each

communion, and thus by

eminent

sanctity.

not too

It is

his fervor attained in a short time

much

for us poor sinners to begin to pre-

" It

pare the evening before holy Communion.

Royal Prophet,
himself."

since

''

Para., xxix.

it is

a great work," says the

is

not to prepare an abode for man, but for

On

1.

enters into herself, meditates

the eve of holy

on the

such

communion

infinite sanctity of

God

the pious soul

Jesus Christ, and

on her own poverty and unworthiness. Some such thought as this never
" To-morrow I am to receive into my poor soul the
leaves the mind
body and blood of Jesus Christ sanctify itself May Jesus himself prepare me."
Grod had promised a Redeemer, and durilig the long space of
four thousand years the Virgin Mother was before the divine eye of the
:

..

—

adorable Trinity, to

fill

to overflowing her pure

soul with every grace

power could bestow upon a creature. For what ?
To-morthat she may be worthy to bear in her womb the Son of God.
row I am to receive into my soul the same Son of God, Jesus born of
Jesus, prepare me.
How
Mary I so unworthy sinner that I am
'*
beautiful are the words of the Imitation of Christ (b- iv. c. 1)
Behold
Noah, a just man, labored a hundred years in building the ark and how
shall I be able in the space of one hour to prepare myself to receive with
"Moses, thy servant and special
reverence the Maker of the world?"

and

virtue that infinite

!

;

:

;

friend,

made an ark

of incorruptible wood, which he also covered with

pure gold, that he might deposit therein the tables of the law

:

and

shall

a rotten creature, presume so easily to receive thee, the Maker of the
law and the Giver of life % Solomon, the wisest of the kings of Israel, emI,

ployed seven years in building a magnificent temple for the praise of thy
name, and for eight days together celebrated the feast of the dedication
thereof: he offered a thousand pacific victims.
And I, a wretch, the
.

vilest

of men,

how

shall I bring thee into

scarcely one half hour devoutly

communicant may say

1 "

my

.

,

house,

who can spend

With the same Solomon

the pious

"If the heaven and the heaven of heavens do
not contain thee, how much less this house which I have built." II. Para.,
Yes^ if the heavens be not holy enough for God, if the angels
vi. 18.
and saints be not pure enough in his sight, how can I, a poor sinner, receive into

my

soul

purity and sanctity

:

—

— my

?

soul so

unworthy

These holy thoughts

make, by the aid of God's grace,

many

—the

same God of

infinite

will inspire the pious soul ta

fervent acts
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having offended so good a God, acts of profound humility, acts of
praise and thanksgiving, acts of love divine.
The devout communicant will do well to read some pious book, such as
the lives of the saints, books treating of devotion to the Blessed k^acrament, the fourth book of the Imitation of Christ, which cannot be excelled
for

and whilst reading,

will

send up

many

fervent ejaculations to

morrow

pare the soul to receive worthily on the

The

Jesus Christ.

soul,

absorbed

in these

falls

to pre-

the bod)' and blood of

holy thoughts,

and we may say of her what the sacred Scriptures say of
£rst martyr, she

God

retires to rest

Stephen, the

St.

asleep in the Lord..

The Morning

of

Holy Communion.

Before the morning's dawn the soul watches, and with the Royal Prophet cries out ''0 God my God, to thee do I watch at the break of day.
:

my

For thee

soul hath thirsted."

thought at night, so he

am

to receive into

my

is

the

first

soul the

Ps.

Ixii.

2.

As Jesus was
"

thought in the morning.

body and blood

the last

To-day I

of Jesus Christ.

May

Jesus prepare me."

The

Morning prayers are

ligence.

exterior
•est.

No

pious communicant rises early in the morning.

is

On

said with earnest fervor

The

in keeping with the interior.

the

way

distance be long,

good account.

sloth,

and

The
but mod-

piety.

dress neat, clean,

to the chapel, as the people yet call the church,

happens in the country, the time

as often

No

idle conversation

— the conversation

is

is

now more

the

if

turned to

with God.

soul is calm, recollected, nay, joyous, preparing for the banquet.
is

no neg-

The
Jesus

intensely in the heart and thoughts, the time approaches

nearer, multiplied aspirations ascend to heaven, bespeaking grace for the

Lamb.
The pious communicant arrives at the Church long before the time of
Mass, desiring to be away from the noise of the world, from family, from
business, and to have some time to be alone with God, in the peace and
calm of his sanctuary. The perpetual lamp before the tabernacle speaks
of the Real Presence. Jesus is on the altar the soul feels the awe of his
nuptials with the

presence — " Reverence
love — Come to me,
''

,

my
all

sanctuary

you

;"

that labor

but hears the sweet voice of his

and are burdened, and

I will re-

(Mattj xi. 28) and sweeter still, " Arise, make haste, mj^ love,
my beautiful one, and come." Cant, ii. 10. The pious communicant re" My heart is ready ;"
I. Kings.
plies, " Thy servant heareth, O Lord."

fresh

you

"

;

—
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and kneels down, adores God, and begins a more fervent preparation for
holy Communion. The soul is now in the presence of the Lord, communing familiarly with him.
Each look of love to the tabernacle is reflected

back in a current of grace from the Sacred Heart of Jesus to the heart of
The mass begins, the adorable sacrifice is being ofthe pious penitent.
fered up, the heavens open, Jesus again descends upon the altar, accompanied by his angels, and the communicant assists at the '' tremen^^ous
mystery" with all possible attention and devotion.
Immediately before receiving, the pious soul elicits fervent acts of the
different virtues.
She elicits an act of firm faith in the real presence of
the body and blood, together with the soul and divinity, of Jesus Christ,
the Eternal Son of God, who created her, redeemed her, and on the last
day will judge her, and whom she is now about to receive. If St. Elizabeth cried out, " Whence is this unto me, that the mother of my Lord
should come to me f (Luke i. 43), the pious communicant can say, whence
this favor to me, that my Lord himself should not only visit me, but feed
my soul with his own flesh and blood ? ^' I believe, Lord help thou my
unbelief" Mark, ix. 23.
:

This act of faith will inspire the soul to make acts of profound humility

and

ness, she

am

Knowing

contrition.

the sanctity of God, and her

own unworthi-

cannot but exclaim with the centurion in the Gospel,

not worthy that thou shouldst enter under

my

'^

Lord,

I

roof; say but the

my

soul shall be healed."
Matt, viii. 8. ''If you had," says
the Imitation of Christy " the purity of an angel, and the sanctity of St.

word, and

John the Baptist, you would not be worthy to receive this holy Sacrament." The consciousness of her unworthiness, and the desire to purify
herself more and more, will remind the soul to elicit acts of perfect conShe will say with the humble publican, "Lord, be
trition for her sins.
Luke xviii. 13. "Wash me yet more from my
merciful to me a sinner."
Create a clean heart in me,
iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin.
God,
and renew a right spirit within my bowels." Ps. li. She also elicits acts
Jesus invites her. He knows her poverty.
of confidence and love.
She
She begs of her Divine Lord to
cannot prepare for him a fit habitation.
" Those wIiq
accept her poverty,- and prepare for himself his own abode.
are well stand not in need of a physician, but only those that are sick."

Matt,
his

ix. 12.

own

Her

last acts are acts of divine love.

sake, for his

own

infinite

goodness.

She gives him herself with-

She desires to have, and offers him, the love of the holiest
on earth. She ascends in spirit to heaven, she invites all the blessed

out reserve.
souls

She loves Jesus for
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spirits in

to

her Lord the love of

heaven, the love of

Mary beyond

all

93
all

the saints and blessed

created love

;

and thus with

the love of earth and heaven centred in her soul, and her soul centred in

her God, she receives the body and blood of Jesus Christ, her Divine Guest.

The

Imitation of Christ puts into the

mouth of

communicant these

the

my

God, my Creator, and my Redeemer, I desire
to receive thee this day with such affection, reverence, praise, and honor,
with such gratitude, worthiness, and love, with such faith, hope, and purity, as thy most holy Mother, the glorious Virgin Mary, received thee,
when she most humbly and devoutly answered the angel, who declared to
holy words:

''

O

Lord,

her the mystery of the Incarnation

be

it

done unto

The

:

Behold the handmaid of the I^ord

me

according to thy word."— b. iv., c. xvii.
Redeemer himself said to St. Matilda, '^ When you communicate,

have the greatest love which the saints have had for me, and in
return for this I will accept your love in proportion to the fervor with
which you wished for it."
Did every communicant prepare in this manner for the table of the
Lord, our loving Saviour would not be offended by so many cold, careless, tepid, we will not say, sacrilegious communions
the Sacred Heart of
Jesus would not be wounded by so many relapsing sinners sinners who
frequent the sacraments, but receive without much fruit, as they receive
without due preparation the bread of angels.
Sin and crime would cease
fervor and piety would reign and the sanctity of the primitive Christians,
who had but one heart and one soul, would again bloom in the Church of
God. Sacred Heart of Jesus, for thy greater glory, grant us all the grace
receive at all times worthily and with full fruit thy sacred Body and Blood.
desire to

;

—

;

Bm€TMM'
Thanksgiving
Griiotude

is

after

m

Holy Communion.

a noble sentiment of the

pleased and touched

by

human

heart.

gratitude for favors received.

Every one

I's

Ingratitude pains,

Our Blessed Lord himself comshocks us, and prevents future liberality.
When he cured the ten lepers, only one returned
plains of the ungrateful.

The Redeemer

''Were not ten made clean? and
where are the nine ? Is there no one found to return and give glory to
God but this stranger?" Luke xvii. 18. Again, our Lord complained
" Behold," he said, " this Heart,
to blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque.

to thank him.

said:
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which has loved men so much, that it has spared nothing, even to the exhausting and consuming itself, to testify its love and 3^et in return I reAs all good
ceive from the greater number but coldness, ingratitude," etc.
but how thank
gifts proceed from God, we ought to thank him for them
him when he gives us himself? In holy Communion we receive the gifts
How precious, how holy the time after receiving Jesus
and the Grivei
" The time after
St. Mary Magdelene de Pazzi used to say
Christ
holy Communion is the most precious in our lives it is the best time for
negotiating with God and for inflaming our souls with his divine love." St.
;

;

!

!

:

;

Remain with Jesus Christ, profit by the favorable time of
Communion to draw abundantly the treasures of his graces." The time is
" He that eateth my body and drinketh
precious Jesus is in the soul.
Teresa says

:

''

:

my

blood, abideth in

me and

I in him."

When

Jesus said to Zaccheus,

" This day I must abide in thy house," Zaccheus received with joy his di-

This day is salvation
by saying
With holy joy and fervor ought we

vine Guest, and Jesus rewarded his zeal

come

to this house."

LuJce, xix. 9.

:

'*

Say to my
the supreme moment

too receive our divine Guest bringing salvation to our souls.
soul, I

am

thy salvation."

Ps.

of death, the moments after holy

our whole

lives,

because

we

In a word, next to

Communion

are the most important of

then possess Jesus, our God,

bosoms the Lord of angels and archangels, we become
Immediate Thanksgiving.

we

''

we

bear in cur

his living tabernacles.

— First Act after Communicating.

burning with divine
love.
Jesus her God is gently laid on the tongue, and received into the
That instant she bows down profoundly in love and adoration.
breast.
She shuts her eyes and ears to the outer world, to all creatures, and abIn the

last section

left

the soul at the altar

rails,

sorbed in God, she loves, she adores, she thanks, she praises her divine
Lord, and gives

him her whole being without

reserve.

After saying again

my

God, I wish to love you as you desire,
I offer you the love of all holy souls on earth, of all the saints and blessed
spirits in heaven, and of Mary thy Mother, to supply my defects
the
soul may cry out with the inspired Prophet, "
ye angels of the Lord,
''
bless the Lord, praise and exhalt him above all forever."
ye servants
of the Lord, bless the Lord.
ye
ye spirits and souls of the Lord,
heavens and all ye powers of the Lord, bless the Lord, praise and exalt
him above all forever." Daniel, iii. '* Let us glorify his name together."
Fs., xxxiii. 4.
Union of the soul with Jesus in love and adoration is the
first act after receiving holy Communion.

and

again, I love you, Jesus,

;
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Second Act.

The

She knows
ness of her

cause they

for Sin.

God, sees more
past sins.
She sees her black ingratitude to so good a God.
he will forgive and pardon. Often she repeats in the bittersorrow, " My good Jesus, I am sorry for all my past sins, bedisplease and offend thy infinite goodness."
"The sins of my

soul possessing Jesus,

clearly her

— Sorrow

95

and absorbed

in the love of

youth and my ignorance remember not, O Lord."
From my secret sins
cleanse me,
Lord, and from those of others spare thy servant." Ps.
''Lord, be merciful to me a sinner.
Lord, I have sinned against heaven
and against thee." Luhe, xv. 18. With tears streaming from the eyes,
with deep sorrow in the heart, with the firm resolve to sin no more, the
prayer for pardon is whispered to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. The Sacred
Heart dilates in mercy from it the blood of redemption again flows on
the soul.
Jesus speaks, and the soul hears his sweet voice saying: " Thy
sins are for.'^iven thee
go in peace, and sin no more."
*'

;

;

Third Act— Petition.

The

third part of thanksgiving after holy

Our Blessed Redeemer has

most important.

communion
said:

is

perhaps the

"Ask, and

it

be

shall

one that asketh receiveth." Luhe, xi. 9. And
again
''If you shall ask anything in my name, that will I do.
You
shall ask whatever you will, and it shall be done unto you."
John, xv. 7.
Now, the time beyond all times for asking everything is after holy communion. St. Teresa says, that at that time Jesus remains in the soul as
given to you

;

for every

:

on a throne of grace, saying to her: "What wilt thou that I should
do to thee ? " Jesus will refuse us nothing. Let us ask of him grace to
sin no more, to correct our past faults, to avoid every occasion of sin,
whether place or person, grace to keep his commandments, grace to love
"I have found him
him, and the grace of graces- final perseverance.
whom my soul loves; I hold him fast; I will not let him go." Cant^
iii. 4.
Yes " I will not let thee go till thou hast blessed me." Gen.,
xxii. 26.
Let no one then ever say I am weak. Jesus is the Physician "that
He is the strength of the weak. Let no one
cures all sorts of diseases."
Holy communion is "the
say: I fear when I feel the sting of the flesh.
wine springing forth virgins." Jesus is the chastity of the soul and body.
Let nobody say My heart is cold, devoid of charity. Jesus is charity

—

;

:

:

Jesus

is fire

consuming

;

"

from heaven.

fire."

Deut,

iv.

God
54.

is

charity."

" I

came

John,

iv. 8.

to cast fire

"

on the

My God
eartli

;

is

a

and
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what
say

:

will I

I

heaven
great."

but that

am weary
is

xv.

Luke,

xii.

;

God

is

" I

the reward.

Lastly, let no one

49.

of the struggle so constant,

the prize

Gen.,

be kindled."

it

Look up

unceasing.

am

thy reward exceeding

''Your sorrow shall be turned into joy."

1.

"God

wipe away all tears from your eyes and death shall be no more,
nor mourning, nor crying, nor sorrow shall be any vooyq for the former things have passed away." Apoc, xxi. 4. Heaven is the prize. '' He
shall

;

;

that eateth this bread shall live forever,
last day."

John,

and I

him up on

will raise

thp

vi. 55.

When we

have asked and obtained everything for ourselves, let us
Let us pray for the universal Church, that
think of and pray for others.
God may exalt and extend her over the world wide. A prayer for our
own dear Irish Church, that every child of St. Patrick at home and abroad
may be confirmed in the pure faith of Jesus Christ. Let us pray for
May a ray from
those sleeping, nay, dead in the grave of mortal sin.
heaven give them life to live unto God. Let us pray that heretics and
schismatics may return to the bosom of the Church, to console the Sacred
Heart of Jesus. Let us pray God to inspire our holy father the Pope
with wisdom, sanctity, and fortitude, to resist the enemies of God, and to
Let us pray
steer the bark of Peter safely to the haven of salvation.
Jesus, for the glory of his immaculate spouse the Church, to shower down
abundant graces, eminent sanctity, the perfect spirit of their state, on
A parting prayer
bishops, priests, and religious all over the entire world.
for those in the

occasion of

sin,

those in their last agony, that they
those departed in peace, but

still

may

not offend Jesus

;

for

depart in the peace of Jesus

;

for

field

may

soon possess God
of intercessory prayer opens

in pain, that they

Here what a

in the bliss of paradise.

may

that they

What riches to
and expands before the soul of the pious communicant
acquire, what treasures to 'heap up, what glory to God, what consolation
!

to the Sacred

Jesus

is

Heart of Jesus

in the heart

!

!

How many

other holy thoughts, pious desires,

heavenly inspirations, will not the Lord himself infuse into the soul
"Her conversation
How sweet the conversation of the soul with Jesus

\

!

has no bitterness, nor her company any tediousness."

How

delicious to the soul the taste of this

heavenly food

Wis.,
!

"

viii.

16.

The bread

Gen., xlix. 20.
How rapturous the
be the deliciousness of kings."
enjoyments, how supremely happy the moments of the soul ''inebriated
Well may she exwith delights," communing with, absorbed in Jesus
" My beloved to me and I to him.
claim with the spouse in the canticles

shall

!

:
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him

him

Cant

go."
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whom my soul loves I hold him
4.
May Jesus inspire us all to
:

iii.

and as we ought, after holy communion.
How much time ought the devout communicant

and will not let
thank him as he defast,

serves,

to

spend in thanksgiv-

The time of
thanksgiving will depend upon the fervor of each person. The saints
have spent hours in meditation and prayer after holy communion. Every
day we see holy souls who spend half an hour or more in thanksgiving.
They find the time too short, and in their fervor complain when the duties
But in no case ought
of their state in life tear them away from the altar.
any one leave the altar without spending a quarter of an hour in fervent
ing

?

Liguori replies, at least a quarter of an hour.

tSt.

communicant becomes distracted, the acts of thanksgiving found in every prayer book may be read with profit.
The pious communicant will always make a fervent thanksgiving but
thanksgiving.

If the

:

how

sad, if not sinful, is the

thanksgiving, as well as the preparation, of

They go to confession through cussome cold and careless Christians
tom or routine. The eve of holy communion they read no pious books
they pray but little, and think not of the sanctity of the body and blood
The morning
of the Lord which they are to receive in the morning.
comes they rise late, mutter a few hurried, thoughtless prayers, and proceed to the chapel. The dress is either careless and slovenly, or indecent
and gaudy, as if they were going to a theatre to attract, and not to a
church to pray. On the way they talk to everybody about everything
except about God no recollection, no aspirations. They arrive just in
time not to be late for mass, but not in time to pray. They are weary of
They
a long mass or sermon they have no relish^ for the Word of God.
receive the body and blood of Jesus they retire to their places, but their
!

;

:

:

;

vacant looks betray a distracted mind. They look about, appearing not
to know what to do, nor to appreciate what God has done for them.

may

and minds are far from God.
Ma-ss is over, the blessing is given, they appear in a hurry to be first out
At
of church they carry Jesus in their hearts into the street or road.
once they begin to talk of everything profane, but not one word, not one

Their

lips

stir

in prayer, but their hearts

:

afi'ection or

thought about

God

or the Blessed Eucharist they received.

Dear Jesus has not this too often happened % What an irreverence,
what an outrage, what an insult to thy Sacred Heart
No wonder, then, that some of these careless communicants, if they
!

were proud before, continue proud if before they were drunkards, they
get drunk again if before they were impure, may fall again into the sin
;

;
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of impurity

;

before they were quarrelsome, they will fight again

if

before they led disedifying lives, they afterwards

Like the

Israelites in the desert,

fail

to give

;

if

edification.

they sin with the manna of heaven in

They have reason to fear that the anger of God will overThey abuse the grace of God, they treat with irreverence,
take them.
we will not say positive insult, the Body and Blood of Jesus Christ. May

their mouths.

heaven avert such miseries, and save all Christians from
still more, from bad, sacrilegious communions

cold, tepid,

and

Remote Thanksgiving.
The pious communicant may ask with

the

Royal Psalmist, " What

he hath rendered to me f "
The best return to the Lord is the remote thanksgiving,
Ps., cxv. 12.
which means to correct our faults, to amend our lives, and to acquire all
shall I render to the

Lord

for all the things

After fervent prayer the pious

virtues pleasing to Jesus Christ.

icant reluctantly leaves the altar, returns

home from

commun-

the nuptial banquet,

Lamb. ''Thou art all beautiful, my love, and a stain is not in thee."
The devout soul entertains her
Divine Lord on the way home with holy afi'ections and aspirations. That
day she wants no society, her conversation is with God. This holy
thought constantly recurs to her mind this morning I have received the
body and blood of Jesus my God may Jesus make me grateful. She
reads pious books to nourish her still more with holy thoughts and holy
affections, she spends more time in prayer, prayer of the heart, prayer
she finds time for everything, but above
full of deep devotion and fervor
joyous, happy, recollected, the spouse of the

:

:

;

all,

time for her duties to God.

How

may

breath

How
how

how modest

chaste,

!

Her Lord

fade and wither the lovely

''

feeds

lily,

the

chaste the eyes that in the morning beheld the
ch-aste the

among the lilies.'' A
emblem of virginityRedeemer of the world,

tongue that in the morning was purpled with the blood

how

chaste the heart that in the morning

was the living
Holy Communion—-" the wine springing
tabernacle of the Son of God
forth virgins," has filled the world with chaste youthis and chaste vii-ginsj
who at all times have been the glory of the Church of God and living
of Jesus Christ,

!

proofs of the real presence of Jesus Christ in the Eucharist.

Chaste souls
how they fly every occasion whether of place or person, dangerous to holy
purity an unbecoming word never escapes their lips.
How often has the
:

modest blush on the cheek of the chaste youth or virgin hushed to silence
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charms, modesty

is

the fruit of holy

The remote thanksgiving
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Modesty

attracts,

modesty

Communion.

includes a firm resolve to keep God's com-

no matter at what cost, never to offend God by
drunkenness, by anger and passion, or quarrels, or revenge, or by any
mandments,

to

avoid

sin,

other grievous sin whatsoever.

Conformity to the holy will of
holy Communion. In the greatest

when

hand of God

God
trials,

in all things

is

the great fruit of

in the darkest midnight of sor-

upon us, the soul finds consolation
in this great truth
that all things happen and come from the hand of an
all-wise and all-bountiful Providence.
Divine Providence, which reckons
row,

the

is

heaviest

—

the very hairs in our head, which decks in all their beauty the

lilies

of the

which feeds the birds of the air, will not forget souls made to God's
own image and redeemed by the blood of his Son. All things are decreed or permitted by God.
The sacred Scriptures say, *' Good things
and evil, life and death, poverty and riches, are from God." JEccl.^ xi. 14.
And again, "I am the Lord, I form the light and create darkness, I make
peace and create evil." Isa., xlv. 6. Let us, then, in all trials and crosses,
in pain and sorrow, in poverty and suffering, in contempt and scorn of the
world, in loss of all things, in sickness and death, say with holy Job,
" The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away, and as it hath pleased
the Lord, so be it done, blessed be the name of the Lord." Job, i. 22.
Not my will,
God,
Let us say with our Blessed Saviour in his agony,
but thine be done."
We shall mention but one thing more, which is very important, and
which ought to be kept before the mind in preparation for, and thanksgiving after, holy Communion that is,' to correct some fault into which
we most frequently fall, and to acquire some virtue we need most. Each
person knows that there is some sin, some fault fnto which he most frequently falls, some predominant passion, some imperfection which cools
his love for God and hinders his advancement on the road to perfection.
That may be pride or vanity, anger or ill-will, excess in eating or drinking, loss of precious time in idle, unprofitable occupations, want of sufiicient sensitive caution in words or looks, or with respect to places or persons dangerous to holy purity, voluntary distractions in prayer, want of
The great thanksgiving then
fervent preparation for the holy sacraments.
is to remove from our souls what we know is displeasing to the Almighty^
to mortify our wills to-day in one thing, to-morrow in another, to correct
our faults, and to offer up this to God as a thanksgiving.
St. Aloysius
fields,

''

—
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spent threa days in thanksgiving" after holy

a

If at each

saint.

new

Communion we

virtue, offer in sacrifice

Communion and

thus became

some one

fault,

acquire some

thing that

we know

correct

some one

little

fervor in the service of God, in a short time

we

ing to God, fervent, detached from creatures,

shall

become

resigned in

cools our

holy, pleas-

all

things to

the holy will of God, devoted to prayer, united to God, so that we can
say with the apostle, " I live indeed, but it is not I who live, but Jesus

Christ lives in me."

My

soul

!

munion has

reflect.

Gal.^

ii.

20.

Holy Communion

sanctified all the saints.

is

How

Jesus,

God-man.

Holy Com-

often during thy life long hast

thou too received Jesus % With what fruit % My soul yet so cold, so far
from the perfection of the saints
Ask pardon of Jesus for the past abuse
of grace and that you may not in future abuse grace, keep the following
!

!

;

resolution.

My Jesus,

hidden God in the Holy Eucharist, I resolve to make, whenever I approach the holy table, the most fervent preparation the eve and
morning of holy Communion, to spend at least a quarter of an hour in devout thanksgiving, and to endeavor to correct at each Communion some
Almighty, or to acquire some virtue that I may
Sacred Host, fill my soul with grace to keep my

fault displeasing to the

stand in need

of.

resolutions.
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Communion.

SECTION

I.

Value of Interior Acts.

ESUS,"
in

says St. Bernard, "

is

honey

the ear, joy and jubilation in

only time," cries out
great

name

St.

of salvation

mouth, music
" I have
the heart."
in the

Francis of Sales, " to write the

—

O

Jesus.

could,

O

could

we

pronounce the holy name of salvation from our hearts,
what sweetness would it diffuse to our souls." £p. lo. To
think of Jesus makes us good, to praise Jesus makes us better, to

love to possess Jesus

makes us

out Jesus," says the Imitation, "
with Jesus a sweet paradise."

is

saints.

"

To be

with-

a grievous hell, and to be

The

soul that loves Jesus

finds her greatest delight in thinking of him, in praising

and

advancing by every means his glory, in
loving him.
No harm, no evil, no pain shall we add sin ?
can approach the soul whose affections are centered in and twined round
the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
Jesus unites us to himself that we may ever
think of him and love him.
By the holy Communion we live in Jesus,

thanking him,

and Jesus

lives in us.

abideth in me, and

I in

"

Hs

in

—

—

that eateth

my

body and drinketh

my

blood,

him."
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We

have been treating of holy Communion, but how imperfectly how
imperfect our words, how embarrassed our thoughts, and our thoughts
how much beneath the sublime object to be conceived. It was the finite
!

trying to comprehend the infinite, earth contemplating heaven, the creature

overwhelmed

of Jesus accepts our least
ter,

Communion

But the goodness

in the dazzling light of the Creator.

good wishes

of desire, or spiritual

this leads us to

:

our present chap-

Communion.

We

sometimes forget the value of interior acts. The soul alone san
" My soul," says the holy Mother of the Saviour,
love or offend God.
" doth magnify the Lord
my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour."
Luke i. 46. The exterior acts add nothing or little to the interior. These
acts of the soul, whether for good or evil, can be multiplied at will beyond
the power of reckoning, and in the midst of apparently the most distractOne act of the will, the work of an instant, transformed
ing occupations.
bright angels into hideous devils, and cast them from the highest heaven
to the lowest hell, without a ray of hope for all eternity
Suppose the
:

!

work of an instant, but the work
second of time what has taken place ? The Holy

soul consents to an evil thought,
is

complete.

In that

Ghost has departed
ful, is

now

hideous

;

;

it is

the

a foul devil takes his place

before the friend of God,

is

;

the soul, before beauti-

now

his

enemy.

In that

one second she has forfeited heaven, and deserved hell for all eternity.
Reverse the picture, and you have the value of good thoughts. Good
thoughts, good desires, good acts of the will, pierce heavens, please God,
merit an increase of glory, and are written by the finger of God in the
Quicker than the lightning
book of life. O the value of one act of love
it is before God, and makes the soul the habitation of the Holy Ghost
These acts of the will such as acts of love, sorrow, adoration, praise,
thanksgiving, petition for grace never fatigue the mind nor interfere
with our ordinary occupations, and can be multiplied each day in thousWhat glory they give to God what showers of graces they bring
jinds.
down from heaven upon the soul
Amongst the holiest of interior acts is
!

—

—

!

!

spiritual

Communion.

SECTION
What

is Spiritual

II.

Communion

Thomas answers

?

" Spiritual communion
(3 p. q. 30, a. i. ad. 3):
consists in an ardent desire of receiving Jesus Christ in the holy sacrament,
St.
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and

embracing

in

By

him."

hiim with the

same love

communion we

spiritual

as

103
if

you had

actually received

invite Jesus Christ in the Blessed

Sacrament into our hearts by faith, desire, and love. We entertain our
Divine Guest with holy affections. We thank, we praise, v/e bless him,
and beg his favors as if we had actually and sacramentally received him.
For the advantages and practice of this devotion we have no less authority
than the holy Council of Trent, which says " Some receive the Holy Euthose, to wit, who, eating in desire that heavenlj
charist spiritually only
bread which is set before them, are, by a lively faith which worketh by
:

;

charity,

The
ual

made

sensible of the fruit and usefulness thereof."

and masters of the

saints

communion,

tell

and they exhort the
ard

says

"

:

spiritual life extol the

us of the graces and blessings

communion

with inestimable wealth, and

is

is

Sess. xiii. xviii.

advantages of

confers

it

faithful to the frequent practice of

Spiritual

—

it.

spirit-

upon the soul,
Blessed Leon-

a treasure which enriches the soul

capable of producing the very same graces

some instances greater." Hidden Treasu7'-e, p. 59.
Father Peter Faber used to say that
St.' Liguori teaches the same thing.
spiritual communions are a very powerful help to receive the holy EuThe venerable Alphonsus Rodriguez
charist with the proper dispositions.
says: ""GoQ often bestows the same graces to those who communicate
as sacramental,

and

in

who really receive under the species. Nay, it may
sometimes happen that he who communicates spiritually may receive more
spiritually as to those

graces than he that actually communicates."
true that sacramental
nature,

by

ferring

more

its

own

communion

is

of

itself

Christian Perfection.
of greater value

intrinsic efficacy as a sacrament,

it is

:

of

It is

its

own

capable of con-

grace, of producing greater fruit, than the spiritual

:

the latter be accompanied by better dispositions than the former, by

yet

if

more

more reverence, more respect, more love and desire, the spiritual
communicant may deserve and receive greater grace than the sacramental.
Spiritual communion has this advantage also, that it is free from the danger
humility,

of vanity or vain glory, being hidden

known

to

God

from the eyes of the world ac^

alone.

SECTION
How

often

III.

Can and Ought the Pious Soul make

Spiritual

Communion.

Let us remark that to communicate spiritually the soul must be
state of grace.
The Council of Trent requires an ardent desire,

in the

lively
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"

faith, diWC fervent charity.

who

those to wit

them,

ar^^

by a

First

:

is

set before

which worketh by charity made sensible of the

lively faith

and usefulness thereof."
How often communicate

is

receive the holy Eucharist spiritually,

eating in desire that heavenly bread which

fruit

holy desire.

Some

—

Sess. xiii.

spiritually

c. viii.

?

Whenever you hear

As

often as

mass, at the

God inspires the
moment the priest

about to receive Jesus Christ, invite him into your soul, adore and love

Whenever you visit the Blessed
Sacrament the oftener the better make a spiritual communion. St.
Liguori advises three spiritual communions each time we hear mass or

him w^th your whole

Secondly

heart.

—

visit

—

Thirdly

the Blessed Sacrament.

night,

:

you kneel down

:

to pray, invite

Every time, morning, noon, and
Lastly
Jesus into your heart.

—

Every hour of the day w^ould not be too often too often every minute
not often enough, to remember the love of Jesus for man in the Blessed
Sacrament, to adore, to thank, to love him.

!

Spiritual

ever been the constant practice of the saints

;

it

make two hundred

ions every day, and used to say, " If

my

of communicating,

I

spiritual

commun-

confessor had not taught

could scarcely

live."

has

them.

has sanctified

Blessed Angela of the Cross used to

method

communion

me

So ardent her

this

desire

to receive Jesus.

We

some

vehement
'desire to receive the holy Eucharist, our divine Lord brought to them
the sacred Host from heaven, sometimes by his own hands, to St. Cather^
sometimes by the hands of angels
ine of Sienna, St. Liduina, and others
read in the lives of

of the saints, that to satisfy their

;

or of his blessed Mother, as to

St.

Bonaventure,

St. Stanislaus, St. Sylves^

Thus the sacred Host sometimes comes down from heaven to satisfy
Thus has Jesus by signal miracles mani
the ardent desires of holy souls.
fested his approbation of spiritual communion.
ter.

How

,

No

certain

Thomas,

as

we

are

form

is

we

to

Make

We

required.

Communion?

Spiritual

may

before remarked, teaches that spiritual

in the desire of receiving Jesus Christ in the

gives the following form

holy Sacrament.

I

love

:

"

I

t"hee.

believe in thee,
I

we please. St.
communion consists

use any form

holy Sacrament.

O

St.

Liguori

Jesus present in the most

desire to receive thee.

Come

into

my

embrace thee. Do not ever more depart from me." St. Leonard
gives another form " Come, dearest Jesus, come into this m.y poor unhappy heart come and satiate my longings come and sanctify my soul
come, my sweetest Jesus, come."
heart.

I

:

;

;
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The

of inestimable value.

spirit

of

God

will

make an

real presence of Jesus Christ in the holy Eucharist

ing-house for her spouse
;

she

will

make

in

her heart, she

acts of love

take up his residence within her.

are

himself will dictate to the holy-

She

soul these acts, as well as the form.

sins

communion

supernatural acts that precede and follow spiritual

;

act of faith in the

to prepare a dwell-

will elicit acts

of sorrow for her

and humility, and then

And when

Jesus

is

invite Jesus to

come, she entertains

her divine Guest with holy affection she adores, loves, thanks her Saviour,
and performs the same acts she is accustomed to do after sacramental
;

communion.
These holy spiritual communions can be made at all times and in all
places.
We need not be on our knees nor in the church anywhere we
are, whether in the streets, in our shops, at our work in the fields, walking the road, amidst the most distracting occupations, we can in the silence
of our hearts, unknown to the world, turn to the tabernacle and invite
When we awake in the morning let Jesus occupy
Jesus into our hearts.
our first thoughts, let us invite him into our hearts, thank him for his proevery hour
tection during the night, and invoke his blessing for the day
of the day, and even frequently during each hour, let us make spiritual
communions and at night when we retire to rest, let Jesus be our last
thought.
Let us again invite him into our hearts, and thus like St. Stephen,
"fall asleep in the Lord."
O how happy such a day, the soul ever in the
presence of God, united with Jesus, breathing silent love to its Maker.
How many the supernatural interior acts of one day, and each act meriting an eternal weight of glory ? We have said before, one act of love
makes her the habitation of the Holy Ghost. Yes, could but one ray of
love penetrate hell, it would light up the dark dungeons of the damned,
send back to heaven the fallen angels, extinguish the burning flames, and
The reward of one act of divine love is God
transform hell into paradise.
himself, for by it we merit the possession, the enjoyment of God for all
;

;

:

eternity.

May

"Custom,"
a love for spiritual communions.
says the Imitatio7t of Christ, " i-s overcome by custom."
Let us have holy
customs. Let us pray for the custom of spiritual communions.
Let us
begin

it,

practise

go

to

Jesus give us

and fix in our minds certain times of the day to
such as morning, noon, and night, at the Angelus, when we

continue
it,

all

mass or

it,

visit

In a short time

the blessed Sacrament,

it

will

become a holy

traordinary graces and blessings to

when

the clock strikes, etc.

and then the source of ex" Spiritual communion,"
our souls.
habit,
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Leonard, "inflames the soul with the love of God, nay,
unites it to God, disposes it to receive his most signal favors, and enriches
it with graces, merits, and every good."
p. 60.
concludes

My
ist

soul

St.

!

how

Not only

!

divinely inventive the love of Jesus in the holy Euchar-

canst thou receive him every day

if

thou art worthy, but

thou canst receive him spiritually every hour of the day.

At

all

times

and in all places Jesus is willing to come to thee at thy invitation, to
shower upon thee his graces and blessings. How often hast thou neglected this holy practice ?
In gratitude to Jesus, and in love to the blessed sacrament, pray for
grace to keep the following resolution
:

My

Jesus,

all

love and goodness in the holy Eucharist,

I

resolve to

communions whenever I hear Mass, visit the Blessed
Sacrament, or recite the Angelus whenever I say in the Pater Noster,

make

spiritual

;

"give us

my

this

day our daily bread;

last at night.

And

I

"

it

will

be

my

first

wish and desire at each

act in the morning,

spiritual

communion,

and at each moment of my life, to offer to thee, my Jesus, the holiest love
and the holiest acts that have been performed, and that will be performed
by the saints on earth and blessed in heaven, including thy ever holy
Mother. I place this resolution in the tabernacle of the blessed sacramenf
begging grace to keep it.
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Visits to the Blessed Sacrament.

HE more we meditate on the love of our blessed Saviour
more boundless

the

it

appears.

It

is

like

eternity,

without beginning and without end. The Blessed Sacra^
ment is the infinite ocean of God's love, the deeper we
drink of

finite

more inexhaustible

it

more we endeavor to fathom its depth, the
the bottom recedes from us.
The love of Jesus, in-

becomes
farther

salutary waters, the

its

the

;

though

it

be,

might appear to be

himself to us as our sacrifice in

by giving
the Mass, and by giving
satisfied

us his body and blood as our food in the holy

but no, he must be near

us, to

watch over

Communion
us, to

;

give us

up when we fall.
possible only to God, to

courage and strength, nay, to raise us

How
whom

nothing

What

are they

sacrament
still

is
?

is

this

possible

on earth

Jesus ever present on our altars in the most adorable

after his ascension

Is

!

?

Son

of God.

who

it

possible, then, that Jesus remains

Possible and true.

Yes, on our

altars,

day and night, is ever present Jesus
created and redeemed us who on the last

in the tabernacle, in the ciborium,

Christ, the

It is

God's love alone could invent the means.

impossible.

Divine invention

!

?

—
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day will be our judge, and, we trust, our reward in heaven.
envy not the just in heaven except that you cannot love
:

love him,

you have

in

your humble chapel

all

O

Christians,

God

as they

they possess in paradise

;

they see Jesus face to face, you see Jesus not less really with the eyes of
faith

;

on the

altar

blessed in heaven.

King

you have

How

Jesus, the lamp, the

beautiful,

and

of faith

full

life,

the glory of the

was the reply of

St.

when invited to behold Jesus Christ, who ap" Let
peared in the consecrated Host under the form of an infant
those," said the holy king, " who do not believe by faith, go and see
I
beheve more firmly than if I saw Jesus Christ with my eyes." Such, too,
We kneel before the Blessed Sacrament with the same
is our firm faith.
absolute certainty of the presence of Jesus Christ, as the saints have who
see him face to face in heaven.
Louis,

of France,

:

;

SECTION
The Love

I.

of Jesus Dwelling on our Altars.

In instituting the holy sacrifice and sacrament, our Lord expressed his

tender love

when he

to eat this pasch with
us, in

said to his disciples

you before

I

With desire I have desired
Luke xxii. 15. So he tells
"

:

suffer."

the most touching accents, his love and desire to remain with us

day and night on our altars. " My desire is to be with the children of
men." Prov. viii. 31. Jesus, though entertained by the sweet canticles
of saints and angels in heaven, finds his delights among the children of
men on earth. " O men," says St. Teresa, " how can you offend a God
who declares that among you he finds his delights?" "Come to me,"
says Jesus, from the tabernacle, "all you that labor and are burdened,
and I will refresh you." Matt. xi. 28. O happy invitation! Come to
come, fear not approach
me, your God, the fountain of ail goodness

—

;

all

without exception

;

but especially come, you poor, you

sick,

you

and guilt, I will not
I
cast you off.
I will give consolation to the afflicted and sorrowing
I will raise up the despairing, and
will give balm to the wounded heart
pardon the repenting sinner. O, sweet voice of Jesus from the tabernacle
" This is my rest
Again, our blessed Lord says from the tabernacle
Ps. cxxxi.
forever and forever here I will dwell, for I have chosen it."
HeJesus has chosen his rest amongst us on the altar he dwells.
14.
sorrov\7ing,

you

in pain, in grief, in tears,

you

in sin

;

;

:

;

;
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"My

says:

my

eyes and

heart shall be there always."

—

i

Kings

ix.

3.

All can approach and speak to Jesus on the altar. Few can address the
The poor cannot speak to the king none but
princes of this earth.
;

nobles can approach the sovereign

can see and speak

to, at all

;

but

times, the

all,

the poor as well as the nobles,

King

of kings, Jesus Christ, in the

Let us address the words of the inspired writer to every
holy sacrament.
thou habitation of Sion for great is
Christian " Rejoice and praise,

O

:

he that

is

in the

!

midst of thee, the Holy

One

SECTION

of Israel."

Isa. xii. 6.

II.

Devotion of the Saints to the Blessed Sacrament.

To

cite the

loving sayings of the saints in their ardent devotion to the

and have filled volumes. The blessed Sacof their souls, and the soul of their ministry, and the

would

blessed Sacrament,

rament was the

life

fill

source of their sanctity.

Thomas

St.

says

:

"

The Blessed Sacrament

is

not only the greatest of

God's miracles, but an abridgment of all the wonders he has ever
He calls it a "sacrament of love; a pledge of love." Opusc.
wrought."
" Behold," exclaims St. Bonaventure, " that Lord whom the world
68.
cannot contain, makes himself prisoner in the holy sacrament." " N(?
tongue," says St. Peter of Alcantara, " can express the greatness of the
all

love which Jesus Christ bears to our souls.

Hence, that

his

absence from

us might not be an occasion of forgetting him, this Spouse, btfore his departure from this world, left us a memorial of his love

sacrament

We

— in which he himself has remained.

shall

quote but one more

—

St.

Liguori.

—

this

most holy

All the writings of thi?

greet saint breathe the n^ost tender love and devotion to the Blessed Sac

rament.
or a

He

more

says

:

"

On

this earth

we cannot

find a

more

lovely treasure than Jesus in the sacrament.

brilliant

jewel

Certainly, after

the frequentation of the sacrament, the adoration of Jesus in the holy

Eucharist

is,

of

all

devotions, the most acceptable to

God and

useful to

Be assured that, of all the moments of your
Again the saint says
life, the time which you spend in devotion before this most divine sacrament will be that which will give you greatest support during life, and
the greatest consolation at the hour of your death and for all eternity
and be persuaded that you will gain more in a quarter of an hour spent

us."

:

"

:

in prayer before the holy Eucharist, than in all other spiritual exercises
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This

of the day."

saint,

who

tributes his vocation to the

lived a secular to the age of twenty-six, at-

Church to the

visits

which,

when

a

young

man, he used to make to the blessed sacrament. We shall give his own
words: "Through gratitude to my Jesus in the holy sacrament, I must
proclaim to all who read this little book, that, in remuneration of my cold
and imperfect visits to the blessed sacrament, I am now removed from the
dangers of the world, where unfortunately I lived to my twenty-sixth
Believe me," continues the saint, " that all is folly feasts, comeyear.
dies, parties of pleasure, amusements.
These are the goods of the world
but they are goods full of gall and thorns.
Believe one who has had experience of them, and is now weeping for them.
Be assured that Jesus
Christ will give more consolation to those who remain with recollection
sbefore the holy sacrament than they could receive from all the pleasures
and pastimes of the world."' Intro, to Visits. The saints excelled, some
in one virtue, some in another
but the most tender love for the blessed
sacrament was common to all. The hours before the altar were the most
precious, the most holy
the consolation, the happiness of their lives.
May Jesus give us all this holy love for the blessed sacrament
;

;

;

—

SECTION
How

We

Often Ought

we

III.

Visit Jesus in the Blessed Eucharist?

our blessed Lord too often it will depend upon our
If we
love and devotion time will not fail where there is a good will.
love Jesus, we shall be drawn insensibly to the altar we shall find our
cannot

visit

;

;

;

supreme happiness in looking to the tabernacle. We shall find the
''Courts of the Lord" attractive; we shall cry out with the prophet:
''
How lovely are thy tabernacles, O Lord of Hosts my soul longeth and
But alas, how
Ps. Ixxxiii, i.
fainteth for the courts of the Lord."
The palaces of
often the courts of the Lord are lonely and abandoned
kings and princes are thronged with visitors and courtiers, who pay them
homage and shall the palace of the King of kings, the Lora of lords, be
deserted and forgotten ? Jesus is on the altar, how few visit him
Jesus
is in the church, and the church how lonely
Jesus sits in the tabernacle,
how few come to
as on a throne of love, to bless all, to bestow his grace
" His delights are to be with the
receive his blessing, to beg his favors
sons of men ;" how few men find their delights with Jesus
O Lord,
forgive our past ingratitude and coldness for the time to come we shall
!

!

;

!

!

:

!

!

;
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among the ungrateful we will visit thee, O Lord. How
Mary Magdalen, of Pazzi, used to visit the Blessed Sacrament

not be
St.

Ill

.

:

three times every day.

St.

when exhausted from

often

?

thirty-

Francis Xavier, the apostle of the Indies,

day in saving souls, found repose
and refreshment at the foot of the altar, where he spent the greater part
St. Francis Regis,
of the night in prayer before the Blessed Sacrament.
the great French missionary, after having spent the entire day in preaching and hearing confessions, at night found repose absorbed in prayer
before the tabernacle and when sometimes he found the church shut,
he knelt and remained outside the door in cold and rain, to adore even
St. Aloysius wished to remain always in
at a distance his beloved Lord.
sainted nun being asked, how she
presence of the Blessed Sacrament.
could spend so many hours day and night before the altar, replied " I
his labors of the

;

A

:

could remain there for

all

eternity."

from God, and still God so
f we have not love to spend hours, to spend one hour, let us rein gratitude to Jesus, to pay one visit of a quarter of an hour every

Poor we, how unlike the
near.

solve,

day to our beloved Lord.

how long
How much

long the day,

saints,

A

how

far

quarter of an hour,

the night

!

How much

valuable time frittered

how

short

time spent

away

in

;

yet

how

idle

con-

doing or saying"
what means nothing? How little then a quarter of an hour for Jesus,
who remains the whole day on the altar for us. The hours before the
Blessed Sacrament, the hours given to God, how preciows at the hour of
" Taste and see how sweet the Lord is " yes
death
taste and see the
versation

!

in

;

!

;

sweetness of the love of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, and you will

moments

of your

on the foot of the
you will find yourself unhappy and disconsolate if only one day in
altar
the year you were deprived of the privilege and blessing of visiting your
" Blessed are they who dwell in thy
divine Lord in the tabernacle.
house, O Lord they shall praise thee forever and forever."
Ps. xxxiii. 5.
find the happiest

are those spent

life

;

:

SECTION
How Employ the Time

of our Visit to Jesus Christ in the Blessed Sacra*

ment

As

in hearing mass,

IV.

and

?

in thanksgiving after holy

Communion,

so also

Sacrament, each person does best to follow the inspirations of grace, and to adopt the method best suited to his capacity,
in visits to the Blessed

and which best excites

his piety

and devotion.

The

acts

we

are about to
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suggest will be useful to all, and ought to occupy more or less of the time
kneel reverentially and modestly before the altar we
of our visit.

We

excite our faith

;

;

we make an

act of firm faith in the

Real Presence of

Jesus Christ in the most holy sacrament my Jesus, my God,
thou art really present in the most holy Sacrament of the altar.
;

act

is

divine firm faith.

We

make a
and when

then

ing Jesus Christ into our hearts,

believe

I

Our

communion by

spiritual

first

invit-

Jesus comes into the soul our

second acts are

Acts of Adoration, Love, Thanksgiving.
Adoration, love, thanksgiving to Jesus
the

mind

!

God, so

great, so infinite

;

so pure, so holy,; we, so sinful, so cold.

?

What

thoughts crowd upon

we, so

little,

What

shall

God,

so worthless.

we do

?

We

invite

heaven and earth to join us we offer to Jesus the adoration, love, and
thanksgiving of the saints on earth and blessed in heaven. Thus united
with holy souls, so dear to Jesus, we take courage, we look with more
confidence but deeper humility to the tabernacle we say in the very
depth of our souls My Jesus, I adore thee in the most holy Sacrament.
I pay the homage of my understanding to thee as my God, my Creator,
my Redeemer, my All. We love Jesus we offer to him our hearts, with
we never get tired of repeating I love
their affections now and forever
thee, Jesus, with my whole heart and soul and strength and mind.
What shall we say of thanksgiving ? Thanksgiving to Jesus ought to
end only with our lives we owe him everything. Before the altar, in
the silence of the sanctuary, is the place to remember the benefits of God,
and to thank him. We first thank him for giving us himself in the mass
for our sacrifice, for giving us his body and blood in the Holy Communion as our food, for remaining day and night in the tabernacle, for permit;

;

:

;

:

;

;

ting, nay, inviting us to visit him.

We

thank him for all the graces we have received from all the masses we
have ever heard, from all the Holy Communions we have ever made, from
all the visits we have ever paid him.
We thank his patience, that spared
us when we deserved hell a thousand times we thank his mercy, that
gave us life when we were dead in sin we thank Jesus for his secret hidden graces, of which we know nothing, but on which, on the day of judgment, we will find depended our eternal salvation we thank him for the
;

;

;

faith of St. Patrick, the true faith of Jesus Christ
sire to

thank him as he deserves.

beautiful than "

Deo

No

:

in a word,

we

prayer, says St. Augustine,

s^ratias."
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Acts of Reparation.

A

spirit

We

rament.

an essential part of devotion to the Blessed Saccannot love God without being pained by sin even in others.

of reparation

is

We

cannot love Jesus without being wounded by the insults otfered to
Of this our Blessed Lord
his sacred heart in the sacrament of his love.
bitterly complained to his chosen servant, Blessed Margaret Mary Ala-

"Behold," said he, "this heart which has loved men so much,
that it has spared nothing, even to the exhausting and consuming itself, to
and yet in return I receive from the greater number but
testify its love
contempt, coldness, ingratitude, irreverence, sacrilege, in the sacrament of
my love." To encourage every one to a spirit of reparation, our Blessed
Lord added, " Upon those who will render me this honor (that is reparation), or cause it to be rendered to me, I promise thee that my heart will expand to diffuse upon them the influence of its divine love." This promise
of Jesus Christ, what a strong motive to induce us to the practice of repcoque,

;

aration

!

Reparation for Ourselves.

We

even the very best amongst us, have sufficient reason to make
Reparation for our own sins and Ingratitude to Jesus Christ. Kneeling
before the Blessed Sacrament, the soul in peace, alone with God, the
noise of the world hushed in silence, we shall see our sins in the light of
The sins of our youth, the sins of
Our countless sins
the sanctuary.
our maturer age, the sins of our gray hairs the sins of thought, word, and
deed, the sins of omission, the sins occasioned in others what a multitude
rises up before the soul, and each sin a direct insult to the Sacred Heart
of Jesus.
Again our cofdness, our irreverence at mass and Holy Communion, our neglect of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament shall we say our
sacrileges ?
May Jesus save us and all Christians from the greatest of sins,
all,

!

;

:

—

Sacrilege.

aration

is

row, that
will

Here we find sufficient matter for
to weep before Jesus over our sins,
he himself may wash away our sins

recount to thee,

bitterness of

my

O

soul."

reparation.
to

The

beg of him

true rep-

tears of sor-

" I
precious Blood.
Lord," says the Prophet, " all my years in the
Isaias

v.

in his

38.

Reparation for Others.

The
others.

pious soul will endeavor to

The

sins of a

make

reparation to Jesus foi the sins of

wicked world, the

insults offered to the

Blessed
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Sacrament during the
all

last

nineteen centuries, would

make an

c^ngel

weep

when for us he instituted the sacrament of his
make reparation to him for all the sacrileges ever

these Jesus foresaw,

Let us try to
committed sacrileges, the greatest of all insults to his Sacred Heart.
Reparation to Jesus for all the outrages, irreverences, impieties, and blasphemie,s, of heretics and infidels
to wish to make an Act of Faith in the
Real Presence for every heretic and infidel that ever lived and for every

love.

—

;

moment

of their lives

heard

sweet name to love Jesus
Jesus, but do not love him

his

;

who never
bad Catholics who be-

to believe in Jesus for the poor pagans

;

for the cold

round the
world, and in spirit kneel before every pyxis and tabernacle where
Jesus is alone, abandoned and forgotten, and offer him the praises of men,
such is reparation may Jesus inspire
angels, and of the Holy Mother
lieve in

;

:

our souls with

finally, to travel in spirit

—

:

it.

Acts of Petition.

"Of all

kinds of prayer," says St. Liguori, "that of petition

indispensable
for infants."

is

the most

as necessary for the salvation of adults as baptism is
" Without
Without the grace of God we cannot be saved.

:

it is

me," says Christ, " you can do nothing." And God does not give his
grace except we ask it. He has again and again promised to grant us
what we ask. " All things whatsoever you ask when ye pray, believe that
you shall receive, and they shall come unto you." Mark xi. 24. Jesus,
in the Blessed Sacrament, will grant us all the graces we stand in need
Let us beg, in the first place, pardon of all our past sins. " Wash us
of.
" and the
still more from our sins, and cleanse us from our iniquities
grace nevar again to wound the Sacred Heart of Jesus by mortal sin.
Let us beg of Jesus an increase of the love of God, to love him daily more
and more. Let us beg the grace of a holy life, happy death, final perseIf we be
verance, and lastly an increase of love to the blessed sacrament.
fervent, Jesus Christ will make known to us what we want, and inspire us
to ask it.
When we have prayed for ourselves when we have obtained our petitions for ourselves
Let us not forget the interlet us think of others.
;

—

—

ests of Jesus in others.

If

we

love Jesus tenderly,

we must

desire for

God's glory to banish sin from the world and to make all mankind love
God. Our first prayer is that the Sacred Heart of Jesus may be never
more wounded by sacrilege that sacrilege may be banished from the
Church of God. We pray that outrages, impieties, and blasphemies to-

—
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wards the blessed sacrament may forever cease that the light of God's
truth may shine upon heretics and infidels, to believe in the love of the
We pray that the love of Jesus be enkindled in the
blessed Eucharist.
hearts of cold, bad Catholics, to venerate as they ought the holy mysteries.
We pray for the poor pagans, that the seeds of Christianity sown in the
blood of the martyrs and labors of holy missionaries, may produce the rich
that all nations may know and adore the true God and
harv'est of souls
;

;

;

we recommend

to Jesus, in the blessed sacrament, our holy

Father the

Pope, the Universal Church, our own dear Irish Church, the exiles of
Erin, that none of them may ever lose the faith of St. Patrick,

The soul thus occupied with the interest of
A half hour or more
how fast time will fly
!

so sweet

is

presence of her Beloved

None

but

" His conversation has no bitterness, his

the society of God.

company no tediousness."

God

!

Jesus in herself and others,
will appear only a moment,

Wis.

viii.

14.

How many

How

happy the soul

\

sees the secret currents of grace from the sacred heart of

Augustine, "a. lover, and he

The

the

looks of love to the tabernacle

None but
Jesus to the heart of the pious penitent.
soul know the silent inspirations from the tabernacle.
St.

in

will

understand what

God and

the pious

" Give me," says
I

mean."

blessing of daily mass, frequent communion, and daily visits to the

most holy sacrament,

May

they
avail themselves of it
Those living in the country, far away from the
church where the blessed sacrament is preserved, are deprived of these
heavenly favors.
How are they to manifest their love and gratitude by
visits to the blessed sacrament?
In the first place they have an opportunity of satisfying their devotion to the blessr d sacrament on all Sundays
and holidays, both before and after mass. Oi. these days the priest caris

the privilege of those living in towns.

!

ries in his

bosom

to the chapel the

minds the

faithful

of the real presence of Jesus on the altar, and there he

Here

Holy of holies.

The lighted

candle re-

a good opportunity to pay a loving and
fervent visit to Jesus, to make up for one's absence during the week.
Again, people from the country often come to town on business. They
should never lose so good an opportunity of looking into the church to
pay a visit to their beloved Lord. To come in specially to pray before
remains

in all his love.

is

the blessed sacrament would be time not lost but gained, time well spent,
time precious at the hour of death.

Besides these and other occasions of actual visits to the blessed sacrament, the pious soul can supply all defects of opportunity by visits in
spirit.
In a former chapter we have seen the advantages of spiritual com-
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munlon

we pay pious

so also can

:

holy sacrament.

And

upon our

The devout

souls.

this

visits

holy practice

the bleak mountain's side or

away

spirit

to Jesus in the

most

draw down showers of graces
his humble home, whether by

will

Christian In

far

In

in the

bog, can enter the closet of

With the eyes of

he
sees Jesus on the altar he adores and loves him; he begs his graces and
blessings, he elicits the very same acts, and derives the very same advantages, as if he had been really In the actual presence of the blessed sacrament.
These spiritual visits can be made at all times and in all places,
and are recommended to all, but especially to those living at a distance from
the church.
How the Sacred Heart of Jesus will dilate to diffuse his
graces upon those who thus far away from the altar of his love still re-

and kneel

his heart,

in spirit

before his Lord.

faith

;

member him
sacrament

and who

;

who

thus

make

their hearts living tabernacles of the blessed

—tabernacles more precious than those of marble,

convert, so to speak, their

holy of holies

modest dwellings

Sacred Heart of Jesus

!

!

grant to us

silver,

or gold

Into churches for the
all

the grace of this

holy practice.

My

soul

!

the infinite love of Jesus

in

the holy Eucharist

the mass, in holy communion, in the blessed sacrament

;

his love in

for thy

:

sake

Jesus remains day and night on the altar, to hear thy petitions, to cure
thy diseases, to bless thee, to make thee happy, " to refresh thee." How
often hast thou been irreverent ? How often hast thou forgotten thy God ?
In love to Jesus, and

in

reparation to hi^ sacred heart,

make and keep the

following resolutions:

My

Jesus

love,

I

ment

Is

!

ever present day and night on the

never to pass by a church

of

altar, full

mercy and

which the blessed sacrakept without uncovering and bowing my head, and saluting and

resolve,

adoring

in

my

first,

heart the holy Eucharist.

In

Secondly,

when

I

church, to genuflect to the ground in profound adoration,

enter such a

saying

:

*'

I

adore and love thee, Jesus Christ, in the most holy sacrament." Thirdly,,
I resolve to pay a visit of at least a quarter of an hour every day of my<
life to the Blessed Sacrament.
And, lastly, when from any cause I am
deprived of this blessing of every day kneeling before thy altar, I resolve
to

make amends by

ment

!

grant

me

visiting thee in Spirit.

Jesus in the blessed sacra-

grace to keep these holy resolutions.
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BenGdietion of the Most Holy Sacrament.

Holy Viaticum.

gm€TMM i.
Benediction of the Most Holy Sacrament.

E

love to be blessed.

get a parent's blessing.
of God's minister

God

himself

!

Is

!

But what

sacrament

is

is

on

earth,

Yes

%

love of Jesus in the blessed sacrament

remonstrance his

;

?

Jesus in the holy

and benediction of the most holy

the blessing of Jesus Christ

him whenever we

to get the blessing of

such a heavenly thing on earth

Is such happiness possible

Eucharist

We reverentially kneel to
How we covet the blessing

!

— God

himself.

Not only can

Oh
we

the

!

visit

he himself stretches out from the
divine arms to bless us, and shower upon us his
please, but

graces.

we

In the Old Testament

find the patriarchs

and prophets

blessed God's people, and the children of Israel appreciated the

men

and care. Thus
Melchisedech, King of Salem and priest of the most high God, blessed
Abraham '' blessed him and said Blessed be Abram by the most high
^od, who created heaven and earth." Gen. xiv. 19. The patriarchs, dyblessings of these holy

;

as special signs of God's love

:
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invoked the blessing of heaven upon their children '* May God,'*
says Jacob, "in whose sight my fathers Abraham and Isaac walked, bless
Gen. xlviii. 15.
Moses, at the close of life, stretched his
these boys."

ing,

:

hands over the kneeling twelve tribes of Israel, and blessed them. Solo- ^
mon "turned his face and blessed all the multitude of Israel." II. Par,
God even commanded his servants to bless his people. "The Lord
vi. 3.
Say to Aaron and his sons, thus shall you bles»
spoke to Moses, saying
The Lord bless thee and keep thee. The Lord
the children of Israel
show his face to thee and have mercy on thee. The Lord turn his countenance to thee and give thee peace." Num. vi. 22. The blessings of Je" Blessed be
sus Christ in the New Testament are still more precious.
God," says St. Paul, "and the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
hath blessed us with spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ."
The last act of Jesus Christ on earth, before his ascension inEpJi. i. 3.
to heaven, was to bless his disciples: "Lifting up his hands he blessed
them. And it came to pass whilst he blessed them he departed from them,
and was carried up to heaven." Luke xxiv. 49.
How beautiful the practices and traditions of the Catholic Church
They show that she alone fulfils the promises, and is the reality of the^
Like the children of Israel five thousand years;
types of the Old Law.
we group
ago, we to-day kneel to get the blessing of an aged parent
round the bed of a dying father, we reverentially kiss his hand, and beg

—

:

:

:

his benediction

:

in after life

we

call

it

to

mind

;

it

makes us happy.

Abraham, God's chosen servant, knelt to get the blessing of Melchisedech,.
priest of the Most High.
We, too, love the blessing of Christ's anointed
More precious still is the
priest, of whom Melchisedech was the typeBut
blessing of a bishop, who is a more exalted minister of the Lord.
what shall we say to get the blessing of the Pope, the vicar of Jesus
The fervent Christian travels over thousands of miles
Christ on earth ?
by land and sea, braves the perils of the snows and the deep, to get the
Conceive the feelings of the man of
faith, who, after the fatigues and perils of a long journey, catches the
first sight of the supreme visible head of the Church.
He sees for thefirst time the Pope, whose name he lisped on his mother's knee, and loved
Christ's Vicar on earth, the successor of St.
his life long.
The Pope
Peter, the ruler of two hundred millions of souls, the infallible teacher of
God's Church. He looks into his face he kneels and kisses his feet
the Pope lifts his eyes to heaven, stretches out his arms, and blesses him
fatigue and labor are forgotten the tear of joy and love
It is enough

blessing of the

holy

Father.

!

;

!

:

.
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stirred to its centre with the deepest

is

emotions

recompensed it is an epoch in his
to forget, though unable to describe,
life
the feelings of that precious moment. Such is the Pope's blessing. Thank
God we have got it.
These blessings, so dear_, so precious, so coveted but still what are they
compared with the benediction of the Blessed Sacrament ! The Pope is
all is expressed in one word
but a man, the Blessed Sacrament is God
he
he returns home happy, never

the heart
;

is full

to overflowing

:

is

;

;

;

—the

Pope's benediction

Blessed Sacrament

is

is

the blessing of

the blessing of

God

man; benediction

selves to the perils of the Alpine mountains

every week,

we can

little

the

himself.

To receive the blessing of God himself we need not
we need not undergo fatigues by sea and land, we need
near our homes, in our

of

:

travel to

Rome,

not expose our-

in the very midst of us, so

modest chapels, several times a month,

get the blessing of Jesus Christ

— God himself.

if

not

How

God to grant us this
consolation.
Have we ever neglected benediction 1 Have we appreciated
May heaven grant us the grace to know and esteem its
it as we ought 1
blessed the inspiration that has led the Church of

value.

There are few ceremonies in the Church which so touchingly speak to
What a bles&ed
the heart as benediction of the Most Holy Sacrament.
and delightful sight our churches present at benediction
The richest
It is bedecked with choicest
decorations are lavished upon the altar.
flowers, and the most exquisite roses of the garden are not lovely enough
to blush before the Lord who gave to them their tint and beauty.
Blazing lights shed their rays around, and the odor of sweet incense ascends
But all eyes and all hearts are cenas prayer before the Lord of hosts.
tred in one object
Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, the holy of holies
enthroned in the remonstrance. Oh, how heavenly to gaze on the Sacred
Host, and like the blessed Virgin to behold and adore and love our God.
The brilliant decorations, the gorgeous robes of God's minister, the waves
of smoking incense, the strains of religious music, the sweetness of saered hymns, the joyous peals of bells mingling with the deep, solemn notes
of the organ
everything tends to raise the soul of man to heaven, to
touch and melt the heart to love, to make us forget earth, and to exclaim
with the disciples when they beheld the glory of Jesus on Mount Thabor,
when '* His face did shine like the sun, and his garment became as white
as snow
Lord, it is good for us to be here." Matt. xvii. 4.
Li a moment the music ceases, every voice is hushed, the peals of the
!

—

;

:
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and amidst
organ die away, every head is bowed, God alone speaks
this solemn silenoe the priest elevates the remonstrance, " The loftiness of
man is lowered down, and the Lord alone exalted." Is. ii. 17. The
Blessed Sacrament is raised aloft, and the blessing- of Jesus Christ, the
;

upon the heads and hearts of the fervent congregaWhat scene so calculated to inspire the soul of man with the most
tion.
exalted notions of the majesty, goodness, and love of God.
We see, and
touch, and feel, so to speak, the real presence of Jesus Christ in the Holy

Son

of Grod, descends

Eucharist.

BM€F£&M M.
Benediction on Corpus Christi.

For the last three centuries heretics have spared no species of blasphemy and insult to Jesus Christ in the sacrament of his love. On the feast
of Corpus Christi the Church of Gcd invites her children to profess their
faith publicly, and to make reparation to the Son of God in the holy Eucharist.
This feast the Church celebrates with all possible splendor and
spiritual joy.
"That this most sublime and venerable sacrament," says
should be celebrated with special veneration and
the Council of Trent,
''

.... that all Christians may testify their graitude towards
their common Lord and Redeemer, for so infallible and truly divine a
And so, indeed, did it behoove victorious truth to celebrate a
benefit.
solemnity

triumph over falsehood and heresy, and thus her adversaries, at the sight
of so much splendor, and in the midst of so great joy of the universal
Church, may either pine away weakened and broken, or, touched with

shame

asid

confounded, at length repent."

ous profession of faith

Sacrament on

is

the procession

Sess. xiii.

c. 5.

What

a glori-

and Benediction of the Blessed

this feast in Catholic countries

?

The

joy-bells usher in the

from every window float in the breeze the richest hangings
of embroidered purple and gold; the pavements are strewn with green
the streets are spanned with arches of evergreens
leaves and flowers
altars, which nature and art combine to decorate, are erected in the most

happy

feast

;

;

conspicuous places.

The

procession moves througli the streets.

What

a

First the little convent children, whose souls are as
heavenly sight
white and pure as the dress they wear, then the little boys, waving their
beautiful banners, then the various confraternities, bearing the images of
their respective patron saints, then the holy Levites of the seminary, the
!
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secular and regular clergy in their rioiiest vestments,
ates in their

Roman

and

lastly, the

prel-

purple, the king* or emperor in his royal robes, vie

with the peasant to do honor to their

common God.

The hands

of inno-

cence scatter rose-leaves in showers, and swing the smoking censers beThe Holy of Holies is borne under a jnagnificent cano-j
fore their Lord.
py, and the God of armies moves along in triumph, even as he made his'

triumphant entry in Jerusalem on Palm Sunday.

Hundreds of sweet
voices, the roaring of cannon, and the pealing of bells, proclaim to mankind that Jesus lives and reigns in the Holy Eucharist.
Now the thunder of the cannon ceases, the bells are silent, music and
song die away, profound silence reigns through the vast crowd, the prelate and the peer, the prince and the peasant, bend their knees and bow
their heads before their God
from the altar under the canopy of heaven,
the benediction of Jesus Christ descends upon the enraptured multitude.
What pencil could adequately sketch such an imposing scene ? a scene
which impresses upon the soul the noble solemnity of the Catholic faith in
the God of the Eucharist.
In the blessed Sacrament as in the flesh ^' Jesus
;

—

goes through the

cities

and towns teaching," " doing good," bestowing

his

graces and blessings.

What

a privilege from heaven

is

benediction of the most holy Sacra-

ment, to kneel before Jesus, to join the angels in adoring him, and to get
But this blessing, alas how little esteemed, how
his precious blessing
!

!

little

valued

by some

cold and faithless Christians.

their cold hearts afid animate their

weak

faith.

May

May

Jesus

warm

the rays of divine

from the remonstrance, penetrate our hearts, and kindle in
our souls such ardent love for the blessed Sacrament, that we may never
omit even one opportunity in our whole lives of getting the benediction
of Jesus Christ in the most holy Eucharist.
love, issuing

gMermjfiii.
The Most Holy
secrets of the love of Jesus

!

Viaticum.

From

the cradle to the grave his Prov-

Even long

we reposed
in the cradle or on the bosom of our mother the hand of God conducted
us in the path of salvation. There are millions of pagans who never heard
of the sweet name of Jesus, who adore the most loathsome creatures for
the Creator that we are not among the number, thanks to God alone.
idence shields us, his mercy surrounds us.

before

;
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There are millions of infidels, schismatics, and heretics who are outside
the true Church, the only fold of salvation, who are '' tossed about by
every wind of doctrine," who are on board a sinking vessel without helm
or pilot, every moment in danger of being swallowed up in the abyss of a
May God bring them back to the Catholic Church
miserable eternity.
built upon a rock, which neither waves, nor storms, nor sin, nor error, nor
That we are not amongst the number let
earth, nor hell can ever shake.
us give glory to God, saying with the Royal Psalmist: "Not to us, O
Lord, not to us, but to thy name give glory." Ps. cxii.
Yes have we
often thanked God for giving us Catholic parents, from whom we drank in
At baptism God put his indelible seal
the faith with our mother's milk ?
upon our souls to mark us for himself, and the waters of regeneration
made us the children of Jesus, the heirs of heaven, even before we knew
The enemy watches the dawn of reason to rob us of our baptismal init.
nocence. God has prepared us by instruction and example to conquer the
Age advances the scandals of the world threaten our innofoul spirit.
cence we arc weak: confirmation makes us strong and brave soldiers of
Our passions grow with our growth, and strengthen with our
Christ.
strength.
We require more aid. Jesus gives his body and blood to purify
;

:

:

our souls, to chasten our bodies, to unite us to himself

''

He

that eateth

and drinketh my blood, abideth in me and I in him." At first
communion we never forget the happy day we give our young hearts
and our first love to Jesus in the holy Sacrament.
Alas many of us sin deep and deadly tlie fall, dark the dye of our
guilt.
Seventy times seven times number not our crimes. We are dead

my

flesh,

—

—

:

!

in sin

;

all is lost

!

O

God

the goodness of

!

by

the sacrament of pen-

ance we can rise again, recover our lost innocence, make our peace with
God, again become the children of Jesus and the heirs of heaven. Every
day of our lives let us thank and bless the mercy of God. God has perhaps blessed us with youth, manhood, nay, gray

During these
years the most fierce passions assail us the sins of the world scandalize
us the assaults of the evil spirits are unceasing by night and by day
sorrows and tribulation darken
trials and sufferings multiply round us
our lives; every moment we are on the brink of the precipice, and hell is
yawning wide to swallow us up. Who has been our support, our strength,
hairs.

;

;

;

our salvation in

life ?

When our
ensues."
When

Jesus in the holy Eucharist.

passions

he rises, ''stills the storm; a calm
the devil
tempts us, Jesus is their terror the fallen spirit of sin and death cannot
enter the soul whose door has been sprinkled with the blood of the Paschal

assail us,

;
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**
holy communion.
The Son of God," says the apostle, ^'appeared, that he might destroy the works of the devil."
1 Ep. St. John iii. 8.
In the midst of sorrows and tribulations, trials and persecutions, Jesus in

i^aiiio in

—

the blessed sacrament

our comfort and hope, our

is

Courageously we say with the Psalmist:
against me, in this will

together against me,
Ps. xvi.

" If I

3.

no danger,
tribulation

my

walk

be confident

I

in the midst of the
''

camp should

I

am

shadow of

stand

death, I will fear

with him, says the Lord, in

I will deliver him, I will glorify him."

harm us when Jesus

should rise up

battle

If armies in

and victory.

heart shall not fear, since thou art with nie."

for thou art with me."
;

;

''If a

sliield

—

xc. 15.

No

evil

can

and in the blessed sacrament he is with
us all days, even to the consummation of the wnrld.
He will save us from
all dangers, " of the arrow thatflieth in the day, of the business that walketli about in the dark
of invasion of the noon-day devil.
A thousand
shall fall at thy feet, and ten thousand at thy right hand but it shall not
come nigh to thee. Then shall no evil come to thee, nor shall the scourge
Lord, art my hope, thou
come near thy dwelling. Because thou,
hast made the Most High thy refuge."
The blessed Eucharist is
Ps. xc.
our food, our strength^ our life when living, but how express the tender
love of Jesus to us when sick and dying ?
Death is approaching. The final struggle is at hand. All is to be lost
the
or gained. Jesus is to be robbed of the fruit of his passion and death
Ohurch is to lose all her care during a life long and the soul is to forfeit paradise
or one spirit more, bought so dearly, cared so tenderly, is
What a solemn moment,
to enjoy heaven, and bless God forever in glory.
on the issue of which depends an eternity of bliss or woe
Does Jesus
Far from it. His grace to us is increased tenfold when we
forget us ?
tenfold want it.
Perhaps there is no other manifestation of God's love for
man so touching, so merciful, and so necessary, as the holy Viaticum.
The holy Viaticum simply means, that when we cannot go to the altar to
receive Jesus in the holy communion, Jesus himself comes to us
comes
to our bedside comes at the time when beyond all others we need him
Let
most, at the awful hour of death, to help us on the way to heaven.
us meditate on this last proof of the love of Jesus in the blessed sacrament.
After a long life, and perhaps a sinful life, the last illness overtakes us
when we least expect it. " At what hour you think not, the Son of Man
nay, come "like a thief in the night." For a
will come" (Luke xii. 40)
Soon, symptime the sick man thinks of nothing but life and recovery.
toms but too fatal tell him the end is at hand. Pains too often excruciatwith us

is

;

:

:

;

;

:

!

;

;

;
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ing multiply and

afflict Ijis

body

;

cold languor

benumbs

his

limbs, big

eyes become dim, he feels strange sensations he never felt before. His
soul
A thousand thoughts never known before darken his soul, already
!

—his
—
and
of heaven
the holy sacraments abused —

weakened by the pains and sickness of
manifold sins
gifts

of

— graces,

his

body.

resisted

invitations, calls

God misemployed—-perhaps

First, his

life

talents

all

crowd before the mind. God's awful judgments rise up before him beyond the grave no mercy, but justice he must stand face to face before
the Almighty, in whose sight the angels themselves are not pure, to render
an account of even every idle word. Who has not reason to fear 1 The
eye of the soul now sees what it never saw before the two gates of
eternity, one opening to eternal bliss, the other to eternal woe.
;

;

—

Nor

is this all

:

rors of the scene.

the violent temptations of the devils heighten the ter-

The Council

of Trent says

:

"At

the hour of death

demons strain every nerve to damn the departing soul.'' If at all
times "they go about like roaring lions seeking whom they may devour,"
at the last struggle their number and their assaults are increased tenfold to
keep the soul in sin, or draw her into sin, and bear her away in triumph
" The devil," says St. John, " is come down unto you, having
to hell.
great wrath, knowing that he hath but a short time." Apoc. xii. 12.
The
room of the dying man is filled with devils. They put before the soul
the mockery of death-bed repentance, the enormity of past sins, the abuse
of God's mercy they whisper despair, and if they instil it, their victory
is complete.
Amid the thoughts, temptations, and terrors that wring the
soul with anguish, the dying man feels that time is ebbing fast, and that
the lamp of life is flickering, soon to expire.
Supreme awful moment, on
which hangs eternity
Friends speak consolation, human consolation I
Vain words that fall upon the ear, but reaclj not the heart. God is
wanted, and God in his mercy comes. Jesus in the Viaticum enters the
house of the dying sinner. At the presence of the Redeemer the angels
of darkness fly away in rage and confusion.
During his mortal life the
presence of Jesus struck such terror into the demons that they raised a
cry of rage, begged of him not to torment them so cruelly, and, despite
the

;

!

they asked as a favor to be allowed to enter the loathsome
swine, and precipitated themselves into the sea.
They now recognize the
same God, and into the darkness of hell they fly in confusion, robbed of
their expected prey.

their pride,

The

and mercy of his Divine Masapproaches the bedside, the tale of sin and sorrow amid.

minister of God, breathing the charity

ter for the sinner,
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hands commissioned to bind
and to loose, to forgive and retain sin, are lifted up, the mysterious words
of pardon are pronounced, and quicker than thought the chains of sin are
burst asunder, tlie lost soul is won back to the bosom of her God, and the
angels sing a canticle of joy at the salvation of the repenting sinner.
The reconciliation is sealed in the blood of Jesus Christ. The priest
says, " Receive, brother, the viaticum of the body of our Lord Jesus Christ:
may it protect thee from the wicked enemy, and conduct thee to life eversupreme happiness of the soul, tasting for the last time on the
lasting."
death-bed the sweetness of Jesus in the Holy Communion. Tears of joy
glisten in the eyes a little before so dim, serene hopes displace the black
despair that a little before sat upon the brow, the heart a little before
steeped in anguish and sorrow is filled with the joyous love of God. a
sunbeam of heaven plays round the countenance, and lights up the face a
and the Holy Viaticum gives the soul in this life
little before so dejected
a foretaste of the joys of paradise. If unbelievers witnessed such a deathbed scene, like the Jews after the miracles at the Crucifixion, they would
strike their breasts and say, "Truly he is the Son of God" in the holy
is

ear, the

;

Viaticum.

After receiving Jesus in the holy Viaticum, the soul

resigned to the will of God, patient to bear and
and wishes to " be dissolved and be with Christ."

sufi'er

A

is

happy,

the pains of death,

dead

man was thrown

one day by robbers into the tomb of Eliseus, and was immediately reif the withered bones of the prophet animated the dead,
stored to life
;

what will not the body and blood of Jesus do for the departing soul f
How good thou art to come to our death-bed when we are
Sweet Jesus
sick and dying, to put to flight the demons, to smooth down the pillow cf
death, to take from the grave its sting and frou: death its victory, to make
us happy, and to take us to thyself!
Jesus comes to us at all times and to all places, in rain and in storm, in
snow and in hail, in the pinching cold as in the burning heat, in midnight as in midday, to the wretched home of poverty in the bog or on the
!

mountain, as well as to the stately palace of the king, to the poverty-

on the
way-side, as to the tenant of the lordly mansion.
To the fetid abode of
fever, cholera, or plague, where death stares God's minister in the face, go
the priest of Jesus will, yea, and go cheerfully, like his Divine Master,
Reverentially in his bosom,
offering the sacrifice of his life for his flock.
over his heart, he bears the " Holy of Holies" the holy Viaticum. On
the way, while others may talk, he heeds not, all his attention being
stricken creature rotting in the garret, or the castaway, forgotten

—
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centred in the Blessed Sacrament, and his soul absorbed in prayer to his

God

—prayers,

Thus Jesus

departing sinner.

perhaps, for the

in his

mercy and love comes to the home of sickness and sorrow, to fortify the
May we
soul and help her to wing her flight to the bosom of her Grod.
in dying receive this greatest and last of God's blessings, nay, God himself

—the holy Viaticum.

The following
Christian Life).

by

Charles Borromeo (Memorial of a
During the great plague in Milan, a priest, bearing the

fact is recorded

St.

holy Viaticum to the dying, passed by a heap of some sixty dead bodies
about to be interred. One man still living, and hearing the tinkling of the
bell, cried

out in a dying voice

'*
:

Father, for the love of

God may

The God whom he was

ceive once again the holy communion."

I re-

carryings

he hesitated not walking over the dead,
he gave holy Communion to the dying man, who in a few moments expired to enjoy and see that God face to face whom he had just received
under the sacrament veil. Which is most worthy of admiration th©
inspired the priest with courage

;

;

—

nriest or penitent

1

In Catholic countries on the Continent the Holy Viaticum is carried to
The bells of tho
the sick under a rich canopy in solemn procession.

Church give notice to the public the priest, vested in his holy robes, is
accompanied by acolytes bearing lighted torches one rings constantly a
little bell to admonish the people that Jesus is passing by, and crowds of
the faithful, especially members of the Confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament, join the procession and carry lights. To encourage the faithful to this
holy practice. Pope Innocent XI. granted an indulgence of seven years
and seven quarantines to all who accompany Jesus in the Viaticum with
;

;

In Ireland the laws are against
these public manifestations of faith and reverence but we ought to do all
in our power to mark our devotion and love to this most august Sacraa lighted taper to the house of the sick.

'

;

ment.

The chamber

possible.

In

it

of the sick person should be as clean and neat as

there should be prepared a table covered with a clean

two wax candles, a vessel of holy
water, another vessel or glass of common water, a spoon, and a clean

white napkin, on the table a
towel
fest

or

crucifix,

napkin for a communion

our faith

Everything should mani-,
and love for the Lord of Glory about to come into the
cloth.

house.
If we cannot

accompany our Blessed Lord

to the

cession with lighted torches, let us follow Jesus in

sick in

spirit.

solemn pro-

Whenever we

see a priest going to or returning from the dying, let us adore and love
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When we

pray before the Blessed
Sacrament, let us beg this favor the greatest favor which heaven can bestow to receive in peace the holy Viaticum on our death-beds; to receive
for the last time our Divine Lord in faith, in hope, and love.
To die with
he bears in his bosom.

—

—

Jesus in the heart

is

''

to fall asleep in the Lord/'

and " blessed are the

dead who die in the Lord."

O

happiness, to die after having received in our hearts the

God who

few moments will judge us
O
happiness, to close our eyes to this miserable world after having received
" He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my
the pledge of eternal life
blood," says the Redeemer, "hath life everlasting, and I will raise him up
" He that eateth this bread shall live forin the last day."
John vi. 55.
created and redeemed us, and

who

in a

!

!

ever."

Consummation of supreme happiness

!

to see face to face the

same

God, whom during our lives long we adored and loved under the sacramental veils, to hear from his Divine lips this sweet invitation, " Well

good and

done,

Matt. XXV. 21.

hath

it

faithful servant

Joy which

''

enter thou into the joy of the Lord."

eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither

entered into the heart of

the Lord

;

man

to conceive."

—

1 Cor.

9.

Joy of

*'To be inebriated with the plenty of God's house, and drink

!

forever of the torrent of his pleasures."

Fs. xxv.

9.

May we

see the joy^

'

of the Lord.

My

ii.

what a treasure

God

Yet
it is true Jesus blesses thee.
In Benediction of the Most Holy Sacrament
thou dost receive the blessing of the Son of God himself. Hast thou apsoul,

preciated

it %

How often

Not only does Jesus

to receive the blessing of

hast thou neglected

himself

!

it %

Sacrament bless and feed thee during life, but in dying, at the supreme and awful moment of death, he
comes to thy bed-side to fortify and comfort thee, to make thee happy, and
take thee to himself to heaven. O holy Viaticum
in the Blessed

j

In atonement for my past ingratitude, and in reparation to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, I resolve never to omit, even at considerable inconvenience, Benediction of the

Most Holy Sacrament.

Secondly, in love and
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thanksgiving to Jesus in the holy Viaticum, I resolve to be most zealous

whenever I have an opportunity, the requisites for the communion of the sick, and every day of my life to beseech the Almighty
God to bestow upon me the greatest of all blessings— the blessing of re-^
ceiving worthily the Most Holy Viaticum.
Most Holy Sacrament, strengthen my weakness to keep for thy greater

in preparing,

glory these

my

resolutions.
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and Aspirations or Ejaeulatory
Prayer to the Blessed Sacrament.

Holy Habit ofthe Presence

of God,

gm€Fi&jf

I.

Presence of God.

ESUS is God. We belong
redeemed

us.

He

He

created and

moment

of'our exist-

wholly to him.

preserves us every

and bodies are his. Every moment of
our lives is his. For him we must live, for him we must
die. The glory of God is the beginning and end of our creation. Though God's own intrinsic glory is infinite, still he is
ence.

Our

jealous of the

pute his

souls

little

we can

give him.

No rival shall dare dis-

We, our souls and bodies, must serve him.
command of God. *' Thou shalt love the Lord

right.

Such is the
thy God with thy whole heart, and with thy whole soul
and with thy strength, and with all thy mind." Deut vi. 5What could be more comprehensive I Our hearts with all
their affections, our souls with all their faculties,

God

our bodies

Almighty God expects and
demands, as he has a right to, all the service of our souls and bodies
To fulfil this great and first precept God
every moment of our lives.
in his mercy gives us abundant graces.
The constant remembrance of hi^

with

all their

senses,

belong to

:

that

is,
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divine presence

is,

peihaps, one of the greatest

means

to serve

him

faith-

even in a short time at perfection. This we learn from
God himself said
the sacred Scripture and the writings of the saints.
To
Gen. xvii. 1.
to Abraham, ^' Walk before me, and be you perfect."
walk before God is to remember his presence. The Royal Prophet not
only praised God seven times a day, but says, " I had always our Lord
present before my eyes, because I know that he is always at my right
The holy Tohand, to hinder anything from troubling me." Ps- xv. 8.
''
bias gave this parting advice to his son
All the days of thy life have God

and

fully,

to arrive

:

thy mind."

in

The

Tob. iv.

saints extol the

6.

holy practice of the presence of God.

St.

Bona-

venture says, " That to employ ourselves continually in the exercise of
the presence of God,

begin in this

life to

enjoy the

SS. Teresa, Liguori, and others call

blessed in the next."

«asy road

to

is

"In a word," adds

to perfection."

God, the

cise of the presence of

treasures of merits."

saints

felicity of the
it

Liguori,

St.

a " short and

"by

this exer-

have succeeded in acquiring great

Sp. of Christ.

God sees us ! The great truth, God sees us, is the terror of the wicked
and consolation of the just. The wicked man, to indulge his sinful pas-

may

say in the folly of his heart, I will seek darkness, I will hide
in lonely places no body shall see me.
Ah
God sees you. His ey
sions,

!

;

upon you.

Midnight and midday are both the same to his all-seein|
He is equally present in the depth of the forest and the depth of
eye.
the ocean.
How beautifully the Psalmist expresses it " If I ascend to
is

:

you

heaven,

are there

;

if I

descend to

hell,

you

are present.

If I take

my

wings early in the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
even there also shall your hand hold me." Ps. cxxxviii. 8. "The spirit
" Do not I fill the heavens
of our Lord fills the whole earth."
Wis. i. 7.

and the

earth, saith the Lord."

Jer. xxiii. 24.

St.

Paul

is

not less sub-

"

God," he says, "is not far from any of us, in him we live, move,
and have our being." Acts xvii. 27. No words could be more expressive.
In God we exist, walk, breathe, think, and live. He is everywhere within

lime.

us and around

us.

surrounded and
bodies.

mote

God

is

More

filled

really than the sponge in the midst of the sea

and penetrate our souls and
and equally present in the most re-

with water, does

present in our souls,

God

is

fill

fixed star, countless millions of miles distant.

Multiply that distance

Let the. human mind expand its
thoughts till lost in space, there also is the eye of God.
In a word, all
created space is but a point in the infinite immensity of God
And still
God loves us, and we can love, nay, possess God.

by

itself,

and there

is

God

also present.

I
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Truth terrible to the wicked. God counts not only their
sinful acts and words, but notes down every evil thought in the book of
life and death.
God sees us. Consolation to the just. Not only does he
reckon our good deeds, but he remembers every holy thought, to reward
it with an eternal weight of glory
These holy thoughts we can, by the

dod

sees us !

!

grace of God, conceive and multiply

God

in the bool^ of

The

first

great

the soul from

;

and each

is writtei^

by

the

hgnd of

life.

efi'ect

of the habit of the presence of

Who

would dare commit

God

is

to preserve

under the eye of a father
But how infinitely more withering is the eye of God upon
o'r mother ?
the sinner
To remember God, and to commit sin, is impossible. We
" He has not God before his eyes,"
sin because we forget God's presence.
says the Royal Prophet, ''and therefore he is defiled with all sorts of
''
crimes."
Fs. ix. 26.
The remembrance of God banSt. Jerome says
ishes all sorts of sins" (Liber de Fide He); and adds, that " when we find
ourselves tempted to commit any sin, if we should think that God beholds
us, and that he is present with us, we should never consent to anything
*'
displeasing to him."
Every evil happens to us beSt. Teresa concludes
cause we do not reflect that God is present with us, but imagine he is at a
distance."
The remembrance of the presence of God gave courage to the
chaste Susanna to resist the temptations and threats of the elders.
"It is
better for me," said she, '' to fall into your hands without doing it, than to
sin in the sight of the Lord."
Dan. xiii. 23. The certainty and remembrance that God, who " can cast our bodies and souls into hell," sees our
actS) hears our words, knows our most secret thoughts, cannot but prevent
lis from doing, speaking, Or thinking evil before his eyes.
The second great effect of the presence of God is courage to advance
in virtue.
A soldier under the eye of his captain rushes to death or victory.
Nq are soldiers of Christ. His eye is upon us. He sees our
Struggles.
He knows our temptations. He looks with complacency upon
us fighting the battles of the Lord. He will reward even a good desire.
What a powerful motive to fight against sin, to conquer temptations, to
practise secret virtue
"I remembered God," says King David, " and
was delighted" (Ps. Ixxvi. 4) delighted to please him for his own sake.
The presence of God is best kept up in the soul by doing all things solely
This leads us to our next section -puritf of intention.
to please him.
sin.

sin

!

:

:

!

;
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Purity of Intention.

We

ought to be holy. Jesus has given us the means. He has given
The more pious we become, the more we
us himself so many ways.
shall love Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament.
The soul he wishes to sanc-

he draws to the foot of the altar and purity of intention
help to love Jesus in the sacrament of his love.
tify

;

We

Our days and

belong wholly to God.

nights, our years

is

a great

and

lives,

and by precept.
He has commanded, '' Thou shalt love the Lord thy Grod with thy whole
heart, and with thy whole soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
mind." Have we kept this precept 1 Examine your live^^. First, subtract
from your lives the days, perhaps years, spent in mortal sin. These years
are evil and not for God.
Secondly, take away all the years given to the
world all the actions, no matter how good in themselves, done through
human motives. For these there will be no reward on the day of judgall

the services of our souls and bodies, are his

by

right

;

How much

ment.
to the

Almighty?

remains for

The

How many

God 1

servant in the gospel

is

years, nay, days, given

condemned, not because

he squandered, but because he did not profit by his master's talents. Th©
bad Christian has done both not only he has not profited by his life, but
he has squandered in sin the talents of his years given him by God to purPurity of intention will give to the Almighty what belongs
chase heaven.
our lives.
to him
:

—

The

intention

is

the soul of our acts.

God

looks not to the hand or arm,

but to the will and heart. "Man seeth those things that appear, but the
Lord beholdeth the heart." I. Kings xvi. The intention stamps the value
"If the eye be evil," says our
of the act, whether for good or evil.

—

blessed Redeemer, "the whole
that

is, if

of God.

body

will

be darksome" (Matt

vi.

23):

the intention be bad, the whole action will be sinful in the sight

On

the other hand, our Saviour added

"If thy eye be

:

single,

thy whole body will be lightsome " (Matt. vi. 22) that is, if the intention
be holy, the action, in itself good, will be pleasing in the sight of the Almighty. St Augustine says " God attends not so much to what man
" The good which you will do," condoes, as to the motives of his acts."
tinues St. Ambrose, " shall be proportioned to the purity of intention with
which you do it for the divine glory."
:

:
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What

1

ought to animate our acts ? St. Paul tells us r
Whether you eat or drink, or whatsoever else you do, do all to the glory
of God." 1 Cor. X. 31. And again: '' Whatever you do in word or work^
do all for the glory of God." Hence, to do all our actions for the greater
glory of God, solely to please him and fulfil his blessed will, is the most
holy and perfect intention on earth, or even in heaven above. The gospel
says of Jesus Christ: '^ He did all things well" {Mark vii. 37) and our
Saviour himself so often tells us for our instruction, the intention with
intention, then,

-'

—

;

which he performed his actions. The will, the glory of his eternal Fatherr
was an end of all his acts. '^ I do always the things that please him.
John viii. 29. '^ I seek not my own will, but the will of him that sent me."
JohnY.2>0.
And again *' My food is to do the will of him that sent
" The whole conduct of
me." John iv. 32.
Hence, St. Basil concludes
a Christian proposes to itself only one end, which is the glory of God."
There is no doubt but many, even good Christians, lose the greater part
of their lives, and the reward of many good acts, for want of a proper intention.
It is certain that no action, no matter how good in itself, is meritorious of glory in the sight of God, except it be animated by charity and
" If I should distribdirected by a supernatural motive.
St. Paul says:
ute all my goods to feed the poor, and if I should deliver my body to be
burned, and have not charity " that is, except I do it for God ** it profitCor. xiii. 3.
On the other hand, the widow's mite and
eth me nothing."
cup of cold water, given for God, will be rewarded in the kingdom of

—

:

:

—

—

heaven.

It is therefore

evident that a supernatural motive, a pure inten-

tion in all our acts is of the highest importance for our salvation.

How reduce it

to practice

By

%

the grace of God, nothing

is

more

easy.

When

our eyes open in the morning, let the first object they see be God,
and immediately offer to his greater glory all the thoughts, words, and
" My good God, I
actions of the day we may express it in this form
:

;

thy greater glory all the thoughts, words, and actions of this day.'^
We go to our daily avocations, each
What a holy beginning of the day
one to the plough, another to the meadow,
to the duties of his state in life
one to his shop, another to his desk and we begin each action by offering
Thus, whether we read or write, walk or talk, labor in the field,
it to God.
offer to

!

—

;

or

work

when we go to sleep, we do all ta
sanctified by this supernatural motive or

in the house, eat or drink, even

the glory of God.
intention,

and

it is

Each action
holy

duties of our state in

;

life

is

for in thus fulfilling with a pure intention the

—no matter what they be—we are doing the will

of God, than which nothing can be more holy.

"

The

will of

God," says
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Paul, "is your sanctification."

St.

Thess.

3.

iv.

"Whosoever does

the

my Father," says our blessed Saviour, " lie is my brother, my sister,
my mother." Mat xii. 50. Each action of the twenty-four hours of

will of

and

the day

who

a holy prayer,

is

"

fulfil

the precept of Jesus Christ,

We

ought always to pray, and not to faint" {Luke xviii. 1)
Paul, who says, "Pray always; pray without ceasing."
Thess.

says,

and of

and thus we

St.

V. 17.

A

year spent in this manner is a long time. Of the saints who thus
lived, though they died young, like SS. Aloysius, Stanislaus, Berchmans,

and many

others, the

Holy

Grhost says, that they have thus lived entire all

and they died full of days. And, as the sacred Scripture says
of the just man, that "being made perfect in a short space, they filled a
long time." " For venerable old age is not that of long time, nor counted
by the number of years, but the understanding of a man is gray hairs,
and a spotless life is old age." Wis. iv. 8, 9, 13. That " in the short
their days,

time they lived they
13.

We

fulfilled

a great space or length of time."

conclude this section with

says, that

"a person who performs

St.

Mary Magdalene de

all his

Wis.

Pazzis,

iv.

who

actions with the pure intention

of the glory of Grod, goes straight to heaven, without passing through the
May Jesus for his greater glory give us purity of
fires of purgatory."
intention

BE€wm^ m.
Union with Jesus.

The

our actions to the greater glory of God, of
performing them solely to please him and doing his blessed will, is the
This is what Father
first step on the road that leads straight to God.
Faber calls " The devotion of saying Mass with all the actions of the day."
It

habit of offering

is

true

when

holiness of God,

all

the soul

is

dazzled in contemplating the transcendent

and confounded

at her

own

nothingness, she becomes

ashamed, so to speak, to offer to him her worthless actions. But let her
be comforted for she can offer to God his own divine attributes and per;

fections.

can

She can rejoice in

offer to him,

his

offer to

infinite glory, sanctity

and power. She

not only the praises of holy souls on earth,

the saints, the angels, and

can

own

him

all

Mary

in bliss, but, infinitely

all

the love of

beyond

all,

she

the glory, homage, and praise that Jesus Christ
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gave him on earth, now gives him, and will give him for all eternity in
heaven.
Such are the riches of our poverty.
And tlien there is " Union with Jesus." We said a few words in a
former chapter on '' Union with Jesus on the altar." At ever}^ hour, nay
every moment of the day and night, the *' clean oblation " is offered, the
Divine Lamb is immolated in some part of the world. At every moment,
and sometimes on a hundred altars simultaneously, the Sacrifice of Calvary is renewed and continued, to adore and worship the Almighty for all
mankind, to thank him for his favors, to atone for sin, to supplicate salvation for the world, to obtain hope for the despairing, strength for the re-

pardon for the repenting, heaven for the dying. What a holy
habit to unite ourselves and all our actions with Jesus thus unceasingly
immolated
This is ^' Union with Jesus on the Altar," but the subject
lapsing,

!

of this section

"

is

Union with Jesus

in the Flesh."

We

belong to Jesus. It is our glory and privixoge. Jesus, too, in a
sense, belongs to us.
He delivered himself for us. His blood redeemed
us.
He pleads for us in heaven. His life in the flesh is ours. Union
with Jesus will sanctify our ordinary actions of the day.
«,re

Our best

actions

imperfect and utterly worthless in the presence of infinite sanctity

but when united with the actions of Jesus Christ, they become precious in
the sight of God.

Jesus in the flesh ate and drank, prayed and fasted, toiled and

slept,

and died. Each action was of infinite value, being the action of
the Man-God. We can unite our actions with those of our blessed Lord
who will sanctify them and thus united to him and sanctified by him,
we may with humble confidence offer them to his eternal Father, who
will accept and bless them through love and reverence for his only begotten Son, " in whom he is well pleased." Rodriguez tells us, that God
revealed to St. Mechtildis that it was most pleasing to him to offer him all
suffered

;

our actions in union with those of Jesus Christ. St. Teresa also says,
that ' every one will gain the desired end of his prayers more efficaciously
by offering his actions to the Eternal Father in union with the merits of

Gertrude and Mary Magdalene of Pazzi tell us that
Jesus Christ himself taught them the value of this holy practice.
Jesus Christ himself says in the Gospel (John xiv. 13), " Whatsoever
you shall ask the Father in my name he shall grant you, that the Faiiier
may be glorified in the Son," and St. Paul says that God made us acoept-

Jesus Christ

"

SS.

able through his beloved Son, in
tnen,

whom

will be precious in the eyes of

he

is

well pleased.

God, when united

Our

actions^

witl? t¥" {'^finite
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actions of Jesus,

when presented by

Jesus,

who

Eternal Father, and who, in presenting them,

"advocate," and our "brother."

**

is

so pleasing* to the
our " mediator," our
is

Jesus Christ," says

St.

Paul,

''is

not

ashamed to call us his brethren." Heh. ii. 12.
But to come to the practice. Nothing is more easy. Nothing is more
easy than to say in the morning, " My good God, I offer to thy greater
glory all the thoughts, words, and actions of this day, in union with those
of Jesus Christ." Thus the day begins with the sweet names of God and
Jesus
fied

Time

!

by

of the

hours

roll

by, action succeeds action, each

the same holy union with Jesus.

day by
''

thus,

flies,

offering

it

God
God

to

I offer this action to

of the will towards God,

is

Moreover,

we begin each

sancti-

action

We may express it
A glance, a motion

in union with Jesus.
in union with Jesus."

sufficient to

is

complete this oblation.

The ob-

God, dear to Jesus, full of merit for
One tear, any one act of Jesus, would be sufficient to redeem
ourselves.
Happy then the Christian who gives his days and his
the whole world.
nights, his months and his years, his life and his death, to the glory of
God, in union with the life and death of Jesus Christ. May God above
lation is a perfect work, pleasing to

grant us this happiness.

Bm€wmM IT.
Aspirations or Ejaculatory Prayer to the Blessed Sacrament.

"We have seen what a great help to love Jesus is the remembrance of
The great truth, let us repeat it, that God sees us
the presence of God.
everywhere is the terror of the wicked. How expressive the words of St.
Augustine,

who

says,

''

When

I attentively consider,

you
night and day you
Lord, that

have your' eyes continually fixed upon me, and that
keep a continual watch over me, with so great care as if neither in heaven
nor on earth you had any other creature to govern besides myself, when
I think that you behold all my actions, that you penetrate my most
sacred and hidden thoughts, and that all my desires are exposed to your

—

view, I find myself filled with confusion."

Confessions.

the eye of God, what shall the sinner do

1

Can

If the saint feared

the sinner indulge in

under the withering eye of God, who could that instant cast him
body and soul into hell-fire
In heaven the blessed enjoy the beatific vision, seeing God fa«e to
and to see him is to love and enjoy him. On earth the just by the
face
guilt

*?

•
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eyes of faith see God, in prayer they converse with him, in love they enjoy him.
Now the perpetual presence of God is best kept up in the soul

by short prayers
The saints tell

or ejaculations.

us that the frequent use of aspirations

is

the practice of

the presence of God, and a short and easy road to perfection.
cis of Sales

says that

'^

St.

Fran-

upon this exerand that all other

the great fabric of devotion leans

can supply the defects of all other prayers,
prayers cannot supply the defect of it." Another saint calls these aspirations 'inflamed arrows which pierce the heavens/'
Aspirations have
that

cise,

it

they do not, like long prayers, fatigue the
can make them in all places and at all times, and unobserved

also this great advantage

mind; we

by

:

who sit or work by our side we can multiply them in thous
God sees each holy motion of the heart, God counts and will re-

those

ands.

-

;

ward these holy heavings of the

How Often
we

soul towards heaven.

ought

we Remember God ?

Pray always pray without
ceasing " and the Royal Psalmist says,
I had always our Lord present
before my eyes " and again, " Seek our Lord and be co»iirmed seek
his face continually."
Ps. civ. 4:
That is, at all times and in all places
St.

Paul, as

before remarked,

^^

says,

'

;

'

:

;

;

we

ought to endeavor to keep God before our eyes.
St. Bernard says,
" As there is not a moment in which we do not enjoy the benefits of God,

so there

is

not a

moment

in whicli

we

should not remember

God and

prove our gratitude." St. Gregory concludes, " We ought not to draw
breath so often as we should remember God."
Or at. de Cur a Paup. It
is recorded in the life of Gregory Lopez, that for three whole years he
Thy will be
made in his heart at every respiration this sweet ejaculation
done on earth as it is in heaven " Wonderful is God in his saints. Jesus
''

:

!

give us the spirit of the saints.

God
it

in his infinite goodness has

made

this practice

the saints ha zo nothing higher or holier, and

in

the reach and capacity

enough

We
God

to

know

^^

Christ

and him

crucified."

by

offering

union with the actions of Jesus."

of our state in

life.

One

still it is

all.

labors in the

We

field,

Than

at the door, with-

of the poor, simple, and uneducated.

begin .ne day and each action
in

easy for

It i^

Let us see the practi joit

to the

are

'^

greater glory

employed

oi:

at the dutiec

another goes to his shop.
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one goes a journey, another goes to work
the
hands are engaged, but the heart is ever free to think of God. Amid the
most distracting occupations, amid the noise and turmoil of a busy world,
we can preserve a solitude in our souls, in the secret closets of our
alone with God, we can adore and love him.
hearts
How refreshing in
another at h's desk

;

;

—

fatigue to think of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, to invite

him

our

into

and entertain him with holy affections. Jesus on the altar ever
our hearts ought ever be with him in the tabernacle. Jesus
thinks of us
is ever loving us, his bountiful hand is ever diffusing favors upon us
we^
ought ever love him, ever thank him. Amid our occupations, wlien our
hands are engaged, what more easy, than to turn our hearts to him, and
My Jesus, I wish to love thee as
say, '' Jesus, my God, I love thee.
thou dost deserve. My God, I offer thee the love of earth and heaven."
" What have I in heaven, and besides thee what do I deCant. ii. 16.
Thou art the God of my heart, and the God that is
sire upon earth ?
souls,

;

;

—

my

Fs.

portion forever."

Ixxii. 25.

Then we may thank God.

St.

Augustine says there

is

no prayer more

God." If there be one more beautiful, it
is the prayer of our forefathers, a prayer which sounds so sweetly in our
native Celtic tongue, a prayer which expresses the warm gratitude of the
it is *' Millions of praises unto God "
May we love that
Irish heart
beautiful than

'^

Thanks be

to

:

!

prayer and often repeat

from our heart
At another time we can elevate our hearts to God by acts of con'*
Let not my will
Lord, but thine be
formity to the divine willdone." '' Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven." '' Teach me to do
Lord, wilt thou have me to do?"
thy will." Ps. cvii. 2. "What,
Acts ix. 6- In crosses and disappointments, in sorrows and trials, in sickThe Lord gave and the Lord
ness and death, let us say with holy Job,
hath taken away. As it hath pleased the Lord, so it is done blessed be
it

'^

;

the

name

of the Lord."

Joh

i.

21.

At another time we turn and unite ourselves

We

petition.

to

God by

fervent acts of

cannot repeat too often the beautiful aspiration which

St.

Vincent de Paul ever had in his mouth: " Incline unto my aid, O God
O Lord, make haste to help me." Ps. Ixxix. 1. We can whisper to heaven
'*
God be meT'ciful to me a sinner-'^
fervent acts of sorrow for our sins.
;

Lord."
The sins of my youth and my ignorance remember not,
" Turn away thy face from my sins, and blot out my iniquities." Ps- 1.
"

10.

I

Would
sin

am

sorry for

my

sins

that I could turn all

because they displease thy

my

infinite

goodness.

past sins into acts of divine love

no more.
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In our secret hearts we can beg of God the grace never more to offend
My God, grant me grace to
him, and tlie grace of final perseverance.

keep

My

tliy

commandments

;

grant

me

grace never more to offend thee.

would rather a thousand deaths than offend tliee by one mortal sin.
Dear Lord! grant me the grace of final perseverance, a happy
death, and a favorable judgment.
May I possess thyself in paradise.
We work at our daily labor let not Jesus in the blessed Sacrament be
At each instant the divine Lamb is immolated for us let us,
forgotten.
God,

I

—

;

at

remember him.

least,

hearts a
sacrifice,

little cell,

Jesus

my Jesus,

a

for all the

occupations

Holy
us thank him

tabernacle, for the

our sacrament

is

for all the graces I

.

little

Amid our
;

let

we can

preserve in our

of holies.
for both.

Jesus

is

our

I thank thee,

masses that ever have been celebrated. I thank thee
have received at thy altar. Infinite praise to thee for

having fed my soul so often with thy adorable body and blood. I wish
to remain always before thy tabernacle, and to offer to thee, at every
moment, the praises and love of men and angels. My Jesus, pardon all
my irreverences towards thee in the Blessed Eucharist. Grant me love for
the adorable sacrifice of the mass, love for the bread of angels, desire and
Come into my heart, dear Lord, may I always
love to visit thee daily.
On my death-bed be my viaticum, in heaven be
receive thee worthily.
my reward The holy soul never tires repeating the following beautiful
''
Praised and blessed at every moment be the most holy and
ejaculations
" Jesus, meek and humble of heart, make my heart
divine sacrament."
:

like to

thy heart."

''

My Jesus, mercy."

''

May the

Sacred Heart of Jesus

be loved everywhere." " Sacred Heart of Jesus, have mercy on us."
We only have been suggesting a few aspirations, or rather the order of
aspirations, such as aspirations of love, of thanksgiving, and of petition.
But the pious soul may be left free to the influence of divine grace. The
spirit of God sweetly and silently '' breathes where he wills," speaks to the
heart and suggests new thoughts and prayers known only to God, and to
be known to men only on the day of judgment. Neither learning nor
talent is required, only a loving and humble heart.
How often have we
not witnessed it
How often have we not heard the poor uneducated,
when in sorrow or pain, but above all when dying, express in their own
simple but telling language of the heart, the holiest thoughts, and give
vent to the ardent love of their souls in aspirations of the highest and
most supernatural order 1
Were they not whispered from heaven?
Yes for from the countenance, though agonized with pain, there seemed
already to beam forth a ray of heaven's glory.
!

;
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bow happy, how holy the day, the night thus spent 5b
Each work is influenced by divine grace, and
God
directed by supernatural motives.
God is never absent from the mindIn this attention of the mind to God there is no strain, no violence. Aa

Let us repeat
close union with

!

matter naturally gravitates towards the centre, so our souls naturally in-

and lean upon, God,

and Author. Whilst the hands
work the heart prays. God is never forgotten amid the most distracting
occupations, peace and calm reign in the soul.
As the waves of the sea
may beat upon the rock whilst it remains steadfast with the sunshine of
heaven glittering on its summit, so the soul in the midst of the world's din,
buffeted by the world's cares, remains itself calm and unmoved, and all
the while the light of God's countenance shines in upon it.
The soul, thus "praying at all times in spirit," ever fervent, like the
garden, refreshed by the dew of heaven and watered by a gushing fountain, is ever producing an abundance of beautiful plants and flowers.
Prayer is the dew from heaven upon the soul " the fountain of living
waters which run with a strong stream from Libanus," is the habit of
fervent aspirations.
The soul thus watered, thus refreshed by the grace.
of God, is ever fervent, is ever in flower and blossom, ever producing the
" Blessed is the
precious, the rich fruits of holy desires and good works.
man," says the Word of God, " who shall meditate on his law day and
night.
And he shall be like a tree which is planted near the running
waters, which shall bring forth its fruit in due season his leaf shall not
Ps. 1. 3.
iail off: and whatsoever he shall do shall prosper."
cline to,

their Centre

:

;

:

My

soiiii

now abundant

the

means God

in his infinite

mercy has given

thee for thy salvation, and to increase thy glory in heaven.

By

a

little

—

whole day and night can be one continued prayer pleasing
God is within thee and round about thee.
to God, meritorious of glory.
He will hear and accept thy good desires. Keep God and Jesus in the
iBlessed Sacrament before thee the whole day long.
Constantly praise
viiat good God who at every instant of thvlife bestows blessings and graces
attention the

iiron thee.

My

dear God,

my

love in the tabernacle, for thy greater glory,

through love and gratitude for

ana
thy countless mercies, known and unknown,
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utmost of my power, every deliberate sin,
venial as well as mortal.
Secondly, every morning of my life I will offer
to thy greater glory all the actions of the day, in union with those of Jesus
Christ.
I will say: ''My good God, I offer to thy greater glory all the
I resolve,

first,

to avoid, to the

thoughts, words, and actions of this day, in union

and

with those of Jesus

holy intentions of the Sacred Heart of Jesus Christ."
Thirdly, I resolve to begin every action or work of the day by the same
''
offering.
I will say
My good God, I offer to thy greater glory this
work, in union with the actions of Jesus Christ." And lastly, during my
Christ,

for the

:

little

occupations, I resolve to

remember thy Divine Presence and the

Eeal Presence of Jesus in the Blessed Sacrameait, by fervent aspirations.
Sacred Heart of Jesus grant me grace to keep these my resolutions.
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, recommend me to the Sacred Heart of thy
!

Son.

We here
which

will

subjoin a collection of indulgenced prayers and aspirations,

be useful for

all,

but especially for the sick and dying,

are incapable of reciting long prayers.

It is

who

such a holy thing for the

sick to have constantly in their hearts, as well as

on their tongues, these
short prayers, which will keep their souls in union with God, while the
indulgences gained will shorten their purgatory in the world to come.

Morning Offering and

My

good God, I

Intention.

thy greater glory all the thoughts, words, and
actions of this day, in union with those of Jesus Christ, for the holy intentions of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and I desire to gain all the indulgences annexed to the pious prayers and aspirations I may make during
offer to

the day.
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Holy, holy, holy, Lord

.

God

of Hosts, earth

Glory be to the Father, glor^^ be to the Son, glory be
(Clement XIV., June 26, 1770)— 100 days.
2. Jesus, meek and humble of heart, make my heart
(Pius IX., 1869)— 300 days.
in order to

show the

grateful love I bear thee,

unfaithfulness to grace, I

[iNT.]

give thee

and

to

of thy glory.

to the

Holy Ghost

like to

said before an image of the Sacred Heart of Jesus.']

3. \_To he

my

full

is

My loving

make

my heart,

thy Heart
Jesus,

reparation for

and I consecrate

myself wholly to thee, and, with thy help, I purpose never to sin again
(Pius Vn., June 9, 1807)— 100 days.
4. Praised and blessed at every moment be the Most Holy and Divine
Sacrament (Pius VI., May 24, 1776)— 100 days.
100 days.
5. Sacred Heart of Jesus, have mercy on me (Pius J X.)
6. My Jesus, mercy (Pius IX., Sept. 23, 1846)— 100 days.

—

-

7.

To

salute

any

saying, "Forever,
8.
9.

one, saying, ''Praised be Jesus Christ," or to answer,

Amen"

(Sixtus V., 11, 1587)

—

— 100 days.

Sweet Heart of Jesus, be thou my love 300 days.
Jesus, my God, I love thee above all things (Pius IX.,

—60

days.

My

sweetest Jesus, be not to

Aug.

11,

1851)— 50

May the

7,

1854)

^

10
1 1.

May

me

a Judge, but a Saviour (Pius

IX,

days.

Sacred Heart of Jesus be loved everywhere (Pius IX.)

100 days.
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''

Jesus and

Mary
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" (Sixtus V,,

July

11,

1587)— 25

da3^s.
13-

Eternal Father, I offer thee the most precious blood of Jesus Christ

in satisfaction for

March
14.

1817)

22,

my

— 100

Eternal Father,

and the wants of the Holy Church (Pius

sins

VII.,

days-

we

Christ, the sorrows of the

offer thee the blood, passion,

Most Holy Mary and

St-

and death of Jesus

Joseph, in payment

for our sins, in suffrage for the holy souls in purgatory, for the

wants of

our holy mother the Church, and for the conversion of sinners (Pius IX.,
April 30,

I860)— 100

days-

Most Merciful Jesus, Lover of
For those in their last agony.
Souls, I pray thee by the agony of thy Most Sacred Heart, and by the
Sorrows of thy Immaculate Mother, cleanse in thine own Blood the sinners of the whole world who are now in their last agony, and to die this
day, amen.
Heart of Jesus, once in agony, have pity on the dying (Pius
IX., Feb. 2, 1850)— 100 days.
16. Divine Mercy, incarnate in the Sacred Heart ot Jesus, inundate the
world, and diffuse thyself upon us (Pius IX., Dec- 10, 1866)
100
15.

—

days.
"i

17. I

adore thee every moment,

Living Bread of Heaven, Great
pray thee send thy blessing on

Heart of Mary, I
my soul. Holiest Jesus Loving Saviour I give thee my heart.
May all know, adore, and praise every moment, always, the Most Holy
and Divine Sacrament (Leo XIL, Aug. 13, 1828) 100 days.
18. May the most just, the most high, the most amiable will of God be

Sacrament

Jesus

!

!

!

!

—

done, praised, and eternally exalted in

1818)— 100

things (Pius VII.,

all

May

19,

days.

be God- Blessed be his holy Name- Blessed be Jesus
Blessed be the name of Jesus. Blessed
Christ, true God and true man.
be Jesus Christ in the most holy sacrament of the altar.
Blessed be the
Blessed be the holy
great mother of God, the most holy Virgin Mary.
19. Blessed

and immaculate conception.
mother.

Blessed be

1801)— 365
20.

God

Blessed be the

in his angels

and

name
saints

of Mary, virgin and
(Pius VII.,

July

23,

days.

Soul of Jesus, sanctify me-

Body

of Jesus, save me.

Blood of

Water flowing from the side of Jesus, wash me
good Jesus, hear me. Hide me in
Passion of Jesus, strengthen methy wounds. Permit not that I should be separated from thee. Defend
me from the malignant enemy. Call me at the hour of my death, and

Jesus, inebriate me.
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me come
Amen
nity.
bid

21. Behold,

to thee, that
,

for

9,

1854)

most loving Jesus,

love has carried thee-

made ready

with thy saints I

(Pius IX. January

mj

me

Of

OB'

thine

own

may

—300 days.

to whsit

flesh

praise thee for all eter'»j*

an excess thy boundless

and precious

a banquet, in order to give

that impelled thee to this transport of love for

Hood

thou hast

me all thyself- Wbat is it
me 1 It was thy Heart;, thy

my Jesus burning furnace g2 love I
within thy most sacred wound receive thou my soul, that in this school of
charity I may learn to requite the love of that God who has given me

loving Heart.

adorable Heart of

such wondrous proofs of his love.

!

Amen [Pius VL,

Nov.

7,

1787)

—100

days.

Mary, and Joseph, I offer to you my heart and soul (Fius
VII, April 28, 1807)— 100 days.
23. Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, assist me in my last agony (Pius Vil-p
April 28, 1807)— 100 days.
24. Jesus, Mary, and Joseph, may I breathe forth my soul in peace ^C;
you (Pius VIL, April 28, 1807]— 100 days.
25. Sweet Heart of Mary, be my salvation [Pius IK.j jSept 30, 18521-«
SOO days.
26. Blessed be the holy and immaculate conception of the Blessed 'Vh-^'
rgin Mary [PiusYL, Nov. 21, 1793]— 100 days.
27. Immaculate Heart of Mary, pray for us [Pius IX.]
100 days.
28. Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, pray for us [Pius IX.]
100 days.
29. Hail, Mary, full of sorrows, the Crucified is with theeCompassionate art thou amongst women, and worthy of compassion is the fruit
of thy womb, Jesus- Holy Mary, Mother of the Crucified, obtain tears of
compunction for us crucifiers of thy Son, now and at the hour of our death.
Amen [Pius IX., December 23, 1847]— 100 days.
30.
angel of God, whom God hath appointed to be my guardian, en100
lighten and direct, protect and govern me [Pius VI., Nov. 21, 1793]
22. Jesus,

•

—

—

—

days.

Guardian of virgins and holy father Joseph, to whose faithfal care
Jesus Christ, Innocence itself, and Mary, Virgin of virgins, were committed,
I pray and beseech thee by these dear pledges, Jesus and Mary, that being
preserved from all uncleanness, I may with a spotless mind, pure heart, and
chaste body, ever most chastely serve Jesus and Mary all the days of my;
life [Pius IX., February 3, 1863]—For laity 100 days, for priests 365 days.
32. Foster-father Joseph, our guide, protect us and the holv Church
[Pius IX., Jan. 27, 1863]— 50 days.
31.
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Remember, most pure husband of Mary ever

tector Joseph, that never hath

Virgin,

my loving pro-

been heard that any one invoked thy
protection or asked aid of thee, who has not been consoled.
In this confidence I come before thee.
I fervently recommend myself to thee.
Despise not my prayer, reputed father of the Saviour of men, but do thou
in thy pity receive it.
Amen [Pius IX., June 26, 1863] 300 days.
it

—

When assaulted by temptation, say My Queen! my Mother! re!nember I am thine own. Keep me, defend me as thy property, thine own
34.

:

possession [Pius IX., August 25, 1851]

— 40 days.

Lord is with thee may grace be with me.
Blessed art thou amongst women, and blessed is holy Anne, thy mother,
from whom, O Virgin Mary, thou didst come forth free from all stain of
sin
then of thee was born Jesus Christ, Son of the Living God.
Amen
[Pius VIL, Jan. 10, 1815]— 100 days.
36. The prayer of St. Bernard
Remember O most gracious Virgin
Mary, that it was never known that any one who fled to thy protection,
implored thy help, and sought thy intercession, was left unaided- In35. Hail, full of grace, the

;

;

—

My

spired with this confidence, I fly to thee, O^Virgin of virgins.
I come,

to thee

mother,

before thee I stand sinful and sorrowful.

Word Incarnate, despise
me.
Amen [Pius IX., Dec.

,lhe

riot

my petitions,

11,

1846]— 300

Mother of
but in thy clemency answer

days.

In honor of the Seven Dolors of the Blessed Virgin, recalling to
mind the Passion of Jesus Christ. Seven Ave Marias, with the versicl^
to each
Holy Mother, pierce me through in my heart each wound re37.

—

new

of

my

;

Saviour crucified (Pius VIL, Dec.

1,

1815)

—300

days.

For saying, kneeling, and at the sound of the bell, the Angelus,
morning, noon, and evening, in honor of the Incarnation (Benedict XIII.,
38.

Sept. 14,
39.
lept.

40.
41.
iioon,

1724)— 300

days.

For devoutly reciting
30, 1817)— 300 days.
For devoutly reciting
Three Glorias, Glory
and evening, to thank

the Litany of the Blessed Virgin (Pius
the Litany of Jesus (Pius IX.)

be

to the

Father,

etc.,

VIL,

—200 days.

three times, morning,

the Blessed Trinity for the graces and priv-

ileges granted to the Blessed Virgin in her assumption into

heaven (Pius

VIIL, July 11, 1815)— 300 days.
42. For saying, in making the sign of the cross
In tbe name of the
Father, etc. (Pius IX., July 28, 1863)— 50 days.
43.
Jesus, who dost live in Mary, come and live in thy servants, in
the spirit of thine own holiness^ in the fulness of thy power, in the reaHty

—
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of thy virtues, in the perfection of thy ways, in the communion of
Have thou dominion over every adverse power, in thine
mysteries.
spirit, to

44.

etc.,

own

1859)— 300 days.
the Holy Father, which

the glory of thy Father (Pius IX., Oct. 14,

For

intention

tli

praying-, according to the intention of

sufficiently

is

complied with

by saying

five

Paters and Aves,

before a representation of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, exposed for

public veneration at

any chapel or

altar

(Pius VIL, January 2, 1799)

and 7 quarantines.
45. For adoring Jesus Christ in the blessed Sacrament at the elevation
at mass, saying at the same time some short prayer (Gregory XIII.,
April 10, 1580)— 365 days.
All these indulgences may be applied to the relief of the suffering souls
7 years

in purgatory.

We

have now finished our

which has been rather a labor of love
than a task. As devotion to the blessed Sacrament on the part of the
simple people was our chief object, we have endeavored to say nothing
but what might be intelligible, instructive, and edifying to the poor and
task,

uneducated.

How
but

if

far

we may have succeeded

in our feeble efforts

only one mortal sin be prevented, or

creased only in one soul

by

been amply rewarded.
And, even if no good

to others

this little

if

we know

not

the love of Jesus be in-

work, our humble labor will have

were to come of it, it was a delightful
occupation for a minister of Christ, however unworthy, to meditate upon
the Divine Victim that is immolated every day on God's altar.
We beg the blessing of the Sacred Heart of Jesus upon our poor offering of love.
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THE FIRST CEKTRE OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

HE

which the disciples of our Lord were first
called Christians. It was the chief centre of the Gentile
Church, and here the chief apostles, St. Peter and St.
Paul, and other apostolic men, such as St. Barnabas,
Besides this, Antioch had a title to special
laboured.
pre-eminence in the fact that it was for a time the actual see
of St. Peter, who founded the Church and held it, according
to St. Jerome, for seven years.
He was succeeded by St.
Evodius and St. Ignatius. Moreover, the civil greatness of
the city combined with its traditional glory, as St. Peter's
see, to give it a high rank among the Churches of the world.
It is no wonder, then, that Antioch should have been regarded in early times as the third among the episcopal cities
city in

of the Catholic world.

The

difficulty rather lies in the fact

and that it
ranked after Alexandria, the see of St. Mark. This apparent anomaly
may be explained by the civil superiority of Alexandria, and this is the
solution actually given by Baronius or, again, it may be said that St. Peter
only fixed his see at Antioch for a time, whereas he placed his representative St. Mark as the permanent bishop of Alexandria.
However, the bishops of Ant;och did net even maintain their rank as
third among Christian bishops, though it was theirs by ancient privilege.
that the third, instead of the second, place was assigned to

it,

;
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At the Secoiid and Fourth Councils, they permitted the bishop

of

Con-

assume the next place after the Roman bishop, so that
Antioch became the fourth among the patriarchates. Shortly after the
Fourth General Council, Antioch fell lower still. Anatolius, bishop of
Constantinople in St. Leo's time, ordained a patriarch of Antioch, and this
infringement of the independence which belonged to Antioch as a patriarchate came to be regarded as a settled custom.
The patriarchate of Antioch embraced the following provinces Phoeimcia prima et secunda, Cilicia, Arabia, Mesopotamia, Osroene, Euphrawhether
tesia, Syria secunda, Isauria and
Palestine.
It is doubtful
Persia was subject to it. Antioch claimed jurisdiction over Cyprus, but
the latter asserted its independence at the Council of Ephesus, and at a
later date Anthlmus, metropolitan of Cyprus, resisted Peter the Fuller,
who claimed authority as patriarch of Antioch. Anthimus professed to
have found the body of St. Barnabas in the island and so to have proved
The territory of Antioch was
the apostolic foundation of his Church.
abridged further by the rise of the pariarchate of Jerusalem. At Chalcedon,
stantinople to

:

Juvenal of Jerusalem secured the three Palestines as his own patriarchate.
This he did by an agreement with Maximus of Antioch, which was ratified]

Dy the council and the Papal legates.

I

Tyre held the first place among the metropoxxtane subject
he was called protothronos, and he had the right of conseto Antioch
crating the new patriarch, though in the middle of the fifth century, as
we have seen, this privilege was usurped by Constantinople. The patriarch consecrated the metropolitans they consecrated the bishops, though
Pope Leo wished, that even bishops should not be consecrated with-

The bishop

of

;

;

out the patriarch's approval.

Under the Emperors Zeno and Anastasius

end of the fifth century, Monophysite patriarchs were placed at Antioch, and this Monophysite patriarchate lasts to the present day, though the patriarch's residence
was removed to Tagrit and later to Diarbekir. There was a Greek ortho*
dox patriarch, who generally resided at Constantinople, but he too fell
away in the general defection of the Greeks from Catholic unity. This
schismatic patriarchate of the orthodox Greeks still continues. At the end
of the eleventh century, the

ment

At

of a

at the

conquests of the crusaders led to the establish

Latin patriarchate.

and the Greek
schismatic patriarch, there are
the Latin Catholic patriarch, who, at
present, does not really govern any Church in the East* the Greek M^
present, besides the Syro-Monophysite or Jacobite,

—

•
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jhite patriarch, for the united Greeks, the Syrian patriarch, for those of

the Syrian rite
error to the

who

returned in the seventeenth century from Mcnophysite

Church; the Maronite patriarch, who has authority over

all

Maronite settlements. ( From Le Quien, " Oriens Christianus," torn. ii.
De Patriarchaiu Antiocheno ; except the last paragraph, which is from
Moroni, " Dizionario," sub voce.)
Among the many councils assembled at Antioch, special importance
belongs ( i ) to three councils held between 264 and 269 against Paul of
Samosata. At the third council, in 269, Paul was deposed and his formula
that the Son was of one substance {komoousios) with the Father condemned,
probably because Paul meant by it, that the Son pre-existed only as an
attribute of the Father, not as a distinct Person, just as reason in man is
a mere faculty, not a distinct person. The fathers of the council addressed
an encyclical letter to Dionysius of Rome, Maximus of Alexandria, and to
Dionysius died that same year, but his successor,
the other bishops.
Felix 1., published a decisive statement of the Catholic faith against the
Paul, however, maintained possession of the
errors of the heresiarch.
episcopal house whereupon the orthodox applied to the emperor Aurelian,
who decreed that the bishop's house was to belong to him " with whoir
the Italian bishops and the Roman see were in communion."
;

(2

)

To

the

Synod

in enccsniis, held in 341.

It

consisted of

9'

bishops,

met to consecrate the " Golden Church" begun by Constanti'ie die Great,
whence the name en egkainiois. The majority of the Fathers held the
Catholic faith, and had no thought of betraying it; and hence their 25 canons
relating to matters of discipline attained to great authority throughout the

Church. But they were deceived by the Eusebian party, renewed the
sentence of deposition against Athanasius, and put forth four Creeds,
which, though they approach the Nicene confession, still fall sLort
of it by omitting the decisive word " cons'ubstantial."

Apart from its influence as a patriarchate and as the meeting-place of
councils, Antioch also wielded great powers over the Church as a schoolof
This school already existed in the
theology and of scriptural exegesis.
fourth century, when Dorotheus and Lucian
who died, as a martyr, ia
were its chief ornaments. The Antiochenes were learned and
311
logical, the enemies of allegorical interpretation and of mysticism, but their
love of reasoning and their common sense degenerated at times into a
rationalistic tendency, so much so that Theodore of Mopsuestia has ever
been regarded as the forerunner of Nestorius. But undoubtedly, Antioch

—

—

rendered great services in the

literal interpretation of

Scripture.

Unliice
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the Alexandrians, the great scholars of Antioch turned aside from

alle-

and were distinguished

and

gorical interpretations,

for their critical spirit

—

Among their foremost commentators were
grammatical precision.
Diodore, bishop of Tarsus, (+ about 394), formerly priest at Antioch, whose
writings, though vehemently denounced for their Nestorian tendency, and
no longer extant, once enjoyed a vast reputation; John Chrysostom, the
Theodore of Mopsuestia (+ 429), like
greatest of all literal expositors
Diodorus, inclining to Nestorianism, but gifted with talents which can still
be discovered even in the fragments and Latin translations of his commentaries which survive, and known among the Nestorians as " the commen.
;

Theodoret (+ about 458), whose commentaries on
" perhaps
unsurpassed " for " appreciation, terseness of
St. Paul are
•expression and good sense."
tator ''par excellence;

QntipfieFi.

THE word

signifies "alternate

Apostolic Fathers,

is

utterance."

believed to have

St.
first

Ignatius, one of the
instituted the

method

by two choirs, at Antioch. In the time of CoQ.
Btantine, according to Sozomen, the monks Flavian and Diodorus introduced it among the Greeks. In the Latin Church it was first employed
by St. Ambrose at Milan in the fourth century, and soon became general.
But in process of time the word came to have a more restricted sense,
according to which it signifies a selection of words or verses prefixed to
and following a psalm or psalms, to express in brief the mystery which the
Church is contemplating in that part of her office.
In the Mass, the Introit ( introduced by Pope Celestine I. in the fifth
century ), the Offertory, and the Communion, are regarded as Ar:tiphons.
But it is in the canonical hours that the use of the Antiphon receives its
greatest extension.
At Vespers, Matins, and Lauds, when the office is a
that is, the whole Antiphon
double [Double], the Antlphons are doubled
is said both before and after the psalm or canticle.
On minor feasts, the
Antiphons are not doubled then the first words only are said before the
psalm, and the whole at the end of it.
Liturgical writers say that the
Antiphon means charity and that when it is not doubled, the meaning is
that charity, begun in this life, is perfected in the life to come when it is
doubled, it is because on the greater feasts we desire to show a more
ardent charity. Except the Alleluias, few Antiphons are sung hi Paschal
time, f'^r the joy of the season inflames of itself, and without extraneous sugof

alternate chanting

—

;

;

;
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On

most Sundays the Antipnons at Vespers are taken from both Testaments, but in Paschal time only from the New.
The final Antiphons of the B. V. M. formed no part of the original
Church office; they came into the breviary later. They are four In
number, one for each season of the year. The first, " Alma Redemptoris," sung from Advent to Candlemas, was written by Hermannus CongK^Aion, the charity of the clergy.

who died in 1054. Chaucer's beautiful use of this in the Prioresses
Tale shows how popular a canticle it must have been with our forefathers.
The second, " Ave Regina," sung from Candlemas to Maundy Thursday,
was written about the same time, but the author is unknown. The third.

tractus,

used in Paschal time and the fourth, " Salve
is well known, St. Bernard added the words "Q
clemens," etc.), written either by Pedro of Compostella or Hermannus
Contractus, is sung from Trinity to Advent.

Regina Coeli, lictare,"
Regina" (to which, as
•*

is

;

(3p(

ECCLESIASTICAL,

but chiefly Papal, emissaries to the Court of the
Emperor were designated by this name from the fourth to the

ninth century.

was no place

So long

as the civil

for such officials

the recognition by the

;

power persecuted the Church, there

but after the conversion of Constantine,

Roman emperors

of the divinity of Christianity

and

the claims of the hierarchy gave rise to numberless questions, within the

which it was
important for the Popes to press on the notice of the emperors, and obtain
definite answers upon, so that a practical adjustment might become
possible.
The Apocrisiarius, therefore, corresponded to the Nuncio, or
Legate a latere of later times, and was usually a deacon of the RomanChurch. Gregory the Great resided in this character for three years at
Constantinople in the reign of the Emperor Mauricius. After the middle
of the eighth century we hear no more of such an emissary, because the
Adoption of the extravagances of the Iconoclasts by the imperial Court
led to a breach with Rome.
But when Charlemagne revived the Empire
of the West, similar diplomatic relations arose between him and the Holy
It appears
See, which again required the appointment of Apocrisiarii.
that under the first Prankish emperors the imperial arch-chaplain was at
the same time Papal Apocrisiarius.. Subsequently the name was given
to officials of Court nomination, who held no commission from Rome;
and in this way the title in its old sense came to be disused, and was
replaced by Legatus, or Nuntius.

borderland of the

civil

and the

ecclesiastical

jurisdiction,
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corresponds to the Jewish word

*

*

*

which the Jews applied
public use in the synagogue, on account oi
But the later Jews had also the notion
their unfitness for public reading/
that some books should be withdrawn from general circulation because of

IT to books withdrawn from

the mysterious truths they contained.^

The

early Fathers used " apocryphal " to denote the forged

name from

heretics, borrowing, perhaps, the

apocryphal "^ or

books

the heretics themselves,

of

who

"

wisdom of these writings. Later
apocryphal is used in a
e.g. in the " Prologus galeatus" of Jerome
milder sense to mark simply that a book is not in the recognized canon oi
Scripture and Pope Gelasius,* in a decree of 494, uses the term apocry
"

vaunted the

—

"

hidden

—

;

phal in a very wide manner,

(

i

)

of heretical forgeries

;

(

2

)

of

books

the " Shepherd of Hermas," revered by the ancients, but not a

Scripture;
etc.)

who

part

of

(3) of works by early Christian writers (Arnobius, Cassian^
need scarcely add
had erred on some points of doctrine.

We

that the Protestant

crypha,"

like

is

custom

of calling

Wisdom, Machabees,

etc.,

"

Apo-

contrary to the faith and the tradition of the Church.

The name

is

now

usually reserved by Catholics for books laying claim

an origin which might entitle them to a place in the canon, or which
have been supposed to be Scripture, but which have been finally rejected
by the Church. In the Old Testament the most important apocryphal
books are
3 and 4 Esdras, both of which are cited by early writers as
Scripture, the latter being also used in the Missal and Breviary 3 and 4
Machabees the prayer of Manasses, which is found in Greek MSS. of
the Old Testament, and is often printed, in a Latin version, in the
appendix to the Vulgate; the book of Enoch {cf. Jude 14), which
TertuUian regarded as authentic (it only exists at present in an Ethiopic
version); a 151st Psalm attributed to David, which is found in Greek
MSS., and in the Syriac, Ethiopic, and Arabic versions of the Psalms;
eighteen psalms attributed to Solomon, written originally, according to
some scholars, in Hebrew, according to others, in Greek.^
There is a great mass of New Testament apocryphal literature. Some
books, such as the " Epistle of Barnabas," the two " Epistles of Clement,'*

to

—

;

;

^

Buxtorf. Lex. Chald. et Rabbin, sub voc.

2

4 Esdr. xiv. 46.

*

*

De An.

Clem. Alex. Strom, iii.
; but see also Hefcle,
See Reusch, Einleit. in das A. T. p. 1 76.

8 Terlull.

Fieury,

Jlisi.

2.

xxx. 35

4,

29

;

Euseb.

/fi'sf. iv.

Conciliengeschichti'.,

ii.
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the " Shepnerd of Hernias,"

may

7

be called apocryphal,
because, though not really belonging to Scripture, they were quoted as
such by ancient writers, or were inserted in MSS. of the New Tesrai lent.

Some

in a certain sense

other books mentioned by Eusebius

—

viz.

the " Acts of Paul,

'

the

Apocalypse of Peter," the "Teachings of the Apostles" {dzdacAai ton
Apostoldn\ seem to have belonged to this better class of apocryphal litera^
ture.
Besides these, Eusebius mentions apocryphal books in circulation
•*

among

heretics

—

viz.

the " Gospels

"

of

Peter,

Thomas, Matthias

;

the

Acts " of Andrew, John, and the rest of the Apostles.' Fragments.
remain of the ancient Gospels " according to the Hebrews," " of the
Nazarenes," " according to the Egyptians," of the preaching and Apocalypse
of Peter, etc., and have been repeatedly edited.^
Later times were no less fruitful in apocryphal literature, and we still
possess a great number of these later forgeries, entire and complete.
They have been edited by Fabricius in the work already named by Thilo,
*'
Codex Apocryphus Novi Testamenti," 183 1, of which work only the first
volume, containing the apocryphal Gospels, appeared; by Tischendorf
-(" Evangelia Apocrypha," 1876, second edition enlarged; "Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha," 1851 " Apocryphal Apocalypses," 1866) and by other
scholars.
This is not the place to attempt an enumeration of these apO'*
•cryphal books, but we may mention some which enjoyed a special popularity in the Church, and exercised a marked influence on Catholic literature.
number of apocryphal Gospels treat of the infancy and youth of our
Lord, and of the history of his blessed Mother and foster-father. Among
these the " Protevangelium of James " holds the first place.
It describes
the early history of Mary, our Lord's birth at Bethlehem, and the history
This gospel was much used by the
of the wise men from the East.
Greek Fathers; portions of it were read publicly in the Eastern Church,
and it was translated into Arabic and Coptic. It was prohibited for a
time among the Latins, but even in the West it was much used during the
middle ages. Other Gospels, such as the Arabic " Evangelium Infantis
Salvatoris," contain legendary miracles of our Lord's infancy.
We have
a second class of apocryphal Gospels, which treat of the Passion and Resurrection of Christ.
Of this class is the " Gospel of Nicodemus." It is
probably of very late origin, but it was a favorite book in the middle
ages.
The Greek text still exists, but it was also circulated, before the
"

;

;

A

-

Euseb. H. E.

2

By

ield,

N.

iii.

25.

Fabricius, Codex Apocryphtu
T. extra

Canonem

N.

T.

(1703-19); Gxzh^, Spicilegium Patrum, Oxoniae (170©)

;

Hilgeu'

rece^ttwt {1865).
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^

invention of prinfdng, In Latin, Anglo-Saxon, German, and French.

Closely-

connected with this Gospel are a number of documents which have sprung
from very ancient but spurious " Acts of Pilate." These ancient Acts,,
which were known to Justin and TertuUian, have perished, but they called
The one which is best known
forth several imitations, which still survive.
is a letter of Lentulus to the Roman senate, describing the personal appearance of our Lord.

It is

a forgery of the middle ages.

Further, apocryphal literature

rich

is

here, as in the apocryphal Gospels,

we

in "

Acts

of the Apostles,"

and

find early but spurious Acts, revised

Thus the " Acts of
and enlarged, and so originating fresh forgeries.
Paul and Thecla," in their existing form, are the recension of a very early
forged as early at least as Tertullian's time.
The fullest of all
work
It can scarcely
these " Acts " is the " Historia Certaminis Apostolorum."

—

be older than the ninth century, but it is of considerable value, becausethe author has made diligent use of earlier Acts, some of which have perished.

among

a letter of St. Paul to the
Laodiceans ( only existing in Latin ), which, though rejected by Jerome,
was accepted as canonical by many great Latin theologians of a later day
won a place in many copies of the Latin Bible, and for more than nine^^

Of apocryphal

Epistles

we

have,

others,

centuries " hovered about the doors of the sacred canon."

mention a

We

may

also*

Paul to the Corinthians, and another of the Coboth only in Armenian ) letters supposed to have

letter of St.

rinthians to St.

Paul

(

;

passed between St. Paul and Seneca

(known

to

Jerome and Augustine);,

spurious letters of the Blessed Virgin, to St. Ignatius, to the inhabitants?,
of Messina, etc., etc.

Lastly,

we have apocryphal Apocalypses

see 2 Cor.

xii. i

),

Thomas, Stephen

of Paul (called also anadatikon j;.

— nay, even
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THE

SKETCH
the

of

Roman

interest of

work

present state of knowledge about
catacombs, considering the high rehgious
the

may

the subject,

like the present.

We

fairly

be expected in a

shall briefly describe their

and trace their history;
describing the catacomb of San Callisto.

position, explain their origin,

then, after

model of the rest, we shall show, so far as our limits will
allow, what a powerful light the monuments of the catacombs
supply in illustration of the life, and in evidence ot the faith,
as a

of Christians in the primitive ages.

The word " catacomb " had
the
as is now attached to it
;

originally

no such connotatiDn

earliest form,

catacumbce ikata^

—

probably suggested by the natural
and kumbe, a hollow)
was the name given to the district
configuration of the ground
round the tomb of Cecilia Metella and the Circus Romuli on the
Appian Way. All through the middle ages " ad catacumbas " meant
:he subterranean cemetery ac'jacent to the far-famed basilica of St. Seafterwards, the signification of
bastian, :n the region above mentioned
the term was gradually extended, and applied to all the ancient under*
ground cemeteries near Rome, and even to similar cemeteries in other
The bodies of St. Peter and St. Paul were
places, at Paris, for instance.
believed to have rested here nearly from the date of their martyrdom
Pope Cornelius, who translated them to where they are
<o the time of
aow ( Bed. "De Sex ^t. Mundi:" "corpora apostolorum de catacumbis,
^r-^

—

;
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was therefore most natural, apart from the sacred
associations which the memorials of other martyrs aroused, that fot

levavit noctu

this
I.

"^

)\

it

reason alone pilgrims should eagerly

Some

visit this

twenty-five Christian cemeteries are

cemetery.

known, and have been

examined; but there are many others, which, eithe?
from their having fallen into ruin or being blocked up with earth and
rubbish, remain unexplored.
Those that are known and accessible are
found on every side of Rome, but they are clustered most thickly at the
southeast corner of the city, near the Via Appia and the Via Ardeatina.
The most noteworthy of a'l, the cemetery of San Callisto, is close to the
Appian Way near it are those of St. Praetextatus, St. Sebastian, and St.
Passing on round the city by the east and north, we find the
Soteris.
cemetery of Santi Quattro, near the Via Appia Nova, that of St. Ciriaca
on the road to Tivoli, the extremely interesting catacomb of St. Agnes on
the Via Nomentana, and that of St. Alexander, farther out from Rome on
Next comes the cemetery of St. Priscilla, on the Via
the same road.
Salaria.
Contin«uing on, past the Villa Borghese, we come upon the
valley of the Tiber, beyond which, on the right bank of the river, we find
in succession the cemeteries of Calepodius and Generosa.
Crossing
again to the left bank, we come upon the cemetery of St. Lucina on the
Via Ostiensis, that of SS. Nereo et AchiHeo (known also by the name of
S. Domitilla) on the Via Ardeatina, and, finally, that of St. Balbina
between the last-named road and the Appian Way.
II.
The origin of the catacombs is now thoroughly understood. It was
long believed that they were originally mere sand-pits, arenarics, out of
which sand was dug for building purposes, and to which the Christians

more or

less carefully

;

resorted, partly for the sake of concealment, partly because the softness of

the material lent itself to any sort of excavation.

This was the view

of

Baronius and of scholars in general down to the present century, when the
learned Jesuit, F. Marchi, took the subject in hand.
He made personal
researches in the catacomb of St. Agnes, and gradually the true origin

and mode of construction of these cemeteries broke upon his mind. His
more celebrated pupil, the Commendatore de Rossi, aided by his brothers,
continued his explorations, and has given to the world a colossal work on
the Roman Catacombs, which Dr. Northcote and Mr. Brownlow made the
toundation of their interesting book, " Roma Sotterranea." Padre Marchi
drew attention to the fact that among the volcanic strata of the Roman
Campagna, three deposits are especially noticeable
a hard building
©tone called the tufa litoide ; a soft stone, the tufa granolare ; and a sand'
'

—
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Q.-aS[^^

pozzolana.

\i

The

sandpits, arenaricBy

and if they had been the origin
of the catacombs, the latter would have been vvhoUy or chiefly excavated
But in point of fact the catacombs are almost entirely
in the same bedsfound in the tufa granolare, which exactly suited the purposes which the
In the first place, they were obliged by the
early Christians had in veiw.
Secondly,
imperial laws to bury their dead outside the walls of the city.
they naturally would not place the cemeteries at a greater distance than
they could help and in fact all the catacombs above named, except that
of St. Alexander, are within two miles and a half of the city walls.^
of course occur in beds of this pozzolana

;

;

Thirdly, the tufa granolare, being softer than the tufa
sary galleries, chambers, and

/<9(;2^// (

litoide,

the neces-

receptacles for the dead) could

more

on the other hand, it was sufficiently coherent
to allow of its being excavated freely without danger of the roof and sides
The pozzolaiia was
of the excavations falling in or crumbling away.
softer, but from its crumbling nature narrow galleries could not be run in
it, nor loculi hollowed out, without the employment of a great deal of masonry for the sake of security, asYnay be seen in the two or three instances
of arenaricB Xmx"^^^ into catacombs which do exist; thus greater expense
and trouble would arise in the end from resorting: to it than from excavateasily be

worked

in

it,

while,

ing in the tufagranolare.
If it be asked why the Roman Christians did not bury their dead in
open-air cemeteries, the answer is twofold.
In the first place, the Church
grew up amid persecution, and the Christians naturally strove to screen
themselves and their doings from public observation as much as possible, in

the burial of their dead as in other matters.

The

sepulchral

and decorations which they could safely affix to the graves of
their beloved ones in the subterranean gloom of the catacombs, could not
with common prudence have been employed on tombs exposed to public
In the second place, the needs of prayer and the duty of public
view.
worship were in this manner reconciled with the duty of sepulture to an
extent not otherwise, under their circumstances, attainable.
The relatives
might pray at the tomb of a departed kinsman the faithful gather round
the " memory " of a martyr the Christian mysteries might be celebrated
in subterranean chapels, and on altars hewn out of the rock, with a convenience, secrecy, and safety, which,, if the ordinary mode of burial had
been followed, could not have been secured. Nor was the practice a
novelty when the Christians resorted to it.
Even Pagan underground
inscriptions

;

;

*

The

walls of Aurelian.
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though the general custom of burning the dead, which pr&
vailed under the emperors before Constantine, caused them to be of rare
occurrence but the Jewish cemeteries, used under the pressure of motives
7ery similar to those which acted upon the Christians, had long been in
operation, and are in part distinguishable to this day.
The modus operandi appears to have been as follows. In ground
near the city, obtained by purchase or else the property of some rich
Christian, an area^ or cemetery " lot," was marked out, varying in extent,
but commonly having not less than a frontage of a hundred and a depth
At one corner of this area an excavation was made
of two hundred feet.
then narrow galleries, usually little more
and a staircase constructed
than two feet in width, with roof flat or slightly arched, were carried round
the whole space, leaving enough of the solid rock on either side to admit
large enough to hold from one to three bodies,
of oblong niches (loculi)
at varying distances, both vertically and laterally, according to the local

tombs

existed,

;

;

strength of

—
the material — being excavated

in the walls.

After burial,

the.

was hermetically sealed by a slab set in mortar, so that the prox*
imity of the dead body might not affect^ the purity of the air in the catacomb. Besides these loculi in the walls, cubicula, or chambers, like our
these were entered by
family vaults, were excavated in great numbers
doors from the galleries, and had loculi m their walls like the galleries
when above the upper surface
There were also arcosolia
themselves.
of a loculus containing the body of a martyr or confessor, the rock was
excavated, so as to leave an arched vault above, and a flat surface beneatb
and " table-tombs," similar
on which the Eucharist could be celebrated
in all respects to the arcosolia except that the excavation was quadrangular
Openings were frequently made between twoinstead of being arched.
or more adjoining cubicula, so as to allow, while the Divine Mysteries
were being celebrated at an arcosolium in one of them, of a considerable
number of worshippers being present. When the walls of the circumamloculus

;

-

—

—

bient galleries were filled with the dead, cross galleries were made, traverS'

ing the area at such distances from each

other as the strength of the

stone permitted, the walls of which were pierced with niches as betore^

space also became

and then the fossors were
set to work to burrow deeper in the rock, and a new series of galleries and
chambers, forming a second underground story ox piano, was constructed
beneath the first. Two, three, and even four such additional stories have
been founa in a cemetery. Another way of obtaining more space was by
lowering the floor of the galleries, and piercing with niches the new wall
But

this additional

filled
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obvious that expedients like these could only
be adopted in dry and deeply-drained ground, and accordingly we always
find that it is the hills near Rome in which the cemeteries were excavated
surface thus supplied.

It is

— the valleys were useless for the purpose

;

hence, contrary to what was once

communication between the different catacombs ever existed. Such communication, however, was often effected,
when two or more cemeteries lay contiguous to each other on the same
hill, and
all kinds of structural complications were the result
see the
"
"
detailed account in Roma Sotterranea
of the growth and gradual transformation of the cemetery of San Callisto.
III.
With regard to the history of the catacombs, a few leading facts
In the first two centuries, the use of the
are all that can here be given.
catacombs by the Christians was little interfered with they filled up the
area with dead, and decorated the underground chambers with painting
and sculpture, much as their means and taste suggested. In the third
century persecution became fierce, and the Christians were attacked in
the catacombs. Staircases were then destroyed, passages blocked up, and
new modes of ingress and egress devised, so as to defeat as much as possible the myrmidons of the law; and the changes thus made can in noany
On the cessation of persecutiaa,
cases be still recognised and understood.
after a. d. 300, the catacombs, in which many martyrs had perished, became
d place of pilgrimage; immense numbers of persons crowded into them;
particularly St. Damasus, early in the fifth century
and different Popes
-caused old staircases to be enlarged, and new ones to be made, and
luminaria (openings for admitting light and air) to be broken through
from the cubicula to the surface of the ground, in order to give more accommodation to the pious throng. These changes also can be recognised.
Burial in the catacombs naturally did not long survive the concession of
entire freedom and peace to the Church but still they were looked upon
as holy places consecrated by the blood of martyrs, and as such were
In the seventh and eighth centuries
visited by innumerable pilgrims.
Lombard invaders desecrated, plundered, and in part destroyed the catacombs. This led to a period of translations, commencing in the eighth
century and culminating with Pope Paschal ( a. d. 817), by which all the
relics of the Popes and principal martyrs and confessors which had hitherto lain in the catacombs were removed for greater safety to the churches
After that, the catacombs were abandoned, and in great part
of Rome.
closed and not till the sixteenth century did the interest in them revive.
The names of Onufrio Panvini, Bosio, and Boldetti are noted in connec
believed,

no system

of general

;

;

—

—

;

;
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renewed investigations of which they were the object and
since the appearance of the work of the Padre Marchi already mentioned,
the interest awakened in all Christian countries by the remarkable discoveries announced has never for a moment waned.
IV. Having thus attempted to sketch the origin and trace the history of
the catacombs, we proceed to describe what may now be seen in the most
the cemetery of
important portion of the best known among them all
San Callisto. Entering it from a vineyard near the Appian Way, the
visitor descends a broad flight of steps, fashioned by Pope Damasus from
the motive above mentioned, and finds himself in a kind of a vestibule,
on the stuccoed walls of which, honey-combed with loculi, are a quantity
of rude inscriptions in Greek and Latin, some of which are thirteen and
fourteen centuries old, scratched by the pilgrims who visited out of devotion the places where Popes and martyrs who had fought a good fight lor
Christ, and often their own kinsfolk and friends, lay in the peaceful gloom,
awaiting the resurrection. By following a narrow gallery to the right,
a chamber is reached which is called the Papal Crypt; for here beyond all
doubt the bodies of many Popes of the third century, after Zephyrinus
(203-217) had secured this cemetery for the use of the Christians and
committed it to the care of his deacon Callistus, were laid, and here they
remained till they were removed by Paschal to the Vatican crypts. This
is proved by the recent discovery, in and near the Papal Crypt, of, the
slabs bearing the original inscriptions in memory of the Popes Eutychian,
Anteros, Fabian, and Lucius.
A passage leads out of the crypt into the
cubiculum of St. Cascilia, where, as De' Rossi has almost demonstrated, the
body of the saint, martyred in the first half of the third century, was originally deposited by Pope Urban, though it was afterwards removed by Paschal to her church in the Trastevere, where it now lies under the highaltar.
In this cubiculum are paintings of St. Caecilia and of Our Lord, the
latter
according to the Byzantine type, with rays of glory behind it in the
form of a Greek cross." But these paintings are late
not earlier than the
tenth century.
Besides the Papal Crypt and the chamber of St. Caecilia,
there are in this part of the cemetery " several cubicula interesting for
their paintings, chiefly referable to Baptism and the Eucharist, the fish
being the principal emblem of the latter. In one of these crypts is a
painting of four male figures with uplifted hands,,each with his name,
placed over an arcosoliuvi ; in another are representations of peacocks, the
emblem of immortality; in a third, Moses striking the rock, and ascend
ing to the mount; in a fourth, a grave-digger (^fossor) surrounded witr
tion with the

;

—

*'

—
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Good Shepherd,

with

tlie

miracle of the paralytic taking up his bed; in a sixth, a banquet of seven
persons, supposed to be the seven disciples alluded to in the twenty-first

These paintings,

cliapter of St. John's Gospel.

as well as the greater part

of the catacomb, are referred to the last half of the third century."

'

V. For a detailed answer, accompanied with proofs, to the question, what
testimony the catacombs bear to the nature of the religious belief and life
of the early Christians, the reader is referred to the pages of " Roma SotHe will there find sufficient
terranea," or to the larger work of De' Rossi.
evidence to convince him of the truth of two main propositions
(
) that
i
the religion of those Christians was a sacramental x^i^xon) (2) that it was

—

the reverse of puritanical

helps which

human

art

:

that

and

is,

skill

that

it

disdained the use of no external

could furnish, in the effort to symbol-

and enforce the spiritual truth. With reference to the first proposition, let him consider how the sacrament of Baptism is typically represented in the catacombs by paintings of Noe in the ark, the rock smitten
and water gushing forth, a fisherman drawing fish out of the water
accompanied by a man baptising, and the paralytic carrying his bed
(" Roma Sotterranea," p. 265); and also how the mystery of the Eucharist
is still more frequently and strikingly portrayed by pictures in which basise

kets of bread are associated with

Our

of

Lord.*

The second

fish,

the fish being the well-known

proposition

is

emblem

so abundantly proved by- the

remains of Christian art of very ancient date still to be seen in the catacombs, in spite of the havoc and ruin of fifteen centuries, that it would be
a waste of words to attempt to establish it at length. Adopting the gen-

forms and methods of the contemporary Pagan art, but. carefully
eliminating whatever in it was immoral or superstitious, we find the Christian artists employing Biblical or symbolical subjects as the principal
figures in each composition, while filling in their pictures with decorative
forms and objects
such as fabulous animals, scroll-work, foliage, fruit,
flowers, and birds
imitated from or suggested by the pre-existing heathen
art.
A type for which they had a peculiar fondness was that of the Good
Shepherd. The blessed Virgin and Child, with a figure standing near
supposed to be Isaias, is represented in an exceedingly beautiful but much
injured painting on the vaulted roof of a loculus in the cemetery of St.
Priscilla.
De' Rossi believes this painting " to belong almost to the aposeral

—
—

Murray's Handbook of Rome and its Enviro7ts.
There were other reasons for this; but the fact that the initials of the Greek words signifying, "Jes^ra
Christ, Son of God, Saviour," made up the word ichthus, fish, undoubtedly had rn-^-K ^n do with the generaj
adoption of the emblem.
1

2
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"("Roma

Another favorite type of Out
Lord was Orpheus, who by his sweet music drew all creatures to hear him.
The vine painted with so much freedom and grace of handling on the
roof of the entrance to the cemetery of Domitilla is also, in De' Rossi's
( " Roma Sotteranea," Northcote and
opinion, work of the first century.
Brownlow ; Murray's " Handbook of Rome.")
Bible (from didlion^ a letter or paper, and that from dzdlos, the inner
bark of papyrus). A name given to the sacred books of the Jews and the
Christians.
In itself " Bible" might mean a book of whatever kind, just as
its synonym " Scriptures " {^raphai) means originally writings of any sort.
Gradually the Jews who spoke Greek employed the word " Bible " as a
convenient name for their sacred books. Thus the Greek translator of
Ecclesiasticus, writing soon after 132 a. c, mentions the law and the prophets and the rest of the Bible {ta loipa ton didlion)', and a similar instance
might be quoted from first Machabees.* Our Lord and his disciples
received the Jewish collection of the sacred books with the same reverviz,
ence as the Jews themselves, and gave it the title usual at the time
the Scriptures."
But after an interval there came a change. The Apostles and their disciples wrote books professing sacred authority.
These
writings appeared in the latter half of the first century, and were quoted
within the Church with the same formulas
which
"it is written," etc.
had been used before to introduce citations from the law and the prophets.
These books of Christian authorship were called, first of all, " the
books " or " scriptures of the new covenant," and from the beginning of
the third century, the shorter expression " new covenant " came into
vogue.
In Chrysostom and succeeding writers we find " bible " {biblid) as
the familiar term for the whole collection contained in either " covenant,"
or, as we should now say, in the Old and New Testaments.^
Under the article Canon the reader will find some account ot the way
in which and the authority by which the list of sacred books has been
made, while the nature of their inspiration is also treated in a separate article.
Here we take for granted that the Bible consists of a number of
inspired books, contained in the Vulgate translation and enumerated by
the Council of Trent; and we proceed to treat of its authority, its interpretation, and of its use among the faithful.
tolic

age

Sotterranea," p. 258).

—

**

—

Ecclus. Praef. ; i Mach. xii. 9. In Dan. ix. i, we find en tats biblois, a translation of * * *.
" The scriptures of the new covenant," Euseb. iii.
25 ; " the books of the new covenant," by implication'
in Melito of Sardis, about 170 a.d. (apud Euseb. iv. 26).
The " new document " and Testament, TertuU. Adv
Marc.'vf. i ("novum instrumentum").
It never means "testa
have translated diatkeke "covenant"
ment" in the Christian Scriptures, except in Heb. ix. 15-17.
^

2

We
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that the sacred Scripture

the written word of

is

Trent, "following the example of the orthodox

Fathers, receives with piety and reverence

all

the books of the Old and

New

Testament, since one God is the author of each." These words of
the council, which are an almost verbal repetition of many early definiOf no human comtions, separate the Bible utterly from all other books.
positions,

however

excellent,

can

it

be said that

the divine origin of Scripture implies
tain, St.

its

God

is

perfect truth.

its

We

author.

know

And

for cer-

Irenaeus argues, that the Scriptures are perfect, since they are

spoken by the

Word

of

God and by

Some few Catholic theoScriptures may err in minimis

the Spirit.'

logians have, indeed, maintained that the

—

no way affect faith
Nor in doing so do they contradict any express definition
or morals.
of Pope or council, though such an opinion has never obtained any currency in the Church. But of course the modern Protestant theories which
reduce the historical account of the Bible to mere myths, or again which,
while they allow that the Scripture contains the word of God, deny that
it is the written word of God, are in sharp and obvious contradiction to
the decrees of the Church.
2. The Church, then, afhrms that all Scripture is the word of God, but
at the same time it maintains that there is an unwritten word of God
over and above Scripture, Just as Catholics are bound to defend the
authority of the Bible against the new school of Protestants who have
come to treat it as an ordinary book, so they are compelled to withstand
that Protestant exaggeration, on the other side, according to which the
word of God is contained in Scripture and in Scripture alone. The word
of God (so the Council of Trent teaches) is contained both in the Bible
and in Apostolicar tradition, and it is the duty of a Christian to receive
the one and the other with equal veneration and respect.
The whole history and the whole structure of the New Testament witness to the truth
and reasonableness of the Catholic view. If our Lord had meant His
Church to be guided by a book and by a book alone. He would have
taken care that Christians should be at once provided with sacred books.
As a matter of fact He did nothing of the kind. He refers those who
were to embrace His doctrine, not to a book, but to the living voice of His
" He who heareth you," He said to the
apostles and of His Church.
apostles, " heareth me."
For twenty years after our Lord's ascension, not a
single book of the New* Testament was w^'^tten, and all that time no Chrisi.

e.

1

in small matters of historical detail

which

in

Irea. u. 28, 3^
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tian could appeal, as

many

Protestants do now, to the Bible and the Bible

only, for the simple reason that the

New Testament

did not exist, and the

were evidently called upon to believe many truths for which no
strict and cogent proofs could be brought from the pages of the Jewish
Further, when the writings of the New Testament were
Scriptures.
issued, they appeared one by one, in order to meet special exigencies, nor
is the least hint given that the Apostles or their disciples provided that
St. Paul
their writings should contain the whole sum of Christian truth.
wrote to various churches in order to give them instruction on particular
points, and in order to preserve them from moral or doctrinal errors to
which they were exposed at the moment. Far from professing to communicate the whole circle of doctrine in a written form, he exhorts his
converts in one of his earliest epistles, to " hold the traditions which " they
" had learned, whether by word or by " his " epistle " a few years later he
praises the Corinthians for keeping the traditions (paradoseis) as he delivered them, and towards the close of his life, he warns St. Timothy to keep
the "deposit" of the faith (paratheken), without a syllable to imply that
So, with regard to the Gosthis deposit had been committed to writing.'
pel records, St. John expressly declares that they were from the necessity
The Christians who
of the case an incomplete account of Christ's life.''
lived nearest to Apostolic times believed, as the Apostles themselves had
done, that Scripture is a source, but by no means the only source, of
faithful

;

Christian doctrine.

Tertullian constantly appeals to the tradition of the

ApostoHc Churches, and lays down the principle on which all his arguments against heresy turn
viz., that the Apostles taught both byword
and by letter.' A little before Tertullian's time, St. Ireuccus actually put
In this
the imaginary case that the Apostles had left no Scripture at all.

—

he says, we should still be able to follow the order of tradition, which
[the Apostles] handed down to those into whose hands they committed
the Churches.*
There is a controversy no less vital between Catholics and Protes3.
tants as to the interpretation of Scripture.
A popular Protestant theory
makes it the right and the duty of each individual to interpret the Bible
for himself and to frame his own religion accordingly the Catholic, on the
contrary, maintains that it belongs to the Church, and to the Church alone,
to determine the true sense of the Scripture, and that we cannot interpret
case,

;

ii. 14; i Cor. xi. 2 : i Tim, vi. 20.
xxi. 25; and see Acts xx. 35.
^ Prcescrtpt. 21.
* Iran. iii. 4, »,

1

2 Thess.

2

John
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contrary to the Church's decision, or to " the unanimous consent of the
Fathers," without

making shipwreck

justified in believing

The CathoHc

of the faith.

is

fully

with perfect confidence that the Church cannot teach

any doctrine contrary to the Scripture, for our Lord has promised that
the gates of hell will not prevail against his Church.

Christ has

made no promise

of infallibility to those

On

the other hand,

who expound

Scripture

judgment. St. Peter tells us distinctly that some
parts of the New Testament are hard to understand.
Moreover, the experience of centuries has abundantly confirmed the Catholic and disproved
the Protestant rule of interpretation.
Unity is the test of truth. If each
man received the Holy Ghost, enabling him to ascertain the sense of the
Bible, then pious Protestants would be at one as to its meaning and the
doctrines which it contains, whereas it is notorious that they have differed
from the first on every point of doctrine. The principle of private judgment has been from the time it was first applied a principle of division and
of confusion, and has led only to the multiplication of heresies and sects,
agreed in nothing except in their common disagreement with the Churchy
Nor does the authority of the Church in any way interfere with the scien-

by the

tific

light of private

exposition of Scripture.

A Catholic commentator is in no way limited to

a servile repetition of the interpretation already given by the Fathers. He
is not, indeed, permitted to give to any passage in Scripture a meaning
which is at variance with the faith, as attested by the decision of the
Church or the unanimous consent of the Fathers. But he may differ asto the meaning of passages in Scripture, even from the greatest of the
Fathers he is not bound to consider that these passages necessarily bear
the meaning given them by general councils in the preambles to their
decrees he may even advance interpretations entirely new and unknown
When, for example, God is said to have hardened Pharao's heart,
before.
a Catholic commentator cannot infer from this that the book of Exodus
makes God the author of sin, but he may, if he sees cause, give an explanation of the words which differs from that of St. Augustine or St. Thomas,,
or, indeed, from that of all the Fathers and Doctors of the Church taken
;

;

together.^
4.

We

on

this

for

all

now come

to the use of the Bible,

head follow from what has been already
Christians to read the Bible.

were converted and received the
1 Pallavacini, Hisi. Concil. Trider-^ "h

^

and the Catholic principles

faith

Many

said.

It is

not necessary

nations, St. Irenseus tells us,

without being able to read. ^

MSWer's Symbolik,

With*

p. 386.

IreiL. iii. 4, 2.
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out knowledge of

without a Bible in their owrj tongue, they received
from the Church teaching which was quite sufficient for the salvation of
Indeed, if the study of the Bible had been an indispensable
their souls.
letters,

requisite, a great part of the

means

of grace

till

human

race would have been left without the

More than this, parts of the
very young or to the ignorant, and

the invention of printing.

Bible are evidently unsuited to the

hence Clement XI. condemned the proposition that " the reading of ScripThese principles are fixed and invariable, but the disciture is for all. "
pline of the

Church with regard

to the reading of the Bible in the vulgar

tongue has varied with varying circumstances. In early times, the Bible
was read freely by the lay people, and the Fathers constantly encourage
them to do so, although they also insist on the obscurity of the sacred
text.
No prohibitions were issued against the popular reading of the
Bible.
New dangers came in during the middle ages. When the heresy
of the Albigenses arose there was a danger from corrupt translations, and

from the fact that the heretics tried to make the faithful judge the
Church by their own interpretation of the Bible. To meet these evils,
the Councils of Toulouse (1229) and Tarragona (1234) forbade the

also

laity to read the vernacular translations of the Bible.

Pius IV. required

the bishops to refuse lay persons leave to read even Catholic versions of

Scripture unless their confessors or parish priests judged that such reading

was likely to prove beneficial. During this century, Leo XII., Pius VIII.,
and Pius IX. have warned Catholics against the Protestant Bible Societies, which distribute versions (mostly corrupt versions) of the Bible with
It is only surprising
the avowed purpose of perverting simple Catholics.
that any rational being could have thought it possible for the Holy See to
assume any other attitude toward such proceedings. It is right, however,
to observe that the Church displays the greatest anxiety that her children
should read the Scriptures, if they possess the necessary dispositions.
" You judge exceedingly well," says Pius VI., in his letter to Martini, the
author of a translation of the Bible into Italian, " that the faithful should
be excited to the reading of holy Scriptures: for these are the most abun-

dant sources, which ought to be left open to every one, to draw from them
purity of morals and of doctrine. This you have seasonably effected ....
by publishing the sacred Scriptures in the language of your country, ....
especially when you show that you have added explanatory notes, which
being extracted from the holy Fathers preclude every possible danger
o-*^

abuse,"
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ROM the earliest times the determinations of the Church
received the

name

of Canons, that

is,

rules directory

and conduct. Thus we read
the Apostolic Canons, the Canons of the Council
in matters of faith

Nice, or of

Chalcedon,

appeared to

restrict

the

etc.

A

of

of

tendency afterwards

term Canon to

matters of

and to give the name of dogina to decisions
bearing on faith. But the Council of Trent confirmed the
discipline,

ancient use of the word, calling

whether they bore on points

its

of belief or

reformation of discipline.
Canon Law is the assemblage
to faith, morals,

Christians by

and

determinations

"

canons,"

were directed to the
laws relating

of rules or

propounded to
or laws " are added

discipline, prescribed or

ecclesiastical authority.

The words

"

be thought that these rules are only matters ol
publication and persuasion, and not binding laws, liable to be enforced by
penalties.
The definition shows that the object of canon law is " faith,
" To
morals, and discipline " and nothing but these is its object.
to the definition, lest

it

;

Christians

"

— that

is,

baptised persons are the subject of canon law

;

and

that without reference to the question whether they are or are not obedient

For theologians teach that the
'ioul is ineffaceable
and in virtue
character the baptised are Christ's soldiers, and subject of right

Church and within her pale.
character imprinted by baptism on the
to the

of this

to those

whom

he appointed V rule in his

;

fold.

The unbaptised

(

Turks,
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speaking generally, are not the subjects of canon law. Yet
it must not be supposed that the Church has no rights and no duties in
regard to such persons by the commission of Christ she has the right
of visiting, teaching, and then baptising them ( " euntes docete omnes gentes,
for some of these rules belong to the
baptizando," etc.). "Propounded"
natural or to the divine law, and as such are not originally imposed by
the Church, but proposed and explained by her. " By ecclesiastical
authority "
hence canon law is distinguished from systems of law
imposed by the civil authority of States, as being prescribed by the power
with which Jesus Christ endowed the Church which He founded ( " qui
vos audit, me audit pasce oves meas," etc. ).
Before we proceed to give a brief sketch of the history of canon law, to
Pagans,

etc. ),

;

—

—

;

notice
*t

its parts,

ascertain

its

sources,

and describe

preliminary objection, striking at the root of

its existence,

must be examined.

It is,

its

its

principal collections,

and almost a
the civil power

authority,

that the consent of

any country is necessary to give validity to the determinations of the
canon law in that country. This is the doctrine of the "placitum regium,"
or " royal assent " it implies, whatever may be the form of the government,
that State authorisation is necessary before it can become the duty of a
Christian to obey the ecclesiastical authority.
On this Cardinal Soglia
in

.

;

writes as follows:

—

" If

we

inquire into the origin of the

'

placitum,'

we

and prolonged schism which lasted from the
election of Urban VI. to the Council of Constance.
For Urban, lest the
•schism should give occasion to an improper us^ of Papal authority, granted
to certain prelates that there should be no execution of any apostolic
letters in their cities and dioceses, unless such letters were first shown to
and approved by those prelates, or their officials. The rulers of European
States also began carefully to examine all bulls and constitutions, in order
that their subjects might not be deceived by pseudo-pontiffs.
But these
measures, it is evident, were of a precautionary and temporary character.
However, when the cause ceased, the effect did not also cease on the extinction of the schism, the Placitum did not disappear, but was retained by
the civil power in many countries, and gradually extended. At first, says
Oliva, the Placitum was applied to Papal rescripts of grace and justice
given to individuals afterwards it was extended to decrees of discipline,
^and in the end even to dogmatic bulls. "
The Cardinal explains in what
sense the celebrated canonist Van Espen, who was prone unduly to magshall find

it

in the terrible

;

;

nify the civil power, understood the application of the Placitum to
tic rescripts,

and proceeds

:

— "It

is

evident that this theory
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Papal bulls were published with,

arose out of the suggestions of statesme-n and politicians,

who, as Zallwein says, out of a wish to flatter and please the princes whom
they serve, and to enlarge their own and their masters' jurisdiction, as well
as out of the hatred of the ecclesiastical power by which they are often
animated, invent all kinds of dangers, harms, and losses, by which they
pretend the public welfare is threatened, and artfully bring these views
under the notice of their masters. ...
If,' proceeds the same Zallwein,
*the ecclesiastical sovereigns whom Christ hath set to rule over the Church
of God, were to urge their " placitum " also, whenever political edicts are
issued, which, as often happens, are prejudicial to the ecclesiastical state,
'

hostile to ecclesiastical liberties,

and

opposed to the jurisdiction

of the Pontiff

bishops, and aggressive against the very holy of holies,

what would

Following up the argument, Govart says, If a prince
could not be said to have full power and jurisdiction in temporals, were
his edicts to depend on the " placitum " of the Pope and bishops, and
could their publication be hindered by others so neither would the Pope
have full power in spirituals, if his constitutions depended on the " placithe

say

civil rulers

?

'

'

;

tum

" of princes,

and could be suppressed by them. Wherefore if, in the
former case, whoever should maintain the affirmative might justly be said
to impugn the authority of the prince, so and a fortiori in the second case
must the supporter of such an opinion be said to undermine with sinister
intention the Papal authority, or rather to

sum

of the

argument

is,

d-^stroy

altogether.'

it

that *by the "placitum "'^gium

"

The

the liberty of the

and government awinely entrusted to the
Church is seriously impaired, the independence of the divinely appointed
primacy destroyed, and the mutual intercourse b jwc'^n the head and the
members intercepted. Therefore, if the Church, to guard against still
.greater evils, endures and puts up with the "placitum," she never consents
ecclesiastical

'

magisterium

to or approves of

From

'

'

it.

and the Christian
people generally, it is obvious that the lovers of true liberty must disapprove of the "placitum. " It is impossible that the Church, or the Roman
Pontiff as the mouth-piece of the Church, should issue any decree or have
any interest inimical to the welfare of the general Christian population in
any State. Any obstacles, therefore, which governments may interpose to
the free publication and execution of ecclesiastical rescripts cannot arise
from solicitude for the public welfare. Whence, then, do they arise, or
have they arisen? Evidently from the arbitrary temper of kings, the jealthe point of view of the interest of the

laity,
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ousies of

nobles,

These two

ana the desire

of

bureaucrats to extend their power.

but the noblest individuals

latter classes, at least all

among

them, are usually predisposed to hamper the action of the Church and the
clergy, lest their own social influence should be diminished relatively to
that of the latter.

This

is

no

interest

which deserves

to

engage popular

sympathies, but rather the contrary.

Historical.

—Jurisdiction

is

implied in the terms of the commission of

binding and loosing which Christ gave to the Apostles, and especially to

While Christians were few and apostles and others who had " seen
the Lord " were still alive, the apostolic authority could be exercised with
As these early condilittle help from written documents or rigid rules.
Peter.

tions passed away, the necessity of a system of law, in order to ensure

uniformity, equity, and perspicuity in the exercise of the Church's juris-

become increasingly manifest. After the Apostles
had passed away, having devolved upon the bishops all of their authority which was not limited to them in their apostolic character, each
bishop became a centre of jurisdiction. In deciding any cases that might
Scripture, trabe brought before him, he had three things to guide him
dition, and the " holy canons,"
that is, the disciplinary rules which Church
diction, could not but

—

—

synods, beginning with the Council of Jerusalem, had established.
of

these

known

primitive canons are

still

Many

preserved for us in the collection

as the Apostolical Canons, although, taken as a whole, they are of

conquered the imperial throne, questions
of jurisdiction and law did not come into prominence after Constantine
The Council of Nice, besides its dogmatic
the case was very different.
utterances, framed a quantity of canons for the regulation of Church dis«
cipline, which, along with those of Sardica, were soon translated into Latin,
and widely circulated in the West. An important step toward codification
and uniformity of procedure was taken at the end of the fifth or early in
the sixth century, when Dionysius Exiguus, under the direction of Popes
Anastasius and Symmachus, made a large compilation of canons for the
use of the Latin Church.
In this he included fifty of the Apostolic
canons, translated from the Greek, considering the rest to be of doubtful
authority; the canons of CPialcedon, with those of which that Council
had made \x^^ the canons of Sardica, and a large number promulgated
by African councils lastly, the decretal letters of the Popes from Siricius
to Anastasius II.
The next collection is that supposed to have been made
by St. Isidore of Seville, early in the seventh century. About a.d. 850,collecti^n of cr ~"-^s and decretals appeared, seemingly at Mayence;.

no authority.

Till Christianity

;

,

;
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which were ostensibly the compilation of Isidore of Seville. In an age
of great ignorance, when criticism was neither in favor nor provided
with means, it is not wonderful that this collection, which invested with
the spurious authority of recorded decisions a system of things existing
traditionally, indeed, but liable to constant opposition, passed speedilj into

general recognition and acceptance.

Six centuries passed before

it

discovered that these pseudo-Isidorian or False Decretals, as they are
called,

were to a great extent a

forgery.

Nevertheless,

as

was

now

Cardinal

nothing contrary to faith or
long reception would have been impossible

Soglia remarks, the collection contains in

sound morals otherwise its
nor does the discipline which
;

it

it

enjoins depend for

its

authority

upon

but either upon constitutions of earlier and later date, or
upon custom, " quae in rebus disciplinaribus multum valet."
Many collections of canons were made and used in national churches

this collection,

between the date of Dionysius Exiguus and that of the author of the
Decretum." In Africa there was the Codex Africanus (547) and the
Concordantia Canonum " of Bishop Cresconius (697); in Spain the chapters of Martin, Bishop of Braga (572), beside the work by Isidore of
Seville already mentioned; in France, a Codex Canonum, besides the
Passing over
capitularies of the Merovingian and Carlovingian kings.
these, we come to the celebrated compilation by Gratian, a Benedictine
monk (1151), which the compiler, whose m.ain purpose was to reconcile the
inconsistencies among canons of different age and authorship bearing
on the same subject, entitled "Concordantia discordantium Canonum,*' but
which is generally known as the " Decretum of Gratian." Having brought
our historical sketch to the point where ecclesiastical law, no longer
perplexed by the multiplicity of canons of various date and place and more
or less limited application, begins to provide herself with a general code
applicable to the whole Catholic world, we drop the
a " corpus juris "
historical method and turn to the remaining heads of the inquiry.
Canon law consists of precepts of different kinds. Hence it is divided
*nto {oviv parls
precepts of the natural law, positive divine precepts,
Upon each
directions left by the Apostles, and ecclesiastical constitutions.
of these Cardinal Soglia discourses solidly and lucidly in the second chapter of his Prolegomena.
•*

**

—

—

—

With regard

to the sources

strictly speaking,

whence these precepts

be reduced to three

— God, who

flow, they

might,

impresses the naturiti

law upon the conscience, and reveals the truths which men are to believe
the Apostles; and the Supreme Pontiffs, either alone or in conjunction
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with the bishDps

m

convenient to define the sources of canon law in
I,

4e

Holy Scripture

;

2.

Ecclesiastical tradition

Papal constitutions and rescripts;

On

more
the following manner:

Canonists, however, find

general councils.

5.

The

;

3.

The

it

decrees of councils;

writings of the Fathers;

6.

head Soglia remarks that " many things relating to the external polity of the Church have been borrowed from the
imperial enactments of Rome, and incorporated in the canon law."
The Collections of canon law, considering it as a system in present force
and obligation, commence with the " Decretum of Gratian " already mentioned.
This great work is divided into three parts. The first part, in
loi "Distinctions," treats of ecclesiastical law, its origin, principles, and
authority, and then of the different ranks and duties of the clergy.
The
second part, in thirty-six " Causes," treats of ecclesiastical courts, and
their form of proceaure.
The third part, usually called " De Consecratione," treats of things and rites employed in the service of religion.
From its first appearance the Decretum obtained a wide popularity, but it
was soon discovered that it contained numerous errors, which were corrected under the directions of successive Popes down to Gregory XIII.
Nor, although every subsequent generation has resorted to its pages, is
that is, whatever canons or maxthe Decretum an authority to this day
ims of law are found in it possess only that degree of legality which they
would possess if they existed separately; their being in the Decretum
In the century after Gratian several supgives them no binding force.
plementary collections of Decretals appeared. These, with many of his
own, were collected by the orders of Gregory IX., who employed in the
work the extraordinary learning and acumen of St. Raymond of PennaThese are
fort, into five books, known as the Decretals of Gregory IX.
Xii. the fullest sense authoritative, having been deliberately ratified and pubThe Sext, or sixth book of the Decretals, was
lished by that Pope (1234).
added by Boniface VIII. (1298). The Clementines are named after Clement v., who compiled them out of the canons of the Council of Vienne
The Extravagaiites of John
(13 1 6) and some of his own constitutions.
XXII., who succeeded Clement V,, and the Extravagantes Communes^ con*
taining the Decretals of twenty-five Popes, ending with Sixtus IV. (1484)^
namely, the Decretals, the
complete the list. Of these five collection*
Sext, the Clementines, the Extravagants of John XXII., and the Extrava
gants Common
the " Corpus Juris Eccleslastici " is made up.

The

civil law.

this last

—

—

—

To
tnurn''

these a very important addition has to be

— modern

law.

Under

this

made

in

"Jus

head are comprised the canons
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Vienna, contained in great compilations such as
those of Labbe and Harduin, and the Decretal Letters of Popes, published
in the form of Bullaria, and coming down (in the case of the great Turin
The decisions of
Bullarium of 1857) to the pontificate of Pius IX.
erai councils since that of

Roman
of

congregations and of the

tribunal of

the

Rota

also

form part

modern law. The rules of the Roman Chancery, first formuby John XXII. and now numbering seventy-two, are everywhere o(

this

lated

authority, provided that they

do not

conflict with a contrary law.

in a Concordat, or a legitimate custom.

a clause

Lastly, the Concordats, or treaties

entered into by the Holy See with various countries for the regulation of
ecclesiastical affairs, constitute special systems of law for those countries.

In England, as in other European countries, the

canon and civil law
were studied together before the Reformation, and formed a code, applicaDie not only to spiritual suits but to the large class of mixed cases, which
was enforced in the Church courts. Provincial constitutions were passed
from time to time by different archbishops of Canterbury, but from their
increasing number and the want of a methodical arrangement, many of
them were gradually forgotten or neglected. A great service, therefore,
was rendered to the English Church of his day by William Lyndewode,
chaplain to Archbishop Chicheley and official of the Court of Arches,
who collected and arranged (about 1425), under the title of " Provinciale,'
the constitutions of fourteen archbishops of Canterbury, from Stephen
Langton to Chicheley, classifying them according to their subjects in five
books, in imitation of the Decretals of Gregory IX.
To this collection
the constitutions of the legates Otho (1237) and Othobon (1262) were
subsequently appended. These English constitutions, aad canon law
generally (except so far as modified by the statutes and canons which
consummated the Anglican schism, and raised the reigning sovereign
being an Anglican Protestant, 1702
to the headship of the national
church ), are still recognised as authoritative in Anglican ecclesiastical

—

courts.
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annual tax of one penny for every house in England, collected at
Midsummer, and paid to the Holy See. It was extended to Ireland

under the bull granted by Pope Adrian to Henry 11.^ The earliest documentary mention of it seems to be the letter of Canute (1031), sent from
Rome to the English Clergy and laity? Among the " dues which we owe to
God according to ancient law," the king names " the pennies which we owe

Rome

to

at St. Peter's" {denarii quos

Romce ad Sanctum Petrmn debemus)^

whether from towns or vills." It may hence be considered certain that
the tax was deemed one of ancient standing in the time of Canute, but its
exact origin is variously related. West Saxon writers ascribe the honor (for
it was regarded as an honor by our forefathers) of its institution to kings
Matthew Paris, who represents Mercian traditions, gives it to
of Wessex
0£fa, king of Mercia.
Malmesbury makes Ethelwulf, the father of Alfred,
the founder
so that the same king who instituted tithes would on this
view have established " Peter's Pence." But a writer very little later than
Henry of Huntingdon
attributes the grant to Offa, king
Malmesbury
of Mercia, who gave to the Vicar of St. Peter, the Bishop of Rome, a
Matthew Paris, in his
fixed rent for every house in his kingdom for ever."
" Two Offas " (printed by Wats), gives the Mercian tradition in an
expanded form. 0£fa, visiting Rome in great state, besides other munificent offerings, burdens his kingdom with the Rom-scot," which is to be
paid to the Roman Church for the support of the English school and
hostel at Rome.
It was to be one silver penny {argenteus) for every family
occupying land worth thirty pence a year. On the other hand, Layamon,
the poet (writing about 1209, among West Saxon traditions), ascribes the
institution to Ina, a king of Wessex.
No certain conclusion can be
arrived at
but, on the whole, it seems probable that the " Rom-scot
;

;

—

—

*'

*'

;

1

Matth. Paris, ed. Wats, p. 95. But, as
volume of the Analecta Pontificia),

is

well known, the genuineness of this bull

the last
2

Flor. of

Wore.

a.

1031.
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foundation to Offa, with whose prosperous and successful reign
the initiation of the thing would be more in keeping than with the troubled
times of Ethelwulf, although the latter may well have consented to extend

owed

its

that which

had been before only a Mercian impost

to the

West Saxon

part

of his dominions.

Pope Marinus, who then " freed " the
English school at Rome, were probably nothing more than arrears of
Peter's pence, the receipt of which made it possible for the Pope to free
the inhabitants in the English quarter, and the pilgrims resorting to it
Geoffrey Gaimar^ is responsible for
for hospitality, from all tax and toll.

The

"

alms,"

^

sent by Alfred to

the curious statement, that in consideration of

the

Peter's

pence (the

dener de la meison " ) given by Canute, the Pope made him his legate,
and ordered that no Englishman charged with crime should be imprisoned
"
abroad, or exiled, but should " purge himself in his own land.
It is probable that there was at all times great irregularity in the payment of the Rom-scot. It is recorded to have been sent to Rome in 1095,
by the hands of the Papal nuncio, after an intermission of many years.
Again, in 1123,^ we read of a legate coming into England after the RomFrom 1534 it ceased to be rendered.
scot.
The tribute, or cess, of 1,000 marks (700 for England, 300 for Ireland),
**

which King John bound himself and his heirs to pay to the Roman see, in
recognition of the feudal dependence of his kingdom, was of course wholly
distinct from the Peter's pence.
After being paid by Henry III. and
Edward II., but withheld by Edward Land Edward III., it was formally
claimed with arrears, in 1366, by Urban V.
The Peter's pence of modern days is a voluntary contribution made by
the faithful, and taken up under the direction of their bishop, for the maintenance of the Sovereign Pontiff.
1
2

3

Sax. Ckr. 883.
See MoH. Hist. Brit. p. Sai.
SoM. Chrffn.
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BOY

is

usually sent to school in order that he

may

and fewer interruptions than
would be possible at home, knowledge which would
be serviceable to him in after life. This is a motive
which acts on parents independently of State instigation
it filled the school of Flavius at Venusia with
" big boys, the sons of big centurions," and took Horace
to that superior establishment at Rome which received the sons
To these voluntary schools, which
of " knights and senators."
doubtless existed in every part of the Roman empire, and were
closely connected with the movement of Pagan society, it does
obtain, with greater ease

;

'

not appear that Christian parents in the
their sons.
distinct account
for religious

The

— that

first

three centuries sent

earliest Christian school of

of Pantaenus

at

Alexandria

and catechetical instruction

(kierojt

(a.

which we have a
d. i8o)
was one

—

logon kateckeseon).'

The

secondary instruction was made by the Emperor
Vespasian,^ who established a group of " imperial schools " at all the great
provincial towns Besancon, Aries, Cologne, Rheims, and Treves are parIn these schools rhetoric, logic, and Latin and Greek
ticularly mentioned.
literature were well taught, and many a Christian apologist owed to them

earliest State provision for

;

the mental culture which he employed after his conversion in the service of

When

Christ.

the empire had

become

Christian,

these

schools

still

retained the old methods and subjects of instruction, and even, to a great
extent, the old spirit.
1

Hon

2

Eus. Hist. Eccl.

3

J.

Sat.

i.

St.

Jerome,

who had

himself been educated in one

6, 73.

B. Mullinger,

The Schools of Charles

the Great (1877), p. It.
30
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of them,

was

the reading

were
the

alive to the perilous nature of this influence,

Pagan authors

of the

more or

the ecclesiastical

under
the ends

life

less definitely
life.

Antony and

of

self-discipline

St.

under

his direction

who

life.

commencement

monastic
Hilarion, the monastery, besides subserving

Similarly, after the

St.

training monks.

for

to all those

and interdicted

Every bishop's residence was from
a school, in which clerics were trained for

in training for the religious

first

3

of the

and continual intercession, became a school
This was especially seen in the monasteries in

Gaul which followed the

rule of the

in the fifth century the invasions of

Western Europe weltered

Abbot Cassian

of Marseilles.

the barbarians began

;

Early

for four cen-

and the institutions of civilized
life perished.
In the cities of Gaul, as the Franks pressed southwards,
the old municipal schools
the schools of the Rhetoricians and the
Lay life became barbarGrammarians
dwindled and were dispersed.
which are chiefly fighting, destruction,
ous and the arts of barbarism
and coarse indulgence
do not stand in need of schools. But in the wreck
the episcopal and monastic schools survived, and, through the degredation
In the island of Lerins, the abbot
of lay life, became ever more attractive.
Honoratus, about 400, founded a celebrated monastery, the school of
Ireland, soon after its
which was known as the Studium Insulanum.
conversion by St. Patrick, was dotted over with monastic schools, in which
such learning as was then accessible was prosecuted with remarkable success.
The suppression of the schools of Athens by order of Justinian (529)
sounded the knell of the educational institutes of antiquity. These schools
were, in fact, a university, although that name was of later introduction.
They had never been able to shake off the Pagan modes of thought which
gave birth to them, and now the advancing tide of Christian ideas engulfed
them, without being able for a long time to supply their place. A few
months after the suppression, St. Benedict founded the abbey of Monte
Cassino, and the schools for the erection of which his rule provides were
soon spread over Western Europe. These gradually produced a race of
teachers and students whose higher and wider views suggested the resuscitation of academic life.
It is sufficient to mention the names of lona,
Lindisfarne, Canterbury, York, Fulda, Rheims, Corbie, Fleury, and Seville
turies

—

—

;

—

— not as being

in chaos,

all of

—

Benedictine origin, but as

among

the best schools to

be found in the troubled period from the fifth to the tenth century.
The great organizing mind of Charlemagne endeavoured to make use of
education, as of
in the

West.

all

He

other forces within his reach, for restoring civilization

invited Alcuin, the Scholasticus of York, as the best
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known

teacher in Europe, to his Court at Aix-la-Chapelle, and gave into

Conscientious and painstaking, Alcuin was

his charge the palace school.

something cramped and unsatisfactory in
The age of
his way of handling all the subjects of his narrow curriculum.
Charlemagne, and his son after him, were
universities was not yet.
Rabanus Maurus,
perpetually urging the bishops to improve their schools.
a pupil of Alcuin, made the school of Fulda illustrious that of Corbie, in
The trivium and quadrivium
the same age, produced Paschasius Radbert.
the invention of which is ascribed by some to Martianus Capella, a
Carthaginian professor of rhetoric, by others to St. Augustine
supplied
Between
the cadre of the most advanced instruction for several centuries.
850 and 1000, the inroads of the Normans and Danes again made havoc
of all that had been hitherto done in France and England to promote
education.
The Normans, however, when once solidly converted, became
the most active propagators of all civilizing ideas that the world has ever
The Norman school of Bee, founded in the eleventh century by the
seen.
Abbot Herluin, numbered among its teachers Lanfranc and St. Anselm.
In schools of this class, where knowledge was sought at first hand and
philosophy disdained conventional methods, university ideals began to
emerge. In the twelfth century, at Paris, commences the history of
yet essentially bor7te

;

there

is

;

—

—

modern
teaching,

universities.

After the

the secondary school

establishment of these foci of superior

became, in theory, on the one hand a

on the other a place of the
final training for those w4io had to begin work early.
But for a long time
first of these two aspects of a secondary school overpowered the other.
William of Wykeham, bishop of Winchester, founded there, in 1373, the
school which still exists, expressly in order to feed the college ( New
College ) which he was establishing at Oxford.
The Winchester foundation was for a warden and ten fellows, three chaplains and three clerks in
orders, an informator or head master, a hostiarius or second master, seventy
scholars who were to be " poor and In need of help," and sixteen choristers.
Imitating this example, Henry VI. founded the school at Eton in
The later public schools
1440, as a nursery to King's College, Cambridge.
of England
Westminster, Rugby, Harrow, etc.
have been founded,
speaking generally, upon the model of these two, but without the same
stage

of

preparation for the

university,

^

—

—

close connection with the universities.

Towards the end

of the seventeenth century, the necessity of separating

primary or elementary instruction from secondary began to make
1

TAe Public

Schools, 1Z67.
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greater complexity and variety

creased application of science to

all

of
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employments, and the

the useful arts,

made

it

in-

desirable,

if

not indispensable, that the labouring class also should at least be instructed

Primary instruction on a large
scale was first tried (1684) by the Ven. de la Salle, the founder of the
Christian Brothers.
The new grade had its two aspects
that by which
it was a stage of preparation for the secondary school, and that by which
it, gave
Up to very recent times the former aspect was
a final training.
little regarded
but, at present, the advantage of making free and easy
communications by which the best scholars can pass from the primary
to the secondary, and from that to the superior grade of instruction, is
clearly perceived by educationists,
All English schools before the Reformation had a Catholic character.
That being withdrawn from them by the change of religion, and the laws
prohibiting the erection of new schools under Catholic teachers, those who
adhered to the old faith were put to great straits for several generations
in order to get their children educated under any tolerable conditions.
A single sample of Protestant legislation will show what difficulties had to
be faced. By the 11 and 12 Will. III. c. iv. "if any Papist, or person
making profession of the Popish religion, shall keep school, or take upon
himself the education or government or boarding of youth, he shall be
adjudged to perpetual imprisonment in such place within this kingdom as
the Kmg by advice of his Privy Council shall appoint."^
Unless foreign
education were sought, obscure private schools, such as those of which we
obtain a glimpse in the accounts of the early life of Pope, were the only
available resort.
The first school of a higher class was that established at
Sedgley Park (it had previously existed in a humble way at Newcastleunder-Lyne) by bishop Challoner in 1763. Ushaw, which, as Crook Hall,
was founded in 1794; Stonyhurst, dating from the same year; St. Edmund's, founded in 1795; Downside, in 1798; Oscott, in 1808; and
Edgbaston, in 1858
with Ampleforth, Beaumont, and Woburn Park
are our principal Catholic secondary schools at present.
The monitorial system of Bell and Lancaster, by means of which it was
considered that primary instruction could be much extended at little
expense by setting the elder children as " monitors " to teach the rudiments
to the younger, was brought out in 1 797.
The primary schools of Prussia,
organized under Hardenberg with great skill and thoroughness, drew
general attention and in 1833 the first public grant, 20,000/., in aid of the
in letters

and

in the art of calculation.

—

;

—

;

1

Hook's Ckurch Dictionary, " Schools.
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elementary education of the people, was voted by Parliament, and its
The system
administration confided to a Committee of the Privy Council.
of aiding local efforts thus introduced has received an enormous develop-

ment and undergone numerous changes

of

detail,

but in

its

substantial

remains unaltered to the present day. In the Anglican communion, the organ through which State help was dispensed was the " National
Society for the Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established
Church," founded in 1812. The corresponding organ for the Dissenters

features

it

For Catholics was
and Foreign School Society. "
established, in 1847, the "Catholic Poor School Committee," which, by
maintaining efficient training-schools for masters and mistresses, enables
Catholic managers to obtain their fair share of the Parliamentary grant
was the

" British

for elementary education.

In Ireland the penal laws rendered the erection of Catholic schools im*

hundred years ago, when the ill success of the war
against the American colonists compelled certain relaxations.
A secondary
school for forty boarders was founded at Burrell's Hall, Kilkenny, in 1783,
under Drs. Lanigan and Dunne. ^ It throve exceedingly, and was transformed in 1836 into St. Kieran's College, under which name it still exists.
Of more recent foundation are Carlow and Thurles Colleges, and the
These institutions, though
Jesuit Colleges of Clongowes and Tullabeg.
without State aid or inspection, are already more flourishing than the
founded in the bad times in order to preserve
Royal and Charter Schools
could ever boast of being.
and extend Protestant ascendency
The National Board of Education
in the schools of which a combined
literary instruction was to be given to children of all creeds during certain
hours in the day, while separate religious teaching might be given to those
whose parents desired it before or after those hours, and also on one particular day of the week
was organized through the exertions of Mr.
possible until about a

—

—
—

—

Stanley, Chief Secretary for Ireland

The

(

afterwards Earl of Derby), in 183

1.

bishops accepted this arrangement, not as the best, but as the best

obtainable, measure

;

and under

it,

notwithstanding the

difficulties

caused

by extreme poverty, elementary school training has penetrated into every
corner of Ireland.

An

Act

and authorizing the
formation of School Boards, and the levying of rates, in all places where
voluntary effort should appear to be insufficient for the need, was brought
in by Mr. Forster in 1870, and became law.
Great efforts have been
^

for the enforcement of general education,

Trans, efthe Osiory Archaologioal Sxitt/, 1882, rol.

ii.

part

x.
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the Catholic body in England, and hitherto with a large measure

of success, to

provide schools under certificated teachers (and therefore

qualified to participate in the educational grant
of all the Catholic children in the country.

)

sufficient for the reception

Whether

these efforts will

Board schools, from which definite religious teaching is
excluded, will more and more bring the elementary instruction of the people
under their control, is a question still uncertain.
prevail, or the
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REEMASONRY

is

the system of the Freemasons, a

and pantheistic

which professes, by
means of a symbolical language and certain ceremonies of initiation and promotion, to lay down a code of
morality founded on the brotherhood of humanity only.
Some writers apply the term Freemasonry not only to
'^
the Freemasons proper, but also to all secret organizations which seek to undermine Christianity and the
political and social institutions that have Christianity for
secret order

sect,

m

their basis.

The

origin of

Freemasonry

is

The Freemasons

disputed.

themselves, in the language of their rituals, assume the sect to

have begun its existence at the building of Solomon's Temple; but serious Masonic writers, as well as all writers of repute, declare
Nor is any more value to be
this to be merely a conventional fiction.
attached to the attempts that are occasionally made to find a link between
Some writers trace Freemasonry
the pagan mysteries and Freemasonry.
to the heresies of Eastern origin that prevailed during the early and middle ages in certain parts of Europe, such as those of the Gnostics, Manicheans, and Abigenses, some of whose mischievous tenets are, no doubt,,
apparent in the sect. The suppressed order of the Knights Templars,
and this theory
too, has been taken to have been the source of the sect
may have some countenance in the facts that a number of the Knights in
Scotland illicitly maintained their organization after the suppression, and
that it was from Scotland that Freemasonry was brought into France at.
the beginning of the last century.
;

3«
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consonance with many known historical facts to
trace the sect to the mediaeval guild of stonemasons, who were popularly
During the middle ages the
called by the very name of Free Masons.
various trades were formed, with the approbation of the Church, into
In general no one was permitted to
guilds or close protective societies.
follow a trade for wages or profit, as apprentice, journeyman, or master,
Each
until he had been made free of the guild representing that trade.
guild had its patron saint, and several guilds, it is certain, had each its
peculiar ritual, using its own tools and technical language in a symbolical
that is to say, in
way in the ceremonies of initiation and promotion
entering an apprentice, and at the end of his time declaring him a worthy
fellow-journeyman or craftsman, etc. The guild of Free Masons was singular in this that it was a migratory one, its members travelling under
their masters in organized bodies through all parts of Europe, wherever

But

it

seems more

in

—

:

their services

\V .re

required in building.

When

first

referred to they are

found grouped about the monasteries, especially about those of the BeneThe earliest form of initiation used by the guild is said to have
dictines.
been suggested by the ritual for the reception of a Benedictine novice.
The South of France, where a large Jewish and Saracenic element
remained, Jvas a hotbed of heresies, and that region was also a favorite one
with the guild of Masons. It is asserted, too, that as far back as the
-twelfth century the lodges of the guild enjoyed the special protection of the
Knights Templars. It is easy in this way to understand how the symbolical allusions to Solomon and his Temple might have passed from the
Knights into the Masonic formulary. In this way, too, might be explained
how, after the suppression of the order of the Temple, some of the recalcitrant Knights, maintaining their influence over the Free Masons, would
be able to pervert what hitherto had been a harmless ceremony into an
elaborate ritual that should impart some of the errors of the Templars to
the initiated.
A document was long ago published which purports to be a
charter granted to a lodge of Free Masons in England in the time of
Henry VII., and it bears the marks in its religious indifference of a suspicious likeness between Freemasonry then and now.
In Germany the
guild was numerous, and was formally recognized by a diploma granted in
1489 by the Emperor Maximilian. But this sanction was finally revoked
by the Imperial Diet in 1707.
So far, however, the Free Masons were really working stonemasons but
the so-called Cologne Charter
the genuineness of which seems certain
.drawn up in 1535 at a reunion of Free Masons gathered at Cologne to

—

;

—
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signed by MelanchthoRj

celebrate the opening of the cathedral edifice,

is

Coligny, and other similar ill-omened names.

Nothing certain

of the Free

Masons

— now evidently become

a sect

— during

is

known

the seven

Ashmole, an Englishman,
founded the order of Rose Croix, Rosicrucians, or Hermetic Freemasons
a society which mingled in a fantastic manner the jargon of alchemy
and other occult sciences with pantheism. This order soon became affili"
ated to some of the Masonic lodges in Germany, where from the time of
the Reformation there was a constant founding of societies, secret or open»
which undertook to formulate a philosophy or a religion of their own.
As we know it now, however. Freemasonry first appeared in 1725, when
Lord Derwentwater, a supporter of the expelled Stuart dynasty, introduced
the order into France, professing to have his authority from a lodge at Kilwinning, Scotland. This formed the basis of that variety of Freemasonry
Rival organizations soon sprang up.
Charters
called the Scotch Rite.
were obtained from a lodge at York, which was said to have been of very
In 1754 Martinez Pasquales, a Portuguese Jew,
ancient foundation.
began in some of the French lodges the new degree of "cohens," jx
priests, which was afterwards developed into a system by the notorious
Saint-Martin, and is usually referred to as French Illuminism.
But it
remained for Adam Weishauot, Professor of Canon Law at the Univercentury,

teenth

except that in

1646

Elias

—

sity of

Ingolstadt, in Bavaria, to give a definite shape to the anti-Christian

tendencies of Freemasonry.

In

1776, two years after the expulsion

the Jesuits from the Univer&ity, he brought together a

number

of

of

his

pupils and friends, and organized the order of the Illuminati, which he

on the already existing degrees of Freemasonry. The avowed
beginning with the
object of the Illuminati was to bring back mankind
lUuminated
to their primitive liberty by destroying religion, for which
this newest philosophical invention was to be substituted, and by re-shap-

established

—

—

ing ideas of property, society, marriage, etc.

One

of

the Illuminati, a

Joseph Balsamo, otherwise Cagliostro, organized what he called
Cabalistic Freemasonry, under the name of the Rite of Misraim.
He it
was who in 1783 predicted, as the approaching work of the Freemasons^
the overthrow of the French monarchy.
Indeed, Freemasonry was very
active in the French Revolution, and assisted in bringing about many ot
^the calamities which accompanied the great upturning of society.
Freemasonry in the meantime had split up into numerous sects, or
"rites," all working to the common effort of destroying a belief in the
divine revelations of Christianity.
In 1781 a great assembly of all the
Sicilian,
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Wilhelmsbad, in Hanover, under the presidency
of the Duke of Brunswick, which refused to recognize Weishaupt's system, but at the same time permitted the most mischievous tenets of Illuminism to be engrafted on the higher degrees of Freemasonry, especially
About this time the Scotch Rite was estab*
of the so-called Scotch Rite.
lished at Charleston, S. C, by some ofhcers of the French auxiliary army.
The York Rite had been introduced irito the United States by English

Masonic

rites

at

colonists.

Freemasonry

in Continental

Europe has been the hatching-ground

rnost of the revolutionary societies,

higher Masonic degrees.
the government
unwillingly, as

of
it

many of which were

of

to the

affiliated

In France the sect was- officially recognized by

Napoleon

involved

III.,

but advanced Freemasons bore this

restraint.

An

avowed

requa"ed for initiation, but this requirement, through

belief

the

God was

in

efforts

of

M.

Mace, of the University, was finally abolished in the convention of Free*
masons held at Paris, September 14, 1877.
A recent French writer maintains that Freemasonry is unknown to
most of tne craft
managed by five or six Jews, who bend its influence in

—

way to the furtherance of the anti-Christian movement that
under the name of Liberalism. Throughout Continental Europe,

every possible
passes

Spanish-American States, and in Brazil, Freemasonry has of late
The war against the Catholic Church in
years again become very active.
Germany had no more bitter supporter than Freemasonry. If the Culturkampf was not directed from the lodges, at least nearly all its leaders were
Freemasons. During "the Commune" of Paris, in 1 871, Masonic lodges
took part as a body in the insurrection, marching out to the fight with
their red banners.
In France arid Belgium the lodges have officially commanded their members to assist the Ligue de V Enseignement
a league
intended to bring about the complete secularisation of the primary public
in Ihe

—

schools.

In the English-speaking countries, however. Freemasonry has hitherto
protested

its

respect for government and established society, and

it

has not

had any immediate action on politics, its members being usually found as
numerous in one political party as another. But it has never failed
indirectly to use its influence for the advancement of its members over
others.
English-speaking Freemasons have usually been accustomed to
regard the pantheism of their rituals as an amusing mummery rather than
as a reality.
These Freemasons usually disown for their order any aims
l»ut those of a convivial and mutual benefit society, but no one can fail to
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one of the necessar_j- results
But the constant influx
of English-speaking Freemasonry at its best.
into the English-speaking countries of Jews and Continental Freemasons
mast necessarily impregnate the order with all the poi6,on of the Conti-

see that .ndifferentism in religion at least

is

nental sect.

Freemasonry is essentially opposed to the belief in the personality of
God, whose name in the Masonic, rituals veils the doctrine of blind force
It is also essentially subversive of legitionly governing the aniverse.
mate authority, for by professing to furnish man an all-sufficient guide
and help to conduct it makes him independent of the Church, and by its
everywhere ridiculing rank in authority it tends, in spite of its occasional
protests of loyalty, to bring all governments into contempt.
The sect has been repeatedly condemned by learned and respectable men
Five bulls have been directed
of all countries, Protestant and Catholic.
against it by name
viz., " In eminenti," Clement XII., 1738; Providas,"
Benedict XIV., 1751; " Ecclesiam Jesu Christi," Pius VII., 1821; "Qui

—

giraviora,"

Leo

XII., 1826

;

"

Quanta

cura," Pius IX., 1864,
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HE

object of the present article

not to write a Life of
Galileo, but to give an account, as clear as our limits

will permit,

of-

Is,

the two condemnations of the doctrine of

the Immobility of the sun and the rotation of the earth,

pronounced by the Congregations of the Holv Office
(Roman Inquisition) and the Index, with special reference to
the teaching and writing of Galileo in 1616 and 1633.
After
the most material facts have been narrated without comment,
i
What
It will be necessary to examine three separate points
was the precise nature of the condemnation pronounced ? 2.
What was the character of the considerations which appeared
to the Pope and the cardinals to justify them in pronouncing
it?
3. Was Galileo, as some writers have maintained, really
:

.

put to the torture?
In 1613 the great astronomer, who had long inclined to the heliocentric*
system of Copernicus, published a letter addressed to his friend the Padre
Caste'ill, in which he says that it is not the object of God in the Holy
Scriptures to teach us science and philosophy, and that the received Ptolemaic system could no more be reconciled to the text of Scripture than .the

he wrote a much longer and
more important letter to the Grand Duchess Christina of Tuscany, in
which he Is said ^ to have endeavoured to accommodate to the Copernioan
Copernican.

Some

time afterwards, in 161

5,

" heliocentric " and " geocentric," as denoting the systems which assume the suii or the eartk
respectively to be the fixed centre round which the planets revolve, are borrowed from two articles in the Lhwim
Review (believed to be by Dr. Ward), of which we have made free use in the present paper : one is beadee*
1

''

The terms

Copernicanism and Pope Paul V."

(April. 1871);

the other, "Galileo

and the

Pontifical Congregationf

July, 1871).
8

Hallam,

Lit.

of Europe^

iii.

413.
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theory ihe various passages in Scripture which seem to be inconsistent with
This letter vvas not published till 1636, but its tenor appears to have
it.

become known to many persons. Galileo visited Rome towards the end of
1615, and was shortly summoned before the Congregation of the Holy
The original minuLes, showing exactly what occurred, have been
Office.
published by M. de TEpinois.^ On February 25, 1616, Cardinal Millln
reported to the Congregation that the Pope (Paul V.) had ordered that
Cardinal Bellarm|ne should call Galileo before him, and should warn him
to abandon the said opinion [of the immobility of the sun, etc.], and if he
was to lay a comrefused to obey, the Father Commissary
mand upon him to abstain altogether from teaching or defending a doctrine
and opinion of this kind, or from dealing with it [in any way]." If he was
The minutes of the
" carceretur."
refractory, he was to be imprisoned
following day show how all this was done, and an injunction, as above, laid
upon Galileo " in which command the said Galileo acquiesced, and promised to obey it." The prohibition of the Pope was identical in intention*
*'

....

—

;

with that contained in a decree of the Congregation of the Index dated a
week later, March 5, 161 6. This decree first condemns five theologlcopolitical works,

and then goes on

to say that

it

has come to the knowledge

— Pythagorean origin and wholly repugnant to the sacred Scriptures — conx:erning
the Sacred Congregation "that the well-known doctrine

of

of

and the immobility of the sun,"' formerly taught
by Copernicus and Diego of Astorga, " was now being spread abroad and
therefore, lest such an opinion should
embraced by many;
insinuate itself any more, to the destruction of Catholic truth, it gave sentence " that the books of Copernicus and Diego " should be suspended
[from circulation] till they were corrected," that the work of a certain Foscarini upholding the same opinion should be altogether prohibited and
condemned, " and that all other books teaching the same thing were to be
the mobility of the earth

....

similarly prohibited."

That

was sanctioned and confirmed by the Pope it is impoS'
The writer of the article Galileo in the " Encyclopedia

this decree

sible to doubt.

Britannica

"

maintains that

its

responsibility rests with a disciplinary con-

gregation in no sense representing the Church, and that

it

was never con-

firmed by the Pope.

This view is untenable in view of the fact that
any decree of one of the Sacred Congregations confirmed and ordered
'

Lei Pilces du Prods de Galilee,

Rome,

'.:

to

Paris, 1S77.

—

This is certain; for Bellarmine, in the certificate which he gave to Galileo in 1616
of which we shalJ
again have oceasion to speak
says that " the declaration made by the Pope, and published by the Sacrea Cott^
^fe^^alto» of the Index [italics ours], was notified to him," etc.
'^

—
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—

not the
be published oy the Pope, it is the Pope himself who speaks
if not always in his capacity of Universal Doctor, yet
cardinals merely
always in that of Supreme Pastor or ruler. That the decree was not con^

—

firmed by Paul V. th^re

is

not, so far

we know,

dence for maintaining; and the cnus probandi

the smallest shred of

rests

evi-

on those who make an
•

assertion so improbable.

Galileo was thus estopped by a decision in which he had acquiesced, and

which he had promised not to infringe, from publishing anything more on
the Copernican theory. Some 3^ears passed; Urban VIII. ascended the
Papal chair in 1623; he was an enlightened man, of considerable learning,
and, as Cardinal Barberini, had had much friendly intercourse with Galileo.
The philosopher visited Rome in 1624, and was received with great
warmth and kindness by the Pope. Soon after this he began to return to
the forbidden subject in an essay on sun-spots he assumed the fact of the
In his famous Dialogo on the
System of the World,"
sun's immobility.
published at Florence in February, 1632, he spoke out still more plainly.
The dialogue is carried on between three persons, Salviati, Sagredo, and
;

'"

Simplicio; the last being a well-meaning ignoramus,

Ptolemaic side by arguments manifestly

words

futiJe.

At

who

suppcwts the

the conclusion of the

open; but the whole effect of the
treatise is said to be that of a powerful and vehement defence of the
Copernican theory. The book reached Rome at the end of February,
The Pope was very angry he said
1632, and caused great excitement.
that Galileo had been ill-advised that great mischief might be done to
Riccardi, the
religion in this wa3^ greater than was ever done before.^
Master of the Apostolic Palace, whose licence Galileo had obtained for the
printing of the book by representations which do not seem to have been
quite.straightforward, complained that arguments which Urban himself had
used to Galileo against the Copernican theory were in the Dialogo placed

work the question

is

in

left

;

;

in the
totle

mouth

was

of Simplicio, a ridiculous personage.

earth vo be immovable.

authority of Aris-

and Aristotle had believed the
The Peripatetics
so his followers were called

age inconceivably

in that

The

grea':,

—

flocked around the Pope, urged against Galileo the breach of his promise,

and the insulting neglect of the prohibition of 16 16, and pressed for the
condemnation both of the book and its author. Urban, still desirous of
keeping the case out of the Inquisition, appointed a commission of theologians to examine and report on the book.
Their report was submitted in
September, 1632
it was highly unfavorable to Galileo.
The Pope then
;

1

L'Epinois,

La

Question de Galilee,'^. 114.
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wrote to the Grand

Duke

Tuscany, in whose service Galileo Vvas at the
time, saying that the case must go before the Inquisition, and that the
accused must come to Rome and stand his trial. After a considerable
delay which produced a stern letter from Urban (December 30,' 1632) to
the effect that if Galileo could travel at all he was to be sent up to Rome
in chains, the philosopher departed from Florence and arrived in Rome
about the middle of February, 1633, taking up his abode at the Tuscan
for ten days after its commenceembassy. The trial came on in April
ment Galileo was committed to the house of the fiscal of the Holy OfiBce \
but on his complaining that from his feeble state of health he could 111 bear
the confinement, he was allowed to return to the Tuscan embassy.
The minutes of the Holy Office show that Galileo was examined on
The report of the commissioners,
April 12 and 30, May 10, and June 21.
one of whom was Melchior Inchofer, told heavily against him. Melchlor
said thai the author of the Dialogo did not put the case in favor of the
immobility of the sun " hypothetice," but " theorematice," and that his
having written in Italian, so that " vulgares etaim homines " might read It,
made the matter worse. The disobedience to the command issued by the
Holy Office in 161 6 was also much dwelt upon; to which Galileo could
only reply by putting in the certificate which he had obtained at the time
from Bellarmine,^ and pleading that as the latter had not in this expressly
referred to the injunction not to write any more on the question, he hac^
forgotten all about it.
It is probable that this was not believed, and that
some intention other than one purely scientific was ascribed to him, as
accounting for his open disregard of the prohibition of 16 16. We read in
the minutes for June 16, 1633, that the Pope ordered that Galileo should
be questioned " concerning his intention, a threat even of torture being
used to him
and that if he persisted in his statement {et si susti7iuerit) his
abjuration having been first taken, he was to be condemned," etc.
On June 21 he was examined according to this instruction. Being
asked whether he had not held the opinion [of the immobility of the sun]
since tiiC decree of 16 16, he said, " I do not hold and have not held this
opinion of Copernicus since it was intimated to me by authority {con precettd) that I must abandon it
you
for the rest, I am here in your hands
must do what you please." He was then warned to speak the truth, otherof

;

;

;

1

The

certificate

ends thus

*'but only the declaration

—

after stating that Galileo

made by

;

had made no abjuration, nor been put

to

penance

—

was solthe earth moves

the Pope and published by the Sacred Congregation of the Index

emnly notified to him, in which it is contained that the doctrine attributed to Copernicus that
around the sun, and that the sun remains in the centre of the world without moving from east to west,
trary to the Sacred Scriptures, and therefore cannot be defended or held. In testimony whereof." etc.
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wise the torture would be applied.
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answered,

"

I

am

here co

make my

have not held this opini-on since the decision was given,
He was then allowed to withdraw. The sentence was
as I have said."
pronounced the next day in the convent of the Minerva. A full narrative
of what passed

I

may

be read in a letter addressed by the Cardinal di S.
The sentence
1633, to the Inquisition of Venice.^

Onofrio on July 2,
opened with the words, " Whereas thou, Galileo," etc., and after reciting
the proceedings of 161 5 and 16 16, stated that the Holy Office appointed
theologians on that occasion as qualificators, who reported to this effect
:

—

That the sun is the centre of the world and immovable is a proposition absurd and false in philosophy, and formally heretical, as being
expressly contrary to Holy Scripture.
That the earth is not the centre of the world, nor immovable, but
2.
that it moves even with a diurnal motion, is in like manner a proposition
absurd and false in philosophy, and, considered in theology, at least erroneous
The accused is reminded that, after Bellarmine had advised and
in faith.
admonished him, the then commissary of the Inquisition told him that he
could not defend nor teach that doctrine any more, either orally or in writIn publishing the Dialogo he had manifestly disobeyed the precept,
ing.
and in consequence of the publication, the tribunal understood, the said
opinion was spreading more and more.
He had acted disingenuously in
1.

saying nothing about the precept w4ien he applied for the licence to print.
Mistrusting him, the tribunal had thought

ous examen
should

("

("

rigoroso esame

")

in

right to proceed to the rigor-

which he had answered as a Catholic

rispondesti cattolicamente

bunal, " say, pronounce, declare,

it

etc.,

").

"

We

therefore," proceeds the

that you, Galileo, have

—

made

tri-

yourself

vehemently suspect of heresy to this Holy Office
having believed
i. e. of
and held a doctrine false and contrary to the sacred and divine Scrip-.
ture?."*
He had therefore incurred all the usual penalties neverthless the
tribunal would absolve him if he abjured and detested the said errors.
But
as a warning to others, they ordered: i, that hi«s Dialogo should be prohib" imprisoned ^ during the pleasure of
ited
2, that he should be " formally
the Holy Office; 3, that he should say once a week for three years to
come, the seven penitential psalms. Galileo then abjured the condemned
opinion,^ and swore never to promote it in future, and to denounce to ths
Holy Office any whom he might find maintaining it.
;

:

1

2
*•

first

Printed in Venturi's Memorie e Lettere Inedite (Modena, 1818).
Under restraint, but not in a material prison.
The clever fiction which makes him say at this point, Eppur simuove

("

And

j?et it

[the earth] does

move "),

appeared, according to the writer in the Enc. Brit., in an Historical Dictionary published at Caen in 1789.
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Harsh
little

as this sentence sounds, the fact

that Galileo

is

that can be called severity for the remainder of his

at first at Siena, afterwards in his

own

villa at Arcetri,

was treated with
life.

He

resided

near Florence.

He

was so far under restraint that he was not allowed to go into the city, nor
to remove elsewhere without permission but within his own house and
grounds he seems to have been left entirely free. Milton visited him at
"There \i. e. in Italy] I found and visited the
Arcetri in 1638 or 1639.
Perhaps Milfamous Galileo, grown old, a prisoner to the Inquisition."
ton did not mean to mislead, but the common inference drawn from his
words has been, that he found Galileo immured in the dungeons of the
Inquisition,' instead of living as a private gentleman in his own country
The philosopher died at an advanced age at Arcetri in 1642.
house.
Such, in brief outline, were the facts of this celebrated condemnation.
Before considering the motives actuating those who pronounced it, let us
examine what the sentence itself amounted to. Did the Roman Pontiff, at
any stage of these proceedings, pronounce ex cathedra that the theory of
Copernicus was wrong, and that the earth was the fixed centre of the
world ? The writer in the ** Dublin Review " already referred to appears to
;

'

make it quite plain that the Roman Pontiff did nothing of the kind.
Whether the decrees of Pontifical congregations on matters of doctrine, in
us to

which there

is

a clause expressly asserting the Papal sanction, are or are

not to be regarded as ex cathedra and infallible judgments,

is

a point,

according to the reviewer, on which theologians are not entirely agreed

but no one, he adds, has ever doubted that decrees not containing this
clause are not to be regarded as decisions ex cathedra.

March

of the Congregation of the Index of
clause

;

it

What,

5,

Now,

the decree

16 16, does not contain the

cannot, therefore, be regarded as defining ex cathedra.
then, does the decree decide or do

?

It decides that the

theory of

Copernicus is "false" and "entirely contrary to Scripture," and that the
books which teach it are to be prohibited. To this must be added the lan-

guage used by the Holy Office

preamble of their sentence, as given
in a previous paragraph,
It is abundantly clear that both Pontifical congregations held that the opinion about the earth's motion now universally
received was false and contrary to Scripture, and that no Catholic could
hold it without falling into heresy. The reviewer maintains that it was
natural and inevitable that they should so regard it, seeing that the obvious
'

Areopagitica.

'

Thus Dr. Johnson says

Galileo, then

in his

in the

Life of Milton, "

a prisoner in the Inquisition

[italics

He had

perhaps g^ven some

ours] for philosophical heresy."
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Scripture is unquestionably opposed to the Copernican theory,
and only " some overwhelming scientific probability " (p. 159) could render

sense

ot"

legitimate to override the obvious in favor of an unobvious sense.

it

Later

researches have supplied this overwhelming probability, and consequently
Catholics

all

now

" admit that the

Holy Ghost

for

permitted the sacred writers to express themselves
literally

true as understood

by them, but was

wise purposes
in

....

language which was

figurative in the highest

degree as intended by Him" (/<^.)
The reviewer moreover contends that, although all Catholics were bound
to assent to the decrees, they were not thereby obliged to hold the geoceni. e. with
an assent excluding all
tric theory as an article of divine faith

To

maintain the contradictory of this proposition would be absurd,
since the heliocentric theory was allowed to be proposed hypothetically, but
doubt.

the

Church would never

for a

moment

nance of an opinion contrary to an
is

For instance, what
1854, the Church should allow any

article

'

impossibility

allow even the hypothetical mainte-

greater than that, since

of

faith.

Catholic theologian to maintain, as a hypothesis, that the doctrine of the

Immaculate Conception is untrue ? But that the heliocentric theory might
be hypothetically propounded after the decree of 161 6 is indisputable.
For, first, Galileo deposed before the Holy Office in 1633' that in 161
Cardinal Bellarmine spoke approvingly, both as to him and Copernicus, of
their holding the opinion of the movement of the earth " ex suppositione and
not absolutely."

Secondly, the same Bellarmine declared

in 1620, " that if

proof of Copernicanism were discovered. Scripture should then
"
and the theologian Amort, writing in 1 734,
be Copernically interpreted
expressed himself to the same effect* Thirdly, the report of Melchior
a

scientific

;

'

Inchofer speaks of " the reasons by which Galileo assertively, absolutely,

and not hypothetically
whence it may be inferred

....

maintains the motion of the earth;"

to maintain

it

hypothetically would not have been

censurable."
II.

The meaning and

effect of the

described, the question arises.

Was

decrees being what

there any urgent, and at the

we have
same time

motive for issuing them at all ? After all, it may be said, the
opinion condemned by the decrees has come to be universally believed
was it not therefore a mistake, to say the least, to attempt thus to sup-

justifiable,

'

*

*

Except for the purpose of a reductio ad absurdum, which of course
L'Epinois, Les Pieces, etc., p. 60.
Dub. Rev., vol. Ixix., p. 164,

* lb., p.
'

is

not here in question.

162.

L'Epinois, p. j^.
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press

Has

it ?

not the logic of events proved that course to be wrong-

Such questions as these

will

ing estimates which people
conviction.

The Pope and

be

differently

may form

?

answered, according to the vary-

of the value of a stable religious

the cardinals believed

in

1616 that

if

every one

by printed books, that the earth
revolved round the sun, a great weakening of religious *faith would ensue,
owing to the apparent inconsistency of such teaching with a number of
well-known passages in the Bible. They might remember that Giordano
Bruno, an ardent Copernican, had also taught pantheism with equal ardor.

might

The

freely teach,

at

universities or

standing danger on the side of Protestantism was, they might think,

sufficiently formidable,

staved off

— of

without the addition to

it

— while

it

could

still

be

At the present
and read bad books with-

a danger on the side of physical science.

day the youth of Italy listen to infidel lectures
out restriction one single book of this kind, Renan's Vie de Jesus, is said
to have caused loss of faith to innumerable readers in Spain and Italy.
With loss of faith there comes too often, as we all know, a shipwreck in
morals.
Are the young Italians of to-day, whom no one thinks of shielding from the knowledge of attacks on Christianity, morally purer and
;

intellectually stronger than their partially protected

seventeenth century

but those

who

?

We

predecessors of the

are not in a position to answer the question

believe that the case

is

not so, but

much

otherwise,

;

may well

approve the solicitude of the rulers of the Church at the former period
when the repression of bad books was still possible to protect the Christian faith of the rising generation of Italians.
Few Catholics would hesitate to say even now, that it would have been to the unspeakable advantage of European society and individual souls, if the bad book by Renan
just adverted to had been summarily suppressed at its birth, and the
writer imprisoned, at least " formally." Far be it from us so to disparage the
honored name of Galileo as to suggest for a moment that the two cases
are parallel.
Galileo was a Christian all along, and could no more have

—

written the sentimental impieties of the Vie de Jesus than could

Urban

Pope and cardinals,
beside thinking his personal behavior censurable, because he had broken a
distinct promise and disregarded a solemn warning
believed that the
VIII. himself.

Still

there can be no doubt that the

—

Copernicanism should be no otherwise
taught than as a scientific hypothesis.
The decrees, it is true, say nothing
as to a hypothetical propounding to them the Copernican theory is simply false.
But this is the usual style of all disciplinary tribunals. The;
words of Bellarmine before quoted leave no doubt as to the Church's mind.
interests of religion required that

;
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—

and an important step towards their »-ealization was taken when in 1757
the Newtonian philosopliy wliich inv jlves the centraHty of the «un naving
Benedict XIV. suspended the decree
been favorably received at Rome
of the Congregation of the Index above described/
III.
One more question remains
whether Galileo was or was not tor-

—

—

tured in the course of his examination.
torture being even threatened to a

man

It is

extremely painful to read of

so warmly loved by a host of

and to whom science was under such profound obligations. However, one may feel reasonably confident that it was no more than a threat.
M. I'Epinois {La Question de Galilee, p. 104) enters fully into the question,
and shows (i) that no one in the seventeenth century ever said or thought,
so far as appears, that Galileo had been actually tortured (2) that a special " interlocutory sentence " of the judge must have been given before
the application of the torture, and that of such sentence there is no trace;
(3) that even if such sentence had been given, Galileo might have legally
appealed against it on the ground of age and ill-health, and that his appeal
must have been allowed. For these and several other reasons which we
have not space to analyse, L'Epinois considers that it is scarcely possible
to doubt that the torture, though threatened, was not actually adminisfriends,

;

tered.
There need be no question as to the sincerity of the Pope and cardinals in repudiating Copernicanism.
was then known, the appearances of nature might be equally well explained on cither theory.
And Scripture in its obvious meaning agreed with one and not with the other. Neither Bacon, nor Tycho
Brahe, nor D«>cartes, accepted the Coperalcan theory. Milton, in the Paradise Lott^ wavers between the two
^-

I

So

far as
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N

the

fifth

century Ireland was divided, as

centuries afterwards,

Some unknown

into

several

small

was

!t

lor

kingdoms.

preachers must have found their

way

into the country even before the mission of Palladius,

and converted some
Christ, for St.

of

the natives to the faith of

Prosper in his chronicle (published

about 434 ), writes that Palladius was sent by Pope Celestine
in 431 "ad Scotos in Christum credentes," to the Scots believing in Christ. The terms Scotia and Scots originally belonged
This mission of Palladius, who was
to Ireland and the Irish.

Roman Church, did not last long, and bore little
So much we learn from the Book of Armagh written

deacon of the
fruit.

(

before 700), with the additional fact that Palladius died
Britain on his return from Ireland.

The general conversion of the Irish nation was reserved for
who was probably born at the place now called Kilpatrick on

St. Patrick,

the Clyde,
1

in

'

whence he was

Dr. Moran, Bishop of Ossory,

carried as a slave into the north of Ireland

who formerly leaned

to the opii»ion that the place

France, has lately written convincin^y in favoitr of the Scottbl

eite.
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The degradation and darkness

of

the inhabitants

profoundly impressed his pure and generous heart, and from the time
when he regained his liberty, at the age of twenty-one, he devoted himself
to the divine service and the task of spreading the doctrines of salvation.
After going through a course of study at Marmoutier and Lerins, he

Rome. We next hear of him as accompanying St. Germanus
and St. Lupus on their anti-Pelagian mission to Britain. Being selected
if we may
by St. Germanus to preach the faith in Ireland, he went first
repaired to

accept the testimony of Probus
Celestine dying soon

after,

^

—

—

to

Patrick

Rome to obtain the apostolic
left Rome and journeyed

blessing.

towards

Hearing on his way of the death of Palladius, he went to St.
Amatorex, who ordained him bishop. Landing in Ireland in 432, he
attended the assembly of the Irish kings and chieftains held on the hill of
Tara in that year. His reception was not very encouraging however, he
converted several, and among others the father of St. Benignus, his
immediate successor in the see of Armagh.
St. Patrick fixed his principal residence! at Armagh, which became the
Ireland.

;

primatial see of the island.

In the course of his long career, extending

beyond sixty years, he visited and converted the greater part of Ireland,
and established bishoprics in all the provinces. Among his chief companions
and assistants were Auxilius, Isserninus, and Secundinus. The Irish
people received the gospel with extraordinary readiness.

St.

Patrick

left

few writings behind him his " Confession," a kind of autobiography, is his
chief work.
We have also his circular letter against Coroticus, and the
canons of a synod which he held with Auxilius and Isserninus, about 45 3^
In his " Confession " he does not mention
to regulate Church discipline.
the Pope or the Holy See, and Beda, in his " Ecclesiastical History," is
Hence Protestant writers have inferred
silent about St. Patrick's mission.
that he had no mission from Rome, and preached a Christianity of his
own, distinct from that of the Popes in short, that he was a kind of
This hypotnesis has been exploded by Dr. Lanigan, Bishop
Protestant.
Moran, and others, who show that although St. Patrick, having a special
object in view when he wrote the " Confession," says nothing in it about
;

;

Church is unintelligible unless we
assume a close and filial relation to the Holy See to have existed from the
first.
Within a century after St. Patrick, St. Columbanus, the great Irish

Rome, yet the

history of the early Irish

missionary of the sixth century, said to the Pope,
held unshaken by us, as
1

it

was delivered

Probus wrote a Life of St. Patrick in the tenth century

;

to us

"The

Catholic faith

is

by you, the successors of

see O'Curry's Materials of Ancient Irish Histoiy,
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.

Another theory was put forward by the learntci
Usher, the Protestant Archbishop of Armagh it was that Ireland did not
owe her Christianity to Rome, nor even to St. Patrick, since she already
But when the
possessed a hierarchy at the time when the saint arrived.
Ailbe,
names of the bishops supposed to have belonged to this hierarchy
came to be examined, Dr. Lanigan was able.
Declan, Ibar, Kieran, etc.
the holy Apostles. "

*

;

—

—

to prove that they were all posterior in date to St. Patrick,^

With

respect to §eda, although

true that he does not mention St.

is

it

Patrick in his Ecclesiastical History, the circumstance

— may perhaps

— singular

as

it

be explained on the ground that
he chose to confine himself strictly to the religious concerns of the Angles
and Saxons. It is impossible to infer from it that Beda passed over the
conversion of Ireland in silence, because he, a zealous adherent of Rome,

must be admitted

to be

Had he

disapproved of a work effected independently of Rome.

so

felt,

he

would have studiously avoided speaking of St. Patrick in his other writBut the fact is that in both his " Martyroloings, as well as in his history.
In the prose one, under
gies," Beda does give the name of St. Patrick.
March 17, he says, " In Scotia, the birthday of the holy Patricius, bishop
and confessor, who first in that country preached the gospel of Christ.
In his metrical martyrology, under the same day, he says, " Patricius,
"'

the servant of the Lord,

The death

mounted

to the heavenly court.

of the apostle of Ireland occurred in 493.

of the history of the

Church

in Ireland

from that time

The
to

present sketch

our

own day

will

be divided into three periods: i, that of sanctity, learning, and missionary
energy (493-800) 2, that of invasions and usurpation (800-1530); 3, that
;

The

of persecution (1530-1829).

period

date will be regarded by our descendants,
trusted, as
I.

The

classes.

down

commencing
if

at the last-named

present appearances

may

be

an era of restoration.

by the national hagiographers into three

Irish saints are divided

In the

which consists

first,

of those of the earliest Christian

age

about 530, the principal figures are those of St. Patrick himself,
St. Brigid of Kildare, St. Ibar, St. Declan, and St. Kieran.
The second
class, from 530 to 600, contains St. Coemgen or Kevin, the two Brendans,
to

Jarlath of
class,

Tuam, and

whose period

the great St.

Columba or Columbkill.

from 600

about 660, contains

is

first

Bishop of Ferns;

The

first class,

1

in

the

St.

to

Colman

words

Moran, Essc^i om tht Early Irish Chttrch^

of

of

St.

The

third

Maidoc, the

Lindisfarne, Ultan, Fursey, etc.

the ancient authority quoted

p. 4.

^ Ikid. p. 40.
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l_anigan,' "blazes like the sun, the second like the moon, the third like

....

the stars

the

first

most

holy, the second very holy, the third

holy.

That

learning, in

the branches then known, was eagerly followed by

all

which there is
abundant evidence. A copious literature sprang up, consisting of monastic
rules, tracts on ritual and discipline, homilies, prayers, hymns, genealogies,
martyrologies in prose and verse, and lives of saints. This literature,
as was to be expected, was partly composed in the vernacular and partly
The extant remains are
in Latin but the bulk of it was iru the Gaelic.
that they are not yet more copious is explained by
still considerable
Professor O'Curry in a remarkable passage, which will be cited in a difIrish students

from the time

of the conversion, is a fact of

;

;

ferent connection further on.

The English Beda

bears ungrudging testimony to the high character

who had laboured

the Irish missionaries

of

general belief in the excellence of

tude of those teachers,

one thought was how

The

"

he

says, "

Northumbria, and to the
" The whole solicithe Irish schools.
was to serve God, not the world their
;

to train the heart, not

special excellence

of the

in

Irish

how

to satisfy the appetite."^

schools was

the

interpretation

of

Scripture; thus about 650, Agilbert, a French bishop, resided a long time
in Ireland "for the

Some

sake of reading the Scriptures."^

became a common practice

years later

Northumbrian thanes to visit
Ireland, either with a view to greater advance in the spiritual life, or for the
sake of biblical knowledge, " divinse lectionis." These last would go from
place to place, attending the cells of the different masters and so. generous were the natives, that they provided for them all " their daily food
free of cost, books also to read, and gratuitous teaching."*

(664)

it

with* the

;

;

The

missionary energy of the Irish Church,

island off the coast of Mull, which

it

made

commencing with a

little

a basis for further operations,

ended by embracing France, Switzerland, and Italy within the scope of
its charity.
St. Columba, of whom Montalembert in his " Monks of the
West " has given to the world a graphic portraiture, founded the monastery of Hy or lona in 563, chiefly with a view to the conversion of the
Picts dwelling in the north of Scotland.
For more than 230 years lona
continued to flourish, and was a centre of pure religion, education, art, and
literature to all the surrounding countries.
Here, as in a " sacred store^

History of the Church of Ireland,

3 Hist.
' Ibid.
*

Ecd.
iii.

iii.

330.

ii.

2d

7.

Jbid. iiL 27.

»
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bones of not a few Irish, Scottish, and Norwegian kings^
It was devastated by the Danes in 795, and the monks were dispersed a
few years later. From lona the monk Aidan, at the invitation of king
Oswald, came into Northumbria, the Angles of which were still mostly
Pagans, and founded in 633 a monastery on the isle of Lindisfarne, of
which he became the first bishop. To him and his successors the converLindisfarne in its turn
sion of the northern English was chiefly due.
became a great school of sacred learning and art, and its bishopric
In East Anglia the
ultimately grew into the palatine see of Durham.
Irish St. Fursey assisted Felix the Burgundian in the conversion of the
natives; in Wessex the Irish Maidulf founded the great convent of
Malmesbury. In the sixth and seventh centuries Irish missionaries were
active in France Fridolin restored religion at Poictiers, and recovered
the relics of St. Hilary St. Fursey founded a monastery at Lagny St.
Fiacre settled at Paris and Columbanus founded in Burgundy the historic monastery of Luxeuil.
In Switzerland the name of the town and
canton of St. Gall perpetuates the memory of an Irish anchorite, who in
613 planted a cross near a spring in the heart of a dense forest, south of
the lake of Constance, and by despising the world drew the world to him.
Bobbio, in Italy, was the last foundation and resting-place of St. Columbanus.
In Germany, the Irish Fridolin, the hero of many a tender Volks'
lied diiidi wild legend, was probably the first apostle of the Alemanni in
Baden and Suabia.'^
The well-known controversy respecting the right observation of Easter,
which raged in the seventh and eighth centuries between those who had
received a Roman and an Irish training respectively, turned on the fact
that the Irish Church, from its isolation in the far west, and the difficulties
of communication with the centre of unity, had fallen somewhat behindhand in ecclesiastical science, and not adopted the improved methods of
calculation which had come into force in Latin Christendom generally.^
After there had been time for a full discussion and comparison of views,
the Irish gradually came round to the better practice. At a synod held at
Old Leighlin, in 630, a letter having come from Honorius I., the Roman
cycle and rules for computing Easter were adopted in all the south of Ire«
house,"

*

rest the

:

;

;

;

^
1

—

.

'-

•

Shaksp. Macbeth, Act

II

—

.,

I

l

llgnl

>

I

111

Ill

M^.IM

11

!

III!

II. sc. 4.

" Fridolin," by Hefele, in Wetzer and Welte.
8 The erroneous practice was not that of the Quartodecimans [Easter, Cycle], for the Irish always waited
for Sunday before celebrating the feast; it consisted in keeping Easter from the fourteenth to the twentieth
day of the first month, instead of from the fifteenth to the twenty-first; the consequence being that when
Sunday fell on the fourteenth, Easter began to be kept on the evening of the thirteenth day, that is, ^fort
the occurrence of the Paschal full moon.
2

Art.
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the north of Ireland the necessary change was

Adamnan, Abbot

Hy, labored hard between
701 and 704 to introduce the Roman Easter, and met with considerable
But the decisive adoption of. it at Hy is said to have been due
success.
to the persuasions of St. Egbert about 716.^
II.
Period of Invasions. The Danes (called " Ostmen " by the Irish),
appeared on the Irish coasts about the end of the eighth century. Wherever they came, they desecrated churches, burnt monasteries, destroyed
books, pictures, and sculptures, murdered priests, monks, and poets.
To
the ferocity of the wild beast they joined the persevering energy of the
Teuton their arms were better than those of the Irish, and perhaps they
had more skill in handling them. Confusion and lamentation were soon
of

—

;

in every part of the island.

Men

after a while seeing the continued suc-

cess of these odious Pagans, began to doubt of Providence, and to

grow

Sauve qui pent became the general feeling, and the generosity towards the Church of the converts of the age of St. Patrick underwent a selfish but not unnatural reaction in their descendants. " When
foreign invasion and war had cooled down the fervid devotion of the
native chiefs and had distracted and broken up the long-established reciprocity of good offices between the Church and the State, as well as the
central executive controlling power of the nation, the chief and the noble
began to feel that the lands which he himself or his ancestors had offered
to the Church, might now, with little impropriety, be taken back by him^
to be applied to his own purposes, quieting his conscience by the necessity of
the case."^ The beautiful Glendalough, founded by St. Kevin about 549,
being near the sea, was peculiarly exposed to Danish assault but not one
slack in faith.

;

— Armagh, Kildare, Clonmacnoise, Slane,
— escaped destruction one time or
Dublin —
which the
From time
Ath-cliath — became a Danish
time the
name
Clontarf (1014) when
the
invaders were heavily defeated —

of the principal monasteries

etc.

"

is "

of

other.

at

to

city.

battle of

as in

the victorious Brian Boru

Irish

hour

Gradually they
adopted Christianity, lost their national language, and were blended with
fell

in the

of victory.

the natives, never having, as in England, succeeded in subjecting the whole
island to their rule.

In the course of the twelfth century, the

who had
1
•^

for a long period

Lanigan, ii. 389.
Bed. Hist. Eccl. V.
\xK:,\xtx'<{,

power

of the O'Neils of Ulster,

been overlords of the whole of Ireland, declined,

-»•»

Materials, fXZ. p. 343.
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and the O'Connors of Connaught attempted to take their place. But it
was a weak and wavering sovereignty, and the kings of the five petty
kingdoms were continually plotting, combining, and making war one
against another. A state of general insecurity and lawlessness was the
natural result; and though the faith of the people remained intact, moral
disorder in every form was rampant, and the discipline of the Church was

The

often set at nought.

and

clergy,,

probably for the sake of greater stability

tended to cluster together under some monastic rule and the
abandoned to themselves, fell a prey to gross superstitions and

safety,

laity,

excesses.

;

The

Popes, by sending legates, and writing admonitory letters

from time to time, attempted

to reform the state of society.

half of the twelfth century a powerful influence for

the admirable sanctity of St. Malachy,

Bernard, in 1148, and whose

who

In the

first

good was exerted by

died at Clairvaux under the eyes

was written by his great friend.
The state of things at Armagh, when Malachy was elected to the primacy
in 1 125, is a good illustration of the disorder which pervaded the Irish
Church. A certain powerful family had for more than two hundred years
of St.

life

claimed the primatial chair as a hereditary possession for fifteen. generations they had made good their claim and of these fifteen occupants of
;

;

the see only six were in holy orders, the rest being married laymen,

who

though they did not presume to exercise the episcopal functions, enjoyed
Celsus, the last of the series,
the title and emoluments of the bishopric.-^
being a good mxan, procured the election of St. Malachy as his successor;
but the family resented this intrusion on their " rights," and presented to
the see one of themselves, Murchadh by name, upon the death of Celsus.
For the sake of peace, St. Malachy waited for five years before entering
Armagh; on the death of Murchadh, in 11 33, he was peaceably installed.
In 1 1 38 the saint visited Rome, where Pope Innocent II. received him
His zeal,
with the highest honor, and appointed him his legate in Ireland.
but still more his saintly example, effected a salutary change in the northern

parts

of

Ireland, where, having

macy, he spent the

last ten

Down.
At the beginning

of his reign,

Pope Adrian

obtained leave

years of his

Henry

life

II.

to

resign

the

pri-

as bishop of the small see of

had obtained the approbation

an Englishman, for his project of entering Ireland,
ostensibly with a view to extirpating vice and ignorance among the natives,
of

IV.,

and attaching the island more closely to the see of St. Peter. Of this
bull Henry made no use for many y^ars, and the actual invasion of Ireland
^

Lingard, Hist, of Eng.

ii.

89.
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by Strongbow and other Norman knights was in a manner accidental.
For several generations things went on much as before the English
power was confined to the " Pale," or strip of country on the eastern coast;
in the rest of Ireland the native princes, though they often recognised an
;

English kings, reigned practically after their
Outside the Pale, Brehon, not feudal law prevailed. One

ill-defined over-lordship in the

own

fashion.

resulted

benefit, at least,

:

the

Normans were

great builders

;

and noble

churches of stone soon covered the land. It is true that in this reform
they were preceded by St. Malachy, who had built a church of stone at
Bangor, near Carrickfergus, to the great amazement of the natives, who
had,

till

then,

seen only their

own

ingeniously constructed

edifices

of

timber and wickerwork.

synods were held in the twelfth century. At the first,
that of Kells ( 1152 ), at which a Roman cardinal presided, the metropolitan diginity of the three sees of Cashel, ^ Dublin, and Tuam was solemnly
recognized but the primacy over the whole island was still reserved to
Armagh. At the second, that of Cashel (11 72), held immediately after
the invas.on, Church property was declared to be exempt from the exactions
of the chieftains, the regular payment of tithes was enjoined, and it was
ordered that all matters of ritual should be arranged in future " agreeably

Three great

Irish

;

to the observance of the

Roman

to

The

usage.

Church of England

"

—

in other words, according

third synod, that of Dublin (1186) passed several

canons of ritual it is chiefli}^ noted for a sermon, preached before it by
Gerald de Barri, or Cambrensis, in which, while praising the orthodoxy
and the continency of the Irish clergy he lamented that too many of them
were addicted to intemperance.
;

Many

of

Normans who

the English and

settled in

Ireland after the

invasion adopted by degrees the dress, customs, and laws of the natives,
and became no less intractable than they in their attitude towards the

English government. An effort was made to stop this process by the
Statute of Kilkenny ( 1367 ), which made it treasonable for those of English
descent to marry, or enter into the relation of fosterage, or contract spiritual affinity with the natives and forbade to the same class, on pain of
forfeiture of property, the adoption of an Irish name, or the use of the Irish
But this statute was to a great extent
language, dress, or customs.
inoperative, and from the date of its enactment to the time of Henry VIII.
;

was already regarded as a metropolitan see as early as iiil, and its bishops exerted correspopd
powers to some extent; in 1140 it was formally recognized as such by Innocent II. at the reqaest of St.
Malachy ( Lanigan, iv. 20 )•
» Cashel

£lis|(
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there were two parties in continual opposition to the government, the
**

" Irish

English rebels," and the

enemies.

The demarcation between

"

government thus did its utmost to
maintain, was partially introduced, and with the most unhappy results,
In the counties of the Pale it
into the administration of Church affairs.
was scarcely possible for an ecclesiastic of Irish race to obtain preferment
The invasion by the Scots under Edward Bruce in 131 5, though ultimately
defeated, caused great confusion, and called forth during its continuance
many tokens of sympathy from the Irish clergy. This, says Mr. Malone,
was made a pretext for " throwing off the mask," ^ and under colour
of disloyalty Irishmen were excluded from all the higher dignities and
benefices.
Yet it would appear that this exclusion could not have extended
much beyond the Pale for if we examine the lists of bishops occupying
English and

Irish

which the

civil

;

the Irish sees in 1350,

we

find that out of thirty-three names, eighteen are

certainly Irish, thirteen English, while two

may be

All through

doubtful.

and disunion a strong religious feeling was abroad,
animating the men of both races alike, and directing then; to common
this time of confusion

objects.

In the

thirteenth

century

we hear

of

170 monasteries being

founded; about 55 in the fourteenth; and about 60 in the fifteenth. Two
unsuccessful attempts were made to found universities: one at Dublin
(1320), by Archbishop Bicknor; the other at Drogheda, by the Parliament

which

sat there in 1465.

—

Period of Persecution.
By the aid of Brown, the Archbishop (A
Dublin, an Englishman, who had embraced the Lutheran opinions, Henry
VIII. had some success in imposing his doctrine of the royal supremacy
III.

Under Mary

was
Soon after the accession of Elizabeth, in 1560, a packed
reversed.
Parliament was convened at Dublin which passed an Act of Uniformityj
declaring the royal supremacy over the Church, and imposing the Proteson the

Irish

clergy.

tant Prayer-book.
•the bishops,

By many

all

progress in this

Protestant writers

^ it

direction

has been maintained that

with the exception of two, either approved of or acquiesced

in

the

and that the people for many years frequented the
churches where the English servi-ce was performed. The falsehood of al:
such statements has been exposed by the Bishop of Ossory. ^
The real
state of the case appears to have been this.
The Archbishop of Dublin,
Curwin, conformed to Protestantism, and O'Fihel, Bishop of Leighlin, did,

new order

of things,

2

Church History of Ireland, ch. ix.
Bishop Mant, Dean Murray, etc.

^

Episcopal Succession in Ireland.

^

See also an

article in the CofiCemforafy Review, for

Littledale," etc.
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The conduct

the same.
fert)
viz.

is

more or

less

of four bishops

suspicious.

the Archbishops of Cashel and

(

59

Ossory, Ferns, Cork, and Clon-

The remainder

Tuam

of the

(the see of

Irish

hierarchy,

Armagh was

vacant),

two bishops holding sees in the Pale ( who were deprived by the government), and sixteen other bishops of suffragan sees, remained faithful to

As

their canonical obligations.
of the Elizabethan wars, the

these bishops died, or

government was able

as, in

the course

to consolidate its

power

remoter parts of Ireland, the cathedrals, Church lands, and other
Church property were made over to Protestant bishops and ministers
appointed under the Act of Uniformity. The Catholic Bishop of Kilmore,
in the

Richard Brady, was expelled from the see so late as 1585. The Holy See
did all that it could to support the oppressed Church of Ireland, and
animate the clergy to meet their sufferings with an unbending fortitude.
A nuncio was sent to reside at Limerick, money and arms were liberally
provided, the intervention of Spain solicited, and Irish ecclesiastics visiting
Rome welcomed and jissisted. Except in the case of Dublin, the seat of
the Anglo-Irish government, where the see was left vacant for many years
from the absolute impossibility of any prelate residing there in safety, the
successions of bishops in all the Irish sees appear to have been regularly
maintained through all the period of persecution.
The cause of learning, to which the Irish Church had been ever devoted,
could not but suffer in this prolonged conflict. Before the change of
religion in England there had been some encouraging signs of progress
in the reconciliation of the races through the influence of a common
Among the distinguished Oxford students
interest in intellectual pursuits.
of the first thirty years of the sixteenth century, a considerable proportion

were Irishmen, ^ and it is impossible to doubt that had peace and religious
unity been preserved, this resort to the English universities would have
gone on increasing until it bore its natural fruit in the establishment of a
The change of religion in England cut off
great university on Irish soil.
the supply of Irish students Catholicism became a persecuted creed and
its professors, seats, implements, and productions
the effect on learning
may be understood from the following vigorous passage " From about
the year 1530, in the reign of the English king Henry VIII., to the year
1793, the priests of Ireland were ever subject to persecution, suppression,
dispersion, and expatriation, according to the English law their churches,
monasteries, convents, and private habitations were pillaged and wrested
from them and a Vandal warfare was kept up against all that was verier^

—

—

;

;

:

;

;

^

See the

list in

Wood's Athma Oxom.

Wood does not go farther back than

1500.
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and sacred of the remains

and

which they
When, therefore, we make search for the once extensive
possessed.
monuments of learning which the ecclesiastical libraries contained of old,
we must remember that this shocking system continued for near 300
years; and that during all that long period the clergy
the natural
repositories of all the documents which belonged to the history of the
Church
were kept in a continual state of insecurity and transition, often
compelled to resort to the continent for education, often forced to quit
their homes and churches at a moment's notice, and flv for their lives, in
the first instance to the thorny depths of the nearest forest or t^iC damp
shelter of some dreary cavern, until such time, if ever it should come, as
they could steal away to the hospitable shores of some Christian land on
"*
the continent of Europe.
Under James I. and Charles I., the Catholic clergy having been now
stripped of all their property, and the laity of a considerable portion of
theirs, some toleration was extended by the government to Catholic worThe terrible rising of 1641 was the commencement of a war of
ship.
eleven years, ending with the surrender of Galway in 1652.
Innocent X.
sent the Archbishop of Fermo (Rinuccini) as his nuncio to Ireland in the
autumn of 1645, with considerable supplies of arms and money. Unfortunately dissension arose in the Rational ranks
a moderate section of the
clergy, with most of the Catholic gentry and laity, were for aiding the
King against the Parliament, and not exacting from him very stringent
conditions but the bulk of the population, supported by the nuncio and
the inferior clergy, were for turning the war into a struggle for complete
religious freedom and national independence.
Cromwell transported his
victorious army to Ireland in 1649, and by several successful sieges, followed by bloody military executions, broke the strength of the resistance.
The conquest of the island was completed by his lieutenants. The sufferings of the Irish clergy during, and still more after, the war, were indescribable.
Bishop O'Brien of Emly was executed by Ireton's order (165 1)
after the fall of Limerick.
Bishop Egan of Ross was murdered by Ludlow's soldiers in 1650.
In the same year Bishop McMahon of Cloghar,
being in command of a body of Irish troops, fell into the hands of the
Puritans, and, though quarter had been promised, was hanged.
A letter
of Dr. Burgatt, afterwards Archbishop of Cashel, written in 1667, says that
in the persecution begun by Cromwell " more than 300 [clergy] were put
to death by the sword or on the scaffold
more than 1000
.
able

of ancient literature

art

—

—

;

;

.

.

»

O'Ciurry's MateriaUt etc. p. 355.
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and among these
Bishop of Kilmore, who was too old

were sent into

exile,

whom

all

61

the surviving bishops," except the

to move.^

The

Puritan soldiers put

and yet so close a tie of
affection bound the clergy to their native land and their people, that even
in 1658, about the worst time of all, there were upwards of 150 priests in
each province.^ The regular clergy were no better off the Acts of the
General Chapter of the Dominican Order held at Rome in 1656, mention
that out of 600 friars who were in the island in 1646 not a fourth part were
left, and of forty-three convents of the order, not one remained standing.^
All these horrors the Puritans pretended to justify, as done in retaliation
That a great number of persons
for the massacre of Protestants in 1641.
were cruelly put to death at the time of that rising is undeniable but, as
Lingard points out,^ the main object pursued was not the murder of the
every priest to death

they

with

fell in

;

;

;

Protestants, but the reccvery of the confiscated lands.

adds,

That

^

\)r^y [the

Irish]

suffered as

much

He

significantly

as they inflicted cannot be

doubted*

The

both priests and

were cast on the French coast in a
^tate of such utter destitution, that, but for prompt and ample relief, many
nust have perished. Happily a saint was at hand to help them. St. Vincent of Paul, filled with compassion for these victims of war and fanaticism, collected money and clothing for them, and provided them all with
homes and shelter; he even sent considerable supplies to Ireland.^ The
Bishop of Ossory also gives detailed proof of the unwearied solicitude of
the Holy See, for many years after the Cromwellian invasion, in procuring
succours of every kind for the Irish Catholics, and itself aiding them with
*iioney to the utmost of its power.^
The Act of Settlement (1660) legalised the Cromwellian spoliations; but
the Catholic worship was tolerated all through the reign of Charles II.
At the Revolution, the Irish espoused the cause of their king, who, whatever quarrel the English might have 7/ith him, had done Ireland no wrong.
Neither the letter nor the spirit of the constitution enjoined that the Irish
Parliament and people should change their king whenever it might suit
^

e.^iles,

laity,

Moran, Hist. Sketch of the Persecutions under Cromwell (1862) p. 82.

a lb.
p. 98.

8

Moran,

* Hist,

op.

cit.

of Eng.

p. 74.

vii.

app. note «»«.

*

Moran,

op.

®

About

16SS, 72,000 francs a year

cit,

p. 52.

laity.

In 1699 the Pope sent to James

year.

From about 1750

to 1800 the

were supplied by
II.,

Rome

for the support of the Irish secular dergjr anii

at St. Germain's, 58,000 francs for the Irish ecclesiastics exiled thai

Popes sent the Irish bishops a hundred

Roman crowas a

year

m

Catholic poor schools.
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the English people to change theirs.

But, in the absence of effectual aio

from abroad, the superior resources of the stronger r^ation crushed the
resistance of the weaker; and a period commenced for the Irish Church
and people sadder than any that had preceded it. The writings of Burke,
Mr. Lecky's " History of the Eighamong recent publications
and
teenth Century," paint in detail the picture of Ireland ruined and outraged
by the penal laws. Whatever iniquitous law and crafty administration
could devise to destroy the faith of the people was tried during the gloomy
century which began at the Revolution, but all to no effect. The ill success
of the American war compelled the English government to propose the

—

—

penal laws in 1778.
From that time the Irish
Church has been step by step regaining portions and fragments of the

first

relaxation

of

the

which she was deprived in the sixteenth century. The Protestant
Church was disestablished in 1869. The last twenty years have seen the

rights of

covered

island

with

beautiful

churches, convents, colleges, etc.
"

In

/heir

much

religious

edifices

Of such a people

—-cathedrals,
it

may be

parish-

justly said,

experience of tribulation they have had abundance of joy, and

very deep poverty hath abounded unto the riches of their sim-

plicity."

The

^

following

is

a

list

Hnd twenty-four suffragan
Armagh.
Dromore.

:

of the Irish sees, of

which four are metropolitan

Province of Armagh.
Meath.
Raphoe.

Down and

—

Derry.

Clogher.

Ardagh.

Connor.

Kilmore.

Province of Dublin,
Dublin.

Ossory.

Kildare and Leighlin.

Ferns.

Cashel and Emly.

Province of Cashel.
Waterford and Lismore.

Cork.

Cloyne.

Killaloe.

Limerick.

Ross.

Kerry.

Tuam.

Elphin.

Achonry.

Gal way.

Province of Tuam.

Kilmacduagh and Kilfenora. Clonfert.

Mitred Abbot : The most Rev. the Abbot

Killala.

of

Mount

Melleray, Cappoquin.

(Lanigan, "Ecclesiastical History of Ireland," 1829; Plowden, " Historical Review of the State of Ireland," 1803; Malone, " Church History oi
Ireland," 3d

edition,

Ossoriense;"

"

1880;

Moran [Bishop

of

Ossory], "

Sp]<. •'iegiimi

Essays on the Origin, Doctrine, and Discipline of ttie early
Irish Church," 1864; "Historical Sketch of the Persecutions suffered by
the Catholics of Ireland under Cromwell and the Puritans" [1862].)
^

2 Cor. viii, 2.
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©©flege: at ^©me:.

the English College

— contemplated

owed

its

foun.

a similar institution for

Ireland; but on mature consideration he judged that whatever portion of

the Papal revenues could be spared to aid that injured people would be
better spent in sending

engaged

them money and arms,

at a

time when they were

in a deadly struggle with their English oppressors, than in

any

His original desire was, however, carried out by his nephew
the Cardinal Ludovico Ludovisio, who in 1628 founded a college near the
Piazza Barberini for the instruction of Irish theological students, who were
afterwards to return to their own land, and do their best to keep alive the
flame of religion among their persecuted countrymen. The celebrated Irish
Franciscan Fr. Luke Wadding, the historian of his order, was the first
rector of the college, which opened with six students, and a dotation of
Cardinal Ludovisio by his will bequeathed to it a
fifty scudi per month.
large vineyard at Castel Gandolfo, and a thousand scudi of annual rent
he further directed that its management should be transferred to the hands
A permanent site for the college was found near
of the Society of Jesus.
The students
the convent of the Dominican nuns of the Annunziata.
attended lectures at the Collegio Romano [Roman College].
The college remained under Jesuit management till 1773, when the
order was suppressed from that time to the date of the French invasion
when it shared in the general ruin which fell on all the Roman collefres
it was governed by an Iri'^h rector assisted by three or four secular priests
In 1826 it was restored by Leo XII., who placed it in a
of that nation.
suitable building near the church of S. Lucia de' Ginnasi, with Mgr. Blake
Soon afterwards it was arranged that the Cardinal
for its first rector.
Prefect of Propaganda J>ro tern, should always be the protector of the colCard. Cappellari, afterwards Gregory XVI., who thus became their
lege.
uther way.

—
—

;

protector, conceived a singular affection

loaded

it

with favors.

for this

Irish

community, and

In 1836 he paid a formal visit to the college, while

Paul Cullen, afterwards Cardinal Archbishop of Dublin, was rector; and
in the same year he made over to it the monastery and church of S. Agata

As

another proof of his regard, he granted to the students
the privilege of carrying in the annual procession of Corpus Christi the
staves of the baldacchino under which the Pope carries the Blessed Sacraalia

Suburra.

ment, from the end of the colonnade in the piazza of St. Peter's to the great
gate of the

Accoramboni

palace.
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INQUISITION.

N

Church had any
doubt that in her hands, and only in hers, was
the deposit of the true faith and rehgion placed by
Jesus Christ, and that, as it is her duty to teach
this to all nations, so she is bound by all practicable and lawful means to restrain the malice or madness of those who would corrupt the message or resist the
teacher.
Some have maintained that no means o£ coercion
are lawful for her to use but those which are used in the internal forum [Forum Internum] and derive their sanction
from anticipated suffering in the next world. The power of
the Church, according to Fleury, ^ is " purely spiritual," and
he held with Marsilius that the Pope could employ no coactive punishment of any kind unless the emperor
i.e.
the
civil power
gave him leave. From such a view it logically
no age

of

Christianity has

the

—

—

follows that St. Paul ought

to

have asked

the permission

Paulus before striking Ely mas the sorcerer with blindness
whelming majority of the canonists take the opposite view

!

of

Serglus

The

over-

— namely, that

the Church can and ought to visit with fitting punishment the heretic and
the revolter; and since the publication of the numerous encyclical letters

and allocutions of the late Pope treating of the relations between Church
and State, and the inherent rights of the former, the view of Fleury can
no longer be held by any Catholic.
For many ages after the conversion of Constantine it was easier for
the Church to repress heresy by invoking the secular arm than by organis
1

Fleury, Dernier Discours, ch. 14.
61
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ing tribunals of her own for the purpose. Reference to ecclesiastical history and the codes of Justinian and Theodosius shows that the emperors
generally held as decided views on the pestilent nature of heresy, and
the necessity of extirpating it in the germ before it reached its hideous
They were willing to repress it they
maturity, as the Popes themselves.
and they had oldtook from the Church the definition of what it was
;

;

established tribunals

had but

as a rule,

and the

latter

punish.

But

armed with

all

the terrors of the law.

bishops,

to notify the appearance of heretics to the lay power,

hastened to make inquiry, and,
in

The

the thirteenth century a

The emperor

new

if

necessary, to repress and

race of temporal rulers rose

perhaps had no Christian faith at
all
John of England meditated, sooner than yield to the Pope openly
and Philip Augustus was refractory towards the
to apostatise to Islam
Church in various ways. The Church was as clear as ever upon the neceswhich
secular sovereignty
sity of repressing heretics, but the weapon
she had hitherto employed for the purpose, seemed to be breaking in her
hands. The time was come when she was to forge a weapon of her own
to power.

Frederic

II.

;

;

—

—

and fidelity of which she could
trust
which, in the task of detecting and punishing those who misled
their brethren, should employ all the minor forms of penal repression,
while still remitting to the secular arm the case of obstinate and incorrigible offenders.
Thus arose the Inquisition. St. Dominic is said by some
to have first proposed the erection of such a tribunal to Innocent III., and
to have been appointed by him the first inquisitor.'
Other writers trace
the origin of the tribunal to a synod held at Toulouse by Gregory IX. in
1229, after the Albigensian crusade which ordered that in every parish a
priest and several respectable laymen should be appointed to search out
heretics and bring them before the bishops.''
The task of dealing with
the culprits was difficult and invidious, and the .bishops ere long made over
their responsibility in the matter to the Dominican order.
Gregory IX.
appointed none but Dominican inquisitors Innocent IV. nominated Franciscans also, and Clement VII. sent as inquisitor into Portugal a friar of
the order of Minims.
But the majority of the inquisitors employed have
always been Dominicans, and the commissary of the Holy Office at Rome
belongs ex officio to this order.
The Congregation of Cardinals of the Holy Inquisition was first erected
uy Paul III. (1542), and remodelled by Sixtus V. about forty years later.
to establish a tribunal the incorruptness
;

;

—

—

—

-

1

Ferraris, " Inquisitionis S. Officium."

^

MOhler; Kirchengeschichte,

ii.

651.
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"

composed of twelve

It is

cardinals

;

discharges the functions of a judge ordinary

who

....

of a commissary

who'

of a counsellor or assessor,

;

one of the presidents of the Curia of consultors, selected by the
Pope himself from among the most learned theologians and canonists
qualificators, who gave their opinions on questions submitted to them; an
advocate charged with the defence of persons accused and other subordiis

;

;

nate

The

officials.

principal sittings of the congregation are held under

the immediate presidency of the Pope.'"
tion proceeds against

any who

This supreme court of inquisiare delated to it, and in former times used

to hear appeals from the sentences

of similar courts elsewhere, and to

depute inquisitors to proceed to any place where they might appear to be
needed. The duties and powers of inquisitors are minutely laid down in
the canon law, it being always assumed that the civil power will favor, or

Thus

can be compelled to favor their proceedings.

they " have

power

to constrain

all

it

is

laid

down

magistrates, even secular magistrates,

to cause the statute against heretics to be observed," and to require

do so

that

them

also that they can "

compel all magistrates and judges
o execute their sentences, and these must obey on pain of excommunication " also that inquisitors in causes of heresy "can use the secular arm,"
and that " all temporal rulers are bound to obey inquisitors in causes of.
faith."
No such state of things as that here assumed now exists in any
nowhere does the State assist the Church in putting
part of Europe
\o swear to

;

;

^

;

down heresy

;

it is

ling a jurisdiction

therefore superfluous to describe regulations control-

which has

lost the

medium

in

which

it

could work, and

live.

The canon law

also

assumes that

all

bishops, being themselves inquisi-

tors ex vi termini into the purity of the faith in their respective dioceses,
will co-operate

with the

official inquisitors.

Each may

inquire separately,,

but the sentence ought to proceed from both if they disagree, reference
must be made to Rome. The proceedings taken against the Lollard followers of Wyclif by Archbishops Arundel and Chicheley between 1382 and
1428,' illustrate both the points noticed above
i. That the civil power in
pre-reformation times was wont to give vigorous aid to the bishops in
extirpating heresy; 2. That the bishops themselves could and did exercise
stringent inquisitorial powers apart from the appointment of special in;

:

quisitors.

'

De Moy,

*

Ferraris, loc.

*

Lewis' Life of Wyclif, p. 126.

in

Wetzer and Welte.
czt.

§§ 33-37.
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does not appear that Papal inquisitors were ever commissioned, eo no*
mine, in England. In France the Inquisition was established in pursuance of
It

the decrees of the synod of Toulouse (1229) already referred to.

Its tribu-

were converted into State courts by Philip the Fair, who made use of
them to condemn and ruin the Templars. In this condition they remained
In 1538 the Grand Inquisitor, Louis de Rochette,
till the Reformation.
was convicted of Calvinism and burnt soon afterwards the powers of
these courts were transferred to the parliaments, and finally to the bishops
In Germany, Conrad of Marburg, a man of a harsh and inflexible
(1560).
temper, the confessor of St. Elizabeth, attempted to estCtOlish an inquisihe was assassinated, and the tribunal never
tion in the thirteenth century
[On the Spanish Inquisition, see the
gained a footing in the country.
nals

;

;

next

IT

article.]

was founded by Ferdinand and

first

judges of the tribunal

and many of the

Isabella

Seville

in

1481, the

The clergy
kingdom had for some time

being two

laity of the Castilian

at

Dominicans.

some such measure in order to check the
profanations and frauds which the sham conversion to Christianity
Even the
of a large number of Jews and' Moors had occasioned.
pressed

the

adoption

of

episcopal thrones of Spain are said to have been not

always preserved

from the intrusion of these audacious hypocrites. Torquemada, another
Dominican, appointed in 1483, was Grand Inquisitor for fifteen years.
Under him three new tribunals of the Holy Office were erected, at CorThese
dova, Jaen, and Villa Real afterwards a fifth was added at Toledo.
tribunals were always popular with the lower orders and the clergy in
Spain, but terrible in the eyes of the nobles and the rich middle class, who
believed that they were often used by the government as engines of polit;

Vz'eX

repression in order to diminish their influence.

Ranke

calls

the Span-

ish Inquisition **a royal tribunal, furnished with spiritual weapons."

1492 an edict was issued for the

In

banishment from Spain of all Jews
refusing to embrace Christianity, chiefly on account of their alleged incorrigible obstinacy in persisting in the attempt to convert Christians to their
own faith and instruct them in their rites.' About a hundred thousand
went into banishment, and an equal or greater number are supposed to
*

Prescott's

Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella,

ii.

122.
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Spain, where their

merely nominal Christianity and
secret addiction to their ancestral doctrines and usages gave employment

have remainej

in

to the Inquisition for centuries.

was written by Llorente, who
was secretary to the tribunal of Madrid from 1790 to 1792. Hence he has

The

history of the Spanish Inquisition

been supposed to have possessed great opportunities for obtaining exact
information and his statement, that during its existence of 330 years the
;

Spanish Inquisition condemned 30,000 persons to death, has been quoted
with credulous horror in every corner of the civilized world.
Dr. Hefele,

now

bishop of Rottenburg, has examined with great care and

worth of the above statement,
Llorente.

First, there is

of penal justice in

all

ability^

the

and the question of the credit due to

the general fact of the greater relative severity

countries alike,

till

within quite recent times.

Carolina, or penal code in force under Charles V.,

condemned

The

coiners to

Burying alive and other barbarous
none of which were allowed by the

the flames, and burglars to the gallows.

punishments were sanctioned by it,
In England, in the sixteenth century, persons refusing to
Inquisition.
The last witch burned in
plead could be, and were, pressed to death.
Europe was sentenced in the canton Glarus by a Protestant tribunal as
Secondly, Llorente omits to draw attention to the fact that
late as 1785.
the Spanish kings obliged the Inquisition to try and sentence persona
charged with many other crimes besides heresy e. g. with polygamy,

—

seduction,

unnatural

personation, etc.

down

A

crime,

smuggling, witchcraft,

large proportion

of

sorcery,

imposture,

criminals of this kind would,

to the present century, have been sentenced to death

on conviction

any secular tribunal in Europe. Thirdly, Llorente does not pretend to
base the above statement as to the number executed by the Inquisition on
written documents, but on calculations of his own making, in some of
which he can be proved to be inexpert and inexact. Fourthly, Hefele
gives a list of palpable misstatements and exaggerations which he has
Fifthly, the man's career, when closely
detected in Llorente's volumes.
examined, does not invite confidence. At the end of the last century he
was a liberal ecclesiastic, imbued with French ideas, and on intimate
terms with Freemasons.
In 1806, at the instigation of Godoy, he wrote
a book against the fueros, or ancient privileges, of the Basque provinces.
He accepted employment from the usurping government of Joseph
Bonaparte,
Banished from Spain on the fall of Joseph, he escaped
to Paris, and pubHshed his " History of the Inquisition " in 1814.
He
in

^

In his Lt/e of Cardinal Ximenes, translated by Canon Dalton, i860.
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next translated the abominable novel, " Faublas," into Spanish
ing exiled from France in 1822, died at Madrid the next year.
"

The

celebrated Autos-da-F^

says Mohler,' " were as

and, be-

Acts of the confession of the faith),"
a rule bloodless.
But few inquisitorial processes
(i. e.

terminated with the death of the accused."

was

;

The

auto, speaking generally,

form of reconciling culprits to the Church. Nevertheless, the
severities practised by the tribunals were such that Rome frequently interfered.
The Spanish Inquisition was abolished in 181 3.

^

a

Kirchetigeschichte,

ii.

655.
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a native of Florence, remarkable

from his
childhood upwards for the singular beauty and purity

came to reside at Rome, at the age of
eighteen, in 1533.
For some years he was tutor to
the children of a Florentine nobleman living in
Rome. His life was one of habitual self-denial, penA thirst for doing good consumed him;
ance, and prayer.
and by degrees he gathered round him a number of men,
young and old, whom' he animated by his discourses to a
greater zeal for, God and hatred of evil, and to a more exact
of his character,

regularity of life than they had

known

This he did
while still a layman but on the advice of his confessor he
received holy orders, and was ordained priest in 155 1.
For a
short time after his ordination he received in his own; chamber
those whom he had won to God, and instructed them on spirthen, during seven years, in a larger room.
Out of these
itual things
colloquies was gradually perfected the plan of evening exercises, which is
plain sermons being preached,
to this day practised by the congregation,
hymns sung, and popular devotions used, in a regular order, on every
week-day evening except Saturday. The number of persons attending the
exercises still increasing, he obtained (1558) from the administration of the
Church of St. Jerome leave to build over one of the aisles of that church a
chapel, to which he gave the modest name of an '' oratory," whence arose
the name of the congregation.
About this time many persons afterwards
eminent in the Church and the world joined him, amongst whom were
Caesar Baronius, the ecclesiastical historian, and Francis Maria Tarugi,
before.

;

;

—

afterwards Cardinals, Lucci, Tassone, etc.
living in

Church of

Rome
St.

Six years

later,

the Florentines

having requested him to undertake the charge of the

John the Baptist which they had
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caused Baronius and others of his followers to remove thither and to
From this date the commencement of the congregareceive ordination.
Their numbers increasing, it seemed desirable to the
tion is reckoned.
Fathers to have a house of their own. The old church of the Vallicella,
situated in the heart of

Rome, was ceded

to

them

in

1575

;

and

St. Philip

at once caused the present magnificent church, called the " Chiesa

Nuova,"

be commenced on the site. The Fathers removed to the Vallicella in
1577 on the completion of the church; St. Philip joined them in 1583.
Gregory XI 1 1, had approved and confirmed the erection of the congregaThe constitutions of the society which St. Philip desired
tion in 1575.
should be composed of simple priests, without vows, but agreeing to a
were approved by Paul V. in 16 12. St. Philip died in 1595,
rule of life
was beatified in 16 15, and canonised in 1622. The rule of the congregation from the first was that each house should be independent, the only
exception being made in favor of certain Italian oratories (Naples, San
Severino, and afterwards Lanciano), which were at first administered by
the mother house at Rome.
The Oratory was introduced into England in 1847 by Dr. (now Cardinal) Newman, who, during his long sojourn in Rome following upon his
conversion, had studied closely the work of the holy founder and become
deeply imbued with the spirit of his institute. The first house was at
Mary Vale, i. e. Old Oscott, and was transferred, after a temporary sojourn
at St. Wilfrid's, Staffordshire, to Alcester Street, Birmingham, in January,
-^ short time later a house was opened at King William Street,
1849.
Strand, London, by F. Faber, with several other Fathers who belonged to
the Birmingham congregation, and were still subject to Father Newman.
In October, 1850, the London house was released from obedience to Birmingham, and erected into a congregation with a superior of its own. It
was finally transferred to Brompton, where it is now erecting a large
domed church. The Oratory at Birmingham has remained under the
to

—

—

direction

—ever since

his elevation to the purple

—of

its illustrious

founder,

and has become a great centre for the midland counties of Catholic preaching and education.

The
of

following passage embodies a portion of the cardinal's conception

St. Philip's

work.

"

He was

do a work almost peculiar

raised up," writes Cardinal

Newman, "to

Instead of combating like
Ignatius, or being a hunter of souls like St. Cajetan, " Philip preferred, as

he expressed

it,

in the

Church."

tranquilly to cast in his net to gain

yield to the stream

and

direct the current

—which

them

;

he preferred to

he could not stop

— of
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and fashion, and to sweeten and sanctify what God
had made very good and man had spoilt. And so he contemplated as the
science, literature, art,

idea of his mission, not the propagation of the

faith,

nor the exposition of

whatever was exact and systematic
pleased him not he put from him monastic rule and authoritative speech,
No he would be but an
as David refused the armour of his king.
ordinary individual priest as others and his weapons should be but unAll he did was to be done by
affected humility and unpretending love.
the light, and fervour, and convincing eloquence of his personal character
and his easy conversation. He came to the Eternal City and he sat himself down there, and his home and his family gradually grew up around
He did not
him, by the spontaneous accession of materials from without.
so much seek his own as draw them to him.
He sat in his small room,
and they in their gay worldly dresses, the rich and the well-born as well
as the simple and the illiterate, crowded into it
And they who
^ame remained gazing and listening till, at length, first one and then
another threw off their bravery, and took his poor cassock and girdle instead or, if they kept it, it was to put poor hair-cloth under it, or to take os
them a rule of life, while to the world they looked as before.''
doctrine, nor the catechetical schools:
;

;

;

;

HISTORY OF THE
iDe^ofion fo

THE

I'l^e ^A^1f(^,h fl^^^i^f

of J^^^^.

and formal devotion of the Heart of Jesus, which is now
so popular in the Church, owes its origin to a French Visitation
nun, the Blessed Margaret Mary Alacoque, who lived in the latter
Her biographers relate that our Lord
part of the seventeenth century.
Himself appeared to her and declared that this worship was most acc''^:\;>t
able to Him and her director, the Jesuit, Father de la Colombi^re, preached
the devotion at the Court of St. James, and zealously propagated it elsewhere. The most popular book in defence of the new devotion was that
special

;

of Father Gallifet, S.

"

De

Cultu SS. Cordis Jesu in variis Christiani
orbis partibus jam propagato."
It was published with a dedication to
Benedict XIII. and with the approval of Lambertini (afterwards Benedict
J.,

XIV.); the French translation appeared in 1745, at Lyons. On February
6, 1765,' Clement XIII. permitted several churches to celebrate the least
of the Sacred Heart, which was extended in 1856 to the whole Church*
MM

ail

*

I

The Congregation

I

of Rites

had refused to sanction the
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kept on the Friday after the Octave of Corpus Christi.

Jn

England, Italy, France, Netherlands, Germany, Spain, and Portugal, indeed, throughout the Catholic world, the devotion and the feast found a
However, the worship of the Sacred
ready and enthusiastic acceptance.
Heart encountered keen opposition, particularly from the Jansenists.
They who practised it were nick-named " Cardiolatrse " or " Cordicolse," and
-Miarged with Nestorianism, as if they worshipped a divided Christ, and
«?ave to the created humanity of Christ worship which belonged to God
The Jansenist objections were censured as injurious to the Aposalone.
tolic See, which had approved the devotion, and bestowed numerous indulgences in its favor by Pius VI. in his condemnation of the Jansenist
synod of Pistoia. This condemnation was issued in the bull " Auctorem

A

bearing aate August 28, 1694.
further approval of the devotion
was implied in the beatification of Margaret Mary Alacoque in 1864.
lidei,"

bull "

The

Auctorem

fidei "

contains the following explanation of the

on which the devotion rests, an explanation which is at once
The faithful worship with supreme adoration the
authoritative and clear.
Dhysical Heart of Christ, considered " not as mere flesh, but as united to
the Divinity." They adore it as "the Heart of the Person of the Word
It is of course absurd to speak of this
to which it is inseparably united."
it is as old as the belief in the hypostatic union, and it
principle as novel
was solemnly defined ic 431 at the Council of Ephesus. All the members of Christ united to the rest of His sacred humanity and to the eternal
principle

,

Word
heart
real

are the object of divine worship.

be asked further,

selected as the object of special adoration, the answer

is

and physical heart

ana of

If it

is

symbol of
the Church

is,

why

the

that

ttie

Christ's exceeding charity,

a natural

middle ages turned
with singular devotion to the Five Wounds as the symbol of Christ's Passion, so in these later days she bids us have recourse to His Sacred Hearty
mindful of the love wherewith He loved us '* even to the end." Nothing
could be made of the fact, if it were a fact, that the devotion actually
began with Blessed Margaret Mary, for though the doctrine of the
Church cannot change, she may and does from time to time introduce
new forms of devotion. But the special devotion to the Heart of our
his

Saviour

is

interior,

life.

Just as

in the

as old at least as the twelfth century, while early in the six-

teenth the Carthusian Lansperg
their devotion

by using a

recommended pious

figure of the Sacred

See F. Ryder's quotations {Cathohc Controversy, pp.
meditations printed among the works of St. Bernard,
'

Amoris Pharetra,

Christians to assist

Heart'
from Vitis Mystica, a series of
and from Lanspergius, Diviw

148, 149)
c.

iii.

8,

ed. 1572, p. 78.
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(An account of the theology of the devotion will be found in Card. FranDe Incarnatione," and of the propagation of the devotion in the
zelin,
admirable Life of Blessed Margaret Mary by F. Tickell, S. J.
Both the
doctrines and the history are exhaustively treated by Nilles, " De Rationi*'

bus Festorum Sacratissimi Cordis Jesu et Purissimi Cordis Marise," 1873.)

HISTORY OF THE

THE

principles

mutandis)

as

on which the devotion rests are the same {mutatia
those which are the foundation of the Catholic devoJust as Catholics worship the Sacred
united to the Person of the Word, so they venerate

tion to the Sacred Heart.

Heart because

it

is

(with hyperdulia) the heart of
Blessed Virgin.

Mary

united to the person of the

In each case the physical heart

bol of charity and of the inner
tues of

Mary because
life,

is

taken as a natural sym-

though of course the charity and

vir

are infinitely inferior to those of her Divine Son.

The devotion

to the

Immaculate Heart was

first

propagated by John

Eudes, founder of a congregation of priests called after him Eudistes.
Eudes died in 1680. The Congregation of Rites in 1669, and again in

However, a local celebration of
the feast was permitted (but without proper Mass and office) by Pius VI.
and in 1855 Pius IX. extended the feast which is kept with a
in 1799
special Mass and office, either on the Sunday after the Octave of the
Assumption or on the third Sunday after Pentecost to the whole Church.
The Arch-confraternity of the Immaculate Heart established some twenty
years earlier at the church of Notre Dame des Victoires, in Paris, did
much to spread the devotion and make it popular.
(Nilles, " De Rationibus Festorum SS. Cordis Jesu et Purissimi Cordis
1726, declined to sanction the devotion.

—
—

;

Marise.")

Tk^
OTHING certain

Oi^i^in

known

of

IBg;!!^.

which
has been attributed sometimes to St. Paulinas of Nola, sometimes
During the heathen persecution it was of course
to Pope Sabinian.
impossible to call the faithful by any signal which would have attracted
public notice.
After Constantine's time, monastic communities used to
is

as to the date of their introduction,
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by blowing a trumpet, or by rapping with a
of the monks.
Walafrid Strabo, in his celebrated

Signify the hour of prayer

hammer

at the cells

book on the divine

offices,

written about the middle of the ninth century,

speaks of the use of bells as not very ancient in his time, and as having
been introduced from Italy.
However, we learn from the history of St.

Lupus

of Sens that church-bells were

known

France more than two
For long the Eastern Church employed

centuries before Strabo's time.
instead of bells, clappers, such as

we

still

in

use on

Good

Friday, and bells

were not known among the Orientals till the ninth century. Even then
their use cannot have become universal among them, for Fleury mentions
the ringing of church-bells as one of the customs which the Maronites
adopted from the Latins on their reunion with the Catholic Church in 1 183.
The classical words for bell are, kodon and tintinnabulum. From the seventh
century onwards, we find the names campana (from the Campanian metal
of which they were often made), nola (from the town where their use is said
to have been introduced), and cIocccb (French cloche).
Originally, churchbells were comparatively small.
Large ones of cast metal first appear in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries those of the greatest size, in the
fifteenth.
In the tenth century the custom began of giving bells names.
Before the Church sets aside bells for sacred she blesses them with
-solemn ceremonies. The form prescribed in the Pontifical is headed
"the blessing of a bell," though it is popularly called "the baptism of a
bell," a title by which the office is mentioned as early as the eleventh
century.
The bishop washes the bell with blessed water, signs it with the
oil of the sick outside, and with chrism inside, and lastly places under it
He prays repeatedly that the sound
the thurible with burning incense.
;

of the bell

may

avail to

summon

the faithful, to excite their devotion, to

away storms, and to terrify evil spirits. This power of course is due to
the blessings and prayers of the Church, not to any efficacy superstitiously
attributed to the bell itself. Thus consecrated, bells become spiritual things,
and cannot be rung without the consent of the ecclesiastical authorities.
drive

Hitherto,

we have been

also used during Mass,

treating of the large church-bell.

and are rung by the server

at the

Small

bells are

Sanctus and Eleva-

The object of this rite is to excite the attention and devotion of the
faithful.
The practice of ringing the bell at the Elevation was introduced

tion.

custom of elevating the Host had become conimon in the Church.
The Elevation-bell is mentioned by William of Paris. This bell is not rung
when Mass is said before the Blessed Sacrament exposed, nor again in the
after the

private chapel of the Apostolic palace

if

the

Pope

says or hears Mass.
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SIX CENTURIES.

exhaustive essay, " Christen verfolgungen,"

etc., on^

this subject has lately appeared in the " Real-Encyklo-

padie of Christian Antiquities," edited by Dr. Kraus.

The

g^

limits of the present

work permit us only

to give

a brief general outline of the principal facts.

During the first century Christianity was to a great
extent confounded with Judaism in the eyes of the
Roman officials, and since the latter was a religio licita, the
former shared the same privilege. The persecutions under Nero
and Domitian were local and occasional; no systematic design
of extirpating Christianity dictated them.

Gradually, partly

because the Jews took pains to sever their cause from that of the
Christians, partly because, in proportion as Christianity was

on human
thought and conduct, and its essential incompatibility with pagan ideas,
came out into stronger relief, the antagonism grew sharper, and the purCharges, various in their nature, were
pose of repression more settled.
brought against the Christians they were treasonable men {^majestatisrez) who denied to the emperors a portion of their attributes and dignity
they were atheists, who, so lar from honoring the gods of the empire,
declared that they were devils they were dealers in magic lastly, they
Pospractised a foreign and unlawful religion {religio pei'igrinciillicitci).
sessed by such conceptions, a high Roman official, especially if he were a
man of arbitrary or brutal character, or if Christians were indiscreet, could,
better

understood,

the universality

of

its

claim

;

*

;

;

76
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abundance for persecution, even beiore any general
edict of proscription had appeared.
The rescript of Trajan (98-117)
" Search," he
directed the policy of the government for a hundred years.
said, " is not to be made for Christians
if they are arrested and accused
before the tribunals, then if any one of them denies that he is a Christian,
and proves it by offering sacrifice to our gods, he is to be pardoned." The
not lack pretext

in

;

implication was, of course, that those

who avowed

their Christianity

and

refused to sacrifice were to be executed, as the adherents of an unlawful

All through the second century, the popular sentiment, when-

religion.

ever a Christian was put on his
still

for the

trial,

" If the

was

"

the Nile does not overflow,

afloat against the sect.

if

the mob,

This popular aversion

is

Tiber overflows," says TertuUian,

there

scarcity, or a pestilence, straightway the
lions.' "

;

most part pagan, believed every wild and monstrous calumny

that
if

raged against the accused

is

a drought, an earthquake, a

people cry,

'

The

Christians to the

noticed in the reports of the persecution

Asia Minor, in which St. Polycarp suffered (probably about 155, under
Antoninus Pius), and of the terrible slaughter of Christians at Lyons and
Vienna under Marcus Aurelius. In 202 Severus issued a formal edict
in

forbidding

conversions either to the Jewish or the Christian religion

under heavy penalties. The persecution which ensued lasted ten or eleven
years
but from about 212 to the reign of Decius (249-251) was a time
of comparative peace, and Christians multiplied in every direction.
Even
upon the general population an impression was by this time made and
the attitude of the mob. in the persecutions of Christians which happened after the middle of the third century, was at first apathetic, then
respectful, finally even compassionate.
Under Decius, who was an enthusiast for the ancient glories of the republic and empire, the systematic
general persecutions began, which aimed at stamping out Christianity altogether. Fabian, the bishop of Rome, and St. Agatha in Sicily, were among
;

;

the victims of the Decian storm.

Fortunately

it

was short

;

but

when

it

had passed over, the number of the lapsi, or those who in various degrees
had given way under the pressure, was found to be very great. Under
Gallus there was peace, but Valerian (257) renewed the persecution. The
martyrdoms of St. Lawrence, St. Cyprian, and St. Fructuosus of Tarragona, date from about this time. Again, from 260 (in which year an edict
of Gallienus declared Christianity to be a legal religion), to 300, the gov-

ernment left the Christians undisturbed except for a few months (270)
under Aurelian.
In 303, the terrible persecution of Diocletian was
On the
ushered in by the destruction of the great church at Nicomedia.
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day appeared an edict, ordering that all buildings used for religious
Jivcrship by the Christians should be destroyed, and that their sacred books
Christians themselves
should be given up to the authorities and burnt.
were declared to be outlawed and civilly dead they were to have no remedy
and they were to be subin the courts against those who did them wrong
second edict ordered that all bishops and
ject in every rank, to torture.
iHext

;

;

A

priests should be

imprisoned

pelled by 'every possible

;

a third, that such prisoners ^shpuld be com-

means

The extreme

to offer sacrifice to the gods.

violence of this persecution did not last beyond two years

;

but in that

time the blood of martyrs flowed abundantly in Palestine, Italy, Gaul,
detailed account of the sufferings of the Christians
Spain and Britain.
For
in Palestine may be read in the Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius.

A

some years

after the abdication of Diocletian (305) civil

war desolated the

empire but, after the fall of Maxentius, Constantine and Licinius, about
the beginning of 313, published the famous edict of Milan, by which complete toleration was given to the Christians, and Christianity was placed on
a footing of perfect equality with what had been till now the State religion.
This edict was published some months later at Nicomedia, so that both in
East and West the period of martyrdom was closed.
;

—
—

The

persecution of Julian (361-363)
although martyrdoms were not
wanting, e. g. those of SS. John and Paul consisted rather in a studied
exclusion of Christians from the favor of the Court and government, to-

gether with a prohibition of teaching rhetoric, literature, and philosophy,
than in actual measures of coercion.

The

CathoHcs in Africa by their Vandal conquerors, under Geiseric (^Genserzc), Hunneric, and his successors (439-523),
was motived partly by the hatred and contempt which these Teutons bore
to all of Roman blood or nurture, partly by the inevitable antagonism
between the Arian heresy which they professed and the Catholic creed, and
partly by the policy of humbling and weakening those whom they could
not hope to attach sincerely to their government.
The persecutions of the Spanish Catholics by the Arian Visigothic
kings Euric and Leovigild, in the fifth and sixth centuries, were of no
cruel persecution of the

great intensity.
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STATIONS.

NAME given to
Fridays.

Wednesdays and
In the Roman Church the fast was one of
the fast kept on

devotion, not of precept, and
three o'clock (Tertull.

''

De

it

ended

Jejun."

at

none

—

i.

e.

Tertullian

2).

De

Orat." 19) explains the word from the military
usage the Stations were days on which the Christian
("

;

on guard and "watched m prayer." It
was characteristic of the Montanists to prolong the fast of the
Stations till the evening (" De Jejun." 10). Prudentius (" Perisoldiers stood

steph." vi. 52 seq.) relates of the martyr Fructuosus that he re-

fused the cup offered him because

was a Station and the ninth
In the East, on the other hand, the fast
it

hour had not come.
" Canon
of the Stations was obligatory (" Apost. Const." v. 20
In the West the fast on WednesApost." 69 ;' Epiphan. " Haer." 75 n. 3).
day, never obligatory, died out altogether, while that on Friday became
obligatory about the end of the ninth century.
The Greeks, on the other
hand, still maintain the fast of Wednesdays and Fridays.
(Thomassin,
"Traits des Jeunes," P. ii. ch. 15.)
;

(2)
Missal.

The word,

Many

in another

sense,

place in the Roman
have noticed the words " Statio ad S.
still

holds

its

must
Mariam majorem," etc., before the
of our readers

Petrum, ad S.
Introit of certain masses.
Mabillon (" Museum Italicum," tom. ii. p. xxxi.) explains the term as
meaning either a fast or ** a concourse of the people to an appointed place

We follow Thomassin

in his interpretation of the fourth canon.

tutions {pasan tetrada kai pasan paraskeuen prostassomen

decisive against the view of Hefele {Concil, vol.
•

i.

The passage

humin nesteuem)

p. 821)

and

others.

in the Consti-

seems to us,
Tetras often means

is,

as

it

the fourth day."
79
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—

e.

i.

a church in which the procession of the clergy halts on stated days

an ancient custom in Rome that the Roman
clergy should on particular days meet for prayer in some one church where
Mass and other divine services are performed. The procession of the
Roman clergy to these Stations is either solemn or private the latter
when individuals betake themselves privately to the appointed place, the
former when the Pope and the rest solemnly proceed thither singing litThe gathering of clergy and people before this
anies and other prayers."
procession, Mabillon continues, was called collecta, and the name was then
given to the prayer said over the people before the procession started from
one church to the other in order to make the Station. " It was St. Gregi.
e. the churches where the
ory who regulated the Stations at Rome
office was to be performed daily in Lent, on the Ember days, and on the
solemn feasts. For the feasts of the saints were celebrated in the churches
which contained their relics. St. Gregory then marked these Stations in
his Sacramentary, as they are now in the Roman Missal, and attached
them chiefly to the patriarchal and titular churches but although the Stations were fixed, the Archdeacon did not fail, after the Pope's Commun>
ion, to announce the next Station to the people" (Fleury, " H. E." livr.
In the Easter of 774, Charlemagne assisted at the Station
xxxvi. § 17).
of Easter Sunday at St. Mary Major, of Easter Monday at St. Peter's,
to say stated prayers.

It is

:

—

;

—

the same Stations
Tuesday at St. Paul's
hard, apud Fleury, xliv. § 5).

Sf^ftoi^^

A

SERIES

of

still

v^i<^,

noted in our Missal (Egin^

(^i^G^^.

of images or pictures representing the different events

m

the Passion of Christ, each Station corresponding to a particular
Usually, they are ranged round the church, the

event.

first

Station

being placed on one side of the high altar, the last on the other. The Stations are among the most popular of Catholic devotions, and are to he
found in almost every church. Sometimes they are erected in the open
air,

especially

on roads which lead to some church or shrine standing on a

hill.

The devotion began

in the Franciscan order.

The Franciscans

are the

guardians of the holy places in Jerusalem, and these stations are intended
as a help to

making

in spirit a pilgrimage to the scene of Christ's sufferings

and death.
his

Innocent XII., in 1694, authentically interpreting a brief of
predecessor Innocent XL in 1686, declared that the indulgences granted
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by

for devoutly visiting certain holy places in Palestine could be gained
all

Franciscans and by

the cross devoutly

—

i.

all affiliated
e.

to the order

if

made

they

the

way

of

passed or turned from Station to Station meditat-

ing devoutly on the various stages of the history.

Benedict XIII., in 1726, extended these indulgences to all the faithful;
Clement XII., in 1731, permitted persons to gain the indulgences at
Stations erected in churches which were not Franciscan, provided they were'

erected by a Franciscan with the sanction of the ordinary.

connection of the Stations with the Franciscan order

is

At

present the

almost forgotten,

England, except as a matter of history. Our bishops can, by
Apostolic faculties, erect the Stations with the indulgences attached to
them, and they constantly delegate this faculty to priests. The English
bishops received faculties to this effect, provided there were no religious it)
at least in

the neighborhood to

whom

the privilege belonged, in 1857.

In 1862 thes^

were renewed without this limitation. The faculties are quinquen
Concil. IV. Append. II.)
nial.
(Cone. Prov.Westmonast. II. Append. I.
There are fourteen Stations viz. (i) the sentence passed on our Lore*
by Pilate (2) the receiving of the cross
(3) our Lord's first fall
(4]
His meeting with His mother (5) the bearing of the cross by Simon of
Cyrene (6) the wiping of Christ's face by Veronica with a handkerchief
" Weep not
(7) His second fall (8) His words to the women of Jerusalem,
for Me," etc.; (9) His third fall
(10) His being stripped of His garments;
(11) His crucifixion
(12) His death
(13) the taking down of His body
from the cross (14) His burial. In the diocese of Vienna the number of
the Stations at the end of the last century was reduced to eleven.
On the
other hand a fifteenth Station has been sometimes added viz. the finding
of th€ cross by Helena.
These changes are unauthorized
faculties

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Sl'i^rq>^l'^.

THE word

occurs in Gal.

vi.

15

:

"I bear

the marks of Jesus in

my

Such brands or marks {stigmata) were set on slaves who
had run away, on slaves consecrated to the service of a heathen
god, rarely on captives, and sometimes soldiers branded the name of their
general on some part of their body.
Probably St. Paul's metaphor is
taken from the second of these customs. He regarded the marks of suffering in Christ's cause as consecrating him the more to his Master's
service.
The Latin versions retain the word " stigmata," but no Catholic
•commentator of repute, so far as we know, ever dreamt that St. Paul
body."
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received miraculous marks of Ciirist's Passion.
Estius allude to such an interpretation, and
it

to dismiss

Neither

St.

Thomas nor

Windischmann only mentions

it.

wounds on the hands, feet, and side, like
those borne by our Lord, were a mark of divine favor, certainly existed in
Still

the idea that miraculous

the mediaeval Church independently of St. Franpis, for in 1222, at a council in Oxford, an impostor who claimed to have stigmata of this kind confessed his guilt 'and

was punished accordingly (Fleury,

Only two years

§ 56).

later

—

i.

was on Mount Alvernus to keep

e.

1224— St.

his

annual

"

H. E."

Francis of Assisi

fast of forty

Ixxviii.

(d.

1226)

days in honor of

One

morning, says St. Buonaventure, about the 14th of
September, the feast of the Exaltation of the Cross, Francis saw a seraph
There was a figure of a man attached to a cross
flying towards him.
between the wings. After the vision disappeared, the hands and feet of
St.

Michael.

and there was a wound in
his side.
The wounds were seen by some of the friars and by Alexander
IV. during the lifetime of the saint, and after his death by fifty friars, St.
Clare, and a multitude of seculars.
St. Buonaventure assures us that he
had the testimony of Alexander IV. from the Pope's own lips. The Church
keeps a feast of the Stigmata of St. Francis, instituted by Benedict XII.
The Dominicans claimed a similar distinction for one of their own

the saint were found to be marked with

order,

St.

from the

nails,

Catharine of Siena (i 347-1 380).
saint to her confessor,

Raymond

They appealed

to a letter

of Capua, in which she states

Lord had impressed the stigmata upon her, but had at her own
request made them invisible to others.
They also quoted the testimony of
St. Antoninus and the hymn which alludes to the stigmata, inserted in the

that our

Office of St. Catharine with the approval of Pius

II.

who

The
own

Franciscans,

maintained that the privilege was peculiar to their
founder, carried the matter before Sixtus IV. in 1483.
The Pope (himself a Franciscan) forbade under severe penalties any one to paint images of

St.

Cath-

(See Fleury, " H. E." Ixxix. § 5, cxv. § 103.)
Still the fact of her stigmatisation is recorded in the Breviary Office, and
a special feast in commemoration of it was granted to the Dominicans by
Benedict XIII.
In a work on the subject Dr. Imbert-Gourbeyre enumer-

arine with the stigmata.

ates 145 persons,

twenty men, the

received the stigmata.
tury.

Some

Of

rest

women, who

are stated to have

these eighty lived before the seventeenth cen-

are canonized, others

beatified,

others

simply persons of

reputed holiness.
More than one is still living. The work just referred
to (" Les Stigmatis^es ") was published by Palm^ in 1873.
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STOLB.

NARROW vestment made
chasuble, and

worn round

always wears the

Mass

—

of the same stuff as the
the

neck.

The Pope

Bishops and priests wear it at
the priest crossed over his breast, the bishop,
stole.

who

has already the pectoral cross on his breast,
pendant on each side. They always wear it whenever

;^
J',?j'

they exercise their orders by administering sacraments
In some places it is, in others
or by blessing persons or things.
it is not, worn in preaching, and the custom of the place is to be
followed (S. C. R. 12 Nov. 1837, 23 Mali, 1846). Deacons wear
it at Mass, or at Benediction, etc., when they have to move the

Blessed Sacrament, over the

shoulder, and joined on the

left

right side.

Stole

—

e.

i.

s^ole

in

classical

Testament means a robe of any
XX. 46)

torn.

i.

P.

ii.

tit

i.)

—

sometimes

position.

The

that our stole

only the ornamental stripe has been

in the

(e. g.) in

LXX

New

and

Mark xii.

38,

Luc.

In Latin s^ola was the upper

a costly or imposing garment.

garment worn by women of
Gavant.

kind,

Greek

left,

is
is

conjecture of Meratus (on

the

Roman

stola of

which

very unlikely, considering

that the stola was, almost exclusively, a piece of female attire.

The

stole-

never mentioned by that name before the ninth century. Theodoret
(" H. E.," ii. 27) speaks of "a. holy stole " (Jiiera stole) given to Macarius
by Constantine, but he only means a " sacred vestment " in general and
Germanus of Constantinople at the beginning of the eighth century
is

;

phelonion or chasuble, and distinguishes it
from the orarion or stole according to our modern usage (Galland.
identifies the stole with the

''*

Bibliothec." torn.

xiii.

p. 226).

This word orarium belongs to the later Latin, and means a cloth for the
face, a handkerchief.
It was also used "in favorem," to applaud at
83
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and sometimes worn as a scarf. The first mention of it as
an ecclesiastical vestment occurs about the middle of the fourth century,
when the Council of Laodicea (can. 22 and 23) forbade clerics in minor
A sermon attributed to Chrysostom, and probably not
orders to use it.
much later than his time, compares the deacons to angels, and the " stripes
of thin linen on their left shoulders " (Jais leptais othonais tais epi ton
aristeron ombn) to wings (" Homily on the Prodigal Son," Migne, vol. viii.
In the West, for a long time after, orarium was used for a common
520).
handkerchief or napkin (Ambros. " De Excess. Sat." lib. i. 43 August.
theatres, etc.,

;

"

De

Civit. Dei," xxii. 8

;

Hieron. Ep.

Hi.

9; Prudent. " Peristeph."

i.

86;

Greg. Magn. Ep. vii. 30. So the
Greg. Turon, " De Gloria Mart." ic 93
Council of Orleans in 51 1).
It is in the Spanish church that we find the
earliest traces of the orarium or stole as a sacred vestment among the
The Council of Braga in 563 (can. 9) speaks of the orarium as
Latins.
worn by deacons a Council of Toledo in 633 recognizes it as a vestment of bishops, priests, and deacons (can. 28 and 40). Another synod
of Braga in 675 mentions the present custom according to which priests
wear the orarium crossed over the breast (can. 4) while the Synod of
;

;

;

Mayence

813 (can. 28) requires priests to wear it not only at Mass but
habitually as the Pope does now, to mark their sacerdotal dignity.
Several of the Ordines Romani (the third, fifth, eighth, ninth, and thirin

Hence we may conclude that from
about the time of Charlemagne the orarium or stole was generally adopted
throughout the West as a vestment of bishops, priests, and deacons. The
teenth), also mention the orarium.

Greeks have always regarded the orarium as a vestment peculiar
deacons.

The

to

epitrachelion ox peritrachelion of priests differs both in form

the manner

worn from the orarium of deacons. The Syrian
Christians have adopted the same word orro, ororo, but with them the orro is
worn by clerics of all the orders. Readers among the Maronites wear the

and

in

it is

orro hanging from the right shoulder, subdeacons in

round the neck, deacons on the
of the

left

all

the Syrian rites

shoulder, priests round the neck and

The

Syrians also use the same word for the
omophorion or pallium of bishops. (See Payne Smith, " Thesaurus Syria* * * ,)
cus," col. loi, 102, sub voc.
Hefele says it appears from
in

front

breast.

ancient pictures that

over the
side

left

down

shoulder, and

below the breast.

dalmatic, as

now by

the earliest notice

to the twelfth century the deacon's stole

was

Till

not, as

hung

now, fastened together on the right

a late period the stole was worn outside the

Greek deacons over the sticharion. Hefele finds
of a deacon's stole worn under the dalmatic in a Salzburothe
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and

in

85

the fourteenth

Roman

Ordo,

Bishops, however, wore the stole over the alb and
compiled about 1300.
under the tunicella and dalmatic as early at least as Rabanus Maurus (" De
e. about 816.
Cleric. Inst." i. 19, 20)
The same author (^loc. cit.) speaks of the orarium which " some call
This is the first certain instance of the use of the latter word, for
stole."
its place in the Gregorian Sacramentary may be one of the many interpolations to which liturgical books are peculiarly subject.
In the eleventh

—

and twelfth centuries

Synod

of Coyaca, in

i.

became the common word
the diocese of Oviedo, anno 1050,
stole

(so,

e.

can.

the

g.

The

3).

on ancient pictures are exactly like our stoles, resembling the
pattern known as Gothic.
They were often adorned with jewels, bells
hung from them, and letters or words were worked in. Hefele acknoworaria

ledges his failure, after

much

to find the reason

search,

why

the

word

"stole" came to be used for orarium. The vestment has been taken
as a symbol of the yoke of Christ (Pseudo-Alcuin), of Christ's obedi-

The

ence (Innocent III.)

prayer in our present Missal evidently refers

meaning of the Greek

to the original

the stole or robe of immortality,"

Do^^.

DOVE

is

"

stole.

me

back,

O

Lord,

etc.

^01^ Gno^f.

of fne

S;^rq>ool

Give

Holy Ghost, who appeared
The custom of depicting the

frequently used as a symbol of the

at Christ's

baptism under that form.

Holy Ghost

in this

form

is

mentioned by

St.

Paulinus of Nola, and

must have been familiar to Eastern Christians in the sixth century for the
clergy of Antioch in 518, among other complaints made by them to the
see of Constantinople against the intended bishop Servius, accuse him of
having removed the gold and silver doves which hung over the altars and
font {kolumbethra) and appropriated them, on the ground that this symbolism was unfitting.' The dove as a symbol of the Holy Ghost is often
:

placed in the pictures of certain saints

Medard

of

Noyon,

etc.

—

e.

g.

of Fabian," Hilary of Aries,

It is also a figure of

innocence, and

so, e. g.

the

souls of SS. Eulalia and Scholastica are represented as flying to heaven in

the form of a dove.
ciliation (see

Gen.

^

Hefele, Concil.

'

For the

ii.

p.

Lastly, the dove serves as a figure of peace
viii.

and recon-

11).

771,

origin of this see Euseb.

H. E.

vi. 29,
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A vase in the form of a dove

(^peristerion, peristeriunz)

was

in the

East

France suspended over the altar and used as a repository for the
Blessed Sacrament. This custom is mentioned by the author of an ancient
Life of St. Basil, by St. Gregory of Tours, and in several ancient French
Martene mentions that even in his time such a tabernacle
documents.
was still in use at the church of St. Maur des Fosses. The custom probably came to France from the East, for it never seems to have existed in

and

in

Italy.'

Doiolo^Y"HE

"

I

\_

greater doxology or "ascription of glory''

its initial

words, the

earliest writers,

but

"

Gloria in Excelsis."

it is

from
not mentioned by the

is

It is

found nearly, though not

usually called,

quite, as

we now have

in the Apostolic Constitution (vii. 47), so that it can scarcely have been
composed, as is asserted in the " Chron. Turonense," by St. Hilary of Poic-

it

tiers,

and the

real

author

is,

as Cardinal

Bona

says,

unknown.

It

was only

by degrees that it assumed its present place in the Mass. In Gaul, according to St. Gregory of Tours, it was recited after Mass in Thanksgiving.
St. Benedict introduced it into lauds while it was also recited on occasions
of public joy e. g. in the Sixth General Council.
It was sung at Mass
according to the use of the Roman Church first of all on Christmas Day,
during the first Mass in Greek, during the second in Latin.
It was of
"
course on Christmas night that the first words of the " Gloria in excelsis
were sung by the angels. Afterwards bishops said it at Mass on Sundays
and feasts, priests only at the Mass of Easter Sunday, as appears from the
Gregorian Sacramentary. This rule lasted till the eleventh century. At
present it is said in all masses, except those of the dead, of ferias which do
not occur in the Paschal season
(it is said, however, on Maundy Thursday) Sundays from Septuagesima to Palm Sunday inclusive.
It is not
said in votive Masses, except those of the Angels, and the Blessed
Virgin on Saturday.
II. Lesser doxology
i. e. " Glory be to the Father," etc, recited as a rule
after each psalm in the office and after the " Judica" in the Mass.
Forms
resembling it occur at the end of some of the Acts of the Martyrs e. g. those
of St. Polycarp.
St. Basil (" De Spiritu Sancto ad S. Amphilochium,"
which work, however, is of doubtful authenticity) defends the formula
" Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost," con;

—

—

—

—

—

'

See Chardon, Hist, des

'Sacr. vol.

ii.

p.

242.
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antiquity

Irenseus, etc.,

and that

is

by

attested

it is

at least

87

Clement of Rome,
as ancient as the Arian form, " Glory
early Fathers,

in " or "

through the Son," etc. Anyhow, the former part
be to the Father
of the Gloria must date as far back as the third or fourth century, and
arose no doubt from the form of baptism.
The concluding words, " As it

was

in

the beginning," are of later origin.

The

Galilean Council of Vaison,

in 529,

ordered their use, adding that they had been already introduced

Rome,

Italy, Africa,

in

and the East, against heretics who denied the Son's

And

the rule of St. Benedict contains directions for the recital
of the Gloria after each psalm.
(Benedict XIV. " De Missa," Kraus, art.
eternity/

Doxologia.)

DREAMS

according to

Thomas

from
interior or exterior causes.
Among the former he enumerates the
thoughts which occupied the mind in waking hours, and the state
of the body. Among the latter, the effect produced on the bodily organs
ty material things e. g. cold and heat, sound or light, etc. and also the
arise,

St.

(2 2nd3e, qu. 95, a. 6,)

—

influence of

good or

—

evil spirits.

It is

speak to the soul through dreams,
sleeping as well as to waking hours

reasonable to believe that

for the influence of

means of revealing

his will is fully attested

Testament (see Gen.

xx.

3, 7, xl. 5

;

God

and that

;

Num.

xii.

6

God

God may

extends to

has used dreams as a

by the Old and the
;

Matt.

ii.

New

12, xxvii. 19).

Ac-

cordingly, to regard dreams proceeding from merely physical causes as indications of a future with which they have no natural connection,
tious

and therefore

sinful.

It is also,

there are grave reasons for doing so,
for

is

But, on the other hand,

we may

our instruction.

that a disposition to trust in dreams
Christian dispensation there

supersti-

of course, unlawful to seek or accept

signs of future events in dreams from demons.

dream has been sent by God

is

lawfully believe that

But

it

is

to

if

a

be noted

always superstitious, for in the
a strong presumption against their use as
is

means of foretelling the future. Even in the Old Testament the greater
number of predictive dreams were given to those outside the Jewish coveGod's servants, they were given to them, as a rule, in
In
the period of their earliest and most imperfect knowledge of Him,
the New Testament, often as we read of ecstasies and visions, dreams are
never mentioned as a vehicle of revelation, and they rarely occur in the
nant.

If given to

lives of the saints.
'

Hefele, Concil.

ii.

p. 742.
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PLACE

which souls who depart this life in the
grace of God suffer for a time because they still need
to be cleansed from venial, or have still to pay the
temporal punishment due to mortal sins, the guilt and
the eternal punishment of which have been remitted.
Purgatory is not a place of probation, for the time of
trial, the period during which the soul is free to
eternal life or eternal death, ends with the separation
and body. All the souls in Purgatory have died in the
God, and are certain to enter heaven. But as yet they
pure and holy enough to see God, and God's mercy
th(
lem a place and a time for cleansing and preparation.
'^'jif
At last Christ will come to judge the world, and then there will
be only two places left, heaven and hell.
The CiMincils of Florence (" Decret. Unionis") and Trent ("Decret. de
in

Furgat." sess. xxv. cf. sess. vi. can. 30, sess. xxii. " De Sacrific. Miss." c. 2
et can. 3), define " that there is a Purgatory, and that the souls detained
;

ihere

are helped

by the prayers of the

acceptable sacrifice at the altar."

faithful and,

by the«
of the Church

above

Further the definitions

all,

do not go, but the general teaching of the theologians explains the doctrine of the councils, and embodies the general sentiment of the faithful.
Theologians, then,

tell

us that souls after death are cleansed from the stain

by turning with fervent love to God and by detestation
of those offences which marred, though they did not entirely destroy, their
union with him.
St. Thoma,"- and Suarez hold that this act of fervent
love and perfect sorrow is maa^ *^n the first instant of the soul's sepa -ation
(See the
from the body, and suffices of itsc ^ to remove all the stain of sin.
quotation in Jungmann, "De Novissirnis " p. 103.)
Be this as it may. it.
i)f their

venial sins
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and that the debt of
The souls in Purgatory suffer

certain that the time of merit expires with this

may

temporal punishment

—

still

89

be paid.

life,

they are in anguish because their past sins exclude
them for a season from the sight of God, and they understand in a degree
the pain of loss

i.

e.

previously impossible the infinite bliss from which they are excluded, and
the foulness of the least offence against the

God who

has created and

—

e.
redeemed them. They also undergo " the punishment of sense "
positive pains which afflict the soul.
It is the common belief of the
Western Church that they are tormented by material fire, and it is quite
conceivable that God should give matter the power of constraining and
afflicting even separated souls.
But the Greeks have never accepted this
belief, nor was it imposed upon them when they returned to Catholic unity
The saints and doctors of the Church describe these pains
at Florence.
They last, no doubt, for very different lengths of time,
as very terrible.
and vary in intensity according to the need of individual cases.
It is supposed that the just who are alive when Christ comes again, and who stand
in need of cleansing, will be purified in some extraordinary way
e. g. by
the troubles of the last days, by vehement contrition, etc.
but all this is
mere conjecture. In conclusion, it must be remembered that there is a
i.

—

;

bright as well as a dark side to Purgatory.

The

souls there are certain of

and no words, according to St.
Catherine of Genoa, can express the joy with which they are filled, as
they increase in union with God. She says their joy can be compared to
nothing except to the greater joy of Paradise itself. (See for numerous
their salvation, they are willing sufferers,

citations,

Jungmann,

"

De

Noviss." cap.

i,

a. 6.)

This may suffice as an account of theological teaching on the subject.
It must not be supposed that any such weight belongs to legends and
speculations which abound in mediaeval chronicles (see Maskell, " Monument. Rit." vol. ii. p. Ixxi.), and which often appear in modern books.
The Council of Trent (sess. xxv. Decret. de Purgat.), while it enjoins
bishops to teach "the sound doctrine of Purgatory, handed down by the
holy Fathers and councils," bids them refrain "in popular discourses" from
those "more difficult and subtle questions which do not tend to ediBcation," and *' to prohibit the publication and discussion of things which
are doubtful or even appear false."
Scripture,

it

may

be justly

said,

points to the existence of Purgatory

There is no fellowship between the darkness of sin and selfishness and
God, " in whom there is no darkness at all," so that the degree of our
purity is the measure of our union with God here on earth. Perfect purity
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is

needed that we may see

we

be like Him, for

shall

God face to face. When God appears
see Him as He is." " Every man who

vve shall

hath this

him purifieth himself, as he is pure" (i John iii. 2, 3). Without
holiness "no man shall see the Lord" (Heb. xii. 14). This work of inner
cleansing may be affected by our correspondence with grace.
We sow a3
we reap deeds of humility increase humility works of love deepen th3
love of God and man in the soul. Often, too, God's mercy in this life weans
the soul from the love of the world, and affliction may be a special mark of
" Whom the Lord loves He disciplines, and He scourges
his compassion.
hope

in

:

every son
that

the

;

whom

he receives

(Heb.

x. 6).

He

disciplines us " for our goo.d,

we may participate in his sanctity" {ib. 10). Now, it is plain that in
case of many good people this discipline has not done its work when

Many

bad temper, vanity, and the
and infirmity consequent on more serious sins of which they have re-

death overtakes them.
like,

pented, cleave to

them

world or the next

is

faults, e. g. of

Surely, then, the natural inference

still.

preparation for heaven
this

"

By

completed after death.

God

finishes the

work

in

is

that their

painful discipline in

them which

He

has begun,

and perfects it "unto the day of Jesus Christ" (Phil. i. 6).
We would appeal to those general principles of Scripture rather than to
particular texts often alleged in proof of Purgatory.

contain an explicit and direct reference to

speaks of some

who

mean

wh,ich Christ

the

fire in

will be

St.

it.

saved "yet as through
is

to appear at the

last.

We

doubt

if

Paul (i Cor.

they

iii.

lo/

fire,"

but he seems ta

He

himself, he says^i

has established the Corinthian church on the only possible foundation—

Others have built it up from this foundation, or, in
other words, have developed the Christian faith and life of its members.
These teachers, however, must take care how they build, even on the one
viz.

Jesus Christ.

foundation.

show

"

Each man's work

will

be made manifest, for the day will

[the day of judgment]

and the fire
if any man's work which he
will test each man's work of what kind it is
has built up [on the foundation] remains, he will receive a reward if any
man's work is burnt down he will suffer loss [i. e. he will forfeit the
special reward and glory of good teachers], but he himself will be saved,
but so as through fire." The man who has built up with faulty material ia
depicted as still working at the building when the fire of Christ's coming;
seizes it and he himself escapes, but only as a man does from a house on
fire, leaving the work which is consumed behind him.
St. Paul, if we hav^
caught his meaning, speaks of the end of the world, not of the time
[ietween death and judgment, and so, we think, docs our Lord in Matt*
it,

because

it

is

revealed in

fire,

:

;

—
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32.

xii.

sin against the Hoi}'"

either "in this age

Ghost, he

[en toutoi tot aioni)

or in the future age {en tot mellonti)

period which

be ushered

to

is

in

—

i.

—

i.

91

tells us, will

e. in

now is,
rather new

the world which

new

the

e. in

not be forgiven,

world, or

by the coming of the Messias

in glory.

There is no hope of forgiveness here or hereafter for the sin against the
Holy Ghost, but it does not follow, and, granting our interpretation, it
would be inconsistent with Catholic doctrine to believe, that other sins
may be forgiven in the age to come. Thus, " the age to come " would
have precisely the same sense as the corresponding Hebrew words (^* * *
*
* *
see, e. g., "Pirke Avoth," cap. 4, and for many other instances

—

Buxtorf, "

Lex Rabbin,

et Chald." sub voc.

strong argument, and the meaning

*

we have

*

given

*),
is

which
fully

is in

itself

a

supported by

New

Testament usage (see particularly tou aionos ekeinou tuchein, Luc.
XX. 35, and sunteleia tou aionos, Matt. xiii. 39, 40, 49, xxiv. 3, xxviii. 20
decisive passages, as we venture to think).
Maldonatus decidedly
rejects the supposed allusion to Purgatory in Matt. v. 25, 26.
"Be welldisposed to thine adversary [i. e. the offended brother] quickly, even till
thou art on the way with him [i. e. it is never too soon, and never, till life is
over, too late, to be reconciled], lest the adversary hand thee over to the
judge, and the judge hand thee over to the officer, and thou be cast into

—

Amen.

prison.
shalt

pay the

I

say unto thee thou shalt not go out thence

till

thou

Maldonatus follows St. Augustine in the
farthing " will never and can never be paid, and that

last farthing."

opinion that the " last

same way it is said of the unmerciful slave (Luc. xviii. 34), that he was to be handed over to the tormentors
**
Yet a slave could never pay so enormous
till he should pay all the debt."
"Semper solvet, sed nunquam persolvet," " He
a sum as 10,000 talents.
will always pay, but never pay off," is the happy comment of Remigius
(and so Chrysostom and Augustine; see Trench, "Parables," p. 164),

the punishment

The

is

eternal.

reader will find the various interpretations of these texts
Estius and

cussed

in

("First

Age

two

xii.

in

32, v. 26.

special ways, writers of the early Church, as Cardinal

points out (" Development,"
in

p.

Purgatory.

fairly dis-

Meyer. Dollinger, however
249), sees an "unmistakable reference"

Maldonatus or

of the Church,"

to Purgatory in Matt.

In

Just in the

p.

385

seq?),

were led

Newman

to formulate the belief

In the articles on the sacrament of Penance,

we have

shown the strength of primitive belief in the need of satisfaction for sin
by painful works, and in the article on Penance the rigour with which
Indeed, the belief in Purgatory lay dormant in
satisfaction was exacted.
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the primitive Church to a certain extent, just because the fervor of the
Christians

first

was so vehement,

just because the severity of

penance

here might well be thought to exclude the need of purifying discipline
But what was to be thought of those who were reconciled
after death.

on their death-bed before their penance was ended or even begun, or in
whom outward penance for some cause or other had failed to do the whole
Clement of Alexandria supplies a clear answer to this quesof its work ?
" Even if a man passes out of the flesh, he must put off his passions,
tion
through much disere he is able to enter the eternal dwelling,
:

....

cipline, therefore stripping off his passions,

our

faithful

man

will

go

to the

mansion which is better than the former, bearing in the special penance
which appertains to him {idioma tes metanozs) a very great punishment
for the sins he has committed after baptism." ("Strom." vi. 14, p. 794, ed.
Potter.)
He speaks of the angels "who preside over the ascent" of
souls as detaining those who have preserved any worldly attachment (iv.
18, p. 616), and with at least a possible reference to Purgatory, of fire as
purifying sinful souls (vii. 6, p. 851).
The genuine and contemporary
Acts of St, Perpetua, who suffered under Septimius Severus at the very
beginning of the third century, plainly imply the belief in Purgatory. The
saint, according to part of the Acts written by herself, saw in a vision her
brother who was dead, and for whom she had prayed. He was suffering, and
she went on praying. Then she beheld him in another and more cheerful
vision, and " knew that he was translated from his place of punishment"
{de pcena; Ruinart, "Act. Mart. S. Perpet." etc., vii. viii.).
Cyprian (Ep.
Iv. 20), in answer to the objection that the relaxation of penitential discipline in the case of the lapsed would weaken the courage and stability
which made martyrs, insists that after all the position of one who had
fallen away and then been admitted to martyrdom would always be much
less desirable than that of a martyr.
"It is one thing for a man to be
cast into prison and not to leave it till he pay the last farthing, another
thing to receive at once the reward of faith and virtue one thing to be
tormented long with sorrow for sins, to be purified and cleansed for a
long time by the fire, another to purge away all sins by martyrdom."
Cardmal Newman urges that these words, especially "missum in carccicm/' "purgari diu igne," "seem to go beyond" a mere reference to
penitential discipline in this life, and the Benedictine editor is of the same
;

mind.
Next,

we

can prove the early date of belief

of praying for

Purgatory from the habit
the dead, a habit which the Church inherited from the
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Synagogue. The words in 2 Mace, xii, 42 seq. are familiar to everybody.
Judas found hierbmata or things consecrated to idols, under the garments
Whereupon he
of those who had been slain in battle against Gorgias.
made a collection of money and sent to Jerusalem, "to offer sacrifice for
For unless
sin, doing very well and excellently, reasoning about the dead.
he had expected those who had fallen before [the others] to rise again, it
would have been superfluous and absurd to pray for the dead. Therefore
seeing well \_emblep6'}i\ that a most fair reward is reserved for those who

and pious, whence he made the proThis paspitiation for the dead that they might be loosed from sin."
sage implies a belief both in Purgatory and the efficacy of prayers for
the departed, and takes for granted that this belief would be held by all

sleep in piety, his design

was

kioly

'

who

This

believed in the resurrection.

is

not the place to discuss the

canonical or even the historical character of the book.

we know from

It represents

a

was
Second Maccabees was
written before the destruction of Jerusalem.
composed in Greek, but we have the fullest evidence from Hebrew and
Chaldee sources that the later Jews prayed for the dead and recognised
Weber (" Altsynag. Palast. Theol."
the need of purification after death.
" Only a few are sure
p. 326 seq^ thus sums up the Rabbinical doctrine
of [immediate] entrance into heaven the majority are at their death still
not ripe for heaven, and yet will not be absolutely excluded from it.
Accordingly, we are referred to a middle state, a stage between death and
Those who were not
eternal life, which serves for the final perfecting."
perfectly just here suffer " the pain of fire, and the fire is their penance."
The " Pesikta," a very ancient commentary on sections of the law and
prophets, composed at the beginning of the third century after Christ,
describes the penance as lasting usually twelve months, of which six are
spent in extreme heat, six in extreme cold.
The common Rabbinical
doctrine that Israelites, except those guilty of some special sins, do at last
enter heaven, and the fantastical shapes which the Jewish doctrine of
Purgatory has assumed, do not concern us here. But it is well to observe
that the Jews have never ceased to pray for their dead.
The following
is from the prayer said at the house of mourners, as given in a modern
school of Jewish belief at the time, and

xv.

'^'j,

that

it

:

;

" May our reading of the law
Jewish prayer-book, issued with authority
and our prayer be acceptable before Thee for the soul of N. Deal with
it according to the great mercy, opening to it the gates of compassion
:

' This sentence is, of course, ungrammatical
rough notes than a finished composition.

;

but so

is

the Greek.

A

part of 2 Mace,

is

more
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and mercy and the gates of the garden of Eden, and receive it in love
and favour send thy holy angels to it to conduct it, and give it rest beneath the Tree of Life." (^* * * " Meditation of Isaac," a Jewish prayerbook according to the German and Polish rite, pp. 336, 337).'
Against the Jewish custom and doctrine Christ and His Apostles made
no protest, though both custom and doctrine existed in their time. Nay,
"St. Paul himself [cf. 2 Tim. i. 16-18 with iv. 18] gives an example of
The Ephesian Onesiphorus, mentioned in the Second
such a prayer.
Epistle to St. Timothy, was clearly no longer among the living.
St. Paul
;

praises this

man

for his constant service to him, but does not, as elsewhere,

for him he desires a
send salutations to him, but only to his family
blessing from the Lord, and prays for him that the Lord will grant he may
;

mercy with Christ at the day of judgment." The words in inverted
commas are from Bollinger's "First Age of the Church," p. 251; but
many Protestant commentators, among whom we may mention De Wette
and Huther, who is eminent among recent commentators on the Pastoral
Epistles, lean to the same interpretation.
All this considered, it cannot seem strange that every ancient liturgy
find

contains prayers for the dead.

ment we must remember

To

understand the strength of this argu-

that these liturgies are written in

many

different

languages, and represent the practice in every part of the ancient world.

The

very

first

for the dead "

who

has left Latin writings, speaks of " oblations
as a 'thing of course (Tertull. " De Coron," 3).
It is often
Christian

said that prayers for the dead

do not necessarily imply belief in Purgatory,
and this is true. The words, e. g. in the Clementine liturgy, " We offer
to Thee for all thy saints who have pleased Thee from ancient days,
patriarchs, prophets, just men, apostles, martyrs, confessors, bishops,
presbyters, deacons, subdeacons, readers, singers, virgins, widows, laymen,
and all whose name Thou knowest," do not imply that those for whom the
sacrifice is offered are in a state of suffering.

But Tertullian

("

Monog."
a w^oman

10) connects prayer for the dead with Purgatory when he says of
who has lost her husband that " she prays for his soul, and supplicates
for

and

him refreshment

\refrzgerium~\, and

a part

in

the

first

resurrection,

on the anniversaries of his death \_dormitionis\'' So, too, St.
" If when a king had banished
Cyril of Jerusalem (" Mystagog." 5)
certain who had given him offence, their connections should weave a
offers

:

The

morning and evening prayer for deceased parents during eleven months of
Formerly it was said for the whole year. It is one of the few prayers in the
Ritual which are in Chaldee instead of Hebrew, but there are intemat signs that it comes from a lost
1

* * *

is

recited at

the year of mourning.

Hebrew

original.
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crown ana offer it to him on behalf of those under his vengeance, would
he not grant a respite to their punishments ? In the same manner we,
when we offer to Him our supplications for those who have fallen asleep,
though they be sinners, weave no crown, but offer up Christ sacrificed for
our sins, propitiating our merciful God, both for them and for ourselves."
the doctrine was not fully established in the West till the time of
Gregory the Great. Some of the Greeks conceived that all, however
Still

perfect,

" In

must pass through

Num." Hom.

xxv.

fire

the next world.

in

" In Ps. xxvi."

6,

Hom.

iii.

So,
St.

i.

e.

g.,

Origen,

Augustine had

indeed the present doctrine of Purgatory clearly before his mind, but had
no fixed conviction on the point.
In his work " De VIII. Dulcitii
Qusestionibus " (§ 13), written about 420, he says it is "not incredible"
that imperfect souls will be

saved by some purgatorial fire," to which they
will be subjected for varying lengths of time according to their needs.
A little later, in the " De Civitate," he expresses his belief in Purgatory
as if he were certain (xxi. 13), or nearly so (xx. 25), but again speaks
doubtfully (xxi. 26, " forsitan verum est") and in the "Enchiridion " (69).
Very different is Gregory's tone " ante judicium purgatorius ignis cre"

:

dendus

est " (" Dial."

iv.

39).

G^orr^rr^ijnioi^

COMMUNION

of saints

is

of

mentioned

S^ii^l'^.
in

the

ninth article of the

added, according to the Roman
Catechism, as an explanation of the foregoing words, " I believe in

Apostles'

Creed,

the holy Catholic

where

Church."

it

is

The communion

of saints consists in the

union which binds together the members of the Church on earth, and
connects the Church on earth with the Church suffering in Purgatory and

triumphant

The

in

heaven.

on earth have communion with each other because they
partake of the same sacraments, are under one head, and assist each other
by their prayers and good works. Even the personal merits of a just man
profit his brethren, because the greater his goodness, the greater the
efificacy of his prayer for others, the more fitting it is that, as he does
God's will, so God should deign to do his by increasing the graces or
converting the souls of those for whom he prays.
Catholic commentators understand St. Paul to refer to this communion
in good works when he encourages the Corinthians to help their needy
(i)

faithful
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"Let your abundance," he says

brethren at Jerusalem.

" supply their want, that their abundance also

—

may be

(2 Cor.

viii.

14),

up of your
as they have shared in
the

filling

e. that you may share in their spiritual,
want "
your temporal, riches.' Again, God spares his people for the sake of the
saints among them, just as He was ready to spare Sodom had ten just men
been found in it or forgave Job's friends at the sacrifice and prayer of
Job himself; or so often restrained his wrath against his people for his
i.

;

servant David's sake.

Of

for the edification of the

(2)

We

course also

many graces

are given primarily

Church.

communicate with the souls

in

Purgatory by praying

See Estius, ad loc. Meyer, who attacks this interpretation, admits that
one; and it has been adopted by eminent Protestants, e. g. by Bengel.
*
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HE

act of declaring a person or persons deceased,

whose virtues have been proved by sufficient testimony,
and whose power with God has been demonstrated by
miracles, to be

among

the

number

of the blessed.

To

pay honour to the dead whom the general voice
declares to have lived well is an instinct of human nature.
Roman citizens brought the images of their distinguished
ancestors into their villas under the empire they recognised
the far-reaching power and august majesty sometimes the
beneficence of their rulers by deifying them after death
in China, the worship of ancestors is to this day the most
;

—

—

living portion of the popular religion

;

among

ourselves, the

numbers of monuments in our public places everywhere,
though in many cases rather attesting the vanity of the living than the merits of the dead, prove the universality of the impulse.

A

depends on how a people
"does its hero-worship." The Church, divinely founded and divinely
guided as she is, so far recognizes this view that she encourages us to distinguish with singular honour certain of her children who have gone before
us in the Christian warfare, bids us reserve this honour for those whose
virtue reached the '* heroic " level, and that we may not be deceived, establishes a careful and deliberate process whereby to test the truth of facts
and probe the moral significance of actions. Her judgments and her processes need not fear a comparison with those of public opinion,
The

modern writer of note has
'

Mr.

Carlyle.

said that everything

97
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.

State which

modern

religion invites us to regard as a /nural agency, the

which is not to be appealed against, has also modes of conferring
honour, and does not wait for their death before it rewards its servants. It
has peerages, baronetcies, orders, stars, money, and offices. If we examine
on what grounds these distinctions are dispensed, we find that it is for rare
usually attended by the gift of expression
intellectual ability
for the
capacity of amassing money, for courage with direction, and for simple
courage a certain degree of patriotic devotion being supposed to be preIn this way, and on these grounds, the modern Statesent in each case.
honours its heroes. To the Church, the more or less of ability possessed
by those whom she recommends for our veneration is a matter of no conShe is as willing to raise a St. Isidore, the gardener of Madrid,
cern.
to the ranks of the Blessed, as an Augustine of Hippo or a Thomas
Aquinas. The proof of eminent virtue is all that she demands, and as a.
conclusive and compendious test of the presence of this high order of
virtue, she requires the authentication of miracles wrought by, or throughSuch are,
the intercession of, the person whose virtues are under debate.
in her estimate, the only sound basis of a popular cultus, and when these
conditions have been complied with, such a cultus has been never known
to be discredited.
The possession of virtue rising to the heroic level, and the illustration of
that virtue by miracles, are matters of fact, which must of course be estabThe witnesses, in most cases, can be no other than
lished by testimony.
the countrymen and countrywomen of the reputed saint, for only they can
have seen his life from so near at hand as to be competent to speak with
In the early times. Individual bishops, and aftercertitude respecting it.
wards metropolitans acting upon this local testimony, and sifting it in the
best way they could, declared the blessedness of certain persons, and proposed their memories for the veneration of the faithful. But it is notorious that local testimony is rarely free from bias, that national and provincial sympathies, or even antipathies, are apt to disturb the judgment, and
that for this reason the universal Church could not safely endorse v/ithout
injury even the unanimous judgment of his own countrymen on the virtues
Earl Waltheof, put to death by William the Conof a reputed saint.
queror, was regarded by the English as a martyr, and miracles were said to
be worked at his tomb the same thing happened in the case of Simon de
Montfort but it may reasonably be doubted whether antipathy to the
Norman and the foreigner was not a substantial factor in these reputations
for sanctity. Considerations of this kind prevailed, many centuries ago, to
fiat

—

—

;

;

;
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cause the inquiry into reputed sanctity to be reserved to the central
authority in the Church, the Holy See, and to recommend the wisdom and
necessity of the decision that without the sanction of that see no religious
cultus

may

eminent

memory

lawfully be paid to the

of any holy person,

however

As early as the fourth cenTrent, we find the authority of

for virtue or notorious for miracles.

tury, in the case of Vigilius, bishop

of

Rome

invoked to recognise a martyr or confessor as such, and sanction his
being honoured in the liturgy. The procedure to be observed was gradually
and in the tenth
regularised, defects remedied, and safeguards supplied
century we meet with the complete process of a canonization, of which the
Still, however, through the
object was St. Ulrich, bishop of Augsburg.
inordinate fondness with which those of a particular country or religious
;

order regarded holy persons of their own blood or profession, instances of
abusive cultus sometimes occurred and accordingly we find Alexander
;

III., in

1 1

70, publishing

a decree

in

which

it is

declared unlawful to honour

however celebrated for miracles, without the
consent of the Roman Church.
Still more important is the bull of Urban
VIII. (1634), in which the form of procedure in cases of canonization is
minutely prescribed, and various abuses condemned.
In this bull, however, the Pope declared ''that he did not wish to prejudice the case of
those [servants of God] who were the objects of a cultus arising either out
of the general consent of the Church, or a custom of which the memory of
any person publicly as a

man
and

ran not to the contrary, or the writings of the Fathers, or the long
intentional tolerance of the Apostolic

raris,
It

the

saint,

Cultus Sanctorum.^
remains briefly to explain

Holy See, of

The

in

See or the Ordinary."

(Fer-

what manner the duty, thus reserved

testing the evidence offered in

proof of sanctity,

to
is

Pope Benedict XIV. on Heroic
Virtue (of which a translation was published some years ago by the
English Oratorians) is the standard authority on the subject. There are
discharged.

celebrated treatise of

three recognised degrees of sanctity—that of Venerable, that of Blessed,

and that of Saint. On the
the head of Canonisation

first
;

it

and third we
is

with the

speak more fully under
of Blessed, given on the

shall

title

completion of the process of Beatification, that we are at present concerned.
At the present time. Beatification is nearly always a stage on the road to
Canonisation; the same rigorous proof of eminent virtue and the working

demanded

one case as in the other. But whereas the
cultus of a canonised Saint belongs to the universal Church, and churches
and altars can be freely erected in his or her honour, and images, pictures^^
of miracles

is

in
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or statues of him or her displayed without special permission, in the case
of one of the Blessed it is otherwise. The honour and veneration which are
and because the cultus
authorised in their regard are limited and partial
;

of one of

them

an order,

it

is

permitted to one country, or

does not follow that

it

or order, or branch of

city,

should be practised elsewhere, and the

Nor is it
attempt to extend it without special permission is condemned.
lawful, without such permission, to display their pictures or images in
churches, nor, under any circumstances, can

Mass be

said or the breviary

recited in their honour.

may be

Thirteen or fourteen different steps
of Beatitication

;

the general object of

—extending always over many
unite the
another— being

all

distinguished in the process

these slow and lengthy mquiries

and"sometimes from one century to
to
credibility and authenticity which can only
be founded on the reports of witnesses locally and personally cognisant of
the facts to the authority of a juridical investigation conducted by trained
and impartial intellects. It must be remembered that the character and
years,

behaviour of the reputed saint are subjected to the severest possible strain
that the " fierce light which beats upon a throne

;

" is

nothing to that which
so minute and protracted an inquiry turns upon the everyday life of the
" The person who is to be beatified must have
person submitted to it.
practised in the heroic degree, chiefly the three theological virtues. Faith,

Hope, and Charity, and the four cardinal virtues. Prudence, Justice,
Courage, and Temperance, with all that these suppose and involve nor is
it enough to show that these have been practised to this degree of pernumerous acts, a permanent and
fection under certain circumstances
;

:

habitual practice, principally of charity, are required

;

and, with regard to

the cardinal virtues, the habit of that virtue which was the proper and
Thus justice and temdistinguishing excellence of the person's calling.
perance are required in statesmen and prelates
defence and propagation of the Catholic faith
to the

Church and the Holy See

;

in

;

;

in

Popes, zeal for the

in kings, loyal attachment

married women, gentleness and

devotion, etc'

The

inquiry instituted

by the

bishop of the diocese as to the fact of the reputation of the

person

first

step of

the process

is

a formal

demanded for virtue and miraculous power. This
being accomplished, either the same bishop or a Roman official inquires
into the fact of non-eultus that is, whether the bull of Urban VHI. (sup-

whose

beatification

is

—

posing the case not to be included
*

De Moy

in

among

the exceptions therein specifiedj

Wetzer and Welte.
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been hitherto scrupulously complied with. Thirdly, the acts or minutes resulting from these two inquiries are sent to Rome, to the secretary
[Roman Congregations.] Before this
of the Congregation of Rites.
body the process is now opened, at the request of the postulators, or supha!i

The

step is the nomination of a promotor Jidei (called in popular language the " devil's advocate"), whose duty

porters of the beatification.

any flaws or weak points

to point out

it is

fifth

in

the evidence adduced, and

Congregation examines, if the
person were an author, all the works, printed or in manuscript, which were
ascertained to be of his composition, and draws up a formal report on
them. If this be favorable, the seventh stage is reached, that of the introraise

all

kinds of objections.

Sixthly, the

duction of the apostolic process ; for Rome, so to speak, now makes the
cause its own, and gives a commission to the Congregation of Rites
to

try

it,

investigating,

not only the

notoriety,

but the reality and

nature of the virtues and miracles ascribed to the beatificandus.
This
commission, without a special Papal dispensation, is never issued till

have passed since the

at least ten years

the secretary of the Congregation.

The

the Congregation, under what are called
tion of three bishops, or other high

systematically,

The

transmission of the acts to

next step

is

the appointment

littercB remissionales,

functionaries, to

and examine witnesses

and miracles.

first

in respect

by

of a delega-

deal with the case

of the reputed virtues

of this delegation, which are often extremely
voluminous, are, as the ninth stage, sent to the Congregation, by which
acts

they are examined, and arguments heard, pro and contra, from the postu-

and th^ promotor Jidei. If the result is favorable to the beatificandus
a second and still more searching inquiry into the real and inmost
nature of all that has been deposed respecting him is committed to a
lators

new

delegation

this is the tenth stage.

;

the Congregation,
to

its

substance

;

is

finally

The

process, being returned to

considered by them, both as to

its

form and as

and the virtues and miracles are separately the subject of

three successive assemblies or congregations, at the last of
which the Pope himself is present. After having sought to know the will
of God by prayer, the Pope makes known his judgment to the secretary

debate

in

of the Congregation.

A new

general congregation

then held, at which
considered whether the beatification may be proceeded with without
further delay if the decision be favourable, the Pope appoints a day for
the ceremony, and orders a brief, setting forth the apostolic sentence, to
is

it is

;

be prepared.

The

stage of this long process, the beatification itself,
takes place in the Vatican church; it includes the public reading of the
final
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brief,

the chanting' of the

Te Deum,

ture of the newly beatified

on the

reading of the new collect, etc.
By an " equipollent beatification "

the unveiling of the image or picaltar,

the incensing of the image, the

meant the Papal authorisation of
the public cultus of a confessor or martyr, founded on the proof of one
or more of the exceptional conditions stated in the bull of Urban VIII.
is
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Latin word miracuhtm means some.thing wonderful
not necessarily supernatural, for, e. g. the " Seven

Wonders

of the

In

Miracula."

World " were known
theological

Latin,

English the words miraculum,

commonly only of

as the "

however,

Septem
and

"miracle," are

in

used

events so wonderful that they cannot be

accounted for by natural causes. This use, as we shall see
presently, is not sanctioned by the Vulgate translation of the
New Testament, and is not thoroughly supported by the
It has its disadvantages
language of the original Greek.
as well as its advantages, though, of course, the established
terminology cannot be altered now, even if it were possible
to find a more convenient word.
as we believe it is not

—

—

It will

be well, however, to say something on the Scriptural,

New

Testament phraseology.
See Exod.
(i) Miracles are called terata {^prodigia.

and

particularly the

the rendering of

*

*

*

,

iv.

shining or splendid deeds)

—

21,
i.

e.

where

it is

prodigies,

because of the surprise they cause. The Greek word tkaumasia, which
would exactly answer to miracula, is found in the New Testament once
only {tkauma,' never), Matt. xxi. 15; and there in a wider sense than
" miracle."
There is no great difference, from a theological point of view,

between the words "prodigy" and "miracle." It is, however, well worth
notice that the New Testament never uses the word " prodigy " by itself.
It speaks of "signs and prodigies," etc., many times; of "prodigies"
simply, never.
Evidently, the wonder caused is not the only or even the
chief feature in a miracle, and this the New Testament writers ar^ careful
to note.
»

Never,

i.

e.

for a

•"

wonderful thing."

See

Apoc

xvii. 7.

103
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(2) Miracles are
rendering of * *

also frequently called

*

**

signs " (semeia ; an accurate

Ex. vii. 3), to indicate their purpose. They
are "marvels" and "prodigies" which arouse attention, but the "wonder"
excited is a means, and not an end, and the " miracle " is a token of God's
presence they confirm the mission and the teaching of those who deliver
Of course, it is only
a message in his name (see Acts xiv. 3, Heb. ii. 4).
Ibj usage that the word " sign " acquires this technical sense, and it does,
not always in the New Testament mean a supernatural sign.
" powers " (dunamezs), inasmuch as
(3) They are often described as
They are evidences that new powers have
they exhibit God's power.
entered our world and are working thus for the good of mankind.
God,
no doubt, is always working, and He manifests his power in the operation
But we are in danger of looking upon the world as if it
of natural law.
were governed by laws independent of God, and of forgetting that his
hand is as necessary in each moment of the world's existence for each
operation of created things as it was for creation at the first
In a miracle,
God produces sensible effects which transcend the operation of natural
Men are no longer able to say, " This is Nature," forgetting all
causes.
the while that Nature is the continuous work of God and they confess,
"The finger of God is here." In Christ, miracles were the "powers," or
works of power done by Him who was Himself the power of God. And:
so, miracles done through the saints flow from, and are signs of, the power
" Stephen, full of grace and power, did great prodiof God within them.
gies and signs among the people " (Acts vi. 8).
"
(4) Christ's miracles are often called his works," as if the form of working to be looked for from Him in whom the " fulness oi the Godhead dwelt
bodily."
They were the characteristic works of Him who came to free us
from the bondage of Nature, to be our life, to overcome death, to lead us,
first to a worthier and more unselfish life, and then to a better world in
which sorrow and death shall be no more. They are the first-fruits of his
power; the pledges of that mighty working by which, one day. He will
subject all things to himself and make all things new.
,

;

;

From

a different point of view, then, the

same event

is

a " prodigy," a

and a "power;" each word presenting it under a distinct and
instructive aspect.
The three words occur three times together viz.
in Acts ii. 22; 2 Cor. xii. 12; 2 Thess. ii. 9 (in the last passage of the
In each case the Vulgate has kept the disfalse miracles of Antichrist).
tinction with accurate and delicate fidelity and we cannot help expressing
"sign,"

—

;

ur regret that the

Douay

version, in Challoner's recension, should havt
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obliterated the distinction and blunted the sense of Scripture by translat-

*'

—

—

Acts ii. 22 "by miracles and wonder:;, and signs," as
wonder " added anything to " miracle."
We cannot pretend to consider here, in full, the objections made to t'ae

ing

e.

^.

i.t

possibility of miracles, but can only give in brief the teaching of Catholic

Thomas, on the matter. The latter
which " is beyond the order (or laws) of the

theologians, and particularly of St.
defines a miracle as an effect
"

—

ordmem totius naturse creatse " ("I. ex.
He explains further, that an event may transcend the laws of some
4).
The motion of a
particular nature and yet by no means be miraculous.
stone when thrown up in the air, to take his own instance, is an effect
whole of created nature

" prseter

which exceeds the power which resides in the nature of the stone but it
is no miracle, for it is produced by the natural power of man, and does not
therefore exceed the power of Nature in its entirety.
No natural law can
account for the sun's going back on the dial of Achaz, for the resurrection
of Lazarus, or for the cure by Christ of Peter's wife's mother when she
was sick of a fever. All these things exceeded the powers of Nature,
though in different degrees, and they are instances of the three grades of
In the first casC;
the miraculous which St. Thomas distinguishes (I. cv. 8).
the very substance of the thing done is beyond the power of Nature to
;

effect (" excedit facultatem naturae,

quantum ad substantiam

second, the recipient of the efiect stamps

it

facti ")

;

in tne

as miraculous ("excedit facul-

tatem naturae, quantum ad id in quo fit"), since natural powers can indeed
give life, but not to the dead in the third, it is the manner and order in
which the effect is produced (" modus et ordo faciendi ")that is miraculous,
;

for the instantaneous cure of disease

by

Christ's

word is very different from

a cure effected by the gradual operation of care and medical treatment

The latter is natural, the former supernatural.
The definition given makes it unreasonable to deny the possibility of
miracles, unless we also deny the existence of God.
Usually, He works
according to natural laws, and this for our good, since we should be unable
to control natural agents and to make them serve us, unless we could
But God is necessarily
count on the effects known causes will produce.

He

not subject to natural laws, and

He

may, for wise reasons,
make created things the instruments of effects which are beyond their
miracle is not an effect without a cause on the
natural capacity.
contrary, it is a miracle because produced by God, the First Cause.
It is
not a capricious exercise of power. The same God who operates usualljr.
and for wise ends, according to the laws which He has implanted in
free

;

is

A

;
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may on

ends equally wise, produce effects which
transcend these laws.
Nor does God in working miracles contradict Himself, for where has He bound himself never and for no reason to operate
except according to these laws ?
It is also clear from the definition given that God alone can work
miracles. ** Whatever an angel or any other creature does by his own power
is according to the order of created nature," and therefore not miraculous
according to the definition with which we started (I. ex. 4).
It is quite
permissible to speak of saints or angels as working miracles indeed.
Scripture itself does so speak.
Still, we must always understand that God
alone really performs the wonder, and that the creature is merely his
Hence it follows that no miracle can possibly be wrought
instrument.
except for a good purpose.
It does not, however, follow that persons
through whose instrumentality miracles occur are good and holy. St.
Thomas, quoting St. Jerome, holds that evil men who preach the faith and
call on Christ's name may perform true miracles, the object of these
miracles being to confirm the truths which these unworthy persons utter
and the cause which they represent.* Thus the gift of miracles is in itself
no proof of holiness. Bat, as a rule, miracles are effected by holy men
and women, and very often they are the signs by which God attests their
sanctity and the power of their prayer (2 2nd3e clxxviii. 2).
In all these
cases, the miracle is a sign of God's will, and cannot, except through our
Nature,

occasion,

and

for

;

own

perversity, lead us into error.

otherwise with the " lying wonders " which, St. Paul says, Antichrist will work, or which Pharaoh's magicians are supposed by some to
It is

have done by the help of

who

devils.

Real miracles these cannot be,

for

God,

work wonders to lead his creatures into
error.
But the demons, according to St. Thomas, are so far beyond us in
knowledge and strength, that they may well work marvels, which would
exceed all natural powers, so far as we know them, and would seem to us
superior to any natural power whatsoever, and so to be truly miraculous
(I. cxiv.).
True miracles, then, are practically distinguished from false
ones by their moral character. They are not mere marvels, meant to
the very truth, cannot

is

gratify the curiosity of the spectator

and the vanity of the performer.

they bring us nearer to Him with
whom ** we ever have to do " they remind us that we are to be holy as He
is holy, to cultivate
The
humility, purity, the love of God and man.

They

are signs of God's presence

;

;

*

Sylvius,

cairacles

]

one of the best known commentators on

St.

Thomas, holds that

not. however, in confirmation of their heresy.
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doctrine which they confirm must appeal to us, apart from its miracu/ous
" Jesus answered them and said, My doctrine is not mine, but
attestation.

any man will do his will, he will know of the doctrine
whether it be of God, or whether I speak from myself. He who speaketh
of himself, seeketh his own glory, but he that seeketh the glory of Him
So
that sent him, he is true, and injustice is not in him" (John vii. 16).
our Lord appeals, in answering John's disciples, to his miracles, not simply
as works of power, but as stamped with a moral character, and in their
"Blind see again and lame walk,
connection with the rest of his work.
lepers are cleansed, and deaf hear, and corpses are raised, and the poor
have the Gospel preached to them and blessed is he whosoever shall not
his

who

sent me.

If

;

be scandalised

in

me "

(Matt.

xi. 5

In short, there

seq.).

was

a witness

and the miracles had no
Because they were
the voice within.

within, as well as without, to Christ's mission,

voice for those

who were

deaf to

deaf to this voice within, the Pharisees ascribed Christ's miracles to
Beelzebub.
They blasphemed, or were in danger of blaspheming, the

Holy Ghost who spoke

And

to their hearts.

which made men reject Christ's miracles
marvels of Antichrist.

So

far,

many

Protestants are with us

;

same danger
make them accept th(^

precisely the

will

but whereas most of them con-

sider that miracles ceased with, or soon after, the Apostolic age, the Catho-

Church, not, indeed, so far as we know, by any formal definition, but
by her constant practice in the canonisation of saints, and through the
teaching of her theologians, declares that the gift of miracles is an abidlic

ing one, manifested from time to time in her midst.

This belief is logi^cal
and consistent. Miracles are as possible now as they were eighteen centuries ago.
They were wrought throughout the course of the old dispensation, and by the Apostles after Christ's death
and although miracles, no
doubt, were specially needed, and therefore more numerous, when Christianity was a new religion, we have no right to dictate to the All-wise
and maintain that they have ceased to be required at all. Heathen
nations have still to be converted.
Great saints are raised up in different
ages to renew the fervour of Christians and turn the hearts of the disobedient to the wisdom of the just.
The only reasonable course is to exam;

ine the evidence for

modern

miracles,

when

it

presents

itself,

and

to give

This is just what the Church does. The
Anglican Bishop Fitzgerald, at the end of a most thoughtful and useful
essay on " Miracles " in Smith's " Bible Dictionary," asserts that according
to the confession of their ablest advocates, ecclesiastical miracles belong
or withhold belief accordingly.
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to the class " of miracles which
tive

—

i.

e.

the event,

may be

occurred at

if it

described as ambiguous and tentaall,

may have been

the result of

Then, indeed, the question would be at an end. But
any one who looks into Benedict XIV.'s treatise on "Canonisation," or
into Cardinal Newman's " Lectures on Anglican Difficulties," will see what
an extraordinary mistake this is. This able writer is wasting words and
exposing the weakness of his own cause when he argues that the course
of Nature cannot be interrupted " by random and capricious variation,"
that strong evidence is needed to make supposed miracles credible, and
that the true miracles of Christianity at its birth may have occasioned
spurious imitations of fanatical credulity.
All this may be admitted, but
And when Dr. Fitzgerald rests the belief
it does not touch the question.
in miracles upon the authority of inspired writers, and urges that there is
no such authority for ecclesiastical miracles, he forgets that the first Christians must have believed the miracles of Christ and the Apostles before
any inspired record of them had been made. In many cases, too, the
belief in Apostolic miracles must have come first, that in Apostolic inspinatural causes."

ration, second.
It

must be observed, however, that

claim widely different kinds of
divine faith, and must be

miracle can

become the

and Scriptural miracles
The Scriptural miracles rest on

ecclesiastical

belief.

accepted without doubt.

object of faith, nor

is

No

ecclesiastical

any Catholic bound to

believe in any particular miracle not recorded in Scripture.

He could not,,

without unsoundness in doctrine, deny that any miracles had occurred
since the Apostolic age, and he owes a filial respect to the judgment of

high ecclesiastical authority; but within these limits he
freedom and to the responsibilities of private judgment.
Lastly, although there

is

a danger in increduHty, even

is

when

left

to

the

this incre-

abandonment of the faith, Catholic saints and
To attribute
doctors have insisted on the opposite danger of credulity.
false miracles, says St. Peter Damian, to God or his saints, is to bear false
witness against them; and he reminds those w^ho estimate sanctity by
miraculous power that nothing is read of miracles done by the Blessed
Virgin or St. John Baptist, eminent as they were in sanctity, and that
the virtues of the saints which we can copy are more useful than miracles
which excite our wonder (Fleury, '*H. E." Ixi. 2). Neander ("Kirchendulity does not

amount

to

geschichte,"viii.p. 26seq.'), after speaking of the popular taste for legendary

miracles

in

contend against this

spirit,

"Men

were not wanting to
and a catena of testimonies may be produced

the middle ages>

continues

:
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from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries on the true significance of the
miraculous in relation to the divine life, and against an exaggerated estimation of external miracles. Nor were such thoughts peculiar to enlightened men who rose above their age they may be taken as an expression
;

of the

common

The

Christian feeling in those centuries."

mediaeval biog-

rapher of Bernard of Tiron says that for the conversions of fallen

women

which he effected through God's grace he was more to be admired than if
he had raised their dead bodies to life. And the biographer of St. Norbert
" It is the visible miracles which astonish the simple and ignorant,
writes
but it is the patience and virtues of the saints which are to be admired and
imitated by those who gird themselves to Christ's service."
(See the references in Neander, loc. cit.)
(On the subject of miracles generally, Archbishop Trench's dissertation
at the beginning of his " Essays on the Miracles " may be consulted.
It
is specially valuable for its Patristic references.
The opmions of the
Schoolmen on the nature of miracles are well given by Neander, vol. viii.
Cardinal Newman's " Essay on Ecclep. 26 of the last German edition.
siastical Miracles " is well known.)
:

fl^i^^^l.

THE book which

contains the complete Service for Mass throughout

the year.

In the ancient Church there was no one book answering to our MisThe service for Mass was contained in the Antiphonary, Lectionary,

sal.

Book

of the Gospels, and Sacramentary.

This

last,

besides matter relating

to other sacraments, gave the collects, secrets, prefaces, canon, prayor infra

canonem, and post-communion, and from the eighth century at latest it
was known as Missal or Massbook. There were " Completa Missalia/'
L e. Missals which contained more of the service of the Mass than the
Sacramentaries but we do not know how far this completeness went, for
" during the ages which intervened between the use of the Liber Sacramentorum and the general adoption of the complete book of the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, the Missal was in a transition state, sometimes containing more, sometimes less, of the entire office.
Thus the MSS. which still
;

exist,

There
sale
*

vary in their contents (Maskell, "
are, of course, printed

Monumenta

Rit.,"

Missals according to the various

Romanum, Ambrosianum, Missa ad usum Sarum

The Missale Plenarium

contains

p.

all

the service for Mass,

i.

(fiist

Ixiii.

rites^

seq.y
Mis-

—

printed edition

e. it is a Uvjsa}. in

the mode^^

sense.
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and the various uses of religious orders (Dominicans,
The Roman Missal was carefully revised and printed
Benedictines, etc.)
under Pius V., who carried out a decree of the Council of Trent on the
matter, and strictly enjoined the use of this Missal, or faithful reprints of
it, in all churches which could not claim prescription of two hundred years
It was revised again under Clement VIII. and Urban
for their own use.
New Masses have of course been added from time to time, and to
VIII.
the Missal as to the Breviary a " Proper " may be added by permission of
she Hcly See, containing Masses for the saints venerated in a particular

known,

Paris, 1487),

sounty, diocese, order,

etc.

l?fOf)(\^i^l^(^^.

THE

sacred congregation of Cardinals de propaganda fide, commonly
called the Congregation of Propaganda, which had been contemplated

by Gregory XIII., was practically established by Gregory XV. (1622)
Urban VIII. (1623to guard, direct, and promote the foreign missions.
"
1644) instituted the " College of Propaganda as part of the same design,
where young men of every nation and language might be trained for the
priesthood, and prepared for the evangelic warfare against heathenism or
heresy.
The management of this college the Pope entrusted to the
Urban caused the present building to be erected from
Congregation.

among

The

College possesses a library of 30,000 volumes,
which are the translations of a great number of Chinese works,

the designs of Bernini.

and a large

collection

Museo Borgia, which

of Oriental

MSS.

Attached to the library

contains several interesting

autographs, and a collection of objects sent

is

the

MSS., service-books, and

home by

the missionaries

from the countries where they are stationed, including an extraordinary
" The annual examination of the pupils, which takes
assortment of idols.

January (on the day before the Epiphany), is an interesting
the
scene, which few travellers who are then in Rome omit to attend
pupils reciting poetry and speeches in their several languages, accompanied
also by music, as performed in their respective countries.
The number of

place in

;

pupils

'

was by the

last return, 142."

*

Marray's Handbook for Rome, 1^7,
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CONCLAVE.

ON CLAVE (Lat. conclave ; properly, a chamber that can
be closed with one key). The term is applied both to
the place where the Cardinals assemble for the election
of a new Pope, and to the assembly itself.
Several

—

Popes
e.
g.
whether the Roman Pontiff can legally nominate his
successor; who is or is not eligible what would happen in the
questions relating to the election

of

;

event of

all

the Cardinals dying before the election

considered under
of the

1^ course

mode

Pope

;

in this article

we

;

etc.

—are

shall treat exclusively

of election, as finally settled by

of the dark ages the secular rulers of

Gregory X.

Rome made

In the
various

attempts to interfere with the freedom of Papal elections.

A

statement even appears in the Decretum of Gratian (and was

and Bishop Andrewes, when
attempting to justify the subjection of the Anglican Church to the crown),
to the effect that Pope Hadrian granted to Charlemagne the right of electBut this canon was
ing the Pope and regulating the Apostolic See.
shown by Bellarmine to be spurious it was probably invented by Sigismond of Gemblours, a strong supporter of imperial pretensions, and being
found in his chronicle, imposed upon the unwary Gratian. Another canon,
also found in Gratian, which states that Leo VIII. granted a similar privilege to Otho I., soon after the commencement of the revived " Holy
Roman Empire," at once falls to the ground when it is remembered that
Leo VIII., for the unanswerable reasons given by Baronius, is not to be
accounted a true Pope.
In 1059 an important decree was made by Nicholas II. in a Council at Rome, assigning the election of future Popes to the
Cardinal Bishops, with the consent of the other Cardinals and the clergy
and the people of Rome, saving also the honour due to Henry, king of the
Romans, and to any of his successors on the imperial throne in whose
favour the Holy See should make the same reservation. This partial
used in argument by James

I.

;
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recognition of a right to interfere in the election proved to be fertile

ii\

and Alexander III., having experienced what trouble an arbitrary emperor could cause, in his long struggle
with Frederic Barbarossa, resolved with a wise boldness to take away from
the imperial line the locus standi in Papal elections which the canon of
1059 had allowed, and to vindicate her ancient freedom for the Church.
In a General Council held at the Lateran in 11 79, it was decreed that the
election should thenceforth rest with the Cardinals alone, and that, in
order to be canonical, it must be supported by the votes of two-thirds of
their number.
In the following century, the Lateran decree was confirmed
and developed at the Council of Lyons (1274) presided over by Gregory
X., and in all its substantial features the discipline then settled is still
antipopes and vexations of every kind

;

observed.
In the election of a Pope,
die exact fulfilment of which
as the following

:

That

all

it is

is

obvious that there are certain conditions

of the utmost consequence.

These are such

those qualified to vote, and only those, should

be unnecessarily
delayed; that it should not h^ precipitated ; that the electors should be in
no fear for their personal safety, which would prevent the election from
being free ; lastly, that they should be subjected to no external persuasion
tending to make them vote, or at least come under the suspicion of voting,
from motives lower than those which ought to actuate them. All these
take part in the election

;

that the election should not

conditions, the regulations for the conclave fixed in 1274 endeavour, so far

human forethought can ensure it, to cause to be observed. After the
death of a Pope the Cardinals who are absent are immediately to be summoned to the conclave by one of the secretaries of the Sacred College
as

on the tenth day after the death. In whatever
Within the ten days
city the Pope dies, there the election must be held.
the conclave must be constructed in the Papal palace, or in some other
the election

is

suitable edifice.

to begin

The

large halls of the palace are so divided

partitions as to furnish a

number of

sets of small apartments

by wooden
(two for an

opening upon a corthey have elected a Pope.

ordinary Cardinal, three for one of princely rank),

all

Here the Cardinals must remain until
On the tenth day a solemn Mass of the Holy Ghost is said in the
Vatican church, and after it the Cardinals form a procession and proceed
to the conclave, taking up their respective apartments as the lot has
distributed theni.
For the rest of that day the conclave is open crowds
of persons flock in and circulate among the apartments and corridors
and the ambassadors and delegates of foreign States, besides their perridor.

;

;
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In the evening every

turned out except the Cardinals and those authorised to remain

with them, and the conclave

done under the superintendence of two guardians of the conclave one a prelate previously
appointed by the Sacred College, who is called \\\q governor ; the other a
Each Cardinal is allowed to have two
lay official designated the marshal.
members of his household in personal attendance upon him these ar(3
number of other attendants and minor officials
•called conclavists.
a carpenter, a mason, a sacrist, a monk or friar to hear confessions, two
barbers, eight or ten porters and messengers, and several others — are ia
the common service of the whole body of Cardinals. All the entrances
to the building but one are closed that one is in the charge of officials
who are partly prelates, partly officials of the municipality, whose business
it is to see that no unauthorized person shall enter, and to exercise a surveillance over the food brought for the Cardinals, lest any written communication should be conveyed to them by this channel. After three
if five days more elapse withdays, the supply of food sent in is restricted
out an election being made, the rule used to be that the Cardinals should
but this
from that time subsist on nothing but bread, wine, and water
Morning and evenrigor has been somewhat modified by later ordinances.
ing, the Cardinals meet in the chapel, and a secret scrutiny by means of
voting papers is usually instituted, in order to ascertain whether any candidate has the required majority of two-thirds.
Cardinal coming from a
is

This

closed.

is

—

;

A

;

;

;

A

distance can enter the conclave after the closure, but only
right of doing so within three days of his arrival in the city.

may

if

he claim the

Every actual

under a sentence of excommunication,
has the right to vote, unless he has not yet been admitted to deacon's
Even in this case the right of voting has sometimes been conorders.
There are three valid modes of election
ferred by special Papal indult.
by scrutiny, by compromise, and by what is called quasi-inspiration.
Cardinal, even though he

lie

—

•

Compromise

is,

when

all

the Cardinals agree to entrust the election

two or three members of the body. Scrutiny
and although since the thirteenth century elecis the ordinary mode
tions have usually been made by this mode with reasonable despatch, yet

to a small committee of
;

in times of disturbance, the difficulty of obtaining a two-thirds majority

has been

known

to protract the proceedings over a long period, as in the

celebrated instance of the conclave of

1

moirs, which lasted six months, resulting in the election of
(Ferraris,

Papa ;

Zoepffel, "

MePius VII

799, described in Consalvi's

Die Fapstwahlen," Gottingen, 1871.)
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CONCORDAT (Lat. concordata, things agreed upon). A

treaty be<

tween the Holy See and a secular State touching the conservation
and promotion of the interests of religion in that State.
It were to be wished that Christendom did not require concordats, for a
treaty between two powers implies some felt divergency of sentiment and
principle, which, having already resulted in opposition and contention more
or less serious, dictates to the contracting parties the necessity of coming
to an understanding as to the limits beyond which neither will give way to
the other.
Such divergency of sentiment only arises, speaking generally,
when the secular State aims at excluding the Church from its rightful share
an aim which familiar experience shows to
of control over human affairs
be eminently pernicious and disastrous. When Ethelberts or St. Louises
rule in temporals, we do not hear of concordats with the Holy See, for

—

such rulers desire to see religion more, not
their subjects.

less, in

the ascendant

among

Nevertheless, considering the actual condition of things

Europe and America, it is generally a subject of congratulation when
we know that at any rate for a
the Pope concludes a fresh concordat
time, religion and its ministers will be treated with some justice and moderation in the treaty-making State
that if the Church has been robbed
there in time past, some modicum of a yearly grant will now be given by
way of restitution and that the churches and convents will be made over
in

;

;

;

to her

—

at

Among
lowing

any rate
the

the next revolution.

till

more

celebrated concordats of former times are the fol-

:

That of Worms in
Henry V., by which the
"by ring and crozier,"
and only the investiture
1.

temporalities,

of investiture

retained.

was

H. and the Emperor
abusive right of appointing bishops and abbots
long usurped by the emperors, was resigned,
by the sceptre, in token of the grant of their
1122, between Calixtus

On

settled

the lines of this

throughout Europe

concordat the question
in

such

a

way

as

to

leave intact in theory the universal pastorate of the successors of Peter,

however seriously

it

may have been

here and there compromised in

practice.

That of Frankfort or Vienna (1446-8), called the Concordat with
the German Nation, by which the Popes Eugenius IV. and Nicholas V.,
employing Nicholas of Cusa and ^neas Sylvius as negotiators, agreed
2.
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with the emperor Frederic III. to divide in a particular manner the patronage of ecclesiastical dignities in Germany, and as to the payment of
fruits and other matters.
3.

That of

1

5 15,

between Leo X. and Francis

by which the

I.,

first-

latter

agreed to abolish the pragmatic sanction of Charles VII. (limiting appeals
to Rome, and pretending to set a general council above the Pope), and
the former resigned to the crown of France the nomination to vacant
bishoprics and abbeys, with the proviso that the persons

acceptable to the

Holy

named should be

See.

In later times, the concordat of 1801, between Pius VII. and the

first

Napoleon, restoring to the French nation the public practice of the religion
of their fathers, which the detestable wickedness of the revolutionists had
Under its terms
proscribed since 1 790, is a treaty of primary importance.
the Holy See agreed to a new demarcation of the boundaries of French
dioceses, reducing their number from over 100 to about 80, and declared
(art. 13) that neither the reigning Pope nor his successors would molest
the purchasers or grantees in the peaceful possession of Church lands
alienated

up to that

date.

On

the other hand, the French

Government

agreed to the free and public exercise of the " Catholic, Apostolic, and

Roman "

France consented (art. 4, 5) to the canonical institution by the Pope, under the ancient discipline, of the bishops whom the
Government should nominate; promised (art. 14) a suitable annual grant
for the support of the French bishops and clergy
and undertook to
facilitate (art. 15) fresh endowments on the part of any French Catholics
desiring to make them.
These were the principal articles of the concordat
signed by the Papal envoys on behalf of the Holy See.
The Government
of Napoleon soon afterwards added to the concordat a number of clauses
called " organic articles," the tenor of which was of course highly Erastian,
and by which it has been often maintained by the French and other
publicists that the French clergy are bound.
This, however, since the
Holy See never ratified the " organic articles," is not the case.
In an interesting supplementary article in vol. xxvi. of Wetzer and
Welte's Dictionary on Concordats, the text of several modern conventions
of this kind (with Russia, 1847 with the republic of Costa Rica, 1852
with Austria, 1855) is given in full.
(Ferraris, Concordata ; Soglia, i. 4, De jure novissimo ; Mohler's " Kirreligion in

;

;

;

chengeschichte.")
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COMMANDMENTS
OF QOD.

OMMANDMENTS

of

God

(in

Hebrew

of

Exodus

13, x. 4, " the ten words," of

which
"the Decalogue," hoideka logoiy ta deka logia, ta deka
rkemata, is a verbal translation) were given to Moses by
God on Mount Sinai. They were written by the finger
God on two tables of stone, which were placed in the
c.
Thus the commandments formed the centre and kernel of
Jewish religion. They were given more directly by God
n any other part of the Jewish law, and they were placed in
most holy place, which none but the high priest could enter,
he only once a year. The Roman Catechism (iii. 1,1), quotSt. Augustine, points out that all the rest of the Mosaic
depends on the decalogue, while the ten commandments, in
the love of God with the whole
their turn, are based on two precepts
heart, and the love of our neighbour as ourselves.
Two questions about the commandments must be mentioned, the former
of which concerns the binding force, the latter the division and arrangexxxiv. 28, Deut.

iv.

—

ment, of the decalogue.

As

to the former question, the Council of Trent defines, against antino-

and modern times, that the ten commandments
" If anyone say
'bind the consciences of all mankind, Christians included.
that the ten commandments have nothing to do with Christians, let him be
" If anyone say that a man, though justified and ever so peranathema."
fect, is not bound to observe the commandments of God and the Church,
let him be anathema."
The reason on which this obligation rests is

mian

heretics of ancient

^

^ Concil. Trident, sess. vi.

De

Justif. can. 19, 20.
1x6
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new law

did nat give a

Moses

to
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;

He

only republished a

law written originally on the conscience of man and obscured by his sinful
The ten commandments, then, did not begin to bind when
ignorance.
proclaimed to the people of Israel, and they have not ceased to do so now
that Christ has done away with the Jewish law.'
The second question turns on the division of the commandments, and
here there are three principal views.
It is well to remind the reader, first,

words of the commandments
and Deuteronomy v., one of which is of special

that there are several differences in the exact

Exodus

as given in

xx.

In Exodus, the last prohibitions run, "

moment.

neighbour's house

Thou

shalt not covet thy

thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's wife, nor his servant, nor his maid, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor anything that is thy neigh:

Deuteronomy, the order is changed thus " Thou shalt not
covet thy neighbour's wife and thou shalt not desire " [a different word
in Hebrew from that translated " covet," though the Vulgate obliterates
bour's."

In

:

;

the distinction] " his

or anything that
the different

is

or his servant, or his maid, his ox, or his ass,

field,

thy neighbour's."

modes of

We

may now proceed

to consider

division.

and Josephus, followed by Origen and other early Christians,
by the Greek Church, and all Protestants except Lutherans, divide the
commandments into two tables, containing each five precepts viz. i, on
strange gods
2, on image worship
3, on taking God's name in vain
4,
on the Sabbath 5, on honouring parents 6, on murder 7, on adultery ;
10, on covetousness.
8, on stealing
9, on false witness
(2) The Talmud, the Targum of Jonathan, and many rabbinical commentators, make the preface, " I am the Lord thy God," etc., the first
"word " they regard the prohibition of strange gods and images as one
single
word," viz. the second for the rest they agree with the division
(i) Philo

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

''

;

of Philo,

etc.

Augustine places in the first table three commandments, relating to
God viz. I, on strange gods and images (so that he regards the prohibition of idols as a mere application of the principle, " Thou shalt not have
In the
strange gods before me")
2, the name of God; 3, the Sabbath.
second table he places seven precepts, relating to our neighbour viz.
commandment 4, on parents 5, on murder 6, on adultery 7, on steal(3)

—

;

—

;

;

;

exception must be made of that clause in the third commandment
which fixes the seventh day for divine worship. As to the apparent prohibition of images, see
Petav. De Incarn. xv. 6. Here it is enough to say that if, with Josephus, we hold that the commandment absolutely prohibits sculpture and painting, so that Solomon broke it when he made
^

Cat.

Rom.

iii.

i, 3.

An

the twelve oxen under the brazen sea or the lions for his throne, then
this ceremonial part of the commandment no longer binds.

we must

also hold that
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on coveting our neighbour's wife 10, on covThis division has prevailed in the Catholic
eting our neighbour's goods.
Church, and has been retained by the Lutherans, except that they, following the order in Exodus, make commandment 9, on coveting our neighto, on coveting his wife or goods
a division to which
bour's house
Augustine himself in some places gives support.
What has been already said shows that ignorance alone can charge
ing

;

8,

on

false witness

;

9,

;

;

;

Catholics with introducing a

new mode

of division in order to give less
prominence to the prohibition of idol- worship. The division was current

long before any

strife

on images had arisen

Next, the Catholics, in this division of the

Church.
and second commandments,

in the

first

have the whole weight of rabbinical tradition on their side.
Thirdly, the modern CathoHc division is the only one consistent with the
Hebrew text, as usually found in MSS. and printed editions. The text is
divided into ten sections, which correspond precisely with our Catholic
These sections are admitted to be very ancient, older even than
division.
the Masoretic text, and the Protestant scholar Kennicott found them so
marked in 460 out of 694 MSS. which he collated.'
Lastly, the wording of the text both in Exodus and Deuteronomy
The promises and threats, " I am
strongly favours the Catholic division.
the Lord thy God, mighty, jealous," etc., are much more suitable on the
theory that the prohibition of strange gods and idols forms one commandment, while in Deuteronomy, after the prohibition of coveting our neighbour's wife, the change of the verb mentioned above seems to indicate the
beginning of a new commandment nor is there any difficulty in distinguishing carnal desire from coveting another man's goods.
(The facts
as here given will be found in Kalisch, Knobel, and Keil in their
commentaries on Exodus. The first is a very learned Jew, the second a
All are opposed to the
Rationalist, the third an orthodox Protestant.
Dillmann's Commentary (1881) has also been
Catholic mode of division.
;

consulted.)
no doubt that the prohibition of polytheism and of image-worship always forms one
In some MSS., however, of Exodus there are only nine sections in the text of the decsection.
alogue, our ninth and tenth commandments forming one section. Kennicott, says Keil, found
the division wanting in 234 out of 694 MSS. which he collated, and an examination of KenniDillmann's assertion that Kennicott tound the division
cott's Bible confirms Keil's statement.
between the ninth and tenth commandments wanting in most of his MSS. seems to be wholly
'

There

is

inaccurate.
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PARENTS,

and other persons invested with lawful authority, have
power to make rules for those placed under them, so that things
The
lawful in themselves become unlawful by their prohibition.
Scripture teaches plainly that the Church has this power. We are to hear
The Holy Ghost has placed bishops to
the Church (Matt, xviii. 17J.
"rule the Church" (Acts xx. 28). St. Paul commanded Christians to
keep the "precepts of the Apostles and the ancients" (xv. 41).
The Roman Catechism makes no special enumeration of the commandments of the Church but such an enumeration is generally found in
popular Catechisms, which have followed in this respect the example set
by the Catechism of Canisius. The English Catechism, like the French
Ma«y
ones of Fleury, etc., counts six commandments of the Church.
In our English Catechism they
other Catechisms reduce them to five.
i, to keep certain days holy Vv^ith the obligation of
are given as follows
resting from servile work
2, to hear Mass on Sundays and holidays of
obligation
3, to keep the days of fasting and abstinence
4, to confess
once a year 5, to communicate at Easter or thereabouts 6, not to marry
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

within forbidden degrees, or at forbidden times.
is

omitted in

pay

many Catechisms

;

The

sixth

commandment

that of Bellarmine adds another

—

viz.

to

tithes.

ff|i^.^.

AHEAD-DRESS

worn by

by
Greek

bishops, abbots, and in certain cases

other distinguished ecclesiastics.

Mitra (initrd)

is

used in

and Latin for the turban which was worn by women, and among
the Asiatics, especially Phrygians, by men. It had no connection with religious rites.

On

the other hand, a band (infuld) was w^orn by heathen priests and by

The Jewish

wore a cap of uncertain form,
though the root points to a round shape, and the high priest a turban,
from a root meaning " to wind," with a plate of gold on the front, inscribed
with the words, " Holiness to the Lord." The Vulgate uses " mitra" for
the high priest's head-dress (Ecclus. xlv. 14), for the priest's (Exod. xxix. 9
the sacrificial victims.

priests

;

however, that the early church did not adopt
ihe head-dress of the Jewish priesthood and transfer it to her own priests
Lev.

viii.

13).

It is certain,
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Polycrates of Ephesus, indeed, writing about 190 (apud

or chief priests.

Euseb, " H. E."
priest,

24) says of St. John the Evangelist that he " became a
having worn the plate (^petalon)," and Epiphanius (Haer.) about 380,.

makes a

v.

similar statement about St. James, except that he

makes

it

in.

James's case a mark of his Jewish, not his Christian priesthood, for he
says he was allowed both to wear the petalon and enter the Holy of Holies.
St.

This account of Epiphanius

ground could the

is

evidently legendary, for on what possible

authorities of the

Temple

treat

James

as high priest

?

Bishop Lightfoot (see also Routh, " Rell. Sacr." ii. p. 28) is probably justified in regarding the language of Polycrates on St. John's "plate" as
But, in any case, such a "plate" answers to no vestment
metaphorical.
now in use and even if we could translate it " mitre " (as we cannot),
this use by St. John stands quite by itself. It would have been his custom,
not that of the Church.
Hefele, who treats the above notices of St. John and St. James as mere
;

legends, contends, nevertheless, that there are clear traces of mitres used as

part of the official ecclesiastical costume from the fourth century.

After

which he alleges, we can see no reason for
abandoning the judgment of Menard, the learned Benedictine editor of
viz. that for the first thousand years of her
St. Gregory's Sacramentary
history there was no general use of mitres in the Church.
All Hefele's

carefully considering the proofs

—

references can,

we

think, be explained as poetical or metaphorical.

And,

on the other hand, Hefele himself allows that no Sacramentary or Ritual-^
book before 1000 a.d. mentions the mitre, much less the bishop's
investment with

it

at consecration,

though,

e. g.

in

a

Mass

for Easter

Sunday, written before 986, the ornaments of a bishop are enumerated.
Again, liturgical writers, such as Amalarius and Walafrid Strabo, are
silent

not

on the

till

subject.

" It

is

not,"

we

again quote from Hefele, "it

is

the eleventh century that representations of popes, bishops, and

abbots with the mitre occur

;

though from that time onwards they are

very numerous."

The

use of the mitre seems to have begun at

spread to other churches.

Leo

IX., in 1049,

to the Archbishop of Treves, and this

is

Rome, and then

gave the "

Roman

the earliest instance

to have

mitre"

known

of

Bamberg, got leave from Rome
to wear the mitre on certain feasts, and it was used by all cardinals till, in
1245, the first Council of Lyons sanctioned the cardinal's hat. According
to Gavantus (torn. i. 149), the first concession of a mitre to an abbot was
made by Urban II. in 1091. The straight lines and sharp point familiar to
such a concession.

Canons

also, e. g. at
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appear in works of art in the thirteenth cen-

with

its

greater height and curved lines

came

into

use in the fourteenth.

Bishops and abbots

(if

mitred) receive the mitre from the consecrating

The

bishop, a ceremony, as Catalani shows, of late introduction.

" Cseri-

moniale Episcoporum" distinguishes the "precious mitre" adorned with
jewels and made of gold or silver plate the " mitra auriphrygiata," with;

out precious stones (it may, however, be ornamented with pearls) and of
gold cloth (ex tela aured) the "plain mitre" {mitra simplex) of silk or
;

linen and of white color.

The bishop always

who

uses the mitre

if

he carries

must confine
themselves to the simple mitre, unless in case of an express concession by
The Greeks have no mitre. The
the Pope (" Manuale Decret." 870).
Armenians have adopted a kind of mitre for bishops and a bonnet for
the pastoral

Inferior prelates

staff.

priests since the eleventh century.

are allowed a mitre

(Hefele, " Beitrage," vol.

ii.

;

Gavantus,

Bona, "Rerum Lit." lib. i. Catalani on the "Pontifical"; Menard on St.
Innocent III. gives mystical meanings to the
Gregory's Sacramentary.
mitre and its parts e. g. the two horns are the two testaments the strings,
;

—

:

the spirit and the letter, etc.)

fr|i;i€;G>

MIXED

MARRIAGES

}hW\\b,^h

between persons of dififerenl
marriage between a baptised and unbaptised person
religions.
one between a Catholic and a person of another comis invalid
munion e. g. a Protestant is valid, but, unless a dispensation has been
obtained from the Pope or his delegate, unlawful. This explanation has
been already given in the article on the Impediments of Marriage. But
it will be useful to say something here on the legislation of the Church on
marriages between Catholics and other Christians not Catholics.
(i) Benedict XIV. (Instruction on Marriages in Holland, 1741.
Encyclical, "Magnge nobis") has declared the Church's vehement repugnance
to such unions, on the ground that they are not likely to be harmonious,
that they expose the Catholic party and the children to danger of pervepsion, that they are apt to produce indifference, etc., etc.
(2) He says the Church has permitted them for very grave reasons, and
generally in the case of royal personages but even then on condition that
the Catholic party be free to practise his or her religion, and that a promise
be given that the children of either sex be brought up Catholics,
are marriages

A

;

—

—

;
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(3) Increasing intercourse between Catholics and Protestants made such
marriages far more frequent, and the conditions insisted on by Benedict

XIV. were

In Silesia a law of the State in 1803 required the
children of mixed marriages to be brought up in the religion of the father.
In England, till very recent times, there was a common arrangement by
neglected.

which the boys were brought up in the father's, the girls in the mother's,
religion and neither in Silesia (see Hergenrother, " Kirchengeschichte,"
vol, ii. p. 856 seq.') nor in England did the Catholic clergy, as a rule, oppose
this state of things.
An attempt was made by the Prussian Government
in 1825 to introduce the law which prevailed in Silesia and the other
Eastern provinces to the Rhineland and Westphalia and this order of the
Cabinet was accepted by Von Spiegel, archbishop of Cologne, and also,
though with some scruple, by the Bishops of Paderborn, Miinster, and
This led Pius VIII. and Gregory XVI. to declare a mixed
Treves.
marriage, when it was not understood that the children of either sex shoulc^
be brought up Catholics, contrary to the "natural and divine law." Other
wise, the priest could take no part in the celebration.
In extreme cases
and to avoid greater evils, he might passively assist at the contract buv
more the Pope himself could not permit. Obedience to these Papal brief?
led to the imprisonment of Droste von Vischering, the new archbishop of
Cologne, in 1837, and to that of the Archbishop of Posen in 1839. The'
bishops, even those who had once been of a different mind, steadfastlj'
adhered to the Papal regulations.
One exception, however, must bi
mentioned. The Prince- Bishop of Breslau resigned his see in 1840 rathef
than submit, and became a Protestant.
He died in 1871. Under the
good king, William IV., peace was gradually restored betweea Church
and State.
;

;

;
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i^t

Sotrni

AND INVOCATION OF THE

{

HE

SAINTS.

Council of Trent (sess. xxv.

teaches that "the saints

prayers for the
to call

men

to

reio-ninof

God

upon them with

obtain benefits from

;

that

De

Invoc.

Sanct.)

with Christ offer theif
it is

supplication,

good and useful
and in order to

God

through Jesus Christ, w^ho
alone is our Redeemer and Saviour, to have recourse to
The prayer which we may
their prayers, help, and aid.
address to the saints is of course wholly different from that
which we offer to God or Christ. " We pray God," says the
Roman Catechism (p. iv. ch. 6), "Himself to give good or
from evil things
we ask the saints because they
enjoy God's favor, to undertake our patronage and obtain
free us

;

God

we

Hence we employ two forms
for to God
of prayer, differing in the mode [of address]
we say properly. Have mercy on us, Hear us to the saints, Pray for us."
Or, if we ask the Blessed Virgin or the saints to have pity on us, we only
beseech them to think of our misery, and to help us "by their favor with
from

the things

need.

;

;

God and

not to attribute

Two

and " the greatest care must be taken by all
what belongs to God to any other " (" Cat. Rom." ib.').

their intercession

;"

points, then, are involved in the Catholic doctrine

of the saints and the
(i) Intercession

utility

—the

intercession

of invoking them.

of the Saints.

we

—The

whole o the

New

Testament
and so bound to

members of Christ,
each other as members of the same body (see, e. g., i Cor. xii. 12 seq.^,
God might, had it pleased Him, have made us solely and directly dependenforces the principle that

are

T33
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ent on Himself, but

He

has chosen to display his

own power

b^ giving-

great efficacy to the intercession of the just (James v. i6).
He taught us
to go to Him with the wants of others as well as with our own, and He

has deepened charity and humility by making us dependent to some extent
on the prayers of others. Everybody knows the store St. Paul set on
the prayers of his fellow- Christians (Eph. vi. i8, 19; i Tim. ii. i).
Prayer even for enemies was a duty enjoined by Christ Himself (Matt. v.
Now, it is hard to imagine a reason why souls which have gone to
44).

God

should cease to exercise this kind of charity and to intercede for

The Old Testament

their brethren.

plainly asserts the intercession of

angels, as has been approved already,

and

it

seems

the intercession of departed saints in Jeremias xv.

i

at least
;

to

imply

and undoubtedly

the later Jews believed in the merits and intercession of the saints of
Israel (Weber, " Altsynagog. Theol." p. 314).
find an explicit state-

We

where we should reasonably expect it. The
Apocalypse was written later at least than the death of Nero (June 9, a.:^.
68) and the writer is filled with the thought of his martyred brethren who
had gone before him to God. He believes that they still sympathise with
and intercede for those whom they had left behind. " I saw beneath the
altar the souls of them that were slain because of the word of God and
the witness which they had, and they cried with a loud voice. How
long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not avenge our blood from them
And there was given to each of them a white
that dwell on the earth.
robe, and they were told to rest a little, until their fellow-servants and their
brethren be completed [in number," or else, according to the reading
sumplerosbsin, " complete the number"] " who are to be killed even as they"

ment

of the doctrine just

(vi. gseg'.).

So

again, in

v.

8 (cf

viii.

3),

the elders before the heavenly altar

are represented as falling "before the Lamb, having each a harp and

golden

vials full

of perfumes, which are the prayers of the saints."

It

matters nothing for our present purpose whether the " saints " mentioned
were or were not still on earth. In either case their prayers are offered

God by the elders in heaven, so that
before God offer up our prayers and so
to

But

if

Scripture were

silent, tradition

the imagery implies that the samts

help us by their intercession.

witnesses to the doctrine so uni-

and so constantly as to remove all doubt of its Apostolic origin.
The genuine "Acts" of the early Martyrs abound in testimonies. Thus,
the contemporaries of St. Ignatius, St. John's disciple, tell us that some saw
<rersally

the martyr in vision after death " praying for us

"Acts" of the Martyrs of

Scilla

"

(" Act. Mart,"

7).

The

(anno 202) speak of them as interceding
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alter death before our

Theodotus, before

125

his death, says

" In

:

heaven

I

ed. Ratisb.

p.

132).

will confidently pray for

you to God" {ib. p. 384). " Pious men" built the Martyrium of Trypho
and Respicius, "commending their souls to the holy patronage of the
Fresh evidence comes from the early
blessed martyrs" {ib. p. 210).
Fathers.

Cyprian, writing to Cornelius (Ep.

Ix. 5),

thus exhorts those

who

let not our
Let our love before God endure
prayer to the Father's mercy cease for our brethren and sisters " (see also
" De Habit. Virg." 24).
Origen (" In Cantic." lib. iii. p. 75, ed. Bened.)
thinks It no " unfitting " interpretation of a passage in the Canticles if we
take it to mean that " all the saints who have departed this life care for the
salvation of those who are in the world, and help them by their prayers and
mediation \interventti\ with God."
It is useless to add passages from later
long list of them will be found in Petavius.
Fathers.

may

be martyred

first

:

"

A

'2) Invocation

of the Saints.

;

—

If

it is

the will of

God

should help us on the road, to heaven by their prayers,

He makes

the

communion between

triumphant perfect on both sides
order that they may speak for

;

that the saints

we may be

sure that

the Church militant and the Church

that

He

enables us to speak to

Our Saviour

us.

tells

them

in

us that the angels

and a passage already cited from
the Apocalypse shows that the martyrs in heaven are aware of what happens on earth. The inscriptions in the Catacombs recently brought to
light witness to the confidence with which the Church invoked the prayers
We select a few instances from those given by De
of departed saints.
Rossi (in the " Triplice Omaggio " and " Collection of Epitaphs," as quoted
rejoice over repentant sinners (Luc. xv. 7),

in Kraus, " Real-Encycl." art. Gebet)

:

"Ask

for us in thy prayers because

we know thou art in Christ" (n. 15); "Beseech for thy sister" (n. 19);
''We commend to thee, O holy lI?omina'] Basilla CrescentiusandMicena,
our daughter " (n. 1 7). The great Fathers of the fourth century directly
invoke and bid others invoke the saints. St. Gregory Nazianzen begs a
martyr, St. Cyprian, to "look down from heaven upon him with kindly
eye, and to direct his discourse and his life" (Orat. xxiv. ad fin.^.
So he
invokes his friend St. Basil (Orat. xliv. ad fin?). St. Gregory Nyssen, fearing the Scythian invasion, attributes past preservation to the martyr, and
not only invokes him, but begs him in turn to invoke greater saints, Peter,
Paul, and

John (Orat.

in S. Theodor.).

St.

Ambrose

("

De Vid." cap.

9, n.

55) exhorts Christians to supplicate (obsecrandi^ their guardian angels and
" Let us not only
the martyrs, especially those whose relics they possess.

on

this feast

day but on other days also keep near them

;

let

us be^ then?
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to be our patrons," are the words of St.
nice and Prodoce.

Chrysostom on the martyrs Bere-

In his verses the early Christian poet Prudentius habit-

Augustine (Serm. 324) tells a story to
his people of a woman who prayed to St. Stephen for her dead son, " Holy
give me back my son," and was rewarded by the miracle
martyr
she asked.
It must be remembered that these passages are but samples
out of many which might be adduced.
They come to us from every part
of the Christian world, and the devotion which thev attest cannot have
sprung up as if by magic at once and in every quarter. We may add that then,
as now, Catholics were charged with idolatry because they venerated the
saints.
Such accusations were made by the heathen generally, and in particular by Julian the Apostate, by the Manicheans, Eunomians (extreme
Arians), by Vigilantius, etc.
(See Petavius, "De Incarnat." xiv. 14.) St.
Augustine's reply is well known viz. that the sacrifice of the Mass and
supreme worship of every kind was offered, not to the martyrs, but to God
who "crowned the martyrs" (so, e. g. "Contr. Faust." lib. xx. cap. 21).
The fact that the saints hear our prayers was held by the Fathers as certain
the way in which they do so is a matter of philosophical or theologIn
ical speculation, about which neither they nor we have any certainty.
some way unknown to us, God reveals to them the needs and prayers of
their clients, and Petavius warns us against curious speculation on the matter.
The very uncertainty of the Fathers on this point throws into relief
their unshaken confidence in the intercession of the saints and the advanAugustine, Jerome, and others, suggest that sometage of invoking them.
times departed saints may actually be near those who are calling on them.
Modern theologians have generally thought that the blessed beholding
God see in Him, as in a mirror, all which it concerns them to know of
Whatever theory we adopt, the knowledge of the saints
earthly things.
depends entirely on the gift of God. We should be idolaters indeed were
ually invokes the saints

.

.

;

and

St.

.

—

;

we

to think of

them

as

omnipresent or omniscient.

An

account has been given of the institution of the Feasts of the Samts
The devotion of the Church has turned chiefly
in a previous article.
The ancient liturgies do indeed
to the saints who died after Christ.

commemorate the

and

Patriarchs

prophets.

Abel,

Melchisedec,

and

Abraham, are mentioned in the Roman Mass, and more than a score of
Old Testament saints in the Roman Martyrology. Abel and Abraham
are invoked by name in the Litany for the Dying prescribed in the Roman
Ritual.
The list of feasts given by Manuel Comnenus mentions one feast
but the Church of Jerusalem had many
of M^n O. T. saint, that of Elias
;
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and at Constantinople churches were dedicated to Elias, Isaias,
Job, Samuel, Moses, Zacharias, and Abraham. But the Maccabees are the
only O. T. saints to whom the Latin Church has assigned a feast.' The
reason, as Thomassin thinks, for the exception is, that the mode of their
martyrdom so closely resembled that of the Christian martyrs, and that
their date was so near to the Christian period.
(The chief authority followed has been Petavius, " De Incarnat." lib. xiv., which treats the subject
**
exhaustively, and for the last paragraph Thomassin's " Trait6 des Testes,
such

lib.

feasts,

i.

ch. 9.)

Di^|)en^J\l'ion.

THE

sation arises

from the

good may not be

may be

The necessity of dispenlaw which is made for the general

relaxation of a law in a particular case.
fact that a

beneficial in this or that special case,

rightly relaxed with respect to an individual, while

bind the community.

and therefore

it

continues to

Dispensation must be carefully distinguished from

the interpretation of a law, though the two are often confused with one

another in

common

speech.

Thus, a person so

ill

that he cannot fast with-

out serious injury to his health needs no dispensation, because he is by the
On the other hand, though he
nature of the case exempt from the law.

may

be able to

occupations,

fast, his health,

the law should be relaxed in his favour

;

etc.,

may make

it

suitable that

for this purpose a dispensation is

and he must apply to some one possessed of authority to grant it.
Anyone may interpret the law who has sufficient knowledge and impartiality to do so, but jurisdiction is needed in order to dispense.
The general principle is that the lawgiver, from whom the law derives
Required,

So again, a superior may relax the laws of
his predecessors, because his power is equal to theirs, or of his inferiors,
because his power is greater.
But an inferior cannot dispense in the laws
of his superiors unless by power delegated to him for that end.

its force,

has power to relax

God Himself

it.

cannot give a dispensation, in the

strict

sense of the word,

from the natural law. " From the precepts of the decalogue," says St.
Thomas, " no dispensation of whatsoever kind can be given," and to the

God who made the ten commandments can unmake them,
he replies, " God would deny Himself if he did away with the order of his
justice, since He is identical with his own justice, and therefore God cannot
objection that

M.

by the whole Church for the Carmelites keep the
Venice, there are churches dedicated to Moses, Job, etc.
e.

a

feast kept

;

feast of St. Elias,

and

e. g.
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give

a

dispensanon making

it

lawful for a

man

to neglect tne due order to

God, or exempting him from submission to the order of his justice, even
in those things which concern the relations of men to each other."
God,
however, can change the circumstances in such a manner that the case no
He couldj for example, as supreme Lord and
longer falls under the law.
proprietor of all, make over the goods of the Egyptians to the Israelites, so
that the latter could take them without committing robbery. He could, as
the Lord of all that lives, deprive Isaac of life and make Abraham the executioner. Further, just as a man may remit a debt, so God may free a man from
the obligation incurred to Him by bath or vow. Lastly, God can of course
dispense from the positive law which he has imposed
e. g. he could have
dispensed a Jew from the law of circumcision, the Sabbath, etc. We may
now pass on to consider the actual law of the Church on dispensations.
The Pope can dispense from obligations to God which a man has in.
e. by oath or vow.
This power belongs
curred of his own free will
to him as the successor of St. Peter, to whom Christ gave the power of
He can also dispense in all matters of ecclesiastical
binding and loosing.
Bishops, by their ordinary power, can dispense from the statutes of
law.
the dioc2san synods, etc., and they can dispense individuals from the
general laws of the Church, or from obligations under which they have
placed themselves to God, in such cases as frequently occur e. g. in most
vows, in fasts, abstinences, observances of feasts, etc. But by reason of
privilege, lawful custom or necessity, the dispensing power of the bishop
Custom has also given parish priests power to dispense
is often extended.
individuals from fasts, abstinences, abstinence from servile work on feasts,
and the like. As a rule, a person who has received power to dispense from
a superior by delegation cannot sub-delegate.
A reason is always needed before a dispensation can be lawfully given.
'

—

—

i.

—

If a

superior dispenses without cause in his

inferior,

the dispensation, though unlawful,

whom

inferior to

own law
is

valid.

or in that of an
If,

however, an

dispensing power has been delegated uses

it

without

and void. In all cases it is taken for
granted that a dispensation is only given on the tacit condition that the
statements of the person who petitions for it are true.
Concealment of
falsehood in an essential matter affecting the motive which induced the
reason, the dispensation

is

null

superior to dispense, renders the dispensation null.
1

St.

Thorn.

I

2ndse, qu. lOO, a. 8.

The

opinion of Occam, D'Ailly, and Gerson that

pense from the precepts of the decalogue has long been abandoned. The
could dispense from the precepts of the second table except that against lying.
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A dispensation ceases
is

if

recalled

accepted by the superior

;

also, in

;

renounced and the renunciation
certain cases, if the cause for which

if it is

What

the dispensation was given no longer exists.

it

was granted

—
is

those cases are

it

is

from one
e. g. a vow
continues even when the cause for which
there no longer, provided the dispensation has been

not so easy to determine.
single obligation

129

According to Suarez,

a dispensation

—

accepted and used before the cause ceased.

On the contrary, dispensations

—

which virtually relax a series of obligations e. g. from fasting each day
in Lent
expire with the cause which induced the superior to gxrnK

—

them.

Di^)ol^G;^.

DIVORCE, in
and wife on

its

widest sense, signifies a separation

sufficient

dissolve the marriage

made between man

may
so that the man or woman is
quoad vinculum) or it may

grounds and by lawful authority.

bond

altogether,

free to contract a fresh marriage {separatio

It

;

simply relieve one of the parties from the obligation of living with the
other {separatio quoad torum et mensarn).

No human

power can dissolve the bond of marriage when ratified and
consummated between baptised persons. But
(i) The marriage bond may be dissolved, even between baptised persons, by Papal authority, if the marriage has not been consummated.
Such at least is the common doctrine of canonists and theologians
nor does Billuart, who holds the opposite opinion, deny that such
divorces have been granted by Martin V., Paul III., Pius IV., and Gregory
XIII.

may

be dissolved in similar circumstances by the solemn religious
profession of either party.
This point was defined at Trent, sess. xxiv.,
(2) It

had been already laid down by Innocent III., who
professed to follow the example of his predecessors, and it is justified by
the example of ancient saints, who left their brides before consummation

can. 6; the principle

of marriage to lead a

life

of perpetual continence.

The engagement by

which they bound themselves to continence may be considered equivalent
to a solemn religious profession in later times.
(3) If two unbaptised persons have contracted marriage, this marriage,
even if consummated, may be dissolved, supposing one of the parties
embraces the Christian religion and the other refuses to live peaceably and without insult to the Christian religion in the married state.
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This principle

laid

is

down by Innocent

pensation of the Apostle," as

In

all

it is

III.,

called, in

other cases the marriage bond

is

i

and

is

Cor.

" dis-

founded on the

vii.

12-15.

indissoluble, and, besides this,

married persons are bound to live together, as

man and

They may,

wife.

however, separate by mutual consent and, again, if one party exposes the
other to grave danger of body or soul, or commit adultery, the innocent
;

partner

may

obtain a judicial separation, or even refuse to cohabit without

waiting for the sentence of the judge, provided always that the offence
If the innocent party has

clearly proved.

of separation on that ground
repeJited.

(From

is

forfeited

condoned the

—

Billuart St. Liguori, Gury, "

things, says Benedict

XIV.,

adultery, the right

unless, of course, the offence is

^\x6X \ ^Q<$Q'^ of fke
'"T^HREE

is

De

Matrimonio.")

Ql^^f'et?

i^.

make

Doctor of
the Church.
First, he must have had learning so eminent that it
JL
fitted him to be a doctor not only in the Church but of the Church
("doctor ipsius ecclesise"), so that through him " the darkness of error
was scattered, dark things were made clear, doubts resolved, the difficulties
of Scripture opened."
Next, he must have shown heroic sanctity.
Thirdly

—though,

as

we

shall see

—the

are required to

a

presently, this last condition has not

of " Doctor of the

"

Church

must be
conferred by a declaration of the Pope or of a General Council.
Four
Doctors of the Church are named in the canon law
viz. Ambrose,
always been insisted on

title

:

Augustine, Jerome, Gregory.

Besides these, other saints enjoy the

title

and cultus due to a Doctor of the Church without a formal declaration
Under this class Benedict ^I V. puts Chrysostom,
of Pope or Council.
Gregory Nazianzen, Anselm, Isidore, Peter Chrysologus. He adds that
a part of the cultus usually assigned to doctors

whose

office the

is

given to

St. Hilary,'" in

gospel and prayer but not the antiphon, and to

nasius and St. Basil,

who have

St.

Atha-

only the antiphon but not the gospel and

prayer, proper to doctors.

Since the Reformation the
conferred more freely.

title

of Doctor of the

Pius V. added St.

Thomas

of

Church has been;

Aquin

to the

list

During the eighteenth century the title
Anselm, St. Isidore, and St. Leo. Pius VI 11. gave

Sixtus v., St. Buenaventura.

was conferred on
^

St.

Pius IX. gave Hilary the

title

of Doctor, and now, of course, the antiphon "

in his office.
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title

to St. Bernard

and

St.

Francis of Sales.

lib. iv. p. 2,

:
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Alphonsus Liguori,
(Chiefly from Benedict XIV., " De Canoniz.,"

Pius IX. to St. Hilary,

St.

cap. 11, 12.)

1)0^117^.

DOGMA, in

its

theological sense,

—

God, written or unwritten
posed by the Church for the

i.

is

e.

a truth contained in the

in Scripture or tradition

belief of the faithful.

Word

— and

of

pro-

Thus dogma

is

a

by the Holy Ghost, while tradition signifies the truths which the Apostles received from Christ and the
Holy Spirit, and handed down to the Church.
The word itself has an interesting history. In classical writers it has
three distinct senses connected with its derivation from dokein, " to seem."
It means, accordingly, that which seems good to the individual
e. an
opinion that which seems good to legitimate authority
e. the resolurevealed truth, since Scripture

is

inspired

—

;

tion of a public assembly, or, in other words, a decree

peculiar sense in the philosophic schools.

losopher

(e. g.

;

—

i.

i.

lastly, it

The mere word

of

acquired a

some

phi-

of Pythagoras) was considered authoritative with his disciples;

and so Cicero, in the Academic Questions, speaks of " decrees," or doctrines, " which the philosophers call dogmata, none of which can be sur
rendered without crime."
In the LXX and New Testament, the word
retains the second of the two of the senses given above.
Th as, in Daniel
ii. 13, iii. TO, in Luc, ii. i, xvii. 7, it is used of decrees proceeding from the
State.
In Ephes. ii. 15, Coloss. ii. 14, it signifies the Mosaic ordinances,
and in Acts xvi. 4 (dogmata ta kekrimena^ the disciplinary decrees issued
by the Apostolic Council at Jerusalem. Nowhere in the New Testament
does it bear the sense in which theologians employ it.'
This sense sprang from the third of the classical meanings given above
viz. that of a truth accepted on the authority of a philosopher.
The
Pythagoreans accepted tenets, which if true admitted of proof, on the au-

—

thority of their master.

Christians,

better

instructed,

accepted

truths

beyond the reach of unaided reason which had been revealed by Christ to
his Church.
These truths they called dogmas. We find the earliest trace
of this technical sense, still imperfectly developed, in St. Ignatius, " Magn."
" Use all zeal to be established in the doctrines {en tois dogmasht)
13
of the Lord and the Apostles."^
In later Fathers the word occurs in its
:

>

—

The

reads to
-

list

of

dogma

New

Testament passages

given- in the text is exhaustive,

King Pharao, in Heb. xi. 23.
tria oun dogmata estin Kuriou, where the

except that

Lachmann

tou basileds, the decree of

See also Barnab. Ep.

i,

old Latin version has "con-

Rtitutiones."
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mentions " the dogma of
Chrysostom, "the dogmas
Christ's Divinity" (Jo tes theologias dogma)
{dogmata) of the Church;" Vincent of Lerins, "the ancient dogmas
This last illustrates the origin of the
{dogmata) of heavenly philosophy."

precise, theological

meaning.

Thus,

St. Basil
\

'

theological term.

From

the definition with which

we began

it

follows that the Church

power to make new dogmas. It is her office to contend for the
faith once delivered, and to hand down the sacred deposit which she has
received without adding to it or taking from it.
At the same time, the
Church may enunciate fully and impose dogmas or articles of faith contained in the Word of God, or at least deduced from principles so contained,
has no

Hence with regard

but as yet not fully declared and imposed.
definition

—such,

THey

fold duty.

e.

g. as that of

to a

new

Transubstantiation, Christians have a two-

are obliged to believe,

that the doctrine so defined

first,

and next that it is part of the Christian revelation received by the
Apostles
Again, no Christian is at liberty to refuse assent to any dogma
which the Church proposes. To do so involves nothing less than shipwreck of the faith, and no Catholic can accept the Protestant distinction
between "fundamental and non-fundamental articles of faith." It is a
matter of fundamental importance to accept the whole of the Church's
is true,

True, a Catholic

teaching.

Church

—but

of any one

if

is

not bound to

know

all

the definitions of the

he knowingly and wilfully contradicts or doubts the truth

among them, he

ceases to be a Catholic.

This arbitrary distinction between essential and non-essential articles,
has led by natural consequence to the opinion that dogmatic belief, as such,
matters little, provided a man's life is virtuous and his feelings are devout.
A religion of this kind is on the very face of it different from the religion
of the Apostles and their successors.
St. Paul anathematises false teachers, and bids his disciples shun heretics
St. John denounces the denial of
the Incarnation as a mark of Antichrist.
It is not necessary to quote the
utterances of the early Fathers on this matter, which has been already
treated in the article on the Church, but we may refer the reader to the
;

Newman's book on

striking discussion of the subject in Cardinal

opment,"

ch. vii. sect.

unreasonable to

make

I,

§

5.

light of

We

will only

dogmatic

remark

" Devel-

in conclusion that

truth, unless

it

it

is

can be shown that

no such thing in existence. If God has made a revelation, then
both duty and devotional feeling must depend on the dogmas of that revc
lation, and be regulated by them.

there

*

is

Basil. Orat. iv.

In Hexaem. Chrysost., In

Garlat. cap.

i.

apud Kuhn, Dogmatik,
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MARRIAGE.

HE Nature of Marriage as such. — Marriage
man and woman, which

contract between

raised to the dignity of a sacrament.

and

is

a natural'

Christ has

Heathen may be,

and their union is of
course a lawful one, sanctioned and blessed by God
are, united in true marriage,

Himself,

who

But

only

it is

marriage

is

is

the author of nature as well as of grace.

among

baptised persons that the contract of

blessed and sanctified

become a means of conferring
tinguish between marriage

natural law on the one

in

in-

such a manner as to

grace, so that
itself

we must

dis-

or according to the

hand and the sacrament of marriage

Theologians commonly give the following
definition of marriage taken from the Master of the Sentences.

on the
It is

other.

" viri mulierisque conjunctio maritalis inter legitimas

personas individuam vitse societatem retinens." It is " conjunctio
mulieris"
i. e. the union of man and woman, the persons between

—

—

viri et

whom

formed; it is "maritalis" i. e. it implies the giving to
each power over the person of the other, and so is distinct from the
union of friend with friend, man with man in business, and the like it
"
i. e. between those who are not absolutely
is " inter legitimas personas
prevented by lawful impediment from contracting such an union " individuam vitse societatem retinens," it binds them to an undivided and
indissoluble partnership during life, and so is distinct from such unhallowed
unions as are contracted for a time or may be ended at will.
It we add,
" gratiam conjugibus conferendam significans "
i. e. being an (efficacious)
the contract

is

;

—

;

—

133
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sign of grace to be

betowed on the persons contracting

—we have the

full

marriage as a sacrament. Of course, the definition gives the
bare essentials of marriage, for it ought to include the most perfect union
definition of

of heart and soul, sympathy and interest.

Two

may cause some difficulty, since it
nature a man can only have one wife (and

points in the above definition

assumes that even
of course a

woman

the marriage

the law of

in

only one husband), and further that by the same law

tie lasts till

death.

polygamy, according to St. Thomas
(" Suppl." Ixv. i), does not absolutely destroy the end of marriage, for it is
possible that a man with several wives should protect them and provide /or

With regard

to the former point,

And therefore (as many theologians suppose,
Deluge) God allowed the Patriarchs and others,

the education of his children.

from the time of the
whether Jews or heathen, to have more wives than one. But polygamy
cruelly injures the perfect union of marriage it degrades man by sensuality
and exposes woman to the miseries of jealousy and neglect it endangers
the welfare of the children, and so may be justly stigmatised as contrary to
the law of nature.
Moreover, monogamy alone is contemplated in the
institution of marriage
Gen.
24, " Therefore a man will leave his father
and his mother and will cleave to his wife, and they shall be one flesh." The
legislation in Deut. xxv. 5 seq. appears to assume that monogamy was the
rule among the Hebrews so does the book of Proverbs throughout, and
;

;

i.

:

;

particularly the beautiful description of the

same idea pervades the noble poetry of

good

wife in ch. xxx.,'

Ps. cxxviii. (see also in the

and the

Deutero1020 that

was not till a.d.
a law of Rabbi Gershon ben Judah in the Synod of Worms absolutely
prohibited polygamy among the Western Jews.
It was practised by the
Jews of Castile even in the fourteenth century, and still survives among
the Jews of the East (Kalisch on Exodus, p. 370; on Lev. p. 374).
But
our Lord Himself expounded and enforced the natural law of marriage, and
canonical books, Tob.

recalled

men

i.

11

;

Ecclus. xxvi.

i).

It

to the idea of marriage given in Genesis.

It is

worth noticing

He

quotes the Septuagint text, which is more express in favour ot
monogamy than the Hebrew: " And the two shall be one flesh." (So also
" and there shall be from the two of them one
the Samaritan * * *

that

^

flesh "; the
V. 31

;

New

Mark x. 8 i Cor. vl
The Targum of Onkelos, on the

Testament

and the Vulgate.

invariably,

;

Ephes.
other hand,
16

;

We

* The estimate of women is high throughout
the Old Testament.
need only remind the
reader of Mary, the sister of Moses, Deborah, Anna. See also Prov. xiv. i ; xviii. 22 xix. 14
(even xxi. 9, 19, are not really different in spirit). The most unfavourable judgment is that of
;

Eccles. vii. 28.
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Hebrew.)

Again, since Christ spoke generally cf all
mankind and not simply of those who were to be members of his Church,

^exactly follows the

He

withdrew the former dispensation, and consequently that polygamy is unlawful and a violation of natural law even in
(Billuart, " De Matrimon." diss. v. a. i.)
heathen.
The same principles apply to the second point of difficulty. Moses, our
Lord declares, permitted divorce because of the hardness of men's hearts,
greater evils and in consequence of this dispensation it
i. e. to prevent
was perhaps lawful for the heathen to imitate the example of the Jews in
Br", here, too, Christ has recalled all mankind to the
this respect also.
The apparent exception which our Lord makes will
primitive institution.
be considered below, and certain cases in which marriage may be really
dissolved have been explained in the article on Divorce.
sacrament is an outward sign,
IL The Sacramejit of Marriage.
and nobody doubts that in marriage, as in all other contracts, some outward
They must signify
sign on the part of the contracting parties is necessary.
their consent to the solemn obligation of living together as man and wife.
It is plain, too, that marriage may be called a sacred sign, for it typifies, as
St. Paul (ad Ephes. v.) assures us, the mysterious union between Christ
and the Church, which is his bride. But is it an efficacious sign of grace?
That is, is the contract of marriage accompanied by signs which not only
l^etoken, but necessarily, in consequence of Christ's institution, convey
grace to all baptised persons who do not wilfully impede the entrance of
the grace into their hearts ? This is a question on which Catholics are
divided from Protestants, and which was agitated among Catholics themSt. Thomas (" Supp." xlii. a. 3),
selves late even in the middle ages.
though he assumes that marriage is a sacrament of the new law, inquires
whether it " confers grace," and mentions three opinions first, that it does
not do so at all, and this opinion he dismisses at once next, that it
confers grace only in the sense that it makes acts lawful that would
otherwise be sins (this opinion he also rejects, but in a less summary way)
and thirdly, that when "contracted in the faith of Christ," it confers grace
to fulfil the duties of the married state, and this opinion he accepts as
" more probable."
It is plain that all which the second opinion attributes
to marriage may be truly said of marriage as a natural contract, and does
not by any means amount to a confession that marriage is a Christian
sacrament in the sense of the Council of Trent. What St. Thomas gives
as the more probable opinion is now an article of faith, for the council
(Sess. xxiv. De Sacram. Matr.), after stating that Christ Himself merited
theologians hold that

;

—A

:

;

;
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which perfects the natural love of marriage and strengthens
its indissoluble unity, solemnly defines (Can. i) that marriage is "truly
and properly one of the seven sacraments of the evangelical law instituted
for us a grace

by

Christ."

The same

council speaks of Scripture as insinuating (tnnuit) this truth,

and more can scarcely be said. One text, indeed, as translated in our
Douay Bible, would certainly seem to settle the question viz. Ephes. v.
31, 32, " For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall
adhere to his wife and they shall be two in one flesh. This is a great
sacrament, but I speak in Christ and in the Chur^.'" But we venture to
think that this is not the true sense of the Vulgate, " Sacramentum hoc
magnum est ego autem dico in Christo et in ecclesia," which exactly
"
in Christo et in ecclesia
answers to the original Greek, except that
would be better rendered as in the old Latin of Tertullian (" Contr.
Marc." V. 18; " De Anima," 11), " in Christum et in ecclesiam."
"Sacramentum " need not mean a " sacrament " any more than the Greek
musterion which it represents, and to prove this we need not go
beyond the text of the Vulgate itself, which speaks of the " sacramentum " of godHness, i Tim. iii. 16; the "sacramentum'' of the
the " sacramentum "
of the woman and the beast,
seven stars
Indeed, though the word " sacramentum " occurs in
20 xvii. 7.
Apoc.

—

;

;

*'

;

i.

fifteen

;

cannot possibly mean a sacrament in
translate accordingly, " This mystery is great, but

other places of the Vulgate,

it

any one of them. We
"
that is, the words,
I speak with reference to Christ and the Church
" For this cause shall a man leave," etc., contain a hidden or mysterious
sense,' in virtue of which St. Paul regards Adam's words about the union
between man and wife as a type or prophecy of the union between Christ
and his Church. We have the authority of Estius for this interpretation,
which is that generally adopted by modern scholars, and he denies that tne

—

ancients appealed to this text to prove marriage a sacrament.

On

the other hand, St. Cyril (" Lib.

present at the wedding in
ciple of

man's generation,
"

Joann.") says that Christ

in

was

Cana of Galilee that He might sanctify the prin" dfive away the old sadness of child-bearing,"

who were to be born " and he quotes the words of
old things have
If any man is in Christ, he is a new creature

" to^v^ grace to those
St. Paul,

ii.

;

;

passed away."
^

The

a great mystery," is a common Rabbinical one, * *
783 seq. ; and the same Chaldee word for " mystery " it preserved

formula, " This

Schoettgen, Horce,

p.

i^

Penshito rendering of the verse.
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Augustine (** Tract. 9 in Joann." cap. 2) nolds similar language.
This theory, however credible in itself, certainly does not lie on the surSt.

face of St. John's narrative.

Tim. ii. 1 1 seq. " Let a woman learn in quietBut teaching I do not permit to a woman, nor to
ness, in all subjection.
have authority over a man, but to be in quietness. For man was first
formed and then Eve, and Adam was not deceived, but the woman being
deceived hath fallen into transgression but she shall be saved through her
child-bearing,' if ihey continue in faith and love and sanctification with
temperance." St. Paul excludes women from the public ministry of the
Church, and reserves that for men. But he assigns them another ministry
instead.
They are to save their own souls by the faithful discharge of
their duties as wives, and to be the source of the Church's increase, for it
cannot subsist without marriage any more than without the sacrament of
Women are t6 be the mothers of children whom they are to tend
order.
and train for the service of Christ. And just as a special grace is given to
those whom God calls to the priestly state, so is " the state of marriage
placed under the protection and blessing of a special grace, as being dedicated to the Church and subserving its continual growth and expansion."
Thus the intercourse of the sexes, which is apt to become a source of fearful corruption, is blessed and sanctified, more even than in its primitive institution, and directed to a still higher end, that of carrying on the Church's
The natural union is holy and beautiful Christ perfects
life on earth.
the union of heart and soul and makes It still more holy and beautiful by
sacramental grace and, hallowed by a sacrament, marriage becomes the
perfect antitype of Christ's union with His Church.
He cleansed His
Church that He might unite it to Himself. He sanctifies Christian man
and woman in their union that it may be " a hallowed copy of his own
union with His Church " (see the eloquent passage in Dollinger, in " First
Age of the Church," Engl. Transl. pp. 361, 362).
The reader must remember that we do not allege this last passage as in
any way conclusive from a controversial point of view, though we do think

More may be made

of

i

;

:

;

fits

it

in well

with the Catholic doctrine.

Many

authorities are alleged

from tradition, one or two of which we have already given in speaking of
St. Ambrose, " De Abraham,"
the marriage at Cana.
7, says that he
who is unfaithful to the marriage bo^d " undoes grace, and because he sins
i.

—

"through the child-bearing" i. e. through the birth of
Christ. It seems to us incredible that St. Paul, if he really meant this, should have expressed it
by an allusion so obscure and abrunt.
'

Bishop

Elicott, ad. loc, translates
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against God, therefore loses the share in a heavenly mystery {sacramenti
St. Augustine, " D? Bono Conjugali," cap.
co7isortium amittiC)!'
" The advantage of marriage among all nations and men lies
writes

coelestis
'?4,

:

being a cause of generation and a bond of chastity, but as concern.*
the people of God, also in the holiness of a sacrament {in sanctitate sacrain its

Here the distinction drawn between natural and Christian
"
marriage, and still more the comparison made between the ** sacramenta
of marriage and order/ seem to warrant our rendering ^f *' sanctitate
nienli)."

sacramenti."

—

The Nature of the Sacramental Grace, etc. Marriage, then, is a
sacrament of the new law, and as such confers grace. The sacrament can
only be received by those who have already received baptism, the gate of all
the other sacraments and marriage is not, like baptism and penance,
instituted for the cleansing of sin, so that grace is conferred on those, and
those only, who are at peace with God. Christians who are in mortal sin
may contract a valid marriage, but they receive no grace, though they do
receive the sacrament and therefore have a claim and title to the sacramental grace when they have amended their lives by sincere repentance.
Christians, on the other hand, who contract marriage with due dispositions
;

yeceive an increase of sanctifying grace, and, besides, special graces which

enable them to live in mutual and enduring affection, to bear with each

and to
and love.

other's infirmities, to be faithful to each other in every thought,

whom God may give them in His fear
They may go confidently to God for every help they need in that holy
state to which He has deigned to call them, for He Himself has sealed
bring up the children

their union

by a great sacrament of the Gospel.

Theologians are not

agreed about the time when Christ instituted the sacrament. Some say at
others when He abrogated the liberty of divorce
the wedding in Cana
others in the great Forty Days after Easter.
(Matt, xix.)
If we ask, further, how this grace is conferred, or in other words who are
the Ministers of the Sacrament, what are the words and other signs through
which it is given, the answer is far from easy. It is evident that there
must be a real consent to the marriage oni^both sides, otherwise there can
be no contract and therefore no sacrament. But is the expression of
mutual consent enough ? The great majority of mediaeval theologians,
though William of Paris is quoted on the other side, answered yes. They
;

;

—

<«~

He

sacramentum ordinationis " remains in a cleric deposed for crime, and that so
fche bond of marriage is only loosed by death.
However, cap. i8 proves that St. Augustine did
"
not use the word "sacramentum
in its precise modem sense, for he calls the polygamy of the
Jews " sacramentum pluralium nuptiarum,'' as typifying the multitude of converts to the Churcit.
*

says the "
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held that wherever baptised persons contracted marriage, they necessarily

On

received the sacrament of marriage also.
selves are the ministers of the sacrament

;

themthe words

this theory, the parties

the matter consists in

or other signs by which each gives him or herself over to the other

;

the

form, which gives a determinate character to the matter, consists in the
acceptation of this surrender by each of the contracting parties.

Hence

(apart from the positive enactments of Trent, for which see Clandesiinity,

under Impediments of Marriage), wherever Christians bind themselves by
outward signs to live as man and wife, they receive the sacrament of marNo priest or religious ceremony of any kind is needed. A very
riage.
different view was put forward in the sixteenth century by Melchior Canus
(** Loci Theol." viii. 5).
He held that the priest was the minister of the
sacrament the expressed consent to live as man and wife, the matter the
words of the priest, *' I join you in marriage," or the like, the necessary
form.
marriage not contracted in the face of the Church would, on this
theory, be a true and valid marriage, but not a sacrament.
Theologians
and scholars of the greatest learning and highest reputation, Sylvius,
Estius, Tournely, Juenin, Renaudot, etc., (see Billuart, " De Matrim." diss.
this opinion.
In its defence an appeal might be made
i. a. 6) embraced
with great plausibility to the constant usage of Christians from the earliest
times, for they have always been required to celebrate marriage before the
priest.
But it is to be observed that Tertullian (" De Pudic." 4), strong as
his language is against marriages not contracted before the Church, says
that such unions "are in danger" (^periclitantur) of being regarded as no
better than concubinage, which implies that they were not really so.
Nor
does he make any distinction between the contract of marriage in Christians and the sacrament, though it would have been much to his purpose
Besides, the language of the Fathers quoted
could he have done so.
above points to a belief that Christ elevated the contract of marriage to a
sacrament, not that He superadded the sacrament to marriage. Moreover
Denzinger (" Ritus Orientales," torn.
p. 152 seq.^ shows that the NestoTians, who have retained the nuptial benediction from the Church and
believe in the obligation of securing it, still consider that marriage, even as
a sacred rite, may be performed by the parties themselves if the priest
cannot be had; and he quotes from Gregorius Datheviensis this dictum,
**
Marriage is effected through consent expressed in words, but perfected
;

;

A

i.

and consummated by the
all

priest's blessing

and by cohabitation."

Now,

two opinions given is the only tenable one in
an allocution, September 27, 1852, laid down the

events, the former of the

the Church.

Pius IX. in

at
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be no marriage among the faithful which is not at
one and the same time a sacrament;" and among the condemned proposi-

principle that there " can

tions of the Syllabus

appended

Quanta Cura" of 1864,

to the Encyclical "

"

The sacrament of marriage is something
the sixty-fourth runs thus
accessory to and separable from the contract, and the sacrament itself
:

Whether, supposing a Christian (having obtained a dispensation to that effect) were to marry a person'
ivho is not baptised, the Christian party would receive the sacrament as
well as enter into the contract of marriage, is a matter on which theologians
Analogy seems to favour the affirmative opinion.
-differ.
The Conditions for the Validity of Marriage are mostly identical with
The
the conditions which determine the validity of contracts in general.
consent to the union must be mutual, voluntary, deliberate, and manifested
by external signs. The signs of consent need not be verbal in order to
make the marriage valid, though the rubric of the Ritual requires the conThe consent must be to actual
sent to be expressed in that manner.

depends simply on the nuptial benediction."

marriage then and there, not at some future time for in the latter case
we should have engagement to marry, or betrothal, not marriage itself..
;

Consent to marry if a certain condition in the past or present be realized
(e. g. 'T take you N. for my wife, if you are the daughter of M. and N.")
suffices, supposing that the condition be fulfilled.
Nay, it is generally^
held that if a condition be added dependent on future contingencies (e. g..
" I take you N. for my wife, if your father will give you such and such a.
dowry ") the marriage becomes a valid one without any renewal of the.
contract, whenever the condition becomes a reality.
The condition appended, however, must not be contrary to the essence of marriage i. e. a.
man cannot take a woman for his wife to have and hold just as long as he
pleases.
(See Gury, "Theol. Moral." De Matrimon. cap. iii.)
III. Indissolubility of Marriage.
The law of Israel (Deut. xxiv. i)-

—

—

allowed a

man

to divorce his wife

cause he found her

in

school of

woman was

Shammai kept to

any cause of offence
broth burn

;"

she did not find grace

some shameful thing

edness or shame of a thing;"
fcediatem), and the

if

LXX,
free at

the simple

sufficient

(

*

*

in his eyes,

*, literally

be-

the " nak-

aschemon pragma ; Vulg. aHqtiam
once to marry another man. The

meaning of the

for divorce

while R. Akiva held that a

—

e.

g.

man might

text.

"if a

Hillel thought:

woman

let

divorce his wife

if

the

he

found another woman handsomer.
(See the quotation from "Arbah Turim
Nilchoth Gittin," i. in McCaul, " Old Paths," p. 189.^ The Pharisees tried
to entangle Christ in these Rabbinical disputes when they asked Him if
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put away his wife " for any cause." In Atliens ana in Rome
under the Empire the liberty of divorce reached the furthest limits of
(For details see Dollinger, " Gentile and Jew," Engl.
Rabbinical license.

a

man

miglii;

Transl. vol.

ii.

p.

condemned the

236

seq. p.

254

Our Lord,

seq.)

as

Pharisaic immorality, annulled the

we have

already seen,

Mosaic dispensation,

and declared, " Whosoever shall put away his wife, except for fornication,
and shall marry another, committeth adultery, and he who marrieth her
when she is put away committeth adultery " (Matt. xix. 9). The Catholic
understands our Lord to mean that the bond of marriage is always, even
when one of the wedded parties has proved unfaithful, indissoluble, and

from the

Christ's declaration

first

made

the practice of Christians with

regard to divorce essentially and conspicuously different from those of their
Still it was only by degrees that the strict
heathen and Jewish neighbors.
practice, or

even the

And

we

before

strict

theory just stated, was accepted in the Church.

enter on the interpretation of Christ's words,

we

will give

a sketch of the history of practice and opinion on the matter.
Christian princes had of course to deal with the subject of divorce, but

they did not at once recast the old laws on Christian principles.

Constan-

Theodosius the Younger, and Valentinian IIL, forbade divorce except
on certain specified grounds; other emperors, like Anastasius (in 497) and
Justin (whose law was in force till 900), permitted divorce by mutual con^
sent, but no one emperor limited divorce to the single case of adultery^
Chardon says that divorce (of course a vinculo) was allowed among th<t»
Ostrogoths in Spam till the thirteenth century, in France under the first
and second dynasties, in Germany till the seventh century, in Britain till
the tenth. (Chardon, " Hist, des Sacrements," tom. v. Mariage, ch. v.)
It would be waste of labour to accumulate quotations from the Fathers
in proof of their belief that divorce was unlawful except in the case of
But it is very important to notice that the oldest tradition, both
adultery.
of the Greek and Latin churches, regarded marriage as absolutely indistine,

soluble.

Thus

the " Pastor

Hermse"

(lib.

ii.

Mand.

iv. c. i),

Athenagoras,

" Legat."
33

(whose testimony, however, does not count for much, since he
objected to second marriages altogether), and Tertullian (" De Moiiog."9)»
who speaks in this place, as the context shows, for the Catholic Church,
teach this clearly and unequivocally.
The principle is recognised in the
Apostolic Canons (Canon 48, al. 47), by the Council of Elvira, held at the
beginning of the fourth century. Canon 9 (which, however, only speaks of a
woman who has left an unfaithful husband), and by other early authorities.
However, the Eastern Christians, though not, as we have seen, in the
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came

understand our Lord's words as permitting a
second marriage in the case of adultery, which was supposed to dissolve
Such is the view and practice of the
the marriage bond altogether.
Earliest

times,

Greeks and Oriental

to

sects at the present day.

And even in certain
Many French synods

West similar views prevailed for a time.
those of Vannes in 465 and of Compiegne in 756) allow
of the

who

parts
(e. g.

the husband of

has been unfaithful to marry again in her life-time.

Nay, the
latter council permitted re-marriage in other cases
if a woman had a husband struck by leprosy and got leave from him to marry another, or if a
man had given his wife leave to go into a convent (Canons 16 and 19).
Pope Gregory II., in a letter to St. Boniface in the year 726, recommended
that the husband of a wife seized by sickness which prevented cohabitation
should not marry again, but left him free to do so provided he maintained his first wife.
(Quoted by Hefele, " Beitrage," vol. ii. p. 376.) At
Florence the question of divorce was discussed between the Latins and
Greeks, but after the Decree of Union and we do not know what answers
the Greeks gave on the matter.
The Council of Trent confirmed the
present doctrine and discipline which had long prevailed in the West in
the following words " If any man say that the Church is in error because
it has taught and teaches, following the doctrine of the Gospels and the
Apostles, that the bond of marriage cannot be dissolved because of the
adultery of one or both parties, let him be anathema." (Sess. xxiv. De
Matrim. can. 5.) The studious moderation of language here is obvious,
for the canon does not directly require any doctrine to be accepted it
only anathematises those who condemn a certain doctrine, and implies that
It was
this doctrine is taught by the Church and derived from Christ.
the Venetian ambassadors who prevailed on the Fathers to draw up the
canon in this indirect form, so as to avoid needless offence to the Greek
The
subjects of Venice in Cyprus, Candia Corfu Zante, and Cephalonia.
a wife

;

;

:

;

canon was no doubt chiefly meant to stem the erroneous views of Lutherans and Calvinists on divorce.
Our Lord's utterances on the subject of divorce present some difficulty.
In

Mark

x. 11, 12

;

Luke

xvi. 18,

He

absolutely prohibits divorce

:

"Whoso-

ever shall put away his wife and marry another, committeth adultery against
her and if a woman put away her husband and be married to another, she
;

committeth adultery." But in Matt. xix. 9, 10, there is a marked difference '* Whosoever shall put away his wife except for fornication, and
marry another, committeth adultery and he who marrieth a woman put
away, committeth aduUery." So also Matt. v. 32.
Protestant commen:

;
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to prohibit divorce except in the case of adul-

the innocent party at least

may marry

again.

who
Whoever

Maldonatus,
be —

"
knowledges the difficulty of the text, takes the sense to
pits away his wife except for infidelity commits adultery, because of the
danger of falling into licentiousness to which he unjustly exposes her, and
so does he who in any case, even if his wife has proved unfaithful, marHe takes St. Mark and St. Luke as explanatory of the
ries another."
obscure passage in St. Matthew. Subsequent scholars, we venture to think,
Hug, who is never to be
have by no means improved on Maldonatus.
mentioned without respect, suggested that Christ first (in Matt. v. 32) forbade divorce except in case of adultery then (Matt. xix. 9, 10) forbade it
altogether, the words " except for fornication " in the latter place being
an interpolation a suggestion perfectly arbitrary and followed by nobody.
well-known Catholic commentator, Schegg, interprets the words " for
fornication" {epi porneiai) to mean, " because the man has found his marriage to be null because of some impediment, and so no marriage at all,
but mere concubinage." In this event there would be no occasion for or
possibility of divorce. On Matt. v. 32 (^parektos logon porneias, save where
fornication is the motive reason of the divorce) he thinks Christ took
for granted that the adulteress would be put to death (according to Leviti
XX. 10) and so leave her husband free, an hypothesis which is contradicted'
by the " pericope of the adulteress." (John viii. 3 seq."). Bollinger's elaborate theory given in the Appendix to his " First Age of the Church " is less
a(

;

—

A

in2:enious than that of

Hug, but

scarcely less arbitrary.

He

urges that

porneuein can only refer to "fornication," and cannot be used of sin committed after marriage but porneia and porneuein are used of adultery
Amos vii. 17 Sir. xxiii. 33), so that we need not linger over
(i Cor. V. I
DoUinger's contention (which has no historical basis, and is objectionable
in every way) that ante-nuptial sin on the woman's part annulled the union
and left the man free, if he was unaware of it when he meant to contract
;

;

;

marriage.'

—

1 he Unity of Marriage.
The unlawfulness of polygamy in the
common sense of the word follows from the declaration of Christ Himself,

IV.

and there was no room for further question on the matter. With regard
to reiteration of marriage, St. Paul (i Cor. vii. 39, 40) distinctly asserts
Bollinger objects to the instance from i Cor. v. i, because
"
for incest," so that the Apostle was obliged to use porneia.
'

he says there

Why porneia

As

Amos

"Thy

is

no Greek word

rather than moicheia ?

commit fornication in the city," he urges that this defilement was not to be voluntary on the woman's part, and therefore was not adultery. This argument proves too much. If it was not adultery because not wilful, no more was it " fornication.
to

vii. 17,

wife will
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woman

marry on her husband's death. Still there is a
natural feeling against a second marriage, which Virgil expresses in the
beautiful words he puts into Dido's mouth
that a

is

free to

meos, primus qui me sibi junxit, amores
Abstulit ille habeat secum servetque sepulcro.

Ille

;

And

which there are many traces among the heathen,
was yet more.natural in Christians, who might well look to a continuance
in a better world of the love which had begun and grown stronger year by
year on earth.
Moreover, the Apostle puts those who had married again
at a certain disadvantage, for he excludes them (i Tim. iii. 2
Titus
6)
from the episcopate and priesthood. And the Church, though she held
fast the lawfulness of second marriage; and condemned the error of the
Montanists (see Tertullian " De Monog." " Exhortat. Castitatis ") and of
some Novatians (Concil. Nic. i. Canon 8), treated such unions with a
certain disfavour.
This aversion was much more strongly manifested in
the East than in the West.
Athenagoras (" Legat." 33) says Christians marry not at all, or only
once, since they look on second marriage as a ** specious adultery " {eupretes
esti moicheia). Clement of Alexandria (" Strom." iii. i, p. 551, ed. Potter)
simply repeats the Apostolic injunction, " But as to the second marriage,
(In iii. 12, p. 551, he is referif thou art on fire, says the Apostle, marry."
this feeling, of

i.

;

Early in the fourth century

ring to simultaneous bigamy.)

we

ern councils showing strong disapproval of second marriage.

find East-

Thus the

Council of Neocsesarea (Canon 7) forbids priests to take part in the feasts
of those who married a second time, and assumes that the latter must do

The Council

Ancyra (Canon 19) also takes this for granted,
and the Council of Laodicea (Canon i) only admits those who have married again to communion after prayer and fasting. Basil treats this branch
of Church discipline in great detail.
For those who married a second
penance.

of

time he prescribes, following ancient precedent, a penance for one year,
and of several years for those who marry more than once. (See the references in Hefele, " Concil."

i.

p.

339

;

" Beitrage,"

i.

p.

50

rigorism had a decided influence on the later Greek church.

seq.^

Basil's

A

Council

imposed penance for third,
Such is the discipline of the

of Constantinople, in 920, discouraged second,

and excommunication for fourth, marriage.
modern Greek church. At a second marriage the " benediction of the
crowns" is omitted, and " propitiatory prayers "are said; and although
some concessions have been made with regard to the former ceremony.
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Allatius testifies that

church as

it

was

still

omitted

A

seventeenth century.

late as the

in
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some

parts of the

fourth marriage

Greek

is still

^abso-

lutely prohibited.*

The

Latin Church has always been milder and more consistent.

" Pastor Hermse

no

" (lib.

Mandat.

The

4) emphatically maintains that there
St. Ambrose (" De Viduis," c. 1 1) contents

ii.

iv.

second marriage.
.'himself with saying, " We do not prohibit second marriages, but we do no^
approve marriages frequently reiterated." Jerome's words are, " I do nof
condemn those who marry twice, three times, nay, if such a thing can b^'
said, eight times {non damno digamos, into et trigamos, et, si did potest
octogamos)," but he shows his dislike for repeated marriage (Ep. Ixvii
**
Apol. pro libris adv. Jovin."),
Gregory III. advises Boniface, the Apostle
of Germany, to prevent, if he can, people marrying more than twice, but
he does not call such unions sinfui. Nor did the Latin Church impose
.any penance for reiterated marriage.
do, indeed, find penance
imposed on those who marry again in the penitential books of Theodore,
who became archbishop of Canterbury in 668. But Theodore's view came
from his Greek nationality and if Herardus, archbishop of Tours, speaks
is

sin in

We

;

probably to be explained by
"the Greek influence which had spread from England to France.
Anyhow,
this is the earliest trace of such rigorism in the West.
of third marriage,

The

etc.,

as

'*

adultery," this

is

Latin Church, however, did exhibit one definite

The

for reiterated marriage.

Alexander

III.

and Urban

^benediction in such cases.

"

mark of

disfavour

Corpus Juris" contains two decretals

of

forbidding priests to give the nuptial

III.,

Durandus (died 1296) speaks of the custom

his time as different in different places.

The

" Rituale

Romanum "

in
of

Paul V. (1605-162 1) forbids the nuptial benediction, only tolerating the
custom of giving it, when it already existed, if it was the man only who was

being married again. The present Rubric permits the nuptial benediction
except when the woman has been married before.
v. Ceremonies of Marriage. From the earliest times and in all times

—

wont to celebrate their marriages in church, and to
tjhem blessed by the priest
nor can they celebrate them otherwise

Christians have been
^have

;

without
("

Ad

i?Fith

I

sin,

except in case of necessity.

Polycarp."

5),

is fitting,"

Ignatius writes

men and women who marry to form this union
bishop, that their union may be according to God."

"for

the approval of the

The

"It

Oriental sects (Copts, Jacobites, Armenians) are even stricter than the Greeks.

The

Nestorians, however, are, as might have been expected, free fro"i any spirit of strictness on this
f)oint.

Denzinger, Rit. Orient,

i.

p. 180.
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"What words

can suffice," Tertullian says

("Ad Uxor."

ii.

9),

"to

tell

the

happiness of that marriage which the church unites, the oblation confirms,
"
and the blessing seals, the angels announce, the Father acknowledges
!

^M\;(.

MARTYR
form).

{martus, then martur, which was originally the JEoWc

A

witness for Christ.

who were
who suffered for Him

generally to those

In early times this

title

was given

distinguished witnesses for Christ,.

;'
lastly, after the middle of the third
then to those
The
century, the title was restricted to those who actually died for Him,
very first records of the Church which we possess tell us of the honours done

was the martyrs who, first of all, were regarded as saints
the relics of the martyrs which were first revered to the martyrs that the
The name " martyrium" {marturion), which
first churches were dedicated.
at first meant the church built over a martyr's remains, was given tochurches generally, even if dedicated to saints who were not martyred,
though this usage was partly justified by the fact that a church was not
consecrated till the relics of some martyr had been placed in it.
Benedict XIV., in his work on "Canonisation" (lib. iii. cap. 11 seq.'),.
gives the modern law of the Church on the recognition of martyrdom
with great fulness.
He defines martyrdom as the " voluntary endurance
of death for the faith, or some other act of virtue relating to God." A
to the martyrs.

It

;

martyr, he says,

—

some virtue
by the faith.

may die

e. g.,

not only for the faith directly, but also to preserve

justice, obedience, or the like, enjoined or

counselled

He

mentions the dispute among theologians whether a.
person who died for confessing the Immaculate Conception of the BlessedHe
Virgin, which in his time had not been defined, would be a martyr.
gives no decided opinion on the point, but says that "
safe rule

is

that one

who

in

dies for a question not yet defined

dies in a cause insufficient for martyrdom."

other cases the

by the Church

Further, he explains that to

be a martyr a man must actually die of his sufferings or else have endured
pains which would have been his death but for miraculous intervention.
Martus and the cognate words begin to assume

their later technical sense in Acts xxii.
probably
in Clem. Rom. i, Ad Cor. 5; certainly
intended
13.
Mart. Polyc. 19; Melito (apud Euseb. H.E. iv. 26) Dionys. Corinth, {ib.
in Ignat. Ad Ephes. i
(ib.
Epist. Gall. {ib. v. 1, 2) Anon. Adv. Catafih. {ib. v. 16);
Hegesippus
ii. 23, iv. 22)
% 25)
iren. i. 28, i, etc.
though at the same time the words were also used of testimony which was
#iot sealed by death.
The Epistle of the Martyrs of Vienna and Lyons just quoted distinguishes
between confessors {honiologoi) and martyrs, but in Clement Alexr (Strom, iv. 9, p. 596) and even,
in Cyprian the distinction is not observed. The Decian prosecution tended to fix it.
^

Apoc.

ii.

This technical sense

is

;

;

;

;

;
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A

LI ST

commemorated

of martyrs and other saints, and the mysteries

and death of the
former.
It is these brief notices which distinguish a Martyrology
from a mere calendar. It is read in monastic orders at Prime after the
prayer " Deus, qui ad principium." It is followed by the versicle " Precious
in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints," and by a petition for the
intercession of the heavenly court and these words are retained even in the
secular office when the Martyrology is not actually recited.
Mr. Maskell has
collected many proofs that in England the Martyrology used to be said in the
monastic chapter, not, like the office, in the choir. This custom, however, was
in no way peculiar to England, as may be seen from the notes of Meratus
on the subject (Pars. II. sect. v. cap. xxi.). After Prime, or sometimes after
Tierce, the monks adjourned to the chapter, heard the Martyrology, and said
the prayers which now form part of Prime, " Deus in adjutorium meum ";
" Dignare, Domine, die ista," etc., before setting out to their daily labour.
Gregory the Great speaks of a Martyrology used by the Roman Church
in his day, but we do not^ know for certain what it was.
Martyrology

on each day of the

year, with brief notices of the hfe

;

A

Jerome is printed, e. g. in Vallarsi's edition of his works. It
has undergone many revisions and later editions.
It is quite possible
that Jerome may have collected a Martyrology from the various calendars
of the Church, and that the Martyrology which goes by his name, as we
have it, is the corruption of a book used in St. Gregory's time it Rome.
The lesser Roman Martyrology was found at Ravenna by Ado, archbishop
attributed to

of Vienna, about 850.

A

third Martyrology

is

attributed (erroneously,

Hefele says) to Bede, and the foundation of the work may probably come
from him. All Western Martyrologies are based on these three.
have Martyrologies from Florus, Ado, Usuard, in France from Rabanus

We

;

and Notker of

Germany.
The Roman Martyrology mentioned, as we have seen, by Gregory the
Great, is mentioned again at the English Council of Cloveshoo.
Such
a work is of course subject to constant alterations from the addition of
new feasts, etc. A revision of the Roman Martyrology was made by
Baronius and other scholars in 1584.
It was revised again under Urban
VIII. (See Laemmer, "De Mart. Rom." Ratisbonae/ 1878.)
St. Gall, in

^ This scholar classifies Martyrologies thus
(i)that attributea to Jerome (2) Martyr. Rom. Parv.
published by Rosweyd in 1613. and written in Rome about 740; (3) a genuine Martyrology of Bede,
with mterpolations from Florus of Lyons (4) that of Usuard, dedicated to Charles the Bald, used
from the ninth century, not only in Benedictine houses, but throughout the West. In the fifteenth
century no other was in use except in St. Peter's, and even there the Martyrology was but a translation of Usuard.
:

;

;
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WORD which,

New

so far as the

Testament

cerned, only occurs in St. John's Epistles.

might mean

In

con-

is

itself it

" like Christ," or " instead of Christ," as

antitheos signifies Godlike, or anthupatos pro-consul,

but the Antichrist of

St.

John

is

Christ's adversary.

"Ye

have heard," he says, "that Antichrist'
and now there have been many Antichrists.
This

is

the Antichrist

who

coming,

.

.

.

denies the Father and the Son."

makes the

the fourth chapter he

is

In

characteristic of Antichrist

not confessing Jesus ;" and more
fully in the seventh verse of the Second Epistle, he places the
{to tou antichristoil) consist in

guilt of Antichrist in his denial that Christ has

Thus

flesh."

St.

John

"

come

in the

identifies the Antichristian spirit with

the Docetic heresy, though he seems also to allude to a single person
to

is

come

in

Thessalonians,

the last days.
is

more

St.

explicit.

that

is

called

God, or

is

who

does not, indeed,

word

whom

an object of awe, so as to

At

use the

he describes as the "man
opposeth and raiseth himself over all

"Antichrist," but he speaks of a person
of sin," " the son of perdition

the Second Epistle to the

Paul, in

He

who

sit in

the temple of God,

power which hinders
his manifestation.
The Thessalonians looked on the " day of the Lord " as
Not so, St. Paul replies three things must happen
already imminent.
first
an apostasy or defection must occur the hindrance to the manifestation of Antichrist must be removed, and then Antichrist himself
revealed.
This "man of sin'' is usually called "Antichrist," and to this
terminology we shall conform during the rest of the article.
exhibiting himself as God."

present, there

is

a

;

—

'

I

Ep.

;

ii,

1

8.

The reading ho

an, " that the Antichrist come*,"

Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles omit the
^

" Every spirit vi^hich does not confess Jesus."

The Vulgate has "every

spirit

is

that of the received text, but

article.

So the Greek, according to the editions just quoted.

which dissolves Jesus."
148
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we must
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distinguish between

what

is

certain

and

doubtful.

the constant belief of the whole Church, witnessed by Father after

It is

Father from IrenEeus downwards, that before our Lord comes again, a great
power will arise which will persecute the Church, and lead many into apostasy.

All that

is

" lawless,"

all

or State, partake so far of his

that oppose " lawful authority
spirit,

who

"

in

Church

words of the
must not lead us

called, in the

is

Apostle, the "lawless one" by pre-eminence.
to treat Antichrist as a mere personification of

But
evil,

this

or to forget the uni-

and theologians that he is a real and individual
being who is to appear before the end of the world.
So much for what is certain. When we come to details, the Fatheis,
Bossuet says, " do but grope in the dark, a sure mark that tradition had
All, or nearly all, are agreed in
left nothing decisive on the subject."
considering that the " mystery of iniquity already worked " in Nero, that
the power which hindered the appearance of Antichrist was the Roman
Empire, and that he was to appear as the Messias of the Jews, and to
Further, from very early times, St. Paul's
possess himself of their temple.
" man of sin " was identified with one of the two Apocalyptic beasts, in
Apoc. xiii., and with the little horn, in Daniel vii., which roots out the
other ten horns, or kings, speaks blasphemies, and destroys the saints.
time was expected when the Roman power would be divided into ten
kingdoms. Antichrist was to destroy three of these, to subdue the rest,
till, after a reign of three and a half years, he, in turn, was destroyed by
Christ.
It was also commonly held that Antichrist was to be a Jew, of
the tribe of Dan, because that tribe is described as a serpent by the dying
Many
Jacob,' and is omitted from the list of tribes in the Apocalypse.'
other features in the picture might be given.
Some regarded Antichrist
as genierated by Satan
others, as actually Satan incarnate.
The Arian
persecution in Africa, the domination of Islam, were looked upon as likely
versal belief of Fathers

A

;

to usher in the reign of Antichrist.

Among

other curious beliefs

we may

mention that of some among the Beguines, who supposed that as Lucifer
had come from the highest order of angels, so Antichrist would spring from
the most perfect Order, viz, the Franciscan.
In contrast with these
aberrations of fancy, St. Augustine in the West, and St. John Damascene
in the East, preserve a marked moderation of tone in discussing this
subject.
'

'

Gen. xlix.
Apoc. vii.

17.
5.
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At

the Prorestant Reformation, an entirely

new view appeared on

the

had not ventured to assert that St. Paul, in the " man
Wicliffe, indeed, had called the Pope
of sin," meant to describe the Pope.
" Antichrist," while the name was applied to Pope Silvester by the Walbut the word was used in that
densians, to John XXII. by the Beguines
vague sense in which everyone who does or teaches evil is an Antichrist.
Indeed, till Luther's time it was generally agreed that Antichrist was to be
an individual, and this fact, which the plain sense of St. Paul's words im-

Even

field.

heretics

;

plies, is

enough of

the line of Popes.

now

itself

to refute the absurd opinion that Antichrist

means

All Protestant writers of respectable attainments have

rejected this monstrous interpretation.

Yet

it

is

well not to forget

was once almost an article of Protestant faith, and it was actually
made a charge against Archbishop Laud on his trial that he refused to recognize Antichrist in the Bishop of Rome.
(Chiefly taken from Bollinger's " First Age of the Church," Appendix I.)
that

it

^^n
'^ "HE
JL

first

fast of

W^^r^e^^J^Y'

day, according to our present observance, of the forty days

But

Lent.

that

it

period in primitive times

did not

we know from

the Great, who, in speaking of the

—that

come within

fast,

the quadragesimal

the testimony of Gregory

describes

it

as of thirty-six days'

extending over six weeks, from the first Sunday in
Lent to Easter Day, omitting Sundays. Thirty-six days are nearly a tenth
part of the year, and thus, by observing the fast. Christians were thought
duration

is,

as

to render a penitential tithe of their lives to God.

Lent, therefore, at the

end of the sixth century, began on the first Sunday, and we know from
the Sacramentary of Gelasius that the practice was the same at the end
of the fifth century.
At what time Ash Wednesday and the three following days were added to the fast has not been precisely ascertained.
It is
true that in the Sacramentary of Pope Gregory there is a Mass for Ash
Wednesday under the heading " Feria IV., caput jejunii " (beginning of
the fast)
whence it might be inferred that Pope Gregory, in spite of the
words cited above, had himself before his death sanctioned the alteration
in question.
But this would be an unsafe conclusion, for one of the best
MSS. of the Sacramentary does not contam this heading. However this
may be, a Capitulary of the Church of Toulon (714) and the liturgical
woik of Amaury (about 820) describe the Lenten usage as identical with
;
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There can be no difficulty in understanding the motive of the
change for by the addition of the four days preceding the first Sunday,
the number of fasting days before Easter (the Sundays being omitted)
becomes exactly forty, and accords with the fasts recorded of Moses and
Elias, and with that of our Saviour in the wilderness of Judea.
The office for Ash Wednesday opens with the solemn ceremony which
has given the day its name.' After an introit and four collects, in which
pardon and mercy are implored for the penitent, the faithful approach and
kneel at the altar rails, and the priest puts ashes on the forehead of each,
saying, "Memento, homo, quia pulvis es, et in pulverem reverteris"
(Remember, man, that thou art dust, and shalt return to dust). The
ashes are obtained by burning the palms of the previous year.
The
our own.
;

Lenten pastorals of Bishops, regulating the observance of the season,
usually prescribe that the fast on Ash Wednesday shall be more rigorously kept than on any other day in Lent except the last four days of

Holy Week.
The administration

made

of the ashes was not originally

to

all

the

These had to appear before the
church door on the first day of Lent, in penitential garb and with bare
Their penances were there imposed upon them then they were
feet.
brought into the church before the bishop, who put ashes on their heads,
saying, besides the words " Memento," etc., " age poenitentiam ut habeas
vitam aeternam," Repent (or, do penance), that thou mayst have eternal
life."
He then made them an address, after which he solemnly excluded
them from the church. Out of humility and affection, friends of the
penitents, though not in the same condition, used to join themselves to
them, expressing in their outward guise a similar contrition, and offering
faithful,

but only to public penitents.

;

their foreheads also to

be sprinkled with ashes.

The number

of these

persons gradually increased, until at length the administration of ashes

was extended
form.

(" Diet,

whole congregation, and the rite took its present
of Antiq." Smith and Cheetham
Kossing, in Wetzer and

to the

;

Welte.)

^^|)ei^^^^.

A

NAME given to the sprinkling of the

and people with

holy v/ater at the beginning of High Mass by the celebrant.

The

taken from the words, " Asperges me," "

wash

name
'

altar, clergy,

is

In French, Mercredi des Cendres

; in

Thou

shalt

German, Aschermittwoche.
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O

Lord, with hyssop," etc., with which the priest begins the ceremony.
During the Easter season the antiphon " Vidi aquam " is substituted.
This custom of sprinkling the people with holy water is mentioned in the

me,

Canon

of a synod quoted by

Hincmar

of Rheims,

who

lived at the begin-

ning of the ninth century.

>^^^^rr^|)l'ion.

AFTER

the death of her divine

Son the Blessed Virgin

lived

under

not quite certain where she died. Tillemont conjectures from a passage in a letter of the Fathers assembled
in the General Council of Ephesus that she was buried in that city, but
the common tradition of the Church represents her as having died at
the care of St. John.

It is

Jerusalem, where her empty

In any case,

tomb was shown

to pilgrims in the seventh,

and that her
exemption from sin original and actual did not prevent her paying this
common debt of humanity. The very fact that she had received a pasExcept for the special gift of
sible nature rendered her liable to death.
immortality which he received from God, Adam would have died in thecourse of nature, even if he had never sinned and St. Augustine declares,
that our Blessed Saviour would have died by the natural decay of old age,
if the Jews had not laid violent hands upon Him.'
Still, although the Blessed Virgin tasted of death, her body was preserved from corruption and it was united to her soul in the kingdom of
The Church signifies her belief in this fact by celebrating the
heaven.
There is no distinct
feast of her Assumption on the fifteenth of August.
assertion of the corporal assumption in the prayers of the feast, but it is^
plain that the Church encourages and approves this belief from the fact
that she selects for the lessons during the octave a passage from St. John
Damascene in which the history of this corporal assumption is given in
detail. • This pious belief is recommended by its intrinsic reasonableness,
century.

it

is

certain that she really died,

;

Lord did not suffer that sacred
body in which He Himself had dwelt and from which He had formed His
own sacred humanity to become a prey to corruption. It is confirmed by the
testimonies of St. Andrew of Crete, of St. John Damascene, and of many
ancient Martyrologies and Missals, cited by Butler in his note on this
for surely

feast.

'

It

Billuart,

it

is,

is

natural to suppose that our

moreover, a striking fact

De Myster.

Diss. xiv. a.

that,

notwithstanding the zeal of the

i.
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Church in collecting and venerating relics, no relics of the Blessed
Virgin's body have ever been exhibited, lyiuch weight, too, must be given
early

to the

common

sentiment of the

"Admirable," says Petavius, "is

faithful.

the admonition of Paulinus of Nola, an author of the greatest weight,

bids us adhere to the

breathes

The

upon them

common

voice of the faithful, since the spirit of

who
God

'

all."

corporal assumption

Melchior Canus
sums up the general teaching of theologians on this head when he says :
"The denial of the Blessed Virgin's corporal assumption into heaven,
though by no means contrary to the faith, is still so much opposed to
the

common agreement

not an article of

is

of the Church, that

it

faith.

Still

would be

a

mark

of insolent

temerity."

The

according to Butler, was celebrated before the sixth century

feast,

The Greeks

East and West.

in the

called

it

koimesis or metastasis ; the

Latins, dormitio, pausatio, transitus, assumptio.

J^^lfiWori.

ATTRITION,
for

distinct

as

Contrition

sin.

from

an imperfect sorrow
which has for its mo-

contrition,

is

that sorrow for sin

is

God, whom the sinner has offended. Attrition
that is to say,
arises from a motive which is indeed supernatural,
apprehended by faith, but which still falls short of contrition. Such
tive the love of

motives

are

of

sin.

By

by

faith.

—

—the

fear

may

of

the

hell,

we understand

this last,

We

—

also, for

the

heaven,

of

loss

the

turpitude of sin as revealed

the sake of clearness, exclude from our defini-

tion that kind of sorrow which theologians call serviliter servilis

row which makes

a

turpitude

man renounce

sin because

the same time he would be ready to offend

he

God

is

if

—the

sor-

afraid of hell, while at

he could do so without

incurring the penalty.

All Catholics are bound to hold that

good and an

attrition,

as explained above, is

God's grace. This is clear from the words of our
Lord, " Fear him who can destroy both body and soul in hell " from the
declaration of the Tridentine Council, that attrition which proceeds from
considering " the baseness of sin, or from the fear of hell and punishment,
if it excludes the purpose of sinning and includes the hope of pardon,
effect of

;

•

De Incarnat.
De

'

Petav.

*

Melchior Canus,

xiv.

2.

Locis Theolog,

xii.

10.
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a true gift of

God and

an impulse of the Holy Spirit

;

"'

and
from subsequent pronouncements of the Popes, particularly of Alexander
VIII. The Council put forward this Catholic truth against Luther, and
succeeding Popes against the Jansensists.
Further, the Council of Trent teaches that attrition does not of itself
avail to justify the sinner.
Sin which separates the soul from God is only
annulled hy love which unites it to him.
But a question v/as long keenly debated among Catholic divines, viz.
whether if a man comes with attrition to the sacrament of penance and
receives absolution, this avails to restore him to God's grace.
The negative opinion was held by the French clergy in their assembly general of the
year 1700, and prevailed in the universities of Paris and Louvain. On the
other hand, the affirmative, according to which a sinner who receives absolution with attrition is justified through the grace which the sacrament
confers, has always apparently been the commoner tenet in the schools.
It rests on the strong argument that as perfect contrition justifies without
,

is

"

the actual reception of the sacrament of penance,

sacrament should have been instituted,

if

it is

hard to see

perfect contrition

is

why

this

needed to get

any good from it. Alexander VII. in 1667 forbade the advocates of either
opinion to pronounce any theological censure on their opponents.
But at
present the opinion that attrition with the sacrament of penance suffices is
universally held.

St.

Liguori

'

calls it " certain."

^^i^eol e.

AUREOLE

(from aureolus, golden, gilt, of golden colour),
i. In
Christian art it is the^old colour surrounding the whole figure in
sacred pictures, and representing the glory of the person represented.

from the nimbus, which only covers the head. The aureole
(also called scutum, vesica, piscis, etc.) was usually reserved for pictures of
the three divine Persons, of Christ, and of the Blessed Virgin along with
It is distinct

the
2.

Holy

In theology,

essential bliss

who

(Kraus, "Archaeol. Diet")

Child.

receives

it is

defined as a certain accidental reward added to the

of heaven, because of the excellent victory which the person
It is given,
it has attained during his warfare upon earth.

^

Concil. Trident, sess. xiv. cap. 4,

^

Ibzd.

°

Moral

De

Penit.
-

Theol.

vi.

n. 440.

g
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according to St. Thomas,' to virgins, martyrs, and to doctor and preachers.
martyrs, over
Virgins have triumphed with special, glory over the flesh
;

the world, which persecuted

whom

them

to death

they have driven, not only from their

preachers, over the devil,

;

own

hearts, but also

from

those of others.

^^)^

THIS

ff^^t'i^.

familiar prayer, called also the Angelical Salutation, consists of

three parts

(i)

the

salutation

of the

Archangel Gabriel,

[Maria] gratia plena, Dominus tecum ; benedicta tu
the words

Ave

Tntdieribus ; (2)
of Elizabeth to our Lady, et benedictus fructus ventris tui ; (3)
iit

an addition made by the Church, Sanda Maria, Mater Dei, ora pro nobis
Parts i and 2 seem to have
peccatoribus nunc et in hora mortis nostrce.
come into common use as a formula of devotion towards the end of the
twelfth century; the use of them is enjoined by the Constitutions of Odo,
bishop of Paris, in 1196. The third part gives a compact and appropriate
expression to the feelings with which Christians regard the Blessed Virgin.

The words nunc

have come from the Franciscans the rest of the verse is believed to have first come into use in the
middle of the fifteenth century. The whole Ave Maria as it now stands
is ordered in the breviary of Pius V. (1568) to be used daily before each
canonical hour aad after Compline.
.

.

.

nostrcB are said to

;

^\ m^'

THE
aware

proclamation of intended marriage, in order that if anyone is
of an impediment, he may state it to the ecclesiastical authori-

and so prevent the celebration of the wedding. Such proclamations were introduced first of all by the custom of particular places, but
it was not till 1215 that they were imposed, at the Fourth Lateran Council, by a general law binding the whole Church.*
The Council of Trent'
orders the banns to be proclaimed by the parish priest of the persons who
intend to marry, during Mass on three continuous festivals.
At the same
time, it permits the ordinary to dispense from the obligation of proclaiming
the marriage for a grave reason.
According to theologians and the
ties,

'

Supplem. qu. xcvi.

'

Fleury, Hist. Ixxvii. 53.

*

Sess. xxiv. c.

I.
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Congregation of the Council, the banns must be proclaimed in the parish
church of the contracting parties, and in each parish church if they live in
different parishes, at the principal Mass on three continuous Sundays or
or at least on days when there is sure to be a
holidays of obligation
It is generally held that if the marriage
concourse of people in the church.
does not take place within two months, or at most four, of the last publication, th^ banns must be proclaimed anew.
S.

—

Biqorq>rr^^niG;^1^ion.

AN

censure by which a Christian

ecclesiastical

is

separated from the

power included in the power of
the keys, or of binding and loosing, given by Christ to Peter and the
Apostles, and may be deduced from our Saviour's words (Matt, xviii. 17)
" If he will not hear the Church, let him be to thee as the heathen and
publican."
For to treat a man as a heathen and a publican is to repel him
from the Church and all things sacred that is, to excommunicate him.
We find it put in practice by St. Paul (i Cor. v. 3), when he said of the
incestuous Corinthian—" I
him
have already judged
that hath so done, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, you being gathered together and my spirit, with the power of our Lord Jesus, to deliver

communion of the Church.

^

It is

a

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Augustine explains " Because outside the
Church is the devil, as within it is Christ, and accordingly he who is separated from the communion of the Church is as it were delivered to the
such a one to Satan,"

etc.

St.

:

devil."

Excommunication
kind

is

is

of two kinds, the major and the minor.

an ecclesiastical censure, by which a Christian

right to participation in sacraments,'

the right of receiving a benefice.

It is

person under major excommunication,
tion

is

is

indirectly, as a

deprived of the

consequence, of

incurred by communicating with a

in

any case where such communica-

not excused.

The major excommunication
and

and

is

The minor

deprives of

all

ecclesiastical

equivalent in substance to anathema, from which

it

communion,

only differs

in

regard to the formalities by which the latter is surrounded. For the major
excommunication can be inflicted by mere force of law, or by the written
sentence of a judge, whereas an anathema is publicly pronounced, and
**

cum
*

strepitu."

Ferraris.
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two classes:
tolerati, whom the faithful are not bound to avoid
and non tolerati (i e.
those excommunicated by name and publicly denounced, and those notoriously guilty, by themselves or others, of violence to clerics), with whom the

Those

major excommunication

vjjiacr

again

fall

into

;

faithful

are forbidden to

Civil intercourse

is,

hold

either religious or

however, permitted,

for the

civil

communication.

sake of the

faithful

them-

under various circumstances and to various classes of persons.
Excommunications are also divided and this is a most important
distinction
into those ferendce sententics, and those latce sent&ntice.
In
the case of the former it is enjoined that a sentence of excommunication
be pronounced (e. g. " we forbid this on pain of excommunication whoever does it, let him be excommunicated," or " will incur excommunication," etc.), but the delinquent does not actually incur the sentence till it
In the second case, the words of
has been inflicted by a competent judge.
the law or other instrument are so chosen that upon a given act being
done the doer of it falls at once under the ban of the Church, as when it
Nor are such
is said
"let him incur excommunication ipso facto .''
sentences unjust, as some have argued, on the ground that the delinquents
who incur them have not been duly warned, as the Gospel requires, of the
nature of their offence for the law itself, which they must be presumed to
know, is a standing and perpetual warning. At the same time, the excommunication latc^ sententice is operative only in the internal forum and in the
sight of God to make it effectual in the external forum also it is necessary that the guilt be proved before, and declared by, a competent judge.
Excommunications are also divided into those reserved to the Pope, and
those not reseryed. Those of the first class now in force are enumerated
selves,

—

—

;

—

;

;

in the constitution

"Apostolicae Sedis," issued by Pius IX.

which are also specified

all

excommunications

in

1869, in

latcz sententice 2Sidi ipso facta

incurred henceforth in vigour.
If

it

be asked,

Who can excommunicate ?

possess ordinary or delegated jurisdiction
to those subject to

them

;

it

in

may be

answered, those

who

the external forum in regard

but not parish priests (who have as such only

forum of conscience), and never laymen or women. To
the question, Who can be excommunicated ? the answer is, that only
Christians, alive and of sound mind, guilty of a grave offence and persist
ing in it, and subject to the judge giving sentence, can be excommunicated.
Not Jews, therefore, nor Pagans, nor the unbaptised heathen, nor
the dead
but the sentence may justly be inflicted on heretics ot

jurisdiction in the

;

schismatics.
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excommunication are thus summed up. ''As man by
baptism is made a member of the Church, in which there is a communication of all spiritual goods, so by excommunication he is cast forth from the
Church and placed in the position of the heathen man and the publican,
and is deprived accordingly of sacraments, sacrifices, sacred offices, benefices, dignities, ecclesiastical jurisdiction and power, ecclesiastical sepulture
until he
in a word, of all the rights which he had acquired by baptism
make amends, and satisfy the Church."
m

The

effects of

—

—

THE

appellation of Fathers

restricted sense.

writers of the

consent

among

is

used

in

In a general sense

twelve centuries

first

it

a

more general and a more

denotes

who

all

those Christian

are reckoned

by general

the most eminent witnesses and teachers of the orthodox

and Catholic doctrine of the Church. Taken in this sense, it includes some
names on which there rests more or less the reproach of heterodox doctrine.
Origen, whose works as we have them contain grave errors frequently
condemned by the highest authority in the Church, is one of these. Neverorthodox contents.
Tertullian became an open apostate

theless, his writings are of the highest value for their

Eusebius of Csesarea is another.
from the Catholic Church yet his writings as a Catholic are among the
most excellent and precious remains of antiquity. There are some others
included among the Fathers in this greater latitude of designation who
have not the mark of eminent sanctity.
In its stricter sense the appellation denotes only those ancient writers
whose orthodoxy is unimpeachable, whose works are of signal excellence
or value, and whose sanctity is eminent and generally recognised.
The
following list includes the names of the most illustrious Fathers, according
to the most exclusive sense of this honourable title
First Century
St. Clement of Rome.
Second Century St. Ignatius,
St. Justin, St. Irenaeus.
Third Century St. Cyprian, St. Dionysius of
Alexandria.
Fourth Century St. Athanasius, St. Hilary of Poitiers, St.
Cyril of Jerusalem, St. Basil, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Gregory of Nyssa,
St. Ephrem, St. Ambrose, St. Optatus, St. Epiphanius, St. John Chrysostom. Fifth Century St. Jerome, St. Augustine, St. Cyril of Alexandria, St. Leo the Great, St. Prosper, St. Vincent of Lerins, St. Peter
;

:

—

—

—

—

'

Soglia,

lib. iv.

cap.

4.
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Sixth Century

—

St. Ceesarius

Kg

of Aries, St. Gregory the

—

Eighth Century
St. Isidore of Seville.
Seventh Century
Ven. Bede, St. John Damascene. Eleventh Century
St. Peter Damian,
Twelfth Century
A complete 'collection of
St. Bernard.
St. Anselm.
Morethe works of the Fathers contains many more names than these.
over, it is plain that the Fathers of the first six centuries, by the mere fact
Great.

—

—

of their priority
faith

in

time, are

and order, and that

much more

their writings are in

theological tradition, than the
illustrious the latter

may

valuable witnesses to primitiA'e

be.

the Fathers, some having a

a

stricter

sense sources of

works of those who came later, however
There is also a gradation of rank among

much higher

vate doctors, no one of them has a

authority than others.

As

pri-

and indisputable authority
taken singly, except in so far as his teaching is warranted by some extrinAs witsic and higher criterion, or supported" by its intrinsic reasons.
nesses, each one singly, or several concurring together, must receive that
credence which is reasonably due in view of all the qualities and circumstances of the testimony given. Their morally unanimous consent concerning matters pertaining to faith has a decisive and irrefragable authorIt has always been held that God raised up in the earlier ages of the
ity.
Church these highly gifted, learned, and holy men, and endowed them with
special and extraordinary graces, that they might be the principal
Their writings
teachers of the mysteries and doctrines of the faith.
are the great source of light and truth in theology, after the Holy
Scriptures.

word,

is

The

final

authority of their doctrine, in the proper sense of that

nevertheless derived from the sanction

the only supreme and

'*

*^»e

Ecclesia Docens,

infallible tribunal.

Gen^fleiion.

GENUFLEXION

bending of the knee) is a natural sign of
adoration or reverence.
It is frequently used in the ritual of the
Church. Thus the faithful genuflect in passing before the tabernacle
where the Blessed Sacrament is reserved the priest repeatedly genuflects
at Mass in adoration of the Eucharist, also at the mention of the Incarnation in the Creed, etc.
Genuflexion is also made as a sign of profound
respoct before a bishop on certain occasions.
A double genuflexion
i. e. one on both
knees is made on entering or leaving a church, where
the Blessed Sacrament is exposed.
(the

;

—
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The

and from Easter till
sign of penance hence a class of

early Christians prayed standing- on Sundays,

Pentecost, and only bent the knee in

penitents were

known

as Genuflectentes.

;

A

relic

genuflexion survives, according to Gavantus (P.

I.

of this penitential use of
tit.

i6), in the practice

enjoined by the rubric of genuflecting at the verse " Adjuva nos/' in the

Tract of Masses during Lent.
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ELIBACY
Church

of the

The law

clergy.

Western

of the

forbids persons living in the married state to

be ordained, and persons in holy orders to marry.
A careful distinction must be made between the principles on which the law of celibacy is based and the
changes which have taken place in the application of the
principle.

The

principles which

have induced the Church to impose

celibacy on her clergy are (a) that they
restraint,

may serve God

and with undivided heart (see

i

32) and (d)
embrace the life oi

Cor.

He
("

vii.

;

being called to the altar, they may
continence, which is holier than that of marriage.
That continence is a more holy state than that of marriage is distinctly
affirmed in the words of our blessed Lord (" There are eunuchs
have made themselves eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake.
that,

who

with less

that can receive

He

it,

let

him receive

it

It

").

is

taught by

St.

Paul

that giveth his virgin in marriage doeth well, and he that giveth her

doeth better ") and by St. John (Apoc. xiv. 4). Christian antiquity
speaks with one voice on this matter, and the Council of Trent, sess. xxiv.
De Matr. can. 10, anathematises those who deny that " it is more blessed
Thus
to remain in virginity or in celibacy than to be joined in marriage."
not,

all

Catholics are

bound

to hold that celibacy

is

the perferable state, and

does not, however, follow
from this that the Church is absolutely bound to impose a law of celibacy
on her ministers, nor has she, as a matter of fact, always done so.
There does not seem to have been any Apostolic legislation on the
matter, except that it was required of a bishop that he should have been
only once married. In early times, however, we find a law of celibacy
that

it is

specially desirable for the clergy.

It

161
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from the present Western law, in full force.
Paphnutius, who at the Council of Nicsea resisted an attempt to impose
a continent life on the clergy, still admits that, according to ancient
This statement is
tradition, a cleric must not marry after ordination.
confirmed by the Apostolic Constitutions, vi. 17, which forbid bishops,
priests, and deacons to marry, while the 27th (al. 25th) Apostolic Canon

though

one which

it is

contains the

same

differs

One

prohibition.

of the

earliest councils,

that

of

Neocaesarea (between 314 and 325), threatens a priest who married after
ordination with degradation to the lay state.
Even a deacon could marry
viz. if at his ordination he had stipulated for liberty to
in one case only
do so, as is laid down by the Council of Ancyra, in 314. Thus it was the

—

recognised practice of the ancient Church to prohibit the marriage of
those already priests, and this discipline is still maintained in the East.

A change was made
or 306).

It

in

the

West by

the 33d

required bishops, priests, and

in ministerio ")

to live, even

if

all

Canon of

who

Elvira (in 305
served the altar (" positis

already married,

in

continence.

The

Council of Nicsea refused to impose this law on the whole Church, but
prevailed in the West.

was

it

down by a Synod

of Carthage in 390,
by Innocent I. 20 years later; while Jerome (against Jovinian) declares
that a priest, who has " always to offer sacrifice for the people, must always
It

laid

pray, and therefore always abstain from marriage."

Leo and Gregory

the Great, and the Eighth Council of Toledo in 653, renewed the prohibitions against the marriage of subdeacons.

So the law stood when Hildebrand, afterwards Gregory VII., began to
exercise a decisive influence in the Church.
Leo IX., Nicolas II., Alexander II., and Hildebrand himself when became to be Pope, issued stringent
They were forbidden to
decrees against priests living in concubinage.
say Mass or even to serve at the altar they were to be punished with
So far
deposition, and the faithful were warned not to hear their Mass.
Gregory only fought against the corruption of the times, and it is mere
But
ignorance to represent him as having instituted the law of celibacy.
;

about

this

time a change did occur

in

the canon law.

A series

of synods

from the beginning of the twelfth century declared the marriage of persons
in holy orders to be not only unlawful but invalid.
With regard to
persons in minor orders, they were allowed for many centuries to serve in
the Church while living as married men.
From the twelfth century, it
was laid down that if they married they lost the privileges of the clerical

However, Boniface VIII,, in 1300, permitted them to act as clerics,
if they had been only once married and then to a virgin, provided they
state.
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had the permission of the bishop and wore the clerical habit. This law
of Pope Boniface was renewed by the Council of Trent, sess. xxiii. cap. 6,
De Reform. The same Council, can. 9. sess. xxiv., again pronounced the
marriage of clerks in holy orders null and void.
At present, in the West,
a married man can receive holy orders only if his wife fully consents and
herself makes a vow of chastity.
If the husband is to be consecrated
bishop, the wife must enter a religious order.
We may now turn to the East, and sketch the changes which the law
of celibacy has undergone among the Greeks.
In the time of the Church
historian Socrates (about 450), the same law of clerical celibacy which
obtained among the Latins was observed in Thessaly, Macedonia, and
Further, the case of Synesius in 410 proves that it was unusual
Achaia.
for bishops to live as married men, for he had, on accepting his election
as bishop, to
wife.

make

The synod

a stipulation that he should be allowed to live with his

in Trullo (692) requires bishops,

married, to separate

if

from their wives, and forbids all clerics to marry after the subdiaconate.
However, a law of Leo the Wise (886-911) permitted subdeacons,
deacons, and priests, who had married after receiving their respective
orders, not indeed to exercise sacred functions, but

still

to remain in the

ranks of the clergy and exercise such offices (e. g. matters of administration) as were consistent with the marriage which they had concluded.

The

enactments are (i) that Greek
candidates for the priesthood usually leave the seminaries before being
ordained deacons, and return, having concluded marriage, commonly
with daughters of clergymen (2) that secular priests live as married men,
but cannot, on the death of their wife, marry again (3) that bishops are
practical consequences of these

;

;

usually chosen from the monks.
geshichte, Archaologie

(From

und Liturgik.")

Ver^^i^^l'ion

THE

Hefele, " Beitrage zur Kirchen-

of

Jrrj^^e;^.

vehemently condemned in the
Scriptures, and in the Old Testament two forms of idolatry are specially reprobated.
First, we find denunciations of worship paid to
images of fals^ gods, such as Moloch, Astarte, etc. Here the whole meaning and intention of the religious act was bad.
No respect was due to
such a divinity as Baal to worship him was an act of treason against the
living God, so that there could be no possible excuse for venerating his
image.
But besides this, the law and the prophets condemn worship
idolatrous worship of images

is

;
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given to images of the true God. It seems clear that the calf-worship begun
at Mount Sinai, and continued in the northern kingdom at Bethel, etc., was

meant

as the

worship of the true

God

set before Israel in this

symbolical

—

worship also is denounced e. g. by Amos and Osee
and was really idolatrous, because it conveyed false notions of God, who
is a pure spirit, so that although e. g. Jeroboam professed to worship JehoTo prevent such
vah, he was really serving a god of his own imagination.
idolatrous errors, to which the Jews were constantly tempted by the examform.'

But

this

ple of the surrounding heathen, the

Hebrew worship was

regulated in each

by God. Images they had in their tabernacle and the Temple, for the
cherubim were placed in the holy of holies, and the walls and pillars were
adorned with figures of psalms, pomegranates, etc. But these figures were
placed in the tabernacle from which the pattern of the Temple was taken
by the express ordinance of God, and the Jews were by no means left to
their own discretion in the use of sacred images and symbols.
The prohibition of idolatry conveyed in the fij'st commandment condetail

tinues,

needless to say, in full force.

it is

Idolatry

is

evil in its

own

nature,

and necessarily a sin of the deepest dye, whoever it may be that commits it. Moreover, it is impossible to commit this sin without falling into the
gross and brutal error of identifying a lifeless image with the divinity.
Therefore the Council of Trent (Sess. xxv. De Invocatione, etc.) not only
reprobates the delusion that the godhead can be really portrayed by
material figures; it also states that in images there is no divinity or
" virtue, on account of which they are to be worshipped, that no petitions
can be addressed to them, and that no trust is to be placed in them."
At the same time the Tridentine Fathers, following the Second Council
of Nicaea, advocate the true use of images.
least to a

The danger

of idolatry has at

very great extent passed away from Christian nations.

Further,

God

Himself has taken a human form which admits of being represented
in art.
So that the reasoning of Moses in Deut. iv. 15 no longer holds,*
and on the whole matter the liberty of Christians is very different from
the bondage of Jews. Images according to the Tridentine definition are to
be retained and honoured, but abuses and all occasions of scandal to the
rude and ignorant are to be removed. The object of images is to set
Christ, his Blessed Mother, the saints and angels before our eyes, while the
'

6,

See Exod.

from which

xxxii. 5,
it

where Aaron

calls

appears that prophets

the idolatrous feast a feast to Jehovah

who sanctioned

the calf-worship were

;

still

and

3

Kings

xxii,

considered proph-

ets of Jehovah.

" Ye did not see any likeness on the day that the Lord spake to you on Horeb from the midst of
the fire, lest ye should act wickedly and make for yourselves a graven image," etc
'
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" the

honour which is given to them is referred to the
objects (^prototypa) which they represent, so that through the images which
we kiss, and before which we uncover our heads and kneel, we adore Christ
and venerate the saints, whose likenesses they are." "The council," says
Petavius, " De Incarnat." xv. 17, " could not have declared more expressly
council adds that

that the cultus of images
in themselves

but that

much

all

and

strictly

is

simply relative {schetikoit)

speaking

(yper se et propi^ie)

adoration and veneration

is

;

that they are not

adored or honoured,

referred to the prototypes, inas-

images have no dignity or excellence to which such honour propWe cannot imagine any better exposition than that of
erly appertains."
this great theologian, who, among many other merits, is always distinguished for his sobriety and his avoidance of useless subtleties.
His words
as

explain the doctrine of the Church and remove

when we

find the

Church

to adore the cross.

in the

Good

Friday

It is the suffering Saviour,

all

possibility of scandal,

office inviting the faithful

not the dead wood, which

Catholics adore.

The

use of images in the Church dates from the very earliest times.

The

Church no doubt was cautious in her use of images, both because the use
of them in the midst of a heathen population might easily be misunderstood, and also because the images might be seen and profaned by the
heathen persecutors.
ter reason that the

It

is,

as

Hefele and

Council of Elvira,

Rossi maintain, for this

in the year 306,

of " pictures in the churches, lest what

painted on the walls."

De

lat-

forbade the placing

worshipped and adored should be
Certainly the Church of that time did not reject

the uge of Christian art

—witness

is

the numerous sacred pictures recently

brought to light in the Roman catacombs. Many ancient works of art
which have come down to us from the old Spanish church e. g. the beautiful sarcophagi of Saragossa
prove that there was no difference of feeling
But
or opinion on this matter between Spanish and Roman Christians.
whereas the Roman churches were under, the Spanish were above, ground.
Hence the anxiety of the council to avoid the mockery and actual danger
which the sight of images might have created.
We can trace the veneration of images and the Tridentine doctrine
concerning it through the whole history of the Church, but here a few
instances must suffice.
The early Christian poet Prudentius speaks of
himself (" Peristeph." ix. 9 seq.) as praying before an image of the martyr
Cassian.
We read that at a conference held between St. Maximus and the
bishop Theodosius the Fathers present bent the knee to the images of
Christ and the Blessed Virgin.' The principles of Gregory the Great on.

—

—

'

See Kraus, Encydopad.,

art. "

Bilderverehrung."
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the respect due to images are well known.

When

Bishop of
Marseilles, removed images from the church on the ground that they had
proved an occasion of idolatry, Gregory tells him (Ep. ix. 105) that he
ought not to have broken images placed in the church as means of instruction, not objects of adoration.
In sending Secundinus images of Christ,
the Blessed Virgin, and St. Peter and St. Paul, Gregory writes (Ep. ix.
52) " I know you do not ask for the image of our Saviour to worship it
as God, but that, being reminded of the Son of God, you may be inflamed
anew with love of Him whose image you long to see. And we on our
part do not prostrate ourselves before it as a divinity, but we adore Him
whom by means of the image we bring to mind in his birth, in his passion,
or as He sits on his throne."
Two quahfications must be made to the doctrine stated in a previous
We have said that no images can really resemble the
part of this article.
divine nature, which is immaterial.
But there is no harm in symbolical
representations of the Holy Trinity, or of the divine Persons singly.
The
contrary proposition was condemned by Pius VI. (Synod of Pistoia, prop.
Again, though images have no virtue
69), in the bull " Auctorem fidei."
Seren!:3,

:

.

in

themselves,

shrines.

(Ep.

This

']'^

<:ording as

in

all

God may
is

be pleased to give special graces at particular

taught in the same

are aptly quoted

He

wills,

:

"

bull,

and the words of

God, who divides

St.

Augustine

special gifts to each ac-

was not pleased that these [marvels] should take place

the shrines of the saints."
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Meaning of

the Doctrine.

VIRG-IN.

— Benedict

XIV.

("

De

Fest." clxxxvii. seq.), quoting Frassen, a Scotist theologian, distinguishes between active and passive conception.

The former

consists in the act of the parents

which causes the body of the child to be formed and
organised, and so prepared for the reception of the rational
soul which is infused by God.
The latter takes place at the

moment when

the rational soul

is

actually infused into the

body by God. It is the passive, not the active, conception
which Catholics have in view when they speak of the ImmacFor there was nothing miraculous in
ulate Conception.
Mary's generation. She was begotten like other children.

The

body, while

still

served from original
is

capable of receiving either the

over, from the fact that
first

father,

it

sin, for

gifts of

Mary sprang

follows that she

incurred the "debt" or

inanimate, could not be sanctified or pre-

the soul, not the body, which

grace or the stain of
the

common way

was the daughter

liability to

human

in

it is

sin.

from

More-

Adam

and

of a fallen race

contract original

sin.

our

Adam was

the

he was put on his trial, and when he
fell all his descendants fell with him, and must, unless some special mercy
of God interposed, receive souls destitute of that grace in which Adam
himself was created.
In Mary's case, however, God's mercy did interpose.
For the sake of Him who was to be born of her and for " his merits foreseen," grace was poured into her soul at the first instant of its being.
St. John the Baptist was
Christian children are sanctified at the font
sanctified while still unborn.
Mary was sanctified earlier still viz. in the
representative of the

race

:

:

—

£rst

moment

of her conception.

She received a

gift like that of

Eve,

167
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who was made from

the

first

without

sin,

only the immaculate conception

is

and a privilege altogether singular, because in the
ordinary course of things the Blessed Virgin would have been conceived
and born in original sin. We beg the reader to remember that what we
have written up to this point is the universal teaching of theologians,
and we have carefully abstained from entering on scholastic disputes (e. g.
as to the remote and proximate debt of sin), because we believe that the
mere statement of the doctrine is enough to remove many prejudices from
So far from derogating from, the Cathothe minds of candid Protestants.
He who redeemed us redeemed
lic doctrine exalts, the merits of Christ
rightly called a privilege,

her.

He who

sanctified

us

in

baptism sanctified her

in

her conception.

Nor could any Catholic dream of comparing Mary's exemption from sin^
we do not say with the sinlessness of the Divine nature, for such a comparison would be insane as well as blasphemous, but with the sinlessness.
of Christ as man.
of Christ, because

Sin
it

was

was a physical

impossibility in the

human

hypostatically united to the Divinity.

the other hand, was sinless by the grace of God.

says Bossuet, addressing Christ,

"by

nature,

Mary

"Thou

soul

Mary,

on^

art innocent,"

only by grace

;

Thou

by excellence, she only by privilege Thou as Redeemer, she as the first
of those whom Thy precious blood has purified" ("Sermon pour la fete
de la Conception de la Sainte Vierge "). No better summary could be
;

given of the Church's doctrine.

—

History of the Controversy on the Doctrine. The controversy, so far
The church of Lyons had
as we know, began in the twelfth century.
adopted the custom, which already prevailed elsewhere (see the article on
St. Bernard
the feast), of celebrating the feast of Mary's conception.
{d. 1 1 53) remonstrated sharply with them, in great measure because the feast
had not been approved at Rome. The authenticity of this letter has been,
disputed, but on grounds, as Benedict XIV. implies, absolutely insuffiBesides, little would be gained even if the letter were spurious, for
cient.
Petavius (" De Incarnat." xiv. 2) has proved, from other passages in his
w^orks, Bernard's opinion to have been that the Blessed Virgin was not
conceived immaculate, but was sanctified in the womb like Jeremias and
Benedict XIV., following Mabillon. declines to
St. John the Baptist.
accept the theory that St. Bernard had the active, not the passive, conception in his mind.
At the same time it must be remembered that the saint
refers the whole matter of his dispute with the canons of Lyons to the
judgment ®f the Roman Church. The quotations in Petavius from St.
Peter Damian, St. Anselm, Peter Lombard, and others, abundantly prova
2.
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was the prevalent one before auu during

In the following century St.

womb

Thomas

(iii.

27, 2)

held that

his

own

Mary was

body was already informed by the
soul impost ejus animationeffz), and he argues that if the Virgin " had not
incurred the stain of original guilt," she would have stood in no need of being
saved and redeemed by Christ, whereas Christ, as the Apostle declares^ is
only sanctified

in

the

But the strongest evidence

the saviour of all men.'
belief that the Virgin

(" In Lib.

was not conceived without

Sentent."

III.

after her

d.

iii.

qu.

i,

n. 4).

He

to the prevalence of the

sin

is

supplied by Scotus

gives his

own

opinion in

favour of the immaculate conception with a timidity which clearly betrays

was on the other side. After
maintaining that God might, had He so chosen, have exempted the Blessed
Virgin from original sin, and might on the other hand have allowed her to
remain under it for a time and then purified her, he adds that " God
knows " which of these possible ways was actually taken " but, if it is not
contrary to the authority of the Church or of the saints, it seems commendable {probabile) to attribute that which is more excellent to Mary."
Scotus, however, farther on in the same work (d. 18, qu. i, n, 4),
expresses a more decided view, and he inaugurated a new state of opinion,
though the change did not come at once, and the story told by Cavellus,
an author of the fourteenth century whom Benedict XIV. quotes, is
probably a mere legend. According to this story, Scotus defended the
doctrine of the immaculate conception at Cologne and Paris, and a
his consciousness that the general opinion

;

disputation which he held in the latter place induced the Paris University
to adopt the doctrine, and won for Scotus himself the title of the " Subtle

and events which happened in 1387 show
how rapidly the Scotist opinion had spread and how deeply it had struck
root at least in France.
A Dominican doctor, John Montesono, had
publicly denied the immaculate conception, whereupon he was condemned
by the University and by the Bishop of Paris and though he appealed to
the Pope (or anti-Pope) Clement VII., he did not dare to appear, and war,
condemned for contumacy. The Fathers of ;:he Council of Basle begged
Cardinal Torquemada (Turrecremata) to prepai ^ a treatise on the question,
and so he did but circumstances prevented him from laying it before the
council, and his treatise, which was adverse to the doctrine, was practically
unknown till it was published by the Master of the Sacred Palace with the
Doctor."

Scotus died

in 1308,

;

;

Cardinal Lambruschini, in a polemical dissertation on the Immaculate Conception (Romse.
But
4^842), declared that here, as in other places, the MSS. of St. Thomas had been corrupted.
*

this position does not

admit of serious defence.
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consent of Paul

III.,

then Pope.

The decree

of Basle, which defined that

Mary's immunity from original sin was " to be
approved, held, and embraced by all Catholics, as being pious and consonant
to the worship of the Church, .the Catholic faith, right^ reason, and Holy
Scripture," was passed in 1439, when the council had become schismatical,
so that it in no way bound the consciences of Catholics.
It serves,
however, to mark the general feeling of the time and other signs of the
the

doctrine

asserting-

;

hold the doctrine had obtained are not wanting.
provincial

synod

Avignon

It

was asserted

at

a

Forty years later the University of
Paris required an oath to defend the doctrine from all who proceeded to
the doctor's degree, and the tenet was embraced with ardour by the
Carmelites, the different branches of the Franciscan order, and by men of
in

the highest distinction

in 1457.

among

the secular clergy.

The

matter gave rise to keen discussion at Trent, and although most of
the bishops held the doctrine, the council contented itself with a declara-

whole human race fell under original
sin it did not intend to include in the decree "the blessed and immaculate
Virgin Mary," but desired- that the Constitutions of Sixtus IV. should be
observed.
These Constitutions had been issued in 1476 and in 1483. In
the former the Pope granted indulgences to those who said the Mass and
office which he had approved for the feast of the Conception.
In the
tion that in defining the truth that the

latter

he condemned those
those

who accused persons who
who maintained that the

of mortal

sin,

heretical.

Pius V., in 1570, forbade

or

all

celebrated the feast

discussion

of the

sermons, permitting, however, the question to be handled
the learned.

Paul V., in 161

7,

was

doctrine itself

in

doctrine

in

assemblies of

prohibited attacks on the doctrine in public

assemblies of any kind, while Gregory XV., in 1622, strictly forbade any-

one

to maintain,

even

conceived in original

in private discussions, that the
sin.

He made

Blessed Virgin was

an exception, however,

in

favour of

whom

he granted leave to maintain their own opinion
in discussions held within their own order, and he was careful to add that
he in no way meant to decide the theological question, but, on the contrary,
forbade anyone to accuse those who denied the immaculate conception of
Benedict XIV., writing about the middle of the
heresy or mortal sin.
last century, sums up the whole state of the question in his day thus
*'
The Church inclines to the opinion of the immaculate conception but
the Apostolic See has not yet defined it as an article of faith."
So matters stood, when on February i, 1849, Pius IX. wrote from
Gaeta to the bishops of the Catholic world. He asked them for an account

the Dominicans, to

:

;
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opinion and of the feeling entertained in the churches subject

them on the expediency of defining the doctrine that the Blessed Virgin
was immaculate in her conception. The Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese
bishops, about 490 in number, were nearly unanimous in their wish for
to

On

the definition.

the other hand, there were bishops of great eminence

Germany, and Switzerland who were of a different mind. Some
of these last thought that the doctrine was not prominent enough in
in France,

Scripture or tradition to be

made an

a definition which would put fresh

article of faith

difficulties in

the

;

way

others deprecated
of Protestants or

were afraid to pronounce at all on so hard
a matter.
Nearly six years later the question was closed. On December
8, 1854, Pius IX., in the presence of more than 200 bishops, issued his
solemn definition that the immaculate conception of Mary was a truth
contained in the original teaching of the Apostles and an article of divine
faith.
The definition was accepted by Gallicans as well as by Ultramontanes, for it was notorious that the entire episcopate gave full assent to
the doctrines of the Papal bull.
Indeed, the opposition made within the
Church to the new definition was of the most insignificant kind.
The Doctrine in its Relations to Scripture and Tradition.
Cath3.
olic is bound to hold that the doctrine recently defined was contained in
the faith once delivered to the saints by the Apostles.
On the other
hand, he is under no obligation of believing it possible to produce cogent
historical proof (over and above the Church's decision) that the doctrine
timid Catholics

others, again,

;

—A

enough to show that no decisive argument can
be brought against the apostolic origin of the Church's present belief, and
there are at least probable traces of its existence in the Church from the

was so contained.

It is

Petavius

earliest times.

—

justly, as

from the Fathers, which have been
points out that

if

we

think

—dismisses

many

passages

cited in support of the doctrine.

the Fathers speak of

Mary

He

as "stainless," "incorrupt,"

"immaculate" {achrantos, aphthartos, amiantos),

it

by no means follows

that they believed her to have been conceived immaculate.

Still tradition

does supply solid arguments for the belief in question.
First,

from the

earliest

her office at the Incarnation was compared and contrasted

We

Mary in
with Eve before

times and in every part of the Church,

between the two drawn by Justin Martyr
("Trypho," 100), by Irenseus (iii. 22, 34, v. 19), by Tertullian (" De Carne
Christi," 17), not to speak of later Fathers indeed, the doctrine that Mary
is in some sense the second Eve is a commonplace of primitive theology.
This comparison enters into the very substance of the theology of St
the

fall.

find the parallel

;
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He

Irenseus.

urges the parallel between

Mary and Eve,

just as he insists

on the resemblance between Adam and Christ, the second Adam. As
Eve was married and yet a virgin, so Mary, " having an appointed husEve listened to the words of an angel so also
band, was yet a virgin."
Mary. Eve's disobedience was the cause of our death. Mary, "being
obedient, became both to herself and all mankind the cause of salvation."
"The knot of Eve's disobedience was loosed by Mary's obedience." The
Virgin Mary became " the advocate of the virgin Eve." It is true that
whereas Eve of course was made immaculate, yet this is just the point
where Irenseus fails to draw the parallel betwen Eve and Mary. It must
be remembered, however, that in Irenasus, as in the Ante-Nicene Fathers
generally, there is no explicit statement of the doctrine of original sin, so
that we cannot expect an explicit statement that Mary was exempt from
it.
There is further a presumption that if Irenaeus could have had the
question, "Was Mary conceived in sin?" proposed to him, he would have
answered in the negative. His whole theory of the Incarnation turns on
the proposition, "Man could not break the bonds of sin, because he was
already bound fast by them."
He in Adam had been already worsted by
:

When, therefore, he tells us that Mary untied the knot
disobedience, we may infer that she never had been bound by
the devil.

own person.
The tradition

that

Mary

vt^as

much more

we know,

to be

explicit

found

Eve was familiar to
these, St. Ephrem (a. d.

But one of
evidence the most

—

in patristic writings

Not many

it

the second

Fathers of the later Church,
gives

of Eve's

—of

in her

great
379),

explicit evidence, so far as
belief in the

immaculate

ago the famous Syriac scholar Bickell
edited, with a Latin version of the Syriac, the " Carmina Nisibena " of the
saint.
There is no doubt as to the authenticity of these poems. In hymn
"Truly it is Thou and thy Mother
27, strophe 8, St. Ephrem speaks thus
only, who are fair altogether.
For in Thee there is no stain, and in thy
Mother no spot.
But my sons [i. e. the members of the Church of
Elsewhere
Edessa] are far from resemblir.g this twofold fairness."
conception.

years

:

Ephrem

places first

among fallen men

infants who die in baptismal innocence;

must be freedom from original not actual sin which he ascribes
to Mary.
So (ii. 327 a.), "Two were made simple, innocent, perfectly
like each other, Mary and Eve, but afterwards one became the cause of
our death, the other of our life." It is most important to appreciate this
so that

it

testimony at

its

real value.

existence of the belief which

It is

we

not only or chiefly that

it

proves the

are discussing in the fourth century.
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no doubt it does, and it enables us summarily to dismiss the confident
assumption of many Protestant scholars that the belief arose for the first
But besides and above this, St. Ephrem supplies
time in the middle ages.
an authentic commentary on the meaning of the tradition that Mary was
We may well believe, considering how early and in what
the second Eve.
And just
various quarters it appears, that this tradition was Apostolic.
at the time when the doctrine of original sin becomes prominent in
Christian theology, St. Ephrem assumes without doubt or question that
this tradition implies Mary's entire exemption from the cause, and supplies
us with reasonable grounds for believing that the doctrine of the immaculate

conception

is

coeval with the foundation of the Christian Church.

A

word or two must be said about St. Augustine. Undoubtedly his
theory on the transmission of original sin by the act of generation drove
him to believe that Mary, being conceived in the ordinary way, must have
been conceived in sin. So Petavius understands him, and the Saint's own
language seems to be clear and decisive on this point. Thus (" De Nuptiis
et Concep." i. 12), he teaches that all flesh born "de concubitu " is "flesh
of sin," and ("In Genesim ad lit." x. 118) he expressly affirms that on
this ground Mary's flesh was, while Christ's was not, " caro peccati." Again,
in " Contr. Julian." v. 15, his language is still more definite, for he says that
original sin passes to the child

from the

" concupiscentia " of the parents,

and that therefore original sin could not infect the flesh of Christ, since his
Virgin Mother conceived Him without concupiscence. It may, we think,
be affirmed without irreverence to so great a doctor, that this language
about sin passing to the flesh involves confusion of thought, and probably
very few nowadays would maintain that " concupiscentia," in itself natural

and innocent, though caused
be the cause of original

sin.

as a matter of fact

The

fact that St.

the position he takes with regard to
logical theory, probably mistaken,

Church, diminishes,

if it

Mary by

by the fall, can possibly
Augustine is driven to

the exigencies of a theo-

and certainly never approved by the

does not altogether destroy, the force of his

testi-

mony. On the other hand, great weight belongs to the testimony which
St. Augustine bears to the immaculate conception, because in giving it he
speaks, not as a theologian, but as a Christian.

He

is

impelled in this

by Catholic instinct and tradition, not by any theory of his own.
His testimony is as follows. He is arguing (" De Natura et Gratia," cap.
36) against the Pelagian theory that some of the saints had been wholl)/
exempt from actual sin. He denies the truth of the statement altogether.
All have sinned, " excepting the holy Virgin Mary, concerning whom for
latter case
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Lord I would have no question raised in treating of sin.
For how do we know what excess of grace to conquer sin on every side
was bestowed on her whose lot it was {gucs meruit) to conceive and bring
We fully admit that it is actual,
forth Him who certainly had no sin."
But on his
not original sin which St. Augustine is thinking of directly.
own principles he was bound to hold that exemption from actual implied
freedom from original sin. Thus he asserts categorically (" Contr. Julian."
V. 15) that if Christ had been conceived in sin, He must needs have
committed actual sin ("peccatum major fecissit, si parvulus habuisset ").
Let the reader observe that this theory, unlike that referred to above on
the honour of the

the transmission of
sion of the Church.

sin, is

supported by the tradition and subsequent deci-

It is of

course conceivable that

Mary might have been

conceived in sin and then enabled by a special and extraordinary grace to
avoid
tine

have

In any case

actual trespass.

all

might

easily

satisfied

we may

have accepted the Church's present doctrine.

most

AugusIt would

safely say that St.

fully this inclination to believe that

Mary

" for the

honour of the Lord" was enabled to "overcome sin on every side." The
freedom from actual would have followed suitably upon her preservation
from original sin, and the progress of her life would have been consonant
with

its

beginning.

Finally, the rapid acceptance of the doctrine within the Church,

once

it

came under

discussion,

might of

itself

when

dispose individual Christians

and prepare the way for definition. The one positive objection
was that if Mary was conceived immaculate, Christ could not have been
her saviour and redeemer.
When once the truth was apprehended that
Mary's exemption from original sin was due to the merits of her Divine
Son, and magnified instead of detracting from them, the belief in this
Exemption grew and spread throughout the Catholic world. We cannot
But to a Catholic, who
expect Protestants to appreciate this argument.
believes that the Holy Spirit directs the minds of the faithful, and specito believe

it

ally those of the saints, the

very fact of the doctrine's acceptance affords a

strong presumption of

truth.

that

God

its

He would

naturally be loth to believe

allowed the Christian people to cling so zealously to a doctrine

which had no

solid foundation,

and which,

if

untrue,

He

would be an error of a

would recognize in the belief of so many saints a
judgment superior to his own, and a greater quickness to discover the
" analogy of the faith."
The solemn definition of the Church would but
enable him to hold with greater security what he already held as a certain
and pious opinion.
very serious kind.
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and against the doctrine is given by Petavius, " De
Perrone published his treatise " De Immaculato B. V.
2.
an dogmatico decreto definiri possit," at Rome in 1853.

(The evidence
Incarnat." xiv.

M. Conceptu
Still

better

:
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for

known

is

the

work

of Passaglia, also at that time a Jesuit, "

De

Immaculato B. V. Conceptu," Romae, 1854. A collection of ancient documents relating to the doctrine was made by a third Jesuit, Ballerini.)

Se^^or^ of >^o^)eni^.

THE(which

between three and four weeks, from Advent Sunday
is always the Sunday nearest to the feast of St. Andrew)
to Christmas eve, is named by the Church the season of Advent.
During it she desires that her children should practice fasting, works of
penance, meditation, and prayer, in order to prepare themselves for celebrating worthily the coming {adventuift) of the Son of God in the flesh, to
promote his spiritual advent within their own souls, and to school themselves to look forward with hope and joy to his second advent, when he
shall come again to judge mankind.
It is impossible to fix the precise time when the season of Advent began
A canon of a Council at Saragossa, in 380, forbade the
to be observed.
faithful to absent themselves from the Church services during the three
weeks from December 17th to the Epiphany; this is perhaps the earliest
The singing of the
trace on record of the observance of Advent.
" greater antiphons " at Vespers is commenced, according to the Roman
ritual, on the very day specified by the Council of Saragossa
this can
In the fifth century Advent seems to have
hardly be a mere coincidence.
been assimilated to Lent, and kept as a time of fasting and abstinence for
forty days or even longer
e. from Martinmas (Nov. 11) to Christmas
In the Sacramentary of Gregory the Great there are masses for five
eve.
Sundays in Advent but about the ninth century these were reduced to
" We may therefore confour, and so they have ever since remained.
sider the present discipline of the observance of Advent as having lasted
a thousand years at least as far as the Church of Rome is concerned.'"
With regard to fasting and abstinence during Advent, the practice has
always greatly varied, and still varies, in different parts of the Church.
Strictness has been observed, after which came a period of relaxation, followed by a return to strictness. At the present time the Fridays in Advent
are observed as fast days in most parts of the United States
but in
period, of

;

—

i.

;

;

1

Gner;
Gueranger's Liturgical Year, translated

by

Dom

Shepherd, 1867.
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France and other Continental countries the ancient

among

died out, except

There

ago

religious communities.

a marvellous beauty in the offices and rites of the Church

is

The lessons, generally taken from the prophecies of
how the desire and expectation, not of Israel only, but

during

this season.

Isaias,

remind us

of

discipline has long

nations, carried forward the thoughts of mankind, before the time of

all

Jesus Christ, to a Redeemer one day to be revealed they also strike the
In the Gospels we
note of prepartion, watchfulness, compunction, hope.
hear of the terrors of the last judgment, that second advent which those
;

who

despise the

first will

not escape

Precursor, and of the " mighty works

;

"

of the witness borne by John the

by which the Saviour's

life

supplied

At Vespers,
beginning on December 17,

a solid foundation and justification for that witness.

the

seven greater antiphons, or anthems
first of the seven greater Ferias preceding Christmas eve

the

—

— are

a note-

worthy feature of the liturgical year. They are called the O's of Advent,
on account of the manner in which they commence they are all addressed
that is, they are sung entire both before and
to Christ and they are double
Of the first, O Sapientia, quce ex ore Altissimi proafter the Magnificat.
diisti, etc., a trace still remains in the words O Sapientia printed in the calendar of the Anglican Prayer Book opposite December 16 words which
probably not one person in ten thousand using the Prayer Book understands.
The purple hue of penance is the only colour used in the services
of Advent, except on the feasts of saints.
In many other points Advent
resembles Lent
during its continuance, in Masses de Tempore, the
Gloria in excelsis is suppressed, the organ is silent, the deacon sings
Benedicamus Domino at the end of Mass instead of He Missa est, and mar^
;

—

;

—

:

riages are not solemnized.

of gladness,

organ finds

is

its

On

the other hand, the Alleluia, the

word

only once or twice interrupted during Advent, and the
voice on the third

Sunday

;

the Church, by these vestige^

Redeemer whose birth
and chequers the gloom of hef

of joy, signifying that the assured expectation of a

she

soon celebrate fills her heart,
mourning with these gleams of brightness.
57 Gu^ranger's ** Liturgical Year.")
will

(Fleury, " Hist. Eccles." xvii.

;

^^k^f

H

ERESY

jI^t'^^Y

^^-

from haireisthai, to choose) is used in a later
Greek (e. g. by Sextus Empiricus) to denote a philosophical sect or
party.
In the Acts of the Apostles (e. g. v. 1 7, xv. 5) it is applied to
the parties of Sadducees and Pharisees, who were divided from each other in
{hairesis,
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But

political views.

word employed

in a distinctly

in the

bad sense.

aggravated form of division {dichostasia)
sion

grown
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New Testament we
In

i

Cor.

among

xi.

also find the

18, it indicates

Christians

—

i.

e.

an

of divi-

and organized party. We find St. Paul (Gal. v.
on the same level with the most heinous sins, and

into distinct

19), placing

*'

heresies "

Peter (2 Ep. ii. i) speaks of false teachers
bring in " heresies [or sects] of perdition."
St.

word

among
St.

Christians,

who

will

Ignatius in his epistles

term of bitter reproach, and Tertullian (" Prsescript."
The name, he
5 and 6) accurately draws out the meaning of the term.
says, is given to those who of their own will choose false doctrine, either

also uses the

as a

instituting sects themselves, or receiving the false doctrine of sects already

He

founded.

choosing for himself, since a
is

"

condemned by the very
Christian has no such liberty of

adds that a heretic

is

fact of his

choice, but

bound to receive the doctrine which the Apostles received from Christ.
The nature of heresy is further explained by St. Thomas in the
Summa," (2 2ndas, qu. 11). Heresy, according to St. Thomas, implies a

profession of Christian belief, so that persons

who have

who have never been

ChriS'

renounced Christianity, are infidels and aposThe heretic, he says, is right in the end which he
tates, but not heretics.
proposes or professes to propose to himself viz. the profession of Chrisbut he errs in his choice of the means he takes to secure this
tian truth
end, for he refuses to believe one or more of the articles of faith " detep
mined by the authority of the universal Church." St. Thomas adds that
this rejection of Catholic dogma must be deliberate and pertinacious, so
that his teaching, which is that of all theologians, may be summed up in
the following definition.
Heresy is error pertinaciously held and manifestly repugnant to the faith, on the part of one who professes the faith oi
Christ. It is clear from this that such Protestants as are in good faith and
tians, or

utterly

—

—

sincerely desirous of

inasmuch
heresy

is

as they

knowing the

do not pertinaciously reject the Church's teaching. Their

material only

—

i.

their tenets are in themselves heretical, but

e.

they are not formal heretics

may belong

truth are not heretics in the formal sense,

:

i.

e.

they do not incur the guilt of heresy, and

to the soul of the Church.

Formal heresy is a most grievous sin, for it involves rebellion against
God, who requires us to submit our understandings to the doctrine of his
Church. This guilt, if externally manifested, is visited by the Church with
the greater excommunication, absolution from which, except in the article
of death, can only be given by the Pope, although the power of imparting
it is communicated to bishops, under certain restrictions, in their quin-
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quennial faculties, and to priests in missionary countries, such as
Ecclesiastics

who

fall

England

into heresy are liable to irregularity, perpetual depri-

vation of their offices and benefices, and to deposition and degradation.

The

sons of an heretical mother, the sons and grandsons of an heretical

father, are incapable of entering the clerical state.'

j^c;i^n^ir.

EREMITA

(from the Gr. eremos, desert), a dweller in the desert.
Anchorite [anachoretes, one who has retired from the world) has
the same meaning. On the life of St. Paul, the first hermit, who was

Thebaid about 230, and died in 342, after ninety years spent in
solitude, see Alban Butler for Jan. 15, and the " Acta Sanctorum." Though
the lives of the hermits are not proposed by the Church for the imitation
of ordinary Christians, she holds them up for our admiration, as men who,
committing themselves to the might of divine love, buoyed up by continual prayer, and chastened by lifelong penance, have vanquished the
weakness and the yearning of nature, and found it possible to live for
God alone. " They appear to some," says St. Augustine,* " to have abandoned human things more than is right, but such do not understand how
greatly their souls profit us in the way of prayer, and their lives in the
way of example, though we are not allowed to see their faces in the flesh."
St. Paul fled to the desert during the persecution of Decius, when he
was twenty-two years old, and never afterwards left it. He was visited in
his cell by St. Anthony shortly before he died (see his Life by St. Jerome).
Experience soon proved that it was seldom safe for a man to essay the life
The prudent plan
of a solitary at the beginning of his religious career.
was found to be, to spend some years in a monastery, in rigorous conformity to all the ascetical rules of the coenobitic life, and then, the spiritual strength being tested and the passions subdued, to pass on to the hermit's cell. Thus we read in Surius (" Vita Euthymii abbatis") of an abbot
Gerasimus, who presided over a great rpooastery near the Jordan, round
which there was a Laura consisting of severity separate cells. Gerasimus
kept everyone who came to him for some years in the monastery then, if
he thought him fit for solitary life, and the disciple himself aspired to it,
he allowed him to occupy, one of the cells, where he lived during five days
born

in the

;

'

Provided the hen^sy was notorious, and that the parents died

lib. vii. §
*

-

363,

De Mor.

Eccl. Cath.

i.

31,

quoted by Thomassin.
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week on bread and water, in perfect solitude, but on Saturday and
Sunday rejoined his brethren in the monastery and fared as they did.
Among the more famous English hermits were Bartholomew of Fame,

in the

Godric of Finchale, and

St.

in the twelfth

century.

St. Wulfric of

Haslebury

;

all

these flourished

Cuthbert lived an eremitical

St.

Island for nine years, from 676 to 685.

life

on

Fame

Helyot, in his history of the

monastic orders, mentions a Spanish order of Hermits of

St.

John of

Penance, and two Italian orders, one called Coloriti, the other, of Monte

Senaria

^ii^f^fqh;^.

HIERARCHY {hierarches,

a president of sacred rites, a hierarch

;

whence hierarchia, the power or office of a hierarch). The word
first occurs in the work of the pseudo-Dionysius (a Greek writer of
the fifth century) on the Celestial and Ecclesiastical Hierarchies.
This
author appears to mean by it "administration of sacred things," nearly in
accordance with its etymology. The signification was gradually modified
until it came to be what it is at present a hierarchy now signifies a body of
officials disposed organically in ranks and orders, each subordinate to the
one above it. Thus we speak of the "judicial hierarchy" and the " adminHowever, when the hierarchy is spoken of, what isistrative hierarchy."
meant is, the organization of ranks and orders in the Christian Church.
In a wide. and loose sense, when the whole Catholic Church is considered
as existing in the midst of heretics, schismatics, and the heathen, even the
With this
laity may be considered as forming a portion of the hierarchy.
agrees the expression of St. Peter, calling the general body of Christians
:

in the countries to

and

which he

is

" a holy nation " (i Pet.

sending his
ii.

9).

epistle,

St. Ignatius,

" a kingly priesthood

writing to the

"

Smyr-

nseans,' salutes " the bishop

worthy of God, and the most religious presbytery, my fellow-servants the deacons, and all of you individually and in
common." So at the Mass, the priest, turning to the people, bids them
pray that "his and their sacrifice " may be acceptable to God; and at the
incensing before the Sanctus, the acolyte, after the rite has been performed
to all the orders of the clergy within the sanctuary, turns towards and
bows to the laity, and incenses them also. But according to its ordinary

word " hierarchy " only
of meaning which must be clearly

signification,

varieties
'

the

applies

to

the

distinguished.

clergy
I.

— with

There

Ad Sinyrn. xii
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hierarchy of divine right, consisting, under the primacy of St. Veter and
his successors, of bishops, pridsts, and deacons, or, in the language of the
Tridentine canon, " ministers."

" If

any one shall say," defines the council/ "that there is not in the Catholic Church a hierarchy established by
the divine ordination, consisting of bishops, presbyters, and ministers, let
The term " ministers " comprehends those minor
him be anathema."
orders of ecclesiastical institution which, as occasion arose, were, so to
speak, carved out of the diaconate.
II. There is also a hierarchy by
ecclesiastical right, or a hierarchy of order.

Roman

This consists

—besides

the

and the three original orders of bishops, priests, and
deacons of the five minor orders (two in the East) of subdeacons, acolytes, exorcists, lectors, aud porters (ostiarii), which, as was said above,
were in the course of time severed from the diaconate. III. There is
also the hierarchy of jurisdiction.
This is of ecclesiastical institution, and
-consists of the administrative and judicial authorities, ordinary and delegated, which, under the supreme pastorate of the Holy See, are charged
with the maintenance of the purity of the faith and of union among Christians, with the conservation of discipline, etc.
These authorities exercise
powers conferred on them by delegation, expressed or implied, from the
order above them thus, the powers of cardinals, patriarchs, exarchs, metropohtans, and archbishops, proceed from the Pope, either expressly or by
implication again, the powers of archpriests, archdeacons, rural deans,
(Thomassin,'
vicar-general, foran, etc., are derived to them from bishops.
I. iii. 23
art. by Phillips in Wetzer and Welte.)
Pontiff

—

:

;

;

flol:^

WATER {aqua
HOLY
symbol

W^fef.

benedictsC).

Washing with water

is

a natural

pour out upon you," says God
by the prophet Ezekiel, xxvi. 25, "clean water, and you shall be clean."
In the tabernacle a laver was placed in the court between the altar and the
door of the tabernacle for the priests to wash their hands and feet before
offering sacrifice
and the later Jews, as may be inferred from Mark vii. 3,
of spiritual purification. "

I will

;

developed the frequent washing of the hands into a matter of ritual observance.
If we look into a modern Jewish prayer-book, we find the same
importance attached to ritual ablutions, and in particular washing of the
hands is prescribed before prayer. The use of the " aqua lustralis " with
'

Sess. xxiii. can. 6.

*

Thomassin's Vetus

et

Nova Eccl. DiscipHna

is

quoted by the part, book, chapter, and para-

,graph.
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wnich the Romans sprinkled themselves or were sprinkled by the priest,
shows that the same symbolism existed among the heathen.
like custom, beautiful and natural in itself, though of course it may
(regenerate and often has degenerated into superstition, has been adopted
by the Church. Water and salt are exorcised by the priest and so withdrawn from the power of Satan, who since the fall has corrupted and
abused even inanimate things prayers are said, that the water and salt
may promote the spiritual and temporal health of those to whom they are
and finally
applied, and may drive away the devil with his rebel angels
the water and salt are mingled in the name of the Trinity. The water thus
blessed becomes a means of grace. Even common water, if devoutly used
as a memento of the purity of heart which God requires, might well prove
useful for the health of the soul.
But as the Church has blessed holy
water with solemn prayers, we may be sure that God, who answers the
petitions of his Church, will not fail to increase the charity, contrition, etc.,
of those who use it, and to assist them in their contests with the powers of
The reader will observe that we do not attribute to holy water any
evil.
It is efficacious simply because the Church's prayers
virtue of its own.
take effect at the time it is used.
Holy water is placed at the door of the church in order that the faithful
may sprinkle themselves with it as they enter, accompanying the outward
rite with internal acts of sorrow and love. Before the High Mass on Sundays the celebrant sprinkles the people with holy water and holy water is
employed in nearly every blessing which the Church gives. And at all
times, on rising and going to bed, leaving the house or returning home, in
temptation and in sickness, pious Catholics use holy water.
The use of holy water among Christians must be very ancient, for the
Apostolical Constitutions (viii. 28, ed. Lagarde) contain a formula for
blessing water that it may have power " to give health, drive away disBut there does not seem to be any
eases, put the demons to flight," etc.
evidence that it was customary for the priest to sprinkle the people with
holy water before the ninth century.

A

;

;

;
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HOLY WEEK.

HE

week

which the Church commemorates Christ's
death and burial, and which is spoken of by ancient
in

writers as the Great, the

Holy Passion

Holy Week, the Week

{ton hagion pathon, tou sbteriou pathous^

pascha slaurdszmon), the Penal Week, the
giveness (Jiebdomas indulgentice).

Week

of the

Week

The observance

of For-

of

Holy

mentioned by Irenseus (apud Euseb. " H. E.' v.
while Eusebius
24), towards the end of the second century
(ii. 17) evidently beheved that the custom of keeping Holy
Week dated from Apostolic times. In the East, Holy Week
was distinguished from the rest of Lent by the extreme
is

;

strictness of the fast.

Epistle to Basilides,

Thus Dionysius of Alexandria, in his
tells us that some Christians kept an

absolute fast the whole week, others did so for one, two,
three, or four days.'

says

much

the same.

Epiphanius, in his exposition of the orthodox

In the Latin Church (according to Thomassin,

" Traits des Je^ines," p. 50),

of Holy

Week

faith,

it is difficult

to discern any proof that the fast

exceeded the strictness of the ordinary Lenten fast

We

have said that in Holy Week the Church commemorates Christ's
Passion, and it may be objected that the definition is incomplete, sinc-e on
Palm Sunday, the first day of Holy Week, it is Christ's triumphant entry
Jerusalem which is chiefly contemplated.
begins with the Monday, not with the Sunday.

irito

But, in

At

fact.

least this is the

This strictest form of fasting, which implies a total abstinence from food
ncut day, was called huperthesis or superpositio.
182
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St. Cyril,

Theophilus, and

" Reliquioe Sacrse" (torn.

ii.

St.

p. 52).
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Epiphanius, quoted by Routh in his

We

therefore reserve our account of

Palm Sunday for a special article, and confine ourselves here to the ceremonies of Holy Week.
The TenebrcB. This is the name given to the matins and lauds of the

—

following day, which are usually sung on the afternoon or evening of
nesday, Thursday, and Friday in

end of the Psalms and
Blessed Virgin,

etc.,

Holy Week.

The "Gloria

Patri

"

Wedat the

the hymns, antiphons of the

in the responsories,

are omitted in sign of sorrow.

The

lessons of the

nocturn are taken from the Lamentations of Jeremias, the Hebrew
letter which begins each verse in these acrostic' poems being retained in
first

At

Latin.

the beginning of the office thirteen lighted candles are placed

a triangular candelabrum, and at the end of each psalm one

only a single candle

is

put out,

till

During the

lighted at the top of the triangle.

is left

on

singing of the Benedictus the candles on the high altar are extinguished,

while at the antiphoii after the Benedictus the single candle

hidden

is

corner of the

at the Epistle

the end of the

office.

tenebrcB or darkness)

wrote

in 820.

It figures,

is

who
time when

best explained by Amalarius Fortunatus,

he says, the growing darkness of the

Christ, the light of the world,
is

to be brought out again at

This extinction of lights (whence probably the

name

Benedict XIV.,

altar,

left alight

was taken.

The

last candle,

according to

hidden, not extinguished, to signify that death could not

dominion over Christ, though it appeared to do so. The clapping made at the end of the office is said to symbolise the confusion consequent on Christ's death.
Holy Thursday. On this day one Mass only can be said in the same
church, and that Mass must be a public one.
The Mass is celebrated in
white vestments, because the institution of the Eucharist is joyfully commemorated, but at the same time there are certain signs of the mourning
proper to Holy Week. The bells, which ring at the Gloria, do not sound
again till the Gloria in the Mass of Holy Saturday, and the Church returns
to her ancient use of summoning the faithful or arousing their attention by
a wooden clapper.
Nor is the embrace of peace given. The celebrant
consecrates an additional Host, which is placed in a chalice and borne in
really obtain

—

Mass

In ancient times this
procession occurred daily, for there was no tabernacle over the altar for
reserving the particles which remained over after the communion of the
procession after the

faithful.
1

I. e.

to a place prepared for

it.

Mediaeval writers connect the procession with the Blessed Sacra-

acrostic in the original

Hebrew.

No

attempt

is

made to

preserve the acrostic in the Vulgate.
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ment on Holy Thursday with our Lord's journey to the Ivi-j^nt of
The " Pange lingua " is sung during the
after the Last Supper.
sion, and the place to which the Blessed Sacrament is removed
called the Sepulchre,

but properly the altar of repose

—

Olives,

proces-

—often

decked with
This used to be

flowers and lights.

is

Afterwards the altars are stripped.
done, according to Vert in his explanation of the ceremonies of the Mass,
every day after the celebration of the sacrifice, and is retained on Holy
Thursday to remind the Christians of the way in which their Master was
In St. Peter's the chief altar is washed with
stripped of his garments.
wine, and a similar custom prevails among the Dominicans and Carmelites, and in some churches of France and Germany.'
The stripping of the altars is followed by the washing of the feet, called
" Mandatum " from the words of the first antiphon sung during the cere-

mony

—

"

Mandatum novum,"

A

"

etc.,

new commandment

give unto

I

whence our English word Maundy
Thursday.
The principal priest or prelate of the church, assisted by
deacon and subdeacon, washes the feet of twelve poor men. The Pope
washes the feet of thirteen poor persons, all of whom are priests and some
you, that you love one another

;"

;

churches follow the Papal custom.

The observance

mentioned as a recognised custom, and is enforced under
twenty-second Council of Toledo in 694.
Since the seventh century the holy

oils,

and

and seven deacons

assist as witnesses of

by the

Mass

Twelve

of this day.

The bishop

the ceremony.

upon the oil of the catechumens and the
that the power of the Holy Spirit is about to

priests breathe three times

meaning by this action
descend on the oils and after the consecration

chrism,

;

oils

penalties,

is

formerly consecrated at any

time, have been blessed by the bishop in the
priests

Mandatum

of the

with the words, " Hail, holy

proper to Holy Thursday,
penitents.

now

oil

;

hail,

is

complete they salute the

holy chrism."

Another

rite

passed into disuse, was the reconciliation of

This reconciliation on Holy Thursday

mentioned by Pope
The Mass now celebrated is one out of three
is

Innocent I. and St. Jerome.
which used to be said, the other two being for the consecration of the
chrism and the reconciliation of penitents.

Good Friday

(^pascha slaurdszmon, parasceve, or paras keue

of preparation for the Jewish Sabbath

— On

—

i.

e.

the day

ccena pura, dies absolutionis, dies

day the Church commemorates the Passion of Christ,
so that it is the most sad and solemn of all the days in Holy Week.
The
officiating clergy appear in black vestments, and prostrate themselves-

salutaris).

^

this

So says Benedict XIV., speaking of

his

own

time.
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are the candles lighted.

After a short pause, the altar is covered with white cloths, and passages
of the Old Testament, followed by the history of the Passion from St.
John, are read.
for

all

the

Next, the Church prays solemnly for

members

all

conditions of men,

of the hierarchy, for the prosperity of Christian people,

for catechumens, heretics, Jews, and Pagans.

Before each prayer the

cred ministers genuflect, except before that for the Jews,
flection

is

when

sa-

the genu-

omitted in detestation of the feigned obeisance with which the

Jews mocked Christ. When the prayers are ended, the cross, which has
been up to this time covered with black, is exposed to view, " adored" [see
During the adoration
the article Cross] and kissed by clergy and people.
the "Improperia" are sung, each irnproperium being followed by the Tnsagion in Greek and Latin. Irnproperium is a barbarous word used by
Latin writers of a late age, meaning " reproach," and these "reproaches"
are addressed m dramatic form by Christ to the Jewish people.
They begin with the touching words, " My people, what have I done to thee,
wherein have I vexed thee ? Answer me." The Trisagion is so called because the word "holy" occurs three times in it: "Holy God, holy^
[and] strong, holy [and] immortal, have pity on us."
It was lirst mtroduced at Constantinople, and it is probably because of its Greek origin,
that it is recited in the Good Friday office in Greek as well as in Latin..
We have now to speak of the most striking and singular feature in the
Good Friday ritual. From very ancient times, as appears from the Council
of Laodicea, canon 49, and the Synod in TruUo, canon 52, the Greek
Church abstained from the celebration of Mass in the proper sense of the
word during Lent, except on Saturdays and Sundays, and substituted for
it the Mass of the Presanctified, in which the priest received as communion
'^he Greeks still observe this ancient use,
a Host previously consecrated,
but the Latin Church contents herself with abstaining from the celebration
of Mass on Good Friday, the day on which Christ was offered as a bleedingThis Mass of the Presanctified on Good Friday is
victim for our sins.
mentioned by Pope Innocent I. in his letter to Decentius. The Blessea
Sacrament is borne in procession from the chapel where it was placed the
day before, while the choir sing the

hymn

" Vexilla Regis."

The

priest

Host on the altar, the candles of which are now lighted. The
Blessed Sacrament is elevated and adored while the wooden clapper is

places the

sounded

;

it

is

divided into three parts, one of which

containing wine and water.
the

is

put into a chalice

Finally the priest receives the portions of

Host which remain on the

paten,

and then takes the wine with the
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According to a Roman Ordo written about the
year 800 and quoted by Thomassin ("Traits des Festes"), the ceremony
ended with the silent communion of the faithful but the present discipline of the Church forbids communion to be given on Good Friday exthird portion of the Host.

;

cept in the case of sickness.

Holy Saturday.
this the last

— Before entering on the history of

day of Holy Week,

it is

the ceremonies for

necessary to say something about the

We

from the Epistle of Pope
Innocent already quoted that in his time no Mass was said during the day
hours of Holy Saturday. The office began at the ninth hour, i. e. at three
o'clock p. M. the faithful kept vigil in the church, and the Mass celebrated
at midnight belonged rather to the morning of Easter Sunday than to Holy
time at which they are performed.

learn

;

Saturday.

This state of things lasted

till

late in the

middle ages.

Hugo

of St. Victor (died 1140) mentions the custom then creeping in of antici-

mode

spoken of as still
subsisting in some churches by Durandus (lived about 1280) and Thomas
Waldensis (after 1400). Though the time is changed, the words of the
1 his explains the joyous character of the Mass,
office remain as they were.
the fact that the history of the resurrection is sung in the Gospel, and the
allusion to the night time in the Preface, the "Communicantes," and the
majestic language of the Collect, " O God, who didst illumine this most
pating the

vigil office

but the old

;

of observance

is

holy night with the glory of the Lord's resurrection."

At

present the ceremonies begin early in the morning with the blessing

This blessing was unknown at Rome
in the time of Pope Zacharias (anno 751), though it is recognised about a
century later by Leo IV. Apparently it was the custom in some churches
daily to bless the fire struck for the kindling of the lamps, and about the
of the

new

fire

struck from the

flint.

year iioo this benediction was reserved exclusively for Holy Saturday,
when the fire is an appropriate image of the Light of light rising again
like **the sun in his strength."

From

this fire a candle

with three stems,

up the church by a deacon,
Lumen Christi." The same symboL
\Nho three times chants the words
ism reappears in the paschal candle, which is blessed by the deacon, who
fixes in it five grains of blessed incense in memory of the wounds of
Christ and the precious spices with which he was anointed in the tomb,
and afterwards lights it from the candle on the reed. The use of the
and placed on a

reed,

is

lighted and carried
**

—

paschal candle goes back very far

who was made Pope
a triumphant hymn of

—

as far at least as the time of Zosimus,

417 and the sublime words of the " Exultet,"
praise which the deacon sings in the act of blessing
in
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great critic

Martene

attri-

to St. Augustine.

blessing of the candle

is

followed by the twelve prophecies, and

have been read, the priest goes in procession to bless the font.
This last blessing carries us back to the days of the ancient Church in
which the catechumens were presented to the bishop for baptism on Holy
after they

Saturday and the vigil of Pentecost. The water in the font is scattered
towards the four quarters of the world, to indicate the catholicity of the
Church and the world-wide efficacy of her sacraments the priest breathes
;

form of a cross and plunges the paschal candle three
times into the water, for the Spirit of God is to hallow it, and the power
of Christ is to descend upon it and lastly, a few drops of the oil of
catechumens and of the chrism are poured, in order, says Gavantus, to
signify the union of Christ our anointed king with his people.
On the way
back from the font the Litanies of the Saints are begun, they are continued

on the water

in the

;

while the sacred ministers

lie

prostrate before the altar, and, as they end,

decked with flowers and the Mass is begun in white vestments.
At the Gloria the organ sounds and bells are rung, and the joyful strains
The vespers of the day are
of the Alleluia peal forth after the Epistle.
the altar

is

inserted in the

The

Mass

after the

Communion.
Mass has been given above,
which need explanation. The kiss

reason for the jubilant character of the

but there are some other peculiarities
of peace

is

omitted, because in the ancient rite the faithful kissed each

other in the church as day was breaking, with the words,
risen

:"

"The Lord

is

there was therefore a natural objection to anticipating the ceremony

Mass

The Agnus

was introduced by
Pope Sergius towards the end of the seventh century, was never added to
this Mass.
The Communion and Postcommunion are simply replaced by
vespers,
t^ut why is there no Offertory ?
Liturgical writers give many
different answers, none of which are satisfactory.
Gavantus alleges that
the celebrant alone communicated, and that hence there was no oblation
of bread and wine on the part of the faithful.
But, though now custom,
and a decree of the Congregation of Rites forbid communion, it is certain,
as Meratus points out, from the Gelasian Sacramentary, that the faithful
in former times did communicate and did make the usual oblations on this
day.
Meratus himself has no better explanation to give than the desire
to shorten the Mass as much as possible on account of the long offices
which preceded it. (Chiefly from Gavantus, Meratus, Thomassin, " Sur
\es Festes," and Benedict XIV. " De Fesris.")
in the

at

midnight.

Dei, which
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ABARUM

L

jl[oG;

Si^no

The banner

(derivation uncertain).

^ by Ccnstantine

in his

campaigns.

Vinee^.
cross,

used

Eusebius, a contemporary writer,

in his " Life of Constantine," gives the

God

of the

following account of

it:

"

He

and imploring that He would declare Himself to him, who He was, and stretch
While the king was thus praying and
forth His right hand over events.
perseveringly entreating, a most extraordinary sign from Heaven appears
to him, which perhaps it were not easy to receive on the report of anyone
but since the victorious king himself, a long time afterwards, when
else
we were honoured with his acquaintance and friendly intercourse, repeated
the story to us who are compiling the record, and confirmed it with an
oath, who would hesitate to believe the recital ? especially as the ensuing
[Constantine] kept invoking

in his

prayers, beseeching

;

About midday, when the
he saw with his own eyes in the sky,,

period furnished unerring testimony to the

tale.

day was now on the turn, he said that
above the sun, the trophy-like figure of a cross {staurou tropaion)
composed of light, and that a writing was attached to it, which said, By
this conquer.'
That astonishment at the sight seized upon both himself
and all the troops whom he was then leading on some expedition, and wha
became spectators of the portent." That same night, Constantine went
on to say, "the Christ of God" appeared to him in a dream with the same
sign which he had seen in the sky, and bade him have an imitation of it
made, and use it in war. Constantine sent for goldworkers and jewellers,
and had a costly banner made surmounted by a crown, on which was the
monogram formed of the first two letters of the name of Christ. With
this borne at the head of his army, he crossed into Italy, defeated MaxFifty men of his
entius in several battles, and became master of Rome.
guards were selected to have charge of the Labarum, and victory was the
'

r

afailmg attendant of

its display.
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LANGUAeE

0F THE

GHURGH^^^

»-&»^

<;25^,

HIS

used for want of a better to denote the
Church's practice of celebrating Mass, administering
title

is

the sacraments, and generally of performing her

more
For the Church

solemn services in dead languages.
cannot be said to use, or even to prefer, any one
guage.

She requires some

of

her clergy to

use

lan-

Greek,

Armenian, Slavonic, in Maes, just as strictly
as she requires others to employ Latin.
Latin no doubt is
Syriac, Coptic,

far

more widely used than other ancient languages

in

the

Church, but this has arisen chiefly from the fact
that those who would naturally use Greek, etc. in their offices
have fallen away from Catholic communion. We will begin
offices of the

with an historical account of the discipline observed, and then
give the principal reasons adduced to justify

XIV. ("De

it.

mentions the opinion of
those who held that the Apostles said Mass in Hebrew, or that originally
Mass was said only in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, the three languages
on the title of the cross and he continues, " Those who are skilled in
Benedict

Missa,"

lib.

ii.

cap. 2)

;

have s*hown sufficiently that the Apostles and their
successors did not only preach but also celebrate the divine offices in the
vulgar tongue of the people in whose land they preached the Gospel.
He quotes Bona, Le Brun, and Martene in suppL-rt of his own statement,
which surely does not need support. Mass, then, and the other offices,
were said originally in th^ vernacular, because it was the vernacular but the
Church, so far as we know, has never once allowed a change in the language
of the liturgy, when the language in which it had been originally written
had become unintelligible to the people. Nor at present is Mass ever
Latin, Coptic,
said in a tongue still generally spoken and understood.
and ^thiopic, are, and have long been, dead languages, while the ancient
Greek, Syriac, Armenian, and Slavonic, used in the liturgies, are quite
ecclesiastical history

;

189
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from the modern languages which bear the same names. Even
schismatical and heretical bodies which have preserved the true priesthood,
and therefore the true Mass, have not ventured to substitute translations
Indeed,
into the vulgar tongue for the ancient language of their liturgies.
Mass said in such a language as Coptic is much less understood than Mass
in Latin, not only because Coptic has no affinity with the Arabic spoken
distinct

by the people, but also because many of the Coptic priests can hardly read
the Coptic words of their church books, and do not understand the meaning of a single sentence. One exception may her? be mentioned, the only
one with which we are acquainted, to the general rule, that all schismatical
and heretical bodies preserve the ancient language of their liturgies, and
Le Brun (Tom. III.
clearly it is an exception which proves the rule.
e. schismatic Greeks in the
diss. vi. a. 6) notices that the Melchites
Patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, who are in communion with the "orthodox" Greek Church of Constantinople sometimes say Mass in Arabic, because it is often hard to find deacons and
friend versed in liturgical
other assistants who can even read Greek.

—

i.

—

A

science and in the Oriental languages informs us that this exceptional

usage

On

still

occurs,

e. g.

at

Jerusalem.

Church has not pursued the same uniform policy
dealing with nations newly converted to the Christian religion, and there-

in

the other hand, the

In the middle of the ninth century the Orien-

fore destitute of a liturgy.

Methodius introduced, not a Latin or Greek,
but a Slavonic or vernacular liturgy among their Moravian converts. This
measure of theirs was approved by Pope Hadrian II., and tolerated by John
VIII. on condition that the translation was faithful, and the Gospel
But in 1061 the legate of Alexread first in Latin, then in Slavonic.
ander II. in a council of Croatian and Dalmatian bishops prohibited the
use -of the Slavonic liturgy which must not be confounded with the Slavonic versions of the Greek liturgies still used and the prohibition was
repeated by Gregory VII. in a letter of the year 1080 to Ladislaus, King of
Bohemia. However, even as late as 1 248 Innocent IV. allowed a Slav bishop
In 16 15 Paul V. gave the Jesuit misto use it by special dispensation.
sionaries leave to celebrate Mass and the divine offices in Chinese, but the
brief never reached those to whom it was addressed.
The Jesuits
renewed their petition, and a Chinese version of the Missal was presented
to Innocent XI.,' but nothing came of the negotiation.
In the " Propytal

monks St

Cyril and St.

—

—

So Benedict XIV. in the edition before us but he says this was done
cent XI. began to reig;n.
Possibly 1631 is a misprint for 1681.
^

;
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summary

Is

given of the reasons

urged for a vernacular Chinese hturgy by Father Couplet, Procurator-General of the Jesuit missions.

Such, then,

is

the rule of the Church.

She never allows an ancient

liturgy to be altered because the language in

altered or displaced

which

by a modern one, and she

is

it is

written has been

unwilling, though she

does not always absolutely refuse, to allow the use of vernacular liturgies

among

nations newly converted.

xxii. cap. 8,

De

Sacrific.

The Council

of Trent declares (Sess.

Missse) that the Fathers of the council thought

it

inexpedient to have Mass " celebrated everywhere in the vulgar tongue,'*

and condemns those who affirm
the vulgar tongue " {ib. can. 9).

" that

Mass ought only to be celebrated in
We must beware, however, of pressing
these statements too far. Benedict XIV. defends Colbert, bishop of Rouen,
who taught in a pastoral that the ancient mode of celebrating Mass in the
language of the people was the fittest means to prepare the minds of the
congregation for participation in the
conviction

is

sacrifice

;

or at least argues that this

not condemned by the Council of Trent.

The Church may

have had good and weighty grounds for foregoing a usage which
would tend to the greatest spiritual edification.

in itself

These reasons seem to consist, first of all, in the jealousy with which the
Church guards her ancient rites, and her unwillingness to face the danger
of constant change in them to meet the changes in modern languages.
Such changes might seriously endanger the purity of doctrine, or at least
the reverence of the faithful for the rites of the Church.
Let the reader
only consider how much of the reverence which Protestants feel for the
Book of Common Prayer is due to the fact that its pure and noble language has been preserved unchanged for centuries. A new edition in
modern English would certainly be better understood, but how much of
its power to soothe the heart and to inspire a sober and rational devotion
would be lost in the process ? Again, the preservation of the ancient forms
enables priests to celebrate and the faithful to follow Mass in all lands,
and thus impresses upon us, in a way which no one who has experienced
it can forget, the unity of the Church.
Lastly, the words of the Missal,
admirably fitted as they are for the use of the priest, are by no means
fitted for the use of uneducated persons, and this difficulty would not be
met by a translation.
Protestant objections arise to some extent from misunderstanding the
nature of Catholic worship.
The Mass is a great action in which Christ's
sacrifice is continued and applied.
Those who are present bow their
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heads at the consecration, and unite themselves in spirit, if they do not
actually communicate, with the communion of the priest. Christ crucified

and they know that they, on their part, must
ofifer their souls and bodies in constant sacrifice to God by a life of purity,
labour, and self-denial. It is the expressed wish of the Tridentine Fathers
that the meaning of the Mass and its rites should be constantly explained
to the people by their pastors and surely the most ignorant person who
follows Mass in the way just described, and accompanies the priest's action
with prayers which come from his own heart, offers to God a reasonable
service.
A life of self-sacrifice and devotion that is the great lesson
taught by the sacrifice of the Mass, and it is a lesson independent of the
language in which Mass is said.
The texts quoted from i Cor. xiv. against the Catholic usage are not to
" I would rather," says St. Paul, " speak five words in the
the point.
church through my intelligence, that I may instruct others, than ten thousand words in a tongue." We believe St. Paul is referring to ecstatic
utterances sigh, exclamations, broken sentences, which were unintelligible
to others, and in which the tongue of the speaker was not controlled even
Be this as it may, no parallel can be drawn beby his own intelligence.
tween " speaking in tongues" and the use of Latin in the Mass. Strangers
is

set forth in their midst,

;

—

—

would not think a
Latin Missal.
knows Latin

The
;

priest "

1

(v.

23)

priest prays with "his

others are "

interpretation (v.

mad"

edified " (v.

3) is needed, for

1

7)

if

they heard him reading the

understanding"
;

(v. 14), for

and no extraordinary

he

gift of

our English prayer-books give transla-

Paul was familiar with a custom closely
analogous to ours, and with this neither he nor any other Apostle finds
The services of the temple and the synagogue, like those of the
fault.
synagogue at this day, were in a dead language, with the difference only
that more pains are taken to diffuse the knowledge of Hebrew among poor
Jews than of Latin among poor Catholics.
tions of the Mass.

A

Moreover,

St.

BLESSING which the priest gives to women after
ing to a form prescribed in the

woman, who kneels

Roman

Ritual.

childbirth accord-

He

sprinkles the

door of the church holding a lighted candle,
with holy water, and having recited the 23d Psalm, he puts the end of his
stole into her hand, and leads her into the church, saying, " Come into the
at the
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Son of the Blessed Virgin Mary, who has

given thee fruitfulness in child-bearing."
the altar and kneels before it, while the

The woman

then advances to

having said a prayer of
thanksgiving, blesses her, and again sprinkles her with holy water in
the form of a cross.

The

women who have borne

rubric

in

priest,

the

Ritual reserves this rite for

Women

under no
strict obligation of presenting themselves to be churched, though it
is the "pious and laudable custom," as the Ritual says that they should
do so. Properly speaking, the churching of women is not counted
among strictly parochial rights still it ought to be performed by the
parish priest, as appears from a decision of the S. Congregation of Rites,
children in wedlock.

are

;

December
This

10,

rite

1703.

was suggested probably by the

prescriptions of the old law

mention of the rite is said
to be found in the so-called Arabic canons of the Nicene council. Among
the Greeks, the blessing after childbirth is given on the fortieth day after
the birth of the child, and the child must be brought with the mother to
in Levit.

xii.

In the Christian Church, the

first

the church.

Jnqen^c;,
"

Apol." 42, and from many other early
certain from Tertullian,
ITwriters
down to St. Augustine, that the religious use of incense was
is

unknown

the primitive Church.

in

Le Brun quotes

St.

Ambrose

to

prove that incense was used in the churches of his day, but the quotation
can scarcely be said to prove the point. On the other hand, Dionysius
the Areopagite whose works were first quoted in 532, but may have been

—

good

—

mentions (" Hierarch. Eccles." iii.
The use of incense is
§ 2) the censing of the alar by the chief priest.
also mentioned in the first Ordo Romanus, which may belong to the
written a

deal earlier

seventh century, and
St. Basil,

and

St.

distinctly

in the liturgies

Chrysostom.

which go by the names of

Possibly also the fourth

{al.

James,
third) canon
St.

of the Apostles, which forbids anything to be placed on the altar at the
oblation except " oil for the lamp and incense," may refer to the incense
as liturgically used.

If so,

we

Le Brun in supChurch services when the

should be justified with

posing that incense was introduced into the
persecution of the heathen ceased and the splendour of churches and
ritual

began.
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Some

authors believe that incense was at

first

introduced to sweeten

and certainly a Benediction of Incense" used in the time of
Charlemagne and given by Martene points in this direction. But the

the

air,

•*

mystical significations of incense are obvious.

should be consumed
the ascent of prayer to God.
It

which the
virtue

;

faithful

gospel, offertory and elevation in

pers

;

at funerals

;

;

is

It

the

symbolises the zeal with

good odour of

used before the

High Mass;

etc.
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Christian,

introit, at

the

at the Magnificat in ves-

1

iMrr>E:s; 035"

INCE

dawn of civilisation, the perception of the
for good or evil exerted by books has induced

the

influence

the authorities of every strongly constituted
control

their

circulation.

Not

to

search

instances, the speech which Livy' puts in the

State
for

to

other

mouth

of

shows the sternness of Roman
Addressing the assembled people in
fr,eling on the subject.
the forum, and about to denounce the foul Bacchic rites of
which he had discovered the trace, " How often," he says, "in
the time of our fathers and grandfathers, was the duty imposed
on the magistrates of forbidding the practice of foreign rites
of driving away [foreign] priests and prophets from every
corner of the city of searching for and bur 7iing books of magic ;
of putting a stop to every system of sacrificing that was not
according to the custom of Rome " In Christian times the danger of
bad books was recognised from the first. The converts at Ephesus (Acts
xix. 19) voluntarily brought their magical books to St. Paul and cast them
into the flames.
One of the Apostolic Canons (Ix.) orders the deposition
of any one in the ranks of the clergy who should publish in the Church
as holy "the falsely inscribed books of the impious."
The practice of the
primitive Church in condemning and suppressing heretical or dangerous
books was uniform. The erroneous writings of Origen were brought to
the Roman Pontiff, Pontianus, to be condemned by him Leo the Great
by letter suppressed and prohibited the books of the Priscillianists.'
Descending to the middle ages, we find Leo IX. in a synod at Vercelli
(1050) condemning and ordering to be burnt the writings of Erigena and
the consul Postumius

(b. c.

i86)

;

;

!

;

^

Book

"

Fleury, xxvii. 10.

xxxix.

c. 16.
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The Council

of Constance (1415) ordered
to be publicly burnt at the council, and that

Berengarius on the Eucharist'

books of John Huss

all

the

all

bishops should

ever found.

make

Leo X.

in

diligent search for copies

the bull

Exsurge,Domine (1520), condemned

The

earlier heretical writings of Luther.

extension of

facilities

new methods must be

multiplied

by the labour of

if

scribes,

it

When
was

was

made

it

be kept undef
copies of books were slowly

the influence of books

adopted.

the

invention of printing, and the

of communication between State and State,

evident to the hierarchy that
control,

and burn them wher-

to

sufficient to await their publica-

examining them, and trust to being able, if they were to be
suppressed, to call in, get hold of, and cancel the few copies in circulation.
But when the printing-press could turn out a thousand copies of a work in
It then became necessary that the
a few days, everything was changed.
books should be examined before they were printed cejtsors were appointed,
and a system of licensing came into force. " The first known instance of
the regular appointment of a censor on books is in the mandate of
Berthold, archbishop of Mentz, in i486;" and a few years later, in 1501,
"a bull of Alexander VI., reciting that many pernicious books had been
printed in various parts of the world, and especially in the provinces of
Mentz, Cologne, Treves, and Magdeburg, forbade all printers in these
provinces to publish any book without the license of the archbishop or
tion before

;

their officials."

movement of what is called the Reformation, a deluge of books
containing doctrine more or less erroneous was poured over Europe, and it
became evident that if booksellers were to know with certainty what they
In the

might sell, and the Christian faithful what they might read, it would not
do to trust to an " imprimatur " on the title-page, which might be forged,
or come from Protestant censors
but that a list or catalogue of books
condemned by the Church must be drawn up and published. The matter
was taken up by the Council of Trent (sess. xviii.), which appointed a commission of some of its members to collect and examine the censures
already issued, and consider and report on the steps which it was advisable
to take about books generally.
This commission compiled an Index of
;

Books accordingly; but the Council in its last session (1563),
that from the multiplicity of details it was not desirable to frame

Prohibited
finding

any conciliar decision, remitted the whole matter
ity with this reference St. Pius V., a few years
'

Ibid. lix. 69.

'

Hallam, Lit. of Europe,

i,

254.
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Congregation of the Index, with a Dominican friar for its secretary.
Sixtus V. confirmed and enlarged their powers.
" The Congregation of the Index of Prohibited Books consists of a competent number of Cardinals, according to the good pleasure of the Pope,

and has a secretary taken from the Order of Preachers, and a great number of theological and other professors who are called Consultors, the chief
of whom is the Master of the Apostolic Palace [Curia Romana], the primary and official Consultor of this Congregation."
'

A

Constitution of Benedict

XIV. (1753) gives minute

instructions as

and methods to be observed by the Congregation in its
work of examining and judging books. Some idea of these principles
may be gained from the following paragraph. " Let them know that they
must judge of the various opinions and sentiments in any book that comes
before them, with minds absolutely free from prejudice.
Let them, thereto the principle

fore,

dismiss patriotic leanings, family

affections,

school, the esprit de corps of an institute

party

;

let

them simply keep before

;

let

the

them put away the

their eyes the

of

predilections

decisions

zeal of

of

Holy

Church, and the common doctrine of Catholics, which is contained in the
decrees of General Councils, the Constitutions of the Roman Pontiffs, and
the consent of orthodox Fathers and Doctors bearing this in mind, moreover, that there are not a few opinions which appear to one school, institute, or nation to be unquestionably certain, yet nevertheless are rejected and
impugned, and their contradictories maintained, by other Catholics, without harm to faith and religion all this being with the knowledge and permission of the Apostolic See, which leaves every particular opinion of this
kind in its own degree of probability."
;

—

Numerous

Index have appeared from time to time.
That issued under Benedict XIV. (Rome, 1744) contains between nine and
ten thousand entries of books and authors, alphabetically arranged of
these about one-third are cross-references.
Prefixed to it are the ten rules
sanctioned by the Council of Trent, of which the tenor is as follows.
The first rule orders that all books condemned by Popes or General Councils before 15 15 which were not contained in that Index, should be
reputed to be condemned in such sort as they were formerly condemned.
The second rule prohibits all the works of heresiarchs, such as Luther
and Calvin, and those works by heretical authors which treat of religion
The third and
their other works to be allowed after examination.
fourth rules relate to versions of the Scripture, and define the classes of
editions of the

;

;

•

Ferraris, " Congregationes."
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persons to

whom

The

mitted.

the reading of the Bible in the vulgar ton^^ue

fifth

allows

may be

per-

the circulation, after expurgation, of lexicons

and other works of reference compiled by heretics. The sixth relates to
books of controversy. The seventh orders that all obscene books be absolutely prohibited, except ancient books written by heathens, which were
propter sermonis elegantiam et proprietatem," but were not
tolerated
The eighth rule 'is upon methods of expurto be used in teaching boys.
gation.
The ninth prohibits books of magic and judicial astrology but
*'
theories and natural observations published for the sake of furthering
*'

;

navigation, agriculture, or the medical
lates

to

printing,

art,

The

are permitted."

introducing, having, and circulating books.

reading prohibited books incur excommunication forthwith
Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, Cranmer, Jewel,
first class

named

—

i.

e.,

as heresiarchs.

Among

etc.,

are

tenth re-

Persons

(staiinz).

named

books of more or

as in the

less note are

the Dialogo of Galileo, the Satire Menippde, the Anti-Coton, and

the Augustinus of Jansenius.

Among

the English authors

names of James I., Barclay, Usher; bishops Sanand Pearson; Cave and Hobbes but not Hooker, nor Mil-

are prohibited occur the
derson, Bull,

whose works

;

ton, nor ChiUingworth, nor

Bunyan, nor Swift.
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r

HIS

Council met on December

concluded.

hundred

No

years,

in Herzog's

*'

1869, and

8,

is

not yet

general council had been held for three

and the author of the

articles

on Trent

Encyclopaedia," writing only about seven

years before the bishops met in the Aula of the Vatican,

speaks of another general council as a moral impossibility.
Yet,

it is

easy

enough to

see that the events of half a century

had been preparing the way for the General Council of 1869.
The interference of statesmen with the freedom of the
Church had turned the law (Concil. Trid. sess. xxiv. " De
Reform." c. 2) which requires provincial synods to be held
every three years, into a dead letter. The same cause would
also have proved an obstacle, and probably an insuperable
one, to great assemblies of the bishops

..at

Rome.

But the

Church of her wealth certainly left her freer
in action.
The first Provincial Synod which had been known for long,
assembled at Tuam in 181 7, and its decrees were confirmed at Rome.
It
was followed by the National Synod of Hungary, held at Pressburg in
18^2. But it was from the United States that the revival of Provincial Councils really came.
There were Provincial Synods of Baltimore in 1829, 1833,
P^^s IX. in his early Pontificate urged
1837, 1840, 1843, 1846, and 1849.
the observance of the Church's law upon the bishops.
Soon, no fewer than
twenty provincial councils had assembled in France Austria and Hungary followed the example in 1858 (Synods of Vienna and Grau), Holland
in 1865 (Synod of Utrecht), and numerous synods were held in Germany.
revolutioLi v/hich stripped the

;

zgg
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England, just after the hierarchy had been restored, in Ireland, in AusEven the Cathotralia, and in South America (Quito and New Granada).
Syrians, Maronlics of the Oriental rites were affected by the movement.
ites, Armenians, met in council, and the last Council of the Armenians at
xH

Constantinople in 1869 deserves special notice.

made

hand, political troubles

Nor was
council.

the

number

In Italy, on the other

of provincial councils very small.

this revival of synodical action the only preparation for a general

Pius IX. had three times seen a vast number of bishops gathered

round him

—

viz. at the definition

of the Immaculate Conception, at the

canonisation of the Japanese martyrs, on the eighteenth centenary of the

martyrdom of St. Peter and St. Paul. Since the Second Lateran Council
of 1139, Ronie had never witnessed such an assembly of bishops as this last
one. Nor was it simply the fact of these unions which led the way to the General

Council

this

Council

in the Vatican.

—

viz. that

which had been long

It is evident

now

of the Papal Infallibility,

The French

that the chief definition of

came

as the result of forces,

had disappearea
in the storms of the Revolution, and Galilean principles were dying out in
France itself. In Italy, Spain, and Portugal, where, owing to the influence
of the Governments, Gallicanism had found, even late in the last century,
such representatives as Tamburini, Bishop Solari, Fontani, Palmieri,
at

work.

universities

Degola^ Bishop Clement of Barcelona, etc., it was now wholly extinct.
Many of the provincial councils and the bishops in their assemblies at

Rome

had held language which showed that a proposal to define the
Pope's infallibility would meet with no opposition among the majority.
With the German Catholics it was otherwise. There many of the clergy
were still educated at "mixed" universities many of the Catholic professors had already manifested their distrust, of the " Roman " theology,
and some of them had come into collision with the Roman Congregations.
They clung, in the supposed interests of science, to methods different from
those which prevailed at Rome.
And even in France there was a party,
small in numbers, but strong in talent and character, which was attached to
liberal principles in politics and distrustful of Roman interference in such
matters.
They had fought the Church's battle for freedom of instruction
und they were unwilling to admit that the appeal they had made to the principles of freedom and toleration was after all only an argumentum adhominem.
Ultramontanism then prevailed throughout the Church, but it was
opposed by a small band of Catholic " liberals" in France, and by a number of learned men in Germany.
The former advocated the interests of

—

freedom, as they understood

it

;

the

latter,

those of philosophy, history, and
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There weio,

who saw danger

besides, Catholic states-

to the State in a definition of

infallibility.

Pius IX.

imparted his idea of convoking a General Council to the
cardinals of the Congregation of Rites in December, 1864; and shortly
first

afterwards he consulted

all

the cardinals

They were requested

who

resided in

Rome

on the

submit to the Pope their opinions, in
writing, on the opportuneness of such a convocation, and the subjects
which, supposing the Council opportune, ought to be discussed. Nineteen
advised the convocation, two were against it, one was doubtful. In March,
1865, five cardinals (Patrizi, Reisach, Panebianco, Bizarri, Caterini) were
appointed to consider the votes sent in, and these, with the addition of
some other cardinals and of consultors, were formed into a Congregation
matter.

to

of Direction (Cecconi, " Storia del Concil. Vatic."

and

May

lib.

i.

cap. i).

In April

begging their
opmion on the subjects to be treated {ib. Doc. iii.), and letters were also
addressed to the Nuncios at the various Courts, asking them to find theologians fit to act as consultors in the preliminary congregations {ib. Doc.
iv.).
Next year, in February and March, certain Oriental bishops and
bishops of the Greek rite in the Austrian Empire, were also consulted {ib.
Doc. vi. and vii.). All these consultations were made in the strictest
confidence.
On June 4, 1867,' Cardinal Caterini wrote to all the bishops
present for the centenary of the martyrdom of St. Peter and St. Paul.
He added a list of seventeen questions on points of discipline, and invited
suggestions on other matters {ib. Doc. ix.).
At last, in the same month, the Pope announced in a public Consistory
of some 500 bishops his intention of convoking the Council {ib. Doc. x.),
and by a bull of June 29, 1869 {ib. Doc. xxxvi.), the Council was summoned to meet at Rome on December 8, 1869. ^leantime, in September
of the previous year, "all bishops of the churches of Oriental rite not in
communion with the Apostolic See" {ib. Doc. xxxvii.), and all "Protestants ^nd non-Catholics" {ib. Doc. xxxviii.), were invited to attend. There
a circular w^as addressed to thirty -six bishops,

was some thought of addressing a similar invitation to the Jansenist
bishops in Holland, but it was resolved not to do so {ib. vol. i. p. 1 19 seq^.
It was intended that these Oriental bishops should be allowed no part in
the Council till they professed the Catholic Roman faith whole and entire
smd it w^as explained in a letter to Archbishop, now Cardinal, Manning
;

So Schneemann, Kanonen und Beschliisse des Vatikan Concih,
wmi—viz. June 6, 1S86 must be a slip.
'

Einleit. p. xv.

The

da*.e ia

—
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that the Protestants were only invited to attend that they

might be

No

ferred to "experienced men," and have their difficulties solved.

re-

effect

followed from these letters to Orientals and Protestants, except a few
"

Geschichte des Vatikan Concils," i. p. 723 seq.),
Besifies the Commission of General Direction, mentioned already, the
Pope nominated six special commissions for Ceremonial, the Relations
protests (Friedrich,

—

of Church and State, the Churches and Missions of the East, the Religious

Orders, Dogmatic Theology, and. Discipline.
president,

and of consultors from

all

Each consisted of

parts of

the world.

a cardinal-

Vercellone,

Theiner, Tarquini, Franzelin, Schrader, Perrone, Gibert, Freppel, Hefele^

Haneberg, Hergenrother, Alzog, Molitor, Moufang, Hetlinger, Feijje,
were among the consultors. Dr. (now Cardinal) Newman was asked to be
a consultor, but declined on account of bad health.
It was the duty of
these special

congregations to prepare "schemata"

—

i.

e.

draughts of

canons and decrees for the consideration of the Fathers. Their members
were bound to absolute secrecy
Till the Council met nothing was said by anyone in authority of any
But attention was roused by stateintention to define Papal infallibility.
ments in the French correspondence of the " Civilt^," February 6, 1869
(reprinted in Cecconi, Doc. cxl.). In this Jesuit organ, published at Rome,

and believed by many to possess very high authority in the Roman Court,
it was stated that the Council would probably set its seal to the condemnations of the Syllabus that the bishops would define the Pope's infallibility
by acclamation, and that the corporal assumption of the Blessed Virgin
This was the occasion
into heaven would be made an art'cle of faith.
soon after of the famous articles in the Augsburg " Allgemeine Zeitung,"
which afterwards appeared in the form of a book entitled "Janus." It
professed to be written from a Catholic point of view, but was in reality a
In April, 1869, Prince Hohenlohe, Foreign
bitter attack on the Papacy.
Minister in Bavaria, sent a circular to the European Governments warning them of the political dangers which the Council might cause (Friedrich, ib. i. p. 774), and in September a large majority of the G:rman
bishops assembled at Fulda laid before Pius IX. their fears as to the consequences in Germany should Papal infallibility be defined. This document
was undoubtedly despatched to the Pope, but Cecconi, after laborious
;

search, could not find
sect.

i.

The
'*

it

in the

Roman

archives (Cecconi, part

i.

vol.

ii.

479.)
time of convocation was drawing near, and Pius IX. in a brief,

p.

Multiplices inter,"

November

27,

1869

(ib.

Doc.
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business at the Council.

work and were

De

replaced by

preparatory commissions had done their

to be replaced by

cardinal-presidents

;

viz.
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new

ones.

The Pope appointed

five

Reisach (who died shortly afterwards, and was

Angelis),

De

Luca, Bizzari, Bilio, Capalti, a secretary
Polten, and a deputation of members of the

Bishop Fessler of St.
Council who were to examine proposals made by the bishops. Four other
deputations for Dogma, Discipline, Religious Orders, and Oriental Rites,
were to be chosen by the Fathers of the Council, but each was to be
placed under a cardinal-president nominated by the Pope himself.
The
schemata drawn up by the preparatory commissions were to be printed and
The bishops might send proposals to be
distributed to the Fathers.
examined by the directive deputation. These new schemata or proposals,
if approved by it, were also to be printed and circulated among the bishops
some days before the discussion on them began. Bishops who wished
to speak on any subject must notify their intention at least a day before.
They were to do, so in order of rank, and after they had ended others
might obtain leave to speak from the presidents. If there was no prospect of agreement, the schemata, according to their subject-matter, were to
be referred to the special commissions for revisal and then voted upon
in general congregation.
Finally, the canon or decree was to be read in the
Pope's name in solemn session, the Fathers were to answer " Placet" or
" Non placet " the Pope was to announce the result, and, m case of
acceptance by the Council, to confirm its decision by Apostolic authority.
The Council opened on December 8, 1869. There were 719 members
present, and by March of the following year as many as 764.
Of these
120 were archbishops or bishops in partibus infidelimn, now" called titular
prelates, and 52 were abbots, generals of orders, etc.
(From the lists in
Schneemann.)
Much time was spent in discussions on discipline, the preparation of a
Short Catechism, etc., which have issued as yet in no definite result. The
viz.

;

work

—

two Constitutions one, " De Fide
Catholica," made up of chapters and canons on the primary truths of
natural religion, on revelation, on faith, and the connection between faith
and reason
the other, " De Ecclesia Christi," treating chiefly of the
primacy of the Roman See, and defining the Pope's immediate authority over ail Christians.
The former constitution passed with comparatively little difficulty. It was unanimously accepted by the 667 Fathers
present, and confirmed by the Pope in the third public session, April 24,
actually finished

consists

of

;

1870.
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second constitution.
We have seen
that nothing had been said, at least pubHcly and by authority, before the
Council met, of any intention to define the Pope's infallibility, and Cecconi

Very

(lib.

—

•

i.

i.

e.

different

cap.
in

i.)

1864

was the

fate of the

assures us that of the cardinals

—two only even mentioned the

had the Council met when

German and Austrian

On

consulted by the Pope
Scarcely, however,

subject.

a "postulatum" representing

the great majority of the Fathers,

proposed for decision.

first

the views of

begged that the question should be

the other hand, in January,

bishops, thirty-two French, joined

1870, forty-five

by three Portuguese

and four Orientals, twenty-seven from nations of English speech, seventeen Orientals, seven Italians, begged the Pope to prevent the discussion.
(Original texts in Friedrich, " Documenta ad Illustrandum Concil. Vatic."
Abth. i. pp. 251, 254, 256, 450.) At the same time, outside the Council^
a protest was made by Dr. DoUinger, as well as by the French Minister

Daru and the Austrian von Beust, supported by the Bavarian, Portuguese,
Prussian, and English Cabinets.
Archbishops Dechamps of Malines,.
Manning of Westminster, Spalding of Baltimore, and Bishop Martin of
Paderborn, were prominent on the side of the majority
Hefele,

who was promoted

^869, Strossmayer,

to the bishopric of

;

while the learned

Rottenburg

in

November,

bishop of Diakovar in Slavonia, Cardinal Rauscher,

archbishop of Vienna, Darboy, archbishop of Paris, Dupanloup, bishop of
Orleans, Maret, bishop in partibus, Kenrick, archbishop of St. Louis, in
the United States, Clifford, bishop of Clifton, were strenuous supporters
of the opposition.

New

complications arose from a document issued by the cardinal-presi-

Pope on February

Complaints were
made of the way in which the discussions were protracted, and accordingly
new arrangements were devised. In the discussion on any amended
schema no one was to take part without giving notice beforehand of that
particular portion of the said schema on which he meant to address
Further, at the request of any ten Fathers, the presidents
the Council.
might ask the Council if they desired the discussion to proceed, and if a
majority said no, they might close it there and then.
This led more than
a hundred prelates to protest, in a document addressed to the presidents,
that by these regulations " the freedom of the Council might seem in several respects to be impaired, nay, destroyed " (" minui imo tolli posse videatur").
They implored that nothing should be defined except with the
moral unanimity of the Fathers, and appealed to the example of Pius IV.
at the Council of Trent.
Otherwise they feared that " the character of tlie
dents at the wish of the
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CEcumenical Council might be exposed to doubt" (" oecumenici concilii
character in dubium vocari possit." Text in Friedrich, Abth. i. p. 258 seq^j
It must be remembered, however, that the whole discussion was extended
over seven weeks. The points at issue must have been perfectly familiar
to those with whom the decision lay, and the majority could not be
expected to tolerate a protracted discussion which had no real influence on
opinion, and only served to impede definition.
Early in May the schema " De Ecclesia," with the added clauses on
Papal infallibility, was laid before the Council, and the conciliar discussion
upon it began. On July 13, it was voted upon in general congregation; of
"

the Fathers present 451 said "Placet," sixty-two "Placet juxta modum
ready to accept the Constitution with modifications, but
i. e. they were

—

not as
all.

it

stood; eighty-eight said "

Non

placet;

"

seventy did not vote at

In the last general congregation the Fathers protested against the

calumnies of the press, especially against the report that the Council was
In a letter to the Pope fifty-five bishops declared that their mind
not free.

was unaltered, but that they meant
This was held on July 18.
session.
ing the Constitution "

De

to absent themselves

The

from the public

bull " Pastor y^ternus," contain,

and the definition of Papal infallibilviz.
Thereupon 535 answered "Placet," the two others
ity, was read.
"Non
Bishop Riccio of Ajaccio and Bishop Fitzgerald of Little Rock
The Pope then confirmed the decree by Apostolic authority.
placet."
On that same day Napoleon III. declared war against Prussia. On September 20 the Italians possessed themselves of Rome, and by a brief of
October 20 the Pope prorogued the Council. It has never been reas«
Ecclesia,"

—

—

sembled.
In the articles on Faith and on the Pope,

meaning

of the Vatican decrees,

and

we have

in that

something on the
Catholics we have

said

on Old

spoken of the opposition made to them. No single bishop refused assent,
and for that and other reasons a schism of any considerable magnitude was
impossible.

by Cecconi and Friedrich resemble in more
points than one those of the 1 ridentine Council by Pallavicino and Sarpi,

(The

histories of the Council

with this notable difference, that Sarpi wrote before Pallavicino, while
Friedrich takes care to write after Cecconi, and to use his materials.
Neither historian has reached the actual assembly of the Council. Cecconi has access to the Vatican archives, so that his work [first part pub.
lished 1873] will always be indispensable.
But it has already exceeded
it is filled with much irrelevant matter, is badlv
3,000 pages large octavo
;
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and badly arranged. Friedrich's first volume [1877] is well
arranged and interesting, and does not, as far as we can test it, alter the
but it is disfigured by a vehement invective against the Roman
facts
Court and Ultramontanism in general. For the actual history of the Council Friedrich's collection of documents [1871] was useful but incomplete,
and has been replaced by the fuller collections of Bishop Martin [1873] ^-nd
written

;

The Jesuit Father Schneemann [1871]
the Protestant Friedberg [1871.]
has prefixed a short history of the Council to his edition of its decrees, and
there

another brief history by the learned

is

Protestant

Frommann

[1872].

%z
VEIL {velum, a covering).
veil

V^ii.

Pagan customs

cannot here be considered, but

account of the various kinds of
for covering either things or persons.
in the ancient

veil

we

in

shall

regard to the use of

tht.

endeavor to give some

recognized

in

the Catholic ritual

Three Eucharistic veils were in use

Eastern Church, the paten

veil, for

covering the bread before

and a very thin transparent veil for covering
both paten and chalice. The offertory veil (offer iorium) was used, according
to the ritual of the Church of Sarum,' in various parts of the ceremonial of
High Mass. It seems to be the same as the super- humeral veil with which
the subdeacon now covers the chalice at High Mass, and which is also
used at Benediction.
Magri (quoted in Morone) says that in Spanish
churches from the first day of Lent a veil is drawn before the high altar
while the hours are recited, and during Mass on ferias it is withdrawn at
the Gospel and the elevation of the Host.
On Wednesday in Holy Week,
when in the " Passion " the words occur " et velum templi scissum est," the
veil is withdrawn and no more used.
The nuptial veil or ffammeum, as is well known, was in use among the
'Romans. St. Ambrose speaks of a veil {pallium) stretched over the heads
of the bride and bridegroom during the celebration of marriage, with a
mystical significance."
The priest ofificiates with veiled head in several
Oriental rites
Coptic, of St. Anthony, Abyssinian, Maronite.
In Maskell's " Monumenta Ritualia " is printed a form for the " Order
consecration, the chalice

veil,

;

—

^

'

See the Consuetudinary of Sarum, recently edited in the Rolls series with a translation, in

the Register of St. Osmund, vol.
*

Morone.

**

Vol.

ii.

i.

p. 150 seq.

p. 308.
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according to the use of Sarum, from which

relates to the ritual of the veil.

On

the day of profes-

sion the novices, clad in white, each bearing on the right
that the religyon and profesyon requireth,

wyth the

we

arm the

" habite

and scroll
of hir profesyon attached upon the sayd habite, and in hir left hand berying
a taper wythoute lyght," go in procession from the place where they were
arrayed towards the western door of the choir, with looks bent on the
ground, singing the response " Audivi vocem," etc.
Passing through the
choir and going up to the altar, they lay their veils, rings, and scrolls on
They then make the vow of chastity, and after receivthe right end of it.
After the Credo
ing the habit from the bishop return whence they came.
the virgins return to the western door of the choir, bearing lighted tapers

The

in their right hands.

rite

proceeds

;

veyle, ryng,

after the Litanies each

makes

hor profession before the bishop and abbess, and signs her scroll of profes-

After

sion with a cross.

tl

.

psalm " Domine, quis habitabit," during which

the virgins prostrate themselves, they rise and go with the bishop to the
right

end of the

altar,

and, taking their veils therefrom, hold

place, blesses the veils in the virgins' hands, " with orysons."
is,

"

We

suppliantly beseech Thee,

in their

He, standing

hands with their faces turned towards the bishop.
these prayers

them

O

Lor^,

The

in his
first

^hat in

of

Thy

clemency a blessing may come down upon these veils which a. e about to
be placed on the heads of Thy handmaidens, so that thcj may be blessed,
and consecrated, and spotless, and holy for these Thy handmaidens.
Through." The second, "O God, creator of things visible and invisible,
be mercifully present with us, and vouchsafe to bless and sanctify with
the streams of Thy grace these veils which are the type of holiness and
the sign of humility may Thy servants deserve through Thy gift to take
and hallow them in heart and body. Through." Every virgin, before the
Being veiled, she
bishop puts the veil upon her head, kisses his hand.
sings, "The Lord hath clothed me with a garment' woven of gold, and
with immense jewels hath he adorned me." The ritual of the ring succeeds, followed by the "long benediction," during which the virgins lie
prostrate.
Before their "houselling" the bishop draws down their veils
over their eyes. After their communion each gives up her taper to the
bishop, after kissing his hand, and he gives to them all his benediction.
Then the abbess pulls their veils down beneath their chins, and so they
remain for three days. On the third day, after they have communicated,
;

1

Cydade.

below."

Cyclas

is

" a kind of

(See Ducange,

who

cites

garment named from its roundness drawn in above and
" circumtextum roseo velamen acantho," ^n. i. 649.)
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and from that time " they shall were and goo
and cumme as other of the convent doth." (Morone, " Dizion. Eccl.";
MaskeL "Monum. Ritualia," 1846; Smith and Cheetham.)
the abbess

lifts

up

their veils,

Ve^i'n^ei]!'^.

THEIR

—

was the common belier in the
middle ages that the vestments used by the Church at Mass and
other services were derived from the Jewish temple, though Walafrid
Strabo had a better notion of the historical aspect of the question, and
Distinctive Character.

("De Reb.

Eccles."

ages officiated in the

common

affirmed

c.

It

24) that Christian priests in the early

dress of daily

modification to be mentioned presently)

is

Strabo's view (with a

life.

confirmed, to use the words of

Dr. Rock, " by the concurrent testimony of writers

much

laborious research

gia," p. 414).

No

upon the

who have bestowed

investigation of this subject

"

(" Hierur-

quotation can be adduced from any author of the

which so much

first

any difference in form between
the dress of priests at the altar and of laymen in common life.
True, St.
John (Polycrat. apud Euseb. H. E." iii. 31, v. 24 Hieron. " Vir. Illustr."
45) and St. James (Epiphan. " Hser." Ixxviii. 14) are said to have worn
* * * ) of the Jewish high
the "shining plate" {^petalon, lamhia,
priest
but even were we prepared to accept these testimonies as literal
statements of fact, they would not affect the question, for no such ornament has ever found place in the Church, and the mitre, which comes
nearest to this "plate," was unknown, as has been already proved, for
centuries after the Apostolic age.
But the strongest proof will be found
in the articles on the particular vestments.
There it has been shown that
the ecclesiastical vestments had their origin in the ordinary dress of the
Roman empire.' It was after the fall of the empire that the fashion in
ordinary attire underwent a revolution, and the garb once common to all
five centuries

as alludes to

''

;

;

became

peculiar to the servants of the altars,

was obscured.

till

at last the

memory
we should

very

This obscuration was, as
expect, gradual.
Walafrid Strabo, as we have said, in the ninth century
understood the true state of the case, and another writer of the same age
viz. Anastasius ("In Vit. S. Stephani," cf. Baron "Annal." ad ann.
of

its

original use

—

The

which are really most like Jewish vestments, had a purely secular origin
and the alb is first marked as a Church dress by enactments which forbid clerics to use the same
alb in common life and in church. Jerome (Ep. 64) gives Fabiola an elaborate account of the
Jewish vestments, but never alludes to the use of analogous vestments in church.
*

alb

and

girdle,
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20$

he says ii( h'ope Stephen:
"He ordained that priests and Levites should not use the consecrated
vestments in common life, but only in the Church."
Lonof, however, before the ecclesiastical vestments were distinguished
by their form from those in common use, certain garments were reserved

260,

n. 6)

it,

for

and though these were identical
ordinary garb, they were often, no doubt, of costlier
for the officiating clergy,

Apostolic Constitutions

ing vestment

"

(viii.

{lampran

in

form with the

material.

The

12) describe the bishop as clothed in a " shin-

estheta metendiLs),

and we may perhaps take

this

as evidence for the practice at the end of the fourth or beginning of the

A

Jerome ("In Ezech." xliv. 17), speaking
of the vestments of the Jewish priests, adds " Thence we learn that we
should not enter the holy of holies with common attire or in any sort of
dirty dress, such as will do for daily life, but that we should with clean
conscience and in clean attire handle the mysteries of the Lord."
It is
not easy to decide how far this passage is to be taken literally.' Anyhow,
we learn from Theodoret (" H. E." ii. 23) that Constantine gave Macarius, bishop of Jerusalem, "a sacred dress" {Jiieran stoleji) "of gold
century.

fifth

little

earlier,

:

thread

"

—

a dress of the

e.

i.

and intended exclusively

common

for use

form, but of very costly material

in church.

It is

very uncertain when

the blessing of ecclesiastical vestments was introduced, but

we

form
for that purpose, very like the one now used, in the Gregorian Sacrament(See the reprint in Migne, " Patrol." Ixxviii. p. 157.) The Council
ary.
of Poitiers, a. d. iioo, can. 4 (Mansi, xx. 11 23) forbids any one not a
bishop to give this blessing, and Innocent III. ("Altar. Myst."
9) lays
down the same rule. It is still in force, though bishops constantly delefind a

i.

gate the power to simple priests.

At

the vestments were of one colour

first

Pelagius alleged that

splendour

in

dress

was

viz.

Thus, when
Jerome (" Adv.

white.

irreligious,

29) charges him with exaggeration, and asks what harm there
in wearing " a tunic particularly clean " {timicam mtmdwrem), what

Pelag."

was

all

—

i.

n.

be made, " if bishop, priest, and deacon, and the rest of the
clergy appeared at the administration of the sacrifice in white array " {ca7tdid a veste processeriL) So Gregory of Tours (" De Gloria Conf." c. 20)
describes the band of " priests and Levites in white vestments."
Black was

'Objection could

sometimes used in sign of mourning (Theodore Lector, lib. i, excerpt
quoted by Hefele). Even Pseudo-Alcuin, in the tenth or eleventh century,
however, from the passage quoted further on in this
familiar with the use of special vestments by the clergy in church.
'

It is clear,

article, that

Jerome
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knows

cjfily /of

white vestments, except that he speaks of the scarlet stripes

on the deacon's dalmatic

Divin. Offic."

('*

c.

40), and of the use of black

vestments duringr the litany and procession on the Feast of the Purification (c. 7).
Innocent III. is the first to mention four colours viz. white,

—

which the

Roman Church employs on

feasts of confessors, virgins,

and on

used on the feasts of martyrs, of the
cross (though then perhaps white is to be preferred), and on Whitsunday,
by some also on All Saints, but not by the Curia Romana, in which white
is the colour; black, used in penitential seasons and Masses for the dead
green, used on common days, because " midway between black and white."
He regards violet, which is now the penitential colour, as a mere variety
of black, and says the former was used on Holy Innocents and Laetare
Sunday.
So scarlet and saffron -yellow {coccineus et croceus) are varieties
Rose-coloured vestments, he says, were sometimes
of red and green.
used on feasts of martyrs, and yellow ones on feasts of confessors (" Altar.
Myst." i. 65). At present yellow counts as white, and rose-coloured vestments are only used at solemn Mass on the third Sunday in Advent and^
joyful solemnities generally

;

red,

;

fourth in Lent.

Bishops,

when they

celebrate pontifically, take their vestments from the

them on

But this distinction is
probably not very ancient, for even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was common custom for priests, at least in England, to vest in the
sanctuary.
(Maskell, " Ancient Liturgy of the Church of England,"
The present law on the use of vestments at Mass is very strict, and<
p. 219.)
many theologians (see Benedict XIV. " De Miss." iii. 7, i) believe that no
cause whatever will excuse a priest from observing it.
(The chief recent
authorities are Bock, "Gesch. der Liturg. Gewander "; Hefele, in his
altar; simple priests put

•*

Beitrage,"

ii.

p.

1

50

j^^./

Dolo^i^^

in

Wharton

of

the sacristy.

Marriott, " Vestiarium Christianum."};

Bi^^^seo

Vit^^irj.

holy

women anw

John mentions that the Blessed Virgin, with other
ST.with
St. John, stood at the foot of the cross when the other Apostles

prophecy of Simeon, " a sword will pierce
thine own soul," was most perfectly fulfilled: and very naturally the
sorrows of Mary have been a favourite subject of contemplation with the
saints, among whom St. Ambrose and St. Bernard deserve particular
notice.
They dwell specially on the intensity of her mental suffering, and

had

fled.

At

that time the
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on the supernatural constancy with which she endured it. The famous
hymn " Stabat Mater " celebrates Mary's sorrows at the foot of the cross
in

The seven

sublime language.

founders of the Servite order,

in

the

devoted themselves to special meditation on the
Dolours of Mary, and from them the enumeration of the Seven Sorrows
(i. e, at the prophecy of Simeon, in the flight to Egypt, at the three days'
century,

thirteenth

loss, at the

carrying of the cross, at the crucifixion, at the descent of the

have come. The feast of the Dolours
was instituted at a Provincial Council of Cologne in 1423, at the time when
the Hussites were destroying crucifixes and images of the Mother of
Sorrows with fanatical zeal. Benedict XIIL, in 1725, caused this feast
to be celebrated in the States of the Church on the Friday after Passion
Sunday. This feast is now observed as a greater double throughout the
Church. Pius VII., in 18 14, directed that a second feast of the Dolours
should be kept, on the third Sunday of September.
In allusion to her
seven sorrows, the Blessed Virgin is represented in art transfixed by seven

entombment)

cross, at the

swords.

**

T
J

(Benedict XIV. "

ORD,
J

I

am

said to

is

De

Festis

";

"

Thou

not worthy that

Manuale Decret.")

shouldst enter under

my

roof,

but only speal* with a word, and my soul will be healed." Words
used by the priest before communicating, and again before giving

communion
communion

to the people.
is

The custom

of employing this prayer before

alluded to by Origen and Chrysostom.

the prayer of the centurion in Matt.

It is

adapted from

viii. 8.

G^hd^rqj.

OLIVE

oil

Church

mixed with balm, blessed by the bishop and used by the
in

confirmation as well as in baptism, ordination, consecra^

tion of altar-stones, chalices, churches,

mal water.

The

oil,

ness of grace, since

according to the
oil is diffusion

;

Roman

and

in

the blessing of baptis-

Catechism, signifies the

the balm mixed with

it,

ful-

incorruption

and the "good odour of Christ."
In itself the

smeared on

;"

word chrism {chrisma) need not mean more than " anything
but even

unguent, while the

in classical writers

common

oil

was

it

denotes especially a scented

called elaion

It

was

this simple^.
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unperfumed

oil

which was used

in the earliest

times for sacred purposes,

mixed with balm began

be employed.
This balm {balsamos, in the classics opobalsainoii) is a kind of perfumed
This Eastern
resin, produced by a tree which grows in Judaea and Arabia.
balm was always used in the West till the sixteenth century, when Paul
III. and Pius IV. permitted the use of a better kind of balm, brought by
The Orientals did not content themthe Spaniards from the West Indies.
Thus the Greeks mingle forty different
selves with simply mixing balm.
spices, and the Maronites, before they were reunited to the Catholic Church,
prepared their chrism from oil, saffron, cinnamon, essence of roses, white
but from the sixth century

incense,

The

It

to

etc.

consecration

earliest times.

and

oil

of

the

oils

during the Mass goes back to

Cyprian mentions

St. Basil attributes

in

Ep.

70,

addressed to Januarius;

the origin of this blessing to apostolic tradition.

of course included chrism in the

West

it

the

strict sense,

when

that

came

into use.

was always reserved to bishops in the East, as
may be seen from Goar's " Euchologium," it was only given by the patriarchs.
At first the oils used to be blessed on any day at Mass, but in a
letter of Pope Leo to the emperor of the same name, in the Synod of Toledo
(490), and in all the older Sacramentaries and ritual-books, Maundy
Thursday is fixed for this blessing. It was only in France that the custom
survived of blessing the oils on any day, till uniformity with the use of
The
other churches was introduced by the Council of^Meaux, in 845.
function took place in the second of the three Masses which used to be
said on Maundy Thursday whence the name " Missa Chrismatis." The
blessing of the chrism was called " Benedictio chrismatis principalis."
All
In the

this blessing

;

;

the clergy of the diocese used to assist,

tom

altered,

and only those who

others had the holy

oils

till,

in

the eighth century, the cus-

lived near the cathedral came, while the

sent to them.

The

chrism used to be kept

vessel like a paten with a depression in the middle.
lis "

mentioned by Anastasius,
Real-Encyclopadie ").

of this kind

(Kraus,

c

*'

OAT,

is

A

in

a

" patena chrisma-

in his Life of St. Silvestef

the Holy {tunica inconsutilis, derheilige Rock, la sainfe Robe).

This celebrated relic is in the treasury of the cathedral oi Treves, and
a very ancient tradition asserts it to be identical with the seamless
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His Passion. The empress
in the Holy Land, is said to

at the time of

Helena, having- come into possession of it
have given it to the city of Treves, where she resided for a considerable
time.
The earliest written testimony to this effect is found in the Gesta
Trevirortim, a chronicle of the first half of the twelfth century, where
Helena is said to have presented the relic to the church during the episcopate of Agritius (314-334).

Several other nodces of the Holy Coat are

documents mounting up to, or nearly to, the twelfth century.
But the most remarkable and interesting piece of evidence in support of
found

in

an ancient ivory belonging to the cathedral (lost for some time, but recovered in 1844), on which the empress is.
figured, seated at the church door, and awaiting the arrival of a proces-

the authenticity of the

relic, is

by a chariot

which are two

guarding a chest.
Above the chariot is the face of Christ, by which some relation between
our Lord and the contents of the chest seems to be indicated. This ivory
was examined by the Archseological Society of Frankfort in 1846, with
the result of fixing its date at the end of the fourth or beginning of the
sion closed

fifth

in

ecclesiastics

century.

We

from the choir to the high-altar
After an interval of more than three hundred
of the cathedral in 1196.
years, it was exposed in 151 2, and on several other occasions in the sixread of the translation of the

relic

teenth century, for the veneration of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
tle

it

of Ehrenbreitstein, or at Augsburg.

faithful.

During the wars of the

was deposited

for safety in the cas-

In 1810, with the permission of

Napoleon, the bishop of Treves, Mgr. Mannay, brought the sacred relic
back from Augsburg to his own city, and, in spite of the confusion of the
times, a multitude of pilgrims, numbering over two hundred thousand,
But the most striking
visited Treves to celebrate this joyful restoration.

and successful exposition was that of 1844, when eleven bishops and more
than a million of the laity flocked to Treves from all sides during the
period (from August 18 to October 6) for which the Holy Coat was
exhibited.
Several miraculous cures were reported, and the joy and piety
of the believing throng must have been a very moving sight.
Certaia
unstable Catholics with a secret leaning to rationalism, took ofTence at the

proceedings and wrote against the authenticity of the Holy Coat.

Among

these were Czerski, an ecclesiastic from Posen, and Ronge, a suspended
priest of Breslau.

A

long controversy arose,

in the

course of which these

men seceded from the Church and founded a sect which they called the
" German Catholic Church."
The movement made a great noise at the:
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time,

but

is

now seldom heard

Gorres published a pamphlet on the
Treves,"

The well-known Catholic writer
question, entitled " The Pilgrimage of

of.

in 1845.

(This notice follows the article

in

Wetzer and Welte by

author of several works bearing on the history of the

Tke
'^ "HE Tiara

X

is

^^Gfe'?

J.

Marx, the

relic.)

^\\x\.

a cylindrical head-dress pointed at the top and surrounded

with three crowns, which the Pope wears as a symbol of sovereign-

The word

ty.

{tiara) occurs in the classics to denote the Persian

head-dress, particularly that of the "great king."

synonym of cidaris and mitra, and
(Exod.

xxviii. 4),

or of the

common

is

used

priest.

In the Vulgate

for the turban of the
Till late

in

it

is

a

high priest

the middle ages

was a synonym of mitra, a bishop's mitre, 'I'egiium being the word
for crown (Ducange, sub voc).
The whole history of the Papal tiara is uncertain. Nicolas I. (858-867)
is said to have been the first to unite the princely crown with the mitre,
though the Bollandists think this was done before his time (Bollandists,
" Thesaur." vol. ii. p. 323, quoted by Hefele).
The common statement
that Boniface VIII. (about 1300) added the second crown, is false, for
Hefele shows that Innocent III. is represented wearing the second crown
in a painting older than the time of Boniface.
Urban V. (1362-70) is
supposed to have added the third crown. The tiara is placed on the
Pope's head at his coronation by the second cardinal deacon in the loggia
tiara

of

St.

Peter's with the words,

and know that thou

" Received the tiara adorned with three

Father of princes and kings. Ruler of
the world, Vicar of our Saviour Jesus Christ." At ceremonies of a purely
spiritual character the Pope wears the mitre, not the tiara.
(Hefele, " Bei-

•crowns,

trage," vol.

ii.

p.

236

art

seq.^

^^ir^q^^^^in^A.

QUINQUAGESIMA,

Sexagesima, Septuagesima, the first, second,
third Sundays before Lent.
The words are ancient (Septuagesima
occurs in the Gelasian and Gregorian Sacramentaries) but it is hard
to divine their meaning.
Alcuin proposed two solutions to Charlemagne
(Thomassin, " Traits des Festes," p. 308 i-*?^.)—-one that there are seventy
days from Septuagesima to ** Pascha clausum "
e. the Octave
of
;

—
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This leaves the names Sexagesima and Quinquagcsima unexPlis other solution is adopted by Thomassin ("Trait6 des

Quoting

from the

"

Rcguia Magistri," Tho"It clearly shows that the names Ouinquagesima ano
massin says:
Sexagesima are not intended to denote the numbers fifty or sixty. They
have been formed on the [false] analogy of Quadragesima
e. Lent
being one and two weeks before the first Sunday in Lent.
In the same
rule the second week of Lent is called I'ricesima, the third Vicesima." The
custom of beginning the fast on Septuagesima, etc., and the reasons for it,
are giv^^n in the article on Lent.
Jeunes," p. 231).

a passage

—

—

ENCYCLICAL
astical sense,

bishops in

{litei'cB

e^icycHcd).

an encyclical

is

communion with

errors, or informs

them

A circular letter.

i.

In the ecclesi-

Pope to all the
which he condemns prevalent

a letter addressed by the

him, in

of impediments which persecution, or perverse

legislation or administration, opposes in particular countries to the fulfil-

ment by the Church

of her divine mission, or explains the line of conduct

which Christians ought to take in reference to urgent practical questions, such
as education, or the relations between Church and State, or the liberty of
the Apostolic See.
Encyclicals are " published for the whole Church, and
addressed directly to the bishops, under circumstances which are afflicting
to the entire Catholic body while briefs and bulls are determined by
circumstances more particular in their nature, and have a more special
;

destination."

In early times the use of the term was not restricted as at present

;

thus,

the well-known letter of the Church of Smyrna, describing the martyrdom

headed Epistole egkuklikos, a circular letter and the same
designation was given by St. Cyprian to his letters on the Lapsi.
QC^^'^^'

of Polycarp,

is

;

x\s>,Epistolm, § 15.)

1\§0^\\^Y^.
three kinds that from the Christian faith that from« ecclesiasITticalofobedience
and that from a religious profession, or from holy
is

:

;

;

An

one who wholly abandons the
faith of Christ, and joins himself to some other law, such as Judaism,
Islam, Paganism, etc.
It is a mistake, therefore, to brand as apostasy any
orders.

apostate from the faith

is
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kind of heresy or schism, however criminal or absurd, which still assumes
While the Turks were in the heyday x)f their
to itself the Christian name.
power, and had great command over the Mediterranean, the captivity of
Christians among them, and apostasy resulting from such captivity, werehence a great number of decisions and
matters of everyday occurrence
;

opinions respecting the treatment of apostates, on their wishing to return
to Christianity, may be found in the writings of canonists.
The second

kind of apostasy, that from
wilfully and contumaciously

ecclesiastical obedience, is

when

a Catholic

nought the authority of the Church.
Such apostasy, if persisted in, becomes Schism \q. v.']. The third kind is
that of those who abandon without permission the religious order in which
they are professed, as when Luther abandoned his profession as an Augustinian, and married Catherine Bora.
He is also an apostate who, after
having received major orders, renounces his clerical profession, and returns
to the dress and customs of the world, " an act which entails ecclesiastical
infamy, and, if there is marriage, excommunication." (Ferraris, Apostasia;
Mack's article in Wetzer and Welte.)
sets at

G^G^G>j^i'0l'.

ONE who

helps a prelate, or a priest holding a benefice, in discharging

the duties of his bishopric or benefice.

Coadjutorship

may be of two-

one temporary and revocable, allowed on account of sickness or
other incapacity, and implying no right of succession the other perpetual
and irrevocable, and carrying with it the right to succeed the person coadjuted.
In this latter sense it is expressly forbidden by the Council of
Trent nevertheless the Pope, for special causes, sometimes concedes it,
the plenitude of his apostolic power enabling him legally to dispense with
kinds

:

;

;

the law.

If a

coadjutor

is

required for a parish priest,

of the diocese to nominate one

;

if

it is

for the bishop

for a bishop, the nomination belongs to

the Pope, any usage to the contrary notwithstanding.

In the case of a

temporary or curable, he must appoint a vicar or
substitute, not a coadjutor.
The various infirmities which justify coadjutorship
serious and incurable illness, leprosy, loss of speech, etc.
are
specified in the canon law.
In the case of a bishop, the terms "administrator" and "suffragan" mean much the same as coadjutor, the differences
being, that the administrator's function ceases when the bishop resumes
charge of the diocese or dies, and a suffragan assists the bishop in things
which relate to his ministry, but has no jurisdiction while a coadjutor
priest, if

the irxapacity

is

—

—

;
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has jurisdiction, and his rights may, as we have seen, by special Papal permission, subsist after the death of the coadjuted.
Various points affecting
the precedence, dignity, and ceremonial attaching to a coadjutor bishop,

have been settled from time
raris,

A

to time

by the Congregation of

Rites.

(Fer-

Coadjutor.)

PAPAL

Bull

is

so

named from

the Bulla (or round leaden seal hav-

ing on one side a representation of SS. Peter and Paul, and on the

name

other the

of the reigning Pope), which

is

attached to the

be a " Bull of Grace," and by one of hemp
Bulls are engrossed on
if a " Bull of Justice ") and gives authenticity to it.
strong rough parchment in gothic characters, and begin " [Leo] Episcopus
servus servorum Dei ad perpetuam rei memoriam." A bull is dated " a
die Incarnationis," and signed by the functionaries of the Papal Chancery.
It is a document of a more formal and weighty character than a brief, and
many memorable Papal decisions and condemnations have been given in
this form, such as the bull Unam Sanctam of Boniface VIIL, the bull
Unigenitus of Clement XL, etc., etc.

document (by a

silken cord,

if it

TPiv|)<\l

A

PAPAL

"BfiGjf.

a letter issuing from the Court of Rome, written
on fine parchment in modern characters, subscribed by the Pope's
Secretary of Briefs, dated "a die Nativitatis," and sealed with the
Pope's signet-ring, the seal of the Fisherman.
[See Bull.]
Brief

is

>^eoiyl'^.

ACOLYTE, (rom akoloutked, to follow;
or ministrant
It is

;

and here,

to follow as a server

a name given to the highest of the four minor orders.

the duty of the acolyte to supply wine and water and to carry

Mass

and the bishop ordams him for these functions by
putting the cruets and a candle into his hand, accompanying the action with
words indicating the nature of the office conferred. The order of Acolytf
is mentioned along with the others by Pope Cornelius in the middle of the
third century.
Their ordination is mentioned in an ancient collection of
canons commonly, though wrongly, attributed to the Fourth Council of
the lights at the

;
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Carthage,

The

functions of acolytes are

though the order

is still

now

freely

always received by those

performed by laymen,

who aspire

to the priest-

hood.

lPiil|)ir.

I^^HE

old custom

was

apparently even in

to preach from the altar or episcopal chair.

But
meant

Augustine's time the ambo, originally
for readers and singers, and large enough to hold several persons
easily, was used for preaching, and so was raised and narrowed into the
St.

form of the pulpit. It should be placed on the Gospel side (S. C. R.,
February 20, 1862), unless that side is already occupied by the bishop's
throne.
The bishop, according to the " Caer. Episc," should preach, if
possible, from the throne or from a faldstool at the altar.
If this is inconvenient, he should be accompanied to the pulpit by the two canons who
assist at the throne.

(Montault, " Traite de

la Construct., etc.,

B^r^e;oiGAn^^^

Bon^ino.

ENEDICAMUS

des Eglises.")

Domino, i. e. Let us bless the Lord," a form used
in the Breviary at the end of each hour except Matins, and at the end
of Mass instead of Ite Missa est on days when the Gloria in excelsis
is not said.
Various reasons are given for the use oiBenedicmnus Domino
for the usual Ite Missa est.
Cardinal Bona thinks that the Ite Missa est
was omitted first of all during penitential seasons, such as Advent and
'•'

Lent, because then the people did not immediately leave the church, but

waited for the recitation of the hours, and that gradually the Benedicamus

Domino came

to

be used

in ferial

Masses generally.

In Masses for the

dead, Requiescant in pace took the place of the Ite Missa

because the people often had to remain

XIV.

-De

for the

est,

funeral rites.

perhaps

(Benedict

Miss." II, 24).

Ci^SAR,

708 of the city, caused the civil calendar,
which had fallen into confusion, to be reformed by dividing the year
into twelve months, each with the same number of days as at present,

JULIUS

in the year

and providing that an additional day should be given to February in every
fourth year, in order that the natural year, which was believed to be 365
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days six hours in length, might keep even pace with the legal year.
as the real excess of the

time taken

But

over 365 days
hours and forty-nine min-

in the solar revolution

does not amount to six hours, but only to five
utes (nearly), it was an inevitable consequence of the disregard of this fact
that the addition of nearly forty-four minutes too

much every

leap-year

should again in course of time make the natural and civil years disagree.
The accumulated error caused the difference of a day in about 134 years;
thus the vernal equinox, which in the year of the Council of Nicsea (325)

ought to fall, on March 21, in 1582, occurred ten days earlier.
But since Easter ought to be kept on the Sunday after the first full-moon

fell,

as

it

following the vernal equinox,

it is

obvious

that,

with so serious a difference

between the real equinox and the equinox of the calendar, Easter might
easily be kept a month too late the Paschal full-moon might have occurred
on some day between March 11 (the date of the real t(\\jL\nox) and March
21, but be disregarded in favour of the next full-moon, which fell after the
equinox of the calendar. Gregory XIII., consulting with men of science,
He
effectually remedied the evil, and provided against its recurrence.
ordered that the days between October 4 and October 15 in the current
year (1582) should be suppressed, and that, beginning with 1700, three
out of every four centesimal leap-years 1700, 1800, 1900, but not 2000
should be omitted, so that those years should have only 365, not 366 days.
This change, having originated at Rome, was long resisted in Protestant
countries, and in English-speaking countries not adopted until 1751, by
which time the accumulated error amounted to eleven days these days
were suppressed between September 2 and 14, 1752. In Russia the Julian
Calendar is still adhered to, with the result that their computation of time
is now twelve days in arrear of the rest of Europe.
;

—

;

^\ibX \n

ONE who

the term
tion.

fore,

is

not

is

among

applied to

Jr?fi<^ei

the fideles, the faithful of Christ.
all

In order to reject

who
it,

Popularly

reject Christianity as a divine revela-

they must have heard of

who have never heard of Christianity, are

infidels,

i^,

not

in

it

;

those, there-

popular language called

but heathens, though they are included under the theological term

*'infideles."

Nor

are heretics, even Unitarians, to be called infidels, for

they do accept the religion of Christ as divinely revealed, however erroneous
or fantastic their notion as to the nature of the revelation may be.
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^ i\<l\\<^)^zh

AN

altar,

^Ir^f.

such as the seven privileged altars in St. Peter's, by visiting

which certain indulgences may be gained.
(2) An altar at which Votive Masses may be said even on certain
feasts which are doubles.
There are often altars of this kind at places of
pilgrimage.
(3) Altars with a plenary indulgence for one soul in purgatory attached
The privilege continues, even if
to all Masses said at them for the dead.

new

be in the same place
same title. All altars are privileged on All Souls' Day.
priest may have the privilege
privilege is personal
i. e. a
plenary indulgence always or on certain occasions, when
a

be erected, provided

altar

it

—

and under the
Sometimes the
of gaining the

for the dead, without respect to the altar at which he says
privilege

portable

is

only granted to fixed

altars.

altars,

The Mass must be

on that

a

the personal

Requiem Mass,

he
it.

may be
if

offers

The

Mass
local

used even at

the rubrics permit

This privilege is not withdrawn in the general
suspension of indulgences during a jubilee. (Probst, art AltaVy in the new
edition of the " Kirchenlexikon.")
it

to be said

day.
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HE

Hebrew word

*

*

*

which

is

usually translated

" altar,"

means literally " a place for sacrifice " and in
the New Testament its equivalent is thusiasterion.
The sacred writers avoid the common Greek word for
;

bomos^ " a raised place," adopting the unclassical
word thusiasterion, because by doing so they avoided the
heathen associations connected with the common Greek
altar,

term, besides expressing

much more

of sacrifice for which an altar

is built.

distinctly the

purpose

Whether the

Chris-

mentioned by name in the Bible is doubtful.
There is some ground for supposing that it is referred to in
Matt. V. 23, and in Hebrews xiii. 10.
It has been argued
that when our Lord imposes a precept of forgiveness before
tian altar

the gift

is

is

presented at the

cew law with regard

altar,

he did not mean to give the

which were soon to pass
away, but to establish the indissoluble connection between the Eucharistic
Similarly, it is urged that
Sacrifice of his Church and brotherly love.
when the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews asserts " we have an altar,
of which they have no right to eat who serve the tabernacle," he is setting
altar against altar, and declaring the impossibility of partaking in the
Jewish sacrificial feastings and joining at the same time in the sacrificial
banquet of the new law. It is certainly difficult to understand the "altar"
as the altar of the cross, which is never once called an altar in the New
Testament, and though, of course, an altar it indisputably is, still nobody
At the same time, these interpretations
ate of the sacrifice offered on it.
are by no means held by all Catholic commentators."

Jews

a

to their sacrifices,

occurs only once in the New Testament, and then of a heathen altar Acts xvii. ?
Maldonatus ignores that given above, of Matt. v. 23. Estius, following St. Thoraasi, distinrtlj
rejects, that of Heb. xiii. lo.
'

Bomos

;

'
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However

New

the

in

it

may

stand with the name, the existence of the thing

Testament doctrine of

implied

Mass], and the name
" There is one flesh," says

sacrifice [see

occurs in the very earliest Christian writers.
St. Ignatius,

is

the disciple of St. John,

"one

flesh of

our Lord Jesus Christ,

and one chalice for union with his blood, one altar {thusiasth'-ion), as
So Tertullian describes Christians as standing at " the
one bishop."
^Itar of God " ^ and the same word " altar" is used in the Apostolic ConThese testimonies are in no way
stitutions and in the ancient liturgies.
weakened by passages in Minucius Felix and Arnobius, who in their
Obvicontroversies with Pagans deny the existence of Christian altars.
ously they deny that altars such as the Pagan ones were in use among
Christians just as one of these authors allows that there were no temples
among Christians, though churches are distinctly recognised in the edicts
of the Diocletian era, and are known to have existed at a still earlier
'

;

;

date.'

more

wood

and an altar of this
kind is still preserved in the church of St. John Lateran at Rome, on
which St. Peter is said to have celebrated Mass.* But the tombs of
jnaartyrs in the Catacombs and elsewhere were also used for the Holy
Sacrifice, the slab of marble which covered the sepulchre serving as the
and for almost fourteen centuries, that part of the altar on
altar-table
which the Eucharist is consecrated has always been of stone or marble.
After the time of Constantine, when sumptuous churches were erected,
It did not
careful arrangements were made for the position of the altar.
In early times the altar was

usually of

;

;

lean as
a space

often does

it

round

it,

against the sanctuary wall, but stood out with

so that the bishop

Thus

the people.

now

when

celebrating

Mass looked towards

the altar looked in the same direction as the portals of

the church, and often both were turned towards the east.

This ancient

arrangement is still exemplified by the " Papal " altars in the Roman
basilicas, but particularly in St. Peter's, where the Pope still says Mass on
the great festivals, looking at one and the same time to the people, to the
portals of the church, and to the east.*
The altars in the Catacombs were
still employed, but even new altars were sanctified by relics, a custom to
which so much importance was attributed that St. Ambrose would not
^

Phitaa.

*

De Or at.

*

Cardinal

* It is

4.

19.

Newman's Development,

27.

fhurch of

St.

Pudentiana:

so, at least, says

the writer of the article

flopddie.
*

which is preserved in the
"Altar" in Kraus* Real Ency-

enclosed in the Papal altar of this church, except a portion of

R-ock, Hiei-urgia, ^()7 seq.
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Then, as now, the
altar was covered with linen cloths, which, as appears from a rubric in the
Sacramentary of St. Gelasius, were first blessed and consecrated.
It was
surmounted by a canopy, supported by columns between which veils or
curtains were often hung, and on great festivals it was adorned with the
sacred vessels placed upon it in rows, and with flowers.
The cross was
placed over the canopy, or else rested immediately on the altar itself.
The language and the actions of the early Christians alike bespeak the
reverence in which the altar was held.
It was called "the holy," "the
till

relics to place in

it.

divine table," " the altar of Christ," " the table of the Lord."

bowed towards

it

as they entered the church

it

;

was known

The

faithful

as the asulos

from which not even criminals could be
forced away.'
Finally, before the altar was used, it was solemnly consecrated by the bishop with the chrism.
The date at which this custom was
introduced cannot be accurately determined but the Council of Agde,
or Agatha, in Southern Gaul, held in the year 506, speaks of this custom
trapeza, or "table of asylum,"

;

as familiar to everybody."

The

rubrics prefixed to the

the Church with regard to the

must contain an

Roman
altar.

altar-stone large

Missal contain the present law of
It

enough

must consist of
to hold the

stone, or at least

Host and the greater
must have been con-

and this altar, or the altar-stone,
secrated by a bishop, or by an abbot who has received the requisite faculties from the Holy See.
The altar is to be covered with three cloths, also
blessed by the bishop, or by a priest with special faculties.
One of these
cloths should reach to the ground, the other two are to be shorter, or else
one cloth double may replace the two shorter ones. If possible, there is
to be a "pallium," or frontal, on the altar, varying in colour according to
the feast or season.
crucifix is to be set on the altar between two
candle-sticks, the Missal placed on a cushion, at the right-hand side looking towards the altar under the crucifix there ought to be an altar-card/
with certain prayers which the priest cannot read from the Missal without
part of the chalice

;

A

'

;

inconvenience.

With regard
originally,

number

to the

even in the West, one church contained only one

1

Synod of Orange, anno 441.

"

Hefele, ibid. p. 653,

'

The

Hefele, Conciliengeschichte,

rubric says only a cross, but a crucifix

tion of Rites.
*

of altars in a church, Gavantus says that

Ligiior. Theol.

is

now two

On this

p. 293.

prescribed by subsequent decrees of the Congrega-

Mor.

vi, n. 393.
since
the sixteenth century.
Tabella secretarum, in use

iross, but

ii.

altar.

The

rubric mentions one under the

others are placed, one at each end of the altar.
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however, the same author continues, several Masses were said on
the same day, in proof of which he appeals to the Sacramentary of Leo.
He adds that even in the fourth century the Church of Milan contained
altar,

from a letter of St. Ambrose, and he quotes other
examples from the French Church in the sixth century.
several altars, as appears

^if^i'-^i'eiv(^^.

ALTAR-BREADS are round wafers made of

fine

wheaten

flour, spe-

prepared for consecration in the Mass. The altar-breads, according to the Latin use (followed also by the Maronites and Arme-

cially

nians),

must be unleavened.

Christ crucified, or with the

I

They are usually stamped with a figure of
H S. They are of two sizes one larger, which
:

the priest himself consecrates and receives, or else reserves for the Benediction with the Blessed

Sacrament

communion of the faithful.
The practice of stamping
be ancient and
is

is

;

the other smaller, consecrated for the

altar-breads with the cross or

widely diffused.

I

HS

seems to

Merati mentions the fact that the cross

stamped on the altar-breads used by Greek, Syrian, and Alexandrian

(Coptic?) Christians.

^H-^^Qlol-kj

THE

rubrics of the Missal require three fair cloths to be placed

on the

They must be

blessed

altar,

or two cloths, of which one

daubled.

is

by the bishop, or by a priest with special faculties. In the fourth
century St. Optatus speaks of the linen cloth placed on the altar as usual
in his time, and Pope Silvester is said to have made it a law that the altarMention, however, is made by Paulus Silentiacloth should be of linen.
rius of purple altar-cloths, and, in fact, both the material and the number
(See Rock, " Hierurof these cloths seem to have varied in early times.
gia," p.

503; Kraus, "Archaeol. Diet."

Allartucher.)

>^rr^bo.

AM BO

(Gr. anabainein, to ascend).

A raised platform in the nave of

early Christian churches, surrounded

by

up to it
where the Gospel was

a low wall

from the east and west sides. The place on it
read was higher than that used for reading the Epistle.
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were read from it; here edicts and excommunications were given out; hither
came heretics to malce their recantation here the Scriptures were read,
and sermons preached. It was gradually superseded by the modern pulpit.
A good example of the ambo may be seen in the church of San Clemente
;

Rome.

at

A

(Ferraris.)

HEBREW word

signifiying " truly," " certainly "

It is

preserved

m

form by the New Testament writers, and by the Church
in her Liturgy.
According to Benedict XIV., it indicates assent to a
truth, or it is the expression of a desire, and equivalent to genoiio^ " so b«
original

its

it"
**

Amen "

signifies assent

when used

ancient Church the communicants used
•the

Thus we read

Blessed Sacrament.

at the
it

end

of the Creeds.

In the

as an expression of their faith in

in the Apostolic Constitutions^

—

Let the bishop give the oblation, saying, The Body of Christ,' and let
the recipient say, Amen.' "
St. Ambrose explains the " Amen " used
thus in communicating as meaning " it Is true."
At the end of prayers " Amen " signifies our desire of obtaining what we
ask.
Thus it is said by the server, after the collects in the Mass, as a sign
"

*

*

that the faithful unite their petitions to those of the priest.
time, the people themselves answered "

Amen "

In Justin's

as the priest finished the

prayers and thanksgivings in the Mass, and was about to distribute the

Holy Communion.*

AMICE (Amzc/us,

Called also " humerale," " superhumerale," "ansu

boladium," from anaballein^ and, in a corrupt form,

A

piece of fine linen, oblong in shape, which the priest

rests for a

the prayer

moment on

—

"

"

anabolagium

who

is

to say

"

).

Mass

head and then spreads on his shoulders, reciting
Place on my head, O Lord, the helmet of salvation/' etc.

For many centuries

his

priests celebrated with bare neck, as

may

be seen

from many figures in the Roman Catacombs, and from the Mosaic at San
yitale in Ravenna.
The amice, however, Is frequently mentioned after the
^

De

Miss.

ii.

5.

He

adds a third sense

—

viz.

consent to a request— but gives no clear instance uf

use.
^ viii. 12.
^

Apol.

L

67.
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opening of the ninth century.* Originally, as Innocent III. expressly testiand to this day Capuchin and
fies, it covered the head as well as the neck
Dominican friars wear the amice over their heads till they reach the altar.
It also was not at first concealed by the alb, as is now the case, and it was
At present it is made of
olten made of silk and ornamented with figures.
linen, and only adorned with a cross, which the priest kisses before putting
;

on

me

amice.

Mediceval writers have given very

meanings

to this vestment.

Missal speaks of

prayer occurs

A

it

The

many and

very different symbolical

prayer already quoted from the

as figuring the " helmet of salvation,"

m most of

Roman

and a similar

the ancient Latin Missals.

THING

devoted or given over to evil, so that " anathema sit ''means
" let him be accursed."
St. Paul at the end of i Corinthians pronounces this anathema on all who do not love our blessed Saviour. The
"

anathema sit " from the earliest times with
reference to those whom she excludes from her communion, either because
Thus one of the earof moral offences or because they persist in heresy.

Church has used the phrase

liest

councils

— that

of Elvira, held

in

306

— decrees

in its fifty-second

canon that those who placed libellous writings in the church should be
anathematised; and the First General Council anathematised those who
held the Arian heresy
General councils since then have usually given
solemnity to their decrees on articles of faith by appending an anathema.
Neither St. Paul nor the Church of God ever wished a soul to be damned.
In pronouncing anathema against wilful heretics, the Church does but
declare that they are excluded from her communion, and that they must,
if

they continue obstinate, perish eternally.

©atafalq^G.

AN

when the
church, or in some

erection like a bier placed during Masses of the dead,

corpse

itself is

not there, in the centre of the

burning lights and covered witlf
black cloth.
It is also called " feretrum," " castrum doloris," etc.
( Merati's
**
Novae Observationes " on " Gavantus," Part ii. tit. 13.)

other suitable place, surrounded with

1

"It was intri/duced

in the eighth," says Dr.

Rock but
;

see Hefele, Beitrdgc zur KirchengeschUhu,
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doctrine, usually in the

form of question

and answer, for the instruction of the Christian people. From the
beginning of her history, the Church fulfilled the duty of instructing those
who came to her for baptism. Catechetical schools were established, and
catechetical instruction was carefully and methodically given.
We can
©till form an accurate idea of the kind of instruction given in the early
Church, for Cyril of Jerusalem has left sixteen books of catechetical discourses, explaining the Creed to the candidates for baptism, and five more
in which he sets forth, for the benefit of the newly-baptised, the nature of
the three sacraments ( Baptism, Confirmation, Eucharist ) which they had
St. Augustine wrote a treatise on catechising, at the request
just received.
of Deo Gratias, a deacon and catechist at Carthage.
When the world became Christian there was no longer the same necessity for instructing converts, but the children, and, indeed, the people generally, still needed
catechetical instruction.

Hence we

find a council held at Paris in

829

deploring the neglect of catechetical instruction, while the English Council
of

Lambeth

in

1281 requires parish-priests to instruct their people four

times a year in the principal parts of Christian doctrine
of the Creed,
"

De

commandments, sacraments,

etc.

Parvulis ad Christum trahendis," gives

The

—

viz.,

the article*

treatise of Gerson,

some idea

of

catechetical

instruction towards the close of the middle ages.

Catechetical instruction was one of the subjects which occupied the

Council of Trent, and the Fathers arranged that a Catechism should be

drawn up by a commission and be approved by the council. This plan
Pius IV.
fell through, and they put the whole matter in the Pope's hands.
viz., Calinius, archbishop of Zara;.
entrusted the work to four theologians
Fuscararius ( Foscarari ), Bishop of Modena Marinus, Archbishop of LanAll of them except the
ciano; and Fureirius (Fureiro), a Portuguese.

—

:

first

were Dominicans.

style.

St.

Scholars were appointed to see to the purity of

Charles Borromeo took a great part in assisting the undertak-

In 1564 the book was finished, whereupon it was examined by a newcommission under Cardinal Sirletus. Towards the close of 1566 the
ing.

Catechismus Romanus, ex Decreto
Romse, in sedibus
Concilii Tridentini, Pii V. Pont. Max. jussu editus.
The original edition contains
Populi Romani, apud Aldum Manutium."
no chapters and no answers. This Catechism possesses very high though.

Catechism appeared, under the

title

"
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not absolute authority, and has been regarded as a model of clearness, sim^^
But it
plicity and purity of language, of method, and doctrinal precision.

was not

fitted for direct

for parish priests

who

use in catechetical instruction, being intended

and others who have

to catechise rather than for those

Catechisms, therefore, of various

receive instruction.

sizes,

have been

prepared by bishops for their dioceses, or, as in England, the bishops in
concert approve a Catechism for use in the whole country or province.

A NAME
for baptism.

originally given to those

who

instructed persons preparing

Catechists were in early times also called nautologoi^ because

they brought the sailors on board the ship of the Church.

CATHEDRA, in the

ecclesiastical sense,

was placed

means

(i)

the chair in which

which
did not stand, as it usually does now, against the wall, but was surrounded
by the choir. The wooden chair which St. Peter is said to have used, is
Eusebius relates that the chair of
Still preserved in the Vatican basilica.
The
St. James still existed in Jerusalem down to the time of Constantine.
chair of St. Mark at Jerusalem was regarded with such religious awe that
Peter of Alexandria, archbishop and martyr, did not dare to sit upon it,
though it was used by his successors. (Thomassin, " Traite des Festes.")
(2) Cathedra was used by a natural extension of meaning for the authority of the bishop who occupied it, so that the feast of the Cathedra or
chair commemorated the day on which the bishop entered on his office.
Thus we kave three sermons of St. Leo on the " natalis cathedraa suae "
In the Sacramentary of St. Gregory
i. e. his elevation to the pontificate.
we find a Mass for " the Chair of St. Peter," on the 24th of February.
According to John Belith, a liturgical writer cf the middle ages, this feast
was intended to celebrate St. Peter's episcopate both at Antioch and
Rome. A feast of St. Peter's chair is mentioned in a sermon attributed to
St. Augustine, and in a canon of the Second Council of Tours, which met
in 567.
In the course of the middle ages, the feast in February was
associated with St. Peter s chair at Antioch.
Paul IV., in a bu^l of the
year 1558, complains that although the feast of St. Peter's chair at Rome
was celebrated in France and Spain, it was forgotten in Rome itseAC
the bishop

sits.

It

in early times behii.d the altar,

—
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although the feast of his chair at Antioch was kept in Rome. Accordingly Paul IV. ordered that the feast of St. Peter's- chair at Rome should

be observed on January 18. The feast of St. Peter's chair at Antioch is
kept on February 22. (Thomassin, ib)
(3) Cathredra is taken as a symbol of authoritative doctrinal teachin£^.

Our Lord

and Pharisees sat " super cathedram Moyi. e. on
the chair of Moses,
Here plainly it is not a material chair
sis"
of which Christ speaks, but the " chair," as Jerome says, is a metaphor lor
This metaphor became familiar in Christian
the doctrine of the law.
Thus Jerome speaks of the " chair of Peter and the faith
literature.
Later theologians use " ex cathedra " in a
praised by apostolic mouth."
still more special sense, and employ it to mark those definitions in faith
and morals which the Pope, as teacher of all Christians, imposes on their
The phrase is comparatively modern, and Billuart adduces no
belief.

—

said that the scribes

It
use before 1305.
explain the words " ex cathedra " in

instance of

its

is

often alleged that the theologians

many

different ways, but a clear

and

meaning is given by the Vatican Council,
*
which declares that the Pope is infallible " when he speaks ex cathedra
office as the pastor and teacher of all Chrisi. e. when exercising his
tians, he, in virtue of his supreme apostolic authority, defines a doctrine
concerning faith and morals, to be held by the whole Church." (From
Ballerini, " De Primatu," and the bull " Pastor aeternus," cap. iv.)
authoritative account of the

'

—

IlJSat

CATHEDRAL

a ©atSedretf

called

is

cathe-

which the bishop has
siege.
It is sometimes

that church in

whence see, the English form of
simply Domus, "the house" {Duomo, Ital.
;

The

{kathedra, the raised seat of the bishop).

dral church in every diocese
his chair or seat

ig.

;

Dom,

Ger.);

for,

as

"palace" sufficiently indicates the residence of a king, "so the Lord's
house, which is the cathedral church, the palace of the King of kings, and
the ordinary seat of the supreme pastor of a city and diocese,

denoted by the single word Domus." (Ferraris, in Ecclesza.)
was in early times called the Matrix Ecclesia, but that name
to any church which has other churches subject to it.

is

sufficiently

A
is

cathedral

now given

The

establishment of a cathedral church, the conversion of a collegiate church into a cathedral, and the union of two or more cathedrals under
the same bishop, are all measures which cannot be legally taken without
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The temporal power has often performed
hke acts by way of usurpation, as when the revolutionary
France reduced the number of French dioceses from more

the approoation of the Pope.

these and the

government of
than a hundred and

but a regular and lawful state of things in
such a case can only be restored by the State's entering into a convention
with the Holy See, which is always ready, without abandoning principle,
Thus in the
to conform its action to the emergent necessities of the times.
thirty to sixty

;

mentioned, by the Concordat with Napoleon in 1802, Rome
sanctioned the permanent suppression of many old sees, in consequence of
which the French episcopate now numbers eighty-four bishops instead of
case just

number

the larger

existing before the Revolution.

are provided for in the Anglican

communion by

Analogous changes

the theory of the Royal

Supremacy, though this theory has been slightly modified by the progress
The sovereign is still
of political development since the Reformation.
supreme in theory " in all causes and over all persons, ecclesiastical as well
as civil," within the Anglican communion; but the supremacy cannot be
exercised in any important matter without the consent of the majority of
the House of Commons, expressed through a responsible ministry. An Act
of Parliament, embodying as it does the united will and action of sovereign
and Parliament, solves all difficulties. Thus in 1833 ten Protestant se.e5'
in Ireland were suppressed at a stroke, and within the last few years sei''
eral suffragan sees, at Nottingham and elsewhere, have been erected
always by Act of Parliament. In every such case, whatever legality ths
Act may have is solely due to the action of the temporal power; eccleoi
astical authority has nothing to do with it.
The Council of Trent forbids the holding of more than one cathedral
church, or the holding of a cathedral along v/ith a parish church by the
same i.ishop. ' It enjoins that ordinations shall, so far as possible, be pub
licly celebrated in cathedral churches, and in the presence of the canons. *

THE

part of the church round the

high altar reserved for clergy.
Euseb. ( " H E. " X. 5 ) speaks of the altar in the church built bj
Constantine at Tyre as enclosed with wooden rails. In ancient timc&
.

says Morinus

(

"

De Pen."

vi.

c.

Churches were divided into two
1

Sess.

vii.

2

;

i,

n.

oarts,

both the Latin and Greel*
the airium ^x cc^rt for the lait^,
10),

De Reform.
Reform.

xxiv. 17,

* Sess. xxiii- 8,

De
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hierateion,

but most cominonly

raised position, also hagion ion Iiagton, aduia, hilasierion^

its

The porch, or narl/iex, is
The Latin v/ord saiictuariiim

aiiaktoron) for bishop, priests, and deacons.

not mentioned

500 years after Christ.
occurs in the thirteenth ©apitulum of the Second Council
which forbids any lay person to enter the sanctuary fo

communion.

till

(

Le Brun, tom.

iii.

diss.

Sanctus, also

known

tiiC

receplion ^i

a. viii.

i.

^anet^g.

Sfie:

THE
among

of Braga, in 563,

as the Tersanctus,

the Latins, as the triumphal

hymn

{cpinikios

the Greeks, forms the conclusion of the Preface in

hymn
humnos) among

as the

all

angelic

the liturgies.

It is

composed of the words, " Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Sabaoth," from Is.
vi. and a fragment of Ps. cxvii. 26 ( Heb. cxviii. ), "Blessed is he who
Cometh in the name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest. " In the
Roman rite, except in the Pontifical chapel and during exposition of the
But Benedict XIV. says
he could not discover when this custom becran. It is to be observed that
the Missal here follows the old Latin version, which retained the word
Sabaoth, while the Vulgate has exercituum. This, no doubt, is the right
Blessed Sacrament, a small bell

is

here rung.

translation, but scholars are not agreed as to the original reference.

believes the reference

Kings

[

is

to the armies of angels

3 Reg.], xxii. 19, "the

suggests, which

is

camp

God

of

";

(

Ps.

Gen.

ciii.

Ewald

21, cxlviii. 2

xxxii. 2).

;

i

Schrader

very unlikely, that the hosts of Israel are intended, while,

many

Kuenen, Bandessin, Tiele,
Delitzch, is the right one
viz. that the original reference was to the stars.
These are constantly spoken of as the " host of heaven," and in Is. xl. 26
as the host which God musters. The title never occurs in the Pentateuch,
But it is constantly employed in the historical books
Josue, or Judges.
from Samuel onwards, in Psalms, in the Prophets, but not in Osee,,
probably, the opinion of

—

Ezechiel, or in Micheas, except

other

iv.

critics,

1-4.

SANDALS

form part of the bishop's liturgical dress. The fact is
interesting, as one of many proofs that Church vestments are derived
from the dress of daily life, and had originally no connection witn the garb
of Jewish priests,

who

officiated barefoot
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mentioned as part of the liturgical dress by Amalarius
He distinguishes between the
of Metz ( " De Eccl. Offic. " i. 25 and 26 ).
sandals of the bishop, which were fastened with thongs, because he had to
The deacon's sandals were the same as those
travel, and those of priests.
those of the subdeacons were
of the bishop whom he had to accompany
again distinct. Rabanus Maurus is the next to mention sandals ( " De
Cleric. Institut. " i. 22 ); he sees a reference to them in Marc. vi. 9, Ephes.
vi. 15, and, as they covered the under but not the upper part of the foot,
he sees here a symbol of the teacher's duty of revealing the Gospel to the
faithful and concealing it from infidels.
Pseudo-Alcuin, in the tenth
century ( " De Div. Offic. " 39 ), copies the authors just named. On the
other hand, Hugo of St. Victor ("De Sacram. " ii. iv. 14), Innocent HI.
^"De Altaris Myster. " i. 10, 34, 48), Honorius of Autun ("Gemma
Animas," i. 210), show that in their time the sandals of bishops only, not
of priests, belonged to the liturgical dress, as is the case still.
Innocent
mentions the stockings of bishops {caligce^'^ also tibialia\ which since the
twelfth century have been of silk. ( Hefele, " Beitrage," vol. ii. p. 219
Sandals are

first

;

seq.
1

)

go Hefele understands the tono.
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SGAPaLARS.

(from scapula, shoulders). A dress whicfe
covers the shoulders. It is mentioned in the rule of St
Benedict as worn by monks over their other dress whea
they were at work, and it now forms a regular part of the
But it is best known
religious dress in the old orders.
among Catholics as the name of two little pieces of cloth v/ora
out of devotion over the shoulders, under the ordinary garb,
and connected by strings.
It was through the Carmelites that this devotion began, and
the following is the story told of its origin The Blessed Virgin
appeared at Cambridge to Simon Stock, general of the Carmelite order, when it was in great trouble.
She gave him a
scapular which she bore in her hand, in order that by it " the
holy [ Carmelite ] order might be known and protected from
the evils which assailed it," and added, " this will be the privilege for you
and for alJ Carmelites no one dying in this scapular will suffer eternal
burning. " Another marvel is related by John XXII. in the famous
Sabbatine bull. The Blessed Virgin, he says, appeared to him, and,
speaking of the Carmelites and those associated to them by wearing the
scapular, promised that, if any of them went to Purgatory, she herself
<v'ould descend and free them on the Saturday following their death.
This holy indulgence," says the Pope, " I accept, corroborate, and confirm,
\s Jesus
Christ for the merits of the glorious Virgin Mary granted it id

[CAPULAR

:

;

'

'heaven.

"

t'ttarriage

To

gain this privilege

it

is

or chastity in the single state.

necessary to observe fidelity in

Those who read must

recite th@
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bound to the Divine Office;
those who cannot, must abstain from flesh meat on Wednesdays and
So the Sabbatine
Saturdays, unless Christmas falls on one of these days.
office

of the Blessed Virgin, unless already

bull, as

Two

given in the Carmelite " Bullarium.
statements, then, have to be examined.

true

above

?

Is

the Sabbatine

there any proof that

Simon Stock and made

the Blessed Virgin appeared to St.
related

Is

bull genuine,

the promise

and the story

it

tells

}

We

because it may be despatched veiy
quickly.
Launoy, in a dissertation of wonderful learning, to be found ^'n
the second volume of his collected works (the edition we have used is
dated 1731, "Colonise Allobrogum " ), proves by a superabundance of
take the latter question

first,

XXII. is a clumsy forgery, and that of
made to cover the former. The autograph

reasons that the bull of John

Alexander V. another forgery
has never been found, nor has

any place in the Roman " Bullarium,
Its authenticity is unhesitatingly denied by the great BoUandist Papebroch
in his reply to the attacks made upon him by the Carmelites and by
Benedict

XIV. ("De

it

Fest. "Ixxiv. Ixxvii.

The

)

latter says

it

is

as hard,

perhaps harder, to believe in this bull than in the story of the chapel
built on Mount Carmel in honour of the Blessed Virgin during her

He

more reasons against it than he cares to
produce, and arguments drawn " from things [ in the bull ] which want
life.

says he could give

appearance of truth." He alludes, we suppose, to the style of the
bull, which, as Launoy points out, betrays in many ways the hand of the

all

impostor.

As

0/ the apparition to Simon Stock, it is accepted by Benedict XIV.; Papebroch, and Alban Butler on the faith of a "Life" of the
saint by Swaynton, who was his secretary and wrote the story of the appari.
A fragment of this " Life " was produced from their
tion at his dictation.
archives at Bordeaux and printed by one of the Carmelites
viz. Cheroto the facl

—

nensis.
"

Life

"

We

may

observe that the Carmelites refused a sight of this
to Papebroch.
(See BoUandist " Acta SS. Mali," torn, iii)
Next,

understand the force of Launoy 's arguments for regarding this passage
in the " Life " if it be authentic, as un interpolation, we must remember
that the miracle is represented as gaining immediate notoriety.
These are
Swaynton's or pseudo-Swaynton's words: "The story running through
to

England and beyond
many nobles begged
6i^»'M-e

it,

many

cities offered

us places in which to

to be affiliated to this

and
holy order, that they might

in its graces, desiring to die in this holy habit."
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Carmelite authors for more than a century after

Stock died
ten books "

remarkable.

Ribotus, provincial in Catalonia (about 1340), in his
the Institution and Remarkable Deeds of the Carmelites,"

1250.

in

On

it.

(

so do three other authors of similar books quoted by Launoy.
of

Simon

So does Chimelensis in two books specially designed to glorify
order " Speculum Historiale " and " Speculum Ordinis Carmeli "), and

ignores
the

is

all,

Strangest

Waldensis, a Carmelite, an Englishman, and writing in England

("

De

hard to prove the religious habit a sacramental,
and speaks particularly of the Carmelite habit and the form which it is
given.
Nothing could have been more to the point than Swaynton s story,
but he never alludes to it. The vision is mentioned, apparently for the
first time, so far as it is known for certain, by Grossus, a Carmelite of
Toulouse, in his " Viridarium " (1389), then by Paleonidorus (" Antiq. Ord.
Carm." vi. 8, apud Launoy), published in 1495. It is right to add, howSacramentalibus

"),

tries

ever, that the Carmelites claimed the support of

an anonymous MS.

in th©

Vatican, said to have been written early in the fourteenth century.

Many of

the later Popes have granted numerous indulgences to the Con*

fraternies of

doubts the
suet, " is

the scapular, and no Catholic,

utility

and piety

of the institution.

no useless badge.

You wear

it

Launoy
" The

as

little

scapular," says Bos-

as a visible token that

yourselves Mary's children, and she will be your mother indeed

our Lord Jesus Christ

as anyone,

Sermon pour

if

you own
you live

Jour du Scapulaire," vol. xi. p.
Benedict XIV. speaks in a simJJar
369, in the last edition of Bossuet).
tone, but he admits that too many abuse these symbols and badges by a misin

" ("

le

placed confidence in them.

There are four other scapulars used

in the

Church: that

of the Trinity,

by the Trinitarians or priests delegated by them the Servite scapular of the Seven Dolours, which is of
black woollen stuff; that of the Immaculate Conception, of light blue
woollen cloth, propagated by Ursula Benincasa in the sixteenth century,
and given by the Theatines, who governed the Congregation to which this
nun belonged the red scapular of the Passion, originated by a Sister of
Charity at Paris, who is said to have received a revelation on the matter in
All these Confraternities are
1846, and given by the Vincentian Fathers.
designed to promote prayer and other good works in their members.
(This article has been compiled from Benedict XIV. " De Festis,
the Bollandists, Maii, torn. iii.
Launoy, " Dissertat." tom. ii.
SwaynAt least,
ton's " Life " does not seem to have been published entire.
we have searched in vain for a copy at the British Museum. There
of white linen with a red cross, given
;

;

*

;

;
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nothing in Alban Butler which had not been already stated by the auThe brief notice on the other scapulars is from a little book
thors quoted.
is

of Labis, " Notices et Instructions sur les Scapulaires," etc.

practical

and has no

tear or rent (Matt.

sion of opinion (John

Church

merely

historical worth.)

SCHISM {schismd). A
Christian

It is

Cor.

(i

43;

vii.

i.

10;

xi.

ix.

18;

ix.

16;
xii.

i6; Marc.

x.

ii.

21

):

a

divi-

19); party spirit in the

25);

and then,

in Fathers

and theologians, a technical word to denote formal separation from the
unity of the Church.
"Schismatics," says St. Thomas ("2 2ndae," II. qu.
xxxix., a. i), " in the strict sense, are those who of their own will and intenThis unity of the
tion sever themselves from the unity of the Church."
Church, he continues, consists in the connection of its mem.bers with each
" Now, this head is Christ,
other, and of all the members with the head.
whose representative in the Church is the Supreme Pontiff. And therefore the name of .'schismatics
is given to those who refuse to be under
the Supreme Pontiff and to communicate with the members of the
Church subject to him."
Further, he thus explains the difference
between heresy and schism. Heresy is opposed to faith, schism to charity
so that, although all heretics are schismatics, because loss of faith
involves separation from the Church, all schismatics are not heretics, since
a man may, from anger, pride, ambition, or the like, sever himself from the
communion of the Church and yet believe all that which the Church proposes
for our belief.
Still, a state of pure schism-i. e.
of schism without
heresy
cannot continue long
at least, in the case of a large number of
men The words of St. Jerome (on Titus, cap. 3), quoted by St. Thomas,,
are to the pointSchism at the beginning may be understood as something different from heresy, but there is no schism which does not invent
'

;

—

—

—

*'

some heresy

for

itself,

in order to justify its

secession."

History abun-

dantly confirms this observation.

Church merely because

Bodies which at first separate from the:
they think their personal rights have been

infringed, are sure, in the end, to
spirit of faith.

Way

And

so St.

to loss of faith, so

deny the Church's unity and to lose the
Thomas remarks that, as loss of charity is the

schism

is

the road to heresy.

Schismatics do not, of course, lose the power of order their priests can
say Mass, their bishops confirm and ordain.
But they lose all jurisdiction,,
;
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"

they cannot either absolve, excommunicate, or grant indulgences,

or the like; and
cit. a.
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3).

members

if

they attempt anything of the kind the act

Whether pure schismatics do
of the

Church,

theologians consider that

is

null "

is

or do not cease thereby to be

Many

a question controverted in the Schools.

who

all

{loc,

members of
the Church by

retain integrity of faith are

But all agree that they are not united to
charity,
that, if members, they are dead members,
so that the question
is of no great moment.
the Church.

—

—

BERRETTA. A

square cap with three or sometimes four prominences or projecting corners rising from its crown. There is usually

a tassel in the middle where the corners meet. It is worn by a priest as
he approaches the altar to say Mass, by ecclesiastics in choir, etc. It is of
two colours, black or red. The latter colour is used by cardinals, the

former by all other clerics. A bishop's berretta should be lined with
green in other respects it is like that of an ordinary priest. A four-cornered berretta belongs to Doctors of Divinity,^ though Benedict XIV.
mentions that in his time Spanish ecclesiastics generally wore a berretta of
;

this kind.

The word

is

derived from birrus, a mantle with a hood, and that again

from purrkos, flame-coloured. " At Rome," says Benedict XIV., and in
most churches, the berretta was unknown as late as the ninth century. Its
ecclesiastical use began when priests gave up the ancient custom of covering their heads with the amice till the actual beginning of the Mass."
'*

(Benedict

XIV.

"

De

Miss."

i.

9.)

©ficallcsG.

CHALICE
which
it

is

{calixy poterion).

to be consecrated.

should be of gold or

silver,

The cup used in Mass, for the wine
The rubrics of the Missal require that

or at least have a silver cup gilt inside.

must be consecrated by the bishop with chrism, according
scribed in the Pontifical.

It

may

to a

It

form pre-

not be touched except by persons in holy

orders.

We
Mass.
1

there

know nothing about

first

Venerable Bede relates that in the seventh century they exhibited

Who, however,
is

the chalice which our Lord used in the

are forbidden to use this peculiar berretta in sacred functions.

some doubt as

S. R. C. 7,

Dec

1844.

to the precise force of this decree.
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at Jerusalem a great silver cup, with

two handles, which our Saviour Him.

had used in celebrating the Eucharist, but antiquity knows nothing of
this chalice, and it has no better claim to be regarded as genuine than the
chalice of asrate which is still shown at Valencia and claims also to be that
used by Christ. Probably, the first chalices used by Christian priests were
made of glass. It seems likely, at least, though the inference cannot be
called certain, from Tertullian's words, that in his time glass chalices were
commonly used in church, and undoubtedly such chalices were still common
during the fifth century, as appears from the testimonies of Si. Jerome and
Cyprianus Callus, the biographer of St. Caesarius of Aries. Gregory of
Tours mentions a crystal chalice of remarkable beauty, which belonged to
the church of Milan.
However, even before persecution had ceased, the Church began, from
The
natural reverence for Christ's blood, to employ more costly vessels.
self

Roman Book
all

of the Pontiffs says of

the holy vessels of silver."

So, too,

Pope Urban

we read

I.

(226) that

in the acts of St.

"he made

Lawrence's

martyrdom, that he was charged by the heathen with having sold the altarvessels of gold and silver, and with having given the proceeds to the poor;
while St. Augustine mentions two golden and six silver chalices, which were
exhumed from the crypt of the church at Cirta. Of course, such precious
chalices became more common when the Church grew rich and powerful.
Thus St. Chrysostom describes a chalice " of gold and adorned with jewels.**
In 857 the Emperor Michael III. sent Pope Nicolas I., among other presents, a golden chalice, surrounded by precious stones, and with jacinths
suspended on gold threads round the cup.
A precious silver chalice
adorned with figures belonged to the church at Jerusalem, and was presented in 869 to Ignatius of Constantinople.
But it is needless to multiply instances on this head.
Still for a long time chalices of horn, base metal, etc., were still used,
and Binterim says that a copper chalice in which Ludger, the Apostle of
Miinster, in the eighth century, said Mass,

is

still

preserved at Werden,

where he founded an abbey. But very soon afterwards chalices of glass,
horn, base metal, etc., were prohibited by a series of councils in England,
Germany, Spain, and France, although chalices of ivory, and of precious
stone (e. g. of onyx) were still permitted.
Gratian adopted in the Corpus
Juris a canon which he attributes to a Council of Rheims, otherwise
unknown. The words of the canon are, " let the chalice of the Lord and
the paten be at least of silver, if not of gold.
But if anyone be too poor,
let him in any case have a chalice of tin.
Let not the chalice be made of
.
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copper or brass, because from the action of the wine

But

occasions sickness.

wood or glass."
The practice

(Hefele,

let

239
it

produces

which

none presume to sing Mass with a chalice

322 seq.)
of consecrating chalices is very ancient.
*'

rust,

Beitrage,"

ii.

of

p.

A

form for this
purpose is contained in the Gregorian Sacramentary, as well as in the most
ancient " Ordines Romani," and such consecration is usual among the
Greeks and Copts. In the Latin Church, the bishop anoints the inside of
the chalice with chrism, using at the same time appropriate prayers.
The
consecration is lost if the chalice be broken or notably injured, or if the
inside

is

A

regilt.

decree prohibiting

touch the paten or chalice

Roman Ordo

However, a Council

except those in sacred orders to

attributed to an early Pope, St. Sixtus, by the

is

author of the" Liber Pontificalis."

admits that a

all

But Merati, who quotes

regards

it

this statement,

as lawful for acolytes

of Braga, held in 563, confines the right of

the sacred vessels to those

who

do so.
touching

to

at least are subdeacons.

Besides the chalice from which the priest took the Precious Blood, the
ancients also used " baptismal chalices," from which

received
("

communion under

calices ministeriales,"

the species of wine, and

"

the

newly-baptised

ministerial chalices

"

"scyphi"), in which the Precious Blood was given

was partly filled with common
wine, and into this wine the celebrant poured a small quantity of the
Precious Blood from the " calix offertorius
i. e. the chalice with which
he said Mass. (Benedict XIV. " De Miss." i. cap. 4.)
to the people.

This

"

ministerial " chalice

''

THE
"

veil

with which the chalice

sudarium.

"

It

is

—

covered, called also "

used to be of linen, but must

The Greeks

now be

peplum

"

and

of silk, as the

one of which covers the
They call the
paten, another the chalice, a third both paten and chalice.
Cardinal Bona says
third veil aer, because it encompasses the oblations.
this Greek custom began in the church of Jerusalem, and thence spread
through the East. (Benedict XIV. " De Miss. " i. cap. 5.)
Benedict XIV. considers the antiquity of the chalice-veil to be proved
viz. 72 [al. 73), which forbids the
by one of the Apostolic Canons
Hefele
application of the church vessels or veils {othomn) to profane uses.
But
thinks this canon may belong to the latter half of the third century.
there does not seem to be any reason for alleging that the veil meant is
rubric requires.

use three

veils,

—
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Gavantus says that the chalice-veil is mentioned in the
liturgy of St. Chrysostom ( which, however, has been altered since the
saint's time )
that silken chalice-veils were given to Pope Hormisdas
(514-523), and that Amalarius mentions the Roman custom of bringing
the chalice to the altar wrapped in a veil.
the chalice-veil.

;

THE

part of a church between the altar and the nave,

named from
The word was

sc^

from the nave.
in use before the Reformation, and the Anglicans still retain it.
Among
English Catholics it is now little used, the portion of the church near the
"
altar, separated by rails from the nave, being designated the " sanctuary.
In cathedrals and conventual churches, where space is required to accommo*
date the canons or the religious, a portion of the church between the
sanctuary and the nave is taken for the purpose ; it is not however called
the " chancel," but the " choir," Fr. chosur.
the rails {cmicelli) which separated

it

P^i.

A

VASE

which the Blessed Sacrament

in

is

occurs in this sense in a decree of Pope Leo. IV.,

Mansi, " Concil," xiv. 891).
inside, and covered with a silk veil.
It

847-885.

who

The pyx should be

(

is

The word

reserved.

reigned from
of silver, gilt

not consecrated, but the Missal

gives a form for the blessing of a pyx by the bishop or priest with episcopal
faculties.

(

"

Manuale Decret."

p.

76 noie.

©ib0riMm.
»

THE

use of the ciborium, or canopy over the altar, has been already
described in the article Baldacchino.
In English ciborium is the

name commonly given

Pyx ( also Vas

to the

pyx

in

which the Blessed Sacrament

name

is

kept.

and
under that head the subject will be treated. The name " Ciborium minus'
is first used for the receptacle of the Blessed Sacrament, in the middle ages.
It is found in an Ordo Romanus printed in the " Bibliotheca Patr."
Lug

dun.

)

is

vol. xiii. 724.

the recognised

(

in

our present

Kraus, " R«al-Encyclopadie."
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©irdfe:*

GIRDLE

(cingulum, balteum, zone).

other cleric
restraint, as is said

binds his alb.

by Innocent

priest about to celc'brate

round his waist.

down

may

Mass

It is
III.,

is

A

cord with v/hich the priest of

the symbol of continence and

and implied

in the prayer

which the

directed to use while he ties the girdle

The Congregation

of Rites

(

January

22,

that the girdle should be of linen rather than of

C, December

self-

1701) lays

it

though

it

silk,

Usually it is white,
1862) of wool.
but the use of coloured girdles, varying with the colour of the vestments,
is permitted ( S. R. C, January 8, 1709 ).
also be (S. R.

23,

As to the origin of the girdle, its use was common among Greeks and
Romans in their daily life, and thence took its place, as a matter of course,
among the liturgical, vestments; but it is not till the beginning of the
middle ages that we meet with liturgical girdles richly adorned. Anasi. e. jewelled girdles in
tasius, in the ninth century, mentions mitrcenulce
We also read of girdles variegated with
the shape of lampreys or eels.
goM, and of others {zones literates) with letters or words woven in. The
Greek girdle is shorter and broader than ours, and often richly adorned
(See Benedict XIV. " De Miss; " Le Brun; Hefele, " Beitrage.")

—

AN

ornamental vestment worn by subdeacons and by clergy of higher
It hangs from the left arm below the elbow ( Gaorders at Mass.
vantus says above the elbow, but he is corrected by Meratus ), and is fastened

same colour and material as the chasuble.
on before Mass after the girdle. Bishops do not take it till

l>y strings or pins.

Priests put

it

It is of

the

they have said the Confiteor at the foot of the

altar.

It is

supposed to sym-

penance and sorrow, and the prayer which the priest is directed in
" Be it mine,
the Missal to say as he puts it on alludes to this signification.
O Lord, to bear the maniple of weeping and sorrow, that I may receive with
And the prayer said by the bishop is much the
joy the reward of toil."
same. Liturgical writers also see in the maniple a symbol of the cords
with which Christ was bound on His capture.
Many writers, following Cardinal Bona, have thought that they could
trace the mention of the maniple to Gregory the Great, who wrote to John
of Ravenna because the clergy of that see had begun to use mappulce^ whicJ
bolise
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had been peculiar to Roman ecclesiastics. It has been
shown, however, by Binterein, that the mappulcs were not maniples, but poridhlo. daldacchmi.
The mosaic of St. Vitalis at Ravenna (sixth century)
represents the bishop and clergy without maniples, and it is not till the
eighth and ninth centuries that any trace of the maniple is found.
It was
originally a handkerchief (hence the name manzpu lus ) \isq.6l ior rQ.\i\ovm^
perspiration and the moisture of the eyes.
Mabillon quotes from a document of the year 781, in which " five maniples " are named, along with other
vestments.
In 889, Bishop Riculf, of Soissons, required each church to
have at least two girdles and as many clean maniples ( " totidem nitidas
manipulas " ). In the tenth century. Bishop Ratherius forbade anyone to
say Mass without amice, alb, stole, " fanone et planeta."
The planeta is
the chasuble the fa7io ( Goth, fana, allied to the Greek penos and the
\j2X\Vi p annus
and the same word as the modern German FaJiJie) is the
maniple ha7ttfan or hantvan being the translation of manipulus or fnanipida

up

to that time,

;

^

;

in mediceval vocabularies.

The

following are the principal changes which have occurred in the

form and use of the maniple. Originally, as has been said, it 'vas a merehandkerchief, used indeed at Mass, but then for ordinary purposes.
But itwas richly ornamented. Thus in 908, Adalbero, bishop of Augsburg,
offered a maniple worked with gold at the shrine of St. Gallus.
In the

Ambrose

Milan there are four figures of saints, constructed
in 835, with ornamental maniples on their left arms, much like Gothic
maniples of a much later date. Hefele gives a figure (belonging to the
ninth century) of a priest with little bells on his maniple, in imitation doubtless of the bells on the coat of the Jewish High Priest.
But even as late
as 1 100 Ivo of Chartres mentions the use of the maniple for wiping the
eyes, and it was only gradually that the maniple became entirely of stiff
material.
The prayer in the Missal, as we have seen, still alludes to the
old and simple use.
Again, in 1 100 a Council of Poitiers restricted the use of the maniple to
Basilica of St.

subdeacons, and such

at

But only a little before the
council Lanfranc speaks of the maniple as commonly worn by monks, even
if laymen.
A statute of the Church of Liege (1287) directs that the maniple should be two feet long, which is much more than its present lengths ^
is

the present custom.

Moreover, since the chasuble used to cover the entire bcd\' the priest did
not put on the maniple till the chasuble was raised alter the Confiteor and,
his

arm

left free.

A

memory

of the

old state of things

bishops at their Mass. (Gavantus, with Merati's notes.
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AN

oblong scarf of the same material as the vestments, worn by the
subdeacon at High Mass, when he holds the paten, between the
Offertory and Paternoster by the priest when he raises the monstrance
;

Sacrament and by priests and
deacons when they remove the Blessed Sacrament from one place to
another, or carry it in procession.
It is worn round the shoulders, and
the paten, pyx, or monstrance is wrapped in it.
According to Le Brun
(" Explication de la Messe," i. p. 319), this veil was introduced because in
many churches it was the ancient custom for an acolyte to hold the paten
at High Mass, and he, not being in holy orders, could not lawfully touch
to give

benediction

with

the

Blessed

the sacred vessels with bare hands.

Numbers

;

The

Levites, as

may

be seen in

were only allowed to bear the sacred vessels after they had
been wrapped up in coverings. This reason obviously does not supply
any explanation of the use of the veil by the priest at Benediction, etc.
But though the priest is permitted to touch vessels containing the Blessed
Sacrament, he abstains from doing so at certain solemn moments out of
reverence.
We ought to add that the use of the humeral veil at Benediction is strictly prescribed in several decrees of the Congregation of Rites.

A

iv.,

GARMENT

worn over the cassock

and In
It is among the most familthe administration of the sacraments.
iar, and at the same time is one of the most modern of Church vestments.
The word superpellicium means a dress worn over a garment of skins.
of white linen

in choir

came into use among monks early in the
ninth century, probably to protect them from the cold and damp during
The great Synod of Aix-laChapelle in 817
the long offices in church.
Over
(can. 22 ) ordered each monk to have two dresses of fur {pellicics).
Such dresses

of fur (pellicicB)

these pellici(2 a linen garment, the superpellicium or surplice, was worn in

The surplice is
custom began.
mentioned in 1050 by the Council of Coyaca, and Durandus in 12S6
speaks of its use as already ancient, but by no means universal. The
Spanish synod just mentioned (can. 3) requires it to be worn under the
amice, alb, and the rest of the Mass vestments, and this usage is still recog'
choir.

It

is

uncertain

when

oised in the rubrics of the

this

Roman

last

Missal

("

Ritus Servand."

i.

2.)

In the
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reached to the ankles, and so the Council of Basle in
the fifteenth century requires canons in choir to wear surplices " ultra
medias tibias." Cardinal Bona, more than two hundred years ago, speaks
of surplices being already shorter than the rule of Basle required, but the
twelfth century

pictures in

it

Roman

Pontificals of the last century

show

that the present

To

day the
length varies much in American churches, but it never reached below
the knees, while in the new Italian fashion adopted by many of the
English clergy the surplice does not reach nearly so far. It was not till
the seventeenth century that surplices were commonly adorned with lace.
(Hefele, " Beitrage," vol. ii. p. 174, seq. ; see also Rochet and CottaJ

form

of the

Italian surplice or cotta is very

recent.

this

©almetti©.

A

VESTMENT

open on each side, with wide sleeves, and marked
with two stripes. It is worn by deacons at High Mass as well as at
processions and benedictions, and by bishops, when they celebrate Mass
The colour should conform to that of the
pontifically, under the chasuble.
chasuble worn by the celebrant.
The word is derived from Dalmatia, and first occurs in the second cen^
tury.
The dalmatic {Dalmatica vestis) was a long under-garment of white
Dalmatian wool corresponding to the Roman tunic. yElius Lampridius
blames the emperors Commodus and Heliogabalus for appearing publicly ui
the dalmatic.
In the Acts of St. Cyprian we are told that the martyr drew
off his dalmatic and, giving

linen garment.

everyday

it

to his deacons, stood ready for death in his

In these instances the dalmatic was clearly a garment of

life.

According to Anastasius, Pope Silvester, early in the fourth century,
gave the Roman deacons dalmatics instead of the sleeveless garments
{kolobia) which they had used previously.
Gradually the Popes conceded
the privilege of wearing the dalmatic as an ecclesiastical vestment to the
deacons of other churches.^ Such a concession was made by Pope Symmachus towards the close of the fifth century, to the church of Aries. In
the same way, the use of the dalmatic as an episcopal vestment was first
proper to the Pope and then permitted by him to other bishops. Thus
Gregory the Great allowed ^Vregius, bishop of Gap in Gaul, to wear a
dalmatic, and Walafrid Strabo testifies that in the seventh century this
1

•<

Quando

sacerdoti ministrant"

— Ruhr. Gen. Miss.

tit.

xix.
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custom was by no means universal. But from the year 80a
onwards ecclesiastical writers all speak of the dalmatic as one of the episThe dalmatic was origincopal, and the chief of the deacon's vestments.
ally always white, but Durandus speaks of red dalmatics, symbolising
martyrdom. The Greeks have a vestment corresponding to our dalmatic,
called sticharion or stoicharion, from the stichoi (lines or stripes), with which
its colour varies, just as the dalmatic of our deacons does,
it is adorned;
with the colour of the phelo7iion or chasuble, worn by the celebrant. The
Greek priests also wear a sticharion under the chasuble, but the former is
c^ .^wcopal

always white.

Various mystical meanings have been attached to the dalmatic. When
the arms are stretched it presents the figure of a cross
the width of the
sleeves is said to typify charity; the two stripes (which were originally
purple, and are probably a relic of the Roman latus clavus) were supposed
to symbolise the blood of Christ shed for Jews and Gentiles.
(From Rock^
;

**

Hierurgia," and Hefele, " Beitrage,"

CASSOCK

{vestis talaris,

ment reaching

204 seq)

toga subtanea, soutane),

to the heels {usque

The cassock

dress of clerics.

ii.

ad

talos),

of simple priests

A

which

is

close-fitting garis

the distinctive

black, that of bishops

and other prelates purple; that of cardinals, red; that of the Pope, white.
Originally the cassock was the ordinary dress common to laymen its use
was continued by the clergy, while lay people, after the immigration of the
Northern nations, began to wear shorter clothes, and thus it became associated with the ecclesiastical state.
The Council of Trent, De Reform,
;

cap.

6,

requires

wear the

all clerics, if

clerical

dress

;

in sacred orders, or

although

in

if

Protestant

they hold a benefice, to
countries

clerics

are

excused from doing so in public, on account of the inconveniences likely to
arise.

TUNIC {tunica

A

vestment proper to sub-deacons, who
are clothed in it by the bishop at ordination, and exactly like the
dalm.atic, except that, according to Gavantus (" Thesaur." P. i, tit. xix.), it
is rather smaller.
Even this distinction is not, so far as we know, generally observed.
It is also worn by bishops under the dalmatic when tney
or tunicella).
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one of his predecessors
had given the sub-deacons linen tunics, and that some other churches had
adopted this usage, but he himself had restored the old fashion, and left
There is no notice of the
his sub-deacons without any special vestment.
But the first (§ 6) and the fifth
tunicella in the Gregorian Sacramentary.
(§1) of the Roman Ordines distinguish between a greater and less dalmatic,
Amalarius expressly marks
and the latter probably is our tunicle.
(" Eccles. Offic." ii. 21, 22) the difference between dalmatic and tunicle,
and tells us that some bishops wore one, some the other, some, as now,
He says the tunic was also called " subucula," and was, when worn
both.
Honorius of Autun calls
as an episcopal vestment, purple {Iiyacinthina).
the tunicle (" Gemma," i. 229) " subtile," and " tunica stricta " (i. e. narrow)
Innocent III. ^" De Altar. Myster." i. 39 and 55), " tunica poderes."
pontificate.

Gregory the Great (Ep.

ix.

12) says

©©rperaf.

THE

on which the body of Christ is consecrated. It used
to cover the whole surface of the altar, as may be gathered from an
Ordo Romanus where the corporal is said to be spread on the altar by twc
The chalice also was covered by the corporal, a custom still main,
deacons.
The corporal is and must be blessed by the
tained by the Carthusians.
bishop or by a priest with special faculties. It represents the windingsheet in which Christ* s body was wrapped by Joseph of Arimathea.
linen cloth

©rib

THE
from

cat

^etBrefiem.

which Christ was born

actual crib in

Bethlehem

is

said to have been brought

and to be now preserved
The present custom of erecting a crib

in the seventh century,

the Liberian basilica at

Rome.

in
in

the churches at Christmas time with figures representing our Lord, the

Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph,

Franciscan order.

(

began during the thirteenth century

etc.,

Benedict

XIV.

"

De

Festis"

'^

io

lh«

n. 641, n, 679.)

©©ps.
{cappa^
COPE
nearly
the
to

hood
etc.,

at the back.

pluviale).
feet,

open

A
in

wide vestment, of silk, etc., reaching
front and fastened by a clasp, and with a

used by the celebrant in processions, benedictions,
but ndver in the celebration of Mass, for the Church reserves the
It is
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chasuble for the priest actually engaged in offering
carefully distinguishes between

Mass and

sacrifice,

other functions.

all

and thus

The cope

by those who assist the celebrant, by cantors at
vespers, etc., so that it is by no means a distinctively sacerdotal vestment.
Mention is made of the cope in the ancient Ordo Romanus for the
consecration of bishops.
No special blessing is provided for the cope.
( From Gavantus and Meratus.
is

used

in processions

©rogier or Past^reir §t^ff.

CROSIER
The

staff

or

Pastoral

cambuta\
the symbol of

Staff {baculus pasioralis^ peduniy

given to the bishop at his consecration as

the authority with which he rules his flock.

It is said

that such a staff

is

This staff is curved at the
top, straight in the middle, and pointed at the lower end.
Hence the
mediceval line quoted by Gavantus, Curva trahit, quos dextra regit pars
first

mentioned by Isidore

of Seville

(

t

636

).

*'

;

ultima pungit.

The Pope

"

does not use a pastoral
curvature in the staff

is

alone of

staff.

all

bishops actually ruling a diocese

According

to

some, this

is

because the

a token of limited jurisdiction (?).

©fiag^bfe:.

CHASUBLE.

{L.2A. casula,

pcBHula, planeia

;

and

m

Grtok, pkelonion

or pkeldnionyirovci pkainotes, or pkeloites, identical with p^nula).

garment

chief

of a priest celebrating

Among the Greeks, it
mantle. Among the Latins,

vestments.

round

Mass.

still

It is

retains

its size

its

The

worn outside the other
ancient form of a large

has been curtailed, but

it still

both sides, and descends nearly to the knees. In
France, Ireland, the U. S., and often in England, a cross is marked on the
back in Italy, this cross is usually in front. In the West, all who cele-

covers the priest on

:

Mass wear the same chasuble, but among the Greeks, the chasuble of
a bishop is ornamented with a number of crosses {pkamolion polustaurzon\
brate

while an archbishop wears a different vestment altogether,

which

viz.

the sakkos^

supposed to resemble the coat of Christ during His Passion. In
Russia, even bishops, since the time of Peter the Great, have worn the

.

is

sakkos.

The chasuble

is

derived from a dress once

Classical writers often

commonly worn

in daily

life.

mention the "paenula," or large outer garment which
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the

Romans wore on

our word chasuble

is

journeys or in military service. " Casula," from which
obtained, does not occur in pure Latinity.

however, used in later ages, as an equivalent for the

We

first

and

in the

meet with the word

"

was^

It

pasnula," or mantle

in the will of Csesarius of Aries (about 540),

biography of his contemporary, Fulgentius of Ruspe.

In both

garment used in common life. Isidore of
Seville (about 630) uses the word in the same sense, and explains it as a
diminutive of " casa," because, like a little house, it covered the whole body.
The same author tells us that " planeta " comes from the Greek planao, " ta
wander," because its ample folds seemed to wander over the body. It is
plain, from the examples given by Ducange, that " planeta," like " casula"
and psenula," denoted a dress worn by laymen as well as clerics.
instances, " casula " denotes a

*'

It is in

the former half of the sixth century that

of the chasuble as an ecclesiastical vestment.

we

find the first traces

In the famous mosaic at Saa

Ravenna, the archbishop, Maximus, is represented wearing a
vestment which is clearly the chasuble, and over which the pallium is susThe chasuble has the same shape which prevailed till the
pended.
The Fourth Council of Toledo, in 633, makes express
eleventh century.
mention of the" planeta," as a priestly vestment. Germanus, Archbishop
of Constantinople, about 715, uses the word phelbnion in the same technical
sense while at the beginning of the ninth century, Amalarius of Metz
speaks of the " casula" as the "general garment of sacred leaders " ("generale indumentum sacrorum ducum").
Almost at the same time, Rabanus^
Maurus gives the derivation of " casula " quoted above from Isidore of
Seville, and goes on to say that it is " the last of all the vestments, which
covers and preserves all the rest."
Later authors of the middle age copy
their predecessors and even Innocent III. adds nothing of his own savecertain mystical meanings implied in the use of the vestment.
To sum up, the chasbule was first of all an ordinary dress; from, the
iixth century at latest it was adapted to the use of the Church, till graduUly it became an ecclesiastical dress pure and simple. But did it at once
t)LC02ne distinctive of the priesthood ?
The question admits ot no certain
Vitale, in

;

;

answer.

The

eighth

in their ordination,

in like

Ordo Romanus

"

should receive the

" distinctly prescribes that acolytes,
"

planeta

"

manner, declares that the chasuble belongs to

3ther hand, almost

chasuble regard

it

all

ancient writers

who

as the distinctive dress of priests.

Gx^^V pheloniofi

signifies (i)

Amalarius,

all clerics.

On

the

Church use of the
Cardinal Bona men-

refer to the

tions this difficulty without venturing to explain
as the

or chasuble.

it.

Hefele suggests that

a chasuble in the modern sense,
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reaching from the neck to the elbows, which

worn by
planeta
may have been also em«
'ectors or readers, so the Latin word
ployed as the name of two distinct vestments. But even if this explanation
IS correct, the fact remains that even now the deacon and subdeacon, in
High Mass during Advent and Lent, wear chasubles folded in front, laying
them aside while they sing the Gospel and Epistle. This custom is meii«
kind of

collar,

tioned by

Hugo

The form

is

"

"

of St. Victor (d. 1140).

undergone great alterations. The an«-ient
chasuble, which enveloped the whole body, was found very inconvenient,
and hence, in the twelfth century, it was curtailed at the sides, so as to leave
Of this kind is a chasuble said to have been used by St.
the arms free.
Bernard. In shape, it resembles what is now known as the Gothic chasuble,
although the ornaments upon it are not Gothic, but Romanesque. At a
later date, the chasuble was still further curtailed, till in the Rococo period
However, even in Italy,
all resemblance to the original type disappeared.
attempts were made to recall the ancient shape, at least to a certain extent.

Thus

St.

of the chasuble has

Charles

B.orromeo,

in

a provincial

council, ordered that the

chasubles should be about four and a half feet wide, and should reach
nearly to the heels.

The

Various symbolical significations have been given to the chasuble.
earliest writers

make

it

a figure of charity, which, as Rabanus

Maurus

says,

" is

eminent above all the other virtues." This is the most popular explaination of the symbolism but we also find it regarded by an ancient writer
as typical of good works ancient Sacramentaries and Missals consider it
as the figure of sacerdotal justice, or of humility, charity, and peace, which
are to cover and adorn the priest on every side while the prayer in the
Roman Missal connects the chasuble with the yoke of Christ. (Hefele,
" Beitrage zur Kirchengeschichte, Archaologie und Liturgik," p. 195 j^^.)
;

;

;

FRONTAL

{aniipendium, pallium).

An

often covers the front side of the altar.

embroidered cloth which
The colour, according to

the Rubrics of the missal, should vary with the feast or season.

times the altar was open in front, so

a covering,
if

the altar

tit.

that

there was

no need

In early
of

such

and even now Gavantus says it may be dispensed wnth
( Gavant. P.
is of costly material, or fine workmanship.
L

XX.}
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A

Canon of the Mass, consisting in an
thanksgiving made by the celebrant, in the answers

prelude or introduction to the
exhortation to

and a prayer ending with the Sanctus, in which
God is thanked for his benefits. The Greeks have only one Preface,
which in the Clementine liturgy is extremely long. The Galilean and
Mozarabic rites, on the other hand, are rich in Prefaces, and so originally
was the Roman liturgy, which from the sixth till about the end of the
eleventh. century had a special Preface for nearly every feast.
About i loe
the number was reduced in most churches of the Roman rite to ten
viz.
the common ^one, found in nearly all the ancient Sacramentaries, and nine
of the minister or choir,

—

named

others

in a letter falsely attributed to Pelagius, predecessor of St.

Gregory, and cited in the
mas, Epiphany,^

Lent,

Apostles, the Cross.

"

Micrologus,"

Easter,

Urban

etc.

Ascension,

II. is

said

—

viz.

the Preface of Christ-

Pentecost,

the

by Gratian, who

Trinity,

the

lived fifty years

have added the Preface of the Blessed Virgin in 1095. The
Sarum Use had "proper Prefaces" for the " Conception, Nativity, Annun"
ciation. Visitation, Veneration, and Assumption of the Blessed Virgin.
The York Use added another for the days between Passion Sunday ana
Easter.
The Hereford appointed the same Preface from Palm Sunday to
Easter. " ( Maskell the rest of the article is from Le Brun and Hamlater,

to

*'

;

moiid.

PRELAxE

Prelate
A name for

{prcslatus),

an

ecclesiastical

dignitary,

whether among the secular or the regular clergy, who has a juris*
diction inherent in his office, and not merely one transmitted to him as the
delegate of a superior.
The designation is extended in a wider sense to the
prelates of the Pope's Court and household, as having a superiority of rank.
Prelature, or prelacy, is the status of a prelate.
When the first Scotch
Presbyterians raved against Popery, Prelacy, and Erastianism," prelacy in
their mouths was not exactly equivalent to " episcopacy " they meant that
they were in rebellion against canon law and ecclesiastical jurisdiction. It
is true that they erected a new jurisdiction, far more burdensome and
inquisitorial than the old one
on which see Buckle's " History of Civilisa*'

;

;

tion," vol.
i

So Le Brun,

««bslitutes

chap. v.

ii.

torn.

one for

tlae

ii. ;

but the

letter, as

given in Leofric's Missal, omits the Preface for the Epiphany and

dead (Maskell, Ancient Liturgies of the Church of England,
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meaning
THE
may

''

Friest s^§jS

of the

word Missa

is

|te:

i^t

f|lissQ

est

>>

discussed under Mass.

Here

it

Gospel the catechumens were dismissed by the deacon with the words, Ite Missa est; Go, you are dismissed; literally " a dismissal is made;" and that the same formula was
In the liturgies of St. James, St.
repeated at the end of the whole Mass.
Basil, and St. Chrysostom, we find the form " Let us go in the peace of
" Benedicamus
Christ," the people answering " In the name of Lord."
Domino" is substituted in Masses of ferias and Sundays in the penitential
seasons, " Requiescant in pace " in Masses of the dead, because these
Masses were followed by penitential prayers, and by the absolution at the
tomb, for which the people waited. (Benedict XIV., " De Miss." Hefele*
suffice to say, that after the

« Beitrage.")

^Mrge.

BURSE

{bursa^ also pera).

the corporal which

fourteenth century.
the day.

Usually

it

is

A

to be

square case into which the priests^puts

used in Mass.

in the

should be of the same colour as the vestmeiits oi
has a cross in the middle. The priest places it above

own

breast.

When

he reached

he extracts the corporal and places the burse on the Gospd
Pius V. allowed the Spanish priests to carry the corporal outside

altar,

side.
ttie

was introduced

It

the chalice, with the open side towards his

the

It

burse.

(Benedict

XIV.

"

De

Miss."

i.

5.)
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H

HERE

are on the earth a

mercy of God

is

number of favored

spots,

where the

manifested with a sort of prodigality.

—

These blessed places are called sanctuaries that is to say,
places specially sanctified and sanctifying.
The good God, in
order to satisfy the wants of his heart and to revive unceasingly
our faith and confidence, deigns to manifest to and inundate us
with the treasures of his love. For this purpose he chooses certain places,
which thus become meeting-places of prayer, of piety, of adoration, where
the faithful acquire new strength and poor sinners are more easily conMways in these sanctuaries the divine grace flows more abunverted.
dantly than elsewhere, like the smoke of a volcano which never ceases
and often, whether for the consolation of the good, for the conversion or
for the confusion of sinners^ the almighty mercy of God there manifests
itself by apparitions, by sudden cures; and by other miracles and prodiThough very many heavenly apparitions are
gies of a supernatural kind.
related in the Holy Scriptures, the history of the Church shows that these
were not confined to the Biblical times, but have in all ages been made
use of by Almighty God for purposes of special warning or instruction.
Speaking only of sanctuaries of the Blessed Virgin, how much has Catholic
France been privileged in this respect
Who has not heard of Our Lady
!

of Victory, Our Lad}?- of Fourvi^res,
of

La Garde,

of

Good Help (Bon

TreiUe)f of Liesse,

Our Lady

of

La

Salette,

Secours), of Boulogne, of the

of Seez, of Deliverance (La Beliverande)

Our Lady
Vine
?

(de la

Amo»^
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tbese and the last that came,

is

the sanctuary of Lourdes, whs'C tllO

Blessei Vitgin seems to multiply more and more the prodigies

o:'

1'

-"'

power.

Lourdes

is

a small village situated in the South of France, at the

€22.

trance to several mountain gorges which lead to the most frequented

mineral springs of the Pyrenees,

known

lar cliff

as the "

Near

the

town

Rocks of Massabielle "

an almost perpendicu(Old Rocks). In this wall"
is

nature has formed a grotto about twelve feet in height and of equal depth.

on the

Inside,

the ground,

much

right, facing the spectator,

is

and about

six or

seven feet from

a hollow in the form of a niche about six feet high, and

an elongated O. The niche is not deep, and, by its very
Wild shrubs graceiftnformation, the grotto was neither dark nor damp.
lUUy frame the grotto in an arch of foliage. This grotto was the place
designated by Providence for a new manifestation of the glory and good?nery

like

ness of the Blessed Virgin.

On

Thursday, the 11th of February, 1858, at abOUt eleven o'clock in
the forenoon, Bernadette Soubirous, a shepherd girl aged thirteen, who
from her earliest years had been a model of piety and angelic innocenco,
went with her sister and another young girl along the banks of the Gave^,
a torrent that runs past Lourdes, to gather sticks for her poor mother's
Their occupation led them step by step to the foot of a spur of the
fire.
mountains called, in the patois of the neighborhood, the Roches Massabi^lles.

While Bernadette was

in a stooping posture in front of the

Massa-

heard a noise as of a rushing wind. Looking around, she saw
that the branches of the poplars did not move, and judged she was misIn a moment the same sound came again, and again looking up,
taken.
with a cry which fright smothered in her throat, and trembling in every
She saw a lady of heavenly beauty,
limb, she fell down on her knees.
and surrounded by a light of heavenly brightness, standing in the roeky
bielle she

niche above the cavern.
sweetness:.
dle,

blue

ar

Her

face

beamed with mingled majesty ^nd

Her garments were as white as the mountain snow. A girthe heavens, hung in two long bands from her waist nearly to

A beautiful

behind from her head to the hem of
On each of her feet was a rose of golden color. In hei'
her garment.
hands she held a chaplet, whose milk white beads were gliding one \fj
one through her fingers but her lips moved not she appeared not to be
reciting the rosary, but to be listening to its recitation as it rose to her ear
from every quarter of the world. She made the sign of the cross. Ber-

her

feet.

white veil

fell

;

;

adette did the same, and, he** fright diminishing beneath the sweet smile
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of the beautiful Lady, she

commenced

3

to say the rosary.

As

the kneel-

ing child finished the last decade the heavenly vision disappeared, and

Bernadette saw once more the cold rock, the bare rose-bush, and heard

and saw her companions playing, they having seen nothing of the apparition.

Her

on being told so strange a

parents,

story,

that the children should return to the place

;

were

at first

unwilling

but the following Sunday,

the 14th of February, they begged Mother Soubirous so hard that she

consented that Bernadette might go with the others.

They were kneeling

but a few minutes before the grotto when Bernadette's suddenly trans-

showed that the brightness of the lovely Lady was again
shining on her.
This second apparition was quite like the first.
Four days after (the 18th) the children again obtained permission to go
to the holy spot.
Again appeared the heavenly Lady, her presence visi-

figured face

ble only to Bernadette, but unmistakably evidenced to the others

bj

the

This time, on being questioned by
spoke, and asked her to come daily for fifteen days.

transfiguration of her countenance.

the child, the

Lady

In answer to Bernadette's promise the Lady said: ''And I promise to
render you happy, not in this world, but in the other." She added that she
wished many persons to come to the spot on each of the succeeding days.

On

Friday, the 19th, at dawn, Bernadette, accompanied by her parents,

again visited the grotto, finding about a hundred and

From that time the crowd increased daily.
Many went only to test the case but the most

fifty

people already

there.

;

vinced, as they saw the

doubtful became con-

beaming face of the entranced

girl,

that

it

was

neither deception or hallucination, but a beautiful reality.

Every day the Lady appeared, except
to return

home

filled

one,

when poor Bernadette had

with sorrow at not having seen her.

But this excep-

tion is another proof that the child's ecstatic condition during those

moments was not
effect alone of

the result of

any nervousness

happy

or imagination, but the

a heavenly apparition.

one occasion the Lady told her to pray for sinners. Another time
" Now go and tell the priest that a shrine
she gave her this message
must be erected here, and that the people must come in procession to it.'*

On

:

Upon

another day the
" Penance

Lady

exclaimed, with a look of unutterable sad-

penance penance " and the child was heard to reand again on that day the Holy Virgin compeat it aloud after her
manded her to pray to Grod for sinners^ and to kiss the ground for tho

ness

:

I

!

!

;

conversion of sinners.
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When

the child carried the Lady's message to the good parish priest,

Father Peyramale, he told her, in order to guard against deception, to ask
the Lady that, as a sign of the truth of the apparitions, the wild rose-bush

which grew out of the rock beneath the niche should bloom. The Lady,
on hearing the request, only smiled, and on that occasion said nothing
about it. But soon she gave a far more wonderful evidence than that
" Now go
which had been asked. One day she said to Bernadette
drink and wash in the fountain," pointing at the same time to a spot in
the grotto which was perfectly dry and in which no water had ever been
Bernadette not seeing how she could otherwise comply with the
seen.
command, started toward the waters of the Gave. But the Holy Virgin
'^
" Do not go there," said she
stopped her.
I have not spoken of drinking from the Gave
go to the fountain it is there " pointing again to
Obedient to the sign, the child began to
the same spot in the grotto.
clear away the earth with her fingers.
Water rose up beneath her hands,
and drop by drop filled the little hollow she had made. Muddy though it
In a
was, the obedient child drank of it as she had been commanded.
few moments it was running in a stream like a fine thread toward the
amazed spectators. The miraculous fountain had sprung up, and though
during the first day it only moistened the sand, it continually increased,
till at the end of a few days it gushed out of the earth, pure and limpid,
about as broad as a child's arm, and then ceased to expand. Its volume
has continued, flowing to the extent of two hundred and twenty quarts
per day, and its waters, carried to every part of the world, have been the
means of very many authentic miraculous cures, the first of which took
place in the town of Lourdes itself just after the appearance of the foun:

;

—

;

;

tain.

On

the 25th of March, the feast of the Annunciation, Bernadette re-

She had been earnestly requested to ask the Lady
to tell her name.
The vision on that day appeared as usual, and Berna"
Lady will you have the goodness to tell me who
dette said to her
you are, and what is your name I " The only answer was a smile of in" My Lady," continued the child, "will you tell me
effable sweetness.
who you are ? " Again a long and more divine smile on the mute lips of
"
the glorious apparition.
Lady I entreat you to tell me your name
you must tell me who you are I " Then the Lady withdrew her gaze
from Bernadette, unclasped her hands, slipped on her arm the rosary
which had kept her fingers joined at her girdle, raised her hands and her
radiant head
whilst her hands were joined on her breast, her head thrown

paired to Massabielle.

:

•

!

!

;

:
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back, and, more radiant than ever, her eyes piercing the glory of heaven,
she said,
" I

AM THE Immaculate Conception."

Without another glance at the child, and without another smile, she disappeared in the same attitude.
These few words, by far the most important fact in the apparition, have
marked tlie grotto of Lourdes as the heaven-appointed special Sanctuary
OF THE Immaculate Conception and all the wonders that have made it
famous redound to the honor of that glorious privilege of our Blessed
!

Mother.

The

beyond doubt by a
which have attracted to

authenticity of these events have been placed

long series of

occupying

tests

fifteen

years,

Lourdes the pious devotion of Christians throughout the civilized world.
The authorities of the town, goaded on by the infidel press of the country, in order to bring discredit on the apparitions, practised every artifice
of violence and cunning. Instead of driving away the thousands of the
faithful who flocked to the grotto from all parts of the world, their efforts
brought only shame to themselves, while adding evidence to the events,
and finally their endeavors were stopped by a positive command from the

Emperor

of France.

Being petitioned from every direction

to

investigate these wonderful

occurrences, the ecclesiastical authorities finally acted upon the matter.

The Bishop

of Tarbes, to which diocese Lourdes belongs,

appointed a

commission of prudent and learned men, who sifted most thoroughly the evidence for the apparitions and for the miraculous cures effected by the
water of the fountain and only after most careful investigations, occupying four years, the result of which was to place the authenticity of the
;

facts

and

beyond

all

question, did the bishop publish his approval of the same,

might hold them for certain.
1869, our Holy Father Pope Pius IX,

officially declare that the faithful

indiIn a brief of September 4,
rectly confirmed the above decision by congratulating Henry Lasserre
on the masterly manner in which, in his book, " Notre Dame de Lourdes,"

he had '' so proved and established the truth of the recent apparition of
the most clement Mother of God that the very struggle of human malice
against the divine mercy serves but to bring out more forcibly the luminous evidence of the fact." To this admirable book, the author's thankoffering for his own miraculous cure, the English translation of which can

be procLired everywhere, the reader

is

referred for a

more extended ac-
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LOI>f©ES.

count of the apparitions and the numberless cures effected

hj

the water

from the miraculous fountain.
Large quantities of the water have been brought in late years to this
country, and it is now to be obtained with comparative ease. *'Go, drink
from and wash in the fountain," were the words spoken by the Blessed
Virgin to Bernadette Soubirous, and accordingly it is sometimes used
If any who
externally, sometimes drank, sometimes used in both ways.
wish it cannot procure it in this country, the water will be forwarded,
with no other expense than the cost of packing and transportation, by
sending their address in full to the Reverend Father Superior of the Mis:sionaries, Lourdes, France.
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11N0CK.

[Thx Church not having spoken on the subject of the miraculous apparitions at Knock, the following account
is necessarilj based upon mere human testimony, upon which it must rest until authoritatively passad
upon, an ecclesiastical commission having been appointed to take the depositions of witnesses.]

HE

church of Knock, the scene of the apparition of the

Blessed Virgin, of
of St.

John

St.

Joseph, and, as the witnesses believe,

the Evangelist,

is

adjacent to a village of the

same name, situated in the diocese of Tuam, in the southeast of
the County Mayo, and in the baronial district known as Costello.
This barony borders on the County Roscommon, along a line of
some twenty-five miles, embracing within its extent the rising towns of
Ballaghaderin and Ballyhaunis. Knock lies on the western boundary of
the barony of Costejlo, adjoining that of Claremorris and Grallen. Knockdruim-Calry, as the spot was once called, is said by Lewis, the writer of
Topographical Dictionary of Ireland," to be five miles northeast
from Clare, as Claremorris was called some forty-five years ago.
Standing on the line of railway that extends from Claremorris to Ballyhaunis,
the

^'

and looking northwards, Knock stands at the vertex of an irregular triangle, the base of which is the longest side, and that drawn from Claremor-

—namely,

ris to

Knock

right,

from Ballyhaunis to Knock,

the shortest

five miles
is

—while the third

six miles

side to the

and a half

Knock " signifies a hill. The village is surrounded
which are known by the term "knock," or druim,"
language of the Irish people. The view of the region.

In Gaelic the name "

by

elevated knolls,
or " sliabh," in the

''
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surrounding Knock
able farmsteads

is

to

is

not at

be seen

No

all inviting.

sign of trees or of comfort<

no rich cultivated meadows or

;

fertile

agri-

cultural or even well-tilled tracts.

The church

of

Knock has no

pretension to architectural elegance of any

kind nor to the internal beauty such as one would wish to witness in God's
The plan of the building, if plan it can be called, is in the shape
house.
the letter

•of

T,-

the long limb being about sixty feet, and the cross-limbs

in breadth about

fiftj^ feet.

The chancel and

head, where the arms project to the right and

altar

are grouped at the

Standing

left.

at the altar

and looking down 'the nave, one beholds at the end a loft or entrance that
leads to a tower with belfry, both of which are of modern construction.

The

gold- colored pinnacle of this tower

is

the

first

part of the building

that comes in view as one approaches from a southerly direction the vil-

To

lage in whieh the church stands.

the rear of the chancel, attached to

the gable of the altar, and less elevated than the walls of the church proper, is

the building

known

the gable of the church,

as the sacristy.

is

Its gable, in a line parellel

to

the second stone erection between the chancel

and the outside world towards or
ioo, to point out the direction

at the

to

which

southeastern gable.
this

plain wall

faces

It is

well,

its

front

:

looks straight into the approaching meridian sun at eleven o'clock A. M.;
its right

by

wing

point*- to the

southwest

;

its left

wing or branch

to the east

north.

It is

^nd

thus seen taat there are two gables between the altar of the church

the gable fronting the southeast, and that, consequently,

if lights

ap-

peared in the church, the reflection from them could never beam on the
outside at the foot of the wall of the second gable

could never convey, by any law of optics, images

;

above

when

all,

direct light

radiating from a

and not passing through any other translucent medium, from which
the rays of light might, at a certain fixed and measured distance, carry
the image of the object or pellucid picture.
The time at which the apparition appeared was some twenty minutes after sunset, so that by no law
of radiation from reflected light could the images be thrown naturally or
artificially from the clouds.
On the gable wall of the sacristy were seen the extraordinary lights in
the midst of which the Blessed Virgin, accompanied by St. Joseph and
St. John the Evangelist, appeared.
Thursday, the 21st of August, 1879,
the eve of the octave day of the Assumption of the Blessed Yirgin Mary,
was accompanied by a blinding drizzle of rain, which continued till the
Jiext day.
As some persons were hurriedly going along the road whif'fe'
centre,
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leads to the chapel, at about half-past seven P. M., they perceived the wall

beautifully illuminated

by

a

soft,

which

white, flickering light, through

could be perceived brilliant stars twinkling as on a fine frosty night.
first

who saw

person

it

The

passed on, but others soon came and remained,

and these saw, covering a large portion of the gable-end of the sacristy,
an altar, and to its Gospel side the figures of St. John the Evangelist, the
On the altar, which stood about eight
Blessed Virgin, and St. Joseph,
feet from the ground, and immediately under the window, a Lamb stood^
and rising up behind the Lamb was a crucifix with the figure of our Lord
upon it. The altar was surrounded by a brilliant golden light, through
which up and down angels seemed to be flitting. Near the altar, and immediately to its Gospel side, but nearer to the ground, was St. John, having
a mitre on his head, and holding the book of the Gospels open in his left
hand as if reading from it. He held his right hand raised and in the act
of blessing, the index and. middle fingers being extended after the

manner

adopted by bishops. To St. John's right stood the Blessed Virgin, having her hands extended and raised towards her shoulders, the palms of
her hands turned towards the people, and her eyes raised up towards

To

was St. Joseph, turned towards
These figures remained visible from
her, and in an inclining posture.
half-past seven to ten o'clock P. M., witnessed during that time by about
twenty persons, who forgot alt about the heavy rain that was then falling
and drenched them through. The light at the chapel was seen by people
heaven.

who

lived

the Blessed Virgin's right

near the place.

On Monday

was again

evening,

the

eve

of

the

and from eleven P. M. until
two o'clock A. M., was seen by a very large number, of whom two were
members of the Royal Irish Constabulary, who were on their patrol duty
One of them said that up to that time he did not believe *in
that evening.
it, but he was really startled by the brightness of the light he^ saw.
The following depositions of eye-witnesses were taken in the presence
of Revof the Very Rev. Archdeacon Bartholomew A. Cavanagh, P.P.
and Rev. U. J. Canon
James Canon Waldron, P.P., Bally haunis
Bourke, P.P. of Kilcolman, Claremorris, County Mayo, who were deputed by his Grace the Archbishop of Tuam to investigate the truth of
Epiphany, a bright

light

visible,

;

;

the vision.

In presenting the testimony, the

first

place

is

rightly due

to the evi-

dence of Patrick Hill, of Claremorris, a young, frank, intelligent boy
about thirteen years of age. His account of the apparition, given OctoIt extends to even the
ber 8, 1879, is the fullest and most satisfactory.
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minutest details.

To

all

who

questioned liim he replied with an open,

and with the readiness of one who knew
and who felt that he was certain of what he told. He stated some points
to which other eye-witnesses did not even allude for instance, that on the
forehead of the figure representing the Blessed Virgin he saw, just under
the circlet of the crown, and where, on the human head, the hair grows,
The other witnesses did not even allude to this rea full-blown rose.
markable fact. The palms of the hands were not turned outwards, bu.t
slightly diverging from a parallel position, one palm fronting the other,
with a gentle convergency towards the face of the figure. He observed
the feet, and remarked that the right foot was in advance of the left, like
one going to move forward and that, in fact, the figures did move forward at times, and backwards towards the gable whenever the people
drew nearer to them. He saw angels, having their faces veiled, fluttering
around the Lamb.
Other witnesses said they saw only glittering lights
around the Lamb, but that they were not angels. Master Hill declared
that they appeared to him to move, and as it were on wing, but that he
could not see their facesThe cross, he said, was behind the Lamb, and
erect on the altar, and not on the Lamb as others represented.
The other
witnesses used the words '' behind the Lamb," " on the Lamb " he stated
with a certain conviction that the cross was behind the Lamb, but inward,
erect, or perpendicular to the altar, and in no way touching the Lamb.
Again he stated that, although a luminous whiteness covered the whole
gable, or the greater portion of it, yet a dark border-line out a little from
each of the forms gave the beholders a clear and distinct view of each of
the figures that stood before them for instance, between St. John and
the figure of the Blessed Virgin a dark or less bright border-lino showed
how far the bright rays that encircled the Virgin extended, and how far
those radiating from St. John extended, and the meeting of the two was
less bright than the lustrous whiteness that was seen around.
Then, again, he said he saw not only the eyes of the Immaculate Lady,
but the iris and the pupil in each that after being awhile looking on and
gazing at the figures, he went up 'towards St. John, and could distinctly
see the lettering in the book which St. John appeared to be reading.
These are points that are worth noting in the evidence of Master Patrick Hill, on account of their special character and the minuteness of outline; and the simple certainty with which he told what he saw.
childlike simplicity of manner,

;

;

;

;

;

No

phosphoric or electric action could bring out the distinct brightness

in the pupil of the eye, or ohe

minute distinctness in the lettering of the

book of Gospels.
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First Witness

:

—

I

am

Patrick Hill

Knock I remember the
drawing home turf, or peat, from

lives at

;

11

I live in Claremorris

;

21st of August last

;

my

;

on that day
While at my

aunt

was

I

aunt's,
bog on an ass.
at about eight o'clock in the evening, Dominick Beirne came into the
house he cried out " Come up to the chapel and see the miraculous
lights and the beautiful visions that are to be seen there."
I followed
him another man, by name Dominick Beirne, and John Durkan, and a
small boy named John Curry, came with me we were all together we
ran over towards the chapel. When we, running southwest, came so fan*
from the village that on our turning the gable came in view, we immediate'^
ly beheld the lights, a clear, white light covering most of the gable, from
the ground up to the window and higher.
It was a kind of changing
bright light, going sometimes up high, and again not so high.
We saw
the figures the Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph, and St. John
and an altar,
with the Lamb on the altar, and a cross behind the Lamb. At this time
we reached as far as the wall fronting the gable there were other people there before me some of them were praying, some not all were
looking at the vision they were leaning over the wall or ditch, with their
arms resting on the top. ' saw the figures and brightness the boy, John
Curry, from behind the wall could not see them, but I did and he asked
me to lift him up till he could see the grand babies, as he called the figures it was raining some
amongst them Mary McLoughlin who beheld what I now saw, had gone away others were coming. After we
prayed awhile I thought it right to go across the wall and into the chapel
yard.
I went then up closer
I saw
I brought little Curry with me
everything distinctly. The figures were full and round, as if they had a
body and life they said nothing, but as we approached they seemed to
go back a little towards the gable. I distinctly beheld the Blessed Virgin Mary, life-size, standing about two feet or so above the ground,
clothed in white robes, which were fastened at the neck her hands were
raised to the height of the shoulders, as if in prayer, with the palms facing one another, but slanting inwards towards the face the palms were
not turned towards the people, but facing each other as I have described
she appeared to be praying her eyes were turned, as I saw, towards
fheaven she wore a brilliant crown on her head, and over the forehead,
where the crown fitted the brow, a beautiful rose the crown appeared
brilliant and of a golden brightness, of a deeper hue, inclined to a mellow 5^ellow, than the striking whiteness of the robes she wore the upper
parts of the crown appeared to be a series of sparkles or glittering cross;

the

:

;

:

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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I

es.

saw her

know

eyes,

balls, the pupils,

tlie

and the

boy

of each [the

iris

names of those parts of the eye, but he pointed
to them, and described them in his own way]. I noticed her hands esthe robes came only as far as the
her appearance
pecially, and face
one foot, the right, was slightly
ankles I saw the feet and the ankles
at times she appeared, and aii the figures apin advance of the other
peared, to move out and again to go backwards I saw them move
she
did not speak I went up very near one old woman went up and emdid not

the special

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and she found nothing in her arms or hands
they receded, she said, from her I saw St. Joseph to the Blessed Virgin's right hand
his head was bent, from the shoulders, forward
he appeared to be paying his respects I noticed his whiskers they appeared
slightly gray
there was a line or dark mearing between the figure of
the Blessed Virgin and that of St. Joseph, so that one could know St.
Joseph and the place where his figure appeared distinctly from that of
the Blessed Virgin and the spot where she stood. I saw the' feet of St.
Joseph, too his hands were joined like a person at prayer.
The third figure that stood before me was tha tof St. John the Evangelhe stood erect to the Gospel side of the altar, and at an angle with
ist
the figure of the Blessed Virgin, so that his back was not turned to the
his right arm was at an angle with a line
altar nor to the Mother of God
drawn across from St. Joseph to where Our Blessed Lady appeared to be
standing St. John was dressed like a bishop preaching he wore a small
mitre on his head he held a mass-book, or a book of the Gospels, in the
left hand
the right hand was raised to the elevation of the head
while
he kept the index finger and the middle finger of the right hand raised,
the other three fingers of the same hand were shut he appeared as if he
were preaching, but I heard no voice I came so near that I looked in=
St. John wore no sandals
to the book; I saw the lines and the letters.
his left hand was turned towards the altar that was behind him
the altar
was a plain one, like any ordinary altar, without any ornaments. On
the altar stood a Lamb— the size of a Lamb eight weeks old the face of
the Lamb was fronting the west, and looking in the direction of the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph behind the Lamb a large cross was placed
erect or perpendicular on the altar
around the Lamb I saw angels hovering during the whole time for the space of one hour and a half or
longer I saw their wings fluttering, but I did not perceive their heads
or faces, which were not turned to me.
For the space of one hour and a
half we were under the pouring rain
at this time I was very wet
I nobraced the Virgin's

feet,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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deed that the rain did not wet the figures which appeared before me, although I was wet myself I went away then.
Second Witness. I, Mary McLoughlin, live in Knock I am house
deeper to the Eev. Archdeacon Cavanagh-, 1 remember the evening of the
at tlie hour of seven or so, or a Httle later, while it was
2l8t of August
»/et bright day, I passed from the Rev. the Archdeacon's liouse on by the
On passing by the
onapel towards the house of a Mrs. Beirne, widow.
3hapel, and at a little distance from it, I saw a wonderful number of strange
figures or appearances at the gable, one like the Blessed Virgin Mary,
;

—

;

;

saw an

was wondering to see there such an extraordina^'y group yet I passed on and said
nothing, thinking that possibly the Archdeacon had been supplied with
these beautiful figures from Dublin or somewhere else, and that he said
nothing about them, but had left them in the open air; I saw a white
I thought the whole thing strange
after looking at
light about them
them I passed on to the house of Mrs. Beirne in the village after reaching Widow Beirne's house I stayed there half an hour at least; I returned
then homewards to the Archdeacon's house, accompanied by Miss Mary
Beirne, and as we approached the chapel she cried out: ''Look at the
We gazed on them for a little, and then I told her to
beautiful figures "
go for her mother. Widow Beirne, and her brother, and her sister, and her
I remained
niece, who were still in the house which she and I had left.
looking at the sight before me until the mother, sister, and brother of
Miss Mary Beirne came at the time I was outside the ditch and to the
southwest of the school-house near the road, about thirty yards or so from
and one

like St. Joseph, another a bishop

;

I

altar

;

I

;

;

;

;

!

;

the church

;

I leaned across the wall in order to see, as well as I could,

the whole scene.
I remained

longer

;

now

for the space of at least a quarter of

I told Miss Beirne then to

go

for her uncle,

an hour, perhaps

Bryan

Beirne, and

her aunt, Mrs. Bryan Beirne, or any of the neighbors whom she should
see, in order that they might witness the sight that they were then enjoy-

was now about a quarter past eight o'clock and beginning to be
The sun had set it was raining at the time. I beheld, on
quite dark.
this occasion, not only the three figures, but an altar further on to the left
of the figure of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and to the left of the bishop and
above the altar a Lamb about the size of that which is five weeks old.
Behind the Lamb appeared the cross it was away a bit from the Lamb,
while the latter stood in front from it, and not resting on the wood of the
Around the Lamb a number of gold-like stars appeared in the form
cross.

ing.

It

;

;
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of a halo.

more

to the east of tlie figures,

I parted

went

This altar was placed right under the window of the gable and

to

all,

of course, outside the church at Knock.

from the company or gathering
the priest's house and told what

and a half o'clock. I
had beheld, and spoke of the

at

I

eight

beautiful things that were to be seen at the gable of the chapel

;

J

asked

would be worth his while to go to witness them.
He appeared to make nothing of what I said, and consequently he did
not go. Although it was pouring rain, the wall had a bright, dry appearhim, or said

rattier,

it

ance, while the rest of the building appeared to be dark.

my

I did

not re-

saw
Very Rev. B- Cavanagh heard the next day
the sight for fully an hour.
and then it came
all about the apparition from the others who had beheld it
to his recollection that I had told him the previous evening about it, and
asked him to see it.
Third Witness, Mary Beirne, aged about twenty-six years. — I live in the
Mary McLoughlin came
village of Knock, to the east side of the chapel
on the evening of the 21st of August to my house at about half-past seven
I came back with her as ^he was
she remained some little time
o'clock
returning homewards it was either eight o'clock or a quarter to eight at
I had never heard from Miss McLoughlin
the time.
It was still bright
about the vision which she had seen just before that. The first I
learned of it was on coming at the time just named from my mother's house
in company with Miss Mary McLoughlin, and at the distance of three
hundred yards or so from the church I beheld, all at once, standing out
from the gable, and rather to the west of it, three figures which, on more
turn to beliold the visions again after that, remaining at

house.

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

attentive inspection, appeared

Joseph, and

St.

tle

be that of the Blessed Virgin, of

That of the Blessed Virgin was

John,

apparently either not

to

sd

life-size,

bi j" or not so high as her figure

distance out from the gable- wall, and, as well as I

St.

the others

they stood a litcould judge, a foot
;

from the ground. The Virgin stood erect, with eyes
raised to heaven, her hands elevated to the shoulders or a little higher,
the palms inclined slightly towards the shoulders or bosom she wore a
large cloak of a white color, hanging in full folds and somewhat loosely

and a half or two

feet

;

around her shoulders, and fastened to the neck she wore a crown on the
head ra.ther a large crown and it appeared to me somewhat yellower
than the dress or robes worn by Our Blessed Lady. In the figure of St
;

—

—

—

Note. Mary McLoughlin had gone away before Patrick Hill came. Their testimony relatfs to
two distinct and separate times while the apparition was present. She saw it like one who did nui
he saw it directly and fully, and, like a
care to see it, and in a transverse direction, not straight
confiding child, went up calmly to where the Blessed Virgin stood.
~

;
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Joseph the head was slightly bent, and inclined towards the Blessed Virgin, as if paying her respect it represented the saint as somewhat aged,
with gray whiskers and grayish hair.
Tlie third figure appeared to be that of St. Jolni the Evangelist
i do
not know, only I thought so, except the fact that at one time I saw a
statue at the chapel of Lekanvey, near Westport, County Mayo, very
much resembling the figure which stood noM^ before me in group with Si
Joseph and Our Blessed Lady, which I beheld on this occasion. He held
the book of Gospels, or the Mass-book, open in his left hand, while he
stood slightly turned on the left side towards the altar, that was over a
little from him.
I must remark that the statue which I had formerly seen
at Lekanvey chapel had no mitre on its head, while the figure which I now
beheld had one not a high mitre, but a short-set kind of one. The statue
at Lekanvey had a book in the left hand, and the fingers of the right hand
raised.
The figure before me on this present occasion of which I am
speaking had a book in the left hand, as I have stated, and the index
finger and the middle finger of the right hand raised, as if he were speaking and impressing some point forcibly on an audience. It was this coincidence of figure and pose that made me surmise for it is only an opinion
that the third figure was that of St. John, the beloved disciple of our
Lord.
But I am not in any way sure what saint or character the figure
;

;

—

—

—

now

John the Evangelist, and then all the others present said
said what I stated.
The altar was under the window, which is in the gable, and a little to the
west near the centre, or a little beyond it. Towards this altar St. John
as I shall call the figure— was looking, while he stood at the Grospel side of
the said altar, with his right arm inclined at an angle outwardly toward the
I said, as I

represented.

The

BlessedVirgin.

altar

was
the same

expressed, that

appeared

to

Catholic Church —large and full-sized.

it

St.

—

be like the altars in use m the
It had no linens, no candles, nor

me

to

any special ornamentations it was only a plain altar. Above the altar,
and resting on it, was a Lamb, standing with the face towards St. John, thu3
fronting the western sky.
I saw no cross nor crucifix.
On the body of
the Lamb, and around it, I saw golden stars, or small brilliant lights,
glittering like jets or glass balls, reflecting the light of some luminous
;

body.

I

remained from a quarter past eight

At the time

it

was

to

half-past

nine

o'clock.

raining.

—

Fourth Witness, Patrick Walsh, aged sixty-five years. My name
Patrick Walsh I live at Ballinderrig, an English mile from the chapel
;

*

John,

iii.

20, 21.
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Knock.

I

remember well

was a very dark
night I was going

the 21st of August, 1879.

It

was raining heavily. About nine o'clock that
on some business through my land, and, standing a distance of about half
a mile from the chapel, I saw a very bright light on the southern gab^^-*
end of the chapel it appeared to be a large globe of golden light; I neveii
saw, I thought, so brilliant a light before it appeared high up in the «,ir
above and around the chapel gable, and it was circular in its appearance
night.

It

;

;

it

was quite stationary, and

it

The following day

through.

were any

I

seemed

made

to

lights seen in the place that night

had

Fifth Witness, Patrick Beirne, son of the
I

am

sixteen years of age

;

I live quite

well the evening of the 21st of August

same

brilliancy all

inquiries in order to learn if there

the vision or apparition that the people

—

retain the

;

it

was

onb''

then I heard o^

seen.
elder Patrick Beirne, of Knock.

near the chapel

;

I

remember

was Thursday, the evening before the octave day. Dominick Beirne, Jun., a namesake of mine, came to
my house, and said that he had seen the biggest sight that ever he witnessed in his life. It was then after eight o'clock. I came by the road
I saw the figures clearly, fully,
on the west side of the church.
and distinctly the Blessed Virgin, St. Joseph, and that of a bishop, said
Young Beirne then told what he saw reto be St. John the Evangelist.
garding the vision, just as it has been described already by several perThe young fellow showed by his hands and posons who were present.
sition how the image or apparition of the Blessed Virgin Mary and that of
St. ^oseph and St. John stood.
All this hapI remained only ten minutes, and then I went away.
pened between a quarter or so past eight o'clock and half-past nine.
Sixth Witness, Margaret Beirne, widow of Dominick Beirne, of Knock.
Bourke, widow of Dominick Beirne, deceased,
I, Margaret Beirne, nee
I remember the evening of the 21st
live near the chapel at Knock.
I was called out at about a quarter past eiglit o'clock by my
of August
daughter Margaret to see the vision of the Blessed Virgin Mary and of
the saints who appeared at the end of the little church; it was getting
dark it was raining. I came with others to the wall opposite the gable
one of the Blessed VirI saw then and there distinctly the three images
gin Mary, one of St. Joseph, and the third, as I learned, that of St. John
I saw an altar, too, and a Lamb on it, somewhat whiter
the Evangelist,
than the altar I did not see the cross on the altar. The Blessed Virgin
Mary appeared in the attitude of prayer, with her eyes turned up towards
heaven, a crown on her head, and an outer garment thrown round her
;

it

—

—

*

;

—

;
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saw her feet. St. Joseph appeared turned towards the Blessed Virgin, with head inclined. I remained looking on for fully fifteen
then I left, and returned to my own house.
or twenty minutes
Seventh Witness, Dominick Beirne. I am brother of Mary Beirne, who

shoulders.

I

;

—

has given her evidence already

I live

;

near the chapel of

Knock

my

;

age

twenty years. On the occasion when my sister came at about eight
o'clock on the evening of the 21st of August into our house, she exclaimed
''
Come, Dominick, and see the image of the Blessed Virgin, as she has
appeared to us down at the chapel." I said, " What image ? " And then
she told me, as she has already described it for your reverence in her testimony she told me all she was after seeing I then went with her, and
by this time some ten or twelve people had been collected around the
place namely, around the ditch or wall fronting the gable where the vision was being seen, and to the south of the school-house then I beheld
the
the three likenesses or figures that have been already described
is

'

;

;

—

;

—

Blessed Virgin,

was
and

like

St.

Joseph,

St.

John, as ray

sister called the

bishop,

who

one preaching, with his hands raised towards the shoulder,

the forefinger

gers compressed

by

and middle finger pointedly
the

thumb

;

in

his left

turned that he looked half towards the altar

set

the other two fin-

;

he held a book he was 80
and half towards the people
;

;

inasmuch as
they did not speak. I was filled with wonder at the sight I saw I was
I continued looking on for fully an hour, and
so affected that I shed tears
then I went away to visit Mrs. Campbell, who was in a dying state when
we returned the vision had disappeared.
Eighth WiTNESs.-^Mrs. Hugh Flatley, widow of Hugh Flatley, states
1 was passing by the chapel of Knock on the evening of the 21st of August, about eight o'clock, and I beheld most clearly and distinctly the
figures of the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. Joseph, and that of St. John the

the eyes of the images could be seen

;

they were like

figures,

;

;

;

:

Evangelist standing erect at the gable-end of the chapel,

south side

;

I

towards the

thought that the parish priest had been ornamenting the

church, and got some beautiful likenesses removed outside.

—

Ninth Witness, Bridget French, aged seventy-five years. The testimony
Her words were transof this witness was given in the Irish language.
The following is
lated by Father Corbett into English while she spoke.
the version of what she said

My

name

is

Bridget French

;

I live near the chapel

of Knock.

About

on the night of the 21st of August I was in the
house of Mrs. Campbell, which is quite near to the chapel while I was
half-past seven

o'clock

;
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was a sight to bt se^n at
beheld, and she told us all to come and
the
see it I asked her what it was, and she said that the Blessed Virgin, St.
I went out immediately and
Joseph, and St. John were to be seen there.
came to the spot indicated. When I arrived there I saw distinctly the
I threw myself on my knees and exclaimed: ''A hundred
three figures.
thousand thanks to God and to the glorious Virgin that has given us this
I went in immediately to kiss, as I thought, the feet of
manifestation."
the Blessed Viigin but I felt nothing in the embrace but the wall, and I
wondered why I could not feel with my hands the figures which I had so
The three figures appeared motionless,
plainly and so distinctly seen.

Mary Beirne came in and
chapel such as we never before

there

said there

;

;

they were standing by the gable of the church in the background, and seemed raised about two feet above the ground. The Blessed
statue-like

;

Virgin was in the centre

;

she was clotlied in white, and covered with what

appeared one white garment her hands were raised to the same position
I
as that in which a priest holds his hands when praying at holy Mass.
remarked distinctly the lower portions of her feet, and kissed them three
times she had on her head something resembling a crown, and her eyes
;

;

were turned up heavenwards. I was so taken with the Blessed Virgin that
yet I saw also the two other
I did not pay much attention to any other
figures
St. Joseph standing to the right of the Blessed Virgin, or to the
left as I looked at him, his head bent towards her, and his hands joined
and the other figure, which I took to be St. John the Evangelist, was standing at her left. I heard those around me say that the image was St. John.
It was raining very heavily at the time, but no rain fell where the figures
I felt the ground carefully with my hands, and it was perfectly
were.
dry.
The wind was blowing from the south, right against the gable of the
chapel, but no rain fell on that portion of the gable or cliapel in which the
There was no movement or active sign of life about the
figures were.
figures, and I could not say whether they were what living beings would
but they appeared to me so full and so
in their place appear to be or not
life-like and so life-size that I could not understand why I could not
feel them with my hands such as I beheld them with my eyes.
There
was an extraordinary brightness about the whole gable of the chapel, and it
was observed by several who were passing along the road fit the time. I
remained there altogether about an hour, and when I came there first I
thought I would never leave it. I would not have gone so soon as I did,
but that I considered that the figures and that brightness would continue
there always, and that on coming back I would again behold them.
I
;

—

;

;
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but giving thanks

I

felt

great

could think of

God and

to

I

repeating

my

prayers.

Tenth Witness,

Catherine Murray, about eight years and six months

grand-daughter of Mrs. Beirne.

my

—

I followed

grandmother's.

I

am living

my

at

Knock

;

I

old*

was staying

aunt and uncle to the chapel

I

;

at

then

saw the likeness of the Blessed Virgin Mary and that of St. Joseph and
I
St. John, as I learned from those that were around about where I was
saw them all for fally tw^enty minutes or thirty minutesEleventh Witness, John Curry, about six years old. The child says he
saw the images beautiful images the Blessed Virgin and St. Joseph.
He could state no more than that he saw the fine images and the light, and
heard the people talk of them, and went up on the wall to see the nice
things and the lights.
;

—

—

—

—

Twelfth Witness, Judith Campbell, of Knock. I live at Knock T remember the evening and night of the 21st of August last. Mary Beirne
balled at

iome

my house

;

about eight o'clock on that evening, and asked

to see the great sight at the chapel

;

I ran

up with her

me

to

to the place,

Xnd I saw outside the chapel, at the gable of the sacristy facing the south,
ihree

figures

St Joseph,

representing

St.

John, and the Blessed Virgin

and the likeness of a Lamb on it, with a cross at the
back of the Lamb. I saw, a most beautiful crown on the brow or head of
Our Lady was in the centre of the group, a small
the Blessed Virgin.
St, Joseph to her right, and bent towards the
height above the other two
Virgin St. John, as we were led to call the third figure, was to the left of
his right was raised,
the Virgin, and in his left hand he held a book
with the first and second fingers closed, and the forefinger and the middle
The night came on, and it was
finger extended as if he were teaching.
very wet and dark there was a very beautiful light shining around the
I went within a foot of them
none of
fiopures or likenesses that we saw.
us spoke to them we believed they were St. Joseph and St. John the
Evangelist, because some years ago statues of St. Joseph and of the EvanAll the figures were in white, or in a
gelist were in the chapel at Knock.
robe of silver-like whiteness St. John wore a small mitre. Though it
was raining, the place in which the figures appeared was quite dry.
Thirteenth Witness. I, Margaret Beirne, live near Knock chapel I
am sister to Mary Beirne, who has seen the vision I remember the night
of the 21st of August; I left my own house at half-past seven o'clock,

Mary

also an altar,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;
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and went to the chapel and locked it I came out to return home
I saw something luminous or bright at the south gable, but it never entered my head that it was necessary to see or inquire what it was I
Shortly after, about eight o'clock, my niece,
passed by and went homeCatherine Murray, called me out to see the Blessed Virgin and the other
I went out
saints that were standing at the south gable of the chapel.
I there beheld the Blessed
then, and ran up to see what was to be seen.
Virgin with a bright crown on her head, and St. Joseph to her right, his
head inclined a little towards Our Blessed Lady, and St- John the Evangelist to her left, eastward, holding in his left hand a book of the Gospels,
and his right hand raised the while, as if in the attitude of preaching to
The Virgin appeared with
the people who stood before him at the ditch.
hands uplifted as if in prayer, with eyes turned towards heaven, and wearit was surrounded with a
I saw an altar there
insT a lustrous crown.
bright light, nay, with a light at times sparkling, and so, too, were the
other figures, which were similarly surrounded.
Fourteenth Witness, Bominick Beirne (senior). I live at Knock I
emember the evening of the 21st of August my cousin, Dominick Beirne,
came to see us at about eight o'clock P. M., and called me to see the vision of the Blessed Virgin Mary and other saints at the south gable of the
When I reached the south side of the chapel
chapel.
I went with him.
we saw the image of the Blessed Virgin Mary, having her hands uplifted
and her eyes turned up towards heaven, as if in prayer, and she was
dressed in a white cloak.
To her right I saw St. Joseph, and on her left
St. John, just as the other persons had told me before I came.
I saw an
altar there, and figures representing saints and angels traced or carved on
the lower part of it.
The night was dark and i-aining, and yet these
images, in .the dark night, appeared with bright lights as plain as under
the noon-day sun.
At the time it was pitch dark and raining heavily,
and yet there was not one drop of rain near the images. There was
a mitre on St. John's head, nearly like- to that which a bishop wears.
I
was there only for one quarter of an hour at the time I was there five
other persons were in it with me, looking on at the apparition.
All the
figures appeared clothed in white
the whiskers of St. Joseph were an
iron gray
the Blessed Virgin had on a white cloak.
The reason I
had for calling the third figure St. John is because some saw his statue
or his likeness at Lekanvey parish chapel.
The Fifteen Witness is John BurJcan, one of the three who accompanied young Hill.
His testimony is the same as that given by each of
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

the Beirnes.
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Other Manifestations.
Lights of a supernatural kind were beheld early on the morning of the
6th, the Feast of the

Epiphany, January

6,

1880

They were

seen

by

and especially by the police, who live convenient to the little
church.
Those guardians of the peace went out at twelve o'clock at night
on patrol through the country to see that all was quiet, and came as far
as Knock church, where they heard the hum of prayer arising from those
who, at that midnight hour, had been assembled there in hope of seeing
The testimony of these sensible men, who took every
the apparition.
precaution not to be deceived, who looked around the church and school,
hill and vale, mound and mearino:, and saw no lio-ht or reflection of h'srht
anywhere, but these extraordinary stars and globes of flame on the church
The names of
gable before them, ought not readily to be discredited.
these servants of the Government are Collins and Fraher, one a native of
Galway, the other of Tipperary.
Another remarkable apparition appeared on the morning of the 10th of
February. It was seen by several, especially by three young men from
Claremorris namely, John P. MacCloskey, Simon Conway, and Thomas^
MacGeoghegan, and by Martin Hession, of Tuam, an intelligent assistant
at Mrs. Murphy's establishment.
Young MacCloskey and the other two gave their spoken evidence in
the presence of Joseph Bennett, Esq., special correspondent of the Baili/
The annexed is the written testimony of John P.
Telegrapli, London.
MacCloskey, penned by himself, to which he signed his name. Young
MacCloskey has been remarkable from his childhood for his guileless, honHe is about eighteen years old. His testiest, and pious course of life.
mony is confirmed by the separate attestation of the other two, MacGeoghegan and Conway
I, John P. MacCloskey, a native of Claremorris, remember the night
Simon Conway,
of the 9th of February and the morning of the 10th.
MacGeoghegan, and I left Claremorris at ten o'clock P. M. We arrived
our desire was to behold the apat Knock some time after midnight
After we had arrived we continued to pray for some time.
parition.
At
about three and a half o'clock on the morning of the 10th of February,
while I was praying before the gable of the Knock chapel, I saw a light,
like a white, silvery cloud, move in a slanting direction over from where
In this bright
the cross stands on the apex, and overspread the gable.
cloud I saw distinctly the figure and form of the Blessed Virgin Mary, so
several,

—

:

;
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clearly

and

fully that

I

perceived the fleshy color of the

feet.

Her

dress

resembled that made of white satin, and it contained numerous folds.
The light had hardly settled on the gable when it began to grow less
bright, and to seem to fade or darken in color, leaving a wreath of its

own

around the head of the Blessed Virgin, while the rest
of the gable became the color of white paper stained with pencil-strokes.
Every now and then a red tongue of flame used to shoot down from the
heavens and cross the gable. During the momentary brightness resulting
brightness

still

head of the Blessed Virgin was each time fully
In the absence of such flashes she was seen too, but not so disseen.
tinctly, only in subdued tones of color.
What attracted my attention to
the gable at first was small stars of an emerald clear greenish color, that
appeared to go in and out through the gable and at diiferent parts of it-

from these

A

star

flashes the

continued at intervals to twinkle right over the region of the

Blessed Virgin's heart, and a

group of four or five stars were seen
on the left side of the head. At no time did I see the countenance of Our
Blessed Lady so clearly and distinctly as to be able to describe accurately the feature or the expression of the face.
It was usually shrouded in
light, and only at certain moments did I get a glimpse of full features.
The same evidence is given by Simon Conway, Thomas MacGeoghegan, Claremorris, and by several others.
Another witness, Mr. Martin Hession, Tuam, says I arrived about six
o'clock P. M, on Monday, the 9th of February, at Knock chapel.
There
was a larg^e number of persons present. The evening was very wet and
cold,
i remained in the chapel for a considerable time.
At eight o'clock
on that evening at the south gable of the chapel I saw beautiful lights of
many colors. They were at times exceedingly bright. Stars appeai'ed
The lights continued coming and goboth inside and outside the chapel.
little

:

ing until about half-past six o'clock next morning.

At a quarter past

twelve that night I saw a silvery cloud all over the gable of the chapel.
After about five minutes it cleared off", and then immediately appeared
three dark arches, and in the central one was the figure of a lady which I

was very beautiful. A mantle
covered the figure all over the mantle was white like satin, not a brilliant white.
I saw two other figures, one on each side of the Blessed Virgin,
but they were not quite distinct. A star of three difl'erent colors appeared under one of the figures it was green, red, and white. The gable was, in fact, covered with stars.
These appearances continued until
about half-past six in the morning.
I remained up all night looking at

took

to

The

be the Blessed Virgin.

figure

;

;
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went in three times to the chapel to tell the
come out and see the lights. At about five o'clock in the

people there to

morning three

23

I

circles of stars appeared, as I

The

thought, a half a mile

over

swayed to and fro in the air.
There appeared at the same time over the cross on the gable of the chapel
a row of stars, which moved to the east of the gable and readied one of
the figures, which was said to be St. John.
At about half-past six in the
morning a shower of hail and rain came, and all who had been outside
with myself went into the chapel, and at seven o'clock, when I went out
again, there was nothing to be seen of the beautiful lights.
the top of the chapel.

circles of stars

Knock again on the following Thursday, 12th of February.
was dark when I reached there, and at about a quarter past eight

I visited
It

went out from the chapel and looked at the gable. I was there but
about ten minutes when I saw three figures of the shape of, but much
larger than, those which T had seen on Monday night.
The central figure
was considered to be that of the Blessed Yirgin. It was very brilliant.
The other figures were not quite visible. After about five minutes they all
disappeared.
I went to the Archdeacon, met him on the road, and spoke
to him about what I had just seen, and what I had seen on Monday night.
Whilst speaking to him there appeared a beautiful star, which illuminated
the whole place.
The Archdeacon saw it, and he took off his hat, and
asked me and a few others if we saw the light.
o'clock

A Mayo

Lourdes.

(Prom jm account by the correspondent

of the

London DatJy Tehgraph).

After an interview with the early witnesses of the alleged marvel, I ac-

cepted Canon Bourke's invitation to drive over to
for myself.

The

was market-day
part of

five miles of

see the place

road leading thither were not lonely.

in Claremorris,

Mayo were

Knock and

and the small farmers who abound

It

in that

hastening townward with a multitude of asses bearing

oats or potatoes or hay.

But

all

the travellers

we met

or passed were not

on marketing thoughts intent. Some had an "up all night " appearance,
and, indeed, had been keeping vigil in the chapel to which we were hastening
while others, going the same way as ourselves, moved haltingly
on foot, or swiftly on cars, in search of miraculous deliverance from the
;

ills

they suffered.

west and

east, in

The country

thereabouts

is

uninteresting.

long undulations, without variety or charm.

It stretches

On

reach-
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summit of one of the gentle rises, a tall, square tower appeared
above the next eminence, and signalized our approach to Knock. The
modest cottage of the parish priest, Archdeacon Cavanagh, lies in the ining"

the

tervening hollow

;

but before reaching

chanced

to

One

the traveller passes a thatched

mark of a
stalwart members of the "Royal Irish"
road as we drove up, and him Canon Bourke

and whitewashed dwelling'-house
police-barrack.

it

of the

be standing in the

bearino- the

disting-uishinoc

introduced as a witness worth hearing.

The Policeman's

my

side of the car

Stoey.

and

— The

policeman cheerfully came around to

told his story, in eifect as follows

night (5th January, or morning of 6th

:

"

On

a certain

—Epiphany), about twelve

o'clock,

and a comrade set out on patrol, our road taking us past the chapel.
"When opposite the building we saw people and heard the sound of praying, so we went in to look around and ascertain that all was right. Down
-to that time, though others professed to have witnessed the apparitions^
we had not. On going round to the east gable some one cried, There's
the light,' and then both I and my comrade saw the end of the church
covered with a rosy sort of brightness, through which what seemed to be
stars appeared.
I saw no figures, nor did my comrade but some women,
who were praying there, declared that they beheld the Blessed Virgin,
and one went nearly frantic in consequence. We stood and watched the
" How do you
light for some time before starting again on our rounds."
explain the light?"
"I can't explain it." " Did you look around to see
where it came from ? " ''I did; but everything was dark. There was
I

'

;

anywhere, except on the gable." Thus the policeman, who offered
to produce his comrade in corroboration.
The Parish Priest. Leaving him, we drove to the cottage of the parish priest, and found him in his garden, whither he had gone, perhaps, for
relaxation after getting through the multitude of letters that reach him by
every post. Archdeacon Cavanagh is reputed along all the country-side as
a man of simple piety, gentle manners, and a modest and retiring disposition.
This character is justified by his appearance
he at once makes a
favorable impression, and is about the last man in the world whom a
stranger would look upon and suspect of anything bat straightforward,

no

light

—

;

honest conduct.

The very reverend gentleman gave

his visitors a cordial

welcome, and soon, in the little parlor of the cottage, I heard ^all that he
could tell about the visions and miracles, in which he believes with unquestioning and reverent
effect-.

''

On

faith.

the night of the

As

first

to the visions, the

apparition
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to vlhiu a friend,

and remained out unusually

Lite.
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Wliile

-vv^udering

what had become of her, she made her appearance in a very excited stMt.e,
your reverence, the wonderful and beautiful sight
exclaiming
The
Blessed Virgin has appeared up at the chapel, witli St. Joseph and St.
John, and we have stood looking at them this long time.
the wonderInferring that the vision had disappeared, and omitting to
ful sight
question my housekeeper on that point, I did not go up, and I have regretted ever since that I omitted to do so.
On anotlier occasion a messenger was sent down to fetch me
I Avas in bed after a fatiguing day,
and having a prospect of hard work on the morrow, did not rise." (This
manifestly appears as a triumph of the flesh over the spirit.)
I shall ever
feel sorry that a sight of the apparitions has been denied me, but God may
will that the testimony to his Blessed Mother's ptrese^ac© slaould come from
the simple faithful and not through the priests. Though I have not witnessed tlie divine manifestation, I have seen the light, and once, when standing
at some distance from the chapel, in company with others, a most brilliant
'

:

!

'

!

;

'^

star flashed along the gable, leaving a train of radiance."

—

Miraculous Cures. Questioned as to miracles, the Archdeacon said
''
I will show you a long list of cures effected by the divine interposition,
and can tell you of one in which I was an agent. Some little while ago
I received a sick-call late at night to a man who was said to be vomiting blood and in extreme danger.
Hastening to the hcuse, attended by a
boy with a lantern, I met the father of the patient coming to hurry me, in'
On reaching the cottage I found the
distress lest I should be too late.
young man covered, so to speak, with blood, and apparently very near*
'

'

death, but conscious.

After ministering to him I called for a glass of

from the gable wall of
He did so at once he began to recover,
the chapel, and bade him drink.
and is now well. I can speak of other cases, but especially of a man who
came from Cork afflicted wit a polypus, which extended into his windHe M^as
pipe, and so, said the surgeons, required a dangerous operation
here performing his devotions for several days, and then, to his astonishment and joy, expelled the abnormal growth I saw it—^and he returned
The Archdeacon next showed me his list of " miracles," from
cured."
which I quote a few special cases Bridget Nearney, of Strokestown^
Maria Conolly, a cripple for thirteen
blind for seventeen years, can see
John O'Brien, who was born blind, has the
years, is now able to walk
use of his eyes Belinda Mash, of Ballina, dumb for six years, has recovPatrick Boyle, of Glasgow, came to Knock
ered the power of speech
water, sprinkled on

it

a few particles of the mortar
;

—

:

;

;

;

;
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and returned cured

afflicted witli heart disease,

kullen, subject to epileptic
their attacks;

fits,

visited the

Michael Marin, of Lisa-

;

shrine,

and

is

now

the daughter of R. Walsh, of Clifden, regained

free

from

sight after

bathing her eyes in water containing a piece of plaster from the chapel
John Roache, of Roosky, Roscommon, stone-blind for seventeen
wall
;

3^ears,

went away able

Knock

with a bent

leg,

to

see

John O'Connor, of Ardagh, came

;

supported

to

by

leaving the crutch as a memorial

an iron crutch, and returned home,
of cure
Owen Halpen, of Meg, Dro;

gheda, troubled with deafness, placed a bit of the mortar in his ears, and

might continue these extracts from
the Archdeacon's records, but space would fail for a complete setting forth

had the sense

fully restored to him.

I

of the alleged cases of miraculous hearing.

—

Magic-Lantern Ijght not Possible in the Situation. Leaving the^
priest's cottage to view the chapel, and meeting at the door a man whose
sight, long lost, was said to be returning, the two priests and myself
went up the road towards the chapel, having the famous gable before us
I saw that, for full half its height, it had been boarded
the whole way.
over a measure necessary, the Archdeacon told me, to protect the wall,
since the people, after having removed the covering of plaster, began topick the mortar from between the stones, as, indeed, they are now doing
round the corners, where nothing prevents. M}^- first business was, of course,
Theto take, as Jack Bunsby would say, "the bearings" of the place.

—

chapel

is

a plain

cruciform building, having a

tall,

west end, and at the opposite extremity a sacristy.
the sacristy,

at

square tower at
It is

on the gable

the far east of the building, that the figures

its

of

are said to

have appeared. The chapel stands in a rather extensive yard, which is
bounded, opposite the gable and distant from it some twenty-five paces,

by

a

dilapidated wall about four feet high.

Beyond

this is a large field

and the open country. Within the yard, a little to the north of a line
drawn from the north angle of the gable to the low wall, stands a schoolhouse,

its

gable directly facing towards the

east.

Obviously, therefore;

if

on the chapel wall were due to
a magic- lantern, the operator, supposing he could have focussed his picor, if
ture at such a distance, must have taken post behind the low wall
stationed in the school, must have thrown the image on the " screen " at a
very considerable angle. The wall theory may be dismissed, because over
its tumbled stones the first witnesses passed to get a nearer view, and the
glare of the lantern would at once have been detected by the observant
policemen.
There remains the notion of a manipulator stationed in thethe appearances alleged to have been seen

;
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gave ray best attention to the windowless gable of that
building, and could find no sign of hole or crack from chimney to foundaGoing inside among the children, to look at tlie wall from that
tion.
point of view, the plaster appeared untouched, and the roof too much
school-house.

open

to

ceiling.

I

admit of a

man working between

its

apex and what there was of

In the result, and despite a wish to exphiin the wonder naturally,

was obliged to conclude that the reported apparitions, however caused,
could not have been, and, therefore, were not, due to a magic-lantern.
With any theory not determinable by a reference to considerations absolutely positive, such as those just touched upon, I have nothing now to do.
Scenes at the Church. Mondays and Thursdays are the times when
Knock is overwhelmed with pilgrims, many thousands being frequentl}^present at once but on no day of the week is the place deserted, and it
assuredly afforded an extraordinary spectacle last Wednesday.
About
ten paces from the gable stands a small, roughly-constructed pen, wherein pilgrims who no longer acquire the aid of sticks and crutches deposit
them before leaving. Scores of these discarded props to tottering feet
were lying there and a few others, besides two very battered umbrellas,
were suspe^ided from the boards that protect the sacred wall. It is needless to say that the wall itself, boarded though it be, excites the utmost
reverence.
I saw a score of people kneeling before it, repeating prayers,
some of them knowing the spot on which they believe tbe Virgin appeared
while others had brought sick children, upon whom they lavished attenOthers, again, wandered round and
tion in the intervals of devotion.
round the chapel, telling their beads as they went an act of faith, so I
was assured, altogether self-imposed. Yet others, mostly afflicted with
diseases, stood in the road or enclosure, waiting, like some at the Pool of
Bethesda long ago, "for the moving of the waters." Night and day they
wait, filling the chapel during the dark hours, and praying there so as
that the sound of their voices can be heard far down the road.
At least
two hundred persons were in the sacred edifice when I entered. The inBeyond the unpretending altar, and two or three
terior is poor of aspect.
small windows filled with stained glass, there are no attempts at decorations, and very ineffective ones at convenience, since all the benches in the
The floor is roughly
place would not seat more than thirty people.
flagged, and full of holes made by devotees who, in their eagerness to
possess some blessed substance, have dug beneath the level of the
stones.
But, holes or no holes, the pilgrims covered almost the entire
area, from the altar rails to the western door, and from side to side of the
I

—

;

;

;

—
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making a continuous and solenm ham
have been brought there, and some professed to have gained

transept, their muttered petitions

Many

sick

A

mucli benefit.

poor paralytic, seated in a wheeled chair, rejoiced at

warmth

woman

£,

had crawled for
years on her hands and knees was found sitting upright, and delightedly
showing how she could use her feet a very little. Such sights were visible more or less on every hand, and as the Archdeacon went about
among the people one and another would go to him and tell of the benefits
Thank
received by themselves or their friends, and get for answer:
God and his Blessed Mother "
feeling of

in his

lower limbs

;

a

wlio

!

Apparitions in other Countries Contrasted with thoss ^t Knock,
Apparitions, such as those at Knock, those seen at Hartelwood, close to

Marpingen, near the town of
well
is

a^

known

of

La

Kmg, and Mary,
all

Wendel

in

Bavaria, the apparitions so

and of Lourdes, are strong reminders that there
a kingdom "to come," in which Jesas Christ reign::^

Salette

a pure spirit-world,

In

St.

his Mother, as

Queen.

these supernatural manifestations there are features which

mark

Yet there are other features common to
those revealed glimpses from spirit-land, no matter whether they have
"been seen in times past or present, beheld in Ireland, >r France or Ger
many, or Italy, or Judea, or Egypt.

them with a

special character.

"

—

First, j.n apparition of
of Supernatural Apparitions.
angel, or beatified soul,' is always seen accompanied by light.

Characteristics

Secondly, the light appears

from amidst the

first,

ai.

and the supernatui'al being, or voice

light, next.

when

the

These are a

fevr

Thirdly, the heavenly messenger or spirit disappears
apparition ceases, and then immediately after the 'ight.

first,

of the objective features.

Instances compared with the Apparioions at Knock.
These three characteristics are found to mark the apparitions thai:
have been seen at Knock, at Marpingen, at gourdes, at La Salette in
every one of the spirit manifestations recorded ii the *' Lives of the Saints,"
and they are numerous, or in those we read of in the records of the
Catholic Church
as, for instance, in the " Life of St. Columba, or CoHe, like Abraham, walked continlumbkille," the apostle of Scotland.
;

—
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Uously with angels, and talked with liis spirit-guardians day after day.
Whenever he was in his room alone, rays of light, although he had no

lamp or source of material flame
chinks of his

within, appeared to

cell.

The Burning Bush seen by Moses
briel,

whom

shine tlnougli the

is

an instance

Daniel beheld in the land of captivity

;

;

and the Angel Ga-

the angelic choirs de-

scending from heaven on the morning of the Nativity, and the bright light
that shone around the shepherds

and the

on Tliabor at the Transfiguration
these are proofs that the presence of angels and beatified souls
is accompanied by light.
Light, also, like the aurora before sunrise, is

—

coming

the herald of their
still

;

illumine the earth yet a

;

and as
little

at

light

sundown

longer, so

day
the departing messenger come
the parting rays of

from the world of beatified souls leaves for a time a bright line of radiance
in his wake.
This subject is very interesting, but just at present one can
only touch the matter. It is singular, too, that it was on a Thursday that

Our Blessed Lady appeared at the Grotto of Massabielle, near Lourdes,
February 11, 1858,
to the young peasant girl, Bernadette Soubirous.
was the day that the Virgin conceived without sin " Immaculate ConIt is
ception " first appeared at Lourdes, and that day was Thursday.

—

—

not much, but the coincidence

is

remarkable that

it

was on a Thursday

nhe appeared at Knock, 21st of August, 1879.

The Apparition

—The

same day, July 3, 1876, that the
image of the Immaculate Conception was crowned at Lourdes, at Marpin"conceived without spot" was
gen, in Bavaria, the Blessed Virgin
pleased to manifest her presence to the three young Catholic girls Margaret Kunz, Susan Leist, and Catherine HubertusNot to the Priest. It is worthy of notice that not to the priest ai
Lourdes, or at Marpingen, or at J^a. Salette, or at Knock was the Blessed
Virgin pleased to manifest her presence. People in this country have
been expressing their surprise that, if the apparition is true, ^' why did not
the priest see it?"
It happened that Oar Blessed Lady on each occasion
was pleased to appear to the simple people alone. On July 5, 1876, the
three young girls at Hartelwood asked the Blessed Virgin, who appeared
" How long will you remain with us ? "
Till ten
to them that evening
o'clock,"
She remained at knock on the 21st of August till ten o'clock.
" Shall our parish priest come?"
"No." " Shall the
Again they asked
in Bavaria.

—

—

—

—

''

:

:

priest of Hensweiler

" Because

On

you

come ? "

" No."

"

Why are we alone able to see

you V*

are innocent children."

July 11 the Blessed Virgin appeared again, and told the

cbjldrer?
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that the sick

were

to take

water from the upper well of the two wells in

Hartelwood.

Some

of the adult witaesses gave the following description of the apparition with wliich they were favored at Marpingen
''The figure was that
:

of a majestic
in

woman

clothed in blue

;

it

floated from the

wood, and posed

an upright posture on the bush where the children had before seen

The

definition of a miracle, as understood

by

her."

Catholics, requires that

is

be an extraordinary work or operation opposed to the normal laws of nature, and performed either directly or indirectly by God.
The work must
be unusual, for if usual, although the effect of great power, it is not consid-

The movements

ered a miracle.

of the planets and of the earth, with their

amazing velocities, are not miracles, although they are a prodigious work.
But to carry a man in the air from Ireland to New York in a minute would be
a miracle.

The work must be opposed

to them, or

above their influence.

heavier than water to sink in

it.

to the

laws of nature,

eitlier

contrary

It is natural for fire to burn, for a

If a

body be not burned

in the

body

fire,

like

and our blessed Lord
walking on the waters of the sea of Genesareth that is a miracle and it
must be done by God's power either directly, as the miracles performed by
Christ or indirectly, as those performed by Moses and the prophets in
the name of God, and by the apostles and their successors in the name of
Jesus.
The definition excludes all works done by the agency of the devil
or his agents, all necromancers, sorcerers, enchanters who invoke his name.
It is not necessary here to tell what the laws of nature are
it is quite
enough to know that it is a law in fire to burn; in water to quench fire
and to wet the surface on which it is placed, unless some other natural
cause is in the way to prevent the effect; in a heavy, sluggish body not to
move quickly in a sickly body not to assume strength suddenly, and by
means not proportionate to the effect. Any effect contrary to these, or
superseding these laws, is said, as far as relates to man, to be supernatural.
An effect of this kind would not for a spirit be supernatural, because it ia
just suited to his nature
but, in regard to man, effects like these are supernatural.
From all that has been said it is plain that a cure brought
the three companions of Daniel in the fiery furnace

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

about
effect;

by

a strong imaginati(m

neither

oistance, if a

is

is

not a miracle, for

it is

only a natural

a cure arising from a sudden start or excitement

dumb

—

as, for

person, from fright or from a sudden impulse, spokp^
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the natural result of great physical ex-

owing to some cause, either the hearing, or the eyesight, or the voice was partially lost by any nervous derangement, as often
happens, if that derangement be set right, and the hearing is restored, the
eye has obtained its usual power of seeing, and tlie tongue its speech from
a strengthened glottis, that is not a miracle. If the effect has been produced by a natural cause,, adequate in the circumstances to achieve the result, or if it is a work from the demon, it cannot be pronounced a miracle.
But if it is from God or his agents, and done in the name of God, and for
a good purpose, even by a natural cause, but a natural cause inadequate
citement.

of

itself to

blind

If, too,

the end, then

man who was

"\nd to

wash

;

course,

a miracle

by

;

as, for instance,

Redeemer

the case of the

go to the pool of Siloe
and he went, he washed, and he saw or the miraculous
desired

the

to

;

affects of St. Peter's

Of

it is

many

shadow

or St. Paul's handkerchief.

people do not believe in

spirit

power, or in the power abiding in his Church

or angel, or in God's

them miracles are shams,
or they are put by them in the category of spirit-rapping and of jugglery.
But Christians know that there is a spirit-world, happy souls and angels,
that there is a God who guides and directs everythino-, who seeks the love
and devotion as well as the happiness of his intelligent creatures all
mankind. We are the principal object of the care and loving attention
of God, and for our sakes, and to excite our faith and love, he performs
miracles.
His children regard them miracles as the seal and language
Is there a miracle there ?
Then,
of God speaking to the heart of man.
it is a light
if so, it is God's voice, at least to those who believe in him
from heaven, and the pure-eyed soul sees that light and believes it as the
But all do not believe in miracles with equal
expression of God to him.
readiness.
Christ performed them, and the Pharisees attributed their performance to the power of the prince of devils. Moses performed them,
and Pharao resisted him the more determinedly. It is so to day. It does
not follow that if some people believe not in miracles they have not really
been performed.
The questioM now is. Has any real miracle been performed at Knock 1
We answer that in our opinion there have been many. A great many
cures will, or perhaps can, be traced to nervous excitement and to the
but making all due allowances for physical
desire for improvement
agencies and natural causes, still over one-third of those recorded will, it
is likely, be considered, in the opinion of honest men, miraculous.
A diary was kept by Archdeacon Cavanagh and contained at the time
;

to

—

—

—

;

;
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account was written a record of nigh three hundred cures ten select
miracles out of this number would plainly prove the miraculous character

this

;

on the several occasions recorded in the pages
of the Very Rev. Archdeacon Cavanagh's diary, but the limited space at our
They may be found
disposal prevents a more extended account of them.
in '' The Miracles at Knock," a book published by D. & J. Sadlier & (Jo.
Many cures have been worked through the intercession of the Blessed
Virgin Mary and by the application of the cement taken from the chapel
wall.
We have heard from the mouths of most trustworthy witnesses accounts of nearly a dozen cures, of which the narrators themselves were
In addition to what we have already written regarding the
eye- witnesses.
visions seen at the chapel of Knock, two remarkable miracles, witnessed
b j hundreds of persons, were performed namely, sight restored to two
young girls, one of whom had, on the testimony of her mother, not seen
from her birth. She had been several times with physicians in Dublin,
of the apparitions witnessed

—

but

all to

no purpose

;

yet, in the presence of hundreds, she received the

use of sight, having visited three times the spot where the Blessed Virgin
Mary is said to have appeared, and after praying three times in honor of
the Mother of God.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL

By Rev. Alban Butler.

Containing
llie

Principal Heretics
names of the Popes
Roman Emperors , Emperors of the East and West Kings of
England and of France
Martyrs, Holy Fathers, and other Ecclesiastical Writers; Saints of England,
Scotland, Ireland, and of other countries, who have existed since the commencement of the Christian Era
Principal Events, Persecutions, etc., that have taken place
to th2 ^lesent time; the General Councils
during the above period; including also the Doctrine and Discipline, Religious Institutes, and'othet
miscellaneous subjects which occur in the history of each Age.
;

;

;

;

;

INTRODUCTION.
The following Index exhibits a sketch of a regular history of the Christian church, of which many
It is divided into eighteen ages
Interesting subjects occur in the course of the Lives of the Saints.
or centuries, and each age comprises the principal objects of Church History, classed in ten generaJ
heads.

The
First General Head contains the names of all the Popes from St. Peter to Pius VII.
reference
is
demise.
years
their
election
and
denote
the
of
before
their
names
two dates placed
given after their names, to the day of the month under vi'hich the history of their lives may be found,
Though there are some popes, heretics, etc., of whom
or, ac least, some mention of them is made.
no mention occurs in the course of these Lives of the Saints, it was thought proper to insert their
names in the Index, that the list of the successors of St. Peter, etc., might not be incomplete.
In the Second Head may be found the succession of the Roman Emperors, till the destruction of
the empire : then the Emperors of the East and West.
The Third and Fourth Heads comprise the Kings of England and France.
Under the Fifth Head are comprised the General Councils, and such particular councils as are of
note, or occur in these Saints' Lives, with their dates, and references to the places where they
The

A

occur.
Sixth Head comprises a catalogue of the Holy Fathers of the Church, and other Ecclesiastical Writers, who in every age have defended and propagated the purity of Catholic doctrine, and
the sanctity of Christian morality. The years of their deaths are assigned in the chronological

The

margin.

The Seventh Head comprises a catalogue of the Saints of England, Scotland, Ireland, and oi
other countries, whose names are not under some other division of this plan.
Under the Eighth Head are given the names of the principal Heretics of each age, with the years
in which they began to teach their doctrines, or were condemned; and a reference to the day of the
rac nh under which some account is given of them.
Ill the Ninth Head, under the general title of Events, many different objects are included.
1st. The Persecutions of the Church, with the names of the most illustrious martyrs who suffered
in them; 2d. The Conversions of Nations, with the names of the apostolic men who were the
instruments of God in that great work; 3d. The Doctrine and Discipline of the age, as far as any
mention of it occurs in the lives of the Saints of that age; 4th. Religious Institutes, with the names
of their founders, and the dates of their establishment; 5th. Miscellaneous subjects, which occur in
the history of the age, and are mentioned in this work.
The sketch given in these Indexes shows at once the perpetual and visible existence of the
Catholic Church, from the time of Christ to the present day; the uninterrupted succession of her
the councils in which most of them
the origin of heresies
chief pastors in the chair of St. Peter
were condemned; the doctors who refuted them, and stood forth in every age, as defenders and
witnesses of the true faith; the persecutions in which thousands of Christian heroes sealed their
faith with their blood
the ancient and uniform doctrine and tradition of the Church; and the bright
examples o£ sanctity which have illustrated her in every age.
;

;

;
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FIEST AGE or THE OHUEOH.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

POPES.
A. D.
65 St. Peter,

June

29.

Linus, Sept. 23.
St. Cletus, April 26.
St Clement, Nov. 23.
St Anacletus, July 13.
St.

14 Augustus, Dec. 25.

Otho and

under

whom

first

general

perse[cution.

Vetellius.

96 Domitian, Feb.
98 Nerva, Feb ^

i.

May

6,

under

whom

second

[gen. persecution.

Trajan.
the history ot Agrippa, July 25.

COUNCILS.
Of

the Apostles at Jerusalem, June 29 and 30.

SACRED AND ECCLESIASTICAL

On
On

All Saints, Nov. i.
All Souls, Nov. 2.
Nativity of St. John JJaptist, June 24.
Decollation of St. John, Aug. 29.

Joseph, March 19.
Anne, July 26.
St. Mary Magdalen, July 26.
St. Martha, July 29.
St. Thecla, Sept. 23.
St. Petronilla,

May 31.
May 19.

Pudentiana,

St.
St.

Nicodemus. Aug.

St.

Gamaliel, Aug.

St.

June 29.
Paul, June 29.
Matthew, Sept.

St.

John, Dec. 27.

St.

James the Less, May

Nicomedes, Sept. 15.
Philemon, Nov. 22.
The Seven Machabees, etc., Aug.
St.
St.

Simon Magus, June
21.
il

Mark, April 25.
St. Luke, Oct. 18.
Liturgy of St. James.
Vide May 1.
Acts of St. Andrew. Vide Nov. 30.
Apostolical Canons and Apostolical Constitutions.
Fide Nov. 23, note.
91 St. Hermas, May 9.
95 On the b( oks ascribed to St. Dionysius the
St.

3.

•00 St. Clement, Nov. 3.
On the epistle of Barnabas.

Philo the Jew.

6.

*>

Cerinthus, Dec. 27, mov. feasts.
Hymenaeu.s.
Nicolaits, Oct. 28.
Ebion, Dec. 27, Feb. 18, mov. feasts.

St. Jiide, Oct. 28.

On

t.

HERETICS.

St. Peter,

Areopagite, Oct.

3.

3.

WRITERS.
St.

the Angels,

St.

81 Titus.

ft

Ai^ ^

St.

79 Vespasian.

On

^

Apparition of St. Michael, May 8.
Dedication of St. Michael, Sept 29.
Holy Angel Guardians, Oct. 2.

37 Tiberius.
41 Caius Caligula.
2,

8.

Annunciation, Mar. 25.
Visitation, July 2.
Purification, Feb. 2.
Assumption, Aug. 15.
Dedication of St. Mary ad Nives,
Festival of the Rosary, Oct. i.

On

ROMAN EMPERORS.

68 Nero, July
69 Galba.

Holy Name of the B. V., Sept
Presentation, Nov. 21.

See June 21.
See June 29, note.

Menander.

Aug 28, note.
Saturninus, July 28.
Nazareans, Feb. 18.
Basilides,

EVENTS.
Peter establishes his Chair first at Antfisch. theit
Rome, where he sat twenty-five years, and
suffered martyrdom.
See Feb. 22, Jan. 18, June 29
For the history of the establishment of the Christiarr
Church and of the conversion of nations, sec the
Lives of the Apostles, and other Apostolic men
SS. Peter and Paul, June 29. St. Andrew, Nov.
.St. James the Great, July 25.
St. James the
30.
St.

at

;

SAINTS,
Saints in this

ai^e,

besides the Apost'es^ etc^

mentioned above.

The B. V. Mary. See her
The Conception, Dec. 8.
!f

he

Nativity., Sept. 8.

festivals.

Less and
Dec. 27.
Sept. 21.

May i. St. John, Mav 6. and
Bartholomew, Aug. 24. St. Matthew,
St. Thomas, Dec. 21.
SS. Simon and'

St. Philip,

St.

Jude, Oct. 28. St. 'Matthias, Feb. 24. St. Mark,.
April 25.
St. Luke, Oct. iS.
St. Philip the Deacon, June 6.
St. Barnabas, June 11.
St. Titus.
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St. Joseph of AriSt. Timotuj, /an. 24.
4.
St.
St. Anianus, April 25.
mathea, March 17.
St. Joseph Barsabas, June ti.
Maxitninus, June 8.
St.
St. Stephen, Dec. 26.
St. Philemon, Nov. 22.
Onesimus, Feb. 16.
On the Institution of Metropolitans and on Patri-

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS

J^n.

archs, sfe note, Sept. 5.
On the Institution of Deacons, Dec. 26.
On the Therapeuts, and the antiquity of the Ascetic
life, April 25, and June 29, note on Philo.
The Apostles, after their call to the Apostleship,
lived in continency. See May 31 and June 29.

A. D.

107 St. Ignatius, P"eb. i.
150 Papias, June 28.
St. Polycarp, Jan. 26.
Si.

Athenagoras, Dec.

On

A. D.

SEOOND AGE OF THE OHUROH,
POPES.
Anacletus.

A. D.

St.

109
109
119

St. Evaristus,

— 119
— 128
128—139
139 — 142
142

— 157

St.

St.

St.
St.
St.

Oct. 26.

Alexander, May 3.
Sixtus I., April 6.
Tilesphorus, Jan. 5.
Hyginus, Jan. 11.
Pins I., July li.
Anicetus, April 17.

157—168
168—176
176—192

St.

192

St. Victor, July 28.

St. Soter, Aijril 22.

St, Eleutherius,

May

26.

138 Adrian,
161

169
j8o
192
193
193
194
198

May

6.

the writings of Antoninus Pius see Sept. 4-

uho did not suffer in the
and are not me7itioned above.

Saints of this age

persecution^

St.

Mark, Bishop of Jerusalem, Oct.

St.

Narcissus, Bishop of Jerusalem, Oct. 29.

23.

Bishop of Padua, Nov.

St.

Prosdecimus,

St.

Lucius, King, Dec.

first

^,

3.

HERETICS.
A. D.

loi Cainists, July 17.
103 Elxai.

109 Millenarians, April 24, June 28, Nov. 17.
no Gnostics, Oct. 28, June 28.
1 20 Carpocrates, April 14, July i.
130 Adamites, April 14, July i.
140 Valentinui, Jan. 1 1, June 28.
141 Cerdo, Jan. it.
142 Marcion, April li.
146 Theodorus the Banker, and Theodoras the
ner, July 28,

Aug.

Ta»

26.

147 Heraclion.
149 The Ophites.
151 Marcus and Colorbasus.
159 Tatian and the Enaralites, July 28, Dec 6.
171 Bardesanes, July 9.
172 Montanus, Mav 26, July 17, 21, 28.
172 Priscilla and Maximilla,' May 26.
179 Hermogenes, Dec. 6, July 17.
180 Apelles.
187 Praxeas, vide May 26, July 17, 28, Nov. 17,

moVW

feasts.

190 Seleucus and Hcrmias.
191 Artemas.

Aquila, SymmacKus, and

Theodotion,

Jan, 7,

Sept. 30.

EVENTS.

i.

PerscczUio7is.

July 18.
Antoninus Pius, July 6, 11, Sept. 14.
Lucius Verus, Jan. 26.
Marcus Aurelius, Jan. 8, 26, April 18.
Comniodus, June 28, April 18.

107 In the third general persecution raised by Trajan,
St. Ignatius of Antioch suffered at Rome,
18.
St. Simeon of Jerusalem, Feb.
Feb. 1.

Pertinax. June 28.
Didius Julianus, June 28.
Niper, June 28.
Albinus, June 28.
Severus, June 28, July 17.

121

26,

COUNCILS.
Czesarea, Oct. 29, concerning the time of
celebrating Easter.
196 At Rome, etc., on the time of celebrating Easter,
July 28.

195

26.

SAINTS.

ROMAN EMPERORS.
117 Trajan, Feb.

May

190 St. Theophilus of Antioch, Dec. 6.
St. Diony: ius, Cor. April 8.

PERSECUTIONS.
33 In the first partial persecution raised at Jerusalem, St. Stephen suffered martyrdom, December 26.
In the second partial persecution, raised by
Herod Agrippa, St. James the Great was martyred,
July 25, and St. Peter was cast into
43
Vide Aug. i.
prison.
44
64 Ip the first general persecution raised against the
Church by Nero, suffered SS. Peter and Paul,
SS,
St. Vitalis, April 28.
see June 24, 29, 30.
St. Nazarius,
Processus and Martinian, July 2.
July 28.
70 Jerusalem taken and burnt, the Christians retire
to Cella, Feb. 18.
95 In the second general persecution under Domitian, St. John the Evangelist was banished, after
having been cast into a vessel of boiling oil,
May 6, Dec. 27.
On Christian churches, Nov. 9 and 18.

Quadiaius,

167 St. Justin, June i. Old ed. April I4.
St. Melito, April i.
175 St. Apollinaris, Jan. 8.
18 [ St. Ilegesipi^us, April 7.
186 St. Apollonius, April i3.

At

SS. Rufus and Zozimus, Dec. 18. Uider Antoninus suffered St. Felicitas and tier r-even
sons, July 10.
suffered SS. Faustinus and jov.ta,
Feb. 15. St. Sixtus, April 6. St. G^ti.lius,
.St. SaSt. Hermes, Aug. 28.
etc., June 10.

Under Adrian

bina, Aug. 29.

169 5n the fourth general persecution under i uciu3
Verus and Marcus Aurelius, St. Polycarp was
crowned with martyrdom, Jan. 26. St. Ptolemy, etc., Oct. 19. St. Justin, Martyr, Jane ]
(or April 14).
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.
A.

A. D.

177

Pothinus, etc., at Lyons, June 2. SS. Epipodius and Alexander, April 22. St. SymSS. Marcellus and Vaphorian, Aug. 22.

St.

lerian, Sept. 4.

186 Under Commodus suffered St. Apollonius,
April 18.
191 A miracle was obtained by the prayers of the
thundering legion, Jan. i.

CONVERSION OF NATIONS.
SS.
182 King Lucius writes to Pope Eleutherius
Fugatius and Damian are sent into Britain,
May 26, Dec. 3
Britain received the Christian faith from preachers sent by the bishops of Rome, May 26.
;

D

235 Alexander Severus, April 22, Oct. 14, Nov. 19
237 Maxirainus, Sept. 16, Nov. 19.

Gordian
Gordian

\

237

238

'{

I.

II.

Papienus.
Balbinus.

\

\

244 Gordian III.
249 Philip, Jan. 24.
251 Decius, Aug. 13, Sept, 16,
j Gallus, Aug. 6, 13.
253
Hostilian.
\
Emilius, Aug. 6.
\

270

] Volusianus.
260 Valerian, Feb. 24, April 30, Aug;
268 Gallien, Aug. 6.
Claudius II., Aug. 6.
270
i

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Divinity of Christ, Feb. i, Jan. 26, April 14, June
I, Dec. 6.
Eucharist, Jan. 26, Feb. i, June i (alias April 14).
Original Sin, Dec. 6.
Sermon of Trinity, Dec. 6.
Authority of the Church, and Tradition, June 28.
Primacy of the See of Rome, June 28.

Miraculous powers, June 28.
Frequent use of the sign of the Cross, July 17.
The Saints are with Christ in heaven, Jan. 26,
April 14, June 1.
Devotion to the saints in heaven, Jan. 26, Feb. I.
Respect shown to relics, Jan. 26, Feb. I.
Coadjutor to a bishop, Oct. 29.

On

the origin of the civil jurisdiction and possessions of the See of Rome, July 15.
On the question concerning the time of keeping
Easter, see July 28, mov. feasts.
On the custon of the Irish and Scottish churches,
see July 6, Oct. 12, Nov. 22.

THIED AGE OF THE OHUEOH.
POPES.
A.S.
202
202- -218
218- -223
223- -230
230- -235
23=;- -236
236- -250
251- -252
252- -253
253- -257
257- -258
259- -269
269- -275
275- -283
283- -296
296- -304

St. Victor,

St.

July 28.
Zephyrinus, Aug, 26.

St. Calistus,

Oct. 14.

May

Urban,

St.

Pontian, Nov. ig.
Anterus, Jan. 3.
Fabianus, Jan. 20.

St.
St.

275
282
283
284

25.

Dioclesian, Jan. 20.
Maximian, Sept. 22, Dec. g.
Herculeus, Sept. 22, April 27.

COUNCILS.
At Rome, against the Novatians, Sept. 16.
257 At Rome, against the Rebaptizers.
261 At Alexandria, in which Sabellius was con.
251

demned, Nov.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.
202 St. Irenseus, Bishop of Lyons, June 28.
213 St. Panta;nus, July 7.
216 Minutius Felix, June 3.
St. Clement of Alexandria, Dec. 4.
245 TertuUian, July 17.
250 St. Hypolitus, Aug. 22.
251 St. Cornelius, Sept. 16.
254 Origen, April 22, Nov. 17.
258 St. Sixtus II., Aug. 6.
258 St. Cyprian, Sept. 16.
259 Dionysius, Rome, Dec. 16.
264 St. Dionysius, Alexandria, Nov. 17.

270

St.

Stephen, Aug.

St.

Sixtus II., Aug.

St.

Dionysius, Dec. 26.

St.
St.

May

2.
6.

17.

On

the writings ascribed to Dorotheus of Tyre,
vide June 5.
St. Victorinus, Nov. 2.
Caius, Priest of Rome, Nov. 18.
Julius Africanus.

SAINTS.

30.

Eutychian, vide April 22,
Caius, April 22.
Marcellinus, April 26.

Besides

St.

ROMAN EMPERORS.
2ti
2J2
217
ct8

Gregory, Neoces, Nov.
Zeno, April 12.
Arnobius, Aug. 9.
St.

St.

Cornelius, Sept. 16.
St. Lucius, March 4.

St.

17.

264 At Antioch, against Paul of Samosata, Nov. 17
270 At Antioch, against Paul of Samosata, Nov. 17.

St.

St. Felix,

Aurelian, Aug. 6.
Probus.
Carus, Sept. 22, Jan. 30.
Carinus, Sept. 22.

Numerianus.

270

St.

Quintil.

'{

Severus, July 17.
Geta, July 17.
Caracalla.

Macrinus.
222 Heliogabalus, April 22, Oct. 14.

the Martyrs, the following were distitu
guished by their sanctity in this age.

Felix of Nola, Jan. 14.

Bishop of Mans, Jan. 27.
June 3.
St. Martial, Bishop of Limoges, June 30.
St. Memmius, first Bishop of Chalons, Aug.
St Austremonius, Nov. 1.
St. Gregory Thaumaturgus, Nov. 17.
St. Gatian, first Bishop of Tours, Dec. 18.
St. Julian, first
St. Ca?cilius,
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5.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX,
CONVERSION OF NATIONS.

HERETICS.

A.I>.

Rebaptizers, Aug.
.239 Noetians,

Nov.

2,

17,

On

Sept. 16.

mov.

feasts.

the first preacher^ of the Christian faith in

251 Novatiis, Sept. 16, Nov. 17.
251 Novation, Sept 16.
257 Sabellians, May 2, Nov. 11,. mov. feasts.
263 Paul of Samosata, May 30, Nov. 17, mov. feasts.
254 Orlgenists, Sept. 30, April 22, Nov. 18.
277 Manes, Aug. 28, and the Manicheans.
290 Hieracithae.

received their mission and orders from
the Apostolic See of Rome, as did the preachers who established churches in bpain and
Africa, Oct. 9, Jan. 20.
211 The gospel preached at Besan9on, June 16.
272 Saint Benignus preaches in J-jurgundy, and St

Austremonius in Auvergne, Nov. i. St.
minus and St. Quintin at Amiens, Sept,

Felicissimus, Sept. 16.
Angelici.
Apostolici.
17.

EVENTS.
Persecutions,

general persecution, raised by Severus in 202, suffered St. Irenasus, with many
companions, at Lyons, June 28. St. Leonidas,
April 22.
SS. Perpetua and Felicitas and

In the
•402

fifth

companions, March

May

i.
St. Andeolus,
St. Victor, July 28.
Severus, St. Cecily suffered,

7.

St. Zoticus, July 21.

230

Under Alexander
Nov. 22, and St.

Callistus, Oct. 14.

In the sixth general persecution raised by Maximinus, suffered St. Pontian, Nov. 19.
235
249 Under Philip, St. ApoUoniasuffered at Alexandria.
In the seventh general persecution, raised by
Decius, suffered St. Fabian, Jan. 20. St. Baby352
las, Jan. 24.
St. Agatha,
St. Pionius, Feb. i.

Feb. 5. St. Polyeuctus, Feb. 13. St. Carpus,
April 14. St. Maximus, April 30. St. Alexander, March 18. St. Acacius, March3i. Epi-

May 10. St. Peter, May 15. St. Venantius, St. Castus, May 15.
St. Martial, June
The Seven Sleepers, July 27. St. Abdon,
30.

machus,

July 30.
Regina, Sept.

etc.,

St.
7.

17,

Dec. 26, Dec.

St.

Cyprian Sept.

16.

St.

St. Saturninus, Nov. 29.
Eugenia, Dec. 25.
In the ninth general persecution raised by AuSt.
relian, suffered St. Marius, etc. Jan. 19.
170
Marinus, May 3. St. Conon, May 29. St. FeSt. Malix, May 30.
St. Agapetus, Aug. 18.
mas, Aug. 18. St. Columba, Dec. 31.
In the tenth general persecution raised by Dio-

from

St.

286, suffered St. Sebastian, Jan.
St. Tiburtius,
DonatiaB, May 24.

SS. Crispin
It.
St. Piat, Oct. I.
Crispiniitn, Oct. 25.
St. Quintin, Oct. 31.
Seven Martyrs of Samosatp Dec. 9. St.
cian,

Dec.

II.

I,.

Aug.

2.

the Unity of *hs Church, and the necessity dL
holding this unity, Sept. 16.
Miraculous powers in the Church, June 28, Sept. 16.
The Saints in heaven intercede for the faithful on
earth, April 22, Sept. 16.
The excellence of Virgmity, Sept. 16.
St. Anthony places his sister in a house cf virginit3ft
Jan. 17.
The Fast of Lent, Nov. 17.
Fasts of Wednesdays and Fridays, Jan- 21
Institution of Ember-days, Oct. 14.
St. Anthony retires into solitude^ Jan. 17.
On the Catacombs, Oct. 14.
On the ancient custom of visiti&g the tombi »£ tbe
martyrs, Oct. 14.
On the ancient manner of writing, Aug. 13.
The first antipope, Novatianus, Aug. 28.

St.
Hypolitus, Aug. 13.
Lucian, Oct. 26. Saint

St.

Aug.

Son, Feb.

St.

Fructuosus, Jan. 21. St.
Nicegorus, Feb. 9. St. Montanus, Feb. 24. St.
Marinus, etc., March 3. St. Priscus, etc., Mar.
St. James, etc., April 30.
St. Pontius,
28.
May 14. St. Stephen, Aug. 2. St. Sixtus,
Aug. 6. St. Laurence, Aug. 10. The Martyrs

20.

the

9.

On

rOITETH AGE OP THJ! OHTTECH
POPES.

lerian, suffered St.

clesian,

85,

i.

Original Sin, Nov. 17.
On the validity of Baptism given by heretics, Sept.
Eucharist, Nov. 17.
[16.
On the Real Presence, Dec. 9, and fthe Sacrifice of
the Mass, Sept. 16.
On Confession, Sept. 16.
On Orders ; the number of priests, deacons, etc., iB
the city of Rome, Sept. 16.
On the supremacy of St. Peter, and of the pope,

Trypho, Nov. 10. St. Nemesion, Dec. 19. St.
Epimachus, Dec. 12. St. Victoria, Dec. 23.
457 In the eighth general persecution, raised by Va-

of Utica, Aug. 28.
Dionysius, Oct. 9.

God

the Consubstantiality of

Nov.

Philostratus writes the life of Apollonius Tyanaeus, April 22, May 26.

Tourney, Oct.

Fir-

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
On

17.

St. Piat at

Oct. 31.

Valens.

Nepos, Nov.

Gaul

They

240 Privatus, Jan. 20.
242 Berillus, April 22.
249 Arabici.

Coracion, Nov.

•

A. D.

—310
— 310
311 — 314
314 — 335
336—336
337 — 352
352 — 366
366 — 384
385— 398

308
310

399

St. Marcellus, Jan. 16.
Eusebius, Sept. 26.

St.

St.

Melchiades, Dec. 10.
Dec. 31.

St. Sylvester,
St.

Mark, Oct.

St. Julius,

7.

April 12.

Liberius, Dec. 11.
St.

Damasus,

Dec

il.

St. Sericius.
St.

Anastasius, April 27.

ANTIPOPES.
356 Felix.
366 Ursicinus.

ROMAN EMPERORS.

and

The
Fus-

305

Dioclesian and
April 27, Aug.

Maximian Herculeus

abditattt

18.
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5
K. n.
311 Galerius, April 27.

A. D.

306 Constantius Chlorus, April

27.

307 Severus.
313 Maximinus, May 27.
325 Licinius, April 27, Aug. 18.
312 Maxentinus, April 27.
337 Coiistantine the Great, May 2, Aug 18.
340 Constantine the Younger, May 2.
361 Constantius, Jan) 14, May 2.
350 Constans, May 2.
363 Julian the Apostate, Jan. 25, July 25, March 22,
Jan. 24, June 14.
364 Jovian, July 11.

EMPERORS OF THE WEST.

390 Carthage, second.
397 Carthage, third, Aug. 28, in which a catalogitt
the books of Scripture was published.
398 Carthage, fourth.
Carthage, fiuh.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.
St.
St.

309

Valentinian L, Dec.
Gratian, Dec. 7, 11.

Maximus, Nov.
Valentinian II.,
Eugenius, Dec.

7,

June

14.

Honorius.

EMPERORS OF THE EAST.
21,

March

27,

Dec.

7,

Sept. 10.
Arcadius, Sept. 10.

COUNCILS.

Marcellus of Ancyra, March 22.
Pruedntius, Dec. 10.
369 St. Hilary of Poitiers, Jan. 14.
370 Lucifer of Cagliari, May 2, Dec. 15.
373 St. Athanasius, May 2.
379 St. Basil, June 14.
St. Ephrem, July 9.
384 St. iJamasus, Dec. 11.
St. Optatus. June 4 (old ed. July 6).
385 Didymus, Sept. 30.
387 St. Cyril of Jerusalem, March 18.
389 St. Gregory of Nazianzen, May 9.
395 St. Amphilochius, Nov. 23.
396 St. Gregory of Nyssa, March 9.
397 St. Ambrose, Dec. 7.
399 Evagrius of Pontus, March 3.
St. Pacien,

Of Donatus at Carthage.
313 Rome, Dec. 10, against the
at

Donatists.
against the
Donatists, Dec 31,
which three British bishops were present,

May

Among

26.

March

the Fathers

Ancyra.

and

SAINT>>.

Saints of th* Deaerta

wtH

eminent

Neocaesarea.
St. Pau!, Jan. 15,

il.

320 Alexandria, against the Arians.
325 General Council of Nice, against the Arians, Dec.
31, Feb. 26, May 2.
326 Antioch.
335 Tyre, Arian against St. Athanasius, Sept. Ii,

May

9.

FATHERS AND

first,

Rome, Dec.

May |^

St.

311

314 Aries,

18.

St.

11, Dec. 7, March 27.
March 27, Dec. 7.
7, March 27.

378 Valens, June 14, Dec. 7.
395 Theodosius the Great, Feb.

Methodius of Tyre, Sept
Pamphilus, M.. June i.

Lactantius, Aug. 9.
.SS. Anthony, Jan. 17, and Pachomius,
312 St. Lucian, Jan. 7.
Ty^ St. James of Nisibis, July 11.
Eusebius of Czesarea, July 16.

362

375
383
388
392
394

a|

2.

Jerusalem, Arian, May 2.
336 Constantinople, Arian.
339 Alexandria, May 2.
Constantinople, Arian.
341 Rome, May 2, June 7.
Antioch, Arian, May 2.
345 Antioch, Arian.
347 Sardica, April 12, July 16,

May

Philippopolis, Arian,

St.

Anthony,

St.

Amnon,

Jan.,

Lower Thebais.
Coma, Upper Egypt

Oct. 4, Egypt.

Pachomius, May 14, Egypt
Tbeodorus, Upper Thebais, Dec. 3c.
Two SS. Macariuses the Elder, January l^
St.

Egypt
St. Pammon.
St.

Pambo, Sept.

6.

St. Isidore, Jan. 15, of Scete.
St. John of Lycopolis, March 27.
St. Hilarion, Oct. 21, in Palestine.

Mesopotamia.
Mesopotamia.

St. Julian Sabas, Oct. iS, in
St.

May

2.

2.

348 Carthage, first, Aug. 28.
349 Sirmium, Catholic.
350 Gangre, mov. feasts.
Laodicea, mov. feasts.
351 Sirmium, semi-Arian, May 2.
353 Sirmium, Arian, April 25, May 2.
359 Rimini, Anril 25, May 2, Dec. 11.
362 Alexandria, May 2.
368 Rome, Dec. 11.
370 Rome, Dec. 11.
373 Rome, against Apollinaris.
380 Saragossa, against the Priscillianists, April 25.
381 Aquileia, Dec. 11.
Gen Constantinople, May 9, Dec. il. Mar. 9, 18,
Feb. 1 2, Nov. 23.

15, in

St.

Ethram, Mesopotamia, July

St.

of Nisibis, July ii. in Mesopotamia
Serapion the Sindonite, March 21.
Serapion, Abbot of Arsinoe, March 22.
Paul, Anchoret, March 7.
Aphraates, Anchoret in i^rsia, April 7.
Prior, Hermit, Egypt, June 17.
Julian, Anciioret, Julv 6.
Thais the Penitent, Oct. 8.
Marcian, Anchoret, Cyrus, Syria, Nov. *

St.

St.
St.

St
St.

St.
St.

St.

Seleiicia, Jan. 14.

Abraham, March

9.

James

Other Saints of this

,

age.

Zeno, T?ishop of Verona, /Xpril 12.
Phrebadius, Bi^ho]-) of A^eii, April 25.
St. Kebius, I'.ishoiiof England, April 25.
St. Monica, W.. May 4.
St Servatius, Bishop of Tongres, May i;^
St.

St.

St Maximus, Bishop
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of Triers,

May

29.

UppA

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX,
St

St.

niidius, Bishop, June 5.
Philastrius, Bishop of iJrescia, July 18.
Macrina, Virgin, July 19.
Joseph of Palestine, July 22.
Liborius, Bishop of Mans, July 23.
Donatus, Bishop of Orazzo, Aug. 7.

St.

Helen, Empress, Aug.

St.

St.
St.

St.

A. D.

May 31 all under Dioclesian \ St
under Maximinus, May 27 Saint
Pamphilus, June i, under Galerius; St. Mar«
cellinus, June 2; St. Erasmus, St. Vitus, June
15; St. Cyr, June 16; St. Nicander, June 7;
St. Alban, June 22 ; St. Julias, etc., July i ; St.
Phocas, July 3; SS. Nabor and Felix, July 12;
Saint
St. Justa, July 20; St. Victor, July 21
St. Cantius,

12.

Archbishop ot Lyons, Sept. 2.
Mansuet, Bishop of Toul, Sept. 3.
Evurtius, Bishop of Orleans, Sept. 7.

St. Justus,
St.

St.

;

Paphnutius, Bishop, Sept. 11.
Donatian, Bishop of Rheims, Oct. I4.
St. Mello, Bishop of Rouen, Oct. 22.
St. Flour, Bishop, Nov. 3.
St.

Mathurin, Priest, Nov. 9.
Bishop of Tours, Nov.
Spiridion, Bishop, Dec. 14.

9t. Martin,

St.

;

11.

HERETICS.
A. D.
311 Donatists

Dec.

(first

edition, July

i),

June

4,

Aug.

28,

July

16,

10.

Meletians, Nov. 26, Feb. 26.
319 Arians, Feb. 26, Jan. 14, May 2, June
Nov. 26, mov. feasts.
Semi-Arians, ibid., mov. feasts.

7, 8,

18,

June

23.

Eustachians, March 18.
Aetians, Anomaeans, mov. feasts, Jan. 27.
Aerians, mov. feasts.
Photinians, May 2.
377 Apollinarists, July 9, Dec. 11.
Collyridians, Aug. 15.
Bonosiari.
Schism at Antioch, Jan. 27, Sept. 30,

;

Dec

XI.

380 Priscillianists, Aug. 28, Nov. Ii.
Helvidians, Sept. 8.

389 Jovianists, Sept.
390 Massilians, Nov.

8, 20i

23.

EVENTS.
Persecutions.

In the tenth most bloody persecution, begun by
Dioclesian, and continued by his successors,
Constantine, besides the martyrs who suffered at the end of the third century, are honoured in this, St. Peter Balsam, under Maximinus, Jan. 3 ; St. Lucian, under the same, Jan.
7; Saint Marcellus, under the same, Jan. 16;
St. Agnes, Jan. 21; St. Vincent, Jan. 22; both
tinder Dioclesian ; St. Blase, Feb. 3
Saint
Phileas, Feb. 4, under Licinius ; St. Soteris,
Feb. 10; St. Saturninus, Feb. 11 both under
Dioclesian; St. Elias, etc., Feb. 16, under Gallerius; St. Tyrannio, etc., Feb. 19, under Dioclesian; St. Screnus, Feb. 23; St. Adrian, Mar.
5; St. ApoUonius, March 8, under Galerius;
the forty martyrs, March 10, under Licinius;
St. Irenaeus, March 24, under Dioclesian ; St.
Apian, April 2; St. Agape, etc., April 3, under
Dioclesian; St. Odesius, April 8, under Galerius; the eighteen martyrs, April 16; Saint
George, April 23; St. Marcellinus, April 26;
St. Anthimus, etc., April 27
Saint Didymus,
April 28; St. Pollio, April 28; all under Dioclesian ; St. Victor, May 8; St. Boniface, May
St. Pancras, May
14 ; both under Galerius
12 ; St. Theodotus, May 18 ; St. Julius, May 27;
till

;

;

;

;

;
St. Marcus, etc., Oct. 4; St Jus»
Oct. 7 ; St. Domninus, Oct. 9 ; St. Tarachus, Oct. II ; St. Faustus, Oct. 13; St. Felix,
Oct. 24 ; all under Dioclesian ; St. Cassarius,
Nov. I ; St. Vitalis, Nov. 4; the four crowned
brothers, Nov. 8; St. Mennas, Nov. 11 ; all
under Dioclesian ; St. Theodorus, Nov. 9, under Galerius ; St. Crispina, Dec. 5; St. Leocadia, Dec. 9; St. Eulalia, Dec. 10; St. Lucy,
Dec. 13 ; St. Gregory of Spoletto, Dec. 24 ; St.
Anastasia, Dec. 25 ; St. Sabinus, Dec. 30 ; .St.
Anycia, Dec. 30 all under Dioclesian.
327 In the persecution of Sapor in Persia, suffered
St. Sadoth, etc., Feb. 20 ; St. Daniel, etc., Feb.
21 ; St. Acepsimus, March 14: St. Jonas, Mar.
29; the 126 martyrs of Hadiabena, April 6; the
Roman captives, April 9; St. Bademus, April
10; St. Simeon, etc., April 26; Saint Azades,
April 22; St. Barhadbesciabes, July 21 ; St
Barsabias, Oct. 20; St. Milles, Nov. 10 ; Saint
Narsis, Nov. 30.
Vide Saint Maruthais,
380 St. Sapor, etc., Nov. 30.

tina,

Nov.

7,

clesian ; St. Timothy, Aug. 22, under Maxen*
tius; St. Adrian, Sept. 8, under Galerius; St.
Gorgonius, Sept. 9 ; St. Protus, etc., Sept. ii;
St. Euphemia, Sept, 16 ; St. Ferreol, Sept. 18;
St. Januarius, .Sept. 19 ; St. Cyprian, etc., Sept.
26; SS. Cosmas and Damian, Sept. 27 ; all utvder Dioclesian; St. Methodius, Sept. 18, under

Maxentius

Colluthians, Feb. 26.

325 Audiani.
362 Macedonians, March

;

Pantaleon, July 27; St. Simplicius, July 29,
St. Julitta, July 30; all under Dioclesian; St.
St. Thea,
Quirinus, June 4, under Licinius
July 25, under Maximinus ; St. Afra, Aug. 5 ;
SS. Justus and Pastor, Aug. 6; St. Cyriacus,
etc., Aug. 8; St. Euplius, Aug. 12; St. Timothy, etc., Aug. 19; St. Genesius, Aug. r6; SS.
Felix and Adauctus, Aug. 30 ; all under Dio-

St.

St.

;

Basiliscus,

Dec.

4.

Catholic Bishops, who were chiefly persecuted under the Arian emperor Constantius,
were St. Athanasius, May 2, with almost all
the rest of the Bishops of Egypt ; St. F.ustathius of Antioch (banished by C6nstantine),
JulyT6; St. Paul of Constantinople, June 7 ;
Lucius of Adrianople ; St. Hilary of Poitiers,
Jan. 14; St. Paulinus of Triers, Rhodon of
Toulouse, St. Dionysius of Milan, St. Eusebius
of Vercelle, Dec. 15; Lucifer of Cagliari, Dec.
15 ; St. Asterius of Petra, St. Potamon of Heraclea. May 18; St. Serapion of Thmuis, Mar.
21 ; Asclepas of Gaza, May 2.
372 Under Athanaric the Goth, suffered St. Sabas,
April 12 ; St. Nicetas, Sept. 15.
362 Under Julian the Apostate, suffered St. JuvenSaint
tius, etc., Jan. 25; St. Basil, March 22
Gordian, May 10; SS. John and Paul, June 26;
St. Ronosus, Aug. 21 ; St. Artemius, Oct. 20;
St. Theodoret, Oct. 23 ; St. Bibiana, Dec. 2.

The

;

CONVERSION OF NATIONS.
330 The Ethiopians are converted by

St.

Frume*

tins, Oct. 27.
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The

origin, irruption,

and persecuconversion they
not Arianism,

conversion,

—

<on of the Goths in
embraced the Catholic

their
faith,

April 12.
the religion of the Persians, Nov. 30.

On

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Divinity of Christ, Feb.

4.

Ceremonies used in baptism, holy

March

acter,

oil,

Lateran, Nov.

March

i),

sacrifice,

June

POPES.

4,

K. D.

sins,

Celibacy of the clergy, March 14, Jan. 14, Sept. 11.
On the Church, March 9. Name of Catholic, March
Unity of the true church, March 9, June 4
9.
(first ed. July i).
Necessity of being united to the
apostolic see of Rome, as to the centre of unity,
June 4 (first ed. July i).
Tradition, March 9, 13.
'Miracles, Sept. 19.
On the use of the sign of the Cross, Mar. 18, July 9,
9.

Anastasius

399—402

St.

402

— 417
417—418
418 — 422

St Innocent

422—432
432—440

St. Celestine,

St.
St.

9, 18.

of carrying blessed candles

March

on the Puri-

18.

Invocation of Saints, March 9, Feb. 12, May 9, June
14, July 9, Dec. 11.
Churches dedicated in honour of saints, April 23.
Prayers for the souls of the faithful departed, March
Purgatory, July 9.
18, May 2, July 9.

May

Respect to relics, March 18,
July i), June 14, Dec. 7.

9,

June 4

(first

ed.

Vows of

continency, April 22.
the excellence of virginity, Sept. 18, Dec. 7.
Ceremony of virgins consecrating themselves to God,

On

Feb.

The

It,

Dec.

election

I.,

April 7
July 28.

I.,

Zozimus, Aug. 28.
Boniface I., Oct. 25.

April 26.
Sixtus III., March 28.
440 461 St. Leo the Great, April II.
461
468 St. Hilary, June 25.
468—483 St. Simplicius, March a.
483—492 St. Felix II. or III., Nov. 2».
492—496 St. Gelasius, Nov. i\.
496—498 St. Anastasius II., July l^
Symmachus, July 19.
498
St.

—
—

Pictures in churches, Dec. 11.
The B. V. Mary called Theo Tokos, (Mother of God),

fication,

3.

FIPTH AGE OP THE OHTJEOH.

Penance and confession, the power of forgiving
March 9, 18, June 14.
'Bishops consecrated by one bishop, April 9.

The custom

May

18.

9, 18.

Mass, March 9, 18.
ViaticBim, Dec. 11.
Eucharist kept in churches after the
Dec. 7.

March

9.

336 Invention of the cross,

Confirmation distinct frombaptism, character. Mar.
Real Presence, March 9, 18, June 4 (first ed. July
June 14, Dec. 7.

Dec.

Fictitif us history of Marcellinus, April 26.
Deaths of persecutors, April 27.
Schools erected by the Jews at Babylon and IV
b«rias, July 22.
On the study ot the canon law, Nov. 26.
312 The vision of the emperor Constantine.
326 Constantine gives orders for the building e^
Christian churches ; the dedication of St. Joha

chrism, char-

18.

TransubstantiaiKjn,

A. D.

ANTIPOPES.
418 Eulalius, Oct. 26.
498 Laurence, July 19.

EMPERORS OF THE WEST.
413 Honorius.
421 Constantius.

455 Valentinian.

Maximus.
456 Avitus.
461 Majorian.
465 Severus.
472 Anthemiua.

7.

Olibrius.

of the

archbishop of Constantinople

confirmed by Pope Damasus.
Confirmation of bisheps in the western patriarchal,
Dec. ir.
St. Ascholius appointed apostolical vicar, Dec. Ii.

Ou

the fast of Lent, March 9, 18.
Penitential canons, by St. Gregory of Myssa, Mar. 9.

474 Gliserius.
475 Julius Nepos.
476 Romulus Augustulns.
Odoacer, who took the title of Kii^ of Italy woA
put an end to the Western Empire. Sm

March

2.

EMPERORS OF THE EAST.
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES.
A. D,

305

St.

Anthony founds

May
St.

his first monastery, Jan. 17,

14.

Augustin

institutes

the Order of Regular

Clerks, Aug. 28
St.

Pachomius draws

up a Monastic Rule

writing, May 14.
St. Basil writes his longer

monks, June

in

408
450
457
474

Arcadius, Jan. 27.

Theodosius II.
Marcian, Sept la

Leo L
Leo II., Dec.

MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS.
363 Julian in vain orders the temple of Jerusalem to
be rebuilt, March iS.

v,

COUNCILS.

and shorter rules for

14.

11.

491 Zeno, Dec. 11.

4do Toledo against the Priscillianists, Wov.
402 Turin.
Milevis, first, Aug. 28.
403 Synod at the Oak, Ian. 27.
411 Conference at Carthage, Aqg. sS.
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15-

412 At Carthage against Celestfne, Aug. 28.
415 Jerusalem, Aug. 28.
Diospolis, or Lydda, Aug. 28.
416 Milevis, second, Aug. 28.
Carthage, Aug. 28, July 28.
\\1

Rome, Aug.

St.

Simeon

St.

Honoratus, Jan.

Stylites, Jan. 5.
16.

St. Severiinis, Jan. 8.
St. John Calybite, Jan. 15.
St. Cadocus, Abbot of Llancarvan,

28.

Africa.

418 Carthage.
431 Ephesus, first, 3d general, Jan. 28, April 6.
439 Reez, Nov. 27.
441 Orange, first, Nov. 27.

St.

445 Rome, May 5.
449 Lactrocinale Ephesinum, Sept. 10, Feb. 11, Apr 11
450 Councils held in Ireland by St. Patrick, Mar. 17.
451 Chalcedon, first, 4th gen., April ii^ Sept. 9, 17.
452 Aries, second.
453 Angers,
455 Aries, third, Nov. 27.
483 Rome.
484 Rome.
494 Rome, under Pope Gelasius, Nov. 21.

Vincent of Lerins, May 24.
Abbot, June 1.
Prosper of Aquitaine, June 25.
Sisoes, Anchoret, July 4.
Poemen, Abbot, Aug. 27.
Pammachius, Aug. 30.
John the Dwarf, Sept. 15.
Nilus, Anchoret, Nov. 12.
Daniel the Stylite, Dec. 1 1.
Marcellus, Abbot, Dec. 29.

St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

Widow,

&

Jan. 10.

St. Isidore, Jan. 15.

St.
St.

Epiphanius, Bishop of Pavia, Jan. 21.
Marcella, Widow, Jan. 31.
Abraames, Bishop of Carres, Feb. 14.
Porphyrins, Bishop of Gaza,- Feb. 26.
Euphrasia, Virgin, March 13.
Deogratias, Bishop of Carthage, March 22i»
Perpetuus, Bishop, April 8.
Serf, first Bishop of Orkneys, April 20.
MacuU, Bishop, Ireland, April 25.
Brieve, Bishop, May i.
Amator, Bishop of Auxerre, May i.
Mammertus, Archbishop of Vienne, May lit.
Julia, V. M., May 23.
Desiderius, Bishop of Langres, May 23,
Caraunus, M., Gaul, May 28.
Ninnoca, V., England, June 4.
Ternan, Bishop of the Picts, June is.
Bain, Bishop, Terouanne, June 20.

St.

Agoard,

St.
St.

St,
St.
St.

St.
St.

Augustin, Aug. 28.
St. Possidius of Caiama, Aug. 28, Ms/ 17.
431 St. Paulinus, Bishop of Nola, June 22.

St.

St.
St.
St.

Philostorgius.

433 John Cassian, July 21.
440 St. Isidore of Pelusium, Feb. 4.
444 St. Cyril of Alexandria, Jan. 28.
445 St. Vincent of Lerins, May 23.
447 St. Proclus of Constantinople, Oct. 24.
449 St. Hilary of Aries, May 5.
450 St. Eucherius, Bishop of Lyons, Nov. 2d,
451 St. Peter Chrysologus, Dec. 4.
Socrates the Scholastic, a Novatian.
Zozomen.
457 Theodoret, Bishop of Cyr, Jan. 23, 24.
460 St. Simeon Stylites, Sept. 3.

St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

St. Vigilius,
St. Alexius,

MM., June 25.
Bishop of Trent, June

etc.,

26.

C,

July 17.
St. Marcellina, V., July 17.
St. Blaan, Bishop, Ireland, Aug. 10.
St. Muradack, Bishop of Killala, Aug. 12.
St. Liberatus, etc., MM., Aug. 17.
St. Firminus II., Bishop of Amiens, Sept. t.

Leo

the Great, April 11.
Prosper, June 25.
St. Nilus, Nov. 12.
Victor of Aquitaine.
471 Orosius, Aug. 3.
473 Mammertus Claudius.
St.

St Macculindus, Bishop, Ireland, Sept.

6.

Empress, Sept. 10.
Patiens, Archbishop of Lyons, Sept. 11.
Maurilius, Bishop of Angers, Sept. 13.
Aper, Sept. 15.
Eustochius, Bishop of Tours, Sept. 19.
Rusticus, Bishop of Auvergne, Sept. 24.
Eustochium, V., Sept. 28.
Keyna, V., Wales, Oct. 8.

St. Pulcheria,
St.
11.

SAINTS.
Among the

Almachus, Martyr, Jan. i.
Nathalan, Bishop of Aberdeen, Jan.

St. Paula,

St.

480 St. Mammertus, Archbishop of Vienne, May
484 Salvian of Marseilles, March 2.
Vigilius, Bishop of Tapsa.
-189 Sidonius Apollinaris, Aug. 23.
490 Faustus of Reez, Semipelagian, Nov. 27.
496 St. Gelasius, Pope, Nov. 23.
St. Victor of Vitus, July 13.
St. Severmus, Oct. 23.
St. Maruthas, Dec. 4.

^

Other Saints of this age.

400 St. Gregory of Nyssa, March 9.
403 St. Epiphanius of Salamis, May 12.
407 St. John Chrysostom, Jan. 27.
410 Rufinus, Sept. 30.
420 Palladius of Ilelianopolis.
St. Jerome, Sept. 30.
St. Maximus, Bishop of Turin, June 25.
St. Gaudentius of Brescia, Oct. 25.
423 St. Sulpitius Severus, Jan. 29.
430 St. Alexander, founder of the Acsemetes.

461 St.

2^

St. Caprais,

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

463
468

Jan.

Martinianus, Hermit, Feb. 13.
St. Maro, Abbot, Feb. 14,
St. Auxentius, Hermit, Feb. 14.
St. Romanus, Abbot, Feb. 28.
St. John of Egypt, March 27.
St. Mary of Egypt, April 9.
St.

holy Religious, a7td Monks, are distinguished
the following:

St.
St.
St.

St.

St.
St.

VV. MM., Oct. 21.
Marcellus, Bishop of Paris, Nov. i.
Benignus, Bishop, Nov. 9.
Brice, Bishop, Nov. 13.
Anian, Bishop of Orleans, Nov. 17.
Ciaran, Bishop, Ireland, Nov. 24.
Secundin, Bishop, Ireland, Nov. 27.
Corentin, Bishop of Quimper, Dec. I%
Corentin, Dec. 12.

St. Ursula, etc.,
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.
St.

St.

Arsenius, July 19.

St.

St.

Euthymias, Jan. zo.

St.
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Archbishop of Rheims,

St. Nicasius, etc.,

St.
St.

Olympias, W., Dec.
Melania, Dec. 31.

Dec

14.

17.

HERETICS.
A. D.

406
408
409
412
418

Vigilantius, Sept. 30.
Pelagius, Aug. 28, July 24.
C^licoli.
Celestin, Aug. 28.
Julian, Aug. 28.

Pictures, April 9.
Praying fcir the dead, June 22.
Devotion 10 saints, June 22, Jan. 27.
Intercession of the Virgin Mary, April 9.
On the veneration of the martyrs, Oct. 30.
Relics, Jan. 26.
On the fast of Lent, Jan. 2S.

On fasting, Jan. 27.
Fasts of Wednesdays and Iridays, by apostolicaJ authority,

May

12.

Institution of Rogation Days,

May

li.

427 Semipalagians, Aug. 28, June 25, Aug. 27.
428 Nestorius, Jan. 28, Oct. 25, Septembers, April 6,
Oct. 24.
11, Feb. 17, 21, Sept. 9.
471 Peter Fullo, Oct. 24, March 2.
486 Xenaia.
Manichees, April 11, Nov. 21, Aug. 28.

448 Eutiches, April

SIXTH AGE or THE CHUEOE
POPES.
A. D.

EVENTS.
Persecutions.

In the Vandalic persecutions under Genseric and
Huneric, suffered Saint Victorian, etc., March
23 : SS. Armogastes, Archinimus, and Saturus,
St. Eugenius of Carthage, etc.,
March 29
;

July 1342t In the persecution in Persia, under Vararanes,
suffered St. James and St. Mahor Sapor, Nov.
27.

Rome

sacked by Alaric, Jan.

31, April 27,

July

28.

The Emperor Zeno
March 2, July 19.

publishes his

Henoticon,

498- 514
514- -523
523- •526
526- •529
529- •531
532- •535
535- 536
536- -538
538- 555
555- 559
559- •572
573- •577
577- 590

Symmachus, July
Hormisdas.
St. John I., May

19.

27.

Felix III. or IV., Aug. 22.

Boniface

John

II.,

Aug.

22.

Sept. 20.
Agapetus, Sept. 20.
St. Sylverius, June 20.
II.,

Vigilius,

June

Pelagius

John

III.

Benedict
Pelagius

I.

II.

Gregory the Great-

St.

590

20, InTov. 21.

I.

ANTIPOPE.

CONVERSION OF NATIONS.

530 Dioscorus.

Maruthas preaches in Persia, Dec. 4.
431 St. I'alladius sent by Pope Celestin to preach to
St.

the Scots, April
St.

6,

Dec.

15.

Ninian preaches to the Southern

Picts, Sept.

16.

March 17.
Germanus and Lupus sent into England,

St. Patrick converts Ireland,

SS

April

6,

July 24, 26.

St. Severinus,

EMPERORS OF THE EAST.

Apostle of Austria, Jan.

518
527
565
578
586

8.

Anastasius.
Justin I.
Justinian,
Justin IL
Tiberius II.
Mauritius.

406 Baptism of Clovis, King of the Franks, Oct. i.
452 St. Nathalan consecrated Bishop of Aberdeen by
the pope, Jan. 8.

519

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Confirmation conferred only by bishops, July
Real Presence, Jan. 27, 28.
Mass, Jan. 27, 28.
Masses for the dead, Jan. 27.
On the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom, Oct. 24.

On
On

29.

the Sacramentary of Pope Gelasius, Nov. 21.
the Liturgy, Syro-Chaldaic of St. Maruthas, Dec. 4.
Relics used in the consecration of altars, June 22.
On Penance and Confession, Jan. 27.
The ))ower of forgiving sins, Jan. 27.
Exlieme Unction, July 28.
On the Popes, Oct. 24.
Greater causes referred to the Apostolic See, July 28.
On the Supremacy of the Pope, Jan. 28.
Vicars of the Apostolic See, April 6.
Tradition, Jan. 27.
Miracles, Jan. 27, Aug. 3.
On the sip n of the Cross, Jan. 27, 28, June 22, April 9.

Holy Images, June

22.

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
The kingdom

of the

West Saxons,

fouade<S l»

Cerdic.

527 The East Saxons, by Erconwin.
547 Northumberland, by Ida.
571 The East Angles, by Uffa.
584 Mercia, by Cerda.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
5i;f

Clovis

I.

The kingdom

is

divided

among

hi* four ««ms.

viz.:

534
554
558
562

566
593
5S4
575

Thierry at Metz.
at Orleans.
Childebert at Paris.

»

Clodomir

Clotaire I. at Soissons,
Second division of the kingdom,
sons of Clotaire I., viz.:

Cherebert at Paris.

Gontran

at Orleans.
Chilperic I. at Soissons.
Sigebert at Metz.
Clotaire II.
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COUNCILS.

St.

Felimy, Aug. 9.
Maccarthin, Aug. 16.

St.

Moetaus, Aug.

St.

D.
I First of Orleans, June 8.
29 Second of Orange, Aug. 27.
'553 Second of Constantinople, the 5th General Council in tlie three chapters, Feb. 13, Nov. 2t.
O.
Seville, Feb. 27.

At

Brevi, in Cardiganshire, against the Pelagians; another at Victoria, assembled by St.
David, the canons of which last were confirmed by the Roman church, Nov. 13, March i.
Fifth of Orleans, Dec. 5.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

529
533
540
542
543
562

569
578

580
593

St. Barr, Sept. 25.
St. Kenii^', Oct. 11.

Ethbin, Oct. 19.
Magloire, Oct. 24.
St. Alban, Oct. 27.
St.

St.

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.

17.

594 Evagrius the Scholastic, Sept. 3.
595 St. Simeon Stylites, Sept. 3.
596 John the Faster, Patriarch of Constantinople,
12.

NATIVES OF OTHER COUNTRIEa
St.

Eugendus, Jan.

St.

Genevieve, Jan. 3.
Gregory, Bishop of Langres, Jan. 4.
Melanius, Bishop of Rennes, Jan. 9.
Theodosius, Abbot, Cappadocia, Jan. lE.
Salvius, Bishop of Amiens, Jan. 11.
Maurus, Abbot, Jan. 15.
Avitus, Archbish(jp of Vienne, Feb. 5,
Vedast, Bishop of Arras, Feb. 6.
Severinus, Abbot of Agaunum, Feb. i\.
Eleutherius of Tournay, Feb. 20.
Pretextatus, Archbishop of Rouen, Feb- 24.
Leander, Bishop of Seville, Yth. 27.
Proterius, Priest of Alexandria, M., Feb. 2§b
Albinus, Bishop of Angers, March i.
Benedict, March 2X.
Gontran, King of France, March 28.
Nizier, Archbishop of Lyons, April ?.
Hermenegild, Spain, April 13.
Paternus, Bishop of Avranches, April i^
Marcou, Abbot of Nanteau, May i.
Sigismund, King of Burgundy, May I.

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

St.
St.

St.

Gregory, Bishop of Tours, Nov.
St. Leander of Seville, Feb. 27.
Procopius, Sept. 20.
St.

17.

St.
St.
St.
St.

SAINTS.
SAINTS OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND,

In

this

age

II tutus, Nov. 6.
Malo, Nov. 15.
Daniel, Nov. 23.
Finian, Dec. 12.
Columba, Dec. 12.
Jarlath, Dec. 26.

27.

of Vienne, Feb. 5.
St. Theodosius, Jan. 11.
St. Fulgentius, Bishop of Ruspa, Jan. I.
St. Remigius, Oct. i.
Dionysius Exiguus, June 29.
Ferrandus, Deacon of Carthage, Jan. I.
St. Csesarius, Archbishop of Aries, Aug. 27.
St. Benedict, March 21.
Cassiodorus.
Liberatus, Deacon of Carthage.
Victor B., in Africa, July 13, Aug. 23.
John the Scholastic, Patriarch of Constantinople.
St. Martin, Bishop of Dume.
St. Anastasius I., April 21.
St. Gildas Badonius, Jan. 29.

March

St.

AND IRELAND.

were distiftguished by their sanctity the

following natives of England, Scotland,

and Ireland.

St.
St.

St. Clotilda,

Queen

St.
St.
St.

St.

St.

St.
St.

Winwaioe, March

St. Gal, July i.
St. Calais, July

March 6.
Paul de Leon, March

St.

St.
St.
St.

St.

Tigernach, Aprrl 5.
Dotto, April 9.
Ruadhan, April 15.
Eingen, April 21.

St. Ibar,

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.
St,

St.

Gunthiern, July

St.

Moninna, July 6.
Nathy, or David, Aug.

May

28.
3.

1.

Simon, Egypt, July

i.

St. Thierri, July i.
St. Cybar, Jarly i.
St.

Monegondes, July

2.

Goar, Priest, July 6.
St. Eugenius, Carthage, July 13.
St. Ennodius, July 17.
St. Radegundes, Queen of France, Aug. 13,
St. Justinian, Hermir, Aug. 23.
St. Csesarius, Archbishop of Aries, Aug, 27.
St. Simeon Stylites the Younger, Sept. 3.
St. Cloud, France, Sept. 7,
St. Sequanus, Sept. 19.
St. Lo, Sept. 21.
St. Remigius, Archbishop of Rheims, Oct. £.
St. Galla,Oct. 5.
St. Hospicius, Oct. 15.
St.

April 23.

Brenden, May 16.
Cathan, May 17.
Petroe, June 4.
Guadwell, June 6.
Columl<ille, June g,
Vange, June 15.
John of Moutier, June
Oudoceus, July 2.

St.
St.

St.

12.

Paris,

of France, June

Abbot, June 3.
Medard, Bishop of Noyon, June 8.
Godard, Bishop of Rouen, June 8.
Avitus, Abbot, June 17.
Aaron, Abbot, June 21.
Maxentius, Abbot, June 3d

Mida, Jan. 15.
Feb. i.
Theliau, Feb. 9.
David, March i.

St. Fridolin,

13.

St. Lifard,

St. Ita, or

3.

i.

John the Silent, May
Germanus, Bishop of

St. Bride,

St.

3.

St. Finian, Sept. 10.

St.

521 Ennodius, Bishop of Pavia, July

May

19.

Macnivius, Sept.
St. Kiaran, Sept. 9.
St.

St. Albjeus, Sept. 12.

589 Third of Toledo, in which the Nicene Creed was
appointed to be read at mass, Feb. 27.

525, Boetius,
St. Avitus

%.\

2&

3.

9.
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Elesbaan, King of Ethiopia, Oct. 27.
Chef, Abbot, Oct. 29.
St. Germanus, Bishop of Capua, Oct. 30.
St. Leonard, Hermit, Nov. 6.
St.

St.

Vanne, Bishop of Verdun, Nov. 9.
Gregory, Bishop of Tours, Nov. 17,
Sabas, Abbot, Cappadocia, Dec. 5.

St.

St.
St.

St. Nicetius,

Bishop of Triers, Dec.

€.

Blessing of the paschal candle and

the election of Popes, July 19.
of the Roman See, June 20, July 13.
Superiority of Popes, July 19.
Unity of the church, out of which no one can be
saved, Jan. i.
Episcopacy in Scotland, July 6.

Supremacy

HERETICS.

506 Deuterius.
512 Severus, Chief of the Acephali, Sept. 20, March
2, Jan. II, June 20.
530 Themistus, Chief of the Agnoites, Sept. 13.
235 The Jacobites, March 11.

The

mov. feasts.
550 Facundus Hermianeus, and Ferrandus, Deacon
of Carthage, wrote against the 5th General
537

St.

Tritheists,

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLIWE.
penance, sacrifice, July 13.

White Garment, July 13.
The body and blood of our Lord received on deathbed, March 21.
St. Hermenegild refuses communion from an Arian
bishop, April 13.

Commemoration of the faithful departed, June 16.
Altar cloths, body and blood of Christ, July 13.

On

the Ancient Gallicon.
Liturgy, or mass, May 28.
Confession, Nov. 21.
The office of the Church, Nov. 21.
Gloria sung at mass, July 19.
Tabernacle, images, July 19.
Purgatory, July 19.
The patronage of the martyrs, Jan. i.
Intercession of Saints, Feb. 28, July 13.
Respect to relics, Jan. 11, July 6.
Respect to the sign of the cross, Jan> 3, Feb. 6^ Mar.

May

St.

Fulgentius,
13.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES.
On

the Monastic Orders established in the West,

March

12.

529 Monastery of

March 21.
The abbey of

Mount

Cassino, by St. Benedict,

Maur, and

St.

Maurist

Jan. 15.
St. Bride, foundress of nunneries

Feb.
St.

in

monks,
Ireland,

I.

Columba founds monasteries

in Ireland

and

Scotland.
On the Maronites, Feb. 14.

MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS.
On

the

June

remains of Augusta Veromanduo. jri,

S.

On

the irruption
Oct. 15.

of

the Lombards,

March
13.

On the Saracens, July 13.
On Belisarius, June 20.
On the origin of the French, Oct. i.
On the origin of languages, Oct i.

SEVENTH AGE OP THE OHimOH.
POPES.
A. D.

—604
—605
— 606
—614

590
604
606
607
614
617
526
640
640
642

—
—

—
—
—

Gregory the Great,
Sabinian, Nov- 21.

St.

March

12.

Boniface III., Nov. 21.
Boniface IV., Nov, 21.
617 Deusdedit.
625 Boniface V.
638 Honorius I., March ii, June 28.
640 Severinus.
^
642 John IV., March 11.

—649 Theodorus, Nov.
March 11, Not. l»
St. Martin
655 — 653 Eugenius
658 — 672 Vitalian.
672 — 676 Adeodatus.
676— 679 Domnus, Jan.
679 — 6S2 St. Agatho, Jan. 10.
6S2— 6S3 St. Leo IT May June 2&
May
6S4 — 685 Iknedict
12.

649—655

I.,

I.

10.

7,

,

1 1.,

6S5— 686 John V.
686—687 Conon, July
6S7

7.

8.

Sergius, Nov.

7,

Feb.

13.

ANTIPOPE.
687 Pachal.
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Vandals and Vandalic persecution, July

13.

Celibacy of the clergy, Feb. 27.

to

I.

Conversion of Nations,

532 St. Eleutherius converts the people about Tournay, Feb. 20.
536 St. Vedast converts the people in Artois, Feb. 6.
Baptism of Clovis, Feb. 6, Oct. i.
557 St. Paternus converts the people in the diocese
of Coutances, April 15.
The church of Spain received its. faith from
Rome, Feb. 27.
^^ St. Augustin sent into England by St. Gregory
the Great, March 12, May 26.
SS. Columban and Gallus convert many idolaters near the lake of Constance, Nov. 21.
537 The people of Little Brittany received the faith
from St. Paul de Leon, March 12.
596 St. Leander converts Spain from Arianism to
the Catholic faith, Feb. 27.
The Picts, with their king, Bridius, converted by
St. Columkille, June g.

i.

Symmachus

A. D.

EVENTS.

I,

May

Miracle of speaking without tongues, July

Council.
553 Origenists, April 22.
^64 Incorrupticolae, April 21, Dec. 5, March 12.
Timothy Elurus, and Peter Mongus, Feb. 28.

On baptism,

Asaph,

Relics sent by Pope
Jan.

A. D.

Deis. Jalf

On

See of

Servulus, Dec. 23.
St. Evroul, Abbot, Dec. 29.
St.

Agnus

17-

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.
EMPERORS OF THE EAST-

St.

A. D.

St.

602 Mauritius.
610 Phocas.

St.

St.

Sexburg, July 6.
Oswald, Aug. 5.
Oswin, Aug. 20.
Ebba, Aug 25.

St. Sebbi,

641 Heraclius.
641 Constantin.
641 Heracleonas.

St.

668 Constans.
685 Constantine Pogonatos.

St.
St. Hilda,

St.

Justinian II.

n

Aug.

29.

Eanswide, Sept. I2,
Edwin, Oct. 4.
Ethelburge, Oct. II.

Nov.

18.

The following

were likewise eminent fb* <&eA

ENGLAND.

sajicliiv

THE HEPTARCHY,

KINGS OF FRANCE.

St.

Cedd, Bishop of London, Jan. 7.
Bennet Biscop,'jan. 12.
Lawrence, Archbishop o£ Canterbury, Feb.

St.

Mildred, Feb. 20.

St.

628
638
654
660
668

Clotaire II.

Dagobert

Chad, March 2.
Erconwald, April
St. Eadbert, May 6.
St. Botolph, June 17.
St. Aidan, Aug. 31.
SS. Ewalds, Oct. 3.
St. Vulgan, Nov. 2.
St.

679 Dagobert II., Nov.
690 Thierri III.
695 Clovis III.

7.

•

Childebert III.

At Rome.
Of Seville, April

SAINTS OF SCOTLAND

St.

St.
St.

4.

Fourth of Toledo, April

St.

4.

At Rome,

against the Monothelites, in which
A^ere censured the Ecthesis of Heraclius, and
the Typus of Constans, Nov. 12.
halons sur Sa6ne.
S51.
570 At Heouitford, or at Thetford, Nov. 19.
680 At Hatfield, in Hertfordshire, Sept. 19.
Third of Constantinople, 6th gen., Jan. 10, May

^7, Feb. 13.
Cone, of Trullo, Quini, or Sext, Oct. 23, Feb.

St.

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.
13.

St.
St.
St.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

^6
5o9
615
616
619
630
636
638
646
657
659
660
662

St.

St. John Climachus, March 30.
Venantius Fortunatus, Nov. i, Aug. I^
St. Columban, Nov. 21.
Antiochus.
John Moscus, March 11.
George, Patriarch of Alexandria.

St.

St. Isidore of Seville, April 4.
St. Sophronius, March 11.

St.

St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

St.

30.

667 St. Ildefonsus, Bishop of Toledo, Jan. zy.
670 St. Fructuosus of Brasua, April 10.
690 St. Julian of Toledo, March 8.
St. Theodorus, Archbishop of Canterbury, Sept.

Kewin, Bishop, Ireland, June 3.
Colman, Bishop of Dromore, June J
Syra, Virgin, Ireland, June 8.
Psalmodius, Hermit, Ireland, June 14,
Molingus, Ireland, June 17.
Moloc, Scotland, June 25.
Peregrinus, Hermit, Ireland, Aug. 3.
Luanus, Abbot, Ireland, Aug. 4.
Cumin, Bishop, Ireland, Aug. 19.
Eugenius, Bishop, Ireland, Aug. f ^„
Fiaker, Anchoret, Ireland, Aug. 3O1.

Rouin, Abbot, Ireland, Sept.

Wereburge, Feb.

3.

Ethelbert, Feb. 24.
St. Ethel dreda, June 23.
St.

i/.

M., Ireland, Oct. 31.

St.

Nov. 13.
Columban, Abbot, Ireland, Nov. sr.,
Colman, Abbot, Ireland, I)ec. 12.

Princes

dis,

and Prin-

Archbishop of Bourges, Jan. 17.
Archbishop of Toledo, Jan. 2y>
Bishop of Clermont, Jan. 25.

St. Sulpitius,

St. Ildefonsus,
St. Prix,

St. Bathildes,
St.

'

SAINTS OF OTHER COUNTRIEa

numbers of British Saints are
holy

V., Ireland,

St. Killian, Priest, Ireland,

SAINTS.
tinguished the following

May 14.
May 15.
Genebrard, Ireland, May 15.
Oduvald, Abbot, Scotland, May 26.
Maguil, Recluse, Ireland, May 30.
Dympna,

St. Foillan,

St.

the great

Comgall, Ireland, May 10.
Carthagh, Bishop, Iroland,

St. Monon, M., Scotland, Oct. 18.
St. Fintan, Abbot, Ireland, Oct. 2:«.

095 Cresconius.

Among

Bishop of Glasgow, Jan. 13
Fursey, Abbot, Ireland, Jan. 16.
Deicolus, Abbot, Ireland, Jan. iS.
Laserion, Bishop, Ireland, April i8>
Beuno, Abbot, Ireland, April 21.
Cronan, Abbot, Ireland, April 28.
Flachna, Ireland, April 29,

St. Colman, Abbot, Ireland, Sept. 26=.
St. Gall, Abbot, Ireland, Oct. 16.

Maculphus.

Maximus, Dec.

AND IRELANIX

St. Ullan, Bishop, Ireland, Sept. 3,
St. Bees, Virgin, Ireland, Sept. 6.

Braulio, Bishop of Saragossa, Marcii XJ.
St. Eugenlus of Toledo, Nov. 15.
St. Eligius, Dec i.
St.

3_

St. Kentigern,

COUNCILS.

^2

:*

St.

I.

Sigebert II.
Clovis II.
Clotaire III.
673 Childeric II.

610
619
633
640

:

St.

St.

Queen

of France, Jan. 26.

John the Almoner, Jan.

30.

Aldegondes, V., Abbot, Jan.
St Amandus, Bishop, Feb, 6.
St,

30,
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St. Paul, Bishop of Verdun, Feb. 8.
St. Barbatus, bishop ot Beneventum,

St.

St. Felix, 15ishop,

March

Fara, Virgin, Abbess,

Dec

7.

Romaric, Abbot, Dec. 8.
St Valery, Abbot, Dec. 12.
St Jodoc, Dec. 13.
St. Aubert, Bishop of Cambray, etc,
St. Begga, Widow, Dec. 17.
St Maximus, Dec. 30.

Feb. 19.
St. Gombert, Archbishop of Sens, Feb, 2i.
St. Bepin of Landen, Feb. 21.
St. CJaimier, Feb. 27.

St.

8.

Archbithop of Toledo, March 8.
Gertrude, Virgin, Abbess, March 17.
St, Cuihbert, Bishop of Lindisfarne, March 2^
St. Braulio, Bishop of Saragossa, March 26.
St. Rupert, Bishop of Saitzbourg, March 27.
St. Julian,

Dec \y

St.

Abbot

March
John Climachus, Abbot, March 30.

St. Eustasius,

of Luxeu,

HERETICS.
A. D.

609 Mahomet, March 11, May 6, Dec. 30.
610 Philoponus, mov. feasts.
630 Monothelites, Jan. 10, March 11, Feb.

29.

St.
St. Isidore,

St.
St.
St.
St.

Bishop of Seville, April 4.
Waltrude, Widow, April 9.
Fructuosus, Archbishop of Braga, April !&
Anastasius, Anchoret, April 2i.
Theodorus, Bishop, April 22.

St. Rictrudes,

St.

St.

St.
St.
St.

St.
St^
St.
St.

Abbot,

May

Persecution under Cosroes, Jan. 22, Sept

St. Wilfrid converts the

S*,
St.
St.

12.

lionoratus, B>ishop of Amiens,
Sospis, Recluse, May 21.
Desiderius, Bishop of Vienne,
Genesius, Bishop, June 3.

May

Great numbers

16.

May

St.
St.
St.

St
St
St.

Abbot, Sept. i.
Lupus, Archbishop of Sens, Sept. I.
K,emaclus, Bishop of Maestricht, Sept.

Pauhiius,

St.

Columba preaches among
among

Eligms preaches

Dec.

the Swedes.
the Flemish,

Nov.

7,

I.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Eucharist, April 21.

Viaticum, March 20.
Mass, May 26.
Masses fo'i the dead, April
3.

Sept. 13.

17.

Romanus, Archbishop of Rouen, Oct 23.
St Faro, Bishop of Meaux, Oct 28.
St Bertille, Abbot Nov. 5.
St. Justus, Archbishop of Canterbury, Nov. lOw
St Lewin, Nov. 12.
St Elay, Bishop of Noyon, Dec. I.
St.

Bishop of Dorchester,
Siran, Abbot, Dec. 4.

Nov. 7.
commissioned by Pope Conon to preach

in Franconia, July 8.
St.

St
St Leodegarius, Bishop, M., Oct 2.
St A urea, V., Abbot, Oct. 4.
St Guislain, Abbot Oct. 9.
St Paulinus, Archbishop of York, Oct 10.
St. Mummolin, Bishop ofNoyon, Oct 16.

St

4.

in Friesland,

Abbot, Sept. 15.
Theodore, Archbishop of Canterbury, Sept. I9.
Emmeran, Bishop of PoitierSi Sept. 22.
Germet, Abbot, Sept. 24.
Aunaire, Bishop of Auxerre, Sept. 25.
Theodota, M., Sept 29.
Honorius, Archbishop of Canterbury, Sept, 3a
Bavo, Archbishop of Ghent, Oct. i.
Wasnulf, Patron of Conde, Oct I.

St. Birinus, iirst

Oct

St. Kilian is

Omer, Bishop, Sept. 9.
Amatns, Bishop, Sept. 13.

Abbot, Oct.

converted by St Pauli*

Conversion of Ethelbert, Feb. 2r.
St. Swibert preaches in Germany, Nov. 7, Mar. i.
St. Willibrord authorized by Pope Sergius to preach

Owen, Archbishop of Rouen, Aug. 24*
Bishop of Autun, Aug. 27.
Asiius, Abbot, Aug. 30.

St. Austrudis, v.,

in the Island

St. Ceadda preaches among the Mercians, March 2.
Edward, king xjf Northumberland, baptized by Saint

23.

St. Aicard,
St.

12.

nus, Sept. TO.

Clodulphus, Bishop of Metz, June 8.
Landry, Bi.shop of Paris, June 10.
Nennus, Abbot, June 14.
Landelin, Abbot, June 15.
Deodatus, Bishop of Nevers, June 19.
Meen, Abbot, June 21.
Babolen, June 26.
Gal, B>ishop of Clermont, July i.
Bertran, July 3.
Arbopastus, Bishop of Strasbourg, July 21.
Vandrille, Abbot, July 22.
Gerv. Bishop of Cambray, Aug. Ii.
Philibert, Abbot, Aug. 22.

St Amatus, Abbot,

South Saxons, Oct.

The West Saxons converted by St. Birinus, Dec. 3.
The East Angles converted by St Felix, March 8.

St. Giles,

St.

ia.

CONVERSION OF NATIONS.

St. Syagrius,
St.

Dee. jx

EVENTS.

St. Mellitus, April 24.
St. Bona, V., April 24.
St. Richarius, Abbot, April 24.
St. ]\Iauront, Abbot, May 5.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

13,

Dec y

4,

March

12,

Aug.

5.

Sacratnentaries, March 12.
Mosarabic Missal, April 4.
Sacred Vessels, Altar-cloths, Vestments, May 26.
Confession, Oct. i, Dec i.
Blessing of Holy Oils, March 12.
The religion which was preached and establishea in
England at the time of its conversion to Christianity, was the same as the Catholic religion of the
present time, and of all ages. May 26.
The ancient British bi.shops did not deny the pope's
authority; they agreed in faith with the Universal

Church,' May 26.
Authority of the See of Rome, Jan. 10, March 12.
St. Augustin ordained Bishop with license of Pope
Gregory, May 26.
St. Augustin is authorized by Pope Gregory to ordain
Archbishops and Bishops in England, May 26, viz.:
The Archiepiscopal pall is sent to him, with authority to ordain twelve Bishop*, to be subject to his
^^etropolitan See, and afterwards twelve Bishoiiff
suffragans to the Archbishop of York.
On the authority of the Archbishops of Canterbury,
Sept. 30.

Veneration of the Cross, March iz

.

--

Processions, March I.?.
Invocation of Saints, March 12.
Relics, Jan. 12, March 12, May 26.
Festivals of Martyrs and Fasting-days, April 4.
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Holy Water, March
Images, March

March

A. D.

13.

711 Justinian II.

13.

Miracles,

May

26,

Celibacy

of

the

Mar.

EMPERORS OF THE EAST.

12.

Picrures, Jan. 12, 22,

Dec.

7.

clergy

extended to

subdeacons,

X2.

713 Philippicus.
714 Anastasius II.
716 Theodosius III.
741

MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS.
A

D.
SK:. Theodore's Penitential, Sept. 19.
Cathedral of Canterbury founded, May 26.
St. Mellitus, first bishop in London.
The foundations of St. Paul's in London laid,
April 24, 30.
The foundation of Westminster, April 24.
Rich presents made to Churches by English kings,
several of whom embraced the monastic

May

state,

613
622
629

^36
638
€39

26.

School at Canterbury, Sept. 19.
Bede's portrait of the clergy and people of England after their conversion. May 26, Aug. 31.
Jerusalem taken by the Persians, Sept. 14.
On the ExaltPtion of ttie Cross, Sept. 14.
The Egeira ot the Mahometans, Dec. 30.
The Holy Cross brought to Jerusalem, Sept. 14.
Damascus taken by the Mahometans.
Jerusalem taken by the Mahometans.
ileraclius publishes his Ecthesis, March 11,

Nov. 12.
Constans publishes

his Typus,

Nov.

12.

The

three chapters, Nov. 2r.
St. Winefrid's Well, Nov. 3.
The history of Wales, April 21.
On tiie British and Irish monks. May 10.
Monks of Bangor massacred by a pagan king,
after the death of St. Augustin, not at his instigation, >Iay j6.
Origin of the Saxons, English, and Jutes, May 26.
The foundation of the English Saxon kingdom of
the Northumbers, Aug. 5.
Stones in the form of serpents, Nov. 18.
On the origin of the Beguines, Dec. 17.

EIGHTH AGE OF THE OHUEOE
POPES.
A. D.

701
701
705
708

—705
—707
— 708

Sergius, Feb. 13, March
John Vf., Feb. 13.
John VII., Feb. 13.
Sisinriius,

Feb.

I,

Nov.

— 741
— 752
752
752 — 757
757 — 767
768 — 772
772 — 795
795

Gregory
St.

III.,

7.

Leo

the Isaurian.

775 Constantine Copronymus.
780 Leo Porphyrogenita.
790 Constantine VI. and Irene.

ENGLAND.
THE HEPTARCHY.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
711 Childebert III.
715 Dagobert III.
720 Chilperic II.
736 Thierry IV.
750 Childeric III. is dethroned, the last king oC
first race,

June

Second Race.

Charlemagne.

COUNCILS.
742 Council in Germany, June
„,, (At Athens, ( ,
5745
At Rome,

P""^

i

15,

7.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.
709 St. Adelmus, May 25.
730 George Synccllus.
731 Bathelamy,
735 Ven. Bede, May 27, Oct. 29,
740 St. Germanus of Constantinople, May 12.
755 St. Boniface of Mentz, June 5.
760 Fredegarius.
766 Ecbert, Archbishop of York, May 7.
St. Chrodegandus.
778 St. Ambrose.
Autpert, Bishop of Benevento.
780 St. John Damascen, May 6.
798 Beaton Bieco.
Paul of Aquileia.

Adamnan, July

Sept. 23.

6,

SAINTS.
5.

Saints of England distinguishedfor tJuir Piety im

5.

Zachary, March

5.

747 Of Cloveshoe, or Abington.
787 Second of Nice, Jan. 7, Feb. 25.
791 Of P'riuli.
794 Of Frankfort, Jan. 28, Feb. 12, May

13.

June

5.

768 Pepin.

St.

708—715 Constantine, Feb. 13, March 12.
715—731 St. Gregory II., Feb. 5, 13, June

73'
741

U

age, are:

June

Stephen II. four days.
Stephen HI,, June 5.

5.

Adrian. Feb. 25.

King Ethelbert, May 20.
Queen Withburge, Jul) 8.
Queen Cuthburge, Virgin and Abbess, Aug.
Queen Frideswide, Oct. 19.
St. Alemund, March 19.

Leo

St.

Guthlake, April

St.

John

St.
St.

Aldhelm, May
Bede, May 27.
Adelbert, June

St.

Hedda, July

Paul

[.

Stephen IV., Aug.

25.

III.

ANTIPOPES.

St.

757 Theophilactus.
767 Constantine.

of ISeveriy,

Jle

ii.

May

;

25.

25.

7.
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[6
St.

Wigbert, Aug.

St.

Alemund, Sept.

A. D.

13.

other English apostolic men who labored I'a
propagating the faith in Germany, were l',t.
Lullus, Oct. 16, Bishop of Mentz; St. Burchard,
Bishop of Wurtzbourg, Oct. 14; St. Willibald,
Saint Witta,
Bishop of Eychstadt, July 7

The

7.

Dec. 3.
Lebwin, Nov. 12.
Eadburge, Dec. 12.

St. Sola,

St.
St.

;

SAINTS OF SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.

Bishop of Burabourg ; Saint \Vigbert, Aug. 13;
St. Sola, Dec. 3.
St. Wenebald, Dec. 18
The Engli-^h virgins invited into Germany by St.
Boniface, were St. Lioba, Sept. 28; St. Tecla,
719
St. Walburgha, etc., June 5.
St. Willehad, an Englishman, first Bishop of
Bremen, converted Saxony, Nov. 8 St. Willibrord, first Bishop of Utrecht, Nov. 7.
St. Adelbert, June 25, etc., preached in difTerent
parts of Germany and Holland ; St. Plechelm
;

St.

St.
St.
St.

St.
Si;.

St.
St.

St.
St.

Blaithmaic, Scotland, Abbot, Jan. 19.
Mahubius, Irish, April 2r.
Gybrian, Priest, Irish, May 8.
Guthagon, Irish, July 3.
Pechelm, Scotland, July 15.
Turninus, Irish, July 17.
Disen, Bishop, Irish, Sept. 8.
Adamnan, Abbot, Irish, Sept. 23.
Fridherleus, Abbot, Irish, Oct. i.
Constant, Priest, Irish. Nov. 13.

;

in Guelderland, July 15.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.

Nov. 27.
Samthana, Virgin, Abbess, Dec.

St. Virgil, Bishoji, Irish,

St.

19.

Confession,

Saints of other countries in this age.
St.

Rigobert, Bishop of Rheims, Jan.

Mass

Viaticum, Aug.

4.

Ursmar, Bishop, Abbot of Laubes, April
St. Dumhade, Abbot, May 25.
St. Claude, Archbishop of Besangon, June 6.
Spt. Marina, Virgin, June i8.
St. Leufredus, Abbot of Evereux, June 21.
St. Rumold, Bishop and Martyr, July i.
St.

Widow,

July

The

St.

Gummar, Confessor, Oct.
Andrew of Crete, Martyr,

St.
St.

St.

11.

Oct. 17.

Aidan, Bishop, Oct. 20.
Hubert, Bishop of Liege, Nov.

3.

Winoc, Nov. 6.
Stephen the Younger, Martyr, Nov.

St.
St. Othilia, Virgin,

Abbess, Dec.

725 Leo the

May

and invocation of

May

29).

May

7.

to Rome, and builds a school for
the English, May 20, 26, July 7.
The Peter-pence established among the West
Saxons
extended to the Mercians, May 20,
794
844 On the abbey of Fulde, which is exempted from
episcopal jurisdiction, June 5.
Croyland abbey, April 11.
On the Antipodes, March 15, June 5.
On the revolution by which Pepin came to the
throne of France, etc. See June 5.

King Ina goes

—

NIUTH AGE or THE CHUEOH.
POPES.
A. D.

Leo

816

EVENTS.
Conversion of Nations.
sent by Pope
Gregory II. to preach in Germany ; he converts
the Hessians, Thuringians, etc., and is martryed
among the East Frisons (June 5), with St.
Eooan, etc., priests, deacons, and laymen, to the

Boniface, an Englishman,

of

fifty.

is

816- 8 7
817- •824
824- S27
827- 827
82S- S44
844- •847
847- •855
1

7.

27

27 (Oct. 29).

726

6, 12.

number

May

saints,

MISCELLANEOUS EVENTS.

Isaurian, Chief of the Iconoclasts, Feb. 25,

748 Samson.
783 Elipandus of Toledo, Jan. 28, May 7.
791 Felix of Urgel, Jan. 28, Feb. 12, May
Bulgarians, Aug. 4.

^^'^

6.

in general councils,

28.

Clement.

St.

May

Holy See

13.

744 Adelbert.

719

Church,

Feb. 7, May 6, 12, 27 (Oct.
Sign of the cross, holy water.
Miracles, April ir, June 5.
Fast of Lent, May 6.

HERETICS.

A. D.

13.

27 (Oct. 29).

Respect shown to relics. May 27 (Oct. 29),
June 5.
Respect shown to images, crosses, sacred vessels.

St.

St.

Aug.

15,

May

(Oct. 29), May 6.
Prayers for the dead.

4.

Hidulphus, Bishop, July 11.
St. Turiaf, Bishop of Dol, July 13.
St. Ulmar, Abbot, July 20.
St Meneve, Abbot, July 22.
St. Gregory, Abbot, Aug. 25.
St. Merri, Abbot, Aug 29.
St. Bertin, Abbot, Sept. 5.
Si. Madelberte, Virgin, Abbess^ Sept. 7.
St Corbinian, Bishop of Frissengen, Sept. 8.
St. Lambert, Bishop of Maestricht, Sept. 17.
St. Ceolfrid, Abbot, Sept. 25.

July
5,

authority of the

Feb. 25.
Veneration

19.

6,

June

3r.

Infallibility of the

St. Bonitus, Bishop of Auvergne, Jan. 15.
St. Chrodegang, Bishop of Metz, March 6.
St. Wulfran, Archbishop of Sens, March 20.

St. P)ertha,

March

for the dead,

III., Nov. 22.
Stephen V.
Paschal, Nov. 22.
Eugenius II., Dec.

ii.

Valentine.

Gregory
Sergius
St.

Leo

IV., Feb. 3.
fulv 17.

II.,

IV.,"juiy 17.

On Pope
S55- 858
85S- •S67
867- S72
872- •S82
88 2- 884
8S4- S85
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Joan. 6"£'(f July
17.
'
Benedict HI., July 17.
Nicholas I., April 6, Oct. 23,

Dec

Adrian II., March 26, Oct. 23.
John VIII., C)ct. 23, Dec. 22.
Marin, or Martin II., Oct. 23.
Adrian III., Oct. 23.

iCk

a»
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A. E.

885—891 Stephen

IV., Oct. 23.

A. D,

—896 Formosus.
— 897 Stephen VII.
—898 Roman
898—898 Theodorus II.
^98 — 900 John IX.
891
B96
897

800 George Syncellus, March
804 Alcuin, Deacon of York,

us.

Established in 800, in favor of

Charlemagne, Jan. 2.
840 Louis le Debonnaire, Jan.
855 Lothaire I.
€75 Louis XL
877 Charles II.
878 ouis III.
%\i,

ii,

Mardr

13.

826
827
828
830
834
83s
840

St.

Theodorus the Studite, Nov.

Adalard, Jan.
St.

6.

22.

2.

Nicephorus of Constantinople, March I^

Halitgar.

The Abbot Ansegislus.
The Abbot Smaragdus.
Agebardus of Lyons, April 6.
Ratramnus of Corbie, April 6,

26.

840
2,

Feb.

12,

July 18.

III.

899 Arnoul.
Loui-3 IV.

EMPERORS OF THE EAST.
Irene, Feb. 25, Nov. 22.
Nicephorus and Stauratius, Nov. 22.
Michael Curopalatus, April 4, Oct. 23
Leo the Armenian, Feb. 25, March 13, Oct. 23.
Michael the Stutterer, Feb. 25, June 14.

Theophilus, Oct. 23.
867 Michael III., March 13, June I4.
Basil the Macedonian, Oct. 23.
j~f^o the Philosopher.

^d

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
Egbert, July 15.
Ethelwoif, July 4, 15.
Ethelbald, July 15.

n^

or

\

Amalarius, Deacon of Metz,

May

20.

850)

I

Ethelbert.
Ethel red.
Alfred the Great, July 4,

Nov.

7,

821 St. Benedict of Anian, Feb. 12.
Theodolphus, Bishop of Orleans, April

EMPERORS OF THE WEST.

837
857
860
866
872
899

May

809 St. Ludger, March 26.
818 The Abbot Theophanes, March

E25 Zizinms.
855 Anastasius.
891 Sergius.

802
811
813
820
829
842

13.

26, Jan. 28.
St. Paulinas of Aquileia.

ANTIPOPE&

«88 Charles

17

841 Jonas of Orleans.
842 Hilduin, Abbot of St. Denis.
844 Eginhardus, June 5, Oct. 28.
846 St. Methodius, Confessor, Priest, June I4.
849 Walafridius Strabo, May 20.
852 Florus, Deacon of Lyons, April 6.
Amolon, April 6.
856 Rabanus Maurus, Archbishop of Mentz.
858 Photius, Oct. 23.
859 St. Eulogius of Cordova, March 11.
861 St. Prudentius, Bishop of Troyes, April 6.
862 Lupus, Abbot of Ferriere, April 6, Dec. l(t»

865 Theodorus Aboucara.
St. Paschasius RacTbertus, Jan. 2, April 26.
St. Anscharius, Feb. 3.
866 St. Ralph, June 21.
872 Anastasius Bibliothecarius, July 17.
875 St. Remigius of Lyons, April 6.
876 St. Alderic, Bishop of Mans.
880 Ado of Vienne, Dec. 16.
882 Hincmar of Rheims, Jan. 2, 4, April 6t
884 John Scotus, April 6.
St. Theodorus Crapt, Dec. 27.
880 Usuard.
899 Alfred the Great, King of England, Oct. 2&
Isidor Mercator.

Oct. 28.

SAINTS.

Edward.

SAINTS OF ENGLANIX

KINGS OF FRANCE.
814 Charlemagne, Jan. 2.
843 Louis le Debonnaire.
877 Charles le Chauve.
879 Louis le I5eque.
882 ..ouis in.
884 Carloman.
888 Charles le Gros.
898 Eudes.
Charles le Simple.

St.
St.

Ebba, etc., April
Winstan, June i.

St.

Modwena, July

2.

5.

St. Swithin, July 15.

Aug. 2.
Nov. 4.
Edmund, K. M., Nov.
Humbert, Nov. 20.
Offa, Nov. 20.
Kenelm, Dec. 13.

St. Alfrida,

St. Clarus,
St.
St.

St.
St.

20.

SAINTS OF SCOTLAND

COUNCILS.
813 Capitulars of Charlemagne, Feb. 12,
849 QuieFcy, April 6, 26.
853 Quiescy II., April 6.
817 Aix la Chapelle, Feb. 12.
848 .\t Meniz against Gotescalcus, April 6.
855 Valence, April 6.
869 Fourth 01 Constantinople, 8th gen., Oct. 23.

St.

Guinoch, Scotland, April

St.

Modwena,

St.

Drostan, Scotland, July

Ireland, July

AND IRELAND.

13.

5.

11.

Andrew, Ireland, Aug. 22.
B. Constantine II., King of Scotland, April
St.

SAINTS OF
St.

&

OTHER COUNTRIES,

Adelard, Abbot, France, Jan.

2.
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t8
St.

Theodora, Empress, Feb.

1

A. D.

1.

Coddingham Abbey, April

Benedict of Anian, Feb. 12.
St. Tarasius of Constantinople, Priest, Feb. 25.
St. 1 udger, Bisiiop of Munster, March 26.
St. Nicetas, Abbot, Bithynia, April 3.
St. Picito, Abbot, April 4.
St. Leo IV., Priest, July 17.
St. Frederic, Bis.'iop of Utrecht, July 18.
St. Odulph, July 18.
St.

St. Ida,
St.
St.

Widow,

Sept.

The University

of

4.

Oxford founded by the advice

of St. Neot, Oct.

zy

St. Edmundsbury, Nov. 20.
The Moor^ infest Spain, Oct.

23.

4.

Columba, V. M., Sept. 17.
Maura, Virgin, Sept. 21.

Oct. 7.
Martyrs, Oct. 22.
St. Donatus, Bishop of Frisoli, Oct. 22.
St. Ignatius, P. of C. P., Oct. 23.
St. Neot, Anchoret, Oct. 28.
St. Joannicius, Abbot, Nov. 4.
8S. Flora and Mary, Virgins and Martyrs,

TENTH AGE OF THE OHUEOH.

St. Osith, Virgin,

Nunilo,

St.

etc.,

Ado, Archbishop of Vienne, Dec.

St.

St. Cyril,

Dec

POPES.
A. D.

Benedict IV.

Not.

903—905 Leo V.
905—911 Scrgius III,
911—913 Anastasius IIL

24.

16.

22.

913— 9'4 Lando.
914
928

HERETICS.
A.

2.

Translation of St. Cuthbert, Sept.

D.

828 Claudius Clement, April 26.
367 Goteschalc, April 6.
John Scotus Erigena, April 6,

929—931

931—9.^6 John
19,

2&

Paulicians, Nov. 22.
890 Photius, Oct. 23.

EVENTS.
Csnversioit of Nations.

The Sclavonians

are converted

by SS. Cyril and

Methodiub, Der. 2?,.
Sclavonian Liturgy, Dec. 22,
848 St. Cyril preaches to the Chazari, Dec 22 ; sent
by St. Ignatius .-^t Constantinople.
865 The Bulgarians are ^o.->ve'ted, and send ambassadors to Pope Nictioltti- I., Dec. 22.
Moravians and Bolien.'ans are converted;
The
S94
St. Methodius is made /».rci:bi:hop of Moravia
by Pope Adrian II., Dec. z^.
The Danes, Swedes, and nori> of Germany are
converted by St. Anscharius a»\v' Jt. Rembert,

Feb.

3, 4,

Sept.

Confirmation given to the Bulgarians,
Real Presence, March 13, April 6.
Mass, March 26, Nov. 22, Dec. 22.
Viaticum and Extreme Unction, Jan.
Sept. 2t, Nov. 22.
Confession, April 6.
Supremacy of the Roman See,
Apostolical Vicar, Dec. 22.

Holy Images, March

13,

Nov.

Nov.

-<^ 22.

2

A.pril 6,

22.

restored in the West by St.
Benedict Anian, FlI). 12.
History of the Greek Schism, Oct. 23.
The Normans invade England, Oct. 28.
The Danes make an irruption into England, July

Nov.

I,

Dec. l6k

Dec

\(k

Benedict V.

John XIII., Dec.

16.

Benedict VI.

Domnus

II.

Benedict

VIL

984—985 John XIV.
986

—996 John XV., April
April

23.

996—999 Gregory

V.,

23.

Sylvester II.

999

ANTIPOPES,
973 Boniface VII.
997 John XVL

925
940
948
955
957
975
977

Edward, July

4.

Athelstan, July 4.
Edmund, July 4.
Edred, July 4, May 19, Aug. I.
Edvvi, May 19, July 4.
Edgar, Feb. 29, May 19, July 4St.

Edward, March

18.

II.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
11.

The Monastic Order

929 Charles le Simple.
954 Louis d'Outremer.
956 Lothaire.
987 Louis le Faineant.

Third Hact,
996 Hugues Capet.
Robert.

20.

COUNCIL.

Ethelwolf rebuilds the school for the English at

Rome. luly 5.
On ihe Cathedral

Agapetus II., Nov.
John XII., May 19,
Leo VIII.

22.

put to the Iconoclast Heresy, Feb.

15, Oct. 28,

Stephen IX.
Martin III.

Ethelred

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES, ETC.

^-

975— 9S4

XL

Leo VI L, July 7.

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
1'

is

936—939
939—943
943—946
946—956
956—964
964—964
964—965
965—972
972—974
974—975

2.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLIVF

An end

X.
—928 John
Leo VL
—929 Stephen
VIIL

i

at Winchester, July 15.

Synod ai V.'bcb«tcr, May lO
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A. D.

The
The

A. D.

Poles converted by St. Adelbert. Aj^ril 23.
Polish Russians converted by St. Druno, or
Boniface, June (9, receiving faculties from i'ope

909 Asterius of Minevia. Oct. 28.
911 Leo the I'iiilosopher.
nk of ht. Gal.
912 Notker,
940 Eutychius, I'atriarch of Alexandria,
942 St. Ado, Abbot of Cluni, Nov. 18.
Simeon Metaphrastes, J 'itroductory Discourse.
956 Alio of Vcrcelli.
959 St Gerard, Oct. 3.
960 Constantine Forphvrogenita, July 24.
961 St. Odo, Archbishop of Canterbury, July 4.

M

966
968
972
973
974
975
977
9S0
985
998

John XVIII.

The

of Kleury,

Nov.

The

May

St.

Dunstan,

St.

Odo, July 4.
Oswald, Feb. 29.
Edward, K. M., March
Ethelwold, Aug. i.

A
May

On

1003
1003
1004
1009
1012
1024
1033
1045
1046
104S
1049

Sylvester

St.

Maud, March

St.

St.

Gerard, April 23.
Bobo, May 22.
Ulric, July4.
Grimbald, July 8.
Nicon, Nov. 26.
Conrad, Nov. 26.

St.

Radbod, Nov.

1

3,

15.

2.

i,

23.

II., P"eb. 23.

— 10S7
— 1099

1086
1087
1099

,

15.

2

— 10851

1073

11.,

Leo

St.

19.

IX., Feb. 23,

April

Oct. 31.
Victor II Feb. 23, April 19,

25,

25.

19, 21,

May

19, 21,

May

Oct. 13.

Alexander

II

,

Feb. 23, April

25, July 12.

7,

St.

19, 21, 23,

May

,

Gregory VII., April

19,

Mav

21;,

'

18.

Victor

III,,

Urban

II

Paschal

,

May

25,

July

18.

April 21,

May

20, 25.

II.,

May

25,

ANTI POPES.

29.

1012 Gregory.
1044 John, called Sylvester III.
1058 John, r>ishop of Valetri, called
1061 Cadalous, called Honorius II.
1080 Guibert, called Clement III.

Conversion of Nations.
D.

The conversion of the Rugi, Dec. 16.
The conversion of the Hungarians, Sept.
The establishment of Christianity in
April 23.

2.

Stephen X., Feb. 23. May 25.
1061 Nicholas II., Feb. 23, April

14,

EVENTS.

960

Sept.

19,

—
1061 — 1073

of Cluni, Nov. l8«
St. Alice, Dec. 16.

II.,

— 1003 John XVII.
— 1009 John XVIII., June July
— ID Sergius IV.
— 1024 Benedict VIII., March July
— 1033 J^h" XIX.
— 1044 Benedict IX., Janl Sept.
— '^46 Gregory VI., Feb.
— 1047 Clement
— 1048 Damasus April

1058

i.

Odo

A.

14.

among our Saxon anceston^

POPES.

Harold, Nov.

St.

Nov.

A. D.

St.
St.

St.

i.

19.

ELEVENTH AGS OF THE OHUBOH.

St.

St.

i.

i.

18.

— 1054
1055— 1057
1057 — 1058

St.

4.

19.

Adelbert, April 23.
Maieul, May 11.
Winceslas, Sept. 28.
Gerard, Oct. 3.
Gerald, Oct. 13.
Wolfgang, Oct. 31.

St.

Maj

AND IRELAND.

SAINTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES.

St.

29,

Feb. 29.

Scotland, April 15.
St. Cormac, Ireland, Sept. 14.
St- Paul, Hermit, Dec. 20.

St.

May

Guy of Warwick,
Titles of honor

their sanctity in

Mund,

St.

4, 26.

Real Presence, July

cathedral churches, Aug.

Thorney Abbey Aug.
Glastonbury,

WuHhilde, Dec. 9.

St.

Nov.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES, ETC.

19.

Editha, Sept. 16.
St. Birnstan, Nov. 4.
St.

Sept. 28,

4,

July 8, Sept. 27, 2S.
Miracle in proof of the
Sign of the Cross, July 4.

St.
St.

July

19,

this age:

St.

Office,

Viaticum and Extreme Unction, Feb.

SAINTS.

St.

Gothland and Sweden

in

Peterborough Abbey, Aug.

SAINTS OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND,

Denmark by oaint

an Englishman, Feb. 19

St. Sigefrid,

Mass and

in this age.

The following were remarkable for

Adal-

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.

Sisinnius of Constantinople.
Suidas the Grammarian is supposed to have lived

St.

was preached

faith

by

20,

Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury,

in

.St.

Poppo.

Flodoard of Rhe'.ms.

AbOo

Germany converted by

north of

bert, April 23.
The faith was propagated

Luitprand, Bist.op of Cremona.
Notger, l-Jishrp of Liege.
St. Ubric, PiShop of Augsburg, July 4.
Ratheir of Verona.
Edgar, King of England, July 4, May 19.
Severus the Egyptian.
Lau*ired, July 15.
St.

19

2.

Prussia,

HOC

BenedKU

Albert.

Theodoric.
Maginulf.
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KINGS OF ENGLAND.
toi6
1017
1036
1040
1042

Ethelred

SAINTS.
The following were remarkable for their uuutitf

April

19, Oct. 13.
Oct. 13.
Canute, June ic, Oct, 13.
Harold, June 10, Oct. 13.
Hardicanute, June 10, Oct. 13.
Alfred, Oct. 13.
11066 St. Edward III., June 10, Oct. 13.
II.,

Edmund, June

10,

Harold, June 10.
William the Conqueror, June
3, Dec. 29.
fioo William Rufus, April 21.
icf87

this

April 12, Aug.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

St.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
031

St.
St.

Robert.

St.

1000 Henry I.
Philippe I.

St.

April I^
Walstan, England, ISIay 30.
Eskill, Bishop, England, June 12.
William, England, Sept. 2.
Edward, Confessor, England, Oct. 13,
Osmund, Dec. 4.
Margaret, Queen of Scotland, June lO.
Malrubius, Scotland, Aug. 27.
Lucy, Virgin, Scotland, Sept. 19.
Colman, Martyr, Ireland, Oct. 13.
Gerald, France, April 5.
Walker, France, April 8.

St. Odilo,

St.

COUNCILS.

St.

St.

1005
1009
1049
1050

JC54
1059
1063
1076
X079

1054
1095
1098
1099

Dortmund in Westphalia,
Oenham, April 19.

At Florens, April

Rome, April
Rouen, April

19.

i.

td

St. Stanislas,

3

Bishop, Poland,

May

Poitiers, April 19.

Rome, April 19.
Tours, May 25.
Lyons, May 25.
Clermont, Aug. 20.
Bari, April 21.
Rome, April 21.

St.

St.

Gerard, Venice, Sept.

St.

Poppo, Jan.

St. Alice, Virgin,
St.

27.

24.

25.

Abbess, Feb.

Romuald, Ravenna, Feb.

5.

7.

B. Robert, April 24.
St.

Godeschalc, Martyr, June 7.
Bernard of Menthon, June 15.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

St.
St.

Hemma, Widow, June 29.
Guy, Sept. 12.
Nilus the Younger, Sept. 26.

1003 Sylvester II,, Sept. 2.
1004 St. Abbo, Abbot of Fleury, Nov. 10.
1005 Ainio, Abbot of Fleury.
1007 1 lariger, Abbot of 'Lobbes.
1009 Guy of Arezzo, inventor of the Gamut, June

St.

Dominic Loricatus, Oct.

St.

24.

Bruno, Archbishop of Prussia, June
Ditmar, Bishop of Mersburgh.
Bouchard, Bishop of Worms.
Fulbert, Bishop of Chartres.

St.

Ademar, or Aimar.
Aderan of Sens.

19.

14.

HERETICS.
A. D.
loot
10 [7

Leutard and Vilgar.
Stephen and Lisay, Manicheans.

1050 Berengarius, A\:>n\ 19. 2r.
1053 Michael Cerularius renews th* Creel schiso^
April 19, July 24, Oct. 23.
1095 Roscelin, Feb. 24, April 21.
.

EVENTS.

Alexis, Patriarch of Constantinople.
Bruno of Wurtzburg, Oct. 6.
Glaber of Cluni.

1049 St. Odilo, Jan. i.
1050 Adelman, April 19.
i054 Herman Contract, Sept. 2,
ao57 Alfanus, Archbishop of Florence.
lo5o Durand, April 19.
ro72 St. Peter Damian, Cardinal, Feb. 3.
1070 Theophilactus the Comnientator, Jan. 27.
1079 Guitmund, April 19.
%oi^ Lafranc of Canterbury, April 19, 2T.
St. Gregory VII., May 25.
St. Anselme of Lucca.
On the writers against Ber^ngarius *«# April
19.

7.

King of Hungary, June
Romanus, etc., Muscovy, July 24.

St. Ladisas, first

St.

IO19
1026
1029
1030
t033
1043
1045

19.

Germany, May 4.
St. Bernward, Bishop, Germany, Nov. 20.
St. Anno, Archbishop, Germany, Dec. 4.
St. Stejjhen. King of Hungary, Sept. 2.
St. Olave, King of Norway, July 29.
St Henry II., Emperor, July 15.
St. Cunegunda, Empress, March 3.

19.
19.

France, Jan,

Theobald, France, July i.
Arnoul, Bishop, France, Aug. 15.
Canutus, King of Denmark, Jan.

St. Goc'ard, Bishop,

July 15.

At Rheims, April 21.'
At Rome, April 19.
>
At Vercelli, April 19. 3*
At Paris, April 19.

At
At
At
At
At

M

:

St. Ulfrid, Brittany, Jan. 18.
St. Wulstan, Bishop, England, Jan. 19.
St. .Sigefride, Bishop, England, Feb. 15.
St. Elphege, Archbishop of Canterbury,
St.

TO,

age

Conversion of Nations.
St. Ulfrid
St. Eskill

1055

preaches to the Swedes, Jan.
preaches in Sweden, June 12.

18.

The Norwegians
St.

convertecl, July 29.
Boniface of Camaldoli preaches in Russiai

June

19.

The Muscovites

did not receive the faith froni
the Greek schismatics, hut were in their first
conversion Catholics, July 24.

DOCTRINE, DISCIPLINE, ETC.
Confession and Communic.n, Jan. 19.
Mass, Jan. 19, Feb. 23, March 3, April 19.

PRIVATE USE ONLY

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.
A. D.

<jt> !>.

Viaticum and Extreme Unction, Jan.
June 10.
Fast on Friday, April 19.

i,

April 19,

1 68
John, called Calixtus ITT.
1178 Landon, called Innocent III.

1

KINGS OF ENGLAND.

Annual commemoration

of the faithful departed,
Jan. I.
On the history of the Huns, Sept. 2.
On Ordeals, Oct. 13.
On ancient titles, Oct. 13.
On the laws of Edward the Confessor, Oct. 13,
On Westminster Abbey, Oct. 13.
On the King's Evil, Oct. 13.
On the Sarum Use, Dec. 4.
Treaty called the Truce of God, Jan. I.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES, ETC.
Romuald founds the Order of Camaldolij
Feb. 7.
3040 The Abbf^y of Bee founded, April 2t.
1078 St. John Gualbert founds the religious Order of
Vallis Umbrosa, July 12.
1084 St. Bruno founds the Order of the Carthusians,
^-009 St.

April

I,

Oct.

6.

1098 The Cistercian Order
.1099

21

is

founded, April

17, 29.

On
On
On

the Monastery of Montirraud, Feb. 4.
the Russians, June 19.
the Russian schismatics, July 24.
The empire of the West restored, July 15.
On the origin of the Muscovites, July 24.
On the origin of the Poles, Bohemians, Dalmatians, and Istrians, Sept. 2.

1135 Henry I., April 21, Aug. 20, Dec.
1 54 Stephen, Dec. 29.
1
1 189 Henry II., Nov. 14, Dec. 29.

119J Richard

John

I.,

Aug.

25,

Nov.

29,

17.

Sans-terre.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
1108 Philippe I.
1 137 Louis VI. le Gros.
1 180 Louis VII. le Jeune.
Philippe II. Auguste.

COUNCILS.
102 Westminster, April 21.
19 Rheinis, June 6, Aug. 20.
1 121 Soissons, Aug. 20.
1123 First of Lateran, 9th gen.
1 128 Troyes, April 17.

1

1 1

1

131

1134
1
1 39
1 140
1 147
1163
1 179

Rheims, June 6.
Aug. 20.
Second of Lateran, loth gen.
Sens, Aug. 20.
Auxerre, Aug. 20.
Tours, Dec. 29.
Third of Lateran, nth gen., Nov.
Pisa,

13.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

TWELFTH AGE OF TEE

iioi St. Bruno, Oct. 6.
109 St. Hugh of Cluni, April 29.
Ingulphus, April 11.

OHTJEOH.

'

1

POPES.
A.

St. Anselm,
21.

1>.

Paschal

II18

Aug.
II18- 11 19
II 19- 1124
II 24
1130

April 17, 21,

II.,

May

25, July

2,

20.

Aug.

Feb\

11.

April

8,

i,

17,

June

6,

20.

"43- 1 144 Celestine II., Aug. 20.
"44- 1145 Lucius II., June 6, Aug. 20. Oct. 28.
"45- 11 53 Eugenius III., Feb. 4, 10, May 8, July
Aug.

15,

"53- 1 1 54 Anastasius IV., June 8.
"54- 1159 Adrian IV., Jan. 19, Feb. 15, April 18.
"59- 1181 Alexander ILL, Feb. 15, April 18, July

II 87-

11911198

1

t3,

185 Lucius

Dec.

III.,

I,

29.

May

18,

July 18.

187 Urban III., Feb. 8.
1 187 Gregory VIII,
Clement III., July II.
1 191
1 198 Celestine III., May 8, June 27, July 12.
1

Innocent

III.,

Aug.

4.

ANTIPOPES.
Guibert, July 2.
1118 Maurice Bourdin, called Gregory VIII.
1 130 Peter, called Anacletus II., June 6, Aug.
30.

Nov.

3.

I138 Gregory, called Victor.
1 1 59 Octavian, called Victor III.
"ih^ Guy, called Paschal III.

St.

•

20.

Nov.

Stephen, Abbot of Citeaux, April 17 >
Robert, April 29.
113 Sigebert of Glembour.
Odo, Bishop of Cambray.
115 Ives of Chartres, May 20.
Leo of Marsica, Cardinal Bishop of Ostia.
116 Robert of Arbrissel.'-., Fi;b. 24.
121 Eadmer, May 19, April 20.
124 Guibert, Abbot of Nogent, Aug. 20, Oct- 6125 St. Bruno, Bishop of Segni, July 18, Oct 6.
131 Alger, Monk of Cluni, wrote on the Blessed
Eucharist, April 29.
132 St. Hugh, Bishop of Grenoble, April I.
1^3 Hildebert, Archbishop of Tours.
134 St. Norbert, June 6.
135 Robert, Abbot of Duits.
139 St. Otho of Bamberg, July 2.
William, Abbot of Thierry, Aug. 20.
142 Hugh of St. Victor, July 21, Aug. 20.
148 St. Malachy, Nov. 3,
153 St. Bernard, Autr. 20.
156 Peter the Venerable, June 26, Oct. 6.
158 Otho, Bishop of Frisingern.
160 Gratian the Canonist, Jan. 23, May 20.
164 Peter Lombard, April 21, July 14.
170 St. Thomas of Canterbury, Dec- 25.
171 A chard of Avranches, May 10.

no

May 25, June 6.
Gelasius
Calixtus II., May 25, April 17, June 6.
Honorius II., May 16, June 6, July
II.,

1130— 1 143 Innocent

Archbishop of Canterbury. Apiil

St.

I.

Aug.

l/Si11851187-

2,

173 Richard of St. Victor.
180 John of Salisbury.
198 Peter Comestor.

William of Malmesbury.
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A.D.

SAINTS.

The

AND IRELAND.

SAINTS OF ?NC.:.A^:>, SCOTI-AND,
St.

Aelreu, Abl^ot

r>t

Rieval. J<;n. 17.

Archbishop of Upsal (English), Jan.
Gilbert, Abbot, j,'i',ngland, Feb. 4.
Ulric, Recluse, England, Feb. 2t,.
William, Martyr, Norwich, March i^..
Celsus, Archbishop of Armagh, April *N
Caradoc, Brecknockshire, April 13,
Mans, Bishop, Scotland, April 16.
Stephen, Abbot of Citeaux, England, April

19.

St. Henry,.

St.
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.

EVENTS.
Conversion of Nations.
57.

Bishop, Ireland, May 17.
Godrick, England, May 21.
Walter, Abbot, England, June 4.
Robert, Abbot, England, June 7.
William, Archbishop of York, June 8.
Watheof, Abbot of Melross, England, Aug. 3.
Richard, Bishop of Andria, England, Aug, 2:.
Malachy, Archbishop of Armagh, Ireland, Nov. 3.
Laurence, Archbishop of Dublin, Ireland, Nov. 14.
Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury, England,

St. Silave,
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.

St.
St.

St.
St.

Dec.

Henricians, Aug. 4, 20k
Peter of Bruis, Aug. 4, 20.
I148 Gilbert of Torre, Aug. 20.
1 166 Demetrius
1167 '1 he Publicans.
1 184 The Caihaii, April 29, Aug. 4.
Peter Valdo, Aug. 4.

1124 St. Otho preaches the faith in Pomerania, bj
commission from iionorius IT., July 3.
II5I St. Henry preaches the faith in Finland, Jan. 19.
On the conversion of Sweden, Jan. 19.
Nicholas Breakspear, an Englishman, affer«
wards Pope Adrian IV., preaches the faith ia
Norway, Jan. ly, Feb. 15.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Eucharist, June 5.
Mass, leb. 8, May 16, 18, Aug.

29.

Nov.

SAINTS OF OTHER COUNTRIES.
Stephen, Abbot, France, Feb. 8.
St. William of Maleval, France, Feb. 10.
St. Martinianus, Csesarea, Feb. 13.
B. Robert of Arbrissel, Feb. 24.
Charles the Good, Emperor of Flanders, March 2.
St. Hugh, Bishop of Grenoble, France, April I.
St. Albert, Tournay, April l.
St. Benezet, France, April 14.
St. Druon, Recluse, Flanders, April 16.
St. Galdin, Archbishop, Milan, April 18.
St. Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury.
Aoust, April 2t.
St. Robert, Abbot of Molesme, France, April 29.
St. Hugh, Abbot of Cluni, France, April 29.
St. Ajiitre, Confessor, Normandy, April 30.
St. Avertin, Confessor, May 6.
St. Peter, Archbishop of Tarentaise, France, May 8.
St. Isidore of Madrid, Spain, May 10
St. Ubaldus, Bishop of Gubio, Italy, May 16.
St. Eric, King of Sweden, Martyr, May 18.
B. Yvo, Bishop of Chartres, France, May 20.
St. Norbert, Abbot of Magdebourg Confessor, June

The Order

The Order

of the Gilbertines

Feb 4.
1 125 The Order
1

June

in

England,

by

St.

Nor

6.

Abbey in Yorkshire, June 7.
The CongregatKm de Monte Virgine founded by

132 Fountains

William, June 25.
Stephen of Grandmont founds his Ordei,

St.

11S6

St.

Feb. 8.
General Chapters of Religious Orders, April 17.
Sacred studies are restored at Oxford by Robert Polevn, and great privileges are granted
to the University by Pope Lucius II., Oct

of Bellav,

June

<-'.>e University of Paris, Aug. 20.
correct copy of the Latin Bible is written l^
St. Stephen of Citeaux, April i/.
On the I'alliuTi. June 8.
On the Crusades, Aug. 20, 25.
On the Teutonic Knights, Mav 5.
The Knights of Malta and the Knights Tan.

0-1
1

109

26.

26.

A

plars,

On
On
On

St. Rosalia, Virgin, Sicily, Sept. 4.

Abbess, Germany, Sept. 17.
Bruno, founder of the Carthusians, Oct. 6. "_
Godfrey, Bishop of Amiens, P'rance, Nov. 8:
Ilomobonus, Confessor, Lombardy, Nov. 13.
Leopold, Marquis of Austria, Nov. 15.

St. Hildegardis,"Virgin,

-

May

5.

the history of Ireland, Nov. 13.
the history of Austria, Nov. 15.
Frederic IJarbarossa, April iS, May 8.

THIETEEITTH AGE OF THE CHUSOH.

HERETICS.

POPES.

A. D.

mo

founded

of Premontre, instituted

bert, is confirmed,

Otho, Bishop of Bamberg, Suribia, J\ily 2.
St. Bruno, Bishop of Segni, Piedmont, July 8.
St. Helen of Skofde, Martyr, Sweden, July 31.
St. Bernard, Abbot, Burgundy, Aug 20.

St.

of the Gulielmites instituted by St

William, Feb. TO.

St.

St.

26^

2S.

The Venerable Raingarda, Widow, France, June

St.

t,

RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS, ETC

6.

Elizabeth of Sconauge, Abbess, June 18.
St. William of Monte Virgine, Tiedmont, June 25.

St.

Oct.

20,

3,

29.

P'eb. 8, June 26, Aug. 20, Nov. 3.
Extreme Unction, F"eb. 8, June 26, Aug.
Nov. 3.
Confession, June 9, Nov. 3, 15, Dec. 29.
Sign of the Cross, May 16, Aug. 20.

St.

Anthelm, Bishop

Dec.

Viaticum,

St.

St.

8,

Basil, chief of the

Bogomiles.

124 Tanchelin, June 6.
1139 Arnold of Brescia, Aug. 4, 24.
1140 Abelard, Aug. 20.
1147 The Albigenses, Jan. 31, Aug.

A. D.

Innocent

1216

1

1216
4.

—

Aug.

III.,

Feb.

4, 8,

March

Oct. 4.
1227 Iionorius HI., Feb. 8, April
Oct. 4, Nov. 13.

PRIVATE USE ONLY

3,

April

&,

4,

6,

Aug.

4, 2>.

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX,
A

A. D.

D.

— 1241
— 1241
— 1254
'254 — 261

Gregory I^

1227
J241
1243

,

Jan. 23, Aug.

Innocent IV., Feb.

Urban IV., March
1265—1268 Clement IV., Feb

— 1276

1276
1276

Gregory X., Feb.
July

— 1276

June

10,

8,

SAINTS.
1

16,

6,

July 14.

March

7,

May

John

1273

J

St.

Martyr, Jan. 31.
Richard, April 3.
Simon Stock, May 16.
Hugh of Lincoln, Aug. 27.
Hugh, Bishop of Lincoln, Nov. 17.
Thomas, Bishop of Hereford, Oct. 2Gilbert, Scotland, April i.

In

this age the

St.

Raymund,

St. Serapion,

14.

St.

XXI.

St.

St.

or

St.

St.

Sans-terre.
I.,

Feb.

18,

June

8.

KINGS OF FRANCE.

COUNCILS.

St.

Oct.

8,

Aug.

4,

B.

Maiy

of Oignies,

Theobald, July

St. Ceslas,

4.

1222 Oxford, Oct. 13.
1245 Lyons, 13th gen., Feb. 16, Aug. 25.
1274 Fourteenth general, 2d of Lyons, Feb, 10,
March 7, July 14, Aug. 23, Oct. 2.

16,

William, July 29.
Dominic, Aug. 4.
Louis of Toulouse, Aug.

St.

April

1242 St. Edmund, Nov. 16.
1245 Alexander of Hales, July 14.
1256 Vincent of Eeauvais.
1250 Rainerius Lacho, Oct. 4.
1256 St. Pcier Nolasco.
Luke, Bishop of Tuy in Spain, Aug. 4, Oct.
1259 Matthew Paris.
1263 Hugh of St. Cher.
Henry of Lusa.
127

Robert Sorbon.

St.

Gertrude, Nov. 15.

8,

19.

12.

Aug.

23.

St.

Lewis, King of France, Aug. 25.

St.

Raymond Honnatus, Aug.
Aug.

31.

31.

B. Margaret, Sept. 2
St. Rose of Viterbo, Sept. 4.
St. Francis of Assisium, Oct. 4,

Seven Friars Minors, Oct 13.
St. Hedwiges, Oct. 17.
St. Gertrude, Nov. 15.
St. Elizabeth of Hungary, Nov. i^

Anthony

1272 William of St. Amour, March 7, July 14.
1274 St. Thomas of Aquin, March 7.
Haymo, July 14.
St. Bonaventure, July 14.
1275 St. Raymund of Pennafort, Jan. 23.
1278 Martinus Polonus.
1280 Albertus Magnus, March 7.
C292 Henry of Ghant.

Aug.

St. Philip Beniti,

of Padua, June 13.
1240 Cardinal Vitry, June 23.

1231

July 20.

St.
St.

St. Isabel,

3,

23.

Cunegundes, July 24.

St.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

June

8.

St.

St. Clare,

1202 Abbot Joachim, March 17.
1213 St. John of Matha Alanus, Aug. 4.
1214 Theodorus Balsaman.
1216 Pope Innocent III., Feb. 4, 8, March
Aug. 4, Oct. 4.
1228 Stephen Longton.

Jan. 23.

'

Philippe II. Augusta.
Louis VIII.
St. Louis IX.
Philippe IIL le Hardi.
Philippe IV. le Bel.

1215 Fourth of Lateran, 12th gen. April

following were distinguished for
sanctity in other countries :

Five Friars Minors, Jan. 16.
St. Margaret, Princess of Hungary, Jan. 28.
St. Peter Nolasco, Jan. 31.
St. Margaret of Cortona, Feb. 22.
B. Albert, April 8.
St. William, April 6.
St. Herman Joseph, April 7.
St. Peter Gonzales, April 15.
St. Zita, April 27.
St. Peter, Martyr, April 29.
St. Angelus, May 5.
St. Ferdinand HI., King of Castile, MayjOk
St. Anthony of Padua, June 13.

lenry III., Feb. 16, April 3.

Edward

1223
1226
1270
1285

SAINTS OF ENGLANDu

19,

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
12 16

I.

July 14.

7.

Nicholas III., May 16, June 8.
Martin IV.
Honorius IV.
Nicholas IV., May 19, Oct. 2.
St. Peter Celestin V., May 19.
Boniface VIII., May 19, Oct. 21.

1276— 1277 John XX.

1294

iq»

7,

1296 William Durand, Jan.
1297 Peter John d'OIive.
1298 John Veccus.
James of Voragine.

14.

Innocent V., July
1276 Adrian V.

—
1277 — 1280
1281 — 1285
1285 — 1287
1288 — 1292
1294 — 1294

March

8,

Aug. 25.
Alexander IV., Feb.

1

1271

4, 25.

Celestin IV., Aug. 25.

— 1264

1261

n

St. Felix of Valois, ]Sfov. 20.
St. Sylvester Gozzolini,

4<

Nov.

26.

HERETICS.

A. D,

1210 Amauri.
1252 The Stadings.
1259 The Flagellantes.
12S7 The Ajiostolici.
1296 The Fraticelli, July 14.
1300 Segarellus.

EVENTS.
Conversion of Nationt,
A. D.

1257 St. Hyacinth preache? the faith to the Ilorthei»<
nations,

Aug.

16.
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4. D.

t274 The Greek church unites with the Latin
Council of Lyons, P'eb.
14,

Aug.

23, Oct.

lo, i6,

in

March

7,

the

July

2.

— 1314
— 1334
1334-— 1342
»342 — 1352
1352 — 1362
,

I

1362
Eucharist, Jan. 28,

March

7,

June

Viaticum, March 7, May 30.
Mass, Jan. 28, March 7, April

23, July 14.
6,

27,

May

I37<:

19,

Oct. 17.

Confession, Jan. 23, March 7, May 30.
Extreme Unction, March 7, May 19, uly 14.
Cross, Jan. 28, April 8.

TAe following Popes sat at Romey while
same time sat at Avignon :
1378
13S9

— 1389

Albert compiles rules for the Carmelites, April
8 un the antiquity of that Order, April 8.
St. Francis of Assisium lays the foundation of
On the different Orders of
his Order, Oct. 4.
Franciscans, ibid. On the settlement of the
Franciscans in England, ibid.
2(2 The Carmelites established in Engla id, April 8,
13.

;

May

1

6.

The Order of the Poor Clares is founded, Aug. 1 2.
The Order of the Dominicans is founded, Aug. 4.
f223 The Order for the Redemption of Captives inI2T5

stituted, Jan.

3,

Urban VI., April 30.
Boniface IX., Oct. 8.

1378 — 1394 Clement VII., April 5, July 5.
1394 1398 Benedict XIIL, chosen by the French
and Spaniards, April 5.

—

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
1307
1328
1377
1399

Edward I.
Edward IL
Edward III.
Richard

Henry

July

5.

IV., April

5.

the Origin of the Inquisition, Aug. 4.
The several Congregations of the Hermits of
St. Augustine united in one Order by Alexander IV.; its present constitution compiled,
1287

Aug.

28.

The Order

127 a.

of Celestines approved.

May

19.

Feb.

8,

The Sylvestrin Monks instituted, Nov. 26.
The Order of Servites instituted, Aug. 23, June
The Roman Breviary revised by Haymo. July

19.

Order of the
Nov. 20.

Trini-tarians

instituted,

Institution of the Rosary, Aug. 4.
1264 The festival of Corpus Christi ordered to

25.

The House
The Moors

of

Sorbon established, Aug.

defeated in Spain,
the Oriflame, Aug. 25.

May

25.

30.

On
On architecture, Aug. 25.
On the cure of the King's Evil, Aug.
On the study of Medicine, Aug. 23.

1314
1316
1322
1328
1350
1364
1380

25.

prose Veni Sancte Spiritus composed, according to some, by Pope Innocent IH., Oct. 4.
S24S St. Lewis sets sail for Cyprus in his expedition
for the Holy War, Aug. 25.
five books of Decretals are compiled by St.
The
•234
Raymond of Pennafoit. and confirmed by
Pope Gregory IX., Jan. 23.

rOUSTEENTH AGIIOP THE CHURCH.
A. D.

1303 Boniface VIII.,

May

19,

July 7.

The following Popes sat at Avignon

— 1304 Benedict XL, July

1303

7.

:

Charles

le Bel.

Philippe de Valois.
Jean.

Charles V.
Charles VL

COUNCILS.
1312 Vienne in Gaul, 15th gen.

May

5.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITER?
1305
1308
1313
1316
1333
1347
1340

William of Nanges.
John Scotus, July 14.
Cardinal le Moine.
Giles of Rome.
Dura'id of St. Porcian.
William Ockam, July 14.
Nicholas Delire.

Nicephorns Calixtus.

The

POPES.

Philippe IV. le Bel.
Lewis Hutin.
Philippe le Long.

be ob-

IV., mov. feasts.
Office of the Blessed Sacrament compiled by St.
Thomas of Aquin, March 7.
«239 The Holy Crown of Thorns is brought to Paris,

1252

KINGS OF FRANCE

14.

served in the whole church, by Pope Urban

Aug.

II.,

23.

On

«233
1254

*th;rs at iik

Contemporary Popes at Avignon.

RELIGIOUS INSTIIUTES, ETC.
««09

a*

Benedict XII., April 30.
Clement VI., April 30.
Innocent VI., April 30.
1370 Urban V., Feb. 4, April 30.
1378 Gregory XL, April 30.

[

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.

Clement V., Feb. 8, May 19.
John XXIL, May 7, April 30, Oct.

'305
1316

Adam

the Carthusian,

Nov.

I7.

Alvarez Pelagius.
1342 Pope Benedict XII.
1348 Peter Bertrandi.
1350 B. Bernard.
1360 Nicephorus Gregords.
1365 Henry Suso, Sept. 5.
1367 St. John Culumbin, July 31.
1370 John of Tinmoiuh, Dec. 9.
1373
13S0
1 38
1384
1384

St. Brigit, Oct. 8.
St.

Catherine of Sienna, April 30.

John Rouisbrocius.
Nicholas Oresmus.
Peter Paludanus.

Guido CarmelitaB. John of Burlington.
John Bacon.

PRIVATE USE ONLY
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\ D.
*jy9 Nicholas Eymerick,

were remarkable for their sanctity in

Antony, etc., Martyrs, April 14.
B. Lidwina, Virgin, Holland, April
St. Joachim of Sienna, April 16.
St.

Agnes

14.

John XXIII.
Deposed.

23.

5,

10,

10,

III.,

5,,

5.

23.

5.

10.

II.,

5,

II.,

2.

S,

16,

Monte

Pulciano, April 30.
St. Catherine of Sienna, April 30.
St. Nicholas, Bishop, Sweden, May 9.
St Brynoth, Bishop, Sweden, May 9.
of

Deposed.

— 1431 Martin V., April Oct.
— 1447 Eugenius IV., May Oct. 23, Sept.
— 1455 Nicholas V., May Oct. 23, Sept.
April
Oct.
— 1458 C^lixtus
— 1464 Pius April May
— 1471 Paul April
April
1471 — 14S4 Sixtus IV., Jan.
July
1484— 1492 Innocent VIIL, April

this age.

Andrew

Corsini, Feb. 4.
St. Catherine of Sweden, March 22.
St. Mactildes, Virgin, Abljess, April 10.

St.

Boniface IX.
Innocent VII.
Gregory XII.

— 1410 Alexander V.

SAINTS.

St.

1404
1404
1406
1409
1409
1410
1415
1417
1431
1447
1455
1458
1464

— 1406

Gregory of Arminum
John Thauler.

Tlie foHowiiig

at

14.

2.

1493

Alexander VI., Feb.

4,

April

2.

ANTIPOPE.

John Nepomucen, Martyr, May 161
St. Yvo, Brittany, May 22.
St. Meriadec, Bishop of Vannes, June 7.
B. Henry of Treviso. June 10.
St. Juliana Falconieri, June 19.
St. Peter of Luxembourg, July 5.
Si. Elizabeth, Queen of Portugal, July 8.
St. John Columbini, Sienna^ July 31.
St. Roch, Aug. 16.
St. Clare, Monte Falco, Aug. 18.
St. Beruard, Ptolemy, Sienna, Aug. 21.
St.

1439 Felix v., Oct.

KINGS OF ENGLAND,
1413 Henry IV., April 5.
1422 Henry V.
1461 Henry VI. dethroned, Nov. 20.
1483 Edward IV.
1485 Richard IIL
Henry VII.

Nicholas of Tolentino, Sept. 10.
Elzear and Delphina, Sept. 27,
St. Brigit, Widow, Oct. 8.
St. John of Bridlington, England, Oct. 10.
St. Peter Pascal, Bishop, Martyr, Spain, Dec 6>
St.

KINGS QF FRANCE.

St.

1422
146!
1483
1498

I

HERETICS.

K D.
1312 Beguardi and Beguini, July
1317 Arnaudof Villeneuve.

The Quietists, Nov.
1376 Raymundus Lullus.

1341

4,

April

5,

COUNCILS,

A. D.

1409 Pisa.
1413 Constance, March
1431 Basil, Oct. 23.

24.

1437

30.

May

16, 22,

Removed to

9,

April

5.

Ferrara, Oct. 23.

1439 Removed to Florence, Oct. 23.
1442 Concluded in the Lateran, Oct. 23-

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE.
Mass, Feb.

Charles VT.
Charles VIL
Louis X.
Charles VIII.
Louis XII.

14.

John Wicliff.
The Guelphs and Gibelins, April

'377

23.

July 8, Sept.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERi

10.

Confession, May
Viaticum, July 8.

16,

Sept

10.

RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS, ETC.
1367
!:j44

'

The Order of the Jesuits instituted, July 31.
The Order of the Olivetans founded, Aug. 21.
The Brigittins founded, Oct. 8.

An

account of Sion-house, Oct. 8.
of the Turkish monarchy at
Iconium, by Othman, May 5.
1310 Rhodes taken by the Knights of Malta, May 5.
1356 Charles IV. the author of the Golden Bull, May
1300'

The foundation

16.

1419 St. Vincent Ferrer, April 5.
1425 Petrus ab Alliaco.
1429 John Gerson, Nov 10.
Simeon of Thess?!onica.
I 430 Thomas Walden.
I444 St. Bernardin of Sienna, May 20.
Paulus Burgensis.
1454 Alphonsus Tostatus.

1455 St. Laurence Justinian, Sept. 5.
1456 .St. John Capestran, Oct. 23.
1459 Nicolas Panormitanus.
St. Antoninus, May 19.
1460 George Scholarius, Patr. Constant.
1464 Cardinal of Cusa.

Eneas

riPTEENTH AGE OF THE OHUEOH.
\.

POPES.

D.

1403 Benedict XIII. restored.

< o

141 7

Deposed, March 6.
Clement VIII. elected, but not acknowledged.

Sylvius, Oct. 23.

1468 Cardinal Turri-cremata, Oct. 8.
147 1 Dionysius Carthusianus.
1471 Thomas a Kempis, Nov. 10.
1472 Bessarion, P. C. P.
1480 Platina,
14S4 Pope Sixtus IV.
John Capgrave, Introd. Discourse
1494 John Picus of Mirandola.
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KINGS OF ENGLAND.

SAINTS.
Tfu following were remarkable for
this age

St. Veronica, Milan, Jan. 13.
St. Casimir, Prince of Poland,

their sanctity in

:

March

4.

A. D.

1509 Henry VII.
1547 Henry VIII.,
1553 Edward VI.
1553 Mary.

St.

St.
St.
St.
St.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Simon, Martyr, March 24.
Vincent Ferrer, Valentin, April

Mary

KINGS OF FRANCE.

5.

James of Sclavonia, April 20.
Antoninus, Archbishop of Florence, j.liy
Peter Regalati, May 13.
llernardia of Sienna, Aiay 20.
Peter of Pisa, June i.
John of Sahagun, Spain, June 12.
Laurence Justinian, Venice, Sept. 5.
John Capistran, Anjou, Oct. 23.
Didacus, Spain, Nov. 13.
James of La Marca, Italy, Nov.

5.

Elizabeth, mov. feasts.
Stuart, May 5.

Colette, Picafdy, March 6.
St. Francis, Widow, Rome, March 9.
St. Catharine of Bologna, March 9.

B.

St.

May

1

i'.,

51 5

Louis XII.

1547 Frances I.
1559 Henry II.
1560 Francis II.
1574 Charles IX.

15S9 Henry HI.
Henry IV.

COUNCILS.

28,

HERETICS.
A. D.

1402 John Huss, Oct. 23.
1416 Jerom of Prague.
1479 Peter of Osma.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.
507 St. Francis of Paula, April
517 Cardinal Ximenes.
515 John Trithemius.
527 Jacobitius.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINK
Mass, March

4, 6, 9.

"onfessionj March
/iaticum, ^L1y 10.

6,

James

May

Extreme Unction, May

10.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES, ETC.
founds the monastery called Oblates,
or Collatines, March 9.
X436 The Order of the Minims is founded by Saint
Francis of Paula, April 2.
The Hermits of St. Jerome founded, June i.
1439 The Decree of Union formed at Florence, Oct.
St. Francis

^425

23-

1453 Constantinople taken by

Mahomet

XL, April

2,

5-

SIXTEENTH AGE OP THE OHUEOF
POPES.
Alexander VI.

— 1503 Pius IH.
— 1513 Julius April Aug.
— 1521 Leo X., March April
—
Adrian
May
— 1534 Clement VII., July
July
^534— I5h9
Julius
1550 —
Feb.
Aug.
1555 — 1555 Marcellus
May Aug. Nov.
1555 — 5559
Nov.
1559 — 1565 Pius IV., Mav
II.,

2,

I

VI.,

5.73

5S2 St. Teresa, Oct. 15.
Baltazar Alvarez. July 5, Oct- 15,
583 Maldonnr.
584 St. Ch:nics Borromasus,. Nov. 4.

10.

5.

'P-'^ul

rc;5

III.,

31.

III.

5

II.,

f^'aul

IV.,

13,

5"^5

7.

7,

5,

4.

4.

5,

Pius v., March
—
Mav Nov.
— 1585 Gregory X HI., Feb. May 26, Oct 10,
Nov.
V.
1585 — 1590
1590 — 1590 Urban VIT.
590 — 59 Gregory X IV
— ,591 Innocent IX.

1566
1572

i:;72 St.

7,

4.

Si.\tus

1

J

(

rijo'

1592

5,

5,

"

Clement VIII.

Si.vtus Senensis.

Edmund Campion.

7.
2.

6,

4.

*
536 Erasmus.
539 Longspergiu<5, Nov. 15.
341 .Santes Pagninus.
543 Ekius.
550 St. John of God, March 8.
Lippomanus, Introd. Discourse.
552 Ambrosius Catharinus.
558 Alphonsus a Ca<;tro.
5S8 Cardinal Pole, July 31, Nov. 4.
560 Vega.
Melchior Cano, Nov. 4, Oct. 10.
563 Lewis Blosiu^, Nov. 15.
Richard .Smith, v/</e ] )odd.
569 Venerable John d'Avila, March?

576 Cornelius Jansenius of Gant.
578 Suriu*;.
579 C.^idinal Ilosias.
581 Richard Dristow, 7':cle Dodd.
Nicholas Sanders, I'ii/e Dodd.

A. D.

1503
1503
1503
1513
1522
1523

4.

Thomas More, Nov.

«

*

llochstrat.

534 Cardinal Cajetan.
535 John Fisher, Nov.

10.

2.

4.

5S6
5S8
590
593

.Salmeron.
Navarru^s.
Lewis of Granada, Oct.

9.

r>artholomew de Martyribus.
Tf'letus.

594 William Allen.
William Reynolds, vide Dodd.
595 St. Philip Neri,
598 Arias Montanus.

Thomas

Staiileton, vide

Dodd.

William Sheprey, vide Dodd.
1599 Robert Turner, V/V/if Dodd.
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CONVERSION OF NATIONS.
i6cx)

Lewis Molina.
Dominic Soto, March

Francis Xavier preaches in the Indies, Dec j.
of the Chintse, Feb. 5.
On the martyrs of China and Japan, Feb. 5.
A solemn embassy of obedience from three longs Q%
Japan to Pope Gregory XIII. Feb. 5.
On the sects ni China, Dec. 3.
St. Lewis Bertrand preaches in America, Oct. 9.
St.

8,

The conversion

Peter Soto.

Alphonsus Rodriguez, July

31.

SAINTS.
TTie follo-duing ivere remarkable for their sanctity in

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINE

this a^e :
St. Jane,

Queen

of France, Feb. 4.

ot God, Portugal, March 8.
St. I'rancis of Paula, April 2.
St. Paschal Baylon, Spain, May 17.
(
"antil'cio, I^aly. M?.v t\,
St. Feiix of
St. Philip Ncri, Florence, May 26.
St. Aloysius Gonzaga, Castiglione, June 21.
St.

John

Martyrs of Gorcum, July
St.

g.

jerom Emiliani, Venice, July
Catharine of Genoa, Sept.

St.

Thomas

20.

14.

St.

of Villanova, Sept. 18.
Lewis Bertrand, Spain, Oct. g.
P>ancis Borgia, Spain, Oct. 10.
Teresa, Spain, Oct. 15.
Peter of Alcantara, Oct. 19.

St.

Charles Borromaso. Nov.

St.
St.
St.

4.

Andrew

Avellino, Nov. 10.
St. Stanislas Ko.sika, Poland, Nov. 13.
St. John of the Cross, Spain, Nov. 24.
St. Francis Xavier, Navarre, Dec. 3.
B. John Marinoni, Venice, Dec. 13.
St.

Mass, March

The Brothers

of Bohemia.
Luther, Aug. 28.

2.

May

26.

The Order

of the Nuns of the Annunciation o?
the lilessed Virgin instituted.
St. Jerom Emiliani founds the Congregation oj;
Regular Clerks, July 20.
1540 The Society of Jesus was approved by PaivA
III. July 31. Dec. 3.
The Order of Chaiity founded by St. John Ga

1500

God, March

feasts.

8.

The

reformation of the Franciscans or Capu"
chins, April 24.
1562 The Constitutions of St. Teresa fOr the reform^
ation of the Carmelites, is approved, Oct. 15.
1564 The Congregation of Oratorians founded by St.
Philip Neri, May 26.
On the Congregation of Regular Clerks, Aug f
St. Camillus founds an Order, July 14.

The Order

of Pheatins,

Aug.

Pius V. condemns

7.

propoan-

seventj'-six

under the name of Baius.
xs68 Cardinal Allen founds the English College
Douay.
tions

Carlostadt.
Zuinglius.
J5=3 Le Clerc.

sS^

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

1524 CEcolampadius, Aug. 4, mov. feasts.
Anabaptists, mov. feasts.
Muncor, chief of Anabaptists.
1526 Sacramentarians.
1527 Ubiquuanar.s.
Faber.
S529 The Lutherans are called Protestants.
1528 Bucer.
1531 Michael Servetus, chief of the Antitrinitarians.
1534 J 'hn of Leyden, Anabaptist.
1535 Calvin, Aug. 28, mov. feasts.
^553 Servetus, mov. feasts.
John a Casco, mov. feasts.
1550 Osiander.
1558 Valentine Gentilis, mov. feasts1561 Faustus Socinus, mov. feasts.
1562 Episcopalians Presbyterians1568 Puritans.
1583 Robert Brown.
1590 Blandrata, mov. feasts.
Baius, July 19.

—

PERSECUTIONS.
Many

26.

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES.

1567 Pojje

Melanchthon, mov.

8.

May

Conlession, March 8, April
Viaticum, May 26.
Extreme Unction, March 8,

HERETICS.
A. D,

1504

8,

A. D.

St. Ignatius of Loyola, July 31.
St. Cajetan of Thienna, Aug. 7.

St.

March

Eucharist,

Catholics suffer the loss of their goods, imprisonment, and death on account of their religion
See Miss. Priests.
in England, from 1577 to 1684.

The Turks

1571

to,

May

are defeated in the battle of Lepait»,

5.

Architecture in churches, Aug. 25, Nov. iS,
Description of churches, Nov. 9.
On the Calendar, Jan. i, Oct. 15.
On the Arabic ciphers, Oct. 15.
On the invention of printing, Dec. 3.

SEVEITTEENTH AGE OF THE OHUEOH.
POPES.
A. D.

1605

— '605
— 62
1621 — 1623
1623 — 1644
1644 — 1655
1605
1605

Clement VIII., Feb.
March 7.

Leo XL, Feb.

13,

January

23, 29^

13.

Paul v., Jan. 29, Feb. 4, May 17.
Gregory XV., Peb. 4, 13.
Urban XIII., Feb. 4, March 8, July 19,
Innocent X., July 17.
1655
'^^7 Alexander VIL, June 15, July 19, Sept. 18.
1667— 1669 Clement IX.
1670 1676 Clement X., Jan. 23.
1676 1689 Innocent XL, Nov. 24.
1

1

—

—
—
1689— 1691 Alexander VIII., March
May
1691 — 1700 Innocent XIL, April 8, June IQ, Nov. 24.
8,

17.

-
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KINGS OF ENGLAND.

A. D.

1603 Elizabeth.
1625 James I., Jan. 29,
:649 Charles I., May 26.

Commonwealth.
16S4 Charles If.
1688 James II.

William

III.

KINGS OF FRANCE.

A. D.

1663 Peter Theophilua.
Raynaldus.
1665 Holden.
Bollandus.
1667 Philip Labbe.
1669 Leo Allatius.
1669
> Fratres WallemburgeBses.
1675
1672 Godeau.
1674 Arnold d'Andilly.

1610 Henry IV.
1643 Louis XIII.

Bonacma.

Hugh

Louis XIV.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.
1604 Vasquez.
Richard Hall, vide Dodd.
1610 Laurence Scupoli, Nov. 10.
Robert Passons, vide Dodd.
i6i2 Richard White, vide Dodd.
»6i3 William Estius, July g.

L.

George Blackwell, vide Dodd.
il6i6 John Pitts.
1618 Gregory Martin, vide'Do&A.

1688

Cardinal Perron, Jan. 29.
Richard Stonyhurst, vide D®dd.
^619 Cardinal Baronius, May 26, Nov. 4.
.:620 Alvarez de Paz, July 31, Oct. 15.
,:62i Cardinal Bellarmin, Jan. 27.
Lessius.
ArctKlius.

3622

St.

Francis de Sales, Jan. 29.

Cressy, vide

Maimbourg.

Thomas Ward, vide Dodtf.
Thomas Godden, vide Dodd.

1690 Hermant.
1694 Anthony Arnauld.
1695 Thomassin.
Peter Nicole.
1698 Tillemont.
1699 Anthony Pagi.
Cardinal d'Aguirre.
1700 Abbe de Ranee.

Thomas Worthington, vide Dodd.
Thomas Wright, vide Dodd.

SAINTS.
Th£ following were remarkable for their sanctity

Martin Becanus.
Lewis de Ponte, July 31.
1625 Antonio de Dominis.

'.£524

this age :

St. Francis of Sales, Jan. 29.
of Japan, Feb. 5,
St. Turibius Leon, March 23.
St. Fidelis, Martyr, Sigmaringen, April 24.
St. Mary Magdalen of Pazzi, May 25;

1626 Comitolus.

Thomas More,

vide

1629 Cardinal Berulle,

The Martyrs

Dodd.

May

26.

Thomas Lemos.
1631 Sirmondus.
1632 Richard Gibbons, vide Dodd.
1633 Edward Weston, vide Dodd.
1634 Richard Brougton, vide Dodd.

1636 Tirinus.
John Jones, vide Dodd.
163/ Corn, a Lapide.
1638 Com. Pantenius of Ypres, Nov.
1639 William Wright, vide Dodd.
1640 Edmund Stratford, vide Dodd.

Thomas

Fitzherbert, vide

1643

De

Kellison, vide

Dodd.

Lugo.

Walton

Polygl.

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
7.

St.

St.

Rose of Lima, Aug. 30.
Joseph of Cupertino, Naples, Sept

HERETICS.

1603 Arminius, Aug.

1645 Alvarez.
1649 Sylvius.
^65 1 Peter Dupuy.
1652 Michael Alford, vide Dodd.
Petavius.
1655 Menochius.
Richard Smith, vide Dodd.
'656 James Dupuy.
Robert Jenison, vide Dodd.
1659 Morinus.
i66t

Gr. Lewis Barbadigo, Venice, June 13.
Francis Regis, Languedoc, June 13.
Camillus de Lellis, July 14.
Vincent of Paul, Gascony, July 19.
Francis Solano, Spain, July 24.
Jane Francis de Chuntal, Burgundy, Aug,
Joseph Calasanctiu:j, Spain, Aug. 27.

St. Johii

A. n.

Anthony Champney, vide Dodd.

t663 Peter de Maria.
Peier PaschaL

St.

Dodd,

1641 David Baker, vide Dodd.
John Floyd, vtde Dodd.

Matthew

Dodd.

1676 Henry de Valois.
Thomas White, vide Dodd.
1677 Suarez.
1679 Combefis.
1680 Christopher Davenport, vide Dodfc
16S4 Saci.
16S5 D'Acheri.
Cabasutius.
1 686 Cotelier.

28.

Gomar.
1611 Vorstius.
1618 Scots Presbyterians.
1623 The Illuminated.
163S Corn. Jansenius, July 19, Nov. J.
Cyrillus Lucaris.

1655 George Fo.x, mov. feasts.
Preadamiites.

1670 Spinosa.
1678 Swicker, mov. feasts.
1687 Molinos, Nov. 24.
Bayle.
Richer.

Molindus.
Claude.
Jurieu.
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GONG

COFFIN.

CONFESSIONAI,.

COTEKED WITH PAIL AT REQUIEM MASS.

f

BISHOP IN

FUH BOBE

ONE OF THE STATIONS OI

'THE CKOSs

CHUBCH INSIGNIA.

ABK OF THE CONVENANT.
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OSTENSORIUM
bishop's crozier.

AGNUS
BAPTISMAL SHELL.

CENSER.

(fsench style).

DEI.

SYMBOL OF THE HOLY GHOSl
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CHALICE.

ALTAR.

PRIVATE USE ONLY

ciborium
(middle age style).

INSIGNIA or THE POPE*

STOIiE.
WtTKIJ rrr the PEIEST AT MASS IK.
PKEACHiFns. Era
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YADJ3 TECUar.
ExTBEME Unction Case.

CHASUBLE.
WOBN BY THB PBIEST AI MASS.

4Mmw
.^i-ir

^1
\^'
'a;A

i-C^

1^

-:$2!!;HlH:i^)

COrE OK

PXTJ^ZAIiE.

"WOBN BY BlSnOPS AND TKIESTS AT BENEDICUON OE THE BLESSED SACKAMENT.

ETa
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PiiocEssioKS,

uisnoP'S anxKE.

BAPTISMAL CASE.

WATER POT AND
More Free Items
at www.catholickingdom.com
KOi-if

SPRlNi<::^:sH,
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CHRIST HEALING

CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX,
CONVERSION OF NATIONS.
»

the origin

Aug.

and conversion of the Americans,

1725 Rome, under Pope Benedict XIII.

30.

ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS.

The

inhabitants of Brazil are converted by
F. Joseph Anchietta, etc., Feb. 5.
The country of Paraguay is converted by the
Jesuits.

1641

The Augustinns of Jansenius was condemned by

1654

The

1702 Genet.
1704 John Gother.
iJossuet,

Propositions extracted from Jansenius's

Nov.

24.

Bourda'oue.
Cardinal Norris.

Urban VIII.
five

COUNCIL.

A. D.

z>.

Om

n

1706 Baillet.

book were censured by Innocent X.
1656 These decrees were confirmed by Alexander

1707 John Sergeant, w^<? Dodd.

VII.
1687 Innocent XT. condemns sixty-eight Propositions
extracted from Molinos's book.

Mabillon, Aug, 20.
1709 Mauduit.

1699

The book

The Maxims

entitled,

1710 Flechier.
Richard Simon.
1

17

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTES.
The Carmelite Nuns

settle in France,

1

August

30-

The Order

1604

of the

Celestial

Annunciades estab-

lished, Feb. 4.

The Order

161 1

of the Visitation is founded by Saint
Francis de Sales, Jan. 29, Aug. 21.
The French Oratory is founded by Cardinal

1617

The Congregation

i6io

Berulle,

May

26.

of the Mission founded by St.
Vincent of Paul, July 19.
The poor regular Clergy of the pious schools,
founded by St. John Calasanctius, July 31,

Aug.

27.

The Seminary

1642

of St. Sulpice instituted,

May

26.

The Eudists founded, May 26.
The reform of l^a Trappe, April

1643
1664

29.

Mass, Viaticum, and Extreme Unction, March
23-

EIGHTEENTH AGE OF THE OHUEOH.
POPES.
A. D.

1721
1721

Clement XI.,

— 1724 Innocent
— 1730
— 1740
— 1758
— 1769
— 1774
— 1779

1724
1730
1740
1758
1769
1775
«8oo

May

XIII.
Benedict XIII., July 19.
Clement XII., Feb. 13.
Benedict XIV., Feb. ijp
Clement XIII.

Clement XIV.
Pius VI.
Pius VIL

'

727 Marsollier.
728 Van Esper.
Maselef.
Pontas.

729 Houdry.
Tournely.
730 Robert Manning, vide Dodd,
734 Babin.
735 Edward Hawarden, vide Doddl
736 Gibert.
737
738
739
740
741

Cardinal Bissv,

Robert Witham, vide Dodd.
Turnemin.
Argentre.

Montfaucon.
P. Colonia.

742 Drouin.
Massilon, Aug.
753 Hericourt.
Langret.
756 Concilia.
757 Calmet.
758 Benedict XIV.

2a

764
765
769
770

Sevay.
L'Avocat.
Sheffmacher.
Collet.

Macquer.
773 Alban Butler.

I.

IT.

III.

KINGS OF FRANCE.
XTV. ie Grand.
774 Louis XV. le bien aim6.
mi Louis KYI

•715 I.ouis

13 Juenin.

761 Ceillier.

V7T4 Queen Anne.

George
George
George

7

1715 llelyot.
Lami.
Fenelon, Nov. 24.
Witasba.
Sylvester Jenlis, vide Dodd:
717 Carrieres.
718 Habert.
720 Dupin.
Renaudat.
721 Huet.
723 Fleury.
Pouget.
724 Natalis Alexander.
725 Semelier

21, July 19.

KINGS OF ENGLAND.
<727
5/60

Papin.
Ruinart.

of the Saints,

censured and condemned.

1603

Mills.

774 Girardeau.
775 Bullet.
781 Challoner.
7S2 Berthier.
783 Houbigant.
783 Kennicot.
790 Bergier.
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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

9>
SAINTS.

A. D.

Martyrs in China, Feb. 5.
St. John Joseph of the Cross, March
St Francis di Girolamo, May 11.
St. Veronica Giuliani, July 9.
St. Alphonsus Lig.'.ori, Aug. 2.
St. Pacificus of

San

1773

The

bull of Pope Clement XIV. for the sop"
pression of the Jesuits, was published andf
put in execution in France.

5.

PERSECUTIONS.
1792, etc The church of France was illustrated bj
the glory of its martyrs, the first fruits <w
whom were offered, Sept. 2.

Sv^verino, Sept. 24.

HERETICS,
A. D.

1729 Clark, mov. feasts.
Quesnel, July 19.
1770 Justinus Febronius, alias Hontheim.

1786 Scipio de

On

Ricciis,

Bishop of

TranSTEEUTH AGE OF THE OHUEOH

Pistoria.

Voltaire, Rousseau, and the Deists, Atheists, Illuminated, and other enemies of all
religion and civil government, see I'Abb^
Barruel.

CONVERSION OF NATIONS.
3n the conversion of China, Feb. 5.
the propagation of the Gospel in China and
other parts of the East. See the Lettres Edi'

On

POPES.
A. D.

— 1829 x^eo XII.
1831 Pius VIII.
1831 — 184^ Gregory XVI.

1823

1829—

1846— 1878
1878

Leo XIII.

KINGS OF ENGLANn

fiante* et Curieuses.

DOCTRINE AND DISCIPLINK

~

Pius IX.

1830 George IV.
1837 \Villiam IV.
Victoria

I.

1705 Clement XT. publishes the constitution Vineam

Domini

stitution U}iige7iitus,
tions extracted from
175^1

KINGS OF FRANCE.

against the Jansenists.

1708 Clement XI. condemns Quesnel's book on
Moral Reflections; and in 1713, byhis concensures loi proposiit.

Pope Benedict XIV. publishes the rules to be
observed

in the

English missions.

82 1 Bonaparte (Emperor).
1824 Louis XVin.
1836' Charles X.
1850 Louis Phiiippe.
1873 Napoleon HI (Emp«»or|.

1
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ASSEMBLED IN THE

THIRD PLENARY COUNCIL OF BALTIMORE,

TO

THE CLERGY

AlTD

LAITY OP THEIE CHARGE.

Thg Archbishops and Bishops of the United
sembled, to

their clergy and faithful people—

from God our

Father,

Third Plenary Council
Grace unto you and peace

States, in

and from

the

"

Lord Jesus

as-

Christ.''

Venerable Brethren of the Clkrgy,
Beloved Children of the Laity

:

Full eighteen years have elapsed since our predecessors were assembled
in Plenary Council to

promote uniformity of

new means

discipline, to provide for tho

maintenance and diffusion of our holy religion, which should be adequate to the great increase
of the Catholic population.
In the interval, the prelates, clergy and
faithful have been taught by a wholesome experience to appreciate the
zeal, piety and prudence that inspired the decrees of those venerable
exigencies of the day, to devise

for the

Fathers and to listen with cheerful submission to their authoritative voice,
whether uttered in warning, in exhortation, or positive enactment. And
the whole American

Church deeply

feels

gratitude for the treasure bequeathed to us
lation.

Its

Faith and

and

by

cordially'

their wise

proclaims her

and timely

legis-

framers, in great part, have gone before us with the sign of

now

them (Apoc.)

sleep the sleep of peace.

But

their work, after following

dread tribunal of the great Judge to plead in tlieir
behalf and insure their reward, has remained upon earth a safe-guide and
to the

rich blessing for the clergy

and people of

their generation.
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Since that time, however, the

body

of our clergy and reh'gioua has

wonderful dimensions, our Catholic institutions have been multiplied tenfold, with a corresponding increase in the number of our faithful
laity.
The territory, likewise, over which they are spread, has been
The land of the far West, that was once desolate and
greatly enlarged.

grown

to

impassable, through Grod's providential mercy,
like the lily.

Under

his guiding hand,

it

now

rejoices

and

flourishes

has been taught to bud forth

and blossom and rejoice with joy and praise. The wilderness has exchanged its solitude for the hum of busy life and industry and the steps
of our missionaries and Catholic settlers have invariably either preceded or
accompanied the westward progress of civilization. Forests have given
away to cities, where Catholic temples re-echo the praises of the Most
High, where the priceless perfume of the " Clean Oblation," foretold by
Malachi, daily ascends to heaven, and where the life-giving sacraments of
Holy Church are dispensed by a devoted clergy. In view of this great
progress of our holy religion, this marvellous widening of the tabernaclesof Jacob, it has been judged wise and expedient, if not absolutely necessary, to examine anew the legislation of our predecessors, not with any
purpose of radical change, much less of abrogation, but to preserve and
;

perfect

by adapting it to our
birth to new errors, and

spirit

its

every day gives

altered circumstances.

And

as

lapse of time or distance of place

allows abuses to gradually creep into regular discipline,
the duty of our pastoral office to check the latter

by

we have judged it
recalling

forcing established law, and to guard our flock against the former

and en-

by

time-

ly words of paternal admonition.

Such, too, has been the expressed wish and injunction of our Holy
Father Leo XHI., happily reigning, to whom, as Supreme Pontiff andsuccessor of the Prince of the Apostles,

by

inherent right belongs the

power of convoking this our Third National or Plenary Council, and of
appointing (as he has graciously done) an Apostolic Delegate to preside
over

deliberations.

its

One

of the most important events that our age has witnessed was the

assembling
Vatican.

happy memory, of the General Council of the
was held three years after the close of our Second Plenary

by Pius

It

IX., of

members, and many besides of the
prelates now assembled in this Third Plenary Council, enjoyed the rare^
privilege of sitting with the other Princes of the Church in the only Ecumenical Synod vouchsafed these latter ages. Its appointed task was to
condemn the most influential and insidious errors of the day, and to com-

Council, and

all,

or nearly

all,

of

its
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piete rue leg'islation

on weiglity matters of

templated and discussed, but

Like

its

left

discipline that

undecided,

by

had been con-

the Council of Trent.

predecessor, the Council of the Vatican was interrupted

disturbed condition of Europe

by

the

and the Fathers, leaving the work of their
deliberations unfinished, returned to their homes, some to this Western
continent, others to remote regions of the East.
But we would fain
cherish the hope, and lift up to heaven our earnest prayer, that the Father
of mercies and God of all consolation, who is ever ready to comfort his
Church in all her tribulations, who holds in his hand the counsels of
princes and the devices of peoples, may deign, in his own good time, to
;

tomb of St. Peter or
wisdom. The Vatican Coun-

reunite the prelates, or their successors, over the

elsewhere, as
cil,

may seem

however, during

its

best to his infinite

short session of seven months, gave solemn, au-

some great truths which the Church had unvaryingly held from the days of Christ and his Apostles but which she found
it once more necessary to recall and inculcate against the widespread
skepticism and unbelief of our day^
Besides condemning the philosophy,
no less wicked than false and teeming with contradictions, of the last two
centuries, and especially of our own times, she had to uphold (such is the
lamentable downward course of those who rebelled against her divine commission to teach all nations !) the truth and divinity of the Sacred Books
thoritative utterance to

;

against the very children of those,

who once appealed

to Scripture to dis-

prove her teachings, and to maintain the dignity and value of human reason against the lineal descendants of those, who once claimed reason as
the supreme and only guide in picking out from her creed what mysteries
they would retain, what mysteries they would reject. Nobly did she per-

form her duty and
that reason

is

assert in the face of a forgetful

God's highest and best

gift to

that this most salutary aid of his weakness

strengthened, supplemented and ennobled

man
is

by

or unbelieving world

in the natural order,

and

not only not impaired, but
the supernatural gift of Di-

vine revelation.

We

have no reason to fear that you, beloved brethren, are likely to be
carried away by these or other false doctrines condemned by the Vatican
Council, sucli as materialism or the denial of God's power to create, to
reveal to mankind his hidden truths, to display by miracles his almighty
power in this world which is the work of his hands. But neither can we
close our eyes to the fact that teachers of skepticism and irreligion are at
work in our country. They have crept into the leading educational institutions of our non-Catholic fellow-citizens, they have (though rarely) mad^
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Could we rely fully on the innate good sense of the American people and on that
habitual reverence for God and religion which has so far been their just
pride and glory, there might seem comparatively little danger of the general diffusion of tliose wild theories which reject or ignore Revelation, undermine morality, and end not unfrequently by banishing God from his
Dwn creation. But when we take into account the daily signs of growing
•unbelief, and see how its heralds not only seek to mould the youthful
mind in our colleges and seats of learning, but are also actively working
amongst the masses, we cannot but shudder at the dangers that threaten
When to this we add the rapid growth of that false
us in the future.
civilization which hides its foulness under the name of enlightenment

tlieir

appearance in the public press and even in the pulpit.

—

involving, as

it

does, the undisguised worship of

mammon,

the anxious

search after every ease, comfort and luxury for man's physical well-being,
the all-absorbing desire to promote his material interests, the unconcern
or ratlier contempt for those of his higher and better nature

—we

cannot

must grow a heartless materialism, which is
the best soil to receive the seeds of unbelief and irreligion, which threaten
to desolate the country at no distant day.
The first thing to perish will
For men, who know not God or religion, can never rebe our liberties.
spect the inalienable rights which man has received from his Creator. The
State in such case must become a despotism, whether its power be lodged
in the hands of one or many.
feel that out of all this

but

To you, beloved brethren, who possess the treasure of Catholic faith,
we may safely address the reiterated injunctions of the Lord to the chosen
leader of his people.
" Take courage and be strong

.

.

.

take courage and be very valiant.

Fear not
Behold I command thee, take courage and be strong.
The
and be not dismayed, because the Lord thy God is with thee."
latter clause gives the reason why we should take courage and be strong.
An intermediate verse gives the means of securing God's assistance '' Let
not the book of this law depart from thy mouth, but thou shalt meditate
on it day and night, that thou mayest observe and do the things that are
Keep, tlien, day and niglit, before your eyes the Law of
written in it."
God and his teachings through that Holy Church that he has appointed
mother and mistress of all men. Fly the reading of all infidel books,
and keep thp.ii from your children, as you would the poison of asp or
Teach them that you and the}^ in listening to Holy Church,
basilisk.
.

.

.

^

:

'

Josue,.

i.

6, 1, 8, 9.
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have the guidance of him who said, "'I am the way, the truth and the
life."
Let others doubt or deny, but with the Apostle, you know whom
you have believed, and you are certain that he will make good the trust
you have reposed in him.
Christ our Lord commissioned his Apostles to teach mankind the truths
they had been taught by him. They received no commandment to write
on any doctrine, much less to draw up a body of articles of faith such as
our children now learn from the catechism. They preached and taught
^

by word

of

mouth

or,

;

when

they wrote as the Dithey wrote and what they delivered

occasion offered

vine Spirit prompted them.

What

itself,

And

Word.

two fold Word,
Deposit of divine truth, committed to
written and unwritten, is the
the keeping of the Catholic Church, and chiefly to him on whom the
Church was built the only Apostle who, in the full sense of the words,
yet lives and rules in the' person of his successors, and from his un-

by

oral instruction are equally God's

this

—

failing chair imparts to all

who

seek

it

the truth of Christian

faith.^

It is

and the historv of the Church exhibits
him, from the beginning and through all ages, as faithfully fulfilling the
charge entrusted to him by his Master.^ From the earliest ages down to
our own, the voice of Peter has been foremost in condemning all deviaNo threats of worldly power could subdue
tions from apostolic doctrine.
To such threats Peter, through his successors, has
or silence that voice.
ever given the same answer that he gave at Jerusalem to the assembled
No pleading of princes and potentates could ever
priests and ancients.^
win Rome's sympathy for error no heresy under false semblance of
his office to confirm his brethren,

;

As soon

any novelty
appeared, all hearts and eyes were turned towards the Chair of Peter, and

Catholic truth ever

when

^^et

eluded her vigilant eye.^

that Chair gave

its

decision,

the Christian

as

people yielded obedi-

Those who would not were cut off from the communion of the
Church, and became thenceforth as the heathen and the publican.
This doctrine, therefore, which had so thoroughly wrought itself intv*
the life and action of the Church, the Vatican Council deemed proper tr
Hence, that no one in futm-e may
consecrate by a solemn definition.
craftily pretend not to know, how and whence to ascertain what the Church
officially teaches; above all, that no one may henceforth scatter the baneful seeds of false doctrine with impunity, under the mask of an appeal
from the judgment of the Holy See (whether it be to learned universitieSj,
ence.

^

IT. Tim.,

L 12.

See Epist.

«
*

Acts.

iv.

S. Petri

19-20

Chrysologi inter Epp.
6

cf.

St.

Cyprian.

S.

Ep.

Leonis M.

3

Luke,

xii-

ILs.
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or State tribunals, or future councils, particular or general, as was done

by

Luther and the Jansenists), the Church of the living God, through the
Fathers of the Vatican Council, has unequivocally declared that her
authentic spokesman is the successor of St. Peter in the Apostolic See of
Rome, and that what he, as Head of the Church, officially decides is part
of the Deposit of Faith intrusted to her keeping by Christ Our Lord, and
hence subject to neither denial, doubt nor revision, but to be implicitly
received and believed

by

all.

In this authoritative declaration there

is

nothing new, nothing to give

only setting the solemn seal of definition upon
what has always been the belief and practice of the Church. Yet " the
gates of Hell," the powers of darkness that forever assail the Church built
on Peter though knowing (for the very devils believe and tremble in
cause for wonder.

—
believing)
that
promise^— seem
^

It is

they cannot prevail

against

nor make void God's

it

very depths by the proclamation of this great truth. And their impotent rage has found its echo
upon earth. The definition evoked a storm of fierce obloquy and reckless
vituperation, such as has been seldom witnessed amongst our opponents.
And a wretched handful of apostate Catholics '' went out from us, but they
to

were not of us." ^
But, what was

have been

far

more

stirred to their

serious, the kings of the earth stood

Lord ^ and against

princes assembled together against the

They

Vicar, because of the definition.

the
the

Jews against our Saviour ^ and

They pretended
successor, she had made

Church.

Peter's

anointed

his

revived the old war-cry raised

so often

that

up and the

by

renewed by the persecutors of

defining the infallibility of

herself the

by

enemy

of Caesar.

see plainly verified the strong language of Scripture

**
:

St.

Herein we

Iniquity hath lied

The Pope, even after the proclamation of his infallibility, is no
more the enemy of Caesar and of human governments, than was the infallible Peter the enemy of Nero, or Christ our Lord, who is infallible truth
itself, the enemy of Augustus and Tiberius under whom he was born into
the world, taught and suffered. The governments by which, three centuries
ago, the new tenets of Luther, Zwingli and Calvin had been imposed on
reluctant peoples by the sword, were the first, indeed the only ones, to

to itself"

^

again unsheathe

against Catholic believers, and especially against the

it

bishops and clergy.

was

It

their

Catholic hierarchy, and replace
»

Credunt et contremiscunt,

Ja'^aes

ii.

'

19.

John, xix.

it

'

purpose to exterminate by degrees the

by

a servile priesthood that would eub-

Matth., xvi. 18.

12, 15.

•

'

Ps., xxvi. 19.
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preaching and ministry to the will of the State. To do this
But the Cathothey had to trample on solemn treaties and organic laws.
lics of Prussia, clergy and people, while proving themselves most devoted
ordinate

up

faithful to their country's laws, stood

and
-the

its

tyranny of

They have given

to the

own freedom and

lasted fourteen years

;

that of their coun-

world a glorious example, which

hoped the victims of tyrannous Liberalism
some day have the wisdom or the courage to

now

adamant against

With generous vigor and admirable constancy,
every legal and constitutional means to check the

its rulers.

they availed themselves of
advances of despotism and save their
try.

like a wall of

in

it

Catholic countries

The

imitate.

aoKnowledge that

it

may

struggle has

but the very friends of this persecuting

lation have been driven at last to

to be

is

legis-

has proved to be a

and no better proof of it could be found than the fact,
that the rulers of Prussia have had to fall back on the patriotism of the
Catholic body to stay the threatening march of socialism and revolution.
miserable failure

;

In Switzerland, too, the persecution has yielded to the policy of mildness

and conciliation adopted by Our Holy Father, Leo XIIL
Beloved brethren, we have no need to encourage you to hold steadfastly
to this doctrine of the Vatican Council for you were trained from infancy to believe it, as were your fathers before you, while it was not yet
;

invested with the formalities of a definition, just as the early Christians

Holy Ghost three hunnecessary to define them in the

held firmly to the divinity of the Son and of the

dred y^ars before the Church found

it

Councils of Nice and Byzantium.

And

in

our

own

country, writers and speakers

who know
<

the

Church

only by the caricatures drawn by prejudice, have occasionally re-echoed
the same charge but despite local and temporary excitements, the good
sense of th,e American people has always prevailed against the calumny.
Wq think we can claim to be acquainted both with the laws, institutions
and spirit of the Catholic Church, and with the laws, institutions and
;

spirit of

our country

;

onism between them.
States

;

and we emphatically declare that there

A

Catholic finds himself at

for the influence of his

home

in

no antagthe United

is

Church has constantly been exercised

behalf of individual rights and popular liberties.

And

in

the right-minded

American nowhere finds himself more at home than in the Catholic Church,
for nowhere else can he breathe more freely that atmosphere of Divine
truth, which alone can make him free.'

We

repudiate with equal earnestness the assertion that
'

we need

John, vm. 32.
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any of our devotedness to our Church, to be true Americans the in-,
sinuation that we need to abate any of our love for our country's principles and institutions, to be faithful Catholics.
To argue that the Catholic
Church is hostile to our great Republic, because she teaches that " there
"
because, therefore, back of the events
is no power but from God
which led to the formation of the Republic, she sees the Providence of
God leading to that issue, and back of our country's laws the authority of
aside

;

;

'

God

—

and contradictory an
accusation, that we are astonished to hear it advanced by persons of orWe believe that our country's heroes were the indinary intelligence.
struments of the God of Nations in establishing this home of freedom
to both the Almighty and to his instruments in the work, we look with
grateful reverence
and to maintain the inheritance of freedom which
they have left us, should it ever which God forbid be imperilled, our
Catholic citizens will be found to stand forward as one man, ready to
pledge anew " their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor."
No less illogical would be the notion, that there is aught in the free
as their sanction,

this is evidently so illogical

;

;

—

—

spirit of

our American institutions, incompatible with perfect docility to

the Church of Christ.

archy or license.

The

spirit of

American freedom

is

not one of an-

involves love of order, respect for rightful

It essentially

and obedience to jurt laws. There is nothing in the character
of the most liberty-loving American, which could hinder his reverential
submission to the Divine authority of Our Lord, or to the like authority
delegated by him to his Apostles and his Church.
Nor are there in the
world more devoted adherents of the Catholic Church, the See of Peter,
and the Vicar of Christ, than the Catholics of the United States. Narrow,
insular, national views and jealousies concerning ecclesiastical authority
and Church organization, may have sprung naturally enough from the
selfish policy of certain rulers and nations in by-gone times
but they
find no sympathy in the spirit of the true American Catholic.
His
natural instincts, no less than his religious training, would forbid him to
submit in matters of faith to the dictation of the State or to any merely
human authority whatsoever. He accepts the religion and the Church
that are from God, and he knows well that these are universal, not national or local,
for all the children of men, not for any special tribe or
tongue.
We glory that we are, and, with God's blessing, shall continue
to be, not the American Church, nor the Church of the United States, nor
any other sense exclusive or limited, but an inteafrai part of
a Churcb
authority,

;

—

^'"^

*

Rom.,

xiii. i.
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the one, holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church of Jesus Christ, which

Body

—

of Christ, in which there

is

no

distinction of classes

and

is

the

nationalities

which all are one in Christ Jesus.'
While the assaults of calumny and persecution directed against the
Church since the Vatican Council have abundantly shown how angry the
powers of evil have been at the Council's luminous utterances of Divine
truth, our Holy Father the Pope has been, naturally enough, the main
And Divine Providence has been pleased to leave him
object of attack.
for a while at the mercy of his enemies, in order that their impious violence might work ouf the demonstration of its own injustice that the true
character and the indestructibility of the office of St. Peter might be made
that the wisdom of the Providence which has
manifest to the world
guarded the independence of that office in the past, might be vindicated
and reaffirmed for the future. The great and beloved Pius IX. died the
"Prisoner of the Vatican," and Leo XIII. has inherited his Apostolic
Day after day he has seen the
trials, together with his Apostolic office.
consecrated patrimony of religion and charity swept into Caesar's coffers
by the ruthless hand of spoliation and confiscation. At this moment, he
sees that same grasp laid upon the property of the Proi a^anda, piously set
apart for spreading the Gospel of Jesus Christ throughout the missionary
So utterly unjustifiable an act has called forth a
countries of the world.
cry of indignant protest from the Catholics of all countries, and from no
country has the cry gone forth clearer and louder than from our own. We
thank our government for the action that saved the American College from
and we hope that the protest and appeal of all governments
confiscation
love justice and hate iniquity," may yet shame the
and peoples that
spoiler into honesty.
Meanwhile the hearts of all Catholics go out all the
more lovingly towards their persecuted Chief Pastor and from their worldly
means, be they abundant or scanty, they gladly supply him with the means
necessary for carrying on the administration of his high office.
Such has
been your liberality in the past, beloved brethren, that we hardly need
exhort you to generosity in the collection for the Holy Father, which will
continue to be made annually throughout all the dioceses of the country.
Let your devoted affection be shown by your deeds, and the persistency
of injustice be more than matched by the constancy of your faithful and
generous love.
While enduring with the heroism of a martyr the trials which beset him,
and trustiuWy awaiting the Almighty's day of deliverance, the energy and
in

.

;

;

;

**

;

'

Gal.,

iii.

28.
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wisdom

of

Leo XIII.

are felt to the ends of the earth.

He

is

carrying on

with the governments of Europe the negotiations which promise soon to
bring peace to the Church.
In the East he is preparing the way for the
return to Catholic unity of the millions

deprived of

communion with

whom

the Greek schism has so long

the See of Peter, and

gress of exploration in lands hitherto

unknown

is

following the pro-

or inaccessible with corre-

sponding advances of Catholic missions. To the whole world his voice has
again and again gone forth in counsels of eloquence and wisdom, pointing
out the path to the acquisition of truth in the important domain of philosophy and history the best means for the improvement of human life in all
its phases, individual, domestic and social
the ways in which the children
cf God should walk
"that all flesh may see the salvation of God."
But in all the wide circle of his great responsibility, the progress of the
Church in these United States forms, in a special manner, both a source of
joy and an object of solicitude to the Holy Father. With loving care his
predecessors watched and encouraged her first feeble beginnings.
They
cheered and fostered her development in the pure atmosphere of freedom,
when the name of Carroll shone with equal lustre at the head of her newborn Hierarchy, and on the roll of our country's patriots. Step by step

—

—

—

they directed her progress, as with marvellous rapidity, the clergy and the
dioceses have multiplied
the hundreds of the faithful have increased to
;

thousands and to millions her churches, schools, asylums, hospitals, academies and colleges, have covered the land with homes of divine truth and
;

Christian charity.

Not yet

a century has elapsed since the

work was

inau-

gurated by the appointment of the first Bishop of Baltimore, in 1789 and
" By the
as we gaze upon the results already reached we must exclaim
;

:

Lord hath

been done, and it is wonderful in our eyes."^
In all this astonishing development, from the rude beginnings of pioneer
mi'ssionary toil, along the nearer and nearer approaches to the beauteous
symmetry of the Church's perfect organization, the advance so gradual yet
so rapid has been safely guided in the lines of Catholic and Apostolic tradition, by the combined efforts and wisdom of our local Hierarchy and of
this

the successors of

was in order to take counsel with the representatives of the American Hierarchy concerning the important interests
St. Peter.

It

Holy
Rome.

of religion in this country, that the

Father, last year, invited the

ArchbishoDS of the United States to
And the object of the present council is to put into practical shape the means of religious improve-

ment then resolved upon
>

Matt., xxl. 42

;

or suggested.

Ps., cxvii. 22.
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of aspirants to
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CJLEnO-T.

cares has been to provide for the

the holy Priesthood.

It

more

perfect education

has always been the Church's

endeavor that her clergy should be eminent in learning. For she has
alvvays considered that nothing less than this is required by their sacred
office of guarding and dispensing Divine truth.
"The lips of the priest
shall keep knowledge," says the Most High, " and the people shall seek
This is true in all times for no advance in secthe law at his mouth."
ular knowledge, no diffusion of popular education, can do away with the
;

which Our Lord has declared shall last
forever.
In every age it is and shall be the duty of God's priests to proclaim the salutary truths which our Heavenly Father has given to the
world through his Divine Son to present them to each generation in the
way that will move their minds and hearts to embrace and love them to
office

of the teaching ministry,

;

;

From this it
defend them, when necessary, against every attack of error.
is obvious that the priest should have a wide acquaintance with every department of learning that has a bearing on religious truth. Hence in our
age, when so many misleading theories are put forth on every side, when
every department of natural truth and fact is actively explored for objections against revealed religion, it is evident how extensive and thorough
should be the knowledge of the minister of the Divine Word, that he may
be able to show forth worthily the beauty, the superiority, the necessity of
the Christian religion, and to prove that there

made
Hence

has

to contradict anything that

God

nothing in

all

God

that

has taught.

who has the noble ambition
office, may well consider himself a

the priest

level of his jioly

is

of attaining to the high

student

all

his life

;

and

of the leisure hours which he can find amid the duties of his ministry,

he will have very few that he can spare for miscellaneous reading, and
none at all to waste. And hence, too, the evident duty devolving on us,
to see that the course of education in our ecclesiastical colleges and seminaries be as perfect as

nary growth
to

now

it

closing,

During the century of extraordithe care of the Church in this country has been

can be made.

send forth as rapidly as possible holy, zealous, hard-working

priests, to

supply the needs of the multitudes calling for the ministrations of religion.

She has not on that account neglected to prepare them for their divine
work by a suitable education, as her numerous and admirable seminaries
itistify
but the course of study was often more rapid and restricted than
;
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she desired.

At

present our improved circumstances

make

it

practicable

both to lengthen and widen the course, and for this the Council has duly
provided.-

We

are confident,

beloved brethren, that you

feel as

deeply interested

accomplishment of these great results. This you have
hitherto manifested by the zealous liberality by which you have enabled
us to build and support our seminaries and we are well assured that you
will not be found wanting, should even greater efforts be necessary, to
enable us to make the education and usefulness of the clergy as perfect as
we desire. In the future, as in the past, look upon your annual contribution to the Seminary fund as one of your most important duties as Catholics, and let your generosity be proportioned to the dignity and sacredness
of the object for which you offer it.
And here we remind those among our Catholic people to whom God has
been pleased to give wealth, that it is their duty and their privilege to consider themselves the Lord's stewards, in the use of what his Providence
has placed in their hands that they should be foremost in helping on the
work of the Church of Christ during life, and make sure to have God
as ourselves in the

;

;

among

their heirs

when they

die

;

and we recommend to them

as specially

useful the founding of scholarships, either in their diocesan or provincial

Seminaries, or in the American College in
^••^ances

may

Rome,

or elsewhere, as circum-

suggest.

PASTORAL EIGHTS.
No

small portion of our attention has been bestowed on the framing of

such legislation as

and of

all

will best secure the rights

ranks of the clergy

in this

and interests of your pastors,

country.

It is

but natural, beloved

and dearest object of our solicitude should be our
venerable clergy.
They are our dearest brethren, bound to us by ties
more sacred than those of flesh and blood. Our elevation to a higher
office only draws them to us more closely, since their happiness and welfare are thereby made the first object of our responsibility, and since upon
their devoted labors must mainly depend the welfare of the souls entrusted
to our charge.
We need not tell you, beloved brethren, how admirably
they fulfil their sacred trust.
You are witnesses to their lives of toil and
sacrifice.
And to them we can truly s^y in the words of St. Paul, " You
are our glory and our joy."
brethren, that the

first

'

'

!.

Thrs..

ii.

20.
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chiefly to their exercising the

the fixity of their tenure of office and

to the inviolableness of their pastoral authority within proper limits.
is

It

the spirit of the Church that the various grades of authority in her or-

ganization should in no wise be in rivalry or conflict, but orderly and har-

This she has secured by her wise laws, based upon the experience of centuries, and representing the perfection of Church organization.
It is obvious that in countries like our own, where from rudimentary beginnings our organization is only gradually advancing towards perfection,
the full application of these laws is impracticable but in proportion as
hey become practicable, it is our desire, not less thart that of the Holy
For we have the fullest confidence
See, that they should go into effect.
in the wisdom with which the Church devised these laws, and we heartily
rejoice at every approach towards perfect organization in the portion of
This has been to some dethe vineyard over which we have jurisdiction.
g^ree accomplished by regulations enacted during recent years, and still
monious.

;

more by the decrees

of the present Council.

our desire to do

on our part that both justice and affection can prompt, for fully securing all proper rights and privilege to
our priests, let us remind you, beloved brethren, that on your conduct
must their happiness chiefly depend. A grateful and pious flock is sure to
make a happy pastor. But if the people do not respond to their pastor's
zeal, if they are cold and ungrateful or disedifying, then indeed is his lot
sad and pitiable. Since, therefore, the Priests of God leave all things to
devote themselves to your spiritual welfare, show by your affection, by
your co-operation with their efforts for your spiritual improvement, and
even by your care for their physical comfort, that you appreciate their
devotedness and the reciprocal obligation which it imposes.
Look upon
your priests as your best friends, your trustiest advisers, your surest
guides.
If duty sometimes calls upon them to admonish or rebuke you,
remember that the reproof is meant for your good, and take it in the spirit
in which it is given.
And if perchance they have to speak to you oftener
than is pleasant about church finances and the demands of charity, underthat
stand that it must be at least as disagreeable to them as it is to you
it is not for themselves, but for the needs of the parish church or school,
which are intended for your benefit, or of the parish poor, who are your
charge, that they have to plead and that, while they are to bear in mind
the advisability of speaking of money as seldom as possible, you must be
mindful to make your generosity equal to the need, and thereby save both
your pastors and yourselves the painful necessity of frequent appeals.

But while

it is

all

;

;
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proper to say a few words concerning church
The manner of holding the legal tide to
|woperties and church debts.
these properdes is different in different places, according to the require-

And

we deem

here

it

ments of local civil laws but whether the dde be held by the bishop, or
by boards of diocesan or parish trustees, it always remains true that the
;

Church for the benefit of the people.
another generadon improves and adorns,,

properties are held in trust for the

One generadon buys

or builds,

—

and each generation uses and transmits for the use of others yet to come,
bishops and priests having the burden of the administration and being
sacredly responsible for

its faithful

In the discharge of this duty

church debts.

Where

performance.
ic

often

becomes necessary

to contract

the multiplication of the Catholic population has

been so rapid, rapid work had to be done in erecting churches and schools.
And if, under such circumstances, pastors had to wait till all the funds
were in hand before beginning the work, a generation would be left without necessary spiritual aids, and might be lost to the Church and to God..
We fully recognize, beloved brethren, how strictly we are bound to prevent the contraction of debts without real necessity and this we have enStill, despite all our efforts, it
deavored to secure by careful legislation.
;

must inevitably happen that the burden imposed on us by our gigantic
task of providing for the spiritual wants of the present and the rising
generadon will always be heavy, and will weigh upon us all. But the
special Providence of God towards our country, which has made the work

and the need so

great, has never failed hitherto to inspire our people with

You have

your pastors in the ardor
of their desire for the building up of the Church of Christ, and the extenand we are confident that you will preserve your
sion of his Kingdom
It
zeal unto the end, and transmit it undiminished to your descendants.
is our earnest wish that exisdng debts should be liquidated as soon as possible, in order that the money now consumed in paying interest may
be employed in the great improvements still to be made, and especially in

a zeal equal to the demand.

rivalled

;

helping on the glorious work of Christian education.

CnEIOTIAIT EDUOATIOIT.
Scarcely,

if at all,

secondary to the Church's desire

for the

educadon of

It is not for
her solicitude for the education of the laity.
themselves, but for the people, that the Church wishes her clergy to be
learned, as it is not for themselves only, but for the people that they are

die clergy,

is
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Popular education has always been a chief object of the Church's
care
in fact, it is not too much to say that the history of civiHzation and
education is the history of the Church's work.
In the rude ages, wntn
prfests.
;

semi-barbarous chieftains boasted of their ilHteracy, she succeeded
fusing that love of learning which covered
versities
built

;

and thus from the barbarous

up the

civilized nations of

Europe with schools and

tribes of the early

modern

in dif-

middle

ag'^s,

Even subsequent

times..

uni

she

to the

whatever progress has been
mainly due to the impetus which she had previously

religious dissensions of the sixteenth century,

made

education

in

is

many
beginnings and unexampled growth, we

given.

In our

ant on

first

own

country, notwithstanding the

difficulties attend-

already find her

and colleges everywhere, built and sustained by voluntary contributions, even at the cost of great sacrifices, and comparing
schools, academies

favorably with the best educational institutions

These
tion.

in

the land.

abundantly attest the Church's desire for popular instrucbeauty of truth, the refining and elevating influences of knowl-

facts

The

edge, are meant for

and she wishes them

be brought within the
reach of all.
Knowledge enlarges our capacity both for self-improvement
arid for promoting the welfare of our fellow-men
and in so noble a work
the Church wishes every hand to be busy.
Knowledge, too, is the best
all,

to

;

weapon against pernicious
" a dangerous thing."

errors.

It

is

In days like ours,

only

when

"a

error

aggressive, every one needs to be as completely

sound knowledge,

little
is

learning" that

is

so pretentious and

armed as possible with

— not only the clergy, but the people also that they may

be able to withstand the noxious influences of popularized

irreligion.

In

the great coming combat between truth and error, between Faith

and
and

Agnosticism, an important part of the fray must be borne by the

laity,

they are not well prepared. And if, in the olden days of
vassalage and serfdom, the Church honored every individual, no matter
how humble his position, and labored to give him the enlightenment that
sNoe to

them

would

qualify

if

him for future responsibilities, much more now, in the era ot
popular lights and liberties, when every individual is an active and influential factor in the body politic, does she desire that all should be fitted
by suitable training for an intelligent and conscientious discharge of the
important duties that will devolve upon them.
Few, if any, will deny that a sound civilization must depend upon
sound popular education. But education, in order to be sound and to
produce beneficial results, must develop what is best in man, and make
him not only clever but good.
A one-sided education will develop a
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and such a life will surely topple over, and so will every
social system that is built up of such lives.
True civilization requires that
not only the physical and intellectual, but also the moral and religious,
well-being of the people should be promoted, and at least with equal care.
Take away religion from a people, and morality would soon follow
one-sided

life

;

morality gone, even their physical condition will ere long degenerate into

corruption which breeds decrepitude, while their intellectual attainments

would only serve as a light to guide them to deeper depths of vice and
This has been so often demonstrated in the history of the past,
ruin.
and is, in fact, so self-evident, that one is amazed to find any difference of
opinion about it, A civilization without religion, would be a civilization of
" the struggle for existence, and the survival of the fittest," in which cunning and strength would become the substitutes for principle, virtue, conscience and duty.
As a matter of fact there never has been a civilization
worthy of the name without religion and from the facts of history the
laws of human nature can easily be inferred.
Hence education, in order to foster civilization, must foster religion.
Now the three great educational agencies are the home, the Church, and
the school. These mould men and shape society.
Therefore each of
But many, unfortunately,
them, to do its part well, must foster religion.
while avowing that religion should be the light and the atmosphere
of the home and of the Church, are content to see it excluded from the
school, and even advocate as the best school system that which necessarily
excludes religion.
Few surely will deny that childhood and youth are
the periods of life when the character ought especially to be subjected to
;

Nor can we ignore

religious influences.

an important factor
that

its

in

the palpable fact that the school

the forming of childhood and youth,

influence often outweighs that of

—so

home and Church.

is

important
It

cannot,

be desirable or advantageous that religion should be excluded
from the school. On the contrary, it ought there to be one of the chief
agencies for moulding the young life to all that is true and virtuous, and
holy.
To shut religion out of the school, and keep it for home and the
Church, is, logically, to train up a generation that will consider religion
good for home and the Church, but not for the practical business of real
life.
But a more false and pernicious notion could not be imagined.
Religion, in order to elevate a people, should inspire their whole life and
A life is not dwarfed, but ennobled
rule their relations with one another.
by being lived in the presence of God. Therefore the school, which prinripally gives the knoweldge fitting for practical life, ought to be pre-enii

therefore,
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or professional practice.

In

animate and direct him.

all

these, the

principles of

But he cannot expect

should

religion

to learn these principles in

the work-shop or the office or the counting-room.

Therefore

let

him be

imbued with them by the joint influences of home and
school, before he is launched out on the dangerous sea of life.
All denominations of Christians are now awaking to this great truth,
which the Catholic Church has never ceased to maintain. Reason and ex'
perience are forcing them to recognize that the only practical way to sewell and thoroughly

cnre a Christian people,

is

to give the youth a Christian education.

The

avowed enemies of Christianity in some European countries are banishing
religion from the schools, in order gradually to eliminate it from among
the people.
In this they are logical, and we may well profit by the lesson.
Hence the cry for Christian education is going up from all religious
And this is no narrowness and " sectarianbodies throughout the land.
ism " on their part it is an honest and logical endeavor to preserve Chris;

and morality among the people by fostering religion in the
Nor is it any antagonism to the State on the contrary, it is an
young.
honest endeavor to give to the State better citizens, by making them bettian truth

;

ter Christians.

The

friends of Christian education

do not condemn the

State for not imparting religious instruction in the public schools as they
are

now

ince

organized

:

because they well

of the State to teach religion.

know it does not lie
They simply follow

within the provtheir conscience

by sending their children to denominational schools, where religion can
have its rightful place and influence.

Two

objects therefore, dear brethren,

we have

in view, to multiply

our

We

schools, and to perfect them.

must multiply them, till every Catholic child 'in the land shall have within its reach the means of education.
There is still much to do ere this be attained. There are still thousands of
Catholic children in the United States deprived of the benefit of a Catholic
Pastors and parents should not rest till this defect be remedied.
school.

No

parish

is

complete

till it

has schools adequate to the needs of

its chil-

dren, and the pastor and people of such a parish should feel that they have

not accomplished their entire duty until the want

But

then,

that the

we must

also perfect our schools.

Catholic school need

school whatsoever.

And

acted on the principle that

if
it is

is

supplied.

We

repudiate the idea

be in any respect inferior to any other

hitherto, in

some

places,

our people have

better to have an imperfect Catholic school
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than to have none,
further,

let

them now push

and not relax their

efforts

till

their praiseworthy ambition

still

their schools be elevated to the high-

And we

implore parents not to hasten to
take their children from school, but to give them all the time and all the,
advantages that they have the capacity to profit by, so that, in after life,
educational

est

their children

excellence.

may

"rise

up and

call

them

blessed."

We

need hardly remind you, beloved brethren, that while home life
would not, as a rule, be sufficient to supply the absence of good or counteract the evil of dangerous influences in the school, it is equally true, that

would be inadequate without the co-operation of the Christian home.
Christian schools sow the
seed, but Christian homes must first prepare the soil, and afterwards foster
the seed and bring it to maturity.
all

that the Christian school could accomplish

Christian Marriage.

I.

The

basis of the Christian

home

is

Christian marriage

;

that

is,

marriage

entered into according to religion, and cemented by God's blessing.
So
great is the importance of marriage to the temporal and eternal welfare of

mankind, that, as it had God for its Founder in the Old Law, so, in the
New Law, it was raised by our Divine Lord to the dignity of a sacrament
of the Christian religion.
Natural likings and instincts have their own
value and weight but they ought not by themselves be a decisive motive
in so important a step as Christian marriage
nor are they a safe guarantee for the proper fulfilment of the high ends for which marriage was
ordained. That Christian hearts and lives may be wisely and rightly joined,
God must join them, and religion sanctify the union and though the
Church sometimes permits the contraction of mixed marriages, she never
does so without regret and without a feeling of anxiety for the fv.ture
happiness of that union and for the eternal salvation of its offspring.
;

;

;

2.

The
riage

Indissolubility of Marriage.

security of the Christian

tie.

home

is

in the indissolubility of the

mar-

Christian marriage, once consummated, can never be dissolved

save by death.

may

The

Let

it

be well understood that even adultery, though

justify " separation

it

from bed and board," cannot loose the marriage
tie, so that either of the parties may marry again during the life of the
other.
Nor has " legal divorce " the slightest power, before God, to loose
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the bond of marriage and to

God

hath joined together,

not

let

"Whom

a subsequent marriage valid.

man

put asunder."
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all
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we

'

In

common

with

deplore the havoc

wrought by the divorce-laws of our country. These laws are fast loosenLet Catholics, at least, remember that
ing the foundations of society.
Let- them enter into marriage
such divorces are powerless in conscience.
only through worthy and holy motives, and with the blessings of religion,
And then, far from
<^specially with the blessing of the Nuptial Mass.
wishing for means of escape from their union, they viil rejoice that it canno<- be divided but by death.
3.

The pervading atmosphere
charity

Home

Virtues.

of the Christian

— the love of God and of the neighbor.

home should be
It

Christian

should be the ambition

and study of Christian parents to make their home a sanctuary, in which
no harsh or angry, no indelicate or profane word, should be uttered, in
which truth, unselfishness, self-control,, should be carefully cultivated, in
which the thought of God, the desire to please God, should be, sweetly
and naturally, held before the children as their habitual motives. From
the home sanctuary, the incense of prayer should ascend as a most
sweet morning and evening sacrifice to the Lord.
How beautiful and
rich in blessings is the assembling of parents and children for morning
and evening prayer
Our hearts are filled with consolation when, in
the course of our pastoral visits, we meet families in which this holy

—

!

practice

is

faithfully observed.

In such families

of the special benedictions of

heaven.

we

are sure to find proofs

Faith, religion

and virtue are

there fostered to luxuriant growth, and final perseverance almost assured.

We

earnestly exhort

not always feasible
hour,

let

all

in

parents to this salutary custom.

And

if

it

be

the morning, at least every eveniag, at a fixed

the entire family be assembled for night prayers, followed by a

short reading from the

Holy

Scriptures, the Following of

Chv\i?\;,

or

some

other pious book.
4.

Good Reading.

Let the adornments of home be chaste and holy pictures, and, suU more,
sound, interesting, and profitable books.
No indelicate represeatation
should ever be tolerated in a Christian home.
Artistic merit in the work
is no excuse for the danger thus presented.
No child ought to he s^^b
'

Matt., xix. 6,
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jected to temptation

by

its

own

parents and in

its

own home.

But

let

the

what will keep the inmates in mind of our Divine
Lord, and of his saints, and with such other pictures of the great and the
good as will be incentives to civic and religious virtue.
Th» same remark applies equally to books and periodicals. Not only
walls be beautified with

should the immoral, the vulgar, the sensational novel, the indecently

illus-

and publications tending to weaken faith in the religion
and the Church of Jesus Christ, be absolutely excluded from every Christian home, but the dangerously exciting and morbidly emotional, whattrated newspaper,

ever, in a word,

is

calculated to impair or lower the tone of faith or morals

mind and heart, should be carefully banished. Parents
should be sure to warn and withhold their children from anything that
would poison or sicken their bodies; let them be at least as watchful
But let the family book-shelves be
against intellectual and moral poison.
Happily, the
well supplied with what is both pleasant and w^ioiesome.
store of Catholic literature, as well as works which, though not written by
in the youthful

Catholics nor treating of religion, are pure, instructive and elevating,

now

so large that there can be

one's time with

what

is

no excuse for running

inferior, tainted, or suspicious.

risk or

is

wasting

Remember,

Chris-

development of the youthful character is intimately
connected with the development of the taste for reading. To books as
" Show me your
well, as to associations may be applied the wise saying
company and I will tell you what you are." See, then, that none but
good books and newspapers, as well as none but good companions, be
admitted to your homes. Train your children to a love of history and
tian parents, that the

:

biography.

with the history
intelligent
call for

it,

them with the ambition to become so
and doctrines of the Church as to be

Inspire

well acquainted
able to give an

answer to any honest inquiry.
Should their surroundings
encourage them, as they grow oldci-, to acquire such knowledge

mooted questions of
suffice to make them firm

of popularly

a scientific or philosophical character

and proof against sophistry.
We should be glad to see thoroughly solid and popular works on
these important subjects, from able Catholic writers, become more numerous.
Teach your children to take a special interest in the history of

as will

our

own

country,

j.-^endence,

the

Providence,

its

We

in their faith

consider the establishment of our country's inde-

shaping of

its

liberties

and laws

as

a

work

of special

framers " building wiser than they knew," the Almighty's

hund guiding them. And if ever the glorious fabric is subverted or impaired it will be by men forgetful of the sacrifices of the heroes that reared
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,

it

rests,

or

As

to the interests of self or party.

desire therefore that the history of the United States should be care-

fully

taught

in all

specially dwelt

our Catholic schools,

upon

in

and

the education of the

we

have directed that

young

it

be

ecclesiastical students

form a favorite
We must keep firm and
part of the home library and home reading-.
solid the liberties of our country by keeping fresh the noble memories of
the past, and thus sending forth from our Catholic homes into the arena of
our preparatory seminaries

in

public

life

it

so also

desire that

it

not partisans but patriots.
5.

But

;

The Holy

Scriptures.

can hardly be necessary for us to remind you, beloved brethren,

most highly valued treasure of every family library, and the most
frequently and lovingly made use of, should be the Holy Scriptures.
Doubtless you have often read A'Kempis's burning thanksgiving to our
Lord for having bestowed on us not only the adorable treasure of his
Body in the Holy Eucharist, but also that of the Holy Scriptures, "the
And you havd
Holy Books, for the comfort and direction of our life."
before your eyes, prefixed to the Douay version of the Holy Bible, the
exhortation of Pope Pius the Sixth in his letter to the Archbishop of
Florence, that " the faithful should be moved to the reading of the Holy
for these," he says, "are most abundant sources which ought
Scriptures
to be left open to every one to draw from them ptirity of morals, and of
doctrine, to eradicate the errors which are so widely disseminated in these
corrupt times." And St. Paul declares that " what things soever were
written, were written for our learning; that through patience and the
We hope that no family
comfort of the Scriptures we might have hope."
can be found amongst us without a correct version of the Holy ScripAmong other versions, we recommend the Douay, which is venertures.
able as used by our forefathers for three centuries, which comes down to
us sanctioned by innumerable authorizations, and which was suitably ar>notated by the learned Bishop Challonor, by Canon Haydock, and especially by the late Archbishop Kenrick.
But in your reading remember the admonition of A'Kempis "The
Holy Scriptures must be read in the same spirit in which they were writ
ten
if thou wilt derive profit, read with humility, simplicity and faith."
And keep ever before your mind the principle laid down by St. Peter in
that the

'

;

"

:

'

;

'

Fol. of Christ, B. 4,

c.

ii.

'

Rom.

xv.

^

B.

i, c.

v.
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the

chapter of his second Epistle: " Understanding this

first

first,

that no

prophecy of Scripture is made by private interpretation, for prophecy
came not by the will of man at any time, but the holy men of God spoke,
And this other given by St. John, in the
inspired by the Holy Ghost."
fourth chapter of his first Epistle, in the name of the Apostolic teaching
Church " Dearly beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits if
:

they be of God.

We are

God

of

God

God heareth us he
we know the spirit of truth

he that knoweth

;

by this
and the spirit of error." In these two divinely inspired
always a sure safe-guard against the danger of error.

that

is

not of

heareth us not

6.

The

;

;

rules

you have

Catholic Press.

beg your earnest consideration of this
important truth, that upon you, singly and individually, must practically
depend the solution of the question, whether or not the Catholic press is
to accomplish the great work which Providence and the Church expect of
So frequently and so forcibly has the providential mission
it at this time.
of the press been dwelt upon by Popes and prelates and distinguished
Catholic writers, and so assiduously have their utterances been quoted and
requoted everywhere, that no one certainly stands in need of arguments
But all this will be only words in the air,
to be convinced of this truth.
unless it can be brought home to each parent and made practical in each
If the head of each Catholic family will recognize it as his
householdprivilege and his duty to contribute towards supporting the Catholic press,
by subscribing for one or more Catholic periodicals, and keeping himseH
Finally, Christian parents, let us

well acquainted with the information they impart, then the Catholic press

development and to accomplish its
But choose a journal that is thoroughly Catholic, indestined mission.
structive and edifying; not one that would be, while Catholic in name or
pretence, uncatholic in tone and spirit, disrespectful to constituted authority, or biting and uncharitable to Catholic brethren.
Beloved brethren, a great social revolution is sweeping over the world.
The
Its purpose, hidden or avowed, is to dethrone Christ and religion.
God grant
ripples of the movement have been observed in our country
Upon you, Christian parents,
that its tidal wave may not break over us.
for, such as our homes are, such
it mainly depends whether it shall or not
We beseech you, therefore, to ponder carefully all
shall our people be.
that we have said concerning the various constituents of a true Christian
And
liome, and, to the utmost of your ability, to carry them into effect.

will

be sure

to attain to

its

rightful

;

;
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upon the
Christian school and the Christian homes in their parishes must mainly
depend the fruit of their priestly labors. Let them concentrate their efto make the schools and the homes what they
forts dn these two points,
then indeed will they carry to the Lord of the harvest full
ought to be
and ripe sheaves, and the future generation will bless them for transmitentreat

all

;

pastors of sculs to bear unceasingly in mind, that

—

—

ting unimpaired the priceless gifts of faith and religion.

THE LOAD'S

"DJlY.

There are many sad facts in the experience of nations, which we may
Not the least important of
well store up as lessons of practical wisdom.
these is the fact that one of the surest marks and measures of the decay of
religion in a people,

ling through

is

their non-observance of the Lord's Day.

some European

countries, a Christian's

heart

is

In travel-

pained by

on Sunday. First, grasping
avarice thought it could not afford to spare the day to God then unwise
governments, yielding to the pressure of mammon, relaxed the laws which
forgetting that
for many centuries had guarded the day's sacredness,
there are certain fundamental principles which ought not to be sacrificed
And when, as usually happens, neglect of
to popular caprice or greed.
religion had passed, by lapse of time, into hostility to religion, this growing neglect of the Lord's Day was easily made use of as a means to bring
The Church mourned, protested, struggled,
religion itself into contempt.
but was almost powerless to resist the combined forces of popular avarice
and Caesar's influence, arrayed on the side of irreligion. The result is the
b-mentable desecration which all Christians must deplore.

the almost unabated rush of

toil

and

traffic

;

—

And
tion

thQ consequences of this desecration are as manifest as the desecra-

itself.

The Lord's Day

taken from him,
discontent.

is

the poor man's day of rest

— and the laboring

The Lord's Day

is

the

;

it

has been

classes are a seething volcano of social

home

day, drawing closer the sweet

by giving the toiler a day with wife and children but it
has been turned into a day of labor,
and home ties are fast losing their
sweetness and their hold.
The Lord's Day is the church-day, strengthening and consecrating the bond of brotherhood among all men, by their
kneeling together around the altars of the one Father in heaven but men
are drawn away from this blessed communion of Saints,
and as a natural
consequence they are lured into the counterfeit communion of Socialism,
and other wild and destructive systems. The Lord's Day is God's Day,
domestic

ties,

;

—

;

—
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rendering ever nearer and more intimate the union between the creature
and his Creator, and thus ennobling human life in all its relations and
;

where

entirely,

out
its
is

bond is weakened, an effort is made to cut man loose from God
and to leave him, according to the expression of St. Paul, " with-

this

God

in this world."

pretext,

is

'

The profanation

of the Lord's Day, whatever be

God and

a defrauding both of

his creatures,

and retribution

not slow.

work

to bring

God and

care for

In this country, there are tendencies and influences at

about a similar result

;

and

behooves

it

As

society, to sec that they be checked.

all

who

love

usual, greed for gain lies at the

bottom of the movement. Even when the pretence put forward is popular
convenience or popular amusement, the clamor for larger liberty does not
come so much from those who desire the convenience or tne amusement, as
from those who hope to enrich themselves by supplying it. Now far be
it from us to advocate such Sunday-laws as would hinder necessary work,
or prohibit such popular enjoyments as are consistent with the sacredness
of the day.
It is well known, however, that the tendency is to rush far
beyond the bounds of necessity and propriety, and to allege these reasons
only as an excuse for virtually ignoring the sacredness of the day altogether.
But no community can afford to have either gain or amusement
at

such a

cost.

To

curse to a country

We

turn the Lord's
;

to turn

into a day of

toil, is

into a day of dissipation

it

earnestly appeal, therefore, to

only to take no part in any

Day
all

a blighting

would be worse.

Catholics without distinction, not

movement tending toward

a relaxation of the

observance of Sunday, but to use their influence and power as citizens to
resist in the opposite direction.

one way of profaning the Lord's Day which is so prolific of
evil results, that we consider it our duty to utter against it a special condemnation. This is the practice of selling beer or other liquors on Sunday, or of frequenting places where they are sold.
This practice tends
more than any other to turn the Day of the Lord into a day of dissipation,
to use it as an occasion for breeding intemperance.
While we hope that
Sunday-laws on this point will not be relaxed, but even, more rigidly en•

There

forced,

is

we implore

to take part in such

all

Catholics, for the love of

Sunday

traffic^

God and

nor to patronize or countenance

we not only direct the attention of all pastors to the
but we also call upon them to induce all of their
gaged
traffic,

it.

And

repression of this abuse,
flocks that

may be

en-

abandon as soon as they can the dangerous,
embrace a more becoming way of making a living.

in the sale of liquors to

and to

of country, never

'

Ephes.,

ii.

12.
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behooves us to remind our working-men, the bone and sinew
of the people and the specially beloved children of the Church, that if
they wish to observe Sunday as they ought, they must keep away from
drinking places on Saturday night.
Carry your wages home to your families, where they rightfully belong.
Turn a deaf ear, therefore, to every
temptation and then Sunday will be a bright day for all the family.
How much better this than to make it a day of sin for yourselves, and of
gloom and wretchedness for your homes, by a Saturday night's folly or
debauch. No wonder that the Prelates of the Second Plenary Council
declared that " the most shocking scandals which we have to deplore
spring from intemperance."
No wonder that they gave a special approval
tothe zeal of those who, the better to avoid excess, or in order to eive
bright example, pledge themselves to total abstinence.
Like them we invoke a blessing on the cause of temperance, and on all who are laboring
for its advancement in a true Christian spirit.
Let the exertions of our
Catholic Temperance Societies meet with the hearty co-operation of pastors and people
and not only will they go far towards strangling the
monstrous evil of intemperance, but they will also put a powerful check
on the desecrauon of the Lord's Day, and on the evil influences now strivhere

it

;

;

ing for

Let

make
tify

its

total profanation.

our people " remember to keep holy the Lord's Day." Let them
not only a day of rest, but also a day of prayer.
Let them sanc-

all
it

it

by

assisting at the adorable Sacrifice of the Mass.

Besides the

morning Mass, let them also give their souls the sweet enjoyment of the Vesper service and the Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
See that the children not only hear Mass, but also attend the Sunday-school.
It will help them to grow up more practical Catholics.
In
country plages, and especially in those which the priest cannot visit every
Sunday, the Sunday-school ought to be the favorite place of reunion for
young and old. It will keep them from going astray, and will strengthen
them in the faith. How many children have been lost to the Church in
privilege of the

country

districts,

Sunday properly

because parents neglected
at

home and

under dancjerous influences

One

to see that they

at Sunday-school,

observed the

and allowed them

to

fall

!

of the most striking characteristics of our times

is

the universal

tendency to band together in societies for the promotion of all sorts of
purposes.
This tendency is the natural outgrowth of an age of popular
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and representative institutions. It is also in accordance witii the
spirit of the Church, whose aim, as indicated by her name CathoHc, is to
It is consonant also with the spirit of
unite all mankind in brotherhood.
Christ, who came to break down all walls of division, and to gather all in
the one family of the one heavenly Father.
But there are few good things which have not their counterfeits, and
few tendencies which have not their dangers. It is obvious to any reflecting mind that men form bad and rash as well as good and wise designs
and that they may band together for carrying out evil or dangerous as
well as laudable and useful purposes.
And this does not necessarily imrights

;

ply deliberate malice, because, while

are powers at

work

in

it is

unquestionably true that there

the world which deliberately antagonize the cause

of Christian truth and virtue,

still

the evil or the danger of purposes and

associations need not always spring from so bad a root.

Honest but weak

and erring human nature is apt to be so taken up with one side of a questo be so enamored of favorite princition as to do injustice to the other
to be so intent upon seples as to carry them to unjustifiable extremes
curing some laudable end as to ignore the rules of prudence, and bring
about ruin instead of restoration. But no intention, no matter how honest,
For it is a fundamental rule of Chriscan make lawful what is unlawful.
tian morals that "evil must not be done that good may come of it," and
" the end can never justify the means," if the means are evil.
Hence it is
the eyident duty of every reasonable man, before allowing himself to be
drawn into any society, to make sure that both its ends and its means are
consistent with truth, justice and conscience.
In making such a decision, every Catholic ought to be convinced that
She has in her custody the sahis surest guide is the Church of Christ.
cred deposit of Christian truth and morals she has the experience of all
ages and all nations she has at heart the true welfare of mankind she
has the perpetual guidance of the Holy Ghost in her authoritative decisions. ^ In her teaching and her warnings therefore, we are sure to hear the
From the hill-top of her
voice of wisdom, prudence, justice and charity.
Divine mission and her world-wide experience, she sees events and their
consequences far more clearly than they who are down in the tangled
plain of daily life.
She has seen associations that were once praise-worShe has seen others,
thy, become pernicious by change of circumstances.
which won the admiration of the world by their early achievements, corrupted by power or passion or evil guidance, and she has been forced to'
condemn them. She has beheld associations which had their origin in the
;

;

;

;

;
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of Faith, transformed by lapse of time, and loss of faith,

and the manipulation of designing leaders, into the open or hidden enemies
Thus our Holy Father Leo XIII. has lately
of religion and human weal.
shown that the Masonic and kindred societies, although the offspring of
the ancient Guilds, which aimed at sanctifying trades and tradesmen with
and although retaining, perhaps, in their " ritual,"
the blessings of religion
much that tells of the religiousness of their origin and although in some

—

;

;

countries

still

professing entire friendliness toward the Christian religion,

have nevertheless already gone so

far, in

many

—

countries, as to array them^

avowed hostility against Christianity, and against the Catholic
Church as its embodiment that they virtually aim at substituting a world-

selves in

;

wide fraternity of their own, for the universal brotherhood of Jesus Christ,
and at disseminating mere Naturalism for the supernatural revealed religHe has shown,
ion bestowed upon mankind by the Saviour of the world.
too, that even in countries where they are as yet far from acknowledging
such purposes, they nevertheless have in them the germs, which, under
favorable circumstances, would inevitably blossom forth in similar results.
The Church, consequently, forbids her children to have any connection
with such societies, because they are either an open evil to be shunned or
She v/ould fail in her duty if she did not
a hidden danger to be avoided.
speak the word of warning, and her children would equally fail in theirs,
if

they did not heed

it.

Whenever, therefore, the Church has spoken authoritatively with regard
He
to any society, her decision ought to be final for every Catholic.
ought to know that the Church has not acted hastily or unwisely, or mistakenly
ne should be convinced that any worldly advantages which he
might derive from his membership of such society, would be a poor substitute for the membership, the sacraments, and the blessings of the Church,
;

of Christ

;

he should have the courage of his religious convictions,

and

he be inclined or asked to join
a society on which the Church has passed no sentence, then let him, as a.
reasonable and Christian man, examine into it carefully, and not join the
stand firm to faith and conscience.

society until he

is

But

if

satisfied as to its lawful character.

one characteristic which is always a strong presumption against
Our Divine Lord himself has laid down the
a society, and that is secrecy.
" Every one that doth evil, hateth the light and cometh not to the
rule
But he that doth truth cometh
light, that his works may not be reproved.
to the light that his works may be made manifest, because they are done

There

is

:

in

God."'

When,

therefore, associations veil
'John,

iii.

themselves in secrecy and

20, 21.
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darkness, the presumption

that there

But

if

nothing

is

any

is

against them, and

it

rests with

them

to prove

evil in ihera.

society's obligation be such as to bind its

members to

secrecy,

even when rightly questioned by competent a'uthority, then such a society
puts itself outside the limits of approval and no one can be a member of
it and at the same time be admitted to the sacraments of the Catholic
Church. The same is true of any organization that binds its members
to a promise of blind obedience
to accept in advance and to obey what;

—

soever orders, lawful or unlawful, that
ities

And

because such a promise

;

if

a society

works or

is

plots,

may emanate from

its

chief author-

contrary both to reason and conscience.
either openly or in secret,

against the

Church, or against lawful authorities, then to be a member of it is to be
excluded from the membership of the Catholic Church.
These authoritative rules, therefore, ought to be the guide of all Catholics in their relations with societies.
No Catholic can conscientiously join,

which he knows that any of these condemned
If he has joined it in good faith and the objectionable feafeatures exist.
tures become known to him afterwards, or if any of these evil elements
creep into a society which was originally good, it becomes his duty to leave
And even if he were to suffer loss or run risk by leaving such
it at once.
a society or refusing to join it, he should do his duty and brave the consequences regardless of human considerations.
To these laws of the Church, the justice of which must be manifest to
all impartial minds, we deem it necessary to add the following admonition
of the Second Plenary Council :' "Care must be taken lest workingmen's
societies, under the pretext of mutual assistance and protection, should
commit any of the evils of condemned societies and lest the members
should be induced by the artifices of designing men to break the laws of
justice, by withholding labor to which they are rightfully bound, or by
or continue

in,

a

body

in

;

otherwise unlawfully violating the rights of their employers."

But while the Church

is

thus careful to guard her children against what-

no less careful that no injustice
While thereshould be done to any association, however unintentionally.
fore the Church, before prohibiting any society, will take every precaution
to ascertain its true nature, we positively forbid any pastor, or other ecclesiastic, to pass sentence on any association, or to impose ecclesiastical penalties or disabilities on its members without the previous explicit authorizever

is

contrary to Christian duty, she

is

ation of the rightful authorities.
1

No.

519.
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not enough for Catholics to shun bad or dangerous societies, they
ought to take part in good and useful ones.
If there ever was a time when
It is

merely negative goodness would not suffice, such assuredly is the age in
which we live. This is pre-eminently an age of action, and what we need
to-day is active virtue and energetic piety.
Again and again has the
voice of the Vicar of Christ been heard, giving approval and encouragement to many kinds of Catholic associations, not only as a safeguard
against the allurements of dangerous societies, but also as a powerful
means of accomplishing much of the good that our times stand in need of.
Not only should the pastors of the Church be hard at work in building up
"the spiritual house,"' "the tabernacle of God with men,"^ but every
hand among the people of God should share in the labor.
In the

some

place,

first

we hope

that in every parish in the land there

sodality or confraternity to foster piety

anew

therefore heartily endorse

many time-honored and

all

among

is

We

the people.

approbations previously given to our

cherished confraternities, such as those of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus, of the Blessed Sacrament, and of the Blessed Virgin.

Next come
charity

:

the various associations for works of Christian zeal and

the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, and the

hood, than which there are none more deserving
of Catholic education

;

;

Holy Child-

societies for the support

Christian doctrine societies for the

work

of Sun-

improving the condition of the poor, among
which stands pre-eminent the Society of St. Vincent de Paul churchdebt societies societies for supplying poor churches with vestments and
other altar requirements local sanctuary societies and other methods of
day-schools

societies for

;

;

;

;

;

uniting the efforts of the people of the parish for useful and holy pur-

ought to be the comfort and the honest pride of every Catholic
to take an active part in these good works and if any are hindered from
contributing a portion of their time and labor, they should contribute as
poses.

It

;

liberally as they can

Then

out of their pecuniary resources.

there are associations for the checking of immorality, prominent

among which

are our Catholic

Temperance

These should be
who deplore the scandal given and the spir-

encouraged and aided by all
itual ruin wrought by intemperance.
societies

a!'e

made up
1

I.

Pet.,

It is a

Societies.

mistake to imagine that such

of the reformed victims of intemperance.
ii.

5.

«

Apoc,

They

x»i. 3.
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we trust that they every\^ere are
Caiholics who never were tainted by that

composed of
but who mourn

should be, and

largely

zealous

vice,

over the great evil and are energetically endeavoring to correct it.
likewise consider as worthy of particular encouragement associa-

We

—

promotion of healthful social union among Catholics, and
especially those, whose aim is to guard our Catholic young men against
dangerous influences, and to supply them with the means of innocent
amusement and mental culture. It is obvious that our young men are
exposed to the greatest dangers, and therefore need the most abundant
Hence, in the spirit of our Holy Father Leo XHL, we desire to
helps.
see the number of thoroughly Catholic and well organized associations for
we exhort
their benefit greatly increased, especially in our large cities
pastors to consider the formation and careful direction of such societies as
one of their most important duties and we appeal to our young men to
put to good profit, the best years of their lives, by banding together, under the direction of their pastors, for mutual improvement and encouragement in the paths of faith and virtue.
And in order to acknowledge the great amount of good that the " Catholic Young Men's National Union " has already accomplished, to promote the growth of the Union and to stimulate .its members to greater efforts in the future, we cordially bless their aims and endeavors and recommend the Union to all our Catholic young men.
We also esteem as a very important element in practical Catholicity,
the various forms of Catholic beneficial societies and kindred "associations
It ought to be, and we trust is everywhere their
of Catholic workingmen.
aim to encourage habits of industry, thrift, and sobriety to guard the
tions for the

;

;

;

m.embers against the dangerous attractions of condemned or suspicious
organizations and to secure the faithful practice of their religious duties,
on which their temporal as well as their eternal welfare so largely de;

pends.

With

paternal affection

we bestow our

blessing

upon

all

those various

forms of combined Catholic action for useful and holy purposes. We desire to see their number multiplied and their organization perfected.
beseech them to remember that their success and usefulness must rest in
a great measure, upon their fidelity to the spirit of the Church, and on

We

guarding carefully against influences that might make them disloyal.
The more closely pastors and people are united in good works, the more
abundantly will those associations be blessed and their ends accomplished,

their

'he

more

perfectly will

all

Christians be united in fraternal charity,
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of Christ on earth be estab-

lished.

HOHE AND rORSIGN MISSIONS.
The
parish

aaties of a Christian begin with his
;

but they do not end there.

The

own household and

own

hi:>

charity and zeal in his heart

must

Church, whose very name is Catholic,
like that in the heart of Christ, who " died for all men, and gave himself
The Divine commission to the Church stands fora redemption for all."
ever
"Go, teach all nations; preach the Gospel to every creature ;"*
and every one who desires the salvation of souls, should yearn for its fulbe

like that in the heart of the

'

:

a privilege to take part in its realization. The
more we appreciate the gift of faith, the more must we long to have it imparted to others.
The heart of every true Catholic must glow as he reads
of the heroic labors of our missionaries among heathen nations in every
fillment,

and consider

it

part of the world, and especially

The

missionary spirit

among

the Indian tribes of our country.

one of the glories of the Church and one of the

is

chief characteristics of Christian zeal.

In nearly

all

European countries there are Foreign Mission

and also associations of the

faithful for

Colleges,,

the support of the missions

by

their

we have had to strain every nerve in order to
carry on the missions of our own country, and we were unable to take
any important part in aiding the missions abroad. But we must beware
lest our local burdens should make our zeal narrow and uncatholic.
contributions.

Hitherto

There are hundi;eds of

millions of souls in heathen lands to

whom

the

Gospel has not yet been carried, and their condition appeals
to the charity of every Christian heart.
Among our own Indian tribes,,
for whom we have a special responsibility, there are still many thousands
in the same 'darkness of heathenism, and the missions among our thousands
Moreof Catholic Indians must equally look to our charity for support
over, out of the six millions of our colored population there is a very large
multitude, who stand sorely in need of Christian instruction and missionary labor and it is evident that in the poor dioceses in which they are
mostly found, it is most difficult to bestow on them the care they need,
without the generous co-operation of our Catholic people in more prosperous localities. We have therefore urged the establishment of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith in every parish in which it is not yet
erected, and also ordered a collection to be made yearly in all the dio-

light of the

;

'

II.

Cor., V. IS

;

I.

Tim.,

ii.

6.

"

Mat., xxviii. 19; Mark, xvi. 15.
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and the missions among our Indians and
Negroes. We have done this through a deep sense of duty, and we trust
that our noble-hearted people will not regard it as a burden imposed on
them, but as an opportunity presented to them of co-operating in a worn
which must be specially dear to the Heart of our Divine Saviour.
These are the leading matters, venerable and beloved brethren, whica
have engaged our attention during this Council. The objects of our delib
erations have been the same that have occupied the energies of the Church
and her pastors ever since the days of the Apostles, namely, the extension of the kingdom of God, the building of the Body of Christ, the giving
greater "glory to God in the highest, and peace on earth to men of
good will," by shedding abroad more abundantly the blessings of religion,
and the graces of redemption. Our legislation is not intended to impose
burdens or limitations upon you, but, on the contrary, to enlarge and se
cure to you " the liberty of the children of God." The path of duty and
virtue is clearly marked and pointed out, not to restrain your freedom,
but that you may journey safely, that you may live wisely and virtuously,
that you may have happiness temporal and eternal.
And now we write you these things, that you may be partners in our
ceses, for the foreign missions

—

solicitude, that

every heart

may cry

out "

Thy Kingdom

come," that every
Accept with willing

hand may be active in establishing and extending it.
and loving minds these lessons which spring from hearts full of love for
Give joy to us and to our
you, and entirely consecrated to your service.
Divine Lord by putting them faithfully in practice. And may the blessino- of Almio-htv God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, descend
Upon you abundantly, and abide with you forever.
Given at Baltimore, in the Plenary Council, on the 7th day of December, in the year of our Lord 1884.
In his own name and in the name of all the Fathers,
1^.

JAMES GIBBONS.

Archbishop of Baltimore and Apostolic Delegate^
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III.

wo

fight the battle of the

Ooss, Christ's

chosen ones are sent,

Good

soldiers

and great

victors,

—a noble

ar-

mament.
They use no earthly weapon, they know not
spear or sword,

Yet right and true and valiant

is

the army of

lie Lord.

The

soul of every sinner

:

Is

God's strongest, mightiest weapon, and they
call

it

Love and Prayer.

IV.

Fear them, ye mighty ones of earth
fear
them, ye demon foes
Slay them and think to conquer, but the ranks
;

always close

Where

the savage hordes are dwelling by the
Ganges' sacred tide.

Through the

trackless Indian forests, St. Fran-

cis is their

guide

In vain do Earth and Hell unite their power
and skill to try.

Where crime and

They

They do conquer
leads them on.

fight better for their

conquer when they

die.

victory they

rebel h«art in their
Master's golden chain
Faith is the shield they carry, and the twoedged sword they bear

II.

will

is tlie

would gain
They would bind each

wounds, and they

they are gone

sin are raging, to

conquer

;

as they go, for St. Philip
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V.

are come where all are kneeling at the
shrines of wealth and pride,
And an old and martyred Bifshop is their com-

They

To

rade and their guide
the toil-worn negro of freedom and

tell

repose,

O'er the vast Atlantic's bosom they are called
by sweet St. Rose.
VI.

the world

sheep have

Where

is

all

is

frozen,

:

his will alone.

XI.

and Faith

And

dwell.

In gentle accents telling of

the fold,

left

see sweet Mercy's sister, where the poor

and wretched

triumphant, and the

him she

loves so

well

his children scorn his blessings,

and

his sacred Shrines despise.

And

the rich and proud and mighty God's
message would defy,
In warning and reproof his anointed ones
stand by
Bright are the crowns of glory God keepeth
for his own.
Their life one sigh for heaven, and their aim

\

They are gone where Love
grown calm and cold.

Where

Where

the beacon of the warriors
Mary's eyes.

is

the light in

Training young hearts to serve their Lord, and
place their hope in Heaven,
Bidding her erring sisters love much and be
forgiven.

VII.

XII.

The bugle

for their battle

is

the matin bell for

And where

prayer

And

for their noble standard Christ's holy

cross they bear
His sacred name their war-cry, 'tis in vain
what ye can do.
They mus^ conquer, for your Angels are leagu-

in cloistered silence

of Jesus dwell.
Where purest incense rises

dim the Brides

up from every

;

ing with

them

too.

lowly

cell.

They plead not

vainly,

—^they have chosen and

gained the better part.
And given their gentle life away to him
has their heart.

who

VIII.

XIII.

Would you know, O World,

Go where

these warriors?

the poor, the old.

pardon and for heaven, and you offer
food and gold
With healing and with comfort, with words of
peace and prayer,
Bearing his greatest gift to man, Christ's
chosen priests are there.

Ask

And some there are among us—the path which
they have trod

for

;

—

Of

sin

and pain and anguish has led

God

at last to

:

plead, and Christ will hear them, that
the poor slaves who pine
In the bleak dungeon they have left, may see

They

his truth divine.
IX.

XIV.

Where

sin

and crime are dwelling, hid from
O,

the light of day.

And

life

and hope are fading at Death's cold

The sacrifice

gotten past.
his soul at last.

tell

and gain

how many

hearts are altars to

the silent prayer ascends through

patient nights and days,

eyes in horror see the long-for-

Christ's servants claim the sinner,

can

his praise,

From which

touch away.

Where dying

who

O

is

offered

still

in secret

and

alor.e,

World, ye do not know them, but he can
help his own.
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XV.

They

XVI.

are with us, his true soldiers, they

power and might
Glorious the crown which they

come

O,

who

rest

shall gain after

When

and the captives

chant they sing,
Grave, where is thy victory
where is thy sting "

battle

"

O

Star

;

Yet our frail bark floats on,
Our Angel holds the helm
Dark storms are gathering round.

cft

shining in the skies

Through

to reach our

Through

And

;

!

thee.

O soul,

wouldst thou have,
?

I have sought for rest
the Earth's heaving breast.

From
Slee

—

)

pole to pole.
I

we

trust in thee.

land

have been with her.

But she gave dreams
Death nay, the rest he gives

—

Rest only seems.
Fair nature knows it not
The grass is growing

strife.

us to land.

From the long voyage of life :—
In death and life we call on thee.
Star of the Sea

:

Stte ^^cvi^a
soul

lost in sight of

And welcome

Star of the Sea J

On

:

dark voyage

Then guide us safely home.
Through that last hour of

sink.

Our winged Pilot smiles.
And says we shall not fail
And so we kneel and call on

Thou weary

Life's

The shore now looms in sight.
The far-off golden strand.
Yet many a freight is wrecked

home,

And-dark and sunken rocks
Are hid in silver foam

^
Lo

and doubt and pain

Star of the Sea

A long and weary voyage

T9THAT

fear

— the stormy wind

Shall drive us into port

;

trust in thee.

Each moment we may
But steadily we sail.

see

Our little sail has caught.
The tempest others fear

Star of the Sea

Have we

Death,

tte M>cn.

And

!

who

O

Shall guide us safely on.

dangerous winds arise,
one trembling star
are safe

!

Yes, for those shining rays
Shall beam upon the main.

:

Is

join the low

!

many a mighty ship
POW
The stormy waves o'erwhelm

And we

in this place of strife his soldiers

O World, O Earth, why strive ye ?

may

gfee
<^

And

even

yet their

scoff,

of their prayer.

Yet see

of that great day

are so blest

and glory share,

As the rich spoil of their

wonder

of rest,

in

the heavenly fight
And you, perchance, who

shall tell the

'Bmvt
The blue air knows it not
The winds are blowing
Not

ia

the changing sky,

The stormy

sea.

Yet somewhere in God's wide world
Rest there must be.
Within thy Saviour's Heart
Place

all

thy care,

And learn, O weary soul.
Thy Rest is there.
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What

wouldst thou, trembling soul
Strength for the strife,
Strength for this fiery war

That we

call Life.

Fears gather thickly round

Shadowy foes,
like unto armSd men,
Around me close.

What am

When
No help

I,

frail

Dwells jov and peace.

?

Yes, in that Heart dirine
The Angels bright

from the weak earth.

Or the cold skies.
Lo I can find no guards.

Find, through eternal years.

!

No weapons

Still nev/ delight.

borrow

Shrinking, alone

1

From thence his constancy
The mart5'r drew.
And there the virgin band

stand.

With mighty sorrow.
Courage, thou trembling soul.
Grief thou must bear,
Yet thou canst find a strength

Their refuge knew.
There, racked by pain withoii^
And dread within.

Will match despair
Within thy Saviour's Heart

Seek for

it

asked for comfort still.
And I found tears.
And I have sought in vaia
Long, weary years.
Listen, thou mournful soul.
I

Thy pain shall cease
Deep in his sacred Heart

and poor.

griefs arise

Grief such as mine.

?

How many
Heaven's

there.

Then

What wouldst thou

have, sad soul.

:

But

find relief.

Nature, all pitiless.
Smiles on my pain
my fellow-men.
ask
I

They

;

in

thy Saviour's Heart

In that sweet

cell.

fly, O coward soul.
Delay no more
What words can speak the joy
For thee in store
What smiles of earth Can tell
Of peace like thine }
Silence and tears are best
For things divine.

Then

give disdain.

Coldly they shine.
They are too bright to

know

%)xt

ROUGH the wide world thy children raise

Their prayers, and still we see
Calnj are the nights and bright the days

Around thy starry crown are wreathed
So many names divine
Which is the dearest to my heart,
Ar»d tne most worthy thine ?

gadjgf.

Star of the Sea: we kneel and pray
When tempests raise their voice
Star of the Sea

We call

in thee.

:

.''

%'^mzs at (Bnv

*

Ot those who trust

seek for peace

Securely dwell.
No pain can harm thee, hid

I asked the babbling streams.
But they flowed on
I asked the wise and good.
But they gave none.
Though I have asked the stars,

JTff;

bliss begin.

leave thy vain attempts

The world can never give
One soul release

Oppressed with grief?
Comfort 1 seek in vain,

Nor

To

souls have found

!

the haven reached.

thee and rejoice.

Help of the Christian : in our need
Thy mighty aid we claim
If we are faint and weary, then
We trust in that dear name.
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Our Lady cf the Rosary :
What name can be so sweet
As what we call thee when v/e
Our chaplets at thy feet.

Has

burden by the cross
found a mother there.

laid its

And
place

Queeji of all Saints : the

Church

For her loved dead to thee
Bright Queen of Heaven : when we are sad.
Best solace of our pains
;

though on earth we
Our Mother lives and reigns.

It tells us,

She knows they wait

A bright

appe?l8>

;

in patient

pain

eternity.

toil.

Our Lady of Mount Carmcl : thus
Sometimes thy name is known
It tells us of the badge we wear.
To live and die thine own.

Fair Queen of Virgins : thy pure band»
The lilies round thy throne.
Love the dear title which they bear
Mosi that is thine own.
True Queejt jf Martyrs :

if we shrink
want, or pain, or woe.
think of the sharp sword that pierced
Thy heart, and call thee so.

From

Our Lady dear of
And, praying

for

We love that

We

Victories :

We see our faith

oppressed,

our erring land.

name

Mary :

the best.

the dearest

name

of

all.

The holiest and the best
The first low word that Jesus
;

Refuge of Sinners : many a soul,
By guilt cast down, and sin,
Has learned through this dear name of thine
Pardon and peace to win.
Health of the Sick : when anxious hearts
Watch by the sufferer's bed.
On this sweet name of thine they lean.
Consoled and comforted.

Mother of Sorrows : many a heart
Half broken by despair

%

OPIiapfl^t

casement open.
This evening breezes blow
Sweet perfumes from the flowers
I cannot see below.

piEAR,

set the

Mary, the name that Gabriel spoke.

The name that conquers hell
Mary, the name that through high heaven
The angels love so well.
Mary,

— our comfort and our hope,—

O may that word be given
To be the last we sigh on earth, —
The first we breathe in heaven.
0f %\^vcitxs.
For see, my hands are trembling
Beneath their dewy weight.

So

I

A
I can but catch the waving
Of chestnut boughs that pass,
Their shadow must have covered
The sun-dial on the grass.

Of

watch you weaving
chaplet for me, dear.
will

my

all

As

I

my

room,
My failing strength no longer
Can bear me where they bloom.
I

love best to

favorite flowers.

could do last year.

First take those crimson roses,-^

How
So go and bring the flowers

lisped

Laid on his mother's breast.

red their petals glow

!

Red as the blood of Jesus,
Which heals our sin and woe.
See

each heart of crimson
A deeper crimson shine
So in the foldings of our hearts
Should glow a love divine.
in

:

You know
But ah

!

used to love them,
they come too late,
I

—
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And

Next place those tender violets,
Look how they still regret
The cell where they were hidden
The tears are on them yet.

I

How many souls— his loved ones
Dwell lonely and apart.
all but One above

Then

fragrance of their heart.

take that virgin

How
Bear

their hands.

Yet

deeper love they claim,

stay,

The

And now

So take

gradual clasp

Uproots strong trees, and towers
Fall crumbling in its grasp.

I

So God's dear grace around us
With secret patience clings.

And

I

Then

heliotrope, that

Sought our beloved One.
Nay, if that branch be fading.
Cast not one blossom by.

And

it

When

ended

Will

will

hand we see

Are they not
Pity,

still

O God

them

in prayer;

spare.

Thy peace, O Lord, has never
On their desolate pathway shone.
Darkness

is all

around them.

Kyrie Eleison

own.

and ask her help
longed-for day
the Beloved of my heart
I

lay here,
last,

call

my

soul away.

earth's innocent flowerf
Breathe not thy silent praise ?
In heaven they know no Savious
No Father and no Friend,
And life is all they hope for,
And Death they call the end.
Their eyes, O Lord are blinded

thy children ?

and

!

my

For them,

not ask thy mercy.
for

she was

From them the starry heavens
No hymn of worship raise

in pain, in sorrow,

But we kneel

altiar.

%XnBam

But some among thy children
Deny this faith and thee.

They

on the

oft in

In that

does well to die.

Father, thy

it

days long flown,
knelt by his dear Mother,

While

^^t;ije

TN joy,

place

Go there and say a prayer for me.
And sing Our Lady's hymn.

that our thoughts as fondly

Its little task is

—nay, heed not

The bells ring out her praises,
The evening shades grow dim

Towards her lord the sun,

Would

now,

And knew

tumeth

thought of aU

the Passion-flower's.

it

Where

Strong holds on human things.

ours

My tears that on it fall
thank him for the flowers.
As I can do for all.

And

slow, sure power, that loosens

all

dearest, tenderest

Is still

this spray of ivy
its

— one crowning glory,

All his, and yet

Because their queen-like whiteness
Is linked with Mary's name.

You know

and crushed, and broken-

bruised,

Hearts need that lesson more.

Yet crowned with purer radiance

And

Be wreathed among the rest,
think the infant Jesus
Would love such ones the best

When

the gentle angels

lilies in

even

Then lemon-leaves, whose sweetness
Grows sweeter than before

lily.

holily she stands

You know

field flowers

These flowers are all too brilliant
So place calm heart 's-ease there»
God's last and sacred treasure
For all who wait and bear.

Hiding from

The

some

let

!

'

To the glories of the sun.
To the shining of the sea-star—
Kyrie Eleison
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tne love thy saints have shown thee,
the sorrows they have borne,
Leave not these erring creatures
To wander thus forlorn.

3By

And

By thy tender name of
The name they have

Saviour,

denied

Pray for them, glorious seraphs.

And

angel band,

ye, bright

Who

chant his praises ever,
in his presence stand
And thou, O gentle Mother,
Queen of the starry sky

And

;

-By thy bitter death and passion,
And the Cross which they deride
-By the anguish thou hast suffered.
And the glory thou hast won
By thy love and by thy pity—
Christe Eleison

Ye

Saints

whose

toils are over,

Join your voices to our cry,

In thy terror and thy mercy,
Call them ere life is done,
his sake who died to save them,
Kyrie Eleison 1

For

S^e ^nuxmcmtxon.
and white.
pure, and
POW
The snowdrops shine
frail,

1

Gather a garland bright
For Mary's shrine.

^

first

hours.

Till

" thus

With reverent

he

hears.

!

time

done.

is

" Hail, Mary " infant lips
!

Lisp
" Hail,

;

!

Vain Hopes, vain Fears,
For now an Angel speaks.

!

!

Mary

War, and Pompt

Mary " lo, it rings
Through ages on
"Hail, Mary " it shall sound

For on this blessed day
She knelt at prayer
When, lo before her shone
An Angel fair.
" Hail

Pride,

" Hail,

These fragile flowers
Are gifts to our fair Queen
Spring's

still.

And Mary

For, born of winter snows.

From

Be

it

to-day

Mary

The dying
" Hail,

cried,

Mary

"

!

say.

!

"

Broken with

fear

;

with faint smile

many a

heart

grief

She, with sweet wondering eyes^
Marvelled to hear.

In that angelic prayer

Be still, ye clouds
Be silent. Earth

And many a half lost soul.
When turned at bay.

And
Of

hear an Angel

Heaven

I

tell

Jesus' birth.

While

As

of

she,

whom

Gabriel hails

full of grace.

Listens with humble faith

In her sVvC "^t face.

Has found

relief.

With those triumphant words
Has won the day.
"Hail, Mary,

Queen

of

Heaven I'

Let us repeat.
And place our snowdrop wreath
Here at her feet.
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OPARE her, O

When

England 1
low
Chained and oppressed she lieth,
Spaise her that cruel blow.

P

cruel

Thy' Sister lieth

;

In a less cruel storm

We ask

not for the freedom
Heaven has vouchsafed to thee,
Nor bid thee share with Ireland
The empire of the sea
Her children ask no shelter,
Leave them the stormy sky

the sod

For
Is

if

thou

wilt,

To pay

1

the earnings

!

:

May God

blot out their

shame-

He sees the misery round them.
He knows man's feeble frame
His pity still may save them,
In his strength they must trust

Ireland will not hear,

Who

calls us all his children.

Yet knows we are but

dust.

Irish hearts

Vou come and

Then leave them the kind tending
Which helped their childish years ;
Leave them the gracious comfort
Which dries the mourner's tears
Leave them to that great mother
In whose bosom they were born
Leave them the holy mysteries

offer Learning,

A mighty gift, 'tis true
Perchance the greatest blessing

That comfort the forlorn
And, amid all their trials,

That now is known to you.
But not to see tbe wonders

in learning

and

Have dared

in science

And

;

Mary's gentle

aid.

For which earth's dearest treasures

the great judgment day.

ask for food in vain

to cast aside.

Leave them the pitying Angels

Thev may forget to pray,
God will not ask for knowledge

When, in their wrctclied cabins,
Racked by the fever pain,
And the weak cries of their children

:

Let the Great Gift abide,
Which you, ©prosperous England,

Sages of old beheld
Can they peril a priceless treasure.
The Faith their Fathers held;

Who

—leave them there to die

.

Leave them their ancient worship.
Leave them their faith in Heaven.

On

England,

they their faith deny
What do you gain, O England,
By such a shallow lie ? ...
We will not judge the tempted,

hold dear:
But leave them, cruel England,
The gift their God has given,

For

O

If

the scoffers at a Creed

Which

ask,

To barter God for gold.
You offer food and shelter

the alien preachers

Whom

we

;

Of the poor peasant's toil,
Take all the scanty produce
That grows on Irish soil.

To pay

all

Cursed is the food and raiment
For which a soul is sold
Tempt not anothei Judas

:

But we do cry, O England,
Leave them their faith in God
Take,

;

Then, then, we plead for mercy.
Then, Sister, hear our cry

They ask not for thy harvests.
For they know how to die
Deny them, if it please thee,

A grave beneath

starving, naked, helpless.

From the shed that keeps them warm
Man has driven them forth to perish,

V/ere not too dearly paid.
,

Take back your bribes, then, England,
Your gold is black and dim,
And if God sends plague and famine.
They can die and go to him.
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[The titles of the " Island of Saints " and the "
given to £ngland in former times.]

Dower

of our Lady," though more frequently applied to Irelaad, were oftcB

"OLESS God, ye happy Lands,
For your more favored
Our England dwells apart,
Yet O forget her not.
While, with united joy.
This day you all adore,

Pray that her vast Cafnedrals,
Deserted, empty, bare.

lot

May once more echo

accents

Of Love, and Faith, and Prayer;
That the holy sign may bless us,
On wood, and field, and plain.

Remember what she was.
Though her voice is heard no more.
Pray for our desolate land,
Left in her pride and power
She was the Isle of Saints,
She was Our Lady's Dower.

And Jesus, Mary, Joseph,
May dwell with us again.
more faithful nations.
In this most happy hour
She was the Isle of Saints,
She was Our Lady's Dower.
Pray, ye

:

Look on her ruined Altars
He dwelleth there no more
Think what her empty churches
Have been in times of yore
She knows the names no longer
Of her own sainted dead.
;

:

;

Denies the faith they held.
And the cause for which they bled.
Then pray for our desolate land,
Left in her pride and power
She was the Isle of Saints,
She was Our Lady's Dower.
:

:

Beg of our Lord to give her
The gift she cast aside.

And

mercy pardon
Her faithlessness and pride
Pray to her Saints who worship
Before God's mercy Throne
Look where our Queen is dwellings
in his

Ask her to claim her own,
To give her the proud titles
Lost in an evil hour
She was the Isle of Saints,
:

She was Our Lady's Dower.

^Ibcvxstmns '^Xoxoi^vs,

jnHE

Earth is so bleak and deserted.
So cold the winds blow.
That no bud or no blossom will venture

To peep from below

And in August — her glorious Assumption
What feast was so bright
What clusters of virginal lilies.
I

So pure and so white

!

But, longing for spring-time, they nestle,
Deep under the snow.

Why, the

May how we honored Our Lady,
Her own month of flowers
How happy we were with our garlands
Through all the spring hours

And through

All her shrines, in the church or the wayside.

Oleanders, geraniums, and myrtles.

O, in

!

!

Were made

into bowers.

incense could scarce overpowei

Their perfume that night.
her dear feasts of October

The roses bloomed still
Our baskets were laden with
Her vases to fill

flowers.

We chose at our will.
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And bars of pure gold:
And the Shepherds have brought
Some lambs from their folds.

And we know when

the Purification,
Her first feast, comes round,
The early spring flowers, to greet it.

Just opening are found
And pure, white, and spotless, the snowdrop

for the

Bab/

;

He stretches his tiny hands towards us,
He brings us all grace
And look at his Mother who holds him,—

Will pierce the dark ground.

And now

in this dreary

Our glad

To

see

if

;

The

December,

Says they welcome the humblest

hearts are fain

Earth comes not to help us

We

smile on her face

In the manger

;

we

gifts

place.

seek all in vain
Not the tiniest blossom is coming
Till Spring breathes again.

Where

And

And the heart has its flowers of devotion
[Christmas
No winter can chill
They who cared for " good-will " the first

For now she

Our

is

dawning,

is

blest

will give

love takes, let love give

Love counts but the

the bright feast of Christmas

And Mary

And

[not;

:

us her Jesus,

Will care for

;

and so doubt

will.

it still.

dearest, our best.

see where she stands the

Her Babe on her

Maid Mother,

In the Chaplet on Jesus and Mary,
From our hearts let us call.

breast

At each Ave Varia we whisper

And

not one poor garland to give her,
{incense
And yet now, behold,
How he Kings bring their gifts, myrrh, and

—

^
A
^

TO

nave dwelt

Bethlehem
of the Lord shone bright

the star
To have sheltered the holy wanderers
On that blessed Christmas night

kissed the tender wayworn feet
Of the Mother undefiled,
And, with reverent wonder and deep delight,
To have tended the Holy Child

To have

!

Hush such a
!

glory was not for thee

;

But that care may still be thine
For are there not little ones still to aid
For the sake of the Child divine?
Are there no wandering Pilgrims now.
To thy heart and thy home to take ?
And are there no mothers whose weary hearts

You can comfort

for Mary's sake

And

shall

fall.

at each Gloria Patri a

The crown

of

lily.

them all

g^jsirje.

Hi

When

A rosebud

?

Hush for the worldly reject him yet,
You can serve and love him still.
Time cannot silence his mighty words.
!

And though ages have fled away.
His gentle accents of love divine
Speak to your soul to-day.

O to have solaced that weeping one
Whom the righteous dared despise

!

To have tenderly bound up her scattered hair.
And have dried her tearful eyes
Hush there are broken hearts to soothe.
And penitent tears to dry.
!

!

While Magdalen prays

From

her

home

for

you and them.

in the starry sky.

O

to have followed the mournful way
Of those faithful few forlorn
And grace, beyond even an angel's hope.
The Cross for our Lord have borne
To have shared in his tender mother's grief.
To have wept at Mary's side.
To have lived as a child in her home, and then
In her loving care have died I
!

O to have knelt at Jesus' feet.
And to have learnt his heavenly lore
To have listened the gentle lessons he taught
On mountain, and sea, and shore
1

!

While the

rich

and the mighty knew him

To have meekly done

his will

:

not.
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Hush

and with reverent sorrow

!

still,

Mary's great anguish share
And learn, for the sake of her Son divine,
;

Thy cross,
The sorrows

like his, to bear.

that weigh on thy soul unite

With those which thy Lord has borne.
And Mary will comfort thy dying hour,
Nor leave thy soul forlorn.

O to

have seen what

And, though

we now

adore,

/T IVE us our daily Bread,
O God, the bread of strength
For we have learned to know

^

weak we are

at length.

As children we are weak.
As children must be fed
Give us thy Grace,

To

form that Jesus wore.
The Lord of Life and Light
Hush for he dwells among us still.
And a grace can yet be thine.
Which the scoffer and doubter can never

O

have known,

know,

The Presence

gaiXB

The

Now

feasts

By

useless tears

we shed

give us comfort. Lord,

be our daily Bread.

many

us, so

times.

Broken, betrayed, adored

relief;

His Body and his Blood

The

God, instead.

;

feast that Jesus spread:

—

We ask thy healing grief
To be

t

sick of tears,

Give us our daily Bread,
The Bread of Angels, Lord,

We sought her deadly fruits.
O

believe.

Give us our daily Bread
To cheer our fainting soul
The feast of comfort. Lord,
And peace, to make us whole

To

We sought earth's poisoned
But now,

worship and

S^jeajd,

be our daily Bread.

For pleasure and

is

And

;

Give us our daily Bread,
The bitter bread of grief.

of the Divine.

with his children yet.
For his word can never deceive
Go where his lowly Altars rise

Jesus

For we are

Lord,

in the

!

veiled to faithless sight.

®ux

How

To

Give him our life, our ailTo be our daily Bread.

our daily Bread.

^Jbixccfold,

POTHER of grace and mercy,
Behold how burdens three
Weigh down my weary spirit

And
Three

drive
gifts I

me

here

to thee.

—forever

'

lay in humblest offering

Before thy

The

:

threefold offering of

my

love,

Mary, to thme

The Past: with all its memories
Of pain that stings me yet
Of sin —^that brought repentance.

—

Of joy

I

:

feet.

place forever

Before thy shrine

The

—

That which has been
So bitter-sweet

—that brought regret.

Present: that dark

Through which we

The slow

shadow

toil

to-day ^

drops of the chalice

That must not pass away.
Mother I dare not struggle,
!

Still less

despair

my

Present

I place

And

leave

it

in

thy hands

there.
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The Future holding all things
Which I can hope or fear,
Brings sin and pain, it may be,

Making the Past

:

Guiding the Present right.
Ruling the misty Future,

,

them and me to-night.
What may be, and what must be.
And what has been,

Nearer and yet more near.

Mother

this

!

Bless

doubt and shrinking

Will not depart,

Unless

To

trust

I

my

Future

In thy dear care forever

thy dear Heart.

Sett ; potest ; vult :

poor soul

not,

:

jet

OP0ixxruijeBC0.

quid est quod timeasmus ? "

while doubt and fear

Disturb thy breast.

The
\

pitying angels,

How vain

my Queen

I leave,

^onfx&o
TTRET

The meanest
power

All

who

my lesson,

And

can see

—

S.

IGNATIUS.

thing to serve thy will
his alone

is

:

Be

still,

Trust and Rest.

thy wild regret must be,

Desire not

Say, Trust and Rest.

:

self-love is

strong

Within thy breast
Plan not, nor scheme,
His choice is best.

—but calmly wait

And
So

yet he loves thee better

let

And

While blind and erring is thy sight.
His wisdom sees and judges right.
So Trust and Rest.

What

him do

Trust and Rest.
dost thou fear

nor struggle
Can never wrest

•

thy poor might

^

Hear,

O

1

Thy

me when

his love

dreams above

I

me in the wayj
and faint, my mother,

Stand and meet

pray

!

When

I fall

Ora pro me.

Pains and pleasures try the pilgrim

On

;

deepest, fondest

^je.

bright and pure,

hear

is infinite

So Trust and Rest.

@ra gr0
VE MARIA

His wisdom reigns

?

Supreme confessed
His power

Strive not,

still.

his loving will,

and weary way
around me,
Ora pro me.

his long

Fears and

perils are

Then

Mary, see my heart is burdened.
Take, O take the weight away.
Or help me, that I may not murmur
If it is a cross you lay
On my weak and trembling heart, but
Ora pro me.

—

Mary, Mary, Queen of Heaven
Teach, O teach me to obey

Lead me

I—if thou,

Mary,
Art my strong support and stayFear nor feel the threefold danger
Standing forth in dread array
Now and ever shield and guard me,
shall

Ora pro me

When my eyes are

slowly closing.

And I fade from earth away.
And when Death, the stem destroyer,
Claims my body as his prey,
Claim my soul, and then, sweet Mary,
'

on, though fierce temptations
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Slx^ ^^xnvcU iu 1849.

MIGHTY

Mother, hearken for thy foes
Gather around thee, and exulting cry
That thine old strengtJ^. is gone and thou must

pk

^

!

Pointing with fierce rejoicing to thy woes, [die.
And is it so ? The raging whirlwind blows
No stronger now thian it has done of yore :
Rebellion,

strife,

and

sin

have been before

The same companions whom thy Master chose.
We too rejoice we know thy might is more
:

When
Nor

A fisher on the Lake of Galilee.

and the storm is high
on the shore and pray
The Star of the Sea shines still in the sky.
And God is our help and stay.

If

Tlje fishers are weak, and the tide

And
But
It

their boat

seems

slight

and

is

strong,

S^jetx.
our feeble prayers seem only in vain.

[drowned

Though the storm is loud, and our voice
By the roar of the wind and sea.
We know that more terrible tempests found

frail

Peter has steered it for them so long.
would weather a rougher gale.

Their Ruler,

O

to

Lord, in thee

St.

John the Beloved sails with them too.
And his loving words they hear;
So with tender trust the boat's brave crew
St.

See, they do not pause, they are toiling on.
Yet they cast a loving glance

On

the star above, and ever anon
Look up through the blue expanse.

O

Neither doubt, or pause, or fear.

Mary,

listen

!

And we know

He who

them fishing is with them
And he bids them cast their net

And

(be

We will pray and pray the more.

We kneel

"*"

sent

he has the power their boat to
will do it yet.

still.

They have

cast their nets again

And now call to us on

and again.

shore

Ste

md

T AM
*

fading from you,
But one draweth near.

Called the Angel-guardian
Of the coming year.

my

and graces
Coldly you forget.
Let the New- Year's Angel
Bless and crown them yet.
If

gifts

for danger

is

nigh.

thou art near us then

For thy Son's dear servants to thee we
Sent out as fishers of men.

fill.

So we know he

;

Who hearest over all the voice of him
Who chose thy first and greatest Prince should

"^xsUcvB ot
jnHE boats are out,

to the world thy glory seemeth dira
can Hell's gates prevail to conquer thee.

—

Ciy,

O, watch, as of old thou didst watch the battn
On the Galilean lake,
And grant that the fishers may keep aAoaf
Till the nets, oercharged, shall break.

'^mtfs

SXjesBitxQ.
For we work together;
He and I are one
Let him end and perfect
:

All

I

leave undone.

brought Good Desires,
Though as yot but seeds
Let the New- Year make theoo
Blossom into Deeds.
I
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Let him make them nobler;-™
Work for God and Man.

brought Joy to brighten
Many happy days
Let the New- Year's Angd
I

Turn

it

If I

into Praise.

gave you Sickness,
brougln you Care,
Let him make one Pacienc^
If I

Where
It

brought Temptation,
Let sin die way
Into boundless Pity
For all hearts that stray»

If I

the other Prayer.
I

brought you Sorrow,

Through

his care, at length.

may

triumphant

rise

If

Into future Strength.

I

into

your

list

of Errors

Dark and long appears.
Let this new-born Monarch
Melt them into Tears.

brought you Plenty,
All wealth's bounteous chansSt
Shall not the New Angel
If I

Turn them

Idols,

Into heavenly Trust.

If I

And

broke your

Showed you they were dust.
Let him mrn the Knowledge

May you

hold this Angel
Dearer than the la?t,

Alms ?

gave Health and Leisure,
Skill to dream and plan;

So

I

bless his Future,

While he crowns

my Past»

IvumiUQ ^ibiunt

^TREW before our Lady's Picture

P Roses,—^flushing like the sky
Where the lingering western
Watch the daylight die.

as

Hope, and Fear, and Joy, and SotTon^
Place, too, at her feet.

cloudlets

Hark

Blue as were her eyes when watching
O'er her sleeping Child.

Strew white Lilies, pure and spotless.
Bending on their stalks of green.
Bending down with tender pity,
Like our Holy Queen.
Let the flowers spend their fragrance
On our Lady's own dear shrine.
While we claim her gracious helping
Near her Son divine.

Strew before our Lady's picture
Gentle flowers, fair and sweet

!

the Angeius

is

ringing,

Ringing through the fading light.
In the heart of every Blossom
Leave a prayer to-night.

dreamy odors.
the Mother mild.

Violets steeped in

Humble

j

All night long will Mary listen,
While our pleadings fond and

On their scented
For us

de^

breath are rising

—while we sleep.

Scarcely through the starry silence
Shall one trembling petal stir.
While they breathe their own sweet fragrance

And

our prayers

—to her.

Peace to every heart that loves her

5

All her children shall be blest
for us.

While she prays and watches
We will trust and rest.
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^ ^\txxstmu$ Olarol
ynHE moon

that

now

is

Towards the blessed

shining

In skies so blue and bright,

Shone ages since on Shepherds
Who watched their flocks by night.
There was no sound upon the earth.
The azure air was still.

The sheep in quiet
Upon the grassy

city

Quickly their course they held.
And in a lowly stable
Virgin and child beheld.

Beside an humble manger

Was
And in

clusters lay
hill.

the Maiden Mother mild.

her arms her Son divine.
new-born Infant smiled.
shade of future sorrow

A
When lo

a white-winged

!

No

Angel

The watchers stood before.
And told how Christ was born on

From Calvary then was

For mortals to adore
He bade the trembling Shepherds

The Eastern kings

Listen, nor be afraid.

before

him

kneit.

And told how in a manger
The glorious Child was laid.

And rarest offerings brought
The shepherds worshipped and adored
The wonders God had wrought

When

They saw the crown for Israel's King,
The future's glorious part
But all these things the Mother kept

suddenly in the Heavens
Appeared an Angel band,

(The while

in reverent

:

wonder

The Syrian Shepherds standJ>
And all the bright host chanted
Words that shall never cease,—
Glory to God in the highest.

On
The

earth good-will and peace

vision in the

Faded, and

all

And

But the

for us

and

for

Maiden Mother
of Heaven call

their flocks.

who trace

And we

our race

Created Earth and Sky,
And Light and Air and Time and Space,
To serve us and then die.

shone in Bethlehem
and shall not cease.

star that

Shines

still,

listen still to the tidings.

Of Glory and

of Peace.

gitX^B.
Are we not
\

That God

her heart.

the Child we call our Jesus,
Saviour and Judge of all.

®nv
not Nobles ? we
Our pedigree so high

in

And

still.

TIRE we

that

The Queen

heavens

was

pondered

Now we

!

And the wondering shepherds left
To feed upon the hill

'

cast

Only the glory was revealed.
The suffering was not passed.

earth

Princes

?

we who stand

Agfieirs beside the Throne:

Wtf'iiilio

can

call the

promised Land

Our Heritage, our own

And answer

no
Than God's and
to

less

;

command

his alone.
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Are we not kings ? both
From early until late.

night and day.

About our bed, about our way,
A guard of Angels wait
And so we watch and work and pray
In more than royal state.

Dear Jesus, still is thine;
Adoring in thy Heart, I see
Such blood as beats in mine.

O
O

Do

Arc we not holy ?
God's sacred

It is

To

call

not start.

may

His Holy Ghost
.

,

.

Adore IT and be

such starry honors pale.

let

And

such a Blazon rust

till

O

.

fail.

God, that we can ever trail
Such banners in the dust,

Can

will

us Temples set apart

'Our very food

God, that we can dare to
dare to say we must

And

hush,

my

Heart,

we upon such Titles bring
The taint of sin and shame?

Shall

still

Shall we, the children of the

Who

Are we

not more ? our Life shall be
Immortal and divine.
The nature Mary gave to thee.

of light, spread your bright vdngs

/^

The

Nor

From

me

all

dark

nor midnight deep.

spirits

of unholy power.

my weak heart.
Circle around me in each
And take my part

perilous hour.

foreboding thoughts and dangerous

all

fears,

Keep me secure
Teach ine to hope, and through the bitterest tears
Still to

Ste ^Uxini^s
•*

are

many

shrines of

Our Lady,

In different lands and climes.

Where

I

now

Through the

Some

fair

and wide

safer

pathway guide

O

like stars before

my

heart faint at

me,

long, long night of years

others shine out through tears.

its

unequal

strife,

be near

still

Shadow the perilous sweetness of this
With holy fear.

Then

life

me

not alone in this bleak worid.
Where'er I roam.
And at the end, with your bright wings
leave

furled

0t

take

me home

pXar^

They

arise too like mystical flowers.

they

That

are bright with a heavenly radiance.

And

road so

should stray.

day by day.

Should

As

can remember kneeling

arise

feet

and

All different

In old and beloved times.

They

Me

O

endure.

njHERE

If lonely in the

forlorn.

Guard

From

name ?

Then through a rougher,

in the starry eve,

Leave

glory of our

gitxgeXs.

My

and keep
Near me at morn

hold so grand a claim.

Tarnish by any meaner thing

W^inxBtj^iuQ

^NGELS

King

lie in

is

my

all

the same,

heart like a garland

wreathed round Mary's name.

Thus each shrine has two consecrations.
One all the faithful can trace.
But one is
Holding

for

my

PRIVATE USE ONLY
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So then

I.

I

A

shrine in a quaint old Chapel

Defaced and broken with years.
Where the pavement is worn with kneeling.

And
She

When

the day

is

dawn

And

street.

And I carried my burden of sorrow
And left it at Mary's feet.
III.

remember a lonely chapel
With a tender claim upon me;
It was built k x the sailors only,

of morning.

I

blue and bright,

shadowy evening

Jn the

to that calm, cool refuge,

turned from the noisy

the step with kisses and tears.
there in the

is

17

twilight.

And

the silent, starry night.

they call

it

Star of the Sea.

Through the dim old painted window
The Hours look down, and shed

And

the

A different glory upon

And

the throb of the organ

Violet, purple,

And

there

As

I

Came

and

murmuring chant of the Vespers
Seems caught up by the wailing breeze;

her,

By

red.

— in that quaint old Chapel

And

the votive hearts and the anchor

Of the hope

a royal message from Mary

And

as her own.

life

I

li.

I remember a vast CatHeorai

Which holds the straggle and strifis
Of a grand and powerful city,
As the heart holds the throb of a life.

Where the ebb and the flow of passion.
And sin in its rushing tide,
Have dashed on that worn stone chapd.
Dashed, and broken, and died.

was not a

It

And

God,

I

once, in that strange, vast City

stood in
in the

Of the

And

great stone square.

pitiless

I

I

more

light of the beacon.

the voices of warning were

dumb;

knelt by the Altar of Mary,
told her her

For she waits

till

hour was come.

Earth's aid forsakes us.

Till we know our own efforts are vain.
And we wait, in our faithless blindness.

Till

no chance but her prayers remain.

And now

in that seaside

chapel

By that humble village shrine
Hang^ a heart of silver, that tells her
Of the love and the gladness of mine.

Southern glare

my

spirit.

could not cast away.

my heart
fretted my life

weighed on

all

the night-time.

And

all

day.

it

far, far

.

crowd and the turmoil

a grief was upon

Which
It

its

life in peril,

was

the whirlpool of Hell's temptations

And
:

at last.

Lay between the wreck and the shore.

So

For long ages and generations
have come there to strive and to pray;
She watched and glided them living.
And does not forget them to-day.

Alone

it

Thick mists hid the

sin

came

On a stormy and treacherous main.
And I too was pleading to Mary
From the depths of a heart in pain*

And
And above the voices of sorrow
And tempter's clamorous din,
The voice of Mary has spoken
And conquered the pain and the

deferred and the waiting.

the comfort that

too had a perillous venture

O

And

echoed

Tell of danger and peril past

stood one day alone

That claimed my

is

the rush of the silver seas.

IV.

There

is

one

far shrine I

remember

In the years that are fled away.

Where the grand old mountains
The glories of night and day.

are^guarding
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"Where the earth

Seems made

And

for

her rich, glad beauty

Where

On

fit

for her

crown

the balmy breezes of

I

And

summer

That the

the chimes of the Convent prayer.

There I used to ask for her blessing
As each summer twilight was gray;
There I used to kneel at her Altar
At each blue, calm dawn of day.
in silence

And

I

laid

vow

a

in her

hands.

And I know when I enter softly
And pause at that shrine to pray.

fragrance of orange-blossoms,

There

humble Altar
of Sorrow stands,
knelt with a weary longing,
before that

Where Our Lady

alone.

their odorous pinions bear

And

And

our Lady's throne,

the stars in their radiant clusters

Seem

The

in

fret

and the

and the burden

strife

Will be softened and laid away.

And

the Prayer and the

Have bound my

Vow

that sealed

soul to that shrine.

For the Mother of Sorrows remembers
Her promise, and waits for mine.

was Victory granted.
It is

the terrible strife begun,

That only with her protection
Could be dared, or

suffered, or

won.

one long chaplet of memories

Tender and true and sweet,
That gleam in the Past and the Distance
Like lamps that burn at her

If I love the

And
'*t

is

name

of that Altar,

the thought of those days gone by,

only

tlie

Like stars that

Heart of Mary

And my own

feet.

that

will shine forever.

For time cannot touch or

stir

The graces that Mary has given.
Or the trust that we give to her.

remember why.

V.

Where long ages

And

and of sorrow
Poverty's weary doom,
of

toll

Past griefs are perished and over.
Past joys have vanished and died.
Past loves are

fled

and forgotten.

Past hopes have been

Have clustered together so closely
That life seems shadowed with gloom.

laid aside.

Past fears have faded in daylight,

Where crime

And
Make

that lurks in the darkness

vice that glares at the day

the spirit of hope

And

Seems

alivt;

in those

;

only

dead old yeara,

the spirit of love decay,

sinful

a house, as humble as any.
Yet we call it the House of God.

one of our Lady's Chapels;
And though poorer than all the rest,
Just because of the sin and the sorrow,

It is

I

in tears

One Love and Remembrance

grow weary.

Where the feet of the wretched and
Have closest and oftenest trod
Is

Past sins have melted

think she loves

There are no

it

the best.

on the Altar,
The shrine is humble and bare.
Yet the poor and the sick and the tempted
Think their home and their heaven is there.
rich gifts

So wherever I look in the distance,
And whenever I turn to the Past,
There is always a shrine of Mary,
Each brighter still than the last.

I

will

ask for one grace,

And

O

Mother

I

will leave the rest to thy will

From one shrine of thine to another.
Let my Life be a PiUjrimage still I
At each
Let

one,

still

O Mother

more

of

Mercy

of thy love be given.

kneel at the last and brightest,—
The Throne of the Queen of Heaven.

Till

I
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^

the city lay in

Deep on

streets

midni^t

MomcXf^BS ^0OT.

silence,

and roofs the snovr lay

white

Then

saw an Angel spread his pinions
Rising up to Heaven to meet the night.
I

In his hands he bore two crowns of lilies,
Sweet with sweetness not of earthly flowers,

But a coronal

of prayers for

Of the manger where our Lord was cradled
Of the Shepherds listening to our song.

"As he

heard his accents falter,
And I saw each childish heart was stirred
With a loving throb of tender pity
At the sorrowful, sweet tale they heard.
"

Heaven

He had gathered through the evening hours

He

had gathered in that mighty city
Through whose streets and pathways he had
he wove into a winter garland
Prayers that faithful hearts had sent to God.

spoke,

As the

I

children sang their Christmas carc^

could see the mother's eyes grow dim,
And she held her baby closer, feeling
Most for Mary through her love for him.
I

—

"

trod,

So

I

gathered from that home, ag flowers.
I heard

All the tender, loving words

Till

Given

this night to Jesus

Look

and say

at them,

Through the azure midnight he was rising
As I watched, I saw his upward flight
Checked by a mighty Angel, whose stern chal-

and to Mary,
have erred,"

if I

THE ANGEL OF DEEDS.
" In that very street, at that

lenge,

Like a silver

9

blast,

same hour.

In the bitter air and drifting sleet,
in a doorway was a mother.
With her children shuddering at her

rang through the night.

Crouching

Then

strange words upon the silence broke

And

I

listened as the Angels spoke.
"

THE ANGEL OF PRAYERS.

feet.

—

who would hear her pleadShe was silent
ing?
Men and beasts were housed but she must
;

;

have come from wandering through the city.
I have been to seek a garland meet
To be placed before his throne in Heaven,
To be laid at his dear Mother's feet.
*'

I

stay

Houseless in the great and pitiless city,
Till the dawning of the winter day.

—

"

"

have been to one of England's Havens,
To a HoMp for peace and honor planned.
Where the kindly lights of joy and duty
Meet and make the glory of the land.
I

There

:

Safely nestled in each
"

heard the ring of children's laughter
Hushed to eager silence I could see
How the father stroked their golden tresses
As they clu-^tered closer round his knee.
•

Homeless while her fellow-men are resting
Calm and blest their very dogs are fed.
Warm and sheltered, and their sleeping children

I

She can only draw her poor rags closer

Round her

;

And

heard him tell, with loving honor.
How the wanderers to Bethlehem came.
And I sav/ each head in reverence bowing
When he named the Holy Child's dear name.

*'

"

I

Then he told how houseless, homeless,

wailing baby,

—closer hold
—
the others

One, the least and sickliest, ^while
Creep together, tired, hungry, cold.

What

are these poor flowers thou hast gath-

ered ?
Cast such fragile, worthless tokens by
Will he prize mere words of love and honor

While
"

bed.

little

his

Homeless Poor are

left to

die ?

friend-

"

less,

They had wandered wearily and long,—

He has

said

What he

—his truths are

all

said both has been

eternal

and

shall be.
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What ye have not done to these my poor
Lo 1 ye have not done it unto me."
Then

I

Bow
As he

"There the weary come, who through the

ones,

daylight

Pace the town, and crave for work in vain
There they crouch in cold and rain and hunger.
Waiting for another day of pain.

saw the Angel with the flowers
his head and answer, " It is well,"

cast a wreath of lilies earthward,

And

I

saw them wither as they

fell.

" In

Once again the Angel raised his head,
Smiled and showed the other wreath and said

slow darkness creeps the dismal

river.

From its depths looks up a sinful rest
Many a weary, baffled, hopeless wanderer
Has it drawn into its treacherous breast.

:

THE ANGEL OF PRAYERS.
"

have been where, kneeling at the Altar,
Hushed in reverent awe, a faithful throng
Have this night adored the Holy Presence,
Worshipping with incense, prayer, and song.
I

" Every head was

bowed

;

—

stilled.

There on many souls in strait and peril
Did that gracious Benediction fall.
With the strength or peace or joy or warning
He could give who loved and knew them all.
"

There was

silence,

but

all

On

the echo of one silver

each

Broke

spirit

am

Which you bear

and prayers are

as flowers to his throne

would be the food and shelter.
Given for him and given to his own.

Better

still

When

is

dear and holy.

of praise will never serve instead
offer music,

hymn, and

he has not where

:

incense,

to lay his

head."

Then once more the Angel with the Flower*
Bowed his head, and answered, " It is well,*'
As he cast a wreath of lilies earthwards.
And I saw them wither as they fell.

feel.

in eternum,

They had given holy

I

his sake those tears

offered

Words

Jubilant and strong, rolled peal on peal.

With the dew

For

Lo! you

bell.

—as we who dwell in Heaven

Tender words

"

such a flood of sweetness

Then the Adoremus

"

:

" Praise with loving deeds

When the deepest hush of silence fell.
On the fragrant air and breathless longing
"

Yet these poor ones to his heart are dearer
For their grief and peril dear indeed
Would have been the love that sought and fed
them,
Gave them warmth and shelter in their need-

hearts were speak-

ing:

Came

There is near another River flowing.
Black with guilt, and deep as hell and sin
On its brink even sinners stand and shudder,
Cold and hunger goad the homeless in.
"

in loving honor.

Every heart with loving awe was thrilled
Earth and things of earth seemed all forgotten
He was there and meaner thoughts were

"

"

adoration,

of love

and praise

of contrite tears

;

all

bright

—such blossoms

bearing to his throne to-night."

So the Vision
Melted

By
I

faded, and the Angels

far into the starry sky

the light upon the eastern Heavea

could see another day was nigh.

THE ANGEL OF DEEDS.
"

Pause again these flowers are fair and lovely,
Radiant in their perfume and their bloom
But not far from where you plucked this garland
Is a squalid place in ghastly gloom.
:

;

There black waters in their luring silence
Under loathsome arches crawl and creep.
There the rats and vermin herd together,
There God's poor ones sometimes come to sleep.
''

.

.

.

Was

it

quite a dream

?

O God we
!

love

Why is it
Why is
Still

as for himself the Infant Jesus

ones asks food and rest,—
Mother he is pleading
Just as when he lay upon her breast.
In his

Still

him

though weak, is given to him ;—
our hearts have been so hardened ?
it our eyes have been so dim ?

All our love,

little

as for his
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Jesus, then,

and Mary

Help

are with us,

still

and Mother near,
for the shelter we deny them.
While we tell them that we hold them dear.

Night
Waiting

will find the Child

ilX^^B

us,

They

Lord

21
!

not these thy poor ones only,

are with us always, and shall be

:

Help the blindness of our hearts, and teach us
In thy homeless ones to succor thee.

%xpmtxon.

THE PRIEST'S STORY.
JPHERE are times when all these terrors
^ Seem to fade, and fade away.
Like a nightmare's ghastly presence
In the truthful

dawn of day.
too, when before me

There are times,
They arise, and seem
In their grasp

my

my

spirit quails

And my

that great estate

of old.

within me,

very heart grows cold.
II.

Like wild beasts that sought for prey.

With a savage

glare crept

onward

men were turned at bay.
have never seen those hunters.

Until

You

Who
When

have never known that

life

Even

costs a crust,

that

But, you know,

I lived in

Ireland

!

can heal the fevers

Remembrance and

Regret.

despises such forgetting

But

I

could not understand.

I

worked,

I

toiled, I

So, thank God, did

labored

many more

But
For the place I knew before.
the old were vanished;;
It was changed
Those who had been workers here
Were grown old now and the childrenB,
With their sunny eyes and hair.
had a special

pity

;

now forgotten
God te thanked men can forget

Man

to do.

suffering

VI.

I

Yes, those days are

Called

saw great

'

So I went back as a man there
With redress and helping planned ;
But I found, on reaching Connaught,
There was famine in the land.

Well,

III.

gift

I

I

fear.

In the fatal famine year.

Time's great

a child

;

and costing

too dear

is still

the Landlord

But he had hard things

Which

watched when Cold and Hunger,

I

!

Was abroad, a good man too
And the agent was not cruel,
As

For

I

to hold

very being

With the deadly strength
Till

had my welcome there
Though of money-help in those daiv
We had none ourselves to spare.
Yet the neighbors had no trouble
That I did not know and share.

But

I.

;

Were a ragged army,
Hand to hand with

fighting

black despair.

think the Angels know.

Since each hour brings

We must let the old ones
Very weak or very noble
Are the few who

go,

cling to woe.

IV.

As a child, I lived
And from dawn
Played with

all

in
till

VII.

new burdens

Connaught,
set of sun

the peasant-children,

So I knew them every one.
There was not a cabin near us,

There were some I sought out, longti^
For the old familiar face,
For the hearty Irish welcome
To the well-known corner place i
So I saw them, and I found it.
But of all whom I had known,
1 cared most to see the Connors
Their poor cabin stood alone
In the deep heart of the valley.

By

the old gray fairy stone.
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A.

How

VIII.

With

They were decent people, holdings
Though no richer than the rest.
Still

Milly

With a

—

it

From

tacit,

unconfessed

may have

been

—that held them

complaint when things went

still

darker

the shade of coming years.
deferred her marriage

still

But the brothers urged of late
She would leave them and old Ireland,

a place beyond their neighbors,

Pride

prospects grew

all

And

at least secure her fate

Michael pleaded too,

ill:

might guess when work was slacker,
But no shadow seemed to chill
The warm welcome which they offered
It was warm and cheerful still.

—but vainly

Milly chose to wait and wait.

I

IX.

Yet

their

home was changed

the father

:

And the mother were no more
And the brothers, Phil and Patrick,
;

Kept starvation from the door.
There were many little faces

XIII.

Though

all

liked her cousin

Michad

"^

He was steady, a good son,
Yet we wondered at the treasure
Which his careless heart had W "^ ^
Ah, he was not worth her
MQ
Must have guessed our thought in p**..
For she feigned such special deference
^or his judg^.ent and his heart
"'* and the answer
1 ii^
Of instu.^
^ man's art.
1

"

Gathered round the old hearth-stone
But the children I had played with
Were the men and women grown

Kate and Milly,
Were the ones whom I had known.

Phil

and

XIV.

Patrick,

my

But

duties would not let

I must go
want and need were greatest J
travelled to and fro.

Stay in one place

Where

X.

Kate was grown, but

So
altered,

little

Just the sunburnt, rosy face.

With its merry smile, whose shining
Seemed to light the darkest place.
But

all,

young and

old, held Milly

As their dearest and their best,
From the baby orphan-sisters

Whom

And

knew

the

A'^hich

Save

What
So

and brave, yet

just

Meeting grief with tender

tresses

and wise*

pity,

Sin with sorrowful surprise

each hamlet had to bear

my old home and old comrades
Had to struggle with despair.
XV.

I

could note at every

I

visit

more and more
growing poorer.

poor, poorer than before.

each time that

I

returned there,

could see the famine spread

Till I

heard of each fresh horror,

Each new tale bf fear and dread.
With more pity for the living,
More rejoicing for the dead.
XVI.

Yet through

Of
XII.
I questioned past and
Heard of plans and hopes

for all to share.

:

have fancied Angels watch us
With such sad and loving eyes.

Well,

was meant

scanty portions, counting

in

And

fair,

Crowned with long, long plaited
Of her shining yellow hair
She was very calm and tender,

I

could not give the bounty

I

The

tall slight figure,

the face so pale and

Warm

I

How all suffered
How the rich were

XI.
I

d

;

the

she hushed upon her breast,

She it was who bore the burdens,
Love and sorrow, for the rest.

Yes,

4

mc

Still

future.

a,nd fears

all

that long

the bitter trials

and

the suffering

By

its

hideous

fearful time.

came untended
sister,

Crime.

Earthly things seemed grown less potent.
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Fellow-sufferers

g^own more

Murmurs even hushed
Just as

if,

dear.

in silence,

Then I paused I never dreaded
The kind welcome there before.
;

in listening fear,

While God spoke so loud in sorrow.
They all felt he must be near.

But one day— I

So

I

Kate was

entered.

remember
the warm, soft autumn breeze.
of the sunshine,

the calmness of the seas.

Seemed in strange, unnatural contrast
To the tale of woe and dread
Which I heard with painful wonder,

—

Crouching silent on the ground.
But a wail of grief and sorrow
Rose, and Katie hid her face.
Sobbing out she had no welcome.
For a curse was on the place.
And their honest name was covered

With

another's black disgrace.

That the agent I have said
That he was not harsh or cruel
Had been shot at, and was dead.

XXII.

Then
For I felt in that small hamlet
More or less I knew them all.
And on some I cared for, surely.
Must this bitter vengeance fall
I little

And

dreamed how

the grief

how

bitter.

great and wide.

heard that Michael Connor
accused, and would be tried
For this base and bloody murder
Then I cried out that they lied

Till

I

Was

Gone

He, who might be weak and reckless.
Yet was gentle and humane
He, who scarcely had the courage
To inflict a needful pain,
Why, it could not be And Milly,
With her honest, noble pride.
And her faith and love, God help her
It were better she had died.
So I thought, and thought, and pondered.
Till I knew they must have lied.
!

XX.

There was want and death and hunger
Near me then but this great crime
;

to haunt

me

with its terrors.
And grew worse and worse with time.
Till I could not bear it longer.
And I turned my steps once more
To the hamlet did not slacken
Till I reached the cabin-door
;

soothed her asked for Miily
told she was away
;

as witness to the

trial.

And

the trial was that day.
But all knew, so Katie told me,
Hope or comfort there was none

They were

sure to find

And before
He must die.
For the

him

guilty.

to-morrow's sun
I dared not loiter.

trial

had begun.
XXIII.

asked

how

Milly bore

And Kate

told

me some

Yet
XIX.

Seemed

I

And was

XVIII.

But

sitting

;

well

How
And the gladness

XXI.

By the empty hearth around
Were the children, ragged, hungry.

XVII.

And

23

I

it

strange gleam

Of wild hope seemed living in her,
But all knew it was a dream.
Then I mounted rode on faster.
Faster still the way was long;
Hope and anger, fear and pity.
Each by turns were loud and strong
;

;

And above

all,

infinite pity.

For the sorrow and the wrong.
XXIV.

So

rode and rode, and entered
On the crowded market-place.
There was wonder, too, and pity
Upjon many a hungry face
I

;

But I
Every moment held a

pushed on quicker, quicker,

As the
I

I

great town-clock struck mid-day,

alighted at the gate

No, the

was

fate.

trial

not,

:

was not over
thank God, too

late.
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XXV.

—

For I hoped the chance was meagre
That my true and earnest word
Might avail him if the question
Of his former life was stirred
So the crowd believed they parted.
;

:

Let

me

take a foremost place.

At the hour of the murder.
At the moment of the crime,
She had spoken with the prisoner.

Then a gasping, joyful sigh
Ran through all the court they knew
;

Now

the prisoner would not

it.

die.

And I knew that God in Heaven
Had been witness to a lie
!

Till I

saw a shaking figure

And
Was it

a terror-stricken face
guilt, or only terror?

XXX.

Fear of death, or of disgrace

Then I turned and looked at Michael
Saw a rush of wonder stir
Through his soul perplexed, bewildered,

?

XXVI.

;

But a sudden breathless silence
Hushed the lowest whisper there,
And I saw a slight young figure
Crowned with yellow plaited hair.
Rise, and answer as they called her
Rise before them all, and stand
With no quiver in her accent.
And no trembling in her hand,
Just a flush upon her forehead

He

Would he speak ? could he have courage ?
Where she fell, could he be strong ?
Where she sinned, and sinned to save him.
Could he thrust away the wrong }
That one moment's strange revulsion
Seemed to me an hour long.
XXXI.

And

Like a burning crimson brand.

looked strangely up at her.

saw the sudden shrinking
In her brothers wondering scorn
In the glance they cast upon her
Showed they knew she was forsworn.
They were stern, by want made sterner j
But the spot where Milly came
In their hearts was soft and tender
For her dear and honored name ;
Now the very love was hardened,
And the honor turned to shame.
I

;

XXVII.
Slowly, steadily, and calmly.

Then the awful words were said,
Calling God in Heaven to witness

To

the truth of what she said.

As the oath

in solemn order
the reverent silence broke.
Some strange terror and misgiving

On

With a sudden

awoke
What fear was it seized upon me
As I heard the words she spoke
start

XXXII.
?

So

the place, nor lingered

I left

To

XXVIII.

As

she stood there, looking onward.
Onward, neither left nor right,
Did she see some deadly purpose
Buried, hidden out of sight ?
Did she see a blighting shadow

From the cloudy future cast ?
Or reluctant fading from her
Right and honor,

— fading

see Michael, or to feign
Joy where joy was mixed so strangely
Both with pity and with pain.

Many weeks

I toiled and labored
Far from there, but night and day
One sad memory dwelt beside me,
On my heart one shadow lay
Light was faded, glory tarnished.
And a soul was cast away.
;

fast,

her youth's remembered lessons,
All the honest, noble past ?

A.11

XXXIII.

XXIX.

But her accents never

As she swore

It

faltered,

the day and time

was evening and the sunset
Glowed and glittered on the seas.

When

;

a

crreat
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Loosed

its sails

to

meet the

breeze,

Sailing, sailing to tlie westward.

Eyes were wet and hearts were sore

Many a heart that left its country,
Many a heart upon the shore,
Knew that parting was forever.
Said farewell forevermore.

In that sad and silent evening.

On

the sunny, quiet beach,

Linfjered little groups of watchers.

But with hearts too

As

passed,

I

I

knew

Pressed her often, and been kind
They had taken the young chilaren.
Only she was left behind.

XXXVII.
" Michael, too, was with

them doubly
fame been cleared by time
For the murderer lately dying,
Had confessed and owned the crime:
And yet Milly, none knew wherefore.
Broke her plighted troth to him;

Had

XXXIV.

full for

speech.

so many.

That my heart ached too that night.
For the yearning love, that, gazing.

25

all her loved ones
For some stiange and selfish whim,"
O, my heart was sore for Milly,

Parted, too, with

And

I

felt

my

Strained to see the last faint sight
sailing westward,

the track of evening light.

eyes grow dim.

XXXVIII.

Of the great ship

Down

:

his

She is still in Ireland dwelling
Near the old place, and alone
Just the same kind, loving spirit.
But the old light heart is flown.
When the humble toil is over
For her scanty daily bread,
;

;

XXXV.

—

None were lonely though, one sorrow
Drew that evening heart to heart
Only

far

One

from

lone

all

the others

woman

stood apart.

There was something in the figure.
Tall and slender, standing there.
That I knew yet no, I doubted
That forlorn and helpless air;
When a gleam of sunset glory

—

Showed her yellow braided

hair.

sought her.
One who knew her standing by,
Said, " Her people sailed from Ireland,
And sh6 stayed, but none knew why.
They were strong in that far country
Work such men were sure to find

was Milly

:

ere

I

;

They had

offered to take Milly,

^
T BUILT myself a

castle,

So noble, grand, and
I

fair

built myself a castle,
A castle in the air.

—

The

fancies of

That fade

my

:

Fall each day

upon her head.
XXXIX.

There

is

no

distress or sorrow,

Milly does not try to cheer
There is never fever raging

XXXVI.
It

Then she turns to nurse the sufferings
Or to pray beside the dead
Many, many thankful blessings

twilights

in sober truth.

©aBtJje in

But you always find her near
And she knows at least I think so—
That I guess her secret pain,
Why her Love and why her Sorrow
Need be purified from stain.

—

Need in special consecration
Be restored to God again.

tltje

^iv.

The longing

And
The

of

my sorrow.
my youth

the vision of

plans of joyful futures

So dear they used to seem

The

prayer that rose unbidden.
Half prayer and half a dream

—
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The hopes

that died unuttered

All desolate and bare.

;

I

looked at

cannot build another,
I saw that one decay
Aiid strength and heart and courage
Died out the self-same day.
I

the castles

all

a dreary ruia,

It lies

Within this heart of mine
For all these tender treasures
My castle was the shrine.

That rise to grace the land.
But I never saw angther
So stately or so grand.

Yet

still

beside that ruin.

With hopes

And now you

My castle

see

in

it

shattered.

do not ask that thou wouldst take from

Aught

waited with an infinite longing.
Only I looked beyond.

gacjem ud gucjem.

DO not ask, O Lord, that life may be
A pleasant road

T
*

me

do not

O

Lord, that thou shouldst she/
Full radiance here
Give but a ray of peace, that I may tread
I

ask,

Without a

of its load.

do not asK that flowers should always spring
Beneath my feet
I know too well the poison and the sting
Of things too sweet.
I

For one thing only. Lord, dear Lord, I plead,
Lead me aright
Though strength should falter, and though

I

do not ask

fear.

my

cross to understand.

My way to see

;

Better in darkness just to feel thy hand
And follow thee.

Joy

is

like restless

day

but peace divine

;

Like quiet night

—

Lead me, O Lord, till perfect Day
Through Peace to Light.

heart should bleed

Through Peace to

and fond,

—

the air

?^r

I

I

as deep

Light.

shall shinQ

1^ %CQtn!S.
n.

I.

jnHE Monk was preaching

:

strong his earnest

^

word,
From the abundance of his heart he spoke.
And the flame spread, in every soul that heard

—

Sorrow and love and good resolve awoke
The poor lay Brother, ignorant and old,
Thanked God that he had heard such words of
:

" Still let the glory. Lord, be thine alone."

So prayed the Monk,
praise

his heart absorbed in

:

"Thine be the glory:

The

if

my hands

have sown

harvest ripened in thy mercy's rays.
It was thy blessing, Lord, that made my word
Bring light and love to every soul that heard.

gold.
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IV.

III.

" O Lord,

I

my

thank thee that

Has been

so blest;

feeble strength

that sinful hearts

and

cold

Were

melted at

How

my

sweet

pleading,

—knew at length
and how

thy service

safe

thy

saw before them

souls that loved thee

Still holier

An

rise

when suddenly he heard
" Know, O my son,

:

angel speaking thus

Thy words had

:

been

all

were

vain, but hearts

stirred.

And
By

fold:

While

So prayed the Monk

his,

Who

saints

were

and sinners won.
humble aid
stair and prayed."

edified,

the poor lay Brother's

sat

upon the

pulpit

heights of loving sacrifice."

Sirttxj^aB Clif ts.

FOR A CHILD
T9THY
**

Minnie

?

—for to-day

Our Lady,

Is the birthday of

And

my

do you look sad,

Tell me, darling,

her children should be gay.

—

What ? You

say that

all

the others,

Alice, Cyril, Efiie, Paul,

All had got a gift to give her.

Only you had none

at

Tell

me how

it

came about

Minnie comes without.

Alice has a lovely Banner,

Is so elever

Cyril has his

that sister Alice

and so

Effie,

the Altar steps to-night.

steady

Stitching

many an hour away.
little

orphan

All in honor of to-day.

With the

skill

Two

tall

Nuns taught her
has made

the good

Angela herself

stems of such real

They do all but smell

my
I

First,

how was it ?
think I know

Minnie, say,

guess

I

?

All the griefs. Well,

I will

lilies.

—and

fade.

count them

Then

many

the fines have been so

for

work

away
know my Minnie

—

I

much

for play.

fingers

Scarcely yet have learned to sew.
Still less all

the skilful fancies

Angela and Alice know.

my

Minnie can't be treated

Quite as Baby was to-day.

When Mamma

or Alice* gave her
Something just to give away.

Well,

I

your rose-tree would not blow:

All the pennies melt

Yet

little Effie,

She has clothed a

tall.

That these little clumsy

;

One deep red, and one pure v\fhite
They will stand at Benediction

On

Well,

Cares so very

old.

two camellias

not as

is

Even Baby Agnes, kneeling
With half-shy, half-solemn air.
Held up one sweet rose to Mary,

Then

All embroidered blue and gold

Then you know

himself

Shall

the others bring a present,

And my

He

Lisping out her tiny prayer.

all.

Well, dear, that does seem a pity

That

Then with look of grave importance
Comes our quiet little Paul,
With the myrtle from his garden :—

my

darling, there are

Who

many

have neither time nor
Gold nor silver, yet they offer
Gifts to

Mary

if

they

skill.

will.
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There are ways

And

How

—Our Lady knows them.

her children

all

should

to find a flower for

know

make a

to

her Altar,
her heart

in

Mary

Underneath the deepest snow

How

Go and take it to
Go and place it

;

lovely garland.

Winter though it be and cold
How to buy the rarest offering.
Costing something but not gold

Check your tears and try to love it.
Love it as his sacred will
So you set the cross with jewels.
Make your gift more piecious stilL

;

—

—

.How

to buy,

and buy

it

There are souls

—alas

many

too

!

Who forget that Jesus died.
Who forget that sin forever

dearly,
Is the lance to pierce his side.

Gifts that she will love to take

Nor

grudge the cost, but give
Cheerfully for Mary's sake.
to

Does

that

.All

my

seem so strange,

Nay, dear,

it is

nothing

new

it

darling ?

I tell

What were

you of a few

Crucify hirn day by day.

;

can give her noble presents,

Shall

Hearts that turn away from Jesus ;
Sins that scourge him and betray
Cold and cruel souls that even

Ah

?

poor sinners

!

Magi offered,
Frankincense and gold and myrrh :—
Idinnie thinks that Saints and Monarchs
Are quite different from her
those the

Sometimes it is hard to listen
To a word unkind or cold
And to smile a loving answer:
Do it and you give her Gold.
.

.

—

Thoughts of her in work or playtime.
Those small grains of incense rare^
Cast upon a burning censer.
Rise in perfumed clouds of prayer.

Or

resign
it

Little

£ven a

murmurs
give

;

some

little

Which each

Thy remmd
So she

•

Fit to lay before her throne.

Flowers,

—why,

If I told

Yet

day, each hour befall

them

think

my

plot they

grew.

darling guesses

are emblems,

Acts of love and

Modest
Holy

best of all.

very poor and worthless,

are precious in her sight.

That your hands will bleed and smart >

lilies

and we trace

gifts of grace.

meek snow-dropi.

white and pure,

If they only

And
And

so hard to carry

violets,

Faithful tendrils

they

They

One may be

how to know them.

what garden
I

should never finish

In the rarest and the loveliest

crosses to her,

Yet however small and slight.
Given to her by one who loves her.

They

you

I

count them too,

her ol her Jesus,

loves

Some seem

pleasure.

—

They
Give your

little

Mercy for poor sinners, pleading
For their souls as for your own ;—
So you make a crown of jewels

—but crush them

Our Lady myrrh.

gem

Help for some poor soul in peril,
Grace for some poor heart in sin,

In

that will stir

loving heart

And you

bitter fancies.

loves thenv

royal

her instead, to win

If I tried to

There are sometimes

Mary

Half so noble or so precious
As the prayer you say for then?

Give
«

!

And she knows no

will,

— herbs

for healing—*

would endure

I

— such flowers fade not

are not of mortal birth

;

such garlands given to Mary

Die not

like
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Well,

my

Minnie, can you

tell

me

Give her

You have still no gift to lay
At the feet of your dear Mother,

Any

29
now

One great

—to-day—
—the

gift,

forever.

the best,-

first,

Give your heart to her, and ask her
How to give her all the rest.

hour, ?ny day?

^ S^ggatr.
BEG

of you, I beg of you, my brothers.
For my need is very sore
Not for gold and not for silver do I ask you,
But for something even more
From the depths of your hearts pity let it be

I

That the weary may have rest,
That a bird caught in a net may be

;

Pray

set free

me.

for

:

I

beg of you who stand before the

Whose

Pray for me.

All the sin
I

beg of those whose robes of radiant whiteness

Have been kept without a stain
Of you who, stung to death by serpent
Found the healing Angel Pain
Whether holy or forgiven you may be

and

Pray

Pleasure,
I

beg of you

beg of you calm souls whose wondering pity
Looks at paths you never trod
for all sorrow
I beg of you who suffer
Must be very near to God
And the need is even greater than you see
I

:

Which

I

I

O

children, for he loves you.

Fold your

little

I^UR God

in

peril are
its

that our souls

made

Heart

may be set

free

standing on your doorstep as a Beggar
Who will not be turned away.
the Charity you give

Pray for

xoith

Heaven, from that holy place,
To each of us an Angel guide has given
But Mothers of dead children have more grace,
For they give Angels to their God and
Heaven.

"

[captives,

am

hands together, and ask Jesus

%xnks

is fettered

Life's battle

set apart,

beg of you, I beg of you, my brothers.
For an alms this very day

And

he loves your prayers the best

be

shall

Bray for me.

Pray for me.

And

—of you who through

That while we who love the
Still the Church may have

—

—

the praise.

was always and

me.

for

Our dear Lord has

Pray for me.

beg of you,

all

the glory which

:

I

the sorrow of the Ages,

ail

All the love and

And

;

Altar,

anointed hands upraise

my

soul shall be

me

gjeaxrjetx.

Our God

forgot,

our holy Saints defied

But can a mother hear her dead

And
Those

thrust those
little

little

;

child pleading,

angel hands aside

?

hands stretched down to draw her

ever

How

can a Mother's heart

Knowing

feel

cold or wear}-

her dearer self safe, happy,

:

warm ?

Fow can she feel her road too dark or dreary.
Who knows her treasure sheltered from the
storm

How

She knows that when the mighty Angels raise
Chorus in Heaven, one little silver tone

?

can she
heeding.

—

Nearer to God by mother love
we all
Are blind and weak, yet surely she can never.
With such a stake in Heaven, fail or fall.

sin ?

Our

hearts

may be

un-

Is hers forever, that

One

little

happy

one

little

praise.

voice, is all her

own.
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We

may

They

not see her sacred crown of honor,

But all the Angels flitting- to and fro
Pause smiling as they pass, they look upon her
As mother of an angel whom they know,

often

And

lift

a wistful look that pleads

asks her

why

their

—

One whom they left nestled at Mary's feet,
The children's place in Heaven, who

—

sings

A

little

Then our dear Queen makes answer she
Her very soon

softly

mother stays so

To

:

long'..

will

caH

meanwhile they are beguiled
tells them all

wait and listen while she

A

story of her Jesus as a child.

chant to please them, slow and sweet.

Or smiling

strokes their

little

folded wings;

Heaven may pray with earnest will
And pity for their weak and erring brothers
Yet there is prayer in Heaven more tender still,
Ah, Saints

in

:

Or

gives

To

them her white

play with

:

liHes or

her beads

—yet, in spite of flower or song,

The

little

Children pleading for their Mothers..

^0mjeXjess.

TT
*

is

cold,

To

dark midnight, yet

That has got neither food nor bed,

listen

And the Night cries, " Sin to be living,"
And the River cries, " Sin to be dead."^

that patter of tiny feet

Is

one of your dogs, fair lady,
Who whines in the bleak cold

Is

one of your silken spaniels
Shut out in the snow and the

it

street ?

Look

it

My dogs

sleep

warm

sleet ?

in their baskets,

Safe from the darkness and

snow

out at that farthest

comer

Where the wall stands blank and bare :—
Can that be a pack which a Peddler
Has left and forgotten there ?

All the beasts in our Christian England,

His goods lying out unsheltered
Will be spoilt by the damp night

Find pity wherever they go
(Those are only the homeless children

Nay

Who are
Look out
I

wandering to and

in the

have seen

it

fro).

»

surely

Out

some

England
and grow rotten.
thrifty

Are not left to lie
For each man knows the market value
But

again and again.

I

in

or woollen or cotton.

.

.

.

counting the riches of England

think our Poor are forgotten.

Our Beasts and our Thieves and our
Have weight for good or for ill

criminal lurking

there in the frozen rain

—goods in our

Of silk

gusty darkness,

That shadow, that flits so slowly
Up and down past the window-pane:—
It is

;

air.

!

Nay, our criminals are all sheltered,
They are pitied and taught and fed
That is only a sister-woman

:

But the Poor are only his image.
His presence, his word, his will :
And so Lazarus lies at our door-step
And Dives neglects him stilL
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beni Creotor

the rising golden dawn.
NowLetwith the
children of the day,

^PIRIT, Creator of mankind,
Come visit ev'ry pious mind.
And sweetly let thy grace invade

M

Our

hearts,

Thou

O

Lord

us,

Cast

which thou hast made.

!

art the Comforter,

whom

all.

must call
The living fountain, fire and love
The ghostly unction from above
Gift of the highest God,

;

which imparts

God's sacred

finger,

A seven-fold

grace to faithful hearts

Thou

art the Father's promise,

We language

iHorniitg i^gmn.

0|!iritti0.

whence

have, and eloquence.

Enlighten, Lord, our souls, and grant
That we thy love may never want

Let not our virtue ever fail,
But strengthen what in flesh

is frail.

Chase from our minds the infernal foe.
And peace, the fruit of love, bestow
And lest our feet should step astray.
Protect and guide us in the way.

off

Has
O,

the darkness which so long

led our guilty souls astray.

may the morn, so pure, so clear.
Its own sweet calm in us instill

A guileless

mind, a heart sincere.

Simplicity of

And ever,
May we

word and

as the day glides by.

the busy senses rein.

Keep guard upon the hand and
Nor let the body suffer stain.

And

eye.

For all day long, on Heaven's high tower.
There stands a Sentinel, who spies
Our every action, hour by hour.

From

early

dawn

till

daylight die&

To God the Father glory be.
And to his sole-begotten Son
The same,

O

Holy Ghost

While everlasting ages

Make

will

!

;

to thee.

run.

us eternal truths receive.

practice

all

that

we believe
we ma)^ see

Give us thj'self, that
The Father and the Son

in thee.

©Owning

%mn.

Immortal honor, endless fame,
Attend th' Almighty Father's name:

with the fast-departing
NOW
Maker of
we ask of

To

Of thy great mercy, through the night
Our guardian and defence to be.

the Son equal praises be,
And, holy Paraclete, to thee.

Amen,

all

!

light.

thee.
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Far

off let idle visions fly

No phantom

Deeply wailing,

;

Curb thou our raging enemy,
That we in chaste repose may
Father of mercies

rest.

hear our cry;

!

1

Lo the last long separation
As the cleaving clouds divide
!

I

And one

dread adjudication

Sends each soul to either side t
Lord of mercy
Lord of mercy
How shall I that day abide

us, O sole-begotten Son
with the Holy Ghost most High,

Hear

Who,

— Deeply wailing

Shall the true Messiah see

of the night molest

!

S.eignest while endless ages run.

I

Oh! may thine own Bride and Spirit
Thea avert a dreadful doom,

Itibgment {^^mn.

And me summon to inherit
An eternal blissful home
Ah come quickly Ah come quickly!
:

T.O He comes

^

!

Once
Thousand

with clouds descending

!

!

for favor'd sinners slain

:

—thousand saints attending.

Swell the triumph of his train

:

Amen

Yea,

Alleluia! Alleluia!

On

Jesus Christ shall ever reign

I

I

Let thy second Advent comel
Let

!

adore thee

all

thine amaranthine throne

Saviour,

!

— take the power and glory.

Claim the kingdom for thine own!
Men and angels, Men and angels.
Kneel and bow to thee alone

—

See the universe in motion.
Sinking on her funeral pyre,
Earth dissolving, and the ocean
Vanishing in final fire
Hark, the trumpet
Hark, the trumpet
:

^^mn

!

Loud proclaims the Day
Graves have yawn'd

From the

of Ire

in countless

numbers,

dust the dead arise

in

Where

overwhelm 'd surprise

creation,

^

Upon

in

passion.

depths of woe,

the Tree of Scorn

;

—Where creation,

Wreck'd and torn

Q'ERWHELM'D

ll)e

Hangs the Redeemer of mankind.
With racking anguish torn.

Millions, out of silent slumbers.

Wake

of

in ruin lies

how the nails those hands
And feet so tender rend
See down his face, and neck, and

See

!

;

!

See the Judge our nature wearing.

breast.

His sacred Blood descend.

Pure, ineffable, divine

See the great Archangel bearing
High in heaven the mystic sign
Cross of Glory Cross of Glory
Christ be in that moment mine

Hark with what awful
!

:

!

!

See Redemption,* long expected.

pomp appear,
by man rejected.

In transcendent

All his saints,

Throng

gathering legions near
Melt, ye mountains
Melt, ye mountains
Into smoke, for God is here
in

cry

His Spirit takes its flight
That cry, it pierced his Mother's heart.
And whelm'd her soul in night.
Earth hears, and to

its

Rocks wildly to and

Tombs
The

burst

;

base
fro

seas, rivers,

mountains quake.

veil is rent in two.

!

—

then behold him
Robed in awful majesty
Those that set at naught, and sold him,
Pierced and nail'd him to a tree, —

Every eye

shall

:

*

Romans,

vH». 23.

The sun withdraws his light
The midday heavens grow pale;
The moon, the stars, the universe.
Their Maker's death bewail.
Shall

men

alone be mute

Come, youth
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Come,

and poor

rich

And

come,

!

bathe those feet in

all

mankind

!

O

break,

O

mine I

break, hard heart of

Thy weak self-love and guilty pride
His Pilate and his Judas were
Jesus, our Love, is crucified

tears.

;

Come

before his Cross,

fall

!

Who shed for us his blood
Who died the victim of pure
To make

;

Come, take thy stand beneath the Cross*
And let the blood from out that Side

love.

us sons of God.

on thee drop by drop
our
Love, is crucified
Jesus,

Fall gently

Jesu

all

!

praise to thee.

Our joy and endless rest
Be thou our guide while pilgrims
Our crown amid the blest.

;

I

A broken

here»

heart, a fount of tears,

Ask, and they will not be denied
A broken heart love's cradle is
Jesus, our Love, is crucified
;

!

Jfesus C[rrucifie&.

COME and mourn with me awhile

^

See,

Mary

O come and

let

Jesus, our Love,

Have we no
While

O

us to her side;
us mourn with her,

calls

is

crucified

Love of God

O

!

Sin of

Man

In this dread act your strength

And

tried;

victory remains with love,

For

!

is

he, our Love,

is

crucified

!

tears to shed for him.

and Jews deride?
Ah look how patiently he hangs,
Jesus, our Love, is crucified

Kock

soldiers scoff

!

"I30CK

!

of

%Qt6

of ages, rent for me,

Let me hide myself in thee
Let the water and the blood,
From thy riven side which flow'd.
Be of sin the double cure
Cleanse me from its guilt and power-

"''X

How

Hands and Feet are nail'd;
His blessed Tongue with thirst is tied.

His

fast his

Eyes are blind with blood,
Jesus, our Love, is crucified
failing

His Mother cannot reach his Face

Nothing in my hand I bring,
Simply to the Cross I cling

;

She stands in helplessness beside
heart was martyr 'd with her Son's,
;

Naked come

Her

Jesus, our Love,

is

Helpless look to thee for grace.
Foul I to the fountain fly

crucified

Seven times he spoke, seven words of

And

all

Wash

love.

three hours his silence cried

For mercy on the souls of men
Jesus, o;ir Love,

is

crucified

to thee for dress.

me. Saviour, or

While

;

I

draw

I

die.

this fleeting breath.

When my eyelids fold in death.
When soar to worlds unknown,

!

1

See thee on thy judgment-throne
Rock of Ages, cleft for me.
Let me hide myself in thee.

thy crime, my dearest Lord ?
By earth, by heaven, thou hast been tried.
And guilty found of too much love
Jesus, our Love, is crucified

What was

:

Found
It

Jfesus,

was thine own sweet

Thee

I mn

(Eross i)avc Sokctl.

guilty of excess of love.
will that tied

tighter far than helpless nails

Jesus, our Love,

is

JESUS, — I my

crucified

cross have taken.

All to leave and follow thee;

;

i

am poor, despised, forsaken,
Thou henceforth my all shall be

:

Death came, and Jesus meekly bow'd
His falling eyes he strove to guide

Perish every fond ambition,
All I've sought, or hoped, or

With mindful

Yet how rich is my condition,
God and heaven may be mine own I

Jesus,

love to Mary's face

our Love,

is

crucified

;

known J
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Let the world despise and leave me,
It has left my Saviour too
Human hearts and looks deceive me.
Thou art not like them untrue :
Whilst thy graces shall adorn me,
God of wisdom, love, and might,
Foes may hate, and friends may scorn me;
Show thy face, and all is bright.
;

In thy service, pain is pleasure,
With thy favor, loss is gain.

have called thee Abba Father 1
I have set my heart on thee
Storms may howl, and clouds may gather.
All will work for good to me.
:

Man may

me

Life with trials hard

Heaven

!

trouble and distress me,

'Twill but drive

will bring

me

press

me

sweeter

Rise

o'er sin,

and

God, and heaven restore.
sin had lost.
While Abel's blood for vengeance pleads
What Jesus sheds still intercedes
For those who wrong him most.

Pafdon

of

O to be sprinkled
Of

Christ's

own

from the wells

sacred Blood, excels

Earth's best and highest bliss

The

ministers of wrath divine
Hurt not the happy hearts that shine

Ah

rest.

there

!

is

of his

joy amid the Saints,

And hell's despairing courage faints.
When this sweet song we raise

;

—then know thy

Blood, that can implore

With those red drops

Oh, 'tis not in grief to harm me,
While thy love is left to me
Oh, 'twere not in joy to charm me.
Were that joy unmix'd with thee
Soul,

O sweetest

to thy breast;

may

he but bathe therein.

If

The heaven which

Go then, earthly fame and treasure.
Come disaster, scorn, and pain

i

To endless ages let us praise
The precious Blood whose price could raise
The world from wrath and sin
Whose streams our inward thirst appease.
And heal the sinner's v/orst disease.

O

louder then, and louder still.
Earth with one mighty chorus fills
The Precious Blood to praise.

full salvation.

fear,

and care

S^BU

Joy to find in every station,

Something still to do or bear.
Think what spirit dwells within thee,
Think what sacraments are thine
Think that Jesus died to win thee

JESUS

!

IDuIris iHetnorio.

the very thought of thee

With sweetness fills my
But sweeter far thy face to

And in

;

thy presence

breast
see.

rest.

Child of heaven, canst thou repine

No
Haste thee on from grace to glory,
Arm'd with faith, and wing'd with prayer
An eternal day before thee
Waits for God to guide thee there.

Soon

shall close thine earthly mission.

change to glad fruition,
Faith to sight, and prayer to praise

find

A sweeter sound than
O
O

thy blest name,
Saviour of mankind
!

hope of every contrite
the meek.

heart,

O joy of all

Patience shall thy spirit raise

Hope

voice can sing, no heart can frame.

Nor can the memory

To

shall

those

who

How good

fall,

how kmd thou
who seek

But what to those who find ? ah this
Nor tongue nor pen can show
The love of Jesus, what it is,
None but his loved ones know.

bina Sestt.
Jesus

!

Hail

!

my sake
Mary's womb

who

Sweet Blood from

for

shed it all for me
O blessed be my Saviour's Blood,
My life, my light, my only good.

And

To

all eternity.

.

!

!

PAIL,

El.

to those

didst

[take

our only joy be thou,
As thou our prize wilt be
Jesus be thou our glory now,
And through eternity.

Jesus

!

!
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Magnificat

®l)e iticmovare.

Mother dear,
That none have had recourse to thee

Whose

The Song of

praise

To Father, Son, and Spirit raise
One God, throughout eternal days

laEMEMBER well, O
'''\

!

I

Magnificat

voice of prayer thou didst not hear

O then to-day propitious be
The

chronicles of every age the tale repeat,

How

every hour hath seen thy children at thy

feet;

While thou hast shared

their joy, or soothed

we the

vain

of all invoke thy

first

hail,

foamy ocean's

star.

O be our guide,

diffuse thy

beams

afar.

Mother of God above all virgins blest;
happy gate of heaven's eternal rest.
Hail, foamy ocean's star! hail, heavenly

Hail,

name

in

!

Queen

?

Remember

!

Hail,

their every pain.

Shall

H

AIL, heavenly Queen

O

well, &c.

!

be our guide to endless joys unseen.

" Hail

full

Thee Queen
iHagmficat.

TJAGNIFICAT

" with Gabriel

greet.

Inspired word,

!

of

!

we repeat—
heaven, from him we learn to

of grace

From Mary's raptured bosom pour'd
My soul, with Mary bless the Lord.

J""^

Then

give us peace, which heaven alone can

give.

And

dead through Eve, through Mary

live.

let

us

Hail, &c.

l(lagnificat

Magnificat

!

O

whence

O break our chains, our captive souls release,
O give us light, and let our blindness cease

is this.

That God should heed my littleness?
Henceforward, all my name shall bless.

Let every ill that presses on our heart
Fly at thy voice, and every good impart.

Magnificat

Hail, &c.
«

Magnificat

!

Praise

Z^.z ir-^'cy of

my

God

Thy

alone,

Saviour

children save,

With moisten'd

own

For he hath mighty wonders done.
Magnificat

O

gracious mother hear.

O

deign to wipe the tear;
Prayers, for us to God, thy Son, present,
His life, and blood, to save mankind, were
eyes,

spent.

Magnificat His wondrous grace
Is manifest from race to race

Hail, &c.

!

Of them who

fear before his face.

Magnificat

O Virgin

meek, unmatch'd amongst mankind.
nor stain, nor blemish God did find.
From Satan's chains our captive souls set free.
Make us like thee meek, chaste, and sinless
In

whom

—

Magnificat

!

He

hath brought

The proud man from

And

lifted

down

his lofty throne.

up the humble one.

Our
Nor

Magnificat

Magnificat

?

Grace for the Poor

The Poor who plead at Mercy's door
The scornful rich shall have no more.

Fulfill'd.

!

In

me

behold

the promises of old

To Abraham and
Magnificat

lives unstain'd, in purity preserve.

permit our ways from truth to swerve.
That, when our time has roU'd its rapid round.
We may, with Christ, in heavenly bliss be
crown'd.
e'er

Hail, &c.

Magnificat
Magnificat

be.

Hail, &c.

the Fathers told.

Eternal praise to God, the Father, be.
Eternal praise to Christ's dread majesty.

And

equal praise to

God

the Holy Ghost,

Here, as above, amongst the heavep^y host.
Hail, &c.
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To check me,

^^tjmn to 0t. lose^jl).

When I was

PAIL Holy Joseph, hail
Husband of Mary, hail

my

as

mother

did,

but a child.

!

have felt thee in my thoughts
Fighting with sin for me
And when my heart loves God, I know
The sweetness is from thee.

But

Chaste as the lily flower
In Eden's peaceful vale.

I

;

Hail holy Joseph, hail
Father of Christ esteem 'd
Father be thou to those
Thy Foster-Son redeem'd.
!

Hail holy Joseph, hail
Prince of the house of God,
May his best graces be
By thy sweet hands bestow'd.

And when,

dear Spirit

!

kneel

I

down

Morning and night to prayer.
Something there is within my heart
Which tells me thou art there.

!

when I pray thou prayest too —
Thy prayer is all for me
But when 1 sleep, thou sleepest not,

Yes

!

;

But watchest
Hail

!

,

patiently.

holy Joseph, hail

Comrade

of angels, hail

Cheer thou the hearts that

And

faint.

guide the steps that faiL

Hail holy Joseph, hail
God's choice wast thou alone
To thee the Word made flesh
Was subject as a Son.

But most of all 1 feel thee near,
When, from the good priest's feet,
I go absolved, in fearless love.
Fresh toils and cares to meet.

!

Hail

!

And thou

A fresh supply of grace.
And afterwards wilt let me kiss
Thy beautiful bright face.

Ah me how

Mother

And

of Jesus

bless,

!

lovely they

!

Whom

God

ever at

must be

has glorified

Yet one of them,
Is

my

O

sweetest thought!

side.

bless.

ye Saints on high,

meek and simple

souls

That to Saint Joseph

cry.

Then for thy sake, dear Angel now
More humble will I be
But I am weak, and when I fall,
!

O

weary not for

O weary not,
T\EAR Angel ever at my side,
^ How loving must thou be,
!

To

hour wilt brin^

holy Joseph, hail

Teach us our flesh to tame.
And, Mary, keep the hearts
That love thy husband's name.

All

in life's last

leave thy home in Heaven to guide
little child like me.

A

me

but love

:

me

still

For Mary's sake thy Qceen
She never tired of me, though i
Her worst of sons have been.

She

reward thee with a smile.
it is worth
For Mary's smiles each day convert
will

Thou know'st what

Thy beautiful and

shining face

though so near
The sweetness of thy soft low voice

f

I

see not,

I

am

feel

my hand
and mild.

thee touch

With pressure

light

hearts on earth.

love me, love me, Angel dear!
And I will love thee more
And help me when my soul is cast

Then

too deaf to hear.

cannot

The hardest

I

Upon

the eternal shore.
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Sifter

T77HAT

JERUSALEM, my happy home.
How do I sigh for thee
When shall my exile have an end.
Thy

joys

when

shall

happiness can equal mine,
I've found the object of my lov^**'

^

My Jesus

dear,

—my King divine.

come to me from heaven above
chose my heart for his abode
There he becomes my daily bread;

see

I

Communiotu

Is

He

Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, my happy home.
How do I sigh for thee

;

There on

me

flows

There, with his

No

no moon, in borrow'd light.
Revolve thine hours away
The Lamb on Calvary's mountain slain.

!jis

healing blood.

my

flesh,

soul

is

fed.

sun,

I

thy eternal day.

Is

am my Love's and he is mine
In me he dwells in him I live
;

;

"What greater

Jerusalem, &c.

From every

eye he wipes the tear.
All sighs and sorrows cease
No more alternate hope or fear.

But everlasting peace.

!

Where God

is

man

the food, and

Meet and unite

Jerusalem* Ac.

The thought of thee to us
Our sorrows to beguile

;

could love combine?
What greater could e'en heaven give ?
O sacred banquet, heavenly feast I
O overflowing source of grace
gifts

in

the guest.

sweet embrace

I

given.

;

T* anticipate the bliss of heaven.
In hifl eternal smile.
Jerusalem, &c.

^ft«r Confirmation.

OOLDIERS

M
thee,

love.

And

be

my

Strong

I call

O come to me from

And

Who

All.
i

My faith beholds
Conceal'd

in

My senses fail,
I trust,

and

thee.

Lord

food
but in thy word

my

Q when wilt thou be

is

his eternal

Son

God

sap{die8

;

the Lord of hosts.

in his

in

/

:

human

find

I

mighty power.
the strength of Jesus trusts^
Is more than conqueror.

heaven above*

my

God,

arise

And

Through

life,

!

put your armor on.
Strong in the strength which

Stfore dommnnion.
God, my
my
PY To
to thee

of Christ

God.

Soldiers of Christ

!

arise

!

The God of armies calls
Unto his mansions in the skies—
His everlasting halls
Behold the angel host appears
To welcome you to bliss
Oh what is earth, its sighs and
Its joys, compared to this
;

mine,

!

my soul
my king divine.
my heart to rule.

Sweet lover of

My Jesus
Come

dear,

o'er

;

!

teais^

!

O

!

come and

Within

O

!

make

my
it

fix

thy throne

very heart

burn for thee alon«.

And from me

ne'er depart.

Crush'd is the haughty foe.
His might, his glory gone.
But ye, with victory crown 'd, shall

To
Begone ye from

my

mind.

Vain, childish, earthly

In Jesus, only, do

True

to)rs

I find.

pleasures, solid joys.

There
;

go

Christ's eternal throne.

And

shall the

conqueror

in that blest

rest.

abode.

Forever reign amid the blest.
Triumphant with his God.
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Wider your

—

WDESTE
/

Laeti

throw
Saviour triumphant go.
And take thy crown I

fideles!

Natum videte
Regem Angelorum.
,

enite,

—

—

Lion of Judah Hail
And let thy name prevail
From age to age
Lord of the rolling years,
Claim for thine own the spheres.
For thou hast bought with tears

>eum de Deo,

Lumen de

!

:

adoremus;
adoremus Dominum.

Thy

heritage

lum.ine,

—

jestant puellae viscera,

Yet who are these behind.
In numbers more than mind

Deum verum
Genitum non factum.

Can count or say

Venite, &c.

Clothed in mortal stoles.
Illumining the Poles
A galaxy of souls.
In white array ?

Cantet nunc lo
Chorus angelorum
Cantet nunc aula
Coelestium, Gloria
In excelsis

!

triumphantes,

Venite, venite in Bethlehem,

Venite,

portals

And

Deo

then was heard afat

Star answering to star

Venite. &c.

Lo these have come.
Followers of him, who gave
!

Ergo, qui natus

His

Die hodiema,
Jesu

their lives to save

life,

And now

tibi sit gloria.

their palms they

Brought

safely

wave

home.

Patris aeterni

Verbum

O

caro factum.

Lord ascend thy throne I
For thou shalt rule alone

Venite, &c.

!

Beside thy Sire,
With the great Paraclete,

^scension-SDo-s.

The

roiSE—glorious
*'\

Conqueror,

rise»

Into thy native skies,

Assume thy

And where

in

three in one

complete-

Before whose awful feet
All foes expire.

right

many

a fold

The

clouds are backward roll'd—
Pass through those gates of gold.

And

reign in light

radiant train

heaven inspire
Each angel sweeps his lyre.
And waves his wings of fire,—
Thou Lamb once slain
Praises

Spirit

!

Lord of

light.

From thy clear celestial height.
Thy pure beaming radiance give

Victor o'er death and hell,
Cherubic legions swell

The

POLY

all

!

Come, thou Father of the poor
Come, with treasures which endure f
Come, thou Light of all that live

Thou

of

all

consolers best.

Visiting the troubled breast.

Dost refreshing peace bestow
Enter, Incarnate

No

feet,

God

!

but thine, have trod

The serpent down
Bk)w the full trumpets, blow
:

Thou

in toil art comfort sweet
Pleasant coolness in the heat
Solace in the midst of woe.
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Down

Light immortal light divine.
Visit thou these hearts of thine,
And our inmost being fill
!

Lo

in adoration falling,

the sacred Host

1

Newer
If thou take thy grace away,

Where

—our strength renew.

On our dryness pour thy dew
Wash the stains of guilt away
Bend

all

the feeble senses faiL

hMjIi,

With the Holy Ghost proceedingf
Forth from Each eternally.
Be salvation, honor, blessing.
Might, and endless majesty.

Melt the frozen, warm the chill
Guide the steps that go astray.

®e

Thou, on those who evermore
T^ee confess and thee adore,
gifts,

grace prevail
defects supplying

To the Everlasting Father,
And the Son who reigns on

the stubborn heart and will;

In thy sevenfold

hafl

rites of

Faith, for

Nothing pure in man will stay
All his good is turn'd to ill.
Heal our wounds

we

Lo! o'er ancient forms departing.

HJ^iim

€anbamua.

POLY God, we praise thy Name!
Lord of

descend.

Give them comfort when they die
Give them life with thee on high
Give them joys which never end.

we bow

all,

before thee

I

All on earth thy sceptre claim.

All in Heaven above adore tbjee

domain.
thy reign.

Infinite thy vast

Everlasting

Hark

is

the loud celestial

!

hymn

Angels choirs above are raising I
Cherubim and Seraphim

OING, my

H

tongiie, the Saviour's glory,

Of his Flesh

Of the Blood,

all

price exceeding.

Of a pure and

womb

to spring.

spotless Virgin

closed in solemn order

Wondrously

On

his

life

of woe.

the night of that Last Supper,

Seated with his chosen band,

He

the Paschal victim eating,

First

fulfils

the Law's

Then, as Food to

all

Word made
By

own

Through the church the song goes on.
Holy Father, Holy Son,
Holy Spirit, three we name
While in essence only One,

hand.

art

King

of glory, Christ

Son of God, yet bom of Mary,
For us sinners sacrificed.

And

to death a tributary

First to break the bars of death.
Flesh, the bread of nature

word

Thou

hast open'd heav'n to faith.

he turns
Blood
he
changes
Wine into his
What though sense no change discerns 1

From thy high

Only be the heart in earnest.

We believe that thou

his

thee.

Undivided God we claim thee;
And adoring bend the knee.
While we own the mystery.

Thou

command.

his brethren.

Gives himself with his

Apostolic train

Join thy sacred name to hallow
Prophets swell the loud refrain.

And the white-robed Martyrs follow
And from morn till set of sun.

Born for us on earth below.
He, as Man with man conversing,
Stay'd the seeds of truth to sow;

Then he

Lo the
!

Destined, for the world's redemption.

noble

Holy! Holy! Holy Lord!

the mystery sing

Shed by our immortal King,

From a

In unceasing chorus praising.
Fill the heavens with sweet accord:

to Flesh

:

Faith her lesson quickly learns.

Judge of

On

all,

celestial

home,

again returning.
shalt come.

the dreadful Doom's-day morohig.
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When thy voice shall shake the earth,
And the startled Dead come forth.

Ave, Mother, thou art seeking.
Seeking for thy blessed Child,

Thou
Spare thy people, Lord, we pray.
By a thousand snares surrounded
Keep us without sin to-day.
Never let us be confounded.
Lo I put my trust in thee.
Never, Lord, abandon me.
!

^tnn for

ti)e

art weeping, thou art praying.

Gentle Lady, Mother mild.

Thou hast found him, sweetest Mother,
Thou wilt never lose him more.
Plead that we e'en too may find him.
Love him better than

The Sorrowful

^osax^.

Now

TN the

midnight calm and holy
angel from the sky.

Came an

Singing to that maiden lowly
While the dove was hovering nigh.
" Ave," sang the angel glorious ;
" Ave, Maiden," so sing we.
Hear us Lady, hear us Mother,
Tis thy children call on thee.
Judea's mountain hasting

To

her cousin's home she speeds,
Whilst in thoughts prophetic musing
She her soul in rapture feeds.
Scarce is heard her voice so lowly
Ere the babe is sanctified,
Sanctified the great precursor

thy tears are tears of blood

Thou hast §een the soul's deep angui^
Of thy Child and of thy God.
Ave, Mother, he is prostrate.
Crushed beneath his creatures' guilt
Ave, Mother, breathe one whisper,

'Twas

was

for us his blood

Now the
Tear

Xt'tx

Mysteries,

Ave, Mother, thou art weeping,

The Joyful Mysteries.

*•

before.

soldiers,

spilt.

rude and cruel.

that blessed flesh so pale

Mother, thou dost weep and shudder^
Mother, sure thy heart will fail.

Deep the gashes, deep the anguish
Of thy blessed, blessed Son
;

Ave,

we must

We

sink with sorrow

the cruel deed have done.

Ere his God for him hath died.
See the cross upon his shoulder.

Sing we then the wondrous story

Of Messiah's glorious birth.
Sung by prophet old and hoary
Joy is Come indeed on earth.

By the cruel scourge all torn
Ave, Mother, oh what torture
Thy belov'd for us hath borne.
!

Lo
Ave, Mother, plead for sinners.

Speak

Ask for
From

Now

for us

us one

one

little

little

prayer.

blessing

that Babe so dear and

He

beneath his burthen,
Cnished and bleeding now he lief
Ave, Mother, get us sorrow,
Get us tears and heart-wrung sigh&
\

falls

fair.

within the temple glorious

Stands the mother with her Son,
she hears what woes must crush her.
Ere her earthly race is run.

And

Plead for us, O gentle Lady,
By the anguish of that hour
plead for us by all your dolors.
May we never grieve you more.

Now

the last dread deed

is

doing.

Pale grows the trembling sun.

Now

they pierce the side

Of that

silent patient

Mother, Mother,

But our tears

we

all

bleeding

One.

are weeping,

will not

undo

All that cruel bitter sorrow

Mother, you must suffer too.
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The Glorious Mysteries.

is

JESU

From

the

sun

in splendor.

tomb now

^^jimn.

the very thought of thee

!

With sweetness fills the breast
But sweeter far thy face to see.

the Easter day,

Jesus, like the

Bernard's

St.

Are, Mother, Mother joyous.
Glorious

11

bursts away.

Thou

dost see him, thou dost greet him.
Sure thy heart must break with bliss
Thou hast given, thou hast taken.
Mother, his first nuptial kiss.

And

in

thy presence

rest.

Nor voice can sing, nor heart can fram^
Nor can the memory find,
A sweeter sound than thy blest Name^
O Saviour of mankind
!

O hope of every contrite heart
O joy of all the meek

I

I

Thou must lose him, ave. Mother;
To his Father's throne he goes.

To those who

How good

how kind thou
those who seek

fall

to

art

i

I

There to plead his wounds and merits
For thy children's sins and woes.
Ave, Mother, now thy spirit
Pines and pants and longs to be

With thy own beloved Jesus

But what to those who find ? Ah I thi»
Nor tongue nor pen can show
The love of Jesus, what it is.
None but his loved ones know.

Mother, get such love for me.

our only joy be thou.
prize wilt be
Jesu be thou our glory now.
And through eternity.
Jesu

Ave, Mother, Maiden, queen-like
Thou presidest over all,
While the chosen ones of Jesus

Low

before the

Dove now

!

As thou our
!

fall.

II.

O Jesu

Ave, Mother, time is hasting.
Angels weary for their Queen,

ThDu

Glories

we

now

beholdest
have never seen.

in rapture

King most wonderful I
Thou Conqueror renowned
Thou Sweetness most ineffable I
In

whom

When

Now thy

soul doth pine and quiver.

Fainting with celestial

bliss.

Once again thy Saviour greets thee.
Gives once more the nuptial kiss.

!

joys are fourd.

once thou

the heart*

visitest

Then truth begins to shine.
Then earthly vanities depart.
Then kindles love divine.

O Jesu

!

Thou
Loved to heaven, wooed to glory.
Mother, was it life or death.
That long trance of mystic silence
In which ceased thy earthly breath ?

all

light of all below.

fount of

Inspiring

And

all

all

life

and

fire

I

the joys we know.

we can

desire

:

Crowned now our Queen, our Mother,

May every heart confess thy name.
And ever thee adore
And seeking thee, itself inflame
To seek thee mere and more.

Seated by her Son's right hand.
Sing we our own dearest Lady,
Brightest of thy heavenly band.

Thee may our tongues forever
Thee may we love alone

!

And

ever in our lives express

The image
Ave, ave. Mother dearest.
Listen to our lowly cry,
Bless us, guard us, keep us, Mother,

While wc

live,

and when we

die.

h\tss»

of thine own.
III.

O Jesu

thou the beauty art
Of angel worlds above
!
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Thy name

One more favor we will ask thee.
Thou of all canst grant it best.
When we die, be thou still near us,

is music to the heart,
Enchanting it with love.

Celestial sweetness unalloyed

Bring us safe to endless

I

Who eat thee hunger still
Who drink of thee still feel a void
Which naught but thou can

O my sweet Jesu

filL

Stay with

us, Lord,

!

and with thy

^ngeb.

Noblest of the angelic ranks.
Lowly singing in thine honor.
Bring we now our meed of thanks.

!

hope and end

all

PICH AEL, glorious Prince of Angela*

hear the sighs
Which unto thee I send
To thee my inmost spirit cries,

My being's

anb

0t. iilkt)ael

Qlo

rest.

light

Illume the soul's abyss

Mighty conqueror, bright and glorious*
Next to Mary thou dost reign.
Come and bless us with thy presence.
Bring with thy angelic

train.

Scatter the darkness of our night.

And

O Jesu

fill

!

the world with

Gabriel, silver-tongued a»id glorious,

bliss.

Raphael, healer of our woes.
Blessed Angels, guardians gentle.
Be our friend, repel our toes.

spotless Virgin flower

Our life and joy to thee
Be praise, beatitude, and power.
Through all eternity.
!

%mn

to

"pOLY Joseph,

Breathe into our hearts your sweetness
Flood our souls with love divine.
May your glorious presence ever
Round your charge protecting shine.

St. Mosepli.
dearest Father,

To thy children's prayer incline^
Whilst we sing thy joys and sorrows.
And the glories which are thine.

J

We

will honor, we will love you.
Blessed spirits ever more.
Our devotion still increasing.

As your

favors

on us pour.

How to praise thee, how to thank thee.
Blessed Saint,

we cannot

with you forever singing.
Singing in unending strain,
God the Father, Son, and Spirit,
Where the blessed ever reign.
Till

tell

Favors countless thou hast given,
Can we choose but .ove thee well ?

Spouse of Mary, thou didst guard her
Shield us, too, from every harm

Cent.

;

•Guard our Mother, guard our Sisters,
With thine own paternal arm.

Near to

Jesus, near to Mary,

And, kind

Keep

father, near to thee,
while on earth we wander.
in death our helper be.

us,

And

Sing we Joseph, Spouse

of Mary,

And our convent's blessed friend
Favors countless, mercies constant.
Thou

dost ever to us send.

We have prayed, and thou hast answered.
We have>asked, and thou hast given;
Heed we marvel ?

Jesus tells us

Joseph has the stores of heaven.

ynHOU

Maker of mankind.
Before thy throne we pray and weep;

Oh

loving

strengthen us with grace divine.
Duly this sacred Lent to keep.
!

Searcher of hearts

!

Thou

dost our

ills

our weakness know
thee
with
tears Vvc turn.
Again to
Again to us thy mercy show.
Discern, and

Much have we
Our

Oh

!

g^ilt,

all

sinned but we confess
all our faults deplore;
;

and

for the praise of thy great

Our

name.

fainting souls to health restore.

And

grant us, while by fasts we
This mortal body to control.
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To fast from all the food of
And so to purify the soul.
Hear

us,

Break the captive's fetters.
Light on blindness pour.

sin.

All our

O

Trinity thrice blest

Show

reap immortal fruit on high.

King:

of the

All hail, thou mystery adored

mother
him our sighs

for us incarnate

Virgin of all virgins
To thy shelter take us
Gentlest of the gentle
!

!

on which the Life himself
Died, and by death our life restored.

Hail, Cross

bliss implore.

Did not thee despise.

|Jassion-®ibe— (El)e ^olg Cross.
comes the standard

expelling,

thyself a

Offer

Who

OORTH

ills

Every

Sole Unity, to thee we cry
Vouchsafe us from these fasts below

To

13

!

Chaste and gentle make

On which

us.

our Saviour's holy side,
Rent open with a cruel spear,
Of blood and water poured a stream
To wash us from defilement clear,

on we journey.
Help our weak endeavor
Till with thee and Jesus

O

Through the highest heaven.

We rejoice forever.

wood in thee fulfilled
holy David's truthful lay.
Which told the world that from a tree
The Lord should all the nations sway.
sacred

!

Was

Most

empurpled

royally

To

Father, Son, and Spirit,

One same

shine

€t)ristmas ^smn.

TTflTH hearts truly grateful.
Come all ye faithful
To Jesus, to Jesus, in Bethlehem,

upon whose arms outstretch'd

The Saviour

of the world reclined

;

Balance sublime upon whose beam
Was weighed the ransom of mankind.
!

Hail, Cross
Hail,

on

thou only hope of man,

!

See Christ your Saviour,
Heaven's greatest favor
Let's hasten to adore him, our
King.

God

this holy Passion-day,

To saints increase the
From sinners purge

grace they have.
their guilt away.

Be praise to thee through
Thou through the Cross the
;

oh

equal.

womb

Angels now praise him.

also give the prize.

i

God

God and

Let's hasten, etc.

earth and skies
victory

to

Light of light eternal
Carried in virgin's ever spotless
He all preceded.
Begotten, not created.

Salvation's spring, blest Trinity,

Dost give

Amen.

glory be.

I

Those limbs so holy and divine
blest,

the Almighty Three,

o'er.

How beauteously thy stem doth
How glorious was its lot to touch
Thrice

as

Still,

Loud their voices raising
The heavenly mansions with joy now nng
To him who's most holy.
Be honor, praise, and glory.
;

i^gmn of

t\)c

©kascb Virgin

/TENTLE

^

Star of ocean,

Portal of the sky

ittar^.

Let's hasten, etc.

!

Ever Virgin Mother
Of the Lord most high

To

Jesus, this

Grateful

Oh

by Gabriel's ave.
Uttered long ago,
!

Eva's

name

reversing,

'Stablish peace below.

'Tis

day born.

homage

he who

all

return

heavenly

gifts

doth bring

Word increated,
To our flesh united.
Let's hasten, etc.
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